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PUBLIC LAW 88-246, 88TH CONGRESS, S. 2311,
DECEMBER 30, 1963
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

State* of America in Congress assembled, That the Librarian of Congress is

authorized and directed to prepare compilations of pertinent excerpts, biblio-

graphical references, and other appropriate materials relating to (1) the
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the national high school debate topic and (2) the subject selected annually

by the American Speech Association as the national college debate topic. In

preparing such compilations the Librarian shall include materials which in

his judgment are representative of, and give equal emphasis to, the opposing

points of view on the respective topics.

Sec. 2. The compilations on the high school debate topics shall be printed

as Senate documents and the compilations on the college debate topics shall be

printed as House documents, the cost of which shall be charged to the congres-

slime( a.!otment for printing and binding. Additional copies of such documents

ma; be pri,.ted in such quantities and distributed in such manner as the Joint

Committee on Printing directs.
Approved December 30, 1963.
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FOREWORD

The 1983-1984 htgh school debate
topic is, "What changes are mostneeded in the procedure used

in the United States justice system?" Three debatepropositions within this topic have been selected. These are

Resolved: That the United States
should adopt uniform rules

governing the ..rimtnal investigation
procedure of all public

law enforcement agencies in the Nation;

Resolved: That the United States
should establish uniform

rule. governing the procedure of all civil courts in the
Nation; and

Resolved: That the United States should establish uniform
rules governing the procedure of

all criminal courts in theNation.

This volume has been prepared to
assist in the exploratton of theseIssues. It begins with writings chos,n

to provide an overview of the judiciary
and the justice system and to place the topic and the three propositions intheir proper context.

Separate collections of essays and background materialson each of the debate propositions follow
the material .1 general applicability.Also included in :he volume

are a selected bibltograph a list of available
government publications related to the topic and the propositions, and a researchguide to aid in the exploration of

additional information sources. In selectingitems for this reader and bibliography,
the Congressional Research Service (CRS)has attempted to sample the wide

spectrum of opinions reflected in current
literature on these questions.

No preference for any policy is indicated bythe selection or positioning of
articles herein, nor should one infer CRS dis-approval of any policy or article not included.

Staff members of the American Law
Division and the Library Services

Division of CRS cooperated in the compilation of these materials. The prepar-ation of this volume was coordinated
by Sherry B. Shapiro and Elizabeth B. Bazan.Ms. Shapiro also prepared the bibliography and information on additional resources.George H. Walter selected materials
for a portion of the bibliography and reviewedthe product for bibliographic form and consistency. Barbara Sanders secured copy-right permissions. Richard Gipx assisted in the administration of the project.John M. White, with the

assistance of Lisa Barker, C. Lee Burwasser, KennethJ. Cockrell, Eleanor Conner, Ken Martini, and Paula Murphy contributed to thecompilation and production of the volume.

The Congressional Research Service wishes to express its appreciation
to those copyright holders that have

granted permission for the reproduction ofmaterials. Such permission is acknowledged in each Instance.

Good luck to each debater
in researching, preparing, and presentingarguments on tilts vaar's topic.

t ude

ctor, Congl. stoned Research Service



INTRODUCTION

This manual is designed to aid preparations for the 1983-1984 highschool debate competition.
Information is provided below to assist each debaterin making full use of the materials

contained in this volume.

The manual consists of readings,
bibliographic references, and a guideto additional search tools. The first group of readings was selected to providea general overview of the United States

justice system, including the courts onboth the State and Federal levels.
These should lay a foundation for a studyof the general topic and provide a basis from which the research on each of thedebate propositions may be launched.

Subsequent selections are tailored to eachof the specific propositions.
They focus, for example, on issues such as investi-gative techniques, the exclusionary rule

and its repercussions on search andseizure procedures, civil discovery,
commentaries on various aspects of theFederal Rules of Civil Procedure

and local rules, sentencing reform,
plea nego-tiations, and due process in criminal proceedings.

Similarly, citations in the bibliography
have been chosen to afforddebaters sampling of the diverse questions

and proposed solutions related tothe 1983-1984 high school debate competition. Suggestions for additional sourcesof information are provided in the research guide. The Superintendent of Docu-ments of the Government Printing Office
has also provided a list of pertinent

publications available for purchase.

In using this manual and exploring
other sources, the debaters shouldkeep in mind the current jurisdictional

separation between State and Federalcourt systems. The distinction between civil and criminal proceedings shouldalso be noted. Civil suits are actions between
opposing parties seeking vindi-cation of their respective individual

or corporate rights. In a criminal action,the go,ernment seeks to protect
the public by prosecuting an individual accusedof violating a statutory

prohibition against some specific act or omission.Should a criminal defendant be convicted,
a criminal penalty such as a fine ora term of imprisonment may be imposed.

The items listed in the bibliography may be located at a nearby
public, research, or depository library.

United States Government documents
listed in the bibliography may be found in most United States Government
depository libraries.

Your local public library should be able to assist youin locating those most convenient to you. The Library of Congress or Congres-
sional Research Service cannot distribute

copies of these or other materialsto debaters.

(1)
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98th Congress, 1st Session House Document No. 98-32

COMPREHENSIVE CRIME CONTROL ACT OF 1983

MESSAGE
FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
TRANSMITTING

A PROPOSAL FOR LEGISLATION ENTITLED THE "COMPRE-
HENSIVE CRIME CONTROL ACT OF 1983"

Mom 16, 1983 .Message and accompanying papers referred jointly
to the Committees on the Judiciary, Energy and Commerce, and

Government Operations and ordered to be printed

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
11-011 0 WASHINGTON :1023

10
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To the Congress of the United States:
I am transmitting to the Congress today a legislative proposal

entitled, the "Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1983."
As you know, my Administration has made major efforts to fight

crime in America. Soon after taking office, I directed the Attorney
General and other Federal law enforcement officials to improve the
efficiency and coordination of Federal law enforcement, with special
emphasis on violent, and drug-related crime. This has been accom-
plished largely through the work of the Cabinet Council on Legal
Policy, chaired by the Attorney General, as well as through leadership
provided by the White house Office on Drug Abuse Policy. As a result
of these efforts, Federal law enforcement is better coordinated than
ever before.

Of even greater importance, this Administration is attacking crime
at its source by providing increased resources to Federal law enforce-
ment agencies for apprehension, conviction, and incarceration. Last
October, for example, I announced a national strategy to cripple orga-
nized crime and put drug traffickers out of business. We established
twelve interagency task forces in key areas of the countrymodeled
in part on the Task Force that Iris been operating very successfully in
South Floridato work with State and local law enforcement officials
to shut down organized criminal enterprises. We established a National
('enter for State and Local Law Enforcement Training to assist and
train State and local officials in combatting syndicated crime. We also
have taken many other actions, including use of the FBI in drug cases,
to bring the full resources of the United States Government to bear on
the critical problem of crime.

Our efforts are beginning to bear fruit. During 1982, for example,
Federal cocaine, seizures totalled nearly 12,500 pundsnearly three
times the amount seized in 1981. Heroin seizures almost doubled, and
seizures of marijuana increased by 50 percent. I have every reason
to believe that these, and other administrative actions will continue
to increase arrests and convictions of persons who violate Federal
law.

But administrative action, however successful, is not enough. If
the forces of law are to regain the upper hand over the forces of
crime, ensuring that criminals are convicted and put and kept behind
bars, basic legislative changes are needed.

During the 97th Congress, the Senate passed S. 2572, the Violent
Crime and Drug Enforcement Improvements Act. Among its prin-
cipal provisions, this legislation would have made major and urgently
needed changes in our laws concerning bail, criminal forfeiture, and
selitencllig. It is unfortunate that. S. 2572 was not enacted during the
last Congress, but I look forward to working with the 98th Congress
to secure, at long last, passage of critically needed substantive
criminal law reform.
The legislative, proposal that I am transmitting today provides a

thorough and comprehensive reform of those aspects of Fe&ral
criminal law that have proven to be the largest obstacles in our fight
against crime. Many of our proposals were considered by the 97th
Congress. Others are new. Each is important in rolling back the tide
of criminal activity that threatens our Nation, our families and our
way of life.

11
(1)
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Our proposal is summarized in some detail in the materials ac-companying this message. I do, however, want to highlight sixespecially critical reforms:
Bail. Our bill would make it mach more difficult for a defendantlikely to be a threat to his community to be released on bail pend-ing trial.
Sentencing. The bill would change the sentencing system toensurethat sentences would be determinate and consistent throughout
the Federal system, with no parole possible.
Exclusionary rule. Under our proposal, evidence in a criminalcase that may have been improperly seized, which is now excludedfrom evidence, would be admissible upon a showing that theofficer making the seizure acted in reasonable good faith.
Criminal forfeitures. Our bill would strengthen the ability ofFederal prosecutors to confiscate the assets and profits of criminalenterprises.
Insanity defense. The bill would replace the current Federalinsanity defense with a narrower defense applicable only to a per-son who is unable to appreciate the nature or wrongfulness of hisacts.
Narcotics enforcement. Our proposal would substantially increasethe penalties for trafficking in drugs and would strengthen theregulatory authority of the Drug Enforcement Administrationwith respect to the diversion of legitimate drugs into illegalchannels.

The bill contains many other important provisions, as well, concern-ing labor racketeering, capital punishment, consumer product tamper-ing, and extradition, to name only a few. These proposals, takentogether, will provide Federal law enforcement officials with importantnew tools with which to combat crime and will help once again to makeour streets safe for all our citizens.
We must not allow further delay in protecting the rights, safety,and quality of life of all Americans. We must act no's. Accordingly,I urge prompt consideration and passage of these legislative proposals.

RONALD REAGAN.THE WHITE HOUSE, March 16, 1983.

12
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YEAR-END REPORT
ON THE JUDICIARY

BY WARREN E. BURGER
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INTRODUCTION
George Washington once referred to the due administra-

tion of justice as, "the strongest cement," "the firmest pil-
lar," and "the cornerstone of good government . . . essential
to the happiness of our country, and to the stability of our po-

litical system."
Unhappily, although we have made many improvements in

the administration of justice, I regret to state that the "unfin-
ished business"the accumulated and deferred mainte-
nanceoutweighs the progress. It is crucial that we look
ahead to see how we can accelerate needed changes. This
Year-End Report highlights some of the 1982 developments
in judicial administration.

1982: LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS AND
OPPORTUNITIES

In 1982 Congress, with the support of the Executive
Branch, made several attempts to alleviate some of the
caseload burdens of the federal courts, but more pressing im-
mediate non-judicial problems tend to get priority. As a re-
sult, needed changes come in slow and piecemeal fashion.
The year 1982 has been no exception.

The need for a national appellate court to handle technical
areas of law and to reduce both intercircuit conflicts and in-
creasing appellate workloads prompted Congress to take one
small stepthe "Federal Court Improvement Act of 1982."
That Act merged the U. S. Court of Claims and the U. S.
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals into the 12judge
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. That Court
has newly exclusive jurisdiction over patent appeals from
District Courts and appeals from the Merit System Protec-
tion Board and Boards of Contract Appeals. It also has the
traditional exclusive jurisdiction of the merged courts in in-
ternational trade, substantial claims against the U. S. Gov-
ernment and appeals from the Patent and Trademark Office
either directly or through the District Courts. Among the
other benefits referred to above, this will discourage "judge
shopping" in important areas that call for specialized experi-

14
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2 YEAR-END REPORT-1982

ence. The U. S. Claims Court, simultaneously created,
takes over the trial jurisdiction of its predecessor the Court
of Claims.' Chief Judge Howard Markey of the new Federal
Circuit Court has estimated that the merger of the two
courts can save taxpayers up to $1 million annually. Debate
and consideration of the need for specialized courts is a sign
of the increasing complexity of solving the problem of ex-
panding federal court caseloads.

Other provisions of the Actunrelated to the creation of
the new courts--achieve "housekeeping" changes in the fed-
eral courts. For example, the Act imposes a more realistic
basis for calculating the interest earned on money judgments
while the trial court decision is under appeal. RrAther than
allow interest at the rate set by state law, post-judgment in-
terest is now calculated based on U. S. Treasury bill rates.
This provision, in the minds of many judges, will reduce the
incentive for litigants to take appeals and enjoy the use of
money at low interest rates pending the appellate disposition.

The Act also places a seven-year limit on the tenure of chief
judges and bars judges over 64 years of age from becoming
chief judge of a district or circuit court. The goal is to pre-
vent a rapid succession of leadership in the federal courts
and at the same time to avoid the situation of an individual
serving one or even two decades.

The dangers of casually resorting to creation of specialized
courts are well illustrated by several Congressional re-
sponses to the Northern Pipeline Construction Company v.
Marathon Pipeline, Co. decision earlier this year.' Pro-
posed legislation to create independent Article III courts in
ninety-five judicial districts for resolving cases arising under
the bankruptcy laws demands very serious scrutiny. The
impact of adding a new nationwide trial court in the federal

' The new U. S. Claims Court shares with the federal district court con-
current jurisdiction to provide equitable relief and is also authorized to ren-
der final albeit appealabledecisions.

'See BURGER, CHIEF JusTicE dissenting, Northern Pipeline Construc-
tion Company v. Marathon Pipeline, Co. case.

13
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judicial structure would create a management monster at a
vast and unjustifiable additional cost to taxpayers. In this
instance, creating specialized Article III courts is a remedy
worse than the "disease."

SUPREME COURT NEEDS

Legislation dealing with the Supreme Court's workload has
been introduced again this year. The idea of a National
Court of Appeals, for example, has been studied beginning
with the 1972 Freund Report and the subsequent 1975
Hruska Commission Report. In two bills introduced this
year, an intermediate court would have jurisdiction over
cases referred to it by the Supreme Court and would be able

to deny review "unless directed by the Supreme Court to de-
cide the case." Without endorsing the specific remedies pro-
posed, I have for more than ten years emphasized the need
for some change if the Supreme Court is to keep up with its
work and maintain appropriate quality.'

Pending before the 97th Congress when it adjourned were
several other bills that would specifically affect the U. S. Su-

preme Court. Passed by the House and awaiting action in

the Senate was a bill eliminating the statutory mandatory ju-
risdiction of the U. S. Supreme Court so as to give it virtu-
ally total discretion in selecting cases for review. Another
provision of this bill would allow federal courts to determine
which civil actions merit expedited handling.

Versions of bills eliminating mandatory jurisdiction of the
U. S. Supreme Court have passed one or the other house in
the past three Congresses. This legislation is supported by
all nine Justices of the Supreme Court and there is no opposi-
tion from any sourceyet it has not been enacted.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

The Pretrial Services Act which passed Congress this year
is an example of legislation which copies on a national scale
what began as a pilot program in ten representative judicial

'See page 12.

16
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districts. Pretrial Service Agencies administered by the
Probation Division of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts were designed to achieve three basic goals: (1)
reducing the costs associated with pretrial confinement; (2)
reducing the rates of non-appearances; and (3) reducing the
rates of arrests pending trial.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE JUDICIARY

There is a need to look beyond our immediate problems and
on to 1983-1999. A bill to establish a commission to make a
comprehensive study of the state and federal courts passed
the Senate in 1982, and was awaiting action in the House
when the 97th Congress adjourned. The proposed commis-
sion's major purposes are to study the jurisdiction of federal
and state courts, appraise the problems currently confronting
those courts, and to develop a long-range plan for their future
needs. The bipartisan commission would consist of 14 mem-
bers appointed by the heads of the three branches of govern-
ment. The commission would submit annual and periodic re-
ports on the state of the judiciary, and a final report at the
end of ten years. This is essentially a step I proposed 12
years ago.

STATE-FEDERAL RELATIONS
The success of the American experiment in government we

began 200 years ago rests heavily on the coordination of the
work of state and federal courts. Two-way exchanges be-
tween state and federal courts of ideas about court manage-
ment, procedures, reforms and administration have been en-
couraged. I maintain regular contacts with the Conference
of Chief Justices, the National Center for State Courts, the
National Judicial College and the Institute for Court Manage-
ment, and there is a spirit of active cooperation between the
state and federal court systems.

With no conscious thought or planindeed quite the con-
trarythere are signs that state and federal dockets are be-
coming more and more alike and that the federal system
seems to be on its way to a de facto merger with the state
court system. Neither the state nor federal judges favor

1 Y
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this, tor there are risks that this trend will undermine ac-
cepted principles of federalism.' As Chairman of the Judi-
cial Conference of the United States, I requested and re-
ceived authority to create a Subcommittee on Federal-State
Relations composed of federal and state judges. The new
Federal-State Subcommittee, chaired by Judge Mary Anne
Richeys (District of Arizona), in addition to serving state and
federal judiciaries, will identify basic problems concerning
allocation of jurisdiction between the state and federal
courts.

STATE JUSTICE INSTITUTE

State courts handle an overwhelming proportion of all judi-

cial business. It is important, therefore, to ensure public
confidence in the state courts. Legislative proposals to ci e-
ate a State Justice Institute are a highly appropriate way to
assist state courts and simultaneously fortify the doctrine of
federalism. The Senate has already passed a bill that would
establish that institution as a non-profit corporation designed
to administer federally funded assistance programs to state
court systems.

DIVERSITY JURISDICTION

Both the federal and state systems will be strengthened if
diversity jurisdiction cases go to state courts, since under the
present system the federal court is obliged to apply state law.
State judges are the best source to apply state law. The
American Law Institute Study Report of 1969 concluded that
"diversity jurisdiction extended federal jurisdiction to sub-
stantial classes of cases with no valid justification for being
in the national courts." I have pressed this without result
up to now.

Attorney General William French Smith stated earlier this
year that "the elimination of diversity jurisdiction is a pro-
posal whose time has finally arrived." Administrative Office

'On June 10, 1980 I urged the American Law Institute to eonsider the
changes occurring in the state and federal judicial branches.

'Judge Richey is the first woman to chair a Judicial Conference
Committee.

18
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figures show that abolition of diversity jurisdiction would re-sult in up to a 25 percent reduction in the federal district
courts' caseload and a 17 percent decrease in appellate filings.
Diversity jurisdiction cases consume an inordinate amount of
judicial resources. They represented 39 percent of all the
cases that went to trial in the District Courts and 60 percent
of all civil jury trials between June 30, 1981 and June 30,
1982. Ridding the federal courts of diversity jurisdiction
would also curb unnecessary procedural litigation that arisesin such cases. Moreover, it is fairly estimated that the costof diversity cases in terms of juror expenses and judicial sala-
ries amounted to .8 million in 1981.

The traditional justification for diversity jurisdictionthe
18th century fear of local bias against out-of-state litigants
is today secondary to other factors such as geographical loca-tion of the court and court caseload.

Speaking through the Conference of [State] Chief Justices
in August 1977, state judges agreed with the proposal to
abolish federal diversity of citizenship jurisdiction, and
voiced their willingness "to assume all or part of the diversity
jurisdiction presently exercised by the federal courts." Na-
tional Center for State Courts statistics show that civil filings
in state courts would only increase by 1.03 percent on the av-
erage, if federal diversity jurisdiction were abolished. Ap-
proximately seven thousand state judges of general jurisdic-
tion couldwithout undue burdentake over diversity juris-diction cases now handled by about 500 U. S. DistrictJudges.

There have been numerous Congressional attempts to deal
with diversity jurisdiction. A bill calling for the eliminationof diversity jurisdiction was pending at the adjournment ofthe 97th Congress. It should be promptly reintroduced in
the 98th Congress and passed without more delay.

CORRECTIONS

The total prisoner population has doubled from about
200,000 in 1972 to approximately 400,000 in 1982. Manda-
tory sentencing bills adopted by 37 states and 123 new anti-

19
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crime bills may well enlarge the prisoner population and lead
to more prison explosions. In 1982, 39 states were under
court order to reduce prison crowding and in 37 states there
was litigation over prison conditions in 1981. Only extreme
conditions warrant judicial intervention in this area, but
some conditions are extreme.

There are several approaches for coping with these stag-
gering numbers of prisoners. First, much can be done to im-
prove the conditions of prisons and decrease the overcrowd-
ing by building new and renovating old facilities. Second,
the prison confinement experience can be made more humane
and effective by enhancing the caliber and training of prison
officials. Third, prison programs which provide education
and opportunities for work experience can be instituted.

The National Academy of Corrections which I advocated
since 1971 was created recently to provide better trained
guards and middle level personnel working with prisoners.'
In its short life since its establishment in October 1981 as part
of the National Institute of Corrections, the Academy trained
over 2,100 persons, mostly state and local corrections offi-
cials, and expects an enrollment of 2,500 in 1983. In addition
to the two primary areas of correctional management and
staff training, the Academy will offer in 1983 a variety of new
courses on prison and jail overcrowding and population man-
agement. Evaluations reveal that the courses are of high
quality and rated favorably. Attorney General Smith de-
serves high praise for this step forward, as does Allen Breed,
Director of the National Institute of Corrections.

One of the grave weaknesses of our prisons has been the
lack of training of guards and attendants who have hourly
eyeball-to-eyeball contact with prisoners. If they are not
able to cope with inmateswho by definition are abnormal
peopleprison disturbances, costly riots and often loss of life
will result.

'See speech urging this. Remarks of CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN E. BUR-
GER, National Conference on Corrections, Williamsburg, Virginia, Decem-
ber 7, 1971.
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I am bound to repeat what I have pressed for many years:
THAT EVERY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION MUSTBE MADE A COMBINED EDUCATIONAL AND PRG-
DUCTION INSTITUTIONA SCHOOL AND FACTORY
WITH FENCES. ARCHAIC ATTITUDES AND OBSO-
LETE STATUTES LLMITING THE SALE AND TRANS-
PORTATION OF PRISON-MADE GOODS MUST BE
CHANGED or we will continue the melancholy business of
releasing inmates less fit to resume private life than before
conviction. Not all, but many prison inmates can be moti-
vated by training and by being active in productive work to
help pay for the costs of incarceration. The "prison-produc-
tion" programs' must be greatly expanded and made a uni-
versal practice as in the enlightened programs of northern
European countries.

Correctional policy, particularly during times of rapidly in-
creasing prisoner populations and prison overcrowding, can
no longer remain confined to one level of government or onesegment of society. State, local and federal authorities must
focus on these problems and in concertwithin the frame-work of federalismdevelop a national correctional policy todeal with them. Very soon I will propose that Congress cre-ate a National Commission on Corrections Practices to re-view these matters and propose remedial programs.

THE "LITIGATION EXPLOSION"
It is becoming trite to say Americans tend to be the most

litigious people on the globe, using the courts for airing all
manner of grievances, disputes and perceived "entitle-
ments." The escalating demands imposed on the courts have
led to their becoming congested, slow, and costly. Fortu-
nately, there has been a steady but all too limited increase in

' Control-Data Corporation trains inmates of the Minnesota State Peni-tentiary to assemble computers. The inmates can then secure employ-ment in this rapidly expanding field when they are released. "Prison-pro-duction programs" have also been introduced in other states, includingKansas and Utah.
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the number and variety of alternative dispute resolution pro-
grams, largely stimulated by the American Bar Association
following the Pound Conference of 1976.8 This reflects the
view that courts are not the appropriate forums for the reso-
lution of many problems, regardless of the condition of their

dockets.
PRIVATE INITIATIVES

Funding for dispute resolution programs has been, to a
large extent, transferred from the public to the private sec-
tor. The 1982 Dispute Resolution Program Directory com-
piled by the ABA, following the Pound Conference recom-
mendations, is expected to list 188 communities in 38 states
with dispute resolution centers of some sort created since

1970. The ABA is involved in setting up Multi -Door Dispute
Resolution Centers, the major goal of which is the establish-
ment of centralized, coordinated, dispute resolution organiza-

tions. These organizations would assist dispute resolution
centers in acquiring appropriate case referrals and make citi-
zens aware of the different forums available to them.

The National Institute for Dispute Resolution also aims to-

ward a coherent and integrated approach to alternative dis-
pute resolution and joins the ranks of other national organiza-

tions in financially supporting alternative dispute resolution
research and programs.

ARBITRATION

A recent study by Rand C^*.poration indicates that the av-

erage cost to taxpayers of a jury trial, in all federal courts
and a major state jurisdiction surveyed, is roughly $8,000 per
case, taking into account only the direct operating costs.

The need for dispute resolution services is great and state govern-

ments and private institutions are only slowly coming forward to fill it.

According to a June, 1982 ABA report on "State Legislation on Dispute
Resolution," several state legislatures have made some progress in provid-

mg financial assistance to privately initiated alternatives to dispute resolu-

tion. New York's comprehensive Dispute Resolution Act appropriates,
for example, funds for dispute resolution centers over a three year period.
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The Rand study also suggests that the amount of the recov-
ery in about 75 percent of civil trials examined in one typical
major urban jurisdiction was less than $8,000. Further-
more, the Rand researchers believe that the costs to the two
contending parties substantially exceed :.:,000. If this is
even approximately correctand I suspect it isthere must
be a better way.

The alternative dispute resolution movement, which en-
compasses a wide range of approaches and procedures for
handling different types ofconflicts, represents a better way.
Arbitration is one of the oldest forms of alternatives to dis-
pute resolution.

The Civil Justice Institute of the Rand Corporation is cur-
rently conducting an evaluation of the Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania, court-annexed arbitration program. The arbitration
program in Pittsburgh, like the one in Philadelphia, dates
back to the 1950's. The Pittsburgh study focuses on the liti-
gant's and attorney's satisfaction with the voluntary arbitra-
tion program.

LEGAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Legal education encompasses more than traditional

courses dealing with case law. For a dozen years, I have
pressed on the ABA and law schools that future generations
of the legal profession must be as well versed in negotiation,
mediation, and arbitration as in the conventional adversary
method. Legal education should prepare students to be-
come not only advocates, but competent problem-solvers and
counselors without resorting to litigation. Happily, law
schools and the Bar have responded to meet these needs, de-
spite the problems of uncertain funding and pointless "turf-
inspired" disagreement over faculty status of those teaching
clinical legal education. By 1982, 95 percent of ABA-ap-
proved law schools offered some kind of practical professional
skills training to their studentsa large expansion over past
practices. For example, the University of Pennsylvania's
clinical program operating in conjunction with the Wharton
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School's Small Business Development Center emphasizes
"dispute-avoidance" skills.'

In addition to clinical education and trial advocacy pro-
grams available in law schools, law students and practitioners
can participate in numerous continuing education programs
and a new phenomenon of the 1980's, the American Inns of
Courtknown as AMINNCOURT. The Inns of Court Pro-
gram, inspired by the English experience, responds to the
need for advocate training at the law school level. THE EN-
COURAGING FACTOR IS THAT THERE HAVE BEEN
MORE CHANGES IN LEGAL EDUCATION IN THESE
RESPECTS IN THE LAST 10 YEARS THAN IN THE
PREVIOUS 50 YEARS.

CHANGING TECHNIQUES OF LAWYERS

The Institute for Court Management and the ABA Action
Commission have collaborated on projects in Colorado, New
Mexico, and New Jersey where telephone conference calls
are used in pre-trial issues involving civil and criminal cases.
Findings of the Commission revealed that seventy-seven per-
cent of the participating lawyers charged their clients lower

amounts for conferences by telephone than for in-court hear-

ings. Lawyers who handled motions by telephone reported
that they charged less than half the amount per hearing than
that charged by lawyers who appeared in person.

THE JUDICIARY
JUDICIAL WORKLOAD AND PRODUCTIVITY

The upward trend of case filings in the federal courts con-
tinued in 1982. There were 238,875 new filings in the federal
district courts representing a 12 percent increase over 1981.
The civil docket rose by 14 percent and the criminal caseload

'Other law schools with noteworthy programs include Harvard, City
University of New York, Illinois Institute of Technology-Chicago Kent,
University of Michigan, University of Wisconsin, and Mitchell College of

Law.
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grew by 4.5 percent. Although the rate of terminations has
increased, the percentage of cases pending has likewise ex-
panded. The workload of the Courts of Appeal increased by
six percent over 1981.

The excessive caseload burden of the federal courts is no-
where more evident than in the Supreme Court. In 1981,
350 more cases were filed with the Supreme Court than in the
previous year. For the first time since the Court was
granted relief by the Certiorari legislation of 1925, the calen-
dar for the Court's current Term was substantially filed
(with only 4 remaining weeks open to schedule oral argu-
ments) prior to the beginning of the Term in October.

All federal judges are responding to their increasing work-
load with increases in productivity. At the District Court
level, there were 463 filings for each of the 515 authorized
judgeships in 1982. Although the number of terminations
has increased from 403 in 1981 to 430, cases pending per
judgeship have increased at even a greater pace from 396 to
431, refle.ting a 9 percent growth rate over the last year.

This year proved to be record setting in the Courts of Ap-
peal with filings exceeding for the first time 600 cases per au-
thorized three-judge panel. The number of terminated cases
increased by 22 cases per judgeship or 12 percent over 1981.
In 24 to 48 months this increase will be reflected in Supreme
Court filings.

New judgeships are desperately needed to cope with the
ever-increasing caseload '°. The Judicial Conference, in
1981, requested 75 new federal judges (51 District and 24
Courts of Appeal) and the need is even greater at the end of
1982. This request for additional judges was not acted on by
Congress in 1982.

ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENTNEW COURT
ADMINISTRATORS AUTHORIZED

Second only to the burgeoning caseload are administrative

"This is an added reason why Congress should not create more than 200
Article III judgeships for bankruptcy cases. It's more district judges we
need.
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and management demands placed on judges and the few
court administrators provided in the federal courts.

In 1971, for the first time in the history of the federal court

system, court administrators were introduced as aides to the
chief judges of the circuits. We had requested court admin-
istrators for each of the 11 circuits and for the larger metro-
politan district courts. However, Congress authorized court
administrators designated as Circuit Executives only for
each of the 11 circuits. None were authorized for the Dis-
trict Courts. Two years ago Congress authorized on a tem-

porary and pilot basis, court administrators designated as
District Executives for five of the larger district courts.
That program is progressing well. In this area the states
have been far ahead of the federal system and the advent of
the Institute for Court Management in 1969 provided a
source of trained court administrators for all courts.

JUDICIAL SURVIVORS ANNUITIES

Federal Judicial Survivors' Annuities are inadequate in
comparison to both private practice and the state court sys-
tems. This factor and inflation have direct bearing on the

wave of resignations from the federal bench over the past few

decades. There were seven resignations in the 1950s; eight

in the 1960s; twenty-four in the 1970s; and already ten during
the first two years of the 1980s including three federal judges
who resigned in 1982 to return to more lucrative private en-
deavors. THIS IS MORE RESIGNATIONS THAN FROM

1790 to 1950. The average age of those resigning is 56, thus
depriving the federal bench of 15 to 20 of the most productive
years of the incumbent's tenure.

The present inadequate annuities scheme presents grave
problems bearing on the caliber of those who will accept ap-
pointments to the federal bench. We cannot tolerate a
system in which the federal court will be staffed dispropor-
tionately either by those of independent means or those who

"could not make it" in private practice. Adequate compensa-
tion and benefits for survivors are needed to assure the inde-
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pendence of the judiciary and to encourage well-qualified in-
dividuals to accept appointments to the federal bench.

CONCLUSION
September 17, 1987 will mark the 200th anniversary of the

Convention of the Constitution of the United States of Amer-
ica. The commemoration of the Constitution should not,
however, be confined to a fixed date or event but should ex-
tend over several years of observance.

A bill establishing a Commission on the Bicentennial of the
Constitution was passed by the Senate in 1982. It would
create a 16 member Commission appointed by the heads of
the three branches of government to foster and coordinate
activities that commemorate the Bicentennial of the Con-
stitution until December 31, 1989. In performing its duties,
the Commission would cooperate with government and pri-
vate agencies, academic institutions and civic and profes-
sional associations.

The Bicentennial celebration takes into account several im-
portant dates beyond the ratification of the Constitution that
are worthy of mention. For example, it was not until 1789
that the first Congress was officially organized; the first
President, George Washington, was inaugurated; the first
Judicial Act was passed; the first Chief Justice, John Jay,
was confirmed; and most significant, the Bill of Rights was
submitted and ratified first by New Jersey.

This legacy has provided the impetus for many innovations
and reforms in judicial administration during the last 200
years. This year's developments in the administration of
justice continue in this tradition. Despite some progress,
however, many new problems have arisen and the "deferred
maintenance" grows.
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THE NEED FOR "TIME AND FRESHNESS OF MIND

. . . AND REFLECTION . . . INDISPENSABLE TO
THOUGHTFUL, UNHURRIED-DECISION."

For the 14th year you provide me the opportunity to lay
before you, the leaders of our profession, problems facing the

courts. On prior occasions I have often presented a series of
problems, my observations on each, and a request for your
advice and support.

Today I will focus on only one subject which is perhaps the
most important single, immediate problem facing the Judi-
ciary and that is the caseload of the Supreme Court and the
need for the "time and (the] freshness of mind . . . and reflec-

tion . . . indispensable to thoughtful, unhurried decision."

I am well aware that having raised my voice on many occa-
sions during the past 14 years concerning the overburdening
of the courts and of the Supreme Court, there is the risk that
anyone takes in repeatedly "crying wolf." But I suggest the

analogy of the early pioneer who, looking out the window of
his log cabin, saw a pack of wolves destroying his livestock,
killing his chickens and clawing at his smokehouse with its
supply of food. Someone in that situation need not be apolo-

getic about calling for helpif there is anyone within hearing
who can helpas you who are within hearing can help.

Beginning when I first appeared as an advocate in the Su-
preme Court and later, during 13 years on the United States
Court of Appeals, I observed the Supreme Court's work at
close range and I reached the conclusion that there were
some serious problems down the road. When I took my
present office in 1969 I was well aware that in 1953, the first
year of the tenure of my distinguished predecessor Chief Jus-
tice Warren, the Court had 1,463 cases on its docket and had
issued 65 signed Court opinions.' In the Term that ended
last July the Supreme Court had 5,311 cases on its docket,
and issued 141 signed Court opinions, an increase of approxi-
mately 270% in the docket and more than double the number

' This figure does not Include concurring or dissenting opinions, or
Chambers opinions granting or denying stays of judgments or other ex-

traordinary relief.
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of signed opinions.I The best single measurement of the
Court's work is its signed Court opinions.' We see there-fore that during my tenure in office the steady increase of
preceding decades has become almost a tidal wave. Occa-
sionally filings reach a plateau but do not remain on a plateaufor long. Part, but not all of the explanation for the increase
in cases is that in just the short span of 14 years, Congress
has enacted more than 100 statutes creating new claims, enti-tlements and causes of action. Judicial opinions have alsocreated new causes of action but to a lesser extent.

In this period another development has become acute.
Gradually over the last 30 years or more the content and com-plexity of the cases have ehAnged drastically and often there
are few precedents to guide the courts in these new areas.These wholly new kinds of cases that are reaching the courts
reflect changes in our increasingly complex society andchanges in the relationships of government to individuals.

Increasingly the Court has been confronted with more andmore claims of prisoners relating to the condition of their con-finement; some are absurd and frivolous, some are valid.
There are new claims of teachers and professors relating totheir tenure and the conditions of their employment, and newelahm of employment discrimination. There are challenges
to the validity of new kinds of taxes levied by the hard-pressed states, giving rise to difficult constitutional ques-tions. There are difficult and complex cases arising out oflong overdue recognition of the rights ofwomen and of minor-ities. New legal problems arise from the growth of multi-
national corporations, and cases on conflicts between protec-
tion of the environment and development of new sources ofenergy and new industry. These are but a few examples.

This is not surprising for we live in a dynamic society. Asa people we have never been content with the status quo.We have recognized the impact of all this on the lower courts

z

' In the Term ending July 1982 the U. S. Law Week reported a total of141 signed Court opinions and 10 Per Curiam opinions.
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by more than doubling the number of judges in 30 years. In

1953 there were 279 authorized federal judgeships; today
there are 647 and these are the judges who produce the grist
for the Supreme Court "mill." In 1953 District Court filings
were about 99,000; there were about 3,200 Court of Appeals

filings. Currently there are nearly 240,000 District Court
filings and 28,000 Court of Appeals filings -- increasing from
99,000 to one quarter million in the district court and from
3,200 to 28,000 in the court of appeals.

If we project the experience of the past 14 years over the
next 14 years, the Supreme Court may well have 7,000 to
9,000 filings annually. I leave it to you to say how many
fully argued cases requiring full treatment and signed opin-
ions that would reasonably call for. Does anyone think nine
Justices could cope with 9,000 filings?

Recently I took off the shelves the volumes of the U. S.
Reports for the 1882 Term. I will anticipate the critics of
what I say today, by acknowledging that the Court's 1882
Reports show 260 opinions. We know of course, neither
cases nor opinions are fungible. On the first page of Volume
106 of the 1882 Term, we find that what is indexed as an
"opinion" is simply an explanation of why the Court denied a
petition for rehearing. Today we dispose of such petitions
with one line on the Monday Order List. No opinion is
needed. An analysis of all the opinions in the 1882 Term re-
veals that out of the 260 opinions indexed as such, more than
one half ranged from one to four pages. A majority of those
cases could fairly be described as "landlord and tenant" type
cases, cases important to the individual litigants, but of no
lasting general importance to federal law.

If the Court had been authorized to exercise discretionary
certiorari jurisdiction in 1882, probably half of what were de-
scribed in 1882 as "cases" probably would have been denials
of certiorari. The 1925 certiorari amendment which Chief
Justice Taft persuaded Congress to adopt enlarged the
Court's discretion to grant or deny review, but that discre-
tion has gradually been eroded. In the most recent Term of
the Court 25% of the argued cases were mandatory appeals
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and more than 50% of all those disposed of on the merits were
mandatory appeals.

It is of no little significance that the final opinion of the1882 Term is dated May 7. So from May 7 to October 8,
when the 1883 Term opened, there were no stacks of about 90to 100 new filings handed or mailed to each Justice each week
as is the case today.

When I arrived at the Supreme Court in 1969, after ob-serving these developments at close range for more than 15
years, I concluded that something needed to be done. Thefirst step necessary was a comprehensive study of the
Court's workload, its practices and its jurisdiction. Fortu-nately we had the advantage of the monumental study of the
American Law Institute of 1969 recommending significant
changes in federal jurisdiction.

Even if all these recommendations had been followed that
would not have solved the caseload problems of the SupremeCourt. All of them should have long since been adopted butit is fortunate that Congress responded to our urgings and
substantially narrowed the jurisdiction of three judge Dis-trict Courts with the mandatory right of appeal to the Su-preme Court.

Against this background I appointed a committee of distin-
guished lawyers in 1971 to study the Supreme Court's prob-lems, and prevailed upon Professor Paul Freund, one of
America's foremost legal scholars, experienced in Supreme
Court work, to chair that committee. The members of this
committee included other lawyers with long experience in theSupreme Court.' In the face of the stark figures I have
mentioned, that is the changes in the number and kinds
of cases from 1953 to 1969, I would have been derelictin my duty had I not taken the step of creating the Freund
Committee.

At that time, I also urged the Congress to create a commis-

`Professor Paul Freund, Professor Alexander M. Bickel, Peter D.Ehrenhaft, Dean Russell D. Niles, Bernard G. Segal, Robert L. Stern, andProfessor Charles Alan Wright.
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sion, with representatives of each of the three branches of
the government, to study the growth of the work of all of
the federal courts including the Supreme Court. Congress

responded and created the Commission chaired by Senator
Roman Hruska of Nebraska.' That body's 1974 report and
recommendations with respect to the Supreme Court were
generally similar to those made by the Freund Committee in
1972. The central piece in each report was that an interme-
diate appellate court of some kind should be created to give
relief to the Supreme Court. It is against this background
that I wish to discuss with you today the very grave problem
of Supreme Court, now more acute than in 1953 or 1969.

I assure you at the outset that if I knew precisely how to
solve this problem I would not hesitate to say so, but I do not
have the answers. When the Freund Report was made in
1972 followed by the Hruska Report, some lawyers and mem-
bers of the judiciary were quite startled. In 1974 and again
in 1976, the House of Delegates of this Association had the
foresight to conclude there was an urgent need for such an
intermediate appellate court. That need is far more urgent
today.

It is fair to say that in 1972 four or five members of the
Supreme Court were in general agreement with the diagnosis
of the problem made in those two important reports. How-

ever, when no consensus emerged as to the remedy, within
the Supreme Court or within the legal profession, I con-
cluded I had no choice but to await events, keep a watchful

eye on the docket and from time to time draw the subject to

your attention. I have done that. Today I do it again.
In a lecture at New York University last November com-

memorating the 30th Anniversary of the Institute of Judicial

'Senator Roman L. Hruska, Judge J. Edward Lumbard, Senator Quen-

tin N. Burdick, Senator Hiram L. Fong, Senator John L. McClellan, Hon-
orable Emanuel Cel ler, Dean Roger C. Cramton, Francis R. Kirkham,
Judge Alfred T. Sulmonetti, Congressman Jack Brooks, Congressman
Walter Flowers, Congressman Edward Hutchinson, Congressman Charles

E. Wiggins, Judge Roger Robb, Bernard G. Segal, Professor Herbert

Wechsler.
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Administration and paying tribute to the pioneer of all ad-
ministrative innovators, Chief Justice Vanderbilt of New Jer-
sey, I undertook to discuss with lawyers and judges how
other countries deal with these problems. The highly civi-
lized and industrialized countries from Sweden down to Italy
draw their legal institutions primarily from the law of Rome
and the Napoleonic Codes. In those countries as we know,
judicial authority has not achieved the status that it has
under our Constitution. In only a few countries of the world
do courts exercise the authority to declare an act of the legis-
lative branch or the executive unconstitutional.

In France, for example, a nine member Constitutional
Council has exclusive authority to deal with constitutional
questions. Other French courts of last resort deal with deci-
sions of administrative agencies, and civil or criminal cases.
In England, from whence our law and judicial institutions de-
rive, we find a similar division. We remember of course that
England's structure of government does not contain the
sharp separation of executive, legislative and judicial author-
ity that we have under our Constitution. In England the
true tribunal of last resort is not a strictly judicial body in our
constitutional sense, but rather it is the Parliament itself.
The formal title of Parliament, as we recall from our law
school days, is the "High Court of Parliament." Review by
the Law Lords is only by leave. Until a few years ago two
five member panels divided about 40 cases a year. Cur-
rently, except for about 50 to 70 cases a year reviewed by the
Law Lords, final judgments are rendered by the two courts
of appealone for civil and one for criminal cases. Each
panel of the Law Lords annually hears 35 cases, more or less.

The Lord Chief Justice presides over the Court of Appeal
for criminal cases and the Lord Master of the Rolls presides
over the court dealing with all other appeals. This special-
ized division of jurisdiction should not startle us unduly be-
cause two of our own states, Texas and Oklahoma, have fol-
lowed this pattern.

I do not suggest for a moment that we slavishly follow the
models of England or other European countries. What I do
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suggest is that any intelligent analysis .and consideration of

our problems demands a close look at other systems by a tri-
partite commission which I, today, ask Congress to create.

The problems of all the other courts in our federal system
can be met by a combination of improved procedures, wider

use of court administrators, and ultimately, by the addition of

more judges. And adding judges is what we have done.
But in the Supreme Court more Justices would not help. As

Chief Justice Hughes pointed out in 1937, more Justices
would be a handicap, not a remedy.

Within the Court we can and we have changed a number of

our procedures since 1969. For example we have reduced
the oral argument from one hour to 30 minutes. We have

increased the number of summary dispositions on the merits
without hearing full oral arguments. I predict that if there
is not prompt action to give relief there will be a large in-
crease in summary dispositions, particularly in dealing with

criminal cases when the lower courts have either misread or
ignored our controlling holdings.

Given the conditions the Supreme Court faces we have
gone about as far as we can go.

In 1958, when the Court issued only 99 signed Court opin-
ions, Professor Henry Hart of Harvard in the Annual Review
of the Supreme Court's work, concluded that:

". . . the number of cases which the Supreme Court
tries to decide by full opinion, far from being increased,
ought to be materially decreased."'

Professor Hart was saying that 99 full signed Court opinions

were too many. In 1959 Justice Frankfurter echoed Profes-

sor Hart saying.
"[T]he judgments of this Court . . .. presuppose ample
time and freshness of mind for [the] private study and
reflection . . . [and] fruitful interchange . . . indis-

pensable to thoughtful, unhurried decision. . . . It is

'Henry J. Hart, Jr., "Foreword: The Time Chart of the Justices," 73
Harvard Law Review, 84, 99 (1959).
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therefore imperative that the docket of the Court be
kept down so that its volume does not preclude wise
adjudication."'

When Justice Frankfurter said that, there were 97 signed
Court opinions.

From 27 years on the Bench almost equally divided be-
tween the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court, I agree
heartily with Professor Hart and Justice Frankfurter.

I repeat that the straightforward, relatively simple reme-
dies applicable to the other courts do not provide answers for
the Supreme Court. Only fundamental changes in structure
and jurisdiction will provide a solution that will maintain the
historic posture of the Supreme Court, will insure "proper
time for reflection," preserve the traditional quality of deci-
sions, and avoid a breakdown of the systemor of some of
the Justices.

It will no longer do to say glibly, as some have, that we "do
not need another tier of courts," or another court, or a change
in the structure of appellate procedure at the highest level
simply because we have functioned with the present struc-
ture of three tiers of courts since 1891. That is meaningless
in terms of the needs of the present and particularly of the
next 10 to 20 years and for the 21st Century. We can no
longer tolerate the vacuous notion that we can get along with
the present structure "because we have always done it that
way."

Ninety-two years ago when Congress finally got around to
creating the federal courts of appeals, that new structure was
adequate for a period only a quarter of a century removed
from the Civil War. By that time we had substituted steel
pens for quill pens, the steam engine was here to stay and
steam moved boats on the rivers and on the oceans and pulled
trains on rails. Nine Justices were adequate to deal with 250
of the kinds of cases filed with the Court in those days. But
transportation has moved from horses and steam to jet

'Dick v. New York Life Insurance Co., 359 U. S. 437, 458-459 (1959)
(Frankfurter, J., dissenting).
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power, science and engineering has landed us on the moon,
and satellites in outer space are a routine part of our commu-
nications systems, yet we are still expecting nine Justices to
deal, not with 900 filings a year, as was true in 1933, but with
4,000 to 5,000and who knows how many in the years ahead.

These problems did not fall on us suddenly and if by default
something approaching a disaster comes on us it will not
come like a Pearl Harbor. Indeed it might be better if that
were the case, because a sudden disaster galvanizes people,
raises the adrenalin, sharpens the intellect, energizes them to
meet the crisis.

The problems we now face have resulted from the growth
of the country, changes in science and engineering, the in-
creasing complexity of society, the increasing complexity of
the structure of business and industry, the enlargement of
rights of individuals, changes in the relationships of people to
government, and underlying all this, the great and increasing
litigiousness of our people who historically have a passion for
"taking to the Law."

Individually we on the Court have "nibbled around the
edges" of our dilemma for a dozen years without coming as
near to the heart of the problem as either the Freund or the
Hruska Reports. But I am happy to observe that in recent
months all members of the Court who have spoken on the
subjectnow a clear majority of the Courtare essentially
of one mind: that there is indeed a very grave problem and
that something must be done.

I assure themand youthat I warmly welcome this con-
cern for what we know is an old problem. The Justices may
not agree as to particulars, but all those who have spoken
agree generally on the diagnosis of the illness. Now that the
diagnosis has been made it is time to turn our attention to the
remedies. I hope this will be doneand done very soonby
an independent Congressionally authorized body appointed
by the three Branches of the Government.

I will be very candid and say to you that my purpose today
is to provoke you and others and to stimulate a vigorous de-
bate and discussion. For some time I have invited sugges-
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tions and recommendations as to a solution and I will now dis-
cuss several possible solutions without any idea that any one
of them or any combination of them will meet the needs.

The first proposal that merits consideration of the study
commission is one that is already familiar to us since it was
the one recommended by both the Freund Committee and
the Hruska Commission. It is that an intermediate court of
appeals be -.mated and that the Supreme Court be authorized
to transfer to that court such cases as it elects to refer.'
Since that has been debated and discussed I need say no more
about it at this time.

Another proposal has been made by a distinguished State
Supreme Court Justiceformer Chief Justice of Arizona,
Justice James Duke Cameron. He has proposed an interme-
diate National Court of State Appeals to review decisions of
state courts on federal constitutional questions. That de-
serves study.

Still another alternative advanced would be to create not
one but two intermediate courts of appeals, one for criminal
cases and one for civil cases.

The need to seek solutions is so great in the minds of some
knowledgeable people that an even more drastic proposal has
been suggested. In response to my inquiries one lawyer
with long experience in the Supreme Court has made a pro-
posal which, even as I outline it to you, I am bound to say I
would not advocate it. But because I disagree with it is not
a reason to brush it aside. I hope it will provoke you. The
suggestion is that nine additional Justices be authorized as a
separate panel of the Supreme Court with jurisdiction of all
but criminal and constitutional cases. Those cases would re-
main with the present Court. These two panels would be
permanently separated as to functions. This would be a rad-
ical departure from our tradition and leaves me with gravereservations. Moreover this drastic remedy could well re-
quire a constitutional amendment.

'See also Advisory Council for Appellate Justice's "Recommendation
for Improving the Federal Intermediate Appellate System" (1974).
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While all options are being studied I advocate an interim
step which would provide immediate relief and also provide a
concrete experience and information on which decisions can

be made. I propose that, without waiting for any further
study, a special, but temporary panel of the new United
States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit be created.
This special temporary panel, which I now propose, could be

added to that court for administrative purposes. It should
have special and narrow jurisdiction to decide all intercircuit
conflicts, and a limited five year existence.

Legislation along these lines was introduced in the 97th
Congress by Senators Thurmond, Heflin and by Congress-
man Kastenmeier. I recommend that Congress promptly
authorize such a panel as it has authorized so many important
temporary panels and courts in the past dozen years. In the
past 20 years Congress has created special, temporary panels
including one for the selection of a public prosecutor, the
Temporary Emergency Court of Appeals, the Multi-District
Litigation Panel and the United States Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court. These courts share a common pattern:
(a) they are temporary; (b) the members are designated from
among the existing federal judges so that no new permanent
court structure is created. More than 50 judges have been
designated by the Chief Justice under authority granted by
Congress.

This interim, temporary panel I suggest could be made up
of two judges designated from each Circuit, creating a pool of

26 judges. Subject to further study, my suggestion would

be that for periods of six monthsor perhaps one yeara
panel of seven or nine judges be drawn from the 26 judges in

that pool. That panel would hear and decide all intercircuit
conflicts and possibly, in addition, a defined category of stat-
utory interpretation cases.

You may appropriately ask "What will this accomplish?"
It could accomplish this: it could take as many as 35 to 50
cases a year from the argument calendar of the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court would retain certiorari jurisdic-
tion over such cases. Here again you may properly ask
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"How will this help if the decisions of that special panel mayneed to be heard by a fourth tier, that is the Supreme Courtitself?" First we do not know whether they will in fact laterbe reviewed by the Supreme Court. I would have confi-
dence that 26 experienced judges assigned in this' manner
would resolve the conflicts among the Circuits in such a waythat the Supreme Court would not often grant further re-view. That has been the case with the Temporary Emer-
gency Court of Appeals and the other special, temporarypanels.

I have suggested this special panel be attached, for admin-istrative purposes, to the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit partly because it has excellent court facilities inWashington.

If I am correct, this could reduce the Supreme Court calen-dar to some figure at or near the 100 argued cases and 100signed opinions a year that Frankfurter, Hart and otherssuggested as the appropriate limit. While this special panel
is functioning the Congressionally created commission couldstudy its work. I emphasize that such a special panel should
be authorized for a limited period not exceeding five yearswith a requirement that it report annually to the Congress,the President and the Judicial Conference of the UnitedStates. In that way the commission would be able to evalu-
ate the over-all problem.

I repeat that if I were sure that this is the best solution Iwould not hesitate to advance it as a permanent remedy. Iadvance it only as a temporary, interim measure until it istested or until some better long range solution can be de-vised. If Congress acts, as I hope it will, the commission
will have a concrete example of the utility of this special tem-
porary panel for review of intercircuit conflicts. The com-mission would therefore have the advantage of seeingwhether such an intermediate reviewing court is workable
rather than simply theorizing about it.

Some years ago a German psychologist was engaged in ex-ploring the comparative functioning of the minds of human
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beings and chimpanzees, the highest order of primates. He
placed a chimpanzee in a cage with a small stick. Then he
put some bananas, the favorite food of primates, outside the
cage but beyond the reach of the chimpanzee. The chimpan-
zee tried to reach for the fruit, but could not touch it. He
moaned and whimpered and complainedsome might say as
we judges complain about the litigious society and the over-
load of cases. Some time passed. Suddenly the chimpanzee
seized the stick, reached out and pulled the bananas into the
cage. The chimpanzee had found a solution.

The chimpanzee could see the bananas, and now we can see

the problem. What we need is to find the stick. Finding
that stickthe solutionis as much your responsibility as it
is mine or that of the other Justices.

If this Association moves on this problem, its leadership
will be crucial, as it was in creating the Institute for Court
Management, the National Center for State Courts, the Na-
tional Institute of Corrections and the seminal Pound Confer-

ence of 1976.
I therefore urge you to ask the Congress, without delay, to

enact a statute in two parts: first to create a tripartite com-
mission to pick up where the Freund and Hruska reports left
off, and second, create the special temporary appellate panel
to resolve circuit conflicts.
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In addressing this distinguished College of Trial

Lawyers, I would like to discuss a problem that has been evident

though unsolved for some years -- the explosive and continuing

growth of litigation within the federal judicial system.

To quote Judge Learned Hand, "I must say that, as a

litigant, I should dread a lawsuit beyond almost anything else

short of sickness and death." As the amount of litigation has

grown, so too has the sense of dread. The growth of litigation

in the federal courts has made litigation an increasingly

time-consuming and disillusioning experience for attorneys and

litigant., alike. The resulting burdens on the courts are

gradually effecting a dramatic change in the character not only

of our federal judicial system, but also of our profession and of

society.

According to an old story, the great Chief Justice John

Marshall once had some difficulty attempting to dislodge one

particular law book from the high and tightly packed shelf where

it rested. Trying to get that one book loose he succeeded

instead in dislodging the entire row, which struck him on the

head and knocked him to the floor. A librarian instantly ran to

his rescue, but the venerable old Chief Justice was unhurt and

answered the offer of assistance by saying:

"Let me alone. I am a little stunned for

the moment. That is all. I have laid

down the law often, now this is the

first time the law has laid me down."
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Few federal judges today could make The same response. The

dramatic increase in litigation in the federal courts has nearly

laid low the federal judicial system itself.

A real acceleration in the incidence of litigation

began in the 1960s. In the two- decade period between 1960 and

1981, the number of cases filed in the Supreme Court doubled.

Even more dramatic and important, however, has been the growth of

cases in the lower courts, which cannot control the size of theira

dockets. Annual civil filings in the federal district courts

tripled between 1960 and 1981 -- from approximately 60,000 to

over 180,000. During the same time, appeals increased more than

six-fold -- from less than 4,000 annually to over 26,000.

Between 1960 and 1981, the number of civil filings increased

eight times faster than the population, and the number of appeals

twenty-two times faster.

Most significantly, the number of cases per judge has

increased dramatically. Despite the Omnibus Judges Bill of 1978,

which added 152 judges to the federal bench, the growth of the

federal judiciary has not kept pace with the litigation boom. At

the district court level, judges today must process fifty percent

more new filings each year than in 1960. Judges at the appeals

level must hear almost four times as many cases today as in 1960.

In addition, litigation is more complex and time-consuming than

ever before. In 1960, for example, only thirty-five federal

trials took more than one month. In 1981 there were five times

that number.
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It is unsurprising that expeditious resolutions of

civil suits seldom occur. A recent survey found over 15,000

cases in our federal district courts that have been pending for

more than three years.

What do all these statistics portend for our federal

judicial system? Moreover, what are the effects of this mounting

burden on the process of deciding cases and on the quality of

justice available from our federal courts?

The probable effects were most clearly and forcefully

articulated at the 1976 Pound Conference, which was a gathering

of the most distinguished scholars of the judicial process to

consider the present and future problems of the federal

judiciary. As Robert Bork, former Solicitor General and now the

newest member of the D.C. Circuit noted there:

"The proliferation of social policies through

statute and regulation creates a workload

that is even now changing the very nature

of courts, threatening to convert them

from deliberative institutions to

processing institutions, from a judicial

model to a bureaucratic model."

As Judge Bork stressed:

"(W)e are thrusting a workload on the courts

that forces them to an assembly line model.

Assembly line justice cannot sustain those

virtues for which we have always prized

federal courts: scholarship, a generalist
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view of the law, wisdom, mature and

dispassionate reflection, and -- especially

important for the perceived legitimacy of

judicial authority -- careful and reasoned

explanation of their decisions."

I need not remind this audience that, as the workload

has increased, the attention which each case receives from the

court has declined. The incidence of decisions without written
opinions increases. The availability of oral argument declines.

Judges must rely increasingly on the work of an expanding cadre

of law clerks, magistrates, and other court personnel.

Judge McGowan, a veteran of 19 years on the D.C.

Circuit, noted recently that his participation in the decisional

process has "changed markedly" since his early years on the

bench. He added that it "is much less intellectually satisfying

than formerly because there is too much paper shuffling and too

little time for personal involvement in research and reflection."

It is easy in these circumstances
for lawyers, litigants, and the

general public to despair of the legal process itself.

The first step in responding to these problems must be

more judicial resources. In 1978, the Omnibus Judges Bill

authorized the President to appoint 152 new federal judges.

That act, however, represented the first increase in the size of

the federal Judiciary in eight years -- and only the second in

the past two decades. Already there is an obvious immediate need

for more federal judges to handle the burgeoning caseload.
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The Administrative Office of the United States Courts

recently transmitted to Congress a bill providing for 11 new

permanent and 3 temporary circuit court judges along with 24

permanent and 6 temporary district court judges, for a total of

44 new federal judges. The bill is based on a careful assessment

of need by the Judicial Conference. I believe that it is time to

recognize that the creation of judgeships should be regularized

and based upon such an assessment of need, not politics. There

should therefore be bipartisan support for this bill.

The problem facing the federal courts, however, is not

simply one of too few judges to handle the work. Too great an

expansion of the federal judiciary would create its own set of

problems. Constant dramatic expansion tends over time to dilute

the prestige and reduce the collegiality of the federal bench,

making it harder to attract the best candidates. Increasing the

number of decision-makers issuing opinions would threaten

uniformity, evenhandedness, and stability in the application of

the law. There were already 25,000 decisions issued by the

courts of appeal last year and over 200,000 decisions at the

district court level. Doctrinal confusion even within a single

jurisdiction has become increasingly difficult to avoid.

As former Assistant Attorney General Daniel Meador has noted, we

risk creation of a "judicial Tower of Babel." Moreover, the

utility of the en banc procedure to establish a clear law of the

circuit is considerably reduced in courts this large. Professor
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Meador noted, for example, that the en banc opinions produced by

the twenty-six judges of the Fifth Circuit prior to its division:

"suggest that it ceased to be the kind

of appellate tribunal to which the

Anglo-American legal system has become

accustomed. Opinions were issued by

clumps of judges as though they were

members of a convention or a

legislature."

By creating too large a number of additional judges in response

to the litigation surge, we risk creating more doctrinal

confusion which, in turn, would generate still more litigation.

Although the creation of still more judges must

unavoidably be part of our answer to the growth of litigation, we

must also address the basic underlying cause of this growth and

attempt, in Judge Friendly's phrase, to "avert the flood by

lessening the flow." The basic cause of the continued growth of

filings is the progressive accumulation of new litigable rights

and entitlements created by the Congress and by courts themselves.

For many years now, we have attempted, as a society,

to regulate by law and judicial processes more and more aspects

of society. As Chief Justice Burger stated in his 1982 Annual

Report on the State of the Judiciary:

"One reason our courts have become

overburdened is that Americans

are increasingly turning to

the courts for relief from a range
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of personal distresses and

anxieties. Remedies for personal

wrongs that were once considered

the responsibility of institutions

other than the courts are now boldly

asserted as legal 'entitlements.'

The courts have been expected to

fill the void created by the

decline .f church, family, and

neighborhood unity...."

It is the supreme irony that our use of courts to enforce so many

newly created rights may actually erode their usefulness in

protecting the most essential rights of our citizens. Forcing

federal courts to do too big a job has jeopardized the

effectiveness of the job they have historically performed.

The problem of federal judicial overload is, of course,

in large measure caused by the Congress. Each Congress enacts

more legislation that gives rise to new litigation. Though Chief

Justice Burger has, since 1972, called on Congress to require a

judicial impact statement for each piece of legislation affecting

the courts, Congress has seldom given adequate attention to the

judicial burdens imposed by new legislation. It is difficult to

recall any statute in recent years that has eliminated any

significant category of litigation. As the burden of government

regulation has accumulated, the opportunities and incentives for

litigation seem to have expanded geometrically.
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In part, however, the judiciary has over the years

brought this overload on itself. The judicial activism that has

characterized the past two decades has invited far greater use of
the courts to address society's ills. Through loose constructions

of the "case or controversy"
requirement and traditional doctrines

of justiciability -- such as standing, ripeness, and mootness --

courts have too frequently attempted
to resolve disputes not

properly within their province. Other judicially created

doctrines, such as expanded constructions of the judiciary's

equitable relief powers and the multiplication of implied

constitutional rights, have also invited more and more federal

litigation.

Stopping and reversing the expansion of litigation in

the federal system clearly requires
the Congress and the Executive

to re-visit some of the legislative and regulatory schemes that

have given rise to large numbers of cases. It also requires

greater doctrinal self-restraint by the courts themselves.

Moreover, there are currently pending before the

Congress some proposals that could provide very significant

relief for the federal courts, One proposal would eliminate

practically all of the mandatory appellate jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court. Under the current system of mandatory appellate

review, the Court must decide many cases presenting no question

of general importance or interest. This is the source of a great

deal of uncertainty in the law. The court is required to review

hundreds of such appeals on the merits, disposing of many in a

summary fashion which often generates confusion because the
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relative weight to be attached to such decisions is unclear.

Chief Justice Burger has argued that "all mandatory jurisdiction

of the Supreme Court that can be, should be eliminated by

statute." It is time that the Supreme Court were given full

discretionary control of its appellate docket.

In another reform effort, the Department of Justice has

recently proposed a major revision of the habeas corpus laws.

The federal courts currently receive almost 8,000 filings annually

from state prisoners seeking habeas corpus relief. The purpose

of these petitions is, in general, to relitigate claims that have

been unsuccessfully pursued through an entire state system and

even the U.S Supreme Court. Under our proposals, issues that

have been "fully and fairly" litigated in the state courts could

not be litigated again in federal court through petitions for

habeas corpus.

A still more important initiative for reducing the

federal overload is the proposal currently pending before

Congress to eliminate diversity jurisdiction. The elimination of

diversity jurisdiction would substantially relieve the current

congestion of the federal dockets. Over twenty percent of all

district court filings and ten percent of all appeals are

diversity matters. Nevertheless, elimination of federal

diversity jurisdiction would not impose a significant burden on

the state court systems. It was recently estimated that states

would experience an average increase in civil filings of only one

percent if diversity were abolished. A resolution adopted by the

Conference of Chief Justices in August 1977 noted that the state
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courts "are able and willing
... (to assume) all or part of the

diversity jurisdiction presently exercised by the federal courts."

Diversity jurisdiction is based upon the belief that an

out-of-state litigant would be treated more fairly by a federal
than a state court.

This rationale arose in a time when the

nation was not so bound together by communication and transportation
ties and when regional biases were stronger. Today, it cannot
justify the continuation of diversity jurisdiction. Moreover, to
require federal courts to spend their limited resources in

applying state law in diversity
cases diverts federal courts from

their primary task of enforcing federal law. It also generates

uncertainty in the state courts, which are unable to review and

correct errors made by federal
courts applying state law.

The elimination of diversity jurisdiction is, of

course, a matter that has been debated in Congress for a number
of years. We have now developed, however, a greater appreciation

for the values of federalism and for the limitations in the

capacity of the federal government. Perhaps, the elimination of

diversity is a proposal whose time has finally arrived.

Past Congresses have failed to act in part because of

resistance by elements of the litigating bar. Other things being

equal, litigators could, obviously, prefer to have the added

option of bringing a diversity matter to federal court. Each

day, however, it should become more apparent to the litigating

bar that it is in its clear interest to support strong measures

to reduce the overload on the federal
judiciary and enable the

courts to handle their workload in a more considered and deliberate
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measures are necessary to protect the integrity and character of

the judicial system.

Another suggestion that also merits serious

consideration is the creation of special tribunals to decide

certain types of disputes that do not by their nature require an

Article III court. Federal regulatory and welfare programs,

which have grown so dramatically, generate repetitious factual

disputes of no interest to anyone other than the parties. They

must now be presented to a federal court. These disputes --

which arise under laws such as the Social Security, Federal

Employers Liability, Consumer Products Safety, and Truth-

in-Lending Acts -- could be resolved just as fairly in an Article

I tribunal. And they could then be resolved much more quickly

and at a lower cost to the litigants.

Arguably, the review or resolution of the narrow type

of factual questions that inevitably arise from a regulatory

regime should not compete with the general criminal:and civil

Jurisdiction for the attention of the federal courts. If a

substantial question of constitutional or statutory interpretation

arose, it could be referred to an Article III court. This

suggestion is not new. It was made some five years ago by a

Justice Department Committee headed by Judge Bork. Since then,

however, growth both in the regulatory regime and the burden on

federal courts make its serious consideration even more

appropriate.
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All of the ideas I have briefly discussed today are

worthy of your fuller consideration. Judicial self-restraint,

regulatory and statutory reform, changes in federal habeas

corpus, the elimination of diversity, and the creation of Article

I tribunals could improve the effectiveness of the federal

judicial system.

In a book published just last year, one legal

commentator wrote:

"According to one widely quoted estimate,

if the rate of lawsuits filed in federal

courts alone during the decade 1965-1975

continues to increase as it has, by early

in the next century federal appellate courts

will hear more than 1 million cases annually

-- and the appellate branch typically gets

only a tiny fraction of the cases decided

by the trial courts each year."

Such increases are unthinkable if the federal judicial system is

to play the important role confided to it. Reform is not only

important, it is essential. As Winston Churchill once wrote:

"Things do not get better by being

left alone. Unless they are

adjusted, they explode with a

shattering detonation."

The fuse is lit. It is up to all of us to avert the threatened

explosion,

DOJ 114344
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Thank you, Roger, President Smith. Ladies and gentle-

men, / first want to thank you for giving me another opportunity

to appear before you. The last time I was here was about two

and a half years ago at the midwinter meeting in Atlanta, Georgia.

At that time I was just finishing my first year in my present

position, and I talked to you about the goals of the FBI and

how we proposed to reach those goals through a method of accounta-

bility and guidelines that would assure strict adherence to the

rule of law.

In the last two and a half years you have seen some

of our efforts to make realities out of our goals. Some of

those cases have been relatively high visibility cases.

The UNIRAC case involved the investigation of rack-

eteering in the docking industry from Miami to New York on the

East Coast. It was one of the items that I mentioned. There

had been some 60 indictments then. Since that time there have

been over 120 indictments and over 105 convictions, including that

of one of the top labor union officials, Anthony Scotto.

To that there have been added what I think have been

some very Impressive indictments and convictions against orga-

nized crime from the West Coast to the East Coast, ones which I

won't stop to tick off except to say that they reach some of

the very top figures in the organized crime enterprises that we

have in this country today.
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You have seen the results of the ABSCP.M trials, and more

recently, the BRILAB case here in New Orleans. Earlier this

week, a very important grand jury
presented a number of indict-

ments which people believe will have a major impact on the

cartels bringing illicit drugs into the United States.

In the process of all these efforts, we have been look-

ing at and reviewing, as any good lawyer would, the rules under

which we operate, the constraints
under which we operate, and

the legislation under which we operate. We are also examining

and discussing the competing interests and values that we find

in legislation affecting the Bureau. Today, I would like to

focus on legislation that influences the management of information.

As all of us know, the key to effective law enforcement

is information, whether it is to solve a simple bank robbery or

to conduct the long-term undercover
operations which you have

seen so much of in the newspapers.

Access to information and the protection of the legiti-

mate sources of information given to us on a confidential basis

are vitally important to us and hence to the American public.

In the last several years, laws were passed that were

designed to protect people's privacy and to open up government

where it needed to be opened up. I refer now to the Freedom of

Information and Privacy Acts and the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

- 2 -
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These laws try to manage the availability of information.

Because of that, they have a very strong bearing on what we in the

FBI are doing.

These laws were designed to provide for an informed

electorate and as remedies against possible abuses in government.

But their effects have not always been salutary. We believe

we have an obligation to weigh the impact of these laws on our

work and to tell Congress of our findings. This process has been

going on. Congress is now reviewing this legislation to deter-
.

mine whether these laws need to be fine-tuned.

I would like you to understand, as I try to discuss

them with you today, that I am not urging or suggesting repeals

or massive revisions in any of these statutes. We want to bring

to bear the experience that we have had in law enforcement and

the important values to be served by an effective law enforcement

system in fine-tuning errors of drafting. We should have the

courage to go beyond the symbolism of freedom of information to

make sure that we are not doing damage to other important and

valued interests in our society.

The Freedom of Information Act was drafted to accomplish

a good end. Its purpose was to inform the public as fully as

possible about the workings of government. Any citizen--in fact,

any person or any organization from any country--was given the

authority to request and receive information from the executive

3
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branch of Government. And many did. Promoting open government

in this way was good in theory, but there were some negative

consequences.

According to last year's figures, only five percent

of requests received by us came from the press or legitimate

researchers and scholars. In contrast, over 11 percent of the

requests were from prisoners. For the Drug Enforcement Admini-

stration this figure reached about 40 percent. We don't

bc.lieve all these prisoners were seeking information they should

properly have. Some wanted to find out who helped the police

put then in jail. Others wanted to learn about our capabilities

and limitations in general to be better prepared to continue

their criminal activities. It's hard to know what's in the

mind of a requestor, but some requests are suspicious on their

face. We know, for instance, that 137 requests were submitted

by one prisoner who was a reputed organized crime hit man.

In another case involving convicted murderer and Black Liberation

Army leader Joanne Chesimard, officials found 327 individual FBI

reports in her jail cell following her escape in 1979.

Public officials today are also utilizing the Act in

connection with public corruption investigations. Subjects

under investigation know that when we turn their requests down

on the basis of an existing law enforcement investigation, we

may well have an interest in them.

- 4 -
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Wow, the drafters of this legislation didn't intend

for the Act to be used to undermine law enforcement. They

created exemptions to protect critical information. Unfor-

tunately, the exemption; don't always work. Not too long ago,

we ran a test called Operation Mosaic where we went back and

reviewed materials that had already been released. The exemp-

tions had been applied, and we only released what we thought

was safe material. Mut, the problem is that seemingly innocuous

information can be combined with other information released

perhaps at a different time to yield a clue. Sometimes, too,

the requestor can fill in gaps with his own knowledge. Our

reviewers don't have any idea what each individual requestor

knows. Moreover, the provisions of the exemptions are narrow.

It's not whether information would tend to identify an informant.

We have to show that the information withheld would in fact

identify him. Of course, I haven't even touched on the issue

of human error. That's a separate problem. We've greatly

minimized it, but it's still something to be considered.

In Operation Mosaic, our analysts were able to piece

together clues and deduce information from released materials

that should have been protected. We are extremely concerned

about the unintended release of this information, but it's not

our only worry. We have found that our sources are becoming

increasingly cautious. They aren't confident we can protect

their identities. I'm talking now about sources of every

- 5 -
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variety, not just criminal informants. There are judges, business-

men, other law enforcement agencies, even overseas police agencies, -

who are refusing to cooperate. Whether they have a detailed

understanding of how the law works or not--and some do--they just

won't take a chance. Their perception is that it's not safe.

This is reducing the information we get, and, though it's dif-

ficult to measure precisely, it's also reducing our effectiveness.

This impact is perhaps greatest in our organized crime program

and in our foreign counterintelligence program, areas where we

need the cooperation of private citizens most.

There are other things to consider about PO/A. In 1980

we received over 15,000 POIPA requests. The direct cost to us

was $11.5 million. Government-wide cost was about $57 million.

To administer our program properly, to try to meet the deadlines

prescribed by the Act, we have almost 300 full-time employees

processing these requests. This includes over 30 Special Agents.

Even with this staff, because of the flood of requests, we weren't

able to meet these deadlines.

You might be interested to know that when the amendments

to the Act were passed in 1974, Congress estimated additional

annual Government-wide costs to be between $40,000 and $100,000.

We believe that the Act should be fine-tuned to eliminate

some of these problems. We have sent our recommendations and a

- 6 -
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report of our own experience to the Department of Justice.

They will be working with the Congress to determine what cor-

rective measures should be taken. It is not proper for me to

discuss the specifics with you now. However, I think that

the Act can be fine-tuned without gutting its essential pro-

visions. we are committed to the purpose and philosophy of

Freedom of Information. Whatever changes are made, I am

cznfident that the law will remain an extremely useful vehicle

for informing the public.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 is another law that is

affecting the flow of information we need to conduct criminal

investigations. It was designed to prevent government abuse

of tax information collected by the Internal Revenue Service.

It says that IRS agents may not pass on information about crimes

included on a taxpayer's return unless ordered by a judge.

This seems reasonable, but troubling problems have arisen.

One is time. It takes too long to get information

from the IRS. Delays average two months, but longer delays up

to nine months are not unusual. Investigations cannot often

be held up this long. The result is that we are forced to

spend additional time seeking information that is already in

the hands of the Government. Sometimes, we can't get it at

all.

There is another problem asstx with this law.

Usually, we don't know what the IRS has. And they can't tell
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us that they have information
relating to crimes and what the

nature of the information is.
With such information, we could

go to a court and show the
relevance of the information to our

investigation. Without it, we're left in a Catch-22. We can't
ask for what we don't know about.

There is one more very damaging
consequence of this

law. It prevents us from working
closely with the IRS in cases

in which we both have an interest. The IRS has highly skilled

Investigators capable of tracing funds and analyzing financial

transactions connected with criminal activityespecially in the
areas of white-collar crime,

public corruption, and narcotics.
Before the law was passed there was significant cooperation,

sharing of information, and use of IRS expertise. Now Agent-to-

Agent cooperation has ceased. This creates the duplication

problem that I mentioned before,
but its more than that. Close

coordination of effort sometimes yields results that neither

agency could achieve separately.

I should emphasize that the problem is not with the

IRS or the FBI but with the Act itself. At the same time, it's

only human for our Agents to be resentful when a request sent to

the IRS gets turned down.
And this resentment isn't conducive

to cooperation when it is possible.

Actual cases show just what a hamstringing effect the

law is having. During an organized crime RICO investigation,

8
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two individuals called the mother of a Government witness.

They identified themselves as IRS agents who were interested

in locating her son. She gave them the information. Later,

the son asked us to check to sae if the callers were bona fide.

We then called the IRS to determine if the contact was authen-

tic, but they told us the Act prohibited confirming or denying it.

A second example involves a public corruption investi-

gation of a state assemblyman. We believed he was illegally

influencing the rezoning of property for his own gain. During

our investigation, we discovered that the IRS had already

conducted an investigation of this matter. Unfortunately,

they were unable to furnish this information to us. We had no

choice but to try to get it ourselves. We were eventually

successful, and in this case, justice wasn't frustrated. Rut

it came at such greater expense. It took six FBI Agents three

months to accomplish what had already been accomplished, to

provide information that was already held by another Government

agency.

In a third case, we charged a drug smuggler with

Federal narcotics violations. What we really wanted, however,

was to bring additional charges under the RICO statute. This

required IRS cooperation which we sought repeatedly without

success. We contacted the V. S. Attorney's Office to see what
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could be done. But again, the word cams back that the neces-

sary and pertinent financial data could not be made available.

As a result, we dropped the RICO portion of the case, and the

subject was only charged with the such less substantial offense.

We presented these examples in testimony to Congress

some time ago. They are also reviewing this law to determine

to what extent it needs to be refined. As with the Freedom of

Information Act, I don't believe it will be necessary or desirable

to change the law so radically that it fails to accomplish what

was originally intended. Controls and checks will remain; but

disclosure procedures will be streamlined, and the factual show-

ings required will be simplified and clarified. Taxpayer infor-

mation will continue to receive substantial protection. And no

information will be released without some kind of accountability.

Well, I have taken your time to tell you about some

problem areas. As you know from what I said at the beginning,

I am proud of the progress that we have made and the progress

that we are going to continue to make, but we have to have the

courage to say when we believe that the legislation has exceeded

its intended purpose and created unreasonable restraints upon

effective law enforcement.

In our society, there are two very important value; to

preserve. One is an almost sacred desire of our citizens to

be let alone and the other is the increasingly selective demands

of our society to be kept safe and free.

- 10 -
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This requires the striking of a critical balance, and

how we strike this balance, it soma to se, will dotermins our

future as a land of ordered liberty.

We as lawyers suit talus our part in that decisive

balance striking. In trying to present our class to you, we

want you to understand that we are not against fraodom of

information or against protecting tax information.

We are trying to strike a difficult balance so that

society can be kept safe and froe without unnecessary intrusion

into individual liberty.

W. hope that you will help us in that difficult task.

Thank you.

11
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Little by little. scholars and reformers have outlined the main features of
court unification. Here is how the idea became what it is today.
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The concept of court unification has
been entral to nearly es cry proposal for

state court reform in this century. But like
mans emerging c um epts, it means different
things to different people There seem to be
as mans definitions as there are milts Omits
with ideas about how courts "ought" to be
organized

What follows should not be construed as
Aso. acing «nut unification Although there

owns helnung normatise support for the
colic ept of court unification among Judges,
Awnless and practitioners, thcie is little
empirical es 'dem e that a unified Ns, stem.is
"better" than a nonumfied one. Indeed, two
important theorem al works, one by Dasid
Saari and the other by Geoffrey Gallas in
The Justice System Journal, base recently
suggested that a high's centralized judicial
ss stem mas actually be dysfunctional.'
Both articles are prosca ahs e and persua-
sis e, but before es aluatmg the consequences
of court unification, we should agree on just
what court unification means.

A resiew of the literature reseals a unified
court ss stem comprises fise basic compo-
nents. consolidation and simplification of
court structure, centralized rule.makmg,
centralized management, centralized bud-
geting and state financing. We will consider
each of these in turn.

Consolidation and simplification
If any single element is at the heart of court
unification, it a the consolidation and %..n-

This article is part 01 a larger study being prepared
under grant number 76N1.99-0124 from the National
Institute of LAW Enforcement and Criminal Justice,
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. f..7 S De
partment of Justice. Views and opinions expressed in
this article are thoseof the author and do not neveysari
ly represent the official position or policies of the S

Department or Justice.
The author wishes to thank project director Allan

Ashman for his valuable consultation and advice slur.
lag the preparation or the article A special note or
thanks is also extended to James Alff lit, Susan Carbon,
Karen Knab and John Ryan who read and commented
on earlier drafts

1 Geoffrey Callas, The Conventional Wisdom of
State Court Administration A Critical A tnt and

Afternatice Approach. 2 JUSTICE SYSTEM JOURNAL
35-55 iSpring 1976) and David Sall, Modem Court
lfanagement Trends in Court Organization Con.

reptre.1576, 2 JUSTICE SYSTEM JOURNAL 1943 (Spring
1976)
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plification of court structure. At the turn of
the century, Roscoe Pound %clemently at-
tacked the multiplicity of courts? Ile wrote
fasorably of the English Judicature Act of
1873 that consolidated fise appellate courts
and eight courts of first instance into one
Supreme Court of Judicature. That Act es-
tablished a tss o.tier s1, stern that included a
single court of final appeal and a single court
of first instance. "This idea of unification,"
stated Pound, "has pros ed the most effec-
t's e," and desersed "careful study of Amen-
can lawyers as a model judicial organiza-
tion."

Trial courts: Esery scholar, jurist and
commission member since Pound has

agreed that the number of trial courts must
be reduced, but they have disagreed over the
exact number that should exist Pound origi-
nally suggested that there be only one, but in
1940 he res ised his thinking. His famous
"Principles and Outline of a Modern Uni-
fied Court Organization" proposes that the
single Court of justice (Supreme Court of
Judicature) be composed of three branches
instead of two? At the apex of the hierarchy,
there was to be a "single ultimate court of
appeal:. Next, there was to he a "superior
court of general jurisdiction" for all civil
and criminal cases "above the grade of small
causes and petty offenses and violations of
municipal ordinances." Finally, county
courts should handle "small causes."

Between the two Pound statements, the
American Judicature Society developed a
model judicial article at the request of the
National Municipal League.4 It called for
creation of a general court of justice with
three departments: a supreme court, a dis-
trict court and a county court. Its authors
apparently intended the county court to
have original jurisdiction oser civil cases up
to $500 and criminal misdemeanors. The

2. Roscoe Pound, The Causes of Popular Dissatis
faction with the Administration of fustke, a speech
delivered at the annual meeting of the American Bar
Association In St. Paul, Minnesota, August 29, 1906.20
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICA.N JUDICATURE SOCIETY
178. 183 (February 1937)

3 Roscoe Pound, Principles and Outline of a Modem
Unified Court System. 23 JOURNAL or THE A.AERICAN
JUDICATURE SOCIETY 225 (April 1940)

4 hfodel Judiciary Article, 3 JOURNAL OF THE
AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY 132 (February 1920)
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1,
district court was to have original jurisdic-
tion in all other cases.

The Parker-Vanderbilt Standards of 1938
made only passing reference to the fact that
states should adopt a unified judicial system
and did not discuss court structure explicit-
ly. It is clear, however, that the American
Bar Association committee which developed
those standards did at least implicitly ap-
prove the two-tier trial court system .3

Since 1940, there has been mixed reaction
to the two-tier trial court proposal. The Mu-
nicipal League's Model State Constitution
of 1942 withdrew its explicit endorsement of
the two-tier system, though the American
Judicature Society continued its support' In
1963, the League changed its position again
and proposed "a supreme court, an appellate
court and a general court, and such infe-
rior courts of limited jurisdiction as may
from time to time be established by law."'

5 Arthur T. Vanderbilt, Mrststtni STANDARDS OF
JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 263 (The Law Center of
New York University. 1949) See also, Standards of
Administration Adopted, 22 jounr4at. OF THE AMEIU
CAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY 66 (August 1938).

6 Mode/Judiciary Artkle and Comment Thereon,26
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN JUDICATURE scam 51,
53 (August 1942).

7 National Municipal League. MODEL STATE CON.
sTrrtmosi 21 New York National Municipal League,
1963).
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In 1962, the American Bar Association
had also called for a two -tier trial court
system, a trial court of general jurisdiction
known as the district court and a trial court
of limited jurisdiction known as the mag-
istmte's court. In 1967, the President's .2
Commission on Law Enforcement and Ac
ministration of justice implied its accept-
ance of the two-tier system when it de-
termined that Michigan had "provided
for a fu:iy unified court system, including
one statewide court of general jurisdiction
and statewide courts of limited jurisdic-
tion ...'a The Advisory Commission on In-
tergovernmental Relations in 1971 also im-
plicitly accepted the two-tier system when it
stated that the North Carolina constitutional
amendment of 1962 "provided for a unified
judicial system consisting of a supreme
court, superior court and district court."'°

More recent commissions have rejected
the two-tier trial court. In 1971, the National
Conference on the Judiciary prescribed
"only one level of trial court. . Separate
specialized courts should be abolished?'"
The following year. the National Ad% isory
Commission on Criminal justice Standards
and Coals recommended that "all trial
courts should be unified into a single trial
court?" In 1974, the American Bar Associa-
tion Commission on Standards of judicial
Administration declared, The court of orig-
inal proceedings should be organized as a
single court."'3 That same year, the Minne-

8. Glenn It Winters. A,B.A House of Delegates
Approves Model Judicial Arad( for State Constrict.
irons. 45 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN JUDICATURE
SOCIETY 279, 290 (April 1962).

9. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of justice. TASK FORCE REPORT THE
COURTS 83 (Washington Coernment Printing Office.
1967).

10. Advisory Commission on Intergmernmernal Re-
lations, STATELOCAL RELATIONS 1 THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM 91 (Washington. Coeniment Print-
ing Office, 1971).

11. National Conference on the Judiciars , Consmsus
Statement of the National Conference on the Judiciary
in Jug TICE IN THE STATES 266 (St. Paul. West Publish.
In Lo., 1971),

12. National AdIsory Commission on Criminal has.
lice Standards and Coals, COURTS 164 (Washington.
Coernment Printing Office 1973).

13 American Bar Association, STANDARDS RELAT-
ING TO COURT ORGANIZATIO% 17 (Chicago. American
Bar Association, 1974)



rota Judicial Council stated that a unified
system "fhlas only one trial court."11

A number of c onunentators. such as Glenn
R l inters" and James Gazell," also prefer
the single trial court Others base been re-
lin tail to take a stand or base shifted their
positions Perhaps Allan Ashman and Jef-
frey Partiess best relict t the sec ent x holarly
thinking on the subject.

One state-wide court of general jurisdiction
prehabli is all that is required within a unified
court ss stem How eser. under certain comm.
sun. es, a Late -wide limited jurisdiction court
might fin( boo quite well and differ little from
do loons of a single state -wide trial court of
general it boon whirls handles only minor
matters Consequentls. it is possible fora ,% stern
with two, three or even four les els of courts to be
characterized as !lasing a simplified court struc-
ture The key hes not in the number of courts
handling cases but in the state's method for
handling d arcs brought before its courts is

Intermediate appellate courts: Roscoe
Pound did not conk. iiiplate an intermediate
court of appeals. In 1940, he explicitly reject-
ed the idea, s.rrtog "there is ould be no need
of intermediate tribunals of any sort The
American Judicature Society and its repre-
sentatoes has e agreed For example, in
1967. Glom Winters wrote a compelling
argument for consolidating intermediate ap-
pellate courts with supreme courts "

But the majority of proposals in the past
two decades have recommended an interme-
diate court of appeals. The American Bar
Association's Model Judicial Article of 1962,
the National Municipal League's Model
State Constitution of 1963, the American
Bar Association's Standards of 1974, and the
Minnesota Judicial Council Report of 1974

14 Minnesota Judicial Council, A Stravey or Ust-
ITU COURT ORCANIZAT101S 6 (1974).

15 See, e g. The Care fora Tica.Lecel State Court
System, 50 JumeArling 185 (February 1967)

16 James Caulk, State Trial Courts, An Odyssey
into Paltering Bureaucracies, 8 SAN DIEGO LAW RE-
Ylaw 275, .33I (March 1970 In a later article he
rerogi, zed the utility of both models .See Galen.
LowerCourt Unification In the American States. 1974
AarzoNn STATE LAw JOURNAL 653

17 Allan Ashman and Jeffrey Farness. The Concept
of a Lnified Court System, 24 DEPAUL LAW REVIEw I.
29-30 (Fall 1974)

18 Dm Care for a TwoLecel State Court System.
mnra n 15
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have all endorsed such a court, and other
reports have given implicit approval In-
deed, the American Judicature Society cur-
rently supports this reform.

Despite the growing acceptance of inter-
mediate appellate courts, such courts may
not be essential to a unified court system
There seems to be an unstated assumption in
many proposals that intermediate courts of
appeal should be established only in states
burdened by extremely heavy caseloads.
This notion was made explicit by the Na-
tional Conference on the Judiciary.
If the appellate caseload is too great for a single
court to adequately perform its tasks of correcting
errors, developing law and supers [sing the courts
below, serious consideration should be given to
creating an intermediate appellate court."'

As has been observed, considerable disa-
greement has prevailed over the exact struc-
ture which best typifies a simplified and
consolidated state court system. The four
principal models which have emerged are
presented in Figure 1.

Pound's 1906 model has little support
among modern scholars. In practice, it is
found only in Idaho and South Dakota."
The Pound model of 1940 is more popular
among scholars, but it, too, is found in a
pure sense in only three states. Hawaii,
Rhode Island and Virginia. Twenty-four
states diverge from this model because they
have intermediate courts of appea1.21 Others
have more than two trial courts and thus do
not fit the model 2z

The 1962 ABA model exists only in Flori-
da and North Carolina. California and
Maryland approach this model. Only Illi-
nois and Iowa follow the ABA model of

19 National Conference on the Judiciary. supra n.
II See also, Advisory Commission on intergovernmen-
tal Relations, supra n. 10. at 88.

20 See Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, NATIONAL SURVEY or COURT OnCAmzATtox
(Washington Government Printing Office. 1973) and
Surri.Esiorr (1975)

21 Alabama. Arizona, Cal 'forma. Colorado, Florida.
Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maryland. Map
sachusetts. Mhigan. Missouri, New Jersey, New Mex-
ico. New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma. Ore-
gon, Pennsylvania. Tennessee, Trans. and Washington

22 Alaska. Connecticut. Kansas, Kentucky. Maine.
Minnesota, Montana. Nebraska, Nevada. New f gnP
shire, North Dakota, South Carolina. Utah. Vermont,
West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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Pound (1906)

Supreme Court

ITrial Court I
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Figure 1
Models of state court organization

Model tS

Pound (1940)

ISupreme Court I

IMajor Thal Court I

IMinor Trial Court I

1974 Most states do not fit the model he-
cause they have too many trial courts. Ala-
bama, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee and Texas have more than one
intermediate appellate court.

To summarize, proponents of court unifi-
cation generally agree that court structure
should be consolidated and simplified.
There should be no more than one trial court
of general jurisdiction, no more than one
trial court of limited jurisdiction and no
specialized courts Despite some controver-
sy, the trend also appears to be in the direc-
tion of creating an intermediate appellate
court when caseloads warrant it and creating
a single trial court of original jurisdiction.

Centralized rule-making
Before 1848, American courts controlled
their own procedure. But in that year New
York adopted the Field Code which eventu-
ally served as a model for almost all the
other states It divided responsibility for
judicial administration between the judici-
ary and the legislature. The result was al-
most total legislative control.

By the turn of the century, reformers
could see the negative effects of the Field
Code and were suggesting alternatives. In
October 1914, the American Judicature So-
ciety published the first draft of its State-
Wide Judicature Act which proposed vesting
most rule-making authority in a judicial
council " This position was reiterated in the

Model C
ABA (1962)

1 Supreme Court

Intermediate
Appellate Court

1 Major Trial Court I

IMinor Tnal Court

Model D
ABA (1974)

Supreme Court 1

Intermediate
Appellate Court

ITnal Court I

second draft to 1917." The council was to
be granted authority to (1) reduce or expand
the number of judges of any superior courts,
(2) make court rules prescribing the duties
and jurisdictions of masters and district
magistrates, (3) make, alter and amend all
rules relating to practice and procedure, and
(4) establish all rules and regulations relat-
ing to clerks and jury commissioners. The
National Municipal League's Model Judi-
dal' Article of 1920 also placed rulemaking
power within a judicial council.

By 1938, these proposals had fallen into
disfavor. The American Bar Association rec-
ommended that "full rulemaking power be
vested in the courts," and in 1940, Roscoe
Pound agreed that the rule making power
should be "restored" to the judiciary. Two
years later the National Municipal League
adopted a revised judicial article, which
provided the councils with essentially the
same authority as the 1920 model but sub-
jected their power to regulation by the legis-
lature.

By 1962, proposals vesting rulemaking
power in any body other than the state's
highest court were rare. That y ear, both the
American Bar Association and the National
Municipal League proposed that state su-
preme courts should have full rulemaking
authority over court practice and procedure.
In keeping with its 1942 recommendation,
however, the League still envisioned a role
for the legislature, albeit a more limited one.

23 American Judicature Societ5, First Draft of a 24 American Judicature Socieh. Second Draft of a
Sintr-Wide Judicature Att. Buia.rns. VII 137-39(0c. State41ide Judicature Act. Duce-11v V11 r-sosober, IWO (March. 1917),
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Model A
Field Code (1848)

ILegislature I

IJudiciary I
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Figure 2
Models of rule-making

Model B
American Judicature

Society (1917)

Judicial Council

In this recommendation, the League provid-
ed that court rules could be changed by a
two-thirds vote of the legislature." Since the
League's proposal, almost every commission
report, scholar and jurist has recommended
that rule-making authority be vested in the
state's highest court.

Four major models that discuss the locus
of rule.making authority have evolved since
1914. They are summarized in Figure 2. The
ABA model (1974) closely approximates the
situation in most states today. Thirty-two
states vest the authority exclusively in the
supreme court." Eight place it partially in
the court, and ten place it elsewhereeither
mjudicial councils or state legislatures. The
legislature has no veto power over rules
promulgated in twenty-one of the thirty-
two states where the court has exclusive
rule-making authority.

To summarize, all recent court unification
proposals recommend that rule-making au-
thority be vested in the supreme court, un-
encumbered by legislative veto.

Centralized management
In the first and second drafts of its State-
Wide Judicature Act (1914 and 1917), the
American Judicature Society divided ad-
ministrative responsibility for the judicial
system between a council and the chief
justice. For example, the council was as-
signed the power to appoint the clerk of the
General Court of Judicature and to establish
clerk's offices throughout the state. The chief

25 National Municipal League, supra n, 7, at 14
26 See Jeffrey Pamess and Chris Korbakes, A STUDY

Or THE PROCEDURAL RULEMAKINC POWER Di 111E
Warn STATES (Chicago American Judicature Sock-
t), 1973)
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Model C
National Municipal

League (1942)

IJudicial Council I

[Legislature I

Model D
Amencan Bar

Association (1974)

Supreme Court

justice was granted authority to assign judg-
es to the various divisions of the court, direct
judges to perform judicial duties in two or
more divisions, and transfer cases from one
division to another.

Among early reformers, the idea of strong
centralized management was still immature.
In 1920, the National Municipal League
suggested that the judicial council should
regulate the duties of the clerk and his
subordinates and all other ministerial offi-
cers, while the chief justice should gather and
publish an annual report on the business of
the courts and the state of the dockets. The
chief justice was granted authority to nomi-
nate the clerk of the General Court of Justice
and assign district court judges. Control
over calendars and the assignment of judges
within district and county courts was given
to the local presiding judge.

As the years passed, however, it became
clear that if the courts were to be managed
efficiently, administrative authority had to
be vested in a single agency or individual.
The famous Parker-Vanderbilt Standards of
1938 admonished the states to provide "a
unified judicial system with power and re-
sponsibility in one of the Judges to assign
judges to judicial service so as to relieve
congestion of dockets and utilize the availa-
ble judges to the best advantage.""

Commenting on the Standards in 1949,
Vanderbilt listed eight principal facets of
this area of court management assignment
of judges to specialized duties, reassignment
of judges to different courts, reassignment of
cases, uniform record keeping, periodical

27. Sewn:lards of Judicial Administration Adopted
supra n. 5, at 67,
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reporting by judges about their work, ap-
pointment of court personnel, administering
court personnel, and centralizing the finan-
cial affairs of the judicial branch."

A number of proposals followed Parker
and Vanderbilt in suggesting that authority
for managing the courts be vested in the
judiciary The majority suggest that the chief
justice of the supreme court be granted this
responsibility. In his 1940 proposal, Pound
expressed this idea in detail:

Supervision of the judicial-business adminis-
tration of the whole court should be committed to
the chief justice. .. He should have authority to
make reassignments or temporary assignments of
fudges to particular branches or divisions or
localities according to the amount of work to be
done, and the judges at hand to do it. Disqualifi-
cation, disability or illness of particular judges, or
vacancies in office could be speedily provided for
in this way He should have authority also ... to
assign or transfer cases from one locality or court
or dis is ion to another for bearing and disposition.
as circumstances may require, so that judicial
work may be equalized so far as may be and
clogging up of particular dockets and accumula-
tion of arrears prevented at the outset."

Pound also thought that nonjudicial per-
sonnel should be placed under the control of
the courts. "The judiciary," he stated, "is the
only great agents of government which is
habitually given no control over its clerical
force" He recognized that the chief justice
might require administrative assistance and
proposed that "competent business direc-
tion should be provided and the clerical and
stenographical force be put under control
and supervision of a responsible director."
He even went so far as to suggest that such
officers might be needed in eye* branch,
major division or regional court. Thus,
Pound was one of the first reformers to antici-
pate the need for court administrators.
Moreover, it is clear that he did not believe
these positions could be filled by court
clerks, as he was very critical of the court
clerks' performance during the previous
emu).

Evers major study since 1942 has ads ocat-
ed placing administrative responsibilits for
the court system in the chief justice, and

28 Vanderbilt. supra is 5, at 34-35
29 Pound, supra is 3. at 229
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nearly all have called for the establishment
of a court administrator's office to aid him in
this endeavor. But while it is easy to agree
on who should possess central management
authority, it is less easy to define what that
authority should entail.

There is general consensus that the court
administrator should not handle any judicial
functions, including all aspects of adjudica-
tion and courtroom procedure. Unfortunate-
ly, the dichotomy between judicial and non-
judicial duties is not always rigid. It is often
difficult to decide whether a particular func-
tion, such as transfer and assignment of
judges, is a judicial or nonjudicial responsi-
bility .3°

Another contested question is whether
trial court administrators should be appoint-

30, See Steven Hass and Larry, Beason. The 'sew
Managers Court Administrators. in Lairs Beason,
Ste. en / las sand Susan Car bon. :11ANAc TIIE STATE
COVETS TEXT AND REATINGS (Si Paul, VI est publish.
Mg Co. 1977). forthcoming,
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Figure 3
Models of centralized management

Model P
Parker-Vanderbilt
Standards (1938)

ICetef Justice H Judicial Council I Chief Justice

ed and supervised by the bureaucratically
superior state court administrator's office.
Recent commission reports have answered
that they should. The Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations recom-
mended that administrative offices of local
trial courts "be headed by professional ad-
ministrators and be under the general super-
union of the state court administrator."31
The National Advisory Commission on
Criminal justice Standards and Coals also
proposed that "local trial court administra-
tors should be appointed by the state court
administrator."32 Under this system, poli-
cies are developed at the top of the hierarchy

and are uniformly implemented throughout
the system. Proponents argue that such a
system is essential for coordination, ac-
countability and continuity.

But some reformers disagree. The Ameri-
can Bar Association recently recommended
that the trial court executive "be appointed
by the presiding Judge of the court in which
he serves, with the advice and approval of
the Judges of that court and should serve at
the pleasure-of the presiding judge."" A
number of scholars have also questioned the
wisdom of central appointment and control
of trial court administrators. The intensity of
the debate makes it clear that centralized
appointment and supervision has been a
major component of the conventional think-
ing on court unification.

Other aspects of centralized management
are more widely accepted. Recent studies
and reports list an enormous quantity of
roles, functions, duties and responsibilities

31 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Re-
lations. supra is 10, at 39.

32 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Jus-
tice Standards and Coals, supra n. 12, at 183.

33 American Bar Association. se pro n. 13, at 89.
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American Bar

Association (1941)

IChief Justice I

ICourt Administrator I

of the state court administrator in a unified
system. These will be summarized shortly.

Three models of centralized management
have evolved, and are shown in Figure 3.
The American Bar Association's proposal is
most widely accepted and used. All but
three or four states presently employ court
administrators, and in nearly every state this
official is appointed by the chief justice or
the supreme court.34 In California, Georgia
and Texas, however, he is appointed by the
judicial council. In Connecticut, he is ap-
pointed by the general assembly.

To summarize, a unified court system will
be centrally managed by the chief justice
who is assisted in his administrative respon-
sibilities by a state court administrator.

The supreme court will control the assign-
ment of judges and cases , the qualifications,
hiring and firing of nonjudicial personnel,
space and equipment, centralized record
keeping and statistics gathering. It will also
have authority over centralized planning,
financial administration, educational pro-
grams for all court-related personnel, and

research for the state court system. Finally,
it will disseminate information about the
operations of the state court system.

Centralized budgeting
Centralized (unitary) budgeting was not
mentioned by early supporters of unifica-
tion. In the past two decades, however,
reformers have consistently argued that a
court system is not unified unless it has a

centralized budget.
This sentiment was first expressed in the

American Bar Association's Model Judicial

34. Rachel D01111 and Robert Shapiro. STATE COVET
ADMINISTRATOM15 124-25 (Chicago. American Judica-
ture Society, 1976).
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Nun 4
Models of court budgeting

Model A
External Preparation

Preparation by state
fiscal officer

t
Information from

state judiciary

Model C
Central review and

submission (collation)

Court administrators
office or states
highest court

for review

t
Requests kom all
courts separately

Officials In
legislative or

executive
branches

Model II
Separate submission

Preparation by budget officials in
the executive or legislative branches

f
Requests from all
courts separately

Model 0
Central preparation

(unitary)

State court
administrator
develops a

single budget
i Legislature 1

'Derived from Carl Baar, Separate But Subservient: Court Budgeting in the American States(Lexington. D.C. ii:ath and Co., 1975), pp. 11-20.

Article of 1962 which called for the prepara-
tion and submission of the budget by a court
administrator under the direction of the
chief justice. The following year the Nation-
al Municipal League was more precise:
"The chief judge shall submit an annual
consolidated budget for the entire unified
judicial system.""

The concept was not discussed by the
President's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Justice, the Ad-
visory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, or the Committee for Economic
Development, but it was dealt with implicit-
ly in the National Conference on the Judici-
ary in 1971. The conference charged the
state court administrator with "developing
and operating a modern system of court
management including upto-date budget-
ary techniques" (emphasis added)."

In 1973, the National Advisory Commis-
35 National Municipal league. supra 0. 7, al FL
36. National Conference on the Judiciary, supra n.IL at 262,
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sion on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals recommended that "a budget for the
operation of the entire court system of the
State should be prepared by the state court
administrator and submitted to the appro-
priate legislative body."" The following
year the American Bar Association was
equally specific: "The financial operations
of the courts, including salaries of personnel
and operating and capital expenditures.
should be managed through a unified bud
get that includes all courts in the system."31

The principal aspects of centralized bud.
geting are more clearly defined than thoseof
centralized management. The fundamental
precept is that the budget be prepared cen
tralli,, preferably by the state court adminis
trator. The executive and legislative branch
es do not participate, nor do they have the

37. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Jr,
nee Standards and Coals, supra n. 12, at 176. See also
164.

38. American Bar Association,supra n. 13, at 3. Set
also 98.
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Figure 5
Models of court financing

Local treasury

Model C
Revised

State treauLIrl----_,,

ILocal judiciary

[Local Treasury

authority to veto the judicially prepared
budget,

Only twelve states approach the ideal." At
the opposite extreme are states in which the
budget is prepared outside the judicial
branch.° Between these poles are two V2112.
lions. First are states in which budgets are
prepared by each local court but are subject
to review by a central staff and are then
passed along to the appropriate executive or
legislative officials .° Second are states in
which different parts of the state court sys-
tem prepare and submit separate requests to
officials in the executive and legislative
branches.42 Figure 4 summarizes the four
major models.

39 Alaska, Colvado, Connecticut. Hawaii, Minne,
sots. New Jersey. New Mexico, North Carolina, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, Vermont and Virginia See Carl
Rm. SEPARATE atrr SUSSERVIENT. COURT BUDGET.
LNG IN THE AMERICAN STATES l3 (Lexington D C
Heath, 1975)
40 States clearly within this category include Gem.

Va, Texas. Utah, West Virginia and Wisconsin Id
41 States clearly within this category Include Arizo

as, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and
South Carolina. Id

42 States clearly within this category include Ala.
barns, Maine. Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Ne
hnika and Washington Id
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Model B
Traditional

ILocal judiciary Ii ' \
ILocal treasury 1Local fees

and fines

Model D
State

State treasury ..1 Local Judiciary

Local fees
and fines

The prevailing opinion on centralized
budgeting in a unified system appears to be
that the instrument should be centrally pre-
pared at the state level. Neither the executive
nor the legislative branch should be able to
veto the judicially prepared budget

Slide financing
State financing is related to but distinct from
centralized budgeting, although some will
disagree. A recent article on the subject
considers the two interdependent: "Unitary
budgeting ... is a comprehensive system in
which all judicial costs are funded by the
state through a single budget administered
by the judicial branch.' But the topics
have traditionally been treated separately.
Moreover, as Carl Baar points out, states
may support their judicial systems by state-
wide funding but still not use the adminis-
trative technique of central budgeting

Early reformers were not particularly con-
cerned with state funding of the judiciary.
though the National Municipal League did

43 Geoffrey Hazard et al., Court Finance and Uni-
tary Budgetbig. 81 YALE LAW JOURNAL 1286, 1293
(June 1972).
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recommend in 1920 that "all remuneration
paid for the services of judges and officials

shall be paid by an appropriation of the
Legislature and shall be reckoned as part of
the expense of the iodic tai establishment "44
All fees and fines were to be paid to the clerk
who in turn passed them along to the state
treasurer This recommendation remained
substantially the same in the League's re-
vised model of 1942 The 1963 revision was
even more explicit, stating that "the total
cost of the (court) system shall be paid by
the state.""

Nearly every commission since 1963 has
recommended a similar approach. In 1967,
the President's Commission on Law En-
forcement and Administration of Justice rec-
ommended that all fines and fees be paid to
the state treasury In 1971, the National
Conizience on the judiciary admonished
that "courts should be organized into a uni-
fied judicial system financed by and acting
under the authority of the State government,
not units of local government."'a The fol-
lowing year. the Committee for Economic
Development recommended that states
should assume full responsibility for finan-
cial support of the courts, as did the Nation-
al Ads isory Commission on Criminal Jus-
tice Standards and Goals in 1973.

Although the American Bar Association's
Model Judicial Article of 1962 did not refer
to state financing, the omission was correct-
ed in its standards of 1973. "Responsibility
for the financial support of state court sys-
tems should be assumed by state go. ern-
ment "" Scholars have likewise cited it as a
central principle of unification.

Historically, several methods have been
used to fund the courts, Figure 5 presents
the major variations. During the colonial
and revolutionary periods and the eight-
eenth century, local fee offices supported
Mu( h of the judicial structure and excessive
revenues were generated and paid to the
local treasuries. As the nation became more

44 Model Judulary 4rticle. supra n 4. at 141
45 National Municipal League, supra n 7, at 14
46 National Conferen,e on the Judicial... supra n

II. at 265
47 American Bar Association, supra n 13, at 97
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urbanized and fee offices came under attack,
schemes were devised in which at least part
of the taxes collected locally were allocated
to the courts. As the pressure to generate
new revenue increased, states began -haring
the burden.

Today, there is wide sanation in the
amount of funds each state pros ides its
judiciary. Seven states fund 80 per cent or
more of the judical budget," and ten states
provide less than 20 per cent of the judicial
budget." To summarize, the current consen-
sus appears to be that the state should fi
nance the entire judicial system. Local fees
and fines should be paid directly to the state
treasury.

Conclusion
Thus, the emerging ideal of court uni-
fication comprises five essential elements.
structural consolidation and simplification,
centralized rule-making, centralized man-
agement, centralized budgeting and state
financing. Such a system is only ideal in the
sense that it represents the collect'. e wis-
dom of a majority of scholars and practition-
ers. Whether it is the "best- system of orga-
nization is another question.

As was noted at the outset of this article,
scholars are presently challenging the con-
ventional wisdom of court unification, at
least in theoretical fashion. Delineating the
ideal model should facilitate such an in-
quiry. It is time to weigh the pros and cons
of unification and to test its consequences
empirically. Only after undertaking such
research can we confidently prescribe unifi-
cation as a useful structure for promoting
court reform. 0

48 Alaska.Connecticut, Hassan, Ness Memo North
Carolina. Rhode Island, and Sermon! See Haar. supra
n. 39. at 6-7

49 Arizona, California. Florida. Ceorgta. Nlassai hu
setts, Michigan. Minnesota. Ohio, South Carolina. and
Washington Id

LARRY C. BERKSON is a visiting fellow with the
American Judicature Society and the principal
investigator of an AJS project to develop 'A
Prescriptive Package on Unification of State
Courts " He is on leave from his position as an
assistant professor of political science at the
University of Florida
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NOBODY'S SOFT ON
CRIME ANYMORE

THE ichmond. California. is a flat place, full of brown and
green bungalows and wrapped in railroad tracks. It is
one of the homes of Standard Oil, the western term-

KILLING

nus for the Santa Fe Railroad, birthplace of the Hells
Angels, a recruiting ground for the Ku Klux Klan. It is also home for a
growing underclass of unemployed and unemployable black Amer-
icans who live on the streets, deal dope, lace their smokes with angel
dust and pack A5s Last year Freddy Riles* was one of them.

The incident was a simple one. Riles, a quiet, modest man. 36 years
The names of the princtpals Involved in this case have been changed for this article

RETHINKING

AMERICA'S

IMPOSSIBLE

PROBLEM

BY FRANK

BROWNING
riscommo in
ma 0 NUL

Reproduced with the permission of Joan Raves from Mother Jones, v. 7, Aug 1982. 24-31, 40-41,
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old stopped at the corner of MacDonald Avenue and
Second Street Several other men were standing around
talking One of them, Jimmy Bowers. had a bag of man.
tuna but no pipe or rolling papers Riles offered his papers
In turn he expected a hit from the pint, He was wrong

The argument that erupted continued over the next two
days until an open fight flared between the two men on
another street corner Shots were fired Within moments
Bowers lay dying on the sidewalk. David Short. with him at
the time, was wounded, Freddy Riles had shot them both

Roberta James is a private investigator in Berkeley and a
hiog.time activist It was when she met Freddy Riles that she
began to ask political and moral questions about her work in
the criminal Justice system As an investigator for the de.
tense on the +rase, James set out to gather statements from
the witnesses to prove that Riles had fired his gun in self-
defense Her first task was to find the facts that would
persuade the court to release Riles on bad

Winning release on bail is standard procedure for any
retense attorney But in this case the defense had a further

e to as oul a trial altogether by arranging a 'moon.
siltation between the parties, whereby they would agree to
settle their differences out of court " James had been in-
volved in this approach before The method is a sort of could
of the ri0s, an attempt to do away with the expense and
misery of long trials and prison sentences, which only ex-
acerbate crime, do nothing to reform criminals and take
power from the communities in which the crimes occurred
In this case the possibility of a reconciliation took form
when Dasul Short. Bowers friend. agreed to talk to James

04,.1,1 agreed that Freddy shouldn t have to go to fail for

this James remembers "He even told me how to get in
touch with some of the other witnesses I figured that the
right political approach was that this was a street argument,
it had been hustled on the street and, as heinous as we might
see it it was something the community could best deal with

We got Freddy out of fail We even got David's help to
build a case that could tree him altogether The one thing I
ahkAYS believed, as a good radical. is that however bad
violent come may be, it n equally criminal to lock people up
in brutal and vicious cages like San Quentin or Folsom
prison where a guy almost always comes out worse. more
',totem than he went in If there s a real conflict between
people in the community, then everybody in that commun.
ds is better off. including the people who are fighting, when
they try to resolve the trouble themselves

With David s cooperation. I felt we had a breakthrough
It showed that Freddy probably had fired in self-defense.
that he wouldn t !use hist& ruined in prison. that both men
could settle their differences without either of them feeling
like a victim

The hopeful reconciliation that Roberta lames had irn.
Agined was never to be A month later, David Short and
Freddy Riles met and worked it out At about four a m
Short walked out of a bar on MacDonald Avenue, near the
scene of the initial shooting If e stepped from behind a bush.
placed his 45 lust in back of Freddy Riles' head and pulled
the trgger Riles fell to the sidewalk

-Hey,. he s still alive." one of Short's friends said.
Short put the muzzle of his gun to Riles' throat and fired
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again "He ain't now," he said
With the Freddy Riles case, Roberta James was for the

first time confronted by a community person, a serious.
middle-aged black woman, on the issue of street crime
'Honey," the woman said. "there ain't nothing political
about this case at all There's no way I want to keep these
guys on the street If that's revolutionary, then I don't want
none of your revolution" Handling the problem on the
street, the woman said, meant that everybody herself in-
cludedhad to carry gum for their own defense It meant
that anybody who didn't carry a gun was either a fool or a
victim, or both,

The death of Freddy Riles and the death of the man Riles
killed pose a dilemma that traditional criminal lawyers
men like F Lee Bailey, Melvin Belk, Racehorse Hanes
and their investigators have always neatly avoided For
them the trial lawyer's duty is to provide a client with the
best possible legal defense with no direct concern over guilt
or innocence, or over the welfare of the community or of
society in general. But for those who would change society,
and especially for the radicals and activists who entered the
legal system specifically because of their commitment to
social justice. cases like that of Freddy Riles a re a wrenching
and everyday experience

Early in February. a group of lawyers met in a hall in
Berkeley to talk about crime Members of the Northern
California chapter of the leftist National Lawyers Guild.
many of them had spent the past year meeting in small,
informal gatherings to evaluate what responsibility they had,
as lawyers, as activists and as citizens, to confront the easing
fear of crime in the nation Privately, nearly all had ex-
pressed the same anguish and frustration that Roberta
James felt in the wake of Freddy Riles' murder Yet during
an hour and a half of public panel discussion, none of that
passion even came close to surfacing

Then one woman stood up She was both a friend and
colleague to the panelists and others in the room

I cannot believe," she said, her voice clear but impas.
wined, "that we've been sitting here for two hours talking
about crime and noone has mentioned the fear that millions
of women feel every night they walk home I cannot believe
that a group of progressive lawyers has not even once talked
about the fear of violent rape that terrorizes women in every
city in the country I cannot believe that you has e nOt talked
about the constant fear of assault that plagues women and
old people every day. I am astounded that this group could
have held a discussion on a progressive approach to crime
and not even mention concern for the victims of violence "

That woman's complaint cuts to the core of our failure to
speak convincingly about crime in America It is a momen-
tous failure, both because we have abdicated the dialogue
about crime to the reactionary Right and because it signals a
callous disregard for one of the most pressing concerns
facing Americans today

In our confusion, some of us have warmed to the cam-
paign of the hardliners These are the people who argue,
wrongly, that crime and acts of violence are ruing astro-
nomically They call for more police and more prisons,
oblivious to the fact that, historically, these solutions has e
never worked to reduce come

AUGUST 1162
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Others including those who still identify themselves as

"progressives ' have refused to shed their own pretensions
about the meaning of come Part of that refusal is an unwill-
ingness to acknowledge the roots of our own romance with
valence We have clung instead, to an apocalyptic and
utopian imagination which denies action As a result, we
have (ailed to understand that those at the bottom of society
often relieve the endless tedium they face through violence.
a violence which then becomes routine and banal And
because of that we have faded to take seriously and speak
forcefully about those truly hopeful alternatives that have
begun to appear like primroses in a desert of desperation

THE

ROMANCE
ust a decade ago some of Berkeley's
leading activists regularly staged
demonstrations outside San Quentin
Prison and lauded the inmates as the
leaders of the coming revolution

The Prison Law Project founded by prominent radial
attorney Fay Stender dedicated itself to the support of
resolutionaryposoner movements Three years agoStender
was shot in her Berkeley home (and paralyzed as a result) by
a former inmate who claimed
that she had betrayed that
movement

Eleven years ago I wrote.
somewhat breathlessly, of the
progressive potential of the
thernaborning prisoners urn
ion movement, a movement I
believed would help to 13 be:ate
that portion of humanity we
now see described as the
underclass It did not There
are more prisons (and prison-
ers) now than ever before, and
the membership in the under-
class grows daily

In the '60s, to affirm one's
solidanty with the prisoners
wan not only to stand against
class oppression. but II was
also to withdraw from the po.
lite discourse in which the gen.
tee( reformats bantered end-
lessly about ushering the din.
possessed into the drawing
room of av ,,zatton Wc would
instead commit "revolutionary
suicide," in Huey Newton's
tantalizing phrase, and in one
stroke destroy both the draw.
nig room and the jail all We would storm the Bastille and
loose the Revolution

But a funny thing happened on the way to the barnacles.
The revolutionary movements began to turn upon them

selves albeit with considerable help from the COINTEL-
PRO operations of the FBI and the CIA In San Francisco,
one of the revoluttonarySoledad Brothers left prison only to
launch a new career of robbery, assault and rapeoften

against his own comrades. More deva.itating, there came a
series of murders within the ranks of the Black Panther
party. murders that were not committed by the police but
which instead seemed to reflect the fate of winners and losers
in parry infighting And then there was the slaying of a
bookkeeper, a white woman who had worked at Rampant
magazine She had been unix-lured to the Panthers by one
of the magazine s editors and, apparently, had had the
misfortune to become aware of some party members' unsa.
wary drug deals Even if abstractly it might be argued that
proletanan violence was the fruit of centuries of racism and
economic oppression, nonetheless, an innocent human
being, one who had committed herself to fighting oppres
sion. had been slaughterednot at the hands of the state.
but by those she fought to free.

Until then the rhetoric and the imagery of violence had
served as something of a political aphrodisiac for many on
the k ft As one Berkeley wall slogan had it. we entered the
age of "Armed Lose." There were a people who, because
they lived "on the edge." stood free of the nauseating im-
mobility of bourgeois culture To affirm that wewere alive,
to reassure ourselves that we were not merely wallowing in

alienated passivity, to earn the
respect (we thought) of Che
and Ho and Fanon, to declare
that we were not merely diners
at the banquet hall of mon.
bund, genteel liberalism, we
took what seemed to be a rev-
olutionary leap Violence as
transcendence, crime as lib
e ration. bank robbery as com-
mitment it was a romantic
compulsion that wound its way
about the Left throughout the
'60s and 70s. until it smacked
down against a Brinks guard in
Nyack, New York, several
months ago, and we were all
forced to acknowledge that
mutter and liberation are not
always at of the same cloth

San Francisco lawyer Bev.
erly Axelrod characterizes that
time as a period 01 "extraor.
dinary naivett" when it came
to prisoners and crime. Axel
rod spent years working with
youth gangs and ha rchtime
prisoners as well as with civil
rights and antiwar activists
More than anyone else she was

responsible for transforming the powerful but often ram.
Ming letters of Eldridge Cleaver into Soulon Ice.

"The Le ft." she said. recalling some of the illustons of the
past. "was usually very careful in analyzing the working
class. But people should have realized that there's a different
kind of oppression among prisoners than there is with other
people Too often they were dealt unth just like the altruistic
people who came in to lick envelopes Prnoners.paructi.

AUGUST 110112
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THE

VICTIMS
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a real %rime *me but hs a Annie reporting" %aye
According to a recent report from the National Council

, sari Cnme and fhlinquenc), (INCCD), there has been say
little insrease in serous come in America met the past
decade In an NC( I) paper issued fast Januar, authors Jim

min and Kenna th Polk demonstrate that ewe rates lime
not aluass inereased during that time 'Data are mailable
which show rersuanseh that crime has stabilized, rather
than meremed in recent years Snhmitationdatashowthat
stone touched 12 percent of all households in 1975 and a

similar percentage in 1979 It 1 Nrcent, and by 19:1).
ileirease to 10 pyreen0

latest data a measure of law enforcement acings are
also an indirect measure of crime at kilt of that serious
enough for °Moat response Between 1975 and 1979 total

arrests in the United States for Index crimes (maimcrimes)

declined slightly by 2 t percent In the _ante period arrests
for smilent Index srimcs increased less than one percent
'Set despite the -.lability in arrest rates, the number of full-
time law enforcement positions rose by nearly 27 (U) of 4 1

percent, eluting the same tame, creating nothing but an

immense crime bureaucracy
the stctimization data Gahm and Polk mention are not

merch the bloodless constructs of some callow, emaciated
miendogists, men if the term sounds like it They are the
result of annual sursevs conducted by the Census Bureau tor

the Justice Departments Bureau of Justice Statistics Init6
aced in 1972. the National Crime Suncy (-own about

115 t1r1 people in households across the nation It includes
rape robbery, assault, larceny, burglary and car theft In-
seStIgatorS gather information from mums about them-

seises about the Incidents and about theoffenders, hence

the report s annual title "Criminal Victimization in the

Canted States for obstous reasons it does not include
homicide A Minimal, of both the FBI is Uniform Crime

Reports and the s act unization report s during the pastdecade

shows that while the number of police reports of serious

crime has risen steadily, the number of victims of crime
remains about the same (See box opposite page )

These hets of erne, all colkcted by the Department of
Justice but seldom pen much attention in the nation's

' press paint a picture of America far different from that
depicted by Messrs Reagan. Burger and Smith, who see the

country, as besieged by a spreading "reign of terror "
The contrast as still starker when the sictunization reports

are analyzed further Take for example erimesof violence
The rateof sokntattackper 1 01.10 people in 1973.1975 and

1979 lammed at 32 3. 3211 and 315. an °serail sanation of
less than sesen percent For those crimes standardly re-

garded as most seriousrobbery and aggravated assault

resulting in injury there Was virtually no change in the same
three y cars 54 54 and 55 per 1,000 (Most violence results

from mmults, often from lust fist fights and brawls ) As

Eugene Diocschal Information director of NCCD, re-
marked 'These suricys support the view that criminal be-

hasior remains roughly constant oser the years and that

crime was es are created by the human imagination
Murder losses er is not a matter of the imagination and

both the number and the rates of homicides in America are
rising Nationwide, the murder rate rose from 9b per

Al,C,UsT l 41k)
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pared i0 any other nation in the

developed world, and much
of the Third World it is a horrendous figure. the sod of
sta tot K that makes Brits and Danes and

Swedes check their
hie insurance policies before visiting here

That fear of murder is real can hardly bedoubted Murder
is the ultimate crime Yet whether those who fear murder
most have any basis for their fear is another matter In 1980
the muchxassect figme Report on Fear of Crime revealed
that 17 percent of Americans do fear being slain even
though only ten of every 100.000people are actually mur-
dered Victimization data indicate that violent alms, ex.
sept murder are underreported by 66percent Of all violentcrimes committed murder constitutes less than six -hundredths of one percentand even then it is a crime that
most often takes place between people who know each
other When it comes to murder those whom we should fear
most are almost never the randommuggers of the streets but
rather the angry and frustrated members of our own families
and thc aggravated neighbors in our own communities That
is the situation for Americans at large But for those at thetxxtom of our uxlety, for blacks and Hispanics for thosewho an only dream of crawling up Into Mr Reagan's safety
net for the 1 redly Rikscs of this %odd. there Is profound
reason to fear death in the city streets

the record in California offers ample
evidence of the real

dancer at the bottom (see box. page 311 Data drawn from
the 10511 report of the California Bureau of Criminal Statis-
tics show that if you are a white Californian,

your chances of
being murdered have increased somewhat in the past six
sears But if you are black Hispanic or Asin your odds of
being murdered have risen

dramatically Prospects are still
worse for the young slightly more than 62 of every 100000
Mack males under the age of 25 were murdered in 1980
nearly four times the state average and more than 15 timesthe murder rate for young white women Nationwide, mur

der is the leading cause of death
among young black men

Ignorant or duplint, Ronald Reagan and his lawand-
order gang have continued to inflame the fears of middle-
class white citizens through a profound theft of reality They
speak of the terror that grips

respectable amens who fear to
walk the streets, it is a propaganda maneuver that snatches
the pain away from the truly terrifiednumbers of the undet,
class and applies tt to those Americans who ate the most
pewileged and the safest Having elected this exaggerated
sense of insecurity. they then propose "solutions that have
never worked at any time in the history of America. harsher
deterrence, more police and mote prisons

Police and prisons can be effective means of suppressing
crime In the Soviet gulag they have maintained a remark-
able record The United States, however, is another story
The same numbers the conservative critics have used to
whip up their crime.wate hysteria

demonstrate the futility of
their program for in the past ten years we have seen an
expansion in both the police and the prison population
heretofore unprecedented in this century Meads third inthe world in the proportion ofcitizens it imprisonsranking
only behind the Soviet Union and South Africa the U S
has current plans at the state and federal levels that project
boosting the prison population to half a million, thereby
making us the world leader for incarceration

For the eight years between 1972 and 1993dunng which
nonmurderous crime remained relatively stablethe prison
population rose by 60 percent from 196.1W to 316,500
Sending muggers to jail did not reduce the number of mug-gings in Amara Jading killerswho

two times out of three
were either friends or family members of then victims did
nothing to hold dawn the murder late But it has and does
cost Americans $.1 billion per year to matntain this growing
failure and it will cost an additional S8 billion to $10billionto build the new prisons that the hardliners want

Coughing up more bucks for the boys in blue is no more

THE CRIME WAVEWITHOUT VICTIMS
r:--. '21

_

Crimes Impeded to thepolicejlaPed frill 0;0'38,000In 1970 12,152,7 Out pert lit. t-Arretb fOr Ina) CAW rose regularly untl 1974 andthen rent "at abed* sama

art the ;Wet
Arrests if tivenilis Inaneact dropped steadily

Victim ratiarts fairly constant qwough

after peikkag In197 and are noir lower than they werea decade

AUOUST Ittit
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premising Consider the city of Los Angeles. that wondrous
dream place of sunslappled opportunity. where even the
movies cannot some up with as many exotic forms of death

as reality supplies The current average murder rate in Cali.

forma o la I people per 100 011 in Los Angeles it s 14 6

and ming ft has been rising for several years despite regu-

lar increases in the budget for the L A police department
,bich has doubled in the past eight years Additionally the

state reinstituted the death penalty passed a tough 'Use a
gun go to prison law launched a mayor program of jading
isivendes and steadily imprisoned more adults than ever
before %one theless the number of people murdered in Los
Snzeles doubled between 1972 and 191511 (In New York

ay murders increased by about 21 percent during the
same perood while the police rolls remained about the

same
In 1972 an experiment in Kansas City. Missoun. tin

beefing up patrols produced dismal results The police uteri-
roved high.orsme multiracial district and flooded it with
Love and sometimes three tunes the usual number of

tinkers Atter one year they examine(' the incidence of
,o,ais some The overwhelming evidence "the Year-end

((port (un(lusted is that increasing routine preventive
panol within the r inge tested had no effect on crime

Still the police delusion proceeds unabated National
.pending on po'ise adiasted for inflation rose more than
2-41rer,,n1 hetwir n I9s0 and 1980 neatly twice the growth

10 haat gore fume...oat pending The only discernible trend
.1sring that tom, has been .a marked lump in minders and a

gradual growth in other crimes As Lawrence Sherman

Sr rch director of the Police Foundation said last year

We tAstd to put leeches on sick people to get the blood out

tf thss dale t get better, you d put on more leeches Well

that v the lotto( discussion about crime

THE rooklyn is one of the reasons so

KILLERS many flew Yorkers now live in
Los Angeles Once a rolling sub(
utb of green fields and meander
mg streams once the first stop en

rime fro...sine immigrant tenements to Westchester County
brookhoosihat exhausted brown city across the East River

twin in) Juan where some shoppers have to standmime
heroic bulls proof glass windows and ask the storeowners
oli theiro ukrsondslide them out through slots Brooklyn

is ...hoe a ISearold street had described something of
ahis rte at the bottom is all about 'In Brooklyn you fall

moo one of two categories when you start growing up

First there s the minority of the minority the ducks or
sucker. These are the kidswhogo to school ev cry day They

even want to go to college Imagine that, School after high

y.hoot' They re aasting their toes waiting for a dream
itot won t come true

Ihc dusk, ire usually the ones getting beat upon by the
maionti group the hard rocks It you're a teal hard rock
ou, Los no vs, Ines no cares Getting high is is easy as
etc rthing Sou just np off some duck You Jon t bother

going to school i t s not necessary
Hard rocks do what they want to do when they want to

do it When a hard rock goes to Anson it builds up his
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reputation He develops a bravado that's like a long sad
joke But i t s ail hes and excuses. It's a hustle to keep ahead

of the fact that he's going nowhere
Judge David L Bazelon, who is the senior circuit judge of

the U S Court of Appeals in Washington. D C tells that
story frequently when hen asked about crime in America
But unlike Warren Burger, who formerly worked with Bus-

Ion on the D ist net of Columbia Circuit. he writhe answer to

the crime problem as a much more complicated proposition
than simply adding firepower to police arsenals

"It is no great mystery why some of these people turn to
crime hc totd a ga t henng o I cnminolovststast y ear 'They

are bem into families struggling to survive. if they have
banks ao all They are rarsed in detenoratinvovercrovoled
housing. They lack adequate nutrition and health care They
are subjected to prejudice and are educatedin unresponsive
schools They are denied the sense of order. purpose ..nd
self-esteem that makes leoatuding omens

It would be easy to presume that Bazelon n one et those
"soft" judges currently under attack for loving, loiters more
than their victims He is not He insists that citizens be
protected from violent crime But he points out. pragrrvt
catty that since vengeful deterrence has failed miserably. we
have no choice except to examine the undet lying conditions
that produce criminal rage In the short run and in the long,
social justice is inseparable from personal safety

Jobs. therefore. are the answer to reducing crime. the
liberal -left alliance has answered It is because of record
unemployment lb, s crime is up Like the cops(andinsons
argument. the lobs campaign is mtwtn ely appealing - If he'd

had a loaf of bread. Jean Vatican would not have taken the
candlesticks If people are working, theylihavenoreasonto
steal Unfortunately. progressives today are Just as subject
to illusion as they were IS yeats ago. when they thought a
rapist could be transformed into a revolutionary through the

purgative of rhetoric Jobs alonehaving them losing
themdo not directly affect crime If it were so. property
crime would rise with unemoloyment it did not during the
Great Depression (the best estimates are that all criminal

activity declined), and, as the victimization studies show, it

has not in the minnkpressions of the past decade Even

more confounding. crime rose slowly but steadily during the
prosperous 1960s The only crime that has risen rapidly to

recent years is murder. and that, we know, generally in
solves people who know each other. who live in the same
communities who are poor and who exist on the edge of
desperation' people like Freddy Riles and Jimmy Bowers.

who went down on the samo Richmond street
Leonard Weinglass. the noted criminal ife tense attorney.

cut through the usual nostrums in a speech last yearwhen he

called for a SyStentahe Program (0 deal with "'me lie- too.
brought some anxious fibrillation to the brows of old tom.
rades when he dismissed the liberal job,and.ctime formula
tion lie recalled some of the differences between the 1930s

and 1980s The Depression started in 1929. with the Crash
on Wall Street Persons across the working class and poor
saw the rich jump our Of build/11;S But the perceptionof the

country was that we were all o it together. nch and poor

alike were suffering, and so IL 'mnatrOn level in the midst

of poverty was low I submit it is ulienanon that causes

Atta(liT 1982
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In 19hrt we have rust the reverse We have the percep-

tion on the part of the poor that the rich are getting richer
by far and have never had It so well Orange County

alitornia has more Rolls Rulers than there are in Great
Britain When the Porsche Company in Stuttgart Ger-
many announced its sales for 1980. 75 percent of all
Porsches sold in the world were sold in SouthernCalifornia
We have in that community the half milhondollar condo and
the halt million dollar yacht living side-by-side with some of
the worst poverty that exists in any city In the country "

The kip that VVeinglass spoke of, the gap between the
wood of Freddy Riles and the Southern California affluence
that so suffuses televised America, is more than the gap of
Joblessness It is in Judge Button s words the pp of
frustration desperation and rage h is the same gap that the
IS year -old from Brooklyn speaks of whenhe says suckers
are waiting for a dream that won't come true

If these is to be any program to combat crime in America,
to eliminate the murderous violence that ts brutalizing the
underclass and terrorizing the middle class to defuse the
arsenal that sealed the fates of Freddy Riles and Jimmy
Bowels and !)acrd Short then Surely it will come through,tint irig die rage thit results front a life where the future
has oomeming

Freddy Riles and David Short wereMal without a future,
men for whom deterrence had no meaning. because they
had arrived at that point where they had nothing left to lose
Jai' Short said one day to investigator Roberta lames
Sister what do you mean 12.1) That s no threat to me 1

know 1 m going to spend over half my life in rail, regardless
of whether it s on your stupid subpoena or anything else
For them death and apprehension become the focal Cb
mastic instant, in a life defined not by wha a,rossible but byall that which is impossible

Drawing on the work of French phi osopher JeanPaul
Sartre a number of criminologists in Great Britain and
America have begun to look at whole populations whose
sense of the future is either minimal or nonexistent and for
whom crime has become endemic Paul Takagi, Fanner
associate dean of the Cnmsnology School at the University
of ( afiforma at Berkeley, has paid particular attention to

that issue "The problem." he maintains.' is that the future
rs conceivable only in terms of the field of possibilities that
are highly structured by the social. historical reality and
tightly atcumsenbed by material conditions Thus. an indi-
vidual becomes aware of his class by means of the future it
makes possible for him For the underpnvileged class the
future m terms of social possibalinesis almost totally barred
and as a result a" Sartre writes 'Every man is defined
r.egat vely by the sum total of possibly which ate imposed
for him For the underprivileged, each cultural technical
and matenat enrichment of society represents a diminution
an impoverishment of his humanity Takap *neither a
nail nor a romantic Some people, he says must be impris
erred and probably for a long time for the protection of the
rest of us They are the people who have lost their essential
sense of humanity Yet even the most conservative la wand-
order advocates readily acknowledge that prison only finther ere whatever humanity is kft in those whose futures
are not yet fixed For that reason alone, if we would find a
solution to the threat of criminal violence. it is to our interest
as survivors to look toward a vision that sustains rather than
diminishes the human impulse in an effort to construct a
social contract rather than a sociopathicbattlefield

THE
mil recently, these was no

SURVIVORS greater CtiMinal war zone an
America than Detroit In the
national vernacular. Motor
City had become Murder

City a murder -a-day metropolis As one resident Alice
Stay. ta said, "Everyone on our blockabsolutely every'
one was robbed one year Even two policemen By the
late 1960s and early 197(b anyone who could get out of
Detroit did That was when the auto industry was in its
prime Today more than 300(X0) people in the Detroit
metropolitan area are Jobless The pall of economic doom
hangs palpably in the acisd air Yet in trim a re a. beleaguered
Detroit has achieved a success unmatched anywhere else in
America That Is In cnine. which police report has dropped
30 percent since 1977 More startling is the record in the
city's tear-east side, where robberies have dropped by 56

Continued on pap 10
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percent burglaries by 61 percent and rapes by 60 percent
The Detroit protect does involve reorganization of the

police -but not into the usual heavily armed "tad squads
Instead there are some 50 "minntanons" located in bay,
me nts of churches and public halls scattered across the city
the old STRESS" tactical force. which had fostered bitter
antagonism among the majority black population. has
actually been disbanded Probably more important than
deceriralaing the police force however, has been the &-
vett most of block clubs, which have cleated their own
crime prevention programs with the help of the police

*Neighoor hood Watch ts the name of the program. but it
differs vitally from the flurry of police-sponsored watch
programs that have become popular in many suburbs. Most
of those programs include a angle meeting run by the police
in which neighbors are encouraged to install gates and win-
dow locks and to become the eyes and ears of the police by
phoning in evidence of aims they witness Detroit's Neigh-
borhood Watch is predicated upon the growth of real neigh-
tvuhood organizations in which at least 50 percent of each
blocks residents are encouraged to participate More than

WO Neighborhood Watch organizations have been
formed h sear end follow-up study in 1980 found that in an
especially rough stop on Detroit s west side overall crime
tellbr 65 percent An analysts of burglanes in the area found
that MOM break-ins involved a home not covered by the
Neighborhood Watch

Block clubs alone do not explain Detroit s success. Along

85

with them has come a wholesale reformation of the aty's
government. much-changed from the days when President
Lyndon Johnson ordered paratroopers into Detroit to quell
raters and the almost all-white police force carried automat-
lc shoot-to-kill orders As 25-year police veteran Fred Wit-
hams explained, Cops used to just tell the community what
was wrong. But the more the police had that way the mote
they alienated people First came the election of Coleman
Young. the black mayor who brought blacks into major
positions of power Second came as aggressive black recruit-
ment drive on the police force itself That Williams says.
mask the turnaround possible "Once the racial make-up of
the police force reflected the reality of the population nearly
everybody had a (nerd or relative in law enforcement It
wasn't 'them' anymore, it wasus

Wherever community crime prevention programs have
had real impactbe it through the Citizens Local Alliance
for a Safer Philadelphia. in West Philadelphia, the famed
Guardian Angels in New York, People for Change, in the
South Bronx. or Santa Montcans Against Crime in South-
ern Califormaresolution of the inherent alienation in a
lhenius" situation has been critical All that has changed in
Detroit and elsewhere is that people who once believed they
had no control over their lives or their community seem now
to believe that real change is possible

The same principle has guided an original and exciting
protect called the Community Boards Program in the neigh-
borhoods on the south side of Sag Francisco Initiated in
1972, the community boards have set out to burled nothing
less than/ citywide alternative justice system Their premise
Is that most violent crime results ftom the standard. unre-
soh ed conflicts of daily lifethe so: t of scrap that eft Fred-
dy Riles and Jimmy Bowls deador from the neighbor-
hood deterioration that plagued Detroit Their procedure is
to set up forums at which boards of community volunteers
hear concrete complaints about everything from parking

AUGUST 19111
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disputes to sandatism drug activities and harassment In
19:0 out of 120 cases IIS were resolved either at board
hearing. or in the process leading up to them. meanwhile of
some 11 +Nal omonal misdemeanor complaints tiled before
the municipal court only 122 resulted in full Jury trials

lake Detroit s Neighborhood Watch the creation of a
iudiollysstem tn rough the formation of community

contha boards manses a radical and frontal challenge
to traditional antienme cam-
paign, flow suo.essful they
will he in the tong run remains
6 wen And a.,es en radical
di *cos, attorney Leonard
1.keingta, sass there remains
the need for souets to protect
itself by isolating that small
pens rug( of ,Solent criminals
soh operast in preying upon us
lie opronunds tot activists
howeser is in the creation of
programs whose objective is
rail sou rt muac

One summer day 19 yeas
ygo there happened possibly
the most dramatic antkrime
sampaign yet attempted That
day was August 28 1963.
when lrai OD people marched
on Ntrhington DC under
the Is aderthip of civil rights
activists to demand 'Jobs and
freedom Reporting on the
ebullient sprit in Harlem. a
'yew Sod( Tunes writer con.
eluded his account of the day
with the following

Police cart patrolled liar-
km %streets all day, thinking it
would he a big day for robbenes with to many Negro
residents away from home for the trip to Washington

But in the e %ening the desk sergeant of the 26th Preanct
reported no roblvncs or other crime

I hi that day i Washington police reported a 63.percent
drop in mow June

Intrigued sy this sudden interruption in daily Mille, a
group of scoolars at the Center for Youth and Commanny
Studies at ; low ard Unneruty had a hunch If a massive civil
rights march could curtail come by blacks against blacks
then what was the impact of the mass civil rightsprotest that
had been sweeping Southern citics1 Had it as J Edgar
11005 er and Dull Connor claimed only increasedthe level
of stolen' crime' Or had the criminals toured something else
!ado' (he answers were extraordinary

its L a large industrial center with a solid black
middle slays and several black colleges underwent intense
desegregation campaigns economic boycotts and swim
during 1960 and 1961 During the years of heavy protest,
assault, by blacks against each other dropped 30 percent
and then promptly reverted to then old evehotsce the aril
rights activity subsided

I1 "Town X," a rural community of less than 20.00o people
where black unemployment exceeded SO percent, was the
site of a series of demonstrations during the spring and
summer of 1962 and 1963, the warm months when crime
usually reaches its peak During the first summer mayor
crime dropped by 31percent The next summer, the time of

i the most irtense protest, it dropped another 36percent
Reflecting upon their findings, the Howard University

scholars concluded that the
civil rights movement had
almost certainly reduced crime
among black people

"One might say that for the
lower -class Negro. avenues
have been closed off by the
social structure so that siolent
come against members of his
own race none of the channels
of least resistance open to him
for the expression of aggres-
sion When he becomes ag-
gressive against segregation,
the Negro's sense of personal
and group identity is altered.
race pride partially replaces
self hatred, and aggression
need not be Mitered so de-
smiths ely at the self or the
community

"When large scale, direct
action civil rights activities arc
launched in a community, the
leaders face a Herculean task
of community organization
The members of the commu-
nity must be recruited trained
and organized into a disci-
plined. nonviolent army Net.

works of communication and transportabon must be
arranged, for large numbers of people must be united be-
hind a single effort It is the pooling of resources, the setting
up and certifying of goals, priorities and methods in a aim
m unity effort to produce social change that draws neighbors
together in an organization whose very existence would tend
to discourage come A spirit of common concern
pervades the community and serves to discourage(time

Common concern and the struggle for community these
two are the threads that run through successful efforts to
reduce violent crime Even these, however. are born of
something else hope, the hope of people for whom a future
seemed possible, for whom there was reason to dream and
fight ft ts that ability to dream concretely thatseparates t he
casual murderer from the committed citizen, that separates
the man denied has humanity from the man who asserts his
humanity that separates the community of victims from the
community of survivors

It is hope & the
ability to dream
that separate

` the casual mur-
_dererfrom
the committed
citizen, the

victims from
the survivors:

frail, Browning is the coauthor of The American Way of
Crime and is a member of the organizing committee fit the
NaLonal Writers Union
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WASTE NOT, WAIT NOTA CONSIDERATION
OF FEDERAL AND STATE JURISDICTION

LAWRENCE H. COOKE*

Aparadox of our time is legal scarcity amidst plenty. It is consis-
... tent with other incongruities such as momentous scientific ad-
vances and an apparent dearth of natural resources, shocking rises in
violent crime in a society better educated than ever before, and an
inflationary spiral during economic recession. The rubber band be-
tween demand and supply in almost any fieldin the halls of gov-
ernment, in the commercial marketplace, and in the circles of
cultureis now stretching in both directions. The recitation of par-
allels could be almost endless.

I have always considered my Father as the personification of vir-
tue. He was a man of common sense and logicwith his feet always
solidly on the ground. A cobbler's son, he earned his way through life
and frequently referred to those who lived beyond their means as
having a "champagne appetite and a beer income."' He frequently
recited a jingle that went something like "eat it up, clean it up, sew
it up, use it up" and ended with the proverb of "waste not, want
not." Having realized the inability of our material cornucopia to send
forth an endless supply and the futility of an economy of extrava-
gance, our mentality moves from expectations of profusion to those of
moderation to provide even the physical necessities of life. The same
course is generally outlined for government, in which programs and
appropriations are slashed at random, and the shadows of Proposi-
tions 13 and 2 1/2 cast their pall over budgetary councils.2 For the
judiciary in particular, there is an analogous imbalance. A constant
avalanche of litigation at the instigation of an endless horde of suitors
seriously threatens to engulf every apparatus of justicethe physical
facilities, the judicial and nonjudicial personnel, the tested methods
and protections, and indeed, the system of justice itself.

Chief Judge of the State of New York. This article is adapted from the
Eleventh Annual John F. Sonnett Memorial Lecture, delivered by the Chief Judge
at the Fordham University School of Law on February 24, 1981.

1. This is an American variant of "Beggar's person and Emperor's mouth," 2 J.
Doolittle, A Vocabulary and Hand-Book of the Chinese Language, Romanizerl in the
Mandarin Dialect 189 (1872), also corrupted to "a beer salary and champagne appe-
tite."

2. In a newspaper article it is stated that "(flor the first time since Proposition
2 112 was approved in November amid predictions of fiscal chaos, city officials and
leaders of the banking and financial community here are talking openly abcut bank-
ruptcy fol the city." Knight, Boston Prepares to Retrench As TaxCut Drains Trea-
sury, N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1981, f A, at 10, col. 1. The plights of cities such as
New York and Cleveland are recalled.

895

89ftezoduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the Fordham Law Review, v. 49, May 1961:
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In June 1980, Chief Justice Warren Burger, in welcoming

[Vol. 49

remarks

to the American Law Institute (ALI), stated that "[i]t is surely plain

by now that both federal and state courts share the burdens of what

has been called 'the litigation explosion.'" He then added that

"[s]ome thoughtful observers tell us that this enormous expansion of

litigation is a result of the failure of the political processes to meet

the peoples' expectations."' Eleven years earlier, the ALI made a

study of allocation of jurisdiction and reported that "the present in-

quiry has a special urgency because of the continually expanding

workload of the federal courts and the delay of justice resulting

therefrom."5 In the state courts of Minnesota, litigation has doubled

in the last ten years, but the number of judges has remained

constant.' Although the number of dispositions rose because of

efforts of the judges, the filing of indictments increased last year by

19.1% in New York City; the statewide increase was 13.3%.1 Re-

cently, Laurence H. Tribe, Professor of Constitutional Law at Har-

vard, wryly observed that "[Of court backlogs grow at their present

rate, our children may not be able to bring a lawsuit to a conclusion

within their lifetime."' President Carter expressed his concern to

the Los Angeles County Bar Association over this "interminable

delayespecially when delay itself can often mean victory on one

side."'
In September 1980, Senator Strom Thurmond, now Chairman of

the Senate Judiciary Committee, introduced a bill to establish a

Federal Jurisdiction Review and Revision Commission.° The Com-

mission would study federal and state court jurisdiction, including

problems of substantive law, civil and criminal procedure, workload

of the courts, and case processing." Senator Thurmond stated that

he was introducing the legislation because of his "belief that our legal

3. Address, by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, American Law Institute (June

10, 1980), reprinted in 126 Cong. Rec. 58964, 58965 (daily ed. June 30. 1980)

[hereinafter cited as Burger Speech].

4. Id.
5, ALI, Study of the Division of Jurisdiction Between State and Federal Courts

1 (1969)
6. Address by Hon Robert J. Sheran, Chief Justice of the Minnesota Supreme

Court, State/Federal Judicial Council Meeting in Brainerd. Minnesota (Aug. 19-21.

1980).
7. State of N.Y. Office of Court Administration, Press Release (March 18. 1981).

8. Time, Aug. 20, 1979, at 48, 51.

9. Address by President jimmy Carter, Los Angeles County Bar Association,

100th Anniversary Luncheon (May 4, 1978), reprinted in 64 A.B.A.J. 840. 842

(1978),
10. S. 3123, 96th Cong., 2d Sess., 126 Cong. Rec S12768 (daily ed. Sept. 17,

1980).
11. Id,; see 126 Cong, Rec. 512767 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1980) (remarks of Sen.

Thurmond).
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system is drifting into a posture of blurring the jurisdiction between
the State and Federal courts" and that "[i]ncreasing caseloads in the
Federal courts reveal a trend which could eventually lead to a total
breakdown of traditional federalist principles as we know them. '=

Quoting Chief Justice Burger, he pointed out that in the past decade
Congress has enacted no less than seventy new statutes enlarging the
jurisdiction of federal courts, many of these statutes expand federal
jurisdiction to cover relief already available in state courts."

Any survey of federal and state court jurisdiction requires an ex-
amination of the historical roots of our judicial systems and a recogni-
tion of the interrelationship of the federal and state governments.
When the delegates to the Constitutional Convention gathered at
Philadelphia in 1787, they came from thirteen self-governing and
sovereign states. Each state had its own courts, structured with a
jurisprudence similar to that of England and flavored by a variety of
colonial prescriptions. There was no preexistent federal superstruc-
ture or dual pattern of government such as the one that evolved from
the men at Philadelphia"[m]ost of [whom] had been warned before
['caving] home that they had no right to do more than amend the
Articles of Confederation.""

The face of government changed with the adoption of the Constitu-
tion, There emerged the intriguing concept of dual sovereignty,
federal and state, as applied to the central federal union and the com-
ponent states. The system was described as an "indestructible Union,
composed of indestructible States."" The judicial article of this new
Constitution provided for "one supreme Court, and . . . such inferior
Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish ""
and specified the cases to which the judicial power extends." There-
fore, a federal judicial sytem was erected alongside, or atop, the indi-
vidual state courts.

Another landmark was reached with the passage of the Judiciary
Act of 1789," by which Congress immediately exercised its power to
create inferior federal courts. The federal courts are courts of limited
jurisdiction, empowered to hear only such cases as are within the
judicial power of the United States as defined in the Constitution and
entrusted to them by a jurisdictional grant by Congress. In contrast,
each state has courts of general jurisdiction, and these courts enjoy a

12. 126 Cong. Rec. S12767 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1980) (remarks of Sen. Thur-mond).

13. Id. (quoting Burger Speech, supra note 3, at S8965).
14. 1 D. Perkins & C. Van Deusen, The United States of America: A History191 (1962).

15. Texas v. White, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 700, 725 (1868).
16. U.S. Const. art. 111, f 1.
17. Id. f 2.
18. judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, 1 Stat. 73.
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presumption of jurisdiction over a particular controversy that may be

overcome only by a strong showing to the contrary. Chief justice
Burger, in reference to the ALI's study of the jurisdiction of state and

federal courts," has observed that "[u]narticulated, but implicit, in

the Institute's study was that the state courts of this country are the

basic instrument of justice under our system, and this, of course, is

the heart of what we call federalism."'
Perhaps Senator Thurmond, in his observations on the "blurring"

of jurisdiction," determined that the line of demarcation was becom-

ing indistinct. From the tenor of his remarks, it is fair to assume that

he, like others, is disturbed by this trend. Others sense a de facto

"merging" and attempt to assess the consequences. The perimeters of

the expression "merger of state and federal courts" have not been

demarked. In the context employed, an "organizational merger" is

not suggested, but "merger" seems to imply that more and more the

state and federal courts, using similar methods, are plowing over the

same ground. In a 1977 address, Professor Dan Meador, then Assis-

tant Attorney General in the Office of Improvements in the Adminis-

tration of Justice, posed the question: "Are we heading for a merger

of federal and state courts?" In intimating bases that might elicit

an affirmative response, Professor Meador cited "the opening of the

federal trial courts to some business which had always been handled

exclusively by the state courts"' and a "growing uniformity in the

law being applied by both and in the rules of procedures being
used." Similarly, a 1979 report to the Conference of Chief Justices

from the Task Force on a State Court Improvement Act mentioned

"the Federal-State Partnership in the Delivery of justice.""
Awareness of the possibility of merger has not been confined to

these comments. Proposed changes in federal diversity jurisdiction

have inspired intense differences. State appellate judges have been

known to fume as determinations of their highest courts have been

invalidated at the hands of a single United States district court judge.

Federal judges have occasionally rankled when required to preside

over garden-variety tort and contract disputes instead of nationally

significant legal issues.

19. See ALI, supra note 5, at 7-8.
20. Burger, To Weaken Our State Courts Is To Destroy Federalism, Judges' J.,

Spring 1978, at 11, 12.
21. See notes 10-13 supra and accompanying text.
22. Meador, Are We Heading for a Merger of Federal and State Courts?, judges'

J., Spring 1978, at 9.
23. Id. at 46.
24. Id. at 47.
25. Hearings on S. 2337 Before the Subcomm. on Jurisprudence and Cooernmen-

tal Relations of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. 151

(1979.1980) [hereinafter cited as Hearings).
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Consideration of whether state-federal judicial merger, viewed by
some as gradual but definite, is a reality reveals the dearth of satisfac-
tory empirical data on this subject." Information would be required
to determine if merger exists and, as a preface, the notion of merger
must be defined to permit the experiential analysis to proceed. If
merger were found, a diagnosis could be made to determine whether
it is a problem, a blessing, or a mere phenomenon. Designs for judi-
cial or legislative treatment or surgery would follow. In any event,
the gathering of information would serve a propitious purpose either
in activating the highly motivated or in allaying their fears.

A fairly recent report of a Department of Justice Committee onRevision of the Federal Judicial System broadcast the distress signal
that those courts "now face a crisis of overload, a crisis so serious thatit threatens the capacity of the federal system to function as itshould. . . . [I]t is therefore a crisis for the nation."' As for statecourts, in the twenty states providing full information for the decade
ending in 1976, there was an average caseload increase of 43% in thetrial courts of general jurisdiction." In those same states, the aver-
age appellate caseload doubled during the same period."

Obviously, this recital does not warrant complacency in approach
or inefficiency in operation. More money could provide more court-
rooms and more judicial personnel, but solid reliance on this possibil-
ity is not warranted in the face of projected cuts in the federal budget
of over forty-one billion dollars and sizeable reductions in federal aidto the states.'° "[T]he 1980s [will be] a decade of limited resources
for courts . . . ."" Certainly waste can never be justified, and it is
submitted that there are certain areas in the jurisdictional allocation
between federal and state courts in which savings in time and effortcan be accomplished.

The framers of the Constitution drew a design in which the statecourts would be the primary guarantors of constitutional rights." Byvirtue of the federal supremacy clause," state courts were obliged toapply federal law when applicable, but there was little to apply in theearly years. For the better part of the first century, the only signifi-

26. Burger Speech, supra note 3, at S8965. See also Fischer, Institutional Com-petency: Some Reflections on judicial Activism in the Realm of Forum Allocation
Between State and Federal Courts, 34 Miami L. Rev. 180 (1980).

27. U S. Dept of Justice, The Needs of the Federal Courts, Report of the Com-mittee on Revision of the Federal Judicial System 1 (1977).
28. National Center of State Courts, State Court Caseload Statistics: Annual Re-port, 1976, at 133-38 (1980).
29. Id. at 50-51.
30. N.Y. Times, Feb. 22, 1981, 11, at 1, col. 6.
31. Steelman, Options for Reducing Civil Volume and Delay: A Review andAnalysis for the 1980's, State Ct. J., Fall 1980, at 9, 10.
32. See generally Hart, The Power of Congress to Limit the jurisdiction of Fed-

eral Courts: An Exercise in Dialectic, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 1362 (1953).
33. U.S. Const. art. VI, § 2.
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cant federal incursion into state court affairs was the infrequent re-
view by the United States Supreme Court of determinations by a
state's highest judicial body.

The Civil War and the subsequent Reconstruction aroused an in-
tense spirit of nationalism and produced demands for an expansion of
federal authority. From this atmosphere came the opening of the
federal nisi prius courts to judicial matters previously handled exclu-
sively by the state courts. In the late 1860's, Congress enacted leg-
islation that expanded the category of diversity cases that could be
removed to the federal courts" and, for the first time, authorized
writs of habeas corpus for persons detained by the states.'" The four-
teenth amendment was adopted, imposing upon the states as a matter
of federal law the responsibility for ensuring the rights of equal pro-
tection and due process. In the succeeding decade, Congress granted
to federal trial courts the jurisdiction to entertain suits arising under
federal law;" Congress also enacted section 1983 of the Civil Rights
Act of 1871.'7 The full impact of these measures was realized, not in
their infancy, but in more recent years, and because of these mea-
sures an enormous flood of cases has poured into the federal trial
system. Vast numbers of state criminal cases have been pervasively
reviewed and, as a result of Ex parte Young,' numerous state office
holders have been enjoined in the performance of official duties.

The concurrent jurisdiction enjoyed by both systems has long
aroused judicial and legislative concern. Proposals to reduce duplica-

tions of jurisdiction include sharply limiting the scope of the diversity
jurisdiction of federal courts" and eliminating the federal question
jurisdiction of state courts. The underlying bases of these suggestions
have been the obvious merit of jurisdictional clarity and the overrid-
ing desire to channel genuinely federal causes to federal courts and
genuinely state causes to state courts. Thus far, however, the pro-
clivity of attorneys for a choice of forum, a luxury we can no longer
afford, has prevailed over judicial efforts to secure jurisdictional preci-

sion.
The most incessant abrader of judicial feelings may be the overturn

of the deliberative judgment of the highest court of a state by a single
federal trial court judge. The distinguished Chairman of the

34. Act of July 27, 1866, ch. 288, 14 Stat. 306 (current version at 28 U.S.C.

§ 1441 (1976)).
35. Act of Feb. 5, 1867, ch. 28, § 1, 14 Stat. 385 (current version at 28 U.S.C.

I 2241(c)(3) (1976)).
36. Act of March 3, 1875, ch. 137, 18 Stat. 470 (current version at 28 U.S.C.

1331 (1976)).
37. Act of April 20, 1871, ch. 22, § 1, 17 Stat. 13 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1983

(1976)).
38. 209 U.S. 123 (1908).
39. H.R. 2202, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979).
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Conference of Chief Justices, Robert j. Sheran, recently voiced the
opinion that such overturns not only incur the resentment of the
Conference members, but also are not in the interest of the system as
a whole.° Certain United States magistrates, with the consent of the
parties and when authorized by the district court in which he or she
serves, may even conduct any or all proceedings in civil matters in-
cluding habeas corpus and order the entry of judgment in the
cases." One proposal has been that all proceedings concerning state
criminal cases containing federal issues be routed to the United
States Courts of Appeals to avoid federal trial court review.

Once it has been determined that there should be a redistribution
of the caseload, the most difficulty will be encountered in isolating
those cases that should be diverted from their present situs. The
allocation should be based on sound reasoning. judge Henry
Friendly, a member of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, would remove from federal forums not only diversity
jurisdiction, but also "state prisoner habeas corpus cases, numerous
criminal cases, and much federal question litigation such as environ-
mental protection, personal'injury actions created by federal statutes,
and most section 1983 suits."'" Although some view these proposals
as too drastic, the recommendations emanate from a respected au-
thority and deserve serious consideration. Moreover, it should be
noted that there are more than ten times as many general jurisdiction
state judges as there are federal district judges,43 and state courts
handle well over 90% of the cases filed in any given year.m

If our federal and state 'court dockets are as heavily laden as re-
ported, and if our systems are being taxed so that prompt and well-
considered justice is not being delivered to substantial segments of
society as claimed largely because of insufficient judicial personpower
and resourcesand I do not doubt these premisesthen the day
has arrived when there must be a survey of the systems and an up-
dated allocation of the jurisdiction between the federal and state
courts. This is not the time to tolerate a haphazard pattern of jurisdic-
tion that by its very intricacy breeds litigation with festering proce-
dural nuances. We can ill afford unnecessary duplication of judicial
effort. We are haunted by the specter of criminal cases that run the
full gamut of state trial and appellate levels only to start anew up the

40. Remarks of Hon. Robert J. Sheran, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court ofMinnesota, National Center for State Courts and Marshall-Wyche School of Lawseminar on State Courts and Federalism in the 1980's, William5burg, Virginia (Jan.
24, 1981).

41. 28 U.S.C. I 636(c) (Supp. 1979).
42. Sheran & Isaacman, State Cases Belong in State Courts, 12 Creighton L.Rev. 1, 23-24 (1978).
43. Burger, supra note 20, at 12.
44. Hearings, supra note 25, at 140.
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ladder of federal courts and then perhaps somewhere along the line
return to the beginning of the obstacle course. The process may take

many years.
In 1959, Chief Justice Warren said that "fijt is essential that we

achieve a proper jurisdictimal balance between federal and state
court systems, assigning to each system those cases most appropriate
in light of the basic principles of federalism." 'S In his speech to the
ALI, Chief justice Burger raised for consideration the question
"whether the time [had] come for a broader reappraisal of the alloca-
tion of jurisdiction"-than that included in the 1969 ALI report.* His-
tory furnishes instances of disdain for state judiciaries. For this atti-
tude there is no longer any justification. Recent years have seen
extraordinary efforts toward improvement. These include the establish-
ment of the National College for the Judiciary, the institution of state
training courses for judges, such as in New York State where yearly
training of five days is mandatory for all judges of courts of record,
the requirement of minimum qualifications in most states for judges
serving in courts with significant responsibilities, the initiation of
training in modern management methods provided by the Institute
for Court Management, the provision of technical assistance and sup-
port programs by the National Center for State Courts, and highly
motivated efforts of both the American Judicature Society and the
American Bar Association.

People are looking for leadership, but those who seek a different
and more efficient utilization of judicial resources should expect reac-
tion ranging from confrontation to "no-holds-barred" opposition. In
the words of Arthur T. Vanderbilt, "[m]anifestly judicial reform is no
sport for the shortwinded or for lawyers who are afraid of temporary
defeat. "" The responsibility for providing justice must be divided
between the federal and state court systems so they might realize
their maximum potential by utilizing their full capacity as efficaciously

as possible. As American citizens, we live under a government com-
mitted "to establish justice," and a malfunction of our judicial appa-
ratus anywhere is reason for the disquiet of all of us. If we allot
spheres of jurisdiction in such a way as to avoid overlap and to free
judicial components from repetition of effort, then we will not squan-
der our judicial substance, and delay in the delivery of justice will be
reduced to a minimum. We can then say, "waste not, wait not."

There is much to be gained from the uniformity and stability
generated from a central authority. There is also advantage in dis-

45. Burger, supra note 20, at 11 (quoting Address by Chief Justice Earl Warren,
American Law Institute (May 1959)).

46. Burger Speech, supra note 3, at S8966.
47. E. Gerhart, Arthur T. Vanderbilt: The Comp lest Counsellor Ili (1980).
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persed authority that can operate with more accommodation. We can
alter our structures, by modernization, by an infusion of capital, and
by innovation, but in the end, the ultimate test is whether we have
afforded the citizenry a vehicle guided by competent and impartial
judges for the prompt and just resolution of their disputes, under
prevailing law applicable to all in equal measure.
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Crime, Bureaucracy, And Equality
CHRISTIE DAVIES

Crime is one of America's most serious social problems. Crime
rates and particularly rates of serious crime, Pith as homicide,
robbery, rape, and other crimes involving viol .nce, have risen to
high and unacceptable levels. The gravity of the problem is only
underlined by the eagerness with which the small recent easing of
crime rates due to the recession and the diminishing proportion of
young people in the population has been greeted. Overall, how-
ever, American criminologists and crime policy-makers are pessi-
mistic about the possibility of combating crime; their work abounds
with dismal phrases such as "notICI,g works" or "society must
learn to live with high crime rates." This pessimism stems from
the fact that most policy-makers looking at the question of crime
have concentrated their attention exclusively on what has hap-
pened in America itself. When American criminologists have
looked at Europe, they have in general noted only that crime rates
in Europe tend to be much lower than in America but are rising.
And they have not been able to draw sensible conclusions from
either of these facts. What is needed is a careful, comparative as-
sessment of how crime rates differ between various European coun-
tries and how they vary over time. Such an assessment would give
those concerned with making American policy new ways of think-
ing about the causes and cure of crime. Perhaps the best place to
look is at Britain, the European country that most resembles Amer-
ica in its legal and political traditions.

During the last fifty years, Britain has changed from being a
relatively crime-free society to one in which serious crimes of vio-
lence and dishonesty occur on such a scale as to constitute a signif-
icant social problem.' The situation has been well summed up by
Leon Radzinowicz and Joan King: "In 1900, the police of Eng-
land and Wales recorded under a hundred thousand crimes, less

1 The fact that crime does constitute a real problem in Britain and is per-
ceived as such by ordinary people on the basis of their everyday experience is
well outlined in Patricia Morgan, Delinquent Fantasies (Temple Smith, London,
1978) See also, Charles Moore, The Old People of Lambeth, Salisbury Paper 9,
(The Salisbury Group, London, 1982).

Reproduced with the permission of the Iferitue Foundation, Washington, DC. from Policy Review, no. 23,winter 1983'89 -105
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than three for every thousand people. In 1974, it was almost four
for every hundred people. That is, over thirteen times as many.
And those are indictable offences, not minor infractions."2 By the
beginning of the 1980s, the number of serious offenses recorded
by the police was even greater and was of the order of two and a
half million offenses (i.e. about five for every hundred people).3
These figures give a very rough idea of a major and unpleasant
social change that has overtaken Great Britain in the course of the
twentieth century.

Some of the increase in recorded serious crime may of course be
statistical rather than real. People may, for example, be more
willing to report crimes to the police than they were in the past
possibly a result of increasingly easier access to telephones. Addi-
tionally, the police may have unproved their procedures for record-
ing such complaints. As more people take out insurar ..:e policies
against burglary, so, too, they are more likely to report such crimes
to the police because otherwise they cannot claim the insurance
money.' Explanations of this kind cannot, however, account for
more than a tiny fraction of the enormous increase in serious vio-
lent and acquisitive crimes known to the police. The recorded in-
crease in personal violence, robbery, burglary, and other serious
offenses reflects a very large real increase in the incidence of these
crimes.' In consequence, the ordinary British citizen is more likely
to become the victim of violence or dishonesty than he or she was
in the past.

If we are to seek effective policies to halt and reverse the in-
crease in crime that has plagued modern Britain and wh:ch is an
even greater problem in contemporary America, it will prove
helpful and perhaps necessary to try and explain why the increase
has taken place. A knowledge of the causes of crime may not, in

2. Sir Leon Radzinowicz and Joan King, The Growth of Cnme, the Intenzational
Experience (Hamish Hamilton, London, 1977), pp. 3-4.

3. Home Office, "Criminal Statistics England and Wales" 1979 and 1980,
Cmnd. 8376 (HMSO, London, 1980 and 1981). The figures for 1980 are not
strictly comparable to those for , artier years, but they give an idea of the order of
magnitude of the problem.

4. "Criminal Statistics England and Wales," 1980, op. cit., p. 28 for a dis-
cussion of this problem where it is concluded that in general changes in record-
ing patterns seem likely to be slow."

5. Radzinowicz and King, op. cit., pp. 6-7, F. K. McClintock and N. How-
ard Avison, Crime in England and Wales (Heinemann, London, 1968), pp. 22-27,
Morgan, pp. 21-23, Moore, op. at., pp. 6-7. For some interesting indirect evi-
dence. Rob Mawby, Polumg the City (Saxon House, Farnborough, Hants, U.K.,
1979).
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itself, enable us to devise a policy for dealing with the problem,6
but it can demonstrate that certain popular leftist panaceas are
irrelevant and unlikely to work, and it can provide a framework
within which policies can be discussed and implemented. Any
policy-maker, whether British or American, who fails to look at
the historical and comparative evidence regarding the growth of
crime is likely to come up with policy suggestions that are at best
incomplete and unconvincing.

The Decline of Traditional 'Causes' of Crime
The most striking lesson to be learned from Britain's qualita-

tive lurch from a crime-free to a relatively crime-ridden society is
that in modern societies criminal behavior, taken as a whole, is not
rooted in poverty, in bad living conditions, or in social inequal-
ity 7 It is, of course, possible that these factors do act as causes in
individual cases, but since they have all markedly declined in Brit-
ain during the twentieth century, it is difficult to see how they can
be used to explain the steady rise in crime that has taken place. In
1900 or 1930, there was far more poverty, far more slums, far
greater social inequality than there is in Britain today; but there was
also far less crime. Swedish society has experienced an even greater
transformation by affluence, welfare, and state enforced egalitar-
ianism than Britain; but Swedish crime rates have also risen re-
markably in recent years.' Thus, in 1955 only 225,000 offenses
against the Swedish penal code were known to the Swedish police,
but by 1979, the corresponding figure was nearly 700,000.9 The
implication of this is that policies that aim to reduce crime by im-
proving welfare or living conditions or by promoting greater social
and economic equality are unlikely to succeed in contemporary in-
dustrial societies. During the current period of economic difficul-
ties that afflicts Britain, western Europe, and the United States
alike, these traditional left-wing theories regarding the socio-

6 I am not as pessimistic as James Q. Wilson about the possibility of socio-
logical or criminological analysis being abb, to provide policy suggestions that
can be implemented. James Q. Wilson, Thinking About Crime (Basic Books, New
York, 1975), pp 43-63 His criticism that these disciplines derive "from an in-
tellectual paradigm that draws attention to those features of social he least acces-
sible to policy intervention" (p. 60) is shrewd but too sweeping.

7 Wilson, op en , Marshall B. Clinard, Cities with Little Crime. The Case of
Switzerland (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1978), p. 155.

8 Roland Huntford, The New Totalitarians (Allen Lane, London, 1975),
p. 343; Clinard, op. cif., p. 152,

9 Statutik Arsbok for Sverige 1960, 1970, and 1980. Statistika Centralbyran,
Stockholm 1960, 1970, and 1980.
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economic causes of crime and, hence, the appropriate policies to

be pursued, may well become fashionable again.' But the e'-
dence from Europe's affluent (and not so affluent) recent past is

solidly against them.
Some different and more positive insights into the relationship

between crime and society can be gained by looking at the trend
of British crime before 1900 and at the historic changes in the inci-

dence of noncriminal forms of misbehavior such as illegitimacy in
Britain and other societies. British rates of recorded crime in the
latter pan of the nineteenth century fill almost as steeply as they
have risen in the middle of the twentieth century)' When we take
into account the steady improvement in the efficiency of Britain's
nineteenth-century police forces in recording and dealing with
crime of all kinds, it seems probable that the real fall in the inci-
dence of both minor and serious crimes was even more spectacu-

lar than that shown by the statistics)2 Britain in 1900 was not only

a much less violent and dishonest society than it is today, but it

was also a much less violent and dishonest country than it had

been in the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, the overall

rate of serious offenses recorded by the police in the 1890s was only
about 60 percent of what it had been in the 1850s)3 The success-
ful reduction of previously high levels of crime and violence and
the creation of a secure, well-policed society was one of the great
achievements of Victorian Britain. It is an achievement which

later generations have carelessly thrown away; but, if we can
achieve an understanding of the factors that underlay this
achievement, there is no fundamental reason why it should not be

repeated in Britain or in America.
Crime in Britain seems to have followed a rough U-curve over

time with a period of steadily falling crime from 1850 to 1890; a pe-

nod of relatively low, stable rates of crime from 1890 to about 1935;

and since then, a period of rapidly increasing crime rates. A simi-

10. A sophisticated version of these views, which is nonetheless entirely cir-

cular in its arguments; John E. Conklin, Robbery and the Criminal Justice System

(1 B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1972), pp. 29, 181, 188.

11, Ted Robert Gurr, et. al,, Rogues, Rebels and Rimier: (Sage, Beverly

Hills, 1976), pp. 37-39, 43-45, 60-61; V.A.C. Gatrell and T. B. Hadden,
"Cnminal statistics and their interpretation" in E. A. Wrigley, ed. Nineteenth

Century Society: Essays in the Use of Quantitative Methods for the Study of Social Data

(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1972), pp. 374-77.

12. Gatrell and Hadden, op. cit., p. 374.
13. Ibid., pp. 373-77.
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lar U-curve pattern exists, though with slightly different turning
points, if we look at other forms of deviant behavior such as ille-gitimacy or the misuse of narcotics or alcohol. Illegitimacy rates
are in a sense an index of the level of female deviant behavior in a
society, just as crime (a predominantly male activity) rates are a
measure of male deviance. If we exclude the marked fluctuations
in the rates of illegitimacy that occurred during the two world
wars, the pattern of changes in the incidence of illegitimacy in
Britain is rather similar to that of crime. During the latter part ofthe nineteenth century, illegitimacy rates fell; they then remained
at a fairly low level in the early years of the twentieth century; but
they rose again sharply in the mid-1950s," despite the widespreadavailability of reliable methods of contraception and in recent
years of free socialized abortion. It is more difficult to trace out a
coherent pattern of drug abuse, but in general, the same three
stages emerge. The nineteenth century saw much casual con-sumption of opiates (e.g. laudanum) and a great deal of hard
drinking and public drunkenness. There then followed a period of
greater private temperance and public sobriety in the last quarter
of the century and in the early and middle years of the twentieth
century.15 This was a period in which narcotic addiction was also
an extremely rare phenomenon.° In recent years, the abuse of
alcohol has again become an increasing problem," and since
about 1960 there has been a very rapid rise in the number of
known addicts to heroin and related irugs.°

British society appears to have a so-called U-curve incidence of
deviant behavior during three distinct stages over the last one hun-dred and thirty years or so. We may term these three periods: Re-
forming Britain (the Victorian era); Respectable Britain (the endof the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth cen-

14 Peter Las lett, Family Life and Rhea Love in Earlier Generations (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1977), pp, 113 and 123, for details of illegitimacy
rates and illegitimacy ratios in the relevant periods, see also Shirley Foster Hart-
ley, Illegitimacy (University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1975),pp 39-40

15 Gatrell and Hadden, op cit., p. 370, A. E Dingle, "Drink and Working
Class Living Standards in Britain 1870-1914" in Derek Oddy and Derek Miller,
eds , The Making of the Modem British Diet (Croom Helm, London, 1975), pp. 118-21,
131; Christie Davies, Permissive Britain, Social Change in the Sixties and Seventies (Pit-
man, London, 1975), p. 166.

16 Davies, op cit., 1975, pp. 140-42.
17. Ibid., p. 166.
18. Ibid., pp. 150-56,
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tury); and Permissive Britain (the middle years of the twentieth
century down to the present day).

Reforming Britain
Reforming Britain saw the mastering and reduction of various

forms of criminal and deviant behavior. Respectable Britain was
a period of orderly stability when the norms of good behavior that

had been gradually established by the reformers were on the
whole upheld and maintained, albeit with increasing difficulty to-
wards the end of the period. Permissive Britain saw the break-
down of these hard-won norms of respectability, the growth of
crimes of violence and dishonesty, and a rise in other forms of de-
viance such as illegitimacy and the abuse of drugs and alcohol.

This peculiar pattern of long-term changes in the levels of de-

viant behavior and of crime in particular in recent British social

history cannot be easily explained in terms of the fundamental de-
mographic, economic, technological, or political causal variables

usually cited. Urbanization and industrialization; the mechaniza-

tion and automation of work; improvements in longevity and in
real living standards; the growth of government power; responsi-
bility and expenditure were all relatively well advanced during
the period I have termed Reforming Britain and continued to in-

crease inexorably throughout all three periods. Changes in the
age-structure of the population or in levels of economic activity

and employment may be used to explain certain short-term fluc-
tuations in crime rates, but they are not able to account for the
broad long-run trends outlined. In order to find an explanation
for the rise and fall of Respectable Britain, I examine the growth
and, more important, the changing nature of bureaucracy in Brit-

aina social change which directly affected the moral outlook of
the British elite and indirectly influenced the degree to which
those individuals and groups most likely to commit serious crimes

were morally restrained from doing so.
The early nineteenth century in Britain was a period of eco-

nomic and moral turmoil. Urbanization, industrialization, and
increased social and geographical mobility had broken down the

traditional local social controls that had held antisocial behavior

in check; the result was an increase in crime, illegitimacy, and

other symptoms of social disorder. However, the Victorian elite

tackled these problems successfully by gradually imbuing all
classes with a morality that I have termed moralism.° This mo-

19. Ittd., pp. 3-5, 15-16.
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rality, rooted as it was in British Protestant individualism and in
the ideas natural to a society whose central economic institution
was the free market, had as its central tenet the idea that each in-
dividual was morally responsible for his own behavior. The duty
of the individual was to behave well, and social morality was a
matter of deciding who was morally in the right and who was
morally in the wrong, rewarding or protecting the innocent, and
restraining or punishing the guilty. For those who believed in
moralism, fairness was seen as the distribution of rights and pen-
alties according to the moral worthiness of the parties."

These ideas were diffused throughout society by the operation
of its religious and legal institutions and of the marketplace. The
way in which the free market could operate so as to inculcate an
ethic of personal responsibility, even in the humbler strata of soci-
ety at this time, has been well described by Bryan Wilson:

In a more complex social system where even for the least
privileged there was a diversity of moral choices and moral
stances, a man distinguished himself and marked himselfout
as a candidate for social mobility by being a moral man. In
Britain, for example, it was quite normal in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth century for a workmanany sort
of workman in the humbler walks of lifeto rely not merely
on, and perhaps not mainly on, any certification of his tech-
nical skills (that day was still to come) but on evidence of his
moral worth. He often had, sometimes literally in an envel-
ope in his breast pocket what he called "my character"a
testimonial from some employer that affirmed the man
possessed those moral virtues so much prized among nine-
teenth century workers. Those virtues were, typically: hon-
esty, willingness, industry, conscientiousness, punctuality,
sobriety, and a sense of responsibility.2'
Religion played an equally important role in diffusing these

ideas throughout society. "In Methodism and the subsequeat
Holiness movement and in the general inter-denominational re-
vivalism of the period there was an attempt through evangelical
religion to disseminate to new lower social classes a new mcrality

20. Christie Davies, "Moralists, causalists, sex, law and morality" in
W H C Armytage, R Chester, and John Peel eds., Changing Patterns of Sexual
Behaviour (Academic Press, London, 1980), pp. 13-16.

21 Bryan Wilson, "Morality and the Modem Social System" in Acts, 16th
International Conference for the Sociology of Religion, Lausanne 1981, "Reli-
gion, Values and Daily Life," (LISP., Paris, 1981), p. 344.
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associated certainly with the work et:iic but by no means confined

to the narrow sphere of work."22

Efficient Police and Compulsory Schooling
The nineteenth century also saw a growth in the size and im-

portance of government agencies in Britain notably with the "pro-

gressive introduction of police forces throughout the country as a

result of the legislation of 1829, 1835, 1839 and 1856"23 and with

the provision of universal compulsory education after 1870. In the

long run, these changes may be viewed as part of a general growth

in the size of the state bureaucratic apparatus that was eventually

to undermine the moral achievements of the Victorians. During

the nineteenth century, however, the establishment of increas-

ingly efficient police forces and of compulsory schooling almost

certainly helped to reduce crime rates. At the very least, the for-

mer acted as an effective deterrent to the criminal' and the latter

as a means of incapacitating potential juvenile delinquents. Both

police and schools were probably even more important as moral

agents in the society. Their effectiveness was a result of their pe-

culiar combination of local organization and national ethos. The

police were organized on a local basis, and the police officer knew

his local community, but the responsibility of the police was to up-

hold a uniform national code of criminal law and not to make too

many concessions to local moral eccentricities. Similarly, the new

schools were the responsibility of the local authorities and were
small enough to act as effective means of social control in the im-

mediate neighborhood from which they drew their children, but

the morality with which they sought to inculcate their pupils was

the moralism of the wider society. Both schools and police acted as

local agents of a national morality, and eventually this national

morality prevailed over any local or subcultural excuses that par-

ticular groups might previously have advanced as their reason for

not living up to it. In consequence, by the end of the nineteenth

century, "The separate criminal districts had more or less disap-

peared though there remained streets with evil reputations. The

great mass of juvenile criminals was no longer to be found and the

remaining groups of professional criminals formed it seems a

smaller proportion of the population. "25

22. Ibid., p. 344.
23. Gatrell and Hadden, op. cit., p. 353.

24. Ibid., pp. 353-55, 377.
25. J. J. Tobias, Crime and Police in England 1700-1900 (Gill and Macmillan,

London, 1979), p. 181.
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All these changes which went into the creation of Respectable
Britain were well summed up by Geoffrey Gorer in the early
1950sironically, enough just as the society he described was
about to go into rapid moral decline:

During the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth cen-
turies, the strict conscience and self-control which had been a
feature of a relatively small part of the English population
became general throughout nearly the whole of the society,
as the present study has indicated. The forces which led to
his transformation in character [from "one of the most law-
less populations in the world" to "one of the most law-abid-
ing"21 are difficult to establish; although religious belief is
not nowadays typical of the prosperous working class it is
possible that the evangelical missions of John Wesley...may
have played a significant part in their time, particularly in
the industrial Northern regions. So, too, may have done the
gradual spread of universal education. On the basis of the
evidence available to me, however, I should consider that the
most significant factor in the development of a strict con-
science and law abiding habits in the majority of urban En-
glish men and women was the invention and development of
the institution of the modern English police force.27
Professor Gorer, in 1955, particularly and repeatedly drew at-

tention to the remarkable degree of self-control over aggression
exerted by the citizens of Respectable Britain, particularly when
one considers their violent past (and, it might be added in 1982,
their violent present). Indeed, it seemed to him to be the "central
problem for the understanding of the English character":28

...in public life today, the English are certainly among the
most peaceful, gentle, courteous and orderly populations that
the civilised world has ever seen. But.from the psychological
point of view this is still the same problem; the control of ag-
gression when it has gone to such remarkable lengths that
you hardly ever see a fight in a bar (a not uncommon specta-
cle in most of the rest of Europe or the USA) when football
crowds are as orderly as church meetings...this orderliness
and gentleness, this absence of overt aggression calls for an

26 Geoffrey Gorer, Exploring Engh,12 Character (The Cresset Press, London,
1955), p 286,

27. Ibid., p. 294.
28. Ibid., p. 13.
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explanation if the dynamics of English character are to be ef-
fectively described.29
What is amazing today in an England disturbed by riots and

the growth of violent crime, a country whose football crowds are
known throughout Europe for their aggressive hooliganism, is
that there could have been such a peaceful interlude in Britain's
history. The British no longer, like Professor Gorer, ask of their
distant past: "What has happened to all this aggression, this vio-
lence, this combativeness and mockery?' They know that much
of it is gradually seeping back.

Respectable Britain Declines
The decline of Respectable Britain, the eclipse of the era of the

law-abiding British, can ultimately be traced to the ever-increas-
ing bureaucratic centralization of British society in the twentieth
century and the linked, but independent, rise of a corrosive ethic
of socialist egalitarianism. Both these changes undermined the
moral fabric of Respectable Britain and eroded its central belief in
individual personal responsibility. The bureaucratization of both
private and public institutions in Britain has slowly resulted in a
change in the moral outlook of the British elite from one of moral-
ism to one of what I have termed causalism.31 Whereas the aim of
the moralist is always to distribute benefits and penalties according
to the moral deserts of the people involved in a situation, causal-
ists seek rather to minimize the overall harm and suffering experi-
enced by the various parties regardless of their moral status or
past behavior. The moralist seeks justice while the causalist seeks
welfare. Causalists are essentially then short-term negative utili-
tarians who seek always to minimize immediate harm, distress, or
suffering in the particular, observable situations with which they
are confronted. They tend to consider only the short-term conse-
quences of their decisions and to assume that people's moral atti-
tudes remain unaffected by these decisions.

In some ways the view that I have termed causalism emerges
naturally in an increasingly bureaucratic society. Indeed, the
causalist mode of tackling moral questions is one that developed
originally because it was the most convenient way of governing

29. Ibid.
30. Ibtd., p. 16
31. Davies, op cit., 1975, pp. 3-7, 17-44; Davies, op. cit., 1980, pp. 14,

35-38.
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the relationship between large bureaucratic organizations. Busi-
ness corporations, government departments, and labor unions are
not people; the relationships between them tend to be viewed in-
creasingly as questions of cause and effect and of accountability
and liability rather than praise and blame, reward and punish-
ment The legal relationships between such institutions are almost
necessarily causalist in nature. The growth of Lord Devlin's cate-
gory of quasi-criminal laws is a good example of this:

The distinguishing mark between the criminal and the quasi-
criminal lies not in the use of a statutory provision but in the
presence or absence of moral content in the statutory provi-
sion containing the offence...The first distinguishing mark of
the quasi-criminal law is that a breach of it does not mean that
the offender has done anything morally wrong. The second
distinguishing mark is that the law frequently does not care
whether it catches the actual offender or not. Owners of goods
are frequently made absolutely liable for what happens to the
goods while they arc under their control even if they are in no
way responsible for the interferences; an example is when
food is contaminated or adulterated. Likewise, they may be
made liable for the acts of their agents even if they have ex-
pressly forbidden the acts which caused the offence. This sort
of measure can be justified by the argument that it induces
persons in charge of an organization to take steps to see that
the law is enforced in respect of things under their control.32
An essentially similar moral can be drawn from Devlin's descrip-

tion of the law of tort which is dearly based on causalist rather than
moralist principles:

But that is not the way in which the law of tort has grown up
nor is it the function it now performs. Normally the relevant
question in this branch of the law is not 'Who is to blame?'
but 'Who is to pay if things go wrong?', and the judgement
is expressed as ea sum fined not as a punishment for blame-
worthiness but as compensation for damage done. I do not
think that a branch of the law whose object is to provide com-
pensation for damage can be used directly to serve a moral
purpose. The reason put shortly is that while liability can be
made to depend on moral guilt, full compensation for injury
done cannot be made to depend on the degree of moral guilt,

32 Lord Devlin, The Enforcement of Morals (Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1965), p 28,
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guilt depends upon a state of mind but damage done does
not. "
As this branch of the law has become increasingly important,

and as criminal law has come to constitute a shrinking proportion
of our total laws, so questions of guilt and innocence have moved
to the periphery of our legal and moral thinking.

These tendencies in British law reach back far into the nine-
teenth century and beyond, but in recent years they have become
far more dominant as large impersonal institutions have become
more important, and their relationships have become more com-
plex. Members of the rule-making British elite are more and more
involved in making, operating, and manipulating rules of this
kind to govern and regulate large bureaucratic institutions. In
consequence, their thinking on social and economic issues of all
kinds tends to become less concerned with the moral guilt of indi-
viduals and seeing that each man gets his deserts and to move
with the causalist regulation of great corporations so as to avoid
harm and provide compensation for damage regardless of blame-
worthiness. Eventually, as I have shown elsewhere,' men who
spend their time arguing about corporations and bureaucracies in
this way come to regard the moral behavior of individuals in sim-
ilar terms. Causalism comes to involve the application of the ethos
of the law regulating bureaucracies to questions of individual
morality and moral responsibility.

Moral Rules Neutralized
An elite, whose moral thinking is predominantly causalist

rather than moralist, is less able to make confident moral de-
mands on the ordinary citizen. A society that no longer sees the
world predominantly in terms of individual responsibility or of re-
ward and blame is less likely to be able to insist on the moral guilt
of its delinquents. The delinquent and potentially delinquent mem-
bers c; a society are rarely completely amoral persons, rather they
are individuals who accept the moral demands of their society
for example, that violence or theft or vandalism is wrongbut
who find reasons to excuse their own failure to live up to these de-
mands. They live in a precariously balanced moral world in
which their adherence to moral rules tends to be neutralized35 by

33. Ibid., p. 34, see also Emil Durkheim, The Dwiston ofLabour in Society (Free
Press, 1946).

34. Davies, op cit., 1975, pp. 207-16; Davies, op. cit., 1980, pp. 38-42.
35. 1 ha%e been influenced here by Graham M. Sykes and David Matza,

'Techniques of Neutralization. A Theory of Delinquency," American Sociological
Review vol. 22, no. 6, December 1957, pp. 664-70.

,
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various forms of subjective evasion of personal responsibility:
what they have done or are tempted to do is not "really their own
fault," is "not really as wrong as it looks," is "no worse than
what goes on elsewhere." In a causalist society, such excuses and
forms of self-deception are more plausible and more widely ac-
cepted, because they echo the moral uncertainties of the elite it-
self. The enhanced, illicit self-justifications and moral evasions of
the delinquent are but a reflection of the doubts about moral re-
sponsibility that grow and fester in the minds of those who
manage an increasingly bureaucratic society.

The link between bureaucratization, causalism, and delinquency
that I have suggested is one that will tend to exist in most indus-
trial societies and probably underlies the current widespread rise
in crime, deviance, and delinquency in those societies. However,
it does not follow that such a rise is inevitable. Some societies in
the free world, notably Japan and Switzerland, have been able to
absorb, adapt, and resist bureaucratization in such a way as to
avoid the erosion of their moral order. In Japan the incidence of
illegitimacy has fallen dramatically in the twentieth century from
8.8 percent of all live births in 1900 to 0.9 percent in 1968.36 Fur-
thermore "the rate of non-traffic penal code offences known to the
(Japanese) police per 100,000 population decreased from 1,756 in
1950 to 1,476 in 1960 to 1,232 in 1970 and to 1,159 in 1980."37
The case of Switzerland is particularly instructive for in contrast
to the rapidly rising incidence of crime and illegitimacy that has
characterized Britain and Sweden in the middle years of the twen-
tieth century, the Swiss have, until very recently, not experienced
any change in the rates of either of these two indices of social dis-
organization. The proportion of live births that were illegitimate
remained low and practically constant (it varied between 3.2 and
4.8 percents) in Switzerland between 1876 and 1968.38 This is in
marked contrast to the U-curve pattern to be found in the British
Isles and Scandinavia. Even more remarkable is Switzerland's
freedom from crime: recorded crime rates are very low and show

36 Hartley, op cit , pp. 50-51. It should be noted, however, that much of
the earlier recorded illegitimacy referred merely to the paternally acknowledged
children of established concubines.

37 Minoru Yokoyama, "How Have Prisons Been Used in Japan," paper
presented at the world Congress of the International Sociological Association,
Mexico City, August 18, 1982. Minoru Yokoyama, "Delinquency control pro-
grams in the community ofJapan " InIerneilional Journal of Comparative andApplied
Justice Winter 1981, vol. 5, no, 2, p. 169, Radzinowicz and King, op. ctl., p. 7.

38. See Hartley, op cu., pp. 39-43.
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little increase over time." Thus, `as measured by convictions the
total Swiss rates for violations of the Swiss criminal code remained
almost constant from 1960 to 1971 as [did] offences against prop-
erty rates....Conviction trend data in five European countries
(Switzerland, Belgium, Denmark, Norway, England, and Wales)
have shown that Switzerland was the only country with general
stability in the conviction rates and even some decreasing."4°
Studies of victimization of the records of insurance companies and
of the untroubled-by-crime daily behavior and experience of the
ordinary Swiss citizen prove that the Swiss official statistics on
crime are, in fact, a reasonably true reflection of a genuinely
crime-free society.' The key question is: how has respectable
Switzerland managed to maintain the kind of crime-free society
which the British only achieved for a brief and transient period in
their history? The reasons for the success of the Swiss in avoiding
crime are similar to those for the earlier success of the British.
They are the obverse of the reasons for the current failure of the
British (or the Swedes) to deal with crime effectively.

Switzerland, like the respectable Britain of a past era, owes its
freedom from crime to the highly developed sense of individual re-
sponsibility of its citizens.42 The Swiss have been able to preserve
this vital first line of defense against crime, because they have
avoided the worst aspects of twentieth-century bureaucracy
bureaucratic centralization and bureaucratic egalitarianism. The
Swiss sense or personal responsibility is rooted in the high degree
of general responsibility that the Swiss citizen has in political and
economic affairs. Swiss society is characterized by "Political de-
centralization of the government...particularly at the cantonal
and communal levels. At these levels the individual citizen plays
an important role in the government, assuming greater responsi-
bility for social and crime control measures. s4 In Sweden (it
could equally well be Britain), a Prime Minister can state that "a
society has to an increasing extent taken the responsibility of indi-
viduals. Social reforms have required that more and more people
must communicate with authorities.' FolLwing a different road

39. Sec Clinard, op c., , pp. 34-52.
40. Ibul., p. 46
41. Ibid., pp. 61-82
42. Ad., pp. 112 -13.
43. Ibid., p. 150.
44, Olof Palme quoted in Clinard, op. cli., p. 153.
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the Swiss have largely given only a limited role to the govern-
ment. As a result, centralized welfare programs and government
controls are more limited in Switzerland and more reliance has
been placed on the individual citizen and the work goal orienta-
tion among Swiss youth.45 "The Swiss still believe that except for
state and vocational group insurance each person should try to
save with the incentive to build up some capital or to have volun-
tary insurance. Such an approach which emphasizes a strong
work ethic and the need for future goals is still being instilled in
the Swiss youth. "4b

The Swiss Model
The contrast between the centralized Swedish welfare state and

Swiss welfare arrangements also expresses and exaggerates an-
other vital difference between these two societiestheir view of
equality. The Swiss ideal of equality is essentially one of equality
of responsibility, of equality between government and people,
something that is remarkably lacking in egalitarian Sweden.

In Switzerland social security is treated as insurance pro-
vided by a company, the citizen seeing himself as a customer
and hence the master patronising a service. In Sweden the
position is reversed. The citizen has been taught or chosen to
believe that he is the servant, humbly suing for favours from
his master, the State. It is a kind of serf mentality, constantly
imprinted and not only in the sphere of social welfare.'
The modern Swede, or the modern Briton, is robbed of his

sense of individual responsibility by the over-centralized, over-
bureaucratized society in which he lives, a society whose very
nature owes much to an egalitarian ideology very different from
that of the Swiss. This ideology seeks to use the bureaucratic
machinery of the state to compel individuals to be equal to one an-
otherequal not in responsibility but in fortune, attainment, and
worthiness. Both the aims of such a socialistic ideology and the
means which its proponents have been forced to use are necessarily
destructive of the ordinary citizen's sense of personal moral re-
sponsibility. It is easy to see why the means used have this effect
the equalization of faculties between different geographical areas
for its own sake, or for the benefit of particular social classes or

45, Clinard, op. cit., p. 153.
46. Ibid., p. 112.
47. Huntford, op. cit., p. 186.
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ethnic groups who often live in specific relatively homogeneous
areas, necessarily invokes greater centralization. Attempts to
produce greater equality of educational attainment also tend to
produce larger schools and larger catchment areas, wh'_7h simul-
taneously impair the school's ability to act as a training ground
for personal responsibility and the local community's sense of re-
sponsibility for the school. Moreover, the very idea of achieving
equality through social and political regulation is in itself incom-

patible with the ideal of personal responsibility. Egalitarianism
compounds the problem inherent in what I have termed causal-
ism, for ultimately the egalitarian is forced to argue that people
should be treated equally regardless of their individual behavior

and deserts.
Indeed, within the framework of an ideology of distributive jus-

tice, individuals rapidly cease to have deserts or personal respon-
sibility at all. For tilt egalitarian ideologue of this type, a person's
position in life is essentially arbitrary and can be subject to egali-
tarian regulation at will. Ultimately, not merely are the rich and
the poor, the lucky and the unlucky, the intelligent and the stupid
to be made equal, but also the virtuous and the wicked.

Societies with low levels of crime, such as Switzerland or once
Respectable Britain, are, or were, characterized by a strong and
widespread sense of personal responsibility which grew out of
their highly decentralized political and welfare systems. There-
fore, "Communities or cities that wish to prevent crime should
encourage greater political decentralization by developing small
government units and encouraging citizen responsibility for obe-
dience to the law and crime control."48 In such societies, effective
police forces can be organized which not only deter criminals but
also act as a crucial moral influence in the local community.

Since inequality is not a cause of crime, crime rates cannot be

reduced by the political pursuit of social equality. Indeed, policies
that have aimed at producing equality through political and bu-
reaucratic intervention have been the underlying cause of the rise

in crime in Britain and Sweden in recent years. Any society that
wishes to reduce crime would be well advised to abandon policies

based on bureaucratic egalitarianism, which are ultimately de-
structive of society's first line of defense against crimethe ordi-
nary citizen's sense of personal moral responsibility.

48. Clinard, op ca., p. 156.
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What does this mean in relation to America's crime problem
and possible solutions? This study suggests that past policies for
dealing with crime in America may have failed because they too
have been formulated within a framework of egalitarian and
bureaucratic thinking. What is needed is a set of policies drawn
up outside that framework of thinking which address the problem
cf how to create a widespread sense of personal responsibility in
America. The Swiss experience suggests that this is not an entirely
impossible task.
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Foreword

Passage of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act by the
Congress in 1963 soon led to creation of state criminal justice planning agencies.
Working relationships between these agencies and the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, aimed toward intergovernmental cooperation,
indicated a strong interest in the concept of centralized planning for the entire
criminal justice system.

In order to examine the feasibility of central planning for criminal justice,
the States' Criminal Justice Assistance Project of the Council of State
Governments undertook an in-depth study and prepared this report. In many
quarters there is a desire to bring about sweeping changes in criminal justice
through a formal centralized planning process. However, the present report
concludes that this is not a feasible concept in most instances. We hope that the
findings will be of interest to decisionmakers involved in the criminal justice
system.

Lexington, Kentucky
November 1976

v

Brevard Crihfield
Executive Director
The Council of State Governments
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Since the days of the crime commission we have learned a great deal, more than
see are prepared to admit. Perhaps we fear to admit it because of a newfound
modesty about the foundations of our knowledge, but perhaps also because the
implications of that knowledge suggest an unflattering view of man.

James*Q. Wilson
Thinking about Crime

Human beings cannot reweave anew the normative fabric of society each
morning: institutionalization is both inevitable and necessary.

Amitai Etizioni
The Active Society

Believing that any problem can be solved if only we try hard enough, we do not
hesitate to attempt what we do not have the least idea how to do and what may
even be impossible in principle. Not recognizing many bounds to what is
possible, we are not reconciled to, indeed we do not even perceive, the necessity
for choosing among courses of action all of which are unsatisfactory, but some of
which are less unsatisfactory than others.

Edward Sanfield
"Why Government Cannot Solve the Urban Crisis"
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Executive Summary

Much of what we know about criminal justice planning is conditioned by
our exper;Ince with the planning process established by the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and administered by the LawEnforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA). Discussions about criminal justice planning
frequently gravitate to a discussion of planning as it has been carried on within
this federally supported program. Particularly confusing is the manner in which
the characteristics of grant-in-aid administration have been mistaken for
traditional public planning within state and local government.

This report is an analysis of the feasibility of planning for the entire criminal
justice system by a centralized agency, independent of the LEAA program.
Frequent reference is made to existing criminal justice planning agencies, since
they are an important part of the effort to deal with crime and to improve law
enforcement and the quality of justice. However, the focus of the report is not on
these agencies per se but on the issue of establishing some kind of agency with the
responsibility to make decisions for the entire criminal justice system within a
State.

11::ginnipg with an historic overview of the events leading up to and resulting
from the passage of the Omnibus Crime Control Act and followed by a
discussion of traditional planning in state government, the report draws several
distinctions between grants management and public planning. Basically, grants
management is characterized by its responsiveness to congressional mandates
and federal agency regulations, ostensibly administered by state officials for the
benefit of state and local government. Its legitimacy is predicated upon the
control of a large block of funds, earmarked for the reduction or control of a
specified social problem, in this instance the control of crime. In contrast,
traditional public planning has been a governmental activity characterized by its
subordination to state and local officials who are responsible for deciding and
implementing public policy and program operation. The involvement of these
officials :n the grant-in-aid process, both as grants allocators and applicants,
understandably gave rise to an illusion that a centralized planning and
decisionmakillg process for the entire criminal justice system had emerged. The
validity of that impression can only be tested when the federal funds have either
terminated or have decreased to such an extent that they no longer obscure the
issue Before that time arrives, however, States will be forced to pass legislation
providing for existing state criminal justice planning agencies, pursuant to 1976
amendments to the Omnibus Crime Control Act.

1
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The thesis advanced in this report is that there is, in government, a
fundamental chant of relationships among planning, decisiormaking, and

implementing authority. In other words, for planning strategies to be utilized,

they must be circumscribed by the range or scope of authority 'of the public

official for whom such planning is intended. That scope of authority can be

measured by the decisionmaker's ability to implement a strategy after its

selection. Put in another way, if a public official's power to carry out his decisions

is the real measure of his authority, then planning undertaken for his benefit must

be circumscribed by what he potentially can accomplish. The major problem

with current comprehensive planning efforts is not that comprehensive planning

is impossible. Instead, it is the absence of comprehensivedecisionmakers with the

authority to carry out centrally planned decisions.

In the report, a search of state agencies is undertaken, divided along the lines

of the constitutional separation of powers. The purpose of the search is to
determine whether there is any natural placement for a centralized criminal

justice agency which would permit centrally planned criminal justice decisions to

be implemented. The conclusion reached is that such decisions can be effectively

made within the executive branch, insofar as it affects the administration of a

federal grant-in-aid program. Its particular placement within any office or

department does not seem to be critical to its success or failure. On the other

hand, there is no place in state governme2,t with sufficient legal authority to

implement centralized planning decisions within the more generalized context of

regular governmental operations. Equally significant, this report suggests that

current attempts to institutionalize a centralized approach to criminal justice

planning may not only be dysfunctional to the affected agencies, because of their

noncriminal justice responsibilities, but may also be socially undesirable, because

of the intimate relationship between democratic government and the

fragmentation of political authority. Fragmentation is not the problem to

overcome the dysfunctions resulting from fragmentation should be the target.

In the absence of a federal grant-in-aid program which requires the creation

and maintenance of a comprehensive,statewide criminal justice planning agency,

States would be faced with the task of determining the need for such an agency

from an entirely different perspective. The fundamental question would

obviously be w nether certain desirable objectives could best be met by a

centralized agency.
This report adopts the position that, while there are numerous tasks that can

be best performed by a single agency having responsibility for a State's criminal

justice system, two key considerations should be kept in mind. The first point is

that such an agency is not absolutely essential to the operation of a State's

criminal justice system. Because of the relative autonomies created in each

criminal justice agency, resulting from constitutional separation of powers and

home rule, as well as from the American system of multiplicities of elective office,

the dispersion of power is too great to force the system to conform to monolithic

objectives. Where a State decides not to maintain the type of centralized agency
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discussed Acre, there is still a need to support planning activity in each agency
making up the system. If the purpose of planning is to improve the quality of
decisionmaking by making it more rational, then planning should take place
wherever important decisions are going to be made.

The second point is addressed to those States which desire to create and
maintain a centralized agency for the purpose of enhancing the operation of
those aggregate agencies that comprise the criminal justice system. In creating
such an agency, it is advocated that States do so in a way that is compatible with
the political and constitutional realities of state and local governmental
operations. The major task for the agency would not be to direct the system
toward singular goals or even in any rhetorical sense to be responsible for it.
Rather, the enabling legislation should ensure that the agency assist state and
local criminal justice agencies to achieve their goals through a process of
coordination. This process could only be successfully predicated upon a respect
for the fragmented authority inherent in the system, and for its implications upon
individual agencies' objectives, internal autonomy, and territorial imperatives.
This means that only a limited number of any agency's decisions are amenable to
a coordinated decisionmaking process. Normally, these situations only occur
when a criminal justice agency's resources or legal authority are inadequate to
achieve a desired objective. The opportunities for successful coordination will
result when the central state agency can recognize these needs and respond to
them in ways that benefit all the agencies potentially affected by such decisions.
In other words, coordination is essentially an attempt to build linkages between
decisionmakers, not to subordinate them to a universal set of overriding
objectives.

CoOrdination can be promoted by the agency responsible for it through the
provision of other related and compatible service activities. This would include
the ability to offer and supply technical assistance,administration of grant-in-aid
programs. supervision of systemwide information systems, data analysis,
research, problem identification, and sponsorship of conferences and
workshops.

Finally, the location of a state criminal justice coordination process was
examined Three alternatives are suggested and discussed, namely, (1) assign the
responsibility to the state agency that has coordinative responsibilities for other
functional areas of government, (2) redefine the objectives of the existing state
criminal justice planning agency and make it responsible for coordinating
criminal justice decisions in the State, or (3) create a new office within one of the
State's criminal justice agencies, such as the department of corrections or the
office of the Attorney General. Each option has definite advantages and
drawbacks Consequently, no recommendation is offered except to observe that
the present organization of state government in a particular State will probably
dictate the option to be selected.

Where States decide to institute a centralized coordination process, they
should not ignore the ongoing need of state and local criminal justice agencies for
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[heir n planning 4-opacity. States should attempt to build a strong capacity for
criminal justice planning at all major points in state or local planning, whether
the objective is policymaking, program operation, or coordination.

Although the initial objective of this report was limited to examining the
issue of centralized planning for criminal justice, it seemed important to deal with
one of the issues that invoked so much interest in centralized planning in the first
place the desire to bring order out of the chaotic array of differing policies,
overlapping and competitive programs, imbalances in resources, and other
organizational dysfunctions that have characterized the American criminal
justice system. Clearly, centralized planning is not the appropriate vehicle for
dealing with problems of this nature. Coordination rather than planning is a
more effective means for achieving this objective. However, coordination is not
an alternative to planning. Both are important, interrelated, and desirable if
States are to improve law enforcement and criminal justice administration.
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1. Historical Context of Criminal Justice
Planning

The only thing that prevents planning from being disastrous in
government is that it is not usually believed, governments being
multi-purpose, multi-objective organizations.

Kenneth Boulding

Whether the results of public planning in America have been regretful,
successful, or simply innocuous, a discussion of criminal justice planning must
begin with the recognition that planning has been going on in other functional
areas of government for many years.

Historically, to the extent that States engaged in planning, they were
preoccupied with four basic areas of concern: conservation, management,
various forms of areawide or regional development, and some modified forms of
state economic development.' State planning was designed to aid in decisions
affecting construction by state governments themselves, to regulate and assist in
local officials' decisions, and to encourage industrial site selections within the
States. Contemporaneously, urban planners began to appear and to foster
orderly solutions to problems associated with urban growth. Multijurisdictional
organizations were created, either in accordance with demographic patterns or
with county lines. In a sense, the beginning of comprehensive public planning
might be traced to these early origins. Cities and counties banded together to
overcome such dysfunctions as duplications in services and conflicts in policy
that commonly occur when there is a proliferation and superimposition of
governmental entities.

With the Depression of the 1930s, however, state and local governments
were burdened with insurmountable economic problems. Both levels of
government turned to the federal Administration for support and direction.
From the passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act to the present, the
federal government not only has increasingly financed state and local

5
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governments but, as a concomitant to the financing, has established, to a large

extent. state and local priorities.
With greater frequency, federal grant-in-aid programs channeled funds

directly into local governments, completely bypassing traditional federalistic
relationships between States and the federal government. Whether in welfare,
education, transportation, health care, or public safety, a profound deterioration
of state responsibility for urban problems occurred. Even where States were
given responsibility for administering massive programs of federal grants-in-aid,

it was apparent to all concerned that these programs retained their distinctly
federal character, with States merely providing the pass-through mechanisms. By
the late 1950s, state planning was being carried out by a series of boards and
commissions, generally created in response to federal legislation, which
predominantly directed their energies toward the achievement of federally
established objectives, generally restricted to rural and areawide application. At
the same time, urban planning became increasingly legitimized in municipal and
county governments, partly in response to opportunities presented through the

passage of federal grant-in-aid legislation.
The 1960s marked the beginning of another era in state planning caused by a

number of only slightly related factors. As the number of federal grant-in-aid
programs expanded, their structural placement in state government became

more problematic. Originally operated out of Governors' offices, this

arrangement gave way to the creation of state planning offices, state budget

agencies, or state departments of community affairs. In addition to legitimizing
the presence of massive federal programs within state governments, it also paved

the way for renewed state interest in the orderly growth and development of

cities.
In the 1960s, federal grant-in-aid programs expanded three and one-half

times. Over 80 percent of the grant-in-aid dollars appropriated by Congress was

directed either to state governments or to local governments through state

agencies. Programs such as HUD 701 planning assistance, economic
development assistance, comprehensive health care planning, and community

action programs, even though intended for local governments, were channeled

through and became the responsibility of state governments.
In addition to strengthening the federalistic character of intergovernmental

relations, the categorical grant-in-aid pattern of federal fund allocation dictated

increased development of functional, "comprehensive planning" units Congress

and the federal Administration required state governments to create "lead" state

agencies to plan for the management of each categorical program and to ensure

the integrity of each program's objectives. In response, States began to shift such

responsibilities to state agencies having the greatest substantive interest in the

specific federal program. The result was a fragmentation of total administrative

planning, previously conducted for the benefit of Governors. It was,

nevertheless, a functional way for States to meet the increasing federal demand

for extensive documentation of needs, proposed solutions, and evaluation
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The Beginning of Criminal Justice Planning Agencies
On July 23, 1%5, President Lyndon Johnson established the President's

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. It was
instructed to prepare recommendations for preventing crime and delinquency
and for improving law enforcement and the administration of justice.

The commission's report2, with its over 200 recommendations, rapidly came
to be regarded as a primary reference work in the field, and it remained so for the
next five or six years. Everything the commissionrecommended proceeded from
their understanding that crime was the problem and the control of crime was the
objective. The language of the report painfully disclaimed any notion that crime
could be controlled by the criminal justice system, but then went on to
recommend various ways to strengthen the system in order to prevent, reduce,
and control crime. The commission called for a massive public effort to stop as
much crime as possible and to ensure that crime is not abetted because of
inadequacies in the criminal justice system. More money, better trained people,
improved research, new techniques, more equitable justice, and greater
community involvement characterized most of the recommendations.

With respect to planning, the commission recommended that "in every State
and every city, an agency, or one or more officials, should be specifically
responsible for planning improvements in crime prevention and control and
encouraging their implementation."3 It argued that "the States are in the best
position to encourage or require coordination or pooling of activities that is so
vitally necessary in metropolitan areas and among rural counties."4 The
commission, however, was careful to talk about the need for coordination, not
the need for comprehensive planning: "The police, the courts, the correctional
system and the noncriminal agencies of the community must plan their actions
against crime jointly if they are to make real headway."5 Nowhere was there a call
for comprehensive planning.

in September 1965 Congress passed the Law Enforcement Assistance Act
(P L. 89-197), in response to President LyndonJohnson's call earlier that year for
a "war upon crime." In retrospect, this act was a stalking-horse for a greatly
expanded federal support of state and local criminal justice activities three years
later. The Law Enforcement AssistanceAct was viewed as a mixed blessing at the
time it was enacted. The appropriations were miniscule by 1976 standards. In
three years, the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance had awarded less than $19
million.6 The emphasis was on "innovation," which resulted in the funding of
about 100 projects a year, usually to larger and more sophisticated police
departments, for research and training activities? In many States and local
communities, the total absence of any federal funding between 1965 and 1968 was
common. However, the gate had been opened the federal government was now
in the business of assisting state and local governments in their fight against
crime Crime control had been established as a national social priority. In 1966
embryonic state criminal justice planning committees were set up by a number of
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Governors in response to the President's suggestion.s What remained was for

Congress to increase appropriations sufficiently so that the program could have

an impact throughout the country.
Early in 1967, the Johnson Administration introduced the Safe Streets and

Crime Control Act which was never passed. Instead, after a year of heated
debate, Congress passed its own version (the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968) significantly amending theAdministration bill. The debates

in 1967 and 1968 set the stage for what is known today as the criminal justice
planning process" Two highly debated issues germane to this discussion were: (1)

the role of States in administering the contemplated program and (2) the kind of

local-federal relationship Congress wanted to foster in passing the Omnibus

Cnme Control Act. While both points were interconnected and implicit in the

present understanding of comprehensive planning, there are theoretical and
pragmatic distinctions that can be best understood if viewed separately.

In the hearings before the House and Senate Judiciary Subcommittees, the

state-role issue was primarily a federalistic discourse, finding the Governors and

state government officials generally opposed to the Administration bill. The
Administration bill was predicated upon a view that crime control was essentially

local in nature (urban) and, therefore, thejoint (and somewhat undifferentiated)

responsibility of state and local governments.
The Administration bill carefully restricted its application to supporting

state and local law enforcement activities in such clearly peripheral areas as

planning, training, information systems, research, and development projects,

with some limited support for state and local innovative programs.is It

contemplated that the U.S. Attorney General would make all project funding

decisions, similar to the way in which the Law Enforcement Assistance Act was

then being administered by the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance. The
federal establishment seemed to fear the loss of programmatic control, which

turning over grant awarding authority to the States would require, almost as

much as It feared the prospect ofassuming the enormous burden of supporting

the day-to-day cost of state and local criminal justice services (in 1967, nonfederal

law enforcement expenditures alone were estimated to run in excess of S3 billion

annually)."
The Administration bill also called for statewide comprehensive planning

but exempted major urban areas from state responsibility. This proved to be a

very difficult point for the Administration to defend. The difficulty resulted from

a desire to exempt metropolitan police agencies from state control while

advancing the merits of statewide planning authority. Attorney General Ramsey

Clark's testimony generally centered upon the States' collective lack of expertise

and interest in the problems of local law enforcement. Additionally, the total

absence of anything resembling a criminal justice planning mechanism at the

state level suggested the probability of interminable delays between the time the

federal government made the funds available and the time the money would

actually surface at the local level. Municipal officials shared this view for these
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and other reasons, mainly stemming from the more classical territorialities which
typically exist between state and local governments.

Yet, it was equally obvious that most rural and suburban areas did not have,
and were not likely to develop, criminal justice planning agencies to do the
preliminary and ongoing work necessary to satisfy congressional mandates then
under consideration. The necessity for equitably providing such services to less
populated areas of the country was, in all probability, the strongest argument in
favor of statewide "comprehensive planning." However, if some kind of state
planning process was wanted, and single state agency responsibility was
desirable, then a state criminal justice planning agency (SCJPA) would logically
qualify as the oversight agency for all requests for federal funds, whether
emanating from state or local governmental agencies.

Amendments to the Administration bill guaranteed a separation of
"planning" monies from "action" funds,an allocation formula for state and local
governments, and a single statewide planning document to be submitted
annually to the federal government. There was to be no significant local-federal
relationship, with the exception of categorical grants made to specific localities
from special statutory pools of discretionary funds. The Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) was mandated to hold the Governors
responsible for the proper administration of the block grant program and for any
of its shortcomings.

After passage of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,
state criminal justice planning agencies were created with great speed and,
generally, with little regard for anything but meeting LEAA's requirements for
fund allocation. Most SCJPAs were created by gubernatorial executive orders
and became attached to the Governors' offices. The pattern varied in some
jurisdictions, either through the passage of enabling legislation or by the
placement of the SCJPAs in larger state departments, usually planning offices or
departments of community affairs.0

Regional planning units (RPUs) simultaneously emerged in much the same
way as did their state counterparts, with some notable exceptions. A typical RPU
encompassed several counties and all the communities within them. As such, few
of them were attached to the executive office of any particular unit of government
except, perhaps, for payroll or fiscal purposes. Where possible, RPUs were made
part of preexisting, multicounty associations or councils created to meet other
federal program requirements in such areas as land use or transportation.

By late 1970, LEAA had articulated the skeleton of an agency structure
consisting of both a planning agency and a supervisory board. Although federal
guidelines carefully spelled out the methods of appointment and the size and
composition of the supervisory boards (with some latitude allowed for the
unavoidable differences among the States), LEAA held the staff of the planning
agency responsible for compliance with federal regulations established for the
administration of the act, which included the preparation and submission of a
comprehensive annual plan. As the federal guidelines evolved, they were
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addressed to the "state planning agency," which to all intents and purposes

became the agency staff rather than the supervisory board of the agency.
Everyone, including LEAA, soon came to equate the state planning agency with

the professional staff rather than with the supervisory board.
A careful examination of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968 raises a

question as to whether Congress intended to create a planning agency, or Whether

it intended to create a board or commission made up of state and local officials

which would compile a comprehensive plan for the use of federal funds to

improve law enforcement within the States. The only portion of the act which

offers any clue seems to be Section 203(a);

The State planning agency shall be representative of law
enforcement agencies of the State and of the units of general local

government within the State (emphasis added).
Obviously, this provision contemplates a state planning agency consisting of

a representative consortium of decisionmakers that would comprehensivelyplan

for the control of crime and the improvement of law enforcement. A natural

assumption would be that all such references were intended to describe the

board's activities and not those of the staff. If so, the responsibilities of the state

criminal justice planning agency staff do not appear anywhere in the act. If

Congress did intend to create a forum through which independent

decisionmakers could consent to mutually applicable policies and funding

decisions, then the term "state planning agency" was an unfortunate choice of

words to describe it. The title of "state coordinating council" might have achieved

a far more realistic public impression and would have aptly described what they

were expected to do. The mid-sixties faddish use of both "system" and "planning"

terminology probably accounted for the stylized nomenclature.
Although Congress has amended the act on three separate occasions, no

changes have passed that would amplify its original understanding of a state

planning agency." Partially because of a series of working relationships thathad

grown up between LEAA and.the SCJPAs, and partly because of the Nixon

Administration's articulation of New Federalism objectives, state and federal

governments were united in their intent to retain the previously created structures

for statewide comprehensive criminal justice planning.
The language used by Congress to convey its intent for the act enumerated a

number of objectives, all of which related to what euphemistically became known

as crime control and system improvement.' Concurrently, very specific and

limited objectives were established for the state planning agencies which only

impacted indirectly on the stated purposes of the act. The SCJPAs were to:
(1) develop, in accordance with part C, a comprehensive statewide

plan for the improvement of law enforcement throughout the State;

(2) define, develop and correlate programs and projects for the

State and the units of general local government in the State or
combinations of States or units for improvement in law enforcement;

and
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(3) establish priorities for the improvement in law enforcement
throughout the State.is

The three objectives stated in theact were appropriate to the activities which
could be performed by agencies charged with comprehensive planning for
criminal justice. While the state criminal justice planning agency is required to"develop. . . a comprehensive state-wide plan for the improvement of law
enforcement throughout the State," Congress neither required the SCJPA toplan for the operation of law enforcement throughout the State, nor did it
mandate that the SCJPA do the planning contained in the comprehensive plan.
All that was required was for the SCJPA to put together a document, which
could be prepared in a variety ofways, that described the projects to be funded, in
accordance with established priorities. In any case, Congress expected criminal
justice planning agencies to plan for the utilization of federal funds in ways that
would promote change and innovation.16 Consequently, the LEAA-funded
planning agencies, through their use of federal dollars, have tried to promote as
well as plan for changes in the criminal justice process. Planning, when viewed in
this manner, was not perceived as an aid to decisionmaking; it was seen as a
political instrument through which certain changes were to be induced or
promoted.

Purpose of This Report

Although the federally funded state criminal justice planning agencies have
generally had a positive impact upon the whole system of criminal justice, they
have had only tangential roles in planning for state and local criminal justice
policy, program, and resource allocation decisions. Strong interest remains in the
concept of a centralized state-level planning agency with broad planning
responsibility for all criminal justice policies, programs, and resource allocations
within a State.17

The intent of this report is to clarify the issues that should be addressed by a
State when considering its role in improving the quality of policy, program, and
resource allocation decisions for its entire criminal justice system apart from a
federal grant-in-aid program. This report will necessarily make frequent
reference to the existing criminal justice planning agencies, since they are an
important part of the effort to deal with crime and to effectively improve law
enforcement and the quality of justice. However, it must be clearly understood
that the focus of the report is not on these agencies per se, but an the issue of
establishing some kind of agency (or changing an existing agency) with
responsibility to make planning decisions for the entire criminal justice system
within a State.
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2. The Feasibility of Centralized Planning
for Criminal Justice

For centrally planned change to exist, it is not necessary that the
central agency be able to select any set of ends without reference to the
resources of the community or its developmental tendencies. But it is
necessary, it seems to me, first, that whatever ends are selected
represent a course of action that, under the circumstances, can be
carried into effect, and, second, that the selection of ends is made "on
their merits" (subject perhaps to the directives of a higher body that is
formally endowed with the authoritythe legal rightto set general
rules), but not as an accommodation to demands from other sources
that the agency lacks the means or the will to resist. If the former is
absent (i.e., if the agency cannot carry the plan into effect), then it is
not change; if the latter is absent (i.e., if the agency cannot select the
ends to be served), then the change is not centrally planned.

James Q. Wilson
Centrally Planned Change

Much of what we know about criminal justice planning is conditioned by
our experience with the planning process established by the Omnibus Crime
Control Act and administered by the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA). Therefore, discussions about criminal justice planning
frequently gravitate to a discussion of planning as it has been carried on by these
federally supported criminal justice planning agencies. There are substantial
differences between planning as an activity designed to assist public officials in
the discharge of their official responsibilities, and planning for the effective
administration of a grant-in-aid program. Failure to recognize this difference
often confuses the dialogue about criminal justice planning. More important, it
can obscure the realities of planning activity, which must relate to the ongoing
decisionmaking processes of government at any level.

Public Planning and Decisionmaking

Although planning has now been generally accepted as a legitimate activity
for government, with centralized planning increasingly advocated, the fact
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remains that few people in government have avoided the current confusion overits purpose. That is to say, while many governmental peopleare busily planning,
few understand whether their efforts help or hinder government in the
achievement of its objectives, or whether their specific tasks are even consistent
with the role which planners should play." The confusion is understandable,
given the introduction of the grants management phenomenon into the stream ofpublic planning in America.

Planning activities usually have been described as involving rational choice,
anticipating future events and their impact, investigating alternatives, designing
solutions, and evaluating their effect." The purpose of all these activities in thepublic sector is to see that public goals are pursued through courses of action that
are based upon a realistic assessment of available alternatives. Thus, at aminimum, public planning can be defined as the development ofa strategy or
strategies by government, including an evaluation of the impact offuture events,
for the accomplishment of specific objectives through governmentalaction. Thestrategies may be grandiose or very modest, the objectives may be vague or
precisely defined, and the time frames may include decades nr a few weeks. The
scale or detail is not what distinguishes planning. Purely and simply, public
planning is nothing more than the development of strategies to be used by those
officials in government having the power 'Ind responsibility to decide a proper
course of action." The definition intentiorally strips away related activities, such
as research and evaluation; separates t process from what many planners do
for a living; and seeks to identify planning integrally, independent of such
activities as decisionmaking and implementation.

Public planning, as conceptualized in this report, is not a process of making
policy or of selecting strategies for change. As indicated, it is the development of
strategies to be used by those officials in government having the power and
responsibility to decide a proper course of action. The design of a criminal justice
planning process must first be sensitive to integrating decisionmaking and
planning so that each is relevant to the other. it must also take account of the
constraints posed by the current decisionmaking structure of state and local
governments. Much of the confusion over what centralized planning can
accomplish derives from a misconception of the dynamics of planning and
decisionmaking. Planning and decisionmaking are distinguishable activities
involving different perspectives. The development of alternative strategies is
planning; the selection of the strategy and the allocation of appropriate resourcesto carry it out is decision making. The two activities operate within different
constraints and priorities which are frequently in conflict. Planning assumes the
desired objectives have been established and the remaining problem is to identify
appropriate means Decisionmaking. by contrast, is concerned with selecting thedesired objectives as well as the means for accomplishing them.

This is not to argue that planning and decisionmaking can never be
successfully carried on by the same individual. For example, planners sometimes
become surrogate decisionmakers by virtue of the fact that they have generated
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the information upon which particular policy, program, or resource allocation

decisions are made. Then. too, an administrator is frequently able to draw from

his own experiences and professional training the necessary information to
identify the alternative strategies and assess their probable itnpact, as well as

make the choice among them. However, the merging of roles is likely to be

successful only when the issue area is relatively narrow or the circumstances do

not require an immediate decision. If these conditions are not present, it is'
difficult for one individual or staff to satisfy the requirements of each activity

equally well. The temptation will be for the decisionmaker to truncate his search

for alternatives under the pressure of multiple demands on his time and energies,

or for the planner to Ignore deadlines and political implications in order to

exhaust all potential avenues of inquiry.

Separating planning from decisionmaking has important implications for

the design of a planning process and the kinds of planswhich are likely to emerge

The strategies must reflect the priorities and concerns of the intended audience if

they are to have some chance of implementation. Without that sensitivity, there is

a high risk of producing plans which decorate library shelves rather than inform

public policy. That is, strategies will be implemented only if there are
decisionmakers who, singly or in combination, have the resources necessaryfor
implementation and the incentives to adopt the strategies as their own.

While it is possible to develop comprehensive strategies for criminal justice

reform, it is painfully evident that such strategies will be difficult to implement

unless there is a centralized administration or political authority that can
implement them. The central issue then is really whether Statesshould attempt to

centrally plan for criminal justice if there is no single administrative or political

structure with authority to Implement comprehensive changes in criminal justice

policy, programs, or resources.

The purpose of this report, as mentioned, is to assess the efficacy of
centralized planning for all criminal justice policies, programs, and resource

allocations within a State, independent of the current LEAA program generated

through state criminal justice planning agencies. In the last analysis, the
centralized plar.ning issue does not turn on the ability to develop comprehensive

strategies but rather on making planning relevant to decisionmakers. A

prerequisite to the successful design of a centralized planning process for criminal

justice is the juxtaposition of planning with a decisionmaker who has authority

over the entire network of criminal justice agencies within a State. Without that

essential ingredient, centralized planning would of necessity have to be

conducted separately from decisionmaking. Notwithstanding the technical or

conceptual benefits to be derived from the development of comprehensive

strategies, centralized planning for criminal justice under such circumstances is

not likely to be an effective instrument for assisting and enhancing public policy

decisions.
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Locating Centralized Criminal Justice Decisionmaking
Is there any state official, or group of state officials, with sufficient

decisionmaking authority and power to implement comprehensive, across-the-
board strategies for criminal justice policies, programs, and resources? An
answer to this question must come from an assessment of the institutions of state
government the Legislature, the Governor, and the courtsto determine if the
balance of power relationships in American government precludes theexistence
of centralized decisionmaking for the entire criminal justice process to which
centralized planning could relate.

In the Legislature

In many ways, Legislatures have a broader perspective of criminal justice
than either of the other two branches of state government. Bills passedby them
can and do affect the entire range of public issues on crime and criminals.
Legislation can impose minimum training requirements for police, establish state
inspection of local jails; mandate specific sentencing for various offenses; create
new programs and consolidate old ones; raise or lower the age of majority; and,
in a very real sense, affect the priorities and budgets of local governments. In
short, legislators can create any proposed public policy which has an effect upon
achieving the objectives of the criminal justice system.

The policymaking function which Legislatures perform must be considered
as both necessary and legitimate. It can only be properly carried out by informed
legislators who are knowledgeable about and sensitive to the problems of crime
and justice Within the legislative branch, the passage of legislation constitutes an
implementation of selected policies, a decisionmaking process that should be as
rational as possible. The recent dramatic increase in number and quality of
legislative staffs would seem to rrovide an organizational base upon which to
build a planning process for legislative policy development.21 As legislative
service staff members have been assigned to the committees concerned with
criminal justice, a sound, visible, and year-round planning capability has
emerged.

In other ways, the capacity of the legislative branch to effect change is quite
confined. While Legislatures broadly define and select the policies to be pursued
by government, they have virtually no power or organizational structure that
would ensure implementation of these policies in the manner intended. The
interpret ations.of administrators, chief executives, and even jurists may produce
programmatic results quite different from those articulated within the enabling
legislation The executive branch possesses the primary institutional authority
and capability to implement public policy.

In the Courts

The character of the judicial branch makes it the least likely location for
comprehensive, systemwide decisionmaking in criminal justice. Because of the
separation of powers doctrine, coupled with a defendant's constitutional right to
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an impartial trier of the facts, no legal foundation can be laid for the courts to
assume the decisionmaking responsibility for those agencies charged with either
the enforcement of laws or the processing of offenders. Courts must be
sufficiently removed from the operation of government to not only guarantee to a
defendant an impartial trier of the facts, but to oversee the other branches of
government as well. Without the presence of impartial courts to ensure the
constitutional propriety of public policy and its implementation, the due process
guarantees circumscribing the enforcement of laws and the processing of
criminal offenders have no meaning. This higher social need for impartial courts
disqualifies the judicial branch as a prospective home for comprehensive,
systemwide decisionmaking in criminal justice.

An impediment of lesser magnitude is the responsive quality of the judicial
process. Courts do not initiate cases, neither do they concern themselves with
criminals who are not processed at least to the point of court appearance. Courts
only have the power to order the executive branch or, more particularly, the
administrator of an executive agency to conform to their orders arising from
cases properly before them. Consequently, courts may have both the power to
create public policy and to implement their decisions. Yet, such power can only
be realistically viewed within the scope of those cases brought to the court's
attention. So, while the power of the judiciary is immense, its narrow
applicability reduces its effect to a relatively small number of unrelate
circumstances. The implementation of broad-based criminal justice strategies
could hardly be systematically implemented by an agency with such limited
opportunity to effect change.

In the Executive Branch

Theoretically, at least, the only remaining location for a centralized
decisionmaking agency must be found within the executive branch. Governors
and their counterparts in local government command the machinery used to
implement policy and programs. In addition, they possess broad authority to
enunciate public policy. Generally, these chief executives can unilaterally decide
upon courses of action and, through their budgetary and political control, are
able to maximize bureaucratic conformity to the chosen strategies. The prestige
of their offices can be used to encourage adoption of innovations even at those
levels of government over which they have no direct control 22 All of these factors
would seem to make the executive branch, and particularly the chief executive's
office, a very appealing location for a centralized decisionmaking unit.

In 41 States, state criminal justice planning agencies are organizationally
attached to the offices of their Governors.23 However, in virtually all the States
within this category, SCJPAs are physically housed somewhere other than
within the Governors' offices. In the early years of the Omnibus Crime Control
Act implementation, LEAA encouraged Governors to establish SCJPAs as parts
of their executive offices, in the hope that such placement would result in rapid,
visible, and effective improvements in crime control and system improvement.
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Presumably, Governors would assure themselves tillkt comprehensive planning
efforts would be implemented without being hindered by the normal
bureaucratic obstacles.

The broad policy responsibilities of a Governor may encourage a
comprehensive approach to problem-solving, but such breadth also dilutes the
attention which any program is likely to receive. Economic growth, education,
welfare, environmental protection, and many other problems typical to
government demand a Governor's attention, usually dictated by crises or by their
visibilities as public issues. Parenthetically, it might be pointed out that most
criminal justice issues that command a Governor's attention are more politically
damaging than they are beneficial. Prison conditions and crime rates are not
normally subjects upon which incumbents seek reelection. To the extent that
criminal justice issues have been positively relevant within the political arena,
they have followed predictable patterns of departmental reorganization,
program innovations, such as drug control and citizen involvement, or bond
issues for correctional improvement.

More to the point are the natural limits of a Governor's authority. In the first
place, state constitutions generally follow the federal model, separating powers
between branches of government.24 The result is that both the policymaking and
appropriation powers of the Legislature and the power to coerce policy and
program changes by the judiciary represent formidable bases of authority which
are totally independent of the chief executive. In many States, Attorneys General
are separately elected officials, not serving as part of the Governor's cabinet.25
The inevitable conflict of philosophies and decisions dramatically exposes the
fact that although a Governor's position in the hierarchy is both unique and
apparently at the apex, no Governor possesses either the authority or the
responsibility for the operation of a State's criminal justice system.

The second point is equally devastating to the public impression of a
Governor as an omnipotent executive. Over the past century, but especially in the
last 30 to 40 years, state and local governments have grown at an incredible rate,
to a point where it is no longer an exaggeration to speak of bureaucracy as a
fourth branch of government. "Government" possesses an inertia that guarantees
a relatively stable level of services to the public, irrespective of elections, changes
in philosophy, or natural disasters. Obviously, Governors can penetrate the
bureaucracy and successfully cause change to occur; but rarely will Governors be
able to dramatiCally affect more than two or three major programs during a
single term of office. In general, they exert their leadership most effectively by
carefully selecting their cabinet officers, by agreeing or refusing to introduce
legislation, and by deciding to by.dgetarily favor one program to the detriment of
another. Even then, as new cabinet officers become identified with the needs of
their departments, a noticeable drift takes place. They fight for new resources and
resist all external pressures in their attempts to improve departmental
operations. More likely than not, a comprehensive criminal justice planning unit
attached to the Governor's office will be more successful in responding to state
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agency requests for funds than it will be in determining the direction those
agencies will take.

When viewing state-local relations, the State's desire for standardization
frequently conflicts with a city or county's desire for local autonomy." At the
local level, such standards are often only grudgingly accommodated, and then
only to the extent that financial inducements are available. Even where statewide
standards exist, such as for the recruitment and training of law enforcement
personnel, for jails, or for computerized information systems, the autonomy of
local criminal justice agencies creates wide ranges in both the quality and the
nature of services provided. For Governors and for their planning staffs it means,
quite simply, that decisions for major parts of the criminal justice system cannot
be made with any assurance of uniform and controlled implementation.

Excluding, then, placement within the Governor's office, several possible
sites remain in the search within the executive branch for a home for a centralized
decisionmaking agency. The chief executive can assign such function to the
budget office, to an agency having general planning responsibility (if there is
one), or to a strategically located department having important criminal justice
responsibilities. All are within the executive branch, answerable to the Governor.
All are closer to the actual operation of the agencies comprising the system.
Concomitantly, all are closer to where the great bulk of program decisionmaking
takes place. Yet each option lacks something essential in assuring that changes
occur in those agencies identified as part of the system. A closer look may reveal
what specific deficiencies reduce the likelihood of success at a comprehensive
level.

Budget offices have been around for many years. Particularly in States
requiring an executiv e budget submission to the legiJative branch, budget offices
perform a rather traditional function of gathering, collating, and generally
making sense out of the budgets submitted to them by individual governmental
agencies. Since there is seldom enough revenue to support all the activities
requested, a certain amount of negotiation takes place, generally allowing the
affected agency to voice some preference about the inevitable budget reductions.
Howe% er, a new trend has developed within the past 15 years, brought about by
computer technology and the initial popularity of PPBS."

Firmly associated with the earlier state planning efforts to improve public
management, PPBS opened up the possibility of linking the short-term budget -
cycle planning with longer multicycle planning, thus enabling planners to align
both toward long-range governmental objectives. Under this system, the method
of planning avoided a problem orientation in favor of one which called for
improved management of assets. In linking short-range with long-range
planning, the articulation of prioritized objectives was left to the agencies which
would carry them out, thus cutting through the traditional conflict between the
isolation of centralized planners and the parochialism of agency decisionmakers.
Chief executives could much better understand what agencies intended to
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accomplish and could hold them accountable. In two States, Florida and
Michigan. the responsibility for comprehensive criminal justice planning has
been vested in the agency charged with the overall state budget responsibility.2

On paper it appeared to be an ideal arrangement. In practice, however, a
central problem has arisen, in addition to a number of peripheral ones. The
central question remains virtually unchanged from pre-PPBS days: Whohas the
power to decide what programs an agency will operate? The question has not
been uniformly resolved by any standard. The critical variables seem to be the
management style of the chief executive, the legislation creating the centralized
budget agency, and the relative persuasiveness of the two agency directors. In
some cases, Governors delegate the authority to alter operating agency priorities
to budget agency heads. In other cases, operating agency heads are able to
convince the Governor to instruct the budget office to give ground. Often,
politically popular programs attract more budget office attention than the
operating agency would accord to them. When that occurs, budget office staff
seek modifications in the prioritization of programs, while the agency staff seek
expansion of their underfunded budget requests. The most accurate
generalization that might come out of reviewing such confrontations is that
budget offices have disproportionately superior power to refuse funding to
operational agencies than they have in planning for the future course of those
agencies' activities. This seems to be true despite budget control, despite
frequently superior data and perspective, and despite their relationships with the
chief executives and Legislatures.29

The reverse follows when describing the relative authority retained by heads
of operational agencies. While frequently stymied to get funding for new or
expanded programs, they maintain high levels of control over the money they do
receive. In other words, the budget office/criminal justice planning process can
stand as a better example of grants management than as an example of
comprehensively planned decisionmaking. Presuming that a centralized criminal
justice planning agency were given the power to somehow control the budgets of
criminal justice agencies through a review and approval process, they would be in
no better position to redirect an agency's activities or to initiate new programs
than traditional budget agencies. The point being made is not that such functions
are somehow improper or unnecessary; rather, that state budget offices cannot
engage in comprehensive, systemic decisionmaking of a proactive nature.
Certainly, if budget offices cannot cause the implementation of new or expanded
programs, despite their enormous budgetary control, state planning agencies
with generalized planning responsibility can expect less success when they are
deprived of such budgetary control.

Since centralized state planning agencies are seldom, if ever, empowered to
implement comprehensive decisions, comprehensively planned strategies remain
largely unimplemented. To the extent that operational agency heads are not
persuaded to accept them, centralized planning agencies have the alternatives of
appealing to the chief executive, seeking alternative homes for p.uticularly
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favored strategies, or shelving the plans until a more opportune moment. The
sheriff, administrative judge, legislative committee and, more often than not, the
police chief and corrections department director are free to pursue their own
objectives, irrespective of the compatibility of such objectives with the
comprehensively developed plans of state planning agencies.

A final possibility remains in the executive branch. If effective planning
must be related to the authority to implement, and if such authority is normally
vested in operational agencies, would it be possible to designate an operational
agency as the state criminal justice planning agency? This would present the
cognizant department head with both the planning capability and the authority
to implement, thus eliminating the fragmentation. Three States have chosen this
approach for the LEAA program, primarily States having an umbrella
department of public safety or human resources 30 Because these types of
departments generally coalesce the state police, juvenile delinquency, and
correctional services, the mass of state criminal justice services is interrelated and
responsible to a single cabinet officer.

While the advantages to the cognizant agency are readily apparent in terms
of achieving a high degree of integration between the plannedprogram objectives
and the agency's activities, the same limitations on the executive functions would
still apply. Legislative and judicial decisions would still be beyond the reach of
the decisionmaking agency. Any criminal justice function assigned to executive
agencies outside of the cognizant department would still present the same
territorial conflicts that budget offices or planning agencies would encounter. In
fact, such conflicts might be heightened by the relatively equal status of the,
cognizant department with neither budgetary control nor the relationship to the
chief executive characteristic of the previously mentioned models.

The Governing Board Approach

The most common strategy for overcoming the problem of a fragmented
decisionmaking structure is to establish a governing board made up of elected
and appointed officials from agencies relevant to the issue area, as well as
delegates from groups outside of government. This was the strategy adopted by
state criminal justice planning agencies mandated by the Omnibus Crime
Control Act of 1968 and the various regional planning councils. Such an
approach ensures that members of the planning agency will be sensitive to a range
of interests. For example, the early advisory boards to SCJPAs were dominated
by state and local law enforcement officials. Members of other criminal justice
agencies, e.g., judges and correctional officials, charged that their interests were
ignored in the planning for disbursement of federal funds.

The weakness of this approach to integrating planning and decisionmaking
is that it does not ensure that those who control the resources necessary for
implementation will be sensitive to the strategies which are developed. There is a
strong probability, in fact, that most decisionmakers are likely to view the
planning efforts of the central agency with either indifference or overt hostility.
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Part of the problem u, communication. In most instances, it is impossible to
include all of the relevant decisionmakers on the board, so a representative of a
group of decisionmakers must be chosen. However, rarely does he act as a two-
way link with a defined constituency. For example, including a legislator ensures
the planners will be sensitive to legislative interests, but that does not ensure
access to other lawmakers. Similarly, a judge on an advisory board is more likely
to view himself as ensuring that the problems of the judiciary are recognized by
the staff than serving as a conduit of information from the central planning
agency to his fellow jurists. The result may be that most decisionmakers are
unaware of the strategies which have been developed, or they become aware of
the proposals after the budget for next year has been adopted or contracts for
new equipment are already let out.

Faulty communication is only part of the problem. More important, a
governing board is unlikely to overcome the jurisdictional jealousies and
divergent approaches to public policy which distinguish the branches of
government, adult corrections from prosecutors' offices, and separate local units
of government from each other and from the State.

Members of each unit of government or each agency have interests and
concerns which at times are at odds with their counterparts elsewhere.

Sometimes legislators view administrators as self-serving, interested in
promoting the programs within their jurisdiction at the expense of alternative
problem areas, jurists guard against attacks on the integrity of the judicial
decisions by Governors who may be interested in political gains; suburban
mayors view their central city counterparts as overbearing with territorial
ambitions, chiefs of highly trained police departments regard sheriffs as amateurs
who are to be ignored if at all possible, and prosecutors are suspicious of the
orientation of correctional administrators and parole boards toward criminals.
These conflicts may be petty and unwarranted or they may reflect a genuine
difference in the concerns of the officials involved. The mayor of an affluent
suburban community is not likely to have the same concerns about criminal
justice as the chief executive of a neighboring industrial city, and no amount of
Lonversation at the meeting of a governing board will make those differences

disappear.

Although this country has produced many different examples of
organizational structure at every level of government, one trait can be found in all
of them, namely, the dispersion of power. Perhap3 because criminal justice is so
fundamental to government's maintenance of social order, the fragmentation is
more exquisite than that found in other governmental institutions. In this light,
fragmentation may be viewed as a critical mechanism "nr the constant
readjustment of governmental power a gyroscope for the ship of state. In the
zeal to Lomprehensively implement criminal justice policy and programs, it
might do some good to stop and consider whether the pursuit is worth either the
effort or the price.
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Is Centralized Planning Desirable?

Our only experience with centralized planning for criminal justice has been
in planning for the distribution of Omnibus Crime Control Act funds. One of the
major features of the LEAA planning process is the fact that the planning agency
has centralized decisionmaking authority over the distribution of its block grant
funds. Such centralized authority was not created for decisions about policy,
programs, and funds for criminal justice agencies in general; rather, the
arrangement aimed at bringing together independent decisionmakers who were
collectively responsible for operating the criminal justice system to decide how
LEAA funds were to be distributed.

As eligible agencies applied for funds, their applications were measured
against a backdrop of federal regulations, state priorities, geographical and
political factors, and the availability of funds. The boards approved the grants
awarded, frequently with special conditions attached, to ensure that the States'
priorities would either be promoted or at least would not be violated. In most
instances, the board's ability to affect the conduct of the recipient agency was
limited to the activities undertaken pursuant to the grants. So while there was a
centralized decisionmaking mechanism established in each State, its span of
authority was directly limited by its ability to grant funds. The arrangement
appeared to work reasonably well as a method for distributing grant-in-aid
funds All of the principal criminal justice system decisionmakers, along with
others, jointly decided how the LEAA funds should be spent and, in cases such as
statewide radio frequency plans, construction policies, and criminal justice
information systems, they also developed binding policies for future use of those
monies However, as a method for developing joint policy for a State's criminal
justice system on a centralized basis, the consortium approach proved to be less
successful.

`!though seldom recognized by those who advocate a centralized approach
to planning for criminal justice, centralized planning can be dysfunctional to the
agencies affected by the planning. The dysfunction arises from the fact that the
agencies which deal with criminal offenders or which might be in a position to
influence the occurrence of crime are not uniquely "criminal justice" agencies (see
Figure I). Except for correctional agencies, the traditional criminal justice
agencies have considerable responsibility for noncrime-related services. In fact,
criminal justice may not even be their most important function or demand the
majority of their resources. This is surprisingly true of police agencies, some of
which devote as much as 90 percent of their resources to noncrime-related
services, such as intervening in family squabbles, improving community
relations, investigating accidents, and performing rescue and ambulance
operations " The only element criminal justice agencies have in common is the
fact that they each have a role to play in apprehending and processing criminal
law violators.

Current interest in criminal justice has concentrated so much on the role of
police, prosecutors, and judges in the processing of criminal offenders that the
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A Perspective of Purely Criminal Justice Activities within Typical Criminal Justice Agencies
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other important roles they play in society have been overlooked. Consequently,
planning decisions have been made as though criminal justice was the only, or at
least the primary, function of these agencies. The result has sometimes been an
improvement in one service function at the cost of another. In some courts, for
example, civil case backlogs are now becoming a major problem because of
reforms in criminal procedure.32

This situation raises serious questions about the wisdom of planning for
criminal justice functions apart from, or without regard to, the total
responsibilities and services of the agencies that provide the structure for the
criminal justice process.

As each agency plans for its own operation, it must necessarily plan for the
total range of services for which it is responsible. Policies, programs, and
resource allocations must be balanced and internally consistent. Pullingcnminal
justice activities out of their total agency context can produce distortions of the
agencies' operations, particularly when highly categorical "seed" money is
available outside the general budgetary process.

If we take a careful look at the types of problems confronting criminal justice
agencies, it should become apparent that many do not lend themselves to
centralized planning Consider the following problems, all identified as system
deficiencies over the past 10 years by national commissions: the need for
improved technology, the need for more effective use of resources, the need for
innovative programs, and the need to reduce problems associated with
organizational fragmentation. The belief that a centralized planning process is
necessary for overcoming all of these problems ignores the fundamental
attributes of planning as an endeavor, of the agencies which make up the cnminal
justice system, and of our system of government.

Everything we know about American government, and especially about the
separation of powers doctrine, argues against centralized comprehensive
planning and in favor of fragmented functional planning located throughout the
various branches and subdivisions of government. Fragmentation is not the
problem to overcome. the dysfunctions resulting from fragmentation should be
the target.

Planning is not inherently more valuable because it is centralized. A public
policy on criminal justice planning should (I) place high priority on developing a
sound planning capacity at every significant decisionmaking point, and (2)
supplement those diffused planning capacities with a mechanism for
amelioratingthe dysfunctions which fragmented power must inevitably produce.

What does this mean for the design of a state criminal justice planning
process' If a process is designed around decision points rather than around the
problems to be addressed, what will be the effect on the kinds of plans which are
likely to emerge? Does it mean that the comprehensive perspective of planning
advocated by so many people must be abandoned entirely, or only take a new
form' Is there any significant role for centralized planning? These questions must
be answered to complete an understanding of criminal justice planning.
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Planning at Strategic Points in Government

If a State elects not to attempt a centralized approach to criminal justice

planning, it should ensure that all major criminal justice agencies and units of

general purpose government possess an adequate capacity to seriously plan for

their own activities. The principal objective of such a policy would be to

guarantee parity among public decisionmakers in carrying out their

responsibilities. This will not necessarily result in uniform policies, equal levels of

service, or automatic minimization of the previously mentioned dysfunctions

associated with decentralized decisionmaking. However, it should equalize the

ability of each decisionmaker to make an informed contribution to asolution for

the problems confronting all of the agencies in the system.

Although a substantial amount of federal money has been invested in

building a criminal justiceplanning capacity in state, regional, and local planning

agencies, the bulk of the funds has gone to centralized agencies within the

executive branch. The legislative and judicial branches have generally not had an

equal capacity to provide planning assistance for their decisionmaking. At' a

minimum, each of the three branches of state government should have relatively

equal planning capability for major policy decisions, recognizing that in the

executive branch the planning responsibility may be shared between the office of

the Governor and the state criminal justice agencies under the Governor's

control.
While attempting to build a planning capacity at the state government level,

States should not overlook the possible need to assist local governments in

building and sustaining a capacity to plan for that portion of the criminal justice

process that is under local jurisdiction. Local law enforcement, judicial, and

correctional agencies frequently create more policies, develop more programs,

and allocate more resources than do those criminal justice agencies which are

part of state government. If state subsidies were extended to support local

criminal justice planningactivities, the result would be a comparable level of state

encouragement for local planning which many States now exhibit toward other

local government needs.
A policy of building a criminal justice planning capacity at strategic points in

government does not necessarily mean abandonment of a comprehensive

perspective. The need for a systemwide perspective seems now to be so well

established among planners that the presentation ofpolicy or program strategies

without regard to their impact upon other agencies would in all likelihood be

regarded as unprofessional. All planners, wherever situated, can take a

comprehensive perspective even though they are typically instructed to develop

strategies for the attainment of limited objectives.
The existence of a strong planning capacity at different decision points in

government will not produce the neat, all-inclusive, well-integrated strategies or

plans which many people feel are necessary. Instead, the resulting plans are likely

to be episodic, sometimes inconsistent, and more narrowly focused than those

developed under the current LEAA program. Yet, thisarrangement will more
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likely result in strategies that will be directly integrated into the decisionmaking
processes of government. Obviously, the choice facing a State is whether it
prefers to support a planning process that results in comprehensively planned
improvements that will not always be implemented, or narrowly planned
improvements that will frequently be implemented but may cause problems in
other parts of the system. It is not necessary for a State to irrevocably or
exclusively choose between them. Given sufficient resources, a State could adopt
both options; but whether a State adopts one or both, there should be no illusions
about what each approach can accomplish.

There will be times when a State may wish to prepare a "master plan" for
criminal justice reform. Such documents are often useful as a means of sensitizing
civic leaders and public officials to the needs of the entire State and to possible
solutions. However, an objective like this can usually be met through the use of
the State's existing planning resources or through the creation of a special task
force or commission. In any case, it would hardly justify the creation of a special
agency in state government.
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3. A Criminal Justice Coordination Process

The answer to diversity is not uniformity. The answer is unity. We
cannot hope to suppress the diversity of our society. Each of the
pluralist institutions is needed. Each dischargesa necessary economic
task. We cannot, as I have tried to show, suppress the autonomy of
these institutions. Their task makes them autonomous whether this is
admitted by political rhetoric or not. We therefore have to create a
focus of unity. This can only be provided by strong and effective
government.

Peter Drucker

Throughout this report there has been repeated allusion to the essentially
fragmented intergovernmental and intragovernmental nature of the criminal
justice system. Fragmentation is manifested in a variety of ways. The most
obvious and widespread example is the problem of duplication of services. The
proliferation of "dedicated" criminal information computer systems for
individual agencies, each with their own policies and procedures for
maintenance, access, and expungement, demonstrates the inefficiencies and
waste resulting from overlapping activities. Imbalances in funding among
criminal justice agencies is another dysfunction promoted by fragmentation. For
instance, a local court, for political and financial reasons, may be inadequately
funded compared to the police department. A case backlog may result from that
court's inability to process offenders expeditiously, which in turn produces other
dysfunctional impacts (i.e., overcrowded local jails).

Conflicting or contradictory policies is yet another typical problem
associated with diffused agency authority and responsibility. The recent prison
overcrowding crisis is evidence of the potential impact of uncoordinated policies
emanating from criminal justice agencies. While the thrust of corrections in many
States during the last five years has been to deemphasize new prison

construction, sentencing policies adopted by various State Legislatures, courts,
and parole boards have to a large measure contributed to a spiraling prison

population.
Program discontinuities between various criminal justice agencies are a

more operational-level problem of fragmentation. One such illustration is court
neglect in forwarding relevant information when an inmate is transferred to a
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correctional institution. Then, too, the use of different radio frequencies by
geographically adjoining police departments has often been cited as an example
of interagency operational discontinuities.

Centralized planning has been advocated, in part, because ofa perceived
need to overcome such problems as these. However, centralized planning is not a
solution to the dysfunctions created by a fragmented system of government.
What is needed in order to deal with fragmented decisionmaking is a method of
interfacing the decisions of separate agencies or units of government so that such
problems as duplication of services, unequal funding, and discontinuities or
conflicts in policies can be minimized. Therefore, along with a program to
strengthen the capacity to plan for criminal justice at various decisionmaking
points, States may wish to consider establishing a process for coordination of
criminal justice policies, programs, and resource allocation. A coordination
process is a means of dealing with issues and problems that not only involve but
also transcend individual agencies or units of government. It orchestrates the
major policy, program, and resource decisions of many decisionmakers so that
individual decisions properly interface with each other.

Typically, individual agencies or governmental jurisdictions lack either the
initiative, incentives, or the wider perspective to voluntarily coordinate major
policy decisions with other agencies or governmental jurisdictions. Even when
agencies desire to coordinate their activities, bureaucratic territoriality, program
complexity, and lack of clear policy direction often conspire to prevent such
informal coordinative efforts.33 Thus, a third party possessing a broader
perspective of the intergovernmental and intragovernmental dimensions of
major policy decisions is usually needed to encourage, promote, and induce
coordinated decisionmaking for the diverse network of agencies comprising the
criminal justice system.

Necessary Conditions for the Success of a Coordination Process

Coordinating the decisions of two or more decisionmakers is difficult under
the best of circumstances. Decisionmakers usually focus their energies on
carrying out the policies and programs for which they are singularly responsible.
There is generally little incentive for them to look beyond their office for
direction or assistance. The more disparate the responsibility, the more difficult
the task of coordination. Harold Seidman describes the fundamental limitations
on coordination efforts:

Where conflicts result from clashes in statutory missions or
differences in legislative mandates, they cannot be reconciled through

Informal cooperative processes arc quite often formed through the informational networks
developed by skilled bureaucrats or by agency managers or directors who are particularly motivated
to correlate their deusions micro nsclictionally. As such, there are numerous examples of interagency
cooperation, normally of a bilateral nature, which require no thirdparty involvement. Such
cooperative efforts should not be confused with the nature of or the need for a more formal
coordination process.
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the magic of coordination. Too often organic disease is mistakenly
diagnosed as a simple case of inadequate coordination.34

In general, there is no strong tradition of cooperative decisionmaking
between agencies making up the criminal justice system or the grivernmental
units responsible for it. Of course, instances of comradeship exist among the
agency heads, prosecutors, defense counsel, judges, policemen, and generally
among everyone who has regular contact with each other as criminal defendants
pass through the system. However, these close social bonds seldom translate into
institutional levels of cooperation.

Despite the formidable problems associated with the criminal justice
process, the affected agencies share some common objectives and interests.
Without this commonality, of course, there would be nothing upon which a
coordination process could be constructed." The challenge to the coordinator is
to build upon this linkage to make the organizationally fragmented system
function in a way that is less abrasive and more reciprocal. Three dimensions of a
situation between decisionmakers seem to capture most of the elements that
determine whether or not coordination can take place: authority, dependency,
and interaction." To understand these critical dimensions is to understand the
potential for, and limitation on, coordinating decisions affecting the criminal
justice system.

Authority

At one extreme is the situation in which one decisionmaker is subordinate to
another. This may result from a formal hierarchical authority structure as in the
relationship between a prison superintendent and the administrator of the
department of corrections. At the other end of the continuum is the circumstance
in which each decisionmaker has autonomous authority. In between the
extremes of subordinate on the one hand, and autonomous on the other, is a
range of power relationships. For example, a metropolitan police planning unit,
w hose policy board is made up of representatives from constituent departments,
has some authority over member agencies, but the power lines are tenuous and
can be easily broken. In general, one could expect relationships between
decisionmakers to fall close to the autonomous end of the continuum when each
is part of a separate unit of government, such as a State or county, and at the
subordinate end when both are part of a single bureaucracy. When one
decisionmaker is subordinate to another, the decisions of one can simply be
forced upon another. Coordination becomes Increasingly important as the power
relationship between the decisionmakers becomes more equal. Neither one is in a
situation where he can coerce the other, so they must try to work something out
together.

Dependency

Dependency refers to the need that one decisionmaker has for the assistance
of another to carry out his responsibilities. A decisionmaker may need the
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cooperation or assistance of another decisionmaker in order to meet a particular
objective or responsibility. At the other end of the continuum is the situation
where the decisionmaker has the necessary authority and resources to carry out a
particular program or policy. Placement of the situation between decisionmakers
along a continuum from self-sufficient to dependent will indicate the degree to
which there may be a basis for coordination. Obviously, ifa decisionmaker has a
strong need for the support of another, it will be easy to encourage cooperative
efforts On the other hand, if a decisionmaker can fulfill his responsibilities with
Mit help from others, there is little incentive for him to coordinate his decisions
even if they may have profound impact on others. For example, sentencing
practices of courts have a major effect on corrections. However, the inability of
prisons to house all of those sentenced to prison does not necessarily influence the
sentencing decision of judges.

Dependency is a more subtle concept than authority. Whether
decisionmakers perceive themselves to be self-sufficient or dependent is generally
determined in terms of their perspectives. Coordination may actually further the
objectives of a decisionmaker, but he may fail to see the benefits to be derived
from cooperative decisionmaking. The creation of metropolitan radio networks
is a good example. Participating departments eventually found that a common
communication system helped each of them do a better job. However,
recognition of the benefits of a common system did not occur until the networks
were made operational through demonstration grants under the LEAA program.

Coordination is a process which must generally build upon a
decisionmaker's need for cooperation or assistance from others. In other words,
if an agency head wishes to make a decision which affects only the internal
operations of his agency, and for which he has adequate authorityand resources,
there is probably little foundation for getting that decisionmaker to submit his
decision to review by others. On the other hand, if that agency head attempts to
unilaterally make a decision which either adversely affects other agencies or
requires resources which overtax his internal resources, contrary decisions by
other agency heads can thwart his ability to proceed with implementation of this
particular policy or program. This is an excellent opportunity for coordination.

Interaction

The final dimension focuses on the frequency of exchanges between
decisionmakers'. Where contact between decisionmakers is high, coordirrtivu;
efforts are much easier to carry out than when they meet each other irregularly.
The interaction continuum is easier to describe than the other two dimensions,
but it has no less significance. If contact is frequent, it may be possible to achieve
cooperation which will further a goal that transcends those of the agencies
involved. For example, if the police and court personnel can be induced to
include additional information on the forms accompanying transfers of
prisoners, it may increase the effectiveness of correctional services, even though
that is not a goal of either the police or the courts. Regular meetings of
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Interagency boards is another strategy for increasing frequency of contact

between decisionmakers.
So far in the discussion, each of the three dimensions ofdecisionmaking

relationships has been treated as if each existed in isolation from the other. In

practice they must be considered together. The combination of ,these three
dimensions is presented in Figure 2. A review of the patterns provides clues to the

variety of circumstances under which coordination can best take place. At the
termination of the coordination vector all conditions are favorable for
coordinative efforts. There is mutual need, interaction is high, and the
organizations are bound together in a hierarchical relationship. At the origin of
the vector the conditions are not favorable for coordination since each agency
has its own resources, contact is infrequent if at all, and each is independent of the

other. Points along the vectorcharacterize intermediate degrees of coordination,
beginning with zero, where conditions inhibit coordination, to the extreme point,
where conditions encourage coordination.

The purpose of this discussion of authority, dependency, and interaction is

to emphasize the fact that a coordination process has no inherent power base
from which to draw in order to effectively bring about coordinated
deasionmaking. The most beguiling approach to coordination is to believe that

one can achieve it through authoritarian commands. Coordination, by its very
nature, is not the usurpation of one person's decisionmaking authority by
another. In any case, state coordinating agencies are rarely in a position of
hierarchical authority over those whose decisions they are trying to coordinate.
At best, they may have access to a chief executive who has operational control

over all the agencies involved. Therefore, coordination works best when all
conditions described above are supportive. Coordination can seldom be forced

upon those who are unresponsive to it unless the situation is right.
Coordination is not a panacea for solving all the problems inherent in

Intergovernmental and interagency relationships. It is a tool available to public
officials and administrators which can ameliorate a limited range of problems.
Coordination is essentially an attempt to build linkages between decisionmakers.
The success It will enjoy in bringing about a smoother-operating criminal justice

process will depend upon the environment in which it must work and the support

it gets from those whose decisions will be affected.

Intergovernmental Activities Supportive of Coordination

Coordination is only one of a variety of intergovernmental and interagency

services or activities provided by state governments. There is no reason why it
should stand apart from these other activities. In fact, a coordination process
could be strengthened if it were placed in an agencywhich also had responsibility

for other Interagency or intergovernmental services. The agency responsible for

coordination could then utilize channels established through other interagency
and intergovernmental services to enhance its acceptance and facilitate its
utilization by the relevant agencies. These might include such responsibilities or
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Figure 2
Combined Effect of the Three Variabks upon The Likelihood of Coordination
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services as technical assistance, administration of federal and state grant-in-aid

programs, supervisory responsibility for the state criminal justice information

system, systemwide data analysis and problem identification, and sponsorship of

conferences and workshops dealing with interagency issues and problems. A

brief examination of several of these will serve to illustrate the value of

integrating coordination with other services of an intergovernmental or

interagency nature.
The provision of technical assistance to operating agencies, units of

government, and the Legislature can be a strong inducement to coordinated
criminal justice decisionmaking, if such assistance is provided on a judicious and

discriminatory basis. To be consistent with the purposes and goals of a
coordination process, and for optimum effectiveness, technical assistance should

only be supplied in connection with or in support of program decisions which will

have positive interagency impact. A number of the LEAA-funded SCJPAs

currently provide, in varying degrees, technical assistance to criminal justice

agencies, although such assistance is sometimes offered without considering

whether it will promote interagency integrative decisionmaking or simply

enhance decisionmaking around purely internal issues. Technical assistance has

generally taken a number of forms, such as research, drafting and testifying on

legislation, grant application assistance, and conducting training conferences

and workshops. Whatever the nature of the agency responsible for criminal

justice coordination, technical assistance is a viable function that should properly

be provided on a selected basis to state and local projects which have major

interagency program, policy, and resource allocation implications.
Cooperative decisionmaking can also be promoted through research on

criminal justice system activities, trends, and needs on a statewide basis. A broad,

reliable information base will provide all decisionmakers a clearer view of

problems affecting the entire system and of the improvements which will be

required to deal with them. A uniform data base will also enable participating

agencies to better meet the grant management and reporting requirements of

federal grant-in-aid programs.
Federal and state grant-in-aid programs represent a significant financial

resource through which public officials and administrators can achieve some of

their objectives and programs. Characteristically, grant-in-aid programs are

intended to meet rather specific needs, are subject to central control, establish

priorities, and assess the relative needs of those who apply for funds. Although a

grant-in-aid program may not be specifically intended to bring about interagency

or intergovernmental coordination and cooperation, it is not uncommon for the

administering agency to find neighboring jurisdictions requesting funds for

activities which could better be handled on an interagency basis. The
administering agency is, therefore, in a position to encourage a merging of

programs as a condition for funding.
This discussion of the use of money to promote coordination raises a point

that deserves further elaboration. Control of financial resources represents a
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major point of leverage to bring about coordination. When agencies or units of
government must seek funding from a common source, the budget review process
can be a useful tool to encourage or even require coordination. In this regard,
there are a number of approaches possible, depending on the level of government
and the type of agency. Three state-level approaches will be discussed here to
demonstrate the potential use of budgetary linkages to encourage coordination.

The most practicable and common approach, given an independent
judiciary and separately elected Attorneys General, is for a Governor to confer
upon a state coordinating a.ency the authority to review and comment upon
state criminal justice budf .tt requests before they are submitted to the
Legislature. In States where the Attorney General isan appointive position and
the judiciary submits its budget through the Governor's office, review and
comment would potentially impact upon all state-level criminal justice agencies.
This is comparable, at least in concept, to the A-95 review process instituted by
the federal Office of Management and Budget which enables a Governor or his
designated agency to review and make recommendations on federally assisted
planning and development activities. According to the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, in 1975 there were 11 SCJPAs which had the
authority to review and comment upon proposed state-level criminal justice
expenditures 31

Although the review and comment approach offers some potential to
improve coordination, it often suffers from the basic weakness of the
recommendations being binding only to the extent that a Governor is willing to
adopt them. This weakness is further complicated by the tendency of state
agencies to circumvent the review and comment process.3 In many States where
the Attorney General is separately elected or the judiciary submits its budget
directly to the Legislature, the ability of a Governor to implement suggestions of
the coordinating unit is greatly constrained.

A more binding, yet less feasible approach, is to strengthen "review and
comment" to a "review and approval" power. Given the binding nature of review
and approval, it is unlikely that Governors or Legislatures would vest a
coordinating agency with this type of authority.

A third state-level approach is available in States with state-local revenue
sharing programs. This would involve vesting the coordinating agency with
either review and comment or approval over state revenue sharing funds
provided for local criminal justice programs and activities.

States which are seriously committed to a policy of promoting coordination
could also allocate general purpose funds, bond issue monies, or fines and levies
to support interagency or interjurisdictional projects. Responsibility for the
allocation of these funds could be given to the agency responsible for criminal
justice coordination, thus providing it with an important tool to use when trying
to bring about coordination. There are many examples of interagency or
interjurisdictional projects that might be funded from such a pool of money. For
instance, a consortium of urban law enforcement units may be funded from state
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or local general fund money to develop integrated and cooperative antiburglary
strategies. Another example might be a bond issue designated for the purpose of
constructing a network of regionalized jail facilities. A percentage of court fines

or levies could be apportioned to a coordinating agency to arrange a series of
judicial training seminars.

The central point of this discussion is to emphasize that coordination is as
much a public policy objective as it is a formal process. Coordination can be
promoted through a variety of means available to state government.
Establishment of a formal coordination process represents only one method of
achieving the policy objective, although it is probably the most crucial one. A
coordination process needs to be supported through a variety of services and

activities which can provide inducements for public officials 'Ind administrators
to participate in it. Closer linkages between these means will be possible if the

agency responsible for the formal coordination process could also have
responsibility for these other types of interagency or intergovernmental
activities.

Where Should Coordination Responsibility Reside in State Government?

States are gaining an increasing amount of experience with

intergovernmental coordination. Therefore, it should not be difficult for States

to give more specific attention to the need for coordination among criminal
justice decisionmakers within a State. A variety of structures has been developed

by States for handling intergovernmental matters and coordination of programs.

In fact, they are almost as diverse as the number of States. One of the first issues

to be confronted in establishing a state process for coordinating criminal justice
decisions is to identify the agency that shall have such responsibility. At least

three basic options might be considered. (I) assign the responsibility to the state

agency that has coordinative responsibilities for other functional areas; (2)
redefine the objectives of the state criminal justice planning agencies that were

created and funded under the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968 and make

them responsible for coordinating criminal justice decisions in the State; or (3)

create a new bureau or agency within one of the criminal justice agencies of state

government such as the department of corrections or the office of the Attorney

General.
Most States already have created at least one agency, usually within a

department of community affairs, which is specifically responsible for interlocal

and state-local cooperation and coordination. Assigning responsibility for
criminal justice coordination to such an agency would have the advantage of

keeping all state coordinating activities within a single agency rather than
allowing them to be fragmented along functional lines. States may prefer to
enlarge the existing capacity of the responsible agency through the addition of
criminal justice specialists. A State might want to consider merging the state
criminal justice planning agency, which currently has responsibility for
administration of the LEAA block grant funds, into the agency or bureau that
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already has responsibility for interagency or intergovernmental coordination.
The staff of these LEAA-funded agencies possesses resources and expertise
which a State cannot afford to overlook or abandon. In a number of States, the
criminal justice planning agency is already located in the office of state planning
or the department of community affairs, so a merger should not be very difficult
to achieve.

A second alternative is to redefine the objectives ofexisting state criminal
justice planning agencies. These agencies have become a significant resource in
the criminal justice community. A major advantage of retaining an existing
agency is maintenance of the working relationships that have been developed
over the last eight year:. In those States where the agency has good credibility
with local officials, much of the resistance to state involvement in local criminal
justice affairs has already been minimized. On the other hand, where the agency
lacks such credibility, reshaping it min state criminal justice coordinating
agency could be counterproductive. , ',is, the desirability of reshaping an
existing SCJPA is, in part at least, dependent upon how local and regional
officials perceive its utility.

A third alternative is to assign responsibility for coordination to a state
agency which has criminal justice responsibility, such as a state department of
justice or public safety or perhaps the office of the Attorney General.
Coordination in this instance would be directed primarily toward state agencies,
a process much different than when the coordination is primarily between state
and local agencies or among local agencies. The major advantage of this
alternative is the fact that the agency would be in the mainstream of criminal
justice operations within the State. States such as Missouri and Kentucky have
already given substantial responsibility for criminal justice coordination to their
departments of public safety. There are, however, two disadvantages to this
approach The major drawback is the fact that criminal justice coordination
responsibility would be separated from the other coordination processes
established in state government. Adding to this, coordination objectives may be a
relatively low priority in comparison to other operational program
responsibilities of the criminal justice agency.

Since fragmentation is the major reason for creating a coordination agency,
it makes little sense to fragment the coordination process itself. States have
invested a great deal of effort in recent years to establish a variety of mechanisms
and processes for dealing with intergovernmental relationships and problems
which are really not that dissimilar from those found in criminal justice. Each
State must carefully weigh the benefits to be gained by attempting to preserve the
existing criminal justice planning agency structure, and balance them off against
the disadvantages that would accrue from separating the criminal justice
coordination process from the coordination process established by the State for
other functional areas of government.
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The Relationship between Planning and Coordination

The purpose of this report was to clarify the issues that should be addressed

by a State when considering establishment of a state agency charged with

responsibility for policy, program, and resource allocatioit planning for the

entire criminal justice system within a State. Public planning was defined as the

development of strategies by government for the achievement of specific

objectives through governmental action. The feasibility ofdeveloping strategies

for a functional area of government that is organizationally and politically

fragmented was discussed. The importance of linking planning with
decisionmaking in order to enhance the probability of implementation was also

noted. The conclusion reached is that the implementation of comprehensive,
across-the-board strategies for the improvement of criminal justice is extremely

difficult.
States should attempt to build a strong capacity for criminal justice planning

at all major decision points in state and local government. The abandonment of

the notion that a centralized planning process can be effectively utilized for a

highly fragmented intergovernmental process does not necessarily mean

abandonment of a comprehensive perspective in planning wherever it occurs.

Although States may wish to engage in centralized planning for limited
objectives, it seems unwise to pursue centralized planning as apublic policy if the

intent is to utilize planning as a means of enhancing the daily decisionmaking of

independent public officials or of superimposing an external set of objectives

upon them. More specifically, the establishment of a state agency to be
accountable for the criminal justice network is not a feasible concept.

A review of the history of criminal justice planning quickly reveals that

advocates of centralized planning clearly wanted to do more than improve the

decisionmaking of public officials. Centralized planning was perceived as a

means of bringing about sweeping changes in criminal justice that would help to

'reduce crime in America. Apparently many people thought that planning could

somehow transcend the problems of organizational and political fragmentation

and. therefore, be an effective vehicle for making across-the-board changes in

criminal justice policies, programs, and resource allocations. Such an
expectation reflects a naive view of what planning can accomplish, and ignores

the fundamental characteristics of a decentralized form of government. On

balance, the benefits we gain through our inability to centrally plan for changes in

the criminal justice system probably overshadow any losses incurred.

Although the initial objective of this report was limited to examining the

issue of centralized planning for criminal justice, it seemed important to deal with

one of the issues that invoked so much interest in centralized planningthe
desire to bring order out of the chaotic array of differing policies, overlapping

and competitive programs, imbalances in resources, and other organizational

dysfunctions that have characterized the American criminal justice system.

Clearly, centralized ',fanning is not the appropriate vehicle for dealing with
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problems of this nature. Coordination rather than planning is a more effective
means for achieving this objective. However, coordination isnot an alternative to
planning Both are clearly different processes having different objectives. Both
are important and desirable if States are to improve law enforcement and
criminal administration.
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A return to the antebellum Constitution.

THE REHNQUIST COURT

BY OwEN Fiss AND CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER

FROM THE MARSHALL COURT to the Warren
Court, the role of the Supreme Court in determin-

ing the course of American political life has been
widely acknowledged It is harder to see how the
Burger Court plays that role today. It appears to be
adrift, but that impression Is false. There is a vision
that informs its work and shapes our politics. The
source of that vision, however, Is not Warren Burger. It
is William Rehnquist.

Justice Rehnquist's leadership results from neither
accident nor usurpation He and Chief Justice Burger
were appointed by the same President and have voted
together to an astonishing degreelast term In 79.9
percent of all cases in which full opinions were issued.
When he is in the majority, the Chief Justice has the
privilege of deciding who speaks for the Court, and
Burger has consistently chosen Rehnquist In recent
terms Rehnquist has written the opinion for the Court
in almost all the important cases In which he was in
the majority Even his dissents set the terms of the
debate among the Justices and often determine the
evolution of future doctrine It IS not unusual for a
Rehnquist dissent to become the majority opinion
within a relatively short time

If the pattern of decisions and the number of times
he swalss for the Court are any indication, Rehnquist
has considerable influence with the other Justices. Yet
he does not have a secure majority He is struggling for
control' he Is the leader, but the Court is divided, as Is
revealed by the striking increase In the number of
cases in which no single opinion attains a majority of
five. Justices William Brennan and Thurgood Mar-
shall, principal forces on the Warren Court, usually
oppose him Justices John Paul Stevens and Harry
Blackmun have increasingly become nonaligned, pull-
ing away from both so-called "liberal" or "conserva-
tive" blocs, and often writing separate opinions.

Justice Rehnquist can usually count on the votes of
Chet Justice Burger, Justice Lewis Powell, and, to a
slightly lesser extent, Justice Byron R. White. When

Owen Fiss is professor of law At Yale Law School,
Charles Krauthammer is senior editor of THE NEW
RtAlfetiC The authors wish to acknowledge the contd.
bution of /I Jeff Powell to this article,
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Potter Stewart was on the Court, he tended to be part
of the same bloc. The appointment of Sandra Day
O'Connor as his replacement is not likely to change
the alignments. O'Connor has strong ties to Rehnquist.
They were classmates at Stanford, and both she and
Rehnquist spent almost all their adult lives in Phoenix,
where they were members of the same social circles.
Rehnquist has described O'Connor as a close personal
friend. Shortly before her nomination, she published a
law review article in which she revealed her admin.
Hon for Justice Rehnquist, her identification with his
general philosophy, and the likelihood that she would
move within his orbit of influence.

That orbit is likely to expand, given Rehnquist's
energy, his youth (he is only 57), the clarity of his
vision, and the likely pattern of future appointments
Under Reagan, Rehnquist's base of power will grow,
since his constitutional program bears a remarkable
similarity to President Reagan's new federalism Five
Justices, including Marshall and Brennan, are now in
their mid-seventies and Reagan appears ready to use
his appointment power to further Ns political views.

Rehnquist's intellectual and ideological qualifica-
tions for his leadership role have never been much in
doubt. In 1952 he graduated first in his class from
Stanford Law School. He then served as law clerk to
Justice Robert Jackson before returning to practice in
Phoenix in 1954. He spent the next fifteen years in a
successful private practice before joining the Justice
Department as an assistant attorney general in 1969.
Two years later, President Nixon nominated him for
the Supreme Court.

Long before he joined the Court, Rehnquist ardently
and aggressively fought against the liberal ideas that
were to find their deepest expression in the Warren
Court. While still a clerk to Justice Jackson, he wrote a
memorandum in defense of the Flessy v. Ferguson deci-
sion of 1896, which constitutionally legitimated Jim
Crow laws. He wrote,

To those who would argue that 'personal' rights are
more sacrosanct than 'property' rights, the short art.
wet is that the Constitution makes no such (intim-
bon To the argument made by Thurgood. not John
Marshall that a rnapnly may not deprive a minority of
its constitutional right. the answer must be made that
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while this is sound in theory, in the long run it is the
majority who will determine what the constitutional
tights of the minority are.

He continued In this vein in 1958, when he pub-
lished a sweeping attack upon a series of decisions of
the Warren Court that sought to curb the excesses of
the McCarthy era. He began his article In a bar associ-
ation publication this way: "Communists, former com-
munists, and others of like political philosophy scored
significant victories during the October, 1956, Term of
the Supreme Court of the United States, culminating
in the historic decisions of June 17, 19577 (Included
among the so-called "historic decisions" was Yates v.

United States, which set aside the convictions of Ameri-
can Communist leaders and thus sought to protect
advocacy of belief. The Yates opinion was written by
Justice John Harlan, true conservative and a great
judge, whom Rehnquist succeeded and whose name he
often invokes to support his positions ) In 1%4 Rehn-
quist stepped forward to register his opposition to a
Phoenix ordinance designed to prevent discrimination
in public accommodations. The Issue, as he saw it, was
"whether the freedom of the property owner ought to
be sacribced in order to give to these minorities a
chance to have access to integrated eating places at
all " later, Rehnquist actively opposed a proposal by
the Phoenix superintendent of schools for a voluntary
exchange of students to reduce segregation, '1Wle are
no more dedicated to an 'integrated' society," he
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wrote, "than we are to a'segregated' society." That was
in 1%7.

Two years later, he Joined John Mitchell's Justice
Department. "He did not just work as a quiet drone In
the Attorney General's office," Joseph L Rauh later
remarked. "He went out on the huatinp as the Admin-
istration spokesman." Rehnquist publicly defended
the nomination of G. Harrold Caswell to the Supreme
Court, the mass arrest of antiwar demonstrators on
May Day (as part of a "qualified' martial law"his
term), the use of the military to conduct surveillance of
American citizens in the years following the Detroit
riots, and the Administration's program to Impose
restrictions on the rights of government employees to
criticize government policies. In 1971 President Nixon
rewarded him with an appointment to the Supreme
Court.

On the Court, Rehnquist's opinions have been clear,
lucid, brief, and mercifully free of bureaucratese. He
gets to the point quickly and does not decorate his
opinions with authorities he has neither read nor
understood. On the other hand, his opinions fall radi-
cally short of the ideals of the profession. He repudi-
ates precedents frequently and openly, and if that Is
Impossible (because the precedent represents a med.
don that neither the Court nor society is prepared to
abandon), then he distorts them. For example, we are
told by Rehnquist that the Debs case, involving one of
the great strikes In American history, was simply "an
armed conspiracy that threatened the interstate MM.
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portation of the mails" He creates his own precedents
out of asides he places apparently inconsequential
statements unobtrusively in one opinion, only to use
them several opintc,is laterwhen he makes them
seem of central Importance to the earlier case and
decisive to the case at hand He manips rtes trial
records, as when he tried to discredit the findings of a
trial court, affirmed by a court of appeals, that a pattern
of police harassment of minorities had occurred in
Philadelphia Rehnquist saw only isolated incidents
He will also occasionally substitute slogans for analy-
sts, as when he dismissed a grievance against over-
crowded jails on the grounds that the Constitution
does not guarantee "one man, one cell"

These failings of craft have attracted muchattention,
especially from the bar, preoccupiedas it often is with
process rather than substance But the real problem
with Rehnquist is substance Rehnquist hasa constitu-
tional program for the nation he wants to free the
states from the restrictions of the national Constitu-
tion, particularly those emanating from the Civil War
Amendments and the Bill of Rights. His ideal is state
autonomyand for a decade he has been working
methodically to make it a reality

BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR, it was established doc-
trine that the Bill of Rights limited only the

national government not the states The Civil War
Amendments radically changed that The Fourteenth
Amendment, in particular, placed fayreaching restric-
tions on the states It forbade states to "abridge the
privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States," to "deprive anv person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law," or to "deny to
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection
of the laws "These general.ties have been construed as
"Incorporating" almost all of the more specific protec-
tions of the Bill of Rights, thus making them applicable
to the states This process of incorporation beganat the
turn of the century, with the protection against confis-
cation of property, and reached its fullest expression
during the Warren Court

Rehnquist has denounced the incorporation doc-
tnne He has, for example, advocated wider latitude
for the states than for the federal government in
regulating speech He acknowledges, of course, that
states are bound by the generalities of the Fourteenth
Amendment, but he insists that the Bill of Rights is not
to be used as the measure of compliance The states are
to be held to an indeterminate lesser standard,

In defending this position, Rehnquist often cites
Justice Harlan, who also rejected the incorporation
doctrine But though Harlan held the states to a lesser
standard, he held the fed. rat government to a very high
standard indeed, as evidenced by his objection to
federal obscenity prosecutions Rehnquist has yet to
follow Harlan's lead of vigorously applying the Bill of
Rights against the federal government His rejection of
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incorporation works in only one directionIn favor of
state autonomy

With the possible exception of Powell, no Justice
on the present Court has so far shown a willingness
to follow Rehnquist in his rejection of the incor-
poration doctrine But Rehnquist has marshaled a ma-
jonty of the Court for another strategy to serve his as
yet too radical view of state autonomy Imposing strict
limits on the powers of the federal courts and Con-
gress

The decisive turn against the courts came in 1976 in
Row v Goode, the suit charging a pattern of police
abuse of minorities In Philadelphia and seeking struc-
tural reform, including an internal disciplinary sys-
tem, to reduce the likelihood of such abuses. The suit
was modeled on the standard school desegregation
case, which has almost always been brought in federal
courts. Rehnquist dismissed Raw because the remedy
required a federal institution (a federal court) to over-
see the operation of a state agency. In this conclusion,
he departed radically from the principle, implicit in
Brown v Board of Education and subsequent cases in the
1960s, that the federal courts are the primary guardians
of federal constitutional tights.

The Rizzo plaintiffs could still seek redress in the
state courts On the surface, Rizzo did no more than
shift power from one set of judges to another, both
applying the same law But the consequence of such a
reallocation of power is likely to be great It would be
the equivalent of entrusting the implementation of
Brown to the state courts By and large, state Judges,
unlike federal judges, lack the independence that
comes with life tenure, they are more subject to the
shifting tides of politics. Transferring power to the
state courts will reduce the level of enforcement and
make more uneven the implementation of Fourteenth
Amendment protections,

Rehnquist is not alone in attacking the federal courts
for undertaking structural reform of state agencies of
the type contemplated in Rizzo or Brown, But what most
critics oppose is judicial activism They think it incon-
sistent with our democratic ethos for courts to usurp
the power of elected officials and do their work Rehn-
quist, on the other hand, is a Judicial activist. In his
devotion to state autonomy he does not flinch from
using the power of the judiciary to restrict the powers
of the elected branches, and particularly of Congress,

A MAJOR ASSAULT on Congressional power oc-
1-1. tuned just last term in Pennliumi State &I'M v.
Ilatderman The Court had before It a 1975 Congres-
sional statute that had two objectives: to give money to
ne states for the mentally retarded and to codify the

rights of the institutionalized mentally retarded In
the second aspect, Congress had, in effect, enacted a
bill of rights (it was called lust that) for the mentally
retarded Writing for the majority, Rehnquist ruled
that those tights have no legal force, they are only
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JUSTICE O'CONNOR'S FIRST SIX MONTHS
%%hen Ronald Reagan plucked San-
dra 0 Connor from otncunty last
summer and made her the fine
woman to sit on the Supreme Court.
the nation cheered Richard Wirth-
tin, the President's pollster. says that
the O'Connor nommation was one of
the principal events last year that
cone nbuted to Mr Reagan 's popular-
sty It was such a widely admired
political masterstroke that Mrs
0(s:isnot, a 51.year-old state court
lodge from Arizona, was supported
by both liberals and conservatives, a
division usually at its sharpest when
it comes to tudicial nominations.

Yet despite all the fascination with
her nomination, little was actually
learned about what kind of Justice
she would be Dunng her confirma-
non hearings before the Senate Judi -
nary Committee, she faced nothing
more minatory than a clumsy inter-
rogation about her views on abortion
by three newly elected Moral Majori-
tanans Jeremiah Denton of Ala-
bama, John East of North Carolina,
and Charles Crawley of Iowa Con.
fronted by her moral inguisitors.she
offered repentance- she simply re-
nounced her onceheld moderate
views on abortion and publicly re-
gretted her legislative record on the
subject It didn't seem to matter
whetherher change of heart was one
of conscience or convenie,ice, since
feminists, and even abortion rights
advocates, were eager to see her con-

firmed
The only time anything approach-

ing a se nous question of tuchcial phi-
losophy occurred was during a collo-
quy with Senator Howard Metzen-
baum, Democrat of Ohio Mr Met.
zenbaum said he was concerned
about a recent law review article by
Mrs O'Connor that argued that
plaintiffs should be limited in ap-
pealing their cases In federal courts.
Mrs O'Connor, who sought to avoid
discussing anything substantive
which could harm her chances, re-
marked that she regretted having
written the article because of the
questions it was raising.

But now, halfway through her jest
year on the bench, she has gradually
begun to reveal herself Her vote has
not always been predictable. But she

has cast her lot often enough with
lawnchooi classmate William Rehn-
quist and with Chief Justice Burger
to help forge a clear conservative
majority on a number of crucal is-

sues
On January 12, Mrs O'Connorjus.

tailed Senator hi etzenbaum's par.
Millar concern when the provided
the fifth vote for a bare majority rul-
ing that ordinary taxpayers could not
sue in federal court to prevent the
government from giving away valu
able surplus property to a religious
group. The decision turned upon the
concept of "standing," or who is a
proper party to being a suit, a concept
that is at the center of the philo-
sophical debate over how active the
federal courts should be in attempt-
ing to redress wrongs. The case, Val-
ley Forge Christian Colkge v, AmtnmeS
(lining for Separefoon of Church and State,

may be the best barometer this year
of a Justices view of the courts and
the Constitution

Mrs. O'Connor joined the opinion
of Justice Rehnquist, who dended
the notion "that the business of fed-
eral courts" Is to go around "correct-
ing constitutional errors." Justice
Brennan, dissenting sharply, accused
the majonty of engaging in "a dis-
sembling enterprise" that will "slam
the courthouse door" in the faces of
people who believe that their consti-
tutional rights have been violated.

In another case Involving the role
of federal courts, Mrs, O'Connor
voted with five other Justices to up-
hold a 40-year prison sentence for a
Virginia in:n convicted of posses-
sion of less than nine ounces of mad-
pane, In an unsigned opinion, the
majority chastised the lower federal
Mutt judge for daring to Second-
guess a state court Judge and a slate
legislature The Justices in the major-
ity and that federal courts could con-
skier apparently unfair sentences
only in the most extreme cases The
example they gave was life imprison-
ment for overtime parking,

At times, however, the Burger-
Rehnquist line has been too much
for Mrs. O'Connor On January 19,
she provided the fifth vote to strike
down a death sentence that had been
imposed on a 14year-old boy In

Oklahoma The sentence was inval-
id, the Court ruled, because the sen-
tencing oldie had refused to take the
youth's troubled and violent up-
bringing into account

Chief Justice Bureer wrote the dis-
sent Ile expressed the view that the
lower court had indeed been aware
of the boy's bleak past, the judge's
statement that he had not considered
it was "purely a matter of semantics"
And, Mr Burger wrote, in a curious
turn of phrase under the circum-
stances, "There comes a time when
every court must bite the bullet"
This was the same brand of impa-
tience expressed last year by Mr
Rehnquist when he urged judges to
"get on" with the business of putting
people to death and not be deterred
by continuing appeals

In the use of the If-year-old
killer, Mrs O'Connor so strongly
disagreed with Burger and Rehn-
quist that she took the trouble to file
a separate opinion castigating the
dissenters She noted that the Court
had always taken extraordinary care
when the death penalty was in-
volved, because capital punishment
is so final As to whether the boy's
background was considered by the
judge, or whether, as Mr Burger
claimed, It was a false issue, Mrs.
O'Connor responded by saying, in
effect, Let's take the time to find out
and be sure. But heraction may be of
dubious significance In the end If
the case returns to the Court after the
state judge considers the boy's past,
she may well vote to have him ex-
ecuted.

Mrs O'Connor's record so far sug-
gests she will not alter the steady
conssrvatsve momentum of the
Court. But, as juAicial scholars agree,
it is difficult to predict how a Jur,-
rice's philosophy may evolve over
his or her years on the bench And as
the youngest member of the Su-
preme Court, Justice O'Connor may
be with us until well into the twenty-
first century

NHL A. LEWIS

Ned A Lewis is a Washington re-
porter who writes frequently about
legal affairs.
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ads ne to the stateS The talk o` ghts for him was only
"p secs tory "

Congress's power to impose on the states a bill of
rights for the mentally retarded could easily be de-
rived from Section Five of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, which allows Congress to enforce by legislation
the rights guaranteed in the amendment (Congress
has used Section Eve and comparable provisions in
the other Civil War Amendments to justify important
civil rights legislation like the Voting Rights Act of
1965 and the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ) The legislative
record makes it clear that the portion of the 1975
statute guaranteeing the rights of the mentally re-
tarded was understood as an exercise of Section Five
power

That was not good enough for Rehnquist He held
that in order for legislation even to be considered an
exercise of Section Five power, Congress must speofr-
ally invoke that power, something it had failed to do
in enacting the 1975 law The stated reason for Rehn-
quist's rule was, once again, state autonomy. since all
Congressional actions under Section Five constrain the
power of the states, they necessarily threaten state
autonomy and, for that reason, should be disfavored
Rehnquist thus implicitly repudiated the time-hon-
ored rule, based on the respect for Congress as a
coordinate branch of government, that whenever Con-
gress acts it is assumed to exercise all of its powers
under the Constitution

AVING LIMITED ONE source of Congressional
A 1 power, Rehnquist then turned in Pennhorg to the
task of protecting state autonomy from another Con-
gress's spending power The 1975 statute could reason-
ably be understood as an exercise of that power (even
if it were not considered an exercise of Section Five
power) The Department of Justice argued that because
the states were using federal funds in their programs
for the mentally retarded, Congress could impose on
the states obligations regarding the rights of the men-
tally retarded, and had in fact done so in the 1975 act.
Rehnquist refused to accept that argument. He re-
duced Congress's power under the Spending Clause to
a power to offer the states a contract. For him, "the
legitimacy of Congress's power rests on whether
the State voluntarily and knowingly accepts the terms
of the 'contract '" Applying the principles of private
contract law, he insisted that Congress specify the
cond.hons of this "contract" with the same degree of
clarity one would require of a bargain between two
farmers over the sale of a cow Since the provisions in
the 1f3 legislation protecting the rights of the men-
tally retarded did not have the requisite clarity, he
refused to give them legal effect,

This ruling, like the one disfavoring the use of
Sec,ion Fsve, is not an absolute restriction on Congres-
sional power It is more in the nature of a procedural
limitation Congressional action is still possible, but
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more difficult. The clarity that Rehnquist demands is
an ideal that is largely unrealizable, and probably
always unable. Even if Congress can overcome these
barriers, Justice Rehnquist will doubtless find others.
This suspicion arises from statements in his opinion in
the Prnishurst caseonce again, virtual asidesthat
reserve his options if, by chance, Congress is able to
overcome procedural barriers. It also arises from his
willingness to impose more substantive restrictions on
Congress in other domains, such as the regulation of
commerce,

Though Section Five of the Fourteenth Amendment
and the Spending Clause are important contemporary
sources of national legislative power, most of the
growth of Congressional power in the twentieth cen-
tury has been under the Commerce Clause. This grants
Congress the power to regulate commerce among the
states, and it has been construed as a broad grant of
authority, subject to little more than the prohibitions
of the Bill of Rights. The results have sometimes been
momentous. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, for example,
was viewed as a proper exercise of the commerce
power because it prohibited racial discrimination in
public accommodations using goods that moved in
interstate commerce.

Rehnquist has refused to accept the accretion of
Congressional power that has occurred under the
Commerce Clause, Against it he has elevated state
autonomy to a constitutional value of the first rank,
using It to limit Congressional action as the Warren
Court might have used freedom of speech or other
values from the Bill of Rights.ln Nanotrel Leapt of Cron
v. Way, Rehnquist used state autonomy to invalidate a
federal statute prescribing minimum wages and maxi-
mum hours for employees of states and localities. "If
Congress may withdraw from the States the authority
to make those fundamental employment decisions
upon which their systems for performance of these
functions must rest," he wrote, "we think there would
be little left of the States 'separate and independent
existence.'"

The doctrine of Usery, like the Pennhurst rule reduc-
ing Congressional legislation to contract, resurrects
the notion of "state sovereignty," which sees the states
as almost coequal to the nation, and as tied together
only by formal compact for limited ends. The reach of
this doctrine is considerable. As Archibald Cox once
said of equality in the Warren era, the idea of state
sovereignty, once loosed, is not easily cabined. In Usery
it was used to curtail the power of Congress to regulate
relations between the states and their er.ployees. It
may eventually be used to curtail all .xercises of
Congressional power affecting the states.

DEHNQUISTS CHAMPIONING of state autonomy
1, may make him a hero to conservatives, but that
acclaim would be ill-deserved. He is no conservative,
as that term is ordinarily understood in the law, but
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rather a rev owl-tot of a particular ideological bent He
repudiates precedents, he shows no deference to the
leg siAttve branch, and he is unable to ground state
autonomy in any textual provision of the Constitution
vn oci asion, he invokes the Tenth Amendment, but it
cannot tarry the hat weight of his program Accord-

ne exhews .1-tat he calls nieraiam and speaks
instead of the impucit ordering of relationships with
An the tederat system and the tacit postulates yielded
by that ordenng

There is a y, ncial irony to Rehnquist s repudiation of
strict constructiontsM given the rhetoric of the Pres-

ovr, appointed him, pill 43 there is irony in his
wiliingness to use the Judicial power to invalidate the
work of congress and thus engage in his own brand of
Judicial activism But irony is not tantamount to error
Atter all, the Marshail Court on its affirmation of
nationalism) and the Warren Court tin its affirmation
of equality) also repudiated stnct constructionam and
practiced Judicial activism Both would agree with
Rehnquist when he argues that the tacit postulates
are as much engraved in the fabric of the document as
its cypress provisions. because without them the Con-
stitution is denied torte and often meaning They
Wvoid,ltSv agree with him that the task of the Judiciary
is tv give expression tv the values embodied in the
constitution, even it that means enforcing those val-
ues against the eiected blanches The difference
among these various Courts lies in the domain of
substance Rehnquist's goal is the affirmation of state
autonomy, and the legitimacy of his enterpnse wall
ultimately turn on his capacity to ground that value in
the Constitution

WHENWHEN REHNQUIST speaks of being guided by
the tacit postulates of the Constitution. he is

reterring neither to the needs of contemporary society
nor to prevailing social moraiity which he disparag-
ing calis the living Constitution He is talking about
the histoncai Constitution historical imperatives de-
rived from the understanding at Philadelphia For
Reffititcast the task of the Court is to look back to 1787
aro+. to reconstruct the intent of the drafters of the
Constitution The epistemological and evidentiary
problems of such an undertaking ate staggenng But
those problems do not disqualify Rehnqucst s position
He can assert that the diary of the Supreme Court it to
interpret the text and that the most authontahve
source for such an interpretation, apart from the words
on the parchment, is the onginal intent of the frame's.

iffihnoted.y Rehnquist s histonctsm seems to oper-
ate .0 a pet-sitar w ay, in mat ne WISISC to honor the
c.onstauttonal convention of 1787 but not the Judicial
precedents that have been set since then This use of
btstury is at odds with tne common law conception of
t, e Judicial craft, watt as emphasis on precedent But
once again it IS not idiosyncratic The Marshall Court
did rot have the burden of precedent, the Warren
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Court often rejected it The most plausible interpreta-
tion of Br,run is that At simply repudiated ilosy, an an
attempt to reflect a truer understanding of the Four-
teenth Amendment For the Warren Court, as for
Rehnquist, precedent had less force than the framers
original understanding of the text they wrote

But Rehnquist takes his devotion to history one step
further He is so determined to Justify state autonomy
that, besides giving a questionable histoncas reading
of 1787 (he seems to confuse the Constitution with the
Articles of Confederation), he ignores what has ap-
pened sincethe Civil War, for example. And for good
reason The cavil War decided the issue of state auton-
omy It denied the states what might be regarded as the
one essential attnbute of sovereigntythe nght to
withdraw from the Union It affirmed the organic
relationship between the states and the nation, At de-
nied that the states have a 'separate" and 'indepen-
dent existence. it repudiated the doctnne of dual
sovereignty, and located sovereignty in the nation
The Civil War Amendments were a codification of
these under tandangs They were not merely technical
modifications to what Rehnquist claims to be the un-
derstanding at Philadelphia, corrections that assured
all persons formal equality before the law Rather,
these amendments represent a second starting point, a
basic change in the postulates of our constitutional
system Any appeal to history which ignores that is a
sham

THERE IS, HOWEVER, another way of understand-
ing the idea of state autonomy, which may be the

true source of its appeal. It anses from the romance
with Jeffersoffianism and the view that state autonomy
is not an end in itself, but part of a larger system to
protect liberty (President Reagan also defends the
transfer of power to the states, his new federalism, in
the name of a higher valuedemocracy. The slogan IS
returning power to government that is closest to the
people ) If Rehnquist s ideal of state autonomy is in-
deed in the service of liberty, we might be inclined to
accept his revisionist reading of history. But IS it?

The argument that it is rests on an identification of
liberty with limited government that which governs
best, governs least. State government is assumed to be
the best because it is the weakest and most limited,
Those threatened by a state, so the argumen. must
continue, always have the option of moving from one
state to another But this assumes that persons or
groups threatened by one state can move to another,
that other states will not be swept by similar urges of
absviutism, and that the idea of the nation can persist
in the face of diversity on the fundamental nghts of
citizens One would have thought that this country
had already learned the dangers of a house divided

The argument from liberty also ignores the fact that
today the states, and not the federal government, pose
the greatest danger to liberty. If, as Rehnqc.c.t insists,
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the agencies of the central government, including
Congress and the federal courts, are denied the power
to protect basic rights and liberties (such as free
speech, the right to be secure in our homes andper-
sons, and the rights involved in Pennhursf and Rizzo)
against threats by the states, then liberty is dimin-
ished, not enhanced,

STATE AUTONOMY occasionally produces surpri
ing results. In one case, for example, Justice Rehn-

quist permitted the California State Supreme Court,
acting under the state constitution, to require a shop-
ping center owner to subordinate his property rights
and allow leafleting on his property.This decision was
an important victory for free speech (if you live In
California), and is a credit to the consistency of Rehn-
quist's commitment to state autonomy. A liberal
should be grateful for the result, but careful not to
generalize from it The more likely consequences of
state autonomy can be seen In Rehnquist's willingness
to sustain state censorship of allegedly obscenemate-
rial and his refusal to set any limits on the process or
substance of the criminal law administered by the
states, For example, Rehnquist is not the least troubled
by a Texas law that imposed a life sentence on an
individual for obtaining $ I20 75 under false pretenses.
(He accepted payment for repairing an air conditioner
and never did the job ) True, the individual had been
convicted twice before, for frauds of $80 and $28.36.
But from the perspective of state autonomy, it is hard
to see why these details matter. As Rehnquist noted
with icy serenity: "Absent a constitutionally imposed
uniformity inimical to traditional notions of federal-
ism, some State will always bear the distinction of
treating particular offenders more severely than any
other State."

Such cases suggest that with respect to liberty, the
value of state autonomy is neither neutrally chosen
nor neutral in its likely outcome. On the whole, liberty
will not be enhancedunless liberty is reduced to
property Rehnquist prefers state autonomy because it
is more consonant with classical laissez -faire theory
which reduces the function of governmt nt to protect-
ing private exchanges and the aim of the Constitution
to protecting the rights and expectations of property
holders Laissez-faire is predicated on the sharp dis-
tinction between private and gov ernm en actions. And
Rehnquist insists In making this distinction, particu-
larly to protect state action from the constrsints of the
Fourteenth Amendment He refused to apply the Four-
teenth Amendment to a utility company upon which
Pennsylvania had conferred a local monopolyon the
theory that the company is not the State He also
refused to apply the amendment when Pennsylvania
denied blacks equal protection by conferring a liquor
license on a club that excludes blacks Mere support for
private sector discrimination is not enough for Rehn-
quist, the state must discriminate directly.

Another threat to laissez-faire in Rehnquist's view is
the federal regulatory agencies. He has, for example,
sought to impede the capacity of Congress to regulate
business activities by objecting to its practice of dele-
gating powers to administrative agencies (thus draw-
ing on the expertise those agencies possess) Invok-
ing a doctrine once used to stymie the New Deal,
Rehnquist has argued that federal safety legislation
is invalid because Congress gave the Secretary of
Labor too much discretion. The statute directed the
Secretary to make the work place as safe as "feasible,"
and Rehnquist sees the use of that wordcommon-
place in all regulatory measuresas excessive dele-
gation.

Rehnquist seeks to transfer power from the federal
government to the states because the states are princi-
pally concerned with preserving property and public
order. But where the states threaten property, Rehn-
quist sometimes is prepared to sacrifice state auton-
omy, once again revealing his underlying ideology.
He voted to invalidate a Minnesota statute requiring
firms leaving the state to contribute to a pension fund
for their former employees; he voted to invalidate a
New Jersey statute allowing the Port Authority to use
funds for purposes other than securing bonds; and he
voted against a New York City law requiring that
Grand Central Station be maintained as a landmark.
The arm two he saw as impairing the obligations of
contract and the third as breaching the constitutional
duty of the state not to take property (from the owners
of Grand Central) without just compensation.

DEM:QUIST THUS uses state autonomy less to
AA promote liberty thin to promote property. If
also uses it to repudiate the central value promoted by
the Warren Court equality. The Warren Court's be-
lid in equality led it to take a critical view of the status
quo and of existing distinctions of power and privi-
lege. It saw government power not as a necessary evil
to be tolerated, but as an important instrument for
fully realizing the values embodied in the Constitu-
tion. State autonomy was not itself an ideal, but only a
technique of administration. The function of govern-
ment was not to be a night watchman, controlling
disruptions of the status quo, but to guarantee the very
conditions of freedom, to abolish caste, and to provide
equal protection for all citizens.

That vision is receding, most obviously in President
Reagan's attempt to dismantle federal institutions and
to leave the dispensation of rights and privileges in the
hands of the states. Reagan's new federalism will meet
stiff opposition, and possibly ultimate defeat, in Con-
gress. But while that epic battle is fought on page one,
a somewhat quieter, steadier, and more lasting erosion
of federal power and the values it serves is taking place
on the Supreme Court. Reagan may be running out of
time and prestige to carry out his antebellum vision of
federalism Rehnquist appears to have plenty of both,
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Court reform: do critics
understand the issues?

By treating court reform as if it were a
universal prescription, critics are overlooking

the significant achievements of specific
reforms in specific contexts.

by Dale W. Good

Court administrators find little collegial sup-
port for their court reform efforts in the court
management literature The administrators
ma) agree about the value of modern man-
agement techniques for processing informa-
tion, planning and scstematic decision-mak-
ing, bui commentators shots no such consensus
In fact, two recent Judicature aut hors illustrate
%ell the wide disagreement belts een comment-
ators and practicing administrators.

On the one hand. Geoff Gallas not only ques
lions the central polio tenets of court reform
such as unified court s) stems, central rulemak-
ingauthorik and technical tsorkluad produc-
tit Ils anal% ses for equitable judicial resource
allocation, but also takes dead aim at the
methodological cornerstone of court reform?
He SIM P)S the issues that he Mimes require
further research and concludes that his retless'

«mains a most!) implicit argument for
more confidence in informed qualitatit e judg-
ments as against clean quantitaute methods

I (MILO (o11111 felons hen Ii been butli nn 4,1 ndr-
gnnrr Sinflifirnn, 63 RDU ATI to 2$ OM) and Calla.
rh,(,,,,,rnfoonnlIt,tdom of Siam Court Af1171111,WWWII
4 ( fri"ni 4nentneni and an 41tonnvilir ,lpfnoinh 2 I
it sr Sri j ri, (197b) t 'nlets oihrruise noted nfernsfs

(..an f A.m. in the more recent allele
2 ld .ar 31

On the other hand. Stuart Nagel and col-
leagues, tackling one of the major court reform
projectsreduction of case backlogs and pre-
trial delay recite a "cookbook" of "clean
quantitatite methods" for that purpose? Nagel
tells us that the court administrator can mil)
applc sophisticated techniques of management
science, such as queuing methodologs. critical
path methods. optimum choice analsses. and
Markos chain anal) ses. Nagel concludes:

the frequents of the application of these models
has not been projxnuonate to theupotentialut and
has been limited to those skilled in the methods of
modeling but not neressaril,s knots lecigable ol the
legal process What mat hepatic ularli net did ism]
awareness of these modeling t heones among Ina( lit -
ingauorne}s, judges, judicial administrators. legal
researchers, and others int olt ed in the legal process.'

Unfortunate!). if Nagel's -cookbook" meth
ods are serious!) considered, the do more
to chill than to et oke enthusiasm for the appli-
cation of scientific management methods to
court administration, Indeed. John Paul It) an.

3 Nagel. Net f. and AtttitshAu, (lunging romordgmeni
,Nome so the (own to reduce Mtn, fr2 Jt us ATI ar 128
(PM,. and Nagel and Ned. Tinfr.Onented Modell and
the Lem, Prosen, 197$ 11'mn I Q -11,7

4 Now!, TuffrOnented Nadi and the Legal Pit,
rely. wpm m 2.451S
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In a critique of Nagel in the same issue of
I uclicature,5 anticipates Gallas theme when he
argues that

It has been fashionable in the literature of Judicial
administration to remose from easy purs less. ques-
tions focusing on the equity. or the distribution of
and access to. justice Management practices are
often spoken of in the contest of science or opera
lions research.' Competence of personnel is often
appraised on narrow lechnicaProunds Nevenbe,
less, polies questions are resilient, not easily buried
even by a Om of management Jargon,'

Nagel commits the error of which Gallas
and Ryan warnignoring the political out-
comes or policy questions obscured by "man-
agement science." He also comm its an equally
griesous mistake in failing to recognize the
range of types of litigation and the diversity of
procedures for different kinds of cases. Thus, to
a court administrator. his techniques seem at
best problematic and at worst academic esoteriaz.

Ultimately, the administrator finds almost
no guidance in the professional literature Gal-
las tells a judiciary or legislature which is hos-
tile to any change in established procedures or
to short-term increases in public expenditure
for potential long-term savings that the whole
edifice of judicial administration and its reli-
ance on modern quantitative techniques may
be wrong: Nagel then confirms their belief that
modern court managers are expounding other
worldly, abstruse and impractical methods'?

A healthy development
But is this difference in perspective so tragic)
No, it is a healthy development which mirrors
a similar and morevigorous debate on method-
ology that has occurred to the social sciences

5 Ryan, Management science in the reef world of
courts. 62 JuisicAevitt NI (1978)

6, ld . at 146
7 It may be argued that these are only two or three

articles from a now rebind) large body of literature on
court administration and operations reatearch or sewn-
lilt( management techniques within a court ensironment
However. t hes are represema hse of the variation in perspec-
tive and the authors are certainly among the intellectual
leaders of the field.

8 In political science. these Him were expressed most
directly by the critics of behavioralism and the scientific
methods, especially by the Caucus for a New Political
Science See. e g. Sultan and Wolfe. eds. THE END or
POLITICAL SCIENCE THE CAUCUS PAPERS. New York: Basle
Books, 1979. and Graham and Carey. eds. THE POSE.
BEHAVIORAL ERA PERSPECTIms ON POLITICAL SCIENCE.
New York David McKay. 1972
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for a decade or more.* Political science, sociol-
ogy, public policy analysis and even public
administration have debated these same issues
of "value neutrality," "political outcomes" of
administrative processes, and the apparent ele-
vation of technique and method over values or
"ends." Indeed, this debate has a long history
on an Intellectual plane in the philosophies of
science and social science"

But if the intellectual development of the
court administration field is going to haveany
value for the administrator in the field, it is
necessary to seek out some practical level for
the application of these theories. It isclear that
court administration should not abandon court
reform agendas - -as long as these techniques
are also applied with a sensitivity to qualita-
tive or political implications. Nor can court
administration adopt clean, quantitative meth-
ods wholesale, without careful application to
the court environment.

This article-critically evaluates the positions
adopted by Gallas and Nagel and then dis-
cusses how court administration can apply
management science on a more realistic level.
In particular, it examines efforts in Minnesota
to achieve certatn court reforms by utilizing
management techniques. One of our state
court management projects, for example, seeks
to make access to judicial resources more
timely and equitable by using one kind of
operations researchqueuing theory-4 pplied
to a weighted caseload analysis, along with a
caseload information system that accounts for
diversity in litigation. Such a project strikes a
practical middle ground between the extremes
of Gallas and Nagel by Interweaving manage-
Ment techniques and specific reform goals."

In sociology see. Mills. THE SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINA-
TION New York,G rose Pros.1959 especially pp 50.75 and
pp 119.131 The intellectual challenge toscientific sociot.
ogy was fueled by such works as Alvin Gouldner's. THr
Cosmic Glens irr Woregri Soelosocv New York Ason
Books. 1970 and John O'Neill's, Socioaocv As A SKIN
TRADE. ESSAYS TOWARD A REFLEXIVE SOCIOLOGY London

Heinemann Books, 1972
9. The historical roots of this contemporary dispute

over methodology can be traced to the first 'Methoden-
welt concerning economics occurring in the 1870s to
1880s in Germany. and its continuation among European
social sctentists in the1930s and 19601 See Adorno. Albeit
Dahrendorf, Haberma s. Pilot, and Popper. THE POSITIVIST
DISPUTE IN GERMAN SOCIOLOGY. Irani by Adey and Frisby
London. Heinemann Books. 1976. especially theintroduc
(ion by David Frisby, pp. ix to xliv
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Tato basic flaws
There are two fundamental flaws in Gallas
anals sis of the effectiseness of the court reform
mosement First, although we can trace the
historical roots of the reform mosement to
Pound and Vanderbilt. it is clear to most
observers that states hale undertaken major
reform ac unity only in the last decade, and the
results of such reforms may not be esaluated
for a long time It takes far longer to introduce
an administratise reform. for example. than
for the U S Supreme Court to announce a
tnajnr decision await its Implementation, and
see Its effects on the law or other institui.onal
practices" Indeed. Gallas may be testing the
foundation of court reform before it has been
Risen a chance to temper

It mas be, though, that Gallas is simply
adopting a classical consersause posture of de-
manding extensor proof before making changes
in the status quo His approach is entirely
responsible unless he creates a "Catch-22

m Pan of this article mar be read as meds academe. a
',cunt for w huh the issoauthorsare being mightn't% critic.
creed However at least in the case of Gallas, it is necessars
t.. adders, the details 01 his argument about Jowl, reform
before one mas question his conclusions Judges lawsers
And court administrators mat not share Callas' social WI
ewe relein h background and thus mas wrongls accept

fusions because ihes cannot ihaltenge the details
of his supporting arguments

11 CI Cannon The eulusionan rule have critics
ponen that It doesn t deter 62 JUDICATVISE 398

Clat intent Arultstsof impast and implementation
patterns

12 A minor but similar point is es ident when Callas
,,upra n i at 29i dna usses Kuhn s THE ST/MC-Teat or

Is not RFWI L TRAY Cho ago t ens ern!) of Chicago
Press PrO Gallas superb( talk reach Kuhn and concludes
ghat c hallenges tocourt reform ma. be leading to a change
in the dominant paradigm However, Kuhn, who is an

,s,an and philosopho tri the natural sciences. withers
the concept of paradigm" to reflect the subtle historical
tumid.s of the' knower" the scientist and his,her con-
eldual framework. and the known. or objective real.

bring tnsestsgated Kuhn belieses that a paradigm
shift occurs onit after she old paradigm can no longer
explain all the questions being raised about that objective
realm and that the new paradigm or conceptual frame
sort which takes its place subsumes or incorporates all
that u huh has been evplatned Its that which preceded it
Mt Gallas fails to recognire that a new such paradigm only
acts as a nassaver of the old See Kuhn, p 5

For an excellent and readable overview of she change in
the phtlosophs of science and social science see Mason.
Tin 8SolaN IMAGE MAN SCIENCE AND SCCIETY New
York Doubleday 1966 A leading work in the rethinking of
the methodological assumptions of the sciences is Lola.-
riviS PULSONAL KNOWLEDGE 70wANDS A POST-CEPTICAL
PHILOSOPHY New York Harper and Row, 1964

demanding proof of success before a reform is
implemented rather than simply demanding
proof of the failure of the status quo. Gallas
neglects to analyze the failures of the court
system before a reform, but he demands proof
of success before any reform Is implemented)2

A second major flaw in Gallas' work is that.
for the most part, he treats "reform' as if it
were a uniform set of principles in the litera-
ture. But, when he criticizes institutional re-
searc h on reform, he laments the fact that it is
specific only to that context"focused on one
jurisdiction and problem"and therefore. de-
void of "reliable and valid generalizations. is
But that may not be so unusual a problem.

Reliable generalizations frequently are more
restricted in scope, more context-specific than
the social scientist would want us to believe. In
fact, the meaning of reform, the impetus for
'dorm. and therefore, the evaluation of its suc-
cess. are Inherently context-specific. The goal
of a particular reform (reducing pretrial delay.
for example) may be understood only in terms
of a specific jurisdiction and a specific type of
case (civil or criminal) The impetus for reduc-
tion of delay in criminal cases may be, in one
jurisdiction, primarily a civil libertarian ges-
ture ("justice" or "equity") and in another. in
conjunction with a pretrial release program, a

"conservative" cost- cutting measure (lower pub-
lic expenditures) Likewise. the mons a non for
both reduced pretrial delay and centralized
rulemaking for civil cases may be a further step
in the historical trend toward the rationaliza-
tion of the law and legal process demanded by a

complex economy. complicated property rights.
and economic entities conducting business
across geographical and political boundaries),

Seen in this light. movements for reduction
in civil case delay are conceptually analogous
to the movement for a Uniform Commerical
Code Corporations which may occasionally
file a civil suit in. say. Cook County. Minnesota

13 Callas, supra n 1. at 36.
14 Rationalization has a specific meaning as used

hereformal, predictable...etc See. for example, thea na ly
sin of the relationship between AngloAmencan junspr
denceand economic development in Max Weber's seminal.
"Sociology of Law" (Rechtsionologie) as the seventh
chapter of wiRrsenser VND GESELISCHAFT. Tubingen,

B Mohr, 1972 or MAX WESER ON LAW IN ECONOMY
AND SOCIETY. edited by Max Rheinstein Cambridge.
Mass. Harvard, 1951
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expect and demand a relatively similar pro-
cedural and substantive context as they would
find in Hennepin County, Minnesota Min-
nearxilisi or Cook County, Illinois (Chicago).
C.ertainly the forces at work in bringing about
reform in mil cases may be quite unlike those
adt(xating reform in criminal procedure.

Gallas thusappears to be misdirected in treat-
ing the reform program as monolithic and then
(by implication) questioning its success with-
out reference to context. Indeed, as I discuss
later, not only is the application of reform con-
text-spc-t du (the particulat reform and where
and how it is applied), but the evaluation of its
success also must be t ontext-specifit .15 For
these reasons. Gallas conclusions about coutt
reform are both premature and abstral i.14

Management insensitive to politics
I hough Stuart Nagel and his colleagues ad-

%,m e sophisticated management sc tent e For
court administrators as a means to elf« t re-
form,' the gist- link indication of the rele-
tan( e of these «int epts to tours administra-
tion Indeed. their treatment of these it c !mollies
tt 'thin a court context appears to be insensitict
to qualitatite and political issuesthe central
concern of Gallas

I..awl asserts that queuing theort, one of
seteral operations resealch techniques vc Inch
he disc usses, can be a useful management tool
tit whit h ourts can systematically reduce case-
inocessing delay He explains that the mathe-
matic sof queuing theort 'elates a rri sal rates

to sertu mg rates based on the number of

to t 011,011,1 Gallas Irk', 4., du- ornplesst and th n
autism of the problems and Amor. lot research that is
senoras r w st tiler six to evonomit foci rs as %Mat organ'
rational and shop dsnamii s sit hi stems to be imensitim
to hob hide his obn analysis incorporates these concerns
which I hate loosth from, ' context' (wpm in 1, at kit

Gallas 19;4, mock salts lot an alternator conceptual
design to mate coon admtnisnanon strut lure Lord on the
ennal theses iho sondmoto alto sung *tau r stun 5,

rem sum nut 4114101110111/Allolli ate rnnedandrnotesltoil
(iupm n 1 at 12 ms rinithasol

to Orb-final tni ol rsidriur ol the consolistions ol
which Gallas must accomplish to mount such a broad
scale amok on Noun reform is his support lice acontrx-
trial genetaluation to )ith/ rat administration researth
meneralstation %idiom Oriente to the *pet Mt reform
Ko.aItif lotat fffff (.41.0 04040 f 4(30 At the SAIMerifTle
that fir tall. for mote .tuner ill WW1 administration
IrStaral hr trims ihr quanotator methods oho h air ihr
bran of scum r Id m ti

17 cat' Nagel topm n 3
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"serve's." While the concept may be intui-
tively reasonable as a means of dealing with
case backlogs Jr case delay. Nagel's treatment
of the application of queuing theory to the
courts has several substantive and methodo
logical problems.

The first problem, of rout se, stems directly
from the Gallas Ryan perspective Nagel asserts
that the mathematical queuing formulas mean
that delay tan be reduced only by manipulat
mg one of the specified tariables For example,
he states that "arrival rates" can be reduced by
di% ening cases to administratite agencies or
encouraging pretrial settlement. "senior rates"
can be increased by reducing the number of
service stages (say. by eliminating grand juries
fin formal indictments) or by increasing the
number of "servers" (by adding judges or
quasi-judges).

What of the politics of such alternantes?
!net itably, the application of Nagel's "man-
agement" techniques hate political or policy
manifestations 11 The use of administrative
agencies in place of courts and the elimination
of grand pines, for example, are fundamental
pox ilia, and or constitutional questions w hich
should not be determined by a supposedly
value- neutral administrative or management
process. I do not maintain that systematic
analysis and research should not form the basis
of poll() decision making by the appropriate
bodies, but fundamental policy questions should
nut be cloaked in the garbof abstract technique
and value- neutral "science.'" Judges ssho re-
sist "reform" efforts may not be resisting
re form as such, nor modern management tech-
niques. but rather administration" that effects
significant polies changes in the lass or court
system under the guise of objecute "manage-
ment science,"

Oversimplification
A second substantive deficient% of Nagel's
work is that it appears to treat court cases as if
they were the uniform components serviced in

18 Thr recommendation to add a specified immix, of
judges or sets rot raas br thr olds outs mut of du applo
cation of queuing thews %huh a substatinalls adman's
trall%ranandgenuni (ulur)

19 Onts thr most uninformed obsersets still tx lit sr as
(.allay implies Ouprel 11 I at 37i that publu AdM1111,1t.1
rots. 1% bri her cuts managrtsor «mu exec lllll ntakr onh
management decisions hating tut political dirt



a manufacturing or industrial process, which
is the more common application of the web-
niques. In the application of queuing theory,
for example. we recognize that a typical civil
case may or may not reach a stage where it
requires "service" (a hearing or trial in which a
judge orjudicial officer participates); if it does,
the type and amount of "service" may vary.
Conversely. a serious criminal matter is com-
monly required by rule to proceed through
more clearly defined "service" stages and to do
so within prescribed time periods. In essence,
she sariation in the types of litigation and the
procedural diversity associated with it means
that theapplication of some simple mathemat-
ical formula will appear inappropriate to the
lawyer or judge.

Queuing theory has been used to support
complex systems where service occurs in stages
and where a prioritization of service is estab-
lished( "pnority.disciplinequeuingmodels"),3
Nagel's explanation of the theory, however,
fails to adequately acknowledge either the
problems associated with procedural diversity.
or the mathematical extension of she model to
accommodate more complex systems. Judges
and court administrators are likely to be left
with the impression that operations research
techniques ("sciendf ic management") are tools
that sound impressive but barely recognize the
practical realities of courts.0

In summary, we can criticize Callas for his
premature judgment of court reform, for his
failure to recognize the deficiencies of the couri
ustem that have been the impetus for court
reform and for his apparent refusal to recog-
nize ways shat systematic or "scientific" tech-
niques can solve court problems. We can fault
Nagel for his superficial prescription for "sci-
entific management" of the courts.

But theseauthors do contribute to our under-
standing of reform because they raise three
questions that must be answered in practical

20 roc example some typeset( cases. by law or rule. are
mandated to 'time the immediate attention of the court
ahead of an) other type of case pre% must) at issue or
talendared

21 In essence I am agreeing with Clarks Lindblom
that there ts land ought so beta direct relationship between
the breadth of a problem or level of decision and the
utiuht of the "operations research" model which is ap
plied See I andblom The Science of Muddling Through.
19Pva go Rev (1959)
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Fundamental policy
questions should not be

cloaked in the garb
of abstract technique

or value-neutral 'science.'

terms by court administrators: (1) Can we rea-
listically appraise the "political" or policy
ramifications of administrative reforms? (2)
Can the administrative techniques we adopt
take account of those "political" effects? (3)
Can scientific management techniques appro-
priately be applied in a court setting? These
questions are a challenge to court adminisira.
tors, but in each case, the answer is "yes."

The 'political' Impact of reforms
Gallas states that the single most important
goal of court reform is "universal equity."
which he defines as a uniform quantity and
quality of services across junsclictions within a
state, and, logically extended, across states.tt
He sees unitary state funding of courts and
weighted caseload analyses as administrative
derivatives of this reform goal.

But Gallas has erected a straw man. The goal
of reform efforts is not some abstract, "absolute
equity" as he implies, but rather a relatively
uniform quantity and quality of judicial serv-
ices. Even within the past year, for example.
evidence indicates that some litigants could
expect to wait 24 months to have a civil case
heard in one Minnesota county. while litigants
in another county could proceed to trial within
two months is Though Minnesota historically
has not had a serious criminal case backlog, the
state instituted procedural reforms in 1975 to

22. Calla. supra n. I. at 30.
23. MINNESOTA Surt COURT RIPORT 1976.1977. Su.

pretty Court of Minnesota. p. 27.
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further reduce pretrial delay s 22 Research exam-
ining the effectiseness of those reforms found
that six months after the rules of criminal
pros edure IA ere enacted, the median time state-
wide between arrest and sentencing had de-
( waled from hi 7 to 51, court dass 25 Nonethe-
less, wide satiation in delay between counties
continued to exist 24

The Minnesota Constitution provides that a
fundamental right of each cutzenand there-
fore a constitutional obligation of the Judi-
(laf).-11
cal rented% of the Ions from all injuries and wrongs
which hr mac ter me to his person properm and
character, And to obtain justice (reels and without
purchase «impletels, and w shout denial, promptly
and without delay (emphasis added)"

It has, of course. been the responsibility of the
legislature and the judge tar) to implement this
gum-an/et'

111Slof10111. this pros 'sum has had different
'matting,. even the most recent efforts of the
Minnesota legislature to Interpret the meaning
of delay appear to contemplate only reasonable
maim ufeequaltty The Court Reorganization
A( t of 1977 pros ided the outline of an admuus-
Ir.111% t. apparatus to deal systematically with the

question of delay n Undoubtedly, the contem-
porary public and legislause concern with
more precise met hantsms for estimating exist-
ing backlogs and speeds frig acceptable dela) is

a result of four consergent historical forces
burgeoning csil litigation of markedls

uu re.1,ed (nnplexit).
the plopensits of legislatures to add new

(iii remedies.
re( cm in teases in criminal filings. arid
more intense competition for limited pub-

21 See the Rules 01 inminal Prot edure. N1 issrsotA
Rs t cis Of CAR RI Supreme Coon of Minnesota Si Paul
%est Publishing Compans t 1479

Thomssen and F.111.0%.4.1 COURT Mt AV Is MIS vr.
%MS Ill(1 tan Ets,v, Minnesota Come Control Plan
rung Board tSeptember 1977,

2s The anals us of satiation in delas between counttes
in the 10 (outlet sample oat nor reported in the repot,
prestousls cited but was confirmed in conversations with
the rese.mhers

27 Miss C,osst article I section 8
2.4 See e r the interpretanon of this constitutional

obligation in (hnl lustur Robert ',limn of the !shrine
suta Soprenie Court in his Mateo( the Judicial* Message
1978 delasered to the Minnesota State Bar Association. St
Paul Minnesota June 21 1978

29 Miss Sus' 4601'.
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lic fiscal resources so

More complicated administrative tools
Under these conditions, it is not surprising
that legislatures are providing the court system
with more complicated admoustratise tools to
respond to the changes in our increasingly com-
plex and technological society. One need not
be a modern day Luddite to lament the increas-
ing complexity and the centralization of power

in all spheres of public and private life. Yet it

hardly seems fair to expect the judiciary to
maintain an 18th century pastoral simplicity
in the face of these changes, and it is hardly
reasonable to hypothesize that our responses to
change represent sonic naive aspiration towards

absolute equity.
The Minnesota Court Reorganization Act of

1977 pros ides the administrause foundation
needed by the judiciary to provide relatiyely
equitable access to judicial services in light of
the conditions we enumerated But hese re-
forms were adopted only as a result of public
policy decisions the administratise reforms
base not created public policy but vice versa
The political dialogue from which the legisla
non resulted certainly considered the political
effects of the adminestrame reforms, such as
those Gallas suggests (centralization of admi-
mstrause power, for example)

The Reorganization Act was the result of
over three years of deliberations by a Select

Committee on the State Judicial System chaired
by Associate Supreme Court Justice Lawrence
R. Yetka The committee included trial judges,
attorneys, representatises of the League of

Women Voters and state AFL -CIO, and carious
public officials including the state public
defender. legislators, a former gmernor and
other executive branch personnel Monthly
meetings, public hearings, and testimony by

interested parties and experts in judicial ad-
ministration were all part of the deliberatne

process.

30 At his August 7, 1979 address to the paint session of
the annual meetings of the Conference of Chief Justices
and the Conferences of State Court Administrators Chief
Justice Warren Burger suggested a joint studs of alterna,
rate litigation patterns for complex cisil cases Burger

urged that esen before completion of the studs lawyers
should ssaise juries and stipulate for trial bs three -judge
panels Fot an excerpt of his address, ate 5 1 Stag Jest
mots tiros 1September. 1979)
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A step toward equitable services
Records of the select committee's work indicate
that its members were keenly aware of both the
problem of more equitable statewide delivery
of militial services and the political ranufica-
non, of the associated reforms. In the first
regard. for example. the committee heard tes-
timony on January 21. 1976 from an expert on
the deselopment of state aid to edtication. The
committee beltesed that the historical changes
experienced by the school systems weresimilar
to those confronting the courts. Without more
state support for education, either thecounties'
tax burdens or the provision of services would
remain inequitable Indeed, the minutes of the
committee show a continuing concern for mak-
ing sers ice delis ery across the state MOre equtt-
able% ithout sacrifiting local operational con-
trola common problem in most areas of state
and national gosernment in a federal system.

The committee's sensitivity to the political
ranufit ations of reforms is apparent from its
rontinuous reference to maintaining a decen-
tralized participatory management structure
(or the courts A close reading of the commit-
ter 's report and the findings and recommenda-
tions of the judicial officials from other states
acting as consultants on the project, reveals
that the reform measures were intended to
establish such a scheme."

Operational control of the courts was
made the responsibility of the local bench, the
chief judges of the district, and the trial court
administrators,

The state level management respunsibili-
ne, of the r hief justice and state tourt adminis-
trator %sere focused on those areas where state-

nth-amity ,personnel standards. records,
Itiftornation and statistics) ur statewide pm-
s few (temporary judicial assignments) was
necessary.

Of rnursc, committee minutes do not neces-
sarily reseal all the polities of ihe reform effort,
Much mote may be said by the legislativepro-
ms in which the Select Committee s
hence the new administrative structure, was

it The rommt nee (focusses the derentralued scheme An
its unpublished report. The Final Report of the Select
Committee on the State, judu sal System (no data espe.
r tall% pp 3 and 9,17 See .110 Appenchz Gto that report,
Consultant Repott on Administrative Structure." espe.

(tally p 13

11111111111

A continuing concern
was to make services

more equitable
without sacrificing

local control.
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incorporated substantially intact into the law.
It is doubtful, hovi ever, that the committee
Niexed its successful effort as more than a step
toward more equitable service delivery, given
the continued financial disparities associated
with major county funding of the courts.

'Policy' In the techniques we adopt
In dealing with the problem of delay. Minne-
sota adopted both a statewide case-tracking in-
formation system and a weighted caseload sys-
tem as administrative tools which are part of
the reform package. The policy goal is to have
the ability to estimate current backlogs pre-
cisely. to allocate judicial resources to obtain
some acceptable level of delay, and to do it in the
most cost-effective manner. Contrary to Gallas'
assertion about meansosershadowtngends. 32
the publicly determined "end- or goal is reduced
delay and more equitable service, and the
`means" chosen is the administrative and tech-
nical apparatus contained in the legislation.

One of the methods Minnesota has intro-
duced is a weighted caseload system, which is
actually a very simple concept. li posits that
some method is necessary to compare the case-
loads of different jurisdictions. If we simply
compared the number of cases filed or cases
disposed between jurisdictions, we would be
comparing "apples" with "oranges." Since
different types of cases require different proce-

32. Gallas. supra n. I, at 27.
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dures. judges spend saryingamounts of time to
dispose of different cases. There are, however.
ways to weigh these differences.

A measure that acknowledges the difference
in work requirements considers the typical
amount of judge-time required to dispose of a

particular ty peof case. estabhshinga "weight"
for each type of case knowing this factor, one
can translate caseloads into equivalent units
When a caseload, stated in terms of weighted
case units (minutes), is divided by the amount
of time a judge typically has available to do
case related work, the result is the number of
judges required to mos e the caseload,"

A common criticism of weighted caseload
systems (WCL's) is that they encoulage each

judge to adhere to some "aserage" in the
amount of time required to handle a case, and
consequently. to ignore the increased quality
some judges can pros ide through increased
time and attention Another criticism is that
weighted caseload ss stems ignore the question
of how efficient or producuse a judge or
number of judges mar lx-again institutionaliz-
ing "what is" rather than what ought to be."

One argument concerns quality and the
other quantity. but both are wrong to the ex-
tent that dies mrsperceise what a sseighted case-
load system is designed to do. It is crucial to
obserse that the WCL concept. by definition.
makes no assumption about quality of judicial
effort or product's its Weighted caseload sys-
tems simpls allocate judgeships to make case-
loads equivalent and reduce backlogs."

IS SeughtinK blows or ssembied ease unto have been
err ',Molted to A number of both empirical and tniumse
mnhrxts Minneosu has .Moen to measure rare 'elated
pith, iii bench and r liambers rime A ss tightest rase unit is
then a measure of lodge time tumours) and Isarturned to
be 114 inallstu purposes the stone unit for All tasetspes
litiumer a unit Presents a different porpooton of eath
rate opt.

11 Si'. c the reports asatlable from the lames %huh
has e cleseloysl uelghteslcaseload o rams A nchome of the
men, itotiessional inetaitare sush as ( Ink and Slut,
marl 11.4t1(74) Ihon.04.1 bad iql and 4dm,I0,1

re,Itno .11t II I 1Us /erttluTro and comment

1.. Doane at 10u Page 114chmOon Iteretted ( oflond
'ern I i ST COI R7 19;; Doane net' MN AO

111,0,0 on Pr', rigid Ono, florkload 2 3 Jr ST Se.
27941477r
Also Ali Don sItt and kitsch ( of Me 14,1Phi if ethod

na 4 of 114o ant Alallt444 II AIWA
li ST it I t14;S see also, Mole ,n /ran and ihr
relausl .11111 It IPA, The s Plett/.1 r4'/hold Via/ran It as
not 4 Nriltle whger 411,ntrfor dr, ,vans
Jr RICARI RI MI I MR;

A72 Judo afore I "hone I Numbr, N Mare b. POOP
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The question of the quality of judicial sery
ice must be left to agencies other than court
administrators. The weighted caseload system
cannot, with any statistical confidence, deter-
mine whether a judge is "carrying his case-
load or carrying out his duties in a competent
manner These quality considerations mustbe

regulated by professional guidelinesjudicial
standards, judicia' discipline agencies, higher
court review and politically by theelectorate

It is clear, nonetheless, that a weighted case-
load system is an important admtnistratise
tool designed to distribute judicial resources
equitably so that case processing delays become
more nearly equal across court jurisdictions It
represents a huge step towards a more cost-
ef fectis e judiciary where judgeships are created
or eliminated based upon an empirical and

systematic demonstration of need

Tracking down delay
But assigning sufficient judges may riot alone
reduce delay. Other factors may contribute to a
backlog. Suppose we consider two county court
jurisdictionsone which tries a cis il case within
six months of notice of readiness and another
which tries a similar case within -15 days Scl-
eral fac tors could cause the difference'

relative differences HI the sue of the aser-

age caseload (filings):
differences in the number of full-time sit-

ting judges or judicial officers:
differences in the "productit ity " of judges

in each jurisdiction (speed of rendering deci-
sionsor number of cases disposed lier period of

time assuming an equivalent caseload), and

differences in calendaring techniques and
continuance policies "

In'theory, were we to subtract the effect of
these factors, the remaining time should be
equivalent for the two counties. There should
also be sonie "frictional" time or minimum
time necessars to file. calendar. prepare, and

possibly hear or us. and enter judgment on a
case. Weighted caseload systems ignore all
sources of delis ex( ept the relationship betyseen

the' number of judges and the size of the case -
35 The misting k-s el of qualm in term* of the esoung

ewe-Istituto. of time on cases is indeed assumed and
built-in
It, hese are t mut controllable or ottri related fat tors

tints therefore thflereth es III SlIal lat COI's AI .11101111, stile

an !tooted
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The question of the
quality of judicial

services must be left
to agencies other than
court administrators.

-7*--101110111111
load (stated in equivalent WCL units)."

Minnesota court administration has detisrx l.
other management methods to deal more pre-
cisely with the components of delay. For exam-
ple the state has implemented a case tracking
management information system." which pre-
defines that point at which, by rule or law, the
court's responsibility to move a case begins."
Regular and periodic reports remind judges
and clerks of cases that are becoming wile.
Additionally. a Trial Court Information S
tern (MIS) project is establishing model trial
court management systems which will. among
other things, update and improve the effi-
ciency of calendaring and court management

57 Some workoasan ad(unct of weighted caseload arub
Isis ha, been 4,ampleted on the question 01 product is it y
Se. Mole Comparmg (Olaf produrtwity 61 itoteArclit
Its e19;5)

SA (as it probate and lamas cases base been tracked for
rr a sear Serious ,riminal wises base been tracked by

another agencs and will be tracked bs the Supreme Chun
Information Ssstems Office beginning in March. 1900.
Moo other rase tspes will begin to be tackled an 1950

*slinneuga assigns spec du responstbiltas to district
and county courts to mote a criminal case upon first
appearance S., e g. %6e t R C.kna P 102 Subd S
bouts from arrest to first appearance). Rule 1 03 (dabs to
too appearance in &mist town for arraignment). Rule
it Ptidas sfromfirstappearancetoomn ibusheatmngt Rule
11 10 id's* to trial upon demandi Rule 51 01 establishes
the method for computing time

Miss. Sitar 211 10, sad 1. rand the recent legislation
establishing sentencing guidelines prescribes the number
of class bona 101W 'Oman of sentencing Ionian of an order

Ott the roil side 11Pec R Cu) P 55 03 sass that the
afendaring of a t as, must follow filing Of a note of issue

The law and tures goserrung rusentle court and ',rotate
court are far less rigorous, however

techniques which may have contributed to
delay in case processing. Indeed, by managing
available resources more effectively we may
preclude the need for additional judgeships to
meet prescribed case-processing time standards.

Soon. Minnesota intends to extend its
weighted caseload system and case tracking
management information system with the"op-
era lions research" or management science tech
niques which Nagel describes (specifically,
queuing theory). But those efforts will be
undertaken with a sensitivity to the court
environment and qualitative issues which are
the central concerns of both the critics of man-
agement scienceand the court reform movement.

Fitting techniques to reality
In a real life setting, delay is piobabilistic
rather than deterministic: case filings are vari-
able, and over small units of time more "ran-
dom" than fixed. Queuing theory can accept
the variability of real life situations and pro-
vide orderly and systematic guides for han-
dling what is otherwise unmanageable.

The weakness of Nagel's suggested applica-
tion of queuing theory is that it is not sensitive
to the peculiarities of the court environment
where "cases" are both "apples" and "oranges"
in terms of procedural diversity. The develop-
ment of queue theory in a manufacturing
environment allows more straightforward ap-
plication with useable results. Unfortunately.
in order to properly incorporate the multiple
and variable "service stages" of the court
environment into queuing theory, one must
assume that the "servicing" of each case takes
comparable units of effort. or one must develop
an incredibly complex extension of queue the-
ory math.

However. the availability of both a case-
tracking management information system which
tracks and tames significant court activities on
each case. along with a weighted caseload sys-
tern, allows a more stmple application of
queuing methodology (Set Figure I). On the
basis of the data from a weighted caseload sys-
tem and case-tracking information system. we
can actually eliminate the effect of the proced-
ural diversity in the "service process."

Through mathematical queue models. we
can relate expected arrival rate and expected or
average service rate (speed of service and nuin-

178
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Figure 1
A basic queue mods,

- Custom's
or cocooning. "'

Cord environment Filings Cowlu

her of servers, to predict the time a customer
would bt expected to wait to cumplete service
(to wait in Q" in our model, or total time
from "Q" to "T"). We can make the basic
model more complex by assuming more than
one service channel (more than one judge), by
introducing multiple and variable staging of
vav ice (different court procedure), or by assum-
ing a service discipline other than a simple
"first-come. first-served" process./0

A final complication of a court application
is identifying the pool of "customers- for the
"Input source." In civil cases, for example, a
large proportion of cases which are filed never
enter the "queuing system they are resolved
before the court becomes extensively involved.

Point of entry
The m)st significant event in the conceptual
design of the Minnesota statewide case-track-
ing information system is the point at which
the court is deemed by rule or statute to have
responsibility to move a case that has been
filed. This point, of course, varies from one
type of case to the next. The information sys-
tem allows the identification of any case (re.
gardless of type) which has entered the queu-
ing system and the time of that significant
event of court responsibility. Therefore, the

40 The first two assumptions are dearly necessary In a
court application, the thud may be ignored if the vast
majority of casts are treated in accordance with the more
sample service discipline assumption.

374 Judicature' Volume 63, Number 8/March, 1980
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system overcomes the problem of specifying
the "pool of customers" and timing their entry
Into the system. They enter the system when
the law specifies that the court is responsible

Mathematical models have been formulated
to hand!: queuing systems with more than one
server (such as the judges in a court applica-
tion), but the problem of variable and multiple
stages (procedural diversity) remains. If the
data from the weighted caseload system and
case-tracking information can overcome this
problem, a statewide court system application
of this management science technique will be
useful and appropriate And by restating the
customer unit as weighted case unit rather
than single case unit, we can virutally elimi-
nate the effect of variable service needs.

For example, if it is necessary to know the
mean service rate (MSR) as part of a formula to
Calculate the number of servers necessary to
achieve a specified expected time in the "serv-
ice system," then the MSR is the average num-
ber of units serviced in one unit of time which
becomes the average number of weighted case
units disposed per month. Likewise, the num-
ber of servers (S) can be restated in terms of
"judge work mimics" from the weightedcase-
load analysis of ths lumber of minutes a judge
typically has available to do case-related work.
By restating all applicable factors in weighted
case units (customers) or judge work minutes
(servers) we can specify any acceptable length
of delay (e.g., time from the beginning of court
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responsibility to disposition) or we can deter-
mine size of case backlog (in weighted case
unitsiand sole the equation for the number of
full-umeequisalent judges necessary to achieve
a specified case backlog, or delay standard. in
any court

Thus, the queuing methodology can be ap-
propnatels applied to thecourt setting because
the weighted caseload system makes it mathe-
matically possible to compare a court work
burden composed of different types of cases
with varying processing needs. We need not
further complicate the mathematical model to
account for variable and multiple service stag-
ing. "S" in our diagram can remain a "black
box ""

Minnesota's answer
Has Minnesota elevated technique over sub-
stance. the subject for which Nagel has been
tutu-ire& No. the techniques which were
chosen to equalize and minimize case delay
were adopted with a sensitivity to the qualita-
tise dimensions of the problem Quantitative
judgments about the allocation of judicial
resources will be made on a regional basis."
since the mathematical techniques do not sup-
port discrete, county Ir-el discriminations of
need " The statewide 4..t. i and scientific tech-
niques will support tnr recommendation of
regional judgeship alto ations to the legislature.

It remains the function of the legislature
however in establish this allocation, and the
function of the chief judges. their local adman-
Istranse apparatus, and the regional bench to
establish specific deployment patterns. These
decisions, made within the resource parame-
ters established by the legislature, are intrinsi-
cally qualitative Specific deployment deci-
sions can by made, for example, on the basis of

community expectations. specialization of the
bench, and other regional factors which can
rimer be part of an objective calculus.

41 Of kUUrSe. an assumption is made that the weighted
nu units one devised. are not probabilistic

42 The state Is composed of 10iudicial districts ranging
from 14 to 37 Judges of county. municipal and district
COWL

41 The system for example, will not support the over-
sight of an individual Judge to determine whether he is
nosing an adequate cawload The precision of the

surfing reconnnendation is directly related to the site of
the turisdic t ion for which theestimate is made Therefore.
estimates well be by Judicial district

These management tools
can make distinctions

between what should be
`political' and what

should be administrative.

SIMINNINIIIIMIN1111.11111111111111

The administrative tools and apparatus Min-
nesota is developing are clearly the result of the
political process and the contemporary legisla-
tive definition of the constitutional right to
equitable and speedy legal remedy. These man-
agement tools, when applied with sensitivity
to the court environment, can and do make
distinctions between what should be "politi-
cal" and what shosiid be administrative. The
techniques are not designed to judge or mea-
sure the quality ,f judicial service beyond the
simple guarantee of reasonably speedy service.
that evaluation of normative quality has been
left to the electorate and other political and
professional review mechanisms.

It is understandable that many lawyers and
judges are troubled by the increasing technical
complexity of court management and the size
of administrative structures. They are equally
concefned by demands for the 1,1creasing com-
plexity of "operations reasearch" or "man-
agement science" when such calls ignore the
realities of a court application and cloak sig-
nificant political or constitutional issues in the
garb of "objective" and valuefree "science."
What both Gallas and Nagel may have over-
looked is that that those involved in court
administration are far more sensitive to these
kinds of issues than the literature suggests.

OALE W. G000 as sensor systems analyst with the
Minnesota Sopron,* Court,
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COURT REFORM AND ACCESS TO JUSTICE:
A LEGISLATIVE PERSPECTIVE

ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER*
MICHAEL J. REMINGTON* *

Responding to the increasing caseload of the courts, members of the judicial
branch and the bar have dominated the discussion of reforms designed to
facilitate the proper functioning of the nation'sjudicial system. In this article,
Congressman Kastennwier and Mr. Remington present a view from the
legislative branch of the essential elements of judicial reform. Arguing that ex-
peditious resolution of disputes is central to the right of access to justice, the
authors survey the major legislative proposals before the Ninety-sixth Congress
and offer their suggestions for improving Me delivery of justice.

. . and it must be remembered that legislatures are ultimate
guardians of the liberties and welfare of the people in quite
the same degree as the courts.1

Introduction

The federal judicial system has in the past served admirably
and effectively to meet its constitutional and statutory man-
dates. The general mandate of this system, and indeed of any
court system, is to secure "the just, speedy and inexpensive
determination of every action."2 In this clear statement from
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, there are three basic
themes: time, economy, and quality of justice. Today, the
federal judicial system is beset by problems in all three of these
areas: delay caused by rising caseloads, complex procedures, ir-
rational organization, and insufficient support services; spiral-
ing costs caused by inflation, overly litigious lawyers, and un-

Member of Congress; Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary Subcom-
mittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice; LL.B., University
of Wisconsin (1952).

Counsel, House Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Coarts, Civil Liber-
ties and the Administration of Justice; J.D., University of Wisconsin (1973).

The authors are indebted to Timothy A. Boggs and RobertJ. Kurz for reading a draft
of this article and for making valuable suggestions. The thoughtsexpressed herein are
the authors' and do not represent the views of the Committee on the Judiciary, United
States House of Representatives.

1 Missouri, Kan. & Tex. Ry. v. May, 194 U.S. 267, 270 (1904) (Holmes, J.).
2 FED. R. Qv. P. 1; see also FED. R. Cam. P. 2.

Reproduced with the permission of the Harvard Law School from the Harvar,t Journal on Legislation, v. 16,spnns 1979: 301-342,

1§,3
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302 Harvard Journal on Legislation [Vol. 16:2

justifiable expenses; and unfair decisions caused by the
pressures placed on judges who must cope with the rising tor-
rent of litigation.s The problem of delay is not a new theme in
the administration of justice, nor is it a problem peculiar to this
country.' In 1215, King John in the MagnaCarta promised that
"To no one will we . . . delay right or justice." But in 1839 an
English legal commentator complained that this had become an
empty promise: "No man, as things now stand can enter into a
Chancery suit with any reasonable hope of being alive at its
termination, if he has a deterniined adversary."6 Jeremy Ben-
tham, one of the great law reformers, referred to delay as one
of the "burdens of judicial procedure."7

Bentham's statement is of as much validity today in the
American judicial system as it was in nineteenth-century
England. Several conferences and commissions* and a Depart-
ment of Justice reports documented this fact and have discussed
its effects on litigation in the federal judicial system. If a litigant
who has had his rights abused must wait three or four years for

3 See, e.g., Hearings on the State of the Judiciary and Access to Justice Before the
Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House
Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977)[hereinafter cited as Hearings on

tht State of the Judiciary]; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF THE

FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSTEM, THE NEEDS OF THE FEDERAL COURTS 1.4 (1977) [hereinafter

cited as NEEDS OF THE FEDEIIAL COURTS]; Addresses to the National Conference on the
Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, reprinted in 70
F.R.D. 79 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Pound Conference]; H. FRIENDLY FEDERAL

JURISDICTION: A GENERAL View 3.4 (1972) [hereinafter cited as FRIENDLY].

4 See, e.g., Damaska, A Foreign Perspective of the American Judicial System in
STATE COURTS: A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE 237, 238 (T. J. Fetter ed. 1978): see the
sixpart series of articles written by the French Minister of Justice Alain Peyrefitte.
Pour une justice modem, Le Monde, Jan. 9-15, 1979.

5 MAGNA CARTA, ch. 40 (1215).
6 Cited in Lord Bowen, Progress in the Administration of Justice during the Vie-

tartan Period in 1 SELECT ESSAYS IN ANGLO-AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY 516 (1907)

7 2 THE WORKS OF JEREMY BENTHAM 19 (J. Bowring ed. 1843). About the same time.
Alexis de Tocqueville noted in his historical analysis of the Ancien Regime in France
that "litigation was costly, complicated, and unconscionably protracted."' DE Toc
QUEVILLE. THE OLD REGIME AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 116 (S Gilbert trans. 1955).

8 See, e.g., A.B.A., Report of Pound Conference Follow-up Task Force. reprinted in
74 F.R.D. 159 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Pound Conference Folios up Report]; Pound
Conference, supra note 3; U.S. COMMISSION ON RE% !:ION OF THE FEDERAL COURT AP-

PELLATE SYSTEM, STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL PROCEPt RES. #ECOMMENDATIONS FOR

CHANGE (1975) [hereinafter cited as HRLSKA COM:16 104 .S. FEDERAL JUDICIAL

CENTER. REPOP.T OF THE STUDY GROUP ON THE CAA LOAD ..'F THE SUPREME COURT (1972)

[hereinafter cited as FREUND REPORT].
9 NEEDS OF THE FEDERAL COURTS, supra note 3.

1-84
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relief as too often is the case in many state and federal courts
that person is denied effective access to justice.1° What good

is the sacred writ of habeas corpus if the petitioner must serve
most of his sentence before a determination of his rights? What
good are Social Security benefits for the elderly or the disabled,
if they must wait years for a judicial determination of their
disabilities?

Similarly, justice that costs too much is not effective or just. It
does not take an economist to understand that where the
amount in controversy is less than the cost of resolving the
dispute, there is no effective access to justice. With spiraling
legal fees and costs of litigation, not to mention increasing costs
related to running American courts which are borne by the tax-
payer, the effective resolution of "minor" disputes suffers. In
Los Angeles, a major law firm tells clients that itcannot provide
quality legal representation in suits involving under $100,000.11
This may be somewhat exaggerated, but it starkly suggests that
our existing system may not be available for individuals with
legitimate claims involving relatively small amounts of money.

The sad fact today is that the twin demons of cost and delay
are asphyxiating our courts, both state and federal. This has
pernicious effects on the quality of justice rendered by these
courts. In spite of the fact that courts have establishes' a strong
reputation as fair and impartial arbiters, congestion and costs
are having a deleterious effect on their work product's
Although fairness is not easily quantifiable, it is apparent to
even a casual observer that judges are being forced to adjust
their work habits to meet the mounting pressures. They render
many decisions from the bench, without giving their reasons
and without the benefit of oral argument's

10 On June 30, 1978, 16,054 civil cases had been pending in federal district courts for
three years or more. This represents a shocking 10.2% of the total pending civil case
load (excluding land condemnation cases) and is a 85.6% increase over the previous
year. [1978) Dut. An. OFF. U.S. C. Aim. REP. 68 table 22.

11 Hearings on the Dispute Resolution Act (S. 957) Before the Subcomm. on Courts,
Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm on the Judiciary,
95th Cong., 2d Sess. 32 (1978) (statement of Ronald Olson).

12 Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 242-54 (statement of
Robert H. Bork).

13 One circuit court of appeals decides over half of its appeals without benefit of
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This contraction of quality has not gone unperceived by either
the public or those knowledgeable in the law. A recent survey
complimented for the conscientious manner in which it was con-

ducted" concluded that the general public and local leaders

are dissatisfied with the performance of our judicial institu-
tions." Only 29 percent of the general public indicated a high
degree of confidence in the federal courts;16 only 23 percent had
great faith in the state courts.17 The survey also found that the
more knowledgeable and experienced a person, the more likely
that he would have an unfavorable opinion of courts.18 The
seriousness of the problem, in the public's mind, is reflected in
the finding that Americans consider efficiency in the courts
equally important as pollution, and more important than white
collar crimes, ability of schools to provide a good education, and
threat of war.19 The public's high level of concern is matched by
a willingness to commit resources to solving the problems.
Seventy-four percent of those polled would commit their tax
dollars to getting the best possible people to serve as judges; 66
percent want to develop ways to settle minor disputes without
going through formal court proceedings; 64 percent would

make certain that courts have adequate facilities for those who

must use them.2°
Confronted by this evidence, the political question arises:

what is the United States Congress to do about problems affect-
ing our justice system. Initially a general or philosophical ap-
proach is needed. Then, a specific legislative agenda can be for-

mulated to complement the theoretical framework.
First, justice is indivisible. Under our constitutional and

hearing oral arguments. Hayworth, Screening andSummary Procedures in the United
States Courts of Appeals, 1973 WASH. U.L.Q. 257, 281.

14 See, e.g., Friendly, Judging the Judges, in STATE COURTS: BLUEPRINT FOR THE

FUTURE 70 (T.J. Fetter ed. 1978).
]5 See the study conducted by prestigious public opinion analysts. Yankelovich.

Skelly and White, Inc., The Public Image of Courts:Highlights of a National Surrey of
the General Public, Judges, Lawyers, and Community Leaders, in STATE Courrs:
BLUEPRINT FOR THE Fun= 5.69 (T.J. Fetter ed. 1978); see id. at 51 table V.I.

16 Id.
17 Id.
18 Id. at 46.49 tables IV.1 &IV.23.
19 Id. at 32 table IV.1.
20 Id. at 66 table IV.1.
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federal system, the legislative, executive, and judicial branches
of both the state and federal governments must work together
to ensure respect for the Constitution and to promote fair and
equal application of the laws of the United States.21

Second, we are dealing with a total environment. Court-
related problems are not merely lawyer problems, or judge
problems, or law enforcement problems, they are people prob-
lems.22 Law and government work together on behalf of the
citizens and residents of this country. Without their support,
democratic institutions lack all authority to act. In this regard,
the necv!s of the poor, powerless, and underprivileged in-
dividuals whose desires have generally been underrepresented
in the legislative and executive branches and whose rights often
have been vindicated in the anti-majoritarian judicial branch
are of utmost importance."

Third, the crisis in the federal courts is essentially a resource
allocation question. We are dealing with a finite resource which
must be allocated to those needing it the most in our society.
Four responses are available to the legislator and one further
response is available to litigants and their legal counsel:

(1) Expansion of the resource;
(2) Substitution for the scarce resource by redirecting litiga-

tion to alternative dispute resolution institutions, such as

21 U.S. CONST. art. VI, S 2 provides:
This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in

Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the
Judges in every State shall be bound thereby;any Thing in the Constitution or
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

22 Joiner, Lawyer Attitudes towardLaw and Procedural Reform in COURT CONGES-
TION AND DELAY 60 (G. Winters ed. 1971).

23 See, e.g., the admonition of Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., to the participantsat the Pound Conference:
I wish this conference well. I hope it is successful. But I also hope that the

fruits of its success will flow not just to judges, not just to lawyers, not just to
court personnel, but also to those who, in the nature of things, will seldom be
attending a conference like this the weak, the poor, the powerless, those
who, whether they like it or not, are inevitably involved in the process and the
system that we are privileged to preside over.... Let us not forget them. Let
us not, in our zeal to reform our process, make thepowerless into victims who
can secure relief neither in the courts nor anywhere else.

A. L. Higginbotham, The Priority of Human Rights in Court Reform, Pound Con-ference, supra note 3, at 159.
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state courts, magistrates, arbitrators, mediators, om-
budsmen, or neighborhood justice centers;

(3) Conservation of the resource by eliminatinginefficiencies
or by simplifying procedures and threshold barriers;

(4) Rationing the resource by limiting availability to all
litigants or by barring access altogether for specific
groups of individuals;" and

(5) Avoidance of the resource entirely."

In using these techniques, members of the House and Senate
can strive for a rational, consistent, economical, and compre-
hensible judicial system. We can be vigilant in avoiding con-
tradictory and overlapping legislation. And we can set priorities
and use considered judgment to solve court-related problems
and promote access to justice.

In formulating a national program for the delivery of justice,
not all efforts should be concentrated on any one of the five
techniques, nor should they be focused entirely on the federal
judiciary." The state courts play an extremely important role in

our justice system. They are closer to the people and their prob-
lems; there are fifteen times the number of state judges as
federal; the state judges are frequently more flexible and in-
novative than the article III federal judiciary.27 Let us now turn

24 The terminology for the first four types of responses was used by Professor Burt
Neuborne who eloquently represented the views of the American Civil Liberties Union
during the House Hearings on the State of the Judiciary and Access to Justice. Hear.

ings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 112.18.
During these same Hearings Judge Shirley Hufstedler seconded Professor

Neuborne's analysis by explaining that Congress "must match the demands against the
resources, assign priorities based upon an evaluation of those needs, and ration access
accordingly." Id. at 149. See generally Posner, An EconomicApproach to Legal Pro-
cedure and Judicial Administration, 2 .1. LEGAL STUD. 339 (1973); Landes, An
Economic Analysis of the Courts, 14 J. L. & ECON. 61 (1971); Hazard, Rationing
Justice, 8 J. L. & ECON, 1(1965).

25 This last technique recognizes that the spectrum of the available processes for
dispute resolution stretches all the way from formal adjudication to total avoidance.
Sander, Yarieties of Dispute Processing, 70 F.R.D. 111, 114 (1976).

26 Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 112, 177 (statements of
Burt Neuborn2 and Robert J. Sheran); see generally, Sheran & Isaacman, State Cases
Belong in State Courts, 12 CREIGHTON L. REV. 1 (1978) thereinafter cited as Sheran &

/saacmanj.
27 Address of Warren E. Burger to the Second National Conference of the Judiciary

(March 19, 1978), Williamsburg, Va., reprinted in STATECOURTS: A SUTPHIN"' FOR THE

FtirintE 284, 285 (T.J. Fetter ed. 1978); Brennan, State Constitutions and the Protec-
tion of Individual Rights, 90 HAIM. L. REV. 489 (1977).
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to the five available responses to the ubiquitous overload in our
judicial system and its insidious effects on that system.

I. EXPANSION

One of the most popular suggestions for reform is expansion
of the number of judges. In this context, the Ninety-fifth Con-
gress passed legislation creating 117 new district judgeships
and 35 new circuit judgeships." Today, there already are
several proposals to create still more new districts and further
judgeships.29

In its report, the House Judiciary Committee found that the
federal judiciary cannot be expanded indeterminably without
impairing its high quality." What has been accomplished by a
relatively small and intimate group of individuals will not
necessarily be accomplished by a large bureaucracy of faceless
federal judges. For one thing, it is likely that recruitment of
qualified individuals will be made more difficult as the federal
judiciary increases in size. Equally important, expansion of the
resource does not cure the malady of court overload." Rather,
as in the energy area, expansion has its limits as a solution.
Lawyers and litigants will seize upon the time of the new judge
in town, who will quickly become overloaded. Already, for ex-
ample, the Department of Justice has asked Congress for more

28 Pub. L. No. 95.486 S 1(a), S 3(a), 92 Stat. 1629.30, 1632 (1978). This bill was ap-
proved by the President on October 29, 1978.

29 See H.R. 2505, 96th Cong., lst Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. H1003 (daily ed. Feb.
28, 1979), a bill to create a new judicial district for the southwestern district of Califon.
nia; H.R. 3714, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. Rec. H2354 (daily ed. Apr. 25,
1979), a bill to create a new judicial district for the southwestern district of New York.

30 See H.R. REP. No. 95-858, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978). This argument was first
made by Felix Frankfurter in 1928. He observed:

A powerful judiciary implies a relatively small number of judges. Honorific
motives of distinction have drawn even to the lower federal bench lawyers of
the highest quality and thereby built up a public confidence comparable to the
feelings of Englishmen for their judges. Signs are not wanting that an enlarge-
ment of the federal judiciary does not make for maintenance of its great tradi-tions. ...

Frankfurter, Distribution of Judicial Power Between United States and State Courts,
13 CORNELL L.Q. 499, 515 (1928). It must be admitted that Frankfurter's bald assertion

for the last sixty years uncritically accepted by legal commentators has never been
supported by empirical evidence.

31 See H.R. REP. NO. 95-893,,95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).
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prosecutors to pursue cases in the new courts." Thus, a new
judgeship important as it may be to protecting federally
created rights and to enforcing federal laws' is a bit like a
parking lot built to solve the problem of traffic congestion in an
expanding downtown area. Soon the lot will be full.

In addition, creation of a federal judgeship is an irreversible
decision. A judge appointed pursuant to article III of the Consti-
tution possesses lifetime tenure and therefore is removable
from office only by impeachment. A decreasing caseload is
clearly not an adequate reason to abolish a judicial position.33
Moreover, the federal judiciary is a pyramid, with the district
courts forming the base, the circuit courts in the middle and the
Supreme Court at the apex. Creation of new judgeships
always at the district and circuit layers and never at the apex
results in funneling more and more cases up the appellate struc-
ture and ultimately to the beleaguered Supreme Court.3' Thus,
if something is not done for the High Court, such as providing it
with more staff or abolishing its mandatory jurisdiction," its
burdens will grow. Already, most certiorari petitions are han-
dled by law clerks and are never seen by all the justices. The
growing burden on the Court either will cause it to act to con-
trol the flood of cases flowing in or will reduce respect for that
institution when it is unable to maintain expected levels of ex-
cellence."

Large numbers of lower court judges also produce inconsis-
tent and conflicting decisions, ultimately breeding more litiga-
tion as astute lawyers ask the appellate courts for resolution of

32 1980 Authorization Request, U.S. Department of Justice (unpublished).
33 For further discussion of this important consideration, see Sheran & Isaacman.

supra note 26, at 11.
34 See Hufstedler, New Blocks for Old Pyramids. Reshapingthe Judicial System. 44

S. CAL. L. REv. 901 (1971). Judge Hufstedler observes; "A judicial system cannot be ex
panded honzontally beyond the capacity of the next tier to process the added cases For
that reason, district courts cannot be indefinitely expanded, unless access to the ap-
pellate courts is correspondingly curtailed." Hearings on the State of the Judiciary.
supra note 3, at 149.

35 Abolition of the mandatory jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is advocated by
many commentators and commissions. See, e.g., NEEDS OF THE FEDERAL Corm, supra
note 3. As the base of the pyramid continues to expand, creation of a National Court of
Appeals at the apex becomes a more attractive idea.

36 See Hearings on the State of the Judiciary. supra note 3. at 242 (statement of
Robert H. Bork).
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the conflicts.'' In brief, it is rather shortsighted of those who
constantly advise creating new judgeships as a sole solution to
court overload not to come forward with further solutions for
the secondary problems which necessarily arise. It is impera-
tive, therefore, that other techniques be applied as well.

II. SUBSTITUTION

The best way to search for alternative techniques within our
constitutional and federal system is for Congress to examine
the needs of all the residents of this country and then to balance
those needs against the inventory of existing resources. Since
there already are existing dispute-processing techniques and in-
stitutions which have stood the stringent test of time, use of
these institutions or techniques as substitution devices im-
mediately comes to mind. Three mechanisms to complement the
article III federal judiciary have been suggested: the use of the
state court systems to resolve cases falling within their exper-
tise; increased reliance on United States magistrates, with the
consent of the parties, to try certain types of criminal and civil
cases; and increased reliance on arbitration.38

In a discussion of these substitution devices, several concep-
tual precepts should be kept in mind. First, Congress must be
extremely sensitive to the rleds of litigants. Shunting of the

37 Id. at 251.
38 President Carter, in his message of February 27, 1979, to Congress, lists these

three items as means by which the civil justice system can be improved. 125 CoNG. REC.
H911.13 (1979). Attorney General Griffin B. Bell and Assistant Attorney General
Daniel J Meador deserve much credit for formulating Administration-backed bills.
Their assistance and that of the President are much appreciated on Capitol Hill.

A fourth substitution device, not an existing institution, would require the creation of
administrative tribunals. The excellent Justice Department report, NEEDS OF THEFEDERAL comas, supra note 3, at 7.11, concludes that these tribunals could be created
to resolve the mass of relYetitious factual issues generated by federal regulatory and
welfare programs. Spedlcally mentioned are claims arising under the Social Security
Act, the Federal Employers Liability Act, the Consumer Product Safety Act, and the
Truth-in-Lending Act. Id. at 9. See also Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, supranote 3, at 242 (statement of Robert H. Bork).

For a discussion of the success of administrative tribunals in Europe, see Remington,The Tribunaux Administratifs. Protectors of the French Citizen, 51 Ttn,. L. REV. 33,36.37 (1976). In light of the present Administration's proposal to remove all Social
Security factual disability determinations from the federal courts, see text accompany-ing notes 135 to 137 infra, further serious thought needs to be given to this proposal.
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wrong types of cases to unqualified or insensitive forums
amounts to a clear and simple denial of access to justice." Thus,
Congress must make a threshold determination that the substi-
tution device is as able as the article III federal court to satisfy
its newly delegated functions.° In making this determination,
standards for awarding high and low p'iorities must be set. In
the highest priority should be placed those cases in which there
is a nationally recognized or established social need for resolu-
tion of the dispute by a tenured judge, or in the alternative, in
which the federal judge possesses unique qualifications to re-
solve the controversy.41 This is an easy task. Federal judges
perform their most importar' function in deciding cases that
fall within the traditional federal subject matter areas such as
copyright, admiralty, and bankruptcy; in protecting the basic
civil and constitutional rights of residents of this country; in
speedily resolving violations of the federal criminal laws; in in-
terpreting and applying federal laws dealing with labor, anti-
trust, and securities; and in resolving newly identified rights in
an ever changing democratic society such as those which relate
to privacy, welfare, occupational safety, consumer affairs, and
the environment.42 In the lowest priority, as aptly observed by
Judge Shirley Hufstedler, should be placed

controversies that are exacerbated rather than resolved by
judicial proceedings and those that, though not worsened, do
not yield to the remedies that courts can effectively ad-
minister. In the context of the federal system, the lowest
priority should be assigned to those controversies that can be
just as well or better handled by the state court systems."

Second, there should only be a choice of one forum per liti-

gant. The choice of separate and overlapping judicial forums is a
luxury our justice system can no longer afford. Third, unless re-

39 Hearings on the Stale of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 112 (statement of Burt

Neuborne).
40 Id. at 149 (statement of Shirley M. Hufstedler).
41 FRIENDLY, supra note 3, at 13-14.
42 Id, at 197-98.
43 Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 149 (statement of Shirley

M. Hufstedler).
To paraphrase Judge Friendly, presumably there is no disagreement with such

statements, the troubles come with the application! See FRIENDLY. supra note 3, at 14.
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quired by federalism or the historical background and present
day expertise of the dispute-resolving institution, there should
not be arbitrary categorization of the types of cases assigned to
the substitute forum. This is necessary to prevent the creation
of dual systems of justice and the accidental formation of "poor
persons' " courts. Fourth, establishing the criteria and making
the decisions are determinations for the legislative branch of
government. It is within neither the competence nor the dele-
gated authority of the unelected members of the judicial branch
to do so. In this regard, the procedural decisions of the Supreme
Court which dramatically shift certain types of cases back to the
state courts deserve legislative reconsideration as to whether
they have support from our constitutional system of govern-
ment."

A. Diversity of Citizenship Jurisdiction
The framers of the Constitution explicitly rejected arguments

that article III should confer direct congressional oversight
authority over the state courts." Nonetheless, today the United
States Congress has a very direct interest in the quality of
justice rendered at the state court level. Under the federal Con-
stitution, state courts share general responsibility with the
federal courts for enforcing the Constitution and the laws of the
United States made under the Constitution." Islands of concur-
rent jurisdiction exist between the state and federal systems.
Likewise, there are federal funding programs to aid state
courts, and there are formal mechanisms for communications
between the two systems.47 The overall federal interest in fair

44 In reflecting upon the Supreme Court's decisions in Francis v. Henderson, 425
U S 536 (1976) and Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465 (1976), Senator Gaylord Nelson corn-merited, "[These decisions represent a significant incursion on the constitutional powerand obligation of Congress, under article III of the Constitution to define the junsdic-
tion of the Federal courts." See H.R. 2201, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) (Kastenmeier).
Cf McGowan, Federal Jurisdiction. Legislative & Judicial Change, 28 CASE W. RES, L.
REV 517 (1978). See 123 CONG REC. 56026 (daily ed. Apr. 20, 1977).

45 THE FEDERALIST No, 81 (Hamilton).
46 See note 21 supra.
47 The National Center for State Courts has received substantial federal financial

support. These congressionally appropriated funds are channelled to the state courts
through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

Thirty-seven state-federal judicial councils now provide formal channels vf com-
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and equal justice at the state level is analogous to federal in-
terest in quality health care or education at the state level.
From the viewpoint of the citizen-consumer, the distinction be-
tween state and federal courts is a difference without meaning.
The litigant knows he has a problem which must be solved
sometimes by resorting to litigation. Whether the controversy
is managed by a federal or a state judge, the citizen's demand
for fair, expeditious, and inexpensive justice is exactly the
same." This is critically important now since, in a time of stress
in our judicial system, it becomes essential that Congress strike
"a proper jurisdictional balance between federal and state court
systems, assigning to each system those cases mostappropriate
in light of the basic principles of federalism."49

The legislative proposal to abolish federal diversity of citizen-
ship jurisdiction, and further, to abolish the existing amount in
controversy requirement in federal question cases, is just such
an initiative. This legislation passed the House of Representa-
tives during the Ninety-fifth Congress, and unfortunately, nar-
rowly missed being enacted into law because of the opposition
of several key senators." An identical bill, introduced in the
House as H.R. 2202, is supported by the Administration and by
such diverse organizations as the Judicial Conference of the
United States, the state courts, the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, public interest and legal aid groups, as well as many legal
scholars. A listing of the twentieth century critics of diversity

municatron between the state and federal courts. With no budgets, no staffs, and no
central organizations, these councils nonetheless succeed in discussing questions of

mutual concern.
In addition, the Conference of (state) ChiefJustices has a committee on state-federal

relations and concerns itself with important matters affecting both the state and federal

systems.
48 See Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 178 (statement of

Robert J. Sheran).
49 ALI, STUDY OF THE DIVISION OF JURISDICTION BETWEEN STATE AND FEDERAL

COURTS ix (1969) (statement of Chief Justice Earl Warren).
50 H.R. 9622, 95th Cong., 2d Seas. (1P78), passed the House on the suspension calen-

dar on February 28, 1978, by a vote of 266-133. For a history of this legislation, see
Hearings on S. 2094, S. 2389, and H.R. 9622 Before the Subcomm. on Improvements in

Judicial Machinery of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 15
(1978) (statement of Robert Kastenmeier) (hereinafter cited as Senate Hearings on
Federal Diversity of Citizenship Jurisdiction]. See Scott Blocks a Bill in Committee
with Rare Solo Filibuster, Washington Star, Sept. 29, 1978, at A-3, col. 5.
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jurisdiction, implicit supporters of this legislation, reads like a
lawyer's Hall of Fame: Roscoe Pound," Louis D. Brandeis,
Charles William Eliot,52 Felix Frankfurter," Robert H.
Jackson," Henry Friendly, Charles Alan Wright, Warren E.
Burger, Earl Warren, Robert H. Bork, and Griffin B. Bell."
The strongest opposition has been generated by well organized
trial attorneys through their bar associations." Their views,
somewhat slow in being enunciated during the last Congress,
are now clearly and vigorously stated. Basically, the bar likes
forum shopping. The practicing plaintiffs bar perceives the
federal forum as being the source of higher verdicts; the defend-
ant's bar sometimes uses, by removal to federal court, the
choice of forum to delay the outcome of litigation. Thus, any
legislative attempt to modify diversity meets vociferous opposi-
tion from those who believe that they have a vested interest in

51 As early as 1906, Pound described diversity jurisdiction as "archaic." Address on
the Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice to the
American Bar Association at its Annual Meeting in St. Paul, Minn., 1906, reprinted in
35 F.R.D. 273 (1964). When Pound gave his fsunou. speech ".a 1906, members of the
organized bar were so enraged that they accused him of attempting "to destroy that
which the wisdom of centuries has evolved." There even were concerted attempts to
bar the printing of the speech. J. HURST, THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN LAW: THE LAW
MAKERS 362 (1950).

52 Pound, Brandeis, and Eliot were members of a committee that questioned diver-
sity jurisdiction in 1914. Friendly, Marching Into the Third Century, 16 THE JUDGES' J.
6, 8 (1977).

53 See Lumbermen's Mut. Cas. Co. v. Elbert, 348 U.S. 48, 53-60 (1954)(Frankfurter,
J., concurring).

54 R. JACKSON, THE SUPREME COURT IN THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 37
(1955).

55 The views of Friendly, Wright, Burger, Bork, and Bell are reprinted in Hearings
on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, and in Hearings on Diversity of Citizenship
Jurisdiction/Magistrates Reform Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties and
the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st
Seas. (1977) [hereinafter cited as 1977 House Hearings on Diversity of Citizenship
Jurisdiction].

56 See 1977 House Hearings on Diversity ofCitizenship Jurisdiction, supra note 55,
at 68.83, 230-46 (statements of Robert G. Begam and John P. Frank); Senate Hearings
on Federal Diversity of Citizenship Jurisdiction, supra note 50, at 28.44, 138.48,
161.70 (statements of John P. Frank, Robert G. Begam, and Stephen A. Trimble).

It is interesting to note that the Association of Trial Lawyers of America has even re-
tained a prestigious Washington, D.C., public relations firm to represent the interests
of its members on this legislation, as it did for no-fault legislation.

To date, only one bar association (The Chicago Council of Lawyers) is on record as
favoring the abolition of diversity jurisdiction.

For a general outline of the views of those opposing the abolition of diversity, seeFrank, The Case for Diversity Jurisdiction, 16 HARV. J. LEGIS. _ (1979).
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maintaining for their own advantage, the widest choice of
forum." Put differently with the same meaning by a famous
sociologist, "At the same time that we like to change, we are at-

tached to what we like and we cannot separate ourselves from it

without difficulty."'"
In spite of the organized opposition of the bar, it is clear that

the diversity jurisdiction of the federal courts is an idea whose
time has passed." The conditions that existed when diversity
was created in 1789 are vastly changed today. An analysis of

present facts, statistics, and theories by those in the legislative
branch lends overwhelming support to the proposition that
diversity ought to be abolished. There is little firm evidence to
contradict the premise upon which the abolition of diversity is

based: that state law questions ought to be resolved in the state

courts and that questions arising under federal laws, treaties,

or Constitution ought to be resolved in federal court." As con-

57 13 C. A. WRIGHT, A. MILLER & E. COOPER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE S

3601 (1975). Among the backers of diversity are many successful attorneys who make

"balance-the-budget" or "states' rights" speeches by night but want to try their cases

by day in the federal courts. C. MCGOWAN, THE ORGANIZATION OF JUDICIAL POWERIN THE

FEDERAL COURTS 86.87 (1969).
58 E. DURXHEIM, THE DIVISION OF LABOR INSOCIETY 254 (trans. G. Simpson 1933). In

a similar fashion, a well-known economist observes, "People have an enduring tendency

to protect what they have...." J. K. GALBRAITH, THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY 11 (1977).

59 See H.R. REP. No. 95.893, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978) which states, "the original

reasons for diversity jurisdiction have long since disappeared." Judge Elmo Hunter,

Chairman of the important Court Administration Committee of the Judicial Conference

of the United States, agrees: "Whatever justification that existed for its existence has

disappeared." Hunter, Federal Diversity Jurisdiction: The Unnecessary Precaution,

46 U. Mo. KAN. err( L. REV. 347, 356 (1978).
60 Supporters of diversity also contend that there is an enormous educational value

in having two systems in interchange. See 1977House Hearings on Diversity of Citizen-
ship Jurisdiction, supra note 55, at 233 (statement of John P. Frank). This argument is

insubstantial; with the proliferation of federal statutes and the growth of federal com-

mon law, federal judges are not in any danger of becoming narrow technicians nor do

lawyers have to wait for the fortuitous circumstance of a diversity case to get into

federal court. Moreover, the political goal of the system is not to educate personal injury

and corporate lawyers; it is to resolve cases in an expeditious, consistent, and fair man.

nee. Another argument is that diversity jurisdiction L the equivalent of a social welfare

program. See Moore & Weckstein, Diversity Jurisdiction: Past, Present, and Future,

43 TEX. L. REV 1 (1964). This is totally specious. Diversity jurisdiction, whose benefits

flow primarily to attorneys on contingent fees and to major corporations, can hardly be

characterized as having anything to do with the social welfare. Even assuming that a

minimal case could be made in this regard, with the Proposition 13 and balance-the-
budget era upon us, a "social welfare" program of this sort should be the first to go. It

certainly should not supplant mime meaningful programs.
For rebuttal of other frivolous arguments offend by the bar in support of diversity

jurisdiction, see FRIENDLY, supra note 3, at 146-49.
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eluded in the House Report, the proposal frees the federal
courts from the shackles of congestion to do the job they do
best:

adjudicating disputes in traditional federal subject matter
areas such as copyright, patents, trademarks, commerce,
bankruptcy, antitrust, and admiralty; rendering speedy
criminal justice for those accused of crimes; protecting the
basic civil and constitutional liberties of all citizens; ,and
resolving vital and often recently identified rights (and
sometimes rights not yet identified by the legislative branch)
which relate to welfare, occupational safety, the environ-
ment, consumerism, and privacy.61

The legislation is not, as some have argued,62 merely a means
to alleviate congestion in the federal courts. While it removes
nearly 32,000 cases from the federal forum," it does much
more. It is an improvement of the American legal system. Three
characteristics of a democratic legal system are that judicial
decisions are rendered in a consistent manner, litigants are ac-
corded equal application of the laws, and, to the extent possible,
the system is comprehensible to ordinary citizens. The concur-
rent diversity of citizenship jurisdiction of the federal and state
courts satisfies none of these principles. On the contrary, it con-
tributes especially when manipulated by intelligent lawyers

to inconsistent decision making, unequal protection of the
laws, and an incomprehensible judicial system."

The abolition of diversity jurisdiction will alleviate these prob-

61 H.R. REP No. 95.893, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).
62 Hearings on Diversity of CitizenshipJurisdiction/Magistrates Reform Before rite

Subcomm on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House
Comm on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) (statements of Robert G Begam.
Edward W Mullinix, and John C. Shepherd) [hereinafter cited as 1979 House ttearings
on Diversity Jurisdiction/Magistrates Reform).

63 [1978] DIR. ADMIN. OFT. U.S. CT. REP A-16 table C2.
64 1979 House Hearings on Diversity Jurisd'utior/Magzstrates Reform. supra note

62 (statement of Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.). For a more in-depth analysis at this proposi-
tion, see Professor Rowe's excellent article, Rowe, Abolishing Diversity urisatction.
Positive Side Effects and Potential for Further Reforms, 92 Hattv L. REv 963 -1979).

It is not surprising that many lawyers support a legal doctrine which Leads to
technicalities inconsistencies, and irrationalities in the legal system. One respected
author has identified these items as part of the 'continuous growth of h ..eCallheal
ment in the law, and hence of its character as a specialists' domain." MA.X Wk;i3E4 ')14
LAW, ECONoNfl AND SOCIETY 321 tM. Rheinstein ed. 1954).
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lems by reducing the possibility of conflicts between the state
and federal courts.65 Further, elimination of diversity accords
state court systems a respected and well-deserved role in the
American judicial system. This is not, however, a states' rights
:ssue. The independence of the state courts and their distinctive
role in our national judicial system is long-standing and virtually
indestructible at this point. The proposition that the "National
Government will fare best if the States and their institutions are
left to perform their separate functions in their separate ways"
does "not mean a blind deference. to States' Rights any more
than it means centralization of control over every important
issue in our National Government and its courts."66 The state
and federal courts must work together in search of a common
objective fair, speedy, and cost-effective access to justice for
all individuals. This was the goal of the framers and it must be
our goal today.

There is no reason to believe that the state courts cannot
resolve fairly these state law questions.67 The state judicial
systems, as characterized by the Conference of Chief Justices,
are ready, willing, and able to accept the diversity cases
presently filed in the federal courts based solely on the for-
tuitous circumstance of out-of-state citizenship." A recent
study conducted by the National Center for State Courts con-
firms that state courts have the manpower to handle a heavier
case load.69 If this were otherwise, one would have to think
twice about this significant legislation. Even assuming, but not

65 C. MCGOWAN, THE ORGANIZATION OF JUDICIAL POWER IN THE FEDERAL COURTS 83
(1969).

66 Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 44 (1971). See also Texas v. White 74 U.S. (7
Wall.) 700 (1868).

67 In Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938), the Supreme Court held that the
federal courts must apply the substantive law of the states in diversity cases. However,
the federal courts in such cases are not allowed authoritatively to determine state law,
oi..y the state courts can do this. For further discussion of the Erie doctrine and its cor-
rosive effects on the federal and state courts, see Letter from Henry J. Friendly to
Robert W. ICastenmeier (November 4, 1978), reprinted In 1977 House Hearings on
ihvernty of Catzenshtp Jurudtctton, supra note 55, at 377. See 1977 House Hearings
on Dtt.errity uf Citizenship Jurisdiction, supra note 55, at 142 (statement of Edward T.
Gignoux). See also Employers Liab. Assurance Corp. v. Travelers Ins. Co., 411 F.2d
862, 865-66 (2d Cir. 1969),

68 Resolution of the Conference of Chief Justices (Aug. 3, 1977), reprinted tn Hear-
ings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 519.

69 Flango & Blair, The Relatwe Impact of Dtverstty Cases on State Trtal Courts, 2
St COURT J. 20 (1978).
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admitting, that some of the state courts are not as capable of
providing the same quality of justice as their federal counter-
parts, or that there are longer delays in some state courts in ur-
ban areas, the solution is not to allow over 30,000 diversity
cases to be filed in the federal courts, but rather to commit time
and resources to improving the quality of state-administered
justice.

Irrespective of the abolition of diversity jurisdiction, another
proposition warrants attention. Serious thought should be given
to creation of a national program of assistance to state courts,
possibly along the lines of an independent Legal Services Cor-
poration. This program would grant monies to state court
systems so that they could maintain and improve the quality of
their justice at the same rate as the federal courts. In the in-
terim, there must be continued coordination and cooperation
between the federal and state judiciaries in areas of mutual con-
cern. Neither of these propositions means that the federal
government should get into the job of regulating state-ad-
ministered justice. Rather, it signifies that the appropriate con-
gressional role is to allow the states to advance the initiative, as
has been done,7° and then to examine the idea. It also means
that the state and federal governments have concomitant
obligations to provide high quality justice to all.

The Ninety-fifth Congress did act to provide aid to the states
in this regard. The Senate passed legislation designed to give
states seed money to experiment with the resolution of minor
disputes.71 The legislation also provided for the creation of a
dispute resolution resource center within the Department of
Justice to coordinate information about the resolution of minor
disputes and to disseminate that information to interested in-
dividuals and states. Unfortunately, this proposal narrowly
missed passage by the House on its suspension calendar.72 The

70 Report to the Conference of Chief Justices from the Task Force on a State Court
Improvement Act (February, 1, 1979) (unpublished). See also Hearingson the State of the
Judiciary, supra note 3, at 181-82 (statement of Robert J. Sheran).

71 S. 957, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978) (referred to as the Dispute Resolution Act)
passed the Senate on June 29, 1978. For an explanation of this legislationsee Hearings
on the Dispute Resolution Act (S. 957) Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties
and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess. (1978) (statements of Edward M. Kennedy and Daniel J. Meador).

72 S. 957, as amended, failed under suspension of the rules consideration by a vote of
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House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and
the Administration of Justice, however, did put its stamp of ap-
proval on the legislation, as did the House Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce." Similar legislation has been
reintroduced during the Ninety-sixth Congress, has passed the
Senate, and thus far has received favorable treatment in the
House.74

B. Magistrates Reform

A second substitution meazure also relies on an existing in-
stitution: the United States magistrate. Virtually every
common-law judicial system has subordinate judicial officers
who act to meet the ebb and flow of societal demands made
upon judicial institutions." The United States magistrate is
such an officer.

The federal magistrates system was created by enabling legis-
lation in 1968.76 It built upon the existing foundation of the
United States commissioner system which had been in exist-
ence since 1793.77 The 1968 Act, an effort co "reform the first
echelon of the Federal judiciary into an effective component of
a modern scheme of justice,"" created a new tier of judicial of-

224-166 (a two-thirds majority bemg needed). 124 CONG. REC. H12,607 (daily ed. Oct.
12, 1978).

73 The Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice
reported out an amended version of the bill on September 19, 1978, the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce reported an almost identical version on September
28, 1978. H.R. REP. No. 95-1654, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. pt. 1(1978).

74 H.R. 2863, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. H1328 (daily ed. Mar. 13,
1979) (Kastenmeier, for himself, et al.), H.R. 3719, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125
CONG. REC. H2354 (daily ed. Apr. 25, 1979); S. 423, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125
CONG. REC. 51429 (daily ed. Feb. 9, 1979). S. 423, a bill identical to 3. 957 as passed by
the Senate in 1978, cleared the Senate on April 5th. 1979. The House Judiciary Commit-
tee and the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee have reported
favorably amended versions of this bill See H.R. REP. No. 96-492, Pt. I, 96th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1979).

75 Jacob, Models from Common Law Countries inSI ATE COURTS. BLUE PRINT FOR THE

FUTURE 211 (T. J. Fetter ed. 1978), Silberman, Masters Magistrates, Part I. The
English Model, 50 N.Y.U.L. REV 1070, 1072 (1975).

76 Pub. L. No. 90.578, 82 Stat. 1107-08 (1968) (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. S
636 (1976)).

77 Act of March 2, 1793, ch. 22, S 4, 1 Stat 334, provided that designated individuals
"learned in the law" could assist United Staten courts in taking bail in criminal cases. In
1817 these individuals were officially designated as commissioners. Act of March 1,
1817, ch. 20, 3 Stat. 350.

78 H.R. REP. No. 1629, 90th Cong. 2d Sess. 11 (1968).
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ficers by transferring to the magistrate the criminal justice
responsibilities of the old commissioners, by granting increased
duties in the criminal area, and by expanding judicial respon-
sibilities in the civil area."

The Federal Magistrates Act of 1968, which was implemented
in all districts in 1971, worked for four years before being ex-
amined by Congress. One of the flaws in the original legislation
had been that the powers of the magistrates were not precisely
delineated. The result was uneven usage of these judicial of-
ficers throughout the federal judicial system." In addition, a
number of courts restrictively construed the role of
magistrates." Consequently, in 1976 Congress amended the ex-
isting law" to "clarify and further define the additional duties
which may be assigned a United States Magistrate in the discre-
tion of a judge of the district court."88 Although the 1976
reform clearly bioadened the powers of magistrates, it still left
the appointment and utilization of these individuals to judges of
the district court. Furthermore, in spite of the fact that addi-
tional duties were clarified, the 1976 amendments manifested
congressional intent that continued expeiimentation with the
use of magistrates ought to be allowed. This had two results:
first, continued unevenness in quality, and second, disparity in
the use of magistrates.84 It also made more legislation "in-
evitable."85

Thus, in 1977 the Department of Justice, and its newly
created Office fol. Improvements in the Administration of
Justice, stepped into the breach and formulated a proposal to

79 For a detailed history of the 1968 legislation, see Spaniol, The Federal Magistrates
Act: History and Development, 1974 ARIZ. Sr. L. J. 565.

80 Silberman, Masters and Magistrates, Part II. The American Analogue, 50 N.Y.U.
L. REV. 1297, 1299.1302 (1975).

81 See, e.g., Wingo v. Wedding, 418 U.S. 461 (1974); Ingram v. Richardson, 471 F.2d
1268 (6th Cir. 1972): TPO, Inc. v. McMillan, 460 F.2d 348 (7th Cir. 1972).

82 28 U.S.C. S 636 (1976).
83 H.R. REP No 94.1609, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1976), reprinted in [19761 U.S.

CODE CONG & AD NEWS 6162. The House report specifically states that the restrictive
decisions in Wingo v. Wedding, Ingram v. Richardson, and TPO, Inc. v. McMillan,
supra, would be overridden by passage of the bill. Id. at 6165.

84 See H.R. REP No 95.1364, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1978).
85 Report on the Magistrate System in the Southern District of New York, Associa-

tion of the Bar of thy; City of New York Federal Bar Council 2 (1977), reprinted in
1977 House tiec.,-ings on Diversity of Citizenship Jurisdiction, supra note 55, at 387.
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solve these problems. The gist of the Department's proposal is
still intact in the legislation that has passed the Congress.86 The
purpose of the proposed legislation is to amend the current
jurisdictional provisions for United States magistrates in order
to clarify and expand their jurisdiction to try civil cases which
is now done in over forty districts by local rule and to dispose
of criminal misdemeanors.87 All of this expanded jurisdiction is
based on the parties',free and voluntary consent to the exercise
of case-dispositive power by the magistrate.88 This legislative
initiative also provides for higher standards of magistrate com-
petence and explicit procedures for magistrate selection. It ad-
ditionally contains a statutory bar to the assignment of certain
categories of cases to magistrates.89

There are several reasons for this sound legislation. It solves
the problems of continued disparity of quality, unevenness of
usage, and ambiguity concerning the ext,It of trial powers. It
further adds needed flexibility to the federal judicial system.
The legislation provides a supplementary judicial power to meet
the varying demands made on the federal judicial system and
the multitudinous needs of litigants in that system. If the latter
wish to consent, freely and voluntarily, to a less formal, more
rapid, and less expensive means of solving their civil and
criminal controversies, they may do so.

The magistrates reform legislation is interwoven with the om-
nibus judgeship legislation and the abolition of diversity bill to

86 See H.R. 1046, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG Rec. H187 (daily ed. Jan.
18, 1979) (Kastenmeler, for himself, Rodino, Danielson, Mazzoli, Santini, McClory. and
Rallsback); S. 237, 96th Cong,, 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CUNT, Rec 5645 (daily ed Jan. 25.
1979) (DeConcini). See also H. CONF. REP. Nu. 96.444, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1979), 125
CoNo. Rec. H8129 (daily ed. Sept. 19, 1979). For a more detailed discussion of the pend-
ing legislation, see McCabe, The Federal Magistrate Act of 1979, 16 HMIS' J. LEu-- (1979).

87 The current junsdictional provisions for United States magistrates are 28 S C
S 636 (1976) for civil cases and 18 U.S.C. S 3401 (1976) for criminal cases.

88 In the civil area, the House legislation contains a blind consent provision to ensure
that a party is not coerced, subtly or directly, into consenting to trial by a magistrate In
this regard, see DeCosta v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 520 F.2d 499. 507 (1st Cir
1975), cert. dented, 423 U.S. 1073 (1976). For criminal cases, the bill preserves the e
isting requirement that there be consent for trial of petty offenses before a magistrate
For the entire criminal Jurisdiction of the magistrate, "a kno%ing and intelligent
waiver" is necessary. Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25, 37 (1972). This is a critical
stage of the proceedings requiring the presence of counsel.

89 This provision guards against so-called "por people's" courts.
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form three compatible segments of a large tapestry of court
reform. The magistrates package "addresses itself to a dif-
ferent exigency than that focused upon by the diversity and
judgeship bills?"90 As observed in the report of the House
Judiciary Committee on the magistrates legislation:

there is an increasing need for flexibility in the Federal
judicial system, which is called upon to act in a rapidly chang-
ing society. By redefining and by increasing the case-
dispositive jurisdiction of an existing judicial officer the
U.S. Magistrate the legislation provides the district court
with a tool to meet the varying demands on its docket.
Because of magistrates' limited tenure and the method of
their appointment, magistrate supply and expertise can be
designed to complement a particular Article III bench.
Because of the consent requirement, magistrates will be
used only as the bench, bar, and litigants desire, only in cases
where they are felt by all participants to be competent.91

This first step in the agenda to improve the administration of
justice, recently enacted into law, builds upon the integral and
important role that magistrates already play in the federal
judicial system." There is no reason to believe that the use of
magistrates should not be continued and, indeed, encouraged.93

C. Arbitration

The Carter Administration has drafted legislation to encour-
age the use of arbitration techniques in the district courts.94 As

90 H.R. REP. No. 96.287, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 20 (1979).
91 Id. The report language borrows heavily from a statement made by Assistant At-

torney General Daniel J. Meador:
The significant feature of this, as indeed with all other features of the
magistrate system, as projected, is its flexibility. By enacting this bill, and by
continuing the magistrate system otherwise, Congress would not lock the
judiciary into any particular arrangement for meeting the ebb and flow of
business.

1977 House Hearings on Diversity of Citizenship Jurisdiction, supra note 55, at 188.
92 Rodino, Magistrates Reform A Way to Aid Congested Courts, TRIAL MAGAZINE,

Nov. 1977, at 32.
93 H.R. REP No 96-287, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1979). Several cuurta have ex-

pressed approval of the expanded role of magistrates. See, e.g., Sick v. City of Buffalo,
574 F 2d 689 (2d Cir. 1978), DeCosta v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 520 F.2d 499 (1st
Cir 1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 1073 (1976); United States v. Eastrnount Shipping
Corp., 62 F.R.D. 439 (S.D.N.Y. 1974).

94 See H.R. 2699, 96th Cong., lat Sess. (1979), 125 CoNG. REC. H1145 (daily ed. Mar.
7, 1979).
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explained by the President, "[T]he arbitration proposal would
provide an innovative means for resolving speedily, fairly, and
at reduced cost certain types of civil cases in which the main
dispute is over the amount of money that one person owes
another."95 The legislation is modeled on the successful use of
arbitration procedures by the courts of several states, including
Arizona, California, Milhigan, New York, Ohio, and Penn
sylvania.96 Moreover, during the past two years, three federal
district courts by local rule have implemented arbitration on a
test basis." A preliminary report has been filed and the results
are encouraging."

The proposed legislation, which, in contrast to the diversity
and magistrates proposals, has not yet been scrutinized or re-
fined by the House of Representatives, would allow any district
court to adopt court-annexed arbitration. The legislative pro-
posal specifically provides that the district court may not refer
to compulsory arbitration certain types of cases more appropri-
ately brought before a tenured judge. In particular, a court may
not divert cases that involve allegations of civil rights viola-
tions, constitutional torts, fraud against the government, or of-
ficial immunity.99

95 Message of President Jimmy Carter to the Congress of the United States
(February 27, 1979), 125 CONG. REC. 11911 (daily ed. Feb. 27, 1979). One respected corn
mentator from within the Admirustratiun has questioned the wisdom of irireased
reliance on arbitration. He argues that arbitration is likely to be directed against
relatively small claims' involving the rights of the poor and pc% erless. The result may

well be that federal statutes will lose their bite, favoring the very ir.:lautions against
which the statutes were designed to protect. Address by Wade H. McCree. Jr.. to the
1977 Law Alumni Banquet, Georgetown University Law Center (.kpnl 30. 1977),
reprinted in Hearings an the State cf the Judiciary. supra note 3. at 785. 788 91.

96 125 CUNU. REC. H933 (daily ed. Mar. 7, 1979) (remarks of Peter W. Rodino, Jr.).
See, e.g., PA STAT ANN tit. 5 S 21 (1963). For a discussion of general a:bitration pro-
cedures, see Perlman, Final Offer Arbitration. A Pre Ti tat Settlement Dc ice, 16 HAM
J. Ledis. _. (1979).

97 The distncts involved are the distnct of Connecticut (rule effective April 1, 1978),
the eastern distnct of Pennsylvania (rule effects e February 1, 1978), and the northern
district of California (rule effective April 1. 1978).

98 Preliminary Report on Court Annexed Arbitration in Three Federal District
Courts, U.S. Department of Justice (Januar:, 19, 1979) (unpublished).

99 The procedure envisioned in the draft bill consists of referral of certain types of
civil cases to a panel of arbitrators fur an early hearing. The general categories consist
of actions brought for monetary damages nut in excess of ;100,000 (or such lower
amount u the distnct court may establish), and which are based upon a negotiable in-
strument or a contract ur are fur personal injury ur property damages. The proposal
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It is not yet apparent how the organized bar will react to the
proposed legislation. A signal puff of smoke has risen from the
respected Association of the Bar of the City of New York, which
has urged Congress to disapprove the bill?" The American Bar
Association, in spite of a concerted effort to obtain a favorable
resolution and in the face of the recommendation of the Associa-
tion's Report of the Pound Conference Task Force to support
arbitration techniques in the federal and state courts, has failed
specifically to endorse the legislation?"

As written, the arbitration bill could create a number of prob-
lems for the administration of justice and would overlap and
partially conflict with the diversity and magistrates bills. By
allowing district courts to establish by local rule various
schemes of court-annexed arbitration, the bill ultimately would
breed inconsistency and disparity of treatment within the
federal judicial system. The resolution of disputes should not be
a game of roulette dependent on where the cause of action
arises. Giving such broad discretion to the local district courts
to work out their own arbitration procedures could also result in
a serious abdication by Congress of its constitutionally allocated
responsibility over the structure and jurisdiction of the federal
courts. Redelegation of that authority back to the courts should
be done only in exceptional circumstances and only upon a
showing that local needs and conditions require flexible pro-
cedures?" During its hearing process, the House Subcommit-

further provides that the arbitration hearing should be held promptly and that it should
be less formal than a court trial. Soon after the conclusion of the hearing, the ar-
bitrators file a written award. In 20 to 30 days, the award is entered as the judgment in
the case unless either party files a demand for a trial de novo in the district court. If that
petition is filed, the case is 'replaced on the aistnct court's docket.

However, the legislation contains a disincentive for a trial de novo in the district
court, since the party who requests the trial de novo may be taxed the costs of arbitra-
don The rationale for this is not readily apparent, its political and constitutional
ramifications will have to be closely examined by the legislative branch.

100 Report by the Committee on Federal Courts of the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York on Proposed Legislation to Provide for Compulsory NonBinding Ar-
bitration of Certain Cues in Federal Courts (March 1978) tunpublished).

101 See Pound Conference Follow-Up Report, supra note 8, at 12.16. At the August
1978 meeting of the ABA, a resolution of the Judicial Administration Division to sup-
port the legislation in principle was defeated.

102 A similar suggestion was made by a respected professor in reference to diversitr
of citizenship jurisdiction. Shapiro, Federal Dweresty Jurtedwlson. A Survey and a
Proposal, 91 HARV L. REV. 317 (1977). This idea was considered by the House Judiciary
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tee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice
will have to analyze this component of the arbitration bill care-
fully.

The arbitration proposal must likewise be considered in light
of the pending diversity and magistrates legislation. For exam-
ple, many of the tort cases slotted for arbitration are diversity
cases that will no longer be tried in federal courts if Congress
abolishes diversity jurisdiction. In the magistrates area, the
House Committee on the Judiciary spent much time and energy
in debate and finally set forth a detailed scheme to ensure that
United States magistrates will be qualified to handle their in-
creased consensual jurisdiction.los The arbitration legislation,
which is largely non-consensual, provides no such standards and
procedures for merit selection of arbitrators. In a similar vein,
the proposal is silent on whether the pool of available ar-
bitrators should reflect a cross-section of American society.
These aspects must be made parallel to the magistrates legisla-
tion.

In summary, the arbitration legislation is a good idea that
deserves to be examined seriously through the congressional
hearing process. Although the bill needs some corrective
surgery during the amendment stages, if this is done and if the
idea is implemented fairly and consistently under the direction
of qualified individuals, this third substitution device can pro-
vide a means to a speedier and less costly resolution of
disputes.'"

III. CONSERVATION

In a time of stress and competition for a scarce resource,

Committee and rejected. See 124 CONG. REC. H1559 (daily ed. Feb. 28, 1978) (remarks
of Robert F. Drinan).

103 See H.R. 1046, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CoNG. REC. H187 (daily ed. Jan.
18, 1979); H. REP, No. 95.1364, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).

104 See Rosenberg & Schulbin, Trial by Lawyer. Compulsory Arbitration of Small
Clair, $ in Pennsylvania, 74 HARV. L. REV. 448 (1961); Fuller, Collective Bargaining
and the Arbitrator, 1963 Wis. L. REV. 3.

The proposition that arbitration can work equitable results hardly needs support: It
is equitable ... to agree to arbitration rather than go to court for the umpire in an ar-
bitration looks to equity, whereas the juryman sees only the law. Indeed, arbitration
was devised to the end that equity might have full sway." 1 THE RHETORIC OF ARISTOTLE
77-78 (L. Cooper trans. 1932).
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there must be conservation. Everyone knows that an auto-
mobile will get better mileage if its engine is kept in tune.
Similarly, the judicial system will perform more efficiently if its
participants judges, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, and litigants

are treated with a modicum of support. A mere oiling of the
wheels of justice, a tightening of a nut and bolt here and there,
while not solving fundamental problems, can nonetheless be
very useful. Many conservation, or housekeeping measures can
keep the judicial system up-to-date with changes in society.'"

By way of illustration, the Ninety-fifth Congress enacted
legislation which raised witness fees,'" increased juror fees,
protected jurors' employment, redefined the section on hard-
ship exemption from jury service,'" provided flexibility to
courts in the area d marshals' transportation expenses,w8 and
created several new places of holding court and modified
several division and district dividing lines.10" The significance of
these bills has gone largely unnoticed. There is a rush among
commentators to discuss more comprehensive pieces of legisla-
tion. This is understandable but unfortunate. The Jury Im-
provements Act of 1978,11° for example, actually was a very im-
portant legislative endeavor. Individuals who serve on juries ex-
ercise an awesome responsibility in the American justice
system. Juries decide the fate of their fellow men their prop-
erty, their freedom, and sometimes their lives."' Yet, until
recently, not much attention has been accorded to the in-
dividuals who are called to jury service."2

105 Roscoe Pound emphasized the importance of conservation by stating. The con-
trolling ideas [of court organization] should be unification, flexibility, conservation of
judicial power and responsibility." R. POUND, ORGANIZATION OF COURTS 275 (1940).

106 Act of Oct. 27, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-535, 92 Stat. 2033.
107 Act of Nov. 2, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-572, 92 Stat. 2453.
108 Act of Oct. 24, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-503, 92 Stat. 1704.
109 Act of Oct. 2, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-408, 92 Stat. 883; H.R. REP. No. 95-1554,

95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978), reprinted in [1978] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 3923, Act
of Nov. 2, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-573, 92 Stat. 2454; H.R. REP. No. 95-1763, 95th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1978), reprinted in [1978] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 7000.

110 Pub. L. No. 95-572, 92 Stat. 2453.
111 See, e.g., Ervin, Jury Reform Needs More Thought, 53 A.B.A.J. 133, 134 (1967).

See also Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 530 (1975); Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S.
151 (1968).

112 Not until 1948 did Congress make any attempt to enact qualification standards
for federal jurors. Twenty years later, Congress finally passed the Jury Selection and
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The federal justice system cannot bear the weight of dis-
satisfied citizen-participants who are either under-compensated
for their service to the government or who are harassed ,by
employers hostile to the idea of jury service. By the same token,
the system cannot afford to lose the support of employers,
especially those with small businesses and a handful of key em-
ployees, who will suffer severe economic hardship if they lose an
employee for a long period of time. The legislation passed by the
Ninety-fifth Congress successfully balances these competing
concerns. It provides needed lubrication to the squeaky gears of
the federal jury system.'" Similar legislation provided needed
relief for witnesses and United States marshals.114

A. The Court Improvements Act of 1979

A court conservation or improvements package for the
Ninety-sixth Congress has been prepared by the Administra-
tion, with assistance by members and staffs of the House and
Senate Judiciary Committees.'" In brief, this legislation
modifies the statutory provisions affecting the selection and
length of service of the chief judges in the district and circuit
courts, clarifies the procedures that circuit courts must follow
when sitting on appeals, increases the responsibilities of circuit

Service Act of 1968 which, for the first time, imposed federal juror qualification stand-
ards and selection procedures. See S. REP. No. 891, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 9-12 (1967).

It is interesting to note that during the Ninety fifth Congress, the Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice received more correspondence
from ordinary citizens on Issues relating to juror service than any other court reform
measure. For a sampling of these letters, see Hearings on Judicial Housekeeping Before
the Subccmim. on Courts, Civil Libertus and the Administration of Justice of the House
Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 331.64 (1978).

113 For an explanation of this legislation, see H.R. REP. No. 95-1652. 95th Cong.. 2d
Sess. (1978), reprinted in (1978J U.S. CODE CONG. & An. NEWS 5477.

114 See H.R. REP. No. 95-1651, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978), reprinted in (1978] U.S.
CODE CONG & An. NEWS 6397, H.R. REP. No. 95-1653, 95th Cong.. 2d Sess. (197S).
reprinted in (1978J U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 5494.

115 This legislation has taken the form of H.R. 2848, 96th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1979).
125 CONG. REC. H1327 (daily ed. Mar. 13, 1979) (Kastenmeier) and S. 677. 96th Cong..
1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. S2869 (daily ed. Mar. 15. 1979) (Kennett ). Senator
Kennedy's bill contains a proposal to merge the Court of Claims and the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals into a new twelfth circuit court of appeals. the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. In the House of Representatn es this has been intro-
duced in a separate bill, H.R. 3806, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979). 125 CONG. REC. H2459
(daily ed. Apr. 30, 1979) (Rodino).
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councils and broadens their membership, contains a section on
retirement and pensions of federal judges, liberalizes the
powers of federal courts to transfer cases to the proper court to
cure want of jurisdiction, and lastly, resolves existing ambigui-
ties in the law relating to interest on judgments and prejudg-
ment interest.""

Indisputably, these proposed modifications, all of which must
now begin the arduous trek through the legislative process,
merely tinker with the system; nonetheless, they are extremely
important to those assigned the responsibility of administering
justice on a day-to-day basis. As a consequence, the lawmaker
must give these proposals close scrutiny, and if they are
meritorious, they must not be allowed to fall into the "dead bill"
file.

B. Standing and Other Threshold Issues

The federal courts themselves have been negligent in conserv-
ing their own manpower. Some judges have been quite ineffi-
cient in allocating the limited resources that are provided. Jury
venires wait for indeterminate periods of time,117 court calen-
dars are poorly maintained, and archaic management tech-
niques are used. There have been improvements in this area,
but there is still much to be accomplished. An area of particular
concern to the Congress, partly because the problem is created
by the judges themselves and partly because the rights of
citizen-litigants are implicated, is that of standing.

There are two basic elements in the concept of standing. The
first is rooted in the "case and controversy" requirement of the
Constitution and cannot be modified by legislative action."'
The second involves what is referred to as "prudential" rules of
standing: that is, rules developed by the federal courts to con-
trol the number and types of cases filed in the courts. Congress
clearly has the authority and, indeed, the obligation to
clarify or remove these arbitrary barriers."9

116 Id.
117 See, e.g., Higginbotham, Use of Jurors, 62 F.R.D. 211 (1973).
118 See Flag v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 91-106 (1968)i see also Duke Power Co. v.

Carolina Environmental Study Group, Inc., 438 U.S. 69, 72.81 (1978).
119 See Trafficante v. Metropolitan Life Ina. Co., 409 U.S. 205, 209-12 (1972).
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At present, challenges to standing often are combined with
justiciability defenses to delay a hearing on the merits of a case.
This clearly is not efficient nor is it fair. Further, restrictive and
inconsistent decisions on standing often result in a tremendous
waste of judicial resources while lower court judges are left to
decipher confusing commands from the higher courts. Mr.
Justice Brennan has voiced concern that recent Supreme Court
decisions in the area of standing have created "an obstacle
course of confusing standardless rules to be fathomed by courts
and litigants, without functionally aiding in the clear, adverse
presentation of the constitutional questions presented.' 120

With this in mind, Congress should act once and for all to con-
front the delicate issue of standing and remove inappropriate
judicially constructed barriers to the federal judicial system.
Clarity and consistency ought to be the ultimate goals. This
would render the courts more efficient by reducing the amount
of time expended in resolving threshold issues; at the same
time, it undoubtedly will increase their overall workload by rais-
ing the number of lawsuits filed in federal court. On balance,
however, considering the other reforms discussed herein, the
federal courts will not be unduly burdened by liberal standing
legislation.121

Likewise, judicial resources could be conserved if artificial
barriers to class actions were removed. The Department of
Justice's efforts to draft a comprehensive class action statute
should be applauded.'22

C. Mandatory Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court

The nine justices who sit on the Supreme Court are mere mor-
tals with limited time and resources. Abolition of the obligatory

120 Kremens v. Bartley, 431 U.S. 119, 140 (1977) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (citations
omitted).

121 Legislative proposals to broaden standing are pending in both the House and the
Senate. See H.R. 1047, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. H187 (daily ed. Jan.
18, 1979) (Kastenmeier, for himself, Harris, and Railsback); S. 680, 96th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1979), 125 CuNG, Rec. S2869 (daily ed. Mar. 15, 1979) (Metzenbaum, for himself,
Kennedy, and Ribicoff). See generally Hearings on the Citizens' Right to Standing in
Federal Courts Act of 1978 (S. 3005) Before the Suhcomm. on Citizens and Shareholders
Rights and Remedies of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary and the Senate Comm. on
Governmental Affairs, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).

122 See S.3475, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978), 124 CONG Rec S14,501 (daily ed. Aug.
25, 1978) (DeConcini, for himself, and Kennedy). The Department has not yet for-
warded a class action bill to the Ninetysixth Congress. For a discussion of this pro-
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jurisdiction of the Supreme Court,126 another reform embraced
by the Administration, would allow the justices to conserve
their finite resources by giving them more discretion over their
docket. This proposal is a logical extension of the Judges' Bill of
1925 which has worked well.12' Today, the Supreme Court is
trusted to resolve many issues of critical importance to our
society; it surely can be trusted to decide which cases, are most
in need of review."'

This is good legislation for two reasons. The present statutory
scheme, by mandating jurisdiction of certain controversies in
the High Court, permits litigants to bring cases before the
Court by right. Necessarily, the members of the Court are re-
quired to devote their time to deciding cases of lesser conse-
quence. This takes them away from other cases of national im-
portance.126

Moreover, abolition of the Court's mandatory jurisdiction
would help avoid the vexatious problem of resolving appeals by
summary disposition, and then, of determining the precedential
value of summary dispositions. The Court has observed, "our
summary dispositions often are uncertain guides to the courts
bound to follow them and not infrequently create more confu-
sion than clarity. "127 Abolishing mandatory jurisdiction is a

posal, see Wells, Reforming Federal Class Action Procedure. An Analysis of the Justice
Department Proposal, 16 HARV. J. LEGIS. _ (1979).

123 See H.R. 2700, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONC. REC H1145 (daily ed.
Mar 7, 1979) (Rodino); S 450, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. 51666 (daily
ed Feb. 22, 1979) (DeConcini). The proposed legislation eliminates the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court to review, by way of appeal, those classes of federal court cases
specified in 28 U.S.C. SS 1252, 1254(2), 1257(1X2). These cases would be reviewable in
the future only by the writ of certiorari. The legislation also repeals three specialized
types of direct appeals to the Supreme Court, making these cases reviewable also only
by certiorari.

The proposed legislation follows the recommendations of the Freund Committee.
FREUND REPORT, supra note 8, at 25-38. See also NEEDS OF THE FEDERAL COURTS,supra
note 3, at 11-13:

124 The Supreme Court's jurisdiction has remained substantially unaltered since the
1925 Act. See 28 U.S.C., ch. 81 (1976).

125 NEEDS OF THE FEDERAL COURTS, supra note 3, at 13.
126 Hearings on Supreme Court Jurisdiction Act of 1978 (S. 3100) Before the Sub-

comm. on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary,
95th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1978) (statement of Daniel J. Meador).

127 Letter from the Justices of the United States Supreme Court to Senator Dennis
DeConcini (June 22, 1978), reprinted in id. at 40. An analysis of the case law of the
Supreme Court confirms this proposition. In Edelman v. Jordan, 415 U.S. 651 (1974),
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needed reform which would conserve the time and resources of
confused lawyers and litigants, as well as state and federal
judges, and would have the further salutary effect of saving
time for the nine judges on the Supreme Court.128

D. Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons

A final court conservation measure is included in the legisla-
tion to provide the Attorney General of the United States with
standing to initiate civil actions to redress systematic depriva-
tions of rights of institutionalized persons when those rights are
protected by the Constitution or laws of the United Sta.tes.12°
The bill's primary purpose, of course, is to provide a mechanism
to vindicate the rights of institutionalized persons. Another
equally important legislative goal is to stimulate the develop-
ment and implementation of effective administrative techniques
for the resolution of grievances in correctional institutions. The
proposed legislation empowers a district judge to continue a
case for a limited period of time when an effective alternative
mechanism exists and use of it by a prisoner prior to litigating a
civil rights complaint would be appropriate and in the interest
of justice.

the Court held that a summary disposition carries less precedential value than an
opinion on the meets. Then, one year later, in Hicks v. Miranda, 422 U.S. 332 (1975),
the Court proclaimed that a dismissal of a mandatory case for lack of a substantial
federal question is a decision on the merits whose precedential value is unclear. Shortly
thereafter, in Mandel v. Bradley, 432 U.S. 173 (1977), the Court attempted to clarify
the situation by holding that a summary affirmance merely rejects the contentions of-
fered for reversal and 13 not binding beyond the arguments specifically rejected. This
latter opinion helps a little. It, however, requires inquisitive counsel to scour the legal
pleadings rather than the Court's opinion to decipher the exact holding.

128 S. 450, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. S1666 (daily ed. Feb. 22,
1979), passed the United States Senate on April 9, 1979. 125 CONG. REC. S4138.57 (daily
ed. April 9, 1979). Its future in the House, however, is in doubt because of the Helms
amendment to restrict the judicial authority and power of the United States Supreme
Court to review state court decisions on the issue of voluntary school prayer. Any pro-
posal to eliminate the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court with respect to con-
stitutional controversies is likely, in turn, to raise serious constitutional questions about
the extent of Congress' power to establish the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court. It additionally raises important questions of public policy.

For further discussion of this issue, see note 163 and accompanying text infra.
129 This legislation is embodied in H.R. 10, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG.

REC. H126 (daily ed. Jan. 15, 1979) (Kastenmeier); and S. 10, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1979), 125 CONG. REC. S33 (daily ed. Jan. 15, 1979) (Bayh).
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For two unrelated reasons, passage of this legislation would
result in conservation of limited judicial resources. First, in-
creased reliance on administrative grievance procedures
coupled with the court's ability to order a continuance while the
parties pursue administrative remedies will result in the resolu-
tion of many disputes outside the judicial system. A second fac-
tor to consider is the contribution that the Department of
Justice makes to the effective and expeditious resolution of
"pattern and practice" institutional civil rights cases. As noted
in the House Report, "The Department's ability to streamline
complex litigation results in a notable conservation of judicial
resources."'"

IV. RATIONING

Learned Hand put it best in an often quoted, but little exam-
ined, phrase: "If we are to keep our democracy, there must be
one commandment: Thou shalt not ration justice."131 Although
this edict was directed at legal aid lawyers, it clearly was in-
tended for the entire legal profession, and more importantly,
for the three branches of government.

Before examining the concept of rationing and its applicabil-
ity to the three branches, several points must be made. First,
Hand's commandment retains its validity today in a time of in-
tense pressure for the increasingly finite resource of federal
judicial time. As a reminder, it should be carved in stone on a
House or Senate office building or a federal courthouse.

This article seeks to show that legislative resort to the tech-
niques of expansion, substitution, and conservation will make
rationing unnecessary, and indeed, unthinkable. There is no
other choice. In a democratic state "justice is indiscriminately
due to all, without regard to numbers, wealth, or rank."132
Justice is not readily divisible and therefore cannot be rationed
fairly.

130 H.R. REP. No. 96-80, 96th Cong., lst Sees. 16 (1979).
131 Hand, Thou Shalt Not Ration Justice, 9 BRIEF CASE 3, 5 (Apr. 1951)(excerpt

from the speech of Judge Hand on the occasion of the 75th Anniversary Dinner of the
Legal Aid Society of New York).

132 Georgia v. Brailsford, 3 U.S. (3 DalI.) 483, 484 (1794) (Jay, J.).

18-837 0 - 83; 15 213
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Some commentators have arguedi" and others undoubted-
ly will join them that the substitution devices discussed
above, especially the abolition of diversity jurisdiction, are ra-
tioning in disguise.'" This is not so. The device of substitution
refers disputes to a dispute settlement technique or institution
which has proven that it can function expeditiously, fairly, and
inexpensively. Before deciding to substitute, the legislator must
carefully and conscientiously consider whether the new pro-
cedure or institution is able to fulfill its delegated functions. If
this is not done or if the decision to substitute is made with fore-
knowledge that an inferior quality of justice will result, then ra-
tioning has occurred. Likewise, if a cause of action is removed
from the federal judicial system and no substitution device is
provided in return, then rationing has transpired and Hand's
commandment has been violated.

In the Ninety-sixth Congress, one can identify only one legis-
lative proposal to ration judicial time. Title IV of the draft bill to
amend the Social Security Actin abolishes the existing jurisdic-
tion of the federal district courts to review final decisions of the

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare denying applica-
tion for disability benefits. Under present law, district court
review of the Secretary's decisions is limited to a determination
whether his findings are supported by substantial evidence.'"
Unsurprisingly, this is a time-consuming task for federal judges
and magistrates. The Social Security legislation, which is sup-
ported by the Administration, does not provide an alternative
forum, such as a specialized disability review tribunal. It merely
relies on existing mechanisms within HEW which are not
reputed to work very well. Vague promises have been made to

133 During the House Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, two witnesses
characterized the abolition of diversity jurisdiction as a rationing device. Hearings on
the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 112.14, 116, 121, 124, 127, 149, 152
(statements of Burt Neuborne and Shirley M.Hufstedler). Both of these respected com
mentators support the elimination of diversity.

134 See Frank, The Case for Diversity Jurisdiction, 16 HARV. J. LEGIS -
(1979); 1979 House Hearings on ...):versity Junsdiction/MagistratesReform, supra note

62.
135 H.R. 2854, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CoNG. REC. H1328 (daily ed. Mar. 13,

1979).
136 The cases on this point are legion. See, e.g., Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389

(1971).
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improve the existing system. Fortunately, the House subcom-
mittee responsible for the legislation quickly dealt with the con-
troversial title IV by striking it in its entirety.'" Thus, an at-
tempt to ration was shortlived.

The legislative branch has not always been so wise and has oc-
casionally violated Judge Hand's commandment. For example,
Congress enacted expansive legislation which provides that
decisions of the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs on any ques-
tion of law or fact concerning a claim for benefits or payments
administered by the Veterans Administration shall be final and
conclusive.138 No other official nor any court of the United
States has power or jurisdiction to review any such decision.139

Congress clearly acted within its constitutional prerogative in
enacting legislation barring claimants to veterans' benefits
from the federal courts.14° Nonetheless, rationing has occurred
and legislative proposals to remedy this draconian treatment of
a certain category of contr.,...a uies ought to be considered by
the Ninety-sixth Congress."'

The judicial branch also has engaged in rationing. It is ex-
tremely disturbing that a recent series of judicial pro-
nouncements cutting off access to the federal courts appears to
have been prompted by rising caseloads. A vigorous dissenting
opinion by Mr. Justice Douglas suggested this possibility:

The mounting caseloads of the Federal courts are well
known. But cases such as this one reflect festering sores in
our society. . . . I would lower technical barriers and let
courts serve that ancient need. They can in time be curbed by
legislative or constitutional restraints if an emergency
arises. We are today far from facing an emergency.142

137 See H.R. 3236, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 126 CONG. REC. H1736 (daily ed.
Mar 27, 1979) which is a clean version of the bill reported to the full Ways and Means
Committee by the Subcommittee on Social Security.

138 3$ U.S.C. I 211(a) (1976).
139 Id For a detailed discussion of this legislation, see H.R. REP. No. 91.1166, 91st

Gong ,1st Sess. (1970). See also De Rodulfa v. United States, 461 F.2d 1240 (D.C. Cir.),
cert. denied, 409 U.S. 949 (1972).

140 It is within the Congress' power to issue such a command; when rights of an in.
dividual against the United States are created, Congress is under no obligation to pro-vide a remedy through the courts. United States v. Babcock, 250 U.S. 328 (1919).

141 See H.R. 159, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC. H161 (daily ed. Jan.
18, 1979) (Brodhead).

142 Wartli v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 519 (1975) (Douglas, J., dissenting).
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This thesis was seconded by Mr. Justice Brennan who, in
scathing criticism of several recent Supreme Court decisions,'"

observed:
federalism has taken on a new meaning of late. In its name,
many of the door-closing decisions described above have
been rendered. Under the bannerof the vague, undefined no-
tions of equity, comity and federalism the Court has con-
doned both isolated and systematic violations of civil liber-
ties. Such decisions hardly bespeak a true concern for equity.

Nor do they properly understand the nature of our federal-
ism.'

These are serious allegations which heighten concern on
Capitol Hill because they are levelled by two highly respected
jurists and also because the salvos were fired from within the

Supreme Court itself.
During the Ninety-fifth Congress the House Judiciary Sub-

committee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of
Justice held extensive oversight hearings on the state of the
judiciary and access to justice. The scope of the inquiry, as
revealed in the title of the hearings, was necessarily broadened
to include not only the subject of court-related problems and the
proposals to solve them but also the subject of accessibility of
citizens to the federal judicial system. In this latter regard, one
of the openly enunciated goals of the hearings was to examine

the accusations of Justices Douglas and Brennan."'
While no witness during this inquiry was able to identify ex-

plicitly a uniform pattern, it became clear that during the past
decade a number of significant decisions have made it more dif-

ficult to get a federal court to vindicate federal constitutional
and statutory rights.'" Aggrieved persons prepared to litigate

issues on the merits have been barred from the federal court-

143 In footnotes, Mr. Justice Brennan specifically mentions the following cases:

Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465 (1976); Francis v. Henderson, 425 U.S. 536 (1976); Paul v.

Davis. 424 U.S. 693 (1976); Rizzo v. Goode, 423 U.S. 362 (1976); and Hicks v. Miranda,

422 U.S. 332 (1976).
144 Brennan, State Constitutions and the Protection of Individual Rights, 90 HARV

L. REV. 489, 502 (1977).
146 Hearings on the State of the Judiciary, supra note 3, at 6 (statement of Robert

W. Kastenmeier).
146 Id. at 10, 11.19, 112-17, 167-69, 256.60 (statements of Ralph Nader, Burt

Neuborne, William Cunningham, Steven Steinglass,and Dennis Sweeney).
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house doors by sometimes novel, shifting, and progressively
more stringent threshold rulings.147 It is likely that endemic
court congestion has been at the root of these decisions.

It is outside the scope of this article and beyond the expertise
of its authors to examine a decade of Supreme Court case law.
That is an endeavor best left to academicians.'" Several
political observations are in order, however. From a policy
perspective, what must be stated is that the primary obligation
of the federal judicial syStem is to provide a forum to resolve on
the merits the cases for which it is best equipped: not resolving
state law questions which arise under federal diversity of
citizenship jurisdiction, but adjudicating serious claims which
arise under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United
States.149 Since most of the restrictive decisions of the Supreme
Court have affected federal rights, Congress, in return for
aiding the federal courts by abolishing diversity jurisdiction and
by enacting the other reforms discussed herein, should enact
legislation designed to reopen courthouse doors that have been
slammed shut.

V. AVOIDANCE

By definition, it takes the actions of two parties to create a
dispute. Avoidance occurs when one of the disputants limits his
relationship with the other so that the dispute is suppressed or
no longer remains salient.1" It is helpful for the policymaker to
keep in mind that available dispute processing alternatives
create a spectrum ranging from adjudication at one end to
avoidance at the other, with mediation, conciliation, om-

147 Goldberg & Schwartz, Supreme Court Denial of Citizen Awes., to Federal Court
to Challenge Unconstitutional or other Unlawful Actions: The Record of the Burger
Court (a Statement of the Board of Governors of the Society of American Law
Teachers) at ii (1918).

148 Id. See also Neuborne, The Procedural Assault on the Warren Legacy: A Study
in Repeal by Indirection, 5 HOFSTRA L. REV. 545 (1977); Chayes, The Role of the Judge
in Public Law Litigation, 89 H&Rv. L. REV. 1281 (1976); McGowan, Federal Jurisdic-
tion: Legislative and Judicial Change, 28 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 517 (1978); Rathjen gt
Spaeth, Access to

360
the

19(
Fe79)deral Courts: An Analysis of Burger Court Policy Making, 23Am. J. Pot. Sct. .

149 See FRIENDLY, supra note 3, at 197.98; Neuborne, TheMyth ofParity, 90 ILutv.
L. REV. 1105 (1977).

160 Felstiner, Influences of Social Organization on Dispute Processing, 9 LAW &
Soc'Y REV. 63, 70 (1974).
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budsmen, and negotiation in the middle.'" There is, indeed, a
wide expanse between settling a dispute with a formal hearing
at the United States Supreme Court with its nine black-robed
justices and abandoning it by turning the other cheek.

From a legislative perspective, avoidance is usually not of
much concern because it is so amorphous. It is not easily caged
by statutory language nor is there adequate empirical evidence
measuring its exact dimensions in our society. Nonetheless, its
existence cannot be questioned. Examples abound: consumers
switch their trade from one businessman to another because of
the purchase of a defective product; workers quit jobs because
of race or sex discrimination; neighbors visit less or even sell
their houses because of barking dogs, raucous parties, or
unkept lawns.16" For many people with low incomes, the formal
judicial system is beyond reach. Their economic status forces
them to avoid costly adjudication.

Avoidance in a modern, democratic society like the United
States, to paraphrase Durkheim, is like a person's temperature:
If it is too high or low, there is cause for concern.'" The law-
maker should recognize that there are enormous social costs if
people are obliged, either because of high legal costs or extend-
ed court delays, to solve many disputes by avoidance or self-
help.'" Similarly, it is not cost-effective or functional for all
disputes to be resolved through formal pleadings before a
tenured judge. More importantly, if the poor and oppressed
those who often must resort to the legal system to obtain even
the basic necessities of life lack access to a dispute resolving
institution, the promise of equal justice under law rings
hollow.'" Creation of the private, independent Legal Services

151 Sander, Varieties of Dispute Processing, in 70 F.R.D. 111, 114 (1976); W.
GELLHORN. WHEN AMERICANS COMPLAIN (1966).

152 See, e.g., Hearings on the Dispute Resolution Act, supra note 71. It should be
recognized that twentieth-century life in the United States is increasingly unneighborly
and depersonalized. Consumers deal with national chains, workers toil on large
assembly lines, and neighbors do not know each other. The importance of avoidance as

an individual statement is lessened if the other side of the dispute does not get the
message.

153 Cf. K.C. DAVIS, DISCRETIONARY JUSTICE: A PRELIMINARY INQUIRY 27 (1971).

154 Felstiner, supra note 150, at 76; Galanter, Why the "Haves" Come Out Ahead:
Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 95 (1974).

155 Legal Services Corporation Act. Hearings on H.R. 3719Before the Subcomm. on
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Corporation,166 assigned the responsibility of administering a
legal services program, was a necessary legislative initiative to
reduce implicitly mandated avoidance of the legal system by
almost nineteen million Americans."' Although much more
needs to be done, the importance of this initiative cannot be
overemphasized.

In seeking a national program for the delivery of justice, the
Department of Justice has recognized many of these factors.
Through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, it
funded experimental neighborhood justice centers in Atlanta,
Kansas City, and Los Angeles. The twin goals of these centers
are to provide an alternative to the local courts for settlement of
many kinds of disputes that normally are shut out of the formal
court system,'" and further, to gather information about alter-
native dispute resolution techniques. Within the next few
months, an independent evaluation will determine the most suc-
cessful elements of this program.

Independent of this, Congress has developed legislation to
create a dispute resolution resource center within the Depart-
ment of Justice. The center would serve as a central clearing-
house for information on dispute processing techniques. In addi-
tion, the center would grant seed money to states, municipal-
ities, counties, and private organizations to experiment with
various dispute resolution procedures. This legislation
recognizes that "for the majority of Americans, mechanismsfor
the resolution of minor disputes are largely unavailable, inac-
cessible, ineffective, expensive, or unfair";1" that the inade-
quacy of dispute resolution mechanisms is against the general
welfare of the people; and that neighborhood, local, or commun-
ity-based dispute resolution mechanisms can provide means for
expeditiously, inexpensively, and voluntarily resolving

Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the
Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 48 (1977) (statement of Thomas Ehrlich).

156 Pub. L. No. 93-355, 88 Stat. 378 (1974); Pub. L. No. 95-222, 91 Stat. 1619 (1977).
157 H.R. REP No. 95-310, 95th Cong., lit Sess. 4 (1977), reprinted in [1977) U.S.

CODE CONC. k AD. NEWS 4503, 4506; S. REP. No. 95-172, 95th Cong., lit Sess. 3 (1977).
158 Bell, Crisis in the Courts: Proposals for Change,31 Vertu. L. REv. 3, 8 (1978); see

Pound Conference Follow-Up Report, supra note 8, at 9-12.
169 H.R. 2863, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), 125 CONG. REC.H1328 (daily ed. Mar. 13,

1979).
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disputes.160 These findings are steps in the right direction. If
this legislation is enacted, after several years of experimenta-
tion, more will be known about the feasibility ofproviding alter-
native forums for the fair and expeditious resolution of
disputes, where the alternative institutions should be located,
and who should organize and control them.'61

Conclusion

In spite of the fact that article III of the Constitution vests the
judicial power of the United States "in one Supreme Court" and
in "inferior" lower federal courts, the framers of the Consti-
tution specifically authorized Congress to organize the Supreme
Court, to establish the lower courts, and to distribute jurisdic-
tion among them. In addition, article I vests in the legislative
branch power to constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme
Court. And, the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution, by man-
dating that state courts share with their federal counterparts
responsibility for enforcing the Constitution and the laws of the
United States, gives Congress a very real interest in the quality
of state-administered justice. These grants of authority have
provided Congress with the significant responsibility of
overseeing the functioning of the federal courts, as well as tak-
ing more than a passing interest in state justice systems. The
genius of the founding fathers is that they balanced this broad
legislative power by granting independence to the federal
courts and tenure "during good behavior" to the judges who sit
on these courts. In essence, the framers made it exceedingly dif-
ficult to change the basic judicial system or to remove federal
judges.I62

160 Id. Who controls the dispute resolution mechanism is an issue of great concern.
The House bill recognizes the importance of community based justice and citizen em-
powerment. See Hearings on the Dispute Resolution Ad, supra note 71, at 131 (state.
ment of Raymond Shonholtz); Hofrichter, Justice Centers Raise Basic Questions, 2
NEW DIRECTIONS IN LEGAL SERVICES 168 (1977).

161 For further discussion of developments in dispute processing outside the courts,
see JOHNSON. KANTOR & SCHWARTZ, OUTSIDE THE COURTS: A SURVEY OF DIVERSION
ALTERNATIVES IN CIVIL COURTS (1977); see also notes 70 to 74 and accompanying text
supra.

162 A discussion of judicial tenure or discipline legislation, important as it may be, is

outside the scope of this article. Even the best judges cannot be expected to overcome
the inadequacies of an irrational and inconsistent judicial structure:
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From a policy standpoint this is a two-sided coin. First and
foremost, it prevents the executive and legislative branches
from encroaching upon the power of the judiciary. In this
regard, the sanctity of the judicial branch is constantly pro-
tected. The rule of law stands firm and rule by fiat becomes an
impossibility. On the other hand, it makes it abundantly more
difficult to aid the courts legislatively when their dockets
become congested and their machinery needs fine-tuning. In
this context, distance from the political branches works to the
judiciary's detriment. Essentially, what is a strength in our
democratic system of government provision for an independ-
ent, anti-majoritarian check to the excesses of the executive and
legislative branches, as well as abuses committed by private
parties becomes a weakness when it comes time to provide
the judiciary with the necessary tools to accomplish its assigned
functions.

In the end, issues relating to court reform and access to
justice are political questions.'" This proposition gives rise to a
second set of problems. Where is the political constituency for
court reform and access to justice? How is the legislator to
measure support or opposition to a particular proposal? Who

It has been suggested that no court system can work with bad judges and that
good judges can make any system work. Without challenging this piece of
"conventional wisdom," it must also be added thata good court structure will
maximize the quality and quantity of judicial output, minimize administrative
complexities and costs, and promote confidence in the judicial system.

CITIZEN'S STUDY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIAL ORGANIZATION, REPORT TO [WISCONSIN] GOVER-
NOR PATRICK J. LUCEY 65 (1973).

163 The Senate's recent action in attaching a school prayer amendment to S. 450 (the
bill to eliminate the mandatory jurisdiction of the Supreme Court) is a stark reminder of
this basic point. For further discussion of S. 450, see notes 123 to 128 and accompanying
text supra. The prayer (Helms) amendment first had been attached to the Department
of Education bill. Then, the Senate leadership, having decided that this action "en-
dangered" the education package, looked fora "more appropriate vehicle" to which the
school prayer issue could be linked. They ultimately found a widely supported and
relatively non-controversial bill to provide needed relief to the Supreme Court of the
United States. 125 CONG. REC. 54138-57 (daily ed. April 9,1979). Their choice was dear;
they would "endanger" this latter legislative proposal to save the education bill.

Politically, this action has two ramifications. First, a policy decision has been made
that creating the Department of Education is more important than improving the
operation of the United States Supreme Court. Second, a Senate precedent is estab-
lished allowing alteration of the jurisdictionof the Supreme Court in other controversial
areas (e.g., desegregation, abortion, obscenity) in an effort to control the substantive
outcome of a case. Id. (remarks of Edward M. Kennedy and Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.).
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does he turn to for political advice? In this regard, members of
the legal profession form an intelligent, articulate, interested,
and vocal political community. They not only speak for
themselves individually, but they also often organize into
associations and then speak with a more unified voice.
Nonetheless, they hardly ever voice the concerns of the com-
mon man, who is rarely heard from. In the long run, lawyers
tend to look after their own interests. A personal injury at-
torney will protest vehemently against no-fault insurance or
abolition of diversity jurisdiction. Similarly, a tax lawyer will
not support legislative proposals to end forum shopping in tax
cases.'"

What is fatally lacking for the policymaker is an overview of
the entire system and the needs of all its participants. To solve
the serious problems posed by delay, costs, and unfairness, this
is what is needed. The Department of Justice's Office for the
Improvements in the Administration of Justice, under the able
leadership of Daniel J. Meador, has filled a gaping chasm in this
area. So have several conferences and commissions which have
met and issued reports during the past decade. So, although
they represent specialized interest groups, have the Judicial
Conference of the United States, the Conference of (State)
Chief Justices, and the American Bar Association.

Aid from these groups only partially relieves the crushing
burdens on Congress. We live in a rapidly growing and ever-
changing society. Inexorably, life in the modern, technological
state gives rise to new problems and societal tensions. A short
list of subjects which concern the citizenry in 1979 makes this
patently clear: industrial pollution, electronic surveillance, bank
privacy, occupational safety, consumer credit protection, con-
sumer product safety, freedom of information, and resource
preservation. None of these items was of political or judicial
concern over fifty years agc. Since 1969, Congress has passed

164 Almost two centuries ago, Alexis de Tocqueville observed: "It must therefore be
expected that personal interest will become more than ever the principal if not the sole
spring of men's actions." 2 A. DE TOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRAC1 I! AMERICA 123.24 (Reeve
trans., Bowen & Bradley rev. ed. 1976). Likewise, judges cannot be counted upon to
deal with the issues raised by substantial revision of the federal system. P. CARRINcrom

G. MEADOR. M. ROSENBERG, JUSTICE ON APPEAL 224 (1976).
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over fifty substantive statutory schemes that confer jurisdiction
on the federal courts. The Ninety-sixth Congress will not
change the trend of giving the federal judiciary more and more
to do: codification of the criminal laws, appellate review of
sentences, and protection of insurance and medical records are
possibilities for enactment.'" Similar pressures are placed on
the state courts to protect the environment, to provide equal
treatment for all citizens, to enforce the criminal laws, to con-
serve energy, to guarantee the rights of consumers, to 'protect
institutionalized persons, and to provide fair, expeditious, and
inexpensive dispute resolution procedures.

The twentieth-century industrial state daily brings to mind
the reality that most of our resources are finite. Allocation of
finite commodities has become a problem for the legislative and
executive branches. If it is not done properly, waste occurs and
the Proposition 13 reaction results. Special interests emerge
recommending that everybody's interests but their own be cur-
tailed. These suggestions tend to cancel each otherout, leaving
the legislative branch in a near-paralyzed position.166

To the extent that the practicing bar is warned about
changing a legal system with which it feels so comfortable, a
parting word is necessary. We live in a world where change is

165 The Ninety-fifth Congress continued the trend of providing federal court
remedies and judicial review in a wide variety of federal statutes to meet the varying
needs of American society. Thirteen public laws authorized the United Statesto enforce
statutory schemes through civil actions. See, e.g., Pub. L. No. 95-213, 5 104, 91 Stat.
1494 (1977) (Foreign Corrupt Practices Act); Pub. L. No. 95-339, S 105, 92 Stat. 460
(1978) (New York City Loan Guarantee Act); Pub. L. No. 95-372, SS 208, 302, 312, 92
Stat. 1824 (1978) (Ethics in Government Act). In addition, the Ninety-fifth Congress
enacted six laws creating private causes of action. See, e.g., Pub. L. No. 95-511, 5 103,
92 Stat. 1783 (1978) (Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act), which regulates theuse of
electronic surveillance within the United States for foreign intelligence purposes. The
legislation requires the Chief Justice of the United States to designate seven district
court judges from seven circuits to constitute a court which has jurisdiction to hear ap-
plications for and grant orders approving foreign intelligence electronic surveillance.
The Chief Justice also must appoint three circuit or district judges to constitute a court
of review. Then, the Supreme Court acts as the final appellate arbiter.

One federal judge has characterized Congress' passion for judicial review as a love af-
fair which is heating up rather than cooling down. McGowan, Congress and the Courts,
62 A.B.A.J. 1588, 1589 (1976). It appears that this love affair has turned into a stable
relationship with long-term ramifications.

166 The controversy over the proposed abolition of diversity of citizenship jurisdic-
tion provides a dramatic illustration of this.
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To the extent that the practicing bar is worried about chang-
ing a legal system with which it feels so comfortable, a parting
word is necessary. We live in a world where change is nature's
mighty law; in fact, "change is one of the few things men can be
certain of."167 The role of law in our society always has been to
organize, redirect, and legitimate changes that started outside
the law. Life in the United States has been in constant flux since
the end of World War II, and indeed, since the last major
judicial reforms were consummated in the 1920s. It is a tribute
to the existing judicial system, and to the lawyers who toil in it,
that it has worked as well as it has. As Professor Hurst has
observed, "Any institution whose job it is to deal directly, in as
rational a way as possible, with the ceaseless flux, is to be
counted one of the truly basic instruments of civilized living. "168

167 J. Huasr, THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN LAN : THE LAW MAKERS 19 (1950).

168 Id.
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A MOST DEFERENTIAL TERM

In the term just past, the nine Justices made no waves.
They deferred to the will of Congress, to the

dictates of the sovereign states, to the authority
of the Executive. By-hye judicial activism

Conservatism at the High Court
JAMES J. KILPATRICK

re. rut it erect, It was a placid term of the US
%/Supreme Court that ended on July 2 The Coutt

handed down 125 opinions, but none of them qualified as
a landmark Nothing came along in cnriunal law to rank
with Moenda, nothing in the field of oval rights approached
Brown v &reed of FAICIII0I1 Even in dissent, none of the
Justices made wises

The surface appearances were deterring Some critics
have complained that the Court under Chief Justice Warren
Earl Burger like Churchill's famous pudding. has no theme

but the critics arc wrong Beneath the bland surface be
strong. consistent currents of jurisprudence The activism
that mattes the days of Earl Warren, when the Court
plunged into seas of political and social controversy. has
been replaced by a cautious and respectful consercansm

In the term just ended. we saw She most deferential Court
in many years The Court deferred to Congress, the Court
deferred to the Exeonice Praising the virtues of federalism.
the Court deferred to the sovereign states The Court even
deterred, most of the same, to the federal bureaucracy The
Justices genteelly deferred to one another Justice Thurgood
Marshall dissented 45 rimes and Justice %Bum Brennan 39
times but these were feeble scons against the records racked
up by William () Douglas Sixteen caws saw unanimous
opinions 23 mhos brought separate common:es but no
dissents In only twenty cases dd th, Court split 5 to 4
'early half a century ago, Harlan Fiske Stone laid down
the maxim by which the present Court is guded "The only
check upon our own exercise of power.' he wrote, Is our
own sense of self restraint' That vital sense is working well

lime after time, the Court bowed to the will of the Con-
gress In Rooker v Goldberg, for example, the Court had
to decide whether an act requiring the draft registration only
of men discriminated against women In the lower court, a
thregiudge panel had marshaled impmsne reasoning to
support that tompinnt In the high court, a sixman =Of -
As tossed that reasoning aside Speaking through Justice
WdWm Rehnquist, the majority held that the case was more
than merely one more case incolcing the customary defer.
eon accorded congressional decisions" Here the issue In-
solved the authority of Congress user national defense and
mduuv affairs 'and perhaps in no other area has the Coon
accorded Congress greater deference" After all Rehnquist
added admonishing his three dissenting brothers. 'the Con-

{iris is a coequal branch of government whose members
lake the same oath we do to uphold the Constitution of the
United States"

In 'defier' v McCann a different sixman majority ex-
Matted the same poldesse The case invoiced a property
settlement between an army colonel and his wife of 19 years
Under Cablomo law. Palfina Ann McCarty was entitled to
roughly half of the colonel's future retirement pay Ail. said
Justice Harry Blackmun. but the law of California must
yield to the law of the land. An officer's retirement pay IS not
like a pension based upon past services. on the contrary. it is
'reduced compensation for reduced current semces The
retirement system is not designed for the benefit of Oct:deed
wives. but for the benefit of the armed services The purpose
as to encourage orderly promotion and to maintain a youth-
ful military force The value of retirement pay as an induce.
mcnt to re-enlist would be diminished if an officer knew that
he might be incoluntanly transferred to a state that would
divide that pay upon divorce In Its wisdom and compas.
mon, to be sure. Congress could change the federal law. 'but
this decision is for Congress alone'

In Monroe v Standard Oil Compeers. this deference to
legislative power approached a comic level This was one of
the 5 to 4 decisions Remarkably, both ides insisted upon
upholding the perceived intent of Congress The case in-
volved a military reservist in Lima. Ohio His reserve duties
required attendance at monthly drills and summer camps.
with the result that he lost some hours at the refinery where
he worked The majority sad, Tough luck, but Congress has
lad no duty upon employers to accommodate reservists
'This Court does not sit to draw the most appropriate bal.
sue between benefits to employee-resenists and costs to
employers That as the responsibility of Congress" The lour
dissenters found this an 'erroneous interpretation. contrary
to congressional intent

The Coun bowed to Congress in a case Involving Medicaid
and in a case invoking railroad retirement taw . the term.
the Court upheld the historic authority a .

Arc MpetricA. it 'Indicated 401{44001f end regular on
Agronsky and Company /Bs Wen hoods are The Amen.
can South, Four Seasons of the Land, sun photovapher
14 ahem .4 Rata', and The Foxes Union

At/jUtf 7. 1981 f NATIO,A1 ROtos S13

Reproduced with the permission of the National Review, Inc. from the National Review, v. 33, Aug. 7, 1981.
893-895
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On the conservative side we have been pleading
for years for strict construction and
Judicial restraint. For a term or two, at least,
we are getting what we asked for. it may
be dull, but it's delightful, too

hrellyh tt.Ct oth maailsones these can oe used only for the
deposo oat-taped magi and not for the distribution of the
Atcts of 401/4. goups Repeatedly the Coun invoked the
hoar, docarane that edges must not substitute their own
felons wi ',oil pont>, for the expressed will of Congress
ltwiges nave been saying this tot years, they say it whenever
then prejudices comode with the expressed will of Con-
gress But .n the term just ended. members of the Burger
Coun seemed so mean it

In this regard the Chief Justice himself- in one notable
caw and alt the test fins was the Honda case testing the use
of ielesoion .amens in i.rirmilal i.ounrooms. Does the
pieserwe 01 a TV teponct prekuchce a fair slur It is well
known that Buigei loathes lb. but who wrote the opinion
ophoidwg Hondas might to experiment with Tb courage"
1 he h of in person

the H. ids case was one of several in which the old doc-
trines of teduainm were defended The Coun upheld a
I tab statute requiring physwan, II possible. to nobly the
parents of a teenaged girl seeking an abortion The Coon
round nothing wrong with an Aritona Law that departs from
one person one vote in water conservation districts

nesota s statute on milk i.onlainers placed no unconstitu-
tional burden on interstate commerce Montana s steep
Seven/Kt tax on coal, by the same token, was merely a man-
atestanon of powers mused to the states respectively under
the Tenth Amendment In Illinois, a complicated. slow, and
cumbersome system of challenging real-property tax assess -
menls nevenheless was found to be 'plain, speedy, and
effwitni, and hence within the powers of Cook County
The friendly principles of federalism reached even to the
stewing or a say street in Memphis the went of the closing
was not to Segregate neighborhoods but only to most traffic

to be Wee, the term saw receptions to this pervasive punc-
tilio Federalism did not protect an Iowa law hriating the
iengih of trucks A tonrecoun procedure in paternity cases
could not pass muster The Borough of Mt Ephraim in
Camden County. N J was told it could not awoke its twang
power to prohibit nude dancing in a porn shop

flit delightful trend toward 1.441..51 restraint produced
some ironies also The Coun deferentially upheld a tough
federal Law on strip mining, even though the law demands
ridiculous results an the rugged mountain terrain of south-
west Vagina The Court bowed to federal authonty in
waits petillAtt011 regulations. even of the regulaiions force
some companies out of business Textile manufacturers got
the word that 'feasible" in the law means 'feasible" in prac-
tice, and never Mind a balance between benefirS and calls
Mine owners learned that nothing in the Fourth Amend-
ment madames lebrat inspectors to get a warns in advance

114 NACKAAL August 7, On
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It business and industry are aggrieved by such enercises in
stio.t construction. let them look to Congress lot relief Jus.
aces must not substitute their own notions of wise social

ct cetera, ct cetera, et Cetera
In the last few days of the term. the Court disposed of two

cases that might have been raised to landmark dimensions
Both involved the power of the Executive In ikke v Agee.
the Court almost matter-of-factly upheld the authority of a
Secretary of State to revoke a passport for cause The deci-
sion set off a loud but unwarranted flap within the liberal
community, where dark petits were seen to freedom of speech
and freedom to travel abroad A careful reading of Burgers
opinion for the seven -man majority makes it clear that Philip
Apes passport was revoked not for what the renegade said.
but for what he did in trying to disrupt our intelligence-
gathering capacity In the Iranian assets case. without saga
!natant dissent the Court upheld President Cances deal on
the hostages but Rehnquist s opinion was cast so narrowly
that it provides no sweeping precedential authorty for fix.
sure cases

So the term went Nothing much happened in criminal
law In attempting to clarify Founh Amendment questions
of search and seizure and Sixth Amendment Issues of a might
to counsel. the Coun succeeded in making matters more
opaque In the field of sex discrimination, the Coun waffled,
two casts sustained equal rights for women. two cases went
the other way. ho cases dealt significantly with freedom of
the press or freedom of religion The only case that dealt
notably with these issues produced a splintered majonty
upholding the power of a state so rennet the r.m nhna cultists
at state fans.

The spirit of judonal restraint was reflected tun in the
dissents. Some of us who cover she Court may be forgiven a
nostalgic sigh for the good old days when Black. Douglas.
and Frankiuner hurled gutsy insults at each other. These
days only Rehnquist flings she barbed remark In a Jehovah's
Witnesses case. he observed tanly that Ins erring brothers
had succeeded only in "adding mud to the already muddied
waters of Fast Amendment junsprudence" In another case
he accused the majority of 'a remarkable feat of judicial al-
chemy " In a Kentucky criminal case he deplored the 's atgu-
Ur paucity of reasoning" displayed by his colleagues Tame
stuff, tame stuff

With the retirement July 3 of Justice Potter Stewart. some
change can be expected an she fall term, but probably not
much We may reasonably anticipate the smooth confirma-
tion of Mr Reagan's nominee to replace him. Sandra
O'Connor of Arizona The Coun 5 first woman comes fully
sacdentiakd as a Goldwater Republican. but history raises
a flag of caution nominees do not always turn con as ap-



pointing Presidents cattiest Mi krurnhowet rnodeisiely
cunservative fellow warned judges in his own image he
shone Italian Whittaker and Stewart who worked out
well but he also named Eail Warren and William Brennan
to the beryh Alt Nixon also wanted staunch conservatives,
he got two splendid ones in Burger and Rehnquist he got a
moderate sonveiratoe in Powell and these days rt s hard to
ta. what MI Start', gut in fads Blackmun Outing the
past term Blackmun broke 41 times from Buigei and Rchn-
qufst and disigiced C 101.1. with Brennan and Marshall
Mn Or ...not s rod/stain experience has been Limited 10 3011-
41.otng the 0311t UM of Ati.una with tittle opportunity 40
grapple with federal statutes 01 with 4,01131114114011714 :nun

She mar 3.03e Iv be another Rehnquist on the high court
hot then again she may not

My guess is that the same currents and divisions that were
so evident in the 19146-1 term will continue largely um
changed .n the term that begins nut October ISItnaall 43't Marshall tuns turned '1 The (curls two most liberal
members disagreed in the past term on only len of the 123
cast, Al the other end of the spectrum sit Burger who will
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be 74 in Septembei and Rehnquist 57 in October The two
most conservative members disagreed in only It cases
Powell is rising 74, Blackmun is 72, White 64, and Stevens
bt They will continue to hold a middle ground As for Ma,
came Justice Otonnor a title that will take some getting
used to- we can only watt and See

I would venture one forlorn hope an looking to the future
when some of the septuagenarians may be summoned to yet
a higher sours Has is that Mr Reagan will search for re.
placements who possess some felicitous command ot the
English language With occasional lapses into clarity the
eight returning Justices all write pedestrian prose Rehnqutst
and Stevens now and then get off a luminous tine. but the
034,ation, are intrequent Powell Ms the finest mind on the
Court, but his opinions proceed at the methodical, measured
pace of drying paint

With those mildly dyspeptic observations. I remain con-
tern On the conservative ssde, we have been pleading for
years for strict constructIon and Judicial restraint For a
term or two. at lean, we are getting what we asked for It
may be dull, but it's delightful, too 0
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A look inside the conference room

Decision-making in state supreme courts

.....,,:iit.

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Judicature. v. 69, Feb. 1976: 837 -343.
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soon of case's r let these pro( (-duo s has(
been suby.cted to surprisingly, little

iii%eStigati,M,2 V old, in his examination
of four state supreme e ourts, a oncluded that
pre. edures dr. offer t dee ASK/111, though in .1
more limited ss as than had been n hs pothe--
sired Other writers has e min entrated on
the importance of background charactens-
to s and perceived Judicial roles and has e
de -emphasized institutions and procedures
of courts'

In order to pros ide comparative informa-
tion on the formal decision-making proce-
dures of state high courts, a questionnaire
was sent to the chief PiStit en of earls of the
Mt, state supreme 4. mats during the summer
of 1973 Bs the use of follow-up lett( rs and
published sources, data were obtained for
forts-nine of the fifts states'

The qm-stionniire eon ered four basic
de, 1%1011 m,ikniy procedure's (1) the L.e of
oral arguments. 42, the order of conference
disc ussion, ekt the order of setting. and (4)
the assignment of written opinions

Oral arguments
The use of oral arguments as part of the

nubal der isiommaking pun ess scenes from
state to Mate Of the forts-three states re-
sponding to this section of the question-
naire. twents -fin e reported that 90 per cent
or more of their cases are accompanied bs
oral argument of counsel 5 Onlir six of the
responding states, hear oral argument

I John T %%old Internal Pnocedure Bole Percep-
novo and Indaurt Ifehattor 4 Study of Four State
I owls of Tao Iterortotriplokilishief Pb Ir de.sertation
John. Hopkins l'n,sersas 1971 p

2 The second Circuit Federal Judscial 4thrunts
tration N flu M Otm 011-104BL1 LAW RE%tei4 LXIII
St at 19631.874 -919

3 For a general returns of this hit nano see Stan
ford S ItConkir, Enctronmental Institutional and
Procedural Influence on Collepal Decifum-mak.ng 4
otnparatice 4nalos of State supreme Courts

mopublobed Phi) Dessert own, Washington State
I nese f.f, 1971i chapter I

4 Though forty nine stant responded to the slir
the aril W for speeife pestrons will car, 1,1( to

the failure of some states to answer all aspeets of the.

,inesttonnatta
5 The. does not include Lnuittana. Nebraska, or

cs ashington states whit himpl, replied that i filapnIft
or a larg. roaionts of all,. 'Asc. arc tOffipilltV41 bt
of kfg,31)., it

335 Tudocature f oftiine Se), `tet.enbet 7 Fehruiry 1976
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few el than 50 per cent of cases $ Kentinks
hears emil argument to only 2 per e era of
cases, followed by Oklahoma with cods 10
to 20 per cent, In Indiana, all ki%il cases are
accompanied by oral arguments but =I-
nal cases rarely are. In Utah, 66 per cent of
the ersil cases but only 10 per cent of the
criminal cases are presented oralls.

Oral argument rs ie.ned cliffcrcritly bs
different Justices' It is qM1(1011.11.41. obeth-

Procedure used during
the decision-making

conferences
may be of

considerable concern
to students of the courts.

er it has a marked impact on the outcome of
( ases %Vold reported that most of the pis-
to es he had interviewed in Mars land felt
that their "original predispositions toward
ases were occasionally altered became of

the arguments given by counsel," but one
of the Justices indicated that oral arguments
altered his position about 40 per cent of the
time.

Some jurists consider the role of the oral
argument crucial. Former U.S. Supreme
Court Justice William 0. Douglas has stated
that the use of the oral argument may w 111 or
lose a case, for it is in the oral argument that
Justices question counsel and delve into the
issues of the case for themselves. Justice
Felix Frankfurter called the court "a ques-
tioning body, utilizing oral argument+ as a
means for exposing the diffie ales of a case
with a slew to meeting them " But es en in

6 This Includes Utah. as described Atm,
7 Walter F Morphs, ELEMENTS 01 PAW IAL

STRATFG1 tChnago Unisersits of Chicago pries,
19641, p 7

%%old. Internal Procedure, Supra a 1, p 56
9 Henri, J Abraham TIILADIC11,

York (Word Unlyertita Press, 19751 p



the United States Supreme Court, oral argu-
ments Ire not heard in all cases.

On the other hand, some state supreme
onns have essentially done awas with oral

argument This strongly suggests that these
oorts do not see it as an essential part of the

min Hate process One study has suggested
that there is no relationship between the
frequem % of the use of oral arguments m
judicial decision-making and the level of
«inflict experienced to the court.' but the
empiric al question of whether the oral argu-
ment better meet, the demands of justice is
left unanswered,
merit better meet, the demands of justice is
left unanswered

Conference procedures
In most state high courts the decision of

the court is made after hearing oral argu-
Mt nu. during a conference of the justices.
Most of the courts do hold decision-making
con ferenc es. but procedure varies widely
from court to court, Some eleven different
procedures have been identified

Ooh four states, Georgia. Maine. Penn-
ssl% ama. and Ohio. follow the practice of
the I! S. Supreme Court, where the chief
justice speaks first followed by the other
justices in order of semority,10 A more com-
mon approachused in nine states is to
order the discussion in reverse seniority
with the chief justice speaking last. Another
nine states allow the reporting judge to
speak first, followed by the other justices in
order of seniority. Idaho and Massachusetts
follow the same procedure but reserve the
right of the chief justice to speak last. Alaska
allows the reporting judge the first oppor-
tunity to speak, followed by the other jus-
tices in reverse order of seniority. Colorado
and Mississippi do likewise, with the addi-
tional provision that the chief justice speaks
last Indiana follows a system of speaking in
reverse order of seniority with the reporting
lodge last

Eighteen of the forty-eight reporting
states use some variation of random discus-
sion. The most common order of these ran-
dom conference discussions is no se' order
at all, an approach followed by eleven of the

10 Np-Cmnkie. Enroronmenial, supra n 3, p 166
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states Illinois allow s the reporting judge to
speak first, but that is the extent of the order.
Virginia, on the other hand, rotates among
the justices in order of discussion. preserv-
ing the right of the reporting judge to have
final say In Nebraska, the judges discuss the
case in alphabetical order. While fairly con-
stant. the order changes with each change in
personnel and ignores seniority and/or lead-
ership of the members of the court. Iowa
allows the reporting judge to speak first
followed by the other justices counterclock-
wise around the conference table. thus alter-
ing the order of discussion with each case.
New York has the reporting judge speak first
followed by the remaining judges beginning
with the justice that is next in seniority.
Oklahoma allows the reporting judge to
speak first followed by the others in rotation.
The justice to the left of the reporting judge
speaks first in Rhode Island, discussion then
rotates around the conference table with the
writer of the opinion speaking last.

Louisiana rarely holds formal conference
discussions and does not hold a conference
after the oral argument. Rather, the judge
who has been assigned the case simply
writes an opinion for the court. The justice
immediately junior to the opinion writer acts
as a second and reviews the cases assigned
to him in order to comply with a constitu-
tional requirement that two justices review
each case.

The procedure used during the decision-
making conferences may be of considerable
concern to students of the courts, it is during
this conference that most courts reach their
final decision or at least outline the direction
the opinion is going to take. Order is per-
ceived to be an important factor in this
conference. In terms of small group theory,
it is felt that the individual who has the first
opportunity to speak has the greatest degree
of influence over the decision," since here
the direction of the discussion and the
points at issue are defined. It would appear
that formal conference procedures which
assign specific responsibilities to individual
justices are designed to increase unity. On

11 Glendon Schubert. j1JUICIAL POLICY-MAKI '.(.
(Glens less, Illinois Scott, Foresman and Co 1964). p
101
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State Supreme Court Decision-Making Procedures
Oral

argument
VA of cases

heard)

Order of
Conference
discussion

Order 'of
voting

Assignment
Of opinion

Alabama NA NA NA NA

Alaska 100 Reporting judge. then reverse of
seniority

Reporting judge. then reverse of
seniority

Reporting judge it in majority

Arizona 100 Reverse of seniority chief justice
last

No set order Chief justice assigns

Arkansas 30 Reporting judge, then by seniority Reporting judge. then by seniority Reporting judge if in majority

California 99 No eel order No set order Chief justice assigns

Colorado 100 Reporting judge. then reverse Se
niority, chief justice last

Reverse of seniority chief justice
last

Chief justice assigns

Connecticut 100 Reverse of seniority, chief justice
fast

Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Chief justice assigns

Delaware 100 No set order No set order Chief justice assigns

Florida 80 Reporting judge. then by seniority Reporting judge, then by ser J. ty Reporting judge if in majority

Georgia NA Chief justice, then by seniority No set order Reporting judge

Hawaii 100 No set order No set order Chief justice if in majority, senior
judge if not

Idaho 90 Reporting judge, then by seniority,
chief Justice last

Reverse of seniority, chief Justice
Lest

Reporting judge if in majority

Illinois 75-80 Reporting judge, then random Reverse of seniority Rotating basis

Indiana 10-20 Reverse of seniority, reporting
judge last

Revers* of seniority, reporting
judge last

Reporting judge if in majority

Iowa 85 Reporting judge, then counter.
clockwise

Reporting judge, then clockwise
around table

Rotating basis

Kansas 77 Reporting judge. then by seniority Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Rotating basis

Kentucky 2 No set order No set order Reporting judge if In majority

Louisiana Lg. ma). No formal conference No formal vote Random

Maine 100 Chief justice. then by seniority Chief justice, then by seniority Rotating basis

Maryland NA Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Chief justice in all cases

Massachusetts NA Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Chief justice assigns

Michigan 95 Rely on commission reports, few
conferences

NA Rotating basis
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Minnesota 100 Reporting judge. then by seniority Usually no formal vote Rotating basis
Mississippi 100 Reporting judge. reverse seniority.

chief justice last
Reporting judge, rev seniority.
Chief justice last

Reporting judge it in majority

Missouri 50 No set Order Rovers. of seniority, chief justice
last

Rotating basis

Montana 100 Reverse seniority. chief justice last Reverse seniority, chief justice last Chief justice assigns
(usually) (usually)

Nebraska Most Alphabetical Alphabetical Chief justice assigns
Nevada 95 Reporting judge. then by Seniority No set order Rotating bas.s if in majority
New Hampshire 90 Reporting judge. then by seniority No sat order Reporting judge drafts opinion be.

lore conference
New Jersey 99 Reporting judge. then by seniority Chief justice first, then seniority Reporting judge if in majority
Now Maxie() 90 Reverse of seniority, chief justice

last
Reverse of seniority, chief justice
last

Chief justice assigns

New York 85 Reporting judge. then next senior,
etc.

Reporting judge, then next senior Reporting judge if in mai, if not,
dissenting judge

North Carolina 90 No set Order Reverse seniority, chief justice last Rotating basis if judge in majority
North Dakota 100 NO set order NO set Order Rotating basis
Ohio 90-95 Chief justice, then by seniority Reverse seniority, chief justice last. By lot among those voting in ma

jority
Oklahoma 10 Reporting judge, then rotation Reporting judge, then rotation Chief justice assigns
Oregon 99 No set order No set Order Chief justice assigns
Pennsylvania 85-90 Chief justice, then by seniority Reverse seniority, chief justice last Chief justice assigns
Rhode Island NA Left of rep. judge. reporting judge

last
NA Random basis prior to Oral argu-

ment
South Carolina 80 Reporting judge, then by seniority Reporting judge, then by seniority Rotating baSis
South Dakota 100 No sat order NO sat order Rotating basis
Tennessee NA NA NA NA
Texas 100 Reverse seniority, chief justice last Around table, chief justice test Rotating base
Utah 67 civil No sal order NO sat order Rotating baSis

10 trim
Vermont 99 Reverse seniority, chief justice last Reverse Seniority, chief justice last Rotating basis
Virginia NA Rotating with reporting judge last Usually no formal vote taken By lot
Washington Maj Reverse seniority, chief justice last NO sat order Reporting judge if ma) .11 not. chief
West Virginia 75 Reverse seniority, chief justice last Reverse seniority, chief justice last Rotating basis
WisConsin 100 Reporting judge. then by seniority, Reporting judge, then by seniority, Rep. judge if maj. if not, dissenting

opinion
Wyoming 95 Rotation Rotation Chief *tr.11 assigns
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the other hand, states that hale no set order
in the conference process may encourage
conflict by allow ing each of the justices to go
his separate way.

Formally established conference proce-
dures may has e sonic impact on the outcome
of a case, but historically-oriented studies of
the U S. Supreme Court seem to indicate
that the role of leadership assumed by the
chief justice may be the dominant influence
in conference decisionmaking," Perhaps a
more important factor to examine would be
the role either formally given to or informal-
ly adopted by the chief justice.

Voting

Like the U S. Supreme Court, seventeen
state courts of last resort vote more or less in
reverse seniority. with the chief justice vot-
ing last Mississippi has the reporting judge
vote first followed by the remaining justices
in reverse of seniority, retaining for the chief
justice the final vote Illinois votes in reverse
order of seniority, as does Indiana, except
that Indiana allows the reporting judge to
cast the final ballot.

In Maine and New Jersey, the chief justice
votes first, followed by the remaining jus-
tices in order of seniority, while in Arkansas,
Florida. South Carolina, and 1Visconsin the
reporting judge votes first followed by the
remaining justices in order of seniority.
Three more states, Iowa, Oklahoma, and
New York, allow the reporting judge to cast
the initial vote followed by either a random
or rotation voting procedure Nebraska fol-
lows the same procedure used in conference
discussion, the judges vote in alphabetical
order.

Seventeen of the responding states have
no set order of voting Many of these reach
agreement outside of a formal conference
procedure. Two, Minnesota and Virginia,
usually take no formal vote Louisiana does
not hold a formal vote, but the justices come
to conference and circulate their written
opinions around the conference table for the
other justices to sign if they concur. When
the required number of signatures is ob-
tamed, the opinion is accepted. If the circu-

12 Abraham Tilt JUDICIAL PROCESS, pp 195 -217

342 Judicature/Volume 59 Number 7 /February, 1976
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lated opinion is not signed by a majority of
the justices, a conference discussion may
take place.

mpiierweirmuireubeseeraVieeXr ,

Do differences
in procedure

affect the substance
of court decisions?

It has been suggested that voting proce-
dure may give individual justices (particu-
larly the chief justice) unique opportunity to
Influence the decision made by collegial
bodies." If this is indeed the case, the
procedure used becomes important. From a
traditional standpoint, unity has been an
important judicial goal. Canon 19 of the
Code of Judicial Ethics carried an anti-
conflict attitude for the judicial process for
many years. The current revision of this
ethic has excluded this anti - conflict provi-

sion. Empirical evidence available to date
shows no relationships between the meth-
ods of voting used by a court and the level of
conflict experienced."

Assigning written opinions
The method of opinion assignment may

play a critical rule in the nature of the tourfs
final decision. As is the case in the U.S.
Supreme Court, in fifteen (32 per cent) of the
states included in this study the chief Justice
plays an important role. Murphy has noted a
number of ways in which the chief justice
can use his authority to assign opinions to
further his goals." By selecting a moderate
justice, he can encourage consensus. By se-

13 paAH1 J Dane ski. The Influence of the Chief
Justice in the Decisional Process. in THE FEDERAL
JUDICIAL SISMAI, ed bs Thom.. P dahnig( and
Sheldon Goldman (Neu. York Nutt Rinehart. and Wm
ston. 1n( . 1968). pp 147-160 See 010,1..111mb,, ELF.
NV:7,, pp 82-100

14 McColl le, Encironmental, supra n 5, p 166
15 Morphs. ELEUENTS OF JUDICIAL STRATEGI.

p 43
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lc, trig a waver ig justice whom he hopes to
,S,VA, he mac be able to capture the minori-
ty Further, the assignment of an opinion
may he used as a reward for his coalition on
the c mid or a penalty for members of the
,inirt lie would like to weaken or force out

of the fifteen states using some system of
.ipinum assignment that ins °Ices the chief
prU e, mils Hawaii follows the pattern of
the C S Supreme Court by allowing the
chief entice the authority to assign the own-
on, in all cases in which he is in the
maturity, and the senior associate justice the
authority to assign opinions in all cases in
which the chief justice finds himself in a
minority In the remaining states of this
group, the chief justice assigns opinions in
all cases regardless of his position. But even
here the power of the chief justice is not
necessarily unlimited. On the S%yoming
ono, for example, the chief justice assigns

the ApliAn/IAS but PICK'S so on a rotating basis.
The California court has a system whereby
the chief justice assigns the opinions, but
this AS done prior to conference discussion,
and the ilunion is reassigned only if the
justice to whom it was previously assigned
to finds himself in the minority.

In thirteen states, the opinion is assigned
to the (courting justice if he is in the niajori-
tc, if not, the chief justice or senior associate
in the majority has the task of opinion as-
skimmer& In twenty courts the assignment is
made on some type of rotating basis. In less
than half of these states the assignment is
valid only if the justice to whom the case
yvcoilil normally go is in the majority. In
Indiana, for example, the reporting justice
writs the opinion unless outvoted, in which
ass the first dissenting opinion writer be-
ornes the majority writer.
Some states use procedure that occasion-

ally causes the unique problem of having
the writer of the majority opinion also write
of a dissenting opinion " This happens
when opinions are assigned on a rigidly

t6 Three example, of this are States fcCorvey
428 P 2d 762 (19674 in which )(1,13Ce Fatzet of the
Kan nu, Supreme Court sites both the rnatority and a

otinz Palls , Caliendo 422 P 2d 862,
Pi67' uric whii h josh, Fatter writes the makonty
pwron and 4.1(11 urs Pn part and dissents In part in

rotating basis regardless of the justices' posi-
tion in conference.

In Louisiana, New Hampshire, Rhode Is-
land, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Vir-
ginia, the opinion is assigned prior to oral
arguments or conference discussion. In New
Hampshire and Louisiana. the opinion is
written prior to the conference in which the
final decision is reached. In North Dakota,
cases are assigned to the justices by the clerk
of the court on a rotating basis prior to the
beginning of the term. Rhode Island, South
Dakota. and Virginia assign the task of writ-
ing opinions in specific cases prior to oral
arguments and conference discussion. In
these states the assignment may be changed
in unusual cases.

Conclusions
A review of the decision-making proce-

dures of state supreme courts reveals the
single most notable factor to be the wide
diversity of their operations. No two state
courts of last resort appear to follow a com-
mon pattern in arriving at decisions. Do
these differences in procedures affect the
substance of court decisions or the ability of
the court to fulfill adequately its constitu-
tional and statutory functions?

At the present time, the answer appears to
be no. There seems to be no re 'son to
conclude that the different procedures of the
various state high courts have any signifi-
cant impact on the nature of their opinions.
While uniformity of judicial pronounce-
ments is a desirable goal, uniformity of
operation may not be. Indeed, the ability of
a given court to adapt to the special circum-
stances of its environment may be more
important than the benefits derived from the
adoption of a uniform set of judicial proce-
dures.

STANFORD S. McCONKIE is an Assistant Pro-
fessor of Political Science at Arkansas State
University.

lone second opinion, and finally Uliams v City of
Gallup 421 P 12d 804 t1966l, in which Justice Wood of
the New %tem° Supreme Court wrote the matont,
opinion and concurred in Justice Nobel's dissenting
opinion
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A
modest remedy

for
judicial activism

GARY L. McDOWELL

HE issue of judicial activism is
hardly new to American politics. Every Court since Chisholm v.
Georgia (1793)the case which led to the Eleventh Amendment
has found itself immersed in the animating political issues of its
age While there is a strong tendency in American political think-
ing to view the judiciary as an institution "exterior to the state" and
removed from the "sweaty crowd" and rancid stuff of everyday po-
litical life, the fact of the matter is that, by the nature of its busi-
ness, the federal judiciary is preeminently a political institution.

Because the judiciary is a political institution, it has frequently
been the object of political wrath. Thomas Jefferson complained of
Chief Justice John Marshall that in his hands the Constitution was
"nothing more than an ambiguous text, to be explained by his
sophistry into any meaning which may subserve his personal mal-
ice", Abraham Lincoln argued that Chief Justice Roger Taney, in
his opinion in the case of Dred Scott, had done "obvious violence"
to the "plain unmistakable language" of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, during the Progressive era, Senator Robert M. La Follette
characterized all federal judges as "petty tyrants and arrogant des-
pots"; and President Eisenhower is reported to have concluded that
his appointment of Earl Warren as Chief Justice of the Supreme

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the Public Interest, no, 67, spring 1982 3-20.
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4 THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Court was "the biggest damn fool mistake" he made during his
presidency. There is a problem, however, iu recognizing the Court's
political position. That very recognition often serves only to blur
the important line between proper and improper exercises of Judicial
power. Too often the debate over judicial actin ism and judicial
restraint is dismissed as empty and spanned by, rather superficial
considerations of whose political "ox" is gored. This is a mistake.
For judicial power can be abused, and w hen it is. It is important to
articulate how and why, and, most importantly. what should be
done about it.

Limiting jurisdiction is inappropriate

The past few years have seen an ever-increasing, outpouring of
Congressional proposals to curb the courts. Most of the proposals
differ little in form or substance from those ss hich base been a
fairly regular feature of each Congress since the early controversial
decisions of the Warren Court. In general, the proposals are aimed
at single issues such as school desegregation, abortion, and prayer
in public schools. They are, for the most part, attempts to curtail
the jurisdiction of the federal courts in particular areas. Thus we
find bills on abortion, bills on school prayer, bills on busing to
achieve desegregation, and so forth. It is at best a piecemeal ap-
proach to a problem that demands a more thorough solution.

Present Congressional efforts to deal with judicial activism are
troubling in two ways. First, they fail to reach to the heart of the
matter. The real problem is not the exercise of judicial power in a
particular case (Roe v. Wade, permitting abortions, for example)
but the exercise of judicial power more broadly cons.dered. By
addressing judicial activism on the level of particular decisions,
Congress is treating symptoms at the expense of curing causes. The
most important issue is not how Roc v. Wade was decided but
how the matter became a cause of action in the first place.

The second troubling aspect of recent court-curbing efforts is
deeper yet. These efforts imply that the authority' of the Court is
not binding, that its decisions can be lightly dismissed or ignored.
A case in point is the issue of school prayer. One of the proposals
would remove federal court jurisdictionat both the lower and the
Supreme Court levelsto entertain such suits. But the plan would
leave standing as good law the controlling Supreme Court decision
banning prayer in public schools (Engel v. Vitale). The effect
would be to say that although the decisions remain there will be
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A MODEST REMEDY FOR JUDICIAL ACTIVISM 5

no way to enforce them. As Kenneth Kay has pointed out, this is
nothing more than allowing Congress to give the states a "knowing
wink and say 'go aheadthey can't touch you now.'" In the end,
such an arrangement would sere only to undermine the stature of
the judiciary in American politics and respect for the rule of law.
However much one might think that the Court has exceeded its
legitimate authority in deciding certain issues such as school prayer,
one should not be so rash in attempting to remedy the situation so
as to lose the all-important veneration for the institution. For "Gov-
ernments in general," Tocqueville noted, "have only two methods of
overcoming the resistance of the governed. their own physical force
and the moral force supplied to them by the decisions of courts."

The fundamental defect of most of the pending proposals is that
they are imprudent. They are insufficient in that they fail to treat
the causes of judicial activism at a level deep enough to make a
permanent difference, and they are excessive in that they go so far
as to seriously impair the proper functioning of the judiciary within
the American political order. A more modest and ultimately more
efficacious approach is to address the issue at the level of cause and
to restructure the judicial process in such a way as to confine it to
those issues with which it is best equipped to deal. The most suc-
cessful remedy for judicial activism will be a procedural remedy.

The movement toward abstraction

Controlling the Court through putting back up some of the pro-
cedural fences is an idea amply supported by both American legal
theory and experienceit makes sense in principle and it works in
practice. From Felix Frankfurter to Joseph Story to James Kent
indeed, all the wa:, back to Alexander Hamiltonit has been rec-
ognized that proper legal procedures are necessary to a proper
exercise If judicial power. In his famous defense of the judiciary in
The Federalist Hamilton summed it up this way:

To and an arbitrarx discretion in the courts, it is indispensable that
this should be bound down ler stria rules and precedents which serve
to define and point out their duts, in ex cry particular case that comes
before them.

By turning its attention away from the more politically dramatic
proposals for jurisdictional exceptions and focusing on the more
'milldam: business of procedures and practices, Congress can direct
its clit rgics where they will be most successful. Through tightening
up the judicial process Conggs4 an effect a legitimate and safe

d.
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restraint on the exercise of judicial power. For the current spate
of judicial intrusiveness is the result of loow procedural arrange-
ments that have allowed, even encouraged, a moenierit of judicial
activity from deciding concrete cases to pondering abstract prin-
ciples, and from clearly defined particular contro%crsiesthat admit
of judicial decision to considerations of broad policy questions that
admit more of political deliberation.

There has been a steady movement from the concrete to the
abstract in four areas of judicial procedure. In the area of standing
there has been a movement from the traditional demand for a con-
crete legal interest toward the more abstract standards of "zones
of interest" and "injury in fact." In the area of class actions there
has been a shift from the standard of a clearly defined class with
a strictly defined common legal interest toward more loosely de-
fined classes presenting more abstract claims. In the area of de-
claratory relict the movement has been away from concrete stan-
dards of what constitutes a case of a controversy (an economic
claim, for example) for the purposes of judicial resolution to more
abstract standards (a violation of equal protection by a malappor-
tioned legislati%e district). And in the area of equitable relief there
has been a drastic movement away from a rather narrow under-
standing of equity jurisdiction as a proper means of vindicating
concrete property rights (generally dealing with accidents, mis-
takes, frauds, and trusts) to a more amorphous understanding that
equity jurisdiction is son,ehow competent to %indicate more abstract
rights such as equality. In each instance Congress has the power
and, one could argue, the political responsibilityto return the
Court to a more concrete exercise of its powers. I will consider
each set of procedures separately.

Standing

In the area of standing to sue (a concept which Professor Paul
Freund has labeled "among the most amorphous in the entire
domain of public law") the Court endeavors to determine if a
particular plaintiff has a sufficient interest in the case to warrant
judicial intrusion. The Court asks if the plaintiff is a sufficiently
adverse party with a vested legal interest in the outcome of a
case or controversy that can be finally resolved by the courts. The
doctrine of standing is an effort to distinguish a threshc1-1 pro-
cedural requirement from the actual merits, or substantive issues,
of the case. The debate over whether such a distinction is possible
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need not detain us here. The important point is that the Court in
fact assumes such a distinction can be made and has attempted to
articulate standards to evaluate claims of standing. It is in those
standards that looseness and ambiguity have developed.

Just how much the doctrine of standing has changed can be seen
by comparing two cases. In the first, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia
(1331), Justice Thompson argued that it is "only where the rights
of persons or property are involved, and when such rights can be
presented under some judicial form of proceedings that courts of
justice can interpose relief." In Muskrat v. United States (1911)
the Court affirmed that "the judicial power ... is the right to deter-
mine actual controversies arising between adverse litigants, duly
instituted in courts of proper jurisdiction." The same point, the
demand for a clear legal interest susceptible of final judicial resolu-
tion, was made by Justice Frankfurter when he insisted that if no
"common law right exists and no ... constitutional or statutory
interest has been created, relief is not available judicially."

The notion that there had to be a legal interest to establish stand-
ing has faded. In its place has come the more liberal (judicially
speaking) standard of an "injury in fact." By this standard a pre-
viously existing legal right is not requisite for standing, a provable
injury to any interest is sufficient. The dominant sentiment is that,
in the absence of any Congressional exception!. to this new doctrine,
the standard is merely, in Kenneth Culp DaNis's words, "a judicial
judgment as to whether the interest asserted is, in the circumstances,
deserving of judicial protection." As a result, the Court has aban-
doned the _nse of restraint that the legal interest standard de-
manded and willingly grants standing for interests that go far be-
yond what the old legal interest standard would ever have per-
mitted.

This trend is seen most clearly in United States v. SCRAP (1973),
in which a group of law students claimed they suffered an injury
because of certain railroad surcharges permitted under an Inter-
state CoMmerce Commission order. They alleged that as a result
of the surcharge they suffered economic, recreational, and aesthet-
ic harm directly as a result of the adverse environmental impact
of the railroad freight structure,' that each of its members was
caused to pay more for finished products, that each of its members
uses the forests, riers, mountains, and other natural resources of
the area ... and that these uses have been adversely affected by
increased freight rates."

The Court was impressed. Justice Stewart agreed that the effect
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of the allowed rates would result in the depletion of natural re-

sources and, among other problems, increased litter in the national
parks in the area to such an extent as to constitute a "specific and

perceptible harm" to the members of SCRAP, a group whose in-

terests, to the Court's way of thinking, were sufficiently distinct
from the interests of the public at large to meet the threshold re-
quirement for standing. Such a "specific and perceptible harm" as
increased litter was indeed an "injury in fact" and enough to give

SCRAP standing to sue. Thus, under the new standards of stand-
ing, a public interest group claiming what is at best an abstract
injuryaesthetic damage to the environmentcan press its policy
views under the guise of a lawsuit and influence the course of pub-
lic policy through judicial resolution.

As Justice Powell would endeavor to remind his brethren in

United States v. Richardson (1974), the "relaxation of standing re-
quirements is directly related to the expansion of judicial power."

But the eNpdtIS1011 has been accompanied by a transformation of

judicial power as well, for the loose standards for standing have

allowed the exercise of judicial power to move from the "determina-
tion of cases and controversies to explicit judicial guardianship of
the public interest."

Judicial history makes clear that if there is to be a meaningful
and stable standard fur standing it will have to come from outside
the Court itself. Constitutionally, under the grant of power by the
Necessary and Proper Clause, Congress has the authority to im-
pose minimum standards for what constitutes a case or controversy
having access to the judicial process. The Constitution granted
Congress the pow er "To make all Laws which shall be necessary
and proper fur carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and
all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government
of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof."
Through statute, Congress can give greater and more stable defini-
tion to the threshold standard of standing. Having exercised such
a power in the Administrative Procedures Act (1966), Congress can
legitimately replace the loose "injury in fact" standard with a ver-
sion of the more concrete "legal interest" standard.

Class actions

The legal device of a class action greatly emphasizes the "legisla-
tive quality of the judicial process. Its purpose is judicial efficien-
cy, to bring together separate parties with a common claim where
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"one or more sue or defend for the benefit of the whole." The point
is to reduce multiple litigation, thus conserving judicial time and
effort. Its effect is to present the Court with an opportunity to
render judgments affecting whole classes of people. It is important,
then, that what constitutes a class be carefully and clearly defined.

Through various reforms, the class action suit has become one
of the most common devices by which the judiciary imposes its
politics on the country. And, with a loosening of the standards of
what constitutes a class, the result has been that the individual
adverse litigant has faded a bit into the background. Broad decrees
fashioned for broadly defined classes of people (for example, a par-
ticular race or gender) are in essence judicially created social pol-
icies.

In the beginning, the class action suit demanded that the class
be clearly defined and the claim be concrete as well as common.
Before the promulgation of the Rules of Civil Procedure in 1938,
class action suits were guided by a strict community of interest
(or joint rights) doctrine. That is, all members of the class had to
stand in the same relationship to the opposing party and raise the
same claim. For example, a well defined class with a community
of interest would be all those who purchased an Oldsmobile only
to d;scover that each automobile had been outfitted with a Chev-
rolet engine. Each individual claim is identical, each plaintiff stands
in the same relationship to the defendant. By bringing'all the plain-
tiffs together, an obvious multiplicity of suits can be avoided. Such
a situation was the original object of the class action suit.

With the rise of legal realism, however, the concrete standard
of a community of interest Caine to be viewed as hopelessly out of
phase with the new more pragmatic, more empirical jurisprudence
of the times. The Rules of Civil Procedure of 1938 loosened this
strict community of interest standard so as to include suits where
there are "several rights" and a "common question of law or fact
affecting the several rights," in addition to suits involving the tra-
ditional 'joint rights." As the Ilarvard Law Review reported in its
survey of the do, elopment of class actions, this distinction between
joint and several rights in the 1938 rules was "a source of confu-
sion almost from its date of promulgation." The result was that in
1966 the original 1938 class action rule was amended, as the Su-
preme Court interpreted it, in order to replace "the old categories
with a functional approach to class action."

Under this new "functional approach," Justice Fortas bad oc-
casion to explain, "the focus shifts from the abstract character of
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the right asserted to the explicit analysis of the suitability of the
particular claim to the resolution in class action." What this actually
means is that the concrete standard of a strict community of in-
terest has been abandoned in favor of the more abstract standard
of simply a "matter in controversy." The individual adverse litigants
are not as important to sustaining the action as are the broader pol-
icy implications of the issue. The Ilarwird Law Review explained
the rationale this way:

First, to the extent that they open courts to claims not ordinarily
ht gated, class actions enable courts to expose policies underlying causes
of action in circumstances where those polities might not otherwise be
effectuated. Second, to the extent that they enable the courts to see
th. fill] implications of recognizing rights and remedies, class action
'not edures assist the courts in judging precisely what outcomes of
litigation would best scree the policies underlying causes of action.

As in other procedural areas, and as is amply supported by both
the original 1935 rule and its 1966 amendment, Congress has the
legitimate authority to restructure the practices and procedures gov-
ernig the class action suit in the federal courts. A return to the
older, concrete standard of a strict community of interest and a
moecment away from the abstract functional approach is the place
to begin. Further, by ending the present practice of allowing a
class action suit to continue even after the named plaintiff's claim
has been satisfied, Congress could guide the Court back to its pri-
mary purposethe resolution of cases or controversies between par-
ticular adverse litigantsand away from what is, by any other name,
social policy making. By establishing that mere race or gende or
ethnic group is insufficient to satisfy a community of interest re-
quirement, Congress can pull the judiciary out of the sociological
mire and back on the firmer ground of protecting the rights of
individuals.

Declaratory relief

A declaratory judgment is, in Henry Abraham's words, a "device
that enables courts generally to enter a final judgment between
litigants, in an mtual Gontrot,ersy, defining their respective rights
under a statute, contract, will, or other document, without attach-
ing to the otherwise binding judgment any consequential or co-
ercive relief." Declaratory relief, then, is a judgment before the
intricacies of an actual lawsuit start up. Perhaps not surprisingly,
the procedure has been available only since 1934. In 1933 the Su-
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preme Court hinted that such a procedure would, despite a 1928
Supreme Court opinion to the contrary, probably fit comfortably
within the limits of the "case or controversy" requirement of Ar-
ticle HI of the Constitution, in 1934, taking the hint to heart and
wishing to make Court procedures more efficient, Congress passed
the Declaratory Judgment Act, in 1937, true to its word, the Court
upheld the Act. Writing for the Court, Chief Justice Stone held that
"the operation of the Declaratory Judgment is procedural only" and
conforms to the Constitution by still demanding an actual adver-
sary dispute between real parties which is "manifestly susceptible
of judicial determination. It calls, not for an advisory opinion upon
a hypothetical basis, but for an adjudication of present rights up-
on established facts."

The problem is that, despite the Court's confidence, the act has
proved to be more than "procedural only," and such judgments do
appear to fade into advisory opinions. In conjunction with the oth-
er procedural developments in areas of standing, class actions, and
equitable relief, the Declaratory Judgment Act has led to the cre-
ation of new causes of action, and, as David Dickson has written,
"changed both the substantive rights of parties and the jurisdiction
of courts." (Roe v. Wade, the abortion case, was an action for
declaratory relief.) The result of the Act has been to blur the bound-
aries of what constitutes an actual case or controversy.

One of the traditional standards for a case or controversy is the
notion of "ripeness", that is, the dispute must be neither hypothet-
ical nor dead nor moot. The ripe controversy is one that is both
clear and present, only then, it is agreed, can a court competently
reach a judgment on the merits of the case, because only then will
the legal issues be clearly exposed. By allowing a resolution of the
conflict by declaratory judgment at an early stage of the dispute,
before any concrete motions have begun to secure the claim in
court, the Act serves to denigrate the idea of ripeness as a mean-
ingful standard of a "case or controversy."

There is an additional threshold problem. By attempting to de-
clare certain rights prior to the complete adversary processa pro-
cess including discm, cry, the underlying logic of which is to draw
out all the facts and issues possiblea declaratory judgment is of-
ten based on arguments other than those that emanate from the
facts of the case at hand. hence, judgments are often declared
mnrc in accordance NV ith the social and political predilections of the
Curt than in accordance with the established facts of the case. (In
one Katie an ordinance banning obscene films was upheld before the
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details of the film in question here revealed.) Not unlike the new
class action, the declaratory judgment is too often based more on
the broader implications of the substantiv e policy issue than with
the particular legal claims of the parties. Bolstered by the new,
looser class action requirements, and the nearly non-existent stan-
dards for proving standing to sue, the Declaratory Judgment Act
has greatly facilitated the rise of public interest litigation by pri-
vate parties. The declaratory judgment has become a device where-
by the Court may, in effect, convert political issues into legal ones.

The declaratory judgment has also proved to be much more than
a simple declaration. Such a declaration implies enforcement be-
cause, as Chief Justice Marshall put it in Marbury v. Madison, where
there is a right there must be a remedy. Thus, the declaratory judg-
ment has come to be closely tied to equitable relief. Once the rights
have been declared, the logic of the legal process demands more
(as, for example, the reapportionment cases show). In the area of
legislative districting, beginning with Bakcr v. Carr (1964), the Su-
preme Court "departed froni the judicial task of applying the Con-
stitution to invalidate misting districts, and assumed the political
task of legislating new districts." The results, as Professor Dickson
renorts, were tragically predictable:

In the reapportionment Lases the Supreme Court, once embarked on
requiring district court supervision of redistricting, was driven by the
inexorable limits of judicial competence to simplify the issue to "one
man, one vote" in all situations, regardless of interference with a co-
ordinate branch of the government, the amount of litigation provoked,
competing considerations, and the will of a majority of the people
involved. The Court has felt compelled to give orders to a state legis-
lature regarding the bills it might pass, and to strike down variations
of less than four percent beLtiUSC the legislative solution departed from
"the mathematical ideal."

This tendency of a judicial idea to expand itself to the limits of
its logic (as Benjamin Cardozo put it) is hardly limited to the re-
apportionment area. It has characterized the areas of school de-
segregation, low- income housing, and the reform of prisons and
mental health facilities. The result is that judges now find them-
selves administering social services on a more or less daily basis
with more or less disastrous results.

Experience under the Declaratory Judgment Act suggests that it
is time for Congress to reexamine the premises of the Act and to
take a close look at how the Act has contributed to a much more
politically active judiciary. Through statutory reform a good bit can
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be done to restrict the use of the declaratory judgment to those
occasions when its use is demanded only by considerations of ju-
dicial efficiency.

Equitable relief

When the Rules of Civil Procedure of 1938 merged actions in law
with actions in equity into one unified civil procedure, a traditional
view that equity is a potentially dangerous source of unfettered
judicial discretion was ignored.' Since Aristotle first articulated the
idea of juridicial equity, and through its development in the later
jurisprudential works of Coke, Hobbes, Blackstone, and Story, it
was a generally accepted maxim that while equity was essential to
any sound system of law, it was necessary that it be hemmed in
by principles and bound down by precedent lest it degenerate into
arbitrary discretion. ,

In the American Constitution, the judicial power was created so
as to extend to all cases in law and equity. The failure of the Con-
stitution to distinguish procedurally the two great spheres of law
and equity did not go unnoticed. Keen-eyed Anti-Federalist critics
of the Constitution such as Brutus and the Federal Fanner, wary of
all the particulars of the Constitution anyway, immediately jumped
on the problem posed by the blurred jurisdiction between law and
equity. This power in equity, warned Brutus, would allow the
judges to "explain the constitution according to the reasoning spirit
of it, without being confined to the words or letter," thereby grant-
ing them the power to "mould the government into almost any
shape they please."

The Federal Farmer was equally shrewd in his appraisal of the
judiciary. In his view, his countrymen were "more in danger of
sowing the seeds of arbitrary government in this department than
in any other." The lack of precision in defining the limits of equity
in the Constitution was a serious defect which would contribute
to "an arbitrary pow er of discretion in the judges to decide as their
conscience, their opinions, their caprice, or their politics might dic-
tate." For if a judge should find that the "law restrain him, he is
only to step into his shoes of equity, and give whatever judgment
his reason or opinion may dictate."

This section draws (ruin my Equity and the Constitution: The Supreme Court,
Equitable Relief, and Public Policy (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
19(i21 I am also generally indebted to William Kristol, The American Judicial
Pon er and the American Regime (doctoral dissertation in political science, Har-
vard University, 1979).
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To defend the power of federal juridical equity against the Anti-
Federalist attack, Alexander Hamilton, in The Federalist, insisted
that the power was both essential and severely limited. The pur-
pose of the pow Cr. lie said, ee as to provide relief to those es ho suf-
fered the consequences of "hard bargains." Such hard bargains were
those dealings lieteeeeii indisiduals that might, for whateser reason,
ineole e the elements of ''fraud, accident, trust, or hardship." In gen-
eral, Hamilton argued, the great and primary use of a court of
equity is to give relief in extraordinary cases, which are exceptions
to general rules."

In the Judiciary Act of 1789 and the subsequent Process Act,
Congress (whose key committees contained some of the leading
Anti Federalist doubters) struck a balance between those who ad-
mated a hard separation between law and equity and those who

wished equity to be an unfettered judicial tool in every federal court.
Mile the acts extended equity to all federal courts, they simul-
taneously established a rigid procedural separation between the two
actions. The draftsmen of these bills saw the procedural distinction
as necessary if equity was to be kept from becoming a dangerous
source of unfettered judicial discretion.

By combining the procedures of law with procedures in equity,
the Rules of 1938 in effect ignored the dangers which had always
been at the core of the procedural arrangements of equity. The
Rules of CM! Procedure of 1938 made it convenient for judges to
see itch from their shoes of law to their shoes of equity whenever
they found the law too restrictive. In its effort to reduce equity to
a safe and more certain code, the Rules opened the door for the
power of equity to be exercised with a disregard for precedent or
procedure.

In Porter v. Warner (1946), the Court seemed on the verge of
gie in g equity a radical expansion by arguing that when the "public
interest is ineoleed in a proceeding" the equitable powers of the
federal district courts "assume an even broader and more flexible
character than when only a private controversy is at stake." But it
was not until 1955 that it became clear just how fluid equity had
become. The Court, in the second Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka, Kansas ease, fashioned a new understanding of the Court's
equitable remedial powers. The central thrust was that in place of
an individual ad% erse litigant the Court placed an aggrieved social
class. Its remedies would no longer be decreed for the individual
who had been injured by the generality of the law, but rather for
whole classes of people on the basis of a deprivation of rightsa
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deprivation that was provable only by resort to the uncertain turf
of psychological knowledge and sociological inference. Further, the
Court went beyond decreeing discriminatory laws unconstitutional
and restricting their operation and attempted to fashion broad rem-
edies for those so deprived.

What is particularly striking about Warren's invocation of the
federal equity power in Brown (H) is that while he spoke of the
"traditional attributes" and guiding "principles" of equity being
controlling, he then ignored most of the more substantial equitable
principles in writing his decree. The effect was to present the lower
federal courts with a virtual blank check for restructuring Amer-
ican political and social institutions.

Since Brown, the Court has continued to expand and to confuse
the public perception of its power of equity. The result has been
to replace precedent and principle as the standards of both con-
stitutional meaning and equitable relief with social science spec-
ulation This new tradition of sociological equity has baffled even
its defenders who have sought to define its scope. Chief Justice
Burger thus was dri%en to conclude in Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklen-
burg County Board of Education (1971) (the school busing case) that
"words are poor instruments to convey the sense of basic fairness
inherent in equity. Substance, not semantics, must govern, and we
base sought to suggest the nature and limitations without frustrat-
ing the appropriate scope of equity." The problem, of course, is that
,5 orris are all we have. One must at least suspect that if the limits
of any gm ernmental posser cannot be clearly and forcefully ar-
ticulated. then there is something desperately wrong with our un-
derstanding of that power.

With this "triumph of equity," as Abram Chayes describes it, it
is no wonder that the city of Parma, Ohio, now finds itself obligated
lw the desegregation decree of Judge Frank Battisti to advertise
in minority publications in order to recruit more minorities to move

ithin its borders. Nor is it surprising that the city of Boston, de-
Tite being fiscally strapped, is being pushed by decrees from Judge
-krtlmr Garrity into abandoning its earlier budget cuts because it
s ems to Judge Garrity that such belt-tightening measures as in-
t rrasing youth transit Liles and charging youth groups for their
nse of public park facilities constitute "a very serious impeding of
the court's desegregation orders." Through their equitable remedial
powers the federal courts have come to exert ever greater control
ewer the public till. One should at least pause to reflect on the
promise by the Federalists that the judiciary would be the iustitu-
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bon least dangerous to the political rights of the Constitution be-
cause it would neither wield the sword nor control the purse strings
of the polity.)

If the Court cannot speak with confidence about the limits of
the equity pokers, it is the responsibility of Congress to do so. It
is clearly within the eonstitutional prerogatives of Congress to sort
out and give sonic definition and hence limitation to the equitable
powers of the federal courts. Political deference to judicial self-re-

straint may indeed be a sound policyas long as the judiciary can
articulate some meaningful standards for the exercise of its pow-
ers. When it cannot, will not, then it is time for the Congress
to assume its constitutional obligations. That is what separation of
powers is all about.

Congress can address the equity problem in a variety of ways.
It could again separate the procedures in equity from the proce-
dures in law. While this may be awkward and cumbersome, it
would at least serve to remind the Court as well as the country
that such procedural devices are frequently necessary to maintain
the substantive integrity of a regime based upon the principle of
the rule of law. Congress could also begin to refuse to grant equity
jurisdiction as a part of many pieces of legislation. (The Fair Hous-
ing Act, for example, empowers the judiciary to enforce its provi-
sions by injunctive relief ) There can also be a jurisdictional amount
that sets a minimum of damages ($10,000, for example) before a
federal court can exercise its equity jurisdiction. Congress could
also place an upper jurisdictional limit on the amount of funds that
can be ordered spent to fulfill an equitable decree. A limit, say, of
S1U,000 would Lei tamly put something of a dent in most busing pro-
posals. Or, mole drastically, Congress can exempt certain cases from
equitable relief, as it did with labor disputes in the Norris-La-
Guardia Act. Whatever the tactic, the point is that in the area of
equitable relief, as in the other procedural areas, Congress can do
a good litany things to return the judiciary to a more constitution-
ally faithful exercise of its intended powers.

A proscriptive or prescriptive judiciary?

In order to move in this direction, however, it is essential that
we first sharpen our view of the problem of judicial activism by
ridding ourselves of the apothegm that the Constitution is only what
the judges say it is, that its words are "empty vessels into which
nearly any thing can be poured." We need to recover the older view
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that the Constitution has a meaning deeper and more permanent
than the fluctuating opinions of the judges. In this light the Con-
stitution is understood to embrace a theory of politics that serves
as a standard against which the exercise of all powers of the gov-
ernment may be measured.

At the heart of the Constitution's theory of politics lies a fun-
damental truth about popular government. All powerjudicial as
well as legislative and executiveis of an encroaching nature. Left
to themselves, all political men will go as far as they can in pur-
suit of their view of the political good, and the judiciary is sub-
ject to error of judgment no less than the other branches of the
government. The judges were no more expected to be that "philo-
sophical race of kings wished for by Plato" than any other officer.
While the Framers of the Constitution suffered no delusion that
the judiciary was in any way an apolitical institution, they were
convinced that by institutional arrangements judges could be ren-
dered less subject to the immediate and transient political pressures
in the community and hence less partisan in their judgments. That
the judges might on occasion presume to substitute their will for
that of the people or of the legislature was not a possibility the
Framers dismissed. Indeed, they sought to construct the judicial
power within such an institutional context that the politically in-
dispensable judicial functions could be safely and fairly adminis-
tered and any judicial excesses could be trimmed.

The question of judicial activism must be addressed within the
context of the doctrine of separation of powers. The idea of sep-
arating the powers of go\ ernment in the Constitution had two ob-
jectives: to prevent tyranny by avoiding the unhealthy concen-
tration of power in any one department, and to promote efficiency
in the administration of the powers necessary to any government.
Within this context the judiciary was to serve as a buffer against
those ill humours that occasionally grip the population and can be
translated into law. The judicial power was understood to be a
necessary guard for the rights of individuals and minorities against
the crushing political weight of w hat James Madison called "an in-
terested and overbearing majority." Yet the judiciary was only one
of several auxiliary precautions designed to check the inevitable
tendency in popular goxernmcnts toward legislative tyranny. In
spite of all the contrivances, the regime was still considered to be,
first and foremost, popular if not simply democratic. All of the in-
stitutional devices w ere meant to direct and tame popular opinion,
not block it. The hope was that through institutional filters a qual-
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!Mite rather than merely a quantitative majority sill would come
to be expressed as law.

Constitutionally, the judiciary is, as Alexander Hamilton claimed
ui Tlw Federalist, the branch "least dangerous to the political rights
of the Constitution." But it is only the least dangerous (notice Ham-
ilton did not foolishly' suggest that it was simply not dangerous)
if it exercises its legitimate functionjudgment. Admittedly, the line
between the exercise of the will and the exercise of the judgment
is at best a blurred one. But what Hamilton had in mind is unam-
biguous. The function of the Court was to patrol the constitutional
boundaries of the other branches (the legislature especially) and
of the states and to keep them within their prescribed limits. The
purpose of an independent judiciary was to insure that the limited
and supreme Constitution remained so. As another leading Founder,
James Wilson, put it, the courts were intenc'.;d to be "noble guards"
of the Constitution. Thus, the essence of the judicial power was
originally understood to be proscriptive. Should the Court endeavor
to take ally "actis e resolution" it would be engaging in an illegiti-

mate rich ay. Instead of being proscriptive and marking out the
limits of the Constitution, the Court would be behaving in a pre-
scriptive way and redefining the limits of the Constitution. Instead
of being a bulw ark of a limited Constitution, it would become the
vanguard of an unlimited one.

Despite the dangers of legislative power, it was still considered
by the Framers to be the cardinal principle of popular govern-
ment. Basic to this principle is the belief that it is legitimate for

the people through the instrumentality of law to adjust, check,

or enhance certain institutions of the government whenever it is

deemed necessary and proper. This includes the power of the leg-
islature to exert some control vs er the structure and administration
of the executive and judicial branches.

The qualified power of the legislature to tamper with the judi-

ciary is not as grave a danger to the balance of the Constitution
as the friends of judicial activism in every age attempt to make it.
The Framers were not blind to the problem of making the judi-

ciary too dependent upon "popularity." Even when a judicial de-
cision runs counter to particularand perhaps pervasivepolitical
interests, the institutional arrangements of the Constitution arc
such as to slow down the popular outrage and give the people time

for "more cool and sedate reflection." And given the distance be-

tween the people and legislation that such devices as representation

(with its multiplicity of interests), bicameralism, and the executive
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veto afford, an immediate backlash to judicial behavior is unlikely.
Experience demonstrates that any backlash at all is likely to be
weak and ineffectual. But if the negative response is not merely
transient but is widely and deeply felt, then the Constitution wise-
ly provides well-defined mechanisms for a deliberate political re-
action to what the people hold to be intolerable judicial excesses.

Principled limits to adjudication

If the history of court-curbing efforts in America teaches any-
thing it is this: The American political system operates to the ad-
vantage of the judiciary. Presidential court-packing schemes are
notoriously ineffective as a means of exerting political influence
over the courts. Impeachment is properly too difficult to use as an
everyday check against unpopular decisions. Not since John Mar-
shall saw fit to defend his opinion in McCulloch v. Maryland (1819)
in the public press has any justice or judge felt obliged to respond
to public outrage over a decision. And it is very difficultusually
impossibleto build a coalition sturdy enough to pass court-curb-
ing legislation.

Political responses to what are perceived to be excesses of ju-
dicial power take one of two forms. The response will either be a
polio' response (against a particular decision or line of decisions)
or an institutional response (against the structure and powers of
the courts). In either event, the response may either be partisan or
principled. Usually a policy response will take the form of a con-
stitutional amendment or a piece of legislation designed to over-
rule a decision. An institutional response will generally make an
effort to make jurisdictional exceptions, to create special courts with
specific jurisdiction, or to make adjustments regarding the per-
sonnel, policies, and procedures of the judicial branch.

\\late% er the response, court-curbing is difficult for two reasons.
First no matter how badly a particular decision or line of decisions
may gore your "ox," that same decision will undoubtedly have
benefited a clientele at least as large and politically vociferous.
While a majority in one of the houses of Congress may object to
particular cases of "judicial impertinence" (as Representative Wil-
c,ti y it wed Justice Davis's controversial opinion in Ex Parte Milligan
IS67)) there will certainly be a variety of objections that will issue

in different vie ws of what should be done. James Madison's "mul-
liplultv of interest" theory works as well. The second reason court-
embmg is not an easy business is that there is an underlying ap-
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preciatiuu in American political thought for a properly independent
judiciary. There seems to be a general consensus that tampering
with judicial indupcndence is a serious matter and the consequences
of rash reprisals against the court as an institution may upset the
original constitutional balance that has worked so well for so long.
Underly ing the occasional outbursts of angry public sentiment
against the Court is that "moral force" of the community of which
Tocqueille spoke. On the whole, the American people continue
to view the judiciary as the "boast of the Constitution."

To be successful, any political attempt to adjust or limit the ju-
dicial power must beand must be perceixed to bea principled
rather than a merely partisan response. Only then sti ill the issue of
judicial actiism be met on a pound high enough to transcend the
inure commonand generally' fruitlessdebates user judicial liber-
alism and judicial conserxatism. The deepest issue is not whether a
particular decision or ex en a particular court is too liberal for some
and too consenatixe for others, the point is whether the courts are
exercising their pow ers capably and legitimately. Together, the stan-
dards of institutional capacity and constitutional legitimacy are far
mute helpful in thinking about the nature and extent of judicial
poser than the ideological stamps of liberal and consenative. Keep-
ing the courts constitutionally legitimate and institutionally capable
benefits both the liberal and conserx atix e elements in American
politics.

Since the Constitution only creates judicial power, it is left to the
more representatixe institutions to fashion the judicial process. In
truth, the federal courts "live and move and have their being
through the legislation of Congress." In the final analysis, judicial
actix ism is not so much a case of judicial usurpation as it is of Con-
gressional abdication. In light of this, Congress would do well to
recos er a bit of visdom offered over half a century ago by Felix
Frankfurter and James Landis. "The happy relation of States to
Nationconstituting as it does our central political problemis to
no small extent dependent upon the visdom with vhich the scope
and limits of the federal courts are determined." Our current state
of judicial actixism is largely the result of Congress failing to ex-
ercise such wisdom.
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Employment and Crime:
An Issue of Race

Samuel L. Myers, Jr.',
The call for greater community involvement in crime control and crime prevention

has come at a time when alternatives to traditional criminal justice system strategies
have failed Evaluations of in-prison training programs, vocational programs, educa-
tional programs, work release programs, job assistance programs, supported work pro-
grams, and even outright cash subsidy programs seem to support the view that (1)
nothing works or, at best, (2) that nothing works as well as the good old medicine of
"Loc 'em up, keep 'em there."

Many of the alternatives to the traditional use of the police, courts, and prisons in
fighting crime have sought to deal with the economic problems that offenders or ex-
offenders face In order for community-based, grass-roots, and self-help strategies for
crime prevention or crime control to work, though, it is important that their planners
understand how economic institutions and the criminal justice system interact.

This essay is intended to advance our understanding of the interaction of employment
and crime At the outset, however, it is useful to convey an essential concern motivat-
ing our analysis Frequently researchers have blamed the failure of labor markets to
keep people employed or the criminal justice system to keep people out of crime on
what are called distortions Distortions or more specifically market distortions are often
unrelated or external interferences that impede the ability of the system to operate effi-
ciently Racism or racial discrimination is one such distortion. Racism in the labor
market results in workers through time being denied access to certain job opportuni-
tiesa denial that forecloses even the possibility of subsequent economic mobility. It
can be a subtle form of enslavement. Racism in criminal justice systems results in some
alleged offenders being incarcerated and psychologically brutalized, virtually guaran-
teeing their continued entrapment in the criminal world and the criminal justice system.
It can be a stark form of enslavement.

It happens that the distortions of racial discrimination and racism not only cause in-
efficiency, but they cause gross inequity. Some writers have argued that this is not so
unusual at all' It might be contended that the system achieves a balance, given a cer-
tain level of desired inequity, through gains or payoffs elsewhere. For example, some

Reproduced with the permission of Transaction Penodicals Consortium, Rutgers University, from the UrbanLeague Review, v 6, fall 1981: 9-23
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black people will always make it "big" in cnme by progressing out of street crime into
white-collar crime Some black peoples will make it big through legitimate employ-
ment, perhaps to the ranks of corporate management. The balance comes because of
dualism in the crime and legitimate worlds. White-collar crimes are defined, litigated,
and punished differently than street crimes. But in fact they are the same. Corporate
managerial jobs are more differentiated from the lowest occupational categories by the
people who hold them than by the tasks that arc performed. But there is room for a few
token blacks who ordinarily would be relegated to the bottom. Such is the balancing
act.

This description suggests two possible lines of inquiry. On the one hand, it could be
argued that the apparent equilibrium of racially unequal outcomes in both the labor
market and the cnminal justice system is purposeful. It is rooted in a conscious, sys-
tematic design It has its historical legacy in slavery and other racist institutions that
base only changed over the years in their outward appearance.

On the other hand, it could be argued that the distortion of racism or racial discrimi-
nation, however esolsed, creates the central link between labor markets and cnme. Ra-
cial discrimination in labor markets results in lower incomes to blacks, so they turn to
crime Because of discriminatory treatment by police, blacksare more likely to be ac-
cused of crimes of theft or crimes against property, so they are arrested, go to jail, serve
long sentences, and withdraw from the labor market. With cnminal records and little
work experience, ex offenders, who are disproportionately black, cannot find employ-
ment.

These two perspectives are neither mutually exclusive nor collectively exhaustive?
But the latter is persuasive enough alone to propel the discussion that follows. First, we
sum-nanze the empirical evidence on the relationship between employment and cnme.
Then we outline in detail the way racial discrimination links together outcomes in the
labor market and in the cnminal justice system and we suggest why numerous man-
power programs for ex offenders have failed. In a penultimate section some new em-
pirical evidence is offered in support of the perspective advances?

EVIDENCE ON CRIME AND EMPLOYMENT

There is a broad literature on the economics of crime. Both radical and orthodox wnt-
ers have rationalized a relationship between crime and employment. Either the seg-
mented structure of the labor market inhibits upward mobility in legitimate pursuits,
thereby enticing entry ;nto crime, or crime, like work, is but a byproduct of rational de-
cision making These similar theoretical perspectives, reviewed in Myers (1978), have
been advanced independently of conflicting empirical evidence.

Many studies have discovered a relationship between cnme and employment. How-
eier a glaring deficiency of the time series and cross-section analyses of unemploy-
ment rates and crime rates by Brenner (1976), Fleischer (1966), and Glaser and Rice
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(1959) hes in the aggregate nature of the studies. Nonetheless, in these reports, strong,
although contradictory, evidence is found linking crime to aggregate levels of unem-
ployment.

Gillispie (1975) provides a thorough review of virtually all of the early studies on
cnme and income He also concludes that the aggregate data are at best suggestive ofa
link between economic variables and crime but without revealing how that link might
be formed More recently, Witte (1979), examining micro data sets in addition to the
volumes of studies using aggregate data, shows greater skepticism. She thinks that
there probably is no direct connection between unemployment and crime. She suggests
that extreme caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions from evidence show-
ing a significant relationship between employment and crime.

If there is some doubt about a general relationship between employment and crime,
there is little doubt that there are specific interactions that involve both labor markets
and the criminal justice system. Miller (1978) has estimated that nearly one-quarter of
the labor force have criminal records. The existence of a cnminal record has been
shown to restrict the type of occupation one can enter (Portney, 1970), to increase the
chances of dismissal from a job one already holds (Leonard, 1967), and generally in-
crease the likelihood that one will be unemployed (Leiberg, 1978). The employment
prospects of ex offenders are bleak. Pownall (1971) reveals that released offenders
have higher turnover rates, higher unemployment rates, and lower wages than the gen-
eral population.

There also seems to be specific discernible effects of poor employment opportunities
on participation in crime Philip Cook (1975), in an analysis of a sample of Massachu-
setts parolees. concludes that improved job opportunities reduce the probability that an
ex offender will recidiv ate Robert Taggart (1972) and others have cited findings that
suggest that participation in illegal activity is linked to failure in the job market.

The difficulty with these findings, it is conceded, is that the populations being
examined are disproportionately black and disadvantaged. Are their unfavorable out-
comes due to their specific disadvantage of being ex-offenders or to their general disad-
vantage of being poor and black? Is race merely an intervening vanable here, or is it the
central factor linking performance in the labor market with outcomes in the criminal
justice system?

RACE, CRIME, AND UNEMPLOYMENT

There is substantial statistical support for the contention that blacks are overrepre-
sented in the criminal justice system In 1975, (or example, of the L8 million arrests
for serious crimes reported in the United States, nearly one-third were arrests of black
men and women More than half of those under 18 years old who were arrested for
violent crimes were black youths. (National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics
Service, 1978).
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Because blacks are more likely to be convicted and than receive longer prison terms,their overrepresentation is even greater in the prisons. While they account for 11% ofthe total U S population, blacks represent 47% of the total prison population (NationalPrison Statistics Special Reports, 1979). Some contend that these facts arise because of
the greater propensity of blacks to engage in crime. Others assert that there is a greater
propensity of blacks to be labeled criminal, while in fact they are not' These facts havefueled as ongoing debate about the crime rate differentials for blacks and whites. More
important, though, these facts correlate almost amazingly with racial disparities in em-ployment.

Repeatedly, labor market studies reveal that relative to white workers blacks receivelower wages, are disproportionately represented in menial occupations, have higher
turnover rates, and consistently have higher unemployment rates.

The following simple model illuminates how race, crime, and employment mayinteract.' Assume that there are exactly two income - earning prospects facing potential
criminalswork and crimeand that total income is the sum of legal and illegal earn-ings Illegal and 'egal earnings, of course, depend upon the rates of return, or wages, tocrime and legitimate activities.

Now suppose that a person chooses the amount of time to spend in crime and work so
as to maximize expected income. Then it can be shown that the optimal allocation of
time to crime depends upon the relative attractiveness of crime and work. This simple,
abstract model yields an intuitive result that could have been obtained through a .sore
realistic vehicle Implicit is the assumption that we are all rational, self-interested, in-
dividualistic, calculating beings. Despite this obvious lack of realism, the model goesfurther.

Suppose that blacks and whites are identical in every respect save that blacks are lesslikely to be hired, receive lower wages, and, therefore, expect lowerwages than whites
because they are discriminated against in the labor market. Given these assumptions,relative returns to crime for blacks are greater than that for whites. Hence, rational,
self-interested, individualistic, calculating blacks should spend more time in crime, be-cause it pays!

Now it is easy to see how a color-blind criminal justice system interacting with a ra-
cially imbalanced labor market can lead to very unequal outcomes for blacks and
whites Within the context of this same model, however, it is possible to visualize un-
equal outcomes for blacks and whites when the labor market is perfectly balanced and
the criminal justice system is fair and unbiased.

Suppose, once incarcerated, blacks are less likely to be released, not because they
are black, but because they have in abundance characteristics that the statisticians have
discovered are intimately linked to crime. Thus, blacks will serve longer prison sen-
tences, and all other things being equal, prisons will be disproportionately black.

When they are released, blacks and whites with the same job experiences and em-
ployment histories will be paid the same wages and be offered equivalent jobs. This isfair mid just; it derives from the assumption that the labor market is perfectthat there
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are no distortions, imbalances, or ugly imperfections such as "racial discrimination.''
Yet for the very reason that blacks Wire longer sentences than whites, they will receive
lower average wages upon release from pnson than whites, because they have accu-
niulated less work experience and are less valuable to rational employers. Since the re-
turns to work will be lower for blacks, their relative returns to crime will be higher and
thus they should rationally allocate more time to crime, because crime pays!

So what we see in the model now is an apparent absence of racism or racial discrimi-
nation of any sort But the outcomes are very unequal. The apparent absence of racism
in the model of course does not wish it away. Why are blacks overly endowed with
charactenstics that are statistically related to criminality? Because ofa historical legacy
that denied access to political and economic mobility for their ancestors? Because the
laws have been definedexplicitly during Jim Crow Years, implicitly thereafterto
make what they do punishable by imprisonment while what the Kennedys and Rocke-
fellers do is rewarded by elected office? The answer one provides is independent of the
consequential result race is the major factor linking labor market success to criminal
Justice system outcomes.

The assertion that cnme and employment are linked together via the ubiquitous phe-
nomenon of racism astonishes some, is puzzling to many. But upon reflection the rela-
tion is not so obscure at all If one examines the thousands of jobs that are beyond the
reach of ex offenders because of state and federal licensing restrictions, one is amazed
that a significant public outcry fur changing these laws was not heard pnor to the early
seventies Yet as these restrictions topple, the numbers of unemployed ex-offenders
remains virtually wichanged. Why? Few ex-offenders, who we have previously argued
are disproportionately black, qualify for these licensed jobs, cnminal record or not.
Moreover, white collar criminals, even your disbarred attorneys and expelled con-
gressmen, manage to live in a style supported by the rules of the game they themselves
wrote Would prostitution be illegal if streetwalkers wrote the laws?

But more concretely. it can be established that the duality of the criminal justice sys-
tem evolved in tandem with the duality of the labor market. Historians of penal reform,
notably Thursten Sellin, provide ample documentation. It might be recalled that the
constitutional amendment that eliminated slavery also assured the continued use of in-
voluntary servitude in the criminal justice system. This left the door open for the con-
tinued slavery of blacks. After abolition of slavery there was a strong need for a pool of
cheap labor Some freed slaves refused to work for their former masters. Some did not
work Most, converging on the cities, could find no paid work. "Vagrancy" often re-
sulted And this, you need not be reminded, was a crime.

Imprisonment rates for blacks more than doubled after the Civil War. Incarcerated
blacks particalarly in the South were often placed in convict camps, hired out to their
former slave masters, and then inhumanly beaten and brutalized if they did not settle
Flak into the slave like routine. This sort of fdrced labor became so well institu-
tionalized that many states required that the pnson systems become self-sufficient.
Even well into the twentieth centry, when convict-lease systems were replaced by ser-
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vice to state-run chain gangs, blacks' employment in prison mirrored their pre-Civil
War conditions. They had the luwe,st paying, dirtiest, most menial jobs available. In
prison and out of prison the heritage of slavery had been preserved.

As difficult as it is to believe, a scenario of the prison system and, indeed, the entire

criminal justice system as a powerful political and economic force emerges Both the
dual system of justice and the dual economic system have been transformed into

modem-day versions of their pre-Civil War institutions. The racial underpinnings of
these modem dual systems are still there. The outward manifestations of slavery, of

course, have been eliminated.

PROGRAM FAILURES

Most programmatic efforts based on even the most loosely constructed conceptuali-
zation of an interaction between employment and-crime have focused on the ex-

(Mender. There are exceptions, of course. Crime prevention strategies like those based

on the community anticrime model admit a peripheral relationship between local job
opportunities and crimes of theft and vandalism. Summer job programs for youth, for

example, reduce the idleness of a large crime-prone group and thereby reduce crime
'i et evaluation of the effectiveness of such measures is elusive. How many crimes

would have been committed in the absence of the program? Can we adequatelycontrol

for all of the other intervening variablesfor example, the effect of hot weather on
crime or the effect of being out of the hot weather and in an air-conditioned
workplaceand still isolate the independent influence that work has on crime?

Both because the population is targeted and easily identified through official sources

and because treatment'. effects can be more rigorously examined, ex-offenders and in
particular ex- prisoners have often been the subjects of programs and experiments de-
signed to reduce crime through improved employment. Four types of programs have

been explored thoroughly. employment and vocational training, job-search assistance,

cash subsidies, and supported work. All have similar failings.
The logic behind training for ex-offenders and for current or recently released pris-

oners is straightforward. These individuals have little education, spotty previous em-
ployment experiences, and few marketable job skills. In other words, they have what
economists call low endowments of human capital. Enhancing the human caeal of
offenders is the task of training programs. If these potential workers can be given a
skill, it is thought, they will find better jobs and thereby will find work more attractive
as a livelihood than crime. Thus, they do not return to crime. As reasonable as this

perspective may sound, however, reviews of the many offender employment and
training programs implemented during the 1960s reveal that few of them work. Cor-

rectly, one Abt Associate's (1971) report concludes that it is not so-much that the pro-

grams did not work. It is Just that on the basis of poor evaluation, poor design, and/or

poor implementation it is often impossible to ascertain what effect, if any, training has
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on reducing recidivism A case in point is an evaluation of federal community treatment
centers (CTC) conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Prisons (1978). One group of federal
prisoners was released on parole and another group was released to community treat-
ment centers At the CTCs, ex-offenders received a wide variety of employment and
vocational training and counseling The paroled group received no treatment. Although
the groups were "matched" in the sense that both would have been eligible for release
to community treatment centers, there remained significant differences in the groups.
Nonetheless, it was found that the CTC group had lower rearrest rates than the com-
parison group.

Upon closer examination one will discover that the findings are based upon small
fractions of the original samples. There is an extraordinary amount of attrition. And this
attrition seems to differ systematically between the "treatment" group and the com-
parison group Until the statistical results can be adjusted for this apparent selection
bias, any conclusions drawn should be viewed with extreme caution.

The rationale for job-search assistance is that the problem of recently released ex-
offenders is one of not knowing where the available jobs are. Although many states
have employment referral services, the consensus seems to be that these sources repre-
sent only a minor fraction of all matches between jobs and applicants in the labor mar-
ket Counselors who are attuned to the needs and special problems of offenders. it is
argued, can be more effective in securing jobs for their clients than the impersonal bu-
reaucratic mechanisms that have even evolved in local Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) programs The results of all of the job assistance experiments
have not been succinctly evaluated But if the experience of the Baltimore LIFE (Living
Insurance for Exprisoners) is in any way illustrative, then they do not fare better than
training programs.

In a sample of 432 hardcore, repeat property offenders, one-quarter received job-
search assistance, one-quarter received a cash subsidy equivalent to unemployment
compensation. and one-quarter received neither cash nor assistance. A last group re-
ceived a combination of cash and job assistance. The post-prison rearrest rate for the
job assistance group was insignificantly different from the control group which re-
ceived nothing. so Mallar and Thornton (1978) find.

Cash subsidies flowing from a distinctly different notion of the real problems faced
by ex-offenders have had a more promising record. Kenneth Lenshan (1974) has care-
fully studied the problems faced by recently released prisoners. He believes that along
with the social pathological problems of readjustment to old friends, neighborhoods,
and family, there is the acute problem of low financial resources. Ex-prisoners just do
not have savings or a cash cushion upon release from prison in order to adequately
bridge the gap between the two worlds of prisri and work. The Baltimore project
mentioned above was designed in part to bridge the gap. By providing a cash subsidy
for a number of weeks after release from prison, the ex-offender would have sufficient
time to readjust to the outside world. time to look on his own for the kind of job that he
can feel comfortable in, time to think, and time to settle down. Indeed. Mallar and
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Thmitun i 1978) find that this sort of unemployment insurance has a strong and signifi-
cant impact un reducing post-prison .recidivism. However, Rossi et al. (1980). in an
effort to replicate the Baltimore project in Texas and Georgia. du not observe this en-
couraging finding. They cite problems of administrative differences in disbursing the
subsidies and differences in the composition of the samples. But their most important
finding is one that is the key to a reasoned criticism of all of these programs for ex-
offenders and a clue to why those programs "fail."

Russie et al. argue that there is a strong work disincentive effect operative. Unem-
ployment insurance discourages work. Work is inversely related to crime. Hence, un-
employment insurance increases unme rather than reduces it. But the objective of this
and many other well intentioned programs was to reduce recidivism, not to increase
employability. Often the outcomes. particularly in the vast majority of criminal justice
funded programs. are measured in terms of "success" or "failure" where these con-
cepts are typically unrelated to the notions of adjustments, personality change, im-
proved self-worth. or other well-documented sociopsychological correlates of satis-
factory transition from the world of prison to the world of work.

A more recent experiment builds on past mistakes. The supported work model as-
sumes that the adjustment from the world of prison to work requires a strategically
phased reentry program. There is a need for encouragement and positive feedback.
There is a need for support from one's peersthose who have been through it all them-
selves. Piliavin and Gartner (1980) report on some of their preliminary findings on the
post-prison outcomes of individuals participating in this sort of work environment with
peer support. The evidence is disappointing. Despite severe problems of attrition and
sample selection bias, these programs do not appear to work. Recidivism rates are not
lower for program participants. Employment rates appear not to be dramatically af-
fected.

It should not be concluded that these or other programs could not work. For example,
cash subsidies to employers for hiring ex-offenders or subsidies to supplement the
wages of ex-offenders could possibly bypass the work disincentive effects cited in the
review of that program failure. But it should be remembered that none of the programs
of labor market intervention was designed or implemented with a careful conceptuali-
zation of the role that racism and racial discnmination play in distorting both the labor
market and the criminal justice system. Without a better theoretical concept of how
race, crime, and employment are intertwined, future programs and experiments may
suffer similar fates as those discussed here.

NEW EVIDENCE

The discovery of the role that racism plays :n forging a link between labor markets
and the cnminal justice system justifies a closer reexamination of previous studies.
Many writers and researchers have observed that there are significant racial differences
in both recidivism and in post prison employment. Undoubtedly, these differences
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TABLE 1
Actual and Predicted Probabilities of Pre-Prison Employment, Imprisonment, and Parole

Actual Predicted
Probility Probability

Black White Black White

Pre-Prison Employment* .11 .13 .07 .07

Imprisonment
b

.05 .04 .00 .01

Parolee .36 .50 .32 .50

SOURCE: U.S. Board of Parole

*Dependent variable in logit model is probability of having been employed prior
to incarceration more than four years. Independent variables are age, I.Q.,
sex, education, marital status, drug or alcohol usage, previous confinement in
mental hospital.

b
Dependent variable in logit model is ratio of previous commitments to prison
to previous convictions. Independent variables are age, I.Q., sex, education,
marital status, drug or alcohol usage, previous confinement in mental hospital.

cDependent variable in logic model is probability of release on parole. Indepen-
dent variables are age, I.Q., sex, education, marital status, drug or alcohol
usage, previous confinement in mental hospital. number of parole hearings, prison
punishment, theft conviction, "white-collar" conviction.

could be accounted for by factors correlated with race. Or these differences could be
accounted for by diverging demographic profiles between blacks and whites. In either
case, one must be extremely cautious in blaming racism for the unequal outcomes.

For example, young people have lower earnings and higher unemployment regard-
less of their race They are also more likely to be arrested because in their early years of
adulthood they may be more active in visible street crimes. If the age dtstnbution of the
black population is skewed toward the younger ages relative to the white population,
the higher crime rates and lower employment rates among blacks could be accounted
for by their youthfulness alone There are numerous statistical techniques for control-
ling for such possibilities. These techniques are well known and are widely used in a
large body of literature on racial discrimination.

In the course of engaging in such orthodoic exercises, I uncovered some interesting
new evidence The evidence illuminates the complex interaction between institu-
tionalized forms of racism and the institutions of the labor market and the cnminal jus-
tice system.'
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Peter Hoffman and Barbara Meierboefer (1979) have reported on an excellent data
set of the postrelease arrest experiences of federal prisoners. For six years after their
release from prison in 1970, nearly 2,000 ex felons were traced using the FBI's "rap
sheet" records. Hoffman and Meierhoefer have graciously lent this author the data set.

N number of factors have been found to be significant in determining post-prison
rearrest probabilities These include a measure of,pre-pnson employment experiences,
a measure of the certainty of punishment, and a measure of treatment by the criminal
Justice system It is found that blacks are more likely to be rearrested than whites. But if
rearrest depends on employ ment opportunities, the higher crime rates among blacks
could be accounted for by their differing pre prison employment experiences. If re-
arrest depends on the certainty of punishmentthat is, the risks of engaging in
crimethen rearrest disparities between blacks and whites could be attributable to their
differing perceived risks or responses to these risks. Finally, if rearrest depends on how
one is treated within the system or similarly how one gets out of the system, the gap
between black and white recidivism could be explained by unequal treatment.

In Table 1, pre prison employment experience is captured by the probability that one
was employed for more than four years prior to the most recent incarceration. The aver-
age for blacks is 11% and for whites 13%. Black ex-felons are less likely to have had
any significant stretch of stable employment than whites. Clearly though, these differ-
ences 1. °tilt] arise because of such differences in background characteristics as age or
education Unlikely as it may seem, if blacks in the sample were highly educated, at
very early ages blacks would display low values of the employment experience variable
because they would not have been in the labor force long enough to have accumulated
this experience after leaving school. Of course, what one would like to do is to control
for these influencing factors to capture the cetera paribus rates of pre-pnson employ-
ment for blacks and whites. Indeed when a lop regression techniquediscussed in
Henry Thell (1971)is employed to control for age, I.Q., sex, education, marital
status, drug or alcohol usage, and previous confinement in a mental hospital, the aver-
age pre prison employment probability converges for blacks and whites. The regression
equation predicts that 7% of the blacks would have worked on one job for more than
four years before prison, it predicts that 7% of the whites would have too.

Again in Table 1, risk of punishment is measured by the ratio of the number of previ-
ous prison commitments to the number of previous convictions. It is the probability that
one goes to prison given a conviction. It is not exactly the "probability of getting
caught" variable that many researchers have in mind when they think of the risk of en-
gaging in .rime. In fact, this measure is positively related to recidivism. past failures
are more likely to become failures again. Nonetheless, we observe that 5% of black
unv towns result in incarceration while 4% of whites who are convicted go to jail or

prison This low ratio for both races is due principally to the fact that one can be con-
y acted fur any number of crimes but typically only receives one prison commitment in a
given trial. Once in prison, however, the offender may serve many concurrent or con-
secutive sentences, Su an alternative interpretation of these diverging ratios is that
blacks get sent to prison on the basis of fewer convictions than whites.
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A reteris paribus calculation is valid here also. Controlling for the same background
charactenstic:, as in our previous example, we compute the risk of punishment for
blacks to be Oak and for whites just 1%. Because of rounding this finding obscures the
fact that the predicted probabilities in fact converge to the same low value of less than
one commitment out of 100 convictions for both blacks and whites.

A third variable of interest in Table I is release on parole. It measures the treatment
within the system and the method out of the system. Being paroled often means being
adjudged "rehabilitated" by correctional personnel. It means you've paid your dues to
society It means that less of your sentence will be served than the law can demand. It
means freedom Only 36% of the blacks found their way.out of prison in this manner,
compared to half of the whites.

But does the average figure tell the whole story? Are not offenders convicted of less
serious crimes more likely to be paroled? Are not offenders who avoid mischief in
prison more like!) to be paroled? Calculating as we did before the predicted probability
and controlling fur both background charactenstic and characteristics of the offense and
prison adjustment, we find that blacks are still significantly less likely to be paroled.
Even after controlling for the number of parole hearings, prison punishment, and type
of offense for which the individual was convicted, whites are 1.5 times more likely to
be released on parole than blacks. Differences in age, education, I.Q., sex, marital
status, drug or alcohol usage, and history of mental hospital confinement cannot ac-
count for this disparity Since we have controlled for any number of background van-
ables and other factors related to the seriousness of the crime and to the adjustment of
the prisoner while incarcerated, then federal parole boards must be looking at some
other vanable in making parole decisions for blacks and whites. Further analysis has
shown that controlling for more observable charactenstics of the offender and the of-
fense does not diminish the gap much more. Maybe parole boards are using some unob-
servable index to make then decisions. This unobservable variable is not racially neut-
ral Or parole boards are using race itself as a screening device. Whichever hypothesis
you subscribe to, it is difficult to conclude that parole board decisions result in racially
unbiased outcomes.

What this exercise reseals is that while there are disparities between blacks and
whites in the labor market and within the criminal justice system, all of these in-
equalities cannot be explained away by differences in innate or background charac-
tenstics of blacks and vitiates. Blacks have higher recidivism rates than whites. People
released on parole have lower recidivism rates. Blacks are less likely to be released on
parole It seems like a self fulfilling prophecy. But why are blacks more likely to be in
prison in the first place? Surely we have found that, controlling for background
charactenstics, the chances of having had a bad previous employment history are just
the same as those of white inmates.

Here lies the key to the argument being made. Although they are very similar to one
another in their pre pnson employment expenences and their risk of punishment, black
and white prisoners compare to the general population in strikingly different ways. The
white pnsoner, while similar to the black prisoner in having little education, a spotty
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TABLE 2
PostPrisort Hours Worked by Blacks and Whites

Slacks
(N379)

Whites
(N33)

Actual average per week 24.39 26.16

Predicted using linear
regression& 24.93 26.75

Predicted using white
"criminal record"
regressionb 26.67

Predicted using white
"employment history"
regresslonc 26.66

SOURCE: Baltimore LIFE Sample

alndependent variables include treatment group, age, education, previous
employment experience, job arranged upon release from prison, parole or
discharge, last job was white-collar job, age when first arrested, family
member ever in prison, time served for last offense, total times arrested,
last arrest for property crime.

bIndependent variables include treatment group, total times arrested, last
property crime, age, age when first arrested, family member ever in

prison.

clndependent variables include treatment group, age, last job was white-collar

job, education, previous employment experience.

work history, and a long involvement in crime, is very unlike the typical white worker.
Black pnsoners, however, are surpnsingly similar to the general black labor force This
finding is true for state prisons and county jails as well as the federal correctional insti-

tutions. It is almost as if one could pick people at random from the black labor force and

obtain a matching profile of the black prison population, while in order to get a good

match for the white prison population the most downtrodden, depressed, and decrepit

portions of the white labor force must be scanned.
In addition to comparing to the general population in very different ways, black and

white prisonerswho are very similar to one anotherare treated very differently

within the system. The way out is decidedly different. Freedom from imprisonment,

like freedom from involuntary servitude, comes about by way of diverging routes for

blacks and whites.
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What the federal prisoner data reveals is that racism in the cnminal Justice system
seems to deny both the timely release of black workers from bondage and their ready
return to the labor market Future research will need to document the parallels of
dualism in the job market and in the prisons. But for now, evidence exists that suggests
that even after prison the gaps and disparities continue?

Kenneth Lenihan and Louis Geneve who collected the Baltimore LIFE data pro-
vided me with a copy of the computer tape used by Mallar and Thomton. The average
hours worked per week for the first 12 months after release from pnson are computed
and displayed in Table 2 Blacks worked less than 25 hours on average, while whites
worked nearly 27 hours At the then-prevailing minimum wage this differential implies
a premium of about $250 per year. In fact, whites canted more per hour than blacks, so
the annual premium is even larger.

Controlling for age, education, previous employment experience, age when first ar-
rested, number of previous arrests, and a host of other vanables, we predict virtually
the same racial gap in postprison employment. The diffenng hours worked by black
and white ex offenders cannot be accounted for by differing pre-prison employment
experiences, background characteristics, criminal history, or even parole history.

Skeptics will argue that the racial gap in hours worked merely mirrors the gap in
crime rates Blacks choose" to engage in crime rather than to look for legitimate em-
ployment Hence, on average they work fewer hours. Certainly criminal histories affect
this decision The more time we have invested previously in criminal pursuits the more
profitable it will be to continue to engage in crime. But there is another effect of cnmi-
nal history a criminal record is a barrier to obtaining employment. Blacks may want to
work more hours, but because of their extensive records are denied job opportunities.
To test this hypothesis further, we estimated for whites an equation for hours worked
that depended on criminal record variables. Then we inserted the black values of the in-
dependent vanables into the estimated white equation. In other words, we posed this
conjecture Suppose the effect of criminal record on post-prison employment were the
same for both black ex offenders and white ex-offenders, would the gap between black
and white employment narrow? The answer is yes. While the average hours worked for
blacks is actually 24 9, the predicted value, using the white cnminal-history equation,
yields 26,7 hours per week.

The skeptics would not be satisfied. "Blacks may prefer crime because with their
spotty previous work histories, legitimate opportunities Just do not appear as attrac-
tiv e," they might argue There is some sense to this argument, because indeed the work
histories of black ex offenders are very spotty. But do they really prefer to work less in
favor of crime" Just as criminal records pose a bamer to blacks, so too may their previ-
ous employ ment history We perform a similar test to see how many hours blacks
would work if the effects of their previous employment histones on post-pnson em-
ploy ment were the same as the observed effects for whites. First an hours-worked
equation, which depends on pre prison employment history, is estimated for whites.
Then hours worked are predicted for blacks using this equation but inserting the actual
values of the independent vanables for blacks. Thus, we recognize that blacks and
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whites have different pre-prison employment histories, we are just interested in know-

ing if the impact of these histories on post-prison employment were the same, would

blacks work more hours. The answer is yes. Whereas blacks worked not quite 25 hours

on average, if treated like whites, even with their more spotty previous work records,

they would have worked almost 27 hours.
These results demonstrate that the barriers of a criminal record and of scant pre-

prison employment experiences affect black and white ex-offenders differently These

results suggest that racial discrimination, racism, or some racially nonneutral phenom-

enon is Intervening in the interaction between crime and employment

The examples we have presented here are just illustrative of the entirely different

perspective that emerges when the issue of race is introduced into a reasoned discussion

of labor markets and crime. By ignoring this perspective, we still observe intimate in-

teractions between crime and employment. But the true sources of these interactions are

obscured. Programmatic efforts based on an obscured view yield puzzling and often

contradictory results as we have seen. It appears that the programs do not work The

programs are scrapped. Labor market aids are abandoned. This is a hefty price to pay,

because the alternatives are all the traditional tried and true methods of crime control

that can reinforce failure in employment and crime, further obscuring the role that ra-

cism plays in it all.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The role of racial discrimination or institutional racism in learned discussions on

crime and employment has heretofore been ignored. We can only be suggestive in out-

lining possible theoretical and empirical relations between race on the one hand and

employment and crime on the other. What appears clear, however, is that a satisfactory

explanation of how these factors are intertwined must grapple with two parallel

dualisms: the double standard of criminal justice, and racially segmented labor mar-

kets. This is a major task for future research.
In a purposefully cavalier manner we introduced a model of race, crime, and em-

ployment. In that model, blacks allocated more time to crime because crime pays

What one gets out of the model is roughly what we put into it. The image of blacks

choosing to be criminals is at once absurd and provocative. It is absurd because all of

the barriers, impediments, constraints, and other distortions in the real world can

transform matters of rational choice to matters ofnecessity or even habit No mention

had been made of drugs. The absurdity is apparent when you think of a mellowed-out

500-gram-a-day heroin addict maximizing his expected utility, calculating the relative

costs and benefits of a life in crime or a rewarding career in legitimate employ, and then

preparing to pull up his sleeve to perfect these worldly calculations.

It is provocative, though, because it provides an empirical foundation for examining

the role played by racism. If black ex-offenders do not work as many hours as white
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ex offenders then it is either because they do not choose to do so, or they are not given
the chance to do so. Without a theory of choice, however unrealistic, we would be
forever grasping in a vacuum at a theory of chance.

We also summarised the well known failings of manpower and subsidy programs to
reduce crime It would be foolish to continue to advocate expenditures of large sums for
labor market intervention strategies to aid ex-offenders or to reduce crime if in fact
these strategies do not or can not be expected to work. However, none of these pro-
grams were based upon even a foggy notion of the interface among racism and labor
markets and the criminal Justice system. A more careful look at previous employment
and crime programs may reveal that when such an interface is acknowledged and incor-
porated into the overall strategy, that such programs prove to be more effective.

In spite of a large and growing literature on employment and crime, our ignorance of
how labor markets and the criminal justice system interact IS matched only by a
perplexing unwillingness by scholars to acknowledge the role played by racism or ra-
cial discrimination in that interaction. If the question were purely an academic one, the
losers would be the historians like David Rothman who have carefully documented the
rise of the American way of punishment. But the question is a very policy laden one.
Who will be around to document future failings? We may all be losers.

NOTES

I Actually the argument has been placed within a class.corlict perspective rather than one of racism or racial Ms-
cnmoution See. for example, Wdham 1 Chambhis (1978) and Ivan Jankovic (1977).

2 For example the former perspective is important in explaining the disproportionate representation of other
minorities in the cnminal Justice system

The discussion and illustrations in the following sections emphasize the plight of blacks in labor markets and in the
enminal pstice system It ignores the plight of other minorities This rest:town is adopted purposefully Dau and em-
pirical documentation on black employment and crime are readtly &variable. in put because of the sizable number of
unemphsved and twined) incarcerated blacks These data permit at be a preliminary examination of how labor markets
and cisme interest

4 The outlines of these opposing views are discussed an Myers (1980b)
c A formal deselopment of the basic model is sisen in Myers (1980a)
6 This evidence ts detailed in Myers (1981a)
7 This evidence is detailed in Myers (1981b)
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TOO MUCH LAW,
TOO LITTLE JUSTICE
An Argument for Delegalizing America

by Laurence H. Tribe

!Reproduced with the permission of the copynght holder from the Atlantic Monthly. v. 244. July 1979: 25-30)

4nd 'Mud said Woe unto you lawyers also, for ye
load men with burdens grievous to be borne, and ye
yourselves roach not the burdens with one of your
fingers Luke. 11:46

The litigious SOCItty

Undaunted even by that judgment. lawyers
have overburdened more than a few cone.
ties before and since Gibbon wrote that,

after five years of legal education, law students in the
Roman Empire "dispersed themselyint through the
provinces in search of fortune and honors, nor could
thy want an inexhaustible supply of business in a
great empire already corrupted by a multiplicity of
laws" When Gulliver traveled, he explained to one of
Ins moue hats Mal.. in England. "those who made a
profession of (lavrj were exceedingly multiplied. being
almost equal to the caterpillars in number."

Yet the United Stales now has three times as many
lawyers per capita as England and twenty times as
many as lapin Law has never flourished in more
ferule soil In this century, the number of Americ....n
lawyers has grown twice as fast as the population as a
whole, and the proferakn is expanding more rapidly
than ever Over 126.000 students enrolled in law
school in 1976 --more than twice the enrollment
fifteen years ago In the some brief period, the number
of lawyers has increased by more than 50 percent, from
100000 to 460,000

Multiplying even more quickly than lawyers are

laws and lawsuits. In 1977. the legislative bodies at the
federal, state, and local levels enacted approximately
lsopoo new laws, and each of these new laws, on the
average, required the issuance of ten new regulations.
Between 1969 and 1972, the case load of the federal
courts (corrected for the increase in population) rose
by half If the federal appellate case load, which
accounts for only 10 percent of all federal cases,
continues to grow as it has in the past decade, over one
million federal appellate cases a year will flood the
courts by the year 2010. And four times as many suits
are filed each year in the state courts of California
alone as in the entire federal system.

Clearly, something is awry For too long we have
reflexively relied on law to right every wrong We
think of the rule of law, justice under law, peace
through law--as though law and the 'eta' process were
perfectly synonymous with fairness and equity Our
automatic reaction to injustice has been to declare,
"There ought to be a law!" Each of us expects to get
his "day in court,"

This intoxication with law costs an dearly. Legal fees
have scared to more than S25 billion a year Because
much of that expense is taxdeductible, the tax system
in effect finances the litigious society. Still more
perverse. sonic federal regulation discourages compel.
non and boosts prices !Allow of dollars annually
Hundreds of thousands of people injured in automobile
accidents suffer doubly becauss the fault system denies
compensation to many and delays it to all And each
year, thousands are incarcerated a, a cost of hundreds
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of +ninon, oaf dollars for crimes that .ictimire no one
but themselves

Wh,ie accumulating towering costs, the legal system
asts only a shadow of Justice The federal Legal

sersices G orpontion, handling a million cases annual

lv meets less than IS percent of the official (and
&roared) need for legal servises among the poor

At today s prices. the middle class too needs a legal aid
pros,rim hod even those who can afford to seek
Justice must often witt ycrry to hnd at

So excess of law inescapably weakens the rule of
taw Frustrated citizens naturally distrust an even-
toe. inerfic:ent. frequently incomprehensible non-
system that often seems contrived to serve lawyers
richer than law The scale of despair is alarming

(he sources of our predicament are not hard to
discern Our economic interactions are numerous and
complex and market mechanisms atone set few

re-mius on such social crimes as pollution, industrial
satety hazards. and consumer fraud At the same time.
we hate guaranteed individual rights and freedoms
that require painstaking protection Most fundamen-
t oar sable midis Aualism has worn our social fabric

slit 'taw'g molly no enveloping system of family.
community cUsturn to {code or constrain each of

is less mobile. more traditional societies could
inivide Reversing cause and effect, the atomization of
wale'', has triggered an explosion of taw

Ioo much law Jo, little nAlce, too many rules. too
few fmults that is or problem Obviously, the
Insaar is not to .thandon law or renounce ill MO.
teasma the powerless unprotected and inviting social
chaos the inswer is to deregulate and simplify 5eItc-
hid), wicking only those taws and legal processes
that Jggrav tle injustice The idea is hardly startling,
and efforts to implement it are already under way in
many precincts The challenge is to find the links
among these seemingly unrelated efforts. and to forge
them into a unified program to delegable Smerica

tielectts e deregulation

DerasfutJtion can restore competition to areas
where the regulatory agencies have served as
the agents of those they purport to regulate

Regulation in such areas *IS originally jUStihed by the
reed to protect infant or otherwise vulnerable indus-
tries from destructive competition The government
has set floors on the prices certain industries may
charge for their products or services, has restricted
imirs by newcomer into those and other industries.

fj,ts, 'less's( of law at Ilaryard and the
auto r f Amman t.gtsrault,n11 La.

26

28.0

and has at times guaranteed minimum levels of profit
ab.lity Whether or not the "infant industry" )ustifie.a.
non should ever have been accepted, it is clew: that
consumers have had to bear the costs of such proles.
tionism no longer with even arguable Justification

And those costs have been substantial A 1977
General Sccounting Office study estimated the cost to
consumers of regulating air transport at over S2 billion
a sear Since then, thanks to the work of Senator
Kennedy and the Carter Administration. the Civil
Aeronautics Board has been stripped of much of its
authority over air freight and passenger faresin favor
of private market forces Now fares are falling (and
profits are rising) because more Americans can afford
to fly In 1978, the CAB admits, passengers saved S2 5
billion as a result.

Similar deregulation in the trucking industry could
save consumers as much as 10 percent of the $110
billion spent annually on truck transportation Govern
ment interference with market forces in other Indus
tries also exacts a high price from consumers TFe
annual cost of Interstate Commerce Commission regu
lawns resulting in excess rail capacity is at least 5J S
billion The Federal Maritime Commission's regula-
tion of ocean shipping may inflate rates by 45 percent
Federal milk marketing regulations cost $100 million
annually and generate a sharp income transfer upward
And regulation pads the price of cable television by
one to two billion dollars a year

By gradually deregulating specific activities. we may
begin to recapture such social costs as these The
airlines were not the first to realize the benehts of a
deregulated market When the Securities Act Amend
menu of 1975 ended the system of fixed brokerage
commission rates on stock transactions, institutional
brokerage rates fell more than 45 percent and i _

al rates more than 15 percentwith total savings of
5700 million by the fall of 1976

For all the talk of deregulation as a boon to free
enterprise, however, the fiercest opposition to demo
lawn that will promote competition comes from
industry itself Trucking lobbyists have fought to keep
Senator Kennedy's tracking deregulation bill out of his
Senate Judiciary Committee and to consign it to the
legislative graveyard of the Csmmerce
instead Nor is such opposition to procompetitive
deregulation atypical. for many businessmen colic
decry government intervention in the marketplace
consider such deregulation inimical to their own inter
tilt Selective deregulation must therefore distinguish
between regulations that insulate corporations from
competition with one another and regulations designed
to protect consumers. workers. and the environment
from industrial depredation

Deregulation is thus hardly a categorical imperative
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The degrees to which the various regulatory agencies
serve the public interest vary widely Many agencies
pss.ed through the crucible of an age of reform and
t.vday terse worthy goals --environmental protection.
ocsupational safety and health, consumer and motorist
safety Other agencies, established as guardians of
fietlitImg or infirm industries such as trucking and
shdrmnit continue to interfere with market forces long
after the supposed need for such interference has
cooed Separating those aCtIVIIICS that ought to remain
regulated from those that should be deregulated is
chatty a manageable task

cat course even the best of the protective agencies
have committed some egregious errors - -to the glee of
thtir enemies and the discomfiture of their friends
But such blunders have been wildly exaggerated
Inrant deaths from crib strangulation and household
prawns have been cut in half by product safety stan-
dards requiring closely spaced crib slats and child-
prxf containers for dangerous substances An esti-
mated 200 000 Americans would not be alive today but
for the federal automobile and highway safety stan-
dards enacted since 1966 Carbon monoxide levels in
etglii representative cities declined 46 percent between
19'2 and 1916 a decline which may be linked to the
recent reduction in heart disease And worker exposure
to harmful doses of coal dust. asbestos, lead, and other
tort.; substances has been substantially cut

stwIthitanding the common wisdom that the pub.
tic opposes all government regulation. California voters
approved 5575 million for pollution controls on the
very day they approved Proposition 13and by nearly
the same margin Opinion Research Corporation sur-
sty, show public support for regulations to protect
Yowler health and safety by a margin of four to one,
consumer safety by a margin of three to one, and envi-
ronmental quality by two to one Thus the public's
gin se of deregulated air fares, for example. may not
deen, nstratc brood public antipathy toward regulation
in sectors

Dire predictions that protective regulation will
invartably cost more than society can afford are them.

selves highly inflated In the early 1970s. chemical
manufacturers warned that a federal standard for
worker exposure to vinyl chloride (a potent carano
gent would cost S65 to 595 billion and destroy two
million jobs "The standard is simply beyond the
amptance capacity of the industry." their trade 11,40-
,0, 41 baldly asserted As consumer advocate Mark
l'oeeo has noted, the standard was nevertheless 1111

rr,1"1 at a cost one twentieth of the industry's fren
hed overestimate, and with no loss of jobs

Fix many years. protective agencies had to bluff
the, way through such prophesies of fiscal ruin.
kf.ng that the Aaron's of regulated industries would

Too Much Law, Too Little Justice

prove unwarranted In those days, it seemed farfetched
to defend protective regulations in "hard" terms of
dollar benefits, for who could say whether a beautiful
sunset was worth the cost? No longer arc the protec-
tive agencies on the defensive, however. A brand-new
study by scientists working under a grant from the
Environmental Protection Agency concludes that pro-
tective regulation may not only be less costly than its
critics have maintained, but may even be profitable
These scientists reported that, as of 1977, the federal
government was reaping S: billion in benefits from a
pollution.control program that cost only $6.7 billion.
Under this program. particulate pollution from certain
stationary sources (that is to say, smog and soot from
power plants and factories) had been cut 12 percent
since 1970. The study estimated that, by reducing the
amount of such pollution by 60 percent, the govern-
ment could increase tabor productivity by :36 billion
and realize an additional S4 billion gain from reduced
mortality In the Los Angeles basin alone, the study
predicted, real estate values would jump $950 million a
year-4500 per householdif smog were cut by only
30 percent.

Figures such as these clearly demonstrate the bene-
fits of protective regulation in terms that would
persuade the most severe cost accountantwhich is
not to say that the intangible benefits of protective
regulation should be ignored Both "hard" and "soft"
values demonstrably served by the protective agencies
offer good reason not to let our frustration with exces-
sive regulation lead us into mindless deregulation,

Simplification

jrust as it would be a mistake to equate the deregu
lawn of consumer prices with the dismantling
of consumer protection. so it would be a mistake

to equate acceptance of regulation in a particular area
with complacence about that regulation as it is current
ly structured and administered, Often, where we
cannot or should not deregulate, we should still &le-
galize For example, we can replace complex. Ineffec-
tual, uniform standards for water and :r pollution
with simpler effluent feesthat is. requoe manufac-
turers to pay as they pollute, rather than prohibit
pollution or set pollution limitsthus making pollu.
tion subject to selegulation by manufacturers, and
thereby reducing government's role without sacrificing
regulatory gosh Such an approach might regulate
more effectivelybut with fewer rules, fewer lawsuits.
and, in effect, less law Charles Schultze, chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers, has endorsed this
technique more broadly, arguing that, in many cases,
fees or incentives would be preferable to the "corn-
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mend control" system of direct regulation Under this
approach, the government can influence private behav-
ior by using, not discarding. market mechanisms.

The difference between direct and indirect reaula-
lion of private behavior is illustrated by the case of
worker safety Federal law directs the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration to set safety and
health standards for the workplace, inspect firms, and
assess fines for violations Enforcement is necessarily
ineffective under such a direct approach, for there are
3 million workplaces in the United States and OSHA
cannot possibly inspect more than a tiny fraction of
them each yearor ever. With detection unlikely and
the threat of penalty therefore remote. many employ-
ers have disregarded OSHA workplace standards.
Consequently. 14,000 workers still die and two mil-
lion others are insured each yelf in accidents on the
yob

At feast one alternative to the direct approach could
radically improve the situation, Turns employers for
on-the-lob injuries to their workers would provide an
effective incentive to guard against workplace acci-
dents in the moat cost-effective way, This and other
self-executing enforcement devices would better Serve
the purposes now entrusted to an intrinsically inade-
quate inspection system Workers themselves would
enforce OSIIA's standardsby filing accident re-
ports OSHA inspectors could then concentrate on
workplace conditions that are likely to cause ;Nunes
that may not manifest themselves for yearsinjuries
that workers may not even associate with their work
sites

DeCompliCaling antitrust

Selective deregulation can clear much of the legal
pollution that suppresses fair competition and
keeps prices artificially high, But, even where

deregulation is needed, rote dismantling of big govern-
ment could leave consumers at the mercy of corpora-
tions big enough to dominate whole industries, No
invisible hand will operate where concentrated bun
nets has a visible grip on entire sectors of the economy
The policy of selective deregulation demands a freer
market, not a market in which government control has
been replesed with control by corporate power.

Yet concentrated business maintains its grip on van -

out sectors of the economy largely because antiffuSt
Law has itself become a study in overleplization, To
bring an antitrust action against any large corporation
amounts to a declaration of Judicial war. Armies of
lawyers must be enlisted to wage oneExxon, for
example, has on retainer more lawyers than the entire
US Deportment of Justice. Some clashes last for
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year* For private antitrust cases reaching trial, the
median time between filing and disposition, for cases
decided in 1977. was 44 months. A charge brought
under $ 2 of the Sherman Act will consume, on the
average, eight years before a final Judgment is
rendered

And many cases simply never endthey rust fade in
and out In 1932, the Justice Deportment had antitrust
suits pending against AT&T and IBM, and had Just
signed consent decrees with General Electric and
Westinghouse. In 1952, the scene was the same,
indeed, little had changed by 1977 (see "Corporate
Star Wars," May 1979 Atlantic) In such wee as
these, legal wizards can mak the law with mountains
of motions and by burying their opponents in blizzards
of paper. In one WU suit, the plaintiff produced
almost 26 million pages of documents The defendants
produced 4 million pages and 60 million supporting
documents

Surely a celestial visitor would think us mad if
informed that we endeavor to promote economic dB
ciency through this process He would not be surprised
to hear that the attempt has utterly failed In 1973, the
100 largest firms controlled nearly the same share of
the nation's assets as did the 200 largest firms in 1948
This concentration of economic power. according to
the best available estimates, costs consumers between
$150 and MO billion a year in price overcharges, or
about $2000 per family In the face of these inflexible
overcharges, attempts to restrain inflation through
budget cuts and tight credit fail while aggravating
unemployment and miring recession. Secure from
competition, concentrated industries also tend to resist
change. The National Science Foundatiorr has con.
eluded that every dollar spent for research and devel-
opment by small firms is twenty-four times more
productive than the same dollar spent by big firms

The problem lies not in the antitrust idea but in its
implementation Strict Judicial management, for ex-
ample, could reduce antitrust delays Judicial districts
with stnngent time controls resolve cases as much as
SO percent faster than districts with more relaxed
schedules. Reducing the number of teleran' antitrust
issues would also limit litigation Lawmakers have

spent much of the period since the Sherman Act was
passed nearly a century ago tailoring legal rules to ever
finer factual nuances The result has been not swifter
Of surer paha. but more and bigger lawsuits Rough-
erbut readier-4ules of thumb would better serve
both litigants and the public interest

For example, an action under $ 2 of the Sherman
Act now requires proof of two elements monopoly
power and culpable conduct with intent to acquire or
maintain that power Generally, one third to one half

of antitrust trial time is spentor wastedon the
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tune of culpable conduct Dispensing with that over-
brden of proof, and instead requiring only a showing
of persistent monopoly power, would remove the great-
at statutory cause of protracted antitrust lawsuits. A
defendant corporation would still be entitled to per-
suade a court that its monopoly power was based on a
!awful use of patents, or that divestiture would destroy
substantial economies of scale (Such economies result
when the fixed cost of producing or distributing a
product or service, or the cost of producing or distrib-
uting different items together rather than separately,
makes it wasteful to operate at low volume or without
..mbining separate operations ) Allowing an alleged
m ,nopolist to point to economies of scale in self-
defense in the few cases where that justification is
acceptable makes far more sense than forcing she
gosernrnent to prove illicit acts or motives in the many
awes where monopoly power may claim no such Jon-
Nation

Con9ress could also limit the scale of these cases by
f.-.rmuhung a federal antitrust code to clarify qua.
o ins that have chronically troubled the courts since
nom finally Congress should consider the direct
re,rginization of certain sectors of the economy The
prob'ems of concentration and monopoly in the od,
computer, automobile, and other basic industries
might be addressed more fruitfully by Congress than
tis the courts

DejudiCialization

These reforms do not touch the plight of the
ordinary citizen seeking justice in court Over
fifty years ago. Judge Learned Hand scolded

the bar of New York City "As a litigant. I should
dread a lawsuit beyond almost anything short of sick
nes, and death" Today, legal expenses alone could
nake Judge Hand sick, and if court backlogs grow at
their present rate, our children may not be able to
bring a lawsuit to a conclusion within their lifetime
Lept claims might then be willed on. generation to
generation like hillbilly feuds, and the burdens of
pre sing them would be contracted like a hereditary
dTscase Resort to law would be the nightmare
des...ribed by Dickens in Bkak Haute --a dismal rite
Mai -so exhausts finances. patience. courage. hope, to
oar throws ,he brain and breaks the heart. that there is
not an honorable Ilawyer1 who would not givewho
dies not often give the warning, 'Suffer any wrong
thyt can be done you rather than oome here" "

The tune and expense of righting wrongs have them-
seses become glaring inequities The law obstructs
just.se when a five-year wait for a federal courtroom is
common But a number of tested alternatives Can ease

Too Much Law, Too Little Justice

the plight of the individual litigant Many disputes can
be avoided altogether, and others can be resolved with.
alt recourse to a courtroom,

One of the most dispensable judicial tasks is the
determination of fault in personal injury cases The
legal expenses involved inflate insurance premiums for
everyone. Injured claimants wait endlessly for compen-
sawn, while unpaid medical bills accumulate. Hun-
dreds of cases clog court dockets and delay justice in
disputes where the adversary process is essential No-
fault automobile insurance --at least for bodily linu-
nes,--is the first widely adopted scheme of dejudicial
cation, and it has already shown its superiority to the
fault system. A Department of Transportation study of
the sixteen states with no-fault systems found that
victims in those sates receive fairer compensation
faster than victims in other states. Under New York's
no-fault aPlerm the average time spent waiting for
payment has been cut to three monthsfrom an aver-
age of sixteen months under the old fault system.
Three quarters of the premium dollar now goes to
accident victims--50 percent more than under the
fault system, which diverted huge sums from compen-
sation to litigation. Over 99 percent of New York acci-
dent victims-40 percent more than under the fault
systemare compensated for all medial CANIISCS,
and for as much as 51000 a month of lost wages

Following the adoption of no-fault in Massachusetts.
the court dockets for the three largest districts an
Middlesex Countyan area extending from the Lion'
ton suburbs to the New Hampshire bordershowed a
drop of 93 percent in the number of negligence suits
for bodily injuries in an automobile accident. State-
wide, the number of motor vehicle tort suits has
declined 87 percent since the passage of no-fault in
1970 Naturally, these statistics leave some attorneys
very unhappy Of Massachusetts lawyers responding to
a recent survey, 17 percent reported that the adoption
of no-fault had hurt their practices These lawyers
noted that over half their II1COISIC prior to no-fault had
been derived from motor vehicle injury cases. The
Amencan Trial Lawyers Association, the guild for
Liwyars who specialize in personal injury litigation. has
narrowly defeated attempts to extend no-fault cover-
age nationally. In 1976. the Senate defeated no-fault
49 to 45, and the movement to no-fault in the states has
stalled Although the Carter Administration has en
cloned no-fault, its prospects remain doubtful in the
face of fierce lobbying from trial lawyers. who often
carry political clout in local communities Thus, the
injured in many states will continue to be detoured
through a legal jungle, scraped raw by the underbrush
of needless and costly litigation that benefits only the
professional lit gators

For disputes that all for adversary process. proms-
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mg alternatives to current practice are already avail-
able The Justice Department is experimenting in
three cities with Neighborhood Justice Centers that
resolve disputes through mediation and arbitration.
Center mediators handle family arguments, minor
assaults, and consumer-merchant. landlord-tenant.
and employer-emp/oyee disputes Citirens may bring
complaints to the center themselves. or they may be
referred by judges. the police. Legal Aid. or govern-
ment agencies One mediator or more may then hear a
dispute and try to negotiate a written settlement with-
out intervention by counsel Compared to courts, the
Neighborhood Justice Centers are models of both
speedy justice and government economy. Hearings at
the Kansas City center, for example. commonly take
two hours Thirteen days elapse. on the average.
between lint hearing and a case hearing, Of all muss
that have been heard. $6 percent have been successful.
ly negotiated And each Neighborhood Justice Center
has coat approximately only $135,000 a year

Decentralized. less formal judicial procedures can
bring justice within the reach of a majority of Amer.
cans Literally mobile courts, which would be to halls
of justice what bookmobiles are to libraries, could ride
sikuit from neighborhood to neighborhood in big
cities. and from town to town, each one staffed by a
judge and trained aides Satellite courthouses in each
of several communities sou'd hold weekly or bimonth-
ly court sessions in the evenings, with judicial person-
nel making regular rounds from court to court

Another reform that can divert cases from the usual
treadmill of adjudication is arbitration In one Ca lifor-
nut county, 60 percent of arbitrated cases have been
concluded without formai judicial proceedings Last

year, the California legislature voted to provide man-
datory arbitration statewide for all casts under
SI 5.000 If either party challenges the award, the case
goes to trial, but it the challenger comes out worse off
in court, he ,an be ordered to pay the other side's
expenses for both the litigation and the earlier arbitra-
tion

Less law, more justice

13
elegalgation has wide appeal One sensible
course would be to eliminate regulations
that serve no purpose and result in pointless

costs and delays. to simplify needlessly complex laws
and judicial processes that now frustrate the very goats
they were designed to achieve Such reforms. of
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course. are more easily proposed than accomplished
Anguished cries arose from boardrooms and law firms
throughout the country last January when the Attor-
ney General received the final report of the National
Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and
Procedures, which recommended major reforms to
speed and simplify antitrust cases At every step, those
who gain from regulatory schemes that hurt the public
may be expected to resist reform with all of the consid-

erable resources at their command
Nevertheless, the future of delegaliution seems

promising. As chairman of the Senate Judiciary Com.
mince. Senator Kennedy is likely to press vigorously
for reformnot only in the realm of antitrust law but
in other areas requiring delegahration as well He has
proposed a special court to expedite tax appeals He
would remove so-called "diversity" casesusually
involving automobile accidents in which the parties are
citizens of different states- from the federal courts.
where they currently jam the calendar Other reforms
would encourage arbitration instead of trials in more
civil suits and would assign petty criminal Casa to
magistrates rather than judges Localities could obtain
federal assistance to establish non-judicial methods of
dispute resolution. Kennedy has perceived that broader
access to justiceone of his main themesis not only
compatible with a trimmer legal system but in fact
cannot be achieved in the absence of a legal system that
society can afford While Senator Kennedy is toiling
in the vineyard of legislative reform, the Carter Ad.
ministration is developing its own proposal for "reg-
ulatory experiments" to reduce the number of regub
Dons and replace them with cconom'c incentives for
industries to police themselves And the American Bar
Association is reviewing no-fault malpractice
insurance

Although ddtgalintig America in gtoundcd In good
sense, it is a program inviting exploitation by those
who would reap the benefits of its nearly universsl
appeal without working to achieve its goals Worse
still, those who favor a return to the unregulated days
of the robber barons may try to twist a genuine
program of delegalization into a scheme to dismantle
the entire system of protective regulation that serves
the public welland could, if reformed, serve the
public even better But a serious commitment to dele.
galization need not succumb to such tawdry designs It
can mean progress without legal excess Properly

conceived and implemented, delegalization can trans-
form the rule of law from a source of frustration into a
foundation for a more just society 0
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COORDINATION OF STATE AND
FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSTEMS

JACK B. WEINSTEIN*

INTRODUCTION

The coexistence of state and federal systems accords each per-
son the benefits of dual citizenship while subjecting all individuals
to two sovereignties.' This dichotomy becomes particularly striking
when considering the state and federal courts, two independent
systems whose interplay often perplexes the citizen as well as the
theorist visualizing the law as an integrated whole. This Article ex-
plores some of the problems in coordinating the state and federal
judicial systems from the perspective of a federal trial judge in a
large metropolitan area. Power to coordinate belongs primarily to
state and federal legislators, executive agencies, and, in the case of
criminal matters, to prosecuting attorneys and police personnel.
Nevertheless, cognizant of their limitations, courts should take

Chief Judge, United States District Court, Eastern District of New York; B.A.,
Brooklyn College, 1943; LLB., Columbia University, 1948. This Article is adapted from the
1982 James B. M. McNally Lecture, delivered at St. John's University School of Law on
April 21, 1982. The assistance of Guyora Binder, Assistant Professor of Law, State Univer-
sity of New York at Buffalo, is gratefully acknowledged.

Article III of the Constitution delineates the judicial powers of the United States. See
U.S. Gorier. art. III, 2; C. Yhucur, LAW or Finsam. Courrrs 5 8, at 19 (1976). Congress is
empowered to Imbue such courts as It might establish with these enumerated powers. U.S.
CONST. art. III, 1; C. Munn, supra, 11, at 29. Congress, moreover, has the power to
grant to the federal courts exclusive jurisdiction in these areas. Id. ; 45, at 193; see Note,
Exclusive Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts in Private Civil Actions, 70 Mum. L. Rev. 509,
609.10 (1957). In the absence of congressional dictates, however, the jurisdiction of the fed-eral courts is shared by the court' of the several states. C. Munn, supra, 45, at 193; seeCharles Dowd Box Co. v. Courtney, 368 U.S. 602, 607-08 (1962); Clain v. Houseman, 93
U.S. 130, 136.40 (1877). See generally M. WINDILL, RIDAIIONS BLTWLIN mx ft:DUAL AND
STAIR Courts 269 (1949); State Courts and Federalism in the 1980, 22 Wu. & MARY L.Ray. 699, 599 (1981).

1

Reproduced with the pemassion of the copyright holder from St John's Law Review, v 57, fall 1982. 1-29
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whatever steps possible to ensure that the two systems properly
mesh.

JUDICIAL REFORM AND STATE-FEDERAL JUDICIAL COUNCILS

In recent years, much progress has been made in streamlining
the New York courts. The work of the Tweed Commission in the
1950's' and subsequent constitutional and statutory amendments
have increasingly rationalized the New York court structure. Chief
Judges Desmond, Fuld, Breitel and Cooke, Justice McNally, the
bar associations, and such lay groups as the League of Women Vot-
ers and the Committee for Modern Courts have, with many others,
participated in this enterprise. Similar efforts may be noted in
other states' In some instances, state reforms have been stimu-
lated by the need to conform to higher institutional standards set
forth by the Supreme Court and state appellate courts' In addi-
tion, quasi-public groups, such as the Natiohal Center for State

' The New York Temporary Commission on the Court., chaired by Harrison Tweed,
prepared extensive analyses of the judicial systems of New York and other jurisdictions. J.

Wanarmn, H. KORN & A. Mn.unt, New Yoax Ova. Paacrics, at viiviii (1981). The legisla-

tive and constitutional reforms urged by the commission, see 1955 RIPOZT or THE New

Yeas Tascronany Comumnom ON Tx" Cowers, were aimed at creating a unified court system

In New York State. Weinstein, The Role of the Chief Judge in a Modern System of Justice,
28 Rac. A.B. Crrr N.Y. 291, 292 (1973). The work of the Tweed Commission weighed hear-

SY in the subsequent overhaul of the state judiciary, which culminated in 1962 with the
establishment of a unified court system. See N.Y. Comer. art. VI, 0 1-37.

' The Illinois General Assembly approved a resolution that put before the electorate a

"Blue Ballot Court Reform Amendment." Pusateri, The Need to Complete Court Reform

in Illinois, 48 Cm. B. Roc. I06, 108 (1967). Approved In 1962, the reform measure signill-

candy revised article VI of the Illinois Constitution. Id.; see Lt. Comm. art. VL Supporters
of the referendum viewed the amendment m W. important step toward simplifying the court

structure, providing for administrative control, adjusting supreme court jurisdiction to new

conditions, and providing more effective appellate court functions. Chandler, The New Ju-

dicial Article for Illinois, 50 Its.. B.J. 654, 658-63 (1962). The Illinois court reform experi-
ence has been viewed as a model for reform programs in other jurisdictions. Ashman &

Pumas, The Concept of a Unifed Court System, 24 Da PAUL L Fixv. 1, 19 (1974); see

Comment, Court ReformSuggested Legislative Action Under the 1962 Constitutional

Amendment, 42 N.C.L. Ray. 868, 858 (1964).
' The Supreme Court's role In enunciating criminal justice standards typifies the man-

ner in which t's lend activity shapes state procedures. Decisions such as Miranda v. Arizona

384 U.S. 436 (1966), announcing new constitutional guidelines for custodial police intermits-

time, require that many straw modify their existing procedures. See Sberan, State Courts

and Fr'..,ralism in the 1960's. Comment, 22 Wu. & MARY L RgY. 789, 791 (1981). Although

state judges often have been Ism than receptive to federal influence, it has been suggested

that such federal tulings are necessitated by the states' failure to institute timely reforms on

their own. Id. at 790-91.

2&t
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Courts' the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws' the Judicial
Administration Division of the American Bar Association,' and the
American Law Institute" have contributed to this restructuring.

In the federal arena, Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes was

Proposed by Chief Justice Warren Burger in 1971, the National Center for State
Courts was created to provide a central meeting place where state judges could exchange
ideas and develop programs for the improvement of their respective court systems. Loaded
in Williamsburg. Virginia. the center continues to play an important role in the research,
proposal and implementation of policies designed to improve the administration and man-
agement of courts throughout the country. See NAT'L Comas toe Senn Come, 1977 AN-
NUM Renal- 3 (1978).

The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws waa first held in
August 1892, and has since met annually to discuss proposals for uniform legislation. Nat'l
CONIZINCI Or COMIen ON UNIL STATZ LAWS HANDDOOK 403 (1960). The organisation's
constitution states that "[lit is the object of the National Conference to promote uniformity
in the law among the several states on cubjecta where uniformity is desirable and practica-
ble." Id at 404. When a uniform statute is deemed necessary in a particular area of law, the
subject Is studied by an appropriate committee, and a draft of the uniform legialation is
drawn. Upon approval by the national conference, the legislation la recommended for pee-
sage by the state legislatures. Id. at 403. The national conference has contributed greatly to
the coordination of state judicial systems by promulgating the Uniform Class Actions Act,
the Uniform Certification of Questions of Law Act, the Uniform ittlIOB of Criminal Proce-
dure Act, and the Uniform Declaratory Judgment* Act. Id. at 453-54.

' In an effort to improve the administration of justice in the United States, the Judicial
Administration Division of the American Bar Association sponsors the National College of
the State Judiciary, an institution offering judges an opportunity to Improve their skills
through further education and training. Founded in 1963, thousands of judges have bene-
fited from the educational opportunities afforded by the National College. According to
Chief Justice Warren Burger:

The National College of the State Judiciary his made the single most signifi-
cant contribution to thle) rising trend of continuing education for state judges.
The College provides a major service by orienting new judges to aspects of their
work This assistance includes the ,,udy and *askance of ideas on problems on-
orn,4 ;ndicial techniques, such as the presiding function, the internal adminla-
tration 4 a court and the preparation of jury instructioa.

Statement cf Chief Justice Warren E.. Burger, at the JudgeLaw Professor Interaction Semi-
nar on Judicial Administration (Nov. 8, 1974).

Founded in 1923, the American Law Institute undertook to publish a restatement of
the law to assist the legal community in dealing with the complex and uncertain state of
American law AILIZICAN law Itermriz, Ttns Autumn Law lianrun 60rx Aninvissauty
16 (2d ed. 1I73). According to one commentator, the role envisaged by the institute

was to undertake an exhaustive study of the law of the United States in order to
state that law in ideal terms, which should take account of now social needs and at
the same time form common pattern for judicial decision, to the end that the
maladjustments of law lo contemporary conditions and the evils of the law's diver-
sities might thereby be alleviated.

Yntema, What Should the American Low Institute Do?, 34 MICH. L.. Rev. 461, 461 (1936).
The Institute, additionally, has developed proposals for facilitating the certificationof ques-
tion' of law between federal and state court*, and his authored various research projects
such as the "Study ,of the Division of Jurisdiction Between State and Federal Courts."See
C. McGowsit, TIM ORGANIZATION or JUDICIAL Poirot Di THZ UNITZD STATICS 00, 69 (1969).
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instrumental in urging judicial streamlining' More recently, Chief
Justice Burger has been active in this effort." Administratively,
procedurally, and in the scope and organization of its work, the
federal court system is quite different from what it was 50 years
ago when there were less than 300 federal judges. Today, they
number over 800." With that numerical growth has come a com-
mensurate change in character, as the federti. court system modi-
fied itself to meet the strains of modern !itigation in an increas-
ingly complex society while confronting heightened standards of
due process and equality. Among the changes have been the devel-
opment of class actions," the expansion of complex multidistrict
litigation practice," the extension of magistrate jurisdiction;" the

Hushes, Address of the Chief Justice 12 A.L.I. Pam. 54, 55, 57 (1935). Prior to the

efforts of Chief Justice Hughes, court reform was the topic of Roscoe Pound's presentation,
"The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice." See Roscoe
Pound Kindles the Spark of Reform, 57 A.B.A. J. 348, 348.51 (1971). See generally Kirsch,

A Hutory of Court AdministrationThe American Experience, 55 Junicsruss 329, 329-33
(1972). An early work on court reform wu drafted by Pound, together with Louis D. Bran-

dem and other eminent legal scholars. The work addressed the "inadequacy of the legal and
judicial system to achieve the purposes for which law and courts exist." Eliot, Storey, Bran-
deis, Rodenbeck & Pound, Preliminary Report on Efficiency in the Administration of Jus-

tice, in JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION. Ti r AND RZADINGS 47, 48 (R. Wheeler & H. Whitcomb
eds. 1977). Chief Jusuce William Howard Taft was also an early proponentof reform mea-

sures in the interest of judicial efficiency. His address before the Chicago Bar Association on
December V, 1921, Included proposals for the appointment of additional district court
judges, plans for the simplification of procedural rules and suggestions for changes in Su-

premo Court jurisdiction. Taft, Three Needed Shp. of Progress, 8 A.B.A. J. 34, 38 (1923).
" Chief Justice Burger has been an ardent supporter of court reforms. Burger. Report

on the Federal Judicial Branch-1974, 60 A.B.A. J. 1193, 1193-94 (1974); see supra note 7;

infra note 22. In particular, his concern has focused upon the extensive delays which pre-

vent cues from being tried in an expeditious manner. Burger, The Courts on Trial: A Call
for Action Against Delay, 44 A.B.A. J. 738, 741, 798 (1958).

" In 1981, there were 826 circuit, district and other federal court judges. representing

58 percent of the total personnel in the federal system. ADMINUMIATIVZ OM= Of ill

Uurrzia Swats Couirrs, 1981 Atimuat. Ramer 152, table 19 (1982).

" Chas action suits, which allow representative. of a class of parties to sue or be sued,

may be brought only if four requizementa are satisfied. First, the CURS must be so largo u to
render joinder impracticable. Second, questions of law or fact must exist that are common

to the class. Third, claims or defenses of representative parties must bs typical of thou of
the clam Finally, the representatives must be able to protect "fairly and adequately the

interests of the class." Fs.. R. Qv. P. 23(a)(1)-(4). Class actions have proved useful in 'Rua-

two.) where largo numbers of persons have suffered damage as a result of a single Incident.
" In 1968, Congreu provided for the transfer. to a tingle judicial district, of actions

paneling in different tourts dealing with common legal issues. Multidistrict Litigation Act of
1968, Pub. L. No. 90296, 82 Stat. 109 (codified u amended at 28 U.S.C. 1 1407 (1976 &

Supp. IV 1980)). Congress eructed this procedure in response to the enormous burdens im-

posed upon the courts u a result of the htuadreds of electrical equipment antitrust cues
initiated in the early 1960's. See Neal & Goldberg, The Electrkal Equipment Antitrust
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implementation of research and training programs for judges and
supporting personnel," the strengthening of the United btates Ju-
dicial Conference and Circuit Councils," the creation of a sophisti-
cated computer system," the promulgation of speedy trial rules,"
uniform rules of evidence," criminal procedure rules,'° and rules of

Cases Novel Judicial Administration, 50 A.B.A. J. 621, 622.28 (1964). The complex rules
and procedures established for such consolidation are supervised by the Judicial Panel on
rulticlistrict Litigation. See generally Levy, Complex Multichstnct Litigation and the Fed-
eral Courts, 40 FOADHAIA L. Rev. 41, 44.46 (1971); Note, The Judicial Panel and the Con-
duct of Multidistrict Litigation, 87 HAAV. L. Rev. 1001, 1003 (1974). The consolidation of
recent actions by the judicial panel suggests that the procedure is "succeeding in ita primary
function. preventing a few major disputes from nearly monopolizing the federal judiciary."
Renii, Speedy Complex Litigation, Nat'l L.J., Mar. 1, 1982, at 1, 38, col. 1.

" See 28 U.S.C. f 636 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980). Acknowledging congressional Went to
expand magistrates powers, the Supreme Court has been unwilling to accept litigants' argu-
ments that their claims were unfairly prejudiced by the performance of certain functions by
magistrates See, e.g., Mathews v. Weber, 423 U.S. 261, 268 (1976) (" Itlhe (Federal Magis-
trates) Act grew from Congress' recognition that a multitude of new statutes and regulation
had created an avalanche of additional work for the district courts which could bs per-
formed only by multiplying the number of judges or giving judges additional assistance ").

" See 28 U.S.C. f 620(b)(1)-(4) (1976). In 1978, approximately 5,000 judicial penonnel,
including judges, magistrates, circuit executives, and clerks, utilized the educational and
training programs of the Federal Judicial Center. F&DUAL JUDICIAL Corns, 1976 ANNUAL
&von 41 (1978).

" The Judicial Conference of the United States, established by statute, is responsible
for analyzing the conditions existing among the federal courts and suggesting improvements
to aid in the administration of justice. See 28 U.S.C. 1 331 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980). The
Circuit Councils, consisting of judges from a particular circuit together with that circuit's
chief judge, are intended to smut in the development of initiatives aimed at improving judi-
cial administration. The councils have been criticized, however, for being ineffective. See
Fish, The Circuit Councils Rusty Hinges of Federal Judicial Administration, 37 U. Cia. L
Ray. 203, 204 (1970). The contribution of the council,. in bringing about neceseary reforms
n'netheleca may be expected to improve since extensive amendment of their authorising
statute recently has taken place. See 28 U.S.C.; 332 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980).

" See infra note 59.
" The inability of the judicial system to try cases swiftly has been a concern of both

the bench and bar. See supra text accompanying notes 54o. This concern, particularly with
regard to criminal trials, also has been shared by Congress, and is inflected in the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure. See FAD. R. Cans. P. 50(b). The current version of rule 60(b)
contains reference to the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, 18 U.S.C. 3161.3174 (1978 & Supp.
IV 1980). See 3 J. Moon, Moon's FULNAL Piscine Ruin Paseriturr 514 (1962). The
purpose of the Act is "to assist in reducing crime and the danger of recidiviam by requiring
speedy trial and by strengthening the supervision over persons relined pending trial
. ." H. R. Rxr. No. 1508, 9s... Cong., 2d Sees. 1, 9, reprinted in 1974 U.S. Cons Como. &
An. News 7401, 7402. Toward this end, the Act enunciates various time limits to be imple-
mented on a staggered basis, see 18 U.S.C.; 3161(0, (g) (1976), the ultimate goals of which
are a 30 day limit between arrest and indictment, id. 1 3161(b), and a 70-day limit between
the filing of the indictment and the trial, id. 3161(e)(1) (Supp. IV 1980).

" The need for uniform rules of evidence was recognized by many commentators early
in this century. See 2 J. Moon, supra note 18, at 1-3. One such commentator described the
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civil procedure;" as well as the development of professional judi-
cial administrators."

law of evidence in the federal courts as "not only inferior but far inferior" to that in the
courts of the fifty states. Wigmore, A Critique of the Federal Court Rules Draft-Three
Larger Aspects of the Work Which Requires Further Consideration, 22 A.B.A. J. 811, 813

(1936). Notably, in the use of Michelson v. United States, 335 U.S. 469 (1948), the Supremo

Court cited the need for uniform rules of evidence in the federal courts. See id. at 486. Ir
1965, Chief Justice Warren appointed an advisory committee to formulate uniform rules, C.

Mum, supra note 1, 3 93, at 458, and on February 5, 1913, the Supreme Court presented

to Congress the Federal Rules of Evidence, 2 J. Moon, supra note 18, at 6. Congress,
however, then passed a statute dictating that such rules would not take effect without con-

gressional approval. See Act of March 30, 1973, Pub. L No. 93-12, 3 2, 87 Stat. 9. After
several change. in the draft approved by the Supreme Court, the Federal Rules of Evidence,

were adopted by Congress, and became effective July 1, 1975. See Act of Jan. 2, 1975, Pub.
L. No. 93.595, j 2(a)(1), 88 Stat. 1926; C. Warcarr, supra note 1, f 93, at 456. The Federal
Rules of Evidence expressly are intended "to secure fairness in administration, elimination
of unjustifiable expense and delay, and promotion of growth and development of the law of

evidence to the end that the truth may be ascertained and proceedings justly determined."

Fan. R. EVID. 102. Many states have adopted the Federal Rule, of Evidence in one form or

another. See infra note 24 and accompanying text.
" In 1940, legislation was adopted that conferred upon the Supreme Court the author-

ity to make rules applicable to criminal cases prior to verdict. See Act of June 29, 1940, ch.

445, 3 887.89, 54 Stet. 688 (codified at 18 U.S.C. f 3771 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980)). On De-

cember 26, 1944, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure were promulgated, Order of De-

cember 28, 1944, 323 U.S. 821 (1944), and became effective on March 21, 1946, see C.

WRIGHT, supra note 1, II 63, at 296.97. The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure "are in-

tended to provide for the just determination of every criminal proceeding. They shall be

construed to secure simplicity in procedure, fairness in administration and the elimination

cf unjustifiable expense and delay." Fan. R. Cans. P. 2. Notebly, the rules have undergone
substantial amendment since their adoption. See generally 2 J. Moon, supra note 18, at 1.

" Like the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

offer a uniform procedural system, serving to standardize the litigation process and mini-
mize confusion in civil cases. They apply to "all suits of a civil nature" brought in federal

courts. Fan. R. Cm P. 1. The rule. provide that "Miley shall be construed to secure the

Just. speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action." Id.; see 2 J. M001114 MOORS'S

Famurat. PRACTICI 1 1.13(1), at 284.86 (2d .d. 1982).
" In an address delivered to the Institute of Judicial Administration on August 12,

1969, Chief Justice Warren Burger called for the creation of "a corps of trained administra-

tors" to alleviate some of the burdens of judicial administration which constitute a great

d a judge's workload. Burger, Court Administrators-Where Would We Find Them?,

53 JUCHCATURS 108, 108 (1969). Congress responded to this need by passing legislation that
authorized the appointment of a circuit executive in each judicial circuit. Act of Jan. 5,
1911, Pub. L. No. 91.647, f 1(a), (f), 84 Stat. 1907 (codified at 28 U.S.C. f 332(e)(0 (1916)).

Although the statute does not purport to provide a definitive list of responsibilities that the

circuit executive must assume, many administrative duties are suggested, including adminis-

tration of the personnel system and budget of the court of appeals of the circuit, mainte-

nance of a modern accounting system, and collection, compilation, and analysis of statistical

data with a view to the preparation and presentationof reports baud upon such informa-

tion. A commentator familiar with the duties of judicial administrators has observed that

the success of an administrative system depends upon the existence of an integrated judicial

system, supervised by a state's highest court. Carrigan, The nnctions of State Court Ad-
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Many of these changes have tended to emphasize the separate
character of the two systems. For example, in the adoption of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure and Evi-
dence, the Supreme Court primarily opted for national uniformity
among the federal courts, rather than federal conformity to state
and local norms." While it is true that many states have adopted
all or most of these federal reforms," currently, at least in New

ministrator, 46 Jur:quell:at 30, 30 (1962). An effective administrative progeam, one in oper-
ation, will allow judges more time to decide cases, and gradually provide the administrator
with the expertise necessary to develop new methods of improving judicial efficiency. See
Burger, Deferred Maintenance, 57 A.B.A. J. 425, 428 (1971).

" Conformity by federal courts to state and local procedure wu statutorily mandated
in 1792 See Act of May 8, 1792, ch. 36, 1 2, 1 Stat. 275, 276. The statute wu described u
one requiring "static conformity," since the courts were to follow the state practice u it
existed on September 29, 1789, regardleu of subsequent changes made by the states. See C.
Witinirr, supra note 1, 61, at 28Q This system of "static conformity" was later abolished,
however, with the enactment of the Conformity Act of 1872, adopting a "dynamic conform-
ity" to state rules. See Act of June 1, 1872, ch. 255, 55 4.6, 17 Stat. 197; C. Wiroirr, supra
note 1, f 61, at 290; Clark and Moore, A New Federal Civil Procedure, 44 Y AIX L.J. 387,
401-11 (1935). While the Conformity Act was more flexible than its predecessor, its many
exceptions resulted in uncertainties u to when and where procedures should be conformed
to state law. See generally C. Witintrr, supra note 1, f 61, at 290-91. Many believed that
procedure could be better regulated by the court. than by the legislature. See id. 1 62, at
291 Accordingly, pursuant to the Enabling Act passed by Congress in 1934, Act ofJune 19,
1934, ch. 651, Si 1, 2, 48 Stat 1064 (codified u amended at 28 U.S.C. 1 2072 (1976)), the
Supreme Court adopted the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Order of Dec. 20, 1937, 302
U.S. 783 (1937). Other arguments asserted for the adoption of such rules include their
favorable effect upon the interstate mobility of judges and practitioners, AM the belief by
the bar that uniformity will lead to a better and more predictable administration of justice.
See Callahan & Ferguson, Evidence and the New Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 45 YALS
L.J. 622, 644-47 (1936), Weinstein, The Uniformity-Conformity Dilemma Facing Draftsmen
of Federal Rules of Evidence, 69 Cottni. L. Rtv. 353, 358-59 (1969). But see Leach, State
Lew of Evidence in the Federal Courts, 43 Km. L. Rev. 554, 682 (1930) (uniformity may
result in different decisions on the merits in the state and federal courts). On rulemaking by
the courts, sea generally J.B. WsrNerstN, Rtroass or Couirr RutsKurnio Armor
(1972).

" Although the federal cant system is only one of more than 50 court systems in the
United States, each with its own procedural system, the pervuivenrs of the federal court
system brings lawyers from every state into contact with the federal rules. See Cox & New-
hall, New Civil Procedure. The Court that Came in from the Code, 33 Aix. L. Rtv. 1, 14
(1979). Moreover, approximately 23 states have adopted than rules, with some adjustments
for each state's own individual needs. Id. at 2 n.6; see, e.g., A/A. R. Crv. P. (1975 & Supp.
1982); ALASKA R. Cif. P. (1980); Ain. R. Crv. P. (1978); Coto. R. Cr'. P. (1981); Da- Or. R.
tit. 10 (1975 & Supp. 1980); IDAHO R. Civ. P. (1979 & Supp. 1982); Lc. CODE tit. 34 (1976);
Kst4. Sur. ANN. f 60.201 to -269 (1976); KY. R. CIT. P. (1970 & Supp. 1982); Mt. Rtv. Sur.
ANN. tit. 14 (1980); MAI.. R. Crv. P. (1978 & Supp. 1982); Myr. Cr. R. 48, 50 (1979 & Supp.
1982), Ntv. R. Crv. P. (1981); N.M. R. Civ. P. (1982); N.D. R. Civ. P. (1974 & Supp. 1981);
Or no R. Crv. P. (1971 & Supp. 1978); R.I. R. Civ. P. WO & Supp. 1981); S.D. Comm
Laws ANN. 1 15 (1967 & Supp. 1982); Turn. R. Crv. P. (1981); UTAH R. Crv. P. (1977 &
Supp. 1981); Wilt. Civ. P. (1982); W. VA. R. Civ. P. (1978 & Supp. 1982). For a comparison
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York, federal practice is noticeably different from state practice."
A number of factori, if present, reduce this divergence. Adop-

tion of rules of evidence based upon the federal rules limits the
intersystem discrepancies and, thus, lowers the strain on lawyers
operating in both sets of courts." In some instances, federal prac-

of the Federal Rules of Evidence with the rules of individual states, see 1 J. Wauirnew & M.
Bums, WzmarziN's Evinuica 1 101(02) (1982), Weinstein, Cleft & Kay, Procedures for
Obtaining Information Before Trial, 35 Tex. L Ray. 481, 484.518 (1957).

" Under Rule 201(d) of the Federal Rules of Evidence, a judge is required to take
judicial notice of adjudicative facts upon request of a party, when the necessary informa-
tion hu been furnished to him. Fan. R. Evm. 201(d); see 4 L. Fatima & E. BLIKDID,
BRNOILIt'S Naw Yout 174.01(3), at 99 (1981). Under New York law, however, it
appears to be within the court's discretion as to whether to take judicial notice of a fact. See
Hunter v. New York, Ontario & W. R.R., 116 N.Y. 615, 621, 23 N.E. 9, 10 (1889); 4 L
Fawns & E. BlaKIND, supra, j 174.01(3), at 99. Moreover, in New York, the so-called "best
evidence rule," which requires a party to present "the original instrument or explain to the
court's satisfaction why he cannot do so," concerns only evidence in writing. 4 L Fatima &
E. BIRKIND, supra, 1 270, at 652. The federal rules have expanded the application of the
"beet evidence rule" to include rscorainp and photographs as well. Fan. R. Evm. 1001; 4 L
FRURA is E. BISKIND, supra, 280.02, at 713-14. When the original is lost or unobtainable
and secondary evidence is admiasible, the federal rule recognizes no scheme of preference or
"degrees" of secondary evidence. nen. R. Evm. 1004 advisory committee note; 4 L FRUICRI
& E. &min, supra,; 280.04, at 715. Apparently, however, the New York courts sometimes
make such a distinction. See 4 L. Fatranut & E. Stumm, supra, 280.04, at 715. Differences
also exist between the Federal Rules of Evidence and those sections of the New York Civil
Practice Law and Rules that pertain to evidence. For example, the federal rules contain
more stringent restriction, on the impeachment c.1 testimony by evidence showing a prior
conviction of a crime. Compare FM. R. Evm. 609(a) with N.Y. CIV. PRAC. LAW 1 4513
(McKinney 1963) Similarly, while the New York statute requires that prior inconsistant
statements sufficient to impeach a witness' testimony be in writing subscribed to by the
witness or made under oath, N.Y. Crv. Piu,c. LAW 1 4514 (McKinney 1963), the federal rules
allow impeachment by such statements "whether written or not," Faro. R. Evm. 613(a).

" A Proposed Code of Evidence has been drafted by the Law Revision Commission, see
N.Y. PROPOSRD CODE or Evm. (1980) [hereinafter cited as PROPOS= Copal, pursuant to the
New York State Bar Association's petition to the legislature in 1973. The Law Revision
Commission described the effect of the proposed code u substituting "a clear, authoritative,
systematic statement of the law of evidence for the present unsatisfactory state of the law."
Memorandum of the Law Revision Commission Relating to the Codification and Revision of
the Law of Evidence, (1982) N.Y. Law Ray. Cower' Rs,. 29 reprinted in N.Y. LAW Ray.
Collar', A CODS or EVMINCII ?OR mi &ATI Of NEW Yana, at XVII (1982).

A primary concern during the revision process was that the proposed code should con-
form, u much u possible, with the Federal Rules of Evidence, since "lawyers should func-
tion under the same rules of evidence rogrrdless of whether they practice in state or federal
court." Meyer and Farrell, The New York Proposed Code of Evidence: Some Background
and Some Suggestions, 47 BROOK/MN L Ray. 1237, 1238 (1981). But while the original pre-
mise was to base the New York code on the Federal Rules of Evidence, the Now York code
differs from the federal rules in several respects, including treatment of preliminary ques-
tions, presumptions, and privileges. See generally Martin, Code of Evidence, N.Y.L.J., May
14, 1982, at 1, cos 1. While the New York legislature currently is treating the bill as a study
bill, legislative action is expected to begin in the 1983 session. See id. at 2, col. 1.
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tice explicitly incorporates state procedure, as in the use of state
postjudgment enforcement devices" or in the reliance upon state
long-arm jurisdiction." Some further differences can be elimi-
nated. The Eastern District of New York, for example, recently
adopted a local rule on enforceability of judgments which is
designed to bring its practices into conformity with state prac-
tice.** Moreover, within each court system, much can be done to
avoid unnecessary discrepancies. For example, the Southern and
Eastern Districts of New York should have uniform local rules. Ad-
ditionally, wide divergences between the practices nf individual
judges in both state and federal courts confuse the bar and should
be reduced. .

Despite the differences in the two judicial systems, it should
be remembered that both courts live in the same jurisprudential
milieu. Their lawyers and judges are trained together at law school,
have a common legal history, and share the same social, political
and economic preconceptions. Looked at fr6m abroad, there is
probably less difference between the federal district court and the
New York State Supreme Court than there is among New York's
Surrogate's, Supreme, and Family Court& There is also a common
tendency in local federal practice, infrequently memorialized, to

" See Fan. R. Crv. P. 69(a). Rule 69(a) requires that "(t)he procedure on execution . .
shall be in accordance with the practice ard procedure of the state in which the district
court is held . . . " Id. It was believed that developing a set of uniform rules regarding
supplementary proceedings would be impractical in view of the diversity of situations en-
countered in the various states. See 7 J. Moog, supra note 21,1 69.03(2). Moreover, the
provisions in most state. regarding supplementary proceedings were considered to be "fairly
adequate." Id. It should be noted, however, that any applicable federal statute controls.
?MD. R. Crv. P. 69(a); see 7 J. Moon, supra note 21, 1 69.04(3). There are few such applica-
ble statutes. Id.

" See Fin. R. Crv. P. 4(s). Rule 4(s) static
Whenever a statute or rule of court of the state in which the district court is hold
provides (1) for service of a summons . . . upon a party not an inhabitant of or
found within the state, . . service may . . . be made under the circumstances
and in the manner prescribed in the [state] statute or rule.

Id.

" Election 5020 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules roads in pertinent part:
"Within tan years attar the entry of a judgment the attorney of record or the attorney
named on the docket for the judgment creditor may execute a satisfaction-plea." N.Y. Crv.
Prue. R 6020(b) (McKim.' ley 1981). Ths federal district court for the Eastern District of
Nrw York has adopted a local rule substantially similar to the rule for the New York state
courts. See E.D.N.Y.R. 16. That rule provide, that Islatisfaction of a money judgment . .
shall be entered by the clerk . . upon the filing of a satisfaction-piece executed . . . if
within tan years of the entry of the judgment or deem." Id.
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follow local state practice."
Assuming that both systems continue to operate in much their

present form, the question of how the state and federal judiciary
can ameliorate some of the stresses attendant on this multiple op-
eration remains to be answered. One innovation, the organization
of state-federal councils," blossomed after Chief Justice Burger
suggested their employment as a method of reducing the tension
created in part by increased federal constitutional safeguards that
affected state judicial and criminal procedures." The majority of

" The consistency of local state and federal practice has been referred to as "local legal

culture." Letter from Director A. Leo Levin to Honorable Jack B. Weinstein (April 27,
1982). An example of informal inventiveness in coordinating state and federal practice may

be seen in the endeavors of the Federal Probation Service, the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
and the Federal Parole Commission to cooperate with state authorities on matters of proba-

tion and parole. Letter from Chief U.S. Probation Officer James F. Hazen to Honorable
Jack B. Weinstein (April 27, 1982) (describing the 20 year-old agency policy to conserve
limited resources and avoid unnecessary duplication by sharinf information aid services for

clients subject to both jurisdictions).
" The concept of the state federal judicial council emerged from the movement in the

1960's and 1970's toward innovation and reform of the process of judicial administration.
See Winkle, Toward Intersystem Harmony. State-Federal Judicial Councils, 6 Just. Svs. J.
240, 241 (1981); infra note 32. It was believed that small group. of federal and state judges
could work together to alleviate tensions and to foster cooperation between the two court
systems. See Winkle, supra, at 241. Although the councils are composed almost entirely of
federal and state judges, id. at 244, attorneys and other nonjudicial personnel are sometimes
represented as well, id. at 245; see infra note 33.

Since the authority of the councils is not prescribed by statute or constitution, the indi-
vidual councils have flexibility in deciding their own course of action. See Winkle, supra, at
246-47. The objectives of one such council are:

(T10 improve and expedite the administration of justice between state and federal

courts . . . , to promote and harmonize the relationship between these courts and
to eliminate or minimize any conflicts which may have or could develop from the

operation of the dual system of courts.
Minutes of the Meeting of the Delaware Federal-State Judicial Council, Feb. 23, 1971,

reprinted in Winkle, supra, at 248. Among the issued commonly addressed by such councils

are jurisdictional matters such as habeas corpus applications and diversity litigation, and
administrative issues such as calendar conflicts and jury selection. See Winkle, supra, at
247. See generally infra notes 38.86 and accompanying text.

" In 1970, Chief Justice Burger urged the creation of a state.federal judicial council to
help alleviate the inherent tensions of a bifurcated court system. See Burger, The State of
the Federal Judiciary-1972, 58 A.B.A. J. 1049 (1972). As of 1972, 35 states had created
these councils in accordance with the Chief Justice's suggestion. Winkle, supra note 31, at
242 n.3. Chief Justice Burger was acutely aware of the "complex concurrency" contributing

to the confusion and redundancy characteristic of federalism. See Cover, The Uses a/ Juris-
dictional Redundancy: Interest, Ideology, and Innovation, 22 WM. & MARY L Rev. 639,

646, 649 (1981). Through the establishment of federal state judicial councils, the Chief Jus-
tice hoped to foster Intersystem cooperation and promote public confidence in the judiciary.

See generally Fischer, Institutional Competency. Some Reflections on Judicial Activism in
the Realm of Forum Allocation Between State and Federal Courts, 34 U. Misut L Ray.
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states organized such councils, comprised primarily of state and
federal judges." Unfortunately, most of the councils soon became
dormant."

The reason for this rapid rise and fall may have been that too
much was expected of these councils." After all, they had no inde-
pendent power to act, but merely could advise the two judicial sys-
tems with respect to modifications of practice, training and possi-
ble legislative or rule changes. Moreover, there was, and should be,
no limitation of constitutional protections simply because a judge's
feelings may be hurt when a writ of habeas corpus or a civil rights
judgment is critical of judicial, executive or legislative decisions
that violate a petitioner's or plaintiff's rights. Limiting substantive
and procedural rights is not within the jurisdiction of state-federal
judicial councils. Nevertheless, the councils were useful in bringing
judges and other judicial personnel together to discuss mutual
problems and thereby avoid unnecessary misunderstandings and
conflicts. A more modest and realistic view of their function may
well lead to their increased viability.

Within the Second Circuit, there has been a resurgence of
these judicial councils. One in Connecticut recently has begun to
meet regularly," and the council in Vermont has been active." In
New York, Chief Judge Wilfred Feinberg, acting for the Second
Circuit, and Chief Judge Lawrence Cooke, acting for New York,
recently have agreed to set up a council of judges to discuss state-
federal justice administration problems. Following the recommen-

175, 215.16 (1980).
" From 1970 to 1979, S2 percent of the members of federal.state councils were judges.

Winkle, supra note 31, at 944. Only nine councils have included nonjudicial personnel at
any tune, and presently, only Mississippi, Missouri and Washington number court adminis
trntors, consultants, law professors or other nonjudicial members in their councils. Id. at
245.

" Though at least 30 councils had been established by 1972, no more than nine re-
mained active by 1980. Id. at 242.

" While there is no definitive study on why the councils fell dormant, some hypotheses
include the councils' lack of clout with policymakers, little or no financing, unaustained
leadership, and incorrect judicial perception of the nature and scope of federalism problems.
Id at 249.51; see Wheeler & Jackson, Judicial Councils and Pohcy Planning: Continuous
Study and Discontinuous Institution., 2 Jusr. SYs. J. 121 (1976). As of 1980, 70 percent of
the inactive state-federal judicial councils reported that they discontinued meeting because
no significant problems remained. Winkle, supra note 31, at 250 n.16.

" The Connecticut council was classified by one commentator u dormant in 1979.
Winkle, supra non 31, at 243.

^ "The Vermont Council has gained the exchange of calendars with priorities set on
the basis of the type of case involved." Id. at 24748.
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dations of a committee of two state and two federal judges, they
have made the necessary uppointments."

In view of the reorganization of the New York State-Federal
Council, it seems appropriate to reconsider a number of areas in
which judicial initiative respecting cooperation is particularly de-
sirable. The subject is necessarily amorphous, but, nevertheless,
based upon experience in New York and elsewhere, it is suggested
that the following topics may provide a fruitful partial agenda for a
state-federal council.

JURISDICTION

Questions involving joint federal-state jurisdiction seem to be
a fertile area for judicial cooperation. For example, in many federal
civil cases, related actions have been brought in state court. Every
effort must be made to prevent duplication of motions, discovery
and trials with their concomitant unnecessary burdens on both
court systems as well as on lawyers and litigant.e." If the indi.idual
calendar systems" were utilized in state court, a judge of either
system could call the other, and, using a conference call in which
both lawyers could participate, decide which court would abstain.
Moreover, legislation may facilitate trb,asters of parties or seg-

" In New York, a federalstata judicial council wu established in the early 1970's; its
Wt known meeting, however, was in 1974. N.Y.L.J., July 1, 1982, at 1, col. 4. Recently, the
council, comprised of six new members, has been reactivated by Chief Judges Feinberg and
Cooke. Id. The six judges are evenly divided between state and federal courts; they hope for
an "exchange of views on matters of mutual interest" Id. Organizational meetings to discuss
the number of members, their terms of office, the method of selecting a chairman, and the
goals of the council have been called. See Report from Judge Hugh R. Jones to Chief Judges
Feinberg and Cooks, Re Propow..1 Stata-Federal Judicial Council (Feb. 1982). The judges
comprising the New York federalstat. judicial council are the Honorable Sol Wachtlsr of
the New York Court of Appeals, Honorable Vito Thong of the Appellate Division, Second
Department, Honorable Martin Evans of the Supreme Court of New York County, Honora-
ble Ellsworth Van Graafeiland and Honorable Richard Cardamons of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and Chief Judo Jack Weinstein of the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. N.Y.L.J., July 1, 1082, at 1, ooL
4. See generally Wheeler & Jackson, supra note 35, at 121.

* The particularli vexing phenomenon of duplicadon to the state and federal courts
wu described by one coinmentator u "diachronic redundancy." See Cover, supra note 32,
at 646-49. This problem occurs when the same issues, and especially the same facts, are
decided by state and-federal courts in sequence. Id.; see also Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465,
493 n.35 (1976) (habeu corpus), Mitchum v. Foster, 407 U.S. 225 (1972) (describing rile.
tioruthip between comity, federalism, and civil rights). See generally Francis v. Henderson,
425 U.S. 536, 549 (1976), Ray v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 414.21, 426.35 (1963); Dan v. Burford,
339 U.S. 200,244-10 (1950).

See infra note. 51.52 and accompanying tut
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meets of the litigation from one system to the other, since absten-
tion," stays," and conditional dismissals" are not always suffi-
cient. It is difficult to imagine a constitutional objection to such a
rational cooperative system. Since it is acceptable to transfer a
case from a federal court in Maine to one in Nebraska on the
ground of convenience," it seems no less acceptable to transfer a
case from federal court to state court for trial and final disposition
if the state court consents. Under commerce clause concepts, fed-
eral legislation enabling such transfers appears valid."

Federal-state judicial councils also might focus upon any pos-
sible jurisdictional changes in the offing. Any sudden shift in juris-
diction, procedure or relative congestion in either system may im-
pose a sudden and unmanageable burden on the other, Should

" The doctrine of abstention, as enunciated in Railroad Comm'n v. Pullman Co., 312
US. 496 (1941), is that federal courts will defer to state courts In cases containing unclear
issues of state law whose resolution could avoid or substantially modify a federal constitu-
tional question. Id at 501. One commentator has noted that this may engender unnecessary
delay and that the costs of the Pullman procedure outweigh its benefits, eliminating or at
least diminishing the applicability of the doctrine. Field, The Uncertain Nature of Federal
Jurisdiction, 22 Wu. & M.utv L. Rrv. 683, 698 (1981); Field, Abstention in Constitutional
Cases. The Scope of the Pullman Abstention Doctrine, 122 U. PA. L. Ray. 1071, 1153.63
(1974), see Anti-Injunction Act, 28 US.C. § 2283 (1976) (prohibiting federal injunctions
against state proceedings when state action is pending).

" In cases of concurrent jurisdiction, a stay of federal proceedings is favored by virtue
of two policy considerations, namely, avoidance of waste and the impropriety ofa race to
secure m judicata effect. Note, Stays of Federal Proceedings in Deference to Concurrently
Pending State Court Suits, 60 Cotuxt. L. Ray. 684, 698 (1960); see Note, Power to Stay
Federal Proceedings Pending Termination of Concurrent State Litigation, 59 VALI L.J.
9'78, 979.80 (1950) (stays are customarily ordered on grounds of comity and are to be
favored).

" Rule 41(a)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that a dismissal may
be permitted by the court "upon such terms and conditions as the court deems proper."
Fan R. Crv. P. 41(a)(2). A court may also attach a condition to an involuntary dismissal
granted under a Rule 41(b) motion. See Himalayan Indus. v. Gibson Mfg. Co., 434 F.2d 403,
404.05 (9th Cu. 1970); 5 J. Moose, supra note 21, 1 41.14(1) n.8.

" See 28 US.C. 11404(e) (1976).
" Article I, section 8 of the Constitution provides: " T h e C o n g r e s s shall have Power . . .

to regulate commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States " US.
Comm art. I, j 8, cl. 3. See generally W. Locanaar, Y. KAIUSAR, & J. CHOPIX, Comorru-
TIONAL LAW 93.154 (1980). This power to legislate has been broadly construed. As early as
1942, the Supreme Court indicated that any activity "though it may not be regarded as
commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a substantial
economic effect on interstate commerce." Wickard v. Filbum, 317 US. 111, 125 (1942); see,
e.g , Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining & Reclamation Ass'n, 452 US. 264, 276.77 (1981);
Perez v. United States, 402 US. 146, 153 (1971); Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United
States, 379 U.S 241, 248, 255 (1964). It is submitted that transfer of pending litigation could
have at least some interstate ramifications, and so be amenable to congressional control.
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federal diversity jurisdiction be abolished," for instance, it would
probably be necessary to add at least four New York Supreme
Court Justices and the equivalent of one Appellate Division Jus-
tice, given the high proportion of intermediate appeals in the com-
plex cases that would be shifted.7 In any event, if federal jurisdic-
tion is reduced, state courts would require assistance in predicting
the effects on state dockets. The federa' judiciary should be able to
analyze their caseloads and provide the necessary data with rea-
sonable accuracy.

Finally, a number of states have adopted the uniform statute
permitting certification of state law questions by the federal
courts." While this is primarily a diversity jurisdiction problem,. it

" Several recent proposals have been made to abolish or substantially reduce federal
jurisdiction on the basis of diversity of citizenship. See, e.g., AkILRICAN LAW Isisznvzs,
STUDY 0 THE DIVISION OP JURISDICTION BETWEEN STATE AND FIDIRAL COURTS 9-22 (1969);
Burger, Chief Justice Burger's 1977 Report to the American Bar Association, 63 A.B.A. J.
504, 506 07 (1977). In making such recommendations, the commentators hays noted that
the traditional justifications offered for diversity of citizenship jurisdiction, such as the fact
that out of state parties might encounter discriminatory reatment in state courts, ars no
longer warranted. See H.J. FRIENDLY, FEDERAL JulusnicrioN: A Genital. Vilw 147-48
(1973), Burger, supra, at 506, Flango & Blair, The Relative Impact of Diversity Cases on
State Trial Courts, 2 ST. CT. J. 20, 20 (Summar 1978).

The primary reason for transferring diversity cases to state courts is to reduce the aver-
increasing federal caseload. Flango & Bilk', supra, at 20. It is believed that the additional
cases would be leas of a burden on the state courts, since they would be spread over a wider
judicial base. See Burger, supra, A 506; Flango & Blair, supra, at 21. The effect of such a
distribution would, of course, vary from state to state. Flango & Blair, supra, at 23. As yet,
however, no decision has been made on the subject, although Congress is studying the pro-
posed legislation. See Divers,* of Citizenship Jurisdiction /Magistrates Reform. Hearuigs
on H.R 1046 & H.R. 2202 Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Admin-
istration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sass. 109.14
(1982) (statement of Robert J. She ran, Chief Justice, Suprema Court of Minnesota).

" A recent study conducted by the National Canter for State Courts indicates that the
abolition of federal diversity jurisdiction and the resulting transfer of cases from the federal
to state court system would not affect all states equally but would napes* a disproportionate
hardship on some states, specifically Georgia, Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missis-
sippi, New York, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and Wyoming. In general, however, the
survey's findings indicate that while the transfer of the cases would add significantly to the
burden of these state courts, which wars found to be already overburdened, these cases
"could be handled in most instances without major additions to state judicial resources."
Flango & Blair, supra note 46, at 24 (quoting Minnesota Chief Justice Robert J. Shinn,
1976.77 MINN. ST. CT. Ras. 12).

" The Supreme Court, in Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938), hold that federal
courts exercising diveisity jurisdiction are required to apply state substantive law rather
than federal "general" common law. Id. at 78. To assist the federal courts in ascertaining
the pertinent state law, some states allow the use of the certified question. "Thu certifying
federal court seeds to the state's highest court the question to be answered. The question is
considered and the answer is given." Um,. CERT17. QUIS. Law Acr, 12 U.L.A. 49-50 corn-
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also arises in federal question cases." A reverse procedure permit-
ting state tribunals to call upon federal courts for advice certainly
would be useful, and does not seem to be doomed by constitutional
objections to advisory opinions" since a real controversy would be
pending in state court.

miuioner's prefatory note (1975). The first state to provide for such certification was Flor-
ida Id at 50, see FLA. STAT. ANN. I 25.031 (West 1974). Section 1 of the Uniform Act doss
not mandate the highest court of the state to answer certified questions. Umr. Cram Quits.
LAW Acr I 1, 12 U.L.A. 52 commissioner's comment (1975), see NLRB v. White Swan, 313
U.S. 23, 27 (1911); Atlas Life Ins. Co. v. W.I. S., Inc., 306 US. 563, 571 (193L).

" Federal subject matter jurisdiction it based wion a showing of either diversity of
citizenship or the existence of a substantial federal question. 28 US.C. if 1331, 1332 (1976
& Supp IV 1980). Section 1331 provides that "Wise district courts shall have original juris-
diction of all civil actions arising under the Constitution, law', or treaties of the United
States," 28 U.S.C. 1 1331 (Supp. IV 1980). Such cases are normally characterized u those
involving substantial federal questions. See C. Waicarr, supra note 1, 1 17. Jurisdiction
based on a federal question may arise over questions regarding the Constitution, a partici.
lar federal statute or regulation, or a treaty. Id.

Section 1332 confers original jurisdiction on the district courts in actions involving con-
troversies between, inter alio, citizens of different states, or citizens of a stata and citizens of
a foreign state. See 28 U.S.C. f 1332(a)(1)-(2) (1976). Such jurisdiction is limited to dis-
putes involving a requisite junsdicUonal amount. Id. f 1332(a). Ons justification long of-
fered for the existence of diversity of citizenship jurisdiction is that out-of-state polies
might face prejudicial treatment in the courts of another suits. See C. Munn, supra note
1. I 23, at 85. Recently, however, commentators have proposed w abolition of diversity of
citizenship jurisdiction. See supra rota 46.

" "(Tihe oldest and most consistent thread iz the federal law of justiciability is that
federal courts do not give advisory opinions . . . . " C. Waicarr, supra note 1, f 12, at 40.
The Supreme Court has noted that la)s far back as Marbury u. Madison, this Court held
that judicial power may be exercised only in a case properly before it--a 'case or contro-
versy' . . . not then moot or calling for an advisory opinion." United States v. Richardson,
418 U.S. 166, 171 (1974) (citation omitted).

The jurisdiction of the federal courts is defined in article III of the United States Con-
stitution, which limits the federal judicial power to "Cases" and "Controversies." US.
CoNsr. art. III, I 2, cl. 1. Chief Justice Warren stated:

Embodied in the words "cases" and "controversies" are two ootopkmentary but .

somewhat different limitations. In part those words limit the business of the fed.
eral courts to questions presented in an adversary context and in a form histori-
cally viewed as capable of resolution through the judicial process. And in part
those words define the role assigned to the judiciary in a tripartite allocation of
power to usure that the federal courts will not intrude into areas committed to
the other branches of government. Justiciability is Use tarm of art employed to
give expression to this dual limitation placed upon federal courts by the cue-and-
contzoversy doctrine.

Flag v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 94-95 (1968). No justiciable controversy is presented when the
parties to an action are asking for an advisory opinion. Id. at 95; see United States v. Fru*.
hauf, 365 US. 146, 157 (1961), Parker v. County of Los Angeles, 338 US. 327, 330 (1949);
Muskrat v. United States, 219 US. 346, 361 (1911).
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SHARING ATTORNEYS

Lawyers quite frequently find themselves scheduled to appear
in federal and state courts at the same time. Generally, the federal
courts, with their individual calendar systems," can offer firmer
trial dates than state courts. Usually, therefore, state judges work-
ing under a general calendar system" have graciously allowed law-
yers to meet these fixed dates, particularly when the federal trial
involves multiple parties or out-of-state attorneys. Often, however,
the reverse is true. When a federal judge receives a call from a
state judge, particularly in a long-delayed criminal case, asking
that a lawyer be released, every effort generally will be made to do
so. The difficulty with conflicting schedules thus is resolved
through the concern for each other's effectiveness that is shared by
most judges and lawyers.

Respect between state and federal judges, and for the trial
bar, does much to ameliorate what would, otherwise be an impossi-
ble situation. Yet, the problems could be exacerbated as crowded
dockets deter judges from exercising discretion to grant adjourn-
ments." Moreover, currently proposed individual calendar systems

" There are two systems currently employed by the courts to allocate cases among vari-
ous judges. The state courts primarily use a general or muter calendar system, see infra
note 52, while the larger federal courts generally use what is known as an individual calen-
dar system. Under the individual calendar system, a case randomly is assigned to a judge at
the time of filing. The judge to whom the assignment is made will then be responsible for
the case until its final disposition. See Committee on Criminal Advocacy, The Individual
Calendar SystemA Needed Reform for the New York City Criminal Court, 37 Rec. A.B.
Crrr N.v 2, 5 (1982). "Individual calendar control by federal district court judges appears
to be a -ey factor in assuring productive use of court time and the prompt trial or other
disposition of criminal cases." Id. at 7 (quoting Fooner, Where the System Breaks Down, In
Btow nts WHISTLI ON Cana 121 (W. Seymour, Jr., ed. 1979)).

" The New York City Criminal Court provides an example of what is known as a gen-
eral or muter calendar system. Presently in New York, cases are assigned to calendar parts,
such as arraignment or trial parts. When further action is required, the case is reassigned to
the appropriate part. As a case shifts parts, it also changes judges, thus no single judge will
oversee any given case from beginning to end. See Committee on Criminal Advocacy, supra
note 51, at 2.3. This system frequently is faulted for its absence of focused responsibility,
for the "cases belong to the part, not the judge . . . . " Id. at 3. "In addition, judges are
constantly called upon to make snap decisions about unfamiliar cases, which (tee] then
passed on to new judges who are equally unfamiliar with the history of the cases." Id. More-
over, at least one commentator has suggested that current delays in civil trials may be sub-
stantially reduced by substituting an individual calendar system for present master systems.
T. CHURCH, Jurrics Diu.sru) 73 (1978).

" The volume of litigation pending in the courts has exploded over the past decades.
See Burger,,Isn't There A Better Way?, 68 A.B.A. J. 274, 275 (1982). For example, in the
period from 1940 to 1981, the number of civil cue filings in the federal district courts rose
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for state judges," designed to increase both the quality and quan-
tity of dispositions, arguably will increase schedule conflicts as
well." In effect, hundreds of state and federal judges would be set-
ting trials calling on the services of a limited trial bar. Working out
reasonable solutions for such impasses should be a primary goal for
federal-state judicial councils.

Another area in which both the federal and state systems com-
pete for the same trial advocates is pro bono voluntarism, In the
Eastern District of New York, a great deal of effort has been de-
voted to developing pro bono panels in civil cases." Some method

from approximately 35,000 to 180,000 annually, resulting in a doubling of the yearly
caseload per judge, from 190 to 350 caws. Id. at 275. Similarly, filings in the state trial
courts from 1967 to 1976 increased at approximately double the rate of population growth.
Id.

" See supra notes 51-52.
" Taking issue with the notion that individual calendar systems promote schedule con-

flicts, proponents of the individual calendar approach argue that under the general calendar
system, schedule conflicts are already numerous, suggesting that scheduling problems are
not really linked to any particular case assignment system. Committee on Criminal Advo-
cacy, supra note 51, at 12. Moreover, supporters of the individual system suggest:

(C)ommon sense tell* is that schedules conflict when the parties involved have
failed to communists with each other about their available time. Indeed, under
the master calennar systam, there is far less incentive to avoid schedule conflicts
and adjournments since it is commonplace that the judge who agreed to an initial
schedule is not the judge who is asked for an adjournment In an individual calen-
dar system, an attitude of date certain scheduling would prevail, providing the
impetus for fewer calendar appearances and for better communication between
judges and attorneys as well as the police and other witnesses.

Id.
" The Eastern District Civil Litigation Fund, Inc., wu established in 1982 to support

the training and litigation expenses of volunteer attorneys assisting otherwise pro et parties
in civil matters concerning such issues as social security benefits, employment, discrimina-
tion, and civil rights actions under 42 U.S.C. i 1983. See generally BoaRD or Juno's or nu
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT TOR THE EASTERN DUMUCT OR Naw YORK, RULES GOVERNING

PROCEDURES root Arroorrsourr or krromon's IN CIVIL AC:IONS (1982). The fund oversees
the assignment of counsel in these civil cues and sponsors topical training seminars for
participating attorneys. EASTIRN DUMUCT CO NSW YORE CIVIL LITIGATION FUND, INC.,
HANDROOK ON THIS REPRESENTATION Of INDIGINT LITIGANTS IN SICTION 1983 CIVIL RIGHTS
ACTIONS: AN Itrmoouc-rtoN TO PRACTICE (1982); Eastern District of New York Civil Litiga-
tion Fund, Inc., Social Security Disability Appeals Conference (May 6, 1982).

While the Supreme Court has announced a constitutional right to counsel in criminal
prosecutions, see, e.g, Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25, 26 (1972); Gideon v. Wainwright,
372 U.S. 335, 340 (1963), an indigent litigant in a civil case is not usually aimilarly provided
with legal assistance, see, e.g.,, Haines v. United States, 453 F.2d 233, 237.38 (3d Cir. 1971);
Peterson v. Nadler, 452 F.2d 764, 757 (8th Cir. 1971); Ehrlich v. Van Epps, 428 F.2d 363,
364 (7th Cir. 1970). In a number of cams, however, courts, in their discretion, have ap-
pointed counsel for indigent civil litigants. See, e.g., Massengale v. Commissioner, 408 F.2d
1373, 1374 (4th Cir.), cell denied, 396 U.S. 923 (1969) (income tax cue); Jacox v. Jacox, 43
App. Div. 2d 716, 717, 350 N.YS.2d 435, 436 (2d Dep't 1974) (matrimonial action).
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of sharing this Yalu..ble resource, as well as the criminal defense
bars created by the Criminal Justice Act" and Article I8-B of the
New York County Law," is therefore necessary.

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION

Another area to be considered is the possibility of reducing
administrative difficulties via maximum federal-state cooperation.
The federal record system is in the process of being computerized,
and similar action will be undertaken by New York State." This

A number of commentators have argued that the assignment of counsel to indigent civil
litigants, though not constitutionally guaranteed, is both beneficial and necessary. See, el.,
Botain, Appointed Counsel for the Indigent Civil Defendant: A Constitutional Right With-

out a Judicial Remedy?, 36 BROOKLYN L. Rev. 368, 368-70 (1970); O'Brien, Why Not Ap-
pointed Counsel in Civil Cases? The Swiss Approach, zs oioo Sr. L.J. I, 16.17 (1967);

Silverstein, Waiver of Court Costs and Appointment of Counsel for Poor Persons in Civil
Cases, 2 VAL. U.L. Flu. 21, 53.54 (1967); Weinstein, The Poor's Right to Equal Access to
the Courts, 13 CONN. L. Ray. 651, 658 (1981); Weirttein, Cost-Cutting and Streamlining
May Deny Justice to the Poor, N.Y.L.J., Mar. 30, 1981, at 1, col. 2. It has been proposed
that the pro bono work of private practitioners be extended on a compulsory basis. MOM.
Rums or Paorustoma CoNnucr Rule 6.1 (Proposed Final Draft 1981). Rule 6.1 of the
Proposed Model Rules of Professional Conduct provide.:

A lawyer should render public interest legal service. A lawyer may discharge this
responsibility by providing professional services at no fee or a reduced fee to per-
sons of limited means or to public service or charitable groups or organizations, or
by service in activities for improving the law, the legal system or the legal

profession.
Id. See generally Rosenfeld, Mandatory Pro Bono: Historical and Constitutional Perspec-
tives, 2 Canon) L. Rev. 255 (1981); Note, Court Appointment for Attorneys in Civil Cases:
The Constitutionality of Uncompensated Legal Assistance, 61 Course. L. Ray. 366, 367.72

(1961).
" 18 U.S.C. % 3006A (1976). The Criminal Justice Act provides, inter alia, that each

United States district court shall place in operation a phut for furnishing representation for

indigents charged with certain designated offenses. Id. Representation under the Act in-
clude. counsel u well as investigative, expert, and other services necessary for an adequate
defense. Id.; see, e.g., United States v. Henderson, 525 F.2d 247, 251 (5th Cir. 1975) (Crimi-

nal Justice Act reflects strong policy to furnish counsel and services to indigents so es to
place such defendants in nearly equal position with defendant who can pay); Tyler v. Lark,

472 F.2d 1077, 1079.80 (8th Cir.) (purpose of statute is to protect indigent defendants), cert.
denied, Beilenson v. Treasurer of the United States, 414 U.S. e64 (1973); United States v.
Tata, 419 F.2d 131, 132.33 (6th Cir. 1969) (government compelled under statute to provide

psychiatric evaluation for indigent contemplating defense of temporary insanity).

" Artie/. 18.8 of the New York County Law provides in part:
The board of supervisors of each county and the governing body of the city in

which the county-is wholly contained shall place in operation . . . a plan for pro-
viding counsel to persons charged with a crime . . . who are financially unable to

obtain camel. Each plan shall also provide for investigative, export and other
'orrice. necessary for an adequate defense.

N.Y. Cowry LAW 1 722 (McKinney 1972 & Supp. 1962).
" See generally Nil= & Wheeler, Using Technology to Improve the Administration
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should permit swift interchange of all criminal and civil informa-
tion. It would be helpful if, for example, a judge, state or federal,
could quickly ascertain the number of cases of a specific type
brought by a particular plaintiff, or in which a certain attorney is
serving as counsel, or the length of an average sentence for a given
crime. Storing such information in computerized data banks would
greatly facilitate access to it and would enable a prompt search of
ali federal and state records.

Bar membership and discipline provide another area of state-
federal interface. Separate requirements for admission to state and
federal bars are unnecessary since admission to the bar is essen-
tially a state matter." A full and appropriate bar examination is
given by the state, and law school courses should be designed to
enable students to act effectively in both systems. In addition, dis-
cipline is, for the most part, a state matter. In virtually no instance
will a lawyer be excluded from the federal court and not the state
system. Since the state has a comprehensive admission and disci-
plinary system, it is common practice to issue an order to show
cause why a lawyer should not be disciplined by the federal court
when he or she was disciplined by the state and, except in a few
cases where the state decision is being challenged, to order the
same discipline concurrently. If a lawyer acts improperly in the
federal court, absent a contempt citation or other sanction under
the federal rules!' any delict should be handled by the state.
Rather than strike an attorney from the federal rolls, the prcblem
should be brought to the attention of the state authorities, leaving
to them the primary disciplinary function.

Recent federal attempts to design a wholly new federal admis-
sions and disciplinary system, it is submitted, have been misguided

of Justice in the Federal Courts, 1981 B.Y.U. L. Ray. 659, 665.
Technology has three general use. in the courts. First, It can provide manage-

ment and operational support, enabling courts to deal better with the increased
size and complexity of their caseloads. Second, It can speed the execution of rou-
tine tasks and increase the amount of useful information available to a court. Fi-
nally, it can help courts accomplish the research and planning tasks mammy for
the proper administration of justice.

Id. at 661; see Higginbotham, The Trial Backlog and Computer Analysis, 44 F.R.D. 104,
106-10 (1968) (discussion-of advantages of computer use in court systems); Whittaker &
McDermott, Computer Technology in an Appellate Court, 54 JUDICATIM 73, 73 (1970)
(feasibility of a court of appeals using a computer to increase efficiency).

" In re Abrams, 521 F.2d 1094, 1106 (3d Cir.) (Rowan, J., concurring), cert. denied,
423 U.S. 1038 (197/1).

" See, e.g., Fan. It Ctv. P. 11.
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as a matter of policy." Aicial activity for its own sake is particu-
larly undesirable in light of the scarcity of judicial resources within
both systems. Duplication of state efforts should be avoided as
much as possible.

Another administrative factor deserving attention is jury selec-
tion. The time lost in New York state criminal trials because of
the virtually unrestrained use of voir dires by lawyers is well
known." The trial bar strongly has resisted the federal system of
questioning by the judge using inquiries suggested by counsel."
Here, as in other areas, the federal and state trial judt ., can learn
techniques from each other, modifying them as differences in prac-
tice require. For example, some federal judges are currently using
magistrates or law clerks to supervise the jury voir dire while the

" In 1975, a recommendation was made by the Judicial Council of the Second Circuit
that the Second Circuit district courts adopt rules designed to increase the difficulty of ad-
missions to the federal bar and to improve disciplinary procedure. See Advisory Committee
on Proposed Rules for Admission to Practice, Final Report, 67 F.R.D. 161, 161, 191 (1975).
Some of the proposed rules included an increase in required law school courses and an eval-

uation before a screening committee on admissions. See id. at 167-72. It has been suggested
that such a policy amounts to an unjustified interference with the law school curriculum and
is based on an unreasonable assumption that attorneys in the state courts are less qualified

than thou in the federal courts. Weinstein, Proper and Improper Interactions Between
Bench and Law School.' Law Student Practice, Law Student Clerkships, and Rules For

Admission to the Federal Bar, 50 Sr. Joures L Rxv. 441, 451, 457 (1976).
The National Center for State Courts define. voir dire as "the process by which pro-

spective jurors are examined to determine their suitability to serve on the case at hand. Its
purpose is to uncover prejudices and reveal biases, in the hope that all jurors will be fair and
impartial in judging the defendant." NAT'L Camas roe Stu* Comm, FACM or nilt JUXY

SYSTUI 22 (1976).
" See Costantino, Abolish Lawyers' Voir Dire of Juries, 8 LMGATION 5, 6 (Spring

1982). Judge Costantino of the Eastern District of New York stated:
The state courts consume far more time in voir dire than their federal coun-

terparts. Fo, example, jury selection now consumes ono.third of New York City

court time. . . . During the recent state trial of Jean S. Harris, who was convicted
of murdering Dr. Herman Tarnow'', the author of The Scarsdale Diet, the law-
yers questioned 550 possible jurors over three weeks. During those same three
weeks in the U.S. District Court in Brooklyn, I selected three juries and tried a
racketeering case, a narcotics case, and a longshoreman case. I managed to select a
jury acceptable to both the government and the defense in one of the "Abeam"
trials in three hours. . . .

When lawyers rather than judges select juries it is a time-consuming and ex-
pensive procedure.

Id.
" Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 47(a) and Rule of Criminal Procedure 24(a) guide

voir dire examination in federal court. Under these rules, the trial judge is granted broad

discretion. For example, under both the civil and criminal rules, the trial court may ex-
amine the panel or permit the parties or their attorneys to conduct the examination.
Costantino, supra note 64, at 5.
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judge handles other cases. Some state judges have allowed the law-
yers to select civil juries without a judge being present. These ideas
merit further joint evaluation, and participation in each other s
training programs could prove useful."

It is also apparent that the two systems do not cooperate in
distributing the burden of jury service. Some federal jurors com-
plain that they are called to serve in federal court shortly after
having served in state court, and vice versa. It would be more equi-
table for each system to give credit for recent service in the other."
Further, it appears that the federal juror panels in the Eastern
District, being drawn from voting rolls alone, may not be as repre-
sentative of the population as they are under the state system,
which uses other sources in addition to voter lists. Perhaps one
data base from which to draw both federal and state jurors could
be utilized, thereby saving money and minimizing juror inconven-
ience. Legislation may be required to achieve this result."

Another facet to be considered is the utilization of expert wit-
nesses. New York State has expert medical witness panels." Yet,
use Of these state panels by federal judges sometimes is denied by
the clerk in charge. It seems unreasonable to go to the expense of
creating duplicate panels. Similarly, the increased courtroom use of
statistics augurs the eventual establishment of groups of statistical

" The Federal Court's Circuit Conference in the fall of 1982 will be discussing jury
selection and use. State judges should be welcomed and, in fact, Presiding Justice Milton
Mollen of the First Department has been invited by the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of New York.

^ See Winkle, supra note 31, at 248.
" The process of selecting citizens who may serve as jurors in New York is regulated by

the provisions of the New York Judiciary Law. See N.Y. Jun. Lew H 541-537 (McKinney
1981 & Supp. 1981. 1982). The statute lists several possible sources from which the names
of eligible jurors may be ascertained, including lists of utilities subscribers, motor vehicle
registration lists, voter lists and tax assessment rolls. See id. I 608 (McKinney Supp. 1981-
1982); see also Comment, Challenging the Juror Selection System in New York,36 Au. L
Ray. 305, 311-13 (1972). The selection under the New York system is required to be per-
formed randomly. See N.Y. Jun. Law ; 506 (McKinney Supp. 1081-1082).

The federal selection plan also provide' for a random selection from either the voter
registration Hate or the lists or actual voters. See 28 U.S.C., 1863 (1976). Such a system has
been criticized as being lees than representative of the total population. See J. VAN DM,
Joey SautertoN PAOCiDUIVA 24 (1977). The federal courts, however, repeatedly have upheld
the validity of this procedure. See United States v. Huber, 457 F. Supp. 1221, 1231-32
(S.D.N.Y. 1978); United States v. Gaon*, 445 F. Supp. 1237, 1240 (W.D. Tex. 1978).

" See N.Y. Jun. Lim 1 148.a (McKinney Supp. 1981-1982). For a recent case illustret-
ing the use of expert medical witness panels, see Virgo v. Bonavilla, 71 App. Div. 2d 1061,
420 N.Y.S.2d 804 (4th Dept 1979), Ord, 49 N.Y.2d 982, 406 N.E.2d 1069, 429 N.Y.S.2d 165
(1980).
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exrerts to aid the courts?' Both state and federal courts should
share in this resource if it is created.

There is one administrative issue that causes actual and po-
tential problems but is, most likely, not susceptible of resolution
by state-federal judicia; councils. There are differences in the pay,
ancillary benefits and duties of equivalent personnel in the state
and federal systems that may cause intersystem friction. For exam-
ple, federal probation service was at one time less attractive, and
possibly is now more attractive, than state service. Federal and
state reporters' compensation dilTeri." Although these factors may
result in employee dissatisfaction or cause a shift in employment
from one system to the other, negotiating wages and other terms of
employment is so complicated already that perhaps this thicket
should be left unexplored by state-federal judicial councils.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

The final topic to be examined is the arena of criminal justice.
A number of the problems besetting the courts in this area may be
alleviated, to some extent, by increased state-federal cooperation.

There is growing pressure in this country to incarcerate in-
creasing numbers of felons for lengthier periods of time. Presently,
there are over 350,000 prison inmates in the United States?' In

" Several commentators have noted the increased use of statistics in the courts. See
Brilmayer & Kornhauser, Review: Quantitative Methods and Legal Decisions, 46 U. Cm. I..

Rev. 116, 116-17 (1978); Cohn, On the Use of Statistics in Employment Discrimination
Cases, 56 Inn. L.J. 493, 493 (1960); Curtis & Wilson, The Use of Statistics and Statisticians
in the Litigation Process, 20 JUIUMSTRACII J. 109, 110 (1979). Some commentators attribute
this to "larger numbers of technical disputes involving problemssuch as air and water

V. the safety and economics of nuclear generators, the deregulation of natural gee, and the
presence of carcinogenic agents in the workplace and in the kitchen." Brilmayer & Korn -

heussr, sup:0, at 117.
" As of July 12,1962, court reporters in the federal system were receiving salaries rang-

ing from $30,121 to $33,133. State court reporters' salaries range from $26,763 to 35,990. See

Memorandum from Robert C. Heinemann, Chief Deputy Clerk of the Office of Court Ad-

ministration to the Honorable Jack B. Weinstein, Chief Judge, UnitedStates District Court,
Eastern District of New York (July 12, 1962). There are, however, differences in fees earned

from transcripts and in the demands made by federal and state judges, making comparisons

difficult.
" The Bureau of Justice Statistics reported a prison population of 369,009 in this coun-

try in 1961. Court New Roundup, 21 Juana' J. 1, 1 (1982). This constituted a record in-
crease of 12.1 percent in the total number of inmates in state and federal institutions. Id.
Thew figures included an increase of 14 percent in the number of federal prisoners, thus
ending a 3-year decline in the federal prison population. Id. at 4& The figures also indicate

wide variations sartong the states in the percentage of change. The percentage ranged from a

low of -0.9 percent for Michigan, the only state to show a decline in prison population over
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fact, we now imprison a larger percentage of our population than
any other western nation." The states are not building prisons
rapidly enough to handle these increasing numbers." In case after
case, the federal courts have intervened to reduce overcrowding in
state jails and prisone," which, in turn, has a direct impact upon

the period studied. to a high of + 24.8 percent for Alabama. PAll House in America's Pris-
ons, U.S. Nava & WORLD Rim, May 17, 1982, at 17.

" The American Institute of Criminal Justice has reported that our national rate of
incarceration of 250 people per 100,000 is surpassed only by two industrialized nations,
namely, South Africa (400 per 100,000) and the Soviet Union (391 per 100,000). Rawls, Cri-
ses and Cutbacks Stir Fresh Concerns on Nation's Prisons, N.Y Jan. 5, 1982, at Al,cot 1, BIO, col. 1. A comparison of the incarceration rates in other western nations showed
that the rate in Canada is less than onehalf, in Britain law than one third, and in West
Germany lees than one-quarter of the rate in the United States. Id. at BIO, col 2.

" In June, 1981, it was reported that federal and state prisons were then holding a total
of 320,000 inmates. This figure exceeded the stated total prison capacity by almost 100,000.
Bulging Prisons Bracing for New Disorders, U.S. News & Woet.r. Rm., June 8, 1981, at 31.In that same article it was reported that at least 70 new state f9cilities were than under
construction and 100 more wars in the planning stage. Id.

Obviously one major factor preventing the construction of new facilities is their cost.
The cost of construction has been estimated to be from $30,000 to $100,000 per bed. Pear,
Reagan Panel Asks Aid to State Jails and Sterner Laws. N.Y. Times, Aug. 18, 1981, at Al.
A14, col. I ($70,000 for maximum security, $30,000 to $50,000 for medium security): id., Apr.
23, 1982, at A26, col. 4 (letter to the Editor from Robert Gangi, Executive Director, Correc-
tional Association of New York) ($90,000 to $100,000 estimate per bed). It has been sug-gested that the federal government provide financial assistance to the states for the purpose
of constructing new facilities. The United States Attorney General's Task Force on Violent
Crime recommended in its final report that the federal government make some $2 billion
available to the states for construction of prison facilities. US. Dee'? or Jurncs, Amur/
Gaionta's TASK Forms on Vioutrr QOM 10, 19.20 (1981) (hereinafter cited as Foos. REP.].
One of President Resgan's top advisers, Edwin Meese III, has conceded, however, that the
federal government cannot afford to follow this recommendation. Rawls, supra note 73, at
BIO, col. 1.

In contrast to the Attorney General's task force, the American Bar Association's task
force on crime is reported to have concluded that building new prisons will not help reduce
violent crime. Lauter, ABA Crime Unit Backs Pretreat Jail, Nat'l L.J., Jan. 11, 1982, at 7,col. I. "The ABA group said that building new prisons should be a low priority in most
states, which should concentrate more on finding alternative ways of handling nonviolent
offenders." Id. at 7, col. 4. It has also been suggested that the basic problem is not money
but rather the unwillingness of the people to accept prisons in their neighborhoods. McQuis-
ton, Why Jail Crowding is So Hard to Cure, N.Y. Times, May 2, 1982, 1 21, at 1. For a
general discussion of the problem of prison overcrowding, see Lieber, The American Prison:
A Tinderbox, N.Y. Times, March 8, 1981, 16 (Magazine), at 26.

" At the end of 1980, a total of 28 states and the District of Columbia were ordered by
federal courts to reduce the overcrowding in their correctional facilities. BuarAu or Justice
Svarnmcs, Penman in 1980, at 1 (1981). By the end of 1981, there were 31 states under
such orders, and 37 states In litigation concerning prison conditions. Court News Roundup,
supra note 72, at 1. This judicial intervention persists despite the holding of the Supreme
Court that the housing of two prisoners in a single cell in an Ohio correctional facility did
sot constitute cruel and unusual punishment for purposes of the eighth and fourteenth
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state court bail, sentencing and parole practices. The solution to
this problem does not lie with state and federal judges alone. State
judges and parole boards art caught between the federal judiciary's
mandates to reduce overcrowding and the state legislators' failure
to allocate funds. Federal army bases, old civil and conservation
corps camps, and other facilities could be made available to meet
the states' needs in this area, particularly when juvenile offenders
are involved."

When prisoners are convicted in both state and federal court,
joint sentencing problems may arise. The federal judge who
sentences after a state sentence is imposed can recommend to the
United States Attorney General that the sentence be served in the
state system, if he wishes the sentences to run concurrently." He

amendments. Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 348.49 (1981). As recently as December 23,

1981, New York State's motion for a delay of a federal judge's order to remove 550 prisoners

from the Rikers Island House of Detention for Men was denied. N.Y.L.J., Dec. 23, 1981, at

1, col. I.
" In its final report, the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime made the

following recommendation:
The Attorney General should work with the appropriate governmental authorities

to make available, as needed and where feasible, abandoned military bases for use
by states and localities as correctional facilities on an interim and emergency basis
only. Further, the Attorney General should work with the appropriate governmen-
tal authorities to make available, as needed and when feasible, federal property

for use by states and localities as sites for correctional facilities.

FINAL Rev., supra note 74, at 10 (footnote omitted). A recent Gallup Poll indicates that 76

percent of the American people favored the Reagan administration's proposal to permit
states to use abandoned military bases to house their prisoners. N.Y. Times, Apr. 5, 1982,

at A18, col. 3. The State of New Jersey already has arranged to lease the former stockade at
Fort Dix from the federal government. N.Y. Times, Mar. 25, 1982, at BIO, col. 3. The new

facility will accommodate a total of 500 prisoners presently housed in overcrowded county

jails. N.Y. Times, May 14, 1982, at B2, col. 5.
" Two sections of Title 18 of the United States Code have been interpreted as preclud-

ing a federal judge from ordering that a federal sentence be served concurrently with a date

sentence. See 18 U.S.C. 11 3568, 4082 (1978). The relevant part of section 4082(a) provides:

A person convicted of an offense against the United States shall be committed, for
such term of imprisonment as the court may direct, to the custody of the Attorney
General of the United States, who shall designate the place ofconfinement when

the sentence shall be served.
18 U.S.C. 1 4082(a) (1976). This statute clearly gives the United States Attorney General,
and not the federal judge, authority to determine when a particular sentence will be served.

It has also been interpreted as indirectly denying the federal judge power to order that a

federal sentence be, served concurrently with a previously imposed state sentence. See
United States v. McIntyre, 271 F. Supp. 991, 999 (S.D.N.Y. 1967), off'd, 396 F.2d 859 (2d

Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1064 (1969). The McIntyre court stated:
It is fundamental law that under 18 U.S.C. § 4082 the Court has no power to order

Federal sentence to run concurrently with a prior State sentence since this in
effect would be a designation of the place of confinement, a matter exclusively
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cannot, however, extend the prisoner's time in the state peniten-
tiary, nor can he designate service of both sentences in his own
system. A state judge may take a prior federal sentence into ac-
count in sentencing on a state charge, but he cannot recommend
service of the state sentence in a federal institution?' Counsel in
the two cases are often different, and the defendant may not be
fully and fairly treated in either. Joint sentencing by state and fed-
eral judges, perhaps after consultation with one another, some-
times would be more satisfactory. Coordination of correctional and
parole decisions obviously would aid in this regard.

Another area that would profit from judicial cooperation
would be probation services. When both state and federal authori-
ties have jurisdiction over the same prisoner, the probation and
parole authorities of each are called upon to perform similar
tasks" The two systems should share probation reports in order to

within the province of the Attorney General. The sentencini Court is only author-
ised to »commend a place of detention which the Attorney General is free to
accept or reject. And while the Attorney General, in practice, pnerally 2o1 lows the
»commendation of the Court, be is under no duty to do so. Thus . . a pant of
concurring (arising from the designation of place of sentence) is a matter of pact
rather than a matter of right. It arises from the combination of the sentencing
judge's recommendation and the Attorney General's adherence to that judge's
suggestion.

271 F. Supp. at 999.1000 (citations omitted); accord United States v. J11131C, 605 F.2d 963,
967 (3d Cir. 1974) Nailthough the Attorney General may 'designate as a place of confine-
ment any available, suitable, and appropriate institution or facility, whether maintained by
the Federal Government or otherwise,' 18 U.S.C. 4082(b), a federal court has no authority
to designate 'a place of confinement' "), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 948 (1975); Joslin v. Moseley,
420 F.2d 1204, 1206 (10th Cir. 1960).

This same conclusion, that a federal judge does not have the power to order concur-
rang between a federal and state sentence, also has been reached on the basis of section
3568. That section provides:

The sentence of imprisonment of any person convicted of an offense shall com-
mence to run from the date on which such pinion is received at the penitentiary,
reformatory, or jail for service of such sentence. . . . No sentence shall prescribe
any other method of computing the term.

18 U.S.C. 3568 (1976). In United States v. Allen, 588 F.2d 183 (5th Cir. 1979), the court
held, on the basis of this statute, that the district court bad not been empowered to order
that the federal sentence be served concurrently with one previously imposed by the state.
Id. at 186.

" Saulsbury v. United States, 691 F.2d 1028, 1035 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 857
(19'79).

" In pure!, a judge may place an offender on some form of probation in lieu of impo-
sition of incarceration. See generally Sentencing, Parole and Probation, 70 Gso. L.J. 721,
763.70 (1981). A crucial factor in such a decision is the input received from probation ser-
vices. See R. Hvorptous, PROZAT1ON sun PAROLE 32 (1981). Aside from supervising the
terms of probation, a major role of probation services is the preparation of the promotional
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avoid duplication of research, since the investigative efforts of pro-
bation services in preparing background reports are costly and in-
trusive. There is no need to investigate and describe the same de-
fendant twice. At the moment, the federal probation system in the
Eastern District probably has more high quality resources availa-

ble than the state system, and there is no reason why the state
could not make greater use of the federal reports." Certainly,
courts and probation services could frame their orders so that each
probation system could operate as agent for the other in supervi-
sion, training and charging probation violations. The Eastern Dis-
trict Chief Probation Officer has indicated that cooperation with
state probation services already is quite advanced."

A final area of federal-state interplay in the criminal justice
system is federal civil review of state criminal prosecutions. State
criminal defendants frequently bring collateral attacks on their
criminal arrests or convictions before exhausting their state reme-
dies. When such attacks are leveled, there iis the danger that a fed-
eral court will grant discovery in a civil rights suit which would
interfere with the state's pending criminal prosecution." These is-
sues are Among the most sensitive in the criminal law area." Bear

investigation report. See id. at 11. The presontence report contains background information

on the offender, such as his prior record or financial condition, which is designed to enable

the judge to tailor the sentence to the defendant. See id. at 32.

" Two steteIedsrel judicial councils (Virginia and Maryland) apparently have adopted

programs providing for the exchange of presentence reports between state and federal pro-

bation officers.
" See supra note 30.
" It must be borne in mind that interference by a federal court with proceedings in a

state court is violative of the federal abstention doctrine. See Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S.

37, 43 (1971). In Younger, the Court stated: "Since the beginning of this country's history

Congress has, subject to few exceptions, manifested a desire to permit state courts to try

state cases free from interference by federal courts." Id. This same policy of noninterfer-

ence with state proceedings is the basis of the exhaustion doctrine in the area of federal

habeas corpus. See infra note 85 and accompanying text. The Supreme Court has

emphasized:
As it would be unsoemly in our dual system of government for a federal district

court to upset a state court conviction without an opportunity to the state courts

to correct a constitutional violation, the federal courts sought a means to avoid

such collisions. Solution was found in the doctrine of comity between courts, a

doctrine which teaches that one court should defer action on causes properly

within its jurisdiction until the courts of another sovereignty with concurrent pow-

ers, and already cognizant of the litigation, have had an opportunity to pass upon

the matter.
Darr v. Burford, 339 U.S. 200, 204 (1950) (footnote omitted).

" Sec Net., Habeas Petitions with Exhausted and Unexhausted Claims! Speedy Re-

lease, Comity and Judicial Efficiency, 57 B.U.L. Ray. 864, 871.72 (1977); see also Hopkins,
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in mind that, in the recent case of Rose v. Lundy," the Supreme
Court, in its desire to reduce the repetition of habeas corpus at-
tacks upon state convictions, perhaps went too far by adopting a
total exhaustion rule. Petitioners now are required to exhaust all
state claims in a petition before those already exhausted can be
considered by the federal court. In many cases, rather than sending
the prisoner back to the state to exhaust a plainly nonmeritorious
claim, it might save the time of both court systems if the federal
court were to resolve all issues at once. Justice Hopkins has sug-
gested the establishment of a data bank which would keep the
records of the prisoner's various petitions available to assist both
state and federal judges in dealing with collateral attacks upon
convictions." He concluded that "the possibility of tension be-

Federal Habeas Corpus: Easing the Tension Between State and Federal Courts, 44 ST.
JOHN'S L Rev. 660, 665 n.34 (1970) ("an appeal is where one court is asked to show its
contempt for another").

" 102 S. Ct. 1198 (1982).
" Id, at 1199. The case of Rose v. Lundy involved mixed petition for habeas corpus,

that is, petition containing at least one claim as to which the applicant's state remedies
had been exhausted and at least one az to which they had not. The exhaustion rule requires
that each claim be exhausted before II tan considered by federal court. See 26 U.S.C.
2254(b) (1976). At the time Rom v. Lundy was decided, there existed conflict among the
circuits as to whether the exhausted claims promoted in mixed petition should be consid-
ered. The majority of circuits had held that the exhausted claims should be addressed. E4.,
Tyler v. Swenson, 483 F.2d 611, 614 (8th Cir. 1973); Hewett v. North Carolina, 416 F.24
1316, 1320 (4th Cir. 1969). Two circuits, however, had adopted the more demanding total
exhaustion rule, requiring that the court dismiss all claims presented in mixed petition.
See Caltieri v. Wainwright, 582 F.2d 348, 365 (6th Cir. 1978) (en bun); Gonzales v. Stook
646 F.2d 807, 810 (9th Cir. 1976). Adopting the more stringent total exhaustion rule, the
Rose v. Lundy Court held: "11: ljecause total exhaustion rule promotes comity and doss not
unreasonably impair the prisoner's right to relief, . . district court must dismiss baboon
petitions containing both unetheusted and exhausted claims." 102 S. Ct. at 1206 (footnote
omitted). Notwithstanding the holding in Rose v. Lundy, the precise degree of exhaustion
necessary remains to be men. In his concurring opinion, Justice Blackmun noted that the
two circuits that already had adopted the total exhaustion rule did allow exceptions. Id. at
1209 n.7 (Blackmun, J., concurring). Similarly, Justice Brennan observed, in an opinion ren-
dered 1 month after Rose v. Lundy, that the Court was already ignoring its own total ex-
haustion rule. Engle v. Isaac, 102 S. Ct. 1558, 1678 (1982) (Brennan, J., dissenting). Justice
Brennan remarked that "Wu scarcely month, the bloom is off the Bose." Id
(Brennan, J., dissenting).

" Hopkins, supra note $3, at 671. The Attorney General's Teak Force on Violent Crime
recently came to conclusion similar to that of Justice Hopkins in report written some 10
years after the Hopkins article. The report states:

Criminal history information is vital to optimum performance of the criminal jus.
tice system. The police need adequate, accurate Information for the prevention
and investigation of criminal activity and for the apprehension of criminal offend.
en; prosecutors And the judiciary need such information for bringing offenders to
justice; courts need additional information to determine appropriate sentences;
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tween the two systems can be lessened by opening the channels of
communication.""

Undoubtedly, other areas of tension exist. Most can be re-
solved, however, through common courtesy and consideration of
the needs of other judges, lawyers and litigants. As to these mat-
ters, the state-federal judicial council may prove particularly useful
in exposing points of friction and providing methods for greasing
the gears of our judicial systems. A great deal can be accomplished
on a personal level u federal and state judges invite each other to
their conferences and establish closer social and professional
relationships.

CONCLUSION

The American system of justice should be considered, when-
ever possible, as an integrated whole designed to meet the needs of
all the American people. In both the criminal and civil spheres,
states must, and should, continue to handle the overwhelming bulk
of cases. Nevertheless, various methods for effectively utilizing
joint resources can be developed. This may require partial elimina-
tion of the distinction which currently exists between federal and
state courts, and may raise constitutional, legislative, and practical
difficulties. Such methods, however, are well worth investigation
with a view toward creating a cooperative federal-state system of
justice.

The primary responsibility for better coordination rests with
the legislature since it can provide a more rational division of juris-
diction and substantive law. The executive branch, moreover, Par-
ticularly prosecutors and police, must cooperate in allocating
prosecutorial roles in order to prevent a breakdown of both federal
and state systems of criminal justice. Judges, however, can en-
courage this process through their influence as members of the le-
gal community. Occasional decisions that slightly modify the law
so as to eliminate sources of friction between state and federal law
officers also may be helpful. In the main, however, the judiciary
has the minor role of adhering to rules of etiquette that permit

and correctional agencies need it to select proper correctional programa.

/km. Rok, supra not 74, at 67. The task force did not actually recommend the creation of

a national data bow, however, because alternative systems for making such information

available.» speedy being tested. Id. at 6e.
" Hopkins, supra note 83, at 674.
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members of the two judicial establishments to cooperate with a
minimum of annoyance and interference and a maximum sense of
pleasure in jointly serving the bar and public.

As Professor Winkle observes:

The state-federal judicial council experiment is instructive
for courts and federalism. It suggests in part that the intergovern-
mental process best achieve. goals, at least modest ones, through
cooperation, not competition. Separatism, isolation, and noncom-
munication undermine interjudicial harmony. Within a frame-
work of interdependence, there is a distinct need to understand
and to accommodate the federal and state interests whenever pos-
sibIl. . . . [Al complete view of judicial federalism cannot be con-
fined to statutory rules and judicial decrees alone. The interplay
of individual actors is a necessary dimension of that
relationship."

Joint training sessions, invitations to each other's conferences and
the State-Federal Judicial Council can assist in'improving the abil-
ty of state and federal judges to provide the public with more ef-

fective justice. At the same time, it must be emphasized that "Our
Federalism "" and a sensitivity to intrusion on state courts' inter-
est in enforcing state laws, should not impede the prompt vindica-
tion of federal constitutional rights by simple and economical
procedures.

" Winkle, supra note Si, at 252.
" Charles Alan Wright defines "Our Federalism" as the doctrine "which teaches that

federal courts must refrain from bearing constitutional challenges to stet* action under cer-
tain circumstances in which federal action ie regarded as an improper intrusion on the right
of a state to enforce Its laws in its own courts." C. Wruotrr, supra note 1, 1 52A, at 22g.
Justice Black referred to "Our Federalism" so

(Tills concept . . . repreeent(ing] . . . a system in which thee* is sensitivity to the
legitimate Interests of both State and National Governments, and in which the
National Government, anxious though it may be to vindicate and protect federal
rights and federal interests, always endeavors to do so in ways that will not unduly
interfere with the legitimate activities of the States. It should never be forgotten
that this slogan, 'Our Federalism,' born in the early struggling days of our Union
of States, occukies a highly important place in our Nation's history and its Mum.

Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S 27, 44-46 (Ira
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REFORM OF FEDERAL COURT RULEMAKING
PROCEDURES*

JACK B. WEINSTEIN**

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this study is court control of court practice and related
matters through court-promulgated rules. Rulemakingt powers are being
exercised increasingly by national, state and local courts. Court rules have
much the same form and effect as legislative enactments. they control all
litigation falling within their ambit. they are subject to interpretation; and
they may be declared invalid if found to be unconstitutional, or in conflict
with legislation. In most instances the legislature has power to amend or
reject rules adopted by a court.' In other instances rules adopted by a court
or judicial body form an amalgam with statutory provisions adopted by
the legislature.'

This Article is based on a senes of lectures delivered at the Law School of Ohio State
University in the Spnng of 1976 The ground covered in the Article will be developed in more
detail in a book by the author to be published by the Ohio University Press in 1977. The
author is grateful for the assistance of William Bonvillian of the Connecticut and Washington,D C bars Denise Cote and Keith Secular, both of the New York bar, have assisted in
gathenng material and have made editorial suggestions.

Adjunct Professor. Columbia University School of Law. United States Distnct Judge.Eastern District of New York. B.A Brooklyn College, 1943, LL.B.. Columbia University,
1948

I "Rulemaking" is sometimes used to refer to significant reformulation of decisionallaw See G HAZARD. REPRESENTATION IN RULE MAKING IN LAW AND THE AMERICANFcrt RE 85 (NI L Schwartz ed 1976) As Professor Hazard uses the term, rulemaking
includes

the procedures used by courts and agencies performing adjudicative functions in
adopting rules of procedure and rules governing their own internal administration,
the procedures used by appellate courts when they contemplate significant refor-mulation of decisional law.

Id at 87 The term is not used in that sense in this Article.
The problem of administrative rulemaking as opposed to adjudication is not discussed inthis Article For a discussion of this problem see the panel discussion at the Federal Bar

Convention described in 45 U S.L.W. 2159. 2163 (9128/76):
The Federal Rules of Civil and of Cnminal Procedure and the Federal Rules of Evidence

are typical of this subjugation of court rulemaking to legislative control. New Jersey's highest
court was almost unique in claiming that its power to adopt rules is nut subject to legislativecontrol but that court has been forced to compromise this position. See notes 117-21 and127-M and accompanying text infra.

The New York Civil Practice Law and Rules, for example, includes provisionsadopted and modified by the legislature as well as those adopted by the New York State
Judicial Conference subject to legislative veto or change See N Y Civ PRAC. LAW &102 t'sl Bender Ctv Prac Ann 1975), N.Y. JUD. LAW § 229(3) (McKinney 1968).

Reproduced with the permission of the Directors of the Columbia Law Review Association, Inc. from ColumbiaLaw Review, v 76. Oct 1976' 905-964
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Each individual federal court is also generally empowered to adopt
rules affecting its own practice. At the local level, court rules have been

adopted by each of the federal district courts` and by each one of the

circuit courts of appeals,' state courts have adopted similar local rules.6
Particularly at the federal level, the process of court rulemaking has

worked fairly well. rules of evidence and rules for civil, criminal, bank-

ruptcy and admiralty cases at both trial and appellate levels have been

adopted and are generally acknowledged to be sound. The process, how-

ever, presents not only advantages but serious dangers. Some disturbing

issues have arisen and substantial changes should now be considered.
While this Article places primary emphasis on the national court system,
considerable attention is given to the experience of the states because in

rulemaking, as elsewhere, state courts provide effective laboratories for

testing new approaches.'
The central thesis of this Article is that no pure theoretical source of

rulemaking power exists. The taproot of rulemaking power in this country

is legislative delegation, though there is also nourishment from the inherent

role of a constitutionally independent judiciary. Consequently, when courts

exercise rulemaking powers they should do so in general consonance with

theories of delegation.
After a brief introduction, the Article examines the evolution of judi-

cial independence from the twin theories of separation of powers and

judicial review, it then explores the argument that the power of courts to

make their own procedural rules is an integral aspect of judicial indepen-

dence. From both an historical and practical perspective, it is concluded,

however, that a delegation theory best achieves the practical balance be-

tween the legislative and judicial branches necessary for effective utiliza-

tion of the rulemaking power. States where this balance has been tipped

toward judicial control of rulemaking have ensnarled themselves in unnec-

essary difficulties and unseemly conflicts bwtween courts and legislatures.

4 FEDERAL LocAt Count. RULES IH. Fischer & J. Willis eds. 1972) is a collection in
loose leaf form of civil and general local rules. There is no national collection of criminal rules

5. 28 U S.0 A.. UNITED STATES COURTS OF APPEALS RULES (1969).
6. See. e.g.. rules for vanous New York courts collected in 1975-76 CIV, PRAC. ANN OF

N.Y (M. Bender 1975).
7 For bibliographies on the subject and summaries of rulemaking in United States

tunsdictsons. see ABA, COMM ON STANDARDS OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION. STANDARDS

RELATING TO COURT ORGANIZATION 76(1974), F.J. KLEIN, JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION AND

THE LEGAL PROFESSION 290 et seq (1963) (an invaluable book which will appear in a new
edition in 1976). STUDY OF RULE-MAKING POWER, THIRD PRELIMINARY REPORT OF (N.Y
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE (1959). Ashman, Measuring the Judi-
cial Rule-Making Roller, 59 J AM. IUD. SOCY 215 (1975) (summary of the excellent studies
of the American Judicature Society), Blau & Clark, Sources ofRules of State Courts, 66 LAW

Lis J 17 119731. Annot., 158 A.L,R. 705 (1945). Annot.. 110 A.L.R. 22 (1937). Amencan
Judicature Society, Uses of the Judicial Rule-Making Power (1974) (mimeograph): American
Judicature Society. The Judicial Rule-Making Power in State Court Systems (October, 1967)
(mimeograph). J.A. Parness & CA. Korbakes. A Study of the Procedural Rule-Making Power

in the United States 68-76 (August, 1973) (mimeograph). C. Sherr, BibliographyRule-
Making Power of the Courts (1928 -1955) (1955) (unpublished bibliography on file at the

Columbia Law School Library).
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The remainder of the Article discusses reforms necessary for a more
effective and less abrasive exercise of the rulemaking power including
greater public deliberation and participation in the development of rules,
the replacement of the Supreme Court by the' Judicial Conference as the
rulemaking body, limitation of congressional review of proposed rules to
broad principles and outlines, and court restraint in initiating important
substantive and jurisdictional changes through rulemaking. Comparable
reforms are suggested in the areas of local court rules and individual
judge's rules.

A. Rulemaking as Legislation

In certain respects, rulemaking by federal courts resembles a legisla-
tive rather than a judicial process. The departure from usual adjudicative
patterns is most clearly exemplified by the absence of a controversy: at the
level of national federal rulemaking, the Supreme Court lays down general
standards applicable to all future cases without the aid of individual fact
situations and adversary argument.' In rulemaking, the Court's legislative
pronouncements are reviewed by Congressa reversal of the usual prac-
tice under which congressional legislation is measured and interpreted by
the courts in the light of constitutional and other requirements. In normal
adjudications the Court's power is based upon the Constitution, although
that power is limited by jurisdictional, venue and other provisions enacted
by Congress. The Court's power to make rules, in contrast, was granted by
Congress under specific limitations; having accepted that grant for many
years, it is doubtful that the Court could claim inherent power if general
rulemaking power were circumscribed.

Judicial rulemaking is further distinguished from adjudication by the
absence of traditional limitations on its exercise. Where a court utilizes a
case before it as an opportunity to pronounce broad principles and detailed
regulations,' it is subject to the restrictions imposed by stare decisis.0
Further constraints on judicial legislation are provided by the requirement
that the controversy before the court be concrete, by the adversary nature
of the proceeding, and by the need of the court to justify its decision by a
reasoned opinion." Moreover, the possibility exists of relatively easy mod-

8. Justice studies those rules. He is not given the benefit of any adversary
report.... In the conference of the Court. a vote is taken as to whether the rule shall
be submitted to Congress.

Hearings on Proposed Rules of Ei dent e Before the Special Subtomm. on Reform of Federal
Criminal La is. House Comm. on the -ludic:an. 93d Cong.. 1st Sess. 145 (1973) (testimony of
Justice Arthur J. Goldberg) (hereinafter cited as Elidence Hearings].

9. See, e.g., Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
10. But see Address by Judge Lumbard. Conference of Chief Justices in Honolulu

(August 3. 1967) Judge Lumbard criticized Miranda v. Arizona. 384 U.S. 436 (1966). on the
around that the matter should have been treated by rulemaking. particularly since the Amer-
ican Law Institute was considering the matter as part of its work on pre-arraignment proce-
dures.

But cf. Vorenberg. A.L I. Approves Model Code of PreArraignment Procedure. 61
A B A.J 1212. 1213 (1975) (suggesting that in promulgating rules for interrogation in Miranda
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ification through future interpretations and legislation."
In the normal legislative process, there are equivalent safeguards

promoting a reasoned determination acceptable to the public: the legisla-

tion must be publicly introduced, it is considered by committees; fact-
finding research may be undertaken," the views of the public are heard
through representatives of pressure groups, and hypothetical and actual
situations and precedents are tested against the draft to rectify careless
articulation of the legislative standard. More generally, the varied back-
grounds and regional interests of legislators normally exert a balancing

effect on the final product, the prospect of answering to voters at election

time encourages legislators to act with care. Finally, before the bill is

approved, the public has the opportunity to place pressure on the execu-
tive. These are all very real protections in a democratic system.

The court rulemaking process is not subject to similar safeguards.
Most of the discussion and decisionmaking takes place privately, so that
the public may first become aware of a rule upon its publication after
adoption. This is particularly true of local rules," which may involve such
important matters as jury size, sentencing policy, permissiblity of class

actions, freedom of the press to publicize cases, and admission to the bar.

Sometimes, as in the case of guidelines issued by higher courts, there is no
publication even after adoption."

Generally, the United States Supreme Court has adopted rules in a

manner which affords considerable protection to the public: proposals are

published by the Advisory Committee considering them; opportunity is

then given to the public to comment; the Advisory Committee publishes

revised drafts, the Standing Committee on Federal Rules of Practice and

Procedure of the United States Judicial Conference reviews the proposals

and makes changes, the United States Judicial Conference forwards them

to the Supreme Court; the Court then adopts, modifies or rejects the

proposals, and, finally, Congress has an opportunity to pass upon then

Within the last few years Congress has taken a more vigorous interest in

national rules than in the past; it has made major modifications in the
Federal Rules of Evidence and in the amendments to the Federal Rules of

Cnminal Procedure." Nevertheless, the deliberations of the Advisory

v Arizona. 384 U.S. 436 (1966). the Court went far beyond the facts and overstepped proper
Judicial function). See also Mildner v Culotta, 405 F. Supp. 182, 201 (E D.N.Y. 1975)
(Weinstein. 1.. dissenting). ard. 425 U.S. 901 (1976). The dissent was based on minimum
standards of right to be heard and to obtain a reasoned opinion in court cases.

12 Change becomes awkward, however, when a decision is grounded upon constitu-
tional imperatives. See genemlls Monaghan. The Supreme Court 1974 TermForward Con-
stitutional Common Law. 89 HARV. L. Rev. 1 (1975).

13. See Linde, Due Process of Law Making, 55 NEB. L. Rev. 197, 223.24 (1976).
14. See text at notes 241.43 infra. See generally note 4 supra.
15 See, e.g , text at note 307 infra.
16, See generally Hungate. Changes in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. 61

A.B.A.J. 1203 (1975).
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Committee, which makes the basic decisions, are private.'7 It holds no
public hearings, and while it does receive written communications, its
membership and method of organization may make it particularly suscepti-
ble to the views of the courts, groups represented by its members and
governmental bodies. Appointment of members by the Chief Justice gives
him a great deal of direct and indirect influence on the Committee's deci-
sions.

B Advantages of Rulemaking in Meeting Growing Pressures on the
Courts

The present wide-ranging role of courts in the social, economic, tech-
nical and political affairs of this country is a relatively recent development.
When the Republic was in its infancy, it was generally agreed that
commonthat is, non-statutory law, whether procedural or substantive,
should develop by accretion through decision in individual cases. Dicta
were, of course, not unknown and the courts were clearly aware of the
prospective nature of their rulings in individual cases and of the impact of
stare decisis on the law. The courts adhered fairly strictly, however, to the
concept of separation of powers, at the federal level at least, they refused
to render advisory opinions.

This restrictive model of the courts' role began to break down early in
this century. Antitrust cases requiring the courts to make national eco-
nomic policy were a harbinger of a new approach. So, too, was the
so-called "Brandeis brief," which recognized explicitly that substantive
social policy was being developed by the courts.19 Cases involving attacks
on broad state legislative schemessuch as the public welfare cases of the
twenties and thirtieswere accepted. Congress modified substantive rights
in ways that required the courts to resolve individual disputes involving
large groups of persons and entities."

17 Much of the information and conclusions in this Article is based upon the author's
experiences as a member of the Federal Advisory Committee on Rules of Evidence, various
committees of the United States Judicial Conference, the Second Circuit, the District Court
for the Eastern District of New York. bar associations, and New York State legislative andjudicial committees and commissions.

18 See text accompanying notes 50-55 infra This is not to say that there were no
departures from this doctrine. See. e.g.. Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S 537 (1896); The
Slaughterhouse Cases. 83 U.S (16 Wall.) 36 (1873), Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 How.)
393 (1857), Marbury v. Madison. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).

19 See 1 WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, WEINSTEIN'S EVIDENCE SS 20010311043 (1975).
Note. Social and &anoint( FactsAppraisal of Suggested Techniques for Presenting Them
to the Courts, 61 Row. L REV. 692 (1948) Cf Chayes, The Role of the Judge in Public Lan
Litigation 89 BARN, L RV, 1281. 1289-1304 (1976) (illustrating the procedural reforms of the
litigation process which have resulted from the social aspects of the judicial function).

20. Chief Justice Burger has commented:
The tendency of Americans to try to resolve every sort of problem in the courts

continues Overwhelmed by increased demands for regulatory legislation, for
broadened governmental programs of all kinds, Congress enacts legislation much of
which reaches the courts for resolution.

Chief Justice Burger Issues Yearend Report, 62 A.B.A.J. 189 (1976).
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Along with this broadening of the courts' role, heavy pressure from
expanding concepts of due process"individualized determination" as
opposed to "categorical treatment"?"has increased the burdens of litiga-
tion." The possibility of requiring less than full-fledged evidentiary trials
by shaping procedural due process rules to reduce "the risk of error
inherent in the truth-finding process"" in specific classes of cases, has
promised a decrease in the growth rate of administrative hearings, but not
yet in that of judicial trials. This country's original emphasis on individual
liberty and personal rights, recently reinforced by the specter of modern
totalitarianism, has not abated, "individual decision making"24 on a huge
scale provides a continuing challenge to the judicial system.

These changes have resulted in steadily mounting caseloads. Under-
standably, courts have sought ways to handle disputes on a wholesale
rather than an individual basis while avoiding too sharp a departure from
prior concepts of the limitations on their roles." Modern court rules reflect
these moves toward efficiency. Much of the current environmental, con-
sumer and securities litigation, for example, has been made possible by an
expanded class action rule," while free intervention rules27 and more
flexible procedures generally have broadened the scope of litigation. Trans-
fer and consolidation rules and statutes for pretrial proceedings and trials in
multi-district litigation have made national litigation easier." The applica-
bility of res judicata has been expanded so that disputes among many
parties can be disposed of in one case." Standing requirements have been
relaxed, /0 mootness has been ignored" and the significance of ripeness has

As one example, Title VII legislation covenng discrimination In employment, 42 U.S.C. I
2000e-z (1970), as amended, has given nse to a host of opinions relating to methods of testing
and selecting municipal and pnvate employees. See, e.g., Albemarle v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405
(1975). Griggs v. Duke Power Co.. 401 U.S. 424 (1971), E.E.O.C. Guidelines, 29 C.F.R. *
1607 (1974).

21. United States Department of Agnculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508, 519 (1973) (Mar-
shall. J.. concurring).

22. See Tnbe, Structured Due Process. 10 HARV. C,R.-C.L. L. REV 269 (1975): Note.
Irrebuttable Presumptions. An Illusory Analysis. 27 STAN. L. REV. 449 (1975). Note, Irrebutt
able Presumptions as an Alternative to Strict Scrutiny. From Rodriguez to La Fleur, 62 GEO.
L.J. 1173 (1974).

23. Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S 319, 344 (1976).
24, Crawford v. Cushman, 531 F.2d 1114. 1125 (2d Cir. 1976).
25, See L. LUSKY, BY WHAT RIGHT? 302 (1975).
26. See generally Developments in the LawClass Actions, 89 HARV. L. REV. 1319

11976). Class actions, however, have obviously made some of the appellate courts nervous. Id.
at 1353. Cf. Wallace v. Kern. 499 F.2d 1345 (2d Cir. 1974) (wholesale relief for hundreds of
prisoners held for excessive periods awaiting trial impermissible). See also Weinstein, Some
Reflections on the Abusiveness of Class Actions, 58 F.R.D. 299 (1973). The Survey of New
York Practice. 50 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 179, 189.96 (1975).

27. See, e.g., C. A. WRIGHT. EAW OF FEDERAL. COURTS 328 (2d ed. 1970).
28. See 28 U.S.C. § 1407 (1970). A brief history of this legislation which created the

Judicial Panel on Multidistnct Litigation is set forth in Foreword. MANUAL FOR COMPLEX
LIIIL,ATIori XvII-XiX (1973) which was prepared by a committee of federal judges in consulta-
tion with professors and members of the bar.

29. See. el., M. ROSENBERG. J. B. WEINSTEIN, H. SMIT & H. KORN, ELEMENTS OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE ch. 15. § 4 (1976).

30 See. e.g.. United States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures, 412
U.S. 669 (1974). Sierra Club v. Morton. 405 U.S. 727 (1972) (dictum), Flast v. Cohen, 392
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declined." Prospective overruling has reduced the burden of retroactivity,
and has allowed quantum jumps in the development of substantive and
procedural rights." Federal courts have asked state courts for advisory
opinions,34 and state courts have granted them with increasing frequency.35

Techniques for efficient large-scale adjudication have also been devel-
oped extrajudicially. Organizations such as the N.A.A.C.P. Legal Defense
Fund, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the Sierra Club are capable
of orchestrating the development of an entire area of the law, such as
desegregation of schools, capital punishment, abortion, the environment
and the like.36

The rulemaking power examined in this Article is consonant with
these other developments. It extends the reach of judicial power by pro-
moting judicial efficiency and by permitting a single decision-whether in
a case or by a rule-to have a wider impact.

I. DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL RULEMAKING POWER

Procedures tend to be considered timeless by those who know no
other system. Present methods of formulating national rules, unchanged for
the past forty years, will be assumed by many to be writ in stone. A glance
back over history is thus essential for understanding that options are
available. Much of the section that follows seeks to demonstrate that there
are no constitutional, theoretical or historical barriers to change."

U S 83 (1968) See also L. LUSKY, supra note 25, at 133. Davis. The Liberalized Lau of
Standing, 37 U Crti L. REV 450(1970). Jaffe, Standing Again. 84 HARV. L. REV. 633 (1971).
Limitaticn of the "political issue" doctrine has closed off, to some extent, another escape
from federal court intervention. See. e.g., Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186. 208.37 (1962).

31 See, e.g.. Rosenbluth v. Finkelstein. 300 N.Y. 402. 404. 91 N.E.2d 581 (1950),
Annot., 132 A.L.R. 1185 (1941).

32. See, e.g., Buckley v. Valeo. 424 U.S. I. 113-18 (1976).
33 See. e.g . Robinson v Cahill. 62 N.J. 473, 303 A.2d 273 (1973). rehearing as to

remedy, 67 NJ 333, 339 A.2d 193 (1975), Hicks v. New Mexico. 88 N.M. 588. 544 P.2d 1153
(1976) (doctrine of immunity abolished for future cases only). See also L. Lusxv, supra note
25. at 76.79.

34 AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE, STUDY OF THE DIVISION OF JURISDICTION BETWEEN
STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS 292.96 (1969).

35 See. e g.. Governor v. State Treasurer, 389 Mich. 1.203 N W.2d 457 (1972), vacated
as improvident advisory opinion, 390 Mich. 389.212 N.W.2d 711 (1973). For an analysis of the
use of advisory opinions in the states. see Comment, The State Advisory Opinion in Perspec-
tive. 44 FORDHAM L. REv. 81 (1975).

The Supreme Court has been reluctant to render advisory opinions. See, e.g., United
States v Fruehauf. 365 U S 146. 157 (1961). and cases cited therein. Liberty-warehouse Co.
v Grannis, 273 U S 70 (1924) Cf. Buckley v. Valeo. 424 U.S. 1. 113.18 (1976) (finding of
substantial controversy admitting specific relief through a decree of conclusive character
distinguished the case from one requesting an advisory opinion and thus allowed the Court to
render a decision) Not all legal scholars are opposed to having the Supreme Court render
advisory opinions See, e.g . Aumann. The Supreme Court and the Adtisory Opinion, 4 Ovito
ST L J 21 (1937), Note, Case for an Advisory Function in the Federal Judiciary, 50 GEO.
L J 785 (1962). Note. Advisory Opinions on the Constitutionality of Statutes, 69 HARV. L.
REv 1302 (1956) But see Frankfurter, A Note on Advisory Opinions. 37 HARV. L. REV. 1002
(1924).

36 1 GREENBERG. LITIGATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE. METHODS, LIMITS AND ROLE IN
DEMOCRACY (1973).

37 The historical development of rulemaking powers will be treated much more exten

32018-837 0 - 83 - 22
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The extent and nature of the rulemaking power of federal courts is
inextricably interwoven with attitudes about the function of courts in
relation to other branches of government and about the limits of judicial
independence. The rulemaking power has, nevertheless, evolved through
pragmatic choices which have largely igifored the dilemmas posed by the
theoretical underpinnings of the judicial system.

A. Evolution of an Independent Federal Judiciary

The evolution of rulemaking power in the United States is intertwined
with the relation of courts to other branches of government. The extent of
judicial independence has a crucial bearing on the courts' role in rulemak-
ing, since it could be argued that a truly independent court system should
control its own procedural rules. In this country, the extent of judicial
independence in the rulemaking area has been, to a considerable degree, a
function of evolving doctrines of separation of powers and judicial review.

1. State Courts in the Colonial and Post-Revolutionary Eras. Insofar
as colonial opinion focused on the separation of powers, it was concerned
primarily with the division of authority between the executive and the
legislative branches, rather than with the extent of judicial power vis -a -vis
either of these branches. After the outbreak of the Revolution, all of the
statesproceeding from English theory, enlightenment thinking, and colo-
nial experienceenacted constitutions as fundamental laws that generally
reflected separation of powers doctrines." Distinctions between the judi-
ciary and other branches, however, were occasionally blurred;" judicial
separation remained imperfect. The courts did, nevertheless, continue to
modify practice on a case-by-case basis without legislative intervention;
and stare decisis gave individual rulings substantial impact. Courts and the
bar were actively altering practice and procedure by interstitial changes to
meet the needs of a new society."

sively and in greater depth in the author's forthcoming book. See note supra. The book wil!
also discuss rulemaking practice in Great Britain, a subject beyond the scope of this Article.

38. In New York, for example, draftsmen of the 1777 Constitution placed power to check
the legislature in a Council of Revision rather than in the courts. The Council was empowered
to reject "improper" legislation, and such legislation could not become effective unless
two-thirds of each legislative house subsequently approved it. See I J. GOEBEL. JR., HISTORY
OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 103.04 (1971). A number of states made
provision for an independent judiciary. Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New York and North Carolina enacted provisions protecting judges' tenure in office, Dela-
ware, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, South Carolina. and
Virginia insured judicial salaries against reduction. Id. at 98 n.9. In Virginia, John Marshall
pressed for a judiciary Independent of executive restraints. See L. BAKER, JOHN MARSHALL,
A LIFE IN LAw 91 (1974).

39. Jefferson noted. for example, that on a number of occasions the Virginia Burgesses
had decided controversies better left to judicial determination. 4 THE WORKS OF THOMAS
JEFFERSON. Notes on the State of Virginia 21 (Fed. ed. P.L. Ford 1904.05). The executive
branch in Pennsylvania usurped traditional judicial powers by committing persons to jail,
setting bail, and interfenng with civil litigation and habeas corpus proceedings. See I J.
GOEBEL, JR.. supra note 38 at, 99 n.14 (1971). The Supreme Judicial Court's duty to render
advisory opinions was a part of the Massachusetts Constitution. MASS. CONST. ch. 3, art. 2
(1780).

40. See, e.g., Nelson, The Reform of Common Law Pleading in Massachusetts 1760.
1830: Adjudication as a Prelude to Legislation. 122 U. PA. L. REV. 97 (1973)
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2. The Constitutional Period.

a. The Philadelphia Convention. The concept of separation of powers,
acquired either through reading of enlightenment theory or colonial experi-
ence, was "axiomatic in contemporary political thinking," and almost
universally shared by the framers of the Constitution." Although this
attitude governed the evolution of the articles on the legislative and execu-
tive branches, it was less clearly applied by the framers to the judiciary,
largely because there were few precedents for truly separate and indepen-
dent courts.

Convention consideration of a, framework for the judicial branch fo-
cused initially on the "Virginia Plan," which proposed, inter alia, a system
of independent federal courts, supreme and inferior, that was national in
scope.42 Opposed to this scheme was the "Paterson Plan," a proposal
which envisioned a supreme court of very limited jurisdiction and no
inferior federal courts. The Virginia Plan was eventually adopted, although
several elements of Paterson's plan and another similar formulation were
retained.

At the close of the first debates on the judiciary, the delegates unani-
mously approved a resolution which stated that federal legislation would
override any conflicting state laws, and that, as a result, the state judiciary
would have to enforce this supremacy." Judicial control over state enact-
ments in conflict with federal laws provided a conceptual springboard to
judicial control over congressional enactments conflicting with the Con-
stitution. This final leap was in large part made in the final weeks of the
convention during the debate over the Supremacy Clause." Although only
seventeen of the fifty-five delegates at the Convention stated that federal
courts were empowered to pass on the constitutionality of congressional
acts, this group was comprised of

fully three-fourths of the leaders of the Convention, four of the
five members of the Committee of Detail which drafted the Con-
stitution, and four of the five members of the Committees of Style
which gave the Constitution final form.. .. [They were] men who
expressed themselves on the subject of judicial review because
they also expressed themselves on all other subjects before the
Convention. They were the leaders of that body and its articulate
members.'"

The Philadelphia Convention had conceived a judiciary of unprece-
dented power and independence. It might include a system of inferior
courts as well as a Supreme Court; it was explicitly empowered to review

41. See 1 1. GOEBEL. JR.. supra note 38. at 204.
42 DOCUMENTS ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE FORMATION OF THE UNION OF THE AMERICAN

STATES. H.R. Doc No. 398. 691h Cong.. 1st Sess. 955 (C.C. Tansill ed. 1927).43 II THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787. 21 22 (M. Farrand ed.1966).
44 See I J. GOEBEL. JR.. supra note 38. at 241.
45. E. ConwiN. THE DOCTRINE OF JUDICIAL REVIEW 11.12 (1914).
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actions of the state courts, and it was implicitly empowered to review the
constitutionality of acts of Congress. Additional provisions protecting
judges* salaries and tenure and establishing the dimensions of federal juris-
diction further emphasized the judiciary's autonomous power.

b. The Federalist Papers. The five Federalist Papers dealing with the
Judiciary, Numbers 78 to 82, further stressed the themes of judicial inde-
pendence and authority. Federalist Number 78 formed the conceptual heart
of Hamilton's attitude toward the judiciary. "The complete independence
of the courts of justice is peculiarly essential in a limited constitution."46
Arguing for judicial review of legislation's constitutionality, he denied that
such review made the courts more powerful than the legislature. "(w)here
the will of the legislature declared in its statutes, stands in opposition to
that of the people declared in the constitution, the judges ought to be
governed by the latter rather than the former."7 Because of this crucial
role performed by the courts, Hamilton urged that their independence be
carefully protected.

c. State Ratification Debates. State debates over the adoption of the
Federal Constitution centered on antifederalist fears that centralized execu-
tive and legislative powers would operate to the detriment of the powers of
states and the rights of individuals, they dealt only infrequently with the
judicial branch." Professor Main concludes:

(Most Antifederalists were satisfied with all or with the greater
part of the judiciary article, the need for a national court system
was nowhere challenged and most of its powers were accepted
without question.49

B. Advisory Opinions

The degree to which the independence and authority of the federal
judiciary were taken for granted seemed to indicate that there would be
minimal opposition to judicial rulemaking. But the courts themselves
created doubt as to whether they could make rules outside the context of a
particular lawsuit by defining doctrines such as the advisory opinion
ruleif the courts' adjudicative power must be limited to a particular case
or controversy, it might be argued that their rulemaking power must be

similarly circumscribed. The development of the advisory opinion rule thus
provides a useful model for exploring judicial independence and its relation
to rulemaking after the adoption of the Constitution.

46 THE FTDFRALIST No 78. at 491 (B. Wright ed. 1961) (A. Hamilton),
47 Id at 492
48 For a discussion of debates on Article III in the states. see I J. GOEBEL. JR.. supra

note 18. at 281191
49 J T MAIN. THE ANTIFEDERALISTS. CRITICS OF THE CONSTITUTION. 1781-1788. 158

(1961)
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In July, 1793, Thomas Jefferson, then Secretary of State, wrote a
lengthy letter to Chief Justice John Jay and the AssociNe Justices of the
Supreme Court seeking their advice." On August 8, 1793, the Justices
replied, refusing to give extrajudicial advice." The Justices placed the bar
against rendering advisory opinions to other branches on the strongest
conceptual ground: the constitutional requirement separation of powers.
Since judicial rulemaking also involves at its heart a question of the appro-
priate division of roles among the three branches, it is necessary to con-
sider whether judicial rulemaking is at odds with the traditional reluctance
of the courts to render advisory opinions.

One is led to conclude that rulemaking is only partially controlled by
the advisory opinion doctrine. Like advisory opinions, rulemaking occurs
outside the focus of a case or controversy. In a sense rulemaking raises the
same separation of powers issue that is at the heart of the ban on advisory
opinions, since rulemaking solely by courts would represent an infringe-
ment on legislative power to make general laws for the structure of all
governmental processes, including those of the courts.

However, there has never been a fully compartmentalized separation
of powers. As Justice Tom Clark has candidly observed, "Mhere is much
commingling, intermingling, and meddling among the three branches of
federal government."" Chief Justice Burger has termed the view that the

SO. The letter read in part:
The war which has taken place among the powers of Europe produces frequent

transactions within our ports and limits, on which questions anse of considerable
difficulty, and of greater importance to the peace of the United States. These
questions depend for their solution on the construction of our treaties, on the laws of
nature and nations, and on the laws of the land, and are often presented under
circumstances tshich do not give a cognizance of them to the tribunals of the
sountry The President therefore would be much relieved if he found himself free
to refer questions of this description to the opinions of the judges of the Supreme
Court of the United States, whose knowledge of the subject would secure us against
errors dangerous to the peace of the United States, and their authonty insure the
respect of all parties.

JOHNSTON CORRESPONDENCE AND PUBLIC PAPERS OF JOHN JAY 4860891), reprintedin P.
DA rou. P NlistigiN. D. SHAPIRO Sc H WECHSLER. HART & WECHSLER'S THE FEDERAL
Cot mrs AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 64 (2d ed 1973) (emphasis in original) (hereinafter cited
as H.RT & WtcusiERI Earlier. the Chief Justice had rejected a request for support from
Jefferson's political foe. Secretary of the Treasury Hamilton. See Dillard, John Jay. in 1 THE
11 STICES OF THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT 13-14 (L. Friedman & F. Israel eds. 1969).

51 The letter to President Washington read in part:
We have considered the previous question stated in a letter written by your

direction to us by the Secretary of State on the 18th of last month. (regarding) the
lines of separation drawn by the Constitution between the three departments of the
government These being in certain respects checks upon each other, and our being
judges of a court in the last resort. are considerations which afford strong arguments
against the propnety of our extrajudicially deciding the questions alluded to, espe-
cially as the power given by the Constitution to the President, of calling on the heads
of departments for opinions, seems to have been purposely as well as expressly
united to the exec:tate departments.

JOH%sTON, CORRESPONDENCE AND Punic PAPERS OF JOHN JAY 488 (1891), reprinted in
HART & WECHSLER. supra note 50. at 65.66 (emphasis in original).

i2 Clark. Separation o f Powers, I I WILLAMETTE L.J. 1 (1974). Ste also Levi, Some
4$pei ts of Separation of Powers. 76 COLUM. L. REV. 371. 391 (1976) ("The branches of
government were not designed to be at war with one another. The relationship was not to be
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legislative and judicial branches should not talk to each other "a naive
position not consistent with our constitutional system."' The Supreme
Court similarly remarked in Buckley v. Valeos4 that the draftsmen of the
Constitution "saw that a hermetic sealing off of the three branches of
Government from one another would preclude the establishment of a Na-
tion capable of governing itself effectively." Judicial independence cannot
be absolute. Against the background of this scheme of government the
advisory opinion analogy is not sufficiently precise: the rulemaking power
is more legislative than advisory and falls within that twilight area created
by practical necessity where activities of the separate branches merge."

C. Historical Origins of the Rulemaking Power of Federal Courts

Without any express discussion of the theoretical separation of powers
dilemma posed by the rulemaking power, both Congress and the courts
adopted a purely pragmatic solution to the issue of who should control
rulemaking. In the Judiciary Act of 178956 and the Process Acts of 1789,"
1792,56 and 1793," a delegation theory was implemented, under which
Congress assumed ultimate authority but gave the courts substantial power
to adopt rules within a broad procedural outline.

I. The Judiciary Act of 1789. Much of article III of the Constitution
was not self-enacting, but simply provided authority for implementing
legislation. The Judiciary Act of 178960 was the first example of this
extensive legislation. Section 17 of the Act empowered the several federal
courts to establish their own rules "for the orderly conducting [of] busi-
ness." The Act itself limited the extent of the courts' discretion to make
rules by detailing a number of basic procedural requirements, but, as a
whole, it recognized that coun3 would play a crucial role in shaping the law
through common law judicial decision. The Act's direction, for example,
that all writs, including non-statutory writs, be issued in accord with
"principles and usages of law," underlined the courts' inherent procedural
and rulemaking powers. Similarly, the courts were authorized to make

an adversary one, though to think of it that way has become fashionable."), Address by Judge
Henry Friendly, Bicentennial Lecture Series, Jan. 29, 1976.

53. U S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, March 31, 1975. at 28, col. I. S'e also (19741 CAL.
JUDICIAL COUNCIL. ANNUAL REP, TO GOVERNOR. ch. I (pointing out the need to restructure
the California Councd on Cnminal Justice to permit the judiciary to participate in planning
criminal justice programs).

54. 424 U.S. I, 121 (1976).
55. Cf. Levi, supra note 52. at 372 (discussing the ambiguities of the separation of powers

doctnne from a historical perspective).
56. Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20, I Stat. 73.
57, Act of Sept. 29. 1789, ch. 21. I Stat. 93.
58. Act of May 8. 1792, ch. 36, I Stat. 275.
59. Act of March 2, 1793. ch. 22. I Stat. 333. The historical materials are collected in

HART & WECHSLER, supra note 50, at 663. See also Goldberg. The Supreme Court, Congress
and the Rules of Evidence. 5 SETON HALL L. REV. 667 (1974).

60. Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20. I Stat. 73.
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judgments "according as the right of the cause and matter in law shall
appear unto them.""

Although in retrospect many of the Act's provisions seem a brilliant
selective amalgam of varied state procedures, contemporary opinion was
uneasy over some of the Act's imperfections. Madison, for example, hoped
that the judges would subsequently reconsider and revise the Act." His
view probably reflected a contemporary attitude that implied power to
design court procedures rested in the courts as well as in Congress.

2. The Process Acts. "An Act to regulate Processes in the Courts of
the United States"" emerged late in 1789 from the same committee and
Congress that had brought forth the earlier Judiciary Act. Although the
Process Act was intended to establish the forms of process in the federal
courts, through its subsequent revisions it had an impact on the powers of
courts to set rules. Congress undertook revision of the 1789 Process Act in
1792. The version of the bill which was eventually enacted provided that
equity, common law, and admiralty proceedings were

subject . .. to such alterations and additions as the [federal] courts
respectively shall in their discretion deem expedient, or to such
regulations as the supreme court of the United States shall
think proper from time to time by ruk to prescribe to any circuit
or district court concerning the same. . . .64

In 1793 the courts' rulemaking power was again considered. To a
Senate bill concerning the structure of the circuit courts, the House added
a section shifting the power to make rules for practice from federal courts
as a whole to the Supreme Court alone. The Senate apparently considered
this too great a departure from previous policy and changed the language of
the section to place rulemaking power in "the several Courts ofthe United
States.""

The law enacted in 179366 continued the tendency of the 1792 Process
Act to relax legislative el:introl over rulemaking and to expand courts'
powers in that area. Although Congress retained the power to intervene to
formulate rules of practice and procedure,'I the practical authority to
formulate rules had shifted to the courts." In the following section, the
development of particular sets of federal rules will be explored.

61. Id. i 32.
62 I J GOEMEL. JR . supra note 38. at 508. (citing letter of Madison to Pendleton of Sept

14, 1789, Ms. Madison Papers XII, 30 (Library of Congress)).
63. Act of Sept. 29, 1789. ch. 21, 1 Stat. 93.
64. Act of May 8, 1792, ch. 36. f 2, I Stat. 275.
65. Act of March 2, 1793, ch. 22, f 7, I Stat. 333.
66. Id.
67 The bill provided in part that "it shall be lawful for the several courts of the United

States to make rules . in a manner not repugnant to the laws of the United States." Id.
68 The placing of basic rulemaking power in the courts by the Process Act of 1793 was

sweepingly reaffirmed in the Act of August 23, 1842. which provided:
That the Supreme Court shall have full power and authority, from time to time, to
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D. Evolution of Present Federal Procedural Rules

Currently. the Supreme Court and the lower federal courts are given
general duthonty to estdblish rules for the conduct of their own business by
section 2071 of title 28 of the United States Code. The Supreme Court
possesses specific authority to prescribe rules of procedure for lower fed-
eral courts in bankruptcy cases,69 in other civil cases," and in criminal
cases," and to revise the rules of evidence." This statutory framework is
relatively young.

1. Federal Equity Rules. Equity was formerly viewed as distinct from
law. Because equity was largely undeveloped in the states, section 34 of
the Judiciary Act of 1789" was not made applicable to federal equitable
actions. As a result, equity procedure developed without substantial
pressures to conform with state procedures, and the Supreme Court pos-
sessed considerable freedom in equity rulemaking.

The Court. however, waited to exercise its power until 1822, when it
issued thirty-three equity rules." In 1842, the Supreme Court issued a
revised set of ninety-two equity rules." Long after the 1842 rules had
become obsolete, the Supreme Court undehook a systematic revision,
culminating in the Equity Rules of 1912.16 Finally, in 1938, law and equity
were merged in the federal courts by the superseding Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure."
2. Admiralty Rules. The Process Act of 1789" provided that admiralty

proceedings should be conducted "according to the course of the civil

prescribe. and regulate, and alter, the forms of wnts and other process to be used and
issued in the distnct and circuit courts of the United States, and the formsand modes
of framing and tiling libels, bills, answers, and other proceedings and pleadings, in
suits at common law or in admiralty and in equity pending in the said courts, and also
the forms and modes of taking and obtaining evidence, and of obtaining discovery,
and generally the forms and modes of proceeding to obtain relief, and the forms and
modes of drawing up, entenng, and enrolling decrees. and the forms and modes of
proceeding before trustees appointed by the court, and generally to regulate the
whole practice of the said courts, so as to prevent delays, and to promote brevity and
succinctness in all pleadings and proceedings therein, and to abolish all unnecessary
costs and expenses in any suit therein.

Act of Aug. 23. 1842, ch. 188.4 6, S Stat. 516. See also 13 Rev. Stat. *I 913, 917. 918 (1878).
69. 28 U.S.C. § 2075 (1970).
70. 28 U,S.C. § 2072 (1970).
7L is U.S.C. H 3771, 3772 (1970).
72. 28 U.S.C. § 2076 (Supp. V. 1975).
73. Act of Sept. 24, 1789. ch. 20. § 34. 1 Stat. 73. See text accompanying note91 infra.
74 20 U S (7 Wheat.) v (1822).
75 42 U.S. (1 How.) xli (1842).
76. 226 U S 627 (1912).
77 For a discussion of the development of the Equity Rules. see HART & WECHSLER,

supra note 50, at 664.65. See also Griswold & Mitchell. The Narrative Record in Federal
Equity Appeals. 42 HARV. L REV. 483 (1929). Lane. Federal Equity Rules. 35 HARV. L.
REV 276 11922), Payne, Counterclaims Under Nem. Federal Equity Rule 30. 10 VA. L REV
S98 11924), Talley. The New and Old Federal Equtty Rules Compared. 18 VA. L. REV. 663
(1913) (discussing practice under old. pre merger rules).

Hie merger of law and equity had begun to take place in the states ninety years earlier as
a mutt of legislauve, not court, initiative. See, e.g., J. WEINSTEIN, H. Krim & A. MILLER,
NEW YORK CIVIL PRACTICE 11 103,01.

78 Act of Sept. 29, 1789, ch. 21. § 2, I Stat, 93.
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law." With the Process Act of 1792, this stop-gap measure was replaced by
a provision that admiralty proceedings were to be conducted "according to
the principles, rules and usages which belong . . :to courts of admiralty. .
as contradistinguished from courts of common law."79

From 1792 until 1844, the Supreme Court failed to exercise its admir-
alty rulemaking power and left the field to conflicting rules developed by
district courts. Finally, drawing impetus from the reaffirmation of the
rulemaking power in the Act of August 23, 1842,10 the Supreme Court
issued forty-seven admiralty rules in 1844;" these rules were not a com-
prehensive codification but were clarifications of, and additions to, tradi-
tional admiralty practice. In 1921 they were extensively revised." In 1966,
admiralty procedure was merged with civil procedure:83 the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure are now applicable to admiralty as well as civil cases."

3. Bankruptcy Rules. Article I, section 8 of the Constitution grants
Congress the power "To establish . . . uniform laws on the subject of
bankruptcies throughout the United States." Current bankruptcy laws are
the product of an Act of July I, 1898,15 a major revision undertaken in
1938," and approximately one hundred amendments to these acts."

Shortly after passage of the Act of July 1, 1898, the Supreme Court
formulated rules for bankruptcy proceedings." The rules were frequently
amended and were systematically revised in 1939.'9 They were again sub-
stantially revised in recent years pursuant to proposals of an Advisory
Committee."

4. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Section 34 of the Judiciary Act of
1789 provided:

That the laws of the several states, except where the constitution,
treaties, or statutes of the United States shall otherwise require or
provide, shall be regarded as rules of decision in trials at common
law in the courts of the United States in cases where they apply."

This "Rules of Decision Act" left it unclear whether state law was to
govern procedure. The problem was remedied by the subsequent Process

79. Act of May 8. 1792, ch. 36.4 2, 1 Stat. 275.
80. Act of Aug. 23. 1842, ch. 188.8 6. 5 Stat. 516.
81. 44 U.S. (3 How.) iii (1844).
82. 254 U.S. 671 (1921).
83. 383 U.S. 1029 (1966).
84 The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do contain a supplemental list of special

admiralty rules. See FED R Ctv P 9(h), 14(a). 14(c), 38(e). 82, and Supp. Rules A-F Prize
proceedings are governed by 10 U.S.C. 18 7651-81 (1970), pursuant to FED. R. Ctv. P. 81(a).See generally HART & WECHSLER. supra note 50, at 666.67.

85 Act of July 1, 1898. ch. 541, 30 Stat. 544.
86 Act of June 22, 1938. ch. 575. 52 Stat. 840 (Chandler Act).
87 The bankruptcy laws are compiled in title II of the United States Code.
88. 172 U.S. 653 (1898).
89. 305 U.S. 677 (1939).
90 96 S. Ct . rule amendments at I (July 1. 1976) (Chapter VIII), 96 S. Ct., rule

amendments at 43 (June I, 1976) (Chapter IX). 421 U S 1019 (1975) (Chapters X and X11). 415
U S 1003 (1974) (Chapter XI). 411 U.S. 989 (1973) (Chapters I-V111).

91. Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20, 4 34, 1 Stat. 73.
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Act of 1789, which required federal courts to follow, in actions at law, state

procedure in effect at the time of the passage of the Act." The Process Act

of 1792 ratified this provision but made it subject to the rulemaking power

of the Supreme Court and lower federal courts."
While the Judiciary Act of 1789 dictated a dynamic conformity for

substantive law, the Process Act of 1792 imposed a static conformity for

procedural law. The courts did not exercise their rulemaking powers to

alleviate this awkward situation. By the Conformity Act of June 1, 1872,94

Congress replaced the rule of static conformity for procedure with dynamic

conformity, and withdrew the theretofore unused judicial rulemaking

power over procedure in actions at law."
Despite the Conformity Act, distinctive federal practices began to

emerge." A sense that necessary procedural reform could be accomplished

only by court rules drafted by judges and lawyers led to a movement for

uniform federal procedural rules for civil cases.97 This movement culmi-

nated, in 1934, in the passage by Congress of an act empowering the

Supreme Court

to prescribe, by general rules, for the district courts of the United

States and for the courts of the District of Columbia, the forms of
process, writs, pleadings, and motions, and the practice and pro-
cedure in civil actions at law."

Chief Justice Hughes led the Supreme Court in responding promptly to

the rulemaking mandate.99 In 1935, the Court issued a formal order ap-

pointing an Advisory Committee composed of eminent members of the

legal profession.o° The Advisory Committee's proposed rules received

extensive evaluation and criticism by special bar and judicial committees.

Its final proposals were approved with minor changes by the Supreme

Court, and became effective on September 16, I938.'" The rules were
subsequently amended with the assistance of the Advisory Committee.107

In 1958 Congress ordered the Judicial Conference of the United States to

carry on a continuous study of the operation and effect of the

92. Act of Sept 29, 1789, ch. 21, § 2, 1 Stat. 93.
93. Act.of May 8, 1792, ch. 36. § 2, 1 Stat. 275. See also Act of March 2, 1793, ch. 22. §

7. I Slat. 333.
94. Act of June 1, 1872, ch. 255. 17 Siat. 196.
95 id § 5.
96. .S4e Herron v Southern Pacific, 283 U.S. 91 (1931); McDonald v Ness. 238 U S. 264

(1915). Hearings on S 2061 Before a Subcomm of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary. 68th

Cong., 1st Sess. 54 (1924) (remarks of Sutherland. J.); Clark & Moore, A New Federal Civil

Procedure. 44 YALE L J. 387, 401-11 (1935)
97. See Sunderland. The Grain of Rule-Making Power to the Supreme Court of the

United States. 32 MICR. L. REV. 1116 (.934).
98. Act of June 19. 1934. ch. 651, 48 Stat. 1064.
99 13 ALI PROCEEDINGS 61 (1935.1936).
100. Appointment of Comm. to Draft Unified System of Equity and La. .des. 295

U.S. 774 (1935).
101 308 U S 645 (1938)
102. 341 U S. 959 (1951); 335 U.S. 919 (1948). 329 U.S. 839 (1947). 308 U.S. 641 (1939)

3 2 9
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general rules of practice and procedure now or hereafter in use as
prescribed by the Supreme Court for the other courts of the
United States pursuant to law.10"

5. Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Prior to the promulgation of
federal rules, federal criminal procedure was no more than an unwieldy
conglomeration of common law practice, constitutional requirements, ad
hoc legislation, and references to state laws.'" Congress initially sought to
resolve difficulties regarding procedure after verdict, and in 1933 au-
thorized the Supreme Coitrt to devise rules for this area.'" In 1940,
Congress expanded the Court's authority by allowing it to draft rules for
criminal proceedings prior to and including the verdict.'" The resulting
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure became effective in 1946,107 and have
since been amended several times.'"

6. Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. In 1968, rules concerning
appeals were severed from those applicable to, trial procedure. A separate
set of Rules of Appellate Procedure was promulgated pursuant to an advi-
sory committee's recommendations.'"

7. Federal Rules of Evidence. In early years there had been consider-
able confusion about "whether given evidence questions were to be de-
cided in accordance with the Competency of Witnesses Act, the Rules of
Decision Act, the Conformity Act ... , or some other standard."'m It was
not until 1942 that the American Law Institute's Model Code of Evidence
was formally adopted, and not until 1953 that the Commissioners on Uni-
form State Laws promulgated the Uniform Rules of Evidence. Relying in
part on the availability of these models and on the need for clarification and
improvement of the federal law of evidence, critics increased pressure for
federal rules."' Shortly thereafter, a Special Committee on Evidence ap-
pointed in 1961"2 by the Chief Justice concluded that the rulemaking
"power conferred by . . . enabling acts of Congress, " "3 permitted prom-

103 28 U S.0 1 331 (1970). See also Clark. The Role of the Supreme Court in Federal
Ruleitfaking. 46 J. AM. JUD. Soc'y 250, 253 (1963).

104. HART & WECHSLER. supra note 50, at 667.
105 Act of February 24. 1933. ch. 119. 47 Stat. 904. as amended, Act of March 8, 1934.

ch. 49. 48 Stat. 399. reenacted, 18 U.S.C. 1 3772 (1970).
106 Act of June 29. 1940. ch 445. 54 Stat. 688, reenacted, 18 U.S.C. 1 3771 (1970).107. 327 U.S, 821 (1946).
108 See 96 S Ct , rule amendments at I (June I. 1976), 419 U.S. 1133 (1975), 416 U.S.

1001 (1974), 415 U S. 1056 (1974), 406 U S. 979 (1972). 401 U.S. 1025 (1971); 389 U.S. 1125
(1968), 383 U.S 1087 (1966). 350 U.S. 1017 (1956), 346 U.S. 941 (1954); 335 U.S. 917. 949
(1948).

109. 389 U.S. 063 (1968).
110 COMM ON ROLES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

OF THE UNITED STATES, A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE ADVISABILITY AND FEASIBILITY
OF DEVELOPING UNIFORM RULES OP EVIDENCE FOR THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS
3 (Feb 1962) (footnotes omitted) (hereinafter cited 15 PRELIMINARY REPORT ON EVIDENCE].

111 See, e g., Estes, The Need for Uniform Rules of Evidence in the Federal Courts. 24
F R D 331 (1960), Report of the Special Comm. on Uniform Evidence Rules for Fed. Cis. to
the House of Delegates. American Bar Association, 44 A.B.A.J. 1113 (1958), Green, The
Admissibility of Evidence Under the Federal Rules, 55 HARV. L. REV. 197. 225 (1941).

112. PRELIMINARY REPORT ON EVIDENCE. supra note 110, at 2.
113. Id. at 29 (emphasis added).
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ulgation of rules of evidence,"4 and recommended that the Supreme Court

formulate such rules."s The Federal Rules of Evidence were finally
approved by Congress in 1975, after years of work and controversy. Pro-
fessor Cleary has noted that "[t]he rules as finally enacted are the joint
product of the rulemaking process as evolved by the Supreme Court and

the legislative process as conducted by the two houses of the Congress.""6

In sum, the national rulemaking experience demonstrates no rigidity in

doctrine or practice. While changes in the process of rulemaking have often

lagged behind the need for change, lethargy more than ideology has been
responsible for outmoded practice in rulemaking. There are now clear
signals that further changes are needed in the way rules for courts are

developed.

III. IDEOLOGY SUCCUMBS TO PRACTICALITY:

COURTS AND LEGISLATURE BOTH HAVE A ROLE

IN RULEMAKING

As demonstrated above, the history of rulemaking at the federal level

shows a practical accommodation between the legislature and the courts.

There have been serious suggestions, however, that the legislature can
have no role in rulemaking. Generally this claim has been ignored by those
charged with the practical task of running government. Recent history in

New Jersey and elsewhere is instructive.

A. The New Jersey Experience

The New Jersey Supreme Court under Chief Justice Vanderbilt, relying

on a state constitutional provision granting rulemaking power to the

courts,'" took the position in Winberry v. Salisbury"s that its rulemaking

power was not subject to legislative control: a rule would stand even if it

were inconsistent with a subsequently adopted statute,"9 In support of its

position, the New Jersey court pointed to the "intolerable" conflict that

would result if its overruling of a statute by court-made rule were followed

114. Id. at 32 n.125, 35 n.138.
115. Id. at 48-54.
116. Cleary. Preface to FED R. EVID., at v (Federal Judicial Center ed. 1975).
117. N.J. CONST. an, VI. § 2. 1 3: "The Supreme Court shall make rules governing the

administration of all courts in the State and, subject to law, the practice and procedure in all
such courts.'

118. 5 N.I. 240. 74 A.2d 406, cert. denied. 340 U.S. 877 (1950).
119. Id. at 255. 74 A.2d at 414. The New Jersey court continues to cite Winberry with

approval. See American Trial Lawyers v. New Jersey Supreme Court, 66 N.J 258, 262. 330
A 2d 350. 352 (1974) (contingent fees), Columbia Lumber & Millwork Co. v New Jersey
Supreme Court, 12 N.J. 117. 95 A.2d 914 (1953) (Winberry applied to hold a statute in conflict
with a court rule invalid). The decision is examined in Kaplan & Greene. The Legislature's
Relation to Judicial Ruleollaking. An Appraisal of Winberry v. Salisbury, 65 HARV L REV,
234 (1951) and Pound, Procedure Under Rules of Court in New Jersey, 66 HARV. L. REV 28
(1952) For a discussion of issues raised by Winberry, see Levin & Amsterdam. Legislative
Control Over Judicial Rulemaking. .4 Problem in Constitutional Revision, 107 U. PA. L
REV. 1 (1958): Note, 27 RUTGERS L. REV. 345 (1974).
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by legislative readoption of the statute, and, in turn, judicial readoption of
the rule.'" But as Professor (now Judge) Kaplan and his associate, Greene,
have pointed out, the problem is not insoluble given the assumption "that
court and legislature will exhibit a decent amount of mutual respect and
tolerance."'"

The New Jersey position in Winberry is almost unique. Other courts
have taken what Kaplan and Greene refer to as "the circumspect ap-
proach"122 in working cooperatively with the legislature.123 The majority
approach seems the wiser one; so long as the legislature is not seeking to
destroy a court's power to act effectively, statutes should supersede rules.
The Anglo-American experience with rulemaking demonstrates no need for
the courts to have unfettered contra over procedure through rulemaking.
Should a legislature's acts deny due process or infringe other constitution-
ally protected rights, the courts have reserve adjudicative powers to strike
down the offending legislation.'"

There has been in the last fifty years "a growing recognition of the
soundness of the policy of vesting comprehensive rule-making power in the
courts, with accountability in the last analysis in the legislature."125 No
serious student of the subject would today accept Wigmore's thesis that the
legislature has no power to effect judicial procedure.'"

New Jersey's near-fiasco over rules of evidence shows why the ab-
solutist attitude of Justice Vanderbilt and a few others on the issue of
procedural rules cannot be sustained. In 1954, the Supreme Court of New
Jersey appointed an advisory committee to study the Uniform Rules of
Evidence which had just been approved by the American Bar Association.
That committee published its report in May, 1955, comparing the Uniform
Rules with existing New Jersey evidence law, making recommendations for
amendments, and calling for adoption."' In October of that year the
legislature appointed a special commission to study the Uniform Rules and
make recommendations. Its report was issued in November, 1956.1"

As a result of the conflict between the branches over whether the rules
should be adopted by the state supreme court pursuant to its constitutional
authority to regulate practice and procedure,' 9 or by the legislature in the

120. 5 N.J. at 244, 74 A.2d at 408.
121, Kaplan dc Greene, supra note 119, at 247.
122. Id, at 247 n.60.
123 See. e.g.. Grant v. Curtin. 71 A.2d 304 (Md. CL App. 1950).
124 See. e g , Sniadach v Family Finance Corp.. 395 U.S. 337 (1969) (statutory garnish-

ment proceedings invalid).
125. Kaplan dt Greene. supra note 119. at 251.
126 Wigmore. All Legislative Rules for Judiciary Procedure are Void Constitutionally,

23 ILL L REV 276 (1928), reprinted in 20 J. AM. Jur). Soc'v 159 (1936). See Pound. The
Rule Making Power of the Courts, 12 A.B.A.J. 599, 600 (1926).

127 REPORT OF THE COMM. ON THE REVISION OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE TO THE
SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY (1955).

128 REPORT OF THE COMM'N TO STUDY THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE
OF THE SENATE AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY (1956).

129 NJ. CONST. art. VI. ¢ 2, 13. The text of this provision is set forth in note 117
supra.
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form of a statute,"° action on the evidence rules was stalled for the next
several years. At the heart of this dispute, of course, was the position taken

by the court in Winberry.
After Chief Justice Vanderbilt died, his successor, Chief Justice Wein-

traub, met with legislative leaders to work out a practical compromise
Pursuant to their agreement, the New Jersey Evidence Act of 1960 was
adopted.'" The Act included the rules of privilege and a modified Dead
Man statute, and provided detailed procedures authorizing the supreme
court to adopt the remaining rules of evidence. One provision required that
proposed rules be presented, before adoption, to a judicial conference at
which the various courts and bar associations, the legislature, the Attorney
General, county prosecutors, law schools and "members of the Public"
would be represented."'

As part of the arrangement between the chief justice and legislative
leaders, the Supreme Court of New Jersey appointed a second advisory

committee in 1960. The rules proposed by the advisory committee were
adopted by the supreme court in 1964 to become effective, pursuant to the

provisions of the Act, in 1965.'33 However the legislature, through a series
of amendments, delayed the effective date to 1967.'34

It is interesting that after enactment of the rules of evidence the New
Jersey legislature created a "Permanent State Rules of Evidence Review

Commission," consisting of members of the legislature and private citi-

zens, to advise the legislature with respect to future proposed changes in
the rules.'" The Commission's title was later amended to substitute the

word "Court" for "Evidence,"136 suggesting that the Winberry case was
subject to still further erosion. In effect, New Jersey seems to be approach-

ing much the same practical balance in rulemaking as other American
jurisdictions, although commentators still talk of "complete" rulemaking

130. See. e.g., How Shall the Proposed Code of Evidence be Adopted. 78 N.J.L J 316
0955), Report on Manner of Adopting Proposed Evidence Code, 78 N.J.L.J. 349 (1955)
(reporting suggestion of Essex County Bar Association that the legislature, and Then the
court. adopt the same provisions as a way out of the impasse); Kean, An Analysis of the
Report of the Legislative Commission to Study the Improvement of the Law of Evidence, 79
N.J.L.J 473 (1956). Evidence Revision by Cooperation. 79 N.J.L.J. 496 (1956) (editorial
calling for cooperation). Vanderbilt Critical of Evidence Bill, 80 N J. Li 213 (1957): Bigelow
Urges Codification of Evidence Rule, 80 N.J.L.J 205 (1957), Statement by Josiah Stryker at
Legislative Hearing on Evidence Revision, 80 N.J.L.J. 211 (1957), Milton Submits Comments
on Evidence Revision, 80 N.J.L.J. 241 (1957), Codification of Evidence Law Favored by
Unanimous Vote, 80 N.J.L.J. 253 (1957), Statement of Milton T. Lasher, President, New
Jersey State Bar Association. Concerning the Proposed Evidence Code, 80 N.J L.J. 269
119571. See also Morgan, Practical Difficulties Impeding Reform in the Law of Evidence, 14
VAND. L. REV. 725, 736 (1961), Brooks, Evidence, 14 RUTGERS L. REV. 390, 391-92 (1960).

131. L. 1960, c. 52, p. 461, 1 33 (codified at N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-33 (West 1976)).
132. N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-34 (West 1976).
133. N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-35 (West 1976).
134. See generally L. 1965, c. 56.1 2, as amended by L. 1966, C. 184.1 2; L. 1967, c. 3, 1

1 (codified at N.J.S.A 2A: 84A-35 (West 1976).
135. L. 1968, c. 183, 1 1. eff. July 19. 1968 (codified at N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-39.1 (West

1976)).
136. L. 1970, c. 258, 1 2, eft'. Nov. 2, 1970 (codified at N.J.S.A. 2A:84439.1 (West

1976)).
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power not subject to subsequent action by the legislature,'" the concept is
essentially illusory.'"

B. Experience in Other States

Despite the untenability of the New Jersey position, courts still flex
their muscles occasionally, making extravagant claims of exclusive power
over rules.'39 An extreme example is provided by State v. Clemente,'" in
which the Connecticut Supreme Court struck down a statute granting
criminal defendants discovery rights equivalent to those provided by sec-
tion 3500 of title 18 of the United States Code, under the theory that the
legislature had no authority to make rules for the court. In a thorough
historical analysis of Connecticut cases, Professor Kay has termed the
decision to be of a "radical character. ""' He concludes:

[T]he best safeguard to the proper balance between the courts and
other departments of government lies in the responsibility of
judges to exercise restraint and temperance in deciding questions
touching upon their own power. In the assertion of exclusive and
supreme power over matters of practice and procedure, the Con-
necticut Supreme Court has failed in that responsibility.143

Apparently, the New Mexico Supreme Court has also taken this ex-
treme position recently. In Rule 501 of its Rules of Evidence the state
supreme court provides:

Except as otherwise required by constitution, and except as pro-
vided in these rules or in other rules adopted by the Supreme
Court, no person has a privilege. . . .143

Not only has the court thus abolished prior statutory privileges,'" but it

137. See, e.g.. Note, The Rule-Makin: Powers of the Illinois Supreme Court, 1965 U.
ILL. L.F. 903, 906.

138. Nevertheless, New Jersey courts retain more freedom than most to deal with
substantive issues through rulemaking rather than adjudication. Busik v. Levine, 63 N.J. 351,
307 A 2d 571 (1973), dismissed for want of a federal question, 414 U.S. 1106 (1973), noted in
27 RUTGERS L. REV. 345 (1974), a recent decision to control the substantive question of
prejudgment interest by rule, extends rulemaking power further than most authorities would
permit Criticizing this expansionist approach, Professor Lynch has called it "An Undue
Process " Lynch, The New Jersey Supreme Court and the Counsel Fees Rule. Procedure or
Substance and Remedy, 4 SETON HALL L. REV. 19; 421, 496 (1972-73).

139 See, e.g., Cohn v Borchard Affiliations, 30 App. Div. 2d 74, 289 N.Y.S.2d 771 (1st
Dept 1968), rev'd, 25 N Y.2d 237, 303 N.Y.S.2d 633 (1969)(provision governing dismissal for
failure to prosecute held invalid), noted in 43 N.Y.U. L. REV. 776 (1968), State v. Clemente,
166 Conn. 501, 353 A.2d 723, 727 (1974), strongly criticized in Kay, The Rule-Making
Authority and Separation of Powers in Connecticut, 8 CONN. L. REV. I (1975), State v,
Bridenhager, 257 Ind. 699, 707, 279 N.E.2d 794, 7% (1972); Newell v. State, 308 So 2d
71, 77 (Miss. 1975); State v. Smith, 84 Wash. 2d 498, 527 P.2d 674, 677 (1974).

140. 166 Conn. 501, 353 A.2d 723 (1974).
141. Kay, supra note 139, at 22.
142. Id. at 43.
143 N M. STAT ANN. 1 204-501 (Supp. 1975) (emphasis supplied). By contrast, FED.

R EVID 501 acknowledges the legislature's power, as do the rules of other states which use
the Federal Rules of Evidence as a model. See FLA. R. Evil). 50.501. ME. R. EVID. 501, NEV.
R. Sm. I 49.015; Wis. R. EVID. 905.01.

144. N.M. STAT. ANN. f 20-1-12(c) (1953) (accountant); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 20.1-
12 1 (1953) (news sources), N.M. STAT. ANN. f 54-11-39 (1953) (medical research), N.M.
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has apparently taken the position that even statutory privileges subse-
quently enacted by the legislature would be invalid."S

While it may sound like heresy to the staunch supporters of unfettered
judmal rulemaking,16 legislative control of procedure works fairly well
where there are broad-based, active, well-financed agencies to prepare the
necessary studies and legislation. Judge Tate has expressed such a view
regarding the Louisiana system,"7 where the legislature makes court rules:

The writer is not convinced that . . . a transfer of rule-making
powers [to the courts] is necessarily desirable at this time. On the
whole, with the able ministrations of the Law Institute and Judi-
cial Council and the respect shown by the legislature for these
law-improvement agencies, statutory rule-making has worked well
in Louisiana.'"

Even the most ardent supporters of rulemaking by the highest appellate
Uourt in the jurisdiction have had to concede that the power, when granted,
often goes unused.'"

Procedural reform in this country has never been the sole prerogative
of either legislature or courts. At times the courts have laid the framework
for reform, as in the late eighteenth century.'" At other times, during
periods of judicial stagnation, as in the middle nineteenth century, legisla-
tive enactments such as the Field Code have been the primary vehicles for
change)' During the greater part of this century the most striking reforms
have been achieved through court-made rulesmost notably the various
federal rules. Nonetheless, statutory changes have not been uncommon;
they have ranged from business entry exception statutes"' to the multiple
pro,..dural innovations of no-fault automobile liability statutes.'"

STAT. ANN. § 67-30-17 (1953) (certified psychologist). See Ammerman v. Hubbard Broad-
casting. Inc., N.M. . 551 P.2d 1354 (1976) (striking down newsperson's privilege).

145. This assumption is based upon conversations of the author with members of the
bench, bar and legislature of New Mexico. See also 2 I. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER. supra
note 19.1 501(06) (Supp. 1976).

146. See. e.g., Ashman. Measunng the Judicial RuleMaking Power, 59 J. AM. IUD.
Soc'Y 215 (1975).

147. Tate, The Rule-Making Power of the Courts in Louisiana, 24 LA. L. REV. 555, 568
(1964).

148. If rulemaking power were granted the courts, Judge Tate suggested that the legisla
cure retain general supervisory power. In the fours, a less progressive court system might
take too parochial a view of the regulation ofjudicial procedure, a matter which is after all the
concern of our entire people, not just of the bench and bar." Id.

149. See, e.g., Ashman. Measuring the Judicial RuleMaking Power, 59 J. AM. JuD.
SO( v 215. 219 (1975). For a full and excellent survey, see American Judicature Society. Uses
of the Judicial Rule-Making Power (1974) (mimeograph).

ISO. See Nelson. supra note 40. at 98.
151. See, e.g., C. CLARK, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF CODE PLEADING 17-19 (1928):

Pound, David Dudley Field. An Appraisal in DAVID DUDLEY FIELD. CENTENARY ESSAYS I
(19491. Cf. Kaplan & Greene, supra note 119, at 252 (discussing legislative reform in New
Jersey),

152. See, e.g.. N.Y. Civ. PRAC. LAW & R. § 4518, superseding N.Y. Cw. PRAC. ACT
374a (McKinney 1963). See also Act of June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 945. as amended, 28
U S.C. § 1732 (Supp. IV, 1974),

153. See. e.g., ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 73. 4§ 1065 150-.163 (SmithHurd 1965). repealed,
1976 III. Laws Pub. Act 78.1297, § 22, N.Y. INS. LAW §1 670-77 (McKinney Stipp. 1975), PA

STAT. ANN. tit. 40, §4 1009.101-.701 (Purdon Supp. 1976).
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In sum, some sort of role-sharing between courts and legislatures is
both necessary and beneficial. Where courts have insisted on exclusive
control over rulemaking, the practical results have not been useful.

IV. REFORMING NATIONAL RULEMAKING

A. Congressional Power to Delegate and Modify Terms of Delegation
In contrast to some of the states, the federal courts have recognized

that rulemaking is ultimately a legislative power residing in Congress,
although delegated in large measure to the courts. In upholding the validity
of the Process Acts,'" Chief Justice Marshall, writing for the SupremeCourt in Wayman v. Southard,155 recognized that an aspect of the Process
Act of 1792 concerned the power of courts to prescribe rules for proceed-
ings.'" Mr. Justice Marshall thus seemed to view the courts' rulemaking
power as descending by specific delegation from Congress rather than
deriving from an independent judicial authority to formulate procedural
rules."7

At one time it might plausibly have been argued that delegation to the
courts of such non-adjudicative functions as rulemaking was improper.
History has, as already noted, made that argument untenable.

Congress' position as possessor and delegator of the rulemaking power
is now assumed without question by the federal courts. The Supreme
Court in Sibbach v. Wilson & Co.,'" for example, simply asserted:

Congress has undoubted power to regulate the practice and pro-cedure of federal courts, and may exercise that power by delegat-ing to this or other federal courts authority to make rules notinconsistent with the statutes or Constitution of the United States.159

Since the mid- 1930's the rulemaking function has been delegated al-
most entirely to the courts; Congress' power over the area has been reduced
to a monitoring status. As a result of the Supreme Court's long-standing
acknowledgement of the congressional prerogative over rulemaking and the
extensive delegation of this function to the courts, the only questions that
have arisen concerning the rulemaking power involve the extent and pro-
priety of the delegation to the courts. The Supreme Court addressed these
issues in the Sibbach case.

In Sibbach. the Court was faced with a question of the validity of
certain Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; Congress had been given an

154. See text accompanying notes 63.67 supra.
155. 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 1 (1825).
156. Id. at 41.42.
157 See Beers v Houghton. 34 U S (9 Pet.) 329, 359.61 (1835), Bank of the UnitedStates v. Halstead. 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 51, 53 (1825).
158. 312 U.S. 1 (1941).
159. Id. at 9-10.

18-837 0 - 83 - 23
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opportunity to modify or veto these rules in accordance with the terms of
the Enabling Act of 1934, but had not done so. The Court held that even
though the Rules worked a major departure from past procedures, specific
congressional approval was not necessary:

The value of the reservation of the power to examine proposed
rules, laws and regulations before they become effective is well
understood by Congress. It is frequently, as here, employed to
make sure that the action under the delegation squares with the
Congressional purpose. Evidently the Congress felt the rule was
within the ambit of the statute as no effort was made to eliminate
it from the proposed body of rules, although this specific rule was
attacked and defended before the committees of the two Houses.
The Preliminary Draft of the rules called attention to the contrary
practice indicated by the Botsford case, as did the Report of the
Advisory Committee and the notes prepared by the Committee to
accompany the final version of the rules. That no adverse action
was taken by Congress indicates, at least, that no transgression of
legislative policy was found. We conclude that the rules under
attack are within the authority granted.'"

Justice Frankfurter, joined by Justices Black, Douglas, and Murphy, dis-
sented, stating in part:

Plainly the Rules are not acts of Congress and can not be treated
as such. Having due regard to the mechanics of legislation and the
practical conditions surrounding the business of Congress when
the Rules were submitted, to draw any inference of tacit approval
from non-action by Congress is to appeal to unreality. And so
I conclude that to make the drastic change that [the rule in ques-
tion] sought to introduce would require explicit legislation.' 61

The two views in the Sibbach case, then, present the dilemma result-
ing from the uncertain division of the rulemaking power between courts
and legislature. Rulemaking of necessity falls into a blurred area where

precise separation of the powers of the independent branches is inappro-

pnate. Inapplicability of strict separation of powers theory does not, how-
ever, require total abandonment of the concept in the context of rulemak-
mg. Experience with general powers of legislative delegation may supply
some helpful guidelines in striking a proper balance between the roles of
the courts and the legislature in rulemaking. The administrative agencies,
which assume legislative, executive and judicial roles, furnish one useful

analogy.
Under the traditional model of tripartite government, at least as formu-

lated by the framers of the Constitution, Congress is the source of policy-

making power. This is consonant with the fact that, of the three branches,

Congress bears the closest relationship to the peoplethe ultimate source

of power in any democracy. Under the doctrine of legislative delegation,

160. Id. at 15-16.
161. Id. at 18 (Frankfurter, J., dissenting).
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Congress defers to the expertise of a delegate body, allowing it to act as a
legislature in a particular area, under the general policy formula dictated by
Congress An outmoded theory of constitutional limits on legislative dele-
gation held that if Congress failed to outline a sufficiently specific policy in
the legislation creating the delegate body, the delegation failed and the acts
of the delegate body were void.'" Largely because the courts abused this
doctrine, using it to throttle economic and social legislation in the 1930's,'63
the theory of constitutional limits on delegation has been generally ignored
or given mere lip service for several decades.16' As one commentator has
recently noted, this refusal by the courts to insist that Congress' policy-
making role be preserved, coupled with Congress' own failure to assert its
role, has contributed to one of the major governmental developments of
recent times: a dramatic expansion of the powers of the executive branch
(exercised largely through a myriad of semi-independent agencies), and a
correspondingly drastic decline in the power of the legislative branch.'"

It may be that the courts still have a role to play in restoring to some
degree the balance between executive and legislature, and that revival of
the doctrine of constitutional limits on legislative delegation would be
appropriate. Just as this doctrine may retain utility in the area of legislative
policy control over the executive, it may also be useful in those areas in
which the legislature supervises activities of the judicial branch. The posi-
tion of Chief Justice Marshall in Wayman v. Southard'66 remains valid
today: the rulemaking power of the courts is properly viewed as a legisla-
tive delegation.

It follows from this view that Congress should at least have the option
of establishing basic policy guidelines for court rules. Thus, the practice of
submitting proposed court rules for congressional approval or modification
seems altogether appropriate; such a process conforms to the basic tenets
of delegation theory.

It would be a mistake, however, for Congress to insist on reviewing
proposed rules in minute detail. Rulemaking is delegated so that Congress
may profit from the expvtise of courts and specialists in areas of litigation
procedure w'th which they are far more conversant than Congress. Unless

162 See. e,g Yakus v United States. 321 U.S. 414. 426 (1944). Panama Refining Co. v.
Ryan. 293 U S 388. 415. 421. 430(1935). United States v. Chicago, Md.. St. P. & Pac. R.R.,
282 U S 311. 324 (1931), Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) I. 41.43 (1825).

163 Schechter Poultry Corp v United States. 295 U.S. 495 (1935), Panama Refining
Co v Ryan. 293 U S 388 (1935) For a discussion of Schechter the "sick chicken" litigation,
see BELLUSH, THE FAILURE OF THE NRA 168-70 (1975).

164 On the difficulties of defining constitutional limitations on the congressional delega-
tion power. see 1 K DAvis. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE I 2.01-.06 (1958); Jaffe, An
Essay on Delegation of Legislative Power. 47 CoLum. L. REV. 359. 561 (1947).

165 See Gewirtz, The Courts. Congress and Executive Policy-Making. 39 L. & CON-
TEMP PROS (1976) (in publication). See generally A. SCHLESINGER, JR., THE IMPERIAL
PRESIDENCY (1973): Freedman, Crisis and Legitimacy in the Administrative Process. 27

STAN. L. REV. 1041 (1975)
166. 23 U S. (10 Wheat.) I (1825). See text accompanying note 155 supra.
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Congress confines Itself to the basic policy issues concerning the proposals
submitted to it, the ends sought to be achieved by the delegation will be

undercut.
The problem, of course, is to distinguish basic policy from mere detail.

A few guidelines can be suggested. First, congressional review of the
initial draft of a set of rules and of the new policies they reflect will
generally be more appropriate than review of the occasional subsequent
amendments, which usually only round out an existing policy framework.

Only where new amendments depart sharply from already approved poli-

cies does congressional scrutiny seem desirable."'
Second, Congress should scrutinize rules and amendments that may

have a substantive effect more carefully than those that will probably have

a technical or procedural effect.'6f
Third, while many rules have substantive effect, some such rules seem

more fitting for review than others. For example, court rules which would
impair the ability of particular individuals to obtain a full hearing or to
present evidence adequately would seem particularly appropriate for con-
gressional scrutiny.''' Public hearings at the drafting stage should help to

reveal such areas of concern.
Obviously, any list of priorities for congressional review must be

tentative. The effectiveness of the rulemaking mechanism under a delega-

tion system depends heavily on the wisdom of Congress in exercising a
considered restraint, absent this, the expertise of the various advisory

committees will be almost valueless. Nonetheless, the delegation theory
properly requires that congressional power to review be recognized. His-

torically, as already noted, such a balanced rulemaking process has proved

effective.
If Congress is to exercise restraint, so, too, must the courts. Where

substantial substantive policies are at stake or fundamental jurisdictional

issues are raised, the courts should refrain from treating the matter by
rules, but should, through the Judicial Conference or groups such as the
American Bar Association, seek appropriate legislation. In retrospect, for

example, it probably was a mistake for the Supreme Court and the Advi-

sory Committee on Evidence to attempt to force uniform privilege rules on

the federal courts.'" These proposals caused a furor in Congress which

167 In this regard, congressional review of the new Federal Rules of Evidence, particu-
larly as they affect privileges. FED R. Eva>. 501, and of amendments to the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure involving plea bargaining, FED R. Cram P 11(e), would be appropriate

168 While it was not clear at the time of their adoption, amendments to the class action

rules of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, FED. R. Cm. P. 23, probably fall within the

former category.
169 Proposals dealing with habeas corpus proceedings might fall into this category
170 See 21 WEINsTED4 & M BERGER, supra note 19,'4 501(01), See also Developments

.n the LawClass Actions. 89 HARV L. REV 1319, 1357-59. 1628-44 (1976) (criticism of use
of rulemaking power to modify the class action rule where the result may be major substantive
impacts) The Hari and Lau Retail, discussion illustrates well the complexrelationship among
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rightly believed that they involved substantive policies. Similarly, reduc-
tion of jury size from twelve to six, discussed below in connection with
local rules, should not have been accomplished through rules. Yet, the
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Judicial Conference
of the United States is now circulating a Proposed Rule 35.1 of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, providing defendants with the right to appeal
from sentences they consider too harsh.'" While appellate review of sen-
tences seems to the author sound, there appears to be no basis in statutory
authority or in the history of the courts of appeals warranting such exten-
sion of jurisdiction through exercise of the rulemaking authority.'" Ap-
peals are covered by statute,'" and the matter of sentencing review ought
to be handled by statute as well, since it involves a substantial extension of
the jurisdiction of the courts of appeals. Congress would have to consider
the desirability of the rule and, if it were adopted, would need to add
substantial personnel to the courts so that the new jurisdiction could be
effectively exercised. The judgments in this area are not easy, particularly
since excessive restraint may result in neither Congress nor the courts
taking the necessary initiative.

B. Requirement of Public Deliberation

Inherent in the concept of delegation is the notion that it will be
exercised by the body receiving the power within the legislative tradition of
open and public deliberation. The 1973 Commission on Standards of Judi-
cial Administration of the American Bar Association specifically noted that
appropriate procedure should involve "opportunity on the part of members
of the public and the bar to suggest, review and make recommendations
concerning proposed rules."'" and that "the participation of judges.
lawyers, 1',,..11 scholars, and legislators in deliberations concerning the
rules, the provision of staff assistance for research and drafting, and circu-
lation of proposals for scrutiny and comment before their adoption" are
desirable.'" Most states utilize expert advisory groupoften judicial con-

various statutes and rules and the dangers involved when neither courts nor legislature take
the initiative to resolve tangled substantiveprocedural problems.

171 Letter to the Bench and Bar'. from the Chairman and the Secretary of the Comm.
on Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the United States (Sept. 30,
1976)

172 Cf Dorszynski v United States, 418 U.S. 424, 431 (1974) ( "once It is determined
that a sentence is within the limitations set forth in the statute under which it is imposed,
appellate review is at an end"). But cf. COMM. ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE OF
THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES. ADVISORY COMM. NOTE TO PROPOSED
Rut E 15 I. at S (Sept 19'6) (finding rulemaking authority in present power of the courts of
appeals to review sentences) If this rulemaking power exists, however, it is almost never
utilized

173 See, e g , 18 U.S.C, f 3731 (1970). 28 U.S.C. § 1291 (1970). 28 U.S.C. § 2106 (1970).
174 ABA COMM ON STANDARDS OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, STANDARDS RELAT-

ING TO COURT ORGANIZATION 63 (Tent. Draft 1973).
175. Id. at 64. See also, e.g.. Sunderland. supra note 97, at 33.
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ferences and councils""to help draft statewide rules.'" Such groups
often provide an opportunity for the bar and other interested parties to
suggest changes."' In addition, the effective date of new rules is usually
set sufficiently far after promulgation to allow objections to be raised and
hearings to be held.'"

Typical of the operation of such an expert body was the work of the
California Law Revision Commission in the adoption of the California
Rules of Evidence. The Commission's task was to prepare drafts for
consideration by the legislature. It drew assistance from law professors
who prepared the nezessary research studies and it provided for publica-
tion and wide discussion of its preliminary proposals before submitting
them for legislative scrutiny."° The rules ultimately adopted by the legisla-
ture were the end result of this process."

The work of the new York State Committee to Advise and Consult
with the Judicial Conference on the CPLR provides another example of the
manner in which a body of expertise is utilized in rulemaking.'" The
Committee, which reports to the New York Judicial Conference,'" has
modest appropriations with which it commissions studies by law professors
on an ad hoc basis. The New York Civil Practice Law and Rules is subject
to constant revision.'" Under the New York practice, although statewide

176. J. Parness & C. Korbakes, A Study of the Procedural Rule-Making Power in the
United States. app. III (Am. Judicature Soc'y, Aug. 1973) (mimeograph).

177. A. VANDERBILT, MINIMUM STANDARDS OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 128-29

(1949).
178, ADVISORY COMM. ON PRACTICE & PROCEDURE. THIRD PRELIMINARY REPORT.

N Y. LEO Doc. No. 17, at 833 n.4I (1959).
179 The probability of obtaining a change after promulgation, however, like the chance

of securing a rehearing, is slight because of the reluctance of most courts to acknowledge their

errors.
180. CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMM.N, RECOMMENDATION PROPOSING AN EVI-

DENCE CODE 3.8 (1965).
181. Id. at 3.4 (1965). See generally 6 CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMM.N, REPORTS.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND STUDIES 1962-1964, CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMM.N, REC-

OMMENDATION PROPOSING AN EVIDENCE CODE (1965). See also B. WITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE 3f 5.6 (2d ed. 1966).

An instructive contrast to the operation of the California Law Revision Commission is

seen in the functioning of the California Judicial Council, which has some limited powei to
make procedural rules. See B. WITKIN. 1 CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE ff 119-20. 52-53. 126-31
(2d ed. 1970). The Council apparently does not publish, its rules in advance of adoption to
permit criticisma failing which has been a source of irritation to the bar. Id.

182. ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK, 19 ANN. REP. A-27. LEG. Doc: No. 90 (1974).

183. The New York Judicial Conference consists of the chief judge of the New York
State Court of Appeals as chairman, the four presiding justicesone from each of the four
departments. and judges representing the Surrogates Courts. County Courts. Court of Claims,
Family Court. Criminal Court of the City of New York and Civil Court of the City of New
York, The following ex- officio Members by statute attend meetings of the Conference and
make recommendations. the Chairman and the ranking minority member of the Judiciary
Committees of the Senate and of the Assembly and the Chairman and ranking minority
member of the Codes Committees of the Senate and Assembly The State Administrator. who
acts as Secretary. is assisted by the counsel. administration officer and extensive staff
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

16 ANN. REP. 9-10, A-2 to A-11, LEO. Doc. No, 90 (1971).
184. See. e.g., Judicial Conference of the State of New York, Report to the 1976

Legislature in Relation to the Civil Practice Law and Ruks and Proposed Amendments
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rules are promulgated by the Judicial Conference, subject to veto by the
legislature, much of the initiative for drafting changes in the statutes as well
as the rules comes from the Committee to Advise and Consult.igs The
system works fairly comfortably, although it would appear to be extremely
awkward.

Recognition that judicial rulemaking must be a public process is heal-
thy. When courts assume a legislative role, they also should exercise the
restraints that properly accompany that role. Public deliberations are a
basic safeguard to insure that the legislative process is fair and informed.
Professors Leo Levin and Anthony Amsterdam have summarized the
position well:

The whole aim of the balance of powers . . . is the creation of a
scheme whereby the courts may maintain an effective, flexible
and thorough-going control over their own administration and
procedure, with the possibility of ultimate le?islative review in
cases where important decisions of public policy are necessarily
involved. This is the aim of safe efficiency: Immediately practical,
fundamentally democratic."6

C. Possible Supreme Court as Delegee of the Rulemaking Power

If delegation is possible and desirable, to whom may the power of
rulemaking be delegated? The delegee should be chosen in a way that
makes institutional sense, that seems meet in an historical framework, and
that does no violence to our conceptions of separation of powers. From
what has already been said, it is obvious that the Supreme Court and the
individual lower courts could properly be delegated the responsibility of
rulemaking. So, too, could an assembly of judges such as the United States
Judicial Conference, or a committee appointed by judges and approved by
Congress. While Congress has great latitude in delegating power, however,
it cannot ignore the propdseparation of roles of the executive, legislature,
and courts.'" It would, for example, seem improper today to delegate
rulemaking power to the President or even to an executive agency such as
the Department of Justice.

While it is clearly possible for Congress to delegate primary responsi-

Adopted Pursuant to Section 229 of the Judiciary Law (Feb. I, 1976) (mimeograph) (studies
and recommendations on. inter aka, notice of claim, attachment. replevin, arrest, and receiv-
ership, videotaping depositions, direct actions against liability insurance carriers).

185 Advice to the Judicial Conference is given by the Committee to Advise and Consult
with the Judicial Conference on the C.P.L.R., consisting of leading members of the bar andlaw teaching profession The recommendations of this group are based upon extensivestudies, usually prepared by law professors Its recommendations are generally followed by
the Conference in amendments to the rules of the C.P.L.R. and, often, by the legislature in
proposals to amend sections of the C.P.L.R. and related statutes. See, e.g., ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 16
ANN. REP. A-28 to A-49. LEG. Doc. No. 90 (1971).

186. Levin & Amsterdam. supra note 119. at 42.
187. See Buckley v. Valeo. 424 U.S. I. 120-24 (1976).
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Imlay for rulemaking to the Supreme Court, certain practical objections of

considerable persuasiveness have been raised concerning such delegation

These will be considered in the following section.

D. Practical Objections to the Exercise of Rulemaking Power by the

Supreme Court

In 1944 Justice Frankfurter opposed the adoption of the Federal Rules

of Cnminal Procedure on the ground that the Supreme Court would be
unable to evaluate them effectively in view of its distance from the realities

of day-to-day district court trial proceedings." He also believed that it

was undesirable for the Court to appear, through the issuance of rules, to

prejudge Issues that might come before it in litigation.'" Justice Black also

opposed, but without explanation, the adoption of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure. Justices Black and Douglas objected not only to par-

ticular sets of rules, but to the rulemaking process in general.'" In oppos-

ing the 1963 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and
recommending that rulemaking be carried out by the Judicial Conference,

they stated:

We believe that while some of the Rules of Civil Procedure are
simply housekeeping details, many determine matters so sub-
stantially affecting the rights of litigants in lawsuits that in practi-
cal effect they are the equivalent of new legislation which, in our

188. Rules of Criminal Procedure. Order. 323 U.S. 821, 822 (1944) (memorandum of

Frankfurter. .1.)
In general, the changes made by the Supreme Court in the Rules forwarded to it have

been miniscule Perhaps the best known of the Court's infrequent modifications was the

elimination of the work product rule proposed in 1946 by the Advisory Committee on the Civil
Rules See 4 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE c 26.63161. at 26-383 (2d ed 1976). Since the issue

was posed by a case pending before it. "the Court declined to adopt the amendment,

preferring to handle the matter by decision." id at 26-386. in Hickman v Taylor. 329 U S 495
(1947). The Hickman doctrine was ultimately embodied in Rule 26(b) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure by the 1970 amendments, See 8 WRIGHT & MILLER. FEDERAL PRACTICE AND

PROCEDURE' CIVIL §§ 2022, 2023 (1970).
Another significant modification effected by the Court occurred in connection with its

action on the Federal Rules of Evidence. It was assumed by members of the Advisory
Committee on Evidence that the major reason the Court returned for further study the first
proposals for the new Rules of Evidence transmitted to it 13} the Judicial Conference was that
it was evenly split on the definition of a 'representative of the client" in the area of
attomey-cheni privilege This split was reflected in its inability either to adopt or to reject the
definition in Harper & Row. Publishers. Inc v. Decker. 423 F.2, '37 (7th Cir 1970). aff'd by

equally divided court, 400 U.S 348 (1971). which rejected the restrictive "control It;,t

See the history of the provision in 2 I. WEINSTEIN & M BERGER. supra note 19. 5031011, at

503-14 and 4' 503(6)104, at 503.44 The next version forwarded to the Supreme Court and the
one adopted by it omitted this definition. Id. There were. of course, many other changes in the

new draft
In the areas both of work product and privilege. contemporaneous litigation had appar-

ently sharpened the Court's awareness of the subtleties involved, making it less eager to

adopt categorical rules.
189 Rules of Criminal Procedure, Order. 323 U.S 821. 822 (1944).

190 See. e.g 368 U S 1012 (1961) (amendments to FED R. Civ. P ); 374 U S 865
(1963) (amendments to FED R Cry P ) (statement of Black and Douglas. 33 ): 383 U S
1031. 1032 (1966) (amendments to FED R Civ P ) (Black. J.. dissenting). 383 U S 1089
(1966) (amendments to FED R CRIM P) (Douglas. J , dissenting in part); 398 U S 979
(1970) (amendments to FED. R. Civ, P.). 401 U.S. 1019 (1971) (amendments to FED R Civ

P., FED R, CRIM. P,. FED. R, APP.. P,).
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judgment, the Constitution requires to be initiated in and enacted
by the Congress and approved by the President. The Constitution,
as we read it, provides that all laws shall be enacted by the House,the Senate, and the President, not by the mere failure of the
Congress to reject proposals of an outside agency. . . .. . . .

Instead of recommending change to the present rules, we recom-
mend that the statute authorizing this Court to prescribe Rules
of Civil Procedure, if it is to remain a law, be amended to
place the responsibility upon the Judicial Conference rather thanupon this Court.. .. It is . .. [the Conference and its Committees]
who do the work, not we, and the rules have only our imprimatur.
. . . Transfer of the function to the Judicial Conference would
relieve us of the embarrassment of having to sit in judgment on the
constitutionality of rules which we have approved and which asapplied in given situations might have to be declared invalid."'
In response to Justices Frankfurter, Douglas, and Black, the Supreme

Court maintained that "[t]he fact that this Court promulgated the rules as
formulated and recommended by the Advisory Committee does not fore-
close consideration of their validity, meaning or consistency. "t92 The argu-
ment that the Court remains completely free in fact to reconsider judicially
the rules it has adopted legislatively is not supported by the history of
judicial review of rules.

In Hanna v. Plumer,'" for example, the Court was called upon to
determine whether Rule 4(d)(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as
applied in a diversity action, ran afoul of the Constitution, the Enabling
Act, or the holding of Erie v. Tompkins."' The Court, in upholding the
validity of the rule against these challenges, relied in large part upon the
bootstrap argument that adoption of the rule by the Court, and acquies-
cence by Congress, had created a presumption of validity:

When a situation is covered by one of the Federal Rules, the
question facing the court is a far cry from the typical, relatively
unguided Erie choice: the court has been instructed to apply the
Federal Rule, and can refuse to do so only if the Advisory Com-
mittee, this Court, and Congress erred in their prima facie judg-ment that the Rule in question transgresses neither the terms of
the Enabling Act nor constitutional restrictions.'"

The central issue posed by the case, howeverwhether Rule 4(d)(1) is
substantive or procedural for purposes of Erie and of the Enabling Act
had never been considered by the Court or Congress in the context of a
concrete fact situation during the course of the rulemaking process. Thus,
the Court's bootstrapping hardly measured up to the level of neutral analy-

191 374 U S at 865-66, 869.70 (amendments to FED. R. Civ. P.) (statement of Black andDouglas, .1.1.).
192. Mississippi Publishing Corp. v. Murphree, 326 U.S. 438, 444 (1946).
193. 380 U.S. 460 (1965).
194. 304 U.S. 64 (1938).
195. 380 U.S. at 471.
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sis that should be expected of the Supreme Court; the Court had, in effect,
legislatively predetermined the issue by adopting the rule.

Hart and Wechsler summarize this dilemma by commenting that, "Rio

a significant extent, Hanna remits important Erie issues from the Court as

a decider of cases to the Court (and its advisers) as a promulgator of
rules."196 The Court, then, may have taken a position on Erie issues

which, as Justice Harlan points out in his concurrence in Hanna, involve

constitutional questions basic to the federal system,'" with neither the

traditional legislative nor adjudicative safeguards. It may legitimately be

asked whether the result in Hanna would have been the same if a district

court had adopted the rule and the Supreme Court's own power, prestige

and wisdom had not been at stake.'"
The secrecy which normally enshrouds the deliberations of the Su-

preme Court has given rise to another objection to its role in rulemaking.

The legitimacy of rules, like that of any legislation, stems in large part from

public access to the reasoning of the decision-makers; the Court's secrecy

poses a threat to this legitimacy. An example of the problem occurred
when the Court modified the informer privilege provided under the Federal

Rules of Evidence so as to favor the government's position.'9 The failure

of the Court to offer any explanation for the change did nothing to allay the

suspicions of some that it had been influenced by the Attorney General's

views, which had not been fully accepted by the Advisory Committee.'"
The impenetrability of the Court's decisionmaking process contrasts with

the openness of congressional procedures, under which hearings, reports

and floor debates generally permit the reasons for important changes to be

inferred, even if they are not explicit.
A third, and potentially quite serious, objection to rulemakirc, by the

Court concerns the dangers posed by congressional criticism of Court-
made rules. Such criticism creates an unnecessary conflict between the

Court and Congress and reduces the Court's prestige and reputation for

unbiased independence.
Finally, the flexibility of the Supreme Court in balancing a variety of

constitutional, statutory and other factors is inhibited by its having adopted

rules. The point is illustrated by Chief Judge Lumbard's forceful argument

196, HART & WECHSLER, supra note 50, at 748.
197, 380 U.S. at 474 (Harlan. J., concurring).
198. See generally 2 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 19, 1 501(011.
Hanna was strongly relied upon by the Advisory Committee in charge of drafting the

Federal Rules of Evidence, and many commentators concluded that the Court could do
whatever it wished in adopting these rules. Advisory Committee Note to Rule 501, in Id
Hanna's force has not been reduced by congressional revision of the Federal Rules of
Evidence to eliminate rules of pnvdege. Congress did not overrule Hanna; it merely de-
termined, on policy grounds, that rules of pnvilege should not be adopted through rule-
making at this time.

199. 2 J. WEiNSTEW 6c M. BERGER, supra note 19.1 510(011.
200. Id.. 1 510(01]. at 510-17 to 510-18, 1 510(06], 1 510(07].
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that extrajudicial rulemaking rather than the Mtranda decision On effect a
set of Court-made rules) should have dealt with in-custody interrogation."'
He argued- rules rather than a constitutionally-based decision might have
been amended more easily; some experimentation with other techniques
was desirable, and rules would have permitted this, rulemaking would have
permitted full consideration of the views of other federal and state judges,
members of the bar, law enforcement officers and others; the Amencan
Law Institute's then eighteen-month-old drafting project on a pre-
arraignment code could have provided a more sophisticated draft covering
more of **the many problems which follow in the wake of so complete a
break with the past;-202 and promulgation with an effective date in the
future could have eliminated the problem of frustrating prosecutions in
process.

All the advantages cited by Judge Lumbard would accrue if the rules
were adopted by another judicial agency, with the Supreme Court retaining
the right to depart from such rules where it believed the Constitution
required different state standards, or where congressional statutes or the
Courts power to control lower federal courts required modifications to
meet special problems not foreseen or adequately dealt with by the
rulemakers The Court would not be inhibited in criticizing such rules since
It did not promulgate them. The Court's input into the complex of lawmak-
ing through adjudication could be reflected in subsequent amendments to
the rules The Court would thus stand above and apart from lawmaking,
doing what it does best: considering a complex of constitutional provisions,
statutory amendments, rules, prior decisions and changing societal and
institutional needs in the context of particular problems presented in an
adversarial setting. When, in contrast, the Court adopts rules almost
blindlyas it mustthe risk is,considerable that it will needlessly sap two
of its great institutional strengthsflexibility and dispassionate decision-
making.

To summarize, at the present time the disadvantages to Supreme Court
rulemaking seem to outweigh the advantages. First, since the members of
the Court have less actual experience with details of lower court practice
than any other judges, their judgment in such matters is apt to be less
reliable: therefore they must, in the main, follow recommendations made to
them Second, the Court's prior adoption of rules substantially reduces its
ability to evaluate independently whether such rules are consistent with
federal statutes and with the Constitution when these issues are raised on
appeal As a result, important issues do not receive the constitutional
scrutiny they merit. Third, where rules adopted by the Court are later

201 Lumbard. Cnminal Justice and the Rule-Making Power, Address to Conference ofChief Justices in Honolulu tAug. 3. 1967) (mimeograph).
202, Id. at 9.
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rejected by Congressas were the privilege provisions in the Proposed

Rules of Evidence203the Court has, in effect, rendered an advisory

opinion which will inevitably guide the lower courts, thus departing un-

necessarily from theoretical judicial doctrine. Finally, congressional criti-

cism of the Court's exercise of rulemaking power is costly to the Court as

an institution.'"
The underlying point remains that the Supreme Court as a body has

never challenged Congress' ultimate authority over rulemaking, even
though the execution of this function has increasingly fallen to the courts.

Historical precedent also makes it clear that Congress has the power to

modify the way rulemaking is carried out. Since practical rather than

ideological considerations have determined rulemaking procedures, Con-

gress and the courts should not hesitate to consider further modifications in

the process. isio tradition or vested interest prevents a fresh look at the

matter, the primary considerations that should dictate the nature of
changes are practical ones.

E. Proposals for Modifying the National Rulemaking Process

The current American solution to the placement of rulemaking power

resembles the British solution.'" authority is balanced between legislative

and judicial branches, with fundamental responsibility delegated to a judi-

cial offshoot, the Judicial Conference (and its attendant advisory commit-

tees). The Conference draft is theoretically subject to revisions by the
Supreme Court, and Congress reserves power to set aside or revamp any

provisions. This is a relatively recent division of responsibilities and has

worked fairly well, although it shows some signs of weakness.

What is plain from the discussion to this point is that there are serious

problems with present rulemaking procedure. Professor Lesnick has sum-

marized special areas of concern:

The lack of sufficiently widespread input by all segments of
the legal profession and by the public, as a result of the procedures
by which the Judicial Conference and the advisory committees
reporting to it draft rules and recommend them to the Supreme
Court.

The relative unrepresentativeness of the advisory commit-
tees and the excessive centralization of authority in a single indi-
vidual, the chief justice.

The inappropriateness of utilization of the Supreme Court
as the official promulgator of the rules.

The lack of a meaningful mode of congressional review that
does not undermine the rulemaking process itself.206

203 See text accompanying note 170 supra.
204. See also Goldberg. The Supreme Court. Congress, and Rules of Evidence. 5 SETON

HALL L. REV. 667 (1974) (cnticism by former Justice Goldberg).
205 See note 37 supra.
206 Lcsmck. The Federal Rule-Making Process A Time for Re-examination. 61

A.B A.J 579-80 (1975). For further discussion, see Hearings on Proposed Amendments k,
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Lesnick's first three recommendations for change" based on hts critique
are generally quite sound:

1. Judicial Conference procedures should be made more open andshould be published.
2. The composition of the advisory committees should be more
representative. . . .20$
3. The assignment of a rule-promulgating role to the Supreme
Court is unwise and inappropriate and should be re-examined.

Professor Lesnick also makes a number of suggestions regarding Con-
gress' role in rulemaking. At present, rules of evidence do not take effect
until one hundred and eighty days after they have been reported by the
Chief Justice.'" Either house may reject or defer an amendment.'" Any
amendment "creating, abolishing, or modifying a privilege," must be ap-
proved by an act of Congress and thus must go to the President for signa-
ture.'" Other rules become effective ninety days after being reported to
Congress and require an act of Congress for deferral or modification,'"
except that criminal rules on "Procedure after verdict" need not be re-
ported to Congress.'" There is no persuasive reason why all this national
rulemaking power should not be exercised in the same way and be subject
to the same control by Congress.

Some of Professor Lesnick's suggestions would help to achieve that
end He would double the ninety-day period of delay to permit Congress a
more realistic amount of time to consider the rules.21' Congress needs
more time than it now has for review of rules; yet it is still desirable to
place some limit on the period so that necessary changes will not be put off
indefinitely while Congress addresses itself to more pressing matters.
Moreover, Professor Lesnick is on firm ground in objecting to the fact that
one house alone may block changes. This creates "a real danger .. . of a
prolonged stalemate. . . ."2"

Professor Lesnick's last point seems more doubtful if it implies de-

Federal Rules of Crim' rrotdure Before the Subcomm. on Criminal Justice of the House
Comm on the Judiciary, 93d Cont, . 2d Sess 197-209 (1974) (statement by H. Lesnick on
behalf of Washington Council of Lawyers) thereinafter cited as Criminal Procedure Hearings).

207 Lesnick. supra note 206. at 580-83.
208 The further point that Professor Lesnick makes, that "the appropriateness of the

extreme centralization of authority in the chief justice should be examined." seems more
doubtful The present Chief Justice, Warren Burger, has devoted an enormous amount of
energy to improving judicial administration. The author's observations of his work in anumber of committees and at various official meetings suggests that the Chief Justice's
leadership role has been useful and that this aspect of his work should not be limited. See
Weinstein, The Role of the Chief Judge in a Modern System of Justice, 28 REC. OF THE Ass't4
OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF N.Y. 291 (1973).

209 28 U.S.C. 9 2076 (Supp. V 1975).
210 Id.
211 Id See 5 J WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER. supra note 19. at 1102.4 to 1102.13 for thehistory of this provision.
212. 18 U.S C. § 3771 (1970); 28 U.S.C. §§ 2072. 2075 (1970).
213. 18 U.S.C. § 3772 (1970).
214, Lesnick, supra note 206. at 583 (1975).
215, Id. at 584,
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tailed congressional revision of all proposed rules: "A workable mode of

genuine congressional review needs to be devised."2'6
Generally, the author believes that review by Congress should avoid

attention to procedural details of court practice.'" So long as the rules
themselves are adopted by a judicial body with full legislative protections,
including public participation in hearings, full notice of all changes, and
adequate justification of rulemaking decisions,'" there is no need to repeat
hearings or to delay needed improvements in court practice. If a matter
becomes important enough for detailed congressional intervention, legisla-

tion is probably desirable, with formal participation by both houses and the

President.'"
The present Chief Justice of the United States apparently favors more

effective coordination between the advisory committees, the Supreme Court
and congressional committees in the drafting of proposed rules.," The
author does not care for the suggestion that all three branches of govern-

ment participate in detailed drafting of the rules, through an independent
commission or otherwise."' The legislature is sufficiently involved by

216. Id. at 583.
217. See also Hungate, supra note 16, at 1207 ("we should accord a healthy respect to

any amendment proposed by the Supreme Court."). For an attack and defense of con-
gressional action in the field of evidence, compare Copeland, Who's Making the Rules Around
Here Anyway?, 62 A.B.A.J. 663 (1976) with Dennis, We're Making the Rules, 62 A.B.A.J
1072 (1976).

218. See. e.g.. Evidence Hearings, supra note 8, at 168 (statement of C.R. Halpern and
G. T. Frampton, Jr.), Criminal Procedure Hearings, supra note 206, at 203 (statement of H.
Lesnick).

219. An example is the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, 18 U.S.C. II 3161-74 (Supp. V,
1975), Pub. L. No. 93.619, adopted after Rule 50(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-
dure had dealt with the same problem. The Act is discussed in connection with local rules at
notes 266.71 and accompanying text infra. Since no speedy trial rule will work unless the
courts are granted the personnel to make the rule a reality, congressional expression on the
policy of speedy tnals was desirable. It is noteworthy, however, that while Congress was
quick to embrace the concept of speedy trials, it has been slow to supply the new judges
needed to effectuate the policy.

220. Judge Thomsen, in presenting to the House subcommittee the proposed amendments
to the new criminal rules, conveyed this message:

I am authorized to say that the Chief Justice, as well as members of the standing
committee, believe it would be wise to have a closer relationship with members of
the appropriate congressional committees while proposed rules are being discussed
by the several advisory committees and by the standing committee of the Judicial
Conference. Perhaps a member of your committee and a member of the appropriate
Senate Committee, or someone from your respective staffs, might serve as members
of the standing committee and of each of the advisory committees, or might attend
meetings of those committees and comment on each proposal, as a representative of
the Department of Justice sometimes is asked to do. . . .

Criminal Procedure Hearings. supra note 206, at 5,
Mr. Hungate, the Chairman, responded in part:
We will certainly call to the attention of Chairman Rodino your suggestions concern-
ing the possibility of a closer liaison between the Congress and the Judicial Confer-
ence.

If I might inteuect at this point, I suppose that what happens with the rules of
evidence will influence the nature of the liaison. If nothing happens, and nothing
happens by the first of next August, we may have learned a lessonCongress is
indeed not capable to deal with these problems. I should point out however, that until
recently the Congress has, more or less by default, let slide a responsibility that does
belong to it.

Id at 6.
221, In support of the suggestion of an independent commission,see Criminal Procedure

Hearings, supra note 206, at 207; Lesnick, supra note 206, at 583.
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passing on the rules after they are proposed to it; if Congress were to
participate in the original drafting it might become too committed to a draft
to exercise its power of review impartially. The executive branch need not
be involved. It has sufficient input through memoranda and appearances by
its representatives, particularly the Department of Justice. If there is a bill
to delay or modify the rules, the President will have his usual veto power.
Ad hoc independent commissions are not useful in solving on-going prob-
lems of rule revision.

Another option would be to make the Judicial Conference of the
United States the active drafter and adopter of rules. This combined role
would probably not be desirable.222 The Conference is a rather unwieldy
body, heavily dominated by the Chief Justice of the United States who
appoints its committees. Its controlling members are the chief judges of
the courts of appeals, who achieve their status through seniority, and
representatives elected by the district judges of the circuits, who serve for
a short time and whose influence is transient.223

What this body is ideally suited for, however, is the function now
performed by the Supreme Court. It can do this job better than the Court,
since its members are more familiar with current practice problems than
are the Supreme Court Justices. Furthermore, shifting this function to the
Conference would obviate the present danger to the Court's independent
judgment when a rule is challenged before the Court.

Under this plan, the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the United States would be given
legislative recognition as the body which will directly, and through its advi-
sory committees, make necesseary studies, announce proposed changes,
hold public hearings, draft rules, and justify changes. Its recommendations
would then be passed upon by the Judicial Conference (taking the place of
the Supreme Court). Congress should have a veto power if both houses act
within one hundred and eighty days.

As a practical matter, there is now strong psychological pressure on
individual advisory committee members to modify the rules as they think
the Chief Justice would wish. It is the Chief Justice, after all, who ap-
pointed them Moreover, his good will is required because as chairman of
the Judicial Conference and as Chief Justice he will help shepherd the rules
through the Conference and the Court and will have the necessary power
and contacts to have an impact on Congress.

Much depends, of course, upon the interests and personality of the
Chief Justice. His positive interest in improving practice is healthy.

222. Clark. supra note 103. at 256-57.
223 Cf Oliver, Reflections on the History of Circuit Judicial Councils and Circuit

Judicial Conferences, 64 F R.D 201, 212 (1975) ( (I(f effective and innovative procedures are
ever to be designed for the improvement of the administration of justice on the tnal court
level, the suggestions for improvement will more likely come from trial Judges and the trial
Bar than from any other source.").
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Eliminating the Supreme Court's role would reduce his power somewhat,
but probably not appreciably. As chairman of the Judicial Conference he
would undoubtedly continue to have a great deal of influence, and properly

SO.

Members of the Standing Committee should be appointed by the Judi-

cial Conference. Practically this will mean appointment by a nominating

committee dominated by the Chief Justice. While it would be possible to
subject the appointment of members of the Standing Committee or of its
chairman to confirmation by the Senate,224 there would be no advantage in
such confirmation, these offices should not be politicized. There seems to
be no reason to challenge the power of the Judicial Conference toappoint a
Standing or other committee to prepare drafts of rules. As already noted,
the Conference has exercised power under grant of Congress to study the

rules. Its existing Standing Committee has proposed the rules and amend-

ments to the Supreme Court using the Conference as a conduit. While

clause 2 of section 2 of Article II of the Constitution permits Congress to

"vest the Appointment of . . . inferior Officers . . . in the Courts of
Law,"225 there is no reason why a committee representing all the courts,
such as the Judicial Conference, should not exercise the same power in this

respect as any particular "court." All the members of the Judicial Confer-

ence have been appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate as
judges. Thus, authorizing the Conference to appoint rulemaking commit-

tees would merely give these judges additional duties consistent with those

already being exercised. These are not "executive or administrative duties

of a nonjudicial nature [which may] not be imposed on judges holding office

under [article) III of the Constitution. "226

The term of each member of the Standing Committee might be five

years, with terms staggered. There might be a set ratio of, say, four judges.
two of them appellate and two of them trial judges, at least two law
professors, and at least four practitioners.

It is questionable whether there should be ex-officio members of the
Standing Committee. It might be useful to.have a designee of the American

Bar Association who was actively involved in considering proposed
changes in the federal rules for that group. Another ex-officio member

might well be a representative of the Legal Services Corporation, which

has recently been organized by the federal government to coordinate legal

services to the poor. Ex-officio appointments, however, may lead to
mediocrity since organizations tend to designate for honorific reasons On

balance, the Chief Justice and Judicial Conference can be trusted to pro-

224 For a discussion of the appointment power and congressional power todelegate the
power to courts of law. sec Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1. 124-27 (1976).

225 Emphasis added.
226 Buckley v Valeo, 424 U.S. I. 123 (1976).
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vide representation from minority groups. Moreover, open hearings during
earlier stages of rulemaking will permit broad participation in the process.

Using the United States Judicial Conference to appoint Standing
Committee members will work well since the district court judges who are
Conference members know persons active in practice and are in a good
position to suggest candidates. Whether the Standing Committee or the
Conference appoints advisory committees, and who should appoint re-
porters and subreporters, are details that should be left to the decision of
the Judicial Conference.

The Judicial Conference will probably undertake little more revision of
the proposals presented to it than the Supreme Court has done. Neverthe-
less, allowing the Judicial Conference to take the place of the Court in
adopting rules will enable new rules to benefit from judicial imprimatur,
while averting the problem of subsequent court bias in litigation challenging
such rules. There is a definite value in the approval of the federal judges
sitting as a group. The rules are more likely to be accepted by the bench,
the bar, and the individual states in view of the prestige of such a group.

Of course, it is not possible to prevent Congress from being active in
rulemaking if it chooses to be. The level of its activity is largely a function
of the personalities of the chairperson and the members of the Judiciary
Committee and subcommittees. It would be helpful, however, if Congress
recognized that it should restrict itself primarily to consideration of the
larger policy issues, rather than involve itself in the details of rulemaking.

The rulemaking process should be "both fair and feasible"227; thus,
the Standing Committee should be required to hold public hearings. The
experience of federal agencies in rulemaking is useful in this regard, even if
not decisive.'" There is no reason why the courts should enjoy more
relaxed standards for their own rulemaking than they require of adminis-
trative agencies. Since important legislative considerations are involved, a
full oral hearing, not merely the right to submit written statements, should
be afforded.229 The congressional hearings held in connection with the
Federal Rules of Evidence furnish a satisfactory model.

Congressman Hungate, who had primary responsibility for guiding
both the Rules of Evidence and recent amendments to the Rules of Criminal
Procedure through Congress, has concluded from his experience that the
time may now be ripe for Congress to re-examine the national rulemaking
process.23° The author strongly concurs in that view.

227 Friendly. Some Kind of Hearing. 123 U. PA. L. REV. 1267, 1315 (1975).228. Id. at 1272-73. 1305-15.
229 But of United States v Florida E. Coast Ry., 410 U.S. 224 (1973) (in absence of

express congressional requirement. the Administrative Procedure Act does not require fulloral hearing where the administrative agency is engaged in rulemaking, rather than in ad-judicatory functions).
230. Hungate. supra note 16, at 1207.

18-837 0 - 83 - 24
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V. LOCAL COURT RULES, GUIDELINES AND
DIRECTIVES, AND INDIVIDUAL JUDGE'S RULES

A. Local Rules

Individual federal courts have had rulemaking power from their incep-
tion. The Act of March 2, 1793231 provided:

That it shall be lawful for the several courts of the United States,
from time to time, as occasion may require, to make rules
and orders for their respective courts directing the returning of
writs and processes, the filing of declarations and other pleadings,
the taking of rules, the entering and making up judgments by
default, and other matters in the vacation and otherwise in a
manner not repugnant to the laws of the United States, to regulate
the practice of said courts respectively, as shall be fit and neces-
sary for the advancement of justice, and especially to that end to
prevent delays in proceedings. . . .232

The Conformity Act, however, by requiring state practice to be followed,
severely restricted the exercise of this power.233

Today, authority for promulgating local rules is most often found in
section 2071 of title 28 of the United States Code and Rule 83 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.234 Section 2071 provides:

The Supreme Court and all courts established by Act of Congress
may from time to time prescribe rules for the conduct of their
business. Such rules shall be consistent with Acts of Congress and
rules of practice and procedure prescribed by the Supreme
Court,235

231. Ch. 22, f 7, 1 Stai. 335.
232. Other early statutes recognized a discretionary rulemaking power of the federal

courts. See. e.g., Act of May 8, 1792, ch. 36, f 2, I Stat. 276; tudiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20. /
17. 1 Stat. 83. Such grants of power have been recognized as constitutional. See Cooke v
Avery, 147 U.S. 375, 386-87 (1893), Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 1, 41-42 (1825).
Later cases asserted the existence of a wide discretion in federal courts to set their own rules
if necessary for the advancement of justice and the prevention of delay in proceedings "
Shepard v. Adams. 168 U.S. 618, 625 (1898). See also The Columbia, 100 F. 890, 894

(E.D.N.Y. 1900) (admiralty). For a discussion of the history of local rulemaking power, see
Note, Rule 83 and the Local Federal Rules, 67 Cot.uM. L. REV. 1251, 1253.54 (1967)
(hereinafter referred to as Rule 83 Note'.

233. See, e.g., Chisholm v. Gilmer, 299 U.S. 99 (1936), Act of June 1, 1872, ch. 255, 1 5,
17 Stat. 197.

234. See In Re Sutter, No. 76-1194, at 185.93 (2d Cir., Oct. 20, 1976) (hidding valid

local rule, (wThether grounded upon the inherent power of the court or upon rulemaking
power conferred by 28 U S C. § 2071," under which attorney was fined 31500 "costs" for
recklessness in delaying trial). But cf. Gamble v. Pope & Talbot. Inc., 307 F.2d 729, 732 (3d
Cir )(en band, cert. denied. 371 U.S. 888 (1962) ("ape local rule making power, while not
limited to the trivial, cannot extend to basic disciplinary innovations requiring a uniform
approach. Whether an attorney should be himself fined when, because of office oversight or
neglect. he is late in complying with at order of the court is a substantial independent question
winch calls for mature consideration by the body charged with making Rule recommendations,
the Supreme Court's advisory committee."), criticized in Comment, Sanctions at Pretrial
Stages. 72 YALE L..1 819. 830 (1963).

235 28 U S.C. § 2071 (1970). See also such specific grants as 28 U.S.C. 1/ 137, 139.41.
751.54, 1654, 1863(b), 1914(c) (t970) and the Speedy Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. I 3165 (Supp. V,
1975).
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while Rule 83 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure states:

Each district court by action of a majority of the judges thereof
may from time to time make and amend rules governing its prac-
tice not inconsistent with these rules . . . . In all cases not
provided for by rule? the district courts may regulate their practice
in any manner not inconsistent with these rules.236

Inherent power has also been relied upon.232
Lower state courts in this country also generally have power to make

rules governing local practice. Federal and state local rulemaking are simi-
lar in that rulemaking procedure is not ordinarily prescribed by statute or
rule. In a few states the lower courts must certify their rules to the higher
courts before they become effective." Sometimes there is informal dis-
cussion with members of the bar and, less frequently, publication before
adoption. Generally, however, the lower courts adopt rules without any
systematic consultation or advance publication. Often, local rules are not
kept up to date nor codified and are apparently difficult to find.229

One of the few thoughtful examinations of local federal rules suggests
that they are a "maze of decentralized directives, encumbered by trivia and
often devoid of explanation:924° The Duke Law Journal has analyzed local
rules under the following headings, which give some idea of the range of
practices affected:241

1. Attorneys
2. Divisions within a District
3. Calendars and Motions
4. Pleadings
5. Notifications of a Claim of Unconstitutionality
6. Orders Grantable by the Clerk
7. Bonds and Undertakings
8. Depositions and Discovery
9. Pre-trial

10. Stipulations
11. Continuances
12. Dismissal for Want of Prosecution
13. Trial Conduct and Procedure

236 FED. R. CR, P. 83. See also the specific grants in FED. R. Cm. P. 16. 40. 66, 78:
FED R Apr P. -#1; FED. R. CUM. P. 57(a). 50(b) (requiring adoption of local speedy tnalrules).

237 See, e.g , United States v. Furey. 514 F.2d 1098. 1103 (2d Cir. 1975) (speedy tnal
rule in criminal cases). Shotkin v. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., 169 F.2d 825. 826 (10thCir. 1948) (power to dismiss for want of prosecution).

238 See. e.g , IC't. REV. STAT. ANN f 24.065 (BALDWIN 1970): MASS. ANN. LAWS C.215. I 30 (Mich le/Law Co-op. 1974) (probate courts). OHIO REV. CODE ANN. I 2505.45
(Baldwin 1971): W. VA. R. Cm. P. 83 (1967).

239. In Doran v. United States. 475 F.2d 742. 743 (1st Cir. 1973) (per curiam). for
example, there is a discussion of the need for keeping the local rules up-to-date and forarranging for their distribution.

240 Comment. The Local Rules of Civil Procedure in the Federal District Courts --.ASurvey, 1966 Dina 1-..1 1011. 1012 (hereinafter cited as Local Rules Comment). Ste Rule 133Note. supra note 232.
241. Local Rules Comment. supra note 240. at 1013.
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14. Impartial Medical Examinations and Testimony
15. Exhibits, Records, and Files
16. Juries: Empaneling and Instructions
17. Costs and Fees
18. Motions for New Trials
19. Appeals
20. Bankruptcy and Receivership
21. Habeas Corpus Procedure

Even this broad-ranging categorization does not complete the picture.242
Another comprehensive examination of local rules has concluded that

the majority of district courts have, in promulgating rules, ignored
the principles of simplicity . . . and uniformity which guided the
formulation of the Federal Rules. At times, district courts have
used their power under Rule 83 to negate specific requirements of
the Federal Rules; more often, simply to escape from the arduous
but essential task of case-by-case analysis.2i 3

As some of the discussion below indicates, the subject matter of local
rulemaking continues to expand as local judges exercise their fertile imagi-
nations in dealing with perceived problems.

Summarized, the case law, statutes and rules provide that the dis-
trict courts may not formulate rules which are: "(1) Inconsistent with the
Federal Rules, (2) Inconsistent with Federal Statutes, (3) Unreasonable, (4)
Non-uniform and discriminatory."'" Nevertheless, control of local
rulemaking power has been relatively ineffective.

One method of limiting local rulemaking is to require reports. Rule 83
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure mandates that local rules au-
thorized thereunder "shall upon their promulgation be furnished to the
Supreme Court of the United States."2 "S Other local rules, promulgated
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Appellate Procedure, Rule 927 of the
Bankruptcy Rules and Rule 57 of the Rules of Criminal Procedure, are filed
with the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, which was
established after Rule 83 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure had been

242. There are also rules which. inter alio, limit the nght to appear pro se in civil nghts
cases, see M.D. ALA. R. I. provide for six-member juries in civil cases, see, e.g., M.D. ALA.
R. I. forbid certain communications in class actions, see, e.g., S.D. TEX. R. 6, provide for
expert panels. see W D. Mo. R. 23, outlaw use of photography, radio and television in
environs of courthouse. M.D. PA. R. 101.16, require special forms of pleading and procedure
in class actions. S.D.N.Y. R. 11A, require use of certain forms in pro se habeas corpus
actions. W.D OKLA. R. 5. and mandate separate trials for liability and damages, see Wein-
stein, &mune Bifurcation of Jury .Negligence Trial. An Example of the Questionable Use of
Rule Making. 14 VANE,. L. REV. 831 (1961). For a further collection of practices regulated by
local rules. see 12 WRIGHT & MILLER, supra note 188, 4 3154.

243, Rule 83 Note. supra note 232, at 1251.52.
244. Local Rules Comment. supra note 240. at 1011 n.4 (citations and emphasis omitted).

For a collection of cases in which local district court rules were declared invalid and in
conflict with Rule 83. see 7 MooRE $ FEDERAL PRACTICE 1 83.03, at 83-4 (2d ed. 1976), see
also 43 FORDHAM L. REV. 1086, 1096 nn.78 & 79 (1975).

245. FED. R. Civ. P. 83.
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adopted. Only Rule 927 of the Bankruptcy Rules requires making the local
rules "available to members of the Public who may request them. "246

This reporting system provides no control at all.2" Filing does not
imply approval by the Supreme Court or by the Administrative Office.2"
Nor does central filing give effective notice to the public. While there is an
unofficial service collecting all civil, general and admiralty rules,2'9 it does
not include the local rules which affect criminal matters. There is no
simple way for an attorney to obtain all local criminal rules. Nevertheless,
an attack on a local rule on the ground that a copy was not sent to the
Supreme Court or to the Administrative Office would seem to have little
chance of success. As a result of these deficiencies, lack of familiarity with
local rules may become a trap for unwary lawyers from other districts."°

A second method of control is through appeals in individual cases."'
In most instances, however, the finality rule, limiting appeals from nondis-
positive orders, precludes interlocutory appeals challenging local rules.
Moreover, local bar associations as well as attorneys have been reluctant
to cross swords with local judges by formally challenging their rules."' The
apathy of the bar also impedes challenge.'"

On rare occasions the bar summons its courage to protest alleged
overstepping by judges in rulemaking. An example is Chicago Council of
Lawyers v. Bauer,2S4 where the Seventh Circuit declared invalid, on the
ground of overbreadth, restrictions on the comments of lawyers about
pending litigation. Treating the rules essentially as a prior restraint statute,
and using normal statutory construction techniques, the court concluded
that amendment to provide somewhat narrower free press-fair trial rules
was advisable.'"

246 See Bankruptcy Rules and Official Bankruptcy Forms, U.S.C.A. (West Pamph.
1975) The arrangements for public distribution are subject to the approval of the Direc-
tor of Administration of the United States District Courts.

247 Communications from the Perk of the Supreme Court and the Administrative Office
to the author indicate that there is a passive filing without any attempt at supervision or
analysis.

248. 12 WRIGHT & MILLER, supra note 188. f 3151 n.12.
249. FED. RULES SERV.
250. 12 WRIGHT & MILLER. supra note 188. I 3152, at 219.
251 See, e g , Mathews v Weber. 423 U.S. 261 (1976) (references to Magistrate); Wmgo

v Wedding, 418 U S 461 (1974) (delegation to master of responsibilityof conducting eviden-
tiary hearing), Miner v Attass, 363 U S 641 (1960) (sdmiralty depositions). Rodgers v. UnitedStates Steel Corp . 508 F 2d 152 (3d Cir. 1975) (communication iith absent class members);
Chicago Council of Lawyers v. Bauer. 522 F.2d 242 (7th Cir. 1975) (no comment rule).

252. See Rule 83 Note, supra note 232, at 1263.
253 In Mathews v Weber. 423 U.S. 261 (1976), counsel for one of the parties had so lost

interest in the matter that the Supreme Court had to appoint an amicus to argue the validity of
a local rule dealing with references to magistrates. Id. at 265 n.2a curious example of the
failure of the adversary system in the area of rulemaking.

254. 522 F.2d 242 (7th Cir. 1975).
255 Id at 249 In an interesting concurrence. Senior United States District Judge

Wyzanski, sitting by designation. questioned the action of the court on the ground that It was,in effect, issuing an advisory opinion.
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Requiring approval of local rules by a superior court is a third method

of control. Equity Rule 79,2" for example, required that district court rules

be approved by a majority of the circuit court judges for the circuit. This
limited form of control was abandoned with the adoption of Rule 83 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.'" Although the Federal Rules Advisory

Committee had considered sending the equity control rule to the Supreme
Court as an alternative to Rule 83, in the end it submitted only Rule 83

which did not provide for supervision by the circuit judges."s Professor
Moore suggests that the Committee wanted to reduce the possibility of

conflict between district and circuit judges.'"
The technique of direct higher court supervision has been employed to

a limited extent, particularly in connection with attempts to obtain speedy
disposition of criminal cases.'" Rule 50(b) of the Federal Rules of Crimi-

nal Procedure, for example, gives both the judicial council of each
circuitconsisting of the full-time judges of the court of appealsand the
Judicial Conference of the United States some input into and control over

the local rules. It reads in part:

(b) Plan for Achieving Prompt Disposition of Criminal Cases. To
minimize undue delay and to further the prompt disposition of
criminal cases, each district court shall . . . prepare a plan for C,e
prompt disposition of criminal cases . . . . The district plan shall
be submitted for approval to a reviewing panel consisting of the
members of the judicial council of the circuit and either the chief
judge of the district court whose plan is being reviewed or such
other active judge of that court as the chief judge of the district
court may designate. If approved the plan shall be forwarded to
the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, which
office shall report annually on the operation of such plans to the
Judicial Conference of the United States. The district court may
modify the plan at any time with the approval of the reviewing
panel. It shall modify the plan when directed to do so by the
reviewing panel or the Judicial Conference of the United States

261

Such a system, though, runs the risk of predetermining any later

challenge to a rule. Thus, in practi,-e, the court of appeals will control
absolutely the language of a district court speedy trial plan and, for the

256. 226 U S. 673 (1912).
257. See Rule 13 Note, supra note 232, at 1265 n.77.
258. 7 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE 1 83.02, at 83.2 (2d ed. 1976).

259 Id at 83-3
260 Speedy Tnal Act of 1974, 18 U.S.C. § 3165(c)(Supp V, 1975) (plan "prepared by"

the district court to be submitted to a reviewing panel consisting of the council of the
circuitthat is, the full-time judge's of the court of appealsand- the chief judge of the
district whose rules are being reviewed, or his designee).

261 Fro. R. CRIM. P. 50(b) The Supreme Court in Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514
11972/. refused to set precise guidelines because to do so "would require this Court to engage
in legislative or rulemaking activity, rather than in the adjudicative process to which we
should confine our efforts.- Id at 523. For the subsequent history of speedy trial rules in one
court, see United States v. Salzmann, 417 F. Supp. 1139 (E.D.N.Y.),off d F.2d (2d Cir

1976).
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sake of uniformity, the plan will have its genesis in the work of a committee
of judges of the Judicial Conference of the United States or of the circuit
council. Approval in advance by the circuit council means, in effect, that
all the sitting non-senior appellate judges have ruled by advisory opinion
that the local plan is desirable and valid. Accordingly, anyone arguing in an
individual case that part of the plan is invalid can probably assume some
bias in favor of the rule by the court of appeals.

The Second Circuit case of United States v. Furey262 is illustrative.
There, the Second Circuit panel had before it a rule of a district court
adopted, pursuant to Rule 50(b), as part of its Plan for Achieving Prompt
Disposition of Criminal Cases. The rule was based upon the "Second
Circuit Model Plan" followed by all the districts in the circuit. In an
attempt to have the rule invalidated, the government in Furey argued, inter
alia, that Rule 50(b) itself was invalid since it did not meet the require-
ments of its enabling legislation, section 3771 of title 18 of the United
States Code.263

The Second Circuit, in rejecting this challenge, stressed that Congress
could have rejected Rule 50(b) but had failed to do so:

Yet despite ample opportunity to invalidate Rule 50(b) as failing to
meet the requirements of i 3771, Congress chose to remain
eloquently silent, permitting the rule to become effective. In these
circumstances the words of the Supreme Court with regard to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in Sibbach v. Wilson & Co. areapposite:

The value of the reservation of the power to examine
proposed rules, laws and regulations before they become
effective is well understood by Congress. It is frequently
. . . employed to make sure that the action under the
delegation squares with the Congressional purpose. Evi-
dently the Congress felt the rule was within the ambit of
the statute as no effort was made to eliminate it from the
proposed body of rules. . . .264

Of course neither Congress nor the Supreme Court had passed on the
particular local rule in question. In effect, then, the Court of Appeals
approved its own plan, without the safeguard of review by another body or
a test before uncommitted judges in an adversarial setting It is not the
result in Furey but the process that is disquieting; courts, even more than
administrative agencies, must maintain a sharp distinction between legisla-
tive and adjudicative functions if they wish to preserve a convincing ap-
pearance of impartiality.26,

262. 514 F.2d 1098 (2d Cir. 1975).
263, Section 3771. 18 U.S.C. f 3771 (Supp. V, 1975). Section 3771 grants to the SupremeCourt the power to make rules of pleading, practice, and procedure for cnminal cases in theUnited States district courts.
264. United States v. Furey, 514 F.2d 1098, 1105 (2d Cir. 1975) (citation omitted).2V In the few cases where local court rules have been declared invalid by a higher
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The problem was highlighted even more dramatically in the Second
Circuit when rules were adopted pursuant to the Speedy Trial Act of
1974.466 The Eastern District of New York had adopted rules which, in
determining how long the prisoner had been detained before trial, excluded
delays caused by defense counsel or the prisoner. Following a plan incor-
porated in the Act,* similar to that of Rule 50(b) set out above, this
provision was reported to the Second Circuit Council. The Council re-
jected the District's proposal and insisted on adoption of its "model" rule,
it acted privately without giving the judges, the public, or the United States
Attorneywho believed the "model" unsound and not required by the
Speedy Trial Actan opportunity to be heard. The Chief Judge of the
Circuit felt that the interpretation of the Act by the inferior judges and the
United States Attorney (who had submitted an extensive brief on legisla-
tive history to the district court judges) was without merit.26' Should the
United States Attorney have challenged this speedy trial rule, he would
probably have felt that the matter had been foreclosed without a hearing.
The situation was particularly troubling because the extensive analysis of
the legislative history and language of the Act prepared by a group of
United States Attorneys indicated a substantial issue with respect to
excludable delays under the Speedy Trial Act.263 That the matter was not
free from doubt was suggested by the steady stream of announcements on
speedy trials issued by the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts.269

court. the higher court had not participated in making the rule. See. e.g., Rodgers v United
States Steel Corp., 508 F 2d 152 (3d Ca. 1975). Whether the higher courts have decided such
cases correctly is not relevant to this discussion. What is clear is that a court which has not
been involved in the drafting and appuval of a rule is freer to act impartially in determining
the validity of that rule in an adversarial setting.

266 18 U.S.C. fl 3161.74 (Supp. V, 1975). See also FEDERAL. JUDICIAL CENTER. AN-

NUAL REPORT 14 (1975) (discussing the activities in this connection of the Center) Cf United
States Courts for the Second Circuit, 1975 Annual Report 93 (mimeograph) (description of
planning activities introduced to expedite implementation of Act).

267 Letter of the Chief Judge of the Second Circuit, Irving Kaufman, to the author
ioctober 14, 19751, Resolutions of the Eastern Distnct of New York (October 20. 19-3) See
also letter of the Chief Judge of the Eastern District of New York. Jacob Mishler, to the Chief
Judge of the Second Circuit (July 31. 19751 (suggesting that the Eastern District Court change
to the model plan drafted by the Administrative Office). and the response (August 18. /975).
memorandum of Circuit Executive to Second Circuit Judges (August 22, 1975). memorandum
of Chief Judge Mishler to the Eastern Distnct Judges (September 17. 1975) (submitting

Judicial Council Recommended Amendments to Conform Rule 50(b)"), Memorandum of
Judge Orin Judd to Chief Judge Ashler (October 6, 1975), Memorandum of the author to
t. hief Judge Mishler (October 8. 19751, Memorandum of Judge Judd to the Eastern District
Judges (October 17. 19751. Letter of Judge Judd to Chief Judge of the Second Circuit (October
20. 19751. October 23 Memorandum of Judge Platt attached to Order of Eastern District Court
iOctober 20, 1975i. Memorandum of Judge Judd to the Judicial Council (October 28, 1975)
Numerous requests that the Judicial Council hear the Eastern District Judges opposing the
Second Circuit model were not acted upon. Minutes. Regular Meeting, Board of Judges of the
United States District Court, Eastern Distnct of New York (October 20, 1975)

268 See. e g., Telex to all U S. Attorneys from H.M. Ray, Chairman, Legislative and
( oun Rules Subcommittee, Attorney General's Advisory Committee of United States Attor-
neys tOct. 20, 19751. H M. Ray, Speedy Tnal Act of 1974. Applicability of Exclusions to
Interim Limits (mimeograph. n.d. 1975).

269 See letter from the Speedy Tnal Coordinator" of the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts to all federal judges (February 12, 1976) (listing numerous such an-
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Subsequently, a special committee of judges of the Court of Appealsfor the Second Circuit met with a judge of the Eastern District and worked
out a compromise plan that met both courts' approval.'" The bar wasnever privy to these discussions despite the fact that it will be seriously
affected by calendar problems created by the Speedy Trial Rules.22,As the foregoing material illustrates, each of the commonly usedmethods of controlling local court rulemaking has its particular shortcom-ings. But the most pervasive deficiency in this area of rulemaking, and the

one most seriously in need of correction, is the failure of local rulemakingprocedures to provide to those affected by the proposed rules an opportu-nity to be heard. Some instances of this have already been noted, butfurther examples will emphasize the significance of the problem.
When the Second Circuit recently promulgated special training re-quirements for admission to its bar,222 it failed to make advance public

announcement of the new rule, and provided no chance for interestedparties to argue in opposition to the change."' By contrast, notice andpublic hearings were afforded in connection with Second Circuit proposalsto restrict admission to the bar of district courts, and a serious debate
developed.274 Ultimate rejection of the proposed district court rule in theSouthern and Eastern Districts of New York2" dramatically illustrated thevalue of open discussion. The Council of the Second Circuit had supportedthe rule, and private communications from both the chief judge of thecircuit and the Chief Justice of the United States had urged the districtjudges to consider the proposal favorably. In the absence of public hearings

nouncements). See also Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Report on speeayTrial Act of 1974 (Sept. 30, 1976).
270, Minutes, Regular Meeting, Board of Judges of United States District Court, EasternDistrict of New York (June 21, 1976).
271. The proper role of judicial conferences and councils in working with bench and barin administering the courts is beyond the scope of this Article. For a discussion bearing on thissubject. see NAr't. CONF. OF FED. TRIAL JUDGES, RM. ADMIN, Div ABA, A LOOK ATFEDERAL CIRCUIT JUDICIAL CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS, 33, 48. 49, 53, 57. 60.63 (1976).272 N.Y. FED Cr. R 4-13.1 (2d Cir. 1975) (Standards for Practice by Attorneys).273 The result is a rule which may well conflict with Rules 46(a) and 47 of the FederalRules of Appellate Procedure

since the Appellate Rules are designed to permit a nationalfederal appellate bar ready access to all the courts of appeals. See generally Weinstein,Proper and Improper Interactions
Between Bench and Law School, 50 Sr. JOHN'S L. REV.441. 451 n.31 (,976). It is somewhat amusing that the late Professor Bickel, who argued thePentagon Papers cases in the Second Circuit and Supreme Court, would probably not havequalified for admission in the Circuit without some special exemption, since he had neverargued a case in any court, save for a small claim in New Haven. See Polsky, In Praise ofAlexander Bickel, COMMENTARY, January, 1976, at 52.274 See. e.g.. Ehrlich, A Critique of the Proposed New Admission Rule for DistrictCourts in the Second Circuit, 61 A,I3-1 1385 (1975), Weinstein, supra note 273, at 451n 31. statement of Dean Michael I Sovern of the Columbia University School of Law atpublic hearings held November 20, 1974 at Association of the Bar of the City of New York(unpublished), appearing in another form at 67 F R D 577 (1975). Committees of the Associa.Lion of the Bar of the City of New York, the County Lawyers' Associatioz..and the FederalBar Council have opposed the proposals See, e.g 31 REC. OF THE ASS'N'OF THE BAR OFTHE CITY OF N.Y. 95 (Jan./Feb, 1976),

275, N.Y.L.J.. Dec. 22, 1975, at I, col. 3; N Y.L.J Dec. 16, 1975. at 1, col. 2. Somedistricts did, however, adopt the rule. See N.Y.L.J.,
Dec. 24, 1975, at 1. col. 3.
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and debate there seems little doubt that the proposals would have beenquietly adopted.
Still another example of important rules adopted first and opened topublic debate later are those restricting citation of "non-published" deci-sions of federal courts of appeals.276 The various courts of appeals have

adopted different rules on publication and citation, rules which have had a
serious impact on publishers of opinions as well as on advocates. In light of
their impact, a uniform approach to such rules is clearly desirable; yetstudies by a committee of the United States Judicial Conference were
undertaken only after the rules had been adopted."' No judicial body hadthe authority to overrule the individual courts of appeals or to insist that
they delay adoption of their rules. Even if the United States Judicial
Conference had had the power, it probably would not have exercised it,since the normal deference extended to each chief judge sitting on the
Conference would permit him to protect the rules of his own court.

By contrast, the Judicial Conference of the United States, through a
special subcommittee working with the American Bar Association, has
drafted "Uniform Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement" designed to be
adopted by local federal courts."' The subcommittee was of the view that
such rules could not be adopted nationally pursuant to any statutory or
inherent power of the Supreme Court.27' Accordingly, the Judicial Confer-
ence will probably promulgate them as guidelines and then urge each of the
federal courts to adopt them. The only objection the author has to this
procedure is that the proposals should be published generally before either
promulgation or adoption. Some local and state bar associations have had
extensive experience in disciplinary matters and lawyers should be heard.

Lack of public debate and publication of local rules before adoption is
typical.2" Mere publication is probably not enough to remedy this situa-

276. See COMMISSION ON REVISION OF THE FEDERAL Courr APPELLATE SYSTEM,OPINION WRITING AND PUBLICATION 2 (1974); STANDARDS FOR PUBLICATION OF JUDICIALOrtraons 5 (FJC Research Senes No. 73-2, August 1973).277. See United States v. Joly, 493 F.2d 672, 675-76 (2d Cir. 1974); Kanner, The Unpub-lished Appellate Opinion. Friend or Foe?, 48 CAL. ST. B.J. 387 (1973); Board of FederalJudicial Center, Recommendations and Report to April 1972 Meeting of the Judicial Confer-ence of the United States (mimeograph); Subcomm on Federal Jurisdiction, Report to theChairman and to the Members of the Comm. on Court Administration 9-10 (1972) (mimeo-graph) (containing responses from various courts of appeals); Administrative Office of UnitedStates Courts, Report to the Subcomm. of Federal Jurisdiction on the Operation of CircuitOpinion Publication Plans (Jan. 7, 1975) (mimeograph).278. See letter from William E. Foley to all federal judges, dated October 1, 1976, withproposed "Uniform Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement."279. Id.
280. As the Director of the Federal Judicial Center recently indicated,
local district and circuit rules are not customarily published in advance and courts donot conduct hearings thereon. (With one exception) 1 know of no advance distribution of proposed rule changes although there are benchbar committees in some areasand perhaps some minimal contact through that source.

Letter to the author (Jan 5. 1976). An extreme example of this practice occurred in 1968 whenthe Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, without prior notice to or consultation with anysegment of the bar, adopted the first significant 'screening' procedures for the curtailment and
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tion Members of the bar will generally fail to respond unless committees of
the bar associations have studied the matter or unless the court itself
appoints a committee or reaches out to invite public comment from those
persons who should be interested. The meetings of the circuit conferences
have sometimes been used to good effect in this connection. The experi-
ence in the Eastern District of New York, where most rules are published
before adoption, is that almost no communications are received unless
pointed questions are put to individuals and associations. In the Northern
District of Illinois the experience has been similar."' Nevertheless, any
effort to involve the bar and public is worthwhile: not only will it result in
valuable suggestions and the avoidance of inadvertent errors, but also in
greater acceptance of changes on the part of practicing lawyers and
others."'

Adoption without an opportunity for those affected to be heard is
undesirable No rule adopted by a regulatory agency after such procedure
would be permitted to stand.'" The lack of deliberation and public debate
was apparently one reason the Supreme Court in Miner v. Atlass2" struck
down a local rule permitting depositions in admiralty cases:

The problem .. . is one which peculiarly calls for exacting obser-
vance of the statutory procedures surrounding the rulemaking
powers of the Court.. . . designed to insure that basic procedural
innovations shall be Introduced only after mature consideration of
informed opinion from all relevant quarters with all the oppor-
tunities for comprehensive and integrated treatment which such
consideration affords."'

Such a result, however, is rare. The Supreme Court permitted a much

elimination of oral argument" in the Cowl of Appeals. Segal. Trial BalloonOral Argument
in the U S Court of Appeals Can it be Salvaged', 2 LiTicArtoN 3 (Fall 197$). This was thesame year in which Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, dealing with oralargument, became effective. Id.

A memorandum of one of the project directors of the Judicial Center reflected the view ofmany judges when it noted:
(Mlany proposed rules may be assumed to be likely sources of bar opposition.
despite their merit Apart from natural conservatism among the bar, many rules do
impose additional burdens. which lawyers naturally oppose. Perhaps prepublication
or hearings would allow the cowls to minimize the burdens. Perhaps. also, those
procedures might harden bar opposition to rules that are desirable and necessary.Why take the chance?

Memorandum of Steven Flanders to Judge Walter E. Hoffman (December 22. 1975).281 Memorandum of Steven Flanders to Judge Walter E. Hoffman (January 9. 1975).letter of H Stuart Cunningham to author (January 22, 1976).
282 See, e g letter of Judge Eugene A Wright, United States Court of Appeals for theNinth Circuit, to the author (January 19. 1976):

From my experience in this court and in the state court system. I can tell you
that it is always wise to work with a bar committee. Lawyers will accept rules. even
those they do not like, if they have had an opportunity to be heard before the court
finally adopts them. The Washington Supreme Court learned this years ago and it
now gives at least six months' notice to the state bar before adopting any rulechanges.
283 See generally I K. DAVIS. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE I§ 6.04..06 0958):

Friendly. Some Kind of Hearing. 123 U. PA. L. REV. 1267 (1975).
281. 363 U.S. 641 (1960).
285. Id. at 650.
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more controversial and radical change by local rulemaking when it ap-

proved six person juries in Co 'grove v. Battin.236 The Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules, the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Proce-
dure and the Judicial Conference had all agreed that a reduction in the size

of civil juries should be accomplished by statute rather than local rule or

promulgation as an amendment to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 2"

Despite the clearly sound conclusion that all the protections afforded by

congressional hearings were desirable before the number of jurors was

reduced, local federal rules reducing juries were promulgated widely in the

wake of Co !grove.'" Generally, these local rules were adopted without

open debate or full study.
It is doubtful that Congress would have readily approved such changes

by statute or that it would not have questioned a like change in the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure. Before the Supreme Court decided Co !grove,

Professor Moore pointed out that "DP would border on the quaint to

suppose that the number of alternates is a matter requiring uniformity of

practice under the Rules (Rule 47(b)) while the number of jurors is left to

local rules."2$9 The Supreme Court, however, did not agree. Professor

Zeisel has expressed grave doubt about the statistical validity of the data

judicially noticed by the Supreme Court in Co/grove.'" The matter was

certainly worthy of a more effective debate than it was accorded when it

was attacked as a fait accompli in litigation that culminated in the Supreme

Court in Co/grove. Earlier consideration of the matter by a group having

national responsibilities and an effective forum for debate would have been

useful.

B. Improvement in Local Rulemaking

As noted above, local rules are typically adopted without the aid of an

advisory committee, without publication in advance, and without an oppor-

tunity for interested parties to be heard before the judges act in private 291

Professors Wright and Miller accurately observe that

the process by which local rules are made is simply not suited for
the complex and controversial subjects to which many local rules
are addressed.

286 413 U.S 149 (1973).
287 1971 UNITED STATES JUDICIAL CONFERENCE REPORT 5.6. 60.
288 Set. e.g N D ALA R 4. D CONN. R. 12a. D. DEL. R. I4a. D.D.0 R. 1-17(2):

N.D FLA. R. 18. Eighty -two out of 94 federal distnct courts have now adopted some forms of
the six member jury in Mil cases. THE THIRD BRANCH. Sept.. 1976. at 7. col. 2

289 7 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE k 83.03n.4. at 83.86 2d ed 1976
290 Zeisel & Diamond. 'Continong Empirical Etidence" on the Six Member Jun. 41

U CHI L REV 281 (19744 and. And Then There Were None. The Diminution of the
Federal Jun. 38 U CHI L Rry 710 (1971). See also Lempert. Uncotering Nonchscernible
Differences Empirical Research and the Jun-Size Cases. 73 Micn L REV 694 (1975)
694 (197i)

291 Cf Doran v United States. 475 F.2d 742 (1st Cu 1973) (United States Attorney not
aware of rule. effective means of promulgation and recompilation should be developed)
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. . . In a few districts a committee of local practitioners is
consulted but this is the exception rather than the rule. In most
districts the judges consult with each other and make local rules
on their own. It is decidedly the exception for the bar and the law
schools to be given an opportunity to comment on proposed drafts
of local rules.

. . . It is wholly unsatisfactory as a .means of dealing with
such difficult and controversial topics as separate trial of liability
from damages or impartial medical examinations. Yet these, and
many other equally sensitive matters, have been thought the prop-
er subject for local rules in many districts.292

In one instance of this general practice of in camera rules adoption,
the Supreme Court of New Jersey took the flat position that maximum
contingent fees could be established by rule without a prior evidentiary
hearing.293 It relied upon judicial notice and on its "accumulated experi-
ence over the years."'" The court did, however, hold "an open meeting...
with representatives of the Bar to elicit views as to the adoption of the
rule."2" Such a meeting is a most unusual step in local rules promulga-
tion.296 Yet, there is no practical reason why the public cannot be involved.

Some courts, such as the Eastern District of New York, have adopted
the practice of publishing most proposed rules in advance, and sending
copies to the various bar associations with a request for comments. Gener-
ally those comments have been sparse. The author's belief is that a hearing
should be held at which testimony on the proposals is taken. Most judges,
however, disagree; because of the paucity of comment received in the past,
they have not felt such a hearing necessary. The author has concluded that
were a hearing held and specific persons invited to testify, a useful debate
could be generated on some of the proposals. Such hearings would also
provide the bar with a forum for ventilating other grievances and making
suggestions. When the Eastern District of New York was considering
adopting its individual calendar assignment rules, for example, a public
hearing was held. It was well attended and resulted in a number of useful
suggestions as well as in a better understanding by both the bench and bar
of the problems that the new rules might create.

Standing committees such as those used in connection with national
rules might also help focus attention on local_practice. If public participa-

292. 12 Watoiti & MILLER, supra note 188. at 220.
293 American Trial Lawyers Ass'n v, New Jersey Supreme Court, 66 N.J. 258, 330 A.2d1s0 (1974) See also American Trial Lawyers Ass'n v. New Jersey Supreme Court, 409 U.S.467 (1973) (per cunam) (remand to three-judge federal court to await conclusion of statecourt proceedings) Cf.. Gair v Peck, 6 N.Y.2d 97, 160 N.E.2d 43 188 N.Y.S.2d 491 (1959),appeal dismissed and cerr denied. 361 U.S. 374 (1960) (courts have power to define excessivecontingent fees for purposes of disciplinary action).
294 American Trial Lawyers Ass'n v. New Jersey Supreme Court, 66 N.J. 258, 266, 330A.2d 350. 354 (1974).
295. Id. at 266 n.8, 330 A 7d at 354 n.8.
296 The New York court limitations on contingent fees were adopted after publichearings See Gair v Peck, 6 N Y.2d 97, 160 N.E.2d 43 (1959), 188 N.Y.S.2d 491, appeal dis-missed and cert. denied. 361 U.S. 374 (1960), ruled in 60 Coun.r. L. REV. 242 (1960).
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bon is considered unwieldy, a court should at least avail itself of an
advisory committee. Cognizant of the objection to ex parte promulgation,

the federal judges in the Northern and Southern Districts of Iowa worked

closely with the Special Committee on Federal Practice and Procedure of

the Iowa State Bar Association in drafting rules for their courts.'"
Professors Wright and Miller suggest that approval of local rules be

required, "perhaps by the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure or its parent body, the Judicial Conference of the United States,

before they may go into effect. "29 Professors Wright and Miller's alterna-

tive proposal, that the power be circumscribed by amending Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 83 and its criminal and appellate counterparts to specify

'those few limited areas in which local rules may be made,"2" seems too
restrictive and assumes a skill in drafting and prescience not normally

available.
One advantage of having all local rules reported to a national rulemak-

ing authonty is that attention to developments might suggest areas where
national standards should be considered.'" Lacunae in the national rules
might be revealed and discrepancies la local practice identified, warranting
elimination of conflicts for somewhat the same reason that the Supreme

Court attempts to eliminate conflicts between the circuits. In Miner v,
Atlass,"' for example, the Supreme Court struck down local rules dealing

with discovery in admiralty on the ground, among others, that uniformity

was required, and then adopted a discovery-deposition rule for admir-
alty.'" When new national rules are adopted, such as, for example, the

amendment making uniform the order of the parties on summation,'" a
national rulemaking authority could order conforming changes in local
rules. Differences in local rules governing jury size may sometimes lead to
Inadvertent waivers, suggesting the need for uniform national treatment.

If the Judicial Conference of the United States were given some

control over local rules, the chief judge of each circuit as well as the Chief

297. See Blair, The New Local Rules for Federal Practice in Iowa. 23 DRAKE L. REV

517. 520 11974).
298. 12 WRIGIIT & MILLER, supra note 188, at 223,
299. Id.
300 See Local Rules Comment, supra note 240, at 1011. A curious example of "national

local rules is the proposed Model Local Rule and Complaint in the Social Security and
Black Lung Litigation It was forwarded to all United States District Judges by the Director
of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts by letter dated March I, 1976, "at the
request of the Committee on Court Administration of the Judicial Conference with a recom-
mendation for favorable action." Apparently it was first sent to theAdministrative Office by
letter dated January 7, 1976. from the Office of General Counsel of the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare with a ,letter indicating that it had been drafted by the General
Counsel s office and the Department of Justice. There is no indication of publication in
advance, as probably would have been required had an administrative regulation been

adopted, Nor is it apparent why, if a uniform national rule were required, the ordinary
procedures for amending the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were not followed

301. 363 U.S. 641, 649.50 (1960).
302. Adm. R. 30A. 368 U.S. 1023 (1961).
303. See FED. R. CRIM. P. 29.1.
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Justice of the United States and a number of district judges would, by
passing upon the rule, reduce somewhat their apparent impartiality should
the rule come before one of them in litigation. However, the impact on any
particular decision would be minimized by use of panels at the court of
appeals level and the entire bench at the Supreme Court level. Fur-
thermore, a request in any court for disqualification would undoubtedly be
honored. The risk of a claim of bias by a litigant would thus be reduced to
the vanishing point. Where, in contrast, the entire circuit council passes
on the validity of a rule in advance, the claim of partiality may be substan-
tial, as already demonstrated, and there may be no practicable way of
dealing with it.

Effective reporting and some degree of control at the national level
might result in reduction of the plethora of local rules; this would accord
with the original intent of the drafters of the Federal Rules of Civil and of
Criminal Procedure.70' The present local rules situation has been charac-
terized by Professor Rosenberg as "a kind of procedural Tower of
Babel."'°'

C. Quasi-Rule Directives

The United States Judicial Conference has issued a wide variety of
recommendations to guide lower courts, many of them of a rule-like
character. They range from disapproval of the use of a conspiracy indict-
ment to convert joint misdemeanors into a felony, to suggestions as to
which cases should receive preferences, which ones are suitable for mas-
ters, and which ones justify granting bail before or after conviction.306

Occasionally the directives are followed with such faithfulness that
they become, in effect, rulesrules, however, lacking even customary
minimal procedural safeguards. Second Circuit guidelines, for example,
reducing below the statutory level the compensation available to attorneys
appointed to represent indigent criminal defendants, are rigidly enforced
despite the fact that they were adopted without public debate or publication
and at a time when the cost of living was 4070 below what it is now.3"
Such policy-making directives may have distinct substantive overtones.

In some state courts such as those of New York, private directives
from the Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division or an administrative
judge control the discretion of trial judges.3" To the extent that these

304. See Rule 83 Note, supra note 232, at 1255-59.
305 Bearings Before the Subiomm. on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of theHouse Comm on the Judiciary, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967) (testimony of Professor M.

Rosenberg on April 21. 1967). quoted in Rule 83 Note, supra note 232. at 1259.
106 P Fisii. TuE POLITICS OF FEDERAL JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 71.74 (1973).
107 See letter from Chief Judge of Second Circuit to Judge Bonsai (November 13. 1975)

Cf INN REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED
STATES 75 (Sept 25-26, 1975) (guideline on payments under Criminal Justice Act for defen-dants who have some resources).

308 See, e g , Directive, limited stays in criminal appeals (February 5. 1975). Directive,
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directives and quasi-rules are not published, they create serious problems
for the practicing lawyer.3"

At the least, directives should be published, so that they can be
systematically gathered, analyzed, and criticized. Ideally, the same proce-
dures of publication and hearing before adoption should be followed as in
the case of other rules.

D. Guidelines

Courts or committees may issue guidelines that differ from rules only
in tine informality of their adoption. The range of topics touched upon can
be as broad as that covered by rules and the influence on court activities
can be as pervasive. For example, the Second Circuit Judicial Council has
recently recommended guidelines on sentencing for adoption by the dis-
trict Lourts."° While they would have no binding effect, the impact on
sentencing would be quite substantialsimilar to that of a rule or statute
allowing some discretion.

The Eastern District of New York has adopted an extensive list of
fines- which may be levied for various infractions, ranging from $100 per

bird for taking migratory nongame birds to $25 for advertising on certain
public lands."' They are "guidelines" only, but they will be followed
despite the fact that no notice or public hearing was provided. Even if such
a guideline is ignored, an appellate court will tend to be heavily influenced

by it, particularly if the court participated in the formulation.
The trend is for more supervision, not less. Numerous agencies and

uffluals have Lome forward in the last few decades to assist in improving
Luurt administration. The Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, for example, was established to aid in the achievement of one of
the major purposes of the Act of August 7, 1939:2'2

to furnish to the federal courts the administrative machinery for
self-improvement, through which these courts [would] be able to

use of split tnals whenever possible" (January 31. 1974), Directive, avoid referrals of
custody disputes to Family Court (April 4. 1974).

309. In Mathews v Weber. 423 U.S. 261 (1967). for example, the Court upheld Genera/
Order No. lo4-D of the Lentral Distnct of California which provides for initial reference to a
magistrate in certain administrative review matters This order might well affect an attorney's
trial tactics `r et. an examination of the current Federal Rules Service purporting to contain all
current local rules does not reveal this order.

310. See N.Y. Times. March 18. 1976. at 37. col. 3. See also Joint Comm. of the Ass'n,
The New York County Lawyers" Assn and the Fed. Bar Council. Federal Sentencing
Practices. 30 REC, OF THE ASI*N OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF N.Y. 652 (1975). The proposed
rules are set out in N.Y.L.L. March 18. 1976. at I. col. 3. By resolution of the Board of
Judges of the Eastern District of New York. adopted February 9. 1976. those portions dealing
with treatment of the presentence report were adopted (without public notice) and embodied
in notices of sentencing to be mailed by the probation department. Subsequently. more
extensive sentencing standards' based upon Second Circuit proposals. but with some
modifications. were adopted to guide lawyers and court personnel. N.Y LE, Oct. 15. 1976. at
I. col. 3. No public hearings were held before adoption.

311. E,D.N.Y. R. 252.
312. Chandler v. Judicial Councils. 398 U.S. 74. 97*(1970).
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scrutinize their own work and develop efficiency and promptness
in the administration of justice.30

The Federal Judicial Center was organized to conduct studies and make
recommendations with respect to the improvement of the administra-
tion of justice.'" These groups and others, including the circuit judicial
councils and conferences, tend to share their expertise on the judicial
system by issuing guidelines, drafts of rules and suggestions concerning
procedure in the district and circuit courts.

This development is one that most judges interested in improving the
work of the courts welcome, since it generally results in more effective
justice The impact of these guidelines on the rights of litigants and attor-
neys may, however, be substantialyet attorneys and the public are usu-
ally ignorant of their promulgation and operation.

There are some signs, however, that organs of court reform are begin-
ning to recognize the need for public participation in developing guidelines.
One recent example is seen in the Federal Judicial Center's treatment of its
"Recommended Procedures for Handling Prisoner Civil Rights Cases in the
Federal Courts." Its proposals were marked "Tentative." The Special
Committee that drafted the report recommended that it "be circulated to
every federal judge and to appropriate bar association groups and law
school faculties "3" Obviously, prisoner groups, legal aid-public defender
organizations, and representatives of correctional groups such as associa-
tions of guards, should be given the opportunity to be heard. Forms for
orders included in the report, and a suggestion that the report be kept with
the judge's benchbook,36 indicate that it will have an impact at least as
great as many of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in controlling this
'And of litigation.

As another example, the manual which now governs procedure in
much complex and multidistrict litigation"' was pi epared by federal judges
after extensive consultation with the bench, bar and law schools.31°

The recommended A.B.A. procedure for adoption of standing guide-
lines also provides for public participation:

313 H R REP No 702, 76th Cong.. 1st Sess. 2 (1939), cited in Chandler v. Judicial
Councils, 398 U.S, 74, 97 (1970).

314 See 28 U.S.C. § 620 (1970).Ili Letter from Judge Rliggero .1 Aldisert to United States Judges, Circuit Court
F seLuoses. and Clerks of Court (January 30, 1976). By contrast, the memorandum of the
Deputy Director of the Administratise Office of the United States Courts (January 13. 1976),
indicated that the 'Addendum to Guidelines to the Amendments to the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure which Relate to the Preparation and Use of Presentence Reports' would
only be sent to "United Stales Distnct Judges, Magistrates. Clerks of Court, Public Defen-
ders. and Probation Officers."

116 "The report was prepared in loose leaf form to facilitate changes and additions. This
format also permits the inclusion of the report in a benathook, thus enhancing its utility as areference tool Letter from Judge Ruggero 3 Aldisert to United States Judges, Circuit Court
Executives and Clerks of Courts (January 30, 1976),

317 FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LITIGATION (1973).
318. Id. at xiv-xvi. See also note 28 supra.
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1. The court drafts proposed guidelines.
2. The court makes the proposed guidelines public by distribu-

tion to the community and to state and local news media,
news media organizations, bar organizations, law enforcement
agencies, public defenders' offices, prosecutors' offices and
such other interested persons as may come to the attention of
the court.

3. The court solicits written comments and suggestions as to the
guidelines to be submitted by a specified date.

4. The court schedules meetings between judges and interested
persons for open discussion of the proposed guidelines.

5. The court then determines guidelines to be adopted.
6. The guidelines are publicly distributed and published broadly

and generally in the community, including distribution to the
persons described in paragraph 2, with a notice that they will
be adopted absent a written objection to be filed with the
court by a specified date.

7. If there are no objections filed, the court adopts the guide-
lines.

8. If objections to the guidelines or any portion thereof are filed,
the court shall follow a procedure by which any persons could
be heard and present facts and arguments as to how or
whether the guidelines should be specifically modified.

9. After such proceeding, the court adopts final guidelines, stat-
ing the reasons for the adoption of the guidelines with specific
reference to any guideline which was the object of con-
troversy at the proceeding.

10. Review. It is recommended that some method of appellate
review at the behest of interested persons without reference to
a given case be afforded, since the guidelines are designed to
be implemented outside the context of any particular case.
Perhaps this could be accomplished by the same procedure
and on the same grounds as review of local rules. Perhaps the
appellate court as a supervisory court could be asked for
approval or modification of these guidelines. Perhaps a judi-
cial council would have the authority for a review. The
method of review is left for local implementation.

I1. The standing guidelines should be subjected to periodic re-
view. Modification, either on the request of interested persons
or sua sponte by the court, shall be considered by following
the above adoption procedure.3i9

While adoption of these recommendations would substantially improve

present procedures for developing guidelines, two reservations may be
expressed. First, it probably would be more useful, in the light of prior
experience in this country, for the court to appoint an advisory committee
to make initial recommendations and propose drafts, rather than drafting
guidelines itself, as the A.B.A. procedure provides. Perhaps the American

Bar Association Committee felt that it was acting in this capacity and,
therefore, that this preliminary step was not necessary.

319. American Bar Association. Proposal. Recommended Court Procedure to Accom-
modate Rights of Fair Trial and Free Press:* quoted in Roney. The Bar Answers The

Challenge, 62 A.B.A.J. 60. 64 (1976).
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Second, the wisdom of requiring appellate review of guidelines is open
to serious question. Such a review would compromise the reviewing court
in the 3gme way that prior review of rules does. A sufficient degree of
protection would be afforded by placing the review function in the Standing
Committee on Rules of the United States Judicial Conference, power could
remain in the full Judicial Conference to overrule a veto by the Committee
on Rules. The delay and opportunity to resort to Congress for protective
legislation might lead to more thorough consideration and possible com-
promises without jeopardizing the impartiality of the litigation process.

E. Individual Judge's Rules

Rule 83 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that district
courts may adopt local rules "by action of a majority of the judges...." It
has been suggested that this "majority requirement . . . constitutes a
narrowing of the statutory grant of rule-making power in 28 U.S.C. §
2071 "32° The limitation may be "desirable insofar as it promotes greater
uniformity of practice within a single district. "321 If this is the purpose,
however, it has not always been achieved.

Particularly with the growth of individual calendars, as contrasted with
general calendars, there has been a tendency for individual judges to
develop their own practices. One recent study notes:

In addition to the . . . regularly reported sets of rules which
govern, inter alia, motion practice and calendar matters in the
Southern District, at least twenty-two of the twenty-four active
and four sitting senior judges have special motion and or calendar
rules with which counsel must be familiar. These special rules
vary greatly and lead to some confusion among litigants. . . .322

The report suggests "a more readily available published edition of each
judge's special rules and limited standardization. . . ."323

Practices of individual judges lie in a gray area between rulemaking
and the exercise of individual discretion. Some variation here is acceptable
and, perhaps. desirable since a judge may be more efficient if he or she is
comfortable with the details of his or her practice. But in some instances
the divergence seems unnecessari4 idiosyncratic and a local rulemaking
process in which the bar and law schools participated might eliminate
unnecessary differences.324

320 Blair, supra note 297, at 518 n.6 Section 2071 of title 28 grants power to "all courts
established by Act of Congress Ito) prescribe rules for the conduct of their business.

321. Blair. supra note 297. at 518 n.6.
322 Committee on the Federal Courts. The Association of the Bar of the City of New

York Report Evaluating the Individual Assignment System in the Southern District of New
York After Three Years Experience 5 (July 8. 1975) (mimeograph).

323. Id.
324. The report notes:
Ten judges require . papers to be filed only in the Clerk's Office; six . require
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CONCLUSION

A. Suggested Changes in the National Rulernaking Process

I. Although the present division of national rulemaking authority
among the United States Judicial Conference and its committees, the
Supreme Court, and the President has worked fairly well, defects in the
distribution of authority and the process utilized suggest that revision af the

relevant statutes and practices is now desirable.
2. The Supreme Court should not adopt rules for any court except

itself. Its members have little expertise in most of the areas regulated by

rule, due to their lack of trial experience; and their heavy work load
prevents adequate study of the issues. While the Court's involvement
bestows prestige on the rules, it inhibits the Court itself and other courts

from impartially construing the rules.
3. The United States Judicial Conference should take the place of the

Supreme Court as the national rulemaking authority. This change would

not appreciably reduce the leadership role of the Chief Justice, who serves

as chairman of the Conference. If an independent body of judges rather

than a court is given responsibility for the rules, courts will be free to

consider the rules impartially.
4. The structure currently employed for rulemaking by the United

States Judicial Conferencethat of a Standing Committee on National
Rules of Court Practice and Procedure, and satellite advisory com-

mitteesis sound and should be retained. With representatives of the bar.

bench and law schools on the committees and with the tradition of law
prcfessor reporters, an orientation both practical and scholarly is achieved

A Standing Committee of no more than fifteen members, with staggered

terms of five years, would seem desirable. Appointments should be made

by the Judicial Conferencewhich means practically speaking by the Chief

Justice with the advice of the Conferenceto maintain the high status of

membership.
Ex-officio memberships are not required to ensure a broad range of

representation on the committees, the Chief Justict. and Judicial Confer-

ence should be expected to consult on appointments with the United States

Attorney General, and with such organizations as the American Bar As-

sociation, the Legal Services Corporation, the American Association of

duplicato sets to be filed in the Clerk's Office and in chambers. and one judge
requires papers to be filed only in chambers . . Ten judges specify that oral
argument is permuted only if the judge deems it appropriate; three judges permit oral
argument on request of counsel, and three judges ,enerally require oral argument on

all motions
Finally, two judges require the filing of a Note of Issue or Statement of

Readiness in all civil cases Twenty judges do not have such a special rule. although

most of these judges . . do have published lists of civil cases ready for trial
Id. at 40.42.
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Law Schools and the National Legal Aid and Defender Association. The
desirability of minority representation should be considered in making
appointments. If Congress adopts a statute on the subject, precatory lan-
guage concerning the need for broad representation on the committees
would be appropriate

Neither Congress nor the President should be represented on theStanding or advisory committees. Even the presence of congressional
observers may give the senior members of Congress who designate them a
disproportionate influence in rulemaking and thus impair the ability of
Congress to assess proposed rules without bias.

5. The Standing Committee should widely publicize the proposals of
its advisory committees and hold public hearings upon them before rec-
ommending adoption to the Judicial Conference. Where the Standing
Committee's or an advisory committee's judgment has been seriously
questioned, the Standing Committee should not hesitate to request relevant
studies from such groups as the Federal Judicial Center, the Amer-
ican Bar Foundation, the American Law Institute, and law schools.
Thorough airing of the issues before adoption may reduce congressional
desire to review the details of proposed rules.

6. Congrcs. should retain the power to reject any proposed rule or
amendment by joint resolution within a limited period. Six months should
suffice If Congress needs more time for review or wishes to amend the
rules, it should be required to employ the usual legislative procedure, with
presidential participation.

7 Congress should confine its involvement to the review of substan-
tial principles, rather than redrafting details of rules. Congress should not
make changes unless they constitute clear improvements.32`

8 Substantive matters (such as rules of privilege), important quasi-
constitutional procedural matters (such as rinfuction in size of junes), or
jurisdictional matters (such as appeals from sentences), should be handled
by legislation and not by rules. It is appropriate for the rulemaking bodies
to draft and recommend legislation so that necessary improvements do not
"fall between the stools."

B Suggested Changes in the Local Rulemaking and Guideline-Making
Process and in Rulemaking by Individual Judges
1. No local rule for an appellate or trial court 'should be adopted

without publishing the proposal in advance and providing for a public
heanng after notice Mere publication will not suffice; affirmative efforts

32i Congress' detailed
intervention in the formulation of the Federal Rules of Evidenceand the l9^s Amendments

to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure needlessly diminishedthe prestige of the Judiciary as a rulemaking institution, many of the congressional modifica-tion, involved no significant policy issues, but rather reflected personal predilections ofindividuAl members of Congress.
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should be made to engage the bar, bench and law schools in the process.
Thus, each court should utilize advisory committees that would call on
cooperating representatives of the public, including lay persons.

2. To preserve national uniformity and control excessive or unwise
local rulemaking, no local rule, other than a rule of the Supreme Court,

should be effective until it has been reported to, and approved by, the
Standing Committee on National Rules of Court Practice and Proce-
dure."6 If the Standing Committee rejects a rule or fails to approve it
within six months, the United States Judicial Conference should have the

right of approval.
3. Guidelines or their equivalent, whether adopted for a court by itself

or by another judicial body, should be published before they become
effective. Upon objection by any person, a public hearing should be held

4, Individual judges should eliminate, as far as possible, rules and
practices which diverge from those of other judges on their court.

5. All local rules, guidelines and individual judge's rules should be

made available in a current and readily usable form to the bench, bar and

public.

C. Public Access to Materials

All documents considered in connection with a rule or guideline
adopted by the United States Judicial Conference or by any court (or other

judicial body) should be made available to the press and to members of the
public on demand. Public hearings should be recorded and a transcript
should be made similarly available. Wherever possible, a report should be

prepared detailing the reasons for adopting a rule. Such a report will assist

courts in interpreting the rule, and will protect against arbitrary conduct or

its appearance.

D. Initiating Change in the Rulemaking Process

Recommendations for changes in the rulemaking process could come
with propriety from any of the branches of government. Since the Judicial

Conference of the United States has a duty to carry on a continuous

study of the operation and effect of the general rules of practice and

procedure, '327 it would seem desirable for the Conference and its commit-

tees to suggest changes in rulemaking procedures. Congress could then act

on these recommendations with the assistance of the executive branch
Should the Conference fail to come forth with proposals within a reason-

able time, Congress or the'President through the Attorney General should

take the initiative.

326 An exception should be made to permit adoption of local rules without Committee
approval where necessary to meet emergency situations. The duration of such rules should be

limited to one /ear.
327 28 U.S.C. 4 331 (1970).
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DEBATE PROPOSITION ONE

Resolved: That the United States Should Adopt Uniform Rules
Governing the Criminal Investigation Procedure of all Public Law Enforcement

Agencies in the Nation

This resolution addresses possible reforms of investigative procedures
employed by public law enforcement agencies. Exploration of this topic might
include an examination of search and seizure procedures, the use of informants,
r questions with respect to disclosure of prese sources, among other areas of
inquiry.

(383)
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The Exclusionary Rule: Its Necessity
in Constitutional Democracy

BY DR. STEVEN CANN* & DR. BOB EGBERT**

INTRODUCTION

While the differences between the Burger and Warren Courts
are perhaps not of the magnitude orce expected,' the most dramatic
differences occur in the areas of the fourth, fifth and sixth amend-
ments. Specifically, the Warren Court considered the exclusionary
rule to be a viable enforcement tool for fourth, fifth and sixth
amendment rights by its requiring suppression of criminal evidence
obtained in their violaion.2 The Burger Court is less enthusiastic
about the exclusionary rule.3 Indeed, only two Justices on the pres-
ent Supreme Court support the exclusionary rule with regularity.'

B.S., 1970, M.A., 1972, North Dakota State University; Ph.D., 1977, Purdue Univer-
sity Dr. Cann is presently Ass aunt Professor of Political Science at Idaho State University.

B.A., 1971, Doctor of Arts, 1977, Idaho State University. Dr. Egben is presently As-
sistant professor of Political Science at Plymouth State College.

I. steamer, C.:,fuemirerary Supreme Cowl Direalwer In Civil Liberties, 92 Pot.. Scl. Q.425 (1977).

2. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966); Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 478 (1964);
Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961)

3. See, eg., Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465 (1975); Andresen v. Maryland, 427 U.S. 463
(1976); United States v. Robinson, 414 U S. 218 (1973); Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222
(1971).

4. See, e.g., Dail* v. United States, 441 U.S. 238, 259 (1979) (Brennan, J., concurring in
pan, dissenting in pan); Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 156 (1978) (Brennan, White, Marshall,
.1.1., dissenting); United States v. Ramsey, 431 U.S. 606, 625 (1977) (Brennan, Marshall, Ste-
vens, JJ., dissenting); United States v. Washington, 431 U.S. 181, 191 (19 /7) (Brennan, Mar-
shall, .1.1., dissenting); United States v. Donovan, 429 U.S. 413, 445 (1977) (,irennan, Marshall.
JJ., dissenting in pan); Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465, 502 (1976) (Brennan, Marshall, JJ.,
dissenting); South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364, 384 (1976) (Brennan, Stewart, Marshall,
11., dissenting); Andresen v. Maryland, 427 U.S. 463, 484, 493 (1976) (Brennan, Marshall. IL,
dissenting); United States v. Watson, 423 U.S. 411, 433 (1976) (Brennan, Marshall, .1.1., dissent-
ing); United States v. Peltier, 422 U.S. 531, ;44 (1975) (Brennan, Marshall, JJ., dissenting);
United States v. Edwards, 415 U.S. 800, 809 (1974) (Douglas, Brennan, Stewart, Marshall, .1.1.,
dissenting); United States v. Matlock, 415 U.S. 164, 188 (1974) (Brennan, Marshall, .1.1., dis-
senting); United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338, 355 (1974) (Douglas, Brennan, Marshall, JJ.,
dissenting); Cupp v. Murphy, 412 U.S. 291, 297, 305 (1973) (Marshall, J., concurring) (Bren-
nan, J, dissenting in pan); Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 276, 277 (1973) (Han-
nan, Marshall, JJ., dissenting); United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423, 439 (1973) (Brennan,

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder (corn the Howard Law Journal, v, 23, no 2, 1980.
4°9-323
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The reader should not conclude that this different perspective on the
exclusionary rule is an unexpected turnabout in jurisprudence. De-
spite the fact that the United States Supreme Court utilized it for

over half a century, the bar has never shown strong support for the
rule and most law journal articles written about the exclusionary rule

are critical of it.5

The Chief Justice has indicated that he would like to do away
with the exclusionary rule,6 and recent Court cases have narrowed

the scope of the rule." We are deeply concerned about this trend and

Stewart, Marshall, JJ., dissenting); United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 31 (1973) (Marshall,

J., dissenting); Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143, 151, 152 (1972) (Douglas, Brennan, Marshall,
JJ , dissenting); United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 586 (1971) (Douglas, Harlan, Brennan,
Marshall, JJ., dissenting); United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 755, 795 (1971) (Brennan, J.,
concurring) (Marshall, J., dissenting).

5. See, e.g., Burns, Mop x Ohio. An All American Mistake, 19 DE PAUL L. Rev. 80

(1969) (hereinafter cited as Burns), Coe, The ALI Substantiality Test: A flexible Approach to the

Exclusionary Sanction, 10 GA. L. REV. 1 (1975); Friendly, The Bill of Rights ar a Code of

Criminal Procedure, 53 CALIF. L. REV. 929 (1965) (hereinafter cited as Friendly); Kamisar, Is
the Exclusionary Rule an Illogical" or "Unnatural"Interpretation of the Fourth Amendment?,

62 Jun. 66 (1978), LaFave, Improving Police Peormance Through the Exclusionary RulePart
Current Police and Local Court Practices, 30 Mo. L. REV. 391 (1965) (hereinafter cited as

LaFavej; LaFave & Remington, Controlling the Police: The Judge's Roles be Making and Re-

viewing Law Enforcement Decisions, 63 MICH. L. REV. 987 (1965); Plumb, Illegal Enforcement

of the Law, 24 CORNELL L.Q. 337 (1939) (hereinafter cited as Plumb); Schaefer, The Fourteenth

Amendment and the Sanctity of the Person, 64 Nw. U.L. REV. I (1969); Waite, EvidencePolice

Regulation by Rules of Evidence, 42 MICH. L. REV. 679 (1944); Wigraore, Using Evidence Ob-

tained by Illegal Search and Seizure, 8 A.B.A.J. 479 (1922); Wilkey, Exclusionary Rule- Why

Suppress Valid Evidence?, 62 Jun. 214 (1978); Note, Modern Approaches to the Fourth Amend.

ment.- The Reconciliation of &Saila/ Rights With Governmental Interests, 39 LA. L. REV 623

(1979); Note, Impending "Frontal Assault" on the Citadel- The Supreme Court's Readiness to

Modify the Strict Exclusionary Rule of the Fourth Amendment to a food Faith Standard, 12

TULSA L.J. 337 (1976); Note, An Alternative to the Exclusionary Rule for Fourth Amendment

Violation:, 58 IUD. 74 (1974).
For a more objective but still critical treatment of the exclusionary rule, see Oaks, Study-

mg the Exclusionary Rule in Search and Seizure, 37 U. Cm. L. REV. 665 (1970) (hereinafter

cited as Oaks). See also Y. XAMISAR, W. LAFAVE & J. ISRAEL, BASIC CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

189 (1974).
For a good example of the attitude lurking behind much of this literature, see Plumb,

supra. Plumb says that the victim of such a search will still have his day in court and will have

the opportunity to present counter evidence to the jury. "mhe defendant, as in all cases, must
raise a reasonable doubt of his guilt." Plumb, supra at 372. The problem, of course, is that if

our adversary system of criminal justice is working properly, the defendant should not have

the burden of raising a reasonable doubt. Rather, the prosecution has the burden of proving

guilt beyond all reasonable doubt. When one begins with the proposition that an accused is
guilty until he establishes reasonable doubt, then indeed it is difficult to justify a concept like

the exclusionary rule.
6. Riven v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 411, 420-21 (1971) (Burger,

CJ., dissenting).
7. See, e.g., Dalia v. United States, 441 U.S. 238, 247-48 (1979) (courts will not exclude

electronic surveillance evidence gained under the auspices of a warrant where agents had to
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the lack of support for the rule among members of the legal profes-
sion. Our perspective is that the exclusionary rule not only has
merit, but that it is indispensable to our constitutional democracy.
By constitutional democracy we mean a democracy in which the
Constitution protects a wide variety of personal rights, and conse-
quently, the government, as the instrument of the majority, is re-
strained in some instances. The exclusionary rule has been invoked
most frequently to protect fourth amendment rights, and the rule is
most vigorously defended when it relates to issues of search and
seizure. This should not be interpreted as the writers' lack of support
for its application in other areas, but rather as an editorial choice
dictated by constraints of time and space.

The basic criticism of the exclusionary rule is that although it
was meant to deter the police from conducting unreasonable
searches and seizures, it has not been an effective deterrent.8 Other
major criticisms of the exclusionary rule are as follows: it is a mis-
placed and unfairly applied retributive sanction;' any benefits of the
rule are enjoyed only by the guilty while it affords no protection for
the innocent;10 its application results in releasing countless known
criminals to continue their lawlessness;" there exist a number of po-
tentially successful alternative remedies for violations of rights;12 the

break and enter in order to execute the warrant); Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 137.38 (1978)
(narrowed the scope of whom the exclusionary rule protects); United States v. Donovan, 429
U.S. 413, 443 (1977) (omitting names from warrants does not violate the fourth amendment
requirement of "particularly describing . . . the persons . . . to be seized"); Stone v. Powell,
428 U.S. 465, 481-82 (1976) (limited the circumstsr.. s under which federal courts can review
fourth amendment claims via habeas corpus); South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364, 372-
76 (1976) (broadened the universe of reasonable searches); Andresen v. Maryland, 427 U.S.
463, 480-82 (1976) (warrants no longer must meet the fourth amendment requirement of "par-
ticularly describing the place to be searched and . . . things to be seized"); United States v.
Janis, 428 U.S. 433, 447 (1976) (resurrected the silver platter doctrine for federal prosecutions
under the Internal Revenue Codenoncruninal cases), United States v. Calandra,414 U.S. 339,
351 (1973) (the exclusionary rule does not apply to grand jury hearings); United States v.
Robinson, 414 U.S. 218, 235 (1973) (broadened the definition of a legal search incident to a
lawful arrest); United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 749 (1971)(broadened the scope of admis-
sible electronically seized evidence); Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222, 224 (1971) (evidence
otherwise excludable under the exclusionary rule can be admittedat trial to impeach the credi-
bility of the defendant).

8 S ScHLESINOER, EXCLUSIONARY INJUSTICE. THE PROBLEM OF ILLEGALLY ORTAINED
EviDeNcE 50-60 (1977) [hereinafter cite as SCHLESINOERI.

9. Oaks, supra note 5, at 726.
10. SCHLESINOER, Supra note 8, at 47.
II. M. at 60-61.
12. diverts, 403 U.S. at 421.22 (Burger, C.f., dissenting).
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rule prompts rather than deters official lawlessness;" and other
respected and democratic nations do not use the rule.'' This com-
ment will proceed by challenging the assumptions that the primary

purpose of the exclusionary rule is to deter and that as a deterrent it

is ineffective. We will criticize other common objections to the ex-

clusionary rule and conclude by placing the conflict over the rule

into a broad democratic perspective.

THE PURPOSE OF THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE IS DETERRENCE

The current constitutional test for application of the exclusion-

ary rule is to speculate whether a particular application of the rule

will produce deterred police behavior in the future." This test,
along with its underlying theory, Le, that the primary purpose of the

rule is deterrence, is of recent vintage and is peculiar to the Burger

Court. Indeed, the exclusionary rule was an active Court doctrine

for nearly fifty years before any mention of deterrence."

In adopting the exclusionary rule for the federal court system in

1914, Justice Day justified the rule in terms of democratic principles

and did so eloquently by quoting Justice Bradley's 1886 opinion in

Boyd v. Un /ted States:"
If letters and private documents can thus be seized and held

and used in evidence against a citizen accused of an offense, the

protection of the Fourth Amendment, declaring his right to be se-

cure against such searches and seizures, is of no value, and, so far

as those thus placed are concerned, might as well be stricken from

the Constitution. The efforts of the courts and their officials to

bring the guilty to punishment, praiseworthy as they are, are not

to be aided by the sacrifice of those great principles established by

years of endeavor and suffering which have resulted in their em-

bodiment in the fundamental law of the land.18

For the next forty-five years the Court's test for whether or not to

13. Oaks, supra note 5, at 699, 739-40.
14. Id. at 701-06.
15. Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. at 492.
16. The initial mention of deterrence can be found in Flkinq v. United States, 364 U.S.

206, 217 (1960).
17. Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886).

18. Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 393 (1914).
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invoke the rule was a reasonableness test.I9 Since the fourth amend-
ment forbids unreasonable searches and seizures, the Court applied
the exclusionary rule in those circumstances where it determined
that the search was unreasonable.2° In none of those cases is there
any mention of deterrence. Rather, the justification for excluding

'tainted evidence is rooted in democratic principles as the following
few examples suggest.

In 1921 Justice Clarke described the fourth and fifth amend-
ment protections as, "[t]he very essence of constitutional liberty."
The Court ruled that tainted evidence should be excluded to further
the "[f]ull enjoyment of personal liberty and private property. t221
Five years later, in Byars v. United States,22 Justice Sutherland, writ-
ing for the majority, argued that illegally seized evidence should be
excluded because "to hold [otherwise) would be to disregard the
plain spirit and purpose of the constitutional prohibitions intended
to secure the people against unauthorized official action."23 In 1931
Justice Butler stated for the Court in Go-Bart Improving Co. v. United
States24 that government searches outside the limits of the fourth
amendment are "obnoxious to fundamental principles of liberty,"
and that courts "owe the duty of vigilance for its effective enforce-
ment."23

After thirty-four years of federal court enforcement of the ex-
clusionary rule there was no mention of deterrence. In 1948, ad-
dressing the problem of warrantless searches, the Court, in Johnson v.
United States,26 stressed that exclusion does not deprive law enforce-

ment officers from making "the usual inferences which reasonable
men may draw from evidence," but simply requires that a detached

PA See Canon v United States, 267 U.S. 132 (1925); Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United
States, 251 U.S. 385 (1920).

20. Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. 165 (1952); Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10
(1948); United States v. Letkowitz, 285 U.S. 452 (1932); Taylor v. United States, 286 U.S. I
(1932); Go-Bart Improving Co. v. United States, 282 U.S. 344 (1931); Byars v. United States,
273 U.S. 28 (1927); Agnello v. United States, 269 U.S. 20 (1925); Amos v. United States, 255
US 313 (1921); Gouled v. United States, 255 U.S. 298 (1921); Silverthorne Lumber Co. v.
United States, 251 U.S. 385 (1920); Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914).

21. Gouled v. United States, 255 U.S. at 30344.
22. Ryan v. United States, 273 U.S. 28 (1927).
23. IS at 33.
24. Go-Bart Improving Co. v. United States, 282 U.S. 344 (1931).
25. Id. at 357.
26. Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10 (1948).
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magistrate be convinced of those inferences." In that same case, the
Court, in very stark and dramatic language, stated the following fun-
damental justification for the exclusionary rule:

An officer gaining access to private living quarters under
color of his office and of the law which he personifies must then
have some valid basis in law for the intrusion. Any other rule
would undermine 'the right of the people to be secure in their per-
sons, houses, papers, and effects,' and would obliterate one of the
most fundamental distinctions between our form of government,
where officers are under the law, and the police-state where they
are the law."
It is clear that the justification or primary purpose of the exclu-

sionary rule was not deterrence but rather to enhance constitutional
liberty and to reassure the people that government lawlessness would
not be rewarded by an independent judiciary. By 1949 the exclu-
sionary rule doctrine was fairly well settled law. Searches and
seizures were automatically unreasonable if there was no warrant,
except in those circumstances immediately incidental to a lawful ar-
rest.29 Warrants had to be issued on adequate grounds, be specific

and be issued by a detached judicial officer.3° Federal courts could,
however, admit evidence not meeting the above requirements if it
were obtained by state agents.31

The first mention of deterrence as a principle behind the exclu-
sionary rule was expressed by Justice Stewart in Elkins Y. United
States.32 Indeed, in recent Court opinions the statement is fre-
quently made that the reason for the exclusionary rule is deterrence
and Elkins is cited.33 However, deterrence was only one of three
justifications discussed in Elkins for invoking the exclusionary rule

27. Id. at I I.
28. Id. at 17.
29. Trupiano v. United States, 334 U.S. 699 (1948).
30. Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. at 13-14.
31 For several examples of reasonable searches during this period, see Breithaupt v.

Abram, 352 U.S 432 (1957), Irvine v. California, 347 U.S. 128 (1954); United States v. Rabino-
mtz, 339 U.S. 56 (1950), Harris v. United States, 331 U.S. 145 (1947), Zap v. United States, 328
U.S. 624 (1946); Davis v. United States, 328 U.S. 582 (1946); Carroll v. United States, 267 U.S.

132 (1925).
32. Elkins v. United States, 364 U.S. 206, 217 (1960).
33. More accurately, Elkins is cited when the Justices fed the need to lend legal support

to the theory--and frequently they feel no such compulsion. See, eg. , Bivens v Six Unknown
Named Agents, 403 U.S. at 411-27 (Burger, C.J., dimenting). Seeafro Brewer v. Williams, 430
U.S. 387 (1977); United States v. Janis, 428 U.S. 433 (1976); United States v. Calandra, 414
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in federal courts for illegally seized state evidence. The other two
reasons were to enhance federalism and constitutional democracy.
In terms of deterrence, Justice Stewart's opinion pointed out that the
Court had been hinting" to the states to find some way to control
illegal searches and many of the states had done nothing in that re-
spect. Therefore, as a last resort the Court was invoking the exclu-
sionary rule to discourage state officers from obtaining illegal
evidence and turning it over to federal officers.

Another reason for invokingihe exclusionary rule in the Elkins
case was that it would enhance federalism." Prior to this ruling
there was a bizarre state of affairs in those states which had adopted
the exclusionary rule. Even though neither state nor federal courts
would admit illegal evidence obtained by officials under their juris-
diction, they would admit such evidence obtained by officials beyond
their jurisdiction.' Hence, even though they could not use it in their
own courts, state officials were encouraged to gather tainted evidence
and turn it over to federal officials."

Where, then, does the present Court get the notion that the pri-
mary purpose of the exclusionary rule is deterrence? Most probably
this comes from a few cases decided during the 1960's involving the
vexing question of retroactivity. The concept of retroactivity in-
volves questions similar to the following: if the Court pronounced
the Mapp doctrine in 1961,38 should the Court then apply that doc-
trine to those convicted on illegally seized evidence prior to 1961? In
Linkleller v. Walker,39 the Court declared that the purpose of the
exclusionary rule was to deter and refused to make the Mapp doc-
trine retroactive on the basis that to do so would not have a deterrent
effect. The Court reached similar conclusions in Fuller v. Alaska4°

U S. 338 (1974); Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222 (1971) (see both the majority opinion and
the Chief Justice's dissent).

34. See generally Wolf v. Colorado, 338 U.S. 25 (1949).
35. Elkhu, 364 U.S. at 221.22.
36. M at 210-11.
37. hi. at 212.13.
38. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961).
39. Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618 (1965).
40. Fuller v. Alaska, 393 U.S. 80 (1968). In Fuller, the Court made prospective applica-

tion of the doctrine in Lee v. Florida, 392 U.S. 378 (1968). That is, state evidence obtained in
violation of § 605 of the Federal Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976), should
be excluded at trial, but only for those defendants whose trial succeeds the decision in Lee.
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and Desist v. United States:"
As the prior discussion indicates, there simply was no precedent

for the Court's justification in Link letter. In defense of the Court,
however, the question of retroactivity is a particularly troublesome
one. The Court was making bold progressive steps toward safe-

guarding the constitutional rights of those accused of crimes during

this period. Consequently, the Court was under considerable attack
for "turning loose" individual "criminals" (e.g., Messrs. Escobedo,
Miranda, Katz, Gideon, and Ms. Mapp).42 One can only speculate

what would have happened to the prestige of the Court had it fol-
lowed retroactivity precedent and released hordes of convicted
criminals loose on society. The Court has had particular difficulty
agreeing on a retroactivity policy, and the Link letter decision was
just the first in a long line of politically difficult decisions for the
Court." We would argue, given the paucity of any mention of deter-

rence in previous exclusionary rule cases, that in terms of the Court's

prestige deterrence was raised in Linkletter for the political reasons

discussed above.
That the primary purpose of the exclusionary rule is deterrence

and that it is ineffective in that regard was most clearly voiced by

Chief Justice Burger in his famous dissent in Bivens v. Six Unknown

Named Agents.'" Without citing any supporting cases, the Chief
Justice declared, "It is clear, howev6r, that . . . [t]he exclusionary

rule has rested on the deterrent rationale . . . ."45 Thus, disregard-

ing fifty-five years of clear precedent, the Chief Justice dismissed the

democratic principles supporting the exclusionary rule:

Under one of these alternative theories the rule's foundation

is shifted to the 'sporting contest' thesis that the government must
'play the game fairly' and cannot be allowed to profit from its own

41. Desist v. United States, 394 U.S. 244 (1969). In Desist, the Court made the doctrine in

Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 349 (1967), applicable only to those cases in which the

electronic surveillance occurred after December 18, 1967.

42. See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967); Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436

(1966); Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 478 (1964); Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 333 (1963);

Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961).
43. For an excellent discussion of the problem of retroactivity, see Peltier, Retroactivity

and the Exclusionary Rule When do the Policies Underlying the Exchalonary Rule Warrant Its

Retroactive Aisphcztioni, 13 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 317 (1975).

44. Bivens v. Si; Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 411 (1971) (Burger, C.J., dis-

senting).
45. M. at 415.
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illegal acts . . . . But the exclusionary rule does not ineluctably
flow from a desire to ensure that government plays the 'game' ac-
cording to the rule.46

Two years after Bivens, the Chief Justice's dissent became Court
doctrine.!'

Despite the jurisprudential preferences of several of the present
members of the Court, a fair study of the history of the exclusionary
rule reveals that the purpose behind it was not deterrence. Rather,
the underlying principle is indeed what the Chief Justice scoffingly
referred to as the government playing the "game" fairly. The deter-
rence theory is of relatively recent vintage and, except for the aberra-
tion of the retroactivity cases, has never been the principle accepted
by the Court until 1973.

THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE IS NOT AN EFFECTIVE DETERRENT

As indicated above, the first criticism of the exclusionary rule as
a deterrent comes from the Chief Justice in Bivens. "Some clear
demonstration of the benefits and effectiveness of the exclusionary
rule is required to justify it. . . . But there is no empirical evidence
to support the claim that the rule actually deters illegal conduct of
law enforcement officials."" This is a curious position for the Chief
Justice to take vis-a-vis his philosophy on deterrence as explicated in
Furman v. Georgia.'9 In Furman, the Chief Justice argued that we
should proceed on the assur 'Ilion that capital punishment does de-
ter an lit those who would change the law prove empirically that it
does not deter." He adds that in any case inquiries of "that kind"
are beyond the scope of judicial review.

One could, of course, dispense with the argument of whether or
not the exclusionary rule deters by stating that it really makes no
difference. Since the real purpose of the rule is to put some "teeth"
into the fourth amendment by ensuring that the people are secure in
their persons, houses and effects, its deterrent effect is superfluous.

46. Id. at 414.
47. See United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338 (1974).
48. Nem 403 U.S. at 416 (Burger, CJ., dissenting).
49. Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972).
50. Id. at 395-96.
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So long as courts vigorously exclude evidence gained outside the
mandate of the fourth amendment its purpose is furthered.

Alternatively, one could apply the Chief Justice's logic on deter-
rence in Furman v. Georgia to the exclusionary rule. That is, we
should assume that it does deter until those who wish to change the
law prove empirically that it does not. Since such empirical evidence
is lacking there is nothing left to discus:,. However, that approach
avoids the issue, and we believe that at present the exclusionary rule
does deter and with more vigorous enforcement it could be even
more effective.

While there have been many articles written on the exclusionary
rule, there have been few empirical studies that address the deter-
rence-question. Perhaps the tr. st thorough treatment of this subject
is the 1970 article of Oaks," in which he criticizes and synthesizes all
of the empirical studies in an attempt to reach a definite conclusion
on whether the exclusionary rule has a deterrent effect upon law en-
forcement officials. His conclusion is that

(Iillegal searches and seizures seem to be concentrated in a few
types of crimes, notably weapons and narcotics offenses. The data
contains little support for the proposition that the exclusionary
rule discourages illegal searches and seizures fin the two areas
cited above) but it falls short of establishing that it does not [de-
ter] 52

In a later article, Canon contends that many of the empirical studies
are based upon biased assumptions and that virtually all are meth-
odologically insufficient." Canon's article is more positive about the
deterrent effect of the rule than is Oaks' article. The conclusion
which all knowledgeable scholars have reached based on this re-
search was summed up by Chief Justice Burger, who indicated that
the empirical evidence is inconclusive.54 In short, it is not known
empirically whether the exclusionary rule has a deterrent effect.

Common sense (supported by some empirical evidence) tells us

51. Oaks, supra note 5.
52. Id. at 667.
53, Canon, Is the Exclusionary Rule in Failing Health? Some New Data and a Plea 4gainri

a Precipitous Conclusion, 62 KY. L.J. 681 (1973.74) (hereinafter cited as Canon).
54, SCHLESINUER. supra note 8, Canon, .supra note 53, Oaks, supra note 5, Spiotto, Search

and Seizure. An Empirical Study of the Exclusionary Rule and Its Alternatives, 2 J LEOAL

Sruch 243 (1973).
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that under certain circumstances it does not deter. Obviously, where
the object of police activity is not a trial and conviction there is no
motivation to fear the consequences of the exclusionary rule. By the
same token, the increasing usage in the station house of the term
"righteous bust"" indicates that ordinary policemen are aware and
affected by the exclusionary rule and that their official behavior is
guided by it.

If the rule is not an efficient deterrent it is not because of any
inherent deficiency in the rule, but rather because of selective invo-
cation of it by the courts. The case of Hill v. California56 provides a
good example. California police stopped a car for a moving viola-
tion and observed objects reported stolen in the back seat. Upon
proper questioning, the suspects admitted taking part in recent rob-
beries and implicated Hill who was not in the car. Up to this point
everything was proper. There was probable cause to stop the car in
the first instance; the stolen objects were in plain view; and there
followed a valid arrest and probable cause to suspect Hill. At this
point, however, the police did not bother to obtain either an arrest or
search warrant. Instead, they went straight to the address given as
Hill's, gained entry, searched the premises and seized more stolen
evidence. The police arrested a man who they believed to be Hill,
but who in reality was not. When this case went before the Supreme
Court, the Court said that the warrantless search and arrest consti-
tuted no violation of the fourth amendment." It is precisely against
short cuts such as these that the exclusionary rule should be invoked
as this is clearly the type of behavior the fourth amendment was
meant to inhibit. We suggest that if the courts would adamantly and
consistently invoke the exclusionary rule it would be a more effective
deterrent. As it now stands, however, the police will take their cue
from the Supreme Court in cases like Hill and wink at the require-
ments of the fourth amendment and the exclusionary rule.

55 Righteous bust refers to an arrest made within the dictates of the fourth and fifth
amendments that will not result in exclusion of evidence in court due to lack of proper proce-
dure.

56. Hill v. California, 401 U.S. 797 (1971).
57. Id. at 804.05.
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OTHER CRITICISMS OF THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE

Continuing to erroneously cast suppression in the role of a crim-
inal-like sanction, critics argue that as a form of retribution the ef-
fects of the exclusionary rule are misplaced and unfair." More
specifically, Chief Justice Burger and others contend that it is the
prosecutor rather than the offending police who is punished by ap-
plication of the rule;" the rule ignores the intent of the offender,6°

and it is a single invariable sanction applied without regard for the
gravity of the offense.61 The discussion above with regard to the in-

tent of the exclusionary rule adequately disposes of the notion that it
was designed with the intent to punish b2 We submit that application
of the rule does not serve as a form of retribution either intentionally

or unintentionally.
Prosecutors are hardly sanctioned by exclusion. The effects of

the exclusion of evidence from trial might be described as trouble-
some, frustrating or perhaps embarrassingas indeed it should be.
The Constitution was intentionally designed to make law enforce-
ment difficult, frustrating and troublesome. Easy law enforcement,
unlimited by law, is a characteristic much more common to totalitar-

ian states than to democracies. Prosecutors deservedly are embar-
rassed at losing cases when evidence is found to be illegally
obtained. Exclusion is not at fault. Rather, both the lawlessness of

the police and the prosecutor's complicity in that lawlessness are to
blame. h 's no less obscene and abusive for prosecutors to attempt to

58. Krems, 403 U.S. at 416-19 (Burger, C.J., dissenting); United States v. Peltier, 422 U.S.

531, 544 (1975) (Brennan. J., dissenting); People v. Defore, 242 N.Y. 13, 21, 150 N.E. 585, 587-

8E (1926); SCHLESINGER, supra note 8, at 61-62; Friendly, supra note 5, at 951-52; Oaks, .ridpra

note 5, at 726.
59. &rem, 403 U.S. at 416-17 (Burger, C.J., dissenting); Oaks, supra note 5, at 726.

60. Justice Cardozo lamented the effects of the rule in instances when "the constable has
blundered." People v. Defore, 242 N.Y. at 21, 150 N.E. at 587-88. More recently, this argu-

ment has been made pointing to the rule's sanction of intentional and inadvertent violations in
precisely the same manner. See, e.g., United States v. Peltier, 422 U.S. 531, 544 (1975) (Bren-

nan, J., dissenting); &rens, 403 U.S. at 418-19 (Burger, C.J., dissenting); SCHLESINGER, supra

note 8, at 61.62; Friendly, supra note 5, at 951-53.
61. See, e.g., Bi'vens, 403 U.S. at 419 (Burger, C.J., dissenting). The Chief Justice pro-

poses that using exclusion as the sole and invariable sanction for illegally seizing evidence is

similar to a blanket "shoot to kill" order. While such an order may be tolerable "to prevent
the escape of a convicted killer," such an order is not appropriate in the case of "a car thief, a

pick pocket or a shoplifter." More amusing yet is his analogy of the criminal acts of freeing "a

tiger or a mouse in a schoolroom," each of which must be treated differently. See aim
Friendly, supra note 5, at 952.

62. See text accompanying notes 28.29, 33-35 supra.
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convict people on the basis of illegal evidence than for police to ille-
gally seize that evidence.

Assume for the moment that an unintended consequence of the
exclusionary rule is a mild or occasional punishment. Can the rule,
therefore, be condemned because it ignores the seriousness of the
sanctioned offense, or because the offense may have been unin-
tended? One might justifiably wonder how seriously these criticisms
are urged by their own proponents. If critics would cast exclusion
into a criminal-like atmosphere, why do they not further urge whole-
sale application of due process to the determination of police culpa-
bility? The answer is that they knowas well they shouldthat
suppres.ion is not a criminal sanction. Further, they should recog-
nize the enormity of the difference between the act of a private indi-
vidual and the unconstitutional behavior of one acting in the name
of and with the cumulative force of the government. That difference
is not one of degree but one of kind.

No language or meaning in the Constitution excuses minor or
inadvertent violations of rights. However much one might wish that
the fourth amendment protected only intentionally and substantially
unreasonable searches and seizures, it does not. The impact of gov-
ernmental intrusion into the privacy of the individual is awesome
even when justified as reasonable intrusions. Exclusion correctly ad-
dresses minor, serious, accid,,ntal and intended violations of rights in
a uniform fashion by protesting those rights violated from any possi-
ble harmful consequences beyond the actual intrusion.

Another major objection to the exclusionary rule relies correctly
upon its intent to protect individuals from possible injurious conse-
quences of official lawlessness. Critics of the rule, however, perceive
that any benefits of its application accrue only to the guilty, and that
it affords no protection to the innocent 63 Meeting this objection is
disturbing because to do so requires reminding serious legal scholars
and judges in our highest courts of the fundamental nature of our
system of criminal justice. Had persons with no legal background
advanced this argument it would be only slightly less objectionable.

Probably no principle of criminal law is more important to our
adversary system than the presumption of innocence, and that we

63. See, e.g., Avens, 403 U.S. at 413 (Burger, C.J., dissenting), SCHLESINGER, supra note
8, at 47, Oaks, supra note 5, at 736-39.
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refrain from attaching the "guilty" label until one has been found
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt by a judge or jury following a fair
and legal judicial proceeding. Hopefully, what is really meant by
those who perceive suppression to be a protection only for the guilty
is that it protects only those who are accu,ed of a crime and against
whom some incriminating evidence exists.

If this objectioa really means that the rule only protects those
who in the absence of the exclusionary rule would probably be
found guilty then the objection is no closer to the truth. It is no
secret that in spite of constitutional protections, we frequently con-
vict and punish perfectly innocent people. Let us assume that sup-
pression really did protect only those who had indeed engaged in
criminal activity. Even under those circumstances no reasonable
case could be made for abandoning the rule. It was intended to give
force to the promise that the people would be free from unreasonable
searches and seizures. The fourth amendment makes no distinction
among people, but it does provide for reasonable performance of
searches and seizures in cases where it can be established that some-
one has probably committed a crime. To urge abandonment of the
exclusionary rule on the grounds argued here is evidence of an im-
poverished notion of justice and lack of general support for "hard-
won" constitutional rights.

Exclusion is popularly reputed to render law enforcement exces-
sively difficult and therefore to turn known criminals loose to prey
on society.65 In free societies it is inevitably difficult to convict and
punish criminals. If we wish to enforce the criminal law at all costs,
then we should altogether abandon the Constitution and use our
available resources and technology to rid ourselves of nearly all
forms of criminality and deviance. The price of freedom, then, is
suffering with some level of criminal behavior. Those who would
argue that the price is too high are not only devaluing our general
level of liberty, but more seriously that of certain members of soci-
ety. We suspect that the price would be most dearly paid by the non-
white, the poor, the young and those with other than traditional life

64. E. BORCHARD, CONVICTING THE INNOCENT (1970), Sixty-five selected cases are ana-
lyzed in which persons convicted of crimes were later shown to be innocent after many years of
imprisonment.

65. See Bowls, 403 U.S. at 413 (Burger, CJ., dissenting), SCHLESINGER, supra note 8, at
60.61; Friendly, supra note 5, at 953. Oaks, supra note 5, at 736-39, 753.
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styles. Those with the least ability to protect themselves at present
could easily lose the protection of the Constitution as well.

Enforcement of the criminal law is important to a free society,
but many improvements are possible within the context of the Con-
stitution." Professionalization of police, better coordination among
law enforcement personnel, increased resource allocation to criminal
justice agencies and especially the courts, as well as fuller coopera-
tion between the police and the public are more preferable to the loss
of rights. Dollars, time and concern are better spent than our consti-
tutionally protected freedoms.

Critics of exclusion would lead us to believe that its practice has
a very great impact on our ability to punish criminals 6T This idea
has more intuitive appeal than truth. It is not unfair to estimate that
forty to fifty percent of all occurrences of violent and property crimes
do not become known to the police," and of those that do become
known, about twenty-two percent are cleared by arrests.69 Of these,
seventy-five percent are prosecuted and seventy-one percent of those
cases result in convictions." As a proportion, of all crimes commit-
ted in the United States, those cases which are prosecuted but result
in findings other than guilt are probably about three percent."

Discounting this figure by taking into account the many possible
reasons for courts' failure to convictincluding the real possibility

66 The city of Dallas, Texas, for example, has instituted a Legal Liaison Division in its
police department to afford, among other services, immediate legal advice to officers on patrol.
Since operations began. significantly reduced numbers of errors on the p.m of police resulting
in exclusion have been experienced there. See 6 LEAA NEWSLETTER 5 (Aug. 1977).

67 Bivens, 403 U.S. at 411.24 (Burger, CI, dissenting), F iNBAU, J. THOMPSON, J. HOD-
DAD, J ZAGES& G STARKMAN, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE. CASES AND CoMMENTS 162 (1974),
J KAPLAN, CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTRODUCTORY CASES AND MATERIALS 205 (1978), P. LEWIS
& K PEOPLES, THE SUPREME COURT AND THE CRIMINAL PROCESS. CASES AND COMMENTS
197 (1978); SCHLESINGER, supra note 8, at 47-63.

68 See generally PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRA-
TION OF JUSTICE, THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY 20.22 (1967). This conclu-
sion is substantiated more recently in LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ASSISTANCE
ADMINISTRATION, U S DEP'T OF JUSTICE, CRIMINAL VICTIMIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES
20 (19'7) The Department reports that only commercial crimes and auto theft are reported
more frequently than 53% of the time. Crimes of larceny against persons and households are
reported only about 27% of the time.

69 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIOATION, U.S. peel OF JUSTICE, UNIFORM CRIME RE-
PORTS, 1977 (1977).

70. Id.
71 This is the mathematical result using the arrest, prosecution and conviction data

above and assuming liberally that 60% of crimes ber.ome known to the police.
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of the innocence of the accusedexclusion accounts for a minute
proportion of criminal acts that go unpunished. Thus, the view that
the exclusionary rule turns hordes of hardened criminals loose on
society is simply an illusion. However, there are hordes of criminals
on the streets because of the refusal of people to report crimes and to
cooperate with police in their detection. Law enforcement agencies
are understaffed, frequently unprofessional or not professional
enough and are lacking in adequate resources. These are problems
capable of solution without resort to official lawlessness.

Closely related to the idea that exclusion constitutes a very
costly solution to violations of the fourth amendment is the assertion
that there exists a number of potentially more successful and less
costly remedies. Most commonly suggested are criminal sanctions to
be imposed upon violators and civil remedies against individual of-
ficers and their agencies.72 If the intended impact of these remedies
Is deterrence through their identifying and punishing offenders, there
is reason for at least tentative optimism. These remedies, however,
should supplement rather than replace the exclusionary rule since
they themselves have some limitations. We enthusiastically urge en-
actment of and experimentation with means for enforcing the rights
of the fourth amendment. However, in the absence of exclusion,
many wrongs may not become known. Accordingly, the courts will
hardly be in a position to protect people from the ill effects of the
violations. Further, many such remedies would necessarily be initi-
ated from prison cells and by convicted persons hardly capable of
provoking public or official sympathy.

Chief Justice Burger's discussion to this point is most interest-
ing. In the /livens case, he attacks exclusion as impotent because law
enforcement agencies do not sanction acts resulting in exclusion and
points to the unlikelihood of convicting or finding against violating
police." Prosecutors, judges and juries are unlikely to take the side
of an obviously guilty defendant against that of the police.' He pro-
poses that Congress, on the other hand, should enact procedures for
civil and criminal remedies," the very means which he previously

72. &wear, 403 U S. at 421-22 (Burger, CJ., dissenting), SCHLESINGER, supra note 8,
chap. 4; La Pave, nipro note 5, at 392.

73. Riven:. 403 U S at 416 (Borger, CJ., dissenting).
74 Id at 421-22.
75. Id, at 422-24.
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assured us are not and cannot be effective. Although the Chief Jus-
tice has indicated that he does not intend to abandon the exclusion-
ary rule until other more effective remedies are available,76 we are
not persuaded. The case might be easily made that establishment of
other remedies would merely justify accomplishment of his major
goal: the demise of the bothersome exclusionary rule.

Some evidence suggests that exclusion prompts official lawless-
ness rather than discouraging it. It is argued that in order to succeed

. in convicting those they arrest, police blatantly commit perjury in
reporting the circumstances surrounding searches and arrests." Po-
lice, knowing conviction is unlikely under certain circumstances,
may impose extralegal sanctions in brutal and destructive forms.78
They may in fact purposely use illegal searches as a method of im-
munizing selected persons from criminal prosecution.' Some judges
may also abuse the rule by avoiding imposition of non-discretionary
sentences" or in issuing questionable warrants knowing that the
probable cause question will be more carefully reviewed should the
case go to trial."

These arguments hardly address the rule itself but are rather a
serious indictment of the criminal justice system and its personnel.
Any procedural rule is capable of being abused by those who at-
tempt to circumvent it. That circumventing the rule results in cor-
ruption points to the need for additional protections against abuse,
but does not itself condemn the rule. It is in corrupt and abusive
systems that such protections as the exclusionary rule are most
needed. In a system in which lawfulness is paramount and individ-
ual rights readily observed the rule is less necessary.

The fact that suppression of illegally seized criminal evidence is
within the constitutional authority of the courts has not been seri-
ously questioned. Critics of the exclusionary rule, however, assume
and sometimes explicitly argue that it is a judicially created rule of
evidence, destructible at the will of the Supreme Court.82 Although

76. Id. at 420.
77. Bums, supra note 5, at 96; Oaks, supra note 5, at 699, 739-40.
78. La Faye, supra note 5, at 422; Oaks, supra note 5, at 750-52.
79. Oaks, supra note 5, at 749-50.
80. LaFave, supra note 5, at 405.
81. Id. at 412.
82 A majority of the Burger Court is certainly of this opinion. The Chief Justice J3 most
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the genesis of the rule hardly compels any conclusion with regard to

its future fate, its defense is strengthened by its close ties to the Con-

stitution. The Supreme Court has not consistently held that the ex-

clusionary rule is required by the Constitution itself. While the very
language of the fourth amendment does not mention exclusion, it is

certainly consistent with its meaning.

Critics of exclusion recognize that a major argument made in
support of the rule is that it assures the basic integrity of criminal
proceedings and lends a spirit of fair play to the process. Although
recognizing the existence of the argument, they are rather cavalier in
dismissing its importance." A notable exception to this evasiveness

is their mention that many highly regarded legal systems in other
free and democratic nations do not use exclusion." History is re-
plete with examples of nations borrowing and lending institutions
and practices, but no sovereign state is obligated to do so. The pecu-

liarities of a nation's history, culture, values and needs should guide
its legal practices and not international consensus. It is no less rea-

sonable to insist that all other nations adopt exclusion than to argue

that the United States abandon the practice because others will not

adopt it.
America's legal system is understandably different from many

others. The nature of the relationship between law enforcement of-

ficers and the public is very different here than in much of the
world." Attitudes of American police officers with regard to the role

of procedural rules and individual rights are notably less admirable

than in some other countries." Our courts are not empowered to

outspoken about rejecting the doctrine of Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961). In Mapp, the

Court held that the fourth and fifth amendments are inseparably tied and that the exclusionary

rule is demanded by their meaning. For ChiefJustice Burger's argument, see Rivens,403U.S.

at 414 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
83. Chief Justice Burger, in Riven:, dismisses the argument equally easily in a single sen-

tence. "But the exclusionary rule does not ineluctably flow from a desire to ensure that the

government plays the 'game' according to the rules." 403 U.S. at 414 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).

Oaks, supra note 5, at 669, dismisses the argument as follows: "Although the normative justifi-

cation that the Supreme Court has referred to as the 'imperative of judicial integrity' continues

to appear in the rhetoric of Supreme Court decisions, it is doubtful that this argument decides

84. In Avtar, the Chief Justice makes this argument and cites further references to this

point. 403 U.S. at 415 (Burger, C.J., dissenting). See also Oaks, supra note 5, at 701-06.

85. E.g.,M. BANTON, THE POLICE IN THE COMMUNITY 227-40 (1964).

86. Oaks. supra note 5, at 701.06, explores such attitudes in American and Canadian

police.
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perform investigatory functions, but only to resolve cases by decid-
ing real controversies. In criminal cases the defendant is hardly in
the hands of those charged with finding th:, truth. Rather, he is the
captive of those whose explicit duty and intent is to assure that he is
found guilty. In inquisitorial systems the additional advantages af-
forded the defendant in adversary proceedings are less necessary to
assure justice. If exclusion is unique to the United States so are
many of the circumstances which prompted its original and contin-
ued use here.

It is incumbent upon those who would change an important and
established principle of law to demonstrate the necessity and wisdom
of that change. Criticisms of the exclusionary rule do not accom-
plish that task. Not only are they incorrect, but they have ignored
the role of the rule in a society guided by democratic principles. De-
feating all objections to exclusion is therefore less important than
disclosing its essential relation to a democratic political environment.
To that task we now proceed.

THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE AS A CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRATIC
DOCTRINE

Arguments against the exclusionary rule have proceeded from
narrowly legalistic, pragmatic and short-term perspectives. What is
needed is a more careful analysis of its present and future role in
maintaining a free and democratic politicai atmosphere in America.
The exclusionary rule has two major roles in a democratic society
which together justify its continued use. One is its service in protect-
ing individuals by limiting some of the potential consequences of
illegal governmental activity. Another is that of a communicative
device, teaching and reinforcing democratic values.

The notion of democracy prescribes that government exercise
only that power which is lawfully delegated to it by the sovereign
people and that official acts must be carefully limited by law. Indi-
viduals therefore maintain a high degree of autonomy with respect
to their behavior, disposition of property, etc. Further, any person
whose personal sphere of sovereignty is reduced or destroyed,
whether by government or private parties, has the right to an appro-
priate remedy order to restore his rights and to reduce or elimi-
nate any unfavorabit consequences of their violation. Such a
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remedy may take a variety of forms, but justice requires that, within
the limits of possibility, the person's circumstances or life situation
prior to the violation be restored. In the cases of some offenses, e.g.,
murder or physical assault, no complete remedy is possible. How-
ever, because the remedy is not complete in some cases, the law is
not relieved of the obligation to provide any possible or partial solu-
tion.

Consider the case of one whose privacy is unlawfully violated
by an illegal search of his home during which same of his personal
property is seized. Despite the apparent simplicity of such an occur-
rence, its implications are manifold. First, the officer invades the
person's sphere of privacy. If the offending officer is permitted to
divulge the details of the search in a public trial, he may as well
invite any and all interested persons to accompany him on his unau-
thorized excursion. Further, the citizen has lost possession and con-
trol of some elements of his private environment (ie., property,
papers, communication and effects) that he inie' reasonably have
expected to retain privately. Such losses differ from those of other
robberies or burglaries only in that they result from official rather
than private action and are therefore even more odious. Finally, the
victim is now vulnerable to the criminal law. If the fruits of the ille-
gal search and seizure are used in evidence against him, he is much
more likely than before to further suffer by being convicted of a
crime and being punished. In short, the victim's life situation is sig-
nificantly changed for the worse as a result of the illegal governmen-
tal action.

To what remedy or remedies is such a victim entitled? Justice
demands that the law provide for the complete restoration of the for-

mer life situation. That is obviously impossible in this case. The fact
of the violation is history and no mechanism is available to com-
pletely eliminate the embarrassment and inconvenience of the event.
The law can and should, however, minimize the real and potential
effects of the intrusion beyond those immediate to the act itself. The
exclusionary rule is the single available remedy which is capable of
performing this function. It limits the initial intrusion to those who
actually perform the search by preventing public cognizance of ille-
gally discovered objects and information. It requires return of these
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and prevents their use by the courts in imposing criminal conviction
and sanctions.

Our assertion that the exclusionary rule is the only effective
remedy available to those whose fourth amendment rights have been
violated is not inconsistent with our earlier encouragement of the use
of other solutions for other purposes. Other remedies are narrowly
addressed at avoiding future violations by imposing sanctions on vi-
olators. Deterrence is a laudable goal but imposition of sanctions
may not have such an effect." Neither civil nor criminal sanctions
are capable of restoring what has been referred to as the former life
situation. Unless one argues that there is some satisfaction in know-
ing that a guilty party has suffered, criminal sanctions afford nothing
to the injured party. Civil remedies may restore seized property or
its value, but that can hardly compensate for the other losses men-
tioned above. Among the possible solutions for violations of the
fourth amendment, only exclusion affords protection to those who
have already suffered. Such persons are at least as much entitled to
relief as are potential future victims.

It would hardly be desirable for any rule of law to afford an
absolute right of privacy. Society has an important interest in enter-
ing the privacy of individuals when necessary to enforce the criminal
law. Our Constitution recognizes that need and prescribes means by
which law enforcement officers may legally serve this interest. On
occasions when correct and reasonable searches and seizures occur,
the exclusionary rule has no force and the government may perform
the law enforcement function to its fullest legal extent. It is when
government uses power illegitimately and ignores the dictates of the
source of its own power that individuals need and are entitled to
such remedies as the exclusionary rule.

The fact that most of our constitutionally defined rights are to
some extent limited and must frequently be balanced against the
rights of others is generally recognized. Critics of the exclusionary
rule, however, have abused this principle. They would balance the
rights mentioned in the fourth and other related amendments against

87 Among the finest short discussions of the deterrent effects and ethical implicauons of
punishment is Andenaes. Thr General Preventive Ejects of Punrshment, 114 U. PENN. L REV.
949 (1966) Here. it is argued that we can presently draw few sound conclusions about the
efficaciousness of punishment.
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the interest of society in enforcing the criminal law E8 In recognition

of this interest, governments are empowered to perform the law en-
forcement function. If this power or its exercise can be somehow
conceived of as a right, then that right is rigorously defined and lim-

ited by the Constitution. It certainly does not include the right to
break the law! It is hardly possible to balance rights against a power

which is already carefully circumscribed in terms of those rights.

We have argued that exclusion, in the role of a remedy to be
invoked by those victimized by illegal searches, has immediate and
specific effects. In its role as a communicative device, its impact is

less dramatic and more general. The law and the behavior of gov-
ernment communicate important meanings to the public. Govern-
ment has long been recognized as a great teacher of social values.89
Although one might argue that this is an inappropriate function of
government, it is the inescapable task of the government to arbitrate
among conflicting interests and values. Unable to escape that func-

tion, government leadership must conscientiously anticipate the
communicative effects of its decision and other behavior.

The Burger Court has three general alternatives with respect to

the future of the exclusionary rule. It can continue to communicate
an uncertain message. by retaining the rule while failing to enforce it

rigorously. We agree with Mr. Justice Brennan that this is the least

desirable of possible courses.9° Alternatively, the Court might aban-

don the rule. or continue to enforce it strictly and invariably. It may
prove enlightening to consider the communicative effects of each
possible choice.

Two points relevant to this discussion must be kept in mind.
First, the rule has been regularly applied for nearly sixty-five years

in the federal courts and for at least seventeen in the states. During

the period of its use, the courts have regularly communicated that
they will not be parties to official lawlessness and will honor their
sworn duty to uphold the provisions of the Constitution. They have

88. This balancing procedure is implied by most criticisms of the rule. Critics regularly

cite Justice Cardozo's argument in People v. Before, 242 N.Y. 13, 150 N.E. 585 (1926). Here,

the issue is raised "whether protection for the individual would not be gained at the dispropor-

tionate loss of protection for society." Id. at 24, 150 N.E. at 588.

89. See, e.g., Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 485 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissent-
ing), Mr. Justice Brandeis has been cited on numerous occasions by the Court in supporting

the exclusionary rule.
90. United States v. Peltier, 422 U.S. 531, 561-62 (1975) (Brennan, J., dissenting).
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taught us the important principles of the limited nature of govern-
ment under law and the inviolability of the individual as he relates
to government. Any decision about the fate of the exclusionary rule
must be made in the context of these facts. Second, a change in the
law has the potential for a more immediate and recognizable impact
than maintaining the status quo. This has serious implications, espe-
cially for the abandonment option.

Consider the consequences of abandoning the exclusionary rule.
In the context of its prior enforcement such an eventuality would
necessarily mean that the courts would acknowledge and actively use
the fruits of illegal police behavior. Further, the courts would an-
nounce that, although victims were once provided a partial remedy
for their unjustly and radically changed life situations, no more rem-
edy would be afforded. No alternative solution is capable of afford-
ing appropriate remedies to those already victimized. In the absence
of exclusion other remedies may in fact prompt such evasive prac-
tices as taking the punishment in exchange for much desired convic-
tions, suspending sentences or failing to find against the police. This
communication is hardly conducive to teaching constitutional val-
ues.

Should the Court maintain its present posture with regard to
exclusion, it will have doubly failed. Not only have recent decisions
failed to provide an intelligible standard for police conduct, but they
discriminate against accused persons by a standard related to deter-
rence which is unnecessarily obscure. We doubt that police officers,
prosecutors and judges understand this communication. Certainly,
private citizens who have the right to understand the extent of their
protection from the actions of government, at present probably can-
not.

Finally, if the Court correctly chooses to retain the practice of
exclusion and to invariably enforce it, its meaning should be clear to
all. Teaching correct social values requires time, consistency and ex-
emplary behavior on the part of the teacher. The exclusionary rule
is a good constitutional doctrine, but if the courts waiver in its de-
fense and enforcement it has little chance of augmenting our liber-
ties. Throughout our history, each expansion of rights and each step
toward the ideal of democracy has been accompanied by alarm and
the temptation to return to former ways. It has been largely due to
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the leadership and example of the Supreme Court that we enjoy our
present high level of freedom.

Our founding fathers wisely created the judicial branch of gov-
ernment insulating it to a great extent from the demands of
majoritarian politics. Although democracy requires that government
be sensitive to the demands of the majority, an unrestrained majority
is the most serious of threats to a political regime." That the general
public has little regard for democratic values and civil liberties ex-
cept in a very abstract sense is well documented.' We must depend
upon the Constitution and the courts along with other elites to carry
the democratic creed.93 They must temper the rule of the majority
by protecting the rights of those whom the majority would abuse.

It is often in response to crises, whether real or imagined, that
the majority becomes most abusive of its rule. The present "crisis" is
a "wave of crime" which purportedly is the result of "coddling
criminals" and "tying the hands of the police." Many of our citizens
would now cease treating persons accused of crimes humanely,
would suspend their rights and would deny them reasonable reme-
dies for their abuse. This phenomenon is hardly new in our country.
We have "suspended the rules" on numerous occasions in our desire
to persecute witches, fornicators, communists, dissidents and mem-
bers of racial and ethnic minorities.

It is shocking that we so easily forget such events and succumb
to the temptation to give our rights away. More shocking is the cir-
cumstance that the traditional defenders of libertythe educated,
the politically active and the professionsare among those who
would join with the majority in narrowing the scope of our liberty.
Even more appalling is the fact that the legal profession and the
Supreme Court of the United States should appear to be leaning in

91. That this fact was recognized by the founding fathers is evidenced by Madison's re-
marks to this point in THE FEDERALIST No. 10 (J. Madison).

92. Eg., McClosky, Consensus and Ideology m American Polinc.r, 58 AM. POL. SCI. Rev.
361 (1964), Prothro & Gnp,g, Fundamental Principles of Democracy: Bases of Agreements and
Disagreements, 22 L Pot.. 276 (1960).

93. R. DAHL, WHO GOVERNS? (1961). In chapter 28, Dahl argues that among non-elites
there exists only acceptince of democratic ideals and personal freedoms of others. Further, in
DAHL, POLYARCHY, chap. 8 (1971), he assigns the role of supporters and teachers of these
ideals to political activists and leaders. The role of forming public opinion is filled by political
elites actor' rig to V. KEY, PUBLIC OPINION AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY, chap. 21 (1961).
The success of constitutional democracy then depends on le "earners of the creed" whom
these and other researchers identify as political elites.
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that direction, or indeed, leading the way! These trends portend an
unfavorable future for a free America. If our political elites will not
support the values upon which our Constitution was based we may
lose many of our rights. Although in the context of our entire port-
folio of protections against the arbitrary acts of government the ex-
clusionary rule may seem minor, but then lilllegitirnate and
unconstitutional practices get their first footing . . . by silent ap-
proaches and slight deviations from legal modes of procedure."94

CONCLUSION

Careful analysis of the exclusionary rule reveals that its primary
intent has been to teach and enforce principles of constitutional de-
mocracy. Until very recently, the Supreme Court has justified the
rule solely on that basis. Contemporary critics of the rule, including
a majority of the Burger Court, have ignored its original intent and
have focused pragmatically upon its deterrent effects. Our defense of
the exclusionary rule has explored and answered this and other ma-
jor objections to the rule.

American democracy is firmly based upon the notion of limited
government. Suppression of illegally seized evidence is indispen-
sible if government, as the instrument of majority rule, is to be re-
strained by the Constitution. Although other remedies for deterring
illegal police behavior are possible, they must supplement rather
than replace the exclusionary rule. To abandon the rule would result
in loss of respect for constitutional values and would deny justice to
the actual victims of unlawful official behavior.

94. Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 635 (1886).
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The exclusionary rule:
have critics

proven that it
doesn't deter police?

by Bradley Canon

Editor's note: Since last August, Judica-
ture has published three widely-read discus-
sions on whether the courts should retain the
exclusionary rule, which requires judges to
suppress evidence that police obtained
through an illegal search.

Professor Yale Kansisar initiated the de-
bate last August (is the. ..-xclusionary rule an
'illogical' or 'unnatural' interpretation of the
Fourth Amendment?") and 11,S. Circuit
Judge Malcolm Wilkey gave his response in
November ("The exclusionary rule, why
suppress valid evidenceP") Both men made
their closing argument. .st month.

Now two social scientists will dircuss a
key question in the debble. does the rule
really deter police from making illegal
searches? Bradley Canon argues that the
evidence is inconclusive, in some cities, the
rule deters, in others, it doesn't. Steven
Schlesinger responds that the rule's propo-
nents bear the burden of proving that it is
effectiveand they have not provided such
proof.

Judge Malcolm Wilkey attacks the exclu-
sionary rule in search and seizure in terms

of both logic and experience. I will leave the
logical arguments to others, my purpose
here is to evaluate his claims that experience
proves that the rule is socially costly and
that it fails to achieve its purpose of secunng
police compliance with the Fourth Amend.
ment.

According to Wilkey a variety of crimes
would be significantly curtailed if the rule
did not exist; gambling, narcotics, prostitu-
tion, armed robbery and concealed weap-
ons.' No evidence,however, is offered M
support of this assertion. Indeed, it is hard to
see even a logical connection between the
rule and the incidence of some of the crime
Armed robbery is certainly far more a prod-
uct of a society whose public policy (the
only one in the civilized world, I might add)
allows almost unrestncted access to %ve3P-

1 Malcolm Richard Wilkey. The excluslonarY mit
uhy suppress gala ecuhmce? 62 jUDICATWIE 113
(November 1978).
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ons rather than the legal inability of the
polo e to search for guns in the feu minutes
beton: the crime occurs.

Moreos er, the esi lusionary rule in no ss ay
Ines. ids the polo e from confiscating con -
cealed weapons,, The real problem is not
that criminals walk cloven the streets with
bulging automatics in their c oats or subma-
chine guns thirds cos ered by blankets The
problem is that the %capons are well hidden
and the polite often do not knoll whom to
search Though reading Dick Tracy may
suggest otherwise, criminals do not come in
malformed, misshapen sizes rendering them
easily identifiable to the police. Getting rid
of the exc lusionars rule would not alter the
situation very mmh sunless, of c ourse, the
police adopted a policy of searching etery-
one randomlyin which case we would
truls be using in a polls e state).

The impact of Mapp
Indeed. taking VI like) s argument to its

( otit hision. one would base to belies e
that sse used in a rather crime -free society
before Maple s Ohto in 1961., This of
ourse is hardb the case, It was in the D20's

and 1930rs, not the 1970's that Dillmgr,
Capone and other gangsters % elked the
streets causing s iohn cases, It was in the
1950... not the 1970's, when organized

msolsement in gambling became No
notorious that the )(elan% er Committee
made headlines for months ins estigatmg
I argue not that there is less crime today than
there was before Mom but Judge Wilkes's
assertion that the incidence of crime is relay
ed to the es( lusionary rule fails to withstand
es en the most modest scrutiny.

In this sem, in fact, I find it amazing that
W dkey imputes to criminals a detailed
know ledge of the lave of search and seizure.
("Criminals," he writes, "know the difficul-
ties of the police in making a valid search
who h will stand up under challenge at
trial 4 No es idence is offered that criminals
are so learned in the law and it seems quite

2 Mgr %tikes lads to recognize this point in his
diss11151011 of the exclusionary rule and gun control. sd.
At 224.225

367 S 61311961)
I 3% Ilkes, soma or 1. at 224

431

anomalous to assume so, considering that
search and seizure. law is so confusing or
uncertain that the nation's most prominent
jurists and legal scholars has e described it as
a "quagmire"s a "no man's land"' and a
"c nurse of true 1,111 (that) has not run
smooth, "'

Ironical's , Chief Justice Burger, a staunch
opponent of the exclusionary rule, argues
that ont of its disadvantages is that police-
men do not understand the intricacies of
search and seizure lave and thus often make
mistakes in search situations n He may well
be right on this point, but if No Judge Wil-
key's imputation seems all the more surpris-
ing It takes more credulity than I has e to
Wiese that the basic problem is one of
"smart crooks" and "dumb cops

A differential impact
My main concern with judge Wilkey's arti-
cle, howeser, is not a fear that readers will
be taken in by his exaggerated or unsound
claims about the responsibility of the cache
sionary rule for the high incidence of crime
nowadays Most readers, I am confident,
base sufficient judgment to discount such
claims My concern. rather, is that they will
atc ept the Judge's assertion that empirical
studies demonstrate that the rule is Malec-
use in deterring police violations of the
Fourth Amendment After all, they might
reason, Wilkey is not reporting his own
obsersations or conclusions here, but is
merely citing studies carried out by others

The problem is that Judge Wilkey's treat-
ment of these studies leases much to be
desired It seems that he relies in large part
on the summaries of these studies and con-
clusions drawn from them by Professor Ste-
ven Schlesinger in his recent monograph on
the rule,* Schlesinger is quite open in his

5 L..Fase, 11 arrantless Searthrs and the Supreme
Court Further Ventures Into the "Quagmire,- h Calm
LAN LL 9(19721

6 kaplan. Search and Seizure 4 No- Dan s land
the Criminal Law. 49 CALIF L REA 474 (1961)

7 Frankfurter. 1.. cons wring in Chapman 5 I. S
365 t: S. 610.618(1961)

8 Dissenting in Biter's s Six Unknown Federal
Narrows Agents. 403 U S 388. at 417 (1976)

9 Schlesinger. ENCLOSION1F11 NILSTICE THE
PROBLE11 OF ILLEGALL1 OBTAI \ ED E5novsee Ness
York, Dekker. 1977
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hostility to the exclusionary rule and, unfor-
tunately, this has led him to misinterpret
some studies and downplay others. More-
ocer, additional esidence has become avail-
able after Schlesinger's work was published.

When the totality of the esidence is exam-
ined more fully and more dispassionately, it
does not support the 1Vi Ike) Schlesinger
conclusion that the rule is inefficacious in
ceirlAng illegal police searches Neither, I
should make it clear, does the evidence
support the opposite conclusionthat the
rule deters police illegalities nearly 100 per
cent of the time. Put shortly, the rule has a
differential impact depending upon time
and place.

Replicating the Oak's study
Let us take a hard look at the empirical
esidence Wilkey argues that Dallin Oaks'
study 1') is the "most comprehensive study
ever undertaken."ih on the subject. But
Oaks' own research is devoted chiefly to
dra mg inferences about police behavior in
Cincinnati from arrest records in search and
seizure type crimes (largely gambling, nar-
cotics, and weapons offenses) in the five or
six years before and after Mapp.'2 It is a
careful study and there is little doubt that
the rule had only minimal impact on police
behavior in Cincinnati immediately follow-
ing Mapp. But it can hardly be considered
comprehensive.

Few would be so bold as to Join Judge
Wilkey ill claiming that police behavior in
one city 15 years ago is representative of
police behavior throughout the United
States in 1978. Oaks himself freely admits
that his study "obviously falls short of an
empirical substantiation or refutation of the
deterrent effect of the exclusionary rule..."
Indeed, 11, ilkey puts words in Oaks' mouth
when he tells us that "Oaks concluded"

10 Oinks, Studying the Exclusionary Rule in Search
and Seizure. 37 U CHI L flgs 695(1970)

11 %%tikes. supra n I at 222
12 Oaks also toilet ted data on the frequensy of

motions to suppress es idenve in Chicago and %%ash ing
ton The former data .sere used In Spitilo. in /ran 33.
and Ain be du. mord at tonic length later The (Sash-
ington data offer no support for a i Lim that the polo,
sontinool to iwlate the Fourth Amendment after
Itapp

13 Oaks, ;nitro n 10, at 7(8)

100 Judo awe/Volume 62. A umber fellarch, 1979

that the exc litsiunary rule is a failure,4 Oaks
took pains to note that this assertion is an
argument, not a conclusion."1$

Working on a Ford Foundation grant in
1972-73, 1 replicated Oaks' Cincinnati study
for 19 other American cities," Statistical
techniques were used to eliminate arbitrary
judgments and control for alternate explana-
tions. In nine of the cities, there was a
statistically significant decrease in arrests in
all or most search and seizure crimes follow-
ing Mann, while in the other 10 the impact
was minimal or absent."

Seemingly the exclusionary rule can and
does have a very real, although hardly uni-
versal deterrent, effect on the police. The
rule's impact, I concluded, depended much
on such factors as degree of professional
training prevailing in a department, policies
of chiefs of police and squad commanders,
the attitudes of mayors, city councils and
other officials, etc. There simply was no
singular response (or non-response) pattern
to the exclusionary rule in the five or SIC
years after Alapp.

Other studies
Schlesinger also briefly discusses Michael
Ban's study of the use of search warrants in
Cincinnati and Boston"' and the Columbia
Law School study of narcotics arrests in
Manhattan follow ing Alapp.'' Ban found
the annual use of search warrants rose from
virtually zero to over 100 in Cincinnati

14 Wilkey, supra n 1. at 222
IS Oaks, supra n 10. at 755
16 The results are reported in Canon, Testing the

Elirn tit mess of Cirri Liberties Policies at the State and
Federal Leeds The Case of the Exclusionary Ruhr, 5
MI POLITICS Q 57 (1977). A preliminary and less
methodologn ally oriented report is found in Canon. to
die Exclusionary Rule in Failing Health! Some \ its
Data and a Plea Wrist A Preciptious Contliiiion 62
KY.L J. 681 (1974) 1 rely on the former In the diose
discussion as it is more rigorous and corrects aunt
errors appearing In the earlier article.

17. Canon. Testing the Effectiveness . supra n 16.
at 72, Table 2.

18 Ban, "The Impact of blapp s. Ohio .irs Pobic
Behasior ipaper deltsered at Midnest Politisal
of e Association. May, 1973)
19. Comment. Effect of Stapp c. Ohio on Polite

SearchandSeizure Practices in Acircotins Corn. I
uL ) L ac Sot Pitons 87 s19681. Barton, Pattern; 4

,assert for VI:demeanor arcotii s Pos;essron Manhat
ten Moe Practices, 1960.62. 4 Cunt. BLLL. i19
(1968).
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'lute in Boston it ment from about 100 to
near!. 1,000" He argued the Cincinnati
figures are too loss to represent hole-
hcartc d compliance with the Fourth
trnendt» enta torn 'warm that dos etaih:

It st 'h Oaks' Cincinnati findings, On the
other hand, Ban concedes the Boston figures
Imph onsiderable if begrudging polic e
complianc e

The Columbia studs noted a dramatic
tee line ill nar(otu s arrests in premises but
ooh a slight decline of street arrests, The
authors c om bide that Mom) inhibited pm
ht e from illegal ins asion of homes, etc., but
ot from street sears hes Ties also spec slate
that this m as parth doe to the sic e squad's

\ hi( ond111. Is raids on premises) greater
am arrays. of the decision and its implic a-
non. %gam, these studies demonstrate die
differential impac t of the eulusumary role,
thus hardls lend support to Judge %%
s fauns tbat the empiric al es idem e shots s the
role to be a "total failwe in its primars task
of deterring Mc gal poll( e ae try its

The data ins oh ed in the abase studies
ha' e one «minion (calory the. «nue from
the period imm«hatel. follom mg the Mom)
de( mon I fon es er, in e% alizating theestlu-
stonar. rule m gh an es e tom ard a publu
poll( due won of retention, inodific ation or
abrogation, me must he interested in Its
present rather than its past !lima., t on po-
ll', e beh,ts nor Unless me (an be reasonable
cage that the impac t reported m the earl)
1960 s persists m idiom great change into the
present, the %aloe of the abuse studies is
quite limited. And %%bile the data are thin
and inferences tenuous, there is some reason
to Inches e that the rule has become more
divot. e than it ss as m the earl) 1 960

A recent survey
in 1973 1 sec; ..pestionnages to police de
partment '11'0,C( mors and public defenders
in all Auk or an sites issth population. of
more than 10 I,000 22 1 (44(1.1 SS !uglier their
c !uncut sears h and seizure pra< tie es differed
Irmo those pre. alent ni 1967 and, it so, hom

20 Ban, supra n 115, at 7. Table 1
21 %t likes, supra n t, at 222
22 II, n sorts are reported in Canon. Is the Ere&

rionazy liule , supra n 16
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Responses carne from over half the files
and clearh indicated that in most of them
poin e compham e .shin the Fourth Amend-
ment increased signal( antis os er the six
ear period,

Four-fifths of them reported the use of
sears h %% arrant. 0 as more than 50 per cent
greater than the 19671e. el and 35 per cent of
the c ities reported an increase of more than
100 per sent 2a

Near]. too -thirds of the departments
reported more restn,tis e policies pertaining
to searches acc omparoag an arrest than
then espoused six) ears earlier?' 18 per cent
reported a stricter poll... regarding searches
of automobiles

Moremer, m tide comparison ss nth 1967
figures slum ed olds modest change, 50 per
cut of the cities reported that motions to

suppress es aden( e ss ere granted less than 10
per cent of the time" and in 6.3 per cent it
mas reported that charges .. ere "rarely"
dropped be wise of illegal seizure of the
es Oen( e."

Es en in the absence of the abmc data, one
(odd reasonabh cairn/Ise on the basis of
impact patterns reported for other Supreme
Court criminal )istu e 1,1011, that the
est lusionars rule is more effect!. e nom than
it mas in the immediate post-Alapp sears
The contrmersial Miranda decision," for
'.tame, re«1. ed spoth compliance
b. poise departments in the 1%) o or three
s cars after its promulgation," More recent-
1%, limes er, it seems to be effect'. e in con-
trolling police behaviorand even has won
the appro. al of man) officers 30 And imme-
diate') following In re Gault31 compliance

23 Id, at 711 Table 6
24 lel, at 715, Table
25 Id, Al 719, Table 9
26 Id. at 722, Table 10
27 Id, at 724. Table 11
28 Miranda s Arizona, 384 U S 426 (1966)
29 maid, Interrogahons in Nets Haters The Impact

al Miranda. 76 'SALE 1 J 1519.l9670, klerlabr. Custo-
dial Porter Intrummtion in Out Aation't Capital The
4itempt to Implement Miranda, 66 MACH 1, HE. 1347
51966)

34) mash., Stia.1, Tom POLICE AM) 41IE SA.
P/SESIE COURT Lexington, Massatinnens. DC Heath,
1976, passim. Cmmmo, Confessiot.s and Right to Coun-
sel The Impart of Miranda In AilOOIlti, 17 ST. UM,
V L J 572 I1973)

31 387 S 1 (1967)
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was a hit and nnss affair. many Juvenile
judges did not seem to know that such a
decision had even been made." Again, a
decade's time has permitted the word to
circulate and eroded resistance."

Experience tells us that sudden and dra-
matic changes in policy such as occurred
with the Mapp decision do not produce
alteration in behavior overnight. Inform-
non about Supreme Court decisions is par-
ticularly poorly disseminated, often easily
misunderstood and sometimes ignored in
deference to habit or consemenee." But
eventually the word is spread; young, pro-
fessionally trained recruits infuse the ranks.
old-timers become a vanishing breed. It is
not certain, of course, that police search and
seizure behavi..i has followed this scenario,
but it is certainly a plausible hypothesis.

Splotto's study
The only other empirical evidence Judge
Wilkey discusses is Janie' Spiottu's study
comparing results of a study of motions to
suppress in search and seizure crimes in the
Chicago Municipal Court in 1950 with those
in 1969 and 1971." Wilkey makes much of
the findings and quotes Spiotto as follows.

over a twenty year period in Chicago, the propos.
tional number of motions to suppress evidence
lin narcotics and weapons ca.es) allegedly ob-
tained illegally increased significantly This is

32 Lefstein In search off urenile Justice. Caul and
Its implementation. 3 L & SOC. 491 s1.969o. Canon
and koLon. Hard Compliance With Gault Kentucky,
I Case Study in J Fasucy L 300(1971)

33 to the .pringol 1975,m. graduate seminarat the
niselsoly of bentialy repinated the mob reported in

Canon and Kolson, wpm n 32 The results dearly
demonstrated a much higher lc now ledge of and lOmplr.
arise v.ith Gault b. the .tale's just ntle edges than was
the case on 1%9

34 Dolbeare and Hammond. THE SCHOOL PRAYER
DECISION FRO Count' Poi ICY TO LOCAL PRACTICE
Chimgo Cusersits of Chicago Press. 1971, Wadi),
The Communisation of the Supreme Court
Procedures Dee mom 4 Preliminary %lapping, 18
VLL L REV 1083(1973)

15 The data is (sported on Spiotto, Search and Se'.
:tore in Empuis al Stusly of the Est lusionary Buie and
Its Ahem:tries 2 J LEG STU/Ifs 243 t1973i, Spiotto
aloo ALIst rased it An The Search and Setzure Problem
Txso -Ipproaches The Canadian Tort Remedy and the

S Exclusionary Rule, 1) POLICE ;c1 4 'JAIN 36
;1973/ The 1950 ;Awl. AS reported in Comment. Search
cold Seizure in Illinois Enforcement of the Consult,
Ilona Right of Priracy. 47 Nvv. I, REV 49311952) The
1%9 data is dm tossed in Oaks, supra n 10,

102 judtcature/Volume 62, Slumber Slklarch, 1979

the opposite result of what would be expected if
the rule had been efficacious in deterring Police
misconduct?*

This is an amazing conclusion. Spiotto is
utterly unaware that 1liinois adopted the
exclusionary rule in 192437 some 37 years
before Mapp, (Besides being a legal re-
searcher, Spiotto is an Illinois resident, so it
Is not easy to explain this monumental er-
ror.)" Thus the court was governed by the
rule in 1951 as well as in 1969 and 1971 and
the Mapp decision would have no legal
impact on its receptivity to motions to sup-
press.

It could be arguedalthough it is not a
point made by either Spiotto or Wilkey
that Mapp had an impact even in those
states which had prev iously adopted the rule
because federal civil liberties decisions have
a greater visibility than those made by states
or because police officers have reason to
believe that state judges do not take such
decisions seriously while federal judges do.
This may be true in some Jurisdictions," but
it is obviously not the case in Chicago. Its
court was clearly enforcing the exclusionary
rule prior to Mapp, the 1950 study shows
that 98 per cent of all motions to suppress
were granted.'"

Even If Illinois had not adopted the rule
long before Mapp, Spiotto's conclusion
about the rule's inefficacy would be flawed.
After all, if there were no exclusionary rule,
there would he no point in defendants mov-
ing to suppress evidence (such :notions
would obviously be denied) and conse-
quently there would be few such motions
filed and none granted. Thus it would be

36 The Search and Seizure Problem supra n 35,
at 37listed by %dicey, supra n 1. at 222.223/

37 Peoples Castree, 143 N.E 112 11924/
33, It As not absolutely dear from the Arose quota

Eon that Spiotto is unaware of Illinois earlier adoption
of the rule However, at another point, Spiotto makes
his ignorance on the point quite plain See. Search and
Seizure An Empincal Study , , supra n, 33, at 276.
where he IA, As pointed out earlier in this studs,
during the period 19504970, m the course of which the
exclusronary rule was introduced n Illinois, tem
phtbis added).

39 I explore this h. pothesis in Canon, Testing the
Effectireness . supra n 16. The Aggregate evidence
lends it some support

40. Spiotto, Search and Seizure. An Emonicat
Study . supra n 33, xI 247, Table 1.
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perfectly natural that the purportiun of such
motions granted would rise dramatically
after the Afapp decision when judges would
be constitutionally obligated to consider
them seriously and grant those with merit.
The "significant increase" Spiotto reports
would tell us nothing about the impact of
the rule on police conduct, it would speak
only of the perfectly obvious impact of the
rule on the conduct of defense attorneys."

Finally, It might be argued that regardless
of when the exclusionary rule was adopted,
the percentage of motions to suppress is
much too highrunning 69 per cent in 1950

Existing data make it
impossible to establish

a universal conclusion
either "yes, it works"

or "no, it doesn't work."

and in the 30 per cent to 35 per cent range in
the 1969.71 period's an d th at this in itself is
damning evidence of the rule's ineffective-
ness. Chicago, however, is not a very typical
city in this respect. As previously noted, in
three-fifths of large American cities, 10 per
cent or fewer of such motions are granted
and in only a handful were over 25 per cent
of such motions granted." Indeed, Chicago
police are reputed to enforce the vice laws in
a manner which insures that motions to
suppress will be successful." Thus they

41 Oaks agrees with this point, supra n 10. at
713.14

42 Swigs, Search and Seizure An Empirical
Study , supra n 35, at 247. Table 1.

43 Canon, Is the ExclusionaryRule . supra a 16,
at 722. Table 10 See the el....union surrounding n 26.
supra

41 See Comment, supra n 35, and LaFave. Improo
mg Police Performance Through the Exclusionary Rule.
30 NI° L His 391. at 423 09653
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have their cake and eat it too by appearing to
engage in vigorous enforcement activity and
yet refraining from seriously endangering
the continued existence of organized vice.

Conclusion
In summary, Spiotto's study of motions to
suppress sheds no light at all on the efficacy
of the exclusionary rule. It is highly unfortu-
nate that both Piofessor Schlesinger and
Judge Wilkey place so much reliance on it
The endorsement of the badly flawed study
by persons in such positions lends it unde-
serving credibility among readers unfamili-
ar with the subject. That Wilkey and Schles-
inger rely on Splotto's so-called conclusions
so eagerly is (especially in Schlesinger's
case, as he is a social scientist presumably
experienced in the analysis of data) yet an-
other attestation to the ever present human
tendency to grasp at any straw in order to
promote values and beliefs already adopted.

None of the above is meant to suggest that
the exclusionary rule is or inevitably will be
largely effective in securing police compli-
ance with the Fourth Amendment. What it
is, simply, is a refutation of repeated asser-
tions and implications that the rule is inef-
fective in deterring police misconduct.
Existing data at the present time make it
impossible to establish empirically a univer-
sal "yes, it works" or a "no, it doesn't work"
conclusionor even anything approximat-
ing such a conclusion.

Judge Wilkey, Professor Schlesinger and
others have every right to disagree with the
exclusionary rule, certainly there are rea-
soned arguments which can be advanced
against it independent of an empiribal one.
But what they do not have a right to do is to
disseminate a myth that empirical studies
show that the issue has been resolved nega-
tively. To the degree that empirical studies
of its impact bear on the decision to retain,
modify or abandon the rule, the publicand
the decision-makersare entitled to facts,
not myths. 0

BRADLEY C. CANON is a professor of political
science at the University of Kentucky.

Soo the following articl for an opposing slow
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O, of the mans issues that students of
t sibisionars rule di bate is whether

the ride deters police from conducting
gal sear< his and seizures Professor Bradlm
Carton has de., lissed sonic of the empirical
is id<m e on that issue in the presiding
trio le And perhaps he has as fumed his
sirs modest goalto shoss that, in some

toations, studies base not s ompletels
pros ed the rule's effet tis mess in deterring

conductpohee
his findings, boss eser, annot possibls be

into rpri teal as a pistifi,ation for continuing
the rode, if sue slew the es ',fence in proper
perspr.tise One must keep in mind, first
and foremost, that the burden is on propo-

/Kau ofo,i, hone A2 %umber ivtlarch. 1979

The exclusionary nile:

have
proponents
proven that

it is a
deterrent

to police?
by Steven R.

Schlesinger

41/95.-
nents of the exclusionars rule to show that it
ft an effecttse deterrent. Some 18 sears after
VaPP s. Ohto,1 the as adable es tams,: does
not men come close to satisfying that re.
quirement.

t%hs is the burden on the proponents of
the rule' First, sshateser the original nistift
(anon for the rule set forth in Boyd s rtitted
Stater: and Ileeks s. United States? It 1,

1 367 CS 613 iI951/
2 116 VS 61611656)
3 232 t S 36311911)
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clear that the current Supreme Court t °witti-
er% deterrent e to be the primal) iustifit Awn
for the rule." If, therefore, the rule is not an
elle( titre deterrent, then it is appropriate for
the Court to reconsider its position.

Sccond, at is clearand the proponents of
the role to some extent concedethat the
rule has mans costs and disadvantages not
related to deterrence. udge Malc ohn V tlke-

has discussed some of these costs, but we
would do well to list them again.

the rule releases many otherwise guilty
persons, some of whom are dangerous or
violent.$

it diminishes public respect for the
legal and militia! system'

it (.inks to distinguish between more and
less serious crimes' or between willful, fla-
grant violations by an officer and "good-
faith errors committed in difficult circum-
shim es'

It est lodes the most credible kinds of
es iden«.,'

it intensifies plea bargaining, since a
questionable search may well be one of the
bargaining points between prosecution and
defense," and

4 As the Court said in Stones Powel1.428 U S 465,
496(1976) ""The primary Justification for theexclusion-
ass rule is the deterrence of police conduct that
%relates Fourth Amendment nghts."

5 oaks study of motions to suppress m gambling.
narcotro and weapons Lases in Chicago indicates that
in inlay single one of these cases in which a motion g0

suppress was granted, the charges were then dis-
missed Oaks, Studying the Erclusionary Rule in
Search and Seiture. 37 U (JILL REV 665, 746(1970)

6 See Stones Powell, supra n 4. at 490-91
7 As to applying the exclusionary rule only in the

most serious cases, see Kaplan, The Limits of the
Exclusionary Rule, 26 STAN L. REV 1027. 1046-49
119741

8 Both %Ingo, Crowing Disillusionment with the
Exclusionary Rule, 25 Sys 1.. 3. 573, 577-78 (1971) and
Student Comment The Tort Alternative to the Erclu.
inanity Rule in Search and Seizure. 63 J OF Cwt. L..

A1D P S 256, 258-59(1972)notethat the rule fails in
Ins way to take account of the seriousness of the
5-rotations committed by the police officer

See also flivens 5 Sri Unknown Named Agents of
Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 V S 388. 418.19
diorger, L.3 , dissenting/ (1971) and Karrusar, Noll and
Lustig, Ten hears Cater Illegal State Evidence in State
and Federal Courts, 43 Mune L REV 1083. 114647
(1939)

9 See Wilkey, The Exclusionary Rule HAI, Sup-
mew (Mid Evidence?62 Joutcnrurst 215,223 (1978)

10 See Alschuler, The Prosecutors Role in Plea
Bargaining, 36 lt Cilt L Rev 50, 56, 80-2 (1968).
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the rule tc nds to push the pith(tar)
tow arc! dangerous! t tpairdt d notions of
tt hat is a legal sears II nu order to admit
es idence which Judges are reluctant to sup
press."

The possibility of deterrence, therefor( .
must be weighed against these costs. Sane
the proponents of fix rule offer deterrent 4. as
a instifkatimi fur At, the burclui is on them to
show that the advantages of deterrenuc out
weigh these heavy social costs.

The empirical evidence
In the preceding article, Professor Canon
describes as a "myth" the s lain that empat-
cal studies has e show n that the rule is an
ineffec Ilse deterrent hi fa' t, the empiric al
studies, while not conshsse, indicate past
that.

In my book, to which Canon repeatedly
refers, I reported primarily on the empirical
studies of Dallin Oaks, Michael Ban, James
Smotto, and Professor Canon." Let us re-
view briefly the findings from each of those
studies.

Oaks' 1970 studs of law enforcement in
Cincinnati bets% een 1956 and 1967 con-
vinced him that:

As a des ice for ducal% deterring illegal search'
es and seizures fit the police, the exclusionary

- failure There is no reason to expect the
rule to hate any direct effect on the oserwhelm,

11 As to the effect of the rule on other, of ten related,
legal matters. Mr Justice White has reeently observed
"If the Ccurt rs troubled by the practical impact of the
MI0510041, rule, it should face the issue of that rule's
continued 5alidity squarely instead of distorting other
doctrines in an attempt to reach what are perceived as
the correct results in Specific cases " Baku v Illinois.
47 U S.LW 4025, 4033 (1978)

For a discussion of the disathantages of the exclu-
sionary rule not related to deterrence, see Moen R
Schlesinger, ExCLIUstosissm IhpisTICE THE PROS.
LEH OF ILLEGALL1 OBTAINED EMENCE 60-63
(1977)

12 Schlesinger, supra n 11. Oaks, supra n 5, Ban,
"The Impact of Mapp v Ohio on Police Behavior"
(deln (led at the annual meeting of the Midwest Politi-
cal Science Association, Chicago, May. 1973), and
"Local Courts v The Supreme Court The Impact of
Mapp v Ohio" (delis eted at tie annual meeting of the
American Political Science Association, New Orleans,
September. 1973). Spate, Search and Seizure An
Empirical Study of the Erclusionary Rule and Its
Alternatives, 2 J. LrcAr.STtIDIES 243 (1973), Canon. h
the Ercluswnary Rule in Fading Health' Some Nei,
Data and a Plea Against a Precipitous Conclusion, 62
KY L J. 681 (1973-74)
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my nostIth ol point, t. ondut I that 111101111e411110
u still m prOwe imam, and there is hardly any
is Klein e 1/1.11 the rule exert, any deterrent effect
4,11111( 111.111 II.4111/111.111.M enforcement directed
ai prose c won."

Ban', two stitches of the impact of the rule
in Boston and Cutunnatu, conducted in the
Inid1960,, also tend to confirm the ineffee-
tu (mess of the ruh " Ban concludes that the
role showed spotty effecto cries, in Boston
and almost none in Cincinnati.

Sootto, study of motions to suppress in
Chu ago between 1950 and 1971 cony inced
hum that "the deterrent rationale for the rule

ot seem to be Justified" and that
"my en the present status of the law and the

orkings of the exclusionary rule, change is
warranted. ,"" Contrary to Professor

Canon's findings indicate
the rule may have had
some impact, but they

hardly make a case for a
substantial deterrent effect.

Canon's alum I newer endorsed Spiotto's
work completely )4

While Spiotto's research contains real
weaknesses, including a faulty research
methodology, his study nonetheless tends to
show that in Chicago police misbehavior
did not decrease ewer a 21 year period
11950-1971) during w hich Illinois had a
self-imposed exclusionary rule. Likens ise, it
did not decrease in the 10 years after the rule
was imposed on all the states by the ended
State, Supreme Court Thus, w hue Spiotto's
research decidedly does not answer the
question about how much more police tile-

13 Oaks. supra n. 6, at 755.
14 Ban. supra n
15 Sptotto, supra n 12
16 SchIrtanger, supra n 11, at 64.65, n 9.
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gains there would be w about the rule, Chi.
sago's experience lend, little credence to
Canon's thesis that the rude deters oy er time.

Professor Canon has previously admitted
that it would he fair to treat these ,tudie, nt
Cincinnati, Boston and Chicago, as well as
studies of Washington, D.C. and New York,
as an indictment of the rule, if not a cony is
Hon 11 But he now maintains that two of his
studies, published in 1974 and 1977, sup-
port the notion that the rule deters.

Canon's studies'
His 1974 study attempts tc pdate (to 1973)
evidence on the rules deterrent effect."'
However, it suffers from so many methodo
logical flaws and other difficulties that its
findings are not very useful. In fact, Canon
now admits that "some errors" appear in the
newer article. For example, much of his
study was based on questionnaires which he
mailed to police, prosecutors, and public
defender, in American cities with poplar!.
tions of more than 100,000. But he meets ed
returns on only 47.4 per cent of the clues
tionnaires sent to the police, 35.2 per cent of
those sent to prosecutors and 40.2 per cent of
those sent to public defenders," Thus, the
nature and size of his sample ,Imply do not
permit valid generalization; it was neither
random nor representative. Those cities
whose search and seizure practices were
least in conformity with current lawthose
whose practices would have negated Can-
on's thesis about the effectiveness of the
rulewould have been the ones least likely
to respond to a mailed questionnaire; they
would hardly have been anxious to acknowl-
edge or to annonnce their ow n failure to
obey the law.

Professor Canon nowhere stated which
officials filled out the questionnaires. And,
generally speaking, there is simply no way
of knowing whether the questionnaires were
answered truthfully. Anyone try ing to gwe
the police a fay orable image might have
been less than candid in reporting about
police compliance with proper search and
seizure procedures.

17. Canon. supra n. 11 at 699.
18. Id.
19 Id, at 702, n. 81.
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Other difficulties
In addition to the general methodological
difficulties in this study, it is important to

tile researe h methods that Professor
Canon used on three of his maim topic,
'mintier, of scare h narratits issued."( hang-
es in police search and seizure policies."
and sue e essful motions to suppress es v.
dent e

Canon asked both poll( e and prose( won
to estimate the number of scant, warrant,
issued annually in their respee tie e Ines. Ile
then c (impart-el these estimates for the earl)
1970, e% ith e% hat he admitted were %el') thin
data e one erning the- number of -waren war-
rant, issued in the 1950, and 1960,. Ile
concluded, not surprisunglx, that there was
an increase in the number issued.

l et the crucial question is why there e% a,
sin It an inc 'ease. Canon's on n findings on
k ausalite senousle undercut his argument
for the rule s deterrent lifer t The respon-
dent, said that 55 per tent of the increase
!mild be attributed to an upsurge in nark ob.

c runes, 21 per cent to jude ial rulings tall
Judie tal rulings oft search and seizure, not
pea those on the xc Insumare rule!, 22 per
« sit to more poke e and better training, and 4

r sent to other c Just.," While these
findings aid ate that the emit:suntan ride
ma% ha% e had some impact, the% hardly
make a case for a substantial deterrent effec t

Prolessor Canon asked the police in the
1974 questionnaire about the extent to
es huh their scant) and seizure poll( ies had
e banged sine e 1067-68 and, again not +lir-
meanie , the% reported that the role had a
substantial ultimo. 1 et the problems e% Ith
C anon , research strategy here are serious.
1, he adman-eh statement, of official "head-
quarter, pone % was note onform to actual
poll( e practice in the field." Further, Pro-
lessor Canon c °needed that "such state.
ment, %%ere sometime, undid% generalized
to , onion)) es ith simnel% e% orded question.
Dane (*hermitic es .25

Professor Canon himself noted that "some

20 Id, at 707 -16
21 Id at 71647
22 Id at 717 24
2.3 Id at 713
24 Id .0 716
2:1,1
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poll( ies could be misreported so that thee
%%mild appeal- to be in conformite e% ith the
lac% -24 In fact. for the police to base an-
sccered Canon's questions in a manlier
eehish conflicted with his thesis could base
required them to admit that, as a matter of
official policy, they broke the Ian. To put it
'ninth the questions themsel% es contained
strong inducements for the police to atiseeer
in a manner es huh confirmed Canon's the
si, Ainazingfe, some departments did open
I) admit to policies %%his h seemed to conflict
e% ith rulings of the United States Supreme
Court"no splendid h....ninon% to the elle,
tie eness of the exclusionare rule.

Final!), Canon's 1974 snide sought to cast
doubt on Spiotto's reseal%li on slice essful
motions to suppress in Chic ago by shoes ing
that Chicago cc as at% pie al in that it had toot(
successful motions to suppress than the, as
erage American cite Thkemgh Canon did
demonstrate that in this respect Chicago %%a,
ate pie al, he' ignored the fundamental que,
bon %%hat effect did imposition of the ex( lu-
%Iona) rule has e on suet essful motions to
suppress in Chicago and other, American
cities? What %et- real!( need to know is

e% nether the rule reclined police mishelia-
cmr, as e% e %%mild see from es tdence of a
dee n as«ce over tune in sue essful motions to
suppress Neither Spiotto nor Canon has
wise% (-reel this question

Professor Canon non A, laim, that his more
recent stud)" corrects -some error," in the
first, and is more rigorous. In fact, his 1977
stink represents one of the most damning
piece, of es idente produced so far regarding
the. rule's ineffek likeness Ill Ills later studs,
Canon replicated Oak,' 1970 Cincinnati
stud% for 19 other American cities Simon,
ruing his findings, Canon said the' data
indicated that the rule "has not alee a) , or
cern often worked,-" "that Mann had
seeming!. little or no impact on the majonts
of eases,"30 and that the data "do not come
close to supporting a claim that the rule

26 /d
27 Id
2ti Canon, Testing the Effenteness of Cud Liber-

ties Policies at the State and Federal Leidy Thu Case
of the Exclusionary Huh. 5 A.4 Manus 0 t19771

29 Id. at 75
30 Id
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%%bolls or largely storks "' temphasis sup-
plied) It these are Canon's oan sons lesions
about the deterrent effect of the rule, he is
hardis Ili a position to criticize those ho
,ons hide that, ass ording to the mailable
empirical es idence. the rule is not an effec-
t's e deterrent against police inisbehas tor."

The burden of proof
It is uncial to return for a moment to the
discussion of the burden of proof with
a huh I began this essay. Certain!). Profes-
sor Canon has not es en some close to sat's-
Is mg the heavy burden of proving the rule's
deterrent effect's enc.., S11(11 proof is dead*
required when deterrence is the primary
justification current's used by the Supreme
Court for the rule, and when it entails so
mans serious costs and disadvantages.

Furthermore, criminal justwe literature
supplies mans reasons for doubting the de-
terrent elks tiseuess of the rule, First, the
opt Lab% e scope of the ride is limited--onls
es silent e presented at trial, a narross stage in
the stmunai process, Is minded Thus, the
trial affects only a small proportion of police
at Ps its .3.* ("As en the extraordinary amount
of plea bargaining in American courts today,
the instances in attic!' the rule can be in-
s oked at trial are dramaticalls reduced."

Second, the impast of the rule falls olds
iiichrestl, on policeit does not discipline
the errant officer, the brunt of the exclusion-
ars rule's effect is actually borne the
prosecution, a his generally has little or no
poi% er to punish polite mist onduct 35 Third,

11 Id Professor Canon attributes the sserdine, of
doe o hoolong to the fact that ants a less sears elapsed
toe:nevi the Stapp des .lon and 1961 the date of the

theorore, that the mopao t of llapp increased
oder I avw ho .toils on the ensuing 11 sears, houeer,
has rehab!, foo,n the exclusionan rule to base a
deterrent effect

)2 cm, g Joistice Pot, ell s inaiorit opinion an
Homes Poutil uhoh s des Canon s tonna', uesssbut
ooncliode, that there us an absence of supporting

ctoporo. al es titanic" for the proposition that the rule
lo try iodt,s nir,hthas icor Ed at 492. Canon c ontrars
, is 5% Ned m note 22

If ire Prot stothr C0,1%tp.stoso as, Lsw Eh-
1019 FNILVI ass THE 4tuTIMST1alltr% of )4%Tir E
Task FMK E REPORT THE POLK E 91 41967i

)4 See Burns %Map r Ohio 4n 1II -Omens an Ihr-
rake. 19 DEPAEE L RE% 80,95-6 o19691

15 OA, supra n 5 at 726 and %% ongo supra n 8.31
5'9, note that the real brunt of the role fall, on the
proses odor, not the poloe e

408 JudicaturrNofume 62, Number &Mork 1979
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offis el.. a hose illegal as tons result in loss of
cons is Puns mas reseis e the implicit or ex-
phut appros al of their superiors:a Fourth,
trial judges do not often explain to officers
%h) their es sdence is excluded, the impact

of the ride is limited if the police are not
informed of the nature and effect of their

rongdomg."
Fifth, loss of convictions through exclu-

sion of es :deuce is not as serious a matter for
police as might be thought, since police
effectiseness umiak is judged bs the min-
ber of "collars" or arrests, not bs the number
of convictions. Sixth, in jurisdictions a here
prosecutors decline to prosecute cases a 1th
substantial search and seizure problems,
there are relatis el) few instances in a hich
the rule can be ins oked,"4 Seventh, there are
some strong indications that the rule esen
encourages certain forms of police miscon-
duct,"

36 0 elos, supra n 5, at 727
37 See Lafase and Remington, Controlling the Po

Ike The Judge's Role ill %taking and &amine Lau
Enforcement Decisions, 63 hltEtt L RE% 987, WO
419654 see alto OA,. supra n 5. at 730-31

38 Oaks, supra n 5. at 688189
19 One studs dealing with than problem notes that

the same police officers are ins oohed repeated!, in
illegal!, conducted gambling raids *stitch 5 mild sets
caul, base been carried out in a legal monner, for
example, b, obtaining arrest **arrant, The studs son-
1,les that solar gambling raids are mtentionall, sail.

shoed an *rotation of search and %entire rules to
immunize the gambler, is/ode at the same Mot Ansir
mg the public that gamblers are hieing harraea
polite Dab, Crud,* in the Foundation of Criminal
Justice. 4 14.4.. L RE% 385, 391.241951)

%mother duds mils ate, that police allegations as to
boss e, 'dense *ea, obtained changed after the Stapp
decision, although actual p0114 e practices did not
change substantial's. The data indicate that point'
offs, er, often fabricate tetnon, to a, old the riles is of
Mapploased motions to appress illegal!, seized est-
dense Elect of Stapp r Ohio on Police Search and
Seizure Practice; in Narcotics Cases, 4 Gnu,' J L
ctsn Soc PROD-91.6 119681

%No, Oaks notes that the tide creates an Incenttse for
1, Mg b, the police and, through int, rs le. its oh pollee
officials, he dOstifnent, the most common tspes of
situations in u his h police fabrieation oesurs Oak,.
supra n 5. at 739-42

For a general discussion of the reasons for doubting
the deterrent climb, eness of the exclitstonars Tole, see
Schlesinger. supra n 11. at 5660 .4 more careful
reading of m s book uoulethase houn Professor Canon
that 1 did not, as he implies, tale the position that the
rude total!, fails to deter In fat t, 1 °loser, tsi There can
be no doubt that a certain number of illegal acts are
deterred b the rule, for mans lass enforcement officials
must he reluctant to gather es ulente **Mob .111 be of
no ...dote in court Id, at 56
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Eading the rules tyranny
Two major rationales for the exclusionary
rule, other than deterrence, are that it pro-
tects both individual privacy and the integ-
rns 01 the American judicial system I base
attempted elsewhere to show that both of
these justifications are inadequate and WI-
satisfactory. 4° space does not permit me to
address these matters further here.

If, as 1 have suggested, the rule lacks
substantial justification, the most important

teal problem is how to move away from
the tyranny of the exclusionary rule as the
only remedy for any and all police search

The Court should make clear
that states which develop

acceptable substitutes
will no longer be saddled
with the exclusionary rule.

and seizure misconduct if the rule were
simply abandoned without some substitute,
the police might infer, in Chief Justice
Burger's phrase, that "open season."ai had
been declared on all criminal suspectsthat
all constitutional restraints on search and
seizure had been remosed. I have suggested
elsewhere that successful alternatives to the
rule probably would involve a combination
of police discipline imposed by an inde-
pendent review board to which cases of
police misconduct would be reported by
sicums, the general public or judges; and an
impros ed civil remedy for innocent victims
of illegal searches and seizures:"

"'La the Court should do is to make it
c !car that those states which develop accept-
able substitutes will no longer he saddled

40 Salk:Inger. supra ro II, at 47.50.86-47
41 fiat rno s so n Named Afents, supra n

S am Moot j , dissenting)
1, so Solo .Ingor, Jura° a 11. chapirr 4
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with the exclusionary rule. For their part,
state legislatures and Congress should enact
alternatise schemes along the lines I base
suggested and test them in the courts
through cases reviewing criminal convic-
tions The fundamental standard fm judging
the acceptability of such substitutes would
be the promise the) offer for accomplishing
the two objectives of disciplining police
officers who engage in improper searches
and seizures and of compensating the inno-
cent victims of police misconduct.

Judicial and legislative actions of this
kind would have several substantial bene-
fits. First, no jurisdiction could successfully
avoid dealing with police misbehavior, Sec-
ond, we would discover whether the states,
whose public officials (especially the attor-
neys general) have vehemently criticized the
rule for years, are willing to shoulder the
burden of formulating and testing alterna-
las es to the rule. Third, diversity of experi-
ence among the states and the federal gos-
eminent would provide some real evidence
(not speculation) as to how the rule operates
in comparison with its alternatives.

We should try such alternatives at the state
and federal levels and use the resulting
knowledge to guide future attempts at deter-
ring police misconduct, Such efforts may
mos c us closer to an effective law enforce-
ment system and away from the irrational,
capricious and sometimes downright dange-
rous results of the exclusionary rule. The
prospect of state and federal alternatives to
suppression of evidence renders the future
uncertain, but such uncertainty seems to be
the only way to move us away from the
tyranny of the exclusionar) rule 0

STEVEN R SCHLESINGER as an assistant pro-
fessor in the Department of Pohtscs at The cam.
one University of America
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A postscript on empirical studies
and the exclusionary rule

by Bradley C. Canon

(Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Judicature, v. 62, Apr. 1979: 456 -458)

Much of what Professor Schlesinger writes
does not reply to me at all. Roughly half of
his space is devoted to a brief summary of
several non-empirical reasons for modifying
or abrogating the exclusionary rule and to a
sketchy presentation of an alternate mecha-
nism. Insofar as the series of articles in
Judicature goes, I have no quarrel with him
over this aspect of his response. In fact, in
closing my earlier piece, I acknowledged
that some reasoned non-empirical argu-
ments could be advanced against the rule
(page 403).

But as Schlesinger himself noted, I set a
more "modest goal" for my article. I wanted
to refute Judge Wilkey's emphatic assertion
that the empirical evidence available on the
subject conclusively proved the ineffective-
ness of the exclusionary rule in deterring
police violations of the Fourth Amend-
ment' Given his status as a federal judge
and the sweeping nature of his statements, I
feared that readers unfamiliar with the em-
pirical studies themselves would accept his
assertions uncritically.

Schlesinger allows that I may well have
achieved my goal of showing that the evi-
dence does not demonstrate the rule's inef-
fectiveness, and then adds that my findings
cannot be considered a justification for the
rule's continuance. But I never argued that
the evidence justified retaining the rule, In
replying to Judge Wilkey, I was quite explic-
it in concluding that available evidence is
inconclusive at this time and gives no real
comfort to either side. My purpose was to

I Wilke), The exclusionary rule why suppress valid
etidenceP 62 Judicature 215 (1978)

Editor's note: Does the exclusionary
rule deter police from making illegal
searches? That question was a topic of
discussion in Judicature last month as
part of the Kamisar-Wilkey debate over
the exclusionary rule (August 1978,
November 1978, February 1979).

Professor Bradley Canon said that
studies so far have not been conclusive;
in some cities, the rule appears to work,
in other cities, it doesn't. In reply, Pro-
fessor Steven Schlesinger argued that
studies which support the rule's effec-
tiveness contain far more weaknesses
than those which question its deterrent
value.

Here is the final exchange between
the two authors.

counteract a myth that all the available evi
dence indicates that the rule has failed to
work.

While there is no disagreement that my
first article achieved its goal, Schlesinger
uses his discussion of my position as an
opportunity to advance the proposition that
the proponents of the exclusionary rule have
thc burden of proving that thc rule is an
effective deterrent to illegal police behavior.
It is a somewhat surprising argument since
it has been the rule's opponentsOaks,2
Chief Justice Burger,' and now Judge
Wilkeywho have initiated the discussion
of the empirical findings. Why do they do

2. Oaks, Studying the Exclusionary Rule In Search
and Seizure, 37 U. Cu:. L REV, 665 (1970).

3. Blvens v Six Unknown. Named Federal Narcotics
Agents, 403 U.S 388, 416 (1971) (Burger. CJ., dissent.
ing).
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this if the burden of proof is on the other
side?,
The problems of research
In discussing my investigations into the
rule's impact? Schlesinger concludes that
my findings are, "not very usefl" (Page
406)7 Many of his criticisms amount to little
more than the stressing of problems and
caveats I acknowledged when writing the
articles. A point-hy-point counter-discus-
sion would he rather time consuming and
repetitive of what I have already said in the
articles about these problems. Let me in-
stead offer a brief, general discussion about
the nature of empirical research into the
impact of the exclusionary rule.

Obviously the best way of obtaining data
about the deterrent effect of the exclusionary
rule is to observe large numbers of police-
men surreptitiously as they perform their
duties, But that's logistically and financially
impossible (and perhaps ethically imper-
inissible),4 so social scientists use alternate
methods. I have used two basic alternatives
in gathering information on the rule's im-
pact upon police behavior: (I) drawing in-
ferences about their behavior from recorded
data, such as arrest and search warrant re-
cords, and (2) asking law enforcement offi-
cials questions about their policies, observa-
tions and behavior.

Because of the difficulties of conducting
thoroughgoing empirical research into the rule's im-
pact and the inconclusive nature of the present tvi
dente. 1 suspect the "burden" will not be embraced by
either side

5 Canon. Is the Exclusionary Rule in Failing
health ?Some New Data and a PleaAgainu a Precipi
tious Conclusion, 62 KY. L. J. 681 11974) and Canon.
Testing the Effectiveness of Civil Liberties Policies at
the State and Federal Levels The Case of the Exclu
sionary Rule, 5 AM. POLITICS Q 57 (1977)

6 Moreover, even if such observation could be car-
ried out. it would only inform us about the present day
state of police behavior with regard to illegal searches
We would still lack comparative, information about
such behavior before 1961 when the Court imposed the
rule on the states in Mapp v Ohio. 367 U S 643 Of
course, their is no way such information could be
obtained now.

7 Oaks. supra n 2.
3 Din, -The Impact of Mapp v Ohio on Police

Behavior" (delivered at the Midwest Political Science
Association meeting, Chicago. May. 1973) and "Local
Courts v The Supreme Court The Impact of Mapp v
Ohio' ( delivered at the meeting of the American Pohl'.
cal Science Association. New Orleans, September
1973)
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Presumably, Schlesinger does not object
to the first alternative; Oaks; Ban,* and the
Columbia study which he cites favorably'
also use this method. However, he objects to
the second alternative because he thinks my
respondents were likely to have falsified
their repliesespecially the police who he
believes are fearful of admitting violations
of the Fourth Amendment.

Now perhaps a few did lie. And, on the
other hand, perhaps one or two calculating
respondents reported violative policies
where none existed in order to create the
erroneous impression that the rule is not

working and thus augment its chances of
abolition. But the point is that there is no
real reason to believe that police lying is
very extensive.

Social scientists frequently ask people
questions (promising anonymity, as I did)
about their private, embarrassing or even
illegal behavior. Only in this manner can we
study such phenomena as voting behavior,
sexual behavior, drug use, and wife beating
No one seriously contends that such studies
are not very useful. Are the police any differ-
ent?

Researchers such as Skolnick"' and Was -
by" have had no difficulty in obtaining from
them admissions of illegal acts or unconsti-

tutional policies. Indeed, in the past the
police were quite candid about their viola-
tions of the Fourth Amendment." As the
exclusionary rule pertains to the admissibill
ty of evidence in court and contains no
punitive sanction against those transgress-
ing the Fourth Amendment, there is no
reason for the police to be less candid now

9 In his book, EXCLUSIONARY INJUSTICE THE
PROBLEM OF ILLECALLY 011TALNED EA IDENCE Nor
York Dekker, Marcel, Inc . 1977). chap 3. Schlesinger
favorably cites Comment, Effect of Atop o Ohio on

Police Search and Seizure Practices in Narcotics Carts
4 Cot. J. L. ti Soc Pitons 86 (1968) which dros
inferences from recorded data.

10 Jerome Skolnick, JUSTICE WITIIOUT TRIAL 1.0
ENFORCEMENT IN DEMOCRATIC SOCIETy. Ness 3,'5
Wiley, 1967.

Stephen Washy, SMALL TOwri POLICE. ANODIC
SUPREME COURT. Lexington, Mass . Lexington Books.
1976.

12, Murphy, The Problems of Compliance by Police
Departments, 44 TEX. L. ligv 939(1966) and Kunio
On the Tactics of PolireTrosecutor Oriented Cntksof

the Court, 49 COR.NELL L. Q, 436, at 441-13 0960



A comprehensive picture
The object of my investigation was to obtain
as comprehensive a picture of the impact of
the exclusionary ru'e as my resources would
permit. It would have been foolish to ignore
the possibility of asking questions of the
actual participants in the impact process for
fear that a few would lie. The data were
collected and reported with proper cautions.
Standing alone, they are not as reliable as
recorded data, but they do not stand alone.
The questionnaire results show basically the
same conclusion as the recorded datathat
the exclusionary rule has a differential im-
pact as a deterrent The similarity of results
enhances the questionnaire data's reliabili-
ty.

Since it is so difficult to obtain quality
information on the impact of the exclusion-
ar% rule," researchers are necessarily going
to base to a« ept data that is not as reliable
as the. kk ould desire Even the recorded data
contain some reliability problems, inferenc-
es draw n from them are based upon assump-
tions whose ad mac% is presumed but is not
100 per cent certainfor example, that a
substantial proportion of narcotics arrests
result from police search and seizure behav-
ior Moreover, esen Oaks and Ban, whose
research methods cause Schlesinger no
problems, sometimes use data based upon
interviews with lass enforcement officials or
judges."

To conclude, Schlesinger may want to
aruge that the problem of reliability of data
makes studies of the rule's-impact "not very
useful But if that is the case, why bring up
the empirical question in the first place? If
vie are going to consider the evidence as a
meaningful factor in determining the future
of the exclusionary rule, we need to do so as
thoroughly and as dispassionately as possi-
ble 0

1) Comment, On the Limitations of Empirical Aril.
nations of the Exclusionary Rule A Critique of the

Research and t mted States t Calandra, 69 Mk
I: L Res 710 (1975)

14 Oaks. supra n 2. at 706. 717, 739-11. Dan, Local
Courts , supra n 8. Passim

BRADLEY C CANON is professor of political
science at the University of Kontucky
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A reply to
Professor Canon

by Steven R. Schlesinger

In large measure, Professor Canon's re-
sponse to my article misstates or eiades
what I said. He claims, for example, not to
understand %%by the exclusionary rule's pro-
ponents must bear the burden of pros ing its
deterrent effectiveness. There are at least
two reasons.

First, the Supreme Court has made clear,
since 1965, that it regards deterrence of
improper police behavior as the primary
rationale for the rule. The leading cases on
the exclusionary rule in search and seizure
make this point explicitly.' If the propo-
nents of the rule are unable to show that it is
an effective deterrent, then it is time for the
Court to reconsider its position.

Canon claims not to understand why
Chief Justice Burger? Judge Wilkey2 and
Professor Oaks' have initiated a discussion
of the empirical findings if the burden of
proof rests is ith the rule's proponents.
Clearly, they has e done so because the ex-
clusionary rule rests on a proposition for
which, as they and I have argued, there is
very little empirical support. In short, Bur-
ger, Wilkey, Oaks and I believe that Su-
preme Court decisions should be rational
and that irrational decisions should be over-
turned.

Second, proponents bear the burden of
pros ing the rule's deterrent effectiveness be-
cause the exclusionary rule has many costs
and disadvantages, some of which I men-
tioned in my previous article (pages 404-
4051. Contrary to Canon's claims, therefore,
my discussion of non-empirical aspects of

1 See Unkletter v U S,381 V S. 618. 636-33 (1965).
V S v Gland/2.111 V S. 338.347(1971), and Stone s.
Powell, 123 U,S. 4GS.465.486 (1976)

2 Blvens v Six Unknown Named Federal Narcotics
Agents, 403 US. 338.416 0970 (Burger, C.).. dissent.
(ng),

3. Wilkey, The exclusionary rulei why suppress valid
evidence? 62 JUDICATURE. 2I5 (1978).

4 Oaks, Studying the Exclusionary Rule in Search
and Seizure, 37 U Cite L. REV, 665 (1970).
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the rule is plainly response e to him, it is the
responsibility of the rule's proponents to
show that the advantages of deterrence out-
s% eigh these heavy social costs.

Canon distorts my position on the state of
evidence when he says that "Schlesinger
allows that I may well have achiesed my
goal of showing that the evidence does not
demonstrate the rule's ineffectiveness." In
fact, I said that "the empirical studies inc-
cate (that the rule is an ineffective deter-
rent(" (page 405), although, "in some situa-
tions, studies have not completely disproved
the risk's effectiveness in deterring police
misconduct:. (Page 404, emphasis sup-
plied).

As I showed previously, all but one of the
seven studies discussed by Canon and
methose of Oaks, Ban, Splotto, Canon and
the Columbia Journal of Law and Social
Problems conclude that the rule does not
generally deter.' In fact, Canon himself con-
cludes, in his most recent and methodo-
logically sophisticated study, that "the rule
has not always or even often worked" and
that the data "do not come close to support-
ing a claim that the rule wholly or largely
works."4 (Emphasis supplied). Although his
earlier study suggests that "many of the
findings support a positive inferencethat
the rule goes far toward fulfilling its pup
pose,"it suffers from so many methodologi-
cal and other flaws as to be less than useful?

Canon discusses only one of my many
criticisms of that 1974 studyand not the
most important one, That study used ques-

5 Oaks. supra n 4, Ban, "The impact of Mapp v,
olio on Police Behavior' (delivered at the annual
meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association,
Chicago, May 1973), Ban. "Local Courts v the Su-
preme Court. The Impact of Atapp v. Ohio-(deloered
at the annual meeting of the American Political Science
Association, New Orleans, 1973), Spiotto, Search and
Seizure An Empirical Study of the Exclusionary Rule
and its Alternatives, 2 J LEGAL STUDiiss 243 (1973).
Canon, Is the Exclusionary Rut, in Failing Health?
Some New Data and a Plea Against a Precipitous
Conclusion, 62 KY L J 681(1973-74), Canon, Testing
the Effectiveness of Cleft Liberties Policies at the State
and Local Level& The Como/ the Exclusionary Rule. 5
AN( PoLniCs Q 57 (1977), and Effect of Mapp o Ohio
on Police Search and Seizure Practice in Narcotics
Carer, 4 COLumis4 ol L. t Soc PA°, 87 (1968)

6 Canon. Testing , supra n 5, at 75
7 Canon, It the East Mondry Rule ?, supra n

at 726

458 Judicature! volume F2, Number 9/4pnl, 1979
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tionnaires to elicit information from the po.
lice and others about their search and Sep
zure practices. For the police to have an.
swered Canon's questions in a manner
which conflicted with his thesis that the rule
deters would have required them to admit
that they broke the law. I leave it to the
reader to decide how candid the police
would be in these circumstances.

By arguing that other researchers hue
used similar procedures, Canon does not
demonstrate the strength of his own study
but the weakness of the others. Furthermore,
the studies he cites appear to have collected
data directly from their subjects, whereas his
own study depended on two tiers of police
responding, each with its own incentise to
color the facts.

Canon's response ignores major problems
with his 1974 study. the nature and size of
his sample (well under 50 per cent) do not
permit valid generalization, since the sam-
ple was neither random nor representatise
Those cities whose search and seizure prac-
tices were least in conformity with current
law would have been the ones least likely to
respond to a mailed questionnaire; the
would hardly have been anxious to acknowl-
edge or announce their failure to obey the
law.

Canon also ignores a second important
problem: responses to the questionnaire in-
volving official headquarters policy "may
not conform to actual police practice in the

field."* That Canon conceded this defect in
his 1974 study does not improve the rehabs,-
ity of his conclusions.

What, then, is the bottom line? It is that all
of us live under the irrational tyranny of an

Inflexible rule which releases many dange-
rous and violent persons and which, as Pro-

fessor Canon himself has admitted, does

"not always or even often" have a deterrent
effect on police. Perhaps it is fair to say that.

as long as we allow the rule to continue, we

deserve what we get, fJ

8 IcLat716.

STEVEN R SCHLESINGER is an assistant pro-

fessor in the Department of Politics at The COI-

olio University of America.
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Out of the Shadows and
Into the Fies: Who Should
Control Informan'N?

(Reproduced with the permission of Police Margarine and CriminalJima°, Publications from Polio* Meamine, v. 3,
Nov. 19110: 36-44)

by Dared Marc Kleinman

THE use of informers remains one of
the mot arcane and mysterious as-
pects of police werk. The relationdum
between police and their informers are
a favorite subject for books and
movies, which are full of carefully ar-
ranged clandestine meetings In
shadowy alleys and tenement cor-
ridors. The informers are portrayed as
unsavory. unprincipled characters who
would sal out their own mothers foe
few dollars or ILL They generally die
young.

The media portrait if one ignores
the frequent shootouts and higt.speed
chews, is not far from the truth. In
mot police departments, detectives
are still possessive and secretive about
their informers. They maintain that in-
formers better known in police pa-
perwork as 'informants" and on the
street as "snitches" are often more
important to cracking case than all
the wondrous new technology avail-
able in the aims lab. They &Ise say
that the only way to maintain an ade-
quate network of informers is to pro-
tect their anonymity. No one Model
know who the informer is except the
officer who "works" him, according to
this theory.

Put during the last ten years. police
administrators hay* become increas-
ingly nervous about the traditional fo-
ramen' system. A series of scandals in
local Police departments, Man Palk*
agencies and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation have led administrators
to demand that supervisors at all levels

Dario! Klokunan is a frog-lama wrthor
bowl In New York.

as

be made aware whenever thew offi-
cers develop new informants: that offi-
cers role regutarrepornion their contacts
with informant% that tupervisors and.
is some awe, prommers an sure of
the truth and value of information be-
fore any money is Pahl; that some sea
of central file, either at the district et
department level, be kept of all the in-
formers being worked by the de-
waive&
*The debate ever the use of informers
conies deem te this quinine: who
should "ewer them the detectives or
the dimartsinneThose whir opt low do
promental cermet of informants say:

that tee many officers have rev-
ered up corrupt activities by explaining
that their CLtifaCfa in the criminal un-
derworld were informal;

that informers are not sufficiently
dermuraged from committing crimes
by officers anxious te get evidence
wart more impeetant offenders;

that if individual investigators
"own" their informants, the depart-
ment as a whole is denied infoemadon
that an informant may be able to pee-
vide le other detectives working on
ober coo.

Admisietraton and detectives who
defend the traditional system tar 13
that the enema of infernuttion front
criminal informants will dry up if they
know that departmental Mel are being
kept en their activities; 2) that ne mat-
ter hew sough security premiums are
to protect the names, those who &rede-
termined to silence informants will ob-
tale their names through corrupt se in-
competent prelim persanneL

The biggest read te establish ad-
ministrative control over criminal to-
formats has been is departments
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where there have been public charges
that officers abused their relationships
with informers, and in agencies dealing
with organised crime and narcotics en-
forcement that is, where such great
sums of money may be involved that
administrators are not willing te give
their officers a free hand.

The agency that hot been most often
and most virulently attacked for
alleged abuse of informers is the FBI,
which despite lot of controversy still
maintains network of almost 3,000
infoentants. la response, the agency
has Promulgated tight regulations that,
at lost in theory, love agents little
opportunity to develop private rela-
tionships with thew informers. Those
regulation will be given the force of
law what Congress poses the FBI
Charter, which incorporates Wong
regulations.

Denunciations at the Firs use of in-
formers began in the late sixties, when
it was revealed that J. Edgar Hoover
and his lieutenants had used them ex-
tensively, along with undercover
agents, to infiltrate civil rights and
other groups that Hoover saw as sub.
vends,. The informers, it was re-
vealed. sometimes acted as aaonts pro-
vocatours and were sometimes in-
volved in serious crimes that were
overlooked by the FBI in exchange for
intelligence information. Just recently
allegations were published that Gary
Thomas Pewit an FBI informer within
the Ku IDux Klan during the sixties,
committed numerous crime., including
one nturder, that the Fill knew about
but revered up- The saunter charge
was subsequeetly drepped. AIaP
that FBI undermver ageaisal law-
men were used improperly for political
purposes cantbtued through the Nixes

rwaca /46UNIM
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A former FBI qest says that until recently
any clerical worker could discover the identity of an informant.

Administration and Watergate.
There have also been several non.

political came that have raised eye.
brows. For instance. James "The
Moser Frabanno, confessed Mafia
hit man. worked so an informer ler the
FBI from 1973 to 1975; he was paid
$16.000 foe his assistance. (This is a
relatively large tura. Most informers
are paid anywhere from $10 le $100
for each piece of solid informetioa, or
are kept on "retainers" des little es
$ 100 per month.) Fredonia& who is
now in hiding under the federal
witness-protection program, turned out
to be one of the most useful informal
the FBI ever "turned." He has testified
against sad helped gain the conviction
of several Mafia chieftains in New
York. California. Ohio and Nevada.
Just recently he was brought out of
hiding to testify (or the FBI in Los
Angeles case.

Fredonia also, it is alleged. has con.
witted in his chosen profession. In
1977, ha wes indicted for murder in
Cleveland and California. Hs wee also
indicted in California in connection
with pornography and gambling
'chem... For thole aims., the FBI of-
(ered 'radian." a deal in which he
would not be sentenced to more than
five years In exchange for Ma tee.
simony. In fact, he served only 21
month..

It is not just civil libertanans and
politicians who have objected to the
FBI's handling of its Informants. Th.
federal agency frequently has tun-ins
with local police on the subject. In what
appeared to be a concerted protest.
group of state and local officials in
Arizona went anonymously to to
Arizona Repoli& last June to complain
that the FBI was intervening too often
in local prosecutions. Agents were de.
mending that local charges be dropped
against suspects. or that prosecutors
recommend short or probated
tennis. on the ground that the mignon.
were FBI informers, The Republic also
recounted several cases in 1973 and
1974 where FBI informers allegedly
used their special status to perpertrate
enormous swindle&

Th. asanagetamar of informants
became an FBI "program" in 1976,

when Adores), General Edward Levi
establiehed a written set of guidelines.
One principal fetus of the guidelines is
the mere' of criminal activity by in-
formanta. The mildeliries stipulate that
stepe he taken to make sure "diet the
government doss not itself become a
violator of the law.'

The guidelines have Tweedy been
revised to confers. to the strictures
warmaimml in the FBI Charter. Jeff
Janie& chief of the Informant Unit in
the Muslin's Organised Crime Section,
lays that the additions are "not that
much of a departure" and 'that it's
more of a fine-maim that any change
in policy."

The finetuning, mys Oliver Bevel,
aseigard director of the FBI's Criminal
Investigatisa Division. is meant to
redress "a percepeion that's Imes ten-
died about that infonnenas are given
cane blanche to p out and commit
crimes. ... (that they'rel unguided
missiles that can invoice their infor-
mant status to cover up their act." The
adjusted guidelines. says Bevel. are
meant to "inside the public and dis
Commis that this is not the ease
They have been structured "to trigger
a higher level of review" of alleged
criminal conduct of informents not
specifically sanctioned by the FBI.
Such conduct can only be sanctioned
when it is "necessary for the informant
to be able to report on a higher level of
criminal activity that is of intermit to
the government' says Revel.

The buirau is and dably
touchy on this point. It. own Planning
and Inspection Division recently cen-
ducted an internal audit on agent
compliance with the guidelines over
26month period that ended In Feb-
ruary 1979. The report noted that
while the criminal informant program
'is being handled in subetiudial com-
pliance with all internal rules and regu-
labors." the one major esceptien had
been "the lack el mei& require-
ment ( by field division management)
to document in the informant's file the
fact that the informant ems instructed
SS requited by the Attorney General
Guidelines that in carrying out his as

he shall not engage in sp.-
atm activinea."

Aorarding to one active FBI agent,
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the minion a( this specific require.
meet is no accident. "That's usually
kept pretty informal," ha says.
'There's retagnition that the in.
fenny?, going Is be more productive if
you don't spell all the nonos out to
him, and don't take him to task unless
you have te."

While many believe that this is to
some orient true, Revel maintains that
"if a person becomes an informant, he
knows what can and cannot be sane.
tinned. He knows that the penalties for
unsancdonesi criminal conduct can be
revealing his identity and prosecution.
There c.ttaialy are acts that we will
net tolerate, no matter how important
the informant is specifically, *cis of
violence and major felonies, regardless
of how deeply the individual may be
involved in a criminal hierarchy."

Revel admits that some latitude
mug be given 'an individual who has
penetrated the upper levels of or-
ganised aim*. in order to maintsin his
cover and net be singled out as the in-
formant." But pneraily, he says, in-
formants will not abuse their relation-
ship with the agency by committing
unsanctioned crimes because the rigt
tionahip is the key to the consideration
la roust or the money they seek.

A more important problem with the
new FBI informant management eye
tem is that part of it involves the Tillie*
tradon of all informants in each field
office's records system. While the rye
tem is secure enough that outsiders or
unauthorized agents cannot get at the
information, it is possible to penetrate
the system Ilan outsider can find car.
rum FBI employee.

This happened in the bureau's
Cleveland office in 1971. Geraldine
Rabinowitz, a clerical employee. and
her husband, were convicted of accept-
ing more than $15,000 In bribes from
sneaked-crime figures to supply them
with confidential information fr
files. Them files induded the !Ames of
people believed to be informing
against underworld figures. More than
60 pages of sensitive documents were
later recovered. The Rabinowitz..
were then themselves "turned" by the
FBI. In esctuing for immunity from
prosecution and a change In identity,
they Notified ageing their bribers, who

Palmas mamaanwn
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were also the defendants in the murder
trial at which James Fredonia m-
ewed as a protected prosecution wit-
new in 1979.

A former FBI agent in an eastern
office says that le months ago it was
posuble for even a clerical worker to go
right Into the informant film and re-
tneve not only confidential informa-
tion but also an informant's security
code. "Because everything was trees
indexed" the ex.agmt says, "and all
the cromindiem were wide open, all
you needed was the code end you
could go to the files and fish out the
name." He adds that at the time -any-
body could break the symbols that
they gave to the informants. It was air
palling."

Assistant Director Revel says that
now the informant filing moat has
been revised -to that informant files is
and of themselves will not reveal their
identities." lot he admix that is the
put the names were not secure be-
cause of "a general laxity within the
field offices. Informant files were
locked up but memo le them woe net as
carefully scrutinised and controlled (es
it should have been). We new feel that
the likelihood of penetration tithe film
is substantially reduced."

One active FBI agent with more
than ten years experience says Net
-informant files used to be kept co
open shelves. If I were supmeurieus
and also corrupt and wanted to find out
information. I could come up with
quite a lot. But now, if you go in there
and are not the case agent. you've get
to log it. There are more controls now.
That's true."

Tbe rats federal sister agency, the
Drug Enforcement Administratiow
(DEA), keeps central, computerised
records of informants' names and
status. The DEA has also had problems
keeping is ricer& secure. In 1971,
special agent Paul Lambert. one of the
agency's computer programmers, and
retired agent George Girard were both
convicted of steeling information front
the DEA computer and selling it

The DIA became suspicious of
Guard after a private investigator
named James Bond learned that con
dentist DEA files, including the mums

1101100111 I..

Ceerieledeertnither ligehtin Wathalmeg
prepesoi lbs 'Mawr apareaten tint
emmenally beams Abases& Be posedarepreeneenthre ef an Arab Meth,
and provided feudal testimony
*Mks* two Ceedreerra who were

nf informasits, were being sold to
Roma-arse defame attorneys. Bead.
after being premised protection and
new identity, went et work for die
DEA. He succeeded in purchasing
from Gerard phony Information that
had been planted in DEA film The
leek was traced to Lambert, who was
videotaped stealing Information from
DEA Nee. Lambert was peeling the In-
formation **Girard. who was selling
it to the *these bidder.

The possibility of such leaks is
persistent problems fee the DIA,
which, like most works agencies, re-
lies heavily on 'dormant; in this
case, nationwide network of the
But because of the huge sums of
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money involved in DEA case*. and be-
cause of the necessity of making avail-
able to all agents information on na-
tional and International drug traffic
lag, central informant file must be
kept. DEA officials say.

Special Agent Jams. Forget. whit
participated in the investigation of
Girard and Lambert and testified
against them, se* that the DEA has
takes stem to insure that this kind of
security breach can never happen
again. "11a computes security **-
tithe are constantly being revised," he
says, and suggests that &gems seeking
information from DEA computers must
now establish their "need te know" be-
fits being allowed access. Asked about
other procedures to protect informants'
Identities, Forget replied, "I'm net
ping to say any more."

Another amoseep that has attempted
to exert administrative control over its
*torment system is the New York City
Polk* Department. The department
rim has a central registry of kin,'
wants in its Intelligence Division. Pre-
doct supervisors am also kept better
iderated about detectives' relation-
ships with infermen than they used to
be. Tlie new system, like se many
other reform in New York, resulted
from the Knapp Cenunietion and re.
Wed Investigations that revealed per-
vasive corruption in the department
The most serious corruption was in the
central and precinetlevel narcotics
mitt Detective* in them units were
accused of using nartedes and money
confiscated in raids or police-run ex.
tertian schemes to directly pay infer-
mans for their help. They were else
accused of maintaining relationships
with criminals they identified as infix.
man* but who were In fact paying the
officers to protect criminal activities.

New York's central registry index is
crow-referenced according to the pre-
cinct or unit of the detective who regis-
ters the informant and mewling its the
Informant's "area of expertise."

Lt. Meek! Adam of the Intelligence
Division says that the system has "es.
Wed us to solve* lot of erimis. If Cm
homicide detective In Queens and no
looking for a guy whe knows something
about automobile thefts in the Scuds

se
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Bronx, I now can call the Into Biomes

Division. The Intelligence Division

says, 'Well, here's the menu a 12 de-
bravos who have informants who are

supposed to knew about that' We put

him in touch with the
detective, not the

informant This system moans that if I

get a crime in ens borough, it doesn't

shut me out from getting information

.1' men another
borough so I can remit

out for informants in the particular
arm that I mod."

The Intelligence Division
assigns a

master code number to each informant,

ae that the infonnends
identity will be

i0101011 only la thedetective who rep-

tant him and possibly to that Amer-

dyes commanding
officer. But, says

Mom "you cow register an isformant

couplet* clandestinely by conithe 411.

newly to us." This satisfies rispertinnot

registration mealtime while allowing

an officer Moe
distrusts, es Meet putt

it, "the guys in the borough office, or
his chief," to avoid them Warrant In
such cams the Intelligence Divieion

will also kaow the informant's identity.

But department policy
is that die divl.

lion can make no use if the informs*
without working back

through the rag -

haring detective. Thus, despite the

antral wilder, the accent is still on

the personal control of the informant

by the individual
detective who ro-

cruitod him.
While the NYPD brim is proud Oita

central informant registry. sooner critics

are sltioptical of itsvalue. "I think if you

ask somebody to maintain central

file," says Anthony Ileum, former
commandos of uniformed forces is the
Bronx. "the chain cis no elongated

that it *earn .If you at-

tempt t contrails* it, you vitiate it"
Boum, who is now chiefof pair* in

Minneapolis, betimes that centralise -

son tends to minimise the faith of in-
dividual detectives In the system. He

hes harsh words for the MYNA arts.

nal inketnent control
system. "I daft

think it works there." he says. "I think

it's bullshit They
probably have tiny

fit, that nobody uses. That's how it
works. Ifs not a mystery."

Sauer speculated that under such a

system, certain units would demand to
ramp their own files of informants. to

which officers from other units would
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not have access, or that they would
keep such files even without authori-
sation. Though they were guarded on

the subject,
spokespersons for the

NYPD admitted that the department's
Organised Crime Control Bureau does

maintain its own ides. It was hinted
that other units, more or lees formally,

did the same.
One fanner New York narcotics do-

wdyo says that the central registry

hoe never been taken
seriously by the

street officers. "When you register
someone, they clam up right away," he

soot "Maybe it shouldn't be that way,

but that's what happone. They get in-
tinithated by the system. The tidy

time rd register scfmoone
is if I had to

pay him a let of money. Otherwise I'd

keep him to myself."

The /law Tech officer's dedication to

the traditional system of "working" in-
(an cols is shared by most adminis-

trators and street officers across the

country. They are convinced that the
informant network In any city would

collapse if the "persona" relationship

between detective and informant was

violated, or if the informant knew that

his identity had been mod* known to

higher pare officials.
"The Informants hove needs toe

says Deputy Chief Bernard Jablowlsy

of the Minneapolis Police Department,
"and they dictate terms to poles offra

err I'm sating to give you this only in

am completely
unidentified. and that

means to anybody. Now, if you wish to

loom that contact, what's better? Do

you say to the informant Yes. I will

keep your identityprivy only to myself

and I mil not share it with anyone else,

se that in fact you do at lean receive

tie Informetion into the police &port-
mane Or is it better to say: Hey, I'm

sorry, I have to share this with my
commanding officer. Your namehas to

be written down some plows. The is-
formant deals in the real world, not this

world of, Wouldn't it be nice if we
could ported that Ildonnant-controff
system? No way, because he knows

that in most agencies. if (snorts.% offi-

cer) is malty entertaining desire foe

something. they're going to get it.
Jabionsky tends to believe that no

infeirmant.contra system out work, in

FOLIC. MA118111111



part because both the informant and
the detective know that polite deport.
ment records are notoriously Meerut*.
Most police departments. within their

own communities, are sieves," said
Jablonsky. "It is a sieve. You can walk
into any police department and it's a
grapevine, assuming you're part of that
member group. And most officers,
even when they de talk. don't have ad
the information; not having all the he
formation, they don't know the relative
importance of what they're talking
about." This, he said, will fold tit ilk'
formation leaks "You could have as
informant wind up in sores alley."

Jablonsky's attitudes are echoed its
the Tucson (Ans.) Police Department.
Maj. Peter Ronstadt, chief of opera.
tions In Tucson, said: "I think that the
only way that we can continuo le get
reliable confidential informants is if
their anonymity ss protected. And any
registration, even by number, I think
has tendency to start compromising
that reliability. It also allows other
people (in the department( to have ec.
coo to them and there again to pos-
sibility of their anonymity being cone
promised is I think increased. You
have to deal on a oneto-ons basis hate.
If guy's snitch, nobody Ueda en*
him."

"Do the informants therefore net be-
long to the departmentr he we asked.

"That's correct," he replied. "They
do not belong to the deportment."

"They belong to the individual of
firer?"

"In essence, yeah."
Higher officials do intervene in Tuc-

son if the informant wants money for
his information. or if he wants to "work
off a beef" provide information I.
sachems for deferral of prosecution.
The rule on payment of infcensults.
said Ronstadt. pa that "basically, sir
body gets paid until the informatirre
has proved of value."

If the prospective inforrneet has
been accused of or arrested for crime,
the Tucson police leave it to the prose-
cutor to make deals. "If some guy is
working off beef," said Ronetadt.
"that has to be approved by the prose-
cutor's office before we fool with it. We
don't make those kind of dole our-
selves. Right up front, the officer or de-

move/a11 we
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Is thee. shies &me* ttelrsY detedall eke lamer ova bugs d enpubsed
eyrie lea flees* enbeerelthee.

tecdve wites knew* i that kid of
thing, been he sea be fret Nee, he
hes te have that blared by the prose.
outer."

Ye eilleasetee ed informs* centre,
adminiewstere lets Roam* are us.
aecineacily timid. Adinleistraters
"hew every right te were (their) ie.
foilneo lorsidrine," said Taw* Swk,
director of the New Jerry Divides at
Criminal Justice. **wild* agency
that often in conjunction with the New
Jerry State Police, investigates or-
ganized crime aid labor racketeering
is that state. "A Set of police akenka
trators deal deals that they have the
right te intrados into this secret rel-
tionship that *ha between the infer-
want sad the lavinigatar," Stet sold.
'Sue firmer. going to run en effective
department and keep it honest, you
have an obligation to de it.

-The idea that the identity of the la-
formant should be knows only to the
policeman. that the peicemen should
be totally responsible fer dealing widt
the informant, and acceurnable a use
one in his dealings with him, is ridicul-
ous. And unnecessary. Some of the
meet effective investigates I've ever
met who have developed and main-
tained informants have been guys who

have worked under very tight SykIMI
of cadre. The identity has bites
*km se me, to the agency, they have
had clearly defined standards to meet
in deeliag with the Informant re-
ports that had to be Mai and so forth

and it did not impair at all the after-
tivenese of the relationship. In fact,
whet it did we it helped retinues:a-
tient berme the informant and the
agency itself through the investigator.

"Tye seen Wonsan* high level,
sipilicent Informants who hare err
meadow amount * risk who have
been registered, fingerprinted, photo-
craphed, and have had to sign a piece
of paper every time they got nickel
Iran the agency. And it hasn't discour-
aged them"

The idea diet the detective infor-
mant relationship is simply personal
and individual ore is scoffed at by
some administrator,. "Working War-
man* is obviously developed skill"
that can be taught te any detective and
should be monitored by his superiors,
said Steve Whey, director of the
California Dunes of Narcotics /ha
foram** "You're beekally talking
about people snanipulation."'To argue
that informants cannot be transferred
freest ens *vest*** r assether, he
odds, is "like saying that manager

420
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Officers who are on the take can cover up their failure
to arrest by saying the criminal was an informant.

from Shell Oil can't go over to
Motors and manage. U you're pumas-
ins an informant. which is what you're
supposed to do to meet whatever your
organisational goals are, thus menag.
ing snitch is managing 001V-h.
whether you're in Maine or Florida.
The techniques are the same."

New Jersey's Stair believes that
those principles hold true not just for
agencies like his that deal with high-
level organised crime, but for every
police agency, large and small First.
he says, infonnant.control systems en-
hance an agency's efficiency. Second,
he added, they reduce the possibility of
corruption and assure that consistent
"standard" is followed when police are
inclined to overlook a suspect's crimes
in exchange for information.

It is the latter practice that is moot
relevant to the daily OltpatiOCIt of
most detectives and patrol officers.
While most officers who deal with in-
forniants pride themselves on their
ability to get information from then at

minimum cost, Stein and other advo-
cates of administrative control say that
even veteran detectives can be conned
and manipulated by veteran informers,
and that for this reason some input
from supervisors is prudent.

The basic fact to remember, it
pointed out. is that most informers are
not nice people. Lawrence Herrinum,
a former assistant U.S. attorney.
former prosecutor in Manhattan and
now a defense attorney. observed:
"Someone who gets caught for the first
time say music producer who was
selling cocaine to musicians all he
knows to give up to the police is maybe
his own customers and his one source,
who might have given him up in the
first place. Very often your nicest
people are the people who are least
able to cooperate, because they know
the least. So as a result law-
enforcement agents end up making
pacts with people who very often have
bean career criminals, apprehended or
not apprehended."

"Informants are people who have
conflicting Interests in dealing with law
enforcement,"said Stur."They may be
afraid. They may want something from
you and want to give as little as possi-
ble to get it. Their loyalties may be

conflicting. They may not like some of
the people they're giving you informa-
tion about, but they may like others
and want to protect them. The infer
mast is complicated personality and
the cop who deals with him has got to
understand that personality and over-
come whatever resistance there may
be to participating in carefully
supervised informant program."

The sseet osenmem problem for the
detective is that he is seaseenes too
anxious to overtook an iftfienneat's

pact. We go in the house (where the
suspect was said to be) and there's
drugs there and the homicide man

- picks up the drug and looks at it and
says, 'Well, you know, now I've got to
know where he is.' And the person just
told him and there was no arrest made
for the drugs. I'm sitting there saying to
myself, 'Hnurun.' but at that particular
point in time the murderer who had
killed people was worth more than the
drugs"

Chief Parsons paused, then added.
"You may have chiefs tell you that that
never happens, but I'm telling you that
it happens every day in this country
thousand times."

In fact, other chief, also admit that it
happens. 'Naturally the problem all
adminietratore occasionally have," says
Imp. Charles Light of the Morals Di-
vision of the Washington (D.C.) Police
Department, "is that the investigator
may fall in love with the informant.
Not physically or anything, but he
thinks that that informant will keep
his in good awes. He may identify
with him to a certain extent and over-
look his shortcomings."

Light duo the example of an (rives.
tiptoe in his own police department
several years ago who "would do his

* best to get cases dropped for one par-
titular informant, a housebreaker. be-

r maw of the good information he pro-
s vied him. He had developed just

real liking for the man, even though
s the guy probably should have been in

jail ."Ica MS, assigieAre ember Illbligeskor
IbM he bedstead

aa a made" for Abe Zemierse. Ne
0111110041 Mato Department effletal
Alger Moe of prfelflog Wrist Mow
smote I. Mat.
crimes. James Parsons, superintendent
of police in New Odeon and formerly
chief in Birmingham. Ma., is candid on
this point. His own robbery unit, he
said, "is notorious for walking into
situation where their informants are
using drugs and everything's in the
house, and they're not concerned about
that They don't make an arrest. They
just look at it, and that's just another
nail they have. that's just another
break, another advantage.

"I was with homicide two weeks ago
and we were looking for a murder sus-
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Nonstadt of Tucson, though he
adheres to the belief that the detective
should "own" the informant, admits
that some detectives sometimes be-
come little too possessive. "Some
years ago." he said. "there was 1111l

conics dick here in Tucson whose snitch
was rounding up partners to commit
crimes and the dick arranged always
for the snitch to get away. So the snitch
never got burned. but the detective
was able to wake couple of good-
looking cases. He got away with it
about three times, and then it started
to look bad. He's no longer with us, but
prior to that time he had posted 20
years on the department and was
known as one of the best narcotics cops
we ever had."

roc= 1111411011
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A similar, but much more swims.
breach of the ethics of dealing with in-
formers is alleged to have happened in
Prince Georges County, W., in 1967.
The details were only revealed last
February after an Investigation by the
Maryland State Police. According se
the state police probe, Me Prince
Georges County oaken planned the
robbery of several convenience More
and then induced their informants te
recruit known criminals for the jabs.
Two of the individuals recruited were
subsequently shot deed by police offic-
en who staked out the stone. The
inakout teems were dubbed 'death
squads' by the Washington pees

Pollee eftielake express regret that
snowmen their officers misuse and
overprotect their informants. Nut this
generals/ is not enough to persuade
them to abandon traditional practices.
A much greeter inducement is the pos-
sibility of corruption.

Parsons of New Orleans Is equally
frank on this point. "When I we
young rookie officer [in Ilirminghaell,"
ha said. "a lot of coeruption we cov-
ered up in the name of informants.
There were a lot of illegal plans and
the officers got much more than infor-
mation there, and there's nee doubt
about that." When gambling dens and
houses of prostitution were allowed to
continue operating, ha said officers
would explain their failure to act by
saying, "We're getting information out
of there."

The possibility of corruption makes
it absolutely imperative not only that
an officer's supervisors know about his
relationship with his informants, but
that the officer document that relation-
ship, says New Jersey's Edwin Star.

"1 certainly have dealt with sine,
tions in which a police officer is catty-
mg on a relationship with a higllevel
organised gambling operator and he
(the officer) is providing him with in-
formation that will aid the gambling
operator in conducting his own bud-
row. [The officer) may very wall be
out crreaing the competition. which
enhances business. Now in these situa-
tions you may suspe:t that there have
been payments made. You may even
be able to prove that there have been

NOTIMO011

payments from gambler to cep, but the
defense always is, He was my info,.
mant. He is giving me information."

Stair says hit typical response to this
stet:men is, 'When is the informal-
6onr

All such information must be mitten
deem in reports and =monads and
passed ease supervises, Stair mane
taro, "If I can't be there when one of
sly people L dealing with an Infer.
meat, I can set standards which if net
met CM be the gulden of setae disci-
pliner/ seise. That is, Wynn standard

Illbliarl halfeement Asian Ileserlet
plane*. saw kiss.
requires that to maintain that relatiso-
ship with a criminal that relationship
has to be reported meetings have to
be recorded, mimes have te be filed
it means that aa Investigator can't get
away with rationalising er justifying
relationstip once he's caught by say-
ing, Oh yes, he's my Informant. The
question then is, When an the re-
pens?' Did you comply with shin-
denier

Several yews age Stair had an in-
vestigate( who had relationship with
a highlevth racketeer and said be
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could get information from ham."1t was
suspect," says Sten, "because I
couldn't understand what form this re
lationthip took. I told him to go ahead.
but document it." A year later, the
state police put the same racketeer
under surveillance and photographs
showed the racketeer and the inves-
tigator together. "We checked to see
whether that meeting was does.
masted" recalled Stork. "It wasn't. So I
fired him. To ma that relationship is so
sensitive that the investigatir abw-
lutely most renew the prescribed pro-
cedures.*

Stair -admits that documentation
dem is not the answer, since the in-
twatkater he fired "could have filed
false reports." But, he says. "it does go

14 wiry fie help control that relation.
ship." According to Stem the key to
adwisistretive ninth is the mane
tie, if the informant with the depart
went and strong directives from above
stipulating that all transactions are sub-
ject to review.

Pew lawentereement adminis-
trators are as tough as Stair. Most have
cheese a middle ground. permitting
their detectives to maintain traditional
relationships with informers, but male
leg such relationships subject to admire
infinite review.

Ir in Dallas, for instance, Assistant
Chief Jack Berth says that. in princi-
ple, "the informant belongs to the de-
partment. But M reality he belongs te
the detective. This is true because
you're dealing with the human element

r hen. I'm talking about the officers,
and they're very possessive of odor-
ments...."

But a measure of administrative cele
trol is maintained. A master lag is kept
te record meetings with informant'.
Monthly production report, en infra,
minion provided and caws made are
filed. This net only protects the indi-
vidual officers, says Ravi% but "devel-
ops credibility for the informant." In-
dividual files are kept in a safe each
wit commander', office and Ito
include the informant's name. hit ea-
tociates, his motive for informing, and
an asse ssment of his crdibility, which
woolly entails van/intim by at least
one other source.

411
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Information gleaned from different
informants is merged and made avail-
able to the entire department only in-
formally This is accomplished through
the free flow of information that is the
result of 'unit commanders meeting
frequently and the various inv...
tutors assigned to thou units having
daily contact with one another," up
Revell.

In narcotics cases. Rovill sap that
one rule is paramount. "I won't swap
one dealer for two. I want more than
two and I want bigger dealers. We
an get all the street dealers we need."

The Los Angeles County Sheriff
Department's attitudes on informant
management are more formal.

"Understand that when we talk
about informants," sap Deputy Sheriff
Robert Edmond.. "they belong to
the department. They do not belong to
the individual investigator. And the
department must get this approval of

this higherups, the superiors in the on
it:natation. to proceed with any ar-
rangement"

Edmonds notes, however, that ad-
=lustre:re control generally 'wet=
bock through the individual deputy to
the informant. Informants and mill'
Maud officers have a very personal re-
lationthip from the standpoint that
most informants will not talk to other
officers. They trust the officer they're
dealing with."

Edmonds said that administrators
"must know the specifics of any trans-
action between the officer and the infer
rant" but added that repocts are
filed on the occasion of every meeting
or contact between informant and of-
facer. V an officer Is going to provide
money, that's all documented time,
date, location, everything," said Ed-
monds. ''And the informant has to sign
for money received."

In the San Jose (Calif.) Police De-
partment the general procedure. says
Assistant Chief Robert Bradshaw, is to
tape record an arrestee's account of the
information or assistance he would be
willing to provide. The tape then goes
to the district attorney, who makes the
ultimate decision at to whether the at.
ranee will be allowed to work off the
charge, in which cue the complaint
will never be filed. "You try to get the
guy turned before hes booked," says
Bradshaw. "Once he's booked into the
system and court date. are set up. he's
going to be at jeopardy." Only the de.
trot attorney can decide in criminal
matters whether to forgo prosecution.

Bradshaw says has department hu
set of written guidelines foe the man-
agement of informants. but admits that
they are not all.inclusivis. The dm' coi-
tion of the police officers remains a fac-
tor. "The only wsy we can control
that," he says, "is administratively,
which comes down to dispersal of con-
fidential funds." While informants in
San Jou do not have to sign for money
they receive, only Assistant Chief
Bradshaw and the thief himself may
allocate funds to the deputy chief in
charge of the Bureau of Investigation,
who in turn must approve subsequent
payments. These payments are then
totted and require numbered vouchers
subject to future audits.
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Bradshaw's main concern, he sap, is
that "you always have the fear that the
chicks and balances normally in prac-
tice won't be as good as you'd hope
they'd be. Now and then you may get a
real bad nukey working off beef who
shouldn't be." But Bradshaw believes
this to be more a reflection of the gen-
eral Understanding in the underworld.
especially amor g drug addicts, that. "If
I get caught. I can probably work it
off," than leniency on the pert of police
departments and prosecutors. Criminal
offenders, he suggests, understand the
baster system all too well. They know
how to hedge their bets by staying
abreast of the criminal activities of
their associates and competitors.

Some clBracishaw's colleagues think
that the possibility of manipulation
officers by informers makes it neces-
sary that there be administrative con-
trol. But. given the pressure on officers
to clear cases in any way they can as
fast as they can, a belief in ad nunistra.
rive control is difficult to put into prat-
ties.

"Criminal informants have to be reg.
Mitred and controlled by the adminis-
tration," says Chief Bousa of Mire
mocha. "They belong to the depart
mint and not to any individual of-
facer."

He was asked whether that works
out in practice.

doubt it," he said. "I don't think it
works out very well, because it's re-
lationship that relies very heavily on
the personal aspect."

Boum collected his thoughts mo-
mentanly, then added, 'What you're
doing is talking about one of the greet
tensions in law enforcement, the ten-
sion between efficiency and legality."

The issue of control, said Souza, has
not yet been resolved, but it comes
down to having "commanding officers
who are willing to maintain the roe.-
denualsty of the process and the secu-
rity of informants, but who insist on
rigorous documentation that the of.
facer Is going to go through tightly
documented process.

"I think it's absolutely essential that
any administrator be prepared to put
whatever the informant's doing in writ-
ing, and if his not willing to put it in
writing, he shouldn't be doing tt.."

macs suoasze
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A LEGAL HOUSE OF CARDS
by Albert M. Rosenblatt and Julia Carlson Rosenblatt

NOW AND AGAIN It is beard that
the American criminal has a
monopoly on the United Stales
Constitution. Day after day,

the public sees the guilty net free
through legal procedures which they
do not understand. but which, they are
told, have something to do with some.
one's constitutional rights having been
violated.

At its basis, the Constitution is blind
to different's between people. Its pro.
terms. Including the Fourth Aimed-
ment's guarantee against unreasonable
*archers, apply alike to the young, the
old, the poor, the rich, the honest, the
wicked, But things have taken a cu.
nous turn. In order to see to it that the
Fourth Amendment is honored, the
United States Supreme Court has de-
creed that anyone caught with incrimi
eating evidence is authorised (and, in.
creasingly, expected) to cry out that
the evidence not he used against him
because he was unlawfully searched.
The trial court must entertain the claim
even though the claimant may be us
deniably guilty. Evidence obtained tin.
lawfully must he thrown out, and this
is the essence of the exclusionary rule.

Alerf N. Rosea4lett 44 Stgorme Cow( gal,
Datelless C..uit Net Yolk. /olio

we Romm4lett Is Ifte-1 wiser or1lore
owe pseeleelegy prolessoe at Yaw. College.

The doctrine was first promulgated
in federal courts and then expands, by
the Warren Court in 1961 to embrace
every state and local criminal court In
the land. It was heralded u the en-
lightened solution; it was repudiated
in England, it is unique among the na.
tions of the world. It does not work,

In free society, the government
owes its CiailetW freedom from crime
as well as freedom from governmental
intrusion. Both criminal activity and
police power threaten individual liber-
ty, and the balance between the two is
delicate. It was thought that occasional-
ly releasing a lawbreakera short.
term injusticewould bring about the
higher justice of balance between these
opposing farces. It has not.

The exclusionary rule was born out
of concern for citisene` right to privacy,
according to the theory that an errant
police officer is "punished" by being
made to stand by, helplessly, and watch
his catch thrown back into the sea. The
rule forbids the use of any evidence
obtained by police who violate consti-
tutional standards, according to the in-
terpretations of the Supreme Court and
lesser judiciary. The tainted widens,
however reliable it may be, is "sup.
pressed" from prosecutorial use, so
that, in most cases, guilt, though no-
knowledged, may not he proved. There
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is a concrete physical reality about a
machine gun, a corps, or a kilo of
heroin. Yd is countless proucutions
tangible evidence is routinely excluded,
in furtherance of the helief that through
suppression of an ill-gotten truth a
higher truth will emerge, in the form of
a more nearly perfect legal system.

honk:ally, if the police search some-
one unlawfully and turn up nothing.
the victim of the search finds no solace
in the exclusionary rule. A law-abiding
citizen, harassed by unreasonable in
trusions, cannot redress his grievance
through the suppression of evidence,
for there is none. Whether or not the
scale has actually tipped in favor of
the criminal, that is the way many
people perceive it.

Americana increasingly feel under
siege, with too many remaining fearful
behind locked doors. Few if any citi.
seas, however, would trade the fear of
going out at night for the dread of the
midnight knock on the door from the
police. Although we may seem to he a
long way from the police state, se must
he ever mindful of the danger. The ex.
clusionary rule was designed to keep
such oppression at bay.

ET US WOK at the rule in ac
tion. police officers. on patrol,
see two masked men flee from
a jewelry store in an uniden-

tified late model, light-colored car.
The officers approach the premises and
see the proprietor on the floor, bound
and shot dead, Ids display case ran-
sacked. No witnesses. Several hours
later, in a neighboring town, other Po'
lice alerted to the crime see two men
traveling a little too slowly in a light-
colored Car. They stop the car and in-
quire. The answers are unhelpful. With
only their intuition to rely upon, the
policemen search the car and find the
stolen merchandise, the murder weapon,
and the masks. Arrested, confronted,
and told of their rights, the suspects



confess to robbery and to murder,-
Nesrtheless, they will go free. Tim

search. despite its empirical success.
would be held unconstitutional us the
opinion of moat American courts. No
evidence resulting from it could be
used against the criminals. The inexact
vapVI non of a police officer, however
salidated. is no proper yardstick. No
search may ever be justified by what it
turns up The confessions. too, must be
ignored. for the, were the product of
an improper arrest and a confrontation
with "illegally seized evidence"

As another example, Singer tells the
police that Moran has a stolen revolver
hidden in his apartment, The police
get a court-ordered search warrant
and ,eize the gun exactly where Singer
said it was This sort of thing is rou-
tine but often. In spite of the correct-
nos of the information on which the
warrant was based, the warrant will be
struck down and the evidence excluded,
if the warrant is signed without "prob
able r lose " Ibis means enough proof
to consuwe a reasonable person that
the nrimunt evidence is at the place to
be searched. ff. in presenting the proof
to the magistrate, the police omit men
tion of how Singer knew he was right.
the search will be nullified.

The paradox of the exclusionary
rule was described sardonically by the
late John Migmote. dean of the North-
western I. my miry Law School and the
author of the leading treatises on the
L. of evidence "Our way of support.
gig Ike Constitution is not to strike at
the puha officer who breaks it but to
let off somebody lse who broke some-
thing. else"

R. cannot say that the rule was im-
posed upon the states rn order to cow
sett irrationality into a national policy.
nor can we say that it has served no
purpose That it has turned out rather
bolts is not a strike against the War'
ren Court so much as it is an outgrowth
of implications which were not then
foreseen. Peihspa they should have
been the Court was warned by some
of its own dissenters. but the misstep
occurred in the launching of a social
experiment -bold and noble as it was

wise h did not fully take into account
the disinclinations of both police and
criminals to be deterred by hollow
threats.

Deterrence by punishment is expo
nenced in all forms of human endear-
or. A child is warned not to play with

fire. fie tries, experiences pain, then
desists. If anyone is to be deterred from
doing anythingthe police from mis-
behavior or the criminal from his
crime the punishment must be swift
and certain, as well as sufficiently pain,
ful to counterbalance the more imrnes
dime reward of the proscribed act.

Applying the deterrence hypothesis.
the Court thought that release of a
criminal was a sufficiently painful con
sequence of an illegal search. But the
pumehtnent imposed by the release of
a mugger does not jolt the police so
much as it does the next victim, The
cop's hand is not burned by the fire,
his palm is slightly singed as the candle
is extinguished and the room darkened.
The simple truth is that police brass
rarely punish or otherwise discipline
officers who are, to their way of think.
mg. guilty only of highminded
berance. With the quarry sacrificed,
they feel that the disappointed police.
man should not be set back further,
but, if anything, consoled or promoted
for his thwarted civic efforts. The
disposition of the use matters, but is
not, typically, the ultimate police cri
tenon It is the arrest and the main-
tens nce of police professional standards
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that count for respect and advance,
merit If the courts want to throw out
caseswell, that's their business

With supreme irony. those who pooh.
pooh the deterrent effect of punish-
ment on criminal activity are the first
to exalt it as a device to curb police
misconduct. But if the threat of prison
does not deter thieves, how may police
misconduct be stemmed by such im
personal penalties as the judicial dis
missal of cases? Both failures have a
point in common the sanction n ei
titer absent or blunted tin the use of
the police) or, in the case of criminals.
delayed, diminished. or denied.

Delayed. Constitutional exclusionary
battles involve judges in the adjudica
tion of pretrial contests which have
nothing whatever to do with guilt or
innocence. Guilt is assumed The de
Tense attorney exhorts the court to
throw out a case solely became it is
composed of incriminating evidence
claimed to have been improperly taken
from his client's pocket, house, or car
flours, days, and sometimes weeks may
be spent on even one such claim Court
calendars are bloated with hearings
arising out of an obsession with pro-
cedure in which guilt or innocence is
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irrelevant; for a exclusionary rile
excludes, of all things, the truth itself.

Diminished. Unsure of the unreal
ability of a search warrant, of the le.
gslity of march, or of the truthful.
new of its avowed circumstances, the
prosecutor often finds it expedient to
bargain with the defense despite un.
erring proof of guilt. The polies seise
an illegally possessed gun; when the
defendant claims it, he gets a discount
in culpability because there Is a legal
shadow over the seizure.

Denied. If the shadow is too king,
the proof is suppressed entirely under
the rule.

Of course, offenders are sometimes
caught and jailed. Yet, the rule operates
even for them with freakish incon.
s latency. Bumble and Dodger are caught
committing a burglary. Bumble goes to
prison because his conviction is isow.o.
how free of constitutional or legal
flaws Dodger is luckier: be is sprung
by the exclusionary rule. From the
viewpoint of the two, there is much to
be learned from this. One would his
to think that a potential offender per.
ewes some cause and effect between
crime and punishment: the teachings
of deterrence. But that Is by no means
the lesson learned by the participants or
by the person contemplating a life of
crime. The inescapable conclusion is
that going to jail has less to do with
getting caught than with the fastidious'
nee* of some murky and mcompreben-
aible courtroom procedures.

While intended to curb abuse of pa'
lice power, the exclusionary rule has
opened up a whole new field of police
nuscond um perjury. Police officen who
testify at suppression hearings have
sometimes shown a remarkable facility
for adjustini facts to fit the ceurt's con.
'dilutions! sensibilities. The bad cop,
knowing that he acted arbitrarily in
pulling the heroin out of his target's
pocket, testifies that in fact no search
was conducted but that the defendant
"dropped" the drup to the ground
when approached. "Dropsy" is a bas-
tard legal phenomenon born of cyn-
icism, and growing in importance with
each triumph. Occasionally, however,
there Is a true dropsy case. To the cal
loss prosecutor, then is no need to
differentiate; to the virtuous promei
tor, it is an added quandary.

Moreover, the rule has tarnished the
reputation of the conscientious, honest
policeman in the eyes of the public,

20
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while eroding self.respect within the
profession. In most criminal cams there
are now, so to speak, two accused: the
defendant and the potice.To have every
moveespecially those taken in good
faith challenged, examined, and often
condemned, Mate* incidentals dam.
age to police morale and to public per.
eeptions of law enforcement.

Because the public does not fully un.
derstand the exclusionary rule, a victim
will see only the outrageous release of
his assailant, and may very well as.
some that someone was paid off. Either
way, the ensuing anomie infects the
public. With an air of resignation
tinged with fear, the victim of crime
acquiesces to his lot with scarcely a
thought of recourse. "Why contribute
interminable hours as a witness against

criminal?" he reasons. "He will only
he right back on the street to take re-
venge." The victim slowly parts cons.
pang with law enforcement; the cycle is
compounded.

Dtriune rare 1960e and early
1970., difficult Mel arose in
which it became necessary to
develop the rule with logic

and consistency. While each extension
of the irrational doctrine may have
been internally consistent, the sum of
the decisions was irrational like the
addition of floors, i.. ( erfect sydry,
to a home built on quicksand. Here is
a sampling of further oddities, based
upon actual decisions.

Skinner is charged with possession
of a switchblade which the state police
had, undeniably, found concealed on
his person. He blames the police, tea-
[Hying, at a pretrial suppression hear.
Eng, that they took it from him in vi.
olation of his constitutional rights. The
court disagrees; Ise does not walk free
but is put on trial, at which the pros.
motion roust establish that the olden
dant had the weapon. Ilis state's at.
torney is forbidden to so much as hint
to the jury that Skinner himself swore
that the police took it from his very
person. Al the jury trial Skinner does
not testify and his attorney may sue-
easefully convince the jury that his
client never had the knife.

Rust is arrested on weepors charge.
He is convicted. His guilt is not clues.
tioned by an appeals court, but it Pone-
thetas overturns his conviction because
it marks his lawyer incompetent for
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not challenging the meow by which
the police got the weapon.

Wedgewood pleads guilty to bur.
glary, admitting a breakn and the
theft of a revoker. On appeal, his cow
viction is reversed when a higher court
finds that the police %iodated his rights
in searching him and retrieving the
stolen gun without prior justification.
His plea of guilty does not bar his
challenge or his release.

Enough. These are restate which
only legalists can fathom. And therein
lies the rub. Surely a rule of such pre.
found social dimensions should spring
from something closer to social cots
seams than to judicial or legal disk.
tic. It Is mistakenly assumed that these
results are somehow mandated by the
Constitution. The Fourth Amendment
condemn unreasonable searches, but it
does not decree that insult he added to
injury, that the public he affronted fist
by the crime and then by the release
of the acknowledged malefactor. Lack.
ing an efficient legislative scheme by
which citizens could he guaranteed
their Fourth Amendment rights, the
Supreme Court chose the exclusionary
rule.

The extraordinary irony of that
choice is that under the reasoning of
the rule, the convictions of Skinner,
Rust, and Wedgewood would he fully
intact if the searches were conducted
by any nonpolice member of the pop-
ulation. The rule does not sour the
fruits of a private citisen's march; it
blocks only those convictions which
flow from had police searches. Of
course the citizen who searches an.
other person risks both a lawsuit and a
bloody nose, but the evidence he draws
is at least permitted to be of some use.

All of this leads one to suggest that
the question of police searches he re.
examined. Naturally, there must he an
institutionalized procedure of complaint
and recompense for those whose pri
racy Is unjustly shattered, but not if it
allocates disproportionate windfalls to
dm guilty and nothing to the innocent.

At present, courts which routinely
deal with challenges to search warrants
are reluctant to release offenders who
argue that the damning evidence was
seised under a faulty warrant. In order
to "save" the warrant which gave up
a corpse, judges will sometimes engage
in tortuous legal sophistry, while righ
teously suppressing the gram of mar.
Octants seised under a comparably deft
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in Aber" Moms peddlers Iw000ltt 'WM
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that would be entrapment as the courts
have defined it. But we did ;iot do that.

As you know, Senator awry Prowier
owe* era:1ml Me PIM ter Otero No a bribe es port of lb*
Mown operation-4 Mem be rots irwooliatety. was
Prowler approodwd 6 Me IYiI stet tt

A Here's how it happened. A corrupt influence peddler
had arranged to bring another public Adel to the Ceotte
town house the Alocarn agents wet. tieing.

An hour or two before the appoinonent, the influence
peddler called and said he was brining Senator Preeder
instead He assured us that Pressler ew the purpose
the meeting was to hear a bribe offer, which we
later was untrue,

Now, if we did not let Pressler come, our refusal would
cause the influence peddler to become suspicious. Soend
I accept full responsibility for thiswe let Pressler come,
knowing that if he was innocent, he would be protected.
He could simply say "No," which is what he did,

Q o Wet id. 1I of Owe belbewIterino woolons an kn
portant ski to prowouterei

A Yes. We have had situationsnot in Abeam but in
other casesin which people are *eying they don't want
any money and at the same time are writing an amount on
a piece of paper and showing it. That is not as unusual as
you would think

We've also had situations in which the Jury kerns lot
from facial erpreselons, such as whether the person was
uneasy or didu't want to take a bnbe. or whether he was
pushing (or the money, reaching (or it.

Q Some eyebrows have keen Mewl In Congress owe Me
amount or meney--$20,001 ever *roe yessotbst IM Ns pad
to Melvin Weinberg, a onwieled conliOsnoe won who meted
with sun bureau In Abeam. Do a let of FPI operatives resolve
esM kind of pert

A No. I think that would rank significantly higher than
any payments that I can recall. But the courts have found
the amount was reasonable under the circumstances. The
man was on 44.hour all (or several years, during which he
didn't have the ability to earn any other Income.

When you are dealing with a cooperating witness of this
kind, he is very apt to engage in criminal activities on the
side if he does not think he is being treated fairly. Weinberg
knew it was the FBI he was working for, unlike the influ-
ence peddlers involved In Annum

Q why Am Me hews put senvisted felons lie Weltdieto
on Ne

A For
paynset

several reasons. We cannot turn our undercover
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agents into instant pals of the crooks we are investigating.
We need someone to vouch for our agentsto represent
that they are pet as crooked as the people they are dealing
with Also, we often need someone to explain the opera-
bons of thew complicated confidence games to us. The
motives of a cooperating witness vary from revenge to
reward:

anon to PSI ompleys a ern eolobrated for Ns sidle as
sorlinelker, Mown It pro No an Inventive to ensinow CAMS et

WM kis Waft tor?
A No. I reject the idea that we create crime

There was only one incident in which Weinberg
arguably coached a public official --and that in.A cadent has been reviewed by the courts. It oc
curred early on, and we remonstrated with him
when we found out about it,

Weinberg's role was to provide credibility
and to tell us when the crooked middlemen
were. The crooked middlemen then produced
the politicians. Weinberg didn't know the

titian
Q How ie. you Wows Owl untionovor ewe-

Ions dent let awl of soninet
A I have formed an Undercover Operations

Review Committee, which has the Job of spotting potential
mistakes before they happen. If they do happen. this group
makes sure they don't happen again. The committee keeps

close watch. We have a whole notebook full of procedures
designed to materially reduce the chance of hurting third
parties, getting Innocent people Involved or engaging In
entrapment

sa it comes down In the end to the basic trustworthi-
ness of the FBI. It depends on how carefully I pick people
to be agents and how carefully the President picks the
director of the FBI. As It is, I think everyone involved
wants to live by the rules.

Q Are wilereever estonalens istorrinq *rime
A Very definitely. For example. in Operation Lobster.

we brought down a truclhljaclang ring. and there was only
One major hijacking in four New England states in the next
six months.

In Henry County, Ca , last year, an undercover operation
resulted in the arrest of the sheriff, the chief of police, the
probate Judge and the manager of an airport who were
providing a safe landing and escort service for drug dealers
coming through Atlanta. We broke that open by pretend-
Ins to be a customer.

And then there was Operation Bancshares, which was a
big success.

Q Whet do eat twelve?
A Mug dealers in Florida were laundering their mon-

eydtrtpdaing its originsbefore it went into the banks to
make it mots difficult for to to trace So we went into the
laundering businesswe became a broker In one opera-
tion, we laundered over 170 million dollars in cash. Dealers
were bringing money to us so fast that they didn't have
time to count it: they weighed it, We bought counting
machine to count the bills.

When we finished gathering evidence, we indicted more
than 80 persons-45 of whom were arrested in this country
The rest are back in Colombia. We smashed (our of the top
seven drug cartels. We seized SO automobiles, seven air-
planes, a 4-railliondollar ranch, drugs, guns. ammunition, 6
million dollars in cosh, and impounded 11 million dollars in
bank accounts.

Q How aux& sumo' ter Me bureau been having by rase
bottle .shunt Me Mallet

A I believe the record is impressive. Look at the Indict-
ments and convictions of people at the very top of La Cosa
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Nostra in the la,t twv sears Joseph Bonaram Sr who has
been ne of the top figures in organized crane for user
sears. lour tvp members of the Los Angeles -fund), Nick
('asella the head of the Kansas City family, Carlos Marcell°,
head the family in New Orleans, Frank Tien of the out
Gtm,sese lamas' in New York, members of the Bruno farm
dv m Pluladelphia, the top 1-1 C.4171 Nostra figures in Cleve-
land Others base been intLeted m Chicago. Milwaukee
and Las Sega

This reecrd sends a dear signal to the button men. the
foot .thers LCN that the promise of respect and pro-
tection that they get when they're taken unto membership
nut not hold much water tithe top figures in their families
can t wants e an fdlimseittgation

0 Are these gains against the Malta largely the mutt of
undersovw work?

A In part We now have m 28 cities a computerized
index of intelligence information on vri,anized,nme fam-
dies We are able to tdentlfy the hierarchies and often
penetrate them through informants Increasingly, we find
entc rating witnesses willing to work with us That was the
..oe in the comes ion of Joseph Bonanno, Sr , which is an

interesting story
1 man named Lou Peters, who ran an automobile dealer

ship in Lodi, Calif was approached with an offer of 2
rnilbon dollars for his business, Ile knew it was worth a
trillion dollars, but he wondered why anyone would pay 2
mathon When Mr Peters sniffed around, he found the offer
w -ming from the Iloranno crime group, which wanted

via, to launder us mones in a sleepy town An northern
atitomni
So Sir Peters tame to the 1,131 and worked with us

ondertoser The result was an obstruction-of justice convic-
tion of Joseph Bonantur, who had never been convicted of a
felony before in his 30 years as a major figure an organized
crime

What tappimed te Mr Peters? Old in have te go into
Nang from Use nab?

A The undercoser operation was so risky that he got a
legal separation from has wife so that

found any esidrnce that material not gisen to the Senate
would base caused any senator to change has vote on the
nomination

0 Last January, the Fill was gran }obit responsibiety with
the Drug Enforcement AdminIstratton In the batik against ilticlt
drugs. How is that working out?

A Very well The bureau has des eloped over 650 quaLty
drug insenigations since then The FBI and the DIA are
working well together against narcohcs, which is the No 1
crone problem in the 1.15 We have pulled our two ships
alongside each other The DE1S entrance requirements
have been raised, and a lot of cross naming between the
two agencies is taking plate.

An you at as concerned that the 'Westin* Liberation
Organisation may begin campaign of terrorism in the U3, and
elsewhere if it la expelled horn Lebanon?

A We are always on the alert for potential problems such
as you describe Ill make no predictions about what the
PIA wall do As for terrorist acts an the US generally, the
numbers are down from 1977, when there were about 100
incidents In 1980, we had 29 incidents Last year, it was 42,

Our main domestic Achilles heel s( I can call it thatis
the Puerto Rican terrorist mosement Its members want
Independence for Puerto Rico, which less than 3 percent of
the population of Puerto Rico wants This terrorist move
ment as small, but it continues to stage incidents In places
such as New York and Puerto Rico

11 fa the problem at foreign espionage worsening?
A it Ls, because the number of foreign intelligence offi

cers in this country is growing There is a relahondup
between the site of embassy staffs and the number of
intelligence officers, and the size of embassy and United
Nations mission staffs ts up.

Also, the number of FBI agents available to work on
foreign countenntelbgence matters has not kept pace with
the number of foreign officals in the country Cbasequent-
ly, we are at a disadvantage. The increased number of
foreign officals here doesn't include those who has e been
infiltrated into our society under deep cover.

0 What are these spies shot?
his wife and children wouldn't be un- Man charged with technology theft, a
der any threat of antirrudanon Then he crime that -requires undercover wort."
learned he had terminal cancer, and he t'
has since died

When I talked to him, he said that if
he had known that he'd spend the last
part of has life helping the Fill in this
kind t,f case, he'd do it again, because It
was the only nght thing to do We have
a lot of good citizens who will work
with us

Some lawmakers have accused the
FPI of doing a *Noshed invest:leaden of
aymonci Donovan before he was slai

pointed Labor Secretary, and then with-
holding from the Senate some 'Mooradian
rsievant to the giestfers of whether Mr,
Donovan had any mob ties, as ollegod. An
you satisfied wtei the bureau's handling Of
Mb matter?

A There isn't any Investigation of
any kind that we can t do better the
nett time But 1 am satisfied that in the
tame allowed we delivered to the
Mute noose the substance of all alle-
gations that were later considered by
the pecul prosecutor

Mso 1 base not found any purpose-
ful deception of the Senate. nor have I
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A One of our major concerns tight
now is technology transfer, the efforts
of foreignontelligence services to ob
taxis dregally the (rests of our research
and technological development That
is the top priority of the Soviet bloc's
espionage apparatus,

CI Hew hen the bureau fared In the
budget cuts of recent yews?

A Since 1976, we have shrunk from
5.600 agents to 7,600 agents A con-
scious effort has been made to cut us as
little as possible, but inflatton has had
its effect on our budget We are very
labor lntetuivo -72 percent of our dol-
lars go for people,

HIM the merge of agents been hurt
by the criticism the Fill has been subject-
ed to en Capitol Hilt?

A No We know the American peo-
ple are solidly behind the Abscam In-
vestigations The FBI is having
enormous Impact on crime, and there's
a lot of pride in the ranks. We are
attracting 500 to 600 applications (or
the Job of special agent every month,
including a great many extremely ca
pable young men and women Morale
is top-notch, 0
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Buggings, Break-Ins & the FBI

James Q. Wilson

Fyne indictment, on April 10, of three
Ji. former high-ranking officials of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation for having direct-
ed agents to use surreptitious entries"blackbag
jobs"in an effort to locate Weather Underground
fugitives raises important questions, not simply of
the guilt or innocence of the accused, but of the
relationship between constitutional guarantees of
privacy and the problems of investigating well.
organized conspiracies. We do not want the police
breaking into our homes or rifling our mail; we
also do not want political terrorists or organized-
crime syndicates operating in defiance of the law
because of their invulnerability to conventional
investigative techniques. A line has to be drawn,
but so far the government has not done a very
good job of drawing it.

L. Patrick Gray, W. Mark Felt, and Edward S.
Miller were indicted for conspiring to "injure
and oppress citizens of the United States who were
relatives and acquaintances of Weatherman fugi-
tives, in the free exercise and enjoyment Of certain
rights and privileges secured to them by the Con-
stitution," including the right to be secure in their
homes against unreasonable searches and seizures.
This they did, the indictment alleges, by causing
FBI agents to break into the homes of those "rela-
tives and acquaintances" in New York and New
Jersey.

Black-bag jobs have been used by the FBI for at
least thirty-five years. By its own admission, the
Bureau made as. least 233 surreptitious entries of
homes and offices of persons judged to be domestic-
security risks between 1942 and 1968, and they
also made an unknown but large number of such
entries into the homes and offices of persons be-
lieved to be involved in foreign espionage. No ex-
perienced counterintelligence officer doubts that
the secret police of virtually every other nation in
the world make use of such techniques also.

Why, then, were the break-ins that occurred in
the early 1970's, allegedly authorized by Gray, Felt,
and Miller, singled out for punishment? And If

JAWS Q. MIMS( is Henry Lee Shattuck Professor of Go..
eminent at Hamrd and the author of Po :like Organize.
tionh Thinning Aeout Crime, and, root recently, The in.
vestleetorr Plowing flit end Neeroria Agents (lade
gooks).
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these men are punished, are there any grounds on
which break-ins can be justified? To answer these
questions, one must first understand the history
of unconventional investigative techniques and
the changing, ar.d still uncertain, nature of the
law governing such matters.

ox many years, the FBI distinguishedF between investigations designed to
gather intelligence and those designed to gather
evidence. Gathering intelligencebackground in-
formation about the associations, movements, abil-
ities, and intentions of persons or groupswas not
thought to be limited by the constitutional pro-
hibitiori against "unreasonable searches and sei-
zures." If intelligence information was not intro-
duced as evidence in a criminal trial, then no one
was harmed by the gathering of that information.
In this view, even actions that seemed clearly il-
legal under existing law could be interpreted as
exempt from such restrictions if the matter in-
volved foreign intelligence or subversive activity,
or if higher executive authoritythe Attorney
General or the Presidentauthorized it.

For example, the Federal Communications Act
of 1934 made it illegal to "intercept and divulge"
telephone communications, and the Supreme
Court held three years later that evidence obtained
by such unlawful wiretaps could not be introduced
into a federal criminal trial. But Attorney General
Robert Jackson ruled in 1941 that it was proper
for the FBI to intercept such communications
i.e., to engage in wiretappingprovided it did not
"divulge" them. From then until 1967, the right
of the FBI to wiretap was not successfully chal-
lenged-

Wiretapping does not ordinarily involve phys-
ically entering someone's home or office. A tap can
be arranged outside the building, at a telephone
junction box, or even at telephone company head-
quarters. Because of the absence of surreptitious
entry, the Supreme Court held that wiretaps were
not a violation of the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution. Until 1967, wiretaps carried out
without judicial warrants were not uncentstitts-
tional and, provided they were not used to pro-
duce evidence introduced in court or otherwise
divulged, they were not even dearly illegal.

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Commentary, v. 65, June 1978: 52-58.
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Investigations involving actual pbrical trespass
were a different matter. Entering a home or office
is obviously necessary if one wishes to plant a hid-
den microphone (a "bug') or to obtain or copy
documents without the knowledge of the occu-
pants. Trespass for the purpose of placing a bug
in internalsecurity cases was approved by various
Attorneys General, at least as far back as Herbert
Brownell in 1954.

The Brownell memorandum, addressed to J.
Edgar Hoover, specifically authorized microphone
surveillance in cases involving "espionage agents,
possible saboteurs, and subversive persons" not
only for the purpose of getting information useful
in a prosecution, but also in furtherance of the
FBI's "intelligence function in connection with
internal-security matters." The memo explicitly
recognized that placing these microphones would
often involve trespass and that when trespass oc-
curred it might affect the admissibility into court
of any evidence gathered, but stated that this pos-
sibility should not /mit the use of the technique
for intelligence purposes.

Succeeding Attorneys General were aware of this
practice, and on occasion reaffirmed its propriety,
albeit with modifications. Hoover notified Attor-
ney General Byron White in 1961 of the use of
bugs in internal-security matters. In 1965, Attorney
General Nicholas Kauenbach issued new instruc-
tions requiring written approval by the Attorney
General in advance of any bugging. Thougb these
bugs were to be limited to "national-security"
GUM Katzenbach told Hoover that he would con-
tinue to approve requests for bugs and saw "no
need to curtail any such activities in the national
security field."

In the mid-1960's, an argument broke out be-
tween Hoover and Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy as to whether Kennedy had authorized
bugs in the field of organized crime (dearly not a
"national-security" area). Charges and counter-
charges flew, and the facts may never be known
with certainty, Victor Navasky, in his book.
Kennedy Justice, concludes that Kennedy may
not have known, but that several of his sub-
ordinates did, that Kennedy himself should have
known, and that in any event it would have been
hard to explain how the FBI knew in such great
detail the activities of organizedcrime figures (the
vigorous investigation of whom had been pressed
by Kennedy) if they had not had micropbone
surveillances in place.

Surreptitious entries for the purpose of reading
mail or copying documents, rather than for the
purpose of installing bugs, were probably not
known to or directly authorized by the Attorney
General. That, at least, is the conclusion of the
Church Committee (the Senate Select Committee
to Study Government Operations with Respect to
Intelligence Activities) contained in its 1976 report,
and it is bolstered by an FBI internal memo in
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July 1966 saying that "we [the FBI) do not obtain
authorization for 'black-bag' jobs from outside the
Bureau." Such methods. the memo continued, are
"clearly illegal," though an "invaluable technique
in combating subversive activities."

But if the Attorney General was not involved in
authorizing black-bag jobs, he had been involved
in authorizing bugging, and the latter, like the
former. usually involved surreptitious entry. In-
deed, one could argue that a break-in for the pur-
pose of planting a bug was a greater invasion of
the privacy of a person because the microphone
would pick up everything said in the room, where
as an entry for the purpose of obtaining docu-
menu would only compromise a person's privacy
to the extent that there were documents in the
room of interest to the FBI If these distinctions
or lack of distinctionswere ever talked out in
the Department of Justice, there is no published
record of it.

In 1966, Hoover ordered an end to blacl-bag
jobs repeating his orders in January 1967 with a
memo stating that he did not intend to approve
any more such requests. Apparently, however,
some entries continued into 1968, but by then the
practice had in fact ended, according to sources
both within the Bureau and on the staff of the
Church Committee. Before the resumption of the
methods in the early 1970's, several important
legal developments had occurred.

IN rstE late 1960's, the Supreme Court
began to restrict significantly the power

of the government to use various surveillance tech-
niques. In 1967, it ruled that both wiretaps and
bugs were searches within the meaning of the
Fourth Amendment and thus would have to be
"reasonable" and based on a judicial warrant.
Congress responded by passing Title III of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968 which set up a procedure whereby federal law
enforcement agencies desirous of using a wiretap
or a bug would apply to the Attorney General for
permission, who in turn would authorize an ap.
plication for a warrant from a federal court. These
became known to investigators as "Title III's,"
and the FBI as well as other federal agencies began
using the Tide III procedure to gather evidence
for criminal proceedings.

A Title III tap or bug would not ordinarily be
appropriate in an intelligence case, however. For
one thing, a Title III electronic surveillance can
only occur if a judge finds that there is probable
cause to believe that the person being tapped or
bugged has committed, or is about to commit, a
federal crime, that the information obtained will
bear on that offense, and that the location at which
the tap or bug is installed will be used in the com-
mission of the crime Intelligence gathering, how-
ever, is not ordinarily based on the belief that a
crime has occurred or is about to occur. Rather,
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intelligence work seeks, among other things, to
find out if there are grounds for believing a crime
is in the offing. For example, one might wish to
learn what relationship exists among persons re-
puted to be members of organized crime or to
discoser the pattern of associations of a person in
this country with a Soviet passport who may or
may not be a spy for the KGB.

Moreover, the Title III procedure requires the
judge who authorizes a wiretap or bug to disclose
that fact to the person tapped or bugged no later
than ninety days after an application for a war-
rant has been denied or an approved tap has been
completed Obviously, in the delicate cat-and.
mouse game of international espionage and coun-
terespionage, it would be a little silly to send to
someone you suspect of being a spy a letter that
says, in effect, "We think you are a spy and we
have tried to tap, or have recently been tapping,
your telephone to find out if oi,r hunch is correct."

To deal with this, Congress put into the 1968 bill
a somewhat murky paragraph saying that the law
would not "limit the constitutional power of the
President to take such measures as he deems neces-
sary to protect the nation against actual or pote
tial attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power,
to obtain foreign-intelligence information deemed
essential to the security of the United States, or to
protect national-security information against for-
eign-intelligence activities."

This provision was interpreted as authorizing
wiretaps and bugs, without a judicial warrant, in
national-security cases and in cases where there
was a threat, esen of domestic origin, of the force-
ful oserthrow of the government or any other
clear and present danger to the structure or exis-
tence of the government From 1968 on, the At-
torney General was frequently asked to authorize
warrantless surveillance in security cases. What
constituted a "security case" was obviously a mat-
ter of interpretation unconstrained by any statu-
tory language During the Nixon administration,
warrantless electronic surveillance was used
against the New Left, the Black Panthers, various
journalists, certain members of the executive
branch, and others.

rt 1972, the Supreme Court tightened
J. the constraints even more, In Mich-

igan, a person named Plamondon was arrested
and charged with having dynamited tlse Ann
Arbor office of the Central Intelligence Agency.
In the legal maneuvering before the trial, the
government admitted that it had placed
motion under electronic surveillance without
first getting a warrant, relying on the national.
security provision of the 1968 Safe Streets Act.
The Supreme Court was asked to decide whether
this warrantless surveillance was a violation of
the Fourth Amendment's restriction against un-
reasonable searches. The Court decided it was,
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and ordered the government to make full disclos-
ure to Plamondon of his overheard conversations.

This was the famous Keith decision, now the
controlling decision in matters of this sort. The
Court's view, expressed in a unanimous decision
(Justice Rehnquist taking no part), was that the
national-security clause of the 1968 law did not
confer any power on the President and specifically
did not authorize him or the Attorney General to
use warrantless electronic surveillance against "do-
mestic" threats to security of the kind presented by
the behavior of Plamondon. The Court explicitly
limited the scope of its decision to the "domestic
aspects of national security" and refrained from
saying anything about the issues that might be
involved in the activities of foreign countnes or
their agents. Moreover, it recognized that gather-
ing information in dornestisecurity cases, as op-
posed to instances of "ordinary crime," might well
require different procedures, and it invited Co
grew to define what these procedures should be.
But warrantless intrusions in domesticsecurity
cases were unacceptable. Domestic.secunty taps
were stopped.

The effect of the Keith decision was to all
into question the traditional distinction made
by the FBI between intelligence and prosecu
tion and to create in its place a different distinc-
tion, one between "domestic" and "foreign" cases.
The Justice Department, following the Keith
opinion, limited the use of warrantless electronic
surveillance to cases involving a foreign power or
its agents, though even then it defined "foreign"
rather broadlyin the mid1970's it. authorized a
warrantless wiretap against the Jewish Defense
League on the grounds that its protest actions di-
rected at the Soviet Union were jeopardizing our
relations with that country.

President Carter accepted the domestic /foreign
distinction when he issued his executive order on
January 26, 1978 defining the duties and responsi-
bilities of various intelligence agencies. It set forth
a series of restrictions on surveillance techniques
essentially, requiring each to be based on a war
rant issued by a judge when the object of these
techniques was a "United States person." A United
States person is a citizen of the United States, an
alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence,
or an American association or corporation. Sur
veillance without a warrantincluding placing
bugs and presumably carrying out blackbag jobs
could only occur if the object were not a United
States person or if the Attorney General had de-
termined that the United States person was "an
agent of a foreign power."

Congress now has before it a bill, already passed
by the Senate, that would in effect replace this
executive order with a law covering many of the
same topics and creating new machinery to deal
with the same issues. It also is based on the domes-
tie/foreign distinction but differs from the eXCCLI
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use order in that it would require the issuance of
a special kind of warrant, hum a specially created
unlit, fur surveillance in national-security cases.
(The requirement to show 'probable cause" and
to disclose the surveillance that governs the use
of taps and bugs in ordinary criminal cases would
not exist in the foreign-power cases.)

THE black-bag jobs that Gray, Felt, and
Miller are charged with having au.

thonzed all occurred after the Keith deasion was
handed down, and they were directed at an organi
ration the Weather Undergroundnot very dif-
ferent from the group that worked with Plamon
don in dynamiting the CIA office in Ann Arbor.
presumably domestic in nature and thus, accord,
ing to the Keith ruling, covered by the constitu-
tional requirements that a warrant be issued be-
fore the search is conducted.

A central issuein the trials to come, perhaps
the issueis why these black'bag jobs were carried
out after Hoover had earlier ended them and after
the Supreme Court had made it dear that it would
not accept an "intelligence" justification for them.

Persons in the Bureau and officers of the Society
of Former Special Agents have argued that those
who carried out the break-ins were doing exactly
what the White House and the Attorney General
wanted. The present Attorney General, Griffin
Bell, has stated that he has found no evidence of
any higher authority for the break.ins. Tom
Wicker in the pages of the New York Times has
scorned as a "Nuremberg defense" the arguments
of Miller and Felt that they had authority, Wil-
liam Satire, in the pages of the same newspaper,
has called Gray a scapegoat and President Caner
a hypocrite.

I have recently had occasion to study the crim.
itiabinvestip don procedures of the FBI, and have
come to one conclusion that I admit colors my
judgment of the present case, even though I can
claim no special knowledge of it. important, po-
litically sensitive actions in the FBI rarely occur
by accident or in a fit of absent - mindedness. I am
inclined, in matters of this son, to look for a
Prime Mover.

The black -bag jobs began again, so far as we
can determine, in the early 1970's. The only rele-
vant events that occurred at about the same time
were the drafting of the Huston Plan in 1970 and
the death of Hoover in 1972. Iii June 1970, an
Interagency Committee on Intelligence, of which
Hoover was a member, sent to President Nixon a
report on the threat posed by militant New Left
and black extremist groups. The FBI made it clear
that it opposed reinsututing black-bag jobs (it also
opposed covert mail openings) . Tom Charles H us.
ton, the staff assistant to President Nixon who was
responsible for directing the committee's work,
complained bitterly and at length to his superior,
H.R, Haldeman, about what he called Hoover's
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"totally unreasonable," "detrimental," and "spe.
citrus objections to every suggestion for improving
domestic intellibence. Huston urged Haldeman to
urge the President to overrule Hoover and direct
him to comply with the plan for expanded intel-
ligence work.

The published record, collected by the staff of
the Church Committee, does not make dear what
then happened. On July 14, 1970, Haldeman wrote
Huston that "the recommendations you have pro.
posed as a result of the review have been approved
by the President," apparently an indication that the
Huston Plan was to go into effect. Huston then
drafted a memo to Richard Helms reporting that
the President had decided to remove restrictions
on, among other things, surreptitious entries. But
on July 27, Hoover wrote to Attorney General
John Mitchell (who, strangely, had not been in-
formed of the plan), indicating his disagreement
with the plan and stating he would comply only if
he received Yspecific authorization" to use the
more sensitive investigative techniques.

The record does not show what Mitchell's re-
sponse was, but in August of that same year, we
find Huston writing to Haldeman about how he
might handle a forthcoming meeting with Mitchell
and Hoover which was apparently called for the
purpose of getting Hoover to go along with the
new policies. Thereafter, the public documentary
record runs out.

Members of the Justice Department have told
me they can 5nd no record that Hoover was finally
ordered by Mitchell or Nixon to resume black-bag
jobs. The records of the Church Committee show
no such order. The FBI has not produced a docu-
ment confirming such an order to Hoover And
the popular belief, as well as the view of members
of the Church Committee, is that the Huston Plan
was never implemented.

But was it? Proving that something did not
happen is often impossible. In this case, there re-
main some grounds for believing that Hoover may
have received and acted on orders calling for
black-bag jobs. John Dean was later to testify that
he thought the Huston Plan had gone into effect,
and he was a member of the Intelligence Evalua.
tion Committee. Perhaps most troubling Is the
statement attributed to William C. Sullivan,
former head of the Domestic Intelligence Division
of the FBI, that Hoover had said that breakins
were to be approved. Sullivan, unfortunately, was
killed in a hunting accident and cannot testify,
After Hoover died in May 1972, the matter rested
with Gray. He has said he never knowingly author-
ized any illegal conduct, Felt and Miller have
said publicly that he did, The Justice Department,
In its indictments, refers only to documents pre-
pared and decisions made after Gray became act-
ing director of the FBI.

Ironically, it was the Justice Department's pre-
mature and ill advised indictment of John Rear.
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ney, the agent in charge of Squad 47 in the New
York field officethe squad responsible for the
Weather Underground casesthat led to the docu-
ments being discovered on the basis of which Gray
and the others were indictee. When Kearney's
lawyer, Edward Bennett Williams, filed a discovery
motion on behalf of his client, agents in the
Bureau went to work with more than ordinary
zeal to find evidence that would show, at a mini.
mum, that Kearney was acting on higher orders.
Obviously, the Justice Department feels they found
it, because the Kearney indictment has been
dropped.

But now a further irony: sixty-eight agents who
had worked on the Weather Underground case,
including some who may have dug out the docu-
ments implicating Gray and the others, now face
disciplinary action and the strong possibility of
civil suits for having followed orders. (Under cur-
rent law, an FBI agent who acts illegally is person.
ally liable for damages if a judge rules against
him in a civil action.) One reason for the impas-
sioned hostility of the agents to the current pros-
ecutions, in addition to the belief that what they
did was right, is that the government is throwing
them on the mercy of whatever personal-injury
lawyers the victims of the break-ins might hire,
and raising the possibility that deeds carried out
in the belief that they were proper may at some
future time be found improper and thus legally
actionable.

mite central policy issue will probably
not be resolved by the trial, hoWever,

and that, of course, is the question of whether
blackbag jobs ought to be allowed at all.

The absolutist positionthat breaking into pri.
vate premises without a warrant is never justified
seems to have relatively little support in the
executive branch or in Congress, though, as we
shall see. it has a good deal of support in parts of
the federal judiciary. W. Mark Felt has publicly
admitted that he approved an FBI blackbag job
at the Arab Information Center in Dallas in the
fall of 1972 in an effort to find clues as to possible
Palestinian terrorists in the United States. The
Justice Department knew this, yet did not make
it part of the indictment against Felt and the
others. The reason, one presumes, is that such a

break-in met the "foreign-agent" test of the Keith
decision.

Moreover, in the backalley struggle with for-
eign-intelligence agendes, break-ins are a fact of
life No one wishes to talk much about this, but it
is obvious that it will be easier for the National
Security Agency to sack a foreign code if a federal
agent has placed in its hands a copy of the cod:
book. These code books are not for sale at Bras,
tano's.

The Senate, in approving the wiretap bill by a
vote of 95 to 1, has clearly given its blessing to the

foreign-agent exemption from normal warrant
procedures. Though called a wiretap bill, in fact it
covers much more than the interception of tele
phone communications. It will allow federal
agents to engage in almost all forms of "technical
coverage" of persons falling under the foreign.
agent classification, provided that the agents first
obtain the permission of a specially constituted
court that will not be required to follow the nor-
mal standards governing the issuance of warrants
in criminal cases or to issue notification to the
party under surveillance. Technical coverage in-
cludes beepers to trace vehicles, hidden cameras,
and bugs, as well as phone taps. To place the
cameras or bugs, a surreptitious entry will ob-
viously be necessary.

If the Senate is prepared to support this, it is
hard to see why it would not also support a break-
in for the purpose of a physical search. Indeed,
as I have already pointed out, a search involves a
lesser intrusion into the lives and privacy of the
residents of a home or office than a hidden bug or
camera. The latter will record everything that
transpires in the room, whether or not it is related
to an intelligence matter. A search, by contrast, can
only picky up documents or other physical evi-
dence; it cannot record the love life of the occu-
pa nts.

One reason why searches have been given less
careful attention by legal draftsmen may be that
blackbag jobs have acquired so sinister an implica-
tion, by virtue of their use by the "Plumbers" who
broke into the offices of Dr. Lewis Fielding (hard-
ly a "foreign agent"), that no one wants to face
the question of the circumstances under which
they might be legal. Wiretaps and bugs, though
controversial, have been associated with success as
well as embarrassmentfor every American jour-
nalist improperly tapped, there have been dozens
of organized-crime leaders, drug dealers, and for-
eign spies who have been properly tapped.

In addition, the Bureau itself has always main-
tained that blackbag jobs were illegal and has
rarely, if ever, sought permission from the Justice
Department to carry them out. By contrast, there
has always been a clear written procedure whereby
the Attorney General would approve or deny
Bureau requests for taps and bugs, both those re-
quiring a warrant (as in ordinary criminal cases)
and those done without a warrant (under the
"national-security" exemption in the Safe Streets
Act). What has been routinized becomes familiar
and acceptable, and thus more easily dealt with
when Congress decides to clarify the law on such
matters.

It is interesting to speculate about what might
have happened had the Bureau sought Justice De-
partment permission for warrantless searches as it
had sought it for warrantless bugs. On May 9, 1975,
the Justice Department wrote to the United States
Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia,
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which was then healing an appeal of the convic
Lion of John Einiichman for his evolvement with
the Plumbers. staring. It is and has long
been the Department s view that warrantless
watches insolsing, physical mites into private
premises are justified under the proper circuit)
stances when related to foreign espionage or intel
ligence (The letter went on to add that the
Fielding.Ellsberg break -Ins were plainly unlaw
tin y P senior Justice Department official recently
told me.that if the Bureau had made requests fur
authority to carry out black -bag jobs in suitable
cases, it might well have received it.

Instead, the Bureau had a procedure designed
to put such techniques in the worst possible light.
When the special agent in charge of a field office
warned to use a black bag job, he requested per
mission from an assistant director at FBI head
quarters. The request was then sent to Hoover (or
his deputy, Clyde Tolson) for decision. If ap-
proved, the authorizing memo was marked "Do
but File and kept in special safes in headquarters
awl m the field fur no more than one year
order to accommodate the needs of FBI Inspectors
who annually resaewed field offices to make cer
tarn, among other things, that nothing was being
dune without headquarters approsal). Thereafter,
the Do Not File memos were destroyed. Hence,
not esen the recurdconsciuus Bureau has any ac
curate count of how many black-bag jobs were
authoring!. It was this procedure that Hoover
terminated in 19CM when he decided to end break
ins

S
urrtist. one is willing to grant that

break-ins. whether to install a bug or
photograph a document. are proper, under rea
sonable controls. in foreign-intelligence cases. Are
they ever proper in other cases? That, of course.

the substantise question raised by the Weather
Underground investigation.

I he members of the Weather Underground
were all American citizens, They were also a vio-
lent, terrorist group that made and planted bombs.
The Arab decision, and .,.v Senate wiretap bill.
base the applicability of Fourth Amendment re-
quilements for warrants on the domestit,foreign
disonction, not on a distinction between ordinary
criminals and a terrorist conspiracy. The FBI
agents who are protesting the indictments of then
former leaders believe that the latter distinction
is at least as important as the former, And the
doiosery motions that the lawyers fur Gray, Felt,
and Wier will no doubt Me will seek documents
to show that the %%cachet Underground had sub
stantlal foreign connections

ttnitain Sabre has argued, without indicating
what esalence he has, that such a foreign comet.
lion existed. specifically with Al Fatah Persons
within the Bureau itself have suggested that docu
Incurs may be produced showing ties between the
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Weather group and both the Cubans and the PLO.
The courts will have to decide what significance,

if any, to attach to such evidence. There u no
existing legal standard by which one can easily
judge whether an American citizen has tits suffi-
ciently close to a foreign power to make him an
agent of that power. Is a Soviet agent only some-
one on the full-time payroll of the KGB or one
who re3ularly meets wi.h a Soviet courier to
drop off secrets? These are the conventional images
of an "agent.' But what of someone who travels to
a foreign country to receive training. or who ac.
cepts foreign money to cover the expenses of his
organization, or who secretly collaborates, without
pay, with foreign powers in the pursuit of their
policy objectives? At the extremes, the distinctions
are easy to make, but in the middle, where several
American dissident groups may well belong. the
distinctions will be maddeningly difficult.

And there is no guarantee that the courts will
accept the "foreign power" exemption even if the
facts show that a person was in some sense an
agent. In the 1975 Zwerbon case. the Court of
Appeals in the District of Columbia suggested that
even national-security investigations may require
a judicial is/arrant. "Absent exigent circumstances
[such as an imminent threat], no wiretapping in
he area of foreign affairs should be exempt from

prior judicial scrutiny, irrespective of the justifica
tion for the surveillance or the importance of the
information sought." In reaching this view, Judge
J. Skelly Wright rejected the arguments tradition-
ally advanced for warrantless nationalsecurity
surveillancethat the courts are not competent to
judge such matters, that the need to obtain a war-
rant will lead to security leaks, that there will be
undue delay, or that there is a significant differ
ence between gathering intelligence and collecting
evidence. Since other circuit courts have reached
different conclusions, and since even the District
of Columbia circuit was divided in its opinion, it
is possible the Wright view will not prevail should
the matter reach the Supreme Court. But it is also
possible that it will.

In short, the foreign/domestic distinction may
turn out to be as vulnerable to court challenge as
the earlier intelligente;evidence distinction. If all
distinctions are erased and all searches or inter
cepts must meet the same standards for obtaining
a judicial warrant, then law enforcement will face
some grave difficulties.

They arise from a little discussed feature cons.
mon to both the Weather Underground and the
foreign spy cases. To obtain a judicial warrant,
whether for a search, a tap, a bug, or an arrest.
an investigator must show that he has probable
cause to believe that the person in question has
committed, or is about to commit, a crime or has
in his possession the fruits of a crime. Except in
those cases where somebody has witnessed the
crime, the showing of probable cause typically de-
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pends on having a reliable tip from an informant.
This is especially the case if the crime in view is
the product of a conspiracy.

Certain groups are less vulnerable to being pene-
trated by. or deceived by, an informant than
others Among these are domestic political revolu-
tionaries. especially those with strong feelings of
mutual solidarity, and foreign spy rings. Whereas
a member of a gang of bank robbers might be
induced to give information in exchange for
money or leniency, a revolutionary or a spy might
have a price no government could pay. Domestic-
security wiretaps are often for the purpose of
gathering just the sort of information that cannot
be obtained from an informant.

Yet even if one recognizes, as some judges seem
unable to do. that there are reasonable grounds for
warrantless surveillances in some cases, one would
nonetheless worry about leaving the authority to
decide when to use such techniques entirely in the
hands of the President or the Attorney General.
President Nixon and his associates abused precise-
ly that discretionary authority, thereby lending
substance to the lean of those who had earlier
questioned the national-security exemption in the
1968 Safe Streets Act.

The need is to supply an independent review
mechanism that can prevent unjustified or polit-
ical uses of the national-security authority without
at the same time having to follow the same stan-

dards now governing the issuance of warrants in
ordinary criminal cases where prosecution, not in-
telligence, is the goal. The Senate wiretap bill
does just this, though without dealing with the
problems of physical searches or of domestic ter-
rorist groups. Whether it will survive House scru-
tiny and judicial challenge remains to be seen.

DEMOCRATIC societies find it difficult to make
decisions on matters that require one to consider
the view that the Constitution cannot always be
the sole guide to permissible government action.
On balance, that is probably a fortunate bias
when one considers what has been done through.
out history in the name of raison &hat. But we
cannot leave matters at our revulsion against arbi-
trary power. Terrorism and espionage are ominous
facts of life, drawing equally on "domestic" and
"foreign" persons with little regard for the niceties
of citizenship. Just as there has been a "clear and
present danger" test by which to judge the scope
of the First Amendment's guarantee of free speech,
there may also have to be such a test in judging
the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against un-
reasonable searches. It ought to be possible for
Congress to devise such a test and create indepen-
dent Machinery to apply it without having to
defend the increasingly dubious proposition that
foreign agents are of necessity more dangerous
than domestic terrorists.
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DEBATE PROPOSITION TWO

Resolved: That the United States Should Establish Uniform Rules Governing
the Procedure of all Civil Courts in the Nation

This resolution raises a question as to the possible establishment of uniform
rules of civil procedure which would

govern suits in all civil courts in the UnitedStates. Civil suits are Actions between
opposing parties seeking vindication oftheir respective individual or corporate rights. For example, such rights mightbe asserted with respect to a contract, A personal injury or property damage.Areas of inquiry here might include changes in discovery procedures, an examinationof the judicial process as whole, or an exploration of alternative means ofconflict resolution such as arbitration.

(451)
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I. INTRODUCTION

In his Cardozo Lecture to the New York City Bar in December

1974, Judge Marvin E. Frankel' raised some disturbing and funda-
mental questions about the adversary character of American litiga.

tion. After years of participating in various roles in our principal

system of dispute resolution, Judge Frankel concluded that "our
adversary system rates truth too low among the values that institu-

tions of justice are meant to serve."'I share Judge Frankel's concern
about the ways particular aspects of our adversary process militate

against fair and efficient resolution of legal disputes.' This essay is

an effort to respond to that concern and, hopefully, to contribute to
the "study" of "elaborate struggles over discovery" called for by

Judge Frankel.
The thesis I explore is that the adversary character of civil

discovery,' with substantial reinforcement from the economic struc-

ture of our legal system, promotes practices that systematically

impede the attainment of the principal purposes for which discovery

was designed. The adversary structure of the discovery machinery

creates significant functional difficulties for, and imposes costly
economic burdens on, our system of dispute resolution. Because
these difficulties and burdens are an inevitable consequence of ad-

versary relationships and competitive economic pressures, they can-

not be removed by the kind of limited, nonstructural discovery re-

2. District Judge, United States District Court for the Southern District of New Yod.

3. Frankel, supra note 1, it 1032.
4. Since I use terms like "fairness," "justice," and "truth" with some frequency in the

essay, a few words about what I intend to communicate through the use of these terms ante

order. I appreciate that terms like these carry numerous value connotations and contain co

self.evalent meaning. The meaning I ascribe to these terms, however, is identical, relstheN

sample, and grounded in fundamentals of the existing system of dispute resolutut

"Fairness," "justice," or "truth" in any given case is a functional concept. It is whitesw

result a duly constituted trier of fact (jury or judge) would reach if it had full access toll

the evidence and law that is arguably relevant to the issues in question. "Justice," then. his

"fairness" or "truth" is a social product, a product that can result only from a process then

reliably exposes all the potentially relevant data.
5. My focus is on the discovery stage of civil litigation. Discovery in criminsi mitten

is an altogether different question. The values and institutions that are relevant and some

times in conflict in criminal litigation are so different from those pertaining to civil suits that

the two systems cannot be evaluated intelligently and constructively within one analytical

framework. Since criminal procedure already has developed into an independent body of le

there is no need to treat "litigation" monolithically and to insist that all reforms proceed a

tandem in both the civil and criminal arenas.
It is worth noting that both of the contemporaneously published responses to Jude

Frankel's Cardozo Lecture found the primary weapons for their attacks in arsenals of concers

about criminal litigation. See Freedman, Judge Frankel's Search for Truth, 123U PA L

1060 (1975); Driller, The Advocate, the Truth, and Judicial Hackles A Reaction tolaii0

Frankel's Idea, 123 U. PA. L. Rev. 1067 (1975).
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forms that have been made in the past and are once again under
consideration.' To come to terms with these problems will require
an assault on their sources; effective reform consequently must in-
clude institutional changes that will curtail substantially the im-
pact of adversary forces in the pretrial stage of litigation.' In the
final section of this essay I propose the tentative outlines of an

6 This esuy will discuss in detail the major efforts that have been made in discovery
reform One should be aware at the outset, however, that a major review of the federal Mos
4 discovery is presently underway and could result in at least modest changes. The current
reform effort was formally launched after the 1976 National Conference on the Causes of
Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice. Members of the Conference had
oied that abuse of discovery techniques was widespread, resulting in escalation of litigation

tests. delays in adjudication, and coercion of unfair settlements. Responding to these criti-
r.sms. the American Bar Association's Section of Litigation appointed a Special Committee
Fr the Study of Discovery Abuse. The Special Committee published its report in October
197 The American Bar Association, acting through its Board of Governors, officially ap-
prmed the report on December 2, 1977. A second revised printing of the report appeared in
that month [hereinafter cited as Report of the Special Committee).

The Section of Litigation presented the Report of the Special Committee to the Advisory
committee on Civil Rules (which had been appointed by the Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme Court as part of the Judicial Conference program). After considering the
special Committee's proposals, the Advisory Committee submitteda Preliminary Draft of
Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to the Standing Committee
to Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the United States. Because
the Standing Committee wanted to receive comments on these proposals before considering
,hem, it published the Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments in March 1978.77 F.R.D.
113 thereinafter cited as Preliminary Draft). The Standing Committee established* Novem-
ber 30. 1978, deadline for submission of written comments on the proposed changes The
undtrig Committee indicated that detailed consideration of the proposals would commence

sometime after November 30, 1978, and that whatever proposals emerged from that body
',mild be evaluated in turn by the Judicial Conference of the United States and the United
States Supreme Court.

While the Advisory Committee's Preliminary Draft adopts most of the Special Commit-
tee's recommendations, its proposals differ in two major respects. The Advisory Committee
'particularly" has invited responses from the professional community about these "points of
&agreement between it and the Section of Litigation." Preliminary Draft, supra, at 627.
Because most of the Advisory Committee's proposals substantially are identical to the recom-
wendationa of the Special Committee, however, most of the discussion in this essay of the
reforms currently under consideration will focus on the Special Committee's report. In addi-
cts,' I will identify and evaluate the two potentially significant differences between the
Advisory Committee's proposals and those made by the Special Committee.

7 Before alienating all loyalists to the adversary system, I hasten to add that the
Pertue of the changes I propose is limited. They would not remove all vestiges of adversary
acceedings from discovery, but they would seek to confine adversary forces to those aspects
iducosery where they have uniquely valuable contributions to make. Moreover, the changes
'avid leave the adversary heart of civil trials firmly in its traditional place.

The adversarial process seems particularly well-suited to the following crucial trialstage
extea%ors (1) determining which components of the data that were collected and organized
doll the pretrial stage constitute admissible evidence, (2) determining the ultimate facts
lam the admissible evidence, and (3) determining the legal implications of those ultimate
Wu A vigorous dialectic between adversary minds is most likely to produce reliable resolu
bso of the issues these endeavors generate.
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alternative system for gathering evidence and defining issuesa
system designed to accomplish the purposes for which civil discov-
ery was intended, while lowering the social cost of our current dis-
covery process.

II. THE PURPOSES or DISCOVERY

The purposes that modern civil discovery is designed to accom
plish are crucial to a system of dispute resolution committed to
justice. In its seminal opinion about the scope of discovery, the
United States Supreme Court declared that imjutual knowledge
of all the relevant facts gathered by both parties is essential to
proper litigation."' Discovery is designed to serve as the principal
mechanism by which such "[mjutual knowledge of all the relevant
facts" will be achieved.' As the Supreme Court of Illinois forth.
rightly stated, the overriding purpose of discovery is nothing less
than to promote "the ascertainment of the truth and ultimate dis
position of the lawsuit in accordance therewith . . . ." Six years
earlier Judge Irving R. Kaufman had articulated this same view in
noting that "[tjhe federal rules are designed to find the truth and
to prepare for the disposition of the case in favor of the party who
is justly deserving of a judgment.""

The means the discovery rules provided for achieving this end
was the mutual disclosure of evidence or information regarding the
existence of relevant facts." In the words of Judge Kaufman,
"[t]he clear policy of the rules is toward full disclosure." Nor are
these views about the primary purposes of discovery confined to the
courts." The draftsmen of and commentators on the original federal
rules of discovery shared the conviction that the overriding objective
civil discovery was designed to accomplish was the location and

disclosure of all the unprivileged evidentiary data that might prove

8. Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 496, 507 (1947) (emphasis added).
9. Id. at 501.
10. Monier v. Chamberlain, 35 Ill. 2d 351, 381, 221 N.E.2d 410, 41? (1966).
11. Kaufman, Judicial Control Over Discovery, 28 F.R.D. 111, 125 (1962). At the time

he wrote the quoted matenal, Judge Kaufman, who currently sits on the United States Caul

of Appeals for the Second Circuit, was a judge in the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York.
12. 329 U.S. at 501.
13. Kaufman, supra note 11, at 119.
14. For similarly premised judicial pronouncements on the role of discovery, see United

States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958), and Nichols v.Sanborn Co , 24 F

Supp. 908, 910 (D. Mass. 1938). The latter case is especially noteworthy because of its elm
proximity in time to the promulgation of the federal rules and its express reference to the

intentions of the drafters.
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useful in resolving a given dispute."
Minimal reflection reveals a fundamental antagonism between

the goal of truth through disclosure and the protective and competi-
tive impulses that are at the center of the traditional adversary
system of dispute resolution. While drafters and early proponents
of the rules of discovery were not oblivious to that antagonism, they
seem to have assumed that the rules themselves would reduce the
size of the litigation arena in which adversary instincts and tactics
would predominate. They apparently believed the discovery ma-
chinery would reduce the role of adversary pressures and tactics in
the pretrial process of gathering relevant evidentiary data.

The literature that emanated from the academic and judicial
proponents of discovery during the decades surrounding the 1938
adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is replete with
optimistic forecasts about the beneficial changes discovery would
bring to the adversary system. Edson R. Sunderland, who is cred-
ited with drafting the discovery components of the 1938 Federal
Rules," wrote that the new procedural rules:

mark the highest point so far reached in the English speaking world in the
elimination of secrecy in the preparation for trial. Each party may in effect be
called upon by his adversary or by the judge to lay all his cards upon the table,
the important consideration being who has the stronger hand, not who can play
the cleverer game."

Six years earlier, while advocating the discovery reforms that culmi-
nated in the Federal Rules, Sunderland had declared that:

Lawyers who constantly employ [discovery] in their practice find it an ex
ceedingly valuable aid in promoting justice. Discovery procedureserves much
the same function in the field of law as the X-Ray in the field of medicine and
surgery; and if its use can be sufficiently extended and its methods simplified,
litigation will largely cease to be a game of chance."

15 J, MOORE & J. FRIEDMAN, 2 Moon's FEDICRAL PRACT1CZ UNDU THZ New FEDZRAL
Run 26.01, at 2441.45 (1938) [hereinafter cited as MOORE & FRIEDMAN]; Holtzhoff,
trutruments of Discovery Under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 41Micti. L. Rev. 205 (1942)
thereinafter cited as Instruments), Pike & Willis, The New Federal Deposition-Discovery
Rocedure (pta. 1-2), 38 COLUM. L7Rev. 1179, 1436 (1938); Sunderland, Discovery Before Trial
Under the New Federal Rules. 15 Tom. L. lbw. 737 (1939) [hereinafter cited is Discovery
Before Tnafl, Sunderland, Improving the Administration of Justice, 167 ANNALS 60 (1933)
!hereinafter cited as Improving the Administration], Sunderland, Scope and Method of
Discovery Before Trial, 42 YAts L.J. 863 (1933). See also W. Guru, Parraua.Dtsconwr AND
ritl ADVZJISARY Snug 8.12, 18.37 (1968), Holtzhoff, The Elimination of Surprise in Federal
hoctiee, 7 VAND. L. Rev. 576 (1954) (hereinafter cited as The Elimination of Surprise);
Rosenberg, Changes Ahead in Federal Pretrial Discovery, 45 F.R.D. 481 (1969); Speck, The
Use of Discovery in United States District Courts, 60 tux L.J. 1132 (1951).

16. W. Guam supra note 15, at 11.
17, Discovery Before Trial, supra note 16, et 739.
18 Improving the Administration, supra note 15, at 76 (emphuia added).
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Similarly, James A. Pike and John W. Willis stated during the year
the Federal Rules were promulgated that the federal discovery pro-
cedure constituted a major contribution to "the general course of
procedural reform" in that it would "strongly stamp the entire fed-
eral judicial process with a character of frankness and fairness that
will go far in aiding our legal system to overcome the effects of its
rather crude heredity.""

James William Moore and Joseph Friedman, co-authors of the
first major treatise elucidating the new Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure, were equally optimistic about the salutary effects discovery
would have on the troublesome features of traditional adversary
litigation. Among the benefits anticipated from the mutual discov-
ery provisions of the Rules were "great assistance in ascertaining the
truth," "safeguards against surprise at the trial," and detection of
"false, fraudulent, and sham claims and defenses."" Moore and
Friedman also reported optimistically that "abuses of the discovery
procedure in jurisdictions where full and equal mutual discovery is
permitted appear to be quite exceptional and isolated."

Alexander Holtzhoff, who in 1939 and 1940 was Special Assist-
ant to the Attorney General charged with responsibility for monitor-
ing all federal court decisions interpreting the new Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure,n declared that the "extremely liberal provisions for
discovery" were formulated "with a view to departing as far as
possible from `the sporting theory' of Justice and to fulfilling that
concept of litigation which conceives a lawsuit as a means for ascer-
taining the truth, irrespective of who may be temporarily in posses-
sion of the pertinent facts." Fourteen years later and from the
vantage point of the federal bench," Holtzhoff reiterated these views

with even less restraint. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, he

wrote, had "entirely demolished" the "ancient walls" that had been

erected in the adversary system of litigation to protect relevant

evidence from disclosure. The new procedure, he declared enthu

siastically,
effectively carried out the basic concept that the purpose of litigation is not to
conduct a contest or to oversee a game of skill but to do justice as between

19. Pike & Willis, supra not* 16, at 1469 (emphasis added).
20. Moons & FitizoAN, supra note 16, f 26.01, at 2443.44.
21. Id. at 2444.
22. Tolman, Foreword to A. HOLUM", Nrw FEDERAL PRoczons AND TM Cows tii

iv (1940).
23. A. Hourzmorr, supra riots 22, at 7 (Imphiuds added). See also Instruments, sups

note 15, at 205, 224.
24. In the interim, Holtzhoff was appointed United States District Judge for the Dis-

trict of Columbia.
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the parties and to decide controversies on their merits. For this purpose the
courts are entitled to have laid before them all available and pertinent mate-
rial."

This array of quotations suggests that the scholars who drafted,
critiqued, and promoted the modern rules of discovery expected
those rules to reduce dramatically the impact of adversary forces in
the trial preparation stage of litigation. As William Glaser noted,
the "authors of the Federal Rules consequently intended to use
discovery to reform the adversary system; they intended litigation
to proceed with both sides in full possession of all facts and with
each aware of the other's tactical strengths and weaknesses."
These lofty visions of the primary purpose of discovery were not
confined to scholars and commentators, but were shared by the
courts as well.

As early as September 30, 1938, only two weeks after the Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure became effective," the United States
District Court for Massachusetts stated that the rules had been
framed for the purpose of helping to "secure the just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action, and [assuring] that
cases might be settled on their merits . . . ."" Since 1938, the
courts of many jurisdictions have adopted similar views. The Su-
preme Court of Illinois, for example, has declared that one of mod-
em discovery's primary purposes is to reduce the power of doctrines
that, in the past, "unduly emphasized the adversary quality of liti-
gation . . . ." The California Supreme Court sounded a similar
theme when it insisted that the rules of discovery were intended to
"take the 'game' element out of trial preparation" and "to do away
with the sporting theory of litigationnamely, surprise at trial
. . . ." The court observed that while discovery procedures con-
templated "retaining the adversary nature of the trial itself," they
were designed to make that trial "more a fair contest with the basic
issues disclosed to the fullest possible extent."

Thus, according to both the intentions of the framers and the
interpretations of the courts, the primary purpose of the modern
rules of discovery was to secure complete disclosure of all relevant
evidentiary information and to do so by altering the nature of the

25. The Elimination of Surprise, supra note 15, at 577.
26. W. Gunk supra note 15, at 30.
27, A. Hotratorr, supra note 22, at 6.
28. Nichols v. Sanborn Co., 24 F. Supp. 908, 910 (D. Mass. 1938).
29 Krupp v. Chicago Transit Auth., 8 III. 2d 37, 41, 132 N.E.2d 632, 635 (1956).
30. Greyhound Corp. v. Superior Court, 56 Cal. 2d 355, 376, 364 P.2d 266, 275, 15 Cal.

Rptr 90, 99 (1961).
31. Id. See also United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958).
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relationship between the parties during the trial preparation period.
While even the most utopian of the reformers could not have ex-
pected to root out all vestiges of adversary behavior during this stage
of a civil dispute, it seems fair to infer that both the framers and
the courts expected litigators to undertake a more elevated, less
competitive, and less self-protective stylistic approach during dis-
covery. The unarticulated premise that seems to underlie much of
the work of discovery's most vocal proponents is that the process of
gathering, organizing, and sharing evidentiary information should
take place in an essentially nonadversarial context.

While disclosing the data needed to ascertain the truth was
clearly the paramount objective of the discovery process, its propo-
nents expected discovery to promote other ends as well. Perhaps the
most important of these goals was "the realization of just settle-
ments without the necessity of protracted litigation . . . ."" The
theory was that if opposing parties and counsel knew before trial
what the evidence would be with respect to all important issues,
they would feel capable of predicting reasonably the outcome of the
litigation. Therefore, the parties would decide to settle their dispute
in order to avoid the expense, inconvenience, and risk of the trial
itself." The crucial premise on which this theory rests is that discov-
ery would result in full disclosure of the relevant evidence. If disclo-
sure was only partial, or if there was reason to fear it was only
partial, opposing parties and counsel would either miscalculate the
strength of their positions or feel incapable of predicting reasonably
what the outcome at trial would be. Although at least one commen-
tator has suggested that greater uncertainty about the outcome
would increase the parties' interest in settlement," the proponents
of broad discovery have clearly rejected that view and have con-
cluded that a realistic assessment of the likelihood of success gener-
ally will be a much stronger inducement to settle than would be fear
of the unknown." This conclusion is supported by the obvious fact
that fear is not the only response to uncertainty, lack of information
also can provoke an interest in gambling. While uncertainty may
Intimidate some litigants into settlement, it will inspire others to
gamble for victory.

32. Monier v. Chamberlain, 35 Ill. 2d 351, 359, 221 N.E.2d 410, 416 (1966) See also

People es rel. Terry v. Fisher, 12 Ill. 2d 231, 239, 145 N.E.2d 588, 593 (1957), Watson,The

Settlement Theory of Discovery, 55 Iu.. B.J. 480 (1967).
33, W. Gum, supra note 15, at 11.12; Moon & FRAIDMAN, supra note 15, f 26 01, At

2444; Speck, supra note 15, at 1132.
34. Watson, supra note 32, at 489, 490. See also Frank, Pretrial Conferences and Macao

eryDisclosure or Surprise?, 1965 Ns. L.J. 661.
35. W. Gwen, supra note 15, at 91 8c n.4.
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Regardless of the outcome of this debate about the psychology
of settlement, there is an overriding policy consideration in this area
that commands full disclosure. Discovery was not intended to pro-
mote settlements of all kinds. It was intended instead to promote
only "just" settlements. Partial, highly manipulated disclosure can
provide no assurance that the settlements it generates will be just.
That assurance can arise only in the context of full disclosure.

Proponents of discovery have identified an additional purpose
they expect discovery to serve. By making all the potential unprivi-
leged evidence available to both sides well in advance of trial, dis-
covery predictably would shorten and streamline the trial process
by narrowing the issues and organizing the "mass of undigested and
undifferentiated data" into an orderly package for efficient and
meaningful presentation." These improvements simultaneously
would promote the ascertainment of truth and the conservation of
the resources of both litigants and the courts. Thus it was expected
that discovery would contribute significantly to the protection of
ever-precious judicial resources both by encouraging settlement and
by making trials more efficient.

III. ADVERSARY INSTINCTS AND THE UNDOING OF THE

NONADVERSAFGAL ASSUMPTION

The academic and judicial proponents of the modern rules of
discovery apparently failed to appreciate how tenaciously litigators
would hold to their adversarial ways and the magnitude of the an-
tagonism between the principal purpose of discovery (the ascertain-
ment of truth through disclosure) and the protective and competi-
tive instincts that dominate adversary litigation. Neither the archi-
tects of the discovery machinery nor the judges who embraced their
work would have endorsed the central premise of this essay: that
adversary pressures and competitive economic impulses inevitably
work to impair significantly, if not to frustrate completely, the at-
tainment of the discovery system's primary objectives.

As previously noted, the unarticulated assumption underlying
the modern discovery reform movement was that the gathering and
sharing of evidentiary information should (and would) take place in
an essentially nonadversarial environment. That assumption was
not well made. Instead of reducing the sway of adversary forces in

36. Kaufman, supra note 11, at 125.
37 Id See also Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S 495, 501 (1941); Moon & FRIEDMAN,

supra note 15, f 26.01, at 2442-45. Instruments, supra note 15, at 205.06, Pike &
supra note 15, at 1459; Discovery Before Trial, supra note 15, at 737.39.
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litigation and confining them to the trial stage, discovery has greatly
expanded the arenas in which those forces can operate. It also has
provided attorneys with new weapons, devices, and incentives for
the adversary gamesmanship that discovery was designed to curtail.
Rather than discourage "the sporting or game theory of justice,""
discovery has expanded both the scope and the complexity of the
sport. Modern discovery also has removed most of the decisive plays
from the scrutiny of the court. Because so many civil cases are
settled before trial and because the conduct of attorneys is subject
only to fitful and superficial judicial review during the discovery
stage, much of the decisive gamesmanship of modern litigation
takes place in private settings.

Such factors as traditional professional loyalties, deeply in-
grained lawyering instincts, and competitive economic pressures
assured that the process of gathering and organizing evidence would
not take place in an essentially nonadversarial context. Escape from
this outcome would have required substantial changes in the insti-
tutional context within which discovery is conducted. However, no
such changes have been made. Attorneys conducting discovery still
are commanded by the rules of professional responsibility" and by
their own economic self-interest to commit their highest loyalty to
their clients' best interests. By contrast, there is generally no ethical
pressure or financial incentive for attorneys voluntarily to disclose
the fruits of their investigations or in any way make ascertainment
of the truth easier for opposing counsel or the trier of fact. In short,
all the well-established institutional pressures that for generations
have operated to make attorneys partisan advocates and to make
them view each other as committed adversaries have remained in-
tact. In this context, it is indeed naive to expect that discovery,
armed only with its own executional rules, could somehow resist the
inroads of the adversarial and competitive pressures that dominate
its surroundings.

One of the principal aims of this essay is to demonstrate how

these same professional and economic institutional pressures are
responsible for frustrating to a significant extent the accomplish-
ment of the principal purposes of discovery. The following sections

describe the manner in which adversarial pressures and the tactics
they encourage systematically operate to limit and distort the flow

38. Griswold, The Long View, 51 A.B.A.J. 1017, 1021 (1965).

39. Canon 7 of the Code of Professional Responsibility mandates that a lawyershould

"represent his client zealously within the bounds of the law." ABA CODE OF PROFESSIONAL

RraroNsianrrr AND CODE or JUDICIAL CONDUCT (as amended Aug. 1977) (hereinafter cited ss

ABA CODE]. This duty is owed simultaneously to the client and to the legal system
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of evidentiary information to parties and the trier of fact and con-
tribute significantly to the increased cost of litigation.

IV. PRIOR STUDIES AND NOTES ON METHODS

There is no consensus in the professional literature regarding
whether discovery is achieving the purposes for which it was in-
tended, or the effect of the adversary process upon discovery. The
literature focusing on discovery, most of which is impressionistic or
meagerly empirical, is replete with inconsistent perspectives and
contradictory assessments.* The only large-scale empirical effort to
evaluate discovery in operation was conducted in the early 1960's
and resulted in two monographs: William Glaser's Pretrial Discov-
ery and the Adversary System,'' and the Columbia University
School of Law's Field Survey of Federal Pretrial Discovery.° The
Field Survey included no direct and systematic effort to evaluate
the impact of adversary and competitive economic pressures on the
attainment of discovery's principal purposes. It did attempt to de-
termine, however, the extent to which discovery procedures were
having the salutary effects their proponents had predicted. The
managers of the study concluded that their data could not support
the propositions that discovery increased the likelihood of settle-
ment (no effort was made to determine whether the settlements that
followed discovery were "just") or that it narrowed issues or other-
wise streamlined and shortened trials.° The study did lead its man-
agers to conclude, however, that more relevant evidence tended to
be made available to counsel (but not necessarily to the trier of fact)
in cases in which discovery was used than in cases in which there
was no discovery." This hardly surprising conclusion misses the

40. Probably the best resource for locating many of the articles and monographs on this
subject is the extensive footnoting of William Glaser's Pretrial Discovery and the Adversary
c%itein For example, the notes on pages 6, 8, 35.37, 120.23, and 130 of that work are
particularly helpful. Two earlier pieces that also contain extensive references to the literature
a this area are Developments in the LawDiscovery, 74 IlAay. L. Rxv. 940 (1961) and Speck,
The Vie of Discovery in United States District Courts, 60 YAut L.J. 1132 (1951). Two interest.
as articles that are relevant to this topic but not referenced in the works cited above are
Gnflin. Discovery A Criticism of the Practice, 1 FORM/ 11 (July 1966) and Comment, The
Decline and Fall of Sanctions in California Discovery. Time to Modernize California Code of
Cud Procedure Section 2034, 9 U.S.F. L. Rxv. 360 (1974).

41. W. Gunk supra note 15.
42 CoLussau Unrnmerrr SCHOOL or LAW Pacuxer FOR Errscrtvz Jusmcz, Finn SURVEY

or Focal, Pntnura, thscoviav 0965) thereinafter cited as FIELD SURVEY).
43. W. Gusvt, supra note 15, at 91.111, 114.16, 200; Film Straws., supra note 42, at I-

It R.6 to 11.9.

44 W Gunk supra note 15, at 83.87, 106, 114.16; Farm Stigma, supra note 42, at I-
7.149. 111.27, X-1 to X.6.
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target of my concern, which is not whether a system with adversary
discovery is preferable to a system with no discovery at all, but
whether "nonadversary" discovery would better accomplish the
function of gathering and sharing evidence than does the current
adversary procedure.

The two monographs based on the 1962-1963 Columbia Field
Survey merit attention because they articulate some general conclu-
sions that are quite inconsistent with my analysis. The authors of
these monographs were, in general, more confident than I am about
the overall operation of the discovery system. They concluded, for
example, that the costs of discovery, at least in smaller cases, were
not unreasonable, and that the system as a whole was not unduly
burdened with obstructive, uncooperative, or harassing tactics."
The Field Survey's data base and the quality of the inferential
processes that were applied to it in reaching these conclusions, how-
ever, do not seem reliable. While a thorough and systematic effort
to analyze the quality of the Field Survey's support for these conclu-
sions is beyond the scope of this essay, a few of its problems and
limitations should be pointed out.

The Field Survey's authors initially concluded that the "actual
burdens of responding to discovery in terms of effort, time and
money for lawyers and their clients appear well tolerated, judging
by the great mass of attorneys' reactions." The qualifying phrase
at the end of the passage suggests one important reason for viewing
with skepticism the Field Survey's conclusions about the impact of
discovery costs. Those conclusions were based primarily on informs-
tion supplied by lawyers and secondarily on limited materials avail-
able from judicial opinions. No opinions of clients, the people who
paid for the discovery, were solicited." Another reason to be skepti-
cal about the Field Survey's economic analysis is that the size and
character of the cases studied may well have skewed the project's
results. The Field Survey's tables of statistics suggest that about
two-thirds of the cases in the major sample group were personal
injury matters." In about 57 percent of these cases less than $10,000
was in issue, and less than $20,000 was in issue in approximately 75
percent of these suits." The fact that the second and much smaller

45. See W. GLASER, supra note 15, 0.160-61, 185.88; Flaw SURVEY, supra note 42, at1-

19 to 1-20. 111-41 to 111.43, 111-50 to 111-69.
48. FIELD SURVEY, supra note 42, at 1.4.
47, W, GLASER, supra note 15, at 44.49; Flaw Stravrt, supra note 42, 111.2; Rosenberg.

supra note 15. at 481, 483,
48, FIELD SURVEY, supra note 42, at V11.7, V11.13.
49. Id. at V11-20.
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sample group contained larger cases" undoubtedly offset this small-
case bias in the main group to some degree. Since the Field Survey's
results showed that discovery activity, and therefore cost, varied
directly with the size and complexity of the cases, however, more
reliable findings obviously would have required evaluation of a
greater number of cases in which more money was at stake."

A final factor that raises doubts about the Field Survey's find-
ings regarding discovery cost is that the cases studied were litigated
during the 1962-1963 period, a full 15 years ago. Since 1962 there has
been a staggering rate of inflation in all aspects of litigation-related
costs, including attorneys fees, transportation, document reproduc-
tion, and transcripts of oral depositions. How that inflation has
affected the relative cost of litigation is not clear, but my experience
strongly suggests that clients increasingly are questioning the cost
of dispute resolution. Another explanation for the increased cost of
litigation since 1962 is the fear of being sued for malpractice. Many
experienced attorneys bemoan what they perceive as an explosion
in the number of malpractice suits and in the rates of malpractice
insurance. This development has increased the cost of litigation in
at least two ways. First, attorneys pass along to clients as much of
the burden of increased insurance premiums as possible. Moreover,
they also pass on the costs of the more thorough work and more
careful documentation they feel constrained to perform in order to
avoid :nalpractice liability. Finally, some inferential support for the
proposition that cost has become a more serious litigation problem
since 1962 derives from the fact that one of the concerns that
prompted the appointment of the ABA's Special Committee for the
Study of Discovery Abuse was the claim that widespread misuse of
discovery is "serving to escalate the cost of litigation.""

The second conclusion by the authors of the Field Survey that
requires some critical attention was that discovery was not widely
abused, that its machinery was not employed primarily for tactical
or harassment purposes, and that discovery processes were not un-
duly cluttered with adversarial conflicts .0 Like the Field Survey's
conclusions about cost, the structure of the data base here impairs
the reliability of these generalizations. The weighting of that base
In favor of the smaller cases in which relatively little discovery took
place is especially troublesome in light of the study's finding that

50. W. GLASER, supra note 15, at 47, 49.
51. Id at 192.202.
52 Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at ii.
53 W GLASER. supra note 15, 117.61, 182.87, FIELD SURVEY, supra note 42, 1.20.
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discovery generated more conflicts, complaints, harassments, and
costs in the larger cases."

The Field Survey's almost total reliance for its data on inputs
from practicing attorneys also raises an important question: do law-

yers who have been influenced by the specialized adversarial values

of the current system retain sufficient objectivity and sensitivity to
perceive subtle abuses of discovery devices? Is the moral vision of

most litigators so dominated by the peculiarities of the "pro-
fessional" ethic that they do not define certain conduct that is de-
signed to conceal evidence or disguise its implications as abusive or
objectionable? If attorneys suffer from such professional myopia,
relying exclusively on them to determine whether adversarial Weap-

ons are being misused may not be wise. It also seems fair to ask

whether attorneys responding nonanonymously to questions con-
cerning personal misuse of discovery devices will be completely hon-

est. Moreover, many of the most successful abuses of discovery, such

as nondisclosure of arguably privileged, irrelevant, or unsolicited
information, probably escape detection by opposing counsel.

There are also less subtle and debatable problems with the
Field Survey's methods. One problem relates to the effort to deter-

mine whether discovery devices were being used for the "legitimate"

purpose of acquiring information rather than for less laudable

"tactical" considerations. To answer this question, the primary re-

search tool employed in the Field Survey was an interview question
which asked about the purposes for conducting "your side's first
discovery step."" The designers of the study insisted that the an-

swer to this question would indicate "at least to some extent" re-

sponding counsels' "purposes for conducting discovery in general,"

even though the study's authors simultaneously conceded that the

"purposes behind the first step seemed from the data less likely to

reflect particular tactical circumstances . . . ."" In addition, the
responses by the interviewees were confined to a preselected group

of nineteen specific alternatives, only seven of which were consid-

ered "tactical." More importantly, this group of seven alternatives

did not include such obvious tactical purposes as "fishing," burden-

ing opponents' resources (time and money), or trying to build a

favorable record for settlement leverage." In this context, the fre-

quency with which tactical purposes were admitted seems striking:

54 W (ItAsett, supra note 15, at 197-202.
55 FIELD Stram, supra note 42. at 111-34 (emphasis added).

56 Id
57 W GLASER. supra note 15. at 279; Flew &ram, supra note 42, at 111-35, 111-37, VII-

11 to V11-36
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50 percent of the respondents declared that freezing an adversary's
story was a very important purpose of their first step in discovery;
37 percent made the same admission regarding the purpose of devel-
oping weaknesses for use in cross-examination." Even though the
question was presented with a built-in bias against strong showings
of tactical purposes, two of the five most frequently cited purposes
for the first discovery step were tactical."

Other aspects of the Field Survey's findings strongly suggest
that the quantified results of this structured question substantially
understated the extent to which discovery devices were used for
tactical purposes and to impair full disclosure. After concluding
that the responses to this structured question about the first discov-
ery step showed that the discovery machinery was "in the main used
for the right reasons," the authors of the Field Survey were com-
pelled to add:

But analysis of attorneys' free comments or replies to "unstructured" ques-
tions in the interview reveals that discovery is more than occasionally used as
a costly instrument of warfare and not merely as a means of getting needed
information. In many cases burdens of time and money emerged as major
considerations. A few attorneys candidly reported that they "had this
(adversary] tied up" by discovery. Others said it was "deliberately made as
slow and lengthy" as possible. More frequent were complaints that discovery
is so costly it is beyond reach for some parties and actually favors wealthy
litigants."

Significantly, the most common suggestions attorney-respondents
volunteered for improving the rules centered around making the
sanctioning machinery more effective." In the concluding para-
graph of the section devoted to reporting unstructured inputs, the
authors conceded that "the comments do intimate, in a way the
machine tables cannot, the vestiges of close to the vest advocacy

"3

The intimation that litigators had not abandoned close-to-the-
vest tactics was supported by other Field Survey findings as well.
Even though the authors of the Field Survey declared that the
"principle of open disclosure appears to command wide approval,""
their statistics failed to confirm that the use of discovery reduced
surprise or improved the probability that all the relevant evidence

58. Fir.u) Stymy, supra note 42, at III-36 to III-37.
59. Id.
60. Id at 111.41. See also id. at VI.1 to VI-3.
61. Id at 111.41

62 Id at VI.6,
63. Id at VI-7.
64. Id at X-1,
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would be brought out at trial." Moreover, while the Field Survey
suggested that discovery promoted some voluntary and informal
sharing of information, 65 percent of the responding lawyers stated
that in such informal exchanges their opponent was not "unusually
candid and open" but instead "disclosed only what he wanted to
. . . ."" After observing that "for every 100 users of Rule 33 interro-
gatories, 81 complaints were inspired,"" the authors proceeded to
report that "an astonishing 42 percent of those who served interro-
gatories complained that they were answered 'evasively' and 39 per-
cent that the answers were tardy." Finally, the statistics showed
that in "61 out of every 100 cases in which discovery was used at
least one side had a discovery complaint against the other side. ""
It is not at all clear how the authors of the reports based on the Field
Survey reconciled these findings with their general conclusion that
discovery was working well and that its use was not significantly
impeded by the noxious debris of adversary activity.

A more sophisticated and current empirical evaluation of dis-
covery is in order. Indeed, one of the purposes of this essay is to
encourage such a project by delineating the structure of the pres-
sures and incentives that shape discovery practice and by demon-
strating how these factors inevitably lead to significant abuse of the

discovery process and frustration of its primary purposes. My ap-

proach in this essay will be primarily qualitative and psychological.
My generalizations are based in part on the research reflected in the
footnotes, but primarily on my experience as a litigator in a moder-

ate sized (25 lawyers) urban firm, together with observations of and
conversations with other, more experienced attorneys. Like most
generalizations, those that appear herein certainly admit to numer
ous exceptions. Not all attorneys experience the pressures I describe
in the ways I suggest; nor do all litigators employ all the tactics I
discuss. Since most of my exposure to litigation has been in urban

San Francisco, with cases of moderate size involving claims ranging
from $20,000 to $500,000, I cannot guarantee that my generaliza-
tions are applicable to rural settings or to smaller scale cases. Social

pressures within the legal and lay communities in less populous
settings may limit the excesses to which freewheeling adversary

instincts may otherwise arise. Similarly, the economic constraints
of small case litigation may leave no room for extensive tactical

65. Id at X.2.
66. Id. at X-13.
67. Id. at 1.12.
68. Id. at 1.13. See also id. at 111.61.
69, Id. at 11.52. See also id. at 1.9.
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maneuvering. This concession is not as broad as it might seem,
however, because a substantial percentage of the total volume of
discovery is conducted in the larger, more complex cases tradition-
ally associated with more populous areas."

V. DISCOVERY'S PSYCHOLOGICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

An appropriate way to begin an examination of the psychologi-
cal and institutional environment within which discovery is con-
ducted is by identifying the goals that motivate the attorneys who
use discovery procedures. The process of identifying those goals
must begin with acknowledgment of one controlling fact: attorneys
who use discovery procedures are attorneys engaged in litigation.
Discovery is a tool whose purposes are fixed by the purposes of the
larger process of which it is a part. That larger process is litigation.
Attorneys in litigation have five primary objectives: (1) to win; (2)
to make money; (3) to avoid being sued for malpractice; (4) to earn
the admiration of the professional community; and (5) to develop
self-esteem for the quality of their performances. These objectives
are not born simply of cynicism and selfishness. They are institu-
tionalized commands that emanate from a system of combat within
a competitive economic structure. It is not difficult to perceive that
these goals make the purposes of discovery for individual litigators
quite different from the purposes which the architects of the discov-
ery system contemplated.

The pursuit of victory psychologically dominates all other
objectives of litigation. Judge Frankel succinctly observed that
"Et The business of the advocate, simply stated, is to win if possible
without violating the law."" This preoccupation with winning is not
simply a product of competitive instincts or self-selected personality
traits; it cannot be dismissed as a peculiarity that is congenital to
the personalities of the kinds of people who become litigators. It is,
rather, compelled by professional prescriptions and reinforced by
strong economic pressures and incentives. The rules of professional
responsibility, for example, impose no direct obligation on counsel
to pursue the truth or voluntarily to disclose information that might
help establish the truth." Instead, these rules command the advo-
cate to vest his primary loyalty in his client, to resolve all litigation
doubts in the client's favor, and to pursue as vigorously as possible
the client's best interests." These commandments of fealty to client

70. See W. GLASCR, supra note 16, at 78.82, 176, 201.02.
71. Frankel, supra note 1, at 1037.
72. Id. at 1038.
73 ABA Coos, supra note 39, Canon 7, EC 7-1 to EC 7.4, EC 7-7, EC 7-19.
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and the absence of ethical directives to make full disclosures or to
pursue justice result in a professional ethic that compels advocates
to pursue the best resolution possible for their clients without regard
to the merits of the dispute. To act otherwise is to court professional

and economic disaster.
Litigators who disclose relevant but damaging information

about their clients, without being required to do so, run a substan-
tial risk of being sued for malpractice and of being disciplined by
their profession? The legal community has made it clear that it is
a breach of professional responsibility for a litigator to elevate full
disclosure above partisan interests by revealing, unless clearly com-
pelled to do so, probative evidence that is damaging to the client.
Strong professional sanctions can be imposed against litigators who

follow such a course. Marketplace economics further reinforce these

pressures. The system rewards winners. Clients pay counsel not to
uncover and divulge all the evidence, but to get the best possible
monetary result. To survive in a competitive market that measures
success primarily in terms of how much money was earned or saved
for the client, litigators must do whatever is necessary and not
clearly proscribed to get their clients the best deal. Since lawyers
have no economic or competitive incentive to pursue the truth as
such, and since clients have no incentive to pressure their attorneys
to disclose all relevant information, full disclosure becomes a luxury
few lawyers can afford to pursue.

Nor does the desire to secure the admiration of other attorneys

or to develop professional self-esteem induce litigators to pursue the
truth. The litigation community too often measures success not by

the fairness of a result, but by how much more was achieved for the

client than other attorneys might have secured under the same cir-
cumstances. If litigators secured nothing more for their client than
what disclosure of all the evidence would show the client deserved,
their professional achievement would likely be described only in the

negative. In order for trial lawyers to believe that they have made a
positive contribution to their client's position, they must feel that
through the exercise of their professional skills, their client has
emerged from the trial process better off than the mere facts would

have warranted. These considerations tend to make professional
self-esteem and the admiration of colleagues turn not so much on

success in establishing the truth as on using adversarial skills to get

more for the client than he would be entitled to if all the evidence
were produced and impartially evaluated.

74. Id. Canon 4, EC 4.1 to EC 4.6, DR 4-101.
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In sum, adversary litigation and competitive economics offer no
institutionalized rewards for disclosure of potentially relevant data.
They instead offer many institutional deterrents to full disclosure.
Review of the primary means by which litigators seek to earn the
rewards of the legal system graphically illustrates this generaliza-
tion. Litigators generally believe they will win the primary forms of
recognition our system offers not through full disclosure, not
through relentless efforts to secure just results, not through honesty,
openness, and uncalculating cooperation, nor even necessarily
through efficiency and superior work quality, but rather by tailoring
the most clever package of tactics and stratagems to fit the needs
of a given case.

The means employed by litigators to achieve victory for their
clients regularly involve manipulating people and the flow of infor-
mation in order to present their clients' positions as persuasively
and favorably as possible." This manipulation may involve any or
all of the following general techniques: not disclosing evidence that
could be damaging to the client or helpful to an opposing party; not
disclosing persuasive legal precedents that could be damaging to the
client," undermining or deflating persuasive evidence and preced-
ents that are damaging to the client and are introduced by opposing
counsel, by such means as upsetting or discrediting honest and reli-
able witnesses or by burying adverse evidence under mounds of
obfuscating evidentiary debris; overemphasizing and presenting out
of context evidence and precedents that appear favorable to the
client; pressuring or cajoling witnesses, jurors, and judges into
adopting views that support the client's position; deceiving oppos-
ing counsel and parties about the weaknesses of the client's case and
the strengths of opposing cases; aggravating and exploiting to the
fullest extent possible vulnerabilities of the opposing party and
counsel that have nothing to do with the merits of a given dispute
by such means as intimidating an anxious opponent, spending a
poor opponent into submission, or "soaking" in settlement an oppo-
nent who has public image problems or who for other reasons cannot
endure the risk and public exposure of a trial. None of these tech-
niques is illegal or violates the letter of the ethical rules of the
profession. Indeed, the refusal to resort to at least some of these
devices may be construed as a breach of an attorney's obligation "to
represent his client zealously within the bounds of the law.""

75 See Brazil, The Attorney as Victim Toward More Candor About the Psychological
Pnce Tag of Litigation Practice, 3 J. LEGAL PROFUSION 107 (1978).

76. ABA CODE, supra note 39, EC 7.23.
77. Id, EC 7-1.
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they must make money during discovery. For the lawyer being paid

lucrative for lawyers. Since discovery constitutes such a significant
percentage of most litigation activity," lawyers understand that

tage of all litigation resources and that the percentage tended to increase in direct proPor6"
to the size and complexity of the case. W. Gum, supra note 15, at 179, 191-97, 20142

meth-

ods will improve the likelihood of a favorable result.

discovery, which is difficult to monitor and evaluate, can be very

weighted in favor of smaller cases, concluded that discovery consumed a significant perces

exchange of information if other more cumbersome and costly meth-

tage. There are several reasons such economic pressure from clients
will remain largely ineffective as a means of controlling litigation
costs and discouraging adversarial manuevering during discovery.
One is the ever-present and increasingly intense fear of malpractice.
A litigator simply cannot afford to risk full disclosure and efficient

ficient to discourage attorneys from resorting to expensive, obfus
cating tactical devices that seem to promise a competitive advan

whatever interest there may be in achieving resolution on the mer-

The pressure exerted by such a client on its lawyer will not be to

as much or to lose as little as possible. Thus both the lawyer's own
sensitivity to competitive economic pressures and the client's defi
nition of results reinforce the lawyer's interest in victory and dilute

mer-
its.

attorney can achieve is one in which the client's judgment or settle.

establish the truth or to uncover all the evidence, but rather to win

meat exceeds by as much as possible its payment of attorney's fees.

of clients. Since conventional economic wisdom supports the view

produce the best results. Moreover, corporate and other business
clients tend to measure results almost exclusively in economic

litiga-
tor'" inclination is to employ those tactics and stratagems that will

terms. From the perspective of such clients, the best outcome an

wards and security. Following the classic capitalist paradigm, their
economic goal is to make the difference between their income and

pal means to this end. One is to have the largest possible number

that "results" are what attract large numbers of clients, the litiga-

stratagems that obstruct and distort the flow of relevant informs-

economic system within which they must compete for financial re.

the resources they expend as great as possible. There are two princi-
pal

are most likely to secure the best result for their clients and to
provide the most money for themselves. Lawyers are creatures of the

1314

78. Even the Field Survey, conducted 15 years ago with a data sample that wits

Moreover, sophisticated obstructionist maneuvering during

Pressure from clients to cut litigation costs probably is not suf.

Unfortunately, many attorneys believe that these tactics and
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by the hour, there is a great economic temptation to protract and
complicate discovery. Most clients, furthermore, are completely
incapable of determining which tactical ploys by attorneys are wise
and justified and which are simply ways to increase the attorney's
fee. Since most clients do not have the ability to evaluate individual
maneuvers by attorneys, or the opportunity to compare different
legal products, the controls over the marketplace that consumer
pressures are supposed to exert must largely fail. Thus litigators
remain relatively free of traditional market constraints when decid-
ing how to approach discovery problems. It is quite likely that attor-
neys will select those costly and obstructionist deviceswhich simul-
taneously seem to promise them the most profit, the least risk of
malpractice, and the greatest probability of victory. As the following
detailed discussion of discovery devices will show, these two power-
ful incentives at work in litigationthe desire to win and to make
as much money as possibleconspire against full disclosure far too
regularly to justify any confidence that the structure of our civil
litigation system will provide a fair and efficient framework for con-
flict resolution.

VI. THE USE OF SPECIFIC DISCOVERY TOOLS TO LIMIT AND DISTORT
THE FLOW OF INFORMATION

In this section I will discuss how attorneys, responding to the
adversarial and economic pressures discussed above, can use spe-
cific discovery tools to limit and distort the flow of relevant data to
their opponents and to the trier of fact, to increase the cost of gath-
ering and organizing that data, and to reduce the likelihood that
settlements or judgments after trial will be just. My goal, in short,
is to illustrate the various ways contemporary adversarial discovery
practices can defeat the principal purposes for which discovery wasdesigned.

A. The Investigation Stage
The first major component of the pretrial process of gathering

and organizing evidentiary data consists of private investigations by
counsel. The conduct of such investigations generally is not gov-
erned by the formal rules of discovery. Nonetheless, the characterand quality ofdiscovery depends so much on the investigative pro-
cesses that precede and parallel it that discovery cannot be intelli-
gently evaluated without examining these processes. Litigators
shape the strategy and tactics of their discovery on the basis of theirinvestigations.

18-817 0 - 83 - 31 45f1
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One primary purpose of investigation is to form a preliminary
evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the client's case. The
criteria applied by counsel during such evaluations have little to do
with truth and justice. Counsel generally are less concerned about
the merits of the case, per se, than they are about such factors as
the discoverability, admissibility, and persuasiveness of the evi-
dence; the political, psychological, and economic resources avail-
able; the vulnerabilities of the parties and their attorneys; and the
potential extent of damages. Of the many factors involved in a
preliminary evaluation that can affect discovery, the one with per-
haps the most far-reaching implications is the attorney's conclusion
regarding whether the case will be settled before trial. The strategy
and tactics of discovery that are appropriate for such a case can be
quite different from those that are appropriate for a matter that is
likely to go to trial."

Counsel's conclusions about the likelihood of settlement may
determine which of two different tactical approaches will dominate
their discovery plans and decisions. Discovery whose clear purpose
is to prepare for trial should be designed to identify and evaluate

all the data that the trier of fact might consider. During trial discov.
ery, counsel seek to uncover and confront in intricate detail the full
scope of their opponent's case. The litigators' discovery goals in this

context are to reduce to an absolute minimum the chances of being

surprised during trial and to prepare themselves to rebut andunder
mine their opponent's evidence. Counsel have no interest in disclos

ing any more than they must about their client's case, but their

objective vis-a-vis their opponent is full disclosure.
The objectives of litigators during the kind of discovery that is

oriented toward settlement are strikingly different. Settlement dis
covery is essentially a process of record building. It is a private trial
without judge, jury, or the rules of evidence. Counsel's goal is to

build in their opponent's mind the most favorable impression possi

ble of their client's case in order to secure the best settlement. To

build this favorable impression, counsel will attempt to manipulate

the flow of information about both sides of the dispute. Litigators

in this situation are not interested in openly exploring the strength

of the evidence against their client. Instead, they will attempt to

avoid devices that might alert their opponent to the existence of

such evidence. Settlement discovery is designed to emphasize all

the data that is favorable to counsel's client and to undermine the

79. This is true even though inability to predict settlement as a certainty ususily

compels litigators to do some discovery that is specifically tailored to trial preparation.
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credibility and create doubts about the admissibility of the evidence
that supports the opposing party. In short, the primary purpose of
such discovery efforts is not education but persuasion. That the
purposes of settlement discovery are so inconsistent with the pur-
poses that the architects of discovery envisioned is especially signifi-
cant since a vast majority of civil lawsuits are settled before trial."
Since it is well known in the legal community that most civil cases
are settled, there is a strong probability that most counsel will for-
mulate discovery strategies that are largely tailored for settlement
rather than trial objectives.

Litigators' preoccupation with persuasion also can affect the
way they respond to discovery questions directed at their clients.
Unlike the attorney who assumes the case will go to trial, lawyers
who assume their cases will end in settlement are not necessarily
interested in preventing disclosure of all the evidence about their
client's position. Instead, they may selectively disclose evidence
that makes their client's case seem stronger. Since their goal is to
formulate in their opponent's mind as positive an impression of
their client's position as possible, they will not feel any incentive to
disclose voluntarily information that might weaken that impression.
If anything, their instinct to hide incriminating evidence as long as
possible will be reinforced by their record-building purposes.

One function of investigation, then, is to gather the information
that is necessary to define the strategic purposes of, and the tactical
means for, manipulating the flow of information during discovery or
trial. Toward that end, investigating litigators must identify all the
evidence that is favorable to their clients and determine how to use
this material. If, for example, an attorney has concluded that a
matter is likely to go to trial and, thereafter, interviews witnesses
who have favorable testimony to offer, he probably will take state-
ments from them but will not notice their depositions. The lawyer
will disclose the witnesses' identity only if clearly compelled to do
lo and will hope to surprise his opponent with this testimony at
trial. By contrast, a litigator engaged in settlement discovery proba-
bly would take statements from such witnesses and notice their
depositions as part of his record-building strategy. The litigator's
treatment of any favorable documents and other tangible evidence
that his investigation uncovered would follow a similar pattern. If

80 FULD Swim, supra note 42, at 111.3 W 111. 4,111.10 to 111.11; Clark & Moore, A New
Federal Civil Procedure (pt. 2), 44 YALE L.J. 1291, 1294 (1935); Posner, A Theory of
Negligence, 1 J. LIZAL Siva. 29, 35 & nn.14 & 15 (1972); Rosenberg, supra note 15. at 488.
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a trial is foreseeable the lawyer will try to save these materials for
surprise, but if settlement is likely his goal will be to decide how and
when to present the favorable evidence so as to maximize its dra.
matic impact on opposing counsel and parties.

The investigating litigator is also concerned about identifying
and deciding what to do with evidence that is damaging to his
client. Unlike favorable evidence, there is rarely any reason volun
tarily to disclose damaging information." When deciding what to do
with damaging evidence, therefore, counsel's primary objective is to
devise means to reduce the likelihood that the evidence will be
discovered. The litigator, for example, may begin preparing his
client to interpret narrowly all inquiries that seem directed toward
sensitive material and to guard aggressively against providing any
more information during discovery than is clearly and properly
demanded.

If investigation results in locating a nonparty witness whose
testimony would be damaging, one of counsel's first efforts will be

to ascertain the likelihood that the witness will be discovered by the
opponent and will testify at trial. If there is a real chance that the
damaging witness will not be discovered by the opposition, counsel

probably will take a statement, for possible use in impeachment and

in preparation of other witnesses, and will hope the opponent never
learns about the witness or his testimony. If it is likely that the
opposing attorney will discover the witness, the investigating lawyer

will take a detailed statement and will conduct an aggressive search

for ways to assault the witness' credibility and to counter his testi.

mony. If the investigating attorney assumes the case will be settled,
he will not notice the deposition of the hostile witness and will
attempt to negotiate the settlement before the opponent learns

about the damaging testimony. If the matter appears likely to go to

trial, however, and the witness will probably be called, the investi

gating attorney will notice the witness' deposition and will use it to

explore fully not only the damaging testimony but also ways to

influence, impeach, intimidate, confuse, pressure, disarm, and de-

flate the witness.
Counsel's responses to damaging documents and other tangible

81. Exceptions to this generalization sometimes arise when an attorney is seeking crech

bility during settlement negotiations or attempting to deflate the impactof adverse informs

tion he knows opposing counsel has discovered. Sometimes in such circumstances tactics

suggest admitting some of a client's problems. The pursuit of settlement credibility and

efforts to steal an opponent's thunder, however, rarely (if ever) inspire competent =owl
voluntarily to disclose their clients' greatest vulnerabilities or more inculpating evidence this

they have reason to believe their opponent is likely to discover anyway.
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evidence uncovered during private investigations will follow a simi-
lar pattern. If possible, the attorneys will try to acquire control over
the evidence and to prevent their opponents from discovering it. In
addition to attempts to mislead opposing counsel by creating false,
diversionary leads and generating obfuscating clouds of irrelevant
information, there are several more clearly ethical devices available
for use in concealing damaging evidence.

If counsel's private investigation reveals that their client has
major and potentially discoverable problems, they not only must
fashion a strategy to reduce the chances of those problems being
discovered, but also must consider ways to terminate the litigation
before the severity of those problems makes escape by their client
very expensive. One tactical approach to this problem is to initiate
discovery that is designed to evaluate the resources and psychologi-
cal staying power of opposing parties and their counsel. If the inves-
tigating lawyer discovers a vulnerability, he will feel considerable
pressure to exploit it for the purpose of establishing an early, favora-
ble settlement. He may consider, for example, trying to smother a
relatively impecunious adversary with extensive discovery costs.
Another strategy employed by litigators whose clients have serious
problems is to focus intensive early discovery efforts on reducing the
size of, or undermining the evidentiary support for, the opposition's
damage claims. If counsel can use aggressive discovery to create
doubts in an opponent's mind about the strength of his damage
claims, they may be able to orchestrate a settlement before their
opponent discovers the full extent of their client's difficulties.

Investigation that is dominated by adversarial objectives gener-
ates at least two kinds of substantial costscosts that might be
greatly reduced under an alternative system of discovery. One is the
cost to justice. The principal purpose of the present system of adver-
sarial investigation is not to ascertain the truth, but to establish the
informational basis for strategies to control the flow of relevant data
and to secure the best settlement. In short, adversarial investiga-
tion, accompanied as it is withno compulsion to disclose voluntarily
its results, enables counsel to play the games of deception, conceal-
ment, and manipulation that defeat the purposes discovery was
intended to serve. The second major cost of adversarial investiga-
tion is economic. An investigation with the simple purpose of identi-
fying and organizing all potentially relevant data would be substan-
tially less expensive than an investigation in which that purpose is
accompanied by the present adversarial objectives. The significant
amount of time currently committed by lawyers to strategizing
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about how to structure and manipulate the flow of testimonial and

tangible evidence substantially increases the cost of dispute resolu-

tion.

B. The Formal Discovery Stage

The informal, private investigation stage is followed in the typi-

cal civil law suit by formal, "public" discovery. An analysis of the
impact of adversary pressures on the use of each principal tool of
formal discovery reveals how these tools are used to limit and distort

the flow of information to opponents and to increase the cost of

litigation.

(1) Interrogatories and Document Productions

Written interrogatories frequently are the first discovery device

used by counsel. According to the attorneys who responded to a
recent questionnaire by the Litigation Section's Special Committee

for the Study of Discovery Abuse, written interrogatories also result

in more abuse than any other discovery tool.n Such abuse takes

place both in propounding and in answering interrogatories.
Attorneys drafting interrogatories do not view them primarily

as a means of openly exploring the data that is relevant to a given

dispute. Rather, attorneys perceive interrogatories in the same man-

ner they perceive other litigation proceduresas weapons to be used

in the manner that best advances the competitive interests of their

client. Since attorneys tailor the way they use interrogatories to fit
particular adversarial and economic purposes, and since those pur-

poses rarely include the exposition of the truth, there is little institu-

tionalized assurance that the use of interrogatories will result in the

disclosure of all the data that is relevant to a dispute. Specific
examples are in order at this point.

In settlement discovery, sophisticated counsel draft interroga-

tories, requests for production of documents, and requests for ad-

missions that are calculated to build a record that is most favorable

to their client. They are careful not to frame questions that will

82. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 20. That interrogatories hare

been the most frequently abused discovery tool is confirmed by the findings of the Columbia

University Field Survey, supra note 42, at 1.12 and 1.13, and in the Advisory Commilite's

Note to Rule 33 in the Proposed Amendments tothe Federal Rules of Civil ProcedureRelating

to Discovery. in which the Committee observed that °(t)here is general agreement that

interrogatories spawn a greater percentage of objections and motions than anyother dimmer?

desire." 48 F.R.D. 487, 522 (1970) (hereinafter cited as Proposed Amendments). Snobs

Speck, supra note 15, at 1142.44, 1151; Developments in the LawDiscovery, supra note IS

at 960. 963.64.
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encourage their opponent to investigate in areas that are likely to
yield evidence that is damaging to the propounding counsel's client.
Similarly, propounding attorneys will try to avoid questions that
will compel their opponent to review the positive aspects of his case
or encourage him to do additional analytical thinking or legal re-
search that will improve his preparation. Even in trial-oriented dis-
covery, counsel drafting interrogatories attempt to frame questions
that do not reveal their theory of the case, their view of the evidence,
their tactical plans, or the aspects of the dispute that cause them
the greatest concern. In short, the drafting litigator is constantly
under pressure not to initiate discovery that could help educate the
opponent. The search process for relevant data is thus circum-
scribed by the fear that offensive discovery efforts will disclose
something new and useful to opponents. This fear distorts the pro-
cess of information acquisition until settlement is secured.

The preceding examples are relatively subtle ways in which
adversary pressures distort and complicate what could be a more
straightforward and less expensive pursuit of information. It is the
less subtle distortions of the process of drafting interrogatories, how-
ever, that are most commonly perceived no abuses of the discovery
process." That the ABA's Special Committee proposed only one
major change in the rules governing the propounding of interrogato-
ries and that this change would consist of limiting to thirty the
number of interrogatories which a party may serve without a special
showing of need," suggests that the abuse of this discovery tool that
most concerns today's bar is the practice of propounding a burden-
some number of written questions to party opponents.

Many litigators feel compelled to use written interrogatories as
weapons for purely tactical purposes if doing so might promote their
client's interests and generate greater fees for themselves. Some
attorneys serve lengthy sets of "canned" interrogatories if they per-
ceive some advantage to be gained by psychologically or economi-
cally harassing an opposing party or counsel." Litigators also may

in See note 82 supra. See also W. Gusts, supra note 15. at 136.37. 149.53.
81 Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 18. In its Preliminary Droft. the

kit Isom Committee on Civil Rules recommends against a nationwide imposition of the 30
niorogatory limitation As an alternative, the Advisory Committee recommends an addition
toltule 33 that explicitly would empower a district court, by action of a majority of its judges.
to formulate a local rule that would limit the number of interrogatories that may be used by
$ Part) Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 645.49. Some of the implications of these propos-
ill Are explored in Part VII infra.

ES Even though the Columbia University Add Survey data suggested that greater use
si form interrogatories was not associated with greater numbers of conflicts over discovery,

I clear that lengthy sets of canned interrogatories force respondents to consider many
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use interrogatories to pressure or manipulate opposing counsel into
doing such initial case preparation as factual investigation and legal
research and analysis that properly should be undertaken by the
propounding counsel and paid for by that counsel's client. One addi-
tional abuse of interrogatories about which lawyers frequently have
complained is the "fishing expedition," which involves serving
numerous and far-reaching questions, not for the purpose of obtain.
ing information about matters already in dispute, but in order to
search for evidence that might support new types of claims, uncover
competitors' business secrets, or harass an opponent into a favorable
settlement. More than half of the attorneys polled in the Columbia
University Field Survey "accused their opponents of 'fishing' for a
case," provoking the author of the published monograph interpret.
ing the Field Survey data to concede that this result seemed "to
corroborate the fears of skeptics that sham suits can be filed and
then built up by discovery.""

The costs generated by interrogatories obviously will tend to
increase as their purposes proliferate. Clients must pay for the time
attorneys spend considering and carrying out various ways to use
interrogatories for purposes other than obtaining relevant data.
Moreover, canned interrogatories present tempting opportunities
for litigators to increase their profit margins. An attorney may
charge many different clients the full cost of drafting the original

set of questions, even though the use of the set in a given case
requires only editing and copying, both of which often can be done

by nonlegal personnel. Lengthy, multipurpose interrogatories also

force opposing parties to commit extra resources in order to evaluate
the objectives of the questions they receive and to tactfully answer
or avoid improperly motivated inquiries.

Like interrogatories, requests for documents and for admissions
suffer from obvious abuses. Demands for document production, for

questions that may be wholly irrelevant to matters in dispute in a given case and easily lend

themselves to abusive tactical purposes. W. GLUIER, supra note 15, at 158.60.

86 Id. at 122. In another context, however, Glaser asserted that the dots "show that

one of the principal fears about discovery [using interrogatories to "fish"' is not hems

realized." Id at 62. The way Glaser reached this conclusion does not inspire confidence He

chose to bestow more significance on the fact that few of the questioned lawyers would admit

they commenced discovery with no purpose in mind than on the high percentage of attorneys

who complained that their opponents used discovery for fishing purpcoes. Why selfserving

denial. rpcseless activity are entitled to more credibility than complaints about oppo-

nents is anything but clear. This inferential procedure is especially disconcerting becausethe

Field Survey question designed to establish counsel's purposes for using discovery asked only

about the first discovery step and did not include any reference to "fishing" among the 19

possible answers. See FIELD Strnvrt, supra note 42, at 111.36 to III-37. See also W. Gum.

supra note 15, at 279.
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example, can be used to impose great economic burdens upon or to
harass or intimidate opposing parties and lawyers, to disrupt nor-
mal business operations or professional schedules, to steal trade
secrets, or to fish for evidence to support new claims. Moreover, the
pressures generated by such abusive tactics can be exploited to
coerce a settlement that bears no relation to the merits of the dis-
pute.

The disfunctional effects that adversary pressures have on dis-
covery are even more obvious in the ways litigators respond to inter-
rogatories, demands for documents, andrequests for admission. The
principal goals of the responding attorney tend to be completely
adversarial: to provide as little information as possible, and to make
the process of acquiring that information as expensive and difficult
as possible for the opposing party and lawyer. To do otherwise might
be considered a breach of the ethical obligation owed to a client,
thereby exposing counsel to the risk of a malpractice suit. Volun-
teering information rather than resisting its production may also
deprive the litigator of opportunities to demonstrate his adversarial
sills and to increase the size of his fee.

There are many standard devices used by litigators to resist the
disclosure of information and to mislead the opponent through their
responses to interrogatories, requests for admissions, and demands
for documents. The responding adversary's first impulse is to con-
strue all inquiries and requests as narrowly as possible, thereby
limiting the amount of useful information that must be divulged.
The rules of professional responsibility lend important support to
responding counsel in such exercises of semantic narrowness. Ethi-
cal Consideration 7-3 to Canon 7 of the ABA Code of Professional
Responsibility directs litigating attorneys to resolve all "doubts as
to the bounds of the law" in favor of their clients." Thus it appears
that any ambiguity about the scope of an interrogatory or a docu-
ment production demand must be resolved in favor of narrowness
and against disclosure. Moreover, in the absence of judicial inter-
vention it is the respor ding attorney who decides wh, t constitutes
a doubt. The attorney will feel considerable pressure to adopt an
aggressively broad definition of the term "doubt" whenever doing
so might benefit the clientby revealing less information or mis-
leading an opponentor inflate the feeby necessitating a costly
effort to resist a motion to compel.

The narrow reading of inquiries and demands is by no means
the only semantic ploy that litigators use to frustrate the discovery

87. ABA CO" supra note 39, Canon 7, EC 7.3.
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efforts of opponents. An aggressive counsel also will refuse to re-
spond to written requests that are not free of virtually all ambiguity,
imprecision, overbreadth, irrelevance, or other technical deficiency.
Counsel's instinct is to object to the form or substance of any discov-

ery request whenever an objection is arguably reasonable and if
failure to respond might secure some competitive or self-serving
economic advantage. Here, as elsewhere in litigation, institutional
rules and pressures invite counsel to conclude that doubts must be
resolved against disclosure, and that opponents must be forced to
expend as much of their resources as possible to obtain data favora-

ble to their cause.
Nor will litigators necessarily answer a request even after they

have construed it as narrowly as possible and have objected to every
arguable technical deficiency. Responding counsel's next line of de-

fense is built on the use of privileges and the work product doctrine.
Conscientious litigators will scrutinize every probe from an adver-

sary to determine whether it is directed at material that is arguably
shielded from disclosure. Counsel also will evaluate every item of
information they feel constrained to divulge to determine whether
its disclosure may constitute a waiver of any privilege possibly held

by their client.
Counsel can manipulate privileges and the work product doc-

trine with especially pernicious effects when responding to requests
for documents. The first stage of such manipulation may consist of
efforts to include as many documents as possible within the argua-
ble scope of some privilege or the work product doctrine. These
efforts will be especially intense with regard to documents that

could damage a client's position. Next, counsel will omit any refer-

ence in their response to documents they have decided might be

considered privileged or might fall within the work product doc-
trine. The lawyers' hope, of course, is that their opponentwill either

forget to press for information about the withheld documents or will

assume the privileges in fact apply. In other words, responding
counsel will identify the withheld documents only if their opponent

or the court so compels. Moreover, if compelled to identify withheld

documents, the information counsel will submit will be as meager

as possible. At each stage in what can become a tortuous and very

expensive process, resisting counsel hope the opponent will abandon

pursuit of the damaging material. It is worth emphasizing that these

tactics of resistance fall short of such overtly unethical conduct as

destroying or hiding incriminating documents.
When responding to document production demands, litigators

sometimes resort to the obstructive device of burying significant
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documents in mounds of irrelevant or innocuous materials. This
practice is sufficiently widespread to have provoked an unusually
explicit condemnation in the report by the ABA's Special Commit-
tee for the Study of Discovery Abuse. One of the proposed changes
in Rule 34 would compel a party responding to a document produc-
tion request to produce its documents "as they are kept in the usual
course of business or . . . [to] organize and label them to corre-
spond with the categories in the request . . . ."" In its comments,
the Special Committee stated that this proposal is intended to be
"responsive to a reprehensible practice much discussed by the Com-
i-litteethe deliberate attempt by a producing party to burden dis-
covery with volume or disarray."' The Committee went on to ob-
serve that "[i]t is apparently not rare for parties deliberately to
mix critical documents with others in the hope of obscuring signifi-
cance."

An additional obstructionist purpose can be served by burying
crucial documents in mounds of irrelevant materiala massive doc-
ument production forces opponents to spend a great deal of time
and money copying and ferreting through the produced papers. The
Special Committee's proposal would help deter only deliberate ef-
forts to disguise and disorganize documents; it would do nothing to
curb the massive overproductions that are designed to exert eco-
nomic pressure on parties making requests. Nor would the proposal
reduce the considerable pressure exerted on responding attorneys to
find some excuse not to produce any material that might weaken
their client's position.

If the tactics discussed above fail to conceal damaging informa-
tion, counsel may feel constrained to refuse to respond to interroga-
tories or document production requests until compelled to do so.
The first ploy is to ignore the original discovery probe and its dead-
line. At least among seasoned litigators the fear of sanctions for
missing one deadline is not great" If the opposing attorney then
presses for a response, the next defensive maneuver is to make ex-
cuses, play on sympathies, and seek extensions. When the deadline

88. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 22.
89 Id Citing the Special Committee's observation that deliberate efforts to impair

seam to critical documents by mixing them with others apparently are not unusual, the
Prrliminary Draft recommends adoption of the soma addition to Rule 34. Preliminary Draft,
supra note 6. at 651.

90 Id.
91 See, tg , Proposed Amendments, supra note 82, at 53840; W. GLASER, supra note

15 at 154 56, 210 11, Rosenberg, Sanctions to Effectuate Pretnal Discovery, 58 COLUM. L.
RA 480, 494-96 (1958), Developments in the LawDiscovery, supra note 15, at 990.91;
Comment, supra note 40, at 361, 365.66, 382, 389.
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for the first extension approaches, additional extensions are sought.

Such self-conscious and systematic efforts at procrastination im-

pose additional financial strains on opponents, may undermine

their will to pursue the litigation, and give the defensive attorney

time to negotiate a favorable settlement before the damaging evi-

dence is disclosed.
Unfortunately, the economics and tactics of adversary litiga-

tion occasionally make calculated, systematic resistance of the kind

described above virtually inevitable. Especially in major commer-

cial litigation, the stakes may be so high and the economic benefits

to be gained by delay so great that litigators intent on serving the

best interests of their clients, will feel compelled to resist discovery

by every available ploy short of wilful bad faith. Each day's profit

from a legally vulnerable operation, or each day's interest on the

money that might be lost in a judgment, could far exceed the cost

of counsel's delaying services and any likely sanctions impoSed for

failing to cooperate fully in discovery.
One recent illustration of the kind of resistance to disclosure of

documents that appears to be attributable, at least in part, to the

intense pressures that adversary proceedings and high economic

stakes can impose on litigators occurred in an antitrust action

brought by Berkey Photo, Inc. against the Eastman Kodak Com-

pany. This suit, which from the outset carried a threat that some

of Kodak's subdivisions might be severed, resulted in an initial

monetary judgment against Kodak of almost $113,000,000." The

litigation spawned several major battles over discovery, some of

whic1.1 had to be confronted by both the magistrate and the federal

district court judge, who was, ironically, the Honorable Marvin E.

Frankel."
These relatively predictable struggles over discovery, however,

are not what make this case especially instructive. That quality

stems from events that came to public light in the closing days of

the six-month trial when it was learned then that one of Kodak's

attorneys had concealed the existence of a large group of copies of

Kodak documents. During the discovery stage of the litigation,

counsel for Berkey had deposed one of Kodak's experts, a professor

of economics at Yale University. During that deposition the econo-

mist disclosed that he had reviewed the copies of the documents in

92. The trial judge later redu_ed the initial judgment to approximately S81,000,000 See

1978.1 Trade Cas. (CCH) 1 62,09'2, Kiechel, The Strange Case of Kodak's Lawyers, Forrurei,

May 8, 1978, at 188; Will St. J.. March 23, 1978, at 5, col. I.

93. See Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 74 F.R.D. 613 (1977); 19764 Trade

Cas. (CCH) 1 60332; 1974.1 Trade Cas. (CCH) I 75,021.
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question and, thereafter, had returned them to one of the lawyers
representing Kodak. After the expert declared that he could not
recall whether he had made any marks or marginal notes on the
copies, counsel for Berkey insisted that Kodak produce the docu-
ments. The lawyer representing Kodak at the deposition declared
that the documents had been destroyed. He reaffirmed that declara-
tion a short time thereafter in a sworn affidavit.

Kodak's lawyer was not telling the truth. As he admitted much
liter during the final days of the trial, first to the senior trial lawyer
for the case and then to Judge Frankel, he had known all along that
the documents had. not been destroyed. When the documents were
finally produced they provided Berkey with little or no new informa-
tion, but the dramatic, eleventh hour revelation that they had been
hidden for so long gave Berkey's counsel considerable ammunition
for arguments to the jury."

The failure by Kodak's counsel to produce the copies of the
Kodak documents until the close of the trial appears to have been
primarily responsible for Judge Frankel's declaration on the record
that the way Kodak's lawyers had conducted the litigation seemed
to reflect "a kind of single-minded interest in winning, winning,
binning, without the limited qualification of that attitude that the
court, I think, is entitled to expect and which . . . has infected
certain aspects of this case from time to time in ways I find upset-
ting."" Judge Frankel referred the matter to tho United States At-
torney, who has begun an official investigation.*

It is unlikely that the will to win, cited by Judge Frankel, or
any other single factor is solely responsible for the regrettable con-
duct by the lawyer representing Kodak. As I have argued above, it
is the confluence of so many mutually reinforcing pressures and
incentives, all militating against disclosure, that makes the invita-
tion to the kind of errors made in the Kodak case so compelling. One
additional indication of the power of these pressures warrants com-
ment: the lawyer who succumbed to them was not a neophyte, more
vulnerable because of ignorance and inopportunity to learn to cope,
but rather an experienced, fifty-nine year-old full partner in a large
and well-respected New York law firm."

94 Kiechel, supra note 92, at 188,190 -94; Wall St. J., March 30, 1978, at 5, col. 1; id.
Aped II. 1978, at 1, col. 4, 23, col. 1.

96. Wall St. J, April 11, 1978, at 23, col. 3.
96 The Kodak attorney recently pleaded guilty to criminal contempt charges that were

filed against him by the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York. He
tares a maximum penalty of five years in prison or a fine up to $10,000. Nat'l L.J., October
21978, at 3, col. 1.

97. Kiechel, supra note 92, at 188; Wall St. J., March 30, 1978, at 5, col. 1.
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(2) Depositions

Like the written tools of discovery, oral depositions can be used

not only to gather data about events and witnesses but also as
adversarial weapons designed to place burdens on opponents and to

manipulate the flow of information." The manipulative and corn.

petitive purposes for which depositions can be used generally begin

evolving during counsel's private investigation into the background

of the dispute. It is during this stage of the litigation that the attor-

ney frequently decides who to depose and for what purpose. It is also

during this stage that the litigator will begin identifying the persons

whom he will try to prevent from being deposed. Such people may

include percipient witnesses or, perhaps more frequently, experts

who have been retained by parties or lawyers to form opinions about

some aspect of a case. The incentive to resist efforts by an opponent

to depose experts is especially strong when the experts have reached

conclusions that are equivocal or damaging to the party on whose

behalf they were retained. Such conclusions are at least occasionally

reached, even though some lawyers attempt to manipulate their
experts psychologically and to orchestrate the flow of information

to the experts in order to maximize the likelihood of receiving favor.

able opinions."
A very recent California case'" offers a striking example of re-

sistance by counsel to the taking of depositions of experts who have

reached damaging conclusions. The action was for personal injuries

that plaintiff alleged were caused by a defective tire-changing ma-
chine or by a defective tire. The machine manufacturer's investiga-

tor concluded, not surprisingly, that the injury was attributable to

a defect in the tire. That defendant consequently designated its

investigator as an expert who would testify at trial. Apparently the

tire manufacturer's counsel found this expert's probable testimony

persuasive and dangerous. After reading the expert's report, counsel

for the tire manufacturer entered an agreement with its codefendant

that it would indemnify the machine manufacturer for any liability

for plaintiffs injuries provided the expert was withdrawn as a wit

ness, the expert's report was withheld from plaintiffs counsel, and

plaintiffs attorney was not permitted to depose the expert. In the

98. See 59 Yens L.J. 117 (1949).
99. See Brazil, supra note 75, at 110.
100. Williamson v. Superior Court of Lou Angeles, 582 P.2d 128, 148 Cal. Rptr.

(1978). For another relatively recent example of attorneys attempting to use thework product

doctnne to prevent the deposition of an expert who had formed a potentially very dsraF4

opinion, see Petterson v. Superior Court of Merced County, 39 Cal. App. 3d 267, 11401

Rptr. 20 (1974).
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ensuing litigation plaintiff's counsel sought an order requesting that
the expert be made available for deposition. Counsel for the ma-
chine manufacturer insisted that because he was professionally obli-
gated to pursue the best interests of his client, he should be permit-
ted to use his expert's opinion in whatever manner seemed most
likely to produce the best result at trial for his client. The majority
of the justices of the California Supreme Court rejected this argu-
ment and concluded that the purported indemnification agreement
sas an illegal conspiracy among defendants to suppress relevant
evidence. After a battle that went through three levels of the judici-
ary, plaintiff was granted an opportunity to depose the expert.

The fact that plaintiff finally succeeded in gaining access to
defendant's expert, however, should not obscure the additional
basic questions which this case provokes. How frequently are such
conspiracies to suppress damaging expert opinions entered? If an
expert has not been formally identified as a witness for trial, how
can opponents learn that conspiracies to suppress his testimony
have been entered? Even if the existence of such a conspiratorial
agreement in theory is discoverable, how likely are most litigators
to suspect that a conspiracy has been entered and to press for its
disclosure?

Such wholesale resistance is, of course, not the only discovery
problem associated with depositions. Depositions, like other discov-
ery devices, are expensive's' and thus can be used to exert economic
pressure on opposing parties and counsel. An aggressive litigator
bent on straining the resources and testing the will of an adversary
can notice numerous depositions and can prolong each examination
for extended periods. Because depositions can be used to require the
presence of the deponent for lengthy periods of time, they also have
great adversarial potential for harassing and embarrassing adverse
parties or witnesses and for disrupting their lives and businesses.

These, however, are only the obvious abusive purposes for
which depositions can be used. Adversarial pressures also account
for more subtle forms of manipulation that can be used to restrict
and contort the disclosure of evidence in depositions. The more
subtle means, moreover, cannot be policed effectively by the courts.

101 The Report of the Special Committee noted: "According to the Survey of Court
Reporters' Fees printed in Litigation News (Oct. 1976), the costs of stenography vary from
este to state but range from $10-$150 per hour for attendance and 45e to $3 per page of
onensi transcript. Daily copy costs are most often more than double." Report of the Special
Committee, supra note 6, at 11. These figures,of course, do not include the costs of counsel's
ce witness' time in preparation for and during the depositions, travel, food, lodging, reproduc-
ing documents, and other exhibits for use during depositions, or of other incidental (but not
oconsequential) expenses.
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One of the most pronounced distortions of the data flow is likely to
occur not during pure discovery depositions, which make adver-
sarial sense only when it seems virtually certain that the matter will
go to trial, but rather in depositions taken to preserve the testimony
of a witness who will not be available for trial or to build a favorable
record for leverage in settlement. Attorneys responding to adver-
sarial impulses during the latter types of depositions will not ask
open-ended questions covering the whole spectrum of the witness'
potential knowledge. These attorneys are not interested in exposing
the whole story on the public record. Instead, they will use every
device available to develop the deponent's testimony in the direc.
tion most favorable to their client. If possible, they will use leading
and misleading questions, ingratiation, intimidation, and confusion
to develop the story they want. Seeking the same objective, they will
limit and obstruct as much as possiblethrough objections, distrac-
tions, intimidations, and whatever other tactics promise suc-
cessopposing counsel's efforts to elicit testimony that is unfavora-
ble to their client.

Another tactic employed during settlement-oriented deposi.
tions that limits even more severely the ascertainment of truth is
the skillful determination of which questions not to ask. Before $
deposition is taken, conscientious litigators frequently have identi
fied the key weaknesses of their case from a source to which their
opponent is denied access: their client. Armed with what often may
be exclusive information about their client's vulnerabilities, litiga
tors will structure their questions so as to avoid those areas of the

witness' knowledge that might be damaging and to emphasize testi-
mony that strengthens their client's position. If their efforts result
in a transcript that on balance is helpful, they will do nothing to
impair the credibility of the witness. If, however, opposing counsel
somehow has identified weaknesses or stumbled into damaging
areas of testimony, resourceful litigators will do all they can to de.
stroy the credibility of the witness or to camouflage the significance
of the testimony. With both sides of a dispute so intent on exposing
only what is favorable to their client, and therefore shaping their
questions to elicit only selected portions of the evidence, there is no
assurance that the depositions will disclose all the potentially rele
vant information the witness may have. Again, fortuity rather than

institutional design is truth's most consistent ally.
Aggressive litigators can also limit and distort the flow of infor.

mation during discovery through the manner in which they prepare
their clients and witnesses to be deposed. The adversarial objective
of attorneys whose clients or witnesses are being deposed is to limit
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to the greatest extent possible the information divulged. To maxim-
ise their control over the flow of information from their clients,
attorneys may conduct mock depositions in which they pose danger-
ous questions to their clients and coach them as to the least trouble-
some answers. Short of such rehearsals, attorneys can instruct their
clients in the art of nondisclosure. A recitation of the standard ad-
monitions attorneys give their clients before depositions graphically
illustrates how preoccupied litigators can be with resisting disclo-
sure: (1) never volunteer information or help attorneys who are pos-
ing questions; (2) ignore the long silences and expectant faces attor-
neys will use to pressure you into continuing to speak; (3) answer
questions with the fewest words and least elaboration that is consis-
tent with self-serving consistency; (4) never interrupt the examining
attorney before he has completed a question (to do so might provide
an answer to a question the attorney had not thought to ask); (5)
never edit or help clarify a confusing question (instead, simply say
you do not understand); (6) always pause before answering in order
to think and to give your attorney an opportunity to object; and (7)
always listen carefully to your attorney's objections because they
may contain directives or clues about how to respond to a line of
questions. The purpose of such instructions to witnesses obviously
i not to ensure that all the relevant information they have will be
disclosed during their depositions.

Counsel may use many other devices to regulate andrestrict the
evidence their client or witness provides during deposition. Counsel
can assert privileges whenever they arguably apply and can direct
the witness not to answer questions that might invade protected
spheres. They also may attempt to pressure the examining attorney
into abandoning sensitive areas of inquiry by aggressively interpos-
ing disruptive objections tb the form or relevance of questions.
Counsel even may try to delay indefinitely the taking of their wit-
ness' deposition or to manufacture excuses to limit the scope of
permissible questions. Such tactics will communicate quickly to an
opponent that he will have to work very hard, withstand unpleasant
Pressures, spend considerable money, and seek aid from the bench
if he intends to pursue what may or may not be fruitful lines of
inquiry. My point here is not simply that such obstructionist devices
ue available and employed, but that the intense competitive pres-
sures of the adversary system make resort to them a constant temp-
tation. Indeed, some lawyers might argue that a thoroughgoing ad-
versarial professionalism commands the use of such obstructive de-
vices whenever they appear to promise significant advantages for a

18-617 Q - 83 - 32
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VII. PENDING PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

Concern within the professional community over current dis-

covery practices has inspired the ABA's Special Committee for the

Study of Discovery Abuse and the Judicial Conference's Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules to suggest several changes in the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure.'" It seems fair to infer from the nature of

the reform proposals contained in the Report by the Special Com-

mittee and the Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments by the
Advisory Committee that their primary concern was not with the
failure of the current rules to assure maximum disclosure of poten-

tially relevant information. Neither the Report nor the Preliminary
Draft acknowledge such a failure. Nor does either document discuss
the many adversarial and economic pressures which systematically

militate against full disclosure during discovery.
The proposals made by the Special Committee and embraced

by the Advisory Committee suggest that both groups are interested
primarily in curbing the cost of discovery and reducing the ways
discovery can be abused for purposes of harassment and delay.

These are important problems. They are not as important, however,

as the failure of the current discovery process to accomplish the

primary purposes for which discovery was designed: pretrial disclo-

sure to all parties ofall nonprivileged relevant evidence and encour-

agement of just settlements, Moreover, I believe that the abuses
that rightfully trouble both committees cannot be reduced signifi-

cantly without restructuring the professional pressures which in

large measure provoke these abuses. Because the Report and the
Preliminary Draft fail to examine the environmental causes of the

problems they address, theirproposals are incapable of effecting the
fundamental reforms that are necessary to ensure that discovery
will achieve its essential purposes.

Even more disconcerting is the direction the Special Commit-
tee's Report takes in proposing its most important changes. Instead

of encouraging a more open sharing of evidence and combating the

already considerable pressures against disclosure, two of the Special

Committee's most important proposals would further limit the ac-

quisli In of discoverable information,'" It appears that the Special

.32. See notes 84 & 88 supra.

103. The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has not fully embraced either of these two

proposals. As discussed in note 84 supra. the Advisory Committee does not favor nationwide

imposition of a thirty question limitation on the number of interrogatories a party may sent

a of right. Instead, kt favors conferring a power on district courts to set whatever limits they

feel are appropriate. Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 645.49. Nor does the Advisory

Committee agree that the term "issues" should replace the phrase "subject matter" in Role
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Committee and, to a lesser extent, the Advisory Committee are
seeking to reduce costs and curb abuses at the expense of a wider
flow of information between parties and to the trier of fact. This
action provides a false economy, however, because it erects addi-
tional barriers to the accomplishment of discovery's primary pur-
poses and even may increase the costs of litigation.

Of the changes proposed in its Report, the Special Committee
believes that the most significant is the rewording of Rule 26 (b)(1),
which defines the limits of permissible discovery." Under the cur-
rent rule, parties may seek discovery of unprivileged matter "which
is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action
. . ."" The Committee's proposal would permit discovery only of
unprivileged matter "which is relevant to the issues raised by the
claims or defenses of any part."" As its comments to this proposal
expressly state, the purpose of this change would be "to narrow the
scope of permissible discovery" and "to direct courts not to continue
the present practice of erring on the side of expulsive discovery."'"

The change in the wording of Rule 26(b)(1) proposed by the
Advisory Committee also would eliminate the phrase "subject mat-
ter" from the description of the scope of discovery, but it would not
replace that phrase with the term "issues.'" In its note to the
proposed Rule 26, the Advisory Committee expressed fear that the
substitution of the term "issues" for "subject matter" would invite
litigation about the meaning of the new term. The Committee also
doubted that the subetitution would discourage "sweeping and abu-
sive discovery . . . ."'" The Advisory Committee endorsed the Spe-
cial Committee's goal of eliminating phraseology that might
"persuade courts to err 'on the side of expansive discovery,' " "' but
concluded that the best way to pursue that goal was to delete the
reference to "subject matter" in Rule 26(b)(1)."' Because the Advi-
sory Committee's version of the new rule would eliminate the broad

26(bit1), which defines the scope of permissible discovery. Since the Advisory Committee
recommends deletion of the phrase "subject matter" from this rule, however, the change it
Proposes probably would have the same effect as the change proposed by the Special Commit-
tee The Advisory Committee explains its proposal in its note to Rule 26. Id. at 626.28. The
recommendations of both committees with respect to the definition of the scope of discovery
ere considered in Part VII infra.

104 Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6. at 2.
105. Fan. R. Cm. P. 26(b)(1).
106. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 2.
107. Id at 3.
108 Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 623.
109. Id at 626.28.
110 Id at 67748.
Ill. Id
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concept of "subject matter" from the definition of the scope of dis-
covery, and because its note to the rule would make clear the Advi.
sory Committee's hostility to "expansive" discovery, it appears
likely that its impact on judicial attitudes would be virtually identi-
cal to the impact of the Sp-cial Committee's proposal.

The fundamental difficulty with the proposals by both commit-
tees and the comments that support them is that they would further
constrict the flow of information between parties and to the trier of
fact. Litigators would pounce upon either the new language sug-
gested by the Special Committee or the deletion of the subject-
matter concept o strong support for even more intense efforts to
resist disclosure of potentially damaging evidence. In addition, the
changes would further dilute the litigation bar's fear of sanctions"'
by Increasing the likelihood in any given case that an attorney could
persuade the court that it was not clearly unreasonable to conclude
the information the lawyer decided not to disclose was not discover-
able under the narrower, new rule. Thus, by further constricting the
flow of information produced during the pretrial period, these pro-
posed changes would abet the forces that already operate to frus-
trate the primary purposes of discovery.

Nor is it apparent that the change in Rule 26(b)(1) proposed by
either committee would reduce the costs or complexity of litigation.
The Special Committee concedes in its comments that
"[djetermining when discovery spills beyond 'issues' and into
'subject matter' will not always be easy."' If the adversary and
economic pressures that currently dominate discovery remain in-
tact, attempting to draw an illusive line between "issues" and
"subject matter" will provoke many out-of-court disputes and much
expensive case-by-case pretrial litigation. While the Advisory Com-
mittee's proposal would not necessitate elaborate efforts to define
the term "issues," it undoubtedly would generate litigation directed
toward interpreting the significance of the deletion of the term
"subject matter" from the rule.

The committees' efforts to narrow the scope of discovery would
generate other costs as well. Because the scope of discovery would
be confined either by "issues" or by claims and defenses, resourceful
counsel soon will begin expanding their pleadings in order to create
the issues or to present the claims or defenses that are necessary to
justify the kind of discovery they need or desire to conduct. The

112. This dilution might more then offset the impact of the expanded sanctioning
powers that the Special Committee and the Advisory Committee propose through revision of

Rule 37. Id at 652.63; notes 134.40 infra and accompanying text.
113. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 3.
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threat of narrowed discovery, then, would inspire an expansion of
pleadings, which in turn would increase the cost of litigation. This
increased cost would not be confined to the expense of drafting.
Defenses to these pleadings would necessarily provoke more rejoin-
ders. Motions to dismiss, to strike, and for more definite statements
would proliferate. Preparing and responding to such rejoinders also
would consume much attorney time and client money. Similarly,
evaluating these efforts would consume valuable judicial resources.
The ultimate irony is that this costly expansion of pleadings might
result in extensions of the scope of discovery beyond its current
range.
. This scenario raises another disturbing question. Could a court
fairly evaluate the propriety of expanded claims and defenses with-
out permitting some expansive discovery to determine whether evi-
dence existed to support them? Is there not a fundamental incom-
patibility between the concept of notice pleading and the commit-
tees' efforts to cut back the scope of permissible discovery? A key
purpose of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure was to simplify
pleadings and to preclude courts and counsel from using a party's
(Inure to comply with the elaborate technicalities of prenotice
pleading as a means of preventing consideration of claims and de-
fenses on the merits."' The committees' proposals, however, seem
to ignore that these modern rules of notice pleading and broad dis-
covery were developed not only in chronological tandem, but also,
and much more importantly, in self-conscious functional interde-
pendence. One purpose of broad discovery, in other words, was to
flesh out the general assertions made in a complaint or answer."
Confining discovery to issues or to claims and defenses would result
m either (1) r substantial general expansion and elaboration of
pleadings follower by no net reduction in the scope of discovery, or
in a general proliferation of costly disputes about the existence of
boles for pleadingsdisputes the courts would have insufficient
data, absent liberal early discovery, to resolve fairly. Of the two
son obvious responses to the recommendations by the committees,
then, one would result in greater costs and no change in the scope
idiscovery, while the other would result in irrational judicial reso-
lution of pleading disputes. Neither result is satisfactory.

Another disconcerting change proposed by the Special Com-
nittee is intended to curb misuse of written interrogatories. The
Special Committee's proposal would change Rule 33, which in its

114. See Clark & Moore, supra not 80.
115. See. e.g., Moats Is Fiummun, supra note 16, . 26.01, at 2441-12.
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present form contains no limitation on the number of interrogatories
a party may propound,'" so that a party could serve no more than
thirty interrogatories without the court's permission, which would
be granted only after "a showing of necessity."' Like the Special
Committee's effort to change the scope of discovery, however, this
proposal seems to elevate the interest in reducing financial and
investigative burdens over the interests in maximizing disclosure
and assuring fair results. This change would make it even more
difficult and costly for parties to acquire evidence and leads from
each other. By making the process of acquiring information from
other parties more difficult and costly, the proposal would restrict
even further the flow of information to the trier of fact, would in.
crease the probability of surprise at trial, and would reduce the
likelihood of fair judgments and settlements.

Moreover, limiting the number of interrogatories that a party
could serve without a showing of necessity would place a greater
premium on tactics in drafting and responding to interrogatories
and would provoke more frequent litigation of pretrial disputes. Any
increase in the premium on tactics would result in a decrease in the
percentage of resources committed to dispute resolution that would
be consumed by efforts to establish the truth. The requirement of s
showing of necessity to justify more than thirty interrogatories con
sequently would increase pretrial consumption of the resources of
courts and counsel by compelling parties to formally litigate their
efforts to serve and to resist additional written inquiries. The costa
of court resolution of such disputes might well offset any savings
that otherwise might be secured by limiting the use of interrogato-
ries.

Apparently the Advisory Committee reached the same conclu
sion about the costs and benefits that 'would accompany a nation-
wide limitation on the number of interrogatories a party may serve.
In its Preliminary Draft the Advisory Committee recommends
against any such limitation and proposes, as an alternative, that
Rule 33 be amended to empower explicitly the majority of the judges
of any district court to establish a local rule that would "limit the
number of interrogatories that may be used by a party."'" There
are, however, several difficulties with the Advisory Committee's
proposal. First, it does not make clear whether parties should have
the right, in all districts, to petition the court for permission to serve

116. FED. R. Civ. P. 33.
117. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 18.
118. Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 646.49.
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more interrogatories than the number permitted under the applica-
ble local rule. Nor does the Advisory Committee's formulation of the
amendment suggest what standard local courts should apply in de-
ciding whether to permit the serving of additional interrogatories.
Absent some description of these standards, different district courts
might well develop very different criteria for resolving these ques-
tions. This in turn could lead to increased litigation over venue
disputes. Moreover, the Advisory Committee's amendment estab-
lishes no minimum number of interrogatories which all district
courts would be required to permit. Thus, it would be possible for a
court that was hostile to discovery to effectively eliminate the writ-
ten interrogatory as a discovery tool. Removing one of the most
widely used discovery devices obviously would not increase the
amount of information available to parties and to the trier of fact.

In addition, it is not clear that limiting the number of interroga-
tories will reduce discovery costs or the aggregate amount of discov-
ery abuse. Prodded by perennial adversarial and economic pres-
sures, litigators are not likely to permit a limit on their use of inter-
rogatories to produce an overall reduction in their discovery efforts.
Instead, they may well spend the resources they would have com-
mitted to interrogatories on other discovery vehicles. In addition,
litigators would continue to feel the intense competitive pressures
that are primarily responsible for the abuse of interrogatories. With
the primary cause of abuse persisting, it is not unreasonable to
predict that attorneys would look for other discovery outlets for their
abusive purposes. Thus, it would appear that reforms designed to
restrict discovery would do a disservice to its purposes and would
create no real reduction in costs or abuses.

The Special Committee and the Advisory Committee further
proposed that a sentence be added to the end of Rule 33(c), which
in its present form gives a party responding to interrogatories the
option to specify, and provide for examination, those business re-
cords which contain answers to the submitted interrogatories. The
added sentence would read: "The specifications provided shall in-
clude sufficient detail to permit the interrogating party to identify
readily the individual documents from which the answer may be
ascertained.'" According to the comments by the Special Commit-
tee, this additional sentence is intended to compel the responding
Party "to specify precisely, by category and location, which docu-
ments apply to which question" and, thereby, to eliminate "the
mechanical response of an invitation to 'look at all my docu-

119. Id. at 648, Report of the Speckal Committee, supra note 6, at 19.20.
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ments.' " The Special Committee also hopes that by forcing re-
sponding parties to specify under oath which documents relate to
the subjects of given interrogatories, this change would "eliminate
subsequent evasive use of additional documents at trial on issues
confronted by the interrogatory request."'" While this proposed
addition to Rule 33(c) promises some salutary effect, that effect
obviously would be limited and would not reach the more funda-
mental problem of nondisclosure of damaging documents that are
judged by the interested and self-serving minds of the answering
party and its counsel not to be precisely responsive to an inquiry or
request.

Although the Special Committee and the Advisory Committee
join in recommending several other changes in the federal rules of
discovery, only two of these recommendations are potentially signif-
icant and responsive to the disclosure problems that frustrate the
purposes of discovery.'" The first of these changes would broaden
and make more flexible the sanctioning process for discovery
abuses.'" Under the changes recommended by both committees,
Rule 371" would permit the imposition of sanctions when attorneys
or clients are uncooperative in the framing of a discovery plan, when
counsel seek unnecessary discovery, and when the traditionally rec-
ognized forms of obstruction and deception are used.

Like the proposed change in Rule 33(c), these elaborations of
the courts' sanctioning powers would have limited long-range signif-
icance. The Special Committee freely concedes that Rule 37 as cur-
rently written "has not been effective in curbing discovery abuse."'"
The Special Committee is mistaken, however, in placing responsi-
bility for this ineffectiveness on the structure of the rule. It is un-
likely that the failure of present sanctions to curb discovery abuse

120. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 20.21.
121. Id. at 2L
122. No major differences appear between the remaining recommendations ofthe two

committees with respect to the rules of discovery. Both committees recommend, for essmple,

that the officer who administers the oath to deponents not be required to remain present

during the taking of depositions, that the taking of depositions by telephone be permitted.

and that nonstenographic recording of depositions be permitted without court order See

Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 626, 629, 631-32, 639.40; Report of the Special Committee

supra note 6, at 9.17. The Preliminary Draft includes proposals for changes not only in the

rules of discovery, but also in other aspects of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Report

of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 1.6. Since the proposals in the latter category are
beyond the scope of this essay, no effort to evaluate them will be made here.

123. Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 652.53, Report of the Special Committee, supra

note 6, at 23.2.5.
124. FEo. R. Civ. P. 37.
12.5. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 24.
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3 attributable primarily to Rule 37 being "too narrow, fragmented
Ind cumbersome" or to its requirement that "each failure to re-
spond to a discovery request be dealt with by a separate motion."'w
Had they been so inclined, judges probably could have relied on
their general authority to control the litigation process and the more
specific powers conferred by Rules 26 and 37 to justify using the
kinds of disciplinary measures that the changes in Rule 37 would
make available.

The history of efforts to curb discovery abuse by improving tne
machinery for sanctions firmly supports this skepticism. This his-
tory strongly suggests that deficiencies in policing the discovery
system are not attributable to the language, scope, and structure of
the rules governing sanctions. The original provisions for sanctions
In the federal rules were highly praised shortly after their adoption.
One of the earliest studies of the operation of the new discovery rules
concluded that "Rule 37 implements the various discovery devices
with a truly amazing array of sanctions: costs and attorney's fees,
orders dispensing with proof, orders forbidding the introduction of
evidence, orders striking pleadings or staying proceedings or dis-
missing the action, judgments of default, contempt, and arrest.
While the variety of the possible courses of action gives the court a
wide range of discretion, a zealous judge could make discovery a
word of,terror."'" Immediately after so characterizing the sanction-
ing machinery, however, the same study declared that "[s]o far

. the tendency is apparently in the opposite direction. The
courts, exhibiting a generous attitude toward the recusant party,
have deemed it better to withhold the thunderbolt on condition of
future compliance than to foreclose a determination of the matter
on the merits.'" Nonetheless, a review of the few reported cases
dealing with sanction problems left the authors of this study confi-
dent that the use of these new powers by the courts indicated that
"the teeth" of the sanctioning provisions remained firmly in place.'

A decade later, after the very modest changes that accompa-
nied the 1948 amendments to the federal rules, "' William Speck
conducted one of the earliest quasi-empirical studies of discovery."'
The lawyers polled "generally agreed that where abuse was occur-

126. /d
127. Pike & Willis, Federal Discovery in Operation, 7 U. Cm. L Ray. 297.326-27 (1940).
128. Id, at 327.
129. /d
130 Amendments to Rules Cunt Procedure for the United States District Courts,

inth Advisory Committee Notes, 8 F.R.D. 591 (1949).
131. Speck, supra note 15.
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ring relief could not be obtained from judges, either because judges
could not learn enough about the case at the pretrial stage to rule
effectively or because of trouble, expense, and delay in obtaining
relief.""= By 1958 Professor Maurice Rosenberg, who subsequently
directed the Columbia University School of Law Project for Effec-
tive Justice and led the formative planning of its Field Survey,"3
had concluded that even though Rule 37 had been "well designed
to meet the heavy responsibilities it bears in the federal procedural
charter," the intervening "twenty years of use have exposed enough
flaws in language, gaps in coverage, and anomalies in application
to warrant its revision."'" Professor Rosenberg felt that one of the
major problems with the application of the rule was the persistent
reluctance of the courts to apply sanctions vigorously to counsel who
offended the spirit and the letter of the discovery rules.' The pri-
mary means Professor Rosenberg recommended for improving this
problem was to reform the structure and language of Rule 37 so as
to remove verbal barriers, such as the words "refusal" and
"willfully," to aggressive and flexible enforcement of discovery obli-
gations.'" He also exhorted judges to display "determined self-
discipline" in administering their sanctioning powers, to "grasp the
rule firmly and apply it imaginatively."'" He suggested, as an ex-
ample, that judges "might insist on special supervision, by either a
judge or master, of the discovery procedures in particular types of
actions known to be troublesome in their pretrial stages."'"

Professor Rosenberg's call for reform went unheeded for another
decade. In the meantime, however, more evidence and opinions
were marshalled in support of the need for change. An extensive
review of the law and literature of discovery appeared in the
Harvard Law Review in 1961.1" Its authors concluded that despite
the availability under the rules of

a broad array of sanctions of differing severity [and] that courts are empow-
ered to fit the penalty to the fault, it appears that on the whole they [both
federal and state courts] have been rather lenient. Even where there has been

132. Id. at 1153.
idd Rosenburg. Preface to FIELD Suavrt, supra note 42 (background information about

the research staff).
134. Rosenberg, supra note 91, at 486.
135. Id at 495.
136. Id at 497.
137. Id
138, Id As pointed out below, this idea is an embryonic version of the concept of a

discovery conference to which the Special Committee, the Advisory Committee, and I are

attracted
139 Developments in the tawDiscovery, supra note 15.
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clear noncompliance by failure to appear for the taking of a deposition, the
recusant party is usually allowed at least one more opportunity to appear if
there is any indication that the information may be forthcoming."'

It was Professor Rosenberg's own Field Survey, however, whose con-
clusions generally were so charitable to the practice of discovery,
that produced the most damaging evidence of the anemic and inef-
fective use of the sanctioning power in discovery disputes. Interpret-
ing the Field Survey data, Glaser concluded not only that sanctions
were rarely imposed for violations of the discovery rules, but also
that "the crudity of the sanctions and the caution of the judges has
[sic] resulted in depressing the initiative of the lawyers, band the
initiative of the lawyers is essential to set events in motion in an
adversary system.""' The Field Su; vey's most graphic illustration
of the dormancy of the sanctioning power was that despite the
courts' authority under Rule 37(a) to impose costs on a recalcitrant
adversary, "only one out of 527 docket sheets reported this poten-
tially effective procedure."" This statistic is particularly instruc-
tive because the sanction to which it refers is so mild. Judges who
are reluctant to impose small economic penalties presumably are
even less likely to apply the more severe sanctions that the rules
clearly permit."'

The reforms for which Professor Rosenberg and other students
of discovery had been lobbying finally occurred in 1970 through
amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.'" In its note
to Rule 37, the Advisory Committee conceded that "[e]xperience
has brought to light a number of defects in the language of the rule
as well as instances in which it is not serving the purposes for which
it was designed.""s The Advisory Committee also acknowledged
that the authority granted under Rule 37(a) to impose economic
sanctions "in fact . . . has been little used.'""

The drafters of the 1970 amendments incorporated many of the
reform proposals that commentators like Professor Rosenberg had
recommended. They eliminated from Rule 37, for example, the re-
quirement of wilfulness in subdivision (d); they shifted the pre-
sumption under subdivision (a) in order to compel a losing party to
justify conduct that resulted in an adverse order; they gave courts

140 Id at 991.
141 W. GLASER, supra note 15, at 156; see also id. at 154.56, 210.11.
142 id at 155.
143 Glaser reports that "unconditional sanctions" were applied in only one of the 1232

rsea studied through questionnaires and interviews in the Field Survey. Id
144 48 F.R.A. 459 (1970).
lei Proposed Amendments. supra note 82, at 538.
146 Id at 540.
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greater flexibility in the selection of sanctioos; and they clarified the
courts' authority to resort to modest penalties when unconditional
remedies seemed too severe." The Advisory Committee's discussion
of its rationale regarding the shift of the presumption under subdivi.
sion (a)(4) is particularly noteworthy. According to the Committee,
"the change in language [of this subdivision was] intended to en.
courage judges to be more alert to abuses occurring in the discover/
process.""" The Committee obviously sought to use this change as
a means to propel the federal judiciary into a more activist posture
toward discovery abuse. The Committee clearly articulated that
intention in another paragraph of the note, explaining this change
by stating that the "amendment does not significantly narrow the
discretion of the court, but rather presses the court to address itself
to abusive practices."'"

These amendments were greeted with the same kind of enthusi
asm and great expectations for change that greeted the original rules
in 1938. Professor Rosenberg's response to the amendments is par.
titularly interesting because of the important role he played in iden-
tifying the need for reform and in suggesting the shape the changes
should take. His evaluation in 1972 of the amended provision was
vigorously optimistic. The revised rule, he wrote,

tries to create a streamlined, updated, modernized apparatus for sanction
against obstructions or aggressions in the discovery process. Rule 37 provides
sharper teeth, has more flexible jaws, and has quicker responsiveness to abuses
in the discovery process than was available before.

Revised Rule 37 also corrects quite a few flaws in the sanctions mechanism
that turned up prior to the adoption of the 1970 amendments."'

If the ABA's current Special Committee for the Study of Dis-
covery Abuse is correct in its strongly held view that the version 0(
Rule 37 that emerged from the 1970 reforms "has not been effective
in curbing discovery abuse" and "is insufficient to bring about the
effective imposition of discovery sanctions,"'" on what grounds can
one be optimistic that yet another redrafting and streamlining
Rule 37 will result in significantly more effective enforcement of the
discovery rules? History strongly suggests that the problems that

147. Id, at 539.42. Glaser, among others, had concluded that one reason courts so web
invoked their sanctioning power was their belief that the most obviously available penal we
seemed too drastic. See W. Gusto, supra note 15, at 154.55.

148. Proposed Amendments, supra note 82, at 539.
149. Id. at 540.
150. Rosenberg, New Philosophy of Sanctions. in Ntw FEniutu. Crvn. DISCOMY Rum

Souncenoon 140 (W. Treadwell ed. 1972), quoted in Comment, supra note 40, at 361 n 6 The

author apparently shared Rosenberg's enthusiasm for the reforms.
151, Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 24.
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continue to plague the sanctioning machinery are not primarily at-
tributable to deficiencies in judicial power. Those problems appear
to stem, rather, from more fundamental sources. One such source,
ironically, may be the judiciary's laudable concern to see that dis-
nutes are resolved on the merits. As some commentators have.
pointed out, the courts have reluctantly imposed sanctions that
foreclose opportunities to reach the merits. This reluctance is in-
spired by the same spirit that motivates most modern procedural
reforms and is reinforced by the judiciary's conviction that it is
unfair to penalize clients for their lawyers' misconduct.'" The infre-
quent manner in which the modest costs of motions are imposed,'"
however, indicates that the courts' failure to enforce aggressively the
rules of discovery cannot be attributed primarily to their interest in
reaching the merits of a case or their concern about punishing
clients for the transgressions of their attorneys.

Another perhaps more persuasive explanation of the courts'
reticence might be traceable in large measure to the judges' under-
standing of how counsel must respond to the obligations and pres-
sures of adversarial advocacy. As former lawyers, most judges prob-
ably know from experience that the high commandment of loyalty
to the client and the intense adversary context in which that loyalty
must be proven can make resisting disclosure of damaging evidence
and using discovery devices to gain tactical advantages seem thor-
oughly consistent with the highest standards of the profession.
Judges know that litigators are required to resolve doubts in favor
of their clients and to pursue their clients' interests as zealously as
the bounds of the law permit.'" It is hardly surprising, therefore,
that judges who respect these rules, who were acculturated profes-
sionally under the adversary system, and who understand the pres-
sures it generates, tend to err on the side of lenience when asked to
sanction counsel who have fought perhaps too vigorously to protect
their clients.

Refining the machinery for imposing sanctions is unlikely to
produce a substantial increase in the use of sanctions if the judici-
ary's under- utilization of this sanctioning power is attributable to
its concern about reaching the merits of controversies and its sym-
pathy with the motives of counsel who resist disclosure. Nor is it
likely, however, that even a substantial increase in the use of sanc-

152. See W. GIASER, supra note 15, at 154; Rosenberg, supra note 91, at 495;
Developments in the LawDiscouery, supra note 15, at 990.91.

153. W, GLASER, supra note 15, at 154.56, 210.
154. ABA CODE, supra note 39, Canon 7, EC 7.1, 7.3.
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tions would root out the most troublesome problems facing modern
discovery. Since these problems are directly traceable to the adver-
sary and economic pressures which currently dominate discovery, et
high level of abuse will probably persist until some of these shaping
pressures can be changed.

The proposal by the two committees that appears to offer the
most promise for coping with the problems that plague discovery is
the utilization of a discovery conference.'" Under this proposal, the
court could hold such a conference if requested by either patty and
if certification has been presented to show that counsel have failed
to resolve through private negotiations the matters set forth in the
request for the conference.'" At the conference the court would have
broad powers to define issues, establish plans and schedules for
discovery, set limits on the discovery that is to take place, and
allocate discovery expenses. After the request for the conference and
the certification necessary to justify it are received, the court would
have control over both the scheduling and the scope of the confer-
ence.'"

In its comments to this proposal, the Special Committee
pointed out that the specific provisions of the proposed rule govern-
ing the discovery conference resulted from a compromise of conflict-
ing opinions and considerations. The most fundamental of these
conflicts apparently was over the extent to which control of discov-
ery "should be left to the adversary lawyers" or relegated at an early
stage to the judiciary.' It appears that the proponents of the view
that most of the control over discovery should remain in the hands
of the adversary lawyers prevailed. While in its comments the
"Committee urges strongly that at least the alternative of early
judicial control should be available," it also states that the new rule
would continue "to impose principal responsibility upon the litigat-
ing Bar for the preparation of a case."" Moreover, the Committee
contemplates that "the discovery conference should be the excel)
tion rather than the rule"' and that "in the great majority of cases,
opposing counsel should be able, without judicial intervention, to
formulate an appropriate plan and schedule of discovery in relation

155. See Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 624-26, Report of the Special Committee.
supra note 6, at 4. The proposals by the two committees for the discovery conference are is
substance indistinguishable.

156. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 4.
157. Id
158. Id at 5,
159. Id
160. Id at 6.
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to issues readily defined by agreement."'"
These expectations about the willingness and ability of oppos-

ing counsel to cooperate sufficiently to avoid the need for judicial
intervention in discovery seem overly optimistic. None of the
changes in the federal rules proposed by the committees purport to
convert adversary attorneys into allies. Nor do they attempt to re-
duce the competitive and economic pressures which so largely shape
conduct by litigating counsel. Without such changes in the condi-
tioning context within which attorneys work, it is unreasonable to
expect their basic instincts, objectives, and modes of behavior to
change. They will remain competitive, secretive, suspicious, and
cautious. They will aggressively pursue advantages for their clients
and will seek to capitalize on the vulnerabilities of opposing counsel
and parties. The Rules of Professional Responsibility, the fear of
being sued for malpractice, the desire to maximize their own fees,
and deeply ingrained adversarial habits will prevent them from co-
operating with or trusting an opponent whenever doing so appears
to jeopardize an interest of a client.

If the proposed discovery conference rule is adopted and if the
framing of an appropriate discovery plan by agreement remains the
exception rather than the rule, one of two developments would likely
ensue. First, the discovery conference would go largely unused.
There is nothing in the proposed rule that would make such confer-
ences mandatory, that would empower a court to call a conference
on its own initiative, or that would command opposing counsel to
try to define issues and frame a comprehensive discovery plan. Liti-
gators who presently enjoy the largely unregulated and unmonitored
environment of discovery or who fear early judicial intervention,
whether because it might be arbitrary, ill-informed, biased, or sim-
ply unpredictable, are unlikely to request a discovery conference.
Moreover, if their opponents' behavior makes judicial help seem
essential, counsel who are uncomfortable with the idea of early judi-
cial interference will probably resort to the limited motions that
currently are used in such circumstances. Even attorneys with more
hospitable attitudes toward judicial intervention might be inclined
to proceed with discovery without the optional conference, at least
until a clear need for it arose. Such factors as the time and energy

161 Id at 5 The Advisory Committee's note about the discovery conference expresses
similar expectations that requests for these conferences will not be made routinely, that
counsel should be able to resolve most discovery matters without judicial intervention, and
that the disci- cry conference should take place only in the exceptional case, The Advisory
Committee adds that it is "extremely reluctant even to appear to suggest additional burdens
for the district courts." Preliminary Draft, supra note 6, at 628.
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that would be consumed first by trying to reach a formal private

agreement with opposing counsel and then by requesting, preparing

for, and attending a discovery conference are likely to foster this

reluctance.
Second, discovery conferences would produce a substantial in-

crease in the cost of pretrial litigation. Under the committees' pro-

posal, an attorney will be granted a discovery conference only after

he has first attempted to reach an agree tent with opposing counsel

that would (1) identify the issues, (2) establish an overall discovery

plan, (3) schedule its components, and (4) define any limitations
that would be imposed on the use of inlividual discovery devices.
The attempt to reach such a broadly scoped agreement would be

very costly. That cost would result in part from the jockeying and

precautionary measures that are spawned by adversary relation-
ships and in part from the great complexity of the undertaking. For
example, discovery can include numerous devices, its needs can
change substantially over the course of a long pretrial period, those

needs can be very difficult to predict in the early stages of a law suit,

and counsel realize that their perception of what constitutes the

issues in a given case can change dramix.ically as a result of discov-

ery. Thus, the cost simply of trying to qualify for a discovery confer-

ence could be substantial.
The costs that would be generated by the discovery conference

would not be confined, of course, to satisfying this first requirement.
Substantial costs also would be generated in preparing the certifica-

tion describing the failure of the private effort, drafting the request

for the conference, which must include a statement of the issues, a

proposed plan and schedule of discovery, and suggested limitations

on the discovery proceedings, filing objections to the request for the

conference and responding to those objections, preparing for and

attending the conference itself, and protesting against or appealing

objectionable portions of the resulting discovery order. Finally,

since discovery needs and strategies can change greatly during the

pretrial period, it would be unreasonable not to anticipate signifi-

cant additional expenses arising as counsel attempt to make and to

resist the showings of good cause that are required under the pro-

posed rule in order to alter or amend an original discovery confer-

ence order.
Despite these serious reservations, the idea of a discovery con-

ference represents a step in a constructive direction. A discovery

conference that is not mandatory, however, and that takes place in

the present adversarial environment cannot contribute significantly

to solving the fundamental problems that plague modern discovery.
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Unless implementation of the discovery conference were accompa-
nied by major changes in the context within which discovery takes
place, the primary purposes of the conference would be frustrated
by the same adversarial and economic pressures that currently frus-
trate the purposes of the entire discovery apparatus.

While early and aggressive judicial intervention might prevent
some of the more obvious forms of discovery abusethe bad faith
use of discovery demands to impose suffocating burdens on theeco-
nomic and professional resources of less resourceful opponentsthe
discovery conference, by itself, would not enable the court either to
control the trial preparation process or to assure that parties dis-
close all the significant evidentiary information that they control.
The Special Committee's comments to the proposed rule suggest
that the availability of a discovery conference would create "the
alternative of early judicial control . . . .'" This is a false promise.
Without major changes in the adversary rules that shape the
pretrial environment, there can be no effective judicial control of
discovery. If the rules of the adversary game are left essentially
intact, interjecting a judicial officer into the discovery process will
simply add another adversary (the court) to the combat. Counsel
and clients will continue to conceal material evidence until clearly
compelled to divulge it, resist disclosure of damaging information,
and seek ways to gain advantages over opponents through the use
of discovery tools.

In order for judicial control to be effective, intelligent, and fair,
this control would have to be based on a thorough knowledge of the
matters in dispute. Under the current rules of litigation, however,
it would be virtually impossible for a judge to have that kind of
knowledge at an early discovery conference. Antagonistic lawyers,
loyal to their clients, certainly would not serve as reliable sources
of such knowledge. They would be willing to share with the court
only information that appeared beneficial to their clients. Moreover,
since the discovery conference would take place at an early point in
the litigation process, neither opposing counsel nor the court would
likely know enough to be able to uncover all the significant data
from a wily adversary. Nor does the court have the time to read all
the documents in all the files of all the parties. Without some assur-
ance that it knew as much about the case as the lawyers, the court
could neNer be confident that its discovery decisions would maxim-
ize the likelihood of uncovering all the relevant evidence, or that
they would impose no unfair burden or handicap on any party.

162. Report of the Special Committee, supra note 6, at 5.
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Because adversaries feel constrained to keep the court ignorant of
facts whenever doing so would be helpful to their clients, the court's
"control" would be rational and fair only fortuitously.

Nor would the proposed discovery conference give the court real

control over the design and execution of the discovery it ordered.
While in some cases a judge might be able to review interrogatories,

requests for admissions, and document production demands with.
out a great expansion of its resources, the court rarely would be able

to examine all the produced documents, to attend depositions and
physical examinations, to observe experiments and demonstrations,
to visit the scene of events, or to participate in other discovery
exercises. Because the court would be unable to monitor all these
important discovery processes, its control would remain limited and

incapable of assuring thorough, unbiased inquiries that would lead

to complete disclosure of all key data.

VIII. TOWARD AN ALTERNATIVE

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, I believe that discovery

cannot serve effectively its intended purposes unless substantial

changes are made both in the environment in which it is conducted

and in the extent and quality of judicial control over its processes.

While I will venture some suggestions for such changes, I cannot

pretend to offer a fully refined blueprint for an alternative discovery
system. Nor have I been able to explore all the ramifications that
might accompany the changes I propose. My hope, rather, is that
these recommendations will provoke within the profession a spirited

and constructive debate about the fundamental structure of civil

discovery.
The concerns that provoked the suggestions that follow were

eloquently articulated by Judge Frankel in his 1975 Cardozo Lec

ture:
(Wie may say that it is the rare case in which either side yearns to have the
witnesses, or anyone, give the whole truth. And our techniques for developing
evidence feature devices for blocking and limiting such unqualified revels.

tions.
The devices are too familiar to warrant more than a fleeting reminder. To

begin with, we leave most of the investigatory work to paid partisans, which

is scarcely a guarantee of thorough and detached exploration. Our courts wait
passively for what the parties will present, almost never knowingoften not
suspectingwhat the parties have chosen not to present. The ethical sten
dards governing counsel command loyalty and zeal for the client, but no pos.
tive obligation at all to the truth. Counsel must not knowingly break the law

or commit or countenance fraud. Within these unconflning limits, advocate:
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freely employ time-honored tricks and stratagems to block or distort the
truth.'"

The core of the changes I propose to combat these problems can
be summarized as follows: shifting counsel's principal obligation
during the investigation and discovery stage away from partisan
pursuit of clients' it terests and toward the court; imposing a duty
on counsel to investigate thoroughly the factual background of dis-
putes; imposing a duty on both counsel and client to disclose volun-
tarily, and at all stages of trial preparation, all potentially relevant
evidence and information; narrowing the reach of the attorney-
client privilege and the work product doctrine; making early discov-
ery conferences mandatory; substantially expanding the role of the
court in monitoring the execution of discovery; and requiring thor-
ough judicial review of, or participation in, all settlements that
exceed a specified dollar amount.

These reform proposals are logical derivatives of the basic
premise of this essaythat because the pressures generated and the
loyalties commanded by the adversary relationships currently dom-
inating litigation are largely resporlible for the frustration of the
purposes of discovery, meaningful reform does not seem possible
without changing these pressures and shifting these loyalties. To-
ward that end I recommend major changes in the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure and in the Code of Professional Responsibility,
changes designed to reduce as much as possible the sway of adver-
sary forces in the discovery process. The Code of Professional Re-
sponsibility, for example, currently treats litigation almost mono-
lithically, making few significant distinctions between criminal and
civil actions or between the various stages of lawsuits. A breakdown
of this monolithic approach is required. Canons and disciplinary
rules especially tailored to civil matters should be drafted. More-
over, ethical standards should be refined in order to distinguish
between the different requirements of the investigative and dis-
covery stages, on the one hand, and the trial and post-trial stages
on the other.

In particular, new rules of professional responsibility and civil
procedure should be fashioned for the investigative and discovery
stages. During these stages, counsel should be directed to view
themselves primarily as officers of the court rather than partisan
advocates. As officers of the court, counsel should be commanded
by new ethical directives and civil rules to search diligently for all
data that might help resolve disputes fairly and to share voluntarily

163. Frankel, supra note 1, at 1038 (emphasis in original).
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the results of their searches with both the court and the other parties
to the action. Under this new system, the court would determine at
discovery conferences how mLch investigation counsel would have
to undertake in given cases to comply with this general obligation,
In making this determination at the outset of the litigation and in
refining it over the course of the pretrial period, the court would
strive to balance the investigative burden equitably among all par.
ticipating counsel. Under the changes proposed here, counsel's pri.
mary loyalties during the trial and post-trial stages would remain
where they are today: to their clients.

The new ethical directives and civil rules also would make clew
that the duty to disclose voluntarily all potentially relevant infor
mation is not confined to the fruits of formal investigations but
extends to all material data, regardless of how it is acquired. As
Judge Frankel has suggested, such rules net only should compel
disclosure of material facts but should also explicitly forbid material
omissions.'" To be effective these commands to disclose would have
to be accompanied by several additional changes in current ethical

and procedural rules. The provision of the Code of Professional Re.

164. Id. at 1057. Judge Frankel was courageous enough to submit in his essay a draft
of e new disciplinary rule which he hoped would compel full disclosure. His effort deserves

reproduction here:
(1) In his representation of a client, unless prevented from doing so by a privilege

reasonably believed to apply, a lawyer shall:
(a) Report to the court and opposing counsel the existence of relevant evidence
or witnesses where the lawyer does not intend to offer such evidence or witnesses.

(b) Prevent, or when prevention has proved unsuccessful, report to the court
and opposing counsel the making of any untrue statement by client or witness
or any omission to state a material fact necessary in order to make statements

made. in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not mi...
leading.
(c) Question witnesses with a purpose and design to elicit the whole truth,

including particularly supplementary and qualifying matters that render evi
dente already given more accurate, intelligible, or fair than it otherwise would

be

(2) In the construction and application of the rules in subdivision (1), a lawyer will be

held to possess knowledge he actually has or, in the exercise of reasonable diligence.

should have.
Key words in the draft, namely, in (Mb), have been plagiarized, of course, from the

Securities and Exchange Commission's rule 106.5. That should serve not only for re

spectability; it should also answer, at least to some extent, the complaint that the draft

would impose impossibly stringent standards. The morals we have evolved for business

clients cannot be deemed unattainable by the legal profession.
Id. at 1057.58 (footnote omitted). This draft obviously falls short of the comprehensive direr.

tive 1 envision. It is heavily trial oriented, for example, and fails to command counsel to

disclose in advance of trial all the information that might be helpful in resolving the dispute

Moreover, its exclusion of arguably privileged material substantially circumscribes its KoPe

and might provide counsel with a rationale for evading the duty it seeks to impose.
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sponsibility that directs litigators to resolve all doubts in favor of
their clients,'" for example, would have to be modified so as to apply
only to legal arguments made during the trial and post-trial stages.
A new ethical prescription would have to be added that would com-
pel litigators during the investigative and discovery stages to resolve
all doubts in favor of the broadest investigation and the fullest
possible disclosure.

This comprehensive duty to disclose also would have to be inte-
grated with the various privileges against disclosure and the work
product doctrine. The specific character of that integration would
be an extremely important and complex matter that is beyond the
scope of this essay. It is important to note, however, that meaningful
disclosure probably could not be accomplished without significantly
narrowing the current reach of both the attorney-client privilege and
the work product doctrine. An attorney's work product, for example,
could not be permitted to embrace the results of private interviews
with witnesses. Indeed, work product probably would have to be
confined very narrowly to legal research, legal theorizing, and tacti-
cal planning. Similarly, the attorney-client privilege in civil actions
would have to be narrowed in order to prevent clients and counsel
from using it to shield factual information from disclosure. Clients
still might be permitted to prevent disclosure of specific feelings,
opinions, and theories that relate to the litigation, but they would
not be allowed to invoke the privilege as a means of denying access
by the court and opposing parties to material evidence.

This proposed shift during the discovery stage of counsel's pri-
mary obligation away from purely partisan advocacy and toward
full disclosure has some potentially troublesome implications for the
traditional relationship between counsel and client. For example,
clients might feel more pressure not to divulge to their attorney
evidence they fear could damage their case. Clients also might feel
that it is unfair to ask them to pay an attorney whose loyalties are
divided between serving a public interest in justice and the clients'
private interest in victory. While these problems could be signifi-
cant, their dimensions are readily subject to exaggeration, and they
probably are not insurmountable. Even under current rules, for ex-
ample, clients frequently are reluctant to share clearly inculpating
evidence with their attorneys. Such reluctance may stem from
clients' failure to understand the ways the rules of professional re-
sponsibility and evidence can work to protect them, from their fear
of being morally condemned by their lawyer, or from cynical appre-

165. ABA Coos, supra note 39, EC 7-3.
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ciation that if they share certain information with their attorney
they lose full control over whether it will be disclosed. In short, it
simply is not clear that the changes I propose would alter to a
considerable extent the way most clients share information with
their counsel. It seems reasonable to predict that clients who are
predisposed to be honest with their attorneys probably would con-

tinue to be so, and that clients who are not so predisposed probably

would not change their behavior in significant ways.
Nor does it seem likely that clients would mount a massive

resistance to payment of fees to lawyers whose obligations during

the discovery stage were more equally divided than they are today
between advocacy and disclosure. While re-education of some
clients' expectations might be required, the percentage of clients
who would be willing to insist publicly that they have a right to buy

legal service for the purpose of securing unfair results is probably

small. Nor is there any obvious reason for encouraging users of the

legal system to believe they enjoy a right to pursue injustice by

whatever means are not explicitly proscribed by the unusual ethical

rules of the legal profession. The changes I propose, however, would

not deprive clients of the vigorous representation of committed ad.

vocates. Litigators would continue to fight, even during the discov-

ery stage, for exposure and interpretation of evidence favorable to

their clients. The only substantial difference between the current

system and the rules I propose would be that lawyers and clients

would not be permitted to deliberately distort the. decisionmaking

process by failing to disclose relevant information.
This mandate to disclose would not be fully effective, however,

without establishing the procedural machinery for making disclo-

sures and for enforcing the duty to disclose. There probably are

several different procedural forms that could be devised to act as the

principal vehicle for disclosure. Certain minimum features, how-

ever, should be included. One is to reduce the disclosed information

as completely as possible to some permanently recorded form. This

requirement is essential in order to assure the reliable sharing of

information between all parties and the court, to preserve the

shared information, to establish the record necessary to control the

presentation of evidence at trial, and to evaluate the propriety of

imposing sanctions for breaching the duty to disclose. Another re-
quirement that should be built into the disclosure procedure calls

for periodic updating and supplementing of the information pro.

vided at the initial stages of the litigation process. There are two

junctures at which some formal disclosure should be required in

every civil action: (1) immediately after the issues have been joined
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through the filing of pleadings; and (2) at the close of the first major
investigative period. New rules also should make some provision,
however, for subsequent periodic disclosures, the precise timing of
which might best be left for determination by the judge presiding
over the discovery conferences.

Since the duty to disclose is a central feature of the procedures
I am proposing, devising a set of controls, encouragements, and
sanctions that would maximize compliance with this duty is criti-
cally important. Candor compels acknowledgement, however, that
designing a just and effective system of incentive and enforcement
for this purpose would be a most difficult task. No such system
could eliminate the possibility of abuse or thwart every evasive
effort by the intentionally dishonest. There are, however, several
measures whose implementation could reduce substantially the
likelihood of certain repeated breaches of this duty to disclose that
would jeopardize most seriously the fairness of the proposed proce-
dures.

One such measure would be to require both counsel and client
to swear under oath on every disclosure occasion and at the close of
the pretrial period that they had searched diligently for and dis-
closed all information that arguably might be relevant to the dis-
pute in question. Rules of court and of professional responsibility
would make it clear that a disingenuous oath could expose counsel
and client to a range of serious sanctions, including conviction of
perjury, citation for contempt, dismissal of claims or defenses, entry
of judgment against the offending party, and the full range of profes-
sional disciplinary actions, including permanent disbarment. New
rules also could be framed that would prohibit a party from using
for any purpose evidence that was subject to the duty to disclose,
but was not disclosed, provided counsel or client knew or should
have known of the evidence. In appropriate circumstances this pro-
hibition could be extended to any additional information or evi-
dence that the offending party or attorney would not have acquired
without the information or evidence that was not disclosed.

Another device that might prove useful in enforcing the duty
to disclose would be to require counsel and client to identify for the
court and other parties all the sources from which information or
evidence was sought. At a minimum this rule should compel attor-
neys and parties to provide sufficient information to enable the
court or representatives of other parties to locate each consulted
source. This information would equip other interested parties and
the court to pursue the matter if they chose to do so. The scope of
the information this rule would require from parties could be ex-
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panded if experience proved such an expansion necessary. In the
alternative, the rule could vest in judges monitoring discovery the
power to fix the extent of this requirement in accordance with the
needs of individual cases. Either "n given cases or in all actions, for
example, attorneys and parties . uld be required to provide suffi-
cient information not only to identify and locate each possible
source but also to ascertain the issues or subject matters about
which the person who initially consulted the source thought it might
offer information.

A series of mandatory discovery conferences would be essential,
at least in the more complex cases, in order to achieve all the objec-
tives of this alternative system for gathering and sharing data. Such
conferences, over which judges or magistrates would preside, would
equip courts to monitor discovery and disclosure in greater detail.
The scope and number of such conferences could be tailored to the
size of individual cases. In smaller and less complex suits, for exam-
ple, the conferences could be brief and the extent of judicial inter-
vention might be quite limited.

The first discovery conference should be held immediately after
the issues have been established by the filing of responsive plead-
ings. This initial conference would have several purposes. First, it
would define clearly the legal and factual matters that are relevant
and actually in dispute. Second, this initial conference would deter-
mine whit potentially relevant information might be within the
control of, or most readily accessible to, each of the parties. As part
of the process leading to this determination, the parties and their
counsel would be required to identify all possible sources of relevant
testimonial and tangible evidence. They would be asked not only to
list prospective witnesses and types of potentially relevant docu-
ments, but also to describe the content of the information each
possible source might be expected to yield. Such lists would be
drafted and filed several days before the first discovery conference
was to convene and would provide each party with an opportunity
not only to state its version of the issues but also to tell the court
what kinds of data other parties should be required to search for and
produce. While requirements like these would impose potentially
costly burdens on clients and counsel, the extent of those burdens
would vary in direct proportion to the size and complexity of the
case. Complying with these requirements in small or simple cases
would not be a major or taxing undertaking. Moreover, the extra
systematic work and expense at this early stage might result in an
overall reduction in the cost of the litigation.

Based on the information presented prior to and during the
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initial discovery conference, the court would issue its first investiga-
tive order. In addition to defining issues and identifying uncon-
tested legal and factual points, this order would specifically define
the scope and the components of the investigation each party was
to undertake. For example, the order might direct one party to
search for certain categories of documentary and other tangible evi-
dence, to arrange for medical or vocational examinations of parties,
to have specified photographs taken, or to obtain statements from
certain prospective witnesses.

Determining how to handle the acquisition of oral information
from witnesses and parties during this investigative stage would
require a thorough examination of alternatives and conflicting val-
ues that is beyond the scope of this essay. One conclusion to which
such an examination might well lead, however, is that all parties
and witnesses should be required to submit sworn statements in
which they detail all the factual information they have about the
issues in dispute. In some circumstances it might be preferable to
have a judge, magistrate, or clerk take these statements, especially
from key witnesses. To improve the likelihood that the statements
would contain all the essential background information and would
cover all the subject areas in dispute, the judiciary and state bars
could work together to develop forms to guide the interviewer.
Counsel and the court could adapt and amplify these forms during
discovery conferences to fit the needs of given lawsuits. Where the
circumstances warrant it, the statements of important witnesses
and of parties could be videotaped for subsequent study by the courtand counsel.

Such statements would serve several purposes. They would
equalize access to important information. They also would provide
a means of reducing surprise at trial and of deterring both perjury
and more subtle self-serving shifts in testimony. These purposes
could be further promoted by prohibiting testimony at trial, at leastin the absence of very compelling special showings, that went be-yond or was inconsistent with information in the statements or inother pretrial discovery documents. The existence of such state-
ments also, could substantially reduce deposition costs. In many
instances the content of a statement might persuade counsel or the
court that deposing the witness was unnecessary. The likelihood
that counsel would be so satisfied probably would increase if the
statements were taken by a judicial officer and were videotaped.
Even when the statements did not eliminate the need for deposi-
tions, they could be used by the courts and the lawyers to sharpenthe focus and to limit the scope of deposition questioning. When a
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statement appears to the court to be sufficiently comprehensive, the
court may require a showing of good cause before permitting the
deposition of the witness who gave it. Similarly, in appropriate cir-
cumstances the court could issue an order confining the questions
in the deposition to certain topics or purposescross-examination
to develop bases for impeachment, for example.

The court order resulting from the initial discovery conference
would fix the date for the first follow-up conference. It also would
direct counsel to complete their assigned investigative work and to
file the results far enough in advance of this second conference to
permit the court, other counsel, and parties to evaluate the submit-
ted materials and to frame questions, objections to the quality of the
investigation, nr requests for additional probes. At the follow-up
conference the court would review the quality of compliance with its
first discovery order. During this review it would report its impres-
sions of the materials filed by counsel, hear arguments about com-
pliance problems, consider requests for additions to or modifications
of its initial order, and evaluate the propriety of imposing sanctions
for deficiencies in the investigative performances by the attorneys
or for failures by parties to cooperate in the disclosure process. Using
the data generated in the first investigative effort, the court might
undertake to refine the list of issues in dispute and to extend the
list of factual and legal points about which the parties agreed. In

some cases this follow-up conference also might be an appropriate
time to consider motions to dismiss or for summary judgment, or to

begin actively encouraging settlement.
If the court were unable to dispose of the matter by any of these

means, it would proceed to consider needs for additional investiga-
tion and requests from counsel to conduct limited adversary discov-

ery. In considering how best to advance the case toward trial and
to encourage settlement, the court would begin with presumptions
in favor of minimizing the amount of adversary discovery and max-

imizing the use of more straightforward investigative tools. Despite
these presumptions, however, the court would permit certain tradi-
tional forms of adversary discovery when convinced that they are
the most likely means to establish reliable evidence or are necessary
to assure parties of adequate trial preparation. Depositions of ex-

perts and of key party-witnesses probably would fall with some
frequency into this category. At this relatively mature stage in the

litigation, the court also might permit parties to serve limited num-

bers of specific requests for admissions or, less frequently, interroga-

tories.
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This alternative system for gathering and organizing informa-
tion obviously contemplates a much larger and more aggressive
pretrial role for the judiciary. In addition to the functions described
in the preceding paragraphs, this expanded role should include the
power to participate directly in both the investigation and discovery
stages of litigation. A court should be empowered, for example, to
pose written or oral questions to parties, witnesses, or attorneys
whenever the court is unsatisfied with the quality or comprehen-
siveness of questions propounded by counsel. Similarly, a court on
its own initiative should be able to request admissions of fact and
the production of documents from parties. It also should be permit-
ted to participate in depositions directly or through a magistrate or
clerk. While these kinds of powers should exist to improve the likeli-
hood that neither the incompetence nor the adversary motives of
counsel will leave major holes in the evidentiary record, judges
should be directed to employ these tools sparingly and only when
required to do so in the interests of justice.

Expansion of the judiciary's role in pretrial processes should
include one additional dimension. Court approval should be re-
quired for all settlements that exceed a specified dollar value, such
as $5000. Moreover, to make such approval meaningful, a judge,
preferably the one who has monitored the investigation and discov-
ery in the case, should either participate directly in the final settle-
ment negotiations or thoroughly review the terms of the settlement
agreement before it is signed. The purpose of such well-informed
judicial involvement would be to decrease the likelihood that dis-
parities in the resources of parties or the competence of counsel will
result in an unjust settlement.

The changes I propose obviously would increase greatly the
burdens on the judiciary and require a major expansion of its per-
sonnel and supportive resources. While implementing the proposals
discussed here clearly would increase the direct dollar cost to the
public of resolving civil disputes, such changes might well reduce
the total consumption of social resources for which litigation cur-
rently is responsible."' Substantial savings might be achieved by
removing adversary jockeying as much as possible from the process
of gathering and organizing the relevant factual information and by
increasing the judiciary's capacity to rationalize and streamline the
process of preparing cases for trial. Savings also might be realized

I66 Careful cost analysis of the existing system and of all arguably feasible alternatives
obviously would be necessary before launching any attempt to make major institutional
Changes of the kind I propose.
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through the court's ability to encourage fair settlements during or
at the close of the investigative stage, before adversary struggles
begin their voracious consumption of clients' and society's re-
sources. One of the hopes that inspires these proposals is that by
increasing direct expenditures on the process of dispute resolution,

we can decrease its indirect and overall social cost.
Nor can it be seriously disputed that this overall social cost is

high. Presently, the cost of discovery even in cases of modest size

can be sufficiently high to discourage all but the wealthiest clients

from using the courts.'" The immense economic cost of discovery in

larger '.4ad more complex litigation has been a subject of great con-

cern 'nor many years)" Moreover, these massive expenditures on
discovery are not confined to large private corporations. A govern-

mental agency or other publicly supported entity is often a party to
the most complicated and costly civil actions. One current example

is the FTC's antitrust action againstseveral major oil companies.'"

In these proceedings, thousands ofattorney hours already have been

committed to discovery, even though only the tip of the evidentiary
iceberg has been disclosed. The point here is that when the govern-

ment is involved in litigation, taxpayers bear the cost. Even when
the only parties to complex litigation are private corporations, the
public generally absorbs much of the cost of resolving the dispute.
Corporate parties pass along their litigation costs to consumers in

the same way they pass along their other business costs.
These observations about the financing of major litigation are

intended to dispel simplistic illusions that the great cost of civil
discovery in complex cases is not a social problem because large
corporate litigants bear the brunt of that cost. If it is true that only

the users of the legal process pay for our costly system of dispute

167. A dozen years ago an experienced Philadelphia trial attorney suggested one sty

of calculating part of the cost of discovery in smaller litigation. Griffin, supra note 40. Griffin

estimated that a modest discovery schedule in a simple lawsuit could consume about 75 how

of an attorney's time. Id. at 15.16. At a 350 per hour fee, the cost of that attorney's time is

discovery would be 83750. That figure, of course, does not include the cost of stenogrsikin

transcription of depositions, of document productions and duplications,of medical cumin'.

tiona, or of consultations by experts. From these figures it is clear that the investigationsad

discovery necessary to prepare for even a simple trial could cost well in excess of $50:0-1

sum that makes litigation by individualsof anything but major disputes economically infesi.

ble.
168. Even the interpreters of the data produced by the Columbia University Faii

Survey conceded that in "the heavy.discovery case," discovery "can become expensive is

both time and money, in comparison with the average case." W. Gusts, supra not. 15,st

201. See also Kaufman, supra note 11, at 121.22.
169. See generally FTC v. Texaco, Inc., 555 F.2d 862 (D.C. Cir. 1977); Exxon Corp '

FTC, 436 F. Supp. 1019 (D. Del. 1977); Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 436 F. Supp. 1012 (D. Del.17711

Exxon Corp. v, FTC, 411 F. Supp. 1362 (D. Del. 1976).
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resolution, then virtually all of us are its users. Indirectly, as taxpay-
ers, consumers, and shareholders, most Americans foot some por-
tion of the bill for most of the major litigation in this country. It
follows, then, that the dollar cost of complex commercial litigation
between private parties is a societal problem in whose solution vir-
tually every citizen has a real economic interest.

The great economic cost of litigation, of which discovery is a
major component" brings in its wake potentially damaging social
costs. Low and moderate income individuals are effectively denied
access to our principal system of dispute resolution. Litigants who
can penetrate that system's entry barriers experience great financial
pressure to settle disputes without regard to the merits of competing
claims. Even large corporate litigants are increasingly concerned
with the cost of litigation. Dispute resolution for these parties has
become almost exclusively a matter of business judgment. The so-
cial fabric will be worn dangerously thin if the cost of litigation
leaves too many people feeling either that they cannot afford to use
the machinery of civil justice, or that the burdens imposed by that
machinery force them to forsake legitimate goals.

As significant as these rs -mems are, however, they do not rep-
resent the ultimate social cost of our present discovery system that
institutionalizes pressures on adversaries to limit and to distort the
flow of relevant information. This cost results instead from the fail-
ure of the system to provide assurance that disputes will be resolved
fairly. Adversary discovery leaves the achievementof justice in large
part to chance. A system in which fairness is fortuitous invites the
alienation of the people it should serve and cynicism in the profes-
sionals who run it. Popular alienation from our system of justice has
been notoriously widespread for generations"' and is the greatest
single social cost of the adversary method of discovery.

The social and economic costs that result from the adversary
nature of our discovery process are too high. This conclusion is
compelled by the strong probability that the principal advantages
that are attributed to the adversary character of this process could
be preserved in large measure in an alternative system. According
to Professor Rosenberg, Hickman v. Taylor"' and its progeny have
sought to safeguard the "integrity of the cdversarial process" in the
pretrial stage for two main reasons: to protect lawyers' "morale"

170. See W. Gusts, supra note 15, at 177.81; Rosenberg, supra note 91, at 480.81.
171 For what has come to be regarded u the seminal discussion of this problem byan

American lawyer, see Pound, The Causes of Popular Dissatisfactionwith the Administration
of Justice, 40 Am. L. Flu. 729 (1906).

172. 329 U.S. 495 (1947).
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and to "assure that both sides of the case will exert independent
efforts in its preparation."'" That the "morale" of attorneys is so
fragile, so dependent on opportunities to secure unfair advantages,

or so important as to outweigh society's interest in justice is not
obvious. Moreover, on closer examination it appears that the Su-
preme Court's interest in counsel's morale is indistinguishable from
the Court's interest in bilateral preparation of cases. The Court's
ultimate concern is to institutionalize assurances that the process

of locating and interpreting evidence will benefit from the clash of

competing minds.
It is by no means clear that preserving the extensive sway that

adversarial forces enjoy under current discovery procedures is neces-

sary to protect these concerns of the Court. The changes I propose
would preserve counsel's motivation to push for full disclosure be-
tween adversaries and would leave ample room for the competitive
examination and interpretation of evidence. Moreover, these
changes would add, in the person of the court, a third informed

perspective to the fray. This development would replace bilateral
preparation with the even greater assurance of thoroughness and
fairness that would result from a truly "trilateral" system.

Moreover, the suggestions offered here would leave the adver-

sary character of civil trials fully intact. The greatest benefits of

qlversary litigation derive not from competitive efforts to limit and

manipulate the flow of information but from dialectical evaluation

of the relevant evidence. The drafters of the rules of discovery in-
tended to leave dialectics in the courtroom; they did not expect it

to play a major role in the process of collecting relevant information.
It is arguable, in fact, that one of the primary goals of the propo-

nents of the rules of discovery was to improve trial dialectics by

substantially reducing the role of unfettered competition in the

pretrial process. The drafters of these rules and their judicial allies

seem to have realized that dialectics and Darwinism are not identi-

cal, and that the Darwinian character of trial preparation jeopar-
dizes the attainment of dialectical truth at trial. It should be equally

obvious today that the value of even the most vigorous dialectical

process is necessarily limited by the data upon which that process
operates. In short, the reliability of a system designed to ascertain

the truth is a function of the quality of both the intellectual process
employed and the information to which that process is applied. The

goal of the changes I propose is to improve the scope and quality of

173. Rosenberg, supra note 15, at 492.93. Professor Rosenberg also refers
to the letter

factor as the courts' interest in "bilateral" preparation. Id. at 493.
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that information. What I have tried to show is that the adversarial
character of civil discovery creates intense pressures which system-
atically militate against the production of all the information neces-
sary to resolve disputes fairly. If my thesis is correct, measures
designed to reduce the sway of adversary forces in the pretrial arena
offer the only real hope of making significant advances toward
achieving discovery's two primary purposesthe ascertainment of
truth and the encouragement of just settlements.

To imply that implementing the kinds of changes I propose
would involve neither risk nor cost would be both foolish and &sin-
genuous. I believe, however, that there is a strong possibility that
the risks and costs that would attend these changeswould be greatly
outweighed by a substantial reduction in both the debilitating role
fortuity plays in civil litigation and in the social and economic
strains imposed by current discovery procedures. What is required
is a sophisticated empirical evaluation of the efficiency of the cur-
rent system and of the extent to which adversary and economic
pressures distort the informational package that reaches the parties
and the courts.'" If such a study demonstrates that the current
sIdem of discovery is as inefficient and disfunctional as I believe it
is, then the legal community should make a major commitment to
designing alternatives and to analyzing fully their economic and
functional implications.

174 Professor Sherman Cohn of the Georgetown University Law Center has recently
completed (and not yet published) a survey of local discovery rules and practices in federal
district courts While Professor Cohn's research does not address the fundamental issues
descnbed here, it contributes useful foundation information for future studies.

A major effort to study discovery in practice is also presently taking place, under the
direction of William Eldridge, by the Federal Judicial Center. Thus far, the study has focused
on discovery practices in six United States district courts. The first stage of the study, which
au completed in June 1978, attempted to determine the extent to which discovery machinery
is used The next stage of the study plans to identify the types of casts where discovery
problems are most pronounced.
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Federal Discovery: A Survey of Local Rules
and Practices in View of Proposed Changes to
the Federal Rules

Shernifin L. Cohn*

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, except for the :limited role played by pleadings
and bills of particulars, the attorney in a law court did not disclose
evidentiary matters until trial.' "A judicial proceeding was a battle
of wits rather than a search for the truth,'" and thus, each side was
protected to a large extent against disclosure of hiscase until counsel
chose to disclose it at trial. This philosophy changed some forty years
ago with the introduction of discovery in the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. In the words of Mr. Justice Murphy, the discovery rules
meant that "civil trials in the federal courts no longer need be carried
on in the dark. The way is now clear, consistent with recognized
privileges, for the parties to obtain the fullest possible knowledge of
the issueb and facts before trial."' Or, as another observer saw it,
"[rnjodern instruments of discovery . . . together with pretrial pro-
cedures make a trial less a game of blind man's bluff and more a fair
contest with the basic issues and facts disclosed to the fullest practic-
able extent."'

The 1938 federal discovery rules maintained the basic premise of
the adversary system. It was left to counsel to determine how to
proceed in discovery matters. A matter came before a judge only
when there was an objection or a failure to carry out discovery. Thus,

Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center.
This Article was written under a contract with the Federal Judicial Center, and

draws upon data obtained in a survey of the federal courts conducted by the Center,
noted throughout the Article. A staff paper prepared by Thad M. Guyer of the Federal
Judicial Center was also a fundamental aid in the preparation of this Article. T. Gunk
Swim or LocAr. Ciro. DISCOVIMY Paocsotmas (FJC Staff Paper 77-1, 1977).

The conclusions reached and opinions expressed in this Article are solely those of
the author, and are not attributable to the Federal Judicial Center.

The author wishes to express his special appreciation for the valuable assistance
of Daniel R. Kane, E.q., and Keith R. Fisher, in the compilation of materials used in
the Article.

1. Although the law courts had no discovery in a sense recognizable today, an
attorney could file a "bill of discovery" in an equity court for use in a law court, but
the device was cumbersome. See Pressed Steel Car Co. v. Union Pac. R.R., 241 F. 964,
966.67 (S.D.N.Y. 1917). Equity courts did provide much more discovery. See generally
F. JAMS & G. HALOS), Crvn. Paoctauan 171.73 (2d ed. 1977).

2. 8 C. Warm* & A. Matas, Franakt. PRAcncx AND NOMA= I 2001 (1969).
3. Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 496, 501 (1947).
4. United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 68283 (1958) (Douglas,

J.).
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a deposition was to operate without the intervention of a judge unless

the deponent or a party sought a protective order,' or unless a depo-

nent failed to appear for a deposition or refused to answer a question

and a sanction was requested.' Interrogatories were to operate extra-

judicially unless an objection was made, whereupon the matter was

automatically set down for court ruling' Requests for documents and

for physical or mental examinations were exceptions; they were to go

to a judge upon motion and good cause shown.'
In 1970, the discovery rules were overhauled to reflect the experi-

ence of the preceding three decades.' One purpose was to reduce the

time that judges were to spend on discovery matters." Objections to
interrogatories no longer go automatically to a judge for ruling, but
await the interrogator's decision as to whether the objection is well

taken, whether the information might be obtained by some other

means, and whether the matter is important enough to warrant judi-

cial intervention." Also, the good cause requirement for motions to

force the production of documents and other tangible things" has
been replaced by a mere request of another party for the production

of such items." Agaili, a court becomes involved only when the party

requesting discovery seeks an order compelling production that was

refused or objected to." Thus, the mold of federal discovery, particu-

larly at recast in 1970, is to leave the discovery process to counsel.

As then District Judge Kaufman observed, "the whole discovery pro-

cedure contemplates an absence of judicial intervention in the run-

of-the-mill discovery attempt." A court becomes involved only when

a dispute arises between counsel and a motion for a protective order"

5. Fro. R. Crv. P. 30(b) (1938). Citations to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

as originally enacted in 1938 are indicated by that date. Many of these have since been

renumbered and otherwise altered by the amendments discussed in the text accom-

panying notes 9.14 infra.
6. Fro. R. Ctv. P. 37(a) (1938).
7. FED. R. Ctv. P. 33 (1938).
8. FED. R. Ctv. P. 34 (1938).
9. See, e.g., Cotuusu LAW SmootPlanar FOR Errzervis Jugncl, Fir.u) Swear

or FEDERAL Pltrrium, DiscovERY (1964) (study conducted under the direction of Profes-

sor Maurice Rosenberg ofColumbia Law School, referred to in the Explanatory State-

ment Concerning the 1970 Amendments of the Discovery Rules, United States Judicial

Conference) (hereinafter cited as FIELD Suavayl.

10. See. e.g., Fan, R. Crv. P. 33(a), Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amend-

ment, 28 U.S.C. app, 455 (1976); Fm. R. Ctv. P. 34(a), Notes of Advisory Committee

on 1970 Amendment, 28 U.S.C. app. 458 (1976); Brown, Proposed Changes to Rule 33

Interrogatories and Rule 37 Sanctions, Ii Aluz. L. Rcv. 443, 446.47 (1969).

11. FED. R. Cm. P. 33(a).
12. FED, R. Cry. P. 34 (1938).
13. FED. R. Crv. P. 34(b).
14. FED. R. Crv. P. 37(a).
15, Kaufman, Judicial Control Over Discovery, 28 F.R.D. 111, 116 (1960).

16, FED, R. Crv. P. 26(c).
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or a request to compel discovery or for unctions is brought'?
While discovery appear. to work well in the vast majority of

cases," serious problems have arisen. Chief Justice Burger has noted
that "there is a wideipreid belief that pretrial proceduresare being
used excessively and the process is lengthening litigation." In par-
ticular, he observed, lejxcessive use of pretrial discovery can be
used as a weapon against a financially weak litigant." The press has
characterized discovery as being "insanely expensive and very nearly
endless."21 A task force established by the American Bar Association
(ABA) as a follow-up on the National Conference on the Causes of
Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice in April
1976, stated:

Substantial criticism has been leveled at the operation of the rules
of discoveryr] it is alleged that abuse is widespread, serving to
escalate the cost of litigation, to delay adjudication unduly and to
coerce unfair settlements. Ordeal by pretrial procedures, it has been
said, awaits the parties to a civil law suit."

These abuses are attributed to counsel who use discovery for
fishing expeditions, who roam widely under a discovery scheme that
permits inquiry generally into any matter within the "subject matter
involved in the pending action," who delay completion of discovery,
and who force undue expense on opposing counsel by extensive inter-
rogatories, by requests for production of unnecessarily large numbers
of documents, and by production of documents in large, unorganized
lots in response to interrogatories and production requests.*

17. Fan. R. Cry. P. 37.
18. The first finding we brought back from the field was that Federal
discovery is on the whole working well and doing the main work it was
intended to do . . . .

. . .101n the whole there is no sign of major disenchantment or disas-
trous malfunctioning in the pretrial discovery system as it now operates.

Rosenberg, Changes Ahead in Federal Pretrial Discovery, 45 F.R.D. 479, 488, 490
(1968)(commenting upon FIZID Suitver, supra note 9).

19. How to Break Logjam in Courts, U.S. Niws & WOMID RV., Dec. 19, 1977,
at 21, 24 (interview with Chief Justice Burger).

20. Id.
21. Editorial, Pretrial Punishment, Bus. Wax, Dec. 12, 1977, at 162.
22. Here the task force cites to Kirkham, Complex Civil LitigationHave Good

Intentions Gone Awry?, 70 F.R.D. 199, 202.04 (1978); Rifkind, Are We Asking Too
Much of Our Courts?, 70 F.R.D. 96, 107 (1976).

23. ABA, Ration or POUND CoNrsaswes Fou.ow-Ur TASK Fancy 27 (1976). See,
Griffin, Discovery: A Criticism of the Practice, 1 Foam 11, 13 (1966) (published by
the ABA Section of Insurance, Negligence, and Compensation Lew) ("The aim (of
discovery) is admirable . . . Nut it has not been achieved. Open-book discovery is
an albatross around the neck of tip trial bar . . . .").

24. Fan. R. Crv. P. 26(b)(1).
25. Although an unlimited number of examples of discovery abuses could be

shown, two illustrations will suffice: 508
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As the abuses in discovery have surfaced, proposals for reform
have again been made. Two major proposals for changes in the Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure are those of the Advisory Committee on
Civil Rules of the United States Judicial Conference," and of a Spe-
cial Committee for the Study of Discovery Abuse of the ABA Section
of Litigation." Still other proposals have emerged from a Second
Circuit Commission on the Reduction of Burdens and Costa in Civil

Litigation?'

I recall that on one occasion when we were representing a taxi company,
counsel for the plaintiff served us with a printed set of interrogatories asking

the defendant corporation whether it had a driver's license, where it learned

to drive, whether it was married or divorced, and even asked the taxi com-

pany whether it had any children.
Savell, Basic Use of Discouery ProceduresSome Practical Problems, 3 FORUM 197,

199.200 (1968) (published by the ABA Section on Insurance, Negligence and Com-

pensation Law). A similar problem was noted in Blanchard LumberCo. v. S.S. Poly-

rover, 224 F. Supp. 601 (S.D.N.Y. 1963), where Judge Weinfeld described a set of
150 interrogatories as "of a drag-net nature, which not only are unduly burdensome

and oppressive, but seek information irrelevant to the fundamental issue in this suit."

Id. at 602.
Two major aspects of the problem should be noted. First, the adversary system

gives a dual role to counsel. Counsel is torn between often irreconcilable obligations:

to ultimate justice, in his capacity as an officer of the court, and to his client, to whom

the desire for triumph is paramount even at justice's expense. It is in the defending
party's interest to utilize those tactics which will cause delay or extra expense to the

opponent. Conversely, it is often in the plaintiff's interest to make discovery so exten-

sive and so expensive as to make a "good" settlement appear cheap in comparison.

Second, there is the search for the proper role of the trial judge in a system overbur-

dened with cases. As noted earlier, the philosophy of modern discovery is premised

upon minimizing judicial involvement in the discovery process. Even with the current

rules, however, there is a feeling on the part of some that too much judicial time is

now being consumed in discovery matters. Yet, if courts are to become further involved

in controlling counsel's action or inaction in the use of discovery, in order to work

toward the ultimate goal of "just, speedy, and inexpensive" determination of contro-

versies, Fan. R. Ctv. P. 1, more court time necessarily will have to be devoted to polic-

ing discovery.
26. Comm-rex ON Rut= or Prtscrica AND Paocznuar., JUDICIAL CONFERENCE or

ma UNrrw STATES, PRELIMINARY Daarr or PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL

RULES or Ctvu. PROCEDURE (Mar. 1978), reprinted in 77 F.R.D. 613 (1978) [hereinafter

cited as 1978 Pitman Darn). A revised draft-was issued by the Advisory Committee

in February 1979, reprinted with separate pagination in 588 F.2d (Supp. No. 2, Feb.

12, 1979) and 461 F. Supp. (Supp. No. 2, Feb. 12, 1979) [hereinafter cited as 1979

REVISED Duff!.
As of this writing, the Revised Preliminary Draft is before the bar for comment.

If finally adopted by the Advisory Committee on Rules and Practice to the United
States Judicial Conference, and in turn by the Judicial Conference to the United

States Supreme Court, the proposed change may be promulgated in early 1960. Should

this timetable succeed, the effective date of anychanges probably will be July 1, 1980.

27. ABA SECTION or LITIGATION, REPORT or THE SPECIAL COWWITZE FORME STUDY

or DISCOVERY Musa (pamphlet Oct. 1977) [hereinafter cited as ABA Cosourruj.

28. In November 1977, Chief Judge Kaufman of the Second Circuit Court of

Appeals appointed a private commission of jurists, attorneys, and legal scholars to

consider proposals to "bring reason and measure to the opening rites of a trial."

*509
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Although serious attention must be paid to each of these major
proposals, there is another source that should also be considered in
deciding what, if any, changes in procedure should be made. Some
federal district courts, and many individual judges, have used their
local rulemaking authority under Rule figto meet perceived problems
in discovery.* This Article examines these local attempts to limit the
consumption of judicial resources, to expedite the discovery process,
to curb abuses in the use of discovery methods and to provide for
more effective unctions. A comparison is made between these local
practices and the reforms that have been proposed by the Advisory
Committee, the ABA, and the Second Circuit Commission.

This Article is based on an examination of the local rules of the
district courts* and an informal survey of federal district courts by
the Federal Judicial Center." In January 1977, questionnaires were

Telephone Interview with Commission Secretary Robert D. Lipecher (Oct. 28, 1978).
The other members of the Commission are: Hon. Irving R. Kaufman; Alan J. Hruska
and Michael I. Sovern, Co-chairmen; and Hon. Arnold Bauman; lion. Charles L.
Brieant, Jr.; John Doer; Leonard Garment; James C. Goodale; Fannie J. Klein;
Arthur L. Liman; James M. Nabrit, M; Hon. Edward R. Nether; Hon. Jon 0. New-
man; Hon. James L. Oakes; Hon. Lawrence W. Pierce; Hon. Simon H. Rifkind; Whit-
ney North Seymour; Hon. Harold R. Tyler, Jr.; and William E. Willis.

29. The rule gives each court the discretionary power to "make and amend rules
governing its practice not inconsistent with [the federal) rules." Fm. R. Cr/. P. 83.
This power is by no means novelty, for federal courts have possessed local rulemaking
power almost since the federal judiciary was first organized:

[lit shall be lawful for the 'eventl courts of the United States, from time to
time, as occasion may require, to make rules and orders for their respective
courts directing the returning of writs and processes, the filing of declarations
and other pleadings, the taking of rules, the entering and making up judg-
ments by default, and other matters in the vacation and otherwise in
manner not repugnant to the Ism of the United States, to regulate the
practice of the said courts respectively, as shall be fit and necessary for the
advancement of justice, and especially to that end to prevent delays in
proceedings.

Act of March 2, 1793, ch. 22, 1 7, 1 Stat. 335 (1793). Nor is Rule 83 unique in statu-
torily granting such power. "The Supreme Court and all courts established by Act of
Congress may from time to time prescribe rules for the conduct of their business.
Such rules shall be consistent with Acts ofCongress and rules of practice and proce-
dure prescribed by the Supreme Court . . . ." 28 U.S.C. 2071 (1976) (emphasis
added).

For a discussion of the federal rulemaking power, see Weinstein, Reform of Federal
Court Rulemahing Procedures, 76 Cowes. L. Rsv. 905 (1976). See also Note, Rule 83
and the Local Federal Rules, 67 Cot.um. L. Rsv. 1251 (1967); Comment, The Local
Rules of Civil Procedure in the Federal District CourtsA Survey, 1966 Dust L.J.
1011.

30. The source used in this examination was the looseleaf service published by
Callaghan & Co., updated through June 1978. FWUALLOCAL Cotner Rums (Callaghan
1978).

31. Information gathered through the efforts of the Federal Judicial Center is
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sent to the clerk of each federal district court. Responses were re-
ceived concerning the practices of approximately ninety percent of
those courts, and some follow-through inquiry has been made. Al-
though what is reported here is not represented as a complete index
of current practices, the survey has uncovered a fait sampling of
current practices and should therefore be of value in solving the prob-
lems of modern federal discovery.

II. CONSUMPTION OF JUDICIAL RESOURCES
IN THE DISCOVERY PROCESS

Judge time has been called "our most precious judicial re-
source."" Many district judges have attempted to conserve that re-
source by reducing the time they must spend in supervising the dis-
covery process. Yet, the need to ensure that the discovery process
works, that discovery does not inordinately delay the flow of litiga-
tion, and that the discovery process is not abused calls for additional
investment of judge time. These competing themes are apparent both
in the district judges' responses to discovery problems and in the
current proposals for reform.

In 1968, Congress passed the Federal Magistrates Act," as an
attempt to conserve judge time. The Act authorized judges to
"designate a magistrate to hear and determine any pretrial matter
pending before the court" in a civil case, except for certain matters."

cited in this Article as Suavity. References to the practices of individual judges
mentioned in this Article are current with respect to the position and activities of the
judges as of the time of the surveywinter 1977.

32. Becker, Efficient Use of Judicial Resources, 43 F.R.D. 421, 422 (1967).
33. Federal Magistrates Act, Pub. L. No. 90-678, tit. I, f 101, 82 Stat. 1107

(1968) (codified at 28 U.S.C. §§ 631-39 (1976)) (expanding areas in which magistrates
may be used). Further expansion of permissible magistrate jurisdiction is provided
in S. 1613, which passed the Senate by voice vote on July 22, 1977, 123 CONC. Ric.
S12647 (daily ed. July 22, 1977), and was approved for consideration by the House on
September 29, 1978, 124 CONG. Rec. H11181 (daily ed. Sept. 29, 1978) (consideration
was granted upon adoption of House Resolution ,1322). As the House version differed
from that of the Senate, the bill went to a confeience committee. See 124 CONG. Ric.
H11283.87 (daily ed. Oct. 2, 1978) (bill reported by the Committee of the Whole; dis-
cussion ended and no resolution made thereon). The Conference Committee made no
report before the adjournment of Congress, and the bill died.

34. 28 U.S.C. 636(b)(1)(A) (1976). The magistrate's determination of pretrial
matters shall be "final," subject only to ultimate right of review by a district court
judge. See H.R. REP. No. 1609, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 9.10, reprinted in [1976) U.S.
CODE CONG. & An. News 6162.

The exceptions to the authority of a judge to designate a magistrate to hear and
determine any pretrial matter include

a motion for injunctive relief, for judgment on the pleading, for summary
judgment, to dismiss or quash an indictment or information made by the
defendant, to suppress evidence in a criminal ease, to dismiss or to permit
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Of particular note is the statutory authorization for a judge to desig-
nate a magistrate to handle discovery matters. Congress has also
expressly invited the federal courts to make use of magistrates in
matters short of the trial itself."

The congressional invitation has not, however, met with univer-
sal acceptance. Of the 94 federal district courts surveyed, only four-
teen reported that the entire court has provided for the use of magis-
trates in discovery proceedings through either a local rule or a general
court directive." In some other districts, magistrates are used in
discovery matters by individual judges in the absence of a local rule
or general court directive. For example, although the Southern Dis-
trict of New York has no local rule or general court directive providing
for the use of magistrates in discovery matters, 15 of the 31 judges
on the court reported making use of magistrates to assist in discovery
matters." Similarly, several of the fifteen judges on the District
Court of the District of Columbia use magistrates for this purpose.

Where magistrates are used in discovery matters, their actual
duties appear to vary. In some districts, all civil discovery matters are
routinely assigned to magistrates." In two others, "most" civil discov-
ery was reported to be routinely routed to magistrates." In at least

maintenance of a class action, to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted, and to involuntarily dismiss an action.

28 U.S.C. f 636(b)(1)(A) (1976).
35. If district judges are willing to experiment with the assignment to
magistrates of other functions in aid of the business of the courts, . . . there
will be increased time available to judges for the careful and unhurried
performance of their vital and traditional adjudicatory duties, and a conse-
quent benefit to both efficiency and the quality of justice in the Federal
Court.

S. Rm. No. 371, 90th Cong., 1st Sees. 26 (1M).
36. S.D. FLA. Gar. R. 25(C)(2); N.D. & S.D. IOWA MAGIS. R. 37(c)(3)(d); D. KAN.

R. 36(1)(a)(1); E.D. LA. R. 20.5(a); W.D. LA. R. 28(B)-(C); E.D. MICH. It.
XXVIII(c)(2)(a); D. Nam. R. 41(C)(2); D.N.H.R. 10(a); D.P.R.R. 13(B), General Order
of Referral to the Magistrate; D.R.1.R. 32 (a)(2); S.D. Tax. R., 24(C)(2); E.D. Warm.
R. 27. The Chief Deputy Clerk for the District of Mainenotes, "In the District of Maine
an attempt is made to refer most discovery pleadings to the Magistrate for resolution
and not to the court." Sunny, supra note 31. Judge Doyle of the Western District of
Wisconsin states, "In most routine cases, the full-time Magistrate or occasionally the
clerk-magistrate supervises as needed the operation of discovery." Id.

37. These are Judges BOWL Brieant, Cannella, Carter, Duffy, Frankel, Goettel,
Haight, Knapp, Lasker, Owen, Ryan, Stewart, Weinfeld, and Wyatt. See Sunny,
supra note 31.

38. D. KAN. R. 36(I)(2); D.N.H.R. 10; N.D.N.Y.R. 43(c)(3); D.P.R.R. 13(B),
General Order of Referral to the Magistrate; E.D. WASH. GIIN. R. 9(d), 27(a)(7);
Suavv, supra note 31 (W.D. La.).

39. These are the District of Maine and the Western District of Wisconsin. See
SWIM, supra note 31.
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one district, the practice is to refer discovery matters to a magistrate
only in simple cases, such as tort and contract matters, while dis-
covery in more complex casessuch as those involving civil rights,
copyright, patent, or antitrustis reserved for direct judge supervi-
sion." Even within a single jurisdiction, the practice may vary. The
Southern District of New York is illustrative. Three of fifteen judges
who reportedly use magistrates do so in all cases," while eleven of the
remaining twelve do so only when discovery is expected to be pro-
tracted, complex, or unusual, or when counsel do not cooperate with
one another."

When a magistrate handles discovery matters, it is generally as
part of a reference of all or most pretrial matters involved in the
particular case." Some jurisdictions even have the magistrate handle
the final pretrial order." In others, the final pretrial conference and
order are specifically reserved for the judge.°

A magistrate's decision may be reversed by the trial judge to
whom the case is assigned." Although some local rules and standing
orders address this point, most do not. The Northern and Southern
Districts of Iowa, for example, provide by local rule that a party
adversely affected by an order of a magistrate may appeal to the
district judge by filing a motion to review within ten days of the
magistrate's order." Former District Judge Frankel of the Southern
District of New York limited the right to judicial review by providing
that magistrates' discovery orders are final unless appealed within
ten days." Of course, a court always has the inherent power to make
an exception in order to review a magistrate's ruling in the interest
of justice, no matter how final the local rule or standing order at-
tempts to make the magistrate's order."

40. This is the District of Maine. See SURVEY, supra note 31.
41. These are Judges Carter, Stewart, and Wyatt. Id.
42. These are Judges Bonsai, Brieant, Cannella, Duffy, Geottel, Haight, Knapp,

Lasker, Owen, Ryan, and Weinfeld. Id. Judge Frankel, however, refers all but complex
and protracted cases to a magistrate. Id.

43. See, e.g., D.P.R.R. 13(B), General Order of Referral to the Magistrate.
44. See, e.g., U.S. MAME. R. 1(0(1); D. MARRA GEC R. 30(e)(2); D. CONN. R.

11(e); D.D.C.R 3.8(b).
45. See, e.g., D.N.H.R. 10(b).
46. See note 34 supra.
47. N.D, & S.D. IOWA MA015. R. 37(C)(3). A similar rule, providing only a five-

day limit, is E.D. LA. R. 20.11(a).
48. Under Judge Frankel's standing order, in all but unusual civil cases, counsel

are ordered that pursuant to 28 U.S.C. f 636(b)(1)(A) (1976), a magistrate's decision
on discovery motions "shall become final unless within ten (10) days following issuance
of such decision, a motion is made for review upon the asserted ground that the
Magistrate's order is clearly erroneous or contrary to law." sworn, supra note 31.

49. H.R. Rip. No. 1609, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 8-10, reprinted in [19761 U.S. CODE
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Thus, various district judges have used magistrates in an at-
tempt to reduce the drain on judge time occasioned by the discovery
process. While use of magistrates is undoubtedly cheaper than the
use of federal district judges," there clearly is a cost in terms of
salaries, support staff, apace, and other factors. The Second Circuit
Commission has, however, proposed an experiment which, if success-
ful, would furnish additional judicial resources at no direct cost to the
federal budget. The Commission proposed in April 1978 that a pilot
project be undertaken in the Southern District of New York to use
attorneys to serve, without compensation, as "volunteer masters" in
civil cases." The volunteer master would convene a meeting of coun-
sel or the parties early in the case. The master would analyze the
pleadings and other papers, review the pertinent documentary mate-
rials, explore the possibility of mediating and settling the contro-
versy, assist the parties in the preparation of a statement of the issues
that appear to be involved, seek to clarify and narrow those issues,
seek stipulation of facts on which the parties agree at that stage, and
endeavor to work out with the parties a plan of discovery. At the
termination of these proceedings, the volunteer master would make
a written report to the trial judge on the matters agreed upon and
those on which agreement could not be reached.

Certainly such a system, if successful, would aid the discovery

CONG. & An. Naws 6162. See Mathews v. Weber, 423 U.S. 261, 270.71 (1976). See
generally Sear, Proceedings of Seminar for Newly Appointed United States District
Judges, 75 F.R.D. 89, 254 (1976).

50. Increasing the number of magistrates is also a somewhat easier task. Their
number may be increased, and magistrates assigned to specific federal districts, by the
United States Judicial Conference under 28 U.S.C. I 633(b)-(c) (1970). Although Con-
gress exercises ultimate control over magistrates' appointments through the appropria-
tion process, this method is undoubtedly more expeditious than authorizing the crea-
tion of additional federal district judgeships.

51. The Commission stated:
The Commission is mindful of the fact that at the very time the courts

are obliged to devote a progressively larger portion of their efforts to criminal
litigation, there have been substantial increases in the number, magnitude
and complexity of civil suits. Less judicial time spent on civil litigation
means less judicial control, lengthening delays, burgeoning expenses, fewer
opportunities for mediation and settlementin a highly practical sense,
diminished access to the court for litigants who cannot afford these burdens,
expenses and delays.

There is a considerable possibility that these problems could be alle-
viated if a large number of highly qualified trial lawyers were brought into
the system to perform a variety of pare- judicial functions. One means of
gauging whether such volunteer masters could effectively and fairly dis-
charge responsibilities of this nature would be to try the program on a small,
experimental scale.

Second Circuit Commission on the Reduction of Burdens and Costs in Civil Litigation,
Volunteer Masters Pilot Program (Apr. 10, 1978) (unpublished report).
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process. By narrowing and defining disputed issues at a preliminary
stage, and by stipulating as to facts on which there clearly is no
disagreement, the amount of discovery needed would be reduced.
Moreover, the Second Circuit Commission proposal is intriguing in
allowing for greater involvement of the bar in policing itself, as well

as for its potential of furnishing additional resources at little or no

cost to the taxpayer. There is no reason, however, why these tasks

could not now be assigned to magistrates. But no evidence was uncov-

ered in the Survey that any district judgeincluding those who are
members of the Commissionis now using magistrates in the manner

suggested by the Commission.
Another device used by district courts to conserve judicial time

is a requirement that, before a discovery motion is filed, counsel must

confer and attempt to resolve the problem. Fifty-five of the 94 fed-

eral districts have adopted rules requiring that an attorney making
a discovery motion must first attempt to resolve the discovery prob-

lems without court intervention." These rules vary from court to
court. Some consist of merely a requirement that counsel confer in

an attempt to resolve differences prior to submission of a discovery

motion or prior to a hearing on that motion." Other courts require
a comprehensive certification or affidavit to the court. The local rule

of the District of Puerto Rico is illustrative:

With respect to all motions and objections relating to discovery

. . . counsel for each of the parties shall meetand confer in advance

of the hearing in a good faith effort to narrow the areas of disagree-

ment to the greatest possible extent. It shall be the responsibility of

counsel for the movant to arrange for the conference. To curtail
undue delay in the administration of justice, this Court hereinafter
refuses to hear any and all motions for discovery and production of

documents unless moving counsel shall first advise the Court, in

writing, that after personal consultation and attempts to resolve

52. D. ARIZ. Civ. R. 42(A)(2)1131; C.D. CALF. R. 3(1); E.D. CALM CIV. R. 114(c);

N.D. CALI/. Civ. R. 230(4); S.D. CALM R. 3(e)9; D. Coco. R. 5(g); M.D. FLA. GEN. R.

3.04(a); N.D. FLA. Got. R. 8(A); S.D. FI.A. GEN. R. 10(1)(2); N.D. GA. R. 91.62; E.D.

Iu.. R. 4(e); N.D. ILL Gm. R. 12(d); S.D. Iu.. R. 11; N.D. Ixo. R. 7(e); S.D. It4n. R.

11; N.D. & S.D. IOWA Civ. R. 16(E); E.D. LA. R. 3.11; M.D. LA. GmN. R. 5(D); W.D.

LA. R. 10(1); D. Mr. R. 15(b); D. MD. GM. R. 34; D. MASS. R. 15(e); E.D. Wu. R.

IX(k); D. MINN. R. 5; E.D. Mo. R. VII(c)(5); D. NEL R. 20(J); D. Nay. Civ. R.
17(A)(4)(b); D.N.D.R. 14(c); D.N.J. GEN. R. 12(G); D.N.M.R. 10(c); E.D.N.Y. Gni.

R. 9(f); S.D.N.Y. GEN. R. 9(f); N.D.N.Y. Gatt. R. 46; M.D.N.C. Cm R. 21(k);

W.D.N.C. Gstr. R. 8(A); D.N.D.R. IV(F)(3); N.D. OHIO CM R. 3(d)(6); S.D. Otno R.

3.7.1; N.D. OKLA. R. 14(d); W.D. OKLA. R. 13(d); D. Ofts. Cm. R. 12(b); E.D. PA. R.

25(d); M.D. PA. R. 301.02(e); W.D. PA. R. 4(a)(2); D.P.R.R. 8(M); D.R.I.R. 13(e);

W,D. Tim R. 9(d); S.D. Tax. R. 16(G); W.D. Tax. R. 14(n); E.D. VA. R. 11(K); E.D.

WASH. Gssi. R. 9(b); W.D. WASH. CIV. R. CR 37(g), (h); E.D. Wts. R. 6, i 6.02; W.D.

Wis. R. 8(d).
53. See, e.g., D. Ms. R. 16; E.D. Mica. R. IX(k); S.D. Oiuo R. 3.7.
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differences, counsel are unable to reach an accord. This statement
shall recite, in addition, the date, time and place of such conference,
and the names of all parties participating therein."

The local rules requiring counsel to consult do not seem to be
wholly successful. Some courts have found it necessary, upon the
filing of a discovery motion, automatically to mail a form order di-
recting counsel to meet in advance of the hearing and to confer in a
good faith effort to settle all objections and opposed matters." Other
courts routinely send a memorandum to counsel, detailing the court's
philosophy that counsel are to work discovery matters out on their
own." One district judge, moreover, despite the existence of a local
rule requiring counsel to confer and to certify to the court that the
conference has taken place," has found it necessary to notify counsel
in civil actions that 25% of all motions filed in civil cases in that divi-
sion involve discovery controversies, to admonish counsel that most
of these disputes could have been avoided by a realistic attitude
toward discovery, and to insist that counsel cooperate to prevent a
waste of the court's time."

It is noteworthy that both the ABA Committee and the Advisory
Committee, in proposing a discovery conference procedure, require
that a request for such a conference be accompanied by a statement
that requesting counsel has made "a reasonable effort to reach
agreement with opposing attorneys on the matters set forth in the
request" for the conference." In both proposals, as well, there are
explicit provisions permitting the imposition of sanctions for failure

64. D.P.R.R. 8(M). See also D. Aux. Qv. R. 42(2)[b]; C.D. CAL. R. 3(k).
55. See, e.g., E.D. Mat. R. IX(k), and the standing order of Judge Pratt ordering

counsel to meet and stipulate whatever issues remain in dispute, as required by local
rule IX(k). This order is sent whenever a motion relating t discovery is filed. See

SURVIY, supra note 31.
56. These districts include the Central District of California, the Eastern Dis-

trict of Louisiana, and the Western District of Pennsylvania. See SUIWZY, supra note
31. The California memo quotes from Hickman v. Taylor, 326 U.S. 495, 507-08 (1947):

[T]he deposition-discovery rules are to be accorded a broad and liberal
treatment. No longer can the cry of "fishing expedition" serve to preclude a
party from inquiring into the facts underlying his opponent's case. Mutual
knowledge of all the relevant facts gathered by both parties is essential to
proper litigation. To that end, either party may compel the other to disgorge
whatever he has in his possession.
67. S.D. RA. Gin. R. 10(1)(2).
58. Chief Judge C. Clyde Atkins, Southern District of Florida, "Notice to

Counsel." See SURVIIY, supra note 31.
59. 1979 RiVIlliD DsArr, supra note 28, at 3 (proposal for new Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 26(f)(5)). The ABA Committee proposal for new Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 26(c)(5) requires "a certification that counsel has conferred, or made
reasonable effort to confer, with opposing counsel concerning the matters set forth in
the request." ABA Cowan's, supra note 27, at 4.
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to confer in a good faith effort to reach agreement." It appears,
however, that no court has imposed a sanction for failure to confer
in good faith prior to taking a discovery matter to court as required
by local rules. Perhaps the committee proposals, if adopted, may
lead to serious attempts to reduce the burden of what one judge has
termed "silly discovery motions.'" Past experience, however, must
lead to some skepticism. Only further experience will tell.

III. ENCOURAGING COUNSEL TO BEGIN AND TO
TERMINATE DISCOVERY AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE

A frequent criticism of discovery is that it drags on for an inordi-
nate amount of time. When one considers that, in at least one dis-
trict, the median time for substantial completion of discovery is 434
days for an average of only 5.4 discovery requests per case, there
appears to be some objective basis for this criticism." The Federal

60. See ABA COMMITTEE, supra note 27, at 23.25 (proposal for new Federal
Rule 37(e)); 1979 Rieman DaArr, supra note 26, at 19 (Advisory Committee proposal
for same). The ABA version makes explicit reference to 28 U.S.C. 1927 (1976),

which now provides a basis for a personal cost sanction against counsel. The Advisory
Committee proposal provides for a personal cost sanction against a party or counsel
without a reference to 28 U.S.C. 1 1927.

61. Sunvzy, supra note 31 (note of Judge Grady, N.D. Illinois).
62. The validity of the criticism that discovery consumes an inordinate amount

of time has been challenged by a recent study, at least as the criticism applies to
ordinary litigation. This conclusion results from a Federal Judicial Center study of

approximately 500 cases from each of six metropolitan federal districts: Central

District of California, Southern District of Florida, Eastern District of Louisiana,
District of Maryland, District of Massachusetts, and Eastern District of Pennsyl-
vania. Each case selected had been terminated during fiscal 1975. Foca At. JUDICIAL.

CENTER, CASE MANAGEMENT AND COURT MANAGEMENT IN UNITED STATES DIIMUCT

COURTS 18 (1977) (part of the District Court Study Series) [hereinafter cited as CASE

MANAGEMENT STUDY].

Examining some 890 cases filed in these federal districts, the study revealed that
of those cues in which discovery was substantially completed before the cue was
terminated, an average of only 6.26 discovery requests were made. Id. at 26, table 11.

The average number of discovery requests per cue varied from 4.48 in the Eastern
District of Louisiana, to 8.61 in the Southern District of Florida. Discovery requests

included all depositions, interrogatories, requests for admission, requests for produc-

tion of documents, and motions for physical or mental examination noticed or made

by all parties; it did not include informal discovery. Id. The study concluded:

[A]II the figures on discovery events per case are remarkably small, consid-
ering the widespread perception that federal civil discovery has gotten out
of hand and become "a rich man's tool." A maximum of 8.61 discovery

initiatives per completed case . . . hardly seems excessive, especially since
this is a total of initiatives by all parties. . . . [Fligures in the ranges
shown suggest that relatively little needless discovery is conducted in the
typical case. Of course it is quite possible that a largs volume of needless
discovery is conducted in a small number of complex or protracted cases, a
possibility entirely consistent with these figures.

Id. at 27 (footnote omitted).
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Rules of Civil Procedure, moreover, do not set forth any time limit
within which discovery procedures must begin and end, leaving this
question to the individual courts and judges. In the "hope ofassuring
that discovery is completed in what they consider a timely fashion,""
a majority of district courts have adopted local rules prescribing al-
most automatic time limits on di-overy.

One third of the federal districts calculate a time limit on discov-
ery from the occurrence of an event. Most of these, some nineteen
districts, use the joinder of issue the filing of an answeras the
moment at which discove:y time begins to run. Eight of those dis-
tricts specify that all discovery ik to be completed within three
months of joinder of issue." Other courts place the cutoff time at
four months," five months," and two at six months," from issue.
Some of these courts provide expressly for a longer time period for
certain complex cases, including patent, antitrust, and trademark
cases."

At least ten districts now provide for a "preliminary" or
"initial"" pretrial conference to be held early in the litigation pro-
cess." One of these districts, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,

Yet, there is a perceived need to move discovery along so that cases are ready for
trill at an earlier data, and the study doss indicate that some efforts on this behalf
produce multi. The study found that the interval between filing of the complaint and
the substantial completion of discovery varied from 182 days in the Southern District
of Florida, to 434 days in the District of Maasachusetta; the average interval being
306.3 days. Id. at 26. This wide divergence indicates the utility of a survey of local
practices.

63. Id. at 25.
64. See, e.g., S.D. Mos. R. 11; W.D.N.C.R. 10; D.N.J. GiN. R. 15(A); D.N.D.R.

IV(F)(1); W.D. Tax. K 26(e); Quut MANAGIDOINT Srunv, supra nota 62, at 41 (New
Mexico District Court judge); Suavity, supra note 31 (Judge Stafford's standing order
in the Northern District of Florida).

65. N.D. GA. R. 181.11; S.D. GA. R. 7.1; D. Ktri. R. 17(a); E.D.N.C. Ctv. R. 7(E);
S.D. Tn. R. 15(e); N.D.W. VA. CPI. R. 2.06(b).

66. N.D. IND. R. 12(d); W.D. Mo. R. 20(D)(1); D. Nay. Cry. R. 17(A)(2)(1).
67. M.D. PA. R. 301.07; D.P.R.R. 7.
68. See, e.g., N.D. I. R. 12(d); E.D.N.C. Civ. R. 7(E); S.D. Tax. R. 15(E);

W.D. 'rot. R. 26(e). See also M.D.N.C. Qv. IL 22(h).
69. ES., E.D. ILL. R. 9(b).
70. Es., S.D. bro. R. 19(d).
71. In addition to the Eastern District of Illinois and Southern District of

Indiana, the following local rules provide for such pretrial conferences: N.D. & S.D.
IOWA Cr/. R. 18(A)(1); D. Mow. R. 11(b); M.D.N.C. Cm. R. 22(a)-(d); D.N.H.R.
10(a); N.D. Ow Crv. R. 17; E.D. PA. IL 7(b); E.D. VA. R. 12(3). This is ilso the
practice of Judges Boyle, Cassibry, Rubin, Schwartz, Soar, and West in the Eastern
District of Louisiana. &MY, supra note 31. Although the local rule for the District
of Maryland makes no such provision and the Survey did not uncover rz, general direc-
tive on the matter, the Federal Judicial Center study results show that all judges on
the District Court of Maryland have such a conference. See Quiz MANAOIEMIDa &rum
supra not 62, at 21. In addition, some ,courta encourage counsel to meet at an early
discovery conference. See, e.g., W.D. Tom. R. 9(a).
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provides that this initial pretrial conference be held within 45 days
following the filing of the complaint." Two districts require that the
initial pretrial conference be held not more than sixty days after the
filing of the answer." The other seven districts provide for an initial
pretrial hearing, but no mandatory time for that conference is set
forth. In each instance, the principal purpose of the preliminary or
initial pretrial conference is to establish a schedule for discovery,
including a time for its completion. This pretrial conference culmi-
nates in a court order containing such a schedule. Some districts
follow a variation of this procedure. Without requiring a preliminary
pretrial conference, they provide that the court shall issue an order
setting a date by which all discovery is to be completed."

Another popular approach is to permit the continuation of dis-
covery until the occurrence of a particular event. In at least fourteen
districts, discovery may continue until the time of the pretrial confer-
ence!' In two others, discovery may continue until the pretrial order

72. E.D. PA. R. 7(b).
73. N.D. & S.D. low* Crv. R. 18(A)(1); D.N.H.R. 10(a). The Districts of Iowa

have adopted a standard pretrial order to be iuued by the clerk "forthwith" upon the
joining of issue, directing counsel to meet within sixty days of iuue and to reach
agreement as to many specific items in an attached check list. One of those items is
an estimated date of completion of discovery. Within ten days after this preliminary
pretrial conference, counsel are to submit a report to the clerk setting forth its results.
Upon receipt of this report, the clerk issues a second standard pretrial order directing
the completion of discovery by a day certain.

74. See, e.g., N.D. Miss. Ctv. R. C-10(h). Other districts provide for an order to
be entered by the court or magistrate, or a letter of notification from the clerk, as to
when discovery is to be completed. See, e.g., D. Nu. R. 25(A)(4) (providing that u
soon u is practical after filing of a civil suit, the court "with or without consultation
with counsel" may iuue such an order); D. Nzv. Ctv. R. 17(A); D.N.H.R. 10(a).

The "Rules of Practice" of Judge Mahon of the Northern District of Texas provide
that, within "about 10 days" after iuue has been joined, the court will enter an order
setting a date for the completion of discovery. The Rules set forth that "in the normal
case" that date will be "approximately six months" after issue is joined. That order
will also set a date for a final pretrial conference and for trial, which "in the normal
cue" will be eight months after iuue. See SURVEY, supra note 31.

75. See E.D. & W.D. ARX. R. 9(e); C.D. CAL. R. 9(c); S.D. CAL. R. 9(d); D. CONN.

R. 11(a); D. Dv. R. 11(A); D. Imo R. 10(c); W.D. I.A. R. 23(h)(3); D. Mr. R. 21; D.
Mo. Surr. R. 35(b); E.D. OKLA. R. 17(b); N.D. OKLA. R. 17(b); W.D. OKLA. R. 16(b);
E.D. TENN. R. 9(c).

Eastern District of California Rule 103(b) is a slight variation on this theme:
Any party who is ready to proceed to pre-trial conference and trial may serve
and file a motion to have the case set for pre-trial conference or for trial, or
both. Said motion shall be accompanied by a Certificate of Readiness stating
that:

(2) The rrty has completed all desired depositions, other discovery and
pre-trial motions, except specified discovery or motions, if any, which could
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is entered," although ordinarily that will occur on the day of the
pretrial conference. A variation on this theme is found in the Western
District of Pennsylvania. There, in all cases involving personal inju-
ries, pretrial is "invoked" by a written notice from a judge or from a
clerk of the court. All discovery is to be completed within fifty days
"after pretrial has been invoked." The Southern District of Florida
provides that discovery is to be completed no later than five days
prior to the date of the pretrial conference." The Middle District of
Florida provides for the completion of discovery before counsel are to
meet to confer regarding pretrial, which is ordinarily ten days before
the pretrial conference." Finally, in some districts providing for ter-
mination of discovery prior to pretrial, the pretrial conference is set
automatically. For example, the Central District of California pro-
vides that the pretrial shall be scheduled approximately sixty days
after joinder of issue," and that all discovery shall be completed prior
to the pretrial conference!'

One might assume that the existence of a rule or court policy
requiring early preliminary conferences or setting deadlines for dis-
covery would be enough to ensure that discovery is concluded in a
timely fashion. This assumption is, however, open to question. The
median time for the completion of discovery in the Southern District
of Florida, for example, which does not require a preliminary pretrial
conference" and which permits discovery to continue until five days
before final pretrial," is only 182 days." In contrast, the median time
for the completion of discovery in the Eastern District of Pennsyl-
vania, which requires a preliminary pretrial conference to be held
within 45 days of the filing of the complaints' is 305 days." The

not have been completed in the exercise of due diligence.
E.D. CAL. Crv. R. 103(b).

76. See D.D.C. Crv. R. 1-15(d); Sunny, supra note 31 (District of Vermont).
77. W.D. PA. R. 5(111(C)(1). The rule applies explicitly to "civil cues involving

personal injuries . . . ." While Rule 5(11)(A) provides that there will be pretrial "on
every civil cue," unless a court otherwise orders, the point at which discovery. is to
terminate in civil cases not involving personal injury is not clear from the local rules.

78. S.D. FLA. G. R. 14(F).
79. M.D. FIA. Gem. R. 3.06(b), 3.06(b). Rule 3.06(b) provides that in some cues

counsel may be ordered to meet to prepare a pretrial stipulation without a pretrial
conference.

80. C.D. CAL. R. 9(a).
81. C.D. CAL. R. 9(b)(3).
82. S.D. PIA. GEN. R. 14(F).
W. Id.
M. See Cmc MANAcinan STUDY, supra note 62, at 26, Table 11 (considering 96

cues).
85. E.D. PA. R. 7(b).
86. See CASE MANAUS/41NT STUDY, supra note 62, at 26, Table 11 (considering

194 cases).
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longest median time for completion of discovery, 434 days, is found
in the District of Massachusetts," which permits discovery to con-
tinue for up to two years after issue is joined." The wide range of
median discovery time strongly suggests that it is exercise of court
control over discovery, rather than the existence of a court rule, that
determines the length of discovery."

One cannot say, of course, that a prolonged discovery period is
bad. Those cases that are ordinarily thought of as com-
plexantitrust, securities fraud, stockholders' derivative, patents,
products liabilitymay require longer discovery periods. Even in
simpler cases, there are circumstances that make exceptional treat,
ment appropriate." To retain the necessary flexibility, courts have

87. See id. (considering 154 cases).
88. The District of Massachusetts has no local rule or standing order of the

district governing this point. Operating on an individual calendar basis, each judge
follows his own procedure. At least three of the six active judges send out pretrial orders
specifying that all discovery is to be completed within six months after issue is joined.
But because the district has a tremendous backlog of cases caused by a series of long-
term vacancies in the put decade plus the tremendous time that Judge Garrity has
had to put in on the Boston School cue and a few other big casesfor most of the
judges, civil trials are long delayed. For this reason, extensions and continuances of
discovery completion deadlines are liberally granted by at least three of the judges.
For one, discovery completion two years after issue has been joined is now considered
typical. See Stntvrr, supra note 31.

89. It is of interest to not. the method of control exercised by the Southern
District of Florida, which enjoyed the shortest period for discovery of any district
studied by the Federal Judicial Center. See text accompanying notes 82-83 supra. At
a median time of 18 days after answer, a notice is sent out to counsel scheduling a
pretrial conference in preparation for trial. See CASE MANAGEMENT STUDY, supra note
62, at 20, 35, Table 21 (considering 250 cases). This conference is often set some 30 to
45 days later and rarely more than 90 days later. Id. at 20. As noted earlier, note 78
supra and accompanying text, discovery in Southern Florida is to terminate five days
before pretrial. S.D. FLA. G. R. 14(F). This appears to be effective for at approxi-
mately the time that the pretrial conference is set, the trial date is also set. See CASS
MANAGEMENT STUDY, supra note 62, at 34, Table 20. And the Southern District of
Florida grants few continuances. See id. at 36.

In contrast, the Central District of California, which similarly sets an early final
pretrial conference and requires that discovery be completed by the time of the confer-
ence, sets the trial date at the tirae of the pretrial conference. See id. at 34. The district
is also very liberal with continuances. See id. at 36-37. The result appears to be
reflected in the contrast in median time for disposition of all civil cases, whether tried
or notseven months in Central California and four months in Southern Florida, id.
at 2, Table 1and in the median time to go to trial-476 days in Central California
and 254 days in Southern Florida. Id. at 34, Table 20.

90. The Fourth Circuit hasemphasized the need for latitude in establishing and
maintaining timetables for the discovery process:

A set rule limiting the time within which pretrial discovery may be had may
be appropriate for routine cues, indeed, for most cases. The exceptional case
requires different treatment, however, and the spirit of the rules does not
require that completeness in the exposure of the issues in the pretrial discov-
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been given the power to terminate discovery at an earlier date than
that provided for in the local rule" or to extend that time. The local
rules often provide for such an extension shown, "","for good cause shown,
"to prevent manifest injustice," or "for valid cause shown to exist
beyond the control of litigants or counsel." One court states that
additional time will be allowed only Tin the exceptionally difficult
case."" Another insists that for an extension there must be "a factual
showing that the moving party has diligently pursued discovery dur-
ing the period originally specified." Some courts, while not provid-
ing explicitly for the power to extend the time for discovery, permit
a trial judge to exercise a broad, general authority in a specific case
to modify the application of any local rule "to meet emergencies or
to avoid injustice ur great hardship."" While many of the court rules
contain no explicit statement that the courts retain the power to
extend the time for discovery beyond that provided by the local rule,
there can be no doubt of the inherent power to do so."

In practice, many judges refuse to adhere blindly to discovery
limitations imposed by court rules, preferring to focus upon the pecu-
liar requirements of each c..se and varying their approach accord-
ingly; close supervision and control, and hence individual treatment,
is exercised through conferences with counsel, status calls, and-mo-
tion hearings." The practice of a judge of the District of Columbia
where the order and pretrial are set by the judge and the discovery
cutoff is at the time of pretrialis illustrative: he examines all of his
civil cases in detail every three or four months, singling out those in
which he finds counsel may be delinquent, and setting those cases

ery proceedings be sacrificed to speed in reaching the ultimate trial on the
merits. Delay should be avoided to the extent that it is unnecessary or
unreasonable but adequate time must be allowed for discovery of the facts
and assembly of the proof.

Freehill v. Lewis, 355 F.2d 46, 48 (4th Cir. 1966).
91. Some courts expressly recognize this power. See, e.g., M.D. FLA. GEN. R.

3.05(a).
92. S.D. FIA. GEN. R. 14(F).
93. E.D. & W.D. ARK. R. 9(e).
94 N.D. & S.D. IowA Qv. R. 18(B)(2). This rule adds that for suchan extension

the case must require an "extraordinary pre-trial record." Id.
95. W.D.N.C. Gan. R. 10.
96. S.D. rND. Grr4. R. 19(g).
97. D. KAN. R. 3;see D. Ms. R. 1(c); D.N.M.R. 34.
98. Indeed, some appellate courts- have read local rule time requirements as

providing only a guideline for a case-by-cue approach, holding that the rule is not
diapositive in itself, but dependent upon final determination by the trial judge on each
case's peculiar facts. See Bardin v. Mondon, 298 F.2d 235 (2d Cir. 1961); Sykes v.
United States, 290 F.2d 555 (9th Cir. 1961); Hayden v. Chalfant Press, Inc., 281 F.2d
543 (9th Cir. 1960); Liverpool & London & Globe Ins. Co. v. Nebraska Storage Ware-
houses, 96 F.2d 30 (8th Cir. 1938).

99. See Strawy, supra note 31 (Judge Match of the District Court of Colorado).
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for a status call. At that meeting, 1e ascertains the additional time
that each side reasonably needs to complete discovery in light of the
particular case, and he orders discovery to terminate on a day cer-
tain."'

The three major proposals now before the bar also address the
problem of prolonged discovery. Both the Advisory Committee and
the ABA Committee propose an amendment to the Federal Rules to
make it mandatory for a district court, upon the request of any party,
to hold a preliminary pretrial "discovery conference."' When a re-
quest is made for a discovery conference, counsel is to submit a state-
ment of the issues as they appear at that time, a plan and schedule
of discovery, and limitations upon discovery that counsel then be-
lieves to be necessary or appropriate.'" Opposing counsel would have
ten days to make additions and objections,'" and the conference
would follow. The ABA Committee urges that this conference be
presided over by the trial judge "so that he participates in the early
definition of issues."' The discovery conference is to terminate in
an order identifying the issues, establishing a plan and schedule of
discovery, setting limitations on discovery, and determining other
pertinent matters." Significantly, the proposed new Rule requires
that the party requesting the discovery conference must also furnish
the court with a statement that he "has made a reasonable effort to
reach agreement with opposing attorneys on the matter set forth in
the request."" The Advisory Committee has stated that "it is not
contemplated that requests for discovery conferences will be made

100. Id. (notes accompanying questionnaire of Judge George L. Hart, Jr., of
the District Court of the District of Columbia).

101. See ABA Comurrti, supra note 27, at 4-7 (proposed Rule 26(c)); 1979
Rayless) DRAFT, supra note 26, at 3-4 (Advisory Committee proposed Rule26(f)). The
Advisory Committee also makes explicit the present inherent power of a court to call
such a conference without a request by counsel.

102. See sources cited at note 101 supra.
103. See id.
104. ABA Cowart's., supra note 27, at 5-7 (Comments to proposed Rule 26(c)).

105. See 1979 Ruts= DRAPT, supra note 26, at 3.4 (Advisory Committee pro-
posed Rule 26(f)); ABA Comma, supra note 27, at 4 (proposed Rule 26(c)). The
ABA Committee Comments to its proposed new Rule 26(c) are quite specific on the
contemplated contents regarding discovery:

The conference will produce an order defining: (a) a "plan" in which the
types and subjects of discovery are set forth, e.g., oral depositions of A, B
and C; production of contracts and any letters, correspondence or memo-
randa explaining or modifying them, etc.; (b) a "schedule" for discovery
which specifies the time and place for discovery events, e.g., the dates and
places for the taking of depositions of A, B and C, or the time within which
documents are to be produced; and (c) such "limitations" u might otherwise
be employed in protective orders, e.g., the documents of C shall be disclosed
only to B's lawyers.

Id. at 6.
106. 1979 Riviera) Durr, supra note 26, at 3 (Advisory Committee proposed

Rule 26(f)(5)). 523
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routinely," but that the matter will ordinarily be resolved by counsel
conferring with each other.'" The ABA Committee agrees that the
discovery conference with the court should "be the exception rather
than the rule"; in the "great majority of the cases" agreement is
expected to be reached by counsel without,judicial intervention)"

The Survey indicates that a procedure similar to that proposed
by the Advisory Committee and the ABA Committee has been in
effect in at least ten districts." In those districts, the conference is
mandatory in every civil case. The rules concerning the purpose of the
conference are often more general than the provisions of the proposed
new Federal Rule. But that is not always the case. In the Northern
and Southern Districts of Iowa, for example, the rule is supplemented
by a detailed form order and check list automatically sent out by the
court."' ,

As previously suggested, however,"' having a rule on the books
is not an answer in itself. There must be an intent on the part of the
judge to manage a case (either personally or through a magistrate)
in order to bring about as speedy, efficient, and inexpensive comple-
tion of discovery as possible. When there is such interest, a rule is
unnecessary; where there is no such interest, a rule is no help. Where
the district judges have felt that the requirement of a discovery con-
ference would be helpful, they have already so provided by local rule
or by standing orders or general practices of individual judges.

IV. PREVENTING DISCOVERY ABUSE AND BRINGING
MORE EFFICIENCY TO DISCOVERY DEVICES

The line between proper, even properly aggressive, use of discov-
ery and its abuse is difficult to draw. "Perhaps [abuse of discovery]
is like pornographyit is very easy to recognize, but it is awfully hard
to define.""r Yet, certain problems with the use of discovery have
been identified and solutions have been proferred. Some concern per-
ceived abuse of the process. Others involve situations in which the
process is seen to be less efficient, or more expensive, than it might
be.

This section of the Article examines the local rules of various
district courts and the directives, standing orders, and practices of
individual judges for their solutions to these problems. First, the

107. See id. at 6 (Advisory Committee Note to proposed Rule 26(f)).
108. See ABA C0MM1TTZZ, supra note 27, at 4 (Comments to proposed Rule

26(c)).
109. See note 71 supra.
110. See note 73 supra.
111. See text at notes 82.89 supra.
1 Meeting of the Metropolitan Chief Judges Conference (Apr.19, 19'76) (tran-

script) (comment of unidentified judge).
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general scope of discovery is discussed, each of the discovery devices
is examined individually, and the courts' filing requirements are
studied. Second, comparison is made with the major proposals for
Federal Rule changes now before the bar.

A. Score or DISCOVERY

The scope of permissible discovery is now set forth in Federal
Rule 26(b)(1) as "any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the
subject matter involved in the pending action . . . ."'" This Rule has
been criticized because "sweeping and abusive discovery is encour-
aged by permitting discovery confined only by the 'subject matter'
of a case . . . rather than limiting it to the 'issues' presented."'" The
Supreme Court has, in addition, done little to restrict the reach of

Federal Rule 26(b)(1):
The key phrase in this definition"relevant to the subject matter
involved in the pending action"has been construed broadly to
encompass any matter that bears on, or that reasonably could lead
to other matters that could bear on, any issue that is or may be in
the cue. See Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 501 (1947).[") Con-
sistently with the notice-pleading system established by the Rules,
discovery is not limited to issues raised by the pleadings, for discov-

ery itself is designed to help define and clarify the issues. Hickman
v. Taylor, supra, at 500-501. Nor is discovery limited to the merits
of a case, for a variety of fact-oriented issues may arise during litiga-

tion that are not related to the merits."
Since the local rules adopted by the district courts may not be

inconsistent with the Federal Rules,"r it is not surprising that there

113. Flo. R. Ctv. R. 26(b)(1).
114. ABA Coutorru, supra note 27, at 2.3 (Comments to proposed Rule

26(b)(1)). The Committee Comments go on to explain: "For example, the present
Rule may allow inquiry into the practices of an entire business or industry upon the
ground that the business or industry is the 'subject matter' of an action, even though
only specified industry practices raise the 'issues' in the case." Id. at 3.

115. In a footnote, the Court quoted Professor Moore's treatise on Federal Prac-

tice: I'M* court should and ordinarily does interpret 'relevant' very broadly to

mean matter that is relevant to anything that is or may become an issue in the
litigation." Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 98 S. Ct. 2380, 2389 n.12 (1978),
quoting 4 Moolues Fueutm. PaAcncs 1 26.56f1j, at 26-131 n.34 (2d ed. 1976).

116. Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 98 S. Ct. 2380, 2389-90 (1978) (footnote

omitted).
117. Federal Rule 83 allows district courts to "make and amend rules governing

its practice not inconsistent with these rules." Fsn. R. Ctv. P. 83 (emphasis added). A

commentator has noted:
The intention of the Committee was to provide simple, unifies system
which would be governed by a single, brief body of rules. The Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure do not, however, cover all situations. To the extent that
the new rules, together with the federal statutes, do not regulate the practice
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are no local rules reducing the scope of permissible discovery. Yet,
whenever a challenge to relevancy of inquiry is made, a parameter
must be drawn. And as pleadings come in, as facts are stipulated or
otherwise admitted, as discovery progresses, it becomes possible to
define to a greater extent the issues that are or may be in the case.
Experience with this limiting process has occurred in complex
litigation. The Manual for Complex Litigation has been promul-
gated,"" setting forth certain procedures as guidelines to be followed
in complex litigation. "' The Manual contains a suggestion for a series
of pretrial conferences,"' and a recommendation that at the second
conference an attempt be made to establish "limits" on the "subject
matter for the remaining discovery on the merits" in order "to keep
discovery within the bounds of reason and relevancy . . . .""'

Picking up on this theme, the North District of Ohio has estab-
lished a procedure for limiting issues for discovery in complex cases.
That court has promulgated rules for complex litigation as a part of
its local rules,'n and has provided that in these cases discovery is to
be "confined to the genuine issues necessary to a decision of the
case.'" Within 180 days after issue is joined, counsel is to submit
tentative statements "explaining and clarifying the positions taken
in the pleadings.'" A pretrial conference is to follow for the purpose

and procedure, the district courts are permitted to formulate their own rules.
Hopkinson, The New Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Compared with the Former
Federal Equity Rules and the Wisconsin Code, 23 MARK. L. Rev. 159, 160 (1939). See
generally note 29 supra.

118. JUDICIAL PANEL ON MULTIDI5TRICT LITIGATION, MANUAL FOR COMPLEX
LITIGATION (rev. ed. 1977 & Supp. 1978) thereinafter cited as MANUAL). The Manual
which is continually revised, it published as 1 Pt. 2 MOOR='S FIDIRAL Paharmt (1978)
and as a supplementary pamphlet to C. %Imam & A. MILLIR, FIDISAL PRACIICE AND
Peocr.aues (1977 & Supp. 1978).

119. "Complex litigation" is defined as "one or two or more related cases which
present unusual problems and which require extraordinary treatment, including but
not limited to the cases designated as 'protracted' and 'big.' " MANUAL, supra note 118
at § 0.10.

120. Id. at § 0.40.
121. Id. at i 2.40.
122. The' rules apply to any case that
(a) arises under any of the antitrust laws of the United States;
(b) involves a prayer for recovery of $1,000,000 or more;
(c) involves a request for injunctive relief affecting the operations of a major
business entity;
(d) involves a large number of parties of in association of large membership;
(e) is patent case involving an unusual multiplicity or complexity of issues;
or
(0 may otherwise be a protracted case.

N.D. OHIO COMPLEX LMGATION R. 1.
123. N.D. OHIO Commix LPIIGATION R. 4(a).
124. Id.
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of "defining the bounds of discovery in accordance with the elabora-
tion and clarification of the issues as a result of the pretrial confer-
ences."" The rule specifically provides that a party is not precluded
"from changing his position or amending his pleading, where other-
wise proper," but the statement of issues nevertheless serves "as a
framework for discovery."'"

The preliminary pretrial conferences, which a number of dis-
tricts now require soon after the filing of the complaint or answer,'
also provide a vehicle for preliminary issue definition. Some local
rules now require that at the preliminary pretrial, and in statements
prepared prior to the actual conference, counsel address what then
appear to be the issues in the case.'" While it is not clear, from
information uncovered in the Survey, that judges (or magistrates)
actually use this opportunity to define and limit the concept of rele-
vancy for discovery purposes, the potential is clearly present.

The ABA Committee proposes that Federal Rule 26(b)(1) be
amended to limit the scope of discovery to "any matter, not privi-
leged, which is relevant to the issues raised by the claims or defenses
of any party."'" The ABA Committee, while recognizing that
Idjetermining when discovery spills beyond `issues' and into
`subject matter' will not always be easy, recommends the change if
only to direct courts not to continue the present practice of erring on
the side of expansive discovery."'

The Advisory Committee in 1978 rejected the ABA Committee's
sugbestion of the use of the term "issues" in place of "subject matter
of the action" in Federal Rule 26(b)(1):

The (Advisory] Committee doubts that replacing one very
general term with another equally general one will prevent abuse
occasioned by the generality of language. Further, it fears that the
introduction of a new term in the place of a familiar one will invite
unnecessary litigation over the significance of the change."'

The Advisory Committee proposed that Federal Rule 26(b)(1) be
amenaed so as to eliminate the "subject matter involved in the pend-

125. N.D. OHIO COMM.= LMGATION R. 4(b).
126. Id.
127. See note 71 supra.
128. See, e.g., N.D. & S.D. IowA Civ. R. (18)(A)(1) (as supplemented by stan-

dard pretnal orders and clerk's checklist, automatically sent to counsel), D MONT. R
11(c)(2), E.D. PA. R. 7(c). The Northern and Southern Districts of Iowa and the
District of Montana place rather elaborate requirements on counsel.

129. ABA Commrrru, supra note 27, at 2.
130. Id., at 3 (Committee Comments to proposed amended Rule 26(b)(1)).
131. 1978 PROPOSID Dun, supra note 26, at 627 (Advisory Committee Note to

proposed Rule 26(b)(1)).
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ing action"" language of the current Rule, and that it be made to
read: "any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the claim or
defense" of any party."'

After receiving comments on its 1978 proposal, the Advisory
Committee receded completely from even this modest change. Its
1979 proposal, presently before the bar, includes no change in
Federal Rule 26(b)."

Both Committees recommend that the discovery conference,
which a party may have as of right upon request, focus on the scope
of discovery. The Advisory Committee recommendation is that the
request for the discovery conference include a "statement of the is-
sues as they then appear," and that the court order, following the
conference, "tentatively identify] the issues for discovery pur-
poses," subject to amendment "whenever justice so requires.""

It appears that the mechanism to accomplish this end is now
present in the local rules of several of the districts. These rules pro-
vide for an early conference between court and counsel for the pur-
pose of planning discovery. As noted," several districts specifically
require attention to matters involved in defining relevancy for discov-
ery purposes. Moreover, the Northern District of Ohio now provides
expressly for issue definition for discovery purposes."' The difficulty
comes in defining the concept of relevancy so as to avoid erring "on
the side of expansive discovery." This task is not made any easier by
the Supreme Court's recent dicta on the subject." Even overcoming
that difficulty, success will depend upon a federal judge who actively
takes charge of a case at its very beginning and assists cooperative
counsel in drawing reasonable lines of relevancy for discovery pur-

132. FED. R. Cw. P. 26(b)(1).
133. 1978 PROPOEILD DRArr, supra note 26, at 623. The Advisory Committee

explained: "If the term 'subject matter' does in fact persuade courts to err 'on the
side of expansive discovery,' it should be eliminated, and that is the course recom-
mended by the Committee." Id. at 627-28.

134. 1979 Reyna) DnArr, supra note 26, at 1.
135. Id at 3.4 (Advisory Committee proposed Rule 26(1)). The ABA Com-

mittee recommendation is somewhat different. That Committee recommended that
the request for a discovery conference include "a statement of the iuues to be tried,"
and that the court "shall enter an order fixing the issues," subject, of course, to
amendment "Cu Ipon a showing of good cause . . . ." ABA Costurrrsz, supra note 27,
at 4 (emphasis added) (proposed new Rule 26(c)). The difference in approach is that
the ABA Committee appears to propose that the initial discovery conference fix the
iuues for trial, subject to amendment for "good cause." The Advisory Committee, on
the other hand, proposes only that the iuues be set for discovery purposes at the initial
conference, leaving issue identification for trial to the final pretrial conference, as is
the case now.

136. See note 128 supra and accompanying text.
137. See text accompanying notes 122.26 supra.
138. Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 98 S. Ct. 2380, 2389 (1978), quoted attext accompanying note 116 supra.
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poses. No rule, local or federal, can ensure this essential element.
But a rule may help to set a tone for both bar and bench to follow.

B. list OF DISCOVERY DEVICES

Several of the discovery devices have come under fire as being
easily subject to abuse. Suggestions have also been made that these
devices can be rendered more efficient and economical to use. Again,

the district judges have been experimenting.

1. Interrogatories

The use of interrogatories, authorized by Rule 33, has received a
great deal of attention. The Field Survey of Federal Pretrial Dis-
covery, conducted by the Project for Effective Justice of Columbia
University Law School a decade and a half ago, found that interro-
gatories were thought of by attorneys as the discovery device most
conducive to friction between parties)* The Advisory Committee

and the ABA Committee have noted the existence of discovery
abuse attributable to the use of Rule 33 interrogatories)

Many district courts have responded to this situation with local
requirements. One district judge, for example, has let it be known
that the "use of interrogatories is not allowed until other means have
been exhausted, and then only upon good cause shown to the
Court."'" Another has limited the scope of interrogatories."r Several

139. Rosenberg, supra note 18, at 490; see Few SURVEY, supra note 9.

140. The Advisory Committee reported that "Where is general agreement that

interrogatories spawn a greater percentage of objections and motions than any other

discovery device." F. R. Cri. P. 33, Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amend-

ment, 28 U.S.C. app. 455 (1976). In 1977, the ABA Committee stated that Inio single

rule was perceived by the Bar at large . . . as engendering more discovery abuse than

Rule 33 on interrogatories." ABA Coboarraz, supra note 27, at 20 (Comments to

proposed Rule 33).
141. Sunny, supra note 31 (response of Ralph A. Cosenza, Minute Clerk, regard-

ing the practice of Judge Pollack of the Southern District of New York).
These local rules limiting the scope and use ofinterrogatories seem to be inconsist-

ent with the express language of Rule 26(a). Rule 26(a) instructs that
[Wadies may obtain discovery by one or more of the following methods:
depositions upon oral examination or written questions; written interrogato-
ries; production of documents or things or permission to enter upon land or

other property, for inspection and other papaws; physical and mental ex-
aminations; and requests for admission. Unless the court orders otherwise

under subdivision (c) of this rule, the frequency of use of these methods is

not limited,
FEo. R. Civ. P. 26(a) (emphasis added). See also note 117 supra.

142. A standard order of Judge Williams of the Northern District of California

states that
(iinterrogatories shall be specifically directed to (1) securing the names.
location and probable testimony of witnesses, (2) the existence, location and

general description of relevant documents and other physical evidence, and
(3) information concerning the transaction(s) upon which the claims for
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district courts have enacted maximum limits on the number of inter-
rogatories that may be filed without special court permission." For
example, the Middle District of Florida restricts the number that
may be served by any party upon any other party "at one time or
cumulatively" to no "more than fifty interrogatories . . including
all parts and subparts."'" The Northern District of Illinois limits the
number to twenty, but counts as a single interrogatory one with sub-
parts that "relate directly to the subject matter of the interroga-
tory."'" A few judges limit a party to twenty interrogatories including
all subparts.'" All of these courts and judges permit additional inter-
rogatories on motion for good cause shown. As Rule 33 provides no
limitation in number, the validity of such local rules is question-
able.

Several districts also "prohibit the filing of mimeographed or
otherwise duplicated forms of 'stock' interrogatories except where the
nature of the case or the number of the parties makes the use of such
forms necessary and feasible."" On the other hand, a few districts
allow the use of court-approved uniform interrogatories,'" to be "used
only if it is appropriate in the particular case."" The efficiency ef-
fected is that "[njo objection to the form or substance" may be

relief are based. Broadly generalized, boilerplate interrogatories will not be
permitted.

Suavxy, supra note 31.
143. See, e.g., M.D. FLA. Gals. R. 3.03(a); N.D. ILL. Gan. R. 9(2); Swim, supra

note 31 (standard order of Judge Turrentine of the Southern District of California;
standard instruction of Judge Owens of the Middle District of Georgia; standard order
of Judge McMillan of the Western District of North Carolina; practice of Judge Burns
of the District of Oregon, as indicated by the response of Robert M. Christ, Clerk;
standing order of Judge Cahn of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania; standard letter
instructions of Judge Teitelbaum of the Western District of Pennsylvania).

144. M.D. FLA. Gm. R. 3.03(a).
145. N.D. ILI.. GEN. R. 9(g). Other districts also follow this practice.See SURVEY,

supra note 31 (standard order of Judge Turrentine of the Southern District of Califor-
nia; practice of Judge Burns of the District of Oregon, according to the response of
Robert M. Christ, Clerk; standing order of Judge Cahn of the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania).

146. See SURVEY, supra note 31 (standard instructions of Judge Owens of the
Middle District of Georgia; standard order of Judge McMillan of the Western District
of North Carolina; standard letter instructions of Judge Teitelbaum of the Western
District of Pennsylvania).

147. E.D. ILL. R. 10(b); N.D. IND. R. 8(b). Judge Owens ofthe Middle District
of Georgia, who limits parties to twenty interrogatoriescounting parts and sub-
partshas instructed counsel: "Form, canned interrogatories in excess of twenty are
not usually approved." See Solent., supra note 31. See also E.D. VA. R. 11(D) (prohib-
iting such interrogatories unless the attorney has deleted all extraneous matter and
certifies that he has read the remaining portions and has a good faith belief that the
contents are pertinent to the case).

148. See, e.g., D. Asa. Cry. R. 37(b)(1); W.D. Mo. R. 20(D)(4); E.D. PA. R.
(Interrogatories Approved for Asking in Appropriate Cases)(addendum to local rules
under letter of Dec. 7, 1966).

149. D. Am. Cry. R. 37(b)(2).
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made concerning the approved interrogatory"' unless it is "not within
the scope of permissible discovery in the particular action.""

Efficiency would dictate that each interrogatory propounded and
the answer or objection thereto be typed (or otherwise produced) in
close proximity to each other. This is required by a great number of
districts. But they differ on where they place the burden of conform-
ity. Many insist that the party propounding the interrogatory leave

a space immediately following the interrogatory, and that that space
be sufficient in size for the answer or objection."r Others require that
the party to whom the interrogatories have been propounded quote
the interrogatory immediately before each answer or objection.'" A
few place the initial burden on the interrogator but then tell the
answerer that, if the space left is insufficient, the answerer must
quote the interrogatory immediately prior to each answer or objec-
tion.'"

Another problem concerns a practice of using an objection to a
part of an interrogatory as an excuse for not answering the remaining
portion. A few courts have addressed this problem by providing that,
if an objection is made to a part of an interrogatory, the respondent
shall answer that part to which there is no objection." One court
requires the respondent in such a situation to certify that he has
answered all parts of the interrogatory that he does not consider

objectionable."
Although neither Federal Rule 33 nor Federal Rule 37 imposes a

time limit on the use of a motion to compel an answer to an interroga-
tory, several districts have attempted to prevent delays in answering
interrogatories by imposing such time limits.The Southern District
of California, for example, has provided that a motion to compel an

150. W.D..Mo. R. 20(D)(4).
151. D. Ants. Ctv. R. 37(b)(2). Another efficiency mechanism exists in the Dis-

trict of Arizona, where the rules provide that the interrogator need not file approved
interrogatories with the court at the time of service, but instead need file only a notice

of the identifying numbers of the approved interrogatories that were served. D. Anti.

Ctv. R. 37(b)(3); see text accompanying note 234 infra (discussion of filing require-

ments).
152. See, e.g., D. ARIZ. Ctv. R. 37(a)(2); M.D. FLA. R. 3.03(b); N.D. IND. R. 8(a);

N.D. & S.D. Iowa Crv. R. 17(c); D. KIN. R. 17(d); D.N.H.R. 14(a)(1); D.N.J. Gnri. R.
16; N.D. OHIO CIV. R. 3(d); W.D. PA. R. 4(b); W.D. WASH. CIV. R. CR33(d)(1).

153. See, e.g., D. ALASKA Gen. R. 8(D); E.D. & W.D. Mx. R. 10; E.D. C. Gm.
R. 6(b); N.D. CAL, Ctv. R. 230(1); S.D. CAL. R. 6(c); D. CONN. R. 21; D. Der.. R. 19;

D.D.C. Ctv. R. 1.9(A); E.D. ILL. R. 10(a); N.D. ILL. Gas. R. 9(c); S.D. IND. R. 12(a);
E.D. LA. R. 3.12; D. Mx. R. 16(1); D. MASS. R. 15(a)(2); N.D. Mtas. Ctv. R. C5; D.
Morrr. R. 8(e); D.N.D.R. IV(F)(4); N.D. OKLA. R. 10(c); W.D. OKIA. R. 9(c); E.D. PA.

R. 25(a); D.R.1.R. 13(a); W.D. TIM. R. 9(f).
154. See, e.g., D. ARIZ. CIV. R. 37(a)(4).
155. S.D. CAL. R. 6(c); D. MAss. R. 15(c); E.D. Mtcn. R. XIV; W.D. PA. R. 4(c);

D.R.1.R. 13(c).
156. E.D. MICH. R. XIV.
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answer to an interrogatory is waived if not filed within fifteen days
after service of the answer or objection."' The District of Massachu-
setts, in addition, provides that, if the court grants a motion to com-
pel an answer, the answer shall be filed within fifteen days of the
order, unless the court otherwise directs." On the other hand, the
Massachusetts District also provides a method for an automatic ex-
tension of twenty days for the thirty-day time period to answer inter-
rogatories. The propounder of interrogatories not answered in time
must apply to the clerk of the court for a Notice of Delinquency,
which the clerk is to send to the respondent. No motion to compel
answer or sanction may be filed for twenty days thereafter.'"

Three districts have local rules concerning the duty to supple-
ment answers given to interrogatories. The District of Delaware pro-
vides that laill interrogatories and answers thereto shall be deemed
to be continuing, unless otherwise ordered by the Court.'"" In the
District of Massachusetts, if a response to an interrogatory is com-
plete when made, there is no duty to supplement it without a court
order." The District of New Hampshire provides that there is a duty
to supplement only an interrogatory that seeks information concern-
ing the identification of persons with knowledge of relevant facts.'"
All three local rules appear to be more restrictive than the federal
rule," and therefore appear to be of doubtful validity.'"

Both the ABA Committee and the Advisory Committee have
proposed amendments to Federal Rule 33 involving interrogatories.
The ABA Committee suggests that Rule 33(a) be amended to limit
to thirty the number of interrogatories that one party may serve on
another party without a court order "to be granted upon a showing
of necessity . . . ."'" The Committee has commented that, while it
had considered numerous solutions to the problems with interrogato-
ries, it had "determined that an initial numerical limitation on inter-
rogatories filed as a matter of right was the soundest approach to
limiting interrogatory abuse and to enhancing better use of interroga-
tories as a discovery mechanism."" The ABA Committee propoeal
includes a provision that leJach interrogatory shall consist of a
single question."'" The Committee would make an exception, how-

157. S.D. CAL. R. 3(c)(9).
158. D. MAN. R. 15(c).
159. D. Mos. R. 15(g).
160. D. DEL. R. 19.
161. D. MA88. R. 13.
162. D.N.H.R. 14(e).
163. See FED. R. Cri. P. 26(e).
164. See notes 29, 117 supra and accompanying text.
165. ABA Comharrxx, supra note 27, at 18.
166. Id. at 20 (Comments to proposed Rule 33).
167. Id. at 18 (proposed Rule 33(a)).
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ever: "[I]nterrogatories inquiring as to the names and locations of
witnesses or the existence, location and custodians ofdocuments or
physical evidence [should] each be construed as one interrogatory.
Greater leniency is recommended in these areas because they are well
suited to non-abusive exploration by interrogatory.""

The Advisory Committee has rejected the ABA suggestions. At
first, it would have amended Rule 33(a) to permit each district
court, by the action of a majority .of its judges, to limit the number
of interrogatories that may be used by a party. The Advisory Com-
mittee noted that some districts now impose limitations on the num-
ber of interrogatories that may be served without court permission."
It stated that other districts might be deterred from imposing such
limits by Federal Rule 26(a), which makes the validity of such local
rules doubtful at the present time.°' By specifically authorizing a
local rule in this regard, the Advisory Committee proposal, if
adopted, would have removed possible objections to the local rules.

The Advisory Committee, however, has now dropped this pro-
posal. In its 1979 Revised Preliminary Draft, there is no authorization
for district courts to limit the number of interrogatories," thus re-
taining the present system.

The proposed revisions of Federal Rule 33 have also addressed a
problem that has apparently received no attention in any local dis-
trict court rule or procedure. Under Federal Rule 33, a party respond-
ing to an interrogatory in lieu of answering, may make available to
the proponent business materials from which the answer may be
derived. Although the Advisory Committee has stated that "[a] re-
spondent may not impose on an interrogating party a mass of records

as to which research is feasible only for one familiar with the rec-
ords,'" some parties have used the business records option to force
upon the interrogating party a great mass of unorganized documents,
sometimes "all of their records."'" To alleviate this problem, both

168. Id. at 20 (Comments to proposed Rule 33).
160. 1978 Norman Darr, supra note 26, at 649 (Advisory Committee Note to

proposed amended Rule 33); see note 143 supra.
170. F. R. Ctv. R. 26(a) states, "Unless the court orders otherwise under sub-

division (c) of this rule [dealing with prgtective orders], the frequency of use of these

[discovery] methods is not limited."
171. See 1979 Rritsan Durr, supra note 26, at 13-14.
172. P.. R. Ctv. P. 33(c), Notts of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amendment,

28 U.S.C. app. 457 (1976).
173. 1979 Rivtriso DaArr, supra note 26, at 14 (Comment to proposed Rule
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the Advisory Committee and the ABA Committee propose adding to
Federal Rule 33(c) a requirement that the responding party, when
turning over the records from which the interrogating party is to
ascertain the answer, not only is to "specify the records from which
the answer may be derived," but also include "sufficient detail as
to permit the interrogating party to locate and to identify as readily
as can the party served the records from which the answer may be
ascertained."'" The ABA Committee notes that, as a part of the
answers to interrogatories, the specification is to be under oath."'

While this change will do no harm and may do some good, two
comments are warranted. If the matter addressed has been a problem
of general application, it seems strange that-no district court has
adopted a local rule on the point and that the Survey discovered no
district judge who had included the point in a standard order, in-
struction, or practice. Second, it is difficult to understand why trial
judges, upon proper motion to compel answer in accordance with the
current requirement of Federal Rule 33(c)that the respondent fur-
nishing business records "specify the records from which the answer
may be derived,"do not order "specification [in] . . . sufficient
detail" for the interrogator to match the relevant documents to the
relevant interrogatory. Perhaps a specific direction will lead counsel
to expect, and judges to demand, what should be obvious.

2. Depositions

The local rules and practices concerning depositions, authorized
by Rule 30, have been less sweeping than local rules concerning inter-
rogatories. One district judge, in an attempt to hold down the cost of
discovery, suggests to counsel that he limit deposition "to informa-
tion needed under oath.""' He then offers the following advice:
"Interview even hostile witnesses before you depose them and then
eliminate possibly unnecessary questions such as life history and
names of all relatives since your client is paying you and a court

33(c)); see ABA COMP4ITT1M, supra note 27, at 20 (Comment to proposed Rule 33).
174. 1979 Ramiro Dun, supra note 26, at 13-14 (proposed Rule 33(c));see ABA

Comserriz, supra note 27, at 19.20 (same) (substantially identical language).
175. See ABA Coularru, supra note 27, at 21 (Comment to proposed Rule 33).
176. ,See SURVLY, supra note 31 (standard instruction of Judge Owens of the

Middle District of Georgia).
Another practice that could influence counsel to refrain from asking questions of

doubtful relevance is the requirement of many judges that counsel offering a deposition
at trial excise all irrelevant portion.. See, e.g., E.D. VA. R. 21(E), (F); SuRvity, supra
note 31 (standing orders of Judges Schnacke and Williams of the Northern District of
California; standard pretrial order of Judges Guy, Kaess, and Joiner of the Eastern
District of Michigan; standing order of Judge Alsop of the District of Minnesota;
standing order of Judge Walinski of the Northern District of Ohio; standing order of
Eastern Division of the Southern District of Ohio).
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reporter. Holding costs down will benefit you and your client." The

judge further advises that, "if [counsel] think unnecessary deposi-

tions are being taken," counsel should "suggest that to the court

and consideration will be given to limiting their taking.""'

Several districts have, in addition, defined the requirement im-

posed by Federal Rule 30(b) that "reasonable notice" be given of the

taking of a deposition. Some require a minimum of five days,'" others

ten days,'" unless the court orders a shorter time. One district re-

quires a longer time if the deposition is to be taken more than fifty

miles away."
Two courts, concerned about the

inconvenience caused to a non-

resident party forced to travel a great distance for the purpose of a

deposition, have promulgated a "general policy" that "a non-resident

plaintiff may reasonably be deposed at least once in this District

during the discovery stages of the case."" In the Middle District of

Florida, a "non-resident defendant who intends to be present in per-

son at trial may reasonably be 'deposed at least once in this District

during the discovery stages of the case or within a week prior to trial

as the circumstances seem to suggest.'" Any other nonresident party

may be deposed as a witness pursuant to Rule 45(d) of the Federal

Rules." Thus, in the Northern District of Florida, any nonresident

defendant, and in Middle Florida, any nonresident defendant who

does not intend to appear in person at trial and any nonresident

plaintiff beyond the first deposition, may be deposed in the district

where suit is brought only if subpoenaed and if the subpoena is served

in the district or within forty miles of the district.'" Although intent

to avoid inconvenience may be admirable, these local rules appear to

177. See SURVEY, supra note 31 (standard instruction of Judge Owens of the

Middle District ofGeorgia).

178. See, e.g., D. KAN. R. 17(b). E.D. VA. R. 21(G) provides that seven days

"shall constitute reasonable notice," but this is to vary "according to the complexity

of the contemplated
testimony and the urgency of taking the deposition of a party or

witness at a particular time and place."

179. See, e.g., M.D. FLA. GEN. R. 3.02; SURVEY, supra note 31 (stcuing order of

Chief Judge Nealon of the Middle District of Pennsylvania, para. 4.2).

180. D.D.C. Ctv. R. 1.16(b).

181. N.D. FLA. Gray. R. 8(B); M.D. FLA. GEN. R. 3.04(d). The Northern District

defines a "non-resident" as a person who liven outside the Northern District of Florida.

The Middle District
defines "non-resident" as one who lives outside the State of

Florida.
182. M.D. FLA. GEN. R. 3.04(d).

183. The corresponding local rules are N.D. Fu. GEN. R. 8(B); M.D. Fut. GEN.

R. 3.04(d).
184. See FED. R. Crv. P. 45(d).
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be directly contrary to Federal Rules 30(a) and (b)", and 37(d) "' and
are of questionable validity.'" .

Two other solicitous courts provide for payment of expenses
when a deposition is to be taken at a distant place. One provides that,
if a deposition is to be taken more than' 150 miles from the federal
courthouse, the court "may provide" in a protective order that the
party noticing the deposition pay the expenses of attending, includ-
ing the reasonable fees of one attorney for the adverse party. "' The
other provides that, if a deposition that will be used at trial is taken
outside the division of the court in which the action is pending, the
party noticing the deposition "shall . . , prepay or secure the cost of
travel" of one opposing counsel to the place of deposition and re-
turn)* Although a court may have the power to issue such an order
in an individual case, acting under its authority to issue a protective
order, "' it appears to be beyond the court's power to exact such a
price as an ordinary matter in every case. The protective order rule
contemplates that the court weigh the respective hardships in each
individual case and place at least the initial burden on the person
seeking the protective order. These local rules make the protective
order the norm, with the burden of its non-application on the party
seeking discovery. For that reason, these rules are of doubtful valid-
ity.

The most frequently adopted rule regarding depositions concerns

185. The relevant portions of Rule 30 state:
After commencement of the action, any party may take the testimony ofany
person, including a party, by deposition upon oral examination. . . . The
attendance of witnesses may be compelled by subpoena as provided in Rule
45.

Fan. R. Crv. P. 30(a).
A party desiring to take the deposition of any person upon oral examina-
tion shall give reasonable notice in writing to every other party to the action.
The notice shall state the time and place for taking the deposition and the
name and address of each person to be examined, if known, and, if the name
is not known, a general description sufficient to identify him or the particular
class or group to which he belongs. If a subpoena duces tacum is to be served
on the person to be examined, the designation of the material to be pro-
duced as set forth in the subpoena shall be attached to or included in the
notice.

no. R. Crv. P. 30(b)(1).
186. Federal Rule 37(d) provides that if a party fails to appear before the officer

who is to take his deposition, after being served with a proper notice, the court in which
the action is pending on motion may take facts to be established as presented by the
adverse party, refuse the delinquent party the privilege of supporting certain claims
or defenses, strike out all or any part of any pleading of that party, dismiss the action
or proceeding or any part thereof, or enter a judgment by default against that party.
Fan. R. Cry. P. 37(d).

187. See notes 29 & 117 supra.
188. N.D. Itz. Crv. R. 4(a). For a similar provision for depositions more than 100

miles from the courthouse, see S.D.N.Y. Cm. R. 5(a).
189. E.D. VA. R. 21(B). (C). Certain limits are placed on those expenses and fees.
190. Fen. R. Crv. P. 26(c).
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whether a deposition filed in court is open for all to see and, if not,
who may open it. Federal Rule 30(f) now provides that when a deposi-
tion is transcribed,'" the officer before whom the deposition was
taken is to certify it, "then securely seal the deposition in an enve-
lope" and file it or mail it to the clerk for filing in the court where
the action is pending. The Federal Rule makes no mention of unseal-
ing. A few district courts provide that, when the sealed deposition is
filed, it shall be opened by the clerk.'" Most provide that it shall
remain sealed. A few then state that to open the seal requires an order
of court or a stipulation of the parties.'" The vast majority provide
that the seal shall be opened upon request of any counsel in the
cue'"

The Advisory Committee and the ABA Committee made no rec-
ommendations on the matters covered by these local rules. They
have, however, proposed certain amendments to the deposition rules
that should make depositions somewhat less expensive. Their propos-
als would authorize the taking of a deposition by other than steno-
graphic means, but the Advisory Committee will require either a
stipulation or a court order upon motion.'" Taking a deposition by
telephone would be authorized.'" But the deposition, if transcribed,
would still need to be filed at that time.'"

3. Requests for Production

A few local rules and individual judge practices address problems
with requests for production under Federal Rule 34. A few discourage

191. Fso. R. Crv. P. 30(c) provides that a deposition shall be transcribed "if

requested by one of the parties . ."
192. See. cl.. N.B. & S.D. low* Crv. R. 17(A); E.D. L. R. 7; D. Ms. R. 1r(b);

D. Motu. R. 8(c); N.D. Omo Crv. R. 6(b); D.R.I.R. 14(b).
193. See, cs., D. IDAHO R. 17; D. Nsv. Crv. R. 17(A)5. Cf. D. Amore G. R.

8(A)(openod by order of court or "upon request of counsel for either party").

194. See, es., N.D. GA. R. 210; E.D. Itt. R. 16; D. MAN. R. 14.
196. 1979 Ramo Duerr, supra note 26, at 7 (proposed amendment to Federal

Rule 30(b)(4)). The ABA Committee proposes that nonstenographic taking of a depo-
sition be permitted solely upon notice to that effect in the notice of thedeposition. See

ABA Cosrearrn, supra note V. at 10-14. While the Advisory Committee at first
agreed, see 1978 Poolroom DaArr, supra not 26, at 640, it hu pulled back,stating that
it "is not satisfied that a case hu been made for a reversal of present practice." 1979

RiVIUD Doerr, supra not 26, at 10 (Advisory Committee Note to proposed new Fed-

eral Rule 30(b)(4)); see id. at 7. lid, the Committee would explicitly authorize elec
tronic recording of depositions by stipulation or order to encourap ita use so that
"greater experience" might be gained. Id.

196. Id. (Rule 30(b)(1)).
197. The ABA Committee urged that the present filing requirement for deposi-

tions be changed so that they would need to be filed only when used in a court
proceeding, unless the court otherwise directa. See ABA Comirrrsa, supranote V. at
1, 16, 17 (proposed amendment. to Federal Rules 5(d), 30(0, 31(b)). The Advisory
Committee originally concurred as far as oral depositions were concerned. See 1978

Norm= Diem supra note 26, at 642 (proposed amendment to Rule 31(b)). Without
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formal requests, urging counsel to use informal letters'" or to meet
informally soon after the commencement of the action and exchange
documents for purposes of inspection and copying.'" One court sug-
gests that a response to a request for production shall reproduce each
request immediately before the response thereto.* Two others re-
quire that, when a response to a request for production contains an
objection, it must also contain a certification that the objector has
complied with the request to the extent that it is not considered
objectionable.3" One court, in an apparent attempt to speed discov-
ery, requires that within fifteen days of receipt of a request for pro-
duction, a party who intends to object to all or part of that request
must file, presumably in court, a notice of intention to object to all
or part of the request.* A failure to file the notice "will constitute a
waiver of the privilege of objecting."'" This Rule cuts the time limit
provided by Federal Rule 34 by as much as one-half.* Moreover, by
requiring filing in court by the objector, it returns to the structure
abandoned by the 1970 amendments."' For these reasons, this local
rule appears to be invalid.

Again, the Advisory Committee and the ABA Committee have
addressed none of these concerns. But they do urge one amendment
to Federal Rule 34. Addressing what it called the "reprehensible prac-
tice [of] . . . the deliberate attempt by a producing party to burden
discovery with volume or disarray," the ABA Committee noted that
lilt is apparently not rare for parties deliberately to mix critical
documents with others in the hope of obscuring significance."'"
Thus, both the ABA Committee and the Advisory Committee recom-
mend the addition of the following to Federal Rule 34 (in the words
of the Advisory Committee proposal): "A party who produces docu-
ments for inspection shall produce them as they are kept in the usual

comment, the 1979 version dropped all mention of filing depositions, thus retaining the
present requirement. See 1979 Itzvorm Drum supra note 26, at 8.

198. See, e.g., Small, supra note 31 (practice of Judge Pollack of the Southern
District of New York, u indicated by the response of Ralph A. Cosenza, Minute Clerk).
The gain in efficiency yielded by use of this local rule is not apparent.

199. See, e.g., id. (Notice to Counsel of Judge Nelson of the Central District of
California.).

200. N.D. CAL. CIV. R. 230(2).
201. S.D. CAL. R. 6(c); E.D. Mex. R. XIV.
202. W.D. Mo. R. 28.
203. Id.
204. Fro. R. Crv. P. 34(b) provides 30 days in which to object and in certain

circumstances 45 days.
206. A purpose of the 1970 amendment to rule 34 was "to have the rule operate

extrajudicially," since the "extrajudicial procedure . . . has the potential of saving
court time . . . ." F1D. R. Cm. P. 34(a), Notes of Advisory Commit, lee on 1970 Amend.
ment, 28 U.S.C. app. 458 (1976).

206. ABA Comsurry, supra note 27, at 22 (Comment to proposed amended Rule
34).

18-8.57 0 - 83 - 36 538
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course of business or shall organize and label them to correspond
with the categories in the request."70

A more significant proposal is being considered by the Second
Circuit Commission on the Reduction of Burdens and Costs in Civil
Litigation?* The Commission, concerned about the cost of producing
large masses of documents,"' has proposed that the district courts
each adopt a local rule which would allow the discovering party to
proceed under one of two options."' Option 1 would require the dis-
coveree, in response to a request, to divulge the location of relevant
files, identify individuals knowledgeable as to the organization and
maintenance of those files, and supply a description of the categories
of documents at each location. Provision is made for a master or
magistrate to interview or depose file personnel or even to conduct an
inspection of the files himself. The discovering party would be re-
quired to give notice of the sequence of proposed inspection of the
documents to permit the discoveree an initial review for privileged or
other confidential materials. Option 2 is simply to proceed as is now

207. 1979 RiVISE) Darer, supra note 26, at 16.

206. See Second Circuit Commission on the Reduction of Burdens and Costs in
Civil Litigation, Proposed Local Rule 34 (Apr. 10, 1978) (unpublished draft and com-
mentary) [hereinafter cited u Second Circuit Draft].

209. The Second Circuit Commission states,
1. In any substantial cue, if the lawyers do their jobs, virtually all

documents relating to the subject matters of the case will be produced. But
to get to that stage often requires an extraordinarily and unnecessarily ex-
pensive process of voluminous, detailed requests, almost equally voluminous
and detailed objections, extensive motion practice, hearings before the mag-
istrate or the court or both, and quite possibly a series of depositions.

2. After those expenses have been incurred and orders to produce have
been issued, the party seeking production assumes the not inconsiderable
risk that documents he really wants the damaging documentswill not be
produced. The burden of the initial file search of course falls on the opposing
party, but he has the opportunity to review files against specifically worded
requests and thus to "construe" those requests in a manner which will avoid
the production of damaging materials.

3. Aware of this risk, the party seeking production will tend to draft his
request broadly, which results in his calling for large volumes of materials
he does not really want. In most instances he will receive precisely such
materialspossibly tons of worthless paperwhich the party making pro-
duction has considerable incentive to give him. That is so, because the larger
the volume of paper produced, no matter how innocuous, the stronger will
be the grounds, u a practical matter, for opposing any further document
requests.

4. In a large document case, the amount of work done by the party
receiving productionin reviewing and understanding the materials pro-
ducedmay not be significantly less than the amount of work done by the
party making production. In effect, the system occasions a large duplication
of expense which . . . may well be unnecessary.

Second Circuit Draft, supra note 208Dtari
210. Id. at 1.3.
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provided by Federal Rule 34, except that the court, in ruling on
objections, must take into account that the discoveror has elected not
to assume the burden and expense of the file search, preferring to
delegate that onus to the discoveree.

Under Option 1, the inordinate expense attending the legal pro-
fession's version of German chess=" appears to be effectively elimi-
nated in the area of drafting and litigating, detailed document re-
quests and objections. The Commission's answer to the argument
that Option 1 enables the discoveror to view greater numbers of irrele-
vant documents and is therefore a greater invasion of privacy is a
pragmatic one: the present syitem already "generates production of
huge quantities of irrelevant materials."' The theory is that under
Option 1, the discoveror, being better informed, is likely to be more
selective, the more so since he performs his own file search rather
than relying on documents selected by his adversary. The Commis-
sion counters the argument that Option 2 is virtually forced upon
plaintiffs who lack the resources to cope with massive corporate
files=" with the obvious fact that Option 2 is in any event no more
burdensome than the limited procedures now available under Rule
34.'"

The Commission's proposal is a thoughtful and realistic attempt
to deal with a discovery procedure that, even if not abused, subjects
the parties to inordinate expenditures of time and money. But it is
designed for the big or complex case and should be so limited. In
relatively simple litigation, a party should not have carte blanche
under Option 1 to roam about his opponent's files. This procedure
should be made a part of local rules that are applicable only to big
or complex cases, a precedent that the Northern District of Ohio has
already sets" Whether or not that is done, the rule can and should
operate only under the close supervision of a magistrate or master,
as the Commission's draft would propose, or through early discovery
conferences as visualized in the proposed revisions to Federal Rule
26m and in the Manual for Complex Litigation."r

211. German chessKriegspielis a variant of chess in which a player sees
only his own pieces and must deduce the position of the opponent's forces as the
referee removes captured pieces from the board.

212. Second Circuit Draft, supra note 208, at 10.
213. The Commission notes, "This argument might have had some appeal in

1946; it does not now." Id. at 9.
214. Indeed, those presently able to utilize the current system of document pro-

duction successfully can only be aided by the proposed local rule. The local rule gives
the plaintiff with limited resources who elects Option 1 the ability to control the
amount of documentation he reviews, and provides him a better idea of what his
opponent possesses than he would be able to form under the present system.

215. See text accompanying notes 122.26 supra.
216. See text accompanying notes 10148 supra.
217. See text accompanying note 118
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4. Requests for Admissions

The Federal Rule 36 requests for admissions procedure seems to
be working well. Neither the Advisory Committee nor the ABA Com-
mittee proposed any change in Federal Rule 36 and the local rules
address only two points, One is a requirement that the person re-
sponding to a request quote the request immediately before the re-
sponse.'" Some districts require that the propounder of the request
leave sufficient room for a response?" Secondly, two districts require
that when a response to a request for admission contains an objection,
the response must also contain a certification that the objector an-
swered the request to the extent not considered objectionable."

5. Physical or Mental Examinations

Unlike other federal discovery rules,"' Federal Rule 35, which
provides for orders for physical and mental examinations, requires a
motion and a showing of good cause. Although the Advisory Commit-
tee Note to the current version of Rule 35 contains some implication
that parties should agree on the examination without the need to
invoke judicial intervention?" only one local rule encourages this,
and then only indirectly. The Northern District of Mississippi pro-
vides that every motion for such an examination not accompanied by
a consent order must be accompanied by an affidavit of movant's
counsel stating that efforts to reach an agreement were unsuccess-
ful."' This device is a small step in the direction of saving court time.

Neither the Advisory Committee nor the ABA Committee ad-
dressed this rule.

6. Filing Requirements

As originally promulgated in 1938, the Federal Rules did not

218. See, e.g., D. ALASKA Gm R. 8(E); E.D. & W.D. Au. R. 10; C.D. CAL. R.
8(c); N.D. CAL. Crv. R. 230(3); S.D. CAL. R. 6(c); D.D.C. Crv. R. I.9(A); D. Ms. R.
16(a); D.N.D.R. IV(F)(4); N.D. OKLA. R. 10(c); W.D. OKLA. R. 9(c).

219. See, e.g., D. Ann. Crv. R. 37(a)(2); D.N.H.R. 14(a)(1); D.N.J. Ges. R. 16;
N.D. OHIO Crv. R. 3(d).

220. S.D. CAL. R. 6(d); E.D. MICH. R. XIV.
221. The only other ruts exacting such a requirement is that relating to the

taking of depositions before the commencement of an action or pending an appeal.
Fr.o. R. Cry. P. 27.

222. The Advisory Committee Note says, "Examinations are very frequently
made by agreement and sometimes before the party examined has an attorney. The
courts have uniformly ordered that reports be supplied [however], . . . and [the new
provision specifically allowing examination by agreement] appears best to fill the
technical gap in the [preamendmentl rule." Fen. R. Crv. P. 35(b)(3), Notes of Advi-
sory Committee on 1970 Amendment, 28 U.S.C. app. 459 (1978).

223. N.D. Miss. Crv. R. C.2. Of course, other local rules requiring attempts to
reach agreement before discovery motions are filed would accomplish the same result
if applied to Rule 35 motions. See notes 52.54 supra and accompanying text.
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require the filing in court of all discovery papers. Depositions, when
transcribed,5 were to be filed,n1 as were notices of depositions and
motions concerning discovery.IN There was no requirement, however,
to file interrogatories, answers to interrpgatories, requests for admis-
sion or responses to such requests. The general filing requirement of
Federal Rule 5(d) extended only to "papers . . . required to be served
upon a party . . . ."n7 As Federal Rule 5(a) did not require that
discovery papers be served, it was at least arguable that the filing
requirement of Federal Rule 5(d) did not apply?" In 1970, however,
Federal Rule 5(a) was amended to extend service requirements to
"every paper relating to discovery required to be served upon a party
unless the court otherwise orders . . . ."2* Thus, the filing require-
ment of Federal Rule 5(d) was brought into play.

The filing requirement has proven to be quite onerous to district
court clerks' offices and an item of significant expense for counsel.
These filed papers have little application in resolving matters at trial,
since only a small fraction of civil cases that go through discovery are
actually tried. Moreover, discovery disputes seldom arise, as evi-
denced by the fact that certain important papersmotions to compel
and for protective orders, for exampleare not filed in every case,
and when filed often address only specific matters within a particular
discovery request. Thus, most filings of discovery documents serve,
at best, only the limited purpose of furnishing a relatively official
copy of the documents should a question arise as to authenticity.

Some district courts insist that counsel carry out the literal re-
quirement of Federal Rule 5 that all papers relating to discovery be
filed?* Two districts even prohibit the parties from stipulating that

224. FED. R. Cry. P. 30(c)(1938) provided that a deposition "shall be taken steno.
graphically and transcribed unless the parties agree otherwise." The 1970 amendment's
changed this to require transcription only if one of the parties so requested.

225. Fan. R. Crv. P. 30(f) (1938).
226. Fen. R. Crv. P. 5(a), (d)(1938).
227. FED. R. Crv. P. 5(d)(1938).
228. The contrary was also arguable, as Federal Rules 33 and 36 did require

service of interrogatories and requests for admissions and responses thereto. Fin. R.
Crv. P. 33, 36 (1938).

229. The purpose apparently was to ensure that in a multiple-party case discov-
ery papers between two of the parties were served on all parties. No attention seemed
to be given to the impact this would have on filing. See FWD. R. Crv. P. 5(a), Notes of
Advisory Committee on 1970 Amendment, 28 U.S.C. app. 401 (1976).

230. See, D.N.H.R. 14; D.N.J.R. 15(C); S.D.N.Y. GEN. R. 6(c). D. Atasica
Gm R. 8(C), not only insists that interrogatories and answers be filed, but states
further that "[a]ll documents, photographs, maps or diagrams attached to such inter-
rogatories or answers shall likewise be filed with the Clerk." D. &Ana Gas. R. 8(B)
also provides that depositions shall be lodged and not filed with the Clerk and "shall
be kept separately [from the file folder] and noted in the docket of the case." This
rule is apparently to help preserve the secrecy of the deposition, see D. MAIM'. Gus.
R. 8(A), and not for any reason of efficiency.
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a transcribed deposition not be filed."' The Northern District of Illi-
nois provides a sanction for failure to file: the use of an unfiled deposi-
tion "for any purpose" is barred.'"

Other districts, by contrast, have attempted to ameliorate the
requirements of Federal Rule 5(d). Two districts provide that interro-
gatories and answers thereto shall not be filed except where they
become the subject of court consideration through a motion to compel
answer, or presumably, a motion to protect."' And two other districts
provide that interrogatories shall not be filed when served but that
the respondent shall file the interrogatories along with the respon-
ses."

The District of Puerto Rico supplies an interesting example of
the problems encountered by a district court desiring to stay within
the letter of the Federal Rules even when a different approach is
called for. Its local rule 10 provides that "unless expressly required
by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, papers relating to any dis-
covery proceedings need not be filed with the Court."'" Since Federal
Rule 5(d) provides that all papers relating to discovery shall be filed,
the "unless" clause would seem to nullify the rest of the sentence.
Moreover, another portion of Puerto Rico's local rule 10 makes it clear
that the filing exemption of the first sentence is meant to apply only
to depositions: "However, every time a discovery document is served
upon an opposing counsel, proof of service must be filed with the U.S.
District Court. The pertinent parts of interrogatories, notices to pro-
duce documents or requests for admission, for which rulings are
sought, must be included in the motion papers."'

Both the ABA Committee and, originally, the Advisory Com-
mittee recognized that the costs of providing additional copies of dis-
covery materials for court filing can be considerable and the storage
problems faced by clerics' offices in some districts are serious. There-
fore, both committees recommended an amendment to Federal Rule
5(d) to provide that, unless filing is ordered by the court on motion
of a party or upon its own motion, depositions upon oral examination
and interrogatories and requests for admission and the answers

231. D. Me. R. 15(b); D.R.I.R. 14(b).
232. N.D. lu.. GEN. R. 18(c). D.N.D.R. X(A) (if a party fails to file any paper

required by Federal Rule 5(d) within five days of service. the court may order the paper
to be filed forthwith, and, if the order is not obeyed, the court may order the paper
stricken and the service to be without effect).

233. S.D. Ouro R. 3.7.1; D.N.M.R. 10(d).
234. M.D. Fu. GEN. R. 3.03(c); W.D. PA. R. 4(b). As both districts provide that

the propounder of interrogatories shall leave room after each interrogatory reasonably
calculated to be sufficient for the answer or objection, see M.D.. Fu. GEN. R. 3.03(b);
W.D. PA. R. 4(b), this save. double filing of the interrogatories.

235. D.P.R.R. 10.
236. Id.
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thereto need not be filed unless and until they are used in the pro-
ceedings.''' The Advisory Committee however, in its 1979 Revised
Draft, dropped all reference to filing requirements, thus leaving the
current requirement intact. The Committee offered no explanation
for its change of view.'" As in earlier instances, though, some district
courts have already acted.'" In view of the express language of Rule
5(d), and particularly in view of the Advisory Committee's action,
one can easily conclude that these local rules exceed the power of the
district courts.

V. ENFORCEMENT AND SANCTIONS

Federal Rule 37 provides a full range of sanctions against a party
or a nonparty deponent who fails to furnish discovery as required by
the rules. But no such sanctions are available for use against a party
who overuses or misuses the discovery process.' It is of interest that
this omission was not corrected when the rules were rewritten a de-
cade ago. Indeed, the Advisory Committee found"' only "defects in
the language of the rule as well as instances in which it is not serving
the purposes for which it was designed."' Thus, the 1970 amend-
ments to Rule 37 were really perfecting amendments to remove these

237. See 1978 Paola = DRAFT, supra note 26, at 622; ABA Comerras, supra
note 27, at 1

238, Ohjection to the proposed amendment to Federal Rule 5(d) on the ground
that it will reduce the public's access to materials in civil cases has been made in un-
published statements of Division Four of the District of Columbia Bar, and of the
Public Citizen Litigation Group on the proposed amendments to the Federal Rules
of Practice and Procedure, U.S. Judicial Conference. This objection rests upon an
asserted common-law right "to inspect and copy public records and documents, in-
cluding judicial records and documents." Nixon v. Warner Communications, Inc., 435
U.S. 589, 597 (1978) (footnote omitted). This, of course, begs the issue as to when dis-
covery documents become public. It seems strange that such a common-law right,
which the Supreme Court noted has existed since at least 1894, see id. at 597 nn.7 &
8, would arguably attach beyond removal to discovery documents which, prior to July
1970, were not to be filed until used in court, see text accompanying notes 224.29
supra, and hence were not public until that time.

239. See, e.g., N.D. GA. R. 181; S.D. GA. R. 7; M.D.N.C. Ctv. R. 21(m).
240. The Advisory Committee noted in 1978 that "Mule 37 now authorizes

unctions only against those who refuse to make discovery without justification. It
does not directly reach those who make unreasonable demands for discovery." 1978
Nome= Dirr, supra note 26, at 653 (Advisory Committee Note to proposed Rule
37(e)). This language has been dropped from the 1979 Revised Draft now before the
bar See also ABA Comurrres, supra note 27, at 24-25 (Comment to its proposed
Rule 37(e)).

241. Fa,. R. Cry. P. 37, Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amendment, 28
U.S.C. app. 463 (1976).

242. Id.
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difficulties. Of particular interest was language limiting the cost
sanction contained within the Rule to discourage the bringing of dis-

covery disputes to court."' While the Advisory Committee spoke of
this cost device as "intended to encourage judges to be more alert to
abuses occurring in the discovery process," the abuses it referred to
were those "implicit in carrying or forcing a discovery dispute to court
when no genuine dispute exists.""'

One district, the Western District of Tennessee, has supple-
mented Rule 37 by providing that filing of unnecessary deposition or
discovery motions, applications, requests, or objections will subject
the offender to appropriate sanctions, including imposition of costs
and counsel fees'"

Two district courts go further. The District of Alaska, by local
rule, warns that any attorney

who presents to the Court unnecessary motions or unwarranted op-
position to motions . . . or who otherwise so multiplies the proceed-
ings in any case as to increase the costs thereof unreasonably and
vexatiously, may be required by the Court to satisfy personally such
excess costs and may be subject to such other discipline as the Court

may deem appropriate."'

The District of Arizona provides that failure to comply "in good faith

with the ruies governing pretrial discovery" will subject a party to a
sanction which the court deems appropriate, including dismissal, de-
fault, and costs, and the court may "impose upon either counsel
further sanctions, including sanctions for contempt of co#'t. "2"

A few districts have general language in their rules that can form
the basis,for sanctions applicable to the discovery process. For exam-

ple, the Central District of California provides that "violation of or
failure to conform to any of these local rules"which include certain
matters having to do with discovery"" "shall subject the offending
party and his attorney, at the discretion of the court, to appropriate
discipline," including costs and attorney's fees.'" The Eastern Cali-

243. Pao. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(4).
244. Flo. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(4), Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amend-

ment, 28 U.S.C. app., at 464 (1976). The Advisory Committee referred to the facts

that until that time only a handful of reported cases included an award of expenses;

and the Columbia Survey, see Flaw Suarn, supra note 9, found that in only two

percent of the motions decided under Rule 37(a) did the court award expenses
Whether the 1970 amended version of Rule 37(a)(3) works any better is not known

See notes 262-70 infra and accompanying text.
245. W.D. Tr..NN. R. 9(c).
246. D. ALASKA Gm. R. 35(D).
247. D. ARIZ. CIV. R. 42(E).
248. See C.D. CAL. R 6. 545
249. See C.D. CAL. It 28.
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fornia district phrases it this way: "Failure of counsel or of a party
to comply with these rules shall be ground for any imposition by the
Court of any and all sanctions authorized by statute or rule," includ-
ing fines, costs, and attorney's fees, "as may be within the power of
the court."'"

All other local rules dealing with sanctions do so in the context
of failure to prosecute. Many do no more than repeat the general
language of Federal Rule 41(b) that failure to prosecute can lead to
dismissal.'" Others provide a certain time guide: the case will be
dismissed if it is pending "without any substantial proceedings of
record having been taken" or if "no activity by filing of pleadings,
orders of the Court or otherwise" has occurred during the time
specified. The time provided varies: three months,'" six months,"
one year,'" and fifteen months.?" Both Iowa districts provide that
whenever any deadline set by the Federal Rules, by the local rules,
or by order of any federal court is exceeded by more than thirty days
and extension .has neither been requested nor granted, the action
"shall be dismissed by the clerk."' Each of these Iowa rules provides
for notice to counsel in advance of dismissal, though Northern Geor-
gia allows dismissal "with or without notice."*I

The Alaska, Arizona, and Eastern Michigan rules providing for
sanctions directly against counsel who "multiplies the proceedings
. . . [so] as to increase the costs unreasonably and vexatiously" or
who fails to comply in good faith with the rules governing pretrial
discovery,'" have a statutory foundation. 28 U.S.C. ./ 1927 provides:
"Any attorney . . . who so multiples the proceedings in any case as
to increase the costa unreasonably and vexatiously may be required
by the court to satisfy personally such excess costs.""

The Advisory Committee and the ABA Committee have pro-

250. E.D CAL. GEN. It 6. See also E.D. Mat R. XXVII(b) ("If counsel fails to
comply with any of these rules," the court may assess costs directly against counsel
"whose action has obstructed the effective administration of the Court's business, and
subject him to such other discipline u the Court may deem appropriate.").

251. See, e.g., D. Cow. R. 19; D.D.C. Cry. R. 1-14; M.D. FLA. GEN. R. 3.10; D.
KAN. R. 26.

252. N.D. GA. R. 131.13.
253. N.D. FIA. GEN. R. 13.
254. See, e.g., N.D. FLA. Gm. R. 13; M.D. LA. Gm. IL 17(B). S.D. FLA. GEN. R.

13 specifies three months before issue.
255. See,,e.g., N.D. CAL. CW. R. 235(11); S.D. CAL. R. 10; N.D. GA. R. 131.13;

N.D. ILL. GEN. R. 21(a); E.D. LA. R. 12.
256. See, e.g., D."louz. Cry. R. 38(d); N.D. IND. R. 10; D. MD. SUIT. R. 33.
257. See, e.g., E.D. Mo. R. VM(f)
258. N.D. & S.D. IOWA Cry. R. 24(B).
259. N.D. GA. R. 131.1.
260. D. ALASKA GEN. R. 35D; see D. Mut. Crv. R. 38(d); E.D. Mai. R. XXVII(b).
261. 28 U.S.C. f 1927 (1976).
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posed an expansion of Federal Rule 37 sanctions so as to apply to
failure to "cooperate in" discovery as well as to "failure to make"
discovery. In 1978, they each proposed that a new Federal Rule 37(e)
be promulgated, authorizing the court, in addition to other sanctions
already authorized in Rule 37, to "impose upon any party or counsel
such sanctions as may be just, including the payment of reasonable
expenses and attorney's fees," for the following: "(1) fails without
good cause to cooperate in the framing of an appropriate discovery
plan by agreement under Rule 26(f), or (2) otherwise abuses the dis-
covery process in seeking, making or resisting discovery."'" More-
over, proposed Federal Rule 37(e) was to make explicit reference to
28 U.S.C. § 1927."

The Advisory Committee, however, without explanation or
comment, pulled back in its 1979 Revised Draft. While currently
proposed new Rule 37(e) explicitly authorizes a court to impose costs
on a party or an attorney who "fails to participate in good faith in
the framing of a discovery plan by agreement," it fails to provide the
same remedy for the abuse of other portions of the discovery process
and eliminates all reference to 28 U.S.C. § 1927." Presumably sec-
tion 1927 sanctions are available, but the failure to provide an express
reference in Rule 37 will make its use less likely.

It must be noted that the provision of a sanction in a rule is not
the whole answer. Section 1927 has been the law since 1813, yet,
there are very few reported instances of its utilization."' The cost
sanctions of pre-1970 Rule 37 were used in only one of fifty cases."
And, while no exhaustive research has yet been published,"'" there

262. 1978 Norms° Daarr, supra note 26, at 652; see ABA CoMMrrru, supra

note 27. at 24.25. The Advisory Committee noted. "The new subdivision is offered to

make explicit the power of the court to impose unctions for all forms of discovery

abuse." 1978 Paoroszo DRArr, supra note 26, at 653 (Note to proposed Rule 37(e)).

263. 1978 PROPOSID Dasrr, supra note 26, at 653 (Note to proposed Rule 37(e)).

The Advisory Committee noted that, although the section 1927 unction has been

available to check discovery abuse, it has not been customarily used. Id The e.plicit
reference in Rule 37(c) apparently was designed to encourage district courts to utilize

that unction where appropriate.
264. 1979 Raviato Daarr, supra note 26, at 19.

265. Act of July 22, 1813, ch. 14 f 3, 3 Stat. 21 (1813). See generally Risinger,

Honesty in Pleading and Its Enforcement. Some "Striking"Problems with Federal

Rule of Cunl Procedure II, 61 Mum. L. lisv. 1, 47.50 (1976). Professor Risinger notes
that the statute did not figure in a reported case for over ninety years after its enact-

ment, and then only peripherally. See Risinger, supra, at 47 n.158 (referring to In re

Zier & Co., 127 F. 399 (D. Ind. 1904), aff'd, 142 F. 102 (7th Cir. 1905)). Professor
Munger describes the number of cases decided under the statute as "few " Risinger,

supra, at 48. This is consonant with the Advisory Committee's conclusion that the

statute is not "customarily used." 1978 Norms.° Durr, supra note 26, at 653 (Ad-

visory Committee Note to proposed Federal Rule 37(e)).
266. FID. R. Ctv. P. 37(a)(3), Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amend-

ment, 28 U.S.C. app. at 464 (1976),
267. Such a study is now underway, at the direction of Professor Ronald Elling-

ton of the University of Georgia, under the auspices of the Department of Justice's

Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice.
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is reason to believe that the situation has not changed appreciably
since 1970."'

An analogous situation exists with Federal Rule 11, which re-
quires counsel to sign all pleadings to certify they have "read the
pleading, that to the best of [their] knowledge, information and
belief there is good ground to support it; and that it is not interposed
for delay. ""' Professor Risinger has concluded that, since its pro-
mulgation in 1938, there have been only eleven reported cases of Rule
11 violations."'

Should the proposed new Federal Rule 37(e) be promulgated, the
responsibility for its effectuation will fall on district judges. Only they
ensure that sanctions will deter discovery abuses. If the performance
of district judges in applying 28 U.S.C. f 1927 and Federal Rule 11
is any guide, the proposed amendment to Rule 37, if adopted, will be
no more than an interesting academic exercise.

CONCLUSION

This survey of local rules and of standing orders, instructions,
and practices of individual federal judges shows that there has been
a significant amountof experimentation designed to make the discov-
ery rules better achieve the goal of "just, speedy, and inexpensive
determination of every action. "" Such experimentation has not,
however, been without cost. As the subject matter of district court
rulemaking has continued to expand, many courts have endangered
"the principles of simplicity, scarcity and uniformity which guided
the formulation of the Federal Rules,"m and have threatened to cre-
ate "a kind of procedural Tower of Babel."m In an era in which
lawyers often practice before federal courts in more than one district,
the welter of local rules also increases the possibility that attorneys
will not be aware of rules that "might well affect an attorney's trial
tactics.'" Moreover, as has been indicated, many of the local rules
and practices of individual judges are inconsistent with the Federal
Rules and hence are invalid.

The local rules and practice, however, do indicate areas of con-
cern that have developed under the Federal Rules. They also demon-
strate attempts to limit the involvement of judges in the discovery
process and thus conserve judge time available for trial and more
substantive motions. Clearly, this is consonant with the thrust of the

266. See Risinger, supra note 265, at 47-48.
269. he. R. Cry. P.11.
270. Rishlier, supra note 266, at 34-42.
271. Ihm. R. Cry. P. 1.
272. Note, Rule 83 and the Local Federal Rules, 67 Como. L. Rev. 1251, 1252

(1087)(footaotes omitted). For some concrete examples of this type of rules, see text
accompanying notes 141.82, 178-81, 186-09 supra.

273. 12 C. %mar & A. Maim supra note 2, f 220.
274. Weinstein, supra note 29, at 968 n.309.
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1970 amendments to the Federal Rules."' Yet, there is a contrary
impetus, one that brings federal judges, or federal magistrates, into
greater involvement in the discovery process. For, in the views of
many, allowing counsel to implement discovery largely on their own
has led to too many instances of abuse, foot dragging, and unwar-
ranted expense. Therefore, many local rules and individual judge
practices call for greater involvement of judges and magistrates. This
tendency may be seen in local rules requiring discovery conferences,
delimiting the scope of discovery at an early stage, limiting the num-
ber of interrogatories without specific court authorization, and in-
creasing the emphasis on sanctions.

The current proposals of the Advisory Committee, the ABA
Committee, and the Second Circuit Commission also propose a sig-
nificant increased investment in judge time to ensure that the discov-
ery process works more expeditiously and less expensively. Although
much of the increased supervision may be performed by magistrates
or, as in the case of one Second Circuit Commission proposal, volun-
teer masters, the current proposals, by calling for increased supervi-
sion of counsel, reverses the philosophy behind the 1970 amendments
to the federal discovery rules. This fact should be recognized and
confronted."'

This survey of local rules and practices demonstrates that many
of the proposals for changes in the national rules have been the sub-
jects of experiments on the local level. In evaluating the probable
effectiveness, impact, and costs of these proposals, it is therefore
necessary to evaluate how similar rules and practices have been work-
ing on the local level. It is particularly important to balance the cost
of local rules in terms of judge time against their efficacy in solving
perceived problems. Apparently, the Federal Judicial Center's Case
Management Study?" played a significant role in the Advisory Com-
mittee's change of position from its 1978 proposals to its 1979 revised
proposals for changes in the federal discovery rules.n" Unfortunately,
there is no indication that the Advisory Committee, the ABA Com-
mittee, or the Second Circuit Commission went further to evaluate
local rules in arriving at the current proposals now before the bar. If
such an evaluation was in fact made, its results have not been shared
publicly.

275. See text accompanying notes 9.16 supra.
276. Compare a suggestion made from time to time that aproposed congressional

enactment carry with it a statement projecting its impact on the judiciary. Burger.
State of the Judiciary-1970, 56 A.B.A.J. 929, 933 (1970).

277. See note 62 supra.
278. See 1979 Review DRAFT, supra note 26, at 5 (Advisory Committee Note to

proposed new Federal Rule 26(0). The Committee reported being impressed by the
evaluation of the Case Management Study found in P. CONNOUN, E. HOLLOMAN & M.

KUHLMAN, Junicua. Corrntoti AHD THZ CIVIL LMCATIVIL PROMS: DDICOVIINY (1978).
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From this survey and from material gathered in the Case Man-
agement Study of the Federal Judicial Center, as well as from com-
mon experience of litigators, it is clear that the just administration
of the civil discovery rules cannot be accomplished by any simple
rubric that relegates discovery to counsel, that involves the court
more or less, or that enacts ever more explicit sanctions. The proper
implementation of the discovery process must instead be founded on
a process of experience. This has been the history of the Federal Rules
and of the local rules. Experience has demonstrated that the present
scheme of minimal judge involvement in the Federal Rules does not
work in the big and complex case. The Manual for Complex
Litigation"' recognized this failure and accordingly called for greater
judicial involvement in complex cases. By emphasizing problems now
perceived in the discovery process, particularly in big and complex
cases, the Advisory Committee and the Second Circuit Commission
have testified that the Manual for Complex Litigation has not been
applied sufficiently by district judges or has not worked. Yet, they
propose more of the same.

Finally, a recurring theme: for any set of rules to work there must
be counsel who are willing to make them work, even at the expense
of a client's interest. Thus, counsel's duty to the profession and to the
litigation process must temper the classic view of devotion to one's
client's interest "though the heavens fall."'" Moreover, there must be
a trial judge, or magistrate, alert to rules of the game and ready and
willing to enforce them when breach occurs. Without these ingredi-
ents, no set of rules, federal or local, can be more than exhortation.

279. Set note 118 supra.
280. M. Fanowat, Lwow' Enacts IN AN ADVUSARY SYSTEM 9 (1975). Professor

Freedman quotes Lord Brougham in Queen Caroline's Case, 129 Eng. Rep. 976 (1820)
(quoting 2 Taw. or Wm CAROUPIS 8 (J. Nightingale ed. London 1821) (defense trial
reported)):

An advocate, in the discharge of his duty, knows but one p2rson in all the
world, and that person is his client. To save that client by all means and
expedients, and at all hazards and costs to other persons, and, amongst
them, to himself, is his fait and only duty; and in performing dill duty he
must not regard the alarm, the torments, the destruction which he may bring
upon others. Separating the duty of a patriot from that of an advocate, he
must go on reckless of the consequences, though it should be his unhappy
fate to involve his country in confusion.

Professor Freedman goes on to state,
Let justice be donethat is, for my client let justice be donethough the
heavens &H. That is the kind of advocacy that 1 would want as a client and
that 1 feel bound to provide as an advocate. The rest of the picture, however,
should not be ignored. The adversary system ensures an advocate on the
other side, and an impartial judge over both. Despite the advocate's emu.
meet, therefore, the heavens do not really have to fallnot unless justice
requires that they do.

M. Fitmunow, supra at 9.
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Local rules rarely conflict with
federal ones, a researcher
argues, and they tell attorneys
what to do in unfamiliar
situations.

The Supreme Court and all courts es-
tablished by Act of Congress may from
tune to time prescribe rules for the
conduct of their business. Such rules
shall be consistent with Acts of Con-
gress and rules of practice and proce-
dure prescribed by the Supreme Court.

28 USC 2071

Each district court by action of a ma-
jonty of the judges thereof may from
tune to time make and amend rules
goceming its practice not inconsistent
with these rules. , . In all cases not
prodded for by rule. the district courts
may regulate their practice in any man-
ner not inconsistent with these rules.

Rule 83,
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

28 JudicaturtiVotume 62. Somber Iljunt.fuly. 1978

Local rules may not be popular among
scholars, but they are rarely criticized by

those who practice in the federal courts. In
treatises and law reviews, commentators
have attacked almost every aspect of the
power of district courts to promulgate local
rules, but judges and lawyers often seem
surprised to learn of this chorus of criticism.
They consider local rules part of the land-
scape of federal practice, where a rule or two
may need change but not the whole process
of rulemaking.

In my opinion, the critics have gone far
afield, drawing comprehensive conclusions
from narrow and remediable abuses. It
would be a mistake to suggest that the feder-
al rules be changed to withdraw any part of
this power from local courts when, -or the

Reproduced with the permwsion of the copyright holder from Judicature, v. 62, June-July 1978: 28-36.
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most part, they use it to advantage. In fact,
the problems are far fewer and the advan-
tages far greater than most critics imagine.

Jn this article, I will argue that local rules
do not undermine uniformity of national
procedure significantly, that the problems
that exist are exceptional and remediable,
not ssstemic, that many of the criticisms
against local rules do not stand up under
close scrutiny, and that local rules constitute
a sery important tool for district court ad-
ministration. My views are only preliminary
because I have just begun to survey local
rules as part of another project and to exam-
ine all specific criticisms of such rules.'

Confusion in diversity
The critics argue that nothing but confusion

1 The previous project is described in Steven Flan.
den. CASE MA:M.4E1,4EN? AND COVET MANAGEMENT
D. UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS (Washington.
Federal Judicial Center, 1977).

552

results from the present system. "Use by the
lower courts of their local rulemaking
power . . is for the most part an unmitigat-
ed disaster," Professor Charles Alan Wright
recently declared? Rule 83 requires local
rules to be consistent with federal rules, and
the Supreme Court forbids their application
to "basic procedural innovations."3 But
Wright contends that courts have held many
local rules invalid because they conflict It Rh
federal ones! Other local rules remain on
the books, Wright says, though they also
conflict directly with national /aw.2

Wright and his coauthor, Arthur R. Miller,
rely heavily on a Note from the Columbia

2. Chuies resins," of jack Weinstein,
,T;t711:1 MAKING PROCEDURES, 9 ST.

3 Miner v Atiass. 38313.5 650 (1960),
4. Charles Man Wright and Arthur 11 Miller. 12

FEDEML PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 219 St Paul
West, 1973.

s. Id.
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Law Rev ten ,9 and a Comment from Duke
law fourna1,7 which until recently were the
only general treatments of local rules. The
Columbia commentator argued that, in
promulgating rules, many courts disregard-
ed "the principles of simplicity, scarcity and
uniformity, which guided the formulation of
the federal rules "9 Sometimes district
courts used their rule making power to ne-
gate specific requirements of the federal
rules, the author of the Note said. Other
times, they used their power to "escape from
the arduous but essential task of case -by-
case analysis."9

Wright and Miller consider the problem
so serious that they recommend severely
restricting the local courts' ridemaking pow-
er. "The great goals of a simple, flexible, and
uniform procedure In federal courts
throughout the nation will be seriously
ompromised unless an effective check is

put on the power to make local rules," they
write." They recommend that Rule 83 be
amended to define limited areas where local
courts may make rulesor that the Judicial
Conference (or Standing Committee on
Rules of Practice and Procedure) be re-
quired to approve any new local rules.

Other critics also see this same problem of
confusion so long as district courts can make
extensive local rules. "The federal courts of
this country are becoming a kind of proce-
dural Tower of Babel because of the differ-
ences in local rules" says Maurice Rosen-
berg of Columbia University." "(M)any
local rules are in conflict with the policy of
simplicity which underlies the federal
rules," says Raymond C. Caballero of the
Texas bar." "Practice under the federal

6 Vote, Rule $3 and the Local Federal Rules, 67
CotoMm L. FiEs, 12511276 (1967).

7 Comment, The Local Rules of Civil Procedure to
the Federal District CourtsA Survey, 1966 DUKE W.
1011-1112.

1 Columbia Note, supra n 6. at 1252 Quoted in
Wright and Miller, supra n. 4, at 2t7.

9 Id.
10 Wright and Miller, supra n 4, at 223.
II Hearings on S 915 and II.R 6111 before the

Senate Subcommittee on Impracements in Judicial Ma-
chinery (bills to establish a Federal Judicial Center),
90th Cong,, 1st Sess. 282 (1967)

12 Raymond L. Caballero, Is There cn Ocer-
Exercise of Local Ruleaking Powers by the United
States District Courts? 24 FEDERAL BAR NEWS 325
(December 1977).

30 Judicature/Volume 62, Number 1/funuly, 1978
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rules should not be so vaned that one would
need local counsel."

One of the best-known critics, Judge Jack
R. Veinstein, thinks the problem is snow-
balling. "The subject matter of local rule
making continues to expand as local judges
exercise their fertile imaginations to deal
with perceived problems:43 Ile also con-
tends that "control of the local rulemalong
power has been relatively ineffective:14
Perhaps most Important, he feels the courts
have been irresponsible in promulgating
local rules.

Lack of public debate and publication of local
rules before adoption Is typical 'Mere publi
cation is probably not enough. Members of the
bar will generally out respond unless committees
of the bar associations have studied the matters or
the court itself appoints a committee or reaches
out to invite persons who should be interested to
attend a public hearing.... Nevertheless, the
effort to involve the bar is nothwhile, In addition
to valuable suggestions and presention of inad-
vertent mistakes, a major advantage of involving
the bar is that lawyers are more likely to accept
the changes.

Private adoption without an opportunity to
those affected to be heard is undesirable. No rule
by a regulatory agency adopted after such a
procedure could be permitted to stand."

How much uniformity?
The sheer volume of federal rules and the
number of issues they address is one of the
commonest objections to local rules. How-
ever, the law requires each of the 95 federal
courts to promulgate a local rule on several
points, and on many matters nearly everyone
agrees that local rules are needed and ac-
ceptable (bar admission, for example).
Those facts alone assure one or two thou-
sand rules altogether.

Courts also promulgate other rules in re-
sponse to specific local problems. The
Northern District of Alabama has estab-
lished a rule regulating the procedure for
removing files from the clerks office. flow
better would a district court deal with a
problem like that than by promulgating a
local rule? The court needs a policy, it needs

13 Jack B. Weinstein, REFORM Or COURT RULE-
MAKING Pnoceounes 120. Columbus. Ohio State 11
Press, 1977.

14. 1d.
IS. Id.,at 129.130.
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to publicize the policy and it needs to make
the policy easy to find, A local rule is the
answer."

Much of the hostility to local rules comes
from misplaced ideology to the effect that
national uniformity is what the federal rules
are really all about. Of course, this ideology
has excellent historical roots. Charles Clark,
who drafted much of the body of federal
rules, certainly saw his handiwork in that
light in substantial degree." The "Insti-
tutes held after the rules were promulgated,
the Knox Report, and the history of the rules
themselves all reflect this very impressive
tradition."

The local rules taken together represent a
contrary if unarticulated tradition, but a
tradition quite compatible with the "nation-
al uniformity" ideology The local rules as a
bud% seem appealing and essential to a de-
fender, but messy, offensive, or worse to
their critics. I see the rules as a tool judges
need in the day-to-day tasks of running a
magnificent national structurethe Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure and the rest
which has been superimposed on an extraor-
dinarily diverse body of local and state prat':
tices and procedures At their best, the local
rules represent an effort to accommodate
local practices into this national forum, to
resolve and contain local conflicts and
disputesin short, to do the job the federal
courts are for.

Local rules are a useful way for the federal
system to gain experience with new ap-
proaches to court problems. Before a rule is
adopted nationally, the standing committees
of the federal courts can consider the experi-
ence other courts have gained (assuming the
new rule is consistent with other law). For
example, the committees may benefit from

16 A committee in the Ninth Circuit, under Judge
CA Muecke of Arizona is considering the possibility
of a uniform numbering system for local rules. Profes-
sors Edward W Cleary and Robert L tdasner of Arius.
na State University are conducting studies for the
committee

17 Charles Clark. Federal Procedural Reform and
Slates' Mike, To a More Perfect Union, 40 TEXAS L.
REV 211 (1961), reprinted in Charles Alan Wright and
Harry M Reasoner, eds., PROCEDURE.TNE HAND.
sum or )vgrsca 99-114. St. Paul; West. 1965.

16 The author of the Columbia Note describes these
sources supra n. 6, at 12554259,
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local experience with changes that restrict
admission to the trial bar. Experiments with
arbitration may also help national policy-
makers make decisions on this issue.

But before we consider further the useful-
ness of local rules, it may help to try to
determine whether many of them really con-
flict with federal rules. This criticism seems
to be the heart of the opponents attack, but it
is not an effective one. It requires detailed
treatment because appellate review of local
rules is difficult and sporadic, as Weinstein
and other commentators point out."

Obsoloscenco
Some of the conflicts result from recent
amendments to the federal rules. Take, for
example, the 1963 amendment to Rule 58 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which
forbids a district court to direct attorneys to
prepare forms of judgment as a matter of
course. Many courts, such as the Central
District of California, maintain rules that
require that "all appealable orders and all
other orders orally announced in open court
in any case, shall be prepared in writingby
counsel for the successful party .."" But
my search has not uncovered any such rule
promulgated since 1963, they all seem to be
vestiges of the years before the amendment.

Of course, the fact that they are unlawful
does not foreclose their being enforced, as
may be common. But this situation may
have no practical significance since fudges
are free to require preparation of a form of
judgment by the prevailing party in every
case separately.

Or consider the rule by which some dis-
tricts have fixed the amount in which a
supersedeas bond must be given to obtain a
stay pending appeal. "The appellate rules
deliberately say nothing on the size of the
supersedeas bond because they intended
that this should be fixed individually by the
court in each case," according to Wright and
Miller." Local rules that specify bond

19. Weinstein, supra is. 13 at 121.
20. Rule 714), Central District of California. All local

rules cited here are reproduced from Federal Local
Court Rules, an occasional loose -leaf service published
by Callaghan. Although the Federal Judicial Center has

more complete collection, 1 have limited references
here to the service that is generally available

21. Wright and Miller, supra n. 4 at 242,
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amounts. like some others, refer to a passage
in former cisil rules 72-76 that was dropped
u hen the Federal Rules of Appellate Proce-
dure were promulgated in 1967.

A vestige of a more distant past is the local
rule which says that procedure in state
courts may govern in the absence of any
controlling federal rule." Such rules com-
mon before FRCP were promulgated in
1938, are contrary to an intent of Rule 83. Its
last sentence %vas meant to abolish the old
Conformity Act. which had specified that
state practice would govern federal proce-
dure. Although any reference in current !au
to state practice must be a bit jarring, I have
found no rule stronger on this point than
two that simply advise that state practice
may be applied if no other guide exists."

It is true that local rules contain obsolete
provisions. These may be no worse than
slopps but they may also be misleading
where they refer to provisions that have
actually been changed. The revised national
rule or statute would govern, of course, if It

22 %right and Miller, supra n 4 at 244
2,, CI+d Rule 15. Southern District, New Ica; Grail

Rule 19, Northern District. Illinois.

were identified.
A solution to this problem, however, is the

one that districts such as Maryland and
Northern Illinois use. There the clerk of the
court performs a continuous review of local
rules. Every district should assign a person
to make this review regularly, for reasons
of policy and to keep the rules up to date.

Serious conflicts
Some of the other conflicts that commenta-
tors have discovered are not so easily re-
solved. Possibly the most troubling provi-
sion is the requirement in at least three U.S.
district courts that lease of court be obtained
by an attorney scho wishes to propound
more than 20 (sometimes 30) interrogatories.
Wright and Miller find this rule "flatly in-
consistent" and "invalid..." Rule 26(b) (I)
lays out a broad scope for discovery, with
no suggestion of this type of restriction.
More specifically, the first sentence of Rule
33 ("any party may serve ... Interrogator-
ies .. 7) could hardly be more clear.

The force of these provisions is the greater
because Rule 33 was more restrictive before

24 u right and Miller, supra n 4 at 8. § 2168

Letting the bar write the rules
It may be that the bar is more often
involved in rule-making than the crit-
ics suppose. One official who has
worked with the process nationally
told me that the bar, or at least several
lawyers, is nearly always involved in
drafting revised local rules.

An example of lawyer involvement
in writing rules occurred recently in
Arkansas. There, the two federal courts
turned over the job of drafting new
local rules to a statewide committee of
lawyers. The committee included rep-
resentatives of every type of practice.
No judge or other employee of either
court was a member. The rules were
completed last summer.

Unfortunately, the chief judge has
not felt he can promulgate these rules
now because of Congressional inaction
on the Omnibus Judgeship Bill. If he
and his colleagues promulgate them,
he reasons, the situation in a year or

two would be that the local rules of the
two districts would have been adopted
by a minority of judges then sitting.

The committee proposed 52 quite
comprehensive rules. To my knowl-
edge, there was little or no discussion
of the scholarly criticisms of local
rule-making, though the committee
had as ailable existing rules from nearly
all districts, and used commentary on
particular points. Apparently, Arkansas
lawyers are not pressing for massive
reform of the rule-making power.

A similar process occurred in 1973 in
Iowa, where drafting of common local
rules for the two districts was coordi-
nated by a Special Committee of the
Iowa State Bar Association. The pro-
cess and result are described in David
J. Blair, The New Local Rules for
Federal Practice in Iowa," 23 DRAKE
L. REV. 517 (1974).

S.F.
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an amendment of 1970. Local rules that
attempt to modify it depart from a steady
evolution to loosen restrictions on interroga
tunes, and a specific, recently articulated,
national policy.

Another group of rules that critics find
offensive are rules such as Rule 20 of the
Western District of Texas, which forbids an
attorney from interviewing jurors after they
reach their verdict, unless he obtains leave
of court. Raymond C. Caballero calls this
rule "facially invalid," but then presents an
argument based only on policy grounds, and
suggests that the rule's problems may actu-
ally result from implementation." But no
legal argument that I can find indicates that
this very common rule is invalid. As far as
policy goes, the facts recited in U.S. v.
Rocks 399 F.Supp. 249, a case which led to
adoption of an identical rule in two affected
districts, seem ample justification to me.

The "clearest examples" of conflicts that
Aright and Miller have found are two provi-
sions in the local rules of the First Circuit
Court of Appeals. First Circuit Rule 8 pro-
s ides that a case will be docketed as soon as
the record is received, "notwithstanding"
Risk 12 of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure, which requires the court to wait
until the fee has been paid. First Circuit
Rule 11(0 advises lawyers that the court will
nut consult portions of the record not includ-
ed in the appendix. But FRAP 30 says "The
fact that parts of the record are not includ-
ed in the appendix shall not prevent parties
or the court from relying on such parts."

But apart from these problems, do any
other local rules conflict with federal ones?
Not to my knowledge." Though some local

25 Caballero, e.:pra n 12.
26 There are several other candidates, but all are

doubtful In some respect To me. as to Wright and
Miller and many others, six-man juries by local rule are
the most serious abuse extant However, the Supreme
Court ruled otherwise rn Colepove v. Battin 413 U.S.
149(1973)

A local rule that permitted oral argument on summary
judgment motions only by leave of court was over-
turned (Dredge v. Perry. 338 F.2nd 456 (1964)1.1 know
of no such rule now.

Some matters stall in dispute are mandatory bonds for
foreign plaintiffs, the notice required in a dismissal by
local rule, rules forbidding lawyers in class actions to
rontact class members, and permissible pretrial require-
ments.
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rules may be foolish, they are hardly illegal.
For example, local rules that create "divi-
sions" of a district not provided by statute
seem remarkably unwise?' They not only
create administrative problems, but they
also may restrict venue following 28 U.S.C.
1393. I can see no useful reason for doing
that."

It appears also that few, if any, standing
orders on discovery and other matters direct-
ly conflict with federal rules, though they
may create a diversity of practice within
several courts (particularly the Central Dis-
trict of California and the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, which I have studied inten-
sively). But diversity of practice is an entire-
ly separate question from that of conflicts.

The value of local rules
But we need not rely upon the relative
absence of conflict to demonstrate the ac-
ceptability of local rules. We can make a
positive case that local rules, far from bur-
dening the bar, represent an essential mode
of communication between bench and bar.

Even the critics agree that the federal
rules provide only a skeleton, and leave
open wide discretion to federal trial judges.
Examples of the areas in which discretion is
available are control of discovery, pretrial
requirements, admission to the bar of a
district, and local special problems of vari-
ous sorts. There are also many issues on
which statute or rule require or permit a
local rule." District judges and courts
have established consistent policies on
many such matters of inarguable discretion.

Diverse practice (within the range of per-
missible discretion) seems inevitable in the
federal judiciary. It follows from the wide
discretion available, from the high degree of
independence accorded federal judges, and
from the fact that the practice of law (despite

27. Rule 2 of the District of Montana for example.
Rule 6 of the Eastern District of California and Rule 1
of the District of Arizona may present this problem to a
lesser degree.

28. Set, e.g., Rule I of the Southern District of
Florida on "Docketing and Trial," which defines the
place where each case shall be docketed and tried, and
papers filed. Because this rule promises no ironclad
assignment to a division (only to a jury division, a
different matter), no venue difficulties can result.

29. Wright and Miller, supra n. 4 at 217.
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some nationalizing tendencies) is lucalized
to states and counties in a degree that has
few parallels in other professions or sectors
of the economy Most important, the pattern
by which federal Judges are recruited as-
sures that the judges hale strong local or
statewide ties.

11 S. district courts hardly are field offices
of any national apparatus, unlike other agen.
cies that often share then buildings. Power
to administrative matters lies in the courts
themselves Apart from obvious exceptions
(especially resources), power does not flow
from any Washington hierarchy The poli-
cies and the incentives characteristic of this
distribution of power generally reflect local
or statewide practice to a significant degree.

Diverse practice is desirable as well,
Bec Ace courts must respond to the environment

h the operate. thes must remain flexible
Court+ must be able to adjust to changes in case
limy. panic tilarly at the trial court level. The trial
court is at the hub of a wheel which intersects
%Nati prose tutor, offices.private attorneys, liti-
gant,. juries. witnesses, lay groups. city and
county governments, as

k decentralized administrative structure that
can respond to local needs is widely sup-
ported in recent management literature."

Own diversity, it seems foolish to argue
consistent pole ies should be somehow sup-
pressed, rather than published. It was ar-
gued in the 1967 Columbia Note that Rule
83 confers a rulemaking power in its first
sentence 0. his IS distinct from the -deo:
sionrnaking power" contained in its final
sentence." This distinction has been influ-
ential it has been adopted in large part by
most vrito s of the kcal rulemaking power,
who assert that there is too much
rulemaking, leasing tuo little to be decided
on a case-by-case basis.

Framed this way, the attack on local rules
seems simply silk even though the distinc-
tion is useful, Apparently there is a broad

SO Das 1.1 ) SAAY), Ahdem Court Alanagrmeni
Trend, on Court Organizer/Ion Cunt eptsI976. 2 JAS-
TICE SYSTYsI JOITISAE, 23 (1967/

31 See. generally. Sawn. Modem Trends and Geoff
Gallas. The Conrenisonal 11 udon uJ Stole Court Ad
ministration 4 Cniu al 4iressment and an Allematite
appnooch, 2 A sTIC E SYSTEM JOVAAL 35-5511976).

114 t nations therein
32 Supra n 6, at 1252

34 Judleaturelolume 62. Number I/June.1941, 1978

area to which Judicial discretion extends, in
which a Judge may make an identical deter-
mination in every case as long as no rule is
promulgated. t Presumably , the policy could
be published in an opinion, but not a local
rule.) A presumption against publication in-
vites the evil many critics would remedy,

Local rules are no ''booby trap" for for-
eign lawyers. the real booby trap is the local
procedure that is not published. The late
Chief judge Mac Sys inford used to say, e
don't have kcal rules in this court. Our
lawyers know what we expect of them."
That situation truly Imposes a need for local
counsel on foreign lawyers. Comprehensive
local rules at least provide initial familiarity
with local practice.

A useful tool
Rulemaking clearly cannot replace reasoned
decision-making, but it can be an important
channel of policy making. The courts are
often criticized fur imposing on other bullies
policies based on scant information, they are
seen as too ready to declare policy for others,
especially public agencies." But they some-
times seem hesitant to make policy for them-
selves.

A major theme in court management is
that courts hale done too little planningand
policymaking with regard to their ow n oper-
ations." Their reluctance is not surprising,
rule- and policy-making are the opposite of
then usual decisional mode of operation." A
rule defines future action on cases yet to
appear, adiudicatiun IS based on a record
built on past events. Where Judge Sernstein
compares rule-making to legislation and
finds the procedure wanting and the scope
often improper, he has perhaps overlooked
administrative policy-making as a more ap-
propriate frame of reference.

33 See. e g. Nathan Clam. Touards 4n Impend
Judiciary? 41 THE Ptlitar- INTent.s7 104123 t1975/

34 A valuable snorer (or dIls R
Wheeler and Donald SS Ja..kson, bider ial C month and
Policy Planning. 2 justict SYSTEM jounNAL 121-140
09764

See oleo Bo sell R wheeler, Planning m the State
Courts and Donald .% Jackson. Program Eraluatton u
Judnial 4dminntration. An Lam C. licrktnn.SteentS
fans and Suan j Carbon. ed.. MANAcis.c. THE
STATE COURTS 3:37456 St Paul. Weil, 1977.-

35 Wonslon, supra n 3, chapter1
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Looking at rules as a part of policy helps
answer a fess questions but raises others. If
rules are an essential part of running a court
and charting its future. it is beside the point
to complain of their number or scope. Local
rules can define and regulate practice on
certain matters of the normal operation of
the courthouse 31 They can define the rou-
tine to gosern important elements of the
conduct of litigation " They can provide
information about statutory plans," and
thes can describe the administrative organi-
zation of the court."

Mans C S courts, in my view, make too
little effort to take advantage of local rules as
a des ice to hammer out agreement on court-
s% ide procedural policies The result is that
many rules are the pet projects of a few
judges, and have no bearing at all on the
as to hies of many or most. Also, the rules are
often narrosser in scope than they should be.

Disersits among courts seems unavoida-
ble Because judges on any particular court
differ from one another in their history,
training. and attitude to procedural ques-
tions, disersits within a court is probably
Ines itable as well. The most common com-
plaint I base heard from lawyers is the
(Whet:Its in practicing law where proce-
dures differ widely from judge to judge.")
among the 10 courts we visited for a district
court research project, some had done a
remarkable job in hammering out consistent
policies which all judges could live with on
most of the day-to-day procedural questions
a lawser faces. Those, howeser, were the
few not subject to this complaint

its sir. eR. Role 6 of the Northern District of
Alatiarria on 'limos al of Court Files and Exhibits '

57 Sec. rg, Role 3 of the Eastern District of Louisi-
ana on "Motions," It cosers motion days. setting too.
lions for hearing, and calendar

38 See. ere. Rule 21 of the Northern District of
L.A.. on Court Plans, whish cosers plan for the

asognment of otinsel to represent indigent defendants
in. rimmat prooredings.a plan for the random selection
of grand and petit tutors and a plan to minimize ,,mute
aitiA ant bathe, prompt disposition of criminal i.ases
iSpecds Trial Seth

39 Supra n 28
40 supra n I This point is made also in the 'Report

Eialoatiog the Indooloal 1ooignment Ss stem in the
Southern District of New York After Three Years Erpc-
nem {S,11 of the Bar of the Cii, of New York, July.
Pr it, pp 5-6
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Two questions
As this larger context is explored, two diffi-
cult questions probably will be illuminated
questions which, I am frank to say, I

cannot confidently answer now, The first
concerns boss. far rule-making can extend
and not Intrude on decision-making, I hase
cried to shim that a minimalist position will
not do. On the other hand, it cannot be that
any consistent and lawful action of a court is
suitable for transmutation into a rule.

Though nearly all prisoner petitions are
dismissed as frisolous, for example, it does
not follow that this result represents a poli-
cy. Thus, no court should promulgate a rule
that "All prisoner petitions filed in this dis-
trict shall be dismissed as frisolous." Courts
must read every petition; if most are dis-
missed, that cannot be a matter of policy,
determined in advance. The critics ssould
have its believe that many local rules com-
mit this error. While I think that is demon-
strably untrue, all of its need further defini-
tion of the desirahle scope of court policy. It
must be broad enough to help courts do their
jobs well, now and in the future. It must not
pre-empt adjudication of controversies.

My second open question is how far a
court should go in try ing to bind judges who
dissent from a local rule, Rule 83 requires
only a majority of district judges when a rule
is created. When we realize also that new
judges will be appointed who did not vote
we find, in toto, many judges who may not
support a rule. Enforcement is difficult,
though no more so than for national rules, In
general, perhaps courts should avoid prom-
ulgating a rule unless dissenting judges feel
they can live with it, and rules should be
reopened as new judges are appointed.

Recommendations
Once we understand the significance of the
local rulemaking power, it is still possible
to criticize several aspects of the exercise of
this power, The first is the way in which the
rules are drafted, the second the way in
which they are promulgated, the third is the
lack of binclingpowerof the rules themselses,
and lastand most important is the occa-

sional lack of consistency with national law.
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Consultation: Judge Weinstein and others
are rightly concerned about the manner in
which local rules are drafted, reviewed, and
promulgated. He argues that rule-making is
to be understood and evaluated under theor-
ies of legislative delegation, and finds it
wanting from that perspective. He recom-
mends hearings, notification, and a substan-
tial opportunity for comment." I find all this
useful and probably inarguable. However, I
have some doubt that local rules that simply
do what local rules shouldto codify exis-
ting policy or practice that is consistent with
higher levels of lawneed to be dealt with
or evaluated through the imposing intellec-
tual apparatus Judge Weinstein brings to
bear on them. But it certainly seems good
practice for any government agency to pro-
vide an opportunity for public comment
before drafting regulations,as most agencies
are required to do by the courts.

Promulgations If a district has a lawful,
consistent, and predictable policy, a positive
service is performed by publishing a concise
and useful description of that policy. If
court-wide procedures are to be publicized,
local rules seem the best way, by contrast
with general orders or some other form that
stops short of the formal local rule.

In his discussion of the implications of
rule-making, Judge Weinstein argues that
rule-making should be conservative and ac-
curately describe practice, but he does not
seem to offer any good alternative to local
rules as a means to publicize local practice.°
A uniform numbering systemwhich may be
forthcoming, would be very desirable.°

Some districts have a vast proliferation of
"general orders,- whose status is unclear
and whose distribution is spotty. The Cen-
tral District of California has 181, in three
large volumes. Of course, it is impossible to
obtain a national collection of general or-
ders. One reason I am wary of excessive
consultation and review prior to promulga-
tion is I would avoid procedures that make it
difficult to promulgate a local rule.

Binding power: The judiciary appears to
have a rather casual attitude toward local

41 Weinstein. supra n 13, at 151
42 %{,einstem, supra n 13
41 Supra n 16
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rules, particularly in the notion that the
judge is not bound by them. Wright and
Miller think local rules should be binding
on the parties and the court, but that view is
probably not widespread among judges."
Many local rules that impose pretrial re-
quirements are enforced rigidly by some
judges and only sporadically (or not at all)
by others. A local rule should be generally
consistent with actual practice of the court it
governs (though it may be waived in a
particular case) or it should be withdrawn.

Consistency: There area number of direct
conflicts. Although they have less-cumula-
tive force than the critics think, their exis-
tence certainly is troubling. It would appear
wise for district courts to be conservative In
future rule-making and eliminate existing
conflicts. In particular, it would be wise to
forego excursions along the lines suggested
by the ABA Litigation Section, in their pro-
posal that substantial modifications of dis-
covery practice be adopted by local rule.°

Conclusion
What district courts should do in this area
can, I think, be simply summarized. A dis-
trict should maintain the most comprehen-
sive possible body of local rules, provided
that those rules meet the following stan-
dards, they should. (1) be lawful, (2) de-
scribe actual practice, (3) describe some-
thing attorneys need to know about, and (4)
be promulgated following a process that
provides a reasonable opportunity for par-
ticipation and comment by the bar.

With those conditions, I think that the
exercise of the local rulemaking power of-
fers the federal district courts one of their
best tools for responding to problems that
national rules simply cannot address. 13

44, Wright and Stiller, supra is. 4 at 224.
45. Set. "Report of the Special Committee for the

Study of Discovery Abuse- (American Bar Association
Section on Litigation, October.1977) At a 1977 session
of the Conference of Metropolitan District Chief Judg-
es (Brownsville, Teri, October, 1977) a section mem
ber suggested that several of the proposals be adopted
by local rule. lie especially suggested a limitation of 30
interrogatories, unless leave of court is obtained.

STEVEN FLANDERS is a project director at The
Federal Judicial Center, Washington, D.C.
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Computer Discovery in Federal Litigation:
Playing by the Rules

Pretrial discovery, especially in complex litigation, often requires attorneys
to maintain and manipulate numerous documents containing large quantities
of data. To assist attorneys in organizing and using this material effectively,
law firms are turning with increasing frequency to computer technology.'
Recognizing this trend, commentators have written enthusiastically about the
use of computers in litigation.2 Very little of the literature, however, discusses
the unique questions that computers pose for pretrial discovery.

One such question concerns the computer's potential for abuse. The speed
and data management capabilities of computers enable an attorney not only
to obtain information quickly but also to bury his opponent beneath reams of
paper.] Computers also present new questions about compliance with discoy-
ery requests. Should a court, in the interest of quick and efficient litigation,
order a party to use his computer for discovery? If the court orders the use of
a computer, which party should bear the costs? In what form must a party
present information derived from his computer? Finally, do the privileges that
apply to manually kept records apply in the same manner to records stored on
a computer?

This note provides answers to these questions. Because of the ready
applicability of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to computer-aided
discovery, the answers are actually quite simple. Simple resolutions, however,
provide welcome relief to the litigator confronted with the confusion of issues
and occasionally incorrect results found in the case law.4 Indeed, much of the

I See The American Lawyer. Nov., 1980, at 27, 36 (computers will become increasingly sophisticated
and less expensive permitting even small firms to purchase them). See generally Smith. Automating For the
Eighties, 66 ABA J 304 (1980) (during 1980's computer pnces will decline bnnging automation to firms
A' all sizes) An indication of the widespread use of computers by the legal profession was the appearance of
a special supplement on computers and litigation in a major metropolitan legal newspaper; Legal Times of
Wash , Nov. 17. 1980, at 29. passim.

2 As a general rule, articles dealing with computer litigation explain either the countless ways a
. °motet can help a litigator or how a computer will benefit a particular law office. See generally USE OF
CosirtrrEits IN LMGA'noN (1.0. Young. M.E. Kris 4 H.C. Trainor eds. 1979) (collecting articles on
computers and litigation) (hereinafter COMPUTERS tie Lm0AtioNJ; The American Lawyer, Nov. 1980, at
27, passim (discussing increased use of computers by major law firms for variety of legal and data
processing applications), Note, The Impart of Computers on the Legal Profession, 30 BAYLoa L REV. 829
(1978) (discussing computenzed research, litigation support, and discovery and admissibility ofcompu
tenzed information).

3 E. HUGH KINNEY, LMOATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS. AN ATTORNEY'S GUIDE f 5.20 (1980)
(counterdiscovery strategy of "massive response" places requesting party on defensive in terms of time and
money) [hereinafter LITIGATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS].

4 See Sanders v Levy, 558 F 2d 636, 648.649 (2c1 Cir. 1976) (en bane) (because more difficult to extract
shareholder names from defendant's computer files than from other files, defendant rather than class
representative must pay cots of notifying class members), rev'd sub nom. Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v.
Sanders, 437 U S 340. 362.63 (1978) (no reason to penalize defendant for storing tiles on computer because
equally expensive to extract information from other files); In re Japanese Antitrust Litigation. 494 F. Supp.
1257. 1259.60, 1263 (E.O Pa. 1980) (reversing itself, court ordered production of computer tapes after
noting earlier confusion over their work product status); Pretrial Hearing Transcript at 71, In re IBM
Peripheral EDP Devices Antitrust Litigation, S ComruTER SERV. Rep. 878 (N.D. Cal. 1975)

1465

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the Georgetown Law Journal, v. 69, Aug. 1981.
146'5-1494
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k.unfusion has occurred because courts and litigators have focused myopically
un the workings of the computer and have refused to see the ease with which
the ordinary rules of discovery apply.5

Litigators and judges faced with computer discovery issues should recog-
nize one essential point. the information stored on the computer, and not the
computer itself, is the focal point of the inquiry. Other than a rudimentary
understanding of the way in which computers operate, the only requisite to
satisfactory solutions is a careful application of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. Litigators and courts should avoid the common problem of
becoming so entangled in computer issues as to forget the most important
question. is the information sought properly discoverable under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure?

This note illustrates the ready applicability of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure to computer - aided discovery. After briefly explaining computer
concepts and terminology, the note discusses how computers affect five
general areas of the discovery process: the preservation of Information prior
to trial; compelling a litigant to use his computer; the information the
computer should provide; the form requested information should take; and
the proper allocation of computer discovery costs. This note offers interpreta-
tions of the rules to solve problems that the courts have yet to confront. In
addition, the note analyzes problems that the courts have addressed inap-
propriately and demonstrates how the rules, when correctly applied, ade-
quately resolve issues of computer discovery.

I. COMPUTERS AND LITIGATION: AN OVERVIEW

The computer is valuable to a litigator because it can search through and
sort large quantities of data in a short period of time. An attorney can use this
capability to organize and store information so that he quickly can locate and
assemble needed pieces of evidence, such as all documents discussing a given

(believing that use of computer would rrsult in disclosure of work product, court denied plaintiffs motion
for order directing IBM to use computer to speed document production); el Donaldson v Pillsbury, 554
F 2d 825, 832 (8th Cir, 1977) (without deciding Issue, appellate court implied that distnct court erred by
refusing to allow discovery of computerreadable material).

3 An example of this overemphasis appears in In re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices Antitrust
Litigation, 3 CostrtrrEa L. SERV. Rer. $78 (N.D. Cal. 1975). In that case, the judge and the attorneys
became involved In a complex dialogue about work product and the defendant's computer See generally
Pretnal Harms Transcript at 52, In re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices Litigation, 3 CosetrrEa L
REP 878 (N.D. Cal 1973). Consequently, they faded to realize that plaintiff wished IBM to use the
computer only for the purpose of speeding document production and not as a subterfuge to discover work
product. Consider the following exchange:

Id.

The Court. I have the greatest feeling that one side is talking about one thing and the other
about another.

You say if you comply with this, all your work product is to be released. They say, "we don't
want the work product." They say, "we want them to push the button as to what documenu
have been previously selected to do this, and this will create a saving in time and effort."
Counsel. 1 can understandyour Honor saying it scans to you like ships passing in the night.
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point.6 Computers can also supply attorneys with calculations, cost-benefit
and accounting analyses, and market share projections.7

Because coinputers are such valuable tools, attorneys should acquire some
basic familiarity with them. A computer is similar to a vast filing cabinet
having an automatic retrieval system. Data bases, the electronic equivalent of
filing drawers, contain data, information gleaned from documents, conversa-
tions, and the like.: Programs, sets of instructions written in a language the
computer can understand, tell the computer how to manipulate data in the
data base to accomplish a specified task.9 Software, the generic term for
programs,10 describes the programs purchased from the computer's manufac-
turer" as well as those written by the user. Programs draw information from
the computer's memory" and manipulate it in the central processing unit
(CPU)the computer's brain.

6 For an excellent discussion of the uses of computers in litigation accompaniedby a detailed "how to"
guide on creating a litigation support system, seeLmognohtSurroaT SYSTEMS, supra note 3. See also
Halladay, Anatomy of an Automated Lawsuit. Lmoartori, Spring. 1977, at 13 (describing tremendous
savings in time and money resulting from use of electronic litigation file dunng 135-day truly; Sanders,
Employment of Litigation Support Systems in Preparation of a Products Liability Case, II FORUM 919
(1976) (discussing advantages of computer use in litigation, but noting that even litigation systems require
substantial attorney time).

7 See LITIGATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS, supra note 3, f¢ 10.30-10.33 (in addition to searching and
sorting, computer may be used for computing damages, predictive modeling, and numencal, network, and
statistical analyses),

Pearl Brewing Co, v Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., 415 F. Supp. 1122 (S.D. Tex. 1976), is an example of
the sophisticated way in which computers can be used in litigation. In Pearl Brewing, an antitrust suit,
plaintiffs hired consultants to construct a computerized econometne model, designated the "Texas Beer
Market Model," to simulate market conditions. Id. at 1134. Information produced by the model would be
passed through a Damage Assessment Program, which would estimate the plaintiff's losses that resulted
from the defendant's anticompetitive activity. Id.

8 The computer as "filing cabinet" is, of course, only an analogy. In reality, computers store data as a
senes of magnetic spots on a medium such as tape. LIGATION Surrowr SYSTEMS, supra note 3, App. 1 at
396 A data base is a collection of data that relates to the same subject and is stored together. Id. § 10.18.
Thus, inventory and payroll data, although stored in the same computer, would appear in separate data
bases Analogously, an attorney using a computer for litigation support might create a separate data base of
evidence and documents for each case or, if a case is very complex, for :ch major issue. Id. § 1022.

The segregation of information into discrete data bases causes problems when a party seeks to discover
information scattered among several data bases. Often new programs must be written to assemble the
desired information See Sanders v Levy, 558 F.2d 636, 641.49 (2d Cir. 1976) (necessary to develop special
computer program to extract shareholder information sought by discovenng party), rev'd sub nom.
Oppenheimer Fund, Inc v Sanders, 437 U.S. 340 (1978). Mother solution to this problem is the use of
sophisticated data base management systems. Cf. LITIGATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS, supra note 3, §§ 10.18-
10 26 (discussing construction, testing, use, and maintenance of data base management systems), Sherman
& Kinnard, The DevelopmentDiscovry. and Use of Computer Support Systems in Achieving Efficiency an
Litigation, 79 CoLust L Rev 267, 20-71 (1979) (discussing advantages and disadvantages of full.text
and index systems used in litigation data bases) [hereinafter Computer Support Systems].

9 See Lmcomm Storm SYSTEMS, supra note 3, f 1006 (programs consist of senes of statements in
some well defined language setting forth step-by step problem-solving procedures). Programs are written
using either incomprehensible strings of numbers known as machine language or an English-like high-level
language. Id. § 10.07.

10 See id App 1. at 396 (software consists of programs, procedures, and documentation concerning
operation of computer system)

I I See id § 4 26 (commercially- prepared data base management software generally allows for creation,
maintenance, and searching of text files).

12 COMPUTERS IN Lm6AnoN, supra note 2, at 12 (internal memory stores pro:Jun beinz run and
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A computer communicates with the world outside itself through peripheral
devices such as magnetic tape drives, disk drives, punch card readers, video
terminals, and pnnters.13 Because each of these devIc,es stores information in a
different form, the user must choose the device that will produce information
in the form best suited to his purposes.14 Thus, an attorney must determine
what device to use for outputthe information the computer produces.is

Litigators generally will encounter two types of computer systems.16
Companies and other potential parties to litigation use business-record systems
to perform accounting, payroll, or invtntory control, in order to enhance the
efficiency of their business. Because many companies use computers rather
than traditional file cabinets to store information, litigators should be familiar
with business-record systems so they will be able to employ discovery
effectively. Litigators should have an even greater understanding of litigation
systemscomputer systems that law firms use to store and organize materials
pertinent to a given case.17 Because litigation and business-record systems
deal with different types of information, they raise different issues that this
note separately analyzes.

The foregoing discussion supplies the information and vocabulary neces-
sary for courts and litigators to understand most discovery requests involving
computers.'8 Of all this information, two distinctions are especially signifi-
cant. First, litigators and courts must understand the distinction between
software and data bases. Data bases contain information about the business
practices of the company using the computer. Software, however, contains
Information relevant only to the internal workings of the computer. As a
result, discovering parties usually seek discovery of data bases rather than
software.'' The second significant distinction is that between business-record

data bang proceed). For a discussion of a computer's information storage and memory organization, see
id. at 5051.

13. See id. App. 1. at 391.
14. Thus, if the attorney intends to read the information the computer produces, It must take the form

of computer printouts. Alternatively, if the attorney wishes to send the information to another compute.
for analysts, he must store it on a machine-readabk medium such u tape, disk, or punched cards.

15. LMGATION SUPPORT SysrEms, supra note 3, App. I at 390 (output refers to processed data stored
outside computer's own memory).

An attorney must also consider other factors such as :pad and cost when choosing a peripheral device
for output. Thus, information stored on a disk can be obtained more quickly than that stored on tape. Disk
storage, however, is much more expensive than tape storage. As a general rule, the more readily one an
obtain information, the more it costs to store

16. In ccmputer parlance a "system" is the entire set of software that accomplishes a unified purpose.
For example, an accounting system would be the combination of a ledger nrognum an accounts receivable
program, and whatever oioer programs were necessary to perform a bush. -.I' accounting tasks. M. WEIS.
STANDARD DICTIONARY OF COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING 345 (rev. 2d ed. 1977).

17. See COMPUTERS IN LMOATION, supra note 2, su 159 (litigation systems store and manage IMF
quantities of information enabling attorney to access quickly and accurately all pertinent documents)
(repnnting L.H. Yovolus, Litigation File Management: ?reparation for Trial, II FORUM S20 (1976)). For a
particularly clear presentation of background information about linption systems, KC LITIGATION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS, supra note 3 (In -depth discussion of all aspecu of computer support systems);
Computer Suoport Systems, supra note S (explaining briefly the function of litigation support systems, with
emphasis on work-product issues).

IE. Dictionsnes of data processing are an excellent source of additional information and terminology.
See generally M. WEIR, STANDARD DICTIONARY OP COMM. ER AND INFORMATION PROCESSINO (rev 2d
ed. 1977); LMOATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS, supra note 3, App. 1 (glossary of data processing tarns).

t9. Occasionally, however, software contains information a party may wish to discover. Thus, a small
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systems and litigation systems. The discovery analysis varies depending on
whether the requested information is stored in a business-record or litigation
system.

H. COMPUTER DISCOVERY

Once litigators master the basic concepts and vocabulary of computers,
they are ready to approach the problems posed by the use of computers in
discovery. This note now proceeds to examine a sampling of computer
discovery issues in a manner that roughly tracks the course of litigation.
Initially, the note discusses the probleth of data preservation prior to
discovery. Next, the note examines the question of computer use during
discovery and suggests that a court has the power to compel a party to use his
computer. After discussing the application of the work-product privilege to
various types of computerized information, the note demonstrates that courts
may require parties to produce material in machine - readable form. Finally,
the note discusses how courts should allocate the costs of computer discovery.

A. PRESERVING DATA PRIOR TO DISCOVERY

In any litigation, there is some possibility that an opposing party, either in
bad faith, unintentionally, or in the regular course of business,20 might destroy
information haviag evidentiary value, regardless of the form in which it is
stored.21 Nevertheless, the risk of destruction is greater for computerized
information than for written documents because computers lack many of the
safeguards that written documents possess. The alteration or destruction of
reams of paper is time consuming and requires so much manpower that a
dishonest litigant will have difficulty destroying evidence without witnesses.22

company suing a supplier for price discrimination may wish to inspect computer programs producing bills
to determine bow the supplier calculates his prices. See note $2 lnfrct and accompanying text (discussing
case involving discovery of program that allegedly contained racially discriminatory standards).

20. See Exxon Corp. v, FTC, 411 F. Supp. 1362. 1366 & n.5 (D. Del. 1976) (oil companies employ
"document retention programs" involving systematic destruction of certain records once they reach
specified age); United States v. IBM, 5$ F.R.D. 556, 5511-59 (S.D.N.Y. 1973) (in violation of pretrial
preservation order but pursuant to settlement agreement in another case, defendants in government
antitrust suit destroyed evidence prepared by private antitrust plaintiffs). See also LmoeTiort S'JI,PORT
Symms, supra note 3, 1 5.19 (suggesting that to prevent discovery of computer material, businesses
destroy it when it is no longer needed). As Exxon demonstrates, document destruction does not invariably
evince bad faith. Regardless of motive, document destruction does impede an opponent's efforts to obtain
discovery.

21 The intentional destruction of documentary evidence constitutes a serious breach of professional
ethics and a violation of the law. See Fadden & Quttenplan, Document Retention and Destruction:
Practical. Legal and Ethical Conskieratioru, 56 Noma Death LAW. 5, 57 (1980) (in some situations
attorney counseling document destruction may be guilty of breech of legal ethics). Despite this ethical
consideration, document destruction still occurs. Recognizing this problem, this note discusses document
destruction not as a norm to be followed but as an aberration to be controlled. The preservation order
discussed in the text provides one means of control.

22. See Wash. Post, March 11,1951, I D, at 1, col. I (witness alleged that AT &T destroyed documents
claims she saw "six or seven large wastebaskets being filled ... and taken away by trash collectors").
Unlike document destruction, the destruction of computerized Information requires no wastebaskets or
trash collectors. A single individual with fifteen minutes to spore can, by erasing a tape, destroy the
equivalent of thousands of documents.
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Furthermore, a litigant who doubts the integrity of documentary evidence
often can call on an expert to determine whether any documents have been
modified.23 Because computerized records lack traditional safeguards, a
person can alter or destroy data in a data base without leaving a trace of the
modification.24 Moreover, the alteration or destruction of a data base may be
done quickly and effortlessly: even a single knowledgeable individual can
obliterate potentially damaging information.25

Use of preservation and duplication orders might eliminate the problem of
data destruction. Computers can duplicate information almost as quickly as
they can destroy it.26 Moreover, the large storage capacity of magnetic tapes
and disks, coupled with their relatively small size, makes feasible the
duplication of even very large quantities of data.27 Given these advantages, a
judge can ensure the preservation of computerized information by ordering
the parties to copy all relevant data and store them under seal with the
court.2s

23. See generally H. Suyinit. Dtsrtrrris Doc-warns (1%6) (fundamental text on tools and
techniques employed by document experts); A.S. OSBORN, QUESTIONED Documerrs (2d ed. 1929)
(same).

24. See MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LMGATION . 2.716, at 115 (1977) (because computer file can be
altered without trace, courts should not admit computer records unless satisfied that evidence trust-
worthy).

25. United States v. IBM. 58 F.R.D. 556 (S.D.N.Y. 1973), illustrates how rapidly a party may destroy
computenud information and how difficult at is to recover what has been lat. In MM the trial court
ordered IBM and the Government to preserve all documents relating to data processing. Id. at 557 & n.l.
While this order was in effect, IBM settled a pnvate antitrust suit with Control Data Corporation (CDC).
Id. at 558. As part of the courtapproved settlement in the CDC case, CDC, in the course of a single
weekend and under the watchful eyes of IBM's counsel, destroyed the magnetic tapes, printouts, and data
base it had prepared for the case. Id. The Government in IBM alleged that IBM's conduct violated the
terms of the IBM preservation order. Id. at 557-58. After finding that IBM had violated the order, the IBM
court ordered the company to produce for in camera inspection any ramuning evidence in order to
facilitate reconstruction of the data base. Id. at 559-60. The Government had asked the court to order IBM
to pay the full costs of reconstructing the data base. Id. at 551-59. The court refused to grant such relief on
the ground that requiring payment of the costs of reconstructing the data base would be tantamount to
ordering the production of work product material that had been contained in the destroyed evidence. Id.

26. Because computers can search records more quickly than people can, delay results when a party
with computer capability does not use his computer. Some ..stistics on computers, set forth by a judge
almost twenty year ago, dramatize how fast a computer operwa: "For a machine new capable of making
240000 additions per second, reading magnetic tape contammg 4 1/2 million digits of information on a
single reel at a breathtalung speed, to speak of the shop rule hook is, indeed, an anachronism." Brown
Electronic Brains and the Legal Mind: Computing the Data Computer's Collision with Law, 71 YALE 1..1.
239. 248 (1961). Those figura are slow in comparison with the capabilities of today's hardware. See Rubin,
The Application of Full Text Revival to Litigation Support, 11 FORUM 1136, 1137 (1935) (in less time than
it takes human to read single paragraph. computer can search text of 50,000 documents for specified
terms). For example, a computer can wnte or read data on a magnetic tape at the rate of 15,000-350,000
characters per second, the transfer rate for disks is 100,000-225,000 characters per second. ComrirrEits IN
LtrIGATION, supra note 2, At 14.

27, For example, a magnetic tape can store up to 20 million characters, and a disk can store up to 7
million characters. Id.

28. The suggested order actually consists of two orders. The first, the preservation order, was discussed
in the context of the IBM case. See note 25 supra(discussing IBM's destruction of computenr,ed evidence in
violation of preservation order). Closely analogous to a preservation order is the court's power to order
parties to seal and store evidence with the court. See. eg. FDIC v. Mercantile Nat'l Bank of Chicago, 84
F R.D, 345, 350 (N.D. III. 1979) (rather than forcing defendant to comply with overbroad subpoena, court
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Although rule 26(c) never explicitly discusses preservation orders, it
apparently grants courts the power to enter such orders. Rule 26(c) allows the
trial judge, upon "good cause shown," to issue any protective order "which
justice requires to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarassment,
oppression, or undue burden or expense."29 Moreover, a judge has broad
powers under the rule. 30 The court, upon motion by a party, might issue the
order whenever the moving party shows that there is reason to believe that
data tampering or data destruction will occur. A stronger showing is
unnecessary because the magnitude of harm resulting from data destruction
far outweighs the relatively minor expense of duplication.31 If the party
required to preserve evidence seeks to avoid the preservation order on the
ground that the cost of compliance is burdensome, the court might take the

agreed to store information and limit access to it); Brink v. Dalesio, 82 F.R.D. 664, 677 (D. Md. 1979)
(court properly exercised broad discretion over pretrial discovery when it sealed records and allowed
discovery to continue; ordering seal effectively balanced defendant's fifth amendment rights against
plaintiff's need for discovery); Flora v. Hamilton, 81 F.R.D. 576, 579-80 (M.D.N.C. 1978) (to protect
individual's interest in privacy, court limits discovery by requiring psychiatric records to be placed under
sea).

The second order contained within the order suggested in the text is& duplication order. A court clearly
has the power to issue duplication orders. See Flora v. Hamilton, II F.R.D. at 580 (plaintiff must copy
medical records and file sealed copy with court). Moreover, a court that has ordered storage of original
documents with the court probably should issue a duplication order to ensure that the parties do not suffer
the inconvenience of losing access to the documents.

29. FED. R. Qv. P. 26(c).
30. The decision to issue a protective order is wholly within the discretion of the trial judge. Aluminum

Co. of Am. v. United States Dept of Justice, 444 F. Supp. 1342, 1346 (D.D.C. 1978). Acting within the
scope of this discretion, the trial judge determines bow much protection, if any, the party requires. Galena
v Onassis., 417 F.2d 986, 997 (2d Cir. 1973). The trial judge may be reversed only on a clear showing of
abuse of discretion. Id. Wright and Miller's belief that the judge is not limited to specifically enumerated
orders further supports the proposition that rule 26(c) empowers &judge to issue preservation orders. See 8
C %%RICHT a A. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE. CIVIL f 2036 (1970) (court "may be as
inventive as the necessities of a particular case require" when issuing protective orders) (hereinafter C.
Witiorr a A. MILLER). Moreover, several courts have issued such preservation orders. See FDIC v.
Mercantile Nat'l Bank of Chicago, 14 F.R.D. 345, 350 (N.D. Ill. 1979) (defendant ordered to halt regular
file destruction process); United States v. IBM, 58 F.R.D. 556, 557 k n.1 (S.D.N.Y. 1973) (court entered
pretrial order requiring parties to "preserve and secure" from destruction all documents relating to data
processing); cf. Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 411 F. Supp, 1362, 1379.10 (D. Del. 1976) (court vacated broad
preservation order but remanded with instructions to agency to develop more narrowly-tailored order).

Yet another rule reinforces the court's power under rule 26(c). Rule 13 permits distnct courts to
"regulate their practice in any manner not inconsistent with these rules." FED. R. Ctv. P. 83; cf. Colgrove
v Baffin, 413 U S. 149, 163 (1973) (local rule calling for sixmember jury in civil cases permissible because
not inconsistent with federal rules). See also Cohn, Federal Discovery: A Survey of Local Rules and Practices
in View of Proposed Change to the Federal Rules, 63 WIN. L REV. 253 (1979) (discussing regulation of
discovery by mcans of local rules promulgated under rule 83).

Although rule 26(c) confers on judges powers broad enough to encompass the issuance of duplsca-
fion/Preservition orders, changing technologies, such as computers, have required judges to be innovative
In the exercise of their powers. See Dellums v. Powell, 561 F.2d 242, 250 (D.C. Cir.) (pursuant to rule 53,
court appoints special master to review Nixon tape recordings and transmit relevant information to court),
an denied, 434 U.S. 880 (1977); In re "Agent Orange" rroduct Liability Litigation, 26 Fed. It Sere. 2d
993. 995 (E.D.N.Y. 1910) (permissible to use videotape to perpetuate testimony anddemeanor of witness
expected to die of brain tumor before trial).

31 A party would probably encounter more difficulty obtaining a preservation order for manually
maintained records. See generally notes 20.25 supra and accompanying text. Although the magnitude of
harm is the same for destruction or manual or computer records. there is less risk that manually-
maintained records will be destroyed without detection. In addition, the cost of copying manual records
probably exceeds the cost of duplicating computer records.
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additional step of requiring the discovering party to pay the duplication
costs.32

B. COMPELLING COMPUTER USAGE DURING DISCOVERY

Once a litigant has obtained the preservation and duplication orders
necessary to protect computerized evidence under his opponent's control, he
must decide how he will use his and his adversary's computer during the
discovery process. One -might assume that all litigants would prefer to use
their computers for the sake of enhanced data manipulation capability,
accuracy, and speed. This, however, is not the case. Delay is a common trial
tactic,33 and a party may delay proceeding to trial by refusin4 to use a
computer when answering interrogatories. On the other hand, the interrogat-
ing party may wish to avoid delay and obtain more sophisticated responses by
compelling the responding party to use his computer, The rules and their
underlyinc policies proviole some guidance when determining whether the
interrogating party can obtain a motion to compel computer M.

An interrogating party might wish to compel the responding party to.use
his computer in several situations. For example, the responding party may
have dual recordkeeping systems: an "active" file stored on the computer and
a manually maintained "backup" file: Because a manual search of backup
records takes more time than a machineassisted search of computerized
records, a responding party wishing to delay might impede discovery by using
only the backup file to search for requested documents or to answer
interrogatories.34 An interrogating party confronted with such a situation

32. See FED. R. CIV. P. 26(e) (court empowered to enter any protective order that justice rcquiresk
notes 149-70 infra and accompanying text (full dismal°. of allocation among parties of coits of computer

discovery); cf. American Standard, Inc. v. Bendix Corp., 71 F.R.D. 443, 444 (W.D. Mo. 1976) (discovering
party must pay half of respondent's cans of preparing requested transcript).

33. The case law, which is replete with examples of egregious delay, demonstrates that the courts are
fairly tolerant of delay. Set. e.g., In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litigation, 83 F.R.D. 260, 263-64 (N.D.

IlL 1979) (court considered plaintiffs' untimely objections to interroptories); Clark v. General Moto.
Corp., 20 Fed. It Serv. 2d 679,643 (D. Mass. 1975) (it interroptories totally improper, court will not bar

defendants from filing objectives); Austin Theatre, Inc. v. Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., 22 F.R.D. 302, 304

(S.D,N.Y. 1951) (plaintiff almost 2 1/2 yeas late in responding to interroptories; court refused todismiss

case).
As yet there exist no cases involving the use or nowise of computers to achieve delay. Discovery delay,

however, clearly is a growing problem. Much of the current discussion about delay revolves around the

imposition of proper rule 37 sanctions for dilatory conduct in discovery. For example, in SEX r. Carter
Carburetor, the district court fined the EEOC and prohibited it from using certain evidence because the

agency had failed to comply with discovery requests. 76 P.R.D. 143, 145 (ED. Mo. 1977), reed. 577 F.2d

43 (5th Cir. 197$), cert. denied. 439 U.S. 1041 (1979). The Eighth Circuit criticized the EEOC for its

conduct, but nevertheless directed the district court to withdraw its order because both parties had engaged

in dilatory tactics. EEOC v. Carter Carburetor, 377 F.2d at 49. The Suprane Court, three justices

dissenting, denied certiorari 439 U.S. 1041 (1979). Dissenting from the denial, Justice Powell spoke

strongly of the problem, stating "Wile decision of the Court of Appeals in this case not only appears to be

inconsistent with our recent decisions, but also could discourage efforts to curb the widespread abuse of

discovery that is a prime muse of delay and expense in civil litigation." Id. at 1056 (Paled!,J., with Stewart

A Rehnquist, 17., dissenting). For a comprehensive survey of the imposition of sanctions for discovery

abuse by the circuit courts, see P. Epstein, C. Corcoran, F. Krieger k W. Carr, An Up-Date on Rule 31

Sanctions After National Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey Chub, Inc., $4 F.R.D. 145 (1979).

34. As yet, there are no cases involving computers that address this pc-ht. Nevertheless, in cases not
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might seek to speed the proceedings by asking the court to order the
respondent to use his computerized files. The second situation arises when a
respondent is willing to produce his computerized records but refuses to use
the computer to analyze or consolidate the large quantities of information in
the records. A requesting party might petition the court to order the
respondent to perform such an analysis.35 The respondent's greater familiarity
with the data probably would make it easier for the respondent than for the
interrogating party to perform the analysis. In the third situation, the
respondent enjoys easy access to a computer but the particular records needed
to answer interrogatories or to fulfill document requests have not been
computerized. If the requesting party wishes to speed up the proceedings, he
might ask the court to require respondent to enter his records into a
computer. Although document entry involves a fairly substantial amount of
time and labor, such processing will yield long-term benefits if discovery is
expected to be extensive.

The rules do not explicitly provide for compelling a party to use a
computer during discovery. Consequently, one must look to the igeneral
framework of the rules for guidance on both this issue and the related issue of
equitable distribution of computer discovery costs among the parties. The
relevant rules are rule 33, which governs the use of interrogatones,m rule 34,
which governs requests for document production,37 and rule 26(c), which
permits the courts, when necessary, to allocate among the parties the costs of
complying with discovery requests.31

concerned with computers, courts have not allowed parties to claim burden in producing requested
information when the burden stans from the respoodenrs own filing methods. See Alliance to End
Repression v. Rockford, 75 F.R.D. 441, 447 (N.D. Ill. 1977) (defendants* matins to limit discovery on
claim of burden denied; party cannot claim burden when burden restate from failure to store material in
organized file system); Kozlowski v. Sears, Roebuck t Co., 73 F.R.D. 73, 76 (D. Mass.1976) (defendant
not excused from compliance with diacovery request when burden results from 5wfficiencies in defendant's
massive recordkeeping system).

35. Rule 33(c) provides some guidance in this situation; it requires the discovering party to undertake
his own analysis or compilation if such a task would burden him no more than it would burden the
respondent. See Fen. R. Civ. P. 33(c) (when burden on discovering party "substantially similar" to burden
on respondent, respondent need not perform compilation). On the other hand, if the discovering party's
lack of familiarity with the information, or some other condition, would make it more difficult for him to
compile the requested information, the respondent must undertake the compilation. See notes 52-57 t 613-
64 Info and accompanying text (discusek ; requirements of rule 33(c) and applying rule to computer
discovery).

36. See FED. R. Crv. P. 33(a) (party receiving interrogatory must give answer or state grounds for
objection).

37. See FED. R. Civ. F. 34 (party may demand production of documaits and things or wry upon land
for inspection and other purposes). Unlike other rules, rule 34 expressly refers to production of
computerized data. See note 67 infra (rule 34 phrase "data compilation" authorizes party to demand
production of computerized information).

3$. Rule 26(c) orders may protect respondent from expensive or burdensome requests when respondent
is unable to shift the burden of analyzing and compiling information to the discovering party under rule
33(c). See notes 52.57 R 60-64 infra and accompanying text (discussing rule 33(c)'s "substantially similar"
test for shilling burden of analysis and compilation to discovering party). The Advisory Committee has
recognized rule 26(c)'s role as an ultimate source of protection against burdensome interrogatories:

(Tibe respondent unable to invoke this subdivision does not on that rocount lose the
protection available to him under Rule 26(c) against oppressive or unduly burdensome or
expensive interrogatories. And even when the respondent successfully in,oka the subdivi.

73 -837 0 - 83 - 38
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Although neither rule 33 nor rule 34 expressly, deals with the question
whether a court maycompel a respondent to produce his computer files rather
than his manual backup records, provisions in these rules, and policies
concerning their construction, suggest that a court has the power to compel
computer use. Both rules 33 and 34 allow a respondent thirty days to answer
discovery requests," and grant the judge discretion to allow a longer or
shorter amount of time.40 Judges often allow parties more than thirty days to
respond,41 but if computer use facilitates a timely response, the court should
order respondent to use his computer and respond within thirty days. Rule 1,
which requires courts to construe the rules to further just, speedy, and
inexpensive litigation,42 gives courts authority to prevent discovery delay.43

sion, the court is not deprived of its usual power, in appropriate cases, to require that the
interrogating party reimburse the respondent for the expense of assembling his records and
making them intelligible.

Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule 33, 4$ F.R.D. 487, 525 (1970).

Rule 26(c) also protects the respondent against overly burdensome requests for documents.Id at 526.27.

39. FED. R. Qv. P. 33(s). 34(b).
40. Both rules state that "Wise court may allow a shorter or longer time." Id; seeFounding Church of

Scientology v. FBI, 27 Fed. R. Say. 2d 601, 606 (D.D.0 1979) (to avoid delay, court divided discovery

into five phases and ordered party to answer phase I interrogatories within 20 days); EEOC v. New
Enterpnse Stone & Lime Co., 74 F.R.D. 6211, 630, 632 (W.D. Pa. 1977) (because courts have discretion to
specify time permitted for response to interrogatories, grant of extension of time permissible); cf. Depew v.
Hanover Ins. Co., 76 F.R.D. 8, 9 (ED. Tenn. 1976) (denial of motion to shorten time for request for
admissions under rule 36 from 30 to 15 days). See also 8 C. Witiotrr a A. MILLER, supra note30, f 2170
(court has authority to allow shorter or longer time for responses to interrogatories).

41. See note 33 supra (instances when nouns have allowed more than 30 days to respond to

interrogatories).
42. FED. R. Ctv. P. I. Rule I mandates that the rules "shall be construed to secure the just, speedy,and

inexpensive determination of every action." Id.
Courts occassionally rely on rule I to modify outcomes that specific rules seem to dictate, and to

construe liberally the rules in the name of justice. See Sacks v. Reynolds Secs., Inc., 593 F.2d 1234, 1239
(D.C. Cr, 1978) (rule 12(bX6) motion brought erroneously under rule 12(bXI) treated as correctly
formulated within dictates of rule I, erroneous noinenclaturi no bar to recognizing true nature ofaction);

cf. Ohio v. Arthur Andersen I Co., 570 F.2d 1370, 1376 (10th Cir.) (enforcement of harsh rule 37

sanctions justified if it will facilitate just, speedy, inexpensive litigation), ctn. denied. 439 U.S. $33 (1978).
Further, the courts have relied on all three requirements of rule 1. See. et, Samuels v. Health IHaps.
Corp., 591 F.2d 195, 199 (2d Cir. 1979) ("just determination of action" provision of rule 1favors retrial

when confusion made full investigation impossible before commencement of viol); Hanover Ins. Co. v.
Libenan Ocanway Corp., 391 F. Supp. 104, 110 (D.P.R. 1975) (although suit against Ports Authority
possibly premature, including Authority in group of defendants will fulfill rule l's mandate of just, speedy,

and inexpensive determination of action); Edgar v. Fred Jones LincolnMercury, Inc., 383 F Supp. 583,
585 (W.D. Okla. 1974) (conscience prevents court from awarding punitive damages over $2500 for setting

back car odometer, court entered judgment immediately, without jury verdict, to obtain prompt definitive
ruling on permissible punitive damages from Court of Appeals), reed on othergrounds, 524 F.2d 162 (10th

Cir. 1975).
43 See Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153, 177 (1979) (to further rule I mandate of just, speedy, and

Inexpensive litigation. courts must permit parties to discover only relevant evidence); EEOC v Anchor
Continental, Inc., 74 F R.D. 523, 528 (D.S.C. 1977) (rule 1 requires government to respondimmediately to
interrogatones. despite work product claim, in order to save defendant time and expense); United States v

IBM, 68 F R,D. 613, 617-18 (S.D.N.Y 1975) (though not explicitly authorized by rules, plaintiff permitted
to adjudicate enforceability of discovery order before serving defendant in order to further purpose of niles

by expediting discovery in face of impending trial); id. (recognizing that rule I supports notion that one

purpose of discovery is preventing delay at tnal, court established procedures for depositions to expedite

discovery), Firemen's Mut. Ins. Co. v. EneLackawanna R.R., 35r R.D. 297, 298.99(N.D. Ohio 1964) (to

fulfill rule I objectives judge may require plaintiff to obtain information from nonparty in order to answer

u,terrogatones).
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When computers might help to further this policy courts should order parties
to use their computers.

The issue of compelling a party to use his computer to facilitate discovery
arose in In re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices Antitrust Litigation.44 Plaintiffs
petitioned the court to order IBM to use its computerized litigation system tospeed the production of requested documents." IBM argued that the
litigation system was work product and that such an order would lead to the
disclosure of privileged information." The judge accepted IBM's argument
and denied plaintiffs' request" because he failed to realize that the real issue
in the case was how soon IBM would produce the documents." Plaintiffs had
no interest in discovering privileged information such as how IBM's system
worked." Plaintiffs only wanted IBM to use its computer so that it could
obtain the requested documentsdocuments that plaintiffs clearly were
entitled to sees° more quickly than if plaintiffs searched for them manual -
ly.51 By focusing too much on the computer and too little on the rules of
discovery, the judge reached the wrong decision, thus delaying the tnai.

Rule 33(c) answers the question, posed by the second situation above,
whether a judge may require respondent to perform computer analysis of
business records instead of producing those records in answer to interrogato-
ries. Under rule 33(c) respondent may avoid answering interrogatories by
offering to supply the requesting party with business records that contain the
requested inforrnation.s2 If respondent can show that the burden of deriving

44. 5 CoxotrrEit L. SERV. Rep. 878 (N.D. Cal. 1975).
45. Pretrial Hearing Transcript at 5, In re IBM Petiphml EDP Devices Antitrust Litigation, 5

CosetrrEa L. SERV. REP. 878 (N.D. Cal. 1975).
46. Id. at 58.61 Plaintiffs wanted IBM to use its system to produce alldocuments containing a certain

word or phrase in order to obviate the need for a slow and expensive manual search for such documents. Id.
at 32. IBM responded that production would disclose work product. Id. st 50.51. IBM claimed that the
documents stored on the computer were those its attorneys had determined were most relevant to the case.
/d. Therefore, if the court forced IBM to use its computer to satisfy plaintiffs request, plaintiffs would
learn which of the many millions of arguably pertinent documents that IBM felt were important to its case.
/d.

IBM's argument rested on unsound logic. Once plaintiffs requested a set of documents containing
certain information, IBM was obliged to produce all those documents, with the exception of those that
were privileged, regardless of whether they existed on or off the computer. IBM could have solved any
workproduct problems and satisfied plaintiffs' desire for swift production of the documents by providing
documents meeting plaintiffs' specifications in addition to the documents that were stored on the
computer.

47. Id. at 71.
48. See Id. at 6, 25.26 (plaintiff asserts that isn't not whether it may view documents but how soon).
49. Id. at 23, at 35-36 ("we don't want their work product. We want them to use their work product,

though and to :he extent that would facilitate their production ofdocuments responsive to our requests,it should be used").
50. See ld. at 26, 31 (plaintiff seeks to obtain only meaningful nonprivilegeddocuments). See also FED.R. Crv. P 34 (party entitled to production of any document relevant and not privileged as long as

descnbed with reasonable particularity).
51 Pretnal Hearing Transcript at 23.24, In re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices Antitrust Litigation, S

COMPUTER L. SERV. Rer. 878 (N.D. CaL 1975).
52. FED. R. Civ. P. 33(c). Rule 33(c) provides:

Where the answer to an interrogatory may be derived or ascertained from the business
records of the party upon whom the interrogatory has been served or from an examination,
audit or inspection of such business records, including a compilation, abstract or summary
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answers to interrogatories from his business records is "substantially similar"
for both parties,53 then he simply may provide the business records, thereby
leaving the requesting party to compile his own answers.

When applied to computer-aided discovery, rule 33(c) suggests that the
respondent need not perform computer analysis if it would be as easy for the
discovering party to perform the analysis on his own computer. Conversely, if
the discovering party does not have access to a computer, the "substantially
similar" test of rule 33(c) implies that respondent must pertbrm the analysis.

When applying the "substantially similar" test to determine whether the
respondent must perform computer analysis, a court must make a number of
inquiries concerning respondent's computer capabilities .% First, the court
must determine whether the records, which respondent needs to perform the
analysis, are stored on the computer. If the records do not exist on the
computer, the court must determine whether computer processing is neces-
sary and, if it is, what portion of the cost each party should bear.% Next, the
court must decide whether respondent has programs that are capable of
performing the analysis necessary to answer the interrogatories. If such
programs do not exist, the court must determine the cost of writing them, and
balance that cost against the burden to the interrogating party of divining
answers from unanalyzed business records. If the burden upon the interrogat-
ing party is substantially similar to, or less than, the burden upon respondent,
respondent need not perform data analysis.% In any event, the judge has the
power to distribute costs "as justice requires."37

The third situation discussed above poses the question whether a court can
compel a respondent to computerize his manual records in order to facilitate
discovery. The rule 1 mandate of a speedy determination% and the rule 33
time limits on responses to interrogatories,39 when read together, probably
authorize courts to order respondent to computerize records.

If a court orders computerization the question then becomes whether the
respondent alone must bar the costs of entering his manually-maintained
records into the computer. Rule 33's "substantially similar burdens" test,

based thereon. and the burden of deriving or ascertaining the answer is substantially the same
for the party serving the interrogatory as for the parry served, it is a sufficient answer to such
interrogatory to specify the records from which the answer may be derived or ascamined and
to afford to the party serving the interrogatory raisonabk opportunity to examine, audit or
inspect such records and to make copies, compilstions, abstracts or summaries. A specifica-
tion shall be in sufficient detail to permit the interrogating party to locate and to identify, as

readily as can the party served, the records from which the answer may be ascertained.

fd. (emphasis added).
53. See note 35 supra (explaining meaning and effect of phrase "substantially similar").
54. Although this note argues that courts generally should be concerned more with the discovery issues

than with the computer, when a court must evaluate a respondent's computer capabilities. some
consideration of programming, and thus the functioning of the computer, will be required.

55. Sc. notes 51-64 infra and accompanying text (discussing when court should compel parry to
computerize records and how casts should be allocated).

56. FED. R. Ctv. P. 33(c).
57. See FED. R. Qv. P. 26(c) (court easy make any order wluch justice requires to protect party frcel

undue burden or expense).
58. See FED. R. C1V. R I (rules should be construed to secure just, speedy, and inexpensive

determination of every action).
59. See FED. R. Civ. P. 33(b) (respondent must answer or object to iatarogatories within 30 days).
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discussed above, provides the answer to this question.60 If the interrogating
party wants respondent to computerize the records so that the interrogating
party's own computer cr.n analyze them, the "substantially similar" test
requires the interrogating party to bear the costs; it would be as easy for the
interrogating party to enter the records into his computer as it would be for
the respondent." If the interrogating party has no computer, however, he
may hope that computerization of respondent's records will lead to greater
efficiency in responding to future discovery requests. The importance of
maintaining "substantially similar" burdens remains a controlling considera-
tion, but the burdens are long term, stretching over the course of thelitigation.

In such a situation the court should conduct a hearing to determine
the estimated of future discovery, and then balance the long-term
burdens and bense2tes.62 In a complicated suit, early computerization is likely
to further the rule 1 objectives of just, speedy, and inexpensive litigation.63
Moreover, rule 26(c) and the Advisory Committee's comments on rules 33(c)
and 34 indicate that courts have the power to allocate costs.64 Thus, the court
should not hesitate to require the interrogating party to share the respond-
ent's costs.

In each of the above cases, a court should hear evidence in order to
determine relative burdens 's Except when a court must inquire whether
programs exist to perform data analysis, however,a judge should not focus on
the computer but should examine the discovery sought and the burden of
compliance. Additionally, judges should use their power under rule 26(c) to

60, See notes 35, 44-47 supra and accompanying text (explaining "substantially similar" test and using
ft to determine when party must perform analysis rather than merely hand records over).

61 It is inconceivable that the cost of performing the task of coding and keypunching could vary
substantially between the parties. Because the burdens are the same for both parties, it is unlikely that a
court would ever order a respondent in such a situation to computerizerecords. Nevertheless, if the records
were difficult to interpret or understand, it would be easier for the respondent to computerize them and the
court might so order.

Note that the rule speaks in terms of burdens, rather than costs. PEDAL Cw. P. 33(c). Although most of
the "burden," such as fiber to keypunch' records, is quantifiable, some of it is not. For instance, the long-
term benefits of computerization might indicate that the court should compel respondent to computerize
with costs to be shared by both parties. lf, however, respondent's business is small, computerization might
disrupt his entire operation. As a result, respondent might fall behind in his work, losing customers and
goodwill Because these burdens are not easily quantifiable, a judge might decide that the better course
would be to forego computerization.

62 See note 65 Infra and accompanying text (describing courts' use of hearings to aid rule 33(c)
determinations).

63, FED. R. Cry. P. 1.
64 For the text of the Advisory Committee's comments concerning theuse of rule 26(c) to distribute

costs. see note 38 supra.
65. Courts frequently conduct rule 33(c) hearings; thus, the technique does not require the use of

procedures unfamiliar to the courts. See. &g., Al Barnett k Son, Inc. v. Outboard Marine Corp., 611 F.2d
32, 35 (3d Cir. 1979) (upholding trial judge's finding that respondent's burden less than interrogating
party's because only respondent could read his handwritten books and understand own bookkeeping
methods); Broadway Delivery Corp. v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 27 Fed. L Serv. 2cf 622. 624-25
(S.D.N,Y. 1979) (although discovered material voluminous, plaintiffs bear burden of proving own case
once defendants provide all relevant information); Webb v. Westinghouse Ekc. Corp., 27 Fed. R. Serv. 2c1
589, 593 (E.D Pa. 1978) (because liberal time allowance granted prior to trial, plaintiffs must compile own
data from information defendant provided, defendant aced only give plaintiff informationnecessary to
interpret data). .
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distribute costs when an equitable distribution will speed the litigation and
minimize the burden upon respondents.

C. DISCOVERY: COMPELLING PRODUCTION OF DATA BASES AND
SOFTWARE

A litigant often needs to discover information that the opponent stores on
his or his attorney's computer. As a general rule, discovery requests for
computerized information and documents are no different than discovery
requests for material that is not computerized. This is especially true when the
material to be discovered consists of individual documents or small quantities
of information. Sometimes, however, a litigant may wish to discover an entire
data base or the computer software responsible for producing the opponent's
reports and figures. Because of the large quantity of information contained
within a data base and the special nature of software, a court may be reluctant
to permit discovery of such material.

When confronted with a request to discover software, data bases, or
portions thereof, courts should not dwell on the mysteries of computers, but
should remember that specific rules govern discovery requests.66 Rule 34,
which governs an initial request for production of data bases or software or
subsequent requests to supplement answers to interrogatories through pro-
duction of data bases or software,U requires the information sought be

66. Notwithstanding the general rule set forth in the text, courts may need to deal with the technical
aspects of computers. For example, a judge who understands data bases would be better able to fashion a

discovery order for litigation systems that would minimize the possibility of disclosing work product. See

notes 44-51 supra and accompanying text (judge's inability to understand functioning of litigation system

led to incorrect decision in IBMcase); notes 118.21 infra and accompanying test (discussing when and bow
discovery of litigation systems leads to disclosure of work product).

67, FED. R. Civ. P. 34(a). Rule 34(a) provides:

Any party may serve on any other party a request (1) to produce and permit the party making
the request, or someone acting on his behalf; to inspect and copy, any designated documents
(including writings, drawings, graphs, charts, photographs. Phono-rmords, and other data
compilations from which Information can be obtained. translated. If necessary, by the
rupondent through detection devices into reasonably useful form), or to inspect and copy, test,
or sample any tangible things which constitute or contain matters within the scope of Rule
26(b) and which are in the poesession, custody or control of the party upon whom the request
is served; or (2) to permit entry upon designated land or other property in the possession or
control of the party upon whom the request is served for the purpose of inspection and
measuring. surveying, photographing, testing, or sampling the property or any designated
object or operation thereon, within the scope of Rule 26(b).

Id Rule 34 is the only rule that explicitly recognizes the possibility of computer discovery. Therule's use of

the phrase "data compilations" and its discussion of translation through detection devices indicates that

the drafters anticipated the need to discover computer information. The Advisory Committee Notes

demonstrate that the drafters intended rule 34 to apply to computer data: "The inclusive description of

'documents' is revised to accord with changing technology. It makes clear that Rule 34 applies toelectronic

data compilations from which information can be obtained only with the use of detection devices."
Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule 34, 48 F.R.D. 487, 527 (1970
Further, the Advisory Committee states that the requitement that data compilations be "translated, if
necessary" refers specifically to computers: "In many instances, this means that respondent will have to

supply a print-out of computer data." Id.
68. Cf. Allmont v. United States, 177 F.2d 971, 978 (3d Cir. 1949) (rule 34 governs doomed
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properly discoverable under rule 26(b).'9 Rule 26(bXI) states broadly that a
party may discover "any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the
subject matter involved in the pending action."70 The first limitation on
discovery of data bases and software, therefore, is that the requested
information be relevLat,71 and the second limitation is the possibility that
some of the information sought may be privileged.72 With the exception of the
quasi-privilege it affords to work-product; 3 rule 26(b) does not define
privileges but merely incorporates into the rules those privileges defined
elsewhere in the substantive law.71

Because of the relevance and priVilege limitations, the requesting party first
must determine whether the material he seeks to discover consistsof litigation
or business records. Discovery requests involving litigation systems oftenwill
implicate issues of privilege, while those involving business record-systems
primarily will implicate considerations of relevance. A discussion of each
system in light of the privilege and relevance standards follows.

production an response to rule 33 interrogatory because any other construction would render rule 34
meaningless), cent denied, 339 U.S. 967 (1950); C. Waicier a A. MILLER, supra note 30, f 2166
(although court should not invalidate document production request under rule 33, rule 34 only proper way
to obtain documents). Although rule 34 governs document production. rule 26(e) specifies when
supplementation of interrogatory responses by production of documents is appropriate. See note 81 infra
(discussing duty to supplement under rule 26).

69. FED. R. Civ. P. 34(a) (party may discover any tangible things that may be discovered under rule
26(b)) Rule 34 specifiies an additional requirement that the discovering party describe the requested
matenah with "reasonable particularity." FED. R. CP/. P. 34(b). The interpretation of the "reasonable
particularity" requirement vrries from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Certain courts define "reasonable
particularity" to require an interrogating party to describe what be seeks to discover in sufficient detail to
enable the respondent to identify the requested information. See In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litigation,
76 F.R.D. 420, 424 (N.D. IU. 1977) (requests that indicate specific categories and time period for
documents sufficient to inform reasonable person about documents sought); Mallinckrodt Chemical
Works v Goldman, Sachs k Co., 58 F.R.D. 3411, 354 (S.D.N.Y. 1973) ("reasonable particularity" standard
satisfied if reasonable person would know which documents called for) (citing 4A J. Moon. FEDERAL
PRACTICE 1 34.07, at 34.57 k n.18) (2d ed. t 1981 Supp.). Thus, a request that designated particular
programs or data bases would be sufficiently detailed to satisfy these courts. A request fora data base that
contains specified information, or software that runs a particular program, is sufficient to locate the data
base or software in the computer. Some other courts, however, have viewed the "reasonable particularity"
standard as a means of defeating overbroed discovery requests and "fishing expeditions." Ste Tinder v.
McGowan. 15 Fed. R. Say. 2d 1601, 1611 (W.D. Ps. 1970) (rule 34 requires description with "reasonable
particularity" and does not allow "fishing expeditions" permitted under other rules); Flickinger v. Aetna
Cu. & Sur Co 37 F.R.D. 533, 535 (W.D. Pa. 1%5) (am purpose of rule 34 not to discover what ants but
to obtain production of items that do exist; only rules 76 through 33 permit "fishing expeditions").Because
requests for data bases or software are general requests, courts adhering to this standard require the
requesting party to demonstrate that his request is directed to a particular gal, and is not simply a
"fishing" trip. Most jurisdictions, however, do not adhere to the narrow definition; thus, a "reasonable
particularity" standard generally should not defeat a request to discover data bases or software.

70, The relevance standard is very broad. Information is relevant even if it is not admissible as long u it
"appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence." FED. RA Ctv. P. 26(bXl).
But see note 77 Infra (discussing proposals to limit scope of relevance standard).

71. FED. R. Ctv, P. 26(b)(1).
72. /d.
73. See FED. R. Ctv. P. 26(bX3) (court must protect against di closure of attorney's mental

impressions, conclusions, and opinions about litigation); E. CLEARY, MCCORMICR'S HANDIOOK OF -nie
LAW or EVIDENCE 96, at 205 (2d ed. 1972) (Supreme Coon created work product rule as qualified
privilege for lawyer's trial preparation material).

74 a C. WatoIcr a A. MILLER. supra note 30, 2016, at IS (same rut.% of privilege apply to discovery
as apply at trial).
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Business-Record Systems. A party may seek discovery of the respond-
ent's data base and software for two general reasons. First, the discovering
party may have his own computer and wish to obtain respondent's data base
and software for independent analysis and review. In an antitrust suit, for
example, one party may want to analyze several defendants' data bases in
order to obtain evidence of price fixing. Second, a party may question or find
inadequate the responses to interrogatories that respondent's computer
prepared, and wish to use the data base and software to verify or supplement
the responses. For example, a party may prefer to run respondent's sales
figures through his own computerized accounting system in order to check
their accuracy.

A party may discover respondent's data base only if he can prove that the
entire data base is relevant to the subject matter of the suit.75 Because one goal
of the rules is to promote complete discovery,76 the concept of relevance is
necessarily broad. Thus, any evidence that is "reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence" is relevant?'" The Supreme Court has

75. See notes 69-72 sups and accompanying text (discussing standard of relevance under rules 26 and
34).

76. See 11 C. Wetotrr a A, Mtu.i.s, supra ncte 30, S 2001, at 15 (philosophy of discovery rules is that
every party entitled to disclosure of all relevant Information in possession of any penon).

77. FED. R. ay. P. 26(bX1); see Harris v. Nelson, 394 U.S. 216, 297 (1969) (discovery rules
inapplicable to habeas corpus proceedings became broadranging inquiry they provide would render
efficient and effective administration of habees corpus impossible); United States v. American TeL k TeL
Co., 461 F. Supp. 1314, 1341 (D.D.C. I971) (in complex litiption, discovery must be something of "fishing
expedition" to effectuate purpose of discovery rules); ?lemon v. United States, 421 F. Supp. 3114, 390 (D.
DeL 1977) (discovery rules designed to provide accas to fullest poribie knowledge of issues and facts
before trial).

Despite the vast body of case law supporting the proposition that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
provide for broad discovery, relevance to the subject matter of the suit remains the test. See Pierson v
United States, 421 F. Supp. at 390 (relevance initial discovery question). Casa and proposals for
amendments to mica. however, indicate that courts are retreating from a strict adherence to the conceid
relevance.

For example, the Supreme Court recently indicated that relevance is not the only factor that a court
should loek to when deciding whether to pe, it discovery. In Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153, 177 (1979),
the mak ty balanced the rule 26(bX1) relevance standard against the rule 1 requirement to comae the
rules to sea t "just, speedy, and inexpensive" dispute resolution. IS at 177 (emphasis in original), and
conclude:d tat the district court should limit discovery when justi,e requires. Id.

In 1977, and spin in 1910, an American Bar Association committee proposed an amendment to rule
26(bX1) limiting discovery to only those materials relating to the "clirim or defense" of any party, rather
than to materials relating to the "subject matter" of the suit SECrlOtt OP LMOATION, AMERICAN DAR
ASSOCIATION, SECOND REPORT Of THE SPECIAL COMIDTTEE POR THE STUDY OF DISCOVERY MUSE 2.
4e-5a (Revised Preliminary Draft, September 1910).

The racally adopted amendments to the Federal Rules did not include the ABA's proposed change. See
Committee x1 Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the United States. Nailed
Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments so the Federal Rules of aril Procedure, 110 F.R.D. 323, 332
(1979) (although change in scope of ditcovery considered, abuse of discovery no so widespread as to
require such a basic change). The matter, however, has not been laid to rest. In the Supreme Court's
statement on amendments to ',Le Federal Rules of cavil Procedure Justices Powell, Stewart, and Rehnquist
dissented, convinced that aneceseasy discovery goes unchecked in far too many cum Dissenting
Statements on Amendmots to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 100 S. Ct. No. 16, at 1.3 (1910).

If the ABA's proposed amendments are adopted in the future, it is important to recognize the
consequences to computer discovery. Many of the items currently discoverable, such as various data bases.
are only amiable because of the broad standard of relevance. Discovery of Software, another marginal

case, also rests on the broad concept of relevance. If the scope of discovery narrows, it is conceivebic that

these components of computer systems will no longer be discoverable.
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suggested, however, that a judge may prohibit discovery if the requesting
party's aim is to gather information for use in proceedings other than the
pending suit, or when a party's aim is to delay bringing a case to trial, or to
embarrass or harass the person from whom discovery is sought.71

In view of these considerations, whether a court can compel discovery of a
data base depends upon the ability of the requesting party to prove relevance.
If the entire data base is relevant,7' a court will allow the party to obtain the
data base even if the party seeks the information in order to subject it to
independent analysis. so If the requesting party wants the data base for the
purpose of supplementing interrogatory responses, however, the trial judge
will approve the request only if the party's motive is not harassment.0 As a
matter of policy, unless the request clearly indicates an intent to harass
the respondent, judges should allow requests for relevant material in order to
make maximum use of whatever computer resources a discovering party
possesses.

Although courts should apply discovery rules liberally to permit discovery
of data bases, they should rest -'ct discovery of software; information con-
tained in software is rarely relevant to the subject matter of the law suit.
Programs generally contain no information thatconcerns the central issues of
the litigation, and thus programs will not be relevant unless the computer's
performance is at issue.n If the requesting party wants the software for no
reason other than to run programs on his own system, and cannot demon-

78. See Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 133, 177 (1979); Oppenheimer Fund Inc. v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340.
352 n.I7 (1978).

79. The question of whether the entire data base is relevant will depend upon the nature both of the suit
and of the stored data. For instance, if X Corporation sues Y Corporation for price-fixing in the electronic
appliance market, and Y has a data base containing nothing but sales information on electrical appliances,
rs entire data bore is relevant. If Y deo sells camping goods, however, and combined sales dataare in the
data base, the entire data base is not relevant. Y, however, is not precluded from segregating data an its data
base.

80 A data base is, in a sense, a single unit of information composed of interrelated sub-units. See note
svpra and accompanying text (discussing data bases). The data base structure may cause problems for
parties requesting discovery of data bases. Quite possibly, a court would deny a request to discovera data
base. regardless of the relevency of the majority of the data in the data bsse, if some portion of the data were
irrelevant. Such a ruling might effectively foreclose dicovery of the relevant information, because it is often
difficult and prohibitively expensive to segregate data contained in the data base.

Recognizing this possibility, drafters of future rules may wish to consider a "substantially all" test for
data bases. The tat would work as follows: if substantially all of the information in a data base is relevant,
the data base is discoverable, even if discovery results in the disclosure dome irrelevant information. This
test would be particularly appropriate when the cost of segregating the relevant and irrelevant portions of
the data base is fairly high.

81. Rule 26(e) governs supplementation of interrogatory responses. FED. it- Qv. P. 26(e). As a general
rule, a party has no duty to supplement his responses. It A party must supplement responses, however.
that deal with the identity of in& viduals who either will testify or who have knowledge that would leadto
discoverable material. It at 26(eX1). A party must also supplement answers to interrogatories when he
disooven that a prior response was incorrect. It at (2). Finally, the court, at its own discretion,may order
a party to supplement interrogatories. U. at (3}; et Rogers v. Tri-State Materials Corp.. 51 F.R.D. 234.245
(W.D. W Va. 1970) (rule 26(eX3) provides district court with latitude to require supplementation of
interrogatories).

82 For one case in which programming of the computer was at issue, and the trial judge nevertheless
ordered an evidentiary hearing on the burdens of production before allowing discovery to proceed. see
Dunn v Midwestern Indern.. 88 F.R.D. 191. 195, 197 (S D. Ohio 1910) (plaintiffs seek to discover
computer programs of defendant to determine if computer programmed with standards fostering racial
discrimination).
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strate relevance to a trial issue, the judge should deny the requests) If,
however, the requesting party doubts the correctness or veracity of respond-
ent's responses to interrogatories, and the process by which the respondent
derived those answers, the software that produced the answers may become
relevant." In this case a request for software would constitute a request for
supplementation of responses to interrogatories." If the requesting party can
establish a reason to doubt the respondent's answers, the requesting party
will have met the test of relevance.

Although relevance is the most significant obstacle to obtaining access to a
business record system, relevant information occasionally may not be
discoverable because of a trade secret" privilege." If the respondent can
prove that a trade secret privilege protects his software from disclosure, a
court may deny a request for production of relevant software despite
relevance." Because the software that runs the computer performs a particu-
lar function," and once revealed, is easily copied and distributed, respondent
might be entitled to a protective order if he can show that disclosure of the
software "will result in clearly defined, serious injury."90 Such injury might
include diminished revenue due to lost sales or loss of competitive advantage
as other companies reap the benefits of the software without having borne the
expense of development costs. Thus, unless the requesting party can guaran-
tee that the software will remain secret, the court should not require the
respondent to produce it.

If a discovering party seeks respondent's software for the purpose of
verifying responses, however, the rule 34 provision for entry to make tests
may enable him to surmount the trade secret privilege. Rule 34 allows a party
to enter respondent's land to test, inspect, or sample any designated objects'

83 See FED. R. Civ. P 26(bX1) (discovery permitted only for material relevant to subject matter of the
action) Software should be discoverable as long ss familianty with the software's operation would enabk
the discosenng party to understand how the respondent produced his data. See United States v. Dioguardx
428 F 2d 1033. 1038-39 (D.C. Cir.) (defendant in criminal action had right to discover computer programs
used by Government to calculate figures used as evidence at trial), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 825 (1970), Dunn
v Midwestern Indem 18 F.R.D. 191, 193, 195 (S.D. Ohio 1980) (discovery request for programs relevant
when plaintiff seeks to show that defendant's computer programmed with standards fostering racial
discrimination)

84. See United States v. Dioguardi, 428 F.24 1033, 1031-39 (24 Cir.) (court recognizes defendant has
right to discover program in order to test validity of computer's results), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 825 (1970)

85. For a discussion of the trial court's sole discretion in granting or denying requests for supplements
Lion, see note 81 supra and accompanying text.

86. A trade secret is any "formula, pattern, device or compilation of information which is used in one's
business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competition who do not know or
use it." RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 757, comment b (1939).

87 See United States v. IBM, 67 F.R.D. 40, 4647 (S.D.N.Y. 1975) (court will issue rule 26(c)
protective order if disclosure of commercial information will cause "clearly defined and very semis
injury").

48 Cf id. at 47 (if information sought to be discovered meets criteria for trade secret, court may issue
protective order to prevent disclosure). See also FED. R. Civ. P. 26(e) (judge may make any order justice
requires. including order that discover' not be had, to protect interests of party).

89. The respondent may have purchased the software, as part of a package, from a software datnbuter
or computer manufacturer. Software packages are usually sold or leased pursuant to contracts prohibiting
disclosure. D. BRANDON a S. SEGELSTEIN, DATA PROCESSING CONTRACTS 122.23 (1976).

90 Monaco v. Miracle Adhesives Corp., 27 Fed. R. Serv. 2d 1401. 1402 (ED. Pa. 1979) (no protective
order issued when respondent failed to show that disclosure of allegedly confidential information would
result in clearly defined and serious injury) (citing United States v. IBM, 67 F.R.D. 40 (S.D.N.Y. 1975))

91 Rule 34(0 permits testing of relevant tangible objects as well as entry upon another party's land to
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If the discovering party has grounds to question the accuracy of respondent's
computer or program, but cannot obtain the software because of trade secret
problems, he could use rule 34 to test respondent's computer. The discovering
party could perform the test by submitting previously analyzed data to the
respondent, who would run them through the computer using the same
program that provided the questioned response. The discovering party could
then analyze the results to ascertain whether the expected results were
achieved, thereby discovering whether the computer and the programs are
accurate.

One criminal case, United States v. Dioguardi,n suggested testing as a way
to avoid the need to discoVer software.93 In Dioguardi the defendant was
convicted of bankruptcy fraud partly on the basis of calculations produced by
A specially prepared computer progam.94 On appeal, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit ruled that the defendant was entitled to
discover the progrim.95 Despite the Government's failure to produce the
program, the Second Circuit upheld the conviction because the defendant
never clearly manifested with sufficient clarity his desire to obtain the
program" Althouigh Dioguardi is a criminal case the point it makes is
applicable to civil litigation. A discovering party may run experimental data
through respondent's computer to verify the correct functioning of a pro-
gram, and thereby avoid conflict over production of software.97

Litigation Support Systems. A party seeking discovery of litigation
systems9s must meet the same relevance and privilege tests applicable to

make tests. FED. R. Cri. P 34(a). For the full text of rule 34(a) see note 67 supra.
92. 421 F.2d 1033 (2d Car.), cert. denkd, 400 U.S. 825 (1970).
93. Id. at 1037.
94. Id.
95 See Id. at 1038 ("Lwow pnebensible" that prosecutor should permit 'Amen to testify u to computer

results without having program available for defense tenthly).
96. See W. (argument that defense entitled to cheek computer calculations hidden beneath "avalanche"

clothe pointless arguments). In addition, the /Namur& court noted that the defendant could have used a
iirople hand-held calculator to duplicate the computes results. Id. at 1039.

97. Testing may occur reprdkas of whether the responded is willing to allow the test. On its face, rule
34 does not distinguish between requests for documents and requesU to enter upon anther's land for
testing. FED. R. Qv. P. 34(a). Thus, it appears that relevance, the standard for document discovery, is also
the standard for entry upon land. SK notes 87-91 supra (discussing relevance standard under rules 26 and
343. Despite this, at least one court has held that the requesting party's entry onto private land imposes a
grater burden on the respondent than document production would. Belcher v. Bassett Furniture Indus.,
Inc, 588 F.2d 904, 908 (4th fir. 1971). If this it so, courts will not order entry upon land unless the degree
to which the inspection aids the search for truth outweigh' the burdens and dangers crested by the
inspection. Id. See also 8 C. win R A. Mum, supra note 30, f 2040 (order limiting discovery
appropriate if burden on respondent outweigh' advantage to discovering party).

91. There are two types of litigation system A full-text system stores the entire text of all documents
an attorney hu entered into the system. Computer Support Systenu, supra note 8, at 269. An Index.
summary system, on the other hand, contains only index fields containing information such as the title,
author, date, and a brief abstract of the documents' contents. Id. at 270.

In addition, litiption systems generally employ one of the two major search methods. Id. at 269-71. See
alto LMOATION SUPPORT SYSTFJ41, supra note 3, if 4.46-4.51 (describing construction and use of data
bases employing taxonomies and hierarchical search techiniques). With a keyword search, the search
method employed by LEXIS and WESTLAW, the attorney specifies the words or phrases describing the
subject that interests him. The computer then sous the data base and produces all documents containing
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business record systems.99 Relevance, however, is rarely an issue in discovery
of litigation systems. The very fact that the respondent established the system
for the litigation indicates that most if not all, of the material the system
contains is relevant to the suit.103 On the other.hand, the heavy involvement of
attorneys in the creation of the litigation system opens the door to work

these words. Full-text systems generally employ keyword searches because there is a greater probability of
finding keywords when the data base has the full text of documents rather than a summary, as with index

systems.
A keyword search works an the following manner: suppose a shareholder sues Y Corporation for

misrepresentation in a proxy concerning a recapitalization. One issue concerns views expressed by various
board members at a board meeting on January 1, 1970. The law firm representing Y Corporation has a full -
text data base, and an attorney would like to recover all documents relevant to this issue. Using a keyword
search, the attorney might select combinations of keywords or phrases such as "board meeting,"
"recapitalization," "January 1, 1970," etc. The computer would then search the data base. providing the
attorney with documents containing the requested combinations of keywords. For a generaldiscussion of

the use of fulltext systems in litigation support, see Rubin, The Application of Full-Text Retrieval to
Litigation Support, II FORUM 1136(1976); Olsen k Goodrich, Litigation Support SystemsPresent Status
and Future Use. 11 FORUM 832, 845- 49(1976).

An index search differs from a keyword search because it involves the search of an index rather than the

text of entire documents. The index contains a key consisting of fields that store information describing the

document. Thus, a key might have one field describing the nature of the document (e.g., L= letter,
M =memorandum, D=deposmon), a second for the document date (e.g., 07/04/81), a third for the trial

issue to which the document relates (e.g, 1= misrepresentation, 2=negligence) and a fourth summarizing

the document's contents. An attorney would enter a key of the types he wanted to find in each field, and the

computer would search its index for fields of documents that match the request. If an attorneysought to

find all memoranda dealing with misrepresentation written after July 1, 1981, he might enter M0701811

into the computer. The computer then would provide him with a list of all relevant documents. For an

excellent discussion of index searches, sec Olson & Goodrich, Litigation SupportPresent Status and

Future Use, 11 FORUM 832, 834-45 (1976).
Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. The index system requires the attorney or paralepl

coding key fields to determine accurately the issue to which each document relates. The keyword system
shares no similar risk because the full text of a document is stored, but an attorney must develop the ability

to pick the correct keywords that will turn up the document he needs. See generally id. 839-52.

99. See notes 69.74 supra and accompanying text (discussing relevance and privilege prerequisites to

computer discovery).
A well-developed litigation system stores trial - related documents in an organized fashion enabling a

party to obtain rapidly any information about the litigation. See LMGAT1ON SUPPORT SYSTEMS, supra

note 3, § 409 (discussing various methods of storing documents for quick access). Consequently, a party

should attempt to discover as much of respondent's litigation system as the rules allow Initially,
discovering party should attempt to obtain use of respondent's entire system. Discovery of an entire

litigation system would yield both the data base and software, enabling a discovering party to run the

system on his own computer with no additional programming. If the court deniesthis request, a party next

should attempt to discover the data base alone, thereby acquiring all computerized information relevant to
the litigation. If the court deems the data base immune from discovery on privilege Of relevancegrounds, a

party next should attempt to discover the entire index. By obtaining the index a party would learn
something about all computerized documents in respondent's possession. Failing this, a party may
undoubtedly obtain any individual document from respondent's system, provided that the document does

not contain work product. It is irrelevant that an individual document is stored in the litigation system

rather than in respondent's filing cabinet.
As technology advances, discovery of litigation system software probably will become increasingly

insignificant. Every firm probably will use standardized software for every trial, with only the codes

defining issues subject to change.
100. For the sake of simplicity, this note assumes that all documents in the litigation system are

relevant. This is a assumption, as a litigation system is a collection of documents needed to try a suit,

that collection being, almost by definition, relevant.
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product privilege claims.m Consequently, the discussion that follows concen-
trates on work product issues.

A discovering party must meet the requirements of rule 26(b)(3),IO2 which
protects attorney work product, in order to .-discover information and
litigation systems that qualify as trial preparation materia1.103 In order to
obtain the protection of the rule a party must demonstrate that the material
sought was prepared "in anticipation of litigation or for trial."104 The rule
then divides such trial preparation material into two classes. The rule accords
"mental impression work product" absolute immunity from discovery.105 A
qualified pnvilege protects all other, "[non- ]mental impression work prod-
uct." A party may discover material protected by the qualified privilege if he
makes showings sufficient to overcome his opponent's claim of privilege.
Initially, the discovering party must demonstrate a "substantial need" for the
information in the preparation of his case.106 Then the discovering party must
prove that he is unable to obtain the "substantial equivalent" of the data base
without "undue hardship."Kn Throughout, the judge must consider the
possibility that an order compelling discovery might provide one litigant with
a "free-ride" on another's system.

Judicial interpretations of the "substantial need" requirement indicate that
most courts will deny requests for discovery of a litigation system.109 Courts

101 See note 73 supra and accompanying test (briefly discussing work product protection afforded by
rule 26(bX3)); note 102 btfra (supplying pertinent portions of rule 26(bX3)).

102. Rule 26(bX3) provides in past

Subject to the provisions of subdivision (bX4) of this rule, a party may obtain discovery of
documents and tangibk things otherwise discoverable under subdivision (bX1) of this rule
and prepared in anticipation oflitiption or for trial by or for another party or by o: for that
other party*: representative ... only upon a showing that the pony seeking discovery has
substantial need of the materials in the preparation of his case and that he is unable without
undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by other means. In
ordering discovery of such material when the required showing has been made, the coup
shall protect againstdisclosure of the mental impressions, conclus:ona opinions, or legal theories
of an attorney or other representative of a party concerning a (.Ligation.

FED. R. C1V. P. 26(bX3) (emphasis added).
103. See kl.
104. Id.
105. Id (court shall guard against disclosure of attorney's mental impressions, opinions and legal

theories). Mental impression work product consists of material that contains information reflecting an
attorney's assessment of his own cue. See C. WRIGHT a A. MILLER, supra note 30, § 2026 at 230.31
(courts do not require disclosure of impressions of strong and weak points of case),

106 FED. R. Ctv. P. 26(bX3); see notes 109-13 infra and accompanying text (discussing "substantial
need" requirement for discovery of nonmental impression work product under rule 26(bX3)).

107. FED, R. ay. P. 26(bX3); see notes 114-16 btfra (discussing "substantial equivalent without
undue hardship" test for discovery of nonmental impression work product).

108. See Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule 26, 48 FR.D. 459. 501
(1970) (each side should prepare independently so that neither automatically benefits from adversary's
preparation). The policy of encouraging indepaident trial preparation is at the hart of our adversary
system. In Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947), the source of today's rule 26(bX3), Justice Jackson
stated "a common law trial is and always should be an adversary proceeding. Discovery hardly was
intended to enable a lamed profession to perform its functions either without wits or on wits borrowed
from the adversary." 1d at 516 (Jackson. J., with Frankfurter, J., concurring); see United. States V.
Chatham City Corp., 72 F.R.D. 640, 643 (S.D. Gt. 1976) (because each side encouraged to prepare
independently, diligent liugant need not permit adversary to "feast where the fruits of has labors are freely
served).

109 Again, this is true only for requests to discover an entire system, a data base, or software. Requests
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have ruled that a showing that the "material sought may be useful" does aot
satisfy that "substantial need" standard.no Furthermore, demonstrating that
discovery of the litigation system will expedite proceedings, facilitate the
production of proof, narrow the issues at trial, or reduce the quantity of
evidence probably will not suffice.in Thus, even a request to discover the
index to the litigation system, the least intrusive request,n2 probably is too
broad to meet the "substantial need" standard.u3

The second prerequisite to discovery of qualified immunity work product,
the "substantial equivalent" standard, probably also will bar requests for
discovery of litigation systems. This standard requires a party wishing to
discover qualified immunity work product to demonstrate that he is unable to
obtain the "substantial equivalent" of the information without undue hard.
ship.114 Courts have held that the costs and inconvenience of obtaining the
substantial equivalent are insufficient to justify discovery of qualified immu
nity work productus In addition, courts will not permit discovery of

for individual documents stored in a litigation system may be allowed a denied u if the documents were
not stored in the computer.

110. See J.H. Rutter Rex Mfg. Co. v. NLRB, 473 F.2d 223, 234 (5th Cir.) ("mere surmise" that
materials protected by qualified pnvilege would be useful to impeach witness insufficient to justify
discovery), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 822 (1973); United States v. Chatham City Corp., 72 F R.D. 640, 644
(S D. Ga. 1976) (defendant's general need for material* does not justify "massive foray" Into qualified work
product, defendant can obtain substantial equivalent of information through depositions or interrogato-
nes). The discovenng party must make a threshold showing of necessity to satisfy the "substantial need"
test. Set. e.g.. United States v. O.K. Tire & Rubber Co., 71 F.R.D. 465, 467-68 (D. Idaho 1976) (because
information defendant required available from public sources, showing of necessity insufficient to justify
discovery of qualified pnvilege work product); Breedlove v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 57 F R.D. 202, 205
(N D. Miss. 1972) (because discovenng party already possesses means of obtaining information requested
showing of need insufficient to justify discovery of trial preparation materials), Hodgson v General Motors
Acceptance Corp, 54 F.R.D. 445, 446-47 (S.D. Fla. 1972) (because discovenng party already possesses
almost all information d seeks to discover, balancing of interests favors qualified work product pnvilege)

111. See Brennan v. Engineered Prods., Inc., 506 F.2d 299, 303 (8th Cir. 1974) (vague assertions that
requested information would expedite case, facilitate production of proof, narrow issues, and reduce
evidence insuflicent to demonstrate substantial need).

112. Because the index request would yield only a list of the contents of respondent's data base, it
represents a lesser Intrusion than a request for the entire litigation system, which includes the index, the text
of documents. and the software. The Antitrust Procedural Improvements Act of 1980, Pub. L. No 96-349,
94 Stat. 1154 (1981), appears to recognize the greater intrusion afforded by production of the whole system,
when it provides for discovery of "any digest, analysis, selection, compilation ... and any Index or manner
of access thereto." Id. § 2(aX3)(0. Though production in accordance with the Act does not constitute a
waiver of any nght or pnvilege assertable during discovery, Id. f 2(3X3), the Act implies that Conpas

recognized the value of discovering indices u a source of information.
113. Courts have acknowledged that an overbroad discovery request will defeat a claim of necessity See

J.H. Rutter Rex Mfg. Co. v. NLRB, 473 F.2d 223, 231 (5th Cir.) (that file might contain valuable relevant
evidence does not justify "wholesale fishing expedition" in derogation of privilege), cent denied, 414 US-
822 (1973); United States v. Chatham City Corp., 72 F.R.D. 640, 643-44 (S.D. Ga. 1976) (claim of

necessity to see investigative file no more than desire to learn extent of Government's case; "massive foray"

disallowed), Fletcher v. Meserve, 20 Fed. R. Serv. 2d 202, 204-05 (D. Mass. 1975) (request for all
correspondence in third party defendant's claims file far too broad, particularly when correspondence
conceivably contains protected material).

114, FED. R. Ctv. P. 26(bX3) (party seeking to discover another party's trial preparation materials
must demonstrate inability to obtain "substantial equivalent" without "undue hardship").

115, United States v. Chatham City Corp., 72 F.R.D. 640, 644 (S.D. Ga. 1976) (information found in

investigative reports available by deposition or written interrogatories; cost a inconvenience of taking

deposition not "undue hardship' justifying discovery of qualified immunity work product); Arney v Gees
A. Hormel & Co., 53 F.R.D. 179, 181 (D. Minn. 1971) (information plaintiff seeks obtainable through

taking of deposition, costs or inconvenience of deposition do not constitute "undue hardship").
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materials representing attorney work product if the discovering party may
obtain the information in another way.116 Although a party might meet these
burdens for a particular document contained in the respondent's system, in
only the most unusual of cases will the requesting party be able to meet the
burden for a significant part of the entire data base.

If a party surmounts the substantial need and undue hardshy require-
ments, the court will permit discovery of qualified immunity work product
stored in a litigation system." The respondent, however, might attempt to
forestall discovery of the complete litigation system by asserting that many of
the documents in the system contain mental impression work product that
need not be disclosed." Because the discovery rules allow courts to permit
discovery of such materials after the mental impression work product has
been excised," however, courts should permit discovery of all but the
privileged portions of the litigation system. Respondent might further assert
that the mere identity of documents selected for storage in a litigation system.
constitutes mental impression work product, because the selection of a
document necessarily reveals that the respondent's attorney regards the
document as integral to his trial strategy.120 Nevertheless, this argument
should not prevent discovery if the respondent enters documents into the
system on a nonselective basis, for example by including all documents or by
using a mechanical means of choosing which documents to enter.121 In such
situations document selection entails no element of an attorney's mental
impressions.

Two commentators argue that, in addition to the discovery rules, courts
should consider important policy concerns when evaluating a party's request
to discover respondent's litigation system.I22 Sherman and Kinnard argue
that the following factors should influence a court's decision to deny access to
a respondent's litigation support system: the respondent's special expertise

116. See. e.g., Unite-1 States v. Chatham City Corp., 72 F.R.D. 640, 644 (S.D. Ga. 1976) (because
"substantial equivalent" of witnesses' statements obtainable through interview, deposition, or interroga-
tory, discovery of Government investigative files denied); Almaguer v. Chicago, Rock Island A Pac. R.R.,
55 F R D. 147, 149.50 (D. Neb. 1972) (discovery of witness'statement denied because witness previously
available and never deposed by discovering party); Tinder v. McGowan, 15 Fed. R. Serv. 2d 1608, 1610
(W.D. Pa. 1970) (when plaintiff already obtained information through depositions, desire to prove
depositions false no justification for discovery of investigative reports and witness statements).

117 See FED. R. ay. P. 26(bX3) (party may discover qualified immunity work product upon showing
of substantial need and undue hardship).

118. See Id. (court shall protect against disclosure of attorney's mental impressions, conclusions,
opinions, or legal theories).

119. See Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule 26(bX3), 48 F.R.D.
487, 502 (1970) (to protect mental impression work product court may find it necessary to order
disclosure of document with portions deleted); Duplan Corp. v. Moulinageet Retorderie de Chavanoz, 509
F.2d 730, 136 (4th Cu. 1974) (court protected opinion work product from disclosure by permitting
discovery of documents only after mental impressions excised), cert. dented, 420 U.S. 997 (1975); 3 C.
WRIGHT a A. Mit.Les, supra note 30, f 2026 (to carry out rule 26(bX3) court may order production of
document with portions deleted).

120. See Pretrial Hearing Transcript at 50.51, In re IBM Peripherial EDP Devices Litigation, 5
ComrtrrEs L Seas? . 878 (N.D. Cal. 1913) (amnion that production of documents from litigation system
would disclose work product).

121 See Computer Support Systems, supra mote 8, at 237.90 (no violation of work product privilege
when documents disclosed had been chosen for entry into litigation system on basis of mechanical enter').

122 See IS at 278.84 (discussion of factors courts should consider when evaluating requests to discover
litigation systems).
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with the documents that enables the respondent to construct a better system,
the time required to analyze the documents, the comparative costs of using
respondent's system rather than an alternative system; and the possibility of
obtaining an index to resndent's system elsewhere.w Sherman and Kin-
nard believe that these facpotors will enable the courts to strike a balance
between the need for broad discovery124 and the policy of preventing litigants
from enjoying a "free-ride" on the work product of their adversaries.125 The
authors conclude by suggesting that cost and time considerations contribute
to the "undue hardship" that results from depriving a party of access to
respondent's litigation system.124

Essentially, the Sherman-Kinnard argument is one of maximization of
resources. It states that a respondent's familiarity with his own documents
and special expertise in dealing with the documents' subject matter enables
the respondent to prepare a litigation system more cheaply and more
effectively than his adversary could.127 Therefore, it suggests that the
adversary should be able to gain access to respondent's litigation system.121
When discussing the time and cost of creating a litigation system the authors
argue that courts should apply a cost-benefit analysis to determine if system
duplication by the discovering party would be so wasteful129 as to meet the
"substantial equivalent" test of rule 26(bX3).130 Finally, the authors note that
although financial considerations alone generally are not grounds for per-
mitting discovery, discovery might be proper if a party were so impoverished
that the deni41 of access to another party's litigation system would render the
"substantial equivalent" test meatuniteatisi

Though Sherman and Kinnard's suggestions have intuitive appeal, the
policy of the federal rules requiring litigartis to prepare their own casein
militates against permitting broad discovery of litigation systems. The

123. See id. at 277.71 (suggesttng that courts' failure to consider these factors in IBMPeripheral EDP

Devices Litigation resulted in improper decision on "undue hardship" issue).
124. See id at 278-14 (discussing factors affecting party's ability to obtain "substantial equivalent" of

information necessary to mount effective cam).
123. Id. at 295.
126. See hi. at 213.84 (only when court certain that party's financial condition renders him unable to

pursue discovery should court, in deference to policy favoring adequate access to information, permit

access to adversary's litigation system).
127. Id. at 271 -79.
128. Sherman and Kinnard argue that due to the discovering party's lack of familiarity with

respondent's documents and subject matter, his litigation system would be markedly inferior to

respondent's. Id. at 271. Consequently, the discovering party's system would not contain the"substantial

equivalent" of the information held by respondent. Id. Sherman and Kinnard suggest that the "substantial

equivalent" standard of rule 26(bK3) would allow the court to permit the discoveringparty to gain access

to respondent's litigation system. Id.
129. Id. at 211.
130. Id. See also notes 114-16 supra and accompanying text (discussing "substantially equivalent" tea}

The authors support their argument by pointing to rule l's mandate of 'just, speedy and inexpensive"

litigation. Computer Support Systens supra note I, at 211.
When they refer to the "substantially equivalent" test, the authors apparently mean the "undue

hardship" clause of rule 26(bK3). They argue, in effect, that to obtain the "substantial equivalent" ci

respondent's information, the discovering party should not have to endure the "undue hardship" of

cresting hit own litigation system. Instead, the discovering party should be granted access to respondent's

system.
131. Id. at 282.14.
132. See note 10$ supra and accompanying text.
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proposition on which Sherman and Kinnard base their advocacy of wide-
ranging discoverythat litigants should begin trial on an even footingis
untenable. The difference betkveen possessing and not possessing a litigation
system is similar to the difference in resources possessed bya sole practitioner
and a firm with 100 attorneys. Yet few commentators would argue that every
litigant's attorney must have equal resources. Rule 26(bX3) requites litigants
to perform their own trial preparation, allowing discovery of qualified
immunity work product only when there are no other means of obtaining
essential infonnation.133 By allowing the discovery of litigation systems, the
development of which requires the expenditure of significant amounts of time,
effort, and money, the courts would undermine the policy behind rule
26(bX3) and chill the development of such systems.04

Further, Sherman and Kinnard's arguments apparently are Insed more
upon market economics and an intuitive notion of justice than upon current
interpretations of the rules.'" If the Advisory Committee and Congress
should determine that the goals enunciated by Sherman and Kinnard are
reasonable and worthwhile, then they should amend the rules. Until that
time, the current notions of the rules' functions will continue to bind the
courts.

D. PRODUCTION IN A PARTICULAR MEDIUM

Once a court determines what computerized information is discoverable, it
may have to determine whether to compel respondent to produce the
information in an appropriate production medium.m A discovering party
who has a computer and expects to receive voluminous quantities of
information might prefer to receive the material in a computer-readable
medium.137 Alternatively, a discovering party that has no computer or that
expects to receive only small quantities of information or information that
requires only simple analysis might prefer to receive information in the form
of computer print-outs or microfiche.'" Selection of themeans of production
is an easy problem, the answer to which depends on the needs and capabilities
of the parties. The more difficult and important question, and one that the

133. Set notes 110.16 supra and accompanying text (discussing "substantial equivalent" and "undue
hardship" tests as prerequisites to discovery of qualified immunity work product).

134. Sherman and Kinnard themselves acknowledge this fact. See Computer Support Systems, supra
note 8, at 211 (unless party afforded work product protection for support system. incentive to create It will
disappear, leading to slower and more protracted litigation).

135. See id at 280 nil, 211 n.60 (setting forth some economic arguments supporting discovery of
litigation systems).

136. This determination involves two sparate questions: whether there Is an appropriate production
medium and whether respondent should be compelled to provide the information in such a medium.

137. Magnetic tape and disk are the best computerreadable media because they store large quantities of
information in a form that provides for quick and easy access. Paper tape and punch card also are
cornputer-readabk media; however, they are more difficult to use, especially when large quantities of
information are involved. The advent of optical character readers (OCR), which can read certain types of
typed documents directly into the computer, suggests an ordinary document may be a computer-resdable
medium.

131 Microfiche permits the storage of large quantities of information in a small amount of space. Thus,
microfiche may be the appropriate production medium when large quantities ofdocuments are involved.
To read microfiche, an attorney needs a microkihe reader. These machines are relatively inexpensive and
suuficiently compact to be kept in the attorney's office.

584
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court rather than the parties must decide, is whether respondent should be
compelled to produce information in the form specified by the discovering

party.
Rule 34, governing production of documents,I39 suggests that a discovering

party should receive discovery in whatever form he desires. Rule 34 provides
for discovery of documents and things, "including ... data compilations ...
translated, if necessary, by the respondent through detection devices into
reasonably usable form."140 The Advisory Committee Notes state that the
definition of "documents" is meant to reflect changing technology.I41 The
Committee observed that in some instances the rule requires respondent to
supply computerized information in the form of a print-out.142 Although the
Advisory Committee mentions only print-outs, its statement may be interpre-
ted as an example of, rather a limitation upon discovery media. This
interpretation seems particularly persuasive if the rules are viewed as
facilitating efficient litigation.143

Several courts that have considered the production medium issue have
concluded that a discovering party may specify the form in which he wishes to
receive the requested materia1.144 In Adams v. Dan River Mills, Inc.,10 for
example, the United States District Court for the Western District of Virginia
compelled production of computer cards and tapes, over defendant's objec-
tion that plaintiff had already received print-out information.146 The court,
recognizing that production of information in a computer-readable form
would be less expensive and more accurate than production in traditional
media, interpreted rule 34 broadly to compel the production of computer
cards and tapes.147

139. FED. R. Civ. P. 34.
140. FED. R. Ctv. P. 34(a).
141 Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule 34, 43 F.R.D. 437, 527

(1970). The Committee goes on to say that the rule's inclusive description of "documents" makes it clear

that:

Rule 34 applies to electronic data compilation from which information can be obtained only

with the use of detection devices, and that when the data can as apractical matter be made

usable by the discovering party only through respondent's devices respondent may be

required to use his devices to translate the data into usable form.

Id.
142. See fel. (respondent may be required to translate data into usable form). Nevertheless, the

Committee recognized the possibility that requiring production in a particular medium might burden the

respondent, Id. The Committee stated that the court can protect the respondent by issuing a rule 26(c)

order that requires the discovering party to pay costs. Id.

143. Rule 1 directs that the rules should be construed to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive

determination of every action. Fri). R. Ctv. P. 1.
144. See Inn Japanese Elec. Prods. Antitrust Litigation, 494 F. Supp. 1257,1253, 1262 (E.D. Pa. 1930)

(respondent must produce computer tape so that requesting party's computer can effectively analyze dark

Adams v. Dan River Mills, Inc., 54 F.R.D. 270, 221 (W.D. Va. 1972) (respondent must produce

computerized tape and card master Mt of W-2 forms so that discovering party can prepare accurate and

up-to-date statistics); cf. United States v. Davey, 543 F.2d 996, 999 (2d Cir. 1970) (statute permitting IRS

to compel production of "books, papas, records" includes computer tapes; test is whether record sheds

light on issues, not record's form).
145. 54 F,R.D. 220 (W.D. Va. 1972).
146. Id. at 221.22.
147. See I. (Advisory Committee Notes suggest that rile 34 authorizes courts to order production of

computer cards or apes). Although the Advisory Committee mentioned only "peiat-oet," the coat

decided that Rule 34 was equally applicable to tapes and cards. Id.
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Although precedent and a common-sense interpretation of the rules
provide a ready solution to computes- production questions, courts still
encounter difficulties when addressing such issues.'" The cause of the
problem may stem from the resistance of litigants whose interests are served
by opposing computer discovery motions. In order to furcher the policy goals
of rule 1, courts should concentrate on the discovery issues and avoid
becoming entangled in technical computer issues. By doing so, the courts will
be able to make expeditious decisions permitting, when appropriate, the
production of computerized information in whatever medium is proper.

E ALLOCATING DISCOVERY COSTS

Equitable distribution among the parties of :lit. costs of computer discovery
is essential to the efficient utilization of computer resources. Computer
discovery necessarily involves costs different from those involved in the
discovery of manually-maintained information. This note has discussed many
situations involving special costs: the costs of duplicating data for preserva-
tion,149 computerizing business records for future discovery use,iso and
producing discovery materials in a particular medium.151 Although computer
use gives rise to costs that would not have been incurred with other discovery
methods, these costs usually are not excessive, especially when compared with
the benefits that attend computer use.

In Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders152 a un..nimous Supreme Court, in
perceptive dicta, noted that computers generally are not cost-increasing
devices.153 In the course of its opinion, the Court criticized the Second
Circuit's belief that petitioner's use of computer records increased the costs of
discovery.154 "Indeed," states the Court, "one might expect the reverse to be
true, for otherwise computers would not have gained such widespread use in
the 'storing and handling of information."155 The Oppenheimer Court's
statements are significant because they recognize the important fact that
computers need not increase costs.t56

141. See In re Japanese Elec. Prods. Antitrust Litigation, 494 F. Supp. 1257, 1259 (E.D. Pa. 1980)
(acknowledging misunderstanding of computer discovery issue, court overturns previous decision denyingdiscovery).

149. See notes 20-32 supra and accompanying text (discussing duplicationas method of protecting data
from intentional or inadvertent destruction).

150. See notes 33.65 supra and accompanying text (discussing considerations relevant to whether courtshould compel party to computerize records).
151. See notes 13741 supra snd accompanying text (discussing considerations that should guide courts

deciding whether to compel production of computerized data in particular medium).
152. 437 U.S. 340 (1978).
153. See Ed. at 362 (dictum) (retrieval of information stored on computers no more expensive than

extracting information from records stored in less modern forms). The plaintiffs in Sanders brought a class
action alleging violations of the federal securities law, Ed. at 342-43, and sought an order requiring
defendants to help compile a list of the names and addresses of class members from records maintained by
the transfer agent of the Oppenheimer Fund. 14. at 342. The plaintiffs wanted the list in order to comply
with the notice requirements of rule 23(cX2). Id.

154. Id.
155. Id. The Court added that the Second Circuit's suggestion that defendants should have used a

"different system" to maintain their records "border(ed) cn the frivolous." Id. at 362-63. The Supreme
Court also noted that the court of appeals had not suggested what "different system" was to be used todecrease costs. Id. at 363.

156. See oho Lmoratot4 SUPPORT SYSTEMS, supra note 3, ;I 4.4 -4.43 (discussing costs that attorneys
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Courts should recognize that computers pose new and different costs, and
should concentrate on identifying the parties who should properly bear these
costs. For example, a respondent who possesses a computer system will
encounter higher-than-normal costs if in order to comply with a discovery
order, he must computerize materials that he would otherwise store manual-

Although courts properly may require a respondent to use his comput-
er,lig they should require that the discovering party, who obtains a substantial
benefit from respondent's computer, bear the costs of creating a program
suited to meeting the discovering party's needs.159

Although the respondent generally pays the costs of discovery,160 the
federal rules do provide safeguards to protect against undue hardships 161
Individual rules also specify when the burdens ofdiscovery, including labor
costs,162 should be shined to, or shared with, the requesting party. For
example, rule 33 requires the respondent to bear the burden of responding to
interrogatories,163 but grants him the option of producing business records
when the burden of ascertaining answers from the records is substantially
similar for both parties.164 If a discovering party requests computer docu-
ments, rule 34 again requires the respondent to bear the costs." In this
instance, however, the court has the power under rule 26(c) to relieve any
excessive burden imposed by production of computer materials."

consider in developing litigation support systems); Olson & Goodrich, Computer Support Systems, rpm

note 8, at 852 (cost of computerized data base not greatly in excess of manual system, especially when

frequent searches for information required).
157. See notes 58-64 repro and accompanying text (suggesting that party can compel respondent to

computerize records to further rule 1 interests in speedy litigation).
158. See notes 36-64 supra and accompanying text (discussing use ofFederal Rules of Civil Procedure

to compel party to use his computer).
159. The Supreme Court explained in Sanders that a respondent is not guilty of bad faith merely

because his computerized information is not stored in the manner most useful to the discovering party. 437

U.S. at 363. Thus, the respondent should not have to bear the costs of programming the computer to

extract this information for the discovering party. See Id.

160. Rule 26(c) and the Advisory Committee Notes suggest that respondent usually must bear the

expenses of discovery. See Feo. R. Ctv. P. 26(c) (protective order protects party from undue burden or

expense resulting from compliance with discovery request); Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying

1970 Amendments to Rule 33, 4g F.R.D. 487, 525 (1970) (in appropriate case court may require

discovering party to reimburse respondent). See also C WRIGHT a A. Muni, supra note 30, f 2038

(although not required, court may order discovering party to pay expenses).

161. See FED. R. Ctv. P. 26(c) (court may issue order to protect party from oppression and undue

burden or expense); note 30 repro (discussing extent of court's power under rule 26(c)).

162. To some extent, burden is equivalent to cost. Burdens, however, are not always easily quantified.

For instance, if the court compels respondent to devote his computer to discovery, the respondent may be

unable to use the computer for business purposes. As a result, he may fall behind in his work, make a late

delivery, and lose a customer and commensurate goodwill. In such a case, instead of quantifying the "cost"

to respondent, a court might choose not to force respondent to use his computer.

163. See Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule 33, 48 F.R.D. 487, 525

(1970) (rule 26(c) protective order and rule 33(c) shift burden to interrogating party and thus imply that

respondent usually bears burden).
164. See id. at 524 (rule 33(c) shifts burden to interrogating party by forking such party to research

answers to interrogatories once records made available by respondent).

165. See now 160 supra and accompanying text (AdvisoryCommittee Notes and rule 26(c) imply that

respondent must bear expenses of discovery).
166. Feo. R. Ctv. P. 26(c); see Advisory Committee Notes Accompanying 1970 Amendments to Rule

34,48 F.R.D. 487, 527 (1970) (courts have ample power under rule 26(c) to protect respondent from undue

burden or expense by restricting discovery or requiting discovering party to pay costs).

5S
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The framework for cost distribution provided by the rules should facilitate
the maximum use of computers while simultaneously protecting parties from
undue hardship. For example, if the respondent has existing programs that
are capable of answering a discovery request, the cost to respondent probably
will be less than if the respondent had to cull through records by hand. Thus,
the respondent properly should bear discovery costs.167 If the programs do not
exist, however, and respondent can produce business records without addi-
tional programming, he can exercise the rule 33(c) option to produce business
records." If the respondent's burden increases becauseof the need to create a
program to facilitate the production of business records, rule 26(c) will allowthe courts to prevent undue hardship."

Courts distribute costs in order to equalize the relative burdens on the
parties. Unfortunately, it is difficult for a judge unfamiliar with computer
technology to determine what burdens each party bears. If a judge is unsure
about the allocation of burdens, he should conduct an evidentiary hearing and
hear expert testimony on the subject.00 Experts, such as programmers and
computer analysts, can describe the process involved in meeting a discovery
request. Both sides may introduce testimony, and the court can question the
experts on points of disagreement. After such a hearing a judge will be better
able to determine v:hich side should bear discovery costs.

CONCLUSION

Computers have great potential for improving the speed and accuracy of
the discovery process. The increasing use of computers by attorneys will force
the courts to answer challenging questions about the application of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to computerized discovery. Because the
rules rarely address computer issues directly, the courts must take care to
determine exactly how the rules apply in the context of the computer
discovery process.

When applying the rules to computer discovery courts should focus on the
discovery issues and avoid confusing inquiries about how computers function.
Except in rare cases, the primary concern is not what the computer does, but
what information a litigant seeks to discover, or what task a litigant seeks to
compel respondent to perform. With the inquiry thus focused, any questions
concerning the computer's performance become irrelevant.

167 Rule 33 requires the respondent to bear costs. See note 160 supra and accompanying text
(demonstrating that Advisory Committee Notes to rule 33 imply that respondent usually bean costs).

168. See FED. R. Qv. P. 33(c) (respondent may produce business records rather than answer
interroptories if burden of formulating answer substantially same for respondent and discovering party);
mita 32.37 supra and accompanying text (discussing use of rule 33(c) "substantially similar" test when
deciding whether respondent must perform computer analysis of his records).

169 See FED. R. Ctv. P. 26(c) (court may make any order that justice requires to protect party from
undue burden or expense).

170 At least one court has recognized the value of holding evidentiary heannpwith expert testimony
to resolve computer Issues. In Dunn v. Midwestern Indent., SS F.R.D. 191 (S.D. Ohio 1980), the plaintiffs
sought to discover defendant's computer capabilities to determine whetherthe defendant's computer was
programmed in a way that fostered racial discrimination. Id. at 193. Faced with the defendant's contention
that compliance with plaintiff's request would be unduly burdensome, the court ordered a hearing to
determine whether compliance would be "merely time consuming and laborious, or ... impossible." M. at
197,
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Finally, courts should not hesitate to use their broad powers to compel
discovery and to distribute costs equitably. The value of computers lies in
maximization of their vast potential. If utilization of one party's computer
benefits another party, the benefited party may properly bear the costs of
computer use.

Barry Evan Friedman
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During most of America's history its
citizens have turned to the courts for reso-
lotion of civil disputes that cannot be settled
voluntarily. Each year millions of new
Cases arc filed' and scores of new judges
are hired to help decide these cases.'

In recent decade however, there has
developed a rapidly accelrtating trend to
remove many controversies from the for-
mal judicial system and to simplify some
of those that remain This tendency can be
detected in many unconnected initiatives,
Pennsylvania and New York have inaugu
rated compulsory arbitration for all claims
up to a few thousand dollars Several states
have enacted no. fault automobile convert
nation. making litigation unnecessary in
most car accidents Other jurisdictions
have instituted settlement procedures for
modest estates which bypass the for-
malities of probate court.

Because these measures spring from a
hodgepodge of motives and utilize com-
pletely different approsches, it is difficult
to characterize them as a unified moue-
meet. Still, the general drift cannot be de.
nied. This report examines the trend and its
potential applications.

A PRELIMINARY DEFINITION

Asthma reform has long preoccupied
judges and lawyers concerned about the
quality and speed of justice dispensed in
the courts. Prescriptions have ranged from
improved methods of selecting judges to
computerized recordkeeping in the clerk's
office. The full panoply of remedies can-
not be catalogued here. Rather, this report
concentrates on the diversion of certain
disputes and issues entirely out of the
courts. It is con fined to the diversion of
civil controversies and issues in civil cases
to the exclusion of criminal prosecutions.

The traditional notion of diversion, if a
concept so young can aspire to possess
tradition, connotes a transfer of disputes
from the ream/a:COWLS to some alternative
forum: an administrative tribunal, an szbi-

trator, a meditation panel. This report
proposes a broader definition which ern-
braces both the removal of entire disputes
or certain important issues implicated in
such disputes as well as the traruplanta-
don of such disputes from more formal to
less formal forums. Consistent with this
definition are measures such as no-fault
automobile compensation, which entirely
eliminates the necessity of deciding certain
controversies that otherwise must be re-
solved in the courts, and no.fault divorce,
which effectively eliminates the need to
decide time-consuming issues (such as
cruelty, adultery, or other misconduct of a
spouse) even though the dispute itself and
any remaining Issues are adjudicated in the
courts. But before we attempt to present a
comprehensive and systematic scheme of
diversion alternatives, it is useful to con-
sider the purposes served by diversion.

THE GOALS OF DIVERSION

Three distinct motives exist for divert-
ing civil controversies and issues away
from the regular courts. The first is to
avoid delay and thereby speed resolution
of disputes, the second is to reduce cost
and thereby encourage access to a broader
range of disputes, and the third is to in-
crease expertise and thereby make possible
more precise decisions in certain disputes.

The underlying goals of
diversion are seldom
articulated and frequently
confused.

Unfortunately, the underlying goals of
diversion arc seldom articulated and fre-
quently confused. It is not uncommon to
find a reform Is designed to serve one pur-
pose but judged on how well it serves
mother.

Because of the crucial nexus between
goal sadden's, purpose and evaluation , it

3
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is worthwhile to explore these three mo-
tives for diverting cases iron the regular
courts During the course of this discus-
sion we exam= diversion an context with
other means of accomplishing each goal

Speedy Justice:
The Reduction of Backlog and Delay

Most agitation for removing disputes
'tom the regular courts arises out c dis-
satisfaction over the caseloads which
overwhelm the nation's judiciaries The
alarming statistical evidence of backlog
and delay cannot be denied. In many juris-
dictions a typical civil case may require
four years to come to mat' the national
average is twenty-one months ' As a con-
sequence, many injured persons abandon
there claims entirely or accept inadequate
settlements. Even those able to war tau* the
delay may lose respect for the judicial sys-

tem

The high cost of litigation
irritates many and
constitutes a total bar
for some.

Diversion to nonjudicial forms is one
possible remedy for court overload.
backlog and delay Another obvious solu-
tion is to increase the number of judges and
enlarge the investment in the regulu Judi-
aal system' With more courtrooms avast-
able to adjudicate the same quantity of
disputes, the caseload of each judge would
fall Theoretically. a sufficient increase in
judicial resources would reduce individual
caseloads. eliminate backlogs and enable
decision of cases u quickly as the parties
are ready However, calculating the
number of new judges required to reach
that nirvana is no simple matter, and
neither is persuading legislatures to enact
such dramatic increases 111 judicial appro-
priations, Predicting the scale of the neces-
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nary investment ts complicated by the ns
ins trend of court filings, and there is no
way to forecast the size of the inchoate
caseloadthe thousands or millions of
claims that presently remain veiled be-
cause justice appears so low that it is not
only denied but ignored. Thus, abolition of
backlog and delay probably would induce
a sharp upturn in new cases, asserted by
people who foe the tint time saw the courts
as an effective recourse Presumably the
trend could continue until a new equilib-
num between delay and demand was
reached

This scenario suggests that increasing
investments in the regular courts, no mat.
ter how imposing, can never totally elimi-
nate delay Nevertheless. so long as
speedier justice remains the sole purpose
of reform, more judges and more court-
rooms will mitigate the problem greatly

A second and nearly opposite policy op-
tun as to attack delay by reducing caseload
demand rather than by enlarging the sup-
ply of judicial resources. In the extreme. a
government might declare a moratorium
on new filings or erect new permanent
barriers, financial or otherwise, to dis-
courage people with grievances from seek.
mg relief in the courts.' In practice these
crude forms seldom are bucked. Still,
many judges are extremely sensitive to the
caseload factor and resist any diminish-
ment of existing burners to litigation, such
as court costs and lawyer fees

Diversion, u traditionally conceived, is
a policy alternative about halfway between
increasing judicial resources and reducing
caseload demand. It channels some of the
demand currently placed on courts Into
other forums. Howeverand this cannel-
erauon is frequently ignoredthe alterna-
tive tribunal seldom is cost- free. Diversion
usually entails an increase in the nation's
investment in dispute resolution as well as
a decrease in judicial caseloads. More-
over, unless the chosen nonjudicial forum
Is less expensive than the courts, society
will not expenence a net economic gam,

and diversion can become the equivalent
of hiring sew judges and erecting more
courthouses

Increasing investments in
the regular courts may never
totally eliminate delay.

The other forms of diversion, which en-
compass reforms that eliminate entirely
certain issues and disputes currently oc-
cupying the courts, are virtually costless
To the extent these reforms succeed there
is a net reduction in the court's caseload,
backlog and delay without offsetting ex-
penses incurred by alternative tribunals

Accessible Justice:
The Reduction of Litigation Cost

Litigation in the regular courts is expen-
nve for both taxpayers and litigants The
government must pay judges and other
Court personnel and erect and maintain
courthouses Yet the costs borne by plant.
tiffs and defendants typically exceed the
public's burden. Legal fees probably se-
count for most of the litigants' tab But
there are other sizable item payments to
stenographers for transcripts of deposi-
tions and trial proceedings, fees to be pod
jurors for their services, even certain
charges that courts impose on litigants to
defray the judiciary's expenses

The high cost of litigation through the
courts irritates many litigants, but for some
it constitutes a total bar to the judicial
process No matter bow meritorious the
claim or how worthy the defense, a low
income person (as well as many in the
middle classes) is unable to afford to liti-
gate most cases Even the affiu.nt will find
the courts uneconomic unless the amounts
in dispute exceed their investments in legal

fees and other court expenses by a subsists-
nail margins Otherwise. they can win in
the courtroom yet lose in the pocketbook

Stare Cowl loom,



As might be anticipated, pressures for
diversion tend to intensify in two cir-
surnsunces when one of the parties lacks
the means to afford the expense of court
titigat.on and when the amount in dispute
is insufficient to justify any litigant bearing
1,4 expense In either case, disputants
fed the courts inaccessible Unless some
conestise action is taken the dispute will
go unresolved or be decided without the
participation of one of the litigants

Al the outset it should be observed that
measures which speed justice do not
necessarily make it less expensive or more

svaitatde Thus even though a larger in-
vestment in the judiciary- .more judges
and courtroomscan be expected to re-
ch.e delay this in no way trims the cost of
deciding each individual dispute in the
courts either for the government or the
Litigants The system remains inaccessible
r.. a significant segment of the populace
and is major categories of disputes The
policy option of erecting barriers to dis
courage the filings of new cases is the
antithesis of greater accessibility It

solves" the problem of delay by simply
closing the courthouse door to still more
people and more grievances

Three fundamental approaches may
eliminate expense as an obstacle to pros
pective litigants One is diversion of dis-
poses to lower cost forums Another is
Ormolus' reform to reduce the cost of
adjudicating cases in the regular courts
The thud u gosenuneht subsidy of
Pm unable to bear the full burden of the
firma judicial processrather than af-
fording litigants a less costly means of
asserting their rights. government merely
absorbs the expense of those unableto pay
their own way at the regular courts, and
cost is no longer a banter for the assisted
parties

Subsidy is the practical effect of legal
ad and in forma pave's,, remedies that
go back to the muddle ages v Of course, the
united States is a long way from ample.
mewing this option m any comprehensive
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sense Eighty or 90 percent of low income
litigants are still left to fend for them.
selves i In addition, the underlying prim
am would have to be extended far be.
yowl these present mandestaturas if is
were to respond to the dilemma of the
well to-do person implicated in a dispute
over a vim insufficient to warrant recourse
to costly forums like the courts Govern-
ment subsidies would have to be available
urespect as e of means to any party desiring

to prosecute or defend most claims It is
doubtful that many legislatures would
choose this course of action over the alter.
native of somehow curtailing the cost of
litigating such matters

Diversion to lowcost forums and
simplification of judicial procedures, on
the other hand, share a common theme
they seek to ;mire justice more accessible
by making it less expensive Indeed, in
theory it should be feasible to modify the
courts enough to become as inexpensive as
almost any imaginable alternative forum.
The methods of ameliorating costs are the
same eliminate advocates (and the need
for advocates), or at least substitute a
lower cost version for the highly educated,
high priced lawyers who presently enjoy a
monopoly in less significant matters as
well as the grandest cause, simplify the
presentation of facts and the ascertainment
of the law, possibly place more reliance on
the weighting of equities than on the loca-
tion of obscure precedents

The list is developed in more detail in
the report as At this mat it is sufficient to
observe a natural reluctance to drastically
alter the machinery of the regular courts
Thus, much of what is theoretically posit.

ble for the courts apparently is more easily
implemented in a forum bearing a less trad-
itional and imposing 01111e.,

Expert Justker The Enhancement,
of Knowledge and Precision

Some disputes submitted to the courts
are extraordinarily complex and technical
Merely comprehending the issues may re-
quire detailed knowledge of highly
specialized fields. chemistry, nuclear
physics, the economrt- of energy produc-
tion Judges, although learned m the law
and experienced in problem solving, mi
dom possess the necessary technical
background As a result, there is a ten-
dency to divert such controversies to non-
Asthma/ tribunals composed of experts in
the subject matter involved

Examples of diversion prompted by
technical complexity are legion Not in-
frequently litigants voluntarily submit in
disidual cases to arbitration panels made
up of leading scientists, economists, or
other relevant experts Permanent boards
have been formed to hear manttme cases,
disputes overstock exchange transactions.
intemational borders, navigation, and air
traffic rights.

There is a salient difference between
this use of diversion and the earlier pur-
poses. Ordinarily it matters little whether
the expert tribunals are more expensive
than the courts The aim is greater prem.
sion in th e &cis iommaking process. If that
comes only at a premium, what is at stake
usually justifies the investment. In con-
trast, diversion seldom makes sense as a
means of expediting justice or rendering it
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Outside the Coats conld
more accessible unless the cost of resole.
mg controversies is reduced. Although
greater precision is a significant function
of diversion in limited categories of cues,

art u not as pervuive or critic:1u the goals
of accessible and speedy justice. Con-
sequently, it is not featured in this report.

PRINCIPAL FORUMS
OF DIVERSION

The several goals of speedy, accessible,
and precise justice, alone or in combine.
non, have powered a variety of reforms
and experiments that fit our earlier general

definition of civil diversion. Subsequent
chapters of this report damibe and ap-
praise actual qvrating examples of nutty
reforms and experiments. But for now, we
merely present an outline of the diverse
approaches.

At the outset there appear to be three
fundamental methods of diverting entire
disputes or specific issues from the regular

courts:
(I) measures that make it urstecessary

to invoke dispute resolution machinery in
order to afford relief;

(2) measures that render it unnecessary

to decide certain complex, time-
consuming issues in order to afford relief;

(3) measures that trensplant the d:spcte
and all underlying issues to another fotum
capable of deciding with more speed, at
less cost, or with greater precision.

Manures Obviating the Need
to Resolve a Dispute

in virtually all disputes in the courts,
one party is seeking something from
another: compensation for injuries sus-
tained in an automobile accident, recovery
of a past-due debt, repair of a new televi-
sion set purchased under a maintenance
guarantee, removal of a tenant from the
landlord's rented premises, or instinct of
a welfare check being withheld by a sor
eroment administrator. Such disputes
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eventually reach the courts only if and
when the seeking pony" is unable to gain
the desired result without the assistance of
a judicial order, a sheriff, or the other
powers of compulsion monopolized by the

state.

Diversion seeks to make
justice more accessible by
making it less expensive.

The most direct means of diverting dn.
puts from the courts is simply to give the
seeking parties what they want before they
deem it necessary to invoke the coercive
power of the judiciary. This does not
necessarily mean that the seeker must ob-

tain the objective at the expense of the
opposing party. The essential element is to
achieve the end without recourse to the

emu.
No-fault automobile compensation is a

type of civil diversion in which the grim,
ant is awarded a remedy without fixing
responsibility ca the petty who caused the
injury. instead of looking to the other
driver for damages --a process that usually
txessitates litigationthe injured party
cone: from an insurance pool to which
he has contributed pursuant to a contract
granting relief irrespective of who was at
fault. Consequently, intervention by the
court is usually unnecessary and the entire
dispute is diverted from the judicial
arena." Similarly, probate reforms fos-
tered by the Uniform Probate Code have
recognized that there is no need to resort to
the coon unless there Is in actuality some
dispute between panics. Thus estates may
be administered informally and indepen
dearly of the court unless the representa-
tive or an interested party feels the need to
invoke die court's aid on a certain issue."

Measures Oblvellits the Need
to Decide Certain Imes

Once a petty seeking relief is compelled

Sour Corm loamd
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to enter the courts, the length and cost of
his will depend upon the number
and complexity of the facts he must prove.
Some legislation has been enacted to re-
duce the number or complexity of the is-
sues that must be decided by the court in
order to grant relief. The judicial proceed-
ins thus becomes briefer, the cost to both
government and the parties lower, and the
remedy speedier and more accessible for
the moving party.

Among early examples of this partial
diversion are the special landlord-tenant
proceedings enacted in many jurisdictions.
To exponte rent collections for landlords,
these statutes typically create a separate
must empowered to hear eviction cases.
Unlike other courts, these tribunals an
empowered to consider only a few of the
issues that may be implicated in a given
landlord-tenant dispute, principally the
question of whether the tenant has paid his
nut when due. Many of the defenses a
taunt might possess or other complicating
usues are irrelevant in landlord-tenant
court The landlord is totaled to his relief
without any decision on these questions. If
they are to be raised, it must be in a sem-
rue proceeding in the ordinary cocks. In
the meantime, the landlord must be paid of
Me state will execute an eviction on his
behalf.

Access to the courts is
unequally distributed, and
the results are likely to be
inequitable.

Landlord-tenant proceedings illustrate
the dangers inherent in any reform which
diverts certain issues so a mesas of speed.
ieg justice in the couns. Unless enrefully
conceived, the diversion may discriminate
uthidy against one class of litigants, In
effect denying them the opportunity to
raise issues which might be helpful to
diem As a result, access to the courts is
3prsar1977
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unequally distributed, and the results are
likely to be inequitable. Landlords are of-
feted ready access to a speedy procedure
dispensing inexpensive rehef. The tenant,
in order (- raise valid defenses, is relegated
to the cumbersome, often mnhibitively
expensive alternative of full-scale 1W:s-
tied in the ordinary courts."

Recently, a more equitable example of
partial diversion has come to the fore, ens-
bodied in the so-called "no-fault" di-
vorce." In states enacting this reform, no
longer must a husband or wife go to the
trouble and expense of establishing com-
plex facts about the other's conduct. No
longer must the courts expend their time
and resources on lengthy hearings on those
facts. A moment's testimony about in
reconcilable differences justifies the
court's granting a divorce.

Mamas Which Triumplast
Disputes to Otber Forums

In millions of cases each yen there tint-
ply is no reasonable possibility of a remedy
in the absence of some intervention by a
dispute resolving forum, and many of
those disputes require some decision about
relatively complex issues. Yet if speed or
cosureducnon is at a premium, it may be
feasible to channel WPM controversies
away from the regular courts to another
tribunal better suited to the task. In the
past, this ordinarily has meant diversion to
small claims courts or administrative tai.
bonds not unlike the regular courts in their
operation and effect. However, more and
more disputes are now being shifted to
arbitration or informal tribunals utilizing
noncoercive techniques.

Arbitration" is an ancient concept, in
some jurisdictions predating the formal ju-
dicial system. The term now embraces an
amorphous collection of dispute resolution
techniques. Some are difficult to distin.
suish from full-scale court proceedings
and others demonstrate the informality.
simplicity and nonkgalistic aura of a fam-
ily conference. If there is a common ele-
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ment m these mechanisms, t is that the
decisionmakers are not govenunent em-
ployees like judges or administrative hear-
mg officers. Rather, they are private ch-
ugs selected by the parties or chosen on a
random basis from lists of those deemed
capable of making knowledgeable judg-
ments.

Traditionally, disputes have been di-
verted to arbitrators because the parties
voluntarily chose that forum after the con-
trovcrsy arose or be ^ause they had con-
traded to use arbitration to resolve future
disputes between them. However, chiefly
for reasons of judicial economy, some
states have begun to mandate that certain
disputes be diverted to an arbitration sys-
tem, generally operating under court
supervision. Elsewhere, courts strongly
encourage, without insisting, that disputes
be submitted to such court.annexed arbi-
tration.

The most rapidly expanding
type of civil diversion is the
noncoercive forum.

The most rapidly expanding type of civil
diversion is the noncoercive forum. Om-
budsman officers, media "hot fines," and
consumer complaint centers such as the
Better Business Bureausii may be spon-
sored by different organizations with un-
connected, even conflicting motivations
but with similar stated goals and general
techniques. Each of these institutions pur-
ports to seek relief for aggrieved parties,
and each pursues that relief through infor-
mal pressures exerted on the individual.
government agency, or business responsi-
ble for the grievance. In these negotia-
tions, a media hot line wields the threat of
publicity on television or in a newspaper
column. A government ombudsman can
file confidential reports about bureaucratic
errors with the legislature, or, if that is
ineffective, expose a recalcitrant adminis-
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valor in public statement:IX they choose.
Better Business Bureaus can curve au
cial pressures within the commercial
community. in its extreme a visual
blacklist if an enterprise refuses to corn.
patUDC customers.

The efficacy of this approach obviously
depends upon the true weight of the as sd.
able sanctions and the institution's will.
ingness to deploy them, But when this
approach Is successful, a dispute shah
might have reached the courts is tusked
and the stria on judicial resources reduced
accordingly.

SCOPE OF THE REPORT

Not all the specific measures mentioned
in this excerpt are explored in detail in Me
complete report. Most are touched upon.
but only a select few are scrutinized
closely. In general, an attempt was mule
to choose recent, well financed examples
of each basic diversion approach outlined
above. The selection alto was infludied
by the at -liability of substantial data. The
resources and time constraints of this proj-
ect did not permit collection of raw sum-
tics, administration of standard intenid,
questionnaires, or any other tech:liquid
empirical research. Accordingly. the as'
dud were compelled to rely upon exists,
data and analyses. In some instances. these
were supplemented by personal inter+ less

with key participants and obsencrs
lawyers, judges, arbitrators, and ran.
lots.

Chapter Two of the complete text sir
veys the possibilities of affording relief

without affixing responsibility on as
other person or institution. The focus rasa

no-fault automobile compensation.
Chapter Three outlines the kind of re.

e.
form enabling individuals to dispenses
court supervision in cases where there is

actually DO dispute. Probate reform pro-

vides the focus; theccacePogijefmkm
administration constitutes the heart okbe

discussion.
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Chapter Four discusses the tsmplslica.
(ion o(the subsluntive issues that must be
decided before the state will invoke tts

oercive powertocontpct relief (oretect Co
deny relief) Moit of the ditcussion fo-
cuveuossno-faultdivorce. the most stgvsifl
cunt recent nwtifcstatson of this approach

Chapter Five treaty the diselston of dis-
psites. with all their cornplenilies. to alter.
native stsbunulu possessing coercive
povset. yet presumably eithcr more en
pe..lilious or less costly In this instance
aubitration in ity marty forms ocswpies the
centet slate

Chapter Stu deals with informal atteena-
live toitxitsats that supply relief through
noiscoetcive measines -which motivate the
responsibte individual or institution tofur-

nivts that relief The crumples chosen fur
enaminalion include governmental om-
budsoten and media operated consumer
complattil centers

Chapter Seven leturns to some of the
themes 5u1) issues introduced in this over.
view With the npecificsdigested it may be
fesyshle to spell curt several hypc'theses. if
not conclsvtons. about thepocetuttal uttl.ty
of vattous dsse*ion altettsatives In Chap.
Icr Seven we also seek to uueaiih some
proponals. not yet the subject of en-
pervirveusation anywhere, whichmight tm
ptement the sane bastc theoretical up.
pevactves 0

POTES
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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Better Management Can Ease
Federal Civil Case Backlog

The number of pending civil cases in Federal
district courts increased over 70,000 between
1974 and 1979, creating a concern on the part
of the Congress, the Judiciary, the Department
of Justice, and the public.

GAO visited nine courts and found that the
intensity of the backlog problem was directly
related to the efficiency of case management.
Ineffective use of personnel and an inadequate
number of judges also affected the processing
of civil cases.

GAO recommends modifying the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure as an appropriate way
to help reducethebacklog.The Administrative
Office of the United States Courts disagrees.
In contrast, four chief judges and the Justice
Department agree that a modification provid.
mg for flexible time frames would improve
the efficiency of the civil process.
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COMPTROLLZRGENCRALOFTHZUNITEDSTATIES
WASHINGITON. 0 C. MCLO

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses actions necessary to deal with
civil case backlog in Federal district courts. In chapter 2,
we recommend that the Judicial Conference initiate actions
that will improve the operations of Federal district courts
and thereby minimize the backlog of civil cases.

We made this review to determine whether and why a
backlog exists and what could be done to alleviate the back-
log. By developing and enforcing a case management system,
in conjunction with the increased utilization of court re-
sources, the operational effectiveness of Federal district
courts will improve and civil case backlog will be reduced.

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Chairmen, House and
Senate Judiciary Committees; the Director, Administrative
Office of the United States Courts; the Chairman, Judicial
Conference of the United States; the Attorney General;
and the chief judge of each Federal district court.

744114.-
p zitler General

of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST

BETTER MANAGEMENT CAN
EASE FEDERAL CIVIL CASE
BACKLOG

The number of pending cases in Federal
district courts increased 66 percent
between 1974 and 1979. This increase has
created a concern on the part of the
Congress, the Judiciary, the Department
of Justice, and the Public. Processing
a large volume of cases requires the
development and enforcement of a case
management system, use of magistrates and
clerks' offices, and an adequate number
of judges. GAO found that the degree to
which the courts visited experienced a
backlog problem correlated with the extent
to which these key requirements were satis-
fied. Improved court administration would
minimize this problem.

A SOUND CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CAN
IMPROVE THE CIVIL PROCESS

A sound case management system must
incorporate the following features:

- -Uniform case management procedures.

- -Early definition or time frames for
each case.

- -A monitoring system for identifying
cases not adhering to predetermined
time frames and not being actively
litigated.

- -Enforcement of a court's time frames
through the use of sanctions.

Consistently and effectively applied, such
a case management system would expedite the
processing of civil cases and minimize case
backlogs.

Tear Sheet. Upon removal, the report
cover date should he noted hereon.
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Review of 782 closed case files that took 1
year or longer to terminate in 9 district
courts indicated that the average time spent
for the civil process was shorter for those
courts which had effectively implemented a
case management system. Also, judges who
had effectively implemented a case manage-
ment system had a lower pending caseload
than those judges without such a system.
(See pp. 10 to 18.)

BETTER USE OF COURT RESOURCES
CAN EASE CIVIL CASE BACKLOG

Courts were not taking full advantage of
magistrates or personnel from the clerks'
offices to assist in processing civil
cases.

Courts and .judges that used clerks' offices
for administering case management and doc-
ket control systems had fewer backlog cases
than those that did not take advantage of
this resource. The use of the clerk's
office in such a fashion helps reduce the
administrative burden on judges and in-
creases the pace of litigation. (See pp.
18 to 21.)

Although the intent of the Federal
Magistrate Act of 1979 was to provide ad-
ditional judicial resource flexibility for
district courts, five of the nine courts
had not fully utilized their magistrates.
Many judges in these courts were unwilling
to assign civil case duties to the magis-
trates because they (1) believed magis-
trates do not expedite the civil process
since their decisions can be appealed to
the court, (2) wanted full control of all
cases, and (3) believed the opportunities
for settlement were greater if they pre-
sided over all conferences. (See pp. 21
and 22.)
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LACK OF JUDICIAL MANPOWER HAS
CONTRIBUTED TO THE CIVIL BACKLOG

Although the inefficient use of resources
can increase the backlog, the lack of re-
sources can also be a factor. Five of the
nine courts visited experienced shortages
of judges because of extended illness or
involvement in time-consuming cases. Al-
though an adequate number of judges is
needed to effectively dispose of cases, it
must be recognized that timely processing
of large volumes of cases requires a com-
bination of good court administration as
well as sufficient resources. This was
evidenced by the fact that the courts
which practiced sound case management were
better able to cope when a shortage of
judges was a problem. (See pp. 22 to 24.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

To improve the operations of the Federal
district courts and to reduce the backlog
of civil cases, the Judicial Conference
should:

--Develop a proposed amendment to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to in-
clude maximum time limits for the various
steps in the civil process and require
each court to establish time frames with-
in these limits. The Federal Rules also
should authorize a judge to waive the
time limits for good cause shown, such
as case complexity, and to establish
alternate time frames where appropriate.

--Encourage the district courts to better
utilize their clerks' offices in the
administration of the courts, partic-
ularly for case management and docket
control systems.

Taw Shoot
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--Encourage the district courts to make
greater use of magistrates as provided
in the Federal Magistrate Act of 1979.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND
GAO'S EVALUATION

Of the nine Federal district courts visited,
eight chief judges provided comments on
this report. The remaining chief judge
offered no comments. Three of the eight
chief judges fully agreed with the basic
thrust of the report, while the remaining
five generally agreed but in some cases
expressed reservations about such factors
as case complexity and the Speedy Trial
Act.

The Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts endorses the report's recommen-
dation regarding delegation of case manage-
ment to the clerks of the court and greater
use of magistrates. However, the Office
does not believe the modification to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is an
appropriate means by which to reduce civil
case backlog. In contrast, four chief
judges and the Justice Department agree
that a modification providing for flexible
time frames would improve the efficiency of
the civil process. (See pp. 26 and 27.)

Four of the courts said that the Speedy
Trial Act significantly contributed to the
civil case backlog problem. The results of
GAO's review found that even though the Act
had an impact on the courts' operations,
the severity of the impact depended on how
well a court managed its caseload and used
available resources. A Justice Department
study reached a similar conclusion. (See

pp. 29 and 30.)

The Department of Justice agrees with the
report's overall message that a sound case
management system and adequate use of
court resources is important in reducing
civil case backlog. (See p. 27.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The issue of civil case backlogs and their impact on
Federal district courts is of concern to the Congress, the
Department of Justice, the Judiciary, and the public. This
concern stems from the fact that civil filings have increased
from 103,530 in 1974 to 154,666 in 1979. During this period,
the number of pending civil cases increased from 107,230 to
177,805. Since there was no accepted definition of backlog,
however, no one had identified the magnitude of the backlog,
the reasons for its existence, or what corrective action was
needed to reduce it.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

We initiated our review to determine whether &nd why a
backlog exists and what could be done to alleviate the back-
log. Due to the lack of a definition, we defined backlog
as those cases pending 1 year or longer from date of filing.
On the basis of this definition, we selected 9 Federal dis-
trict courts for review 1/ and sampled 1,989 cases out of a
universe of 18,807. The courts visited were compared to
determine the reasons why some had a larger backlog problem
than others. We limited our review to the Federal district
court level, because this is the level in the judicial sys-
tem where cases are initially tried and decided. For further
details on the scope and methodology, see chapter 4.

TYPES OF CASES AND
CIVIL CASE BACKLOG

Civil cases are filed in Federal district courts to obtain
a resolution to a civil controversy and to seek a monetary or
other form of remedy. In statistical year 1979 (July 1,
1978, to June 30, 1979) the top four categories--representing
about 66 percent of all civil cases filed in Federal district

1/Arizona, Central District of California, Connecticut,
Southern District of Indiana, Eastern District of Kentucky,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Northern District of Ohio, and
Eastern District of Virginia

1
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courts--involved contract disputes, tort (personal injury
related) actions, prisoner petitions seeking sentence
reductions or civil rights relief, and private civil rights
complaints. The majority of the civil cases filed involved
two private parties rather than the U.S. Government.

The civil caseload has increased steadily over the last
11 years, while the criminal caseload has declined. The
following chart illustrates the increase in civil filings by
nature of the suit in addition to the criminal filings for
statistical years 1969 and 1979.

Statistical year ending
June 30,
1979

Nature of Civil Filings

June 30,
1969

Contract actions 14,951
Real property actions 3,737
Tort actions 24,713
Actions under statutes 31,232
Other actions 2,560

Total civil filings 77,193

Total criminal filings 33,585

36,898
11,876
28,901
76,067

924
154,666

31,536

Civil cases involving the United States as either a
plaintiff or defendant represented 36 percent of total fil-
ings for 1979 and were composed mainly of social security
petitions, land condemnation cases, and contract cases.

Although the significant increase in civil filings has
had an impact on the judicial system, there is no objective
criteria to measure when a court becomes overburdened and a
backlog begins. Some officials of the Administrative Office
of the U.S. Courts define a backlog as cases where the
parties are ready to go to trial but the court is unable to
try the cases. No data, however, is available on cases fit-
ting such a definition. Therefore, the impact of the in-
creased filings is not entirely known. Although it is pos-
sible to identify backlogged criminal cases as those not
meeting the Speedy Trial Act's (18 U.S.C. 3161-3174) 1/
time frames, a similar approach cannot be used for civil

1/The act established uniform time frames for stages in the
criminal process, such as arraignments and trials, that
must be followed by U.S. district courts.

2
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cases. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure specify certain
time limits for particular actions within a case; however,
these rules do not define when a case is considered back-
logged nor do they establish time frames for the entire
civil process.

Due to the lack of a definition, we defined a backlog as
those cases which had been pending in the court for 1 year or
longer after being filed. Fifty-seven of the 71 judges inter-
viewed agreed that the criterion we established was reasonable
and that the majority of civil cases could be completed with-
in 1 year. However, some judges noted that case complexity
can cause a minority of cases to be pending for over a year.
Tne judges who disagreed with our criterion did so either
because they believed the majority of civil cases take longer
than 1 year to terminate, or that each case is atypical and
therefore defies application of any criteria.

On the basis of the 1 year or older definition, we
determined that the backlog problem varies across the judicial
system. In fact, 60 percent of all cases pending 1 year or
longer as of June 30, 1979, were concentrated in 20 of the 95
district courts. These 20 courts accounted for about 39 per-
cent of all civil cases filed during the 3-year period ending
June 30, 1979.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE JUDICIARY

The judicial branch of the Government has three levels of
administration--the Judicial Conference of the United States,
the judicial councils of the 11 circuits, and the district
courts. Associated with this structure is the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts.

Judicial Conference of the United States

The Judicial Conference consists of 25 members: the
Chief Justice of the United States, the chief judge of the
Court of Claims, the chief judge of the Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals, and a chief and district judge from each of
tne 11 circuits.

The Judicial Conference is a policymaking body for the
Federal judicial system. Its areas of interest include
court administration, assignment of judges, just determina-
tion of litigation, general rules of practice and procedures,
promotion of simplicity in procedures, fairness in admin-
istration, and elimination of unjustifiable expense and delay.

3
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Except for its direct authority over the Administrative
Office, the Judicial Conference is not vested with the day-
to-day administrative responsibility for the Federal judicial
system.

Judicial councils

The United States is divided into 11 judicial circuits,
each containing a court of appeals (circuit court) and from
1 to 18 district courts. Each of the 11 judicial circuits
has a judicial council consisting of the circuit court judges
and presided over by the chief judge of the circuit. The
councils are required to meet at least twice a year. Each
judicial council considers the quarterly reports on district
court activities prepared by the Administrative Office and
takes such action as may be appropriate. Additionally, the
councils promulgate orders to promote the effective and ex-
peditious administration of the business of the courts within
their circuits.

Each judicial council may appoint a circuit executive
to exercise administrative power and perform duties delegated
by the council.

U.S. district courts

Each State has at least one district court, and some have
as many as four. There are 89 district courts in the 50
States and 1 each in the District of Columbia and the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico. There are also four territorial courts,
one each in the Canal Zone, Guam, Virgin Islands, and Northern
Mariana Islands.

The standard rules of civil and criminal procedures for
the U.S. district courts provide the general rules of prac-
tice for these courts. The judges of each district court,
however, formulate local rules and orders and generally deter-
mine how the court's internal affairs will be handled.

Each court has a clerk of the court who is appointed by
and is directly responsible to the district judges. The
clerk is the court's fiscal and disbursing officer and is
responsible for maintaining the court's records and per-
forming other court-assigned duties. He functions as the
court's executive officer and attempts to promote adminis-
trative procedures which will help move the court's work
expeditiously.

4
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Administrative Office of
the United States Courts

The Administrative Office is headed by a Director and a
Deputy Director appointed by the U.S. Supreme Court. The
Director is the administrative officer of all U.S. courts
except the Supreme Court. Under the supervision and direction
of the Judicial Conference, the Director

- -supervises administrative matters relating to
the office of the clerks and other clerical
and administrative court employees;

- -prepares and submits various reports retarding
the state of the court dockets and other statis-
tical data to the chief judges of the circuits,
the Congress, the Attorney General, and/or the
Judicial Conference; and

--audits vouchers and accounts of the courts and
their clerical administrative personnel and
determines and pays the necessary expenses of
courts, judges, and other court officials.

Also under the purview of the Administrative Office are the
U.S. magistrates. In the Federal judicial system, the magis-
trates are judicial officers of limited tenure authorized to
handle, within certain limitations, criminal and civil matters.
Such matters include supervising the criminal and civil
calendars and handling pretrial proceedings, including dis-
covery conferences, settlement conferences, and issuing
subpoenas.

ROLE OF THE COURTS, LITIGANTS,
AND ATTORNEYS IN THE CIVIL PROCESS

Federal district courts not only have a role in criminal
matters, they also have a role in the civil process when they
enforce Federal civil statutes, resolve controversies between
citizens of different States, and hear other cases within
their jurisdiction. The following chart describes the basic
Federal civil process.

5
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Action by
litigants

Dispute

Attorney/party (Plaintiff)
files complaint and seeks a
summons, which is a court
order directing the defendant
to respond.

Depending on the district,
summons and complaint may be
delivered by a U.S. Marshal,
certified mail, or special
process server.

Opposing party (defendant)
responds.

Discovery is conducted
to obtain evidence.

Pretrial conference
held, pretrial order
is submitted

Trial with or without jury
If trial with jury, then
jury is selected.

Settlement, judgment rendered,-..---
or case dismissed.

6:0

6

Action by
court

Clerk of the court
opens and maintains
the file after filing
fee is received and
issues the summons.

If time frames are set
for civil case disposi-
tion, judges/magis-
trates/court clerks
notify parties of the
time frames.

When discovery disputes
arise, the court may inter-
vene and fine a party re-
fusing to cooperate and
order them to cooperate.

Judge/magistrate conducts
the pretrial conference
and reviews and signs
the pretrial order.

Judge/magistrate conducts
trial. Judge impanels the
jurors.

Judge/magistrate may
deliver the opinion
orally or in writing.
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As one can see from the chart, once the complaint is filed,
the court has responsibility until the case is resolved.

Rule One of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure states
that the rules are designed to secure the just, speedy, and
inexpensive termination of every action. In this regard,
both judicial personnel and attorneys have a responsibility
for insuring that cases conform with Federal and local proce-
dural rules. The clerk of the court is the executive officer
who is responsible for court administration. As such, he/she
is responsible for expediting the civil process by making
sure that attorneys and parties conform to Federal and local
rules of procedure--tracking the cases via docket entries,
maintaining the court files and exhibits, assisting in case
management, and performing other administrative duties.

To promote expeditious disposition, judges may (1)
establish time frames by a scheduling or pretrial order,
(2) enforce such time frames by denying continuances and im-
posing sanctions, (3) conduct status conferences, pretrial
conferences, or settlement conferences, and (4) resolve dis-
covery problems by issuing an order compelling discovery
or imposing sanctions. To provide assistance in carrying
out these functions, the Federal Magistrate Act of 1979
(P.L. 96-82, 93 Stat. 643) was passed expanding the magi-
strates' role and allowing magistrates who are certified
to try and decide civil cases upon the consent of liti-
gants and judges.

7
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CHAPTER 2

IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED IN CASE MANAGEMENT AND
USE OF COURT RESOURCES FOR SPEEDY TERMINATION

OF CIVIL DISPUTES

The upward trend in the number of civil filings is
likely to continue due to the fact that new legislation con-
tinues to expand litigants' access to Federal courts. Old
legislation is being revitalized by litigants looking for
avenues of relief, and courts are being increasingly soughtas the final arbiter. Unless improvements are made in the
way courts presently operate, the increased filings will
result in a severe backlog of civil cases. To expedite the
disposition of civil cases and minimize case backlog, the
following are necessary: (1) a case management system that
is consistently applied and enforced, (2) increased utiliza-
tion of magistrates and personnel in the clerks' offices,
and (3) an adequate complement of judges.

In the nine Federal district courts visited, we
identified four factors as being essential to effective case
management: (1) the establishment of uniform court proce-
dures, (2) the early establishment by the court of civil case
time frames and deadlines, (3) court monitoring of these
time frames, and (4) enforcement by the courts of the time
frames. The courts visited that had a large number of cases
pending 1 year or longer had weaknesses in some or all four
areas. These courts also lacked a consensus among judges on
the need for case management and control. Within each court,
judges who effectively practiced case management had lower
pending caseloads than their colleagues.

To further improve the handling of civil cases, the
courts need to reassess the duties and responsibilities of
magistrates and clerks. The clerks' ()faces can assist judges
in maximizing their effort by handling the overall case mon-
itoring and routine administrative activities. Magistrates
are able to handle the full range of steps in the civil
process upon the consent of the litigants and the court.
Yet, certain courts visited which could have more effec-
tively utilized the magistrates' and clerks' offices to alle-
viate their backlog did not do so, primarily because judges
would not relinquish such duties to them.

Also vital to strong case management is an adequate
complement of judges which was not always available. In one
court, control of the civil docket was completely lacking due

8
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to an inadequate number of judges to deal with increased
filings at numerous geographical court locations. Courts
also experienced a shortage of judges when judges became ill
for long periods of time and when judges became involved in
cases that consumed a great deal of time.

Collectively, all of these factors are necessary to
expedite the civil process and alleviate the backlog problem.
The courts visited with strong case management and resource
utilization practices incurred minimal impact fr= sudden
changes in filings and caseloads, while courts with poor case
management and resource utilization practices experienced
problems in processing their cases.

LEGISLATION AFFECTS CIVIL CASES IN
FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS

Over the last decade, new and revitalized legislation
has affected the operations of the Federal district courts
by placing new and added demands on the courts' services.
This is reflected by the near doubling of civil case filings
in Federal district courts. In some districts, the added
filings have disrupted court operations and taxed the courts'
resources. How each Federal district court has adapted to
the new demands is still not fully known. However, we ob-
served that the courts which developed and implemented case
management systems were better able to accommodate new de-
mands with minimal impact on court operations.

Enactment and revitalization of legislation have expanded
litigants' access to Federal courts and have contributed to
the increased filings of civil cases. In recent years, the
Congress has passed numerous laws which have increased the
district courts' caseload. Certain legislation, such as the
Black Lung Benefits Act (30 U.S.C. 901 et seq.), which ex-
panded miners' access to the district courts for administra-
tive review and appellate purposes, has contributed to a
chronic backlog in one court visited. Prisoners, mostly from
State prisons, have made new use of an existing Civil Rights
Act (42 U.S.C. 1983) and habeas corpus legislation (28 U.S.C.
2254) to challenge their conditions of confinement and con-
victions directly in Federal district courts without exhaust-
ing State remedies. During the year ending June 30, 1979,
prisoners filed 23,000 petitions, which represented 15 percent
of all Federal district courts' civil case filings. Because
many of these cases are filed by the litigant rather than an
attorney, courts visited complained these petitions consume

9
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a disproportionate amount of court personnel time because
court personnel serve both as counsel and judge. Barring
mayor changes, it is highly likely that increased civil case
filings will continue placing new demands on the Federal
district courts.

A SOUND CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CAN IMPROVE THE CIVIL PROCESS

The development and enforcement of a case management
system can expedite the civil process. Courts which effec-
tively and consistently applied case management techniques
had an expeditious civil process and minimized civil case
backlogs. The courts which consistently practiced strong
case management had a less severe backlog than the courts
that did not. Further, judges who effectively applied and
enforced case management had a lower pending caseload than
judges who either ineffectively applied case management or
who lacked a case management system.

Crucial to an effective case management system are four
components:

- -The establishment of uniform case management procedures.

- -The establishment of case time frames to insure that the
case is will proceed expeditiously and that realistic ob-
jectives are set for attorneys.

--The court monitoring of pleadings and established
time frames to insure that Federal rules, local rules,
and each judge's orders regarding time frames are be-
ing complied with.

- -The enforcement of time frames to insure that the
court's management and control over its docket are
maintained and that its control is credible.

How successful a court is in expediting and disposing of its
civil cases is dependent on how uniformly and strictly the
above components are applied within the court. Strong court
control of the civil docket can be a major factor in reducing
the court's civil backlog and speeding up the civil process.
If only a minority of judges within a court practice case man-
agement, the court as a whole will not be effective in expe-
diting civil cases. If a court fails to monitor and implement

10
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time frames, then the court will have difficulty in disposing
of civil cases in the most expeditious manner to prevent or
minimize the backlog.

Need to establish case management
systems with time frames

The establishment of time frames for the various steps
in the civil process soon after a case has been filed is
crucial to an effective case management system. District
courts which established time frames (1) had the least number
of cases pending a year or longer and (2) completed the civil
process in less time for cases that took a year or longer to
terminate. In the courts which had a minimal backlog, the
majority of judges relied on a case management system which
encompassed the early establishment of time frames. Although
the time frames established varied in these districts, they
generally fell within 1 year from filing of the complaint.
In the districts that had a backlog problem, the majority of
judges did not establish time frames. The judges blamed in-
adequate judicial resources and court congestion as the pri-
mary reasons why they were unable to control the civil docketand their calendars. Further, certain judges believed that
the court should not attempt to control the pace of liti-
gation--such control being the attorneys'. However, to insure
expeditious court actions, the courts must take a more ac-
tive role in controlling the pace of litigation.

Although the establishment of time frames is essential
to alleviate a backlog problem, the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure do not contain provisions concerning overall case
management. Although the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do
provide some time limits as to when certain pleadings and
motions are due, they provide little overall guidance on the
amount of time which should be allotted for various steps in
the civil process. Specifically, there are no Federal rules
governing the establishment of time frames for essential
steps, such as delivery of the summons, motions for summary
judgements and reply motions, discovery completion, submission
of status reports, pretrial orders, exhibit and witness lists,
jury instructions, and trial proceedings and/or hearings. The
review of 782 closed case files that took 1 year or longer to
terminate in nine district courts showed that the median times
spent for the civil process was shorter for those courts which
established and enforced time frames than for those which did
not.

11
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The lack of Federal rules governing overall case manage-

ment has resulted in a variety of local court rules and

judges' orders establishing procedures and deadlines designed

to expedite the civil process. Eight of the nine courts

visited had local rules of procedure governing civil cases.

However, only the courts with a minimal backlog actually

enforced their local rules.

These rules, by and large, provided procedures for
processing civil cases, including such aspects as delivery

of the summons, deadlines for motions, discovery document
limitations, pretrial order requirements, court penalties

for attorney tardiness, and late settlements. The following

table illustrates local rules that expedite the civil

process.

ci.it

Iltir

Delivery of summons

Deadlines for motion

Dieroyery document
limitations

Pretrial order
requirements

Attorney terdinesa or
failure to eppear

Late settlement.

616

Local rule

If a defendant le not served sum-

.0es within an days tram the date
the anemone 1. 1.sued. the case can
be dierledel by the clerk.

Any opposing motions must be filed
within 14 days after the filing
of the initial motion. Al...

reply to the opposing motion met
be filed within 10 day*.

Mc party shat! *era* upon any ether
Forty more than 30 written inter -
rogatorie. !Deluding parts and sub.

pert..

Require pleintiff'e Attorney to fits
proposed pretrial order in the

judge'. chambers no later than S.
days before the pretrial conference.
The proposed order must be signed by

attorney of all parties and should
includes (I) brief statement of
facts that *nth plaintiff end defend-
ant proposes to pro... a listing
of exhibits to be introduced as evi-
dence, and (3) hating of nanoomn*
for each party.

Any attorney whn is late or fails to
appear for hurled or conference
shall be fined $25.00 for the first
and $50.00 for second nonappearance
or !atone** mitres Otherwise ordered

by the court for good case shown.

If parties nettle but fall to notify
the court at least one full businese
day prior to lbw scheduled tile! dote,
grY coot, and Merehala. fees slit be

12

Intended effect

To eliminate inactive
cases from the court
docket.

To Iona. time Zr..., on
filing opposing motions.

To eliwinste frivolous
interrogatories and
confine discovery to
00000 tlal legal 1 00000

To insure the case is
ready for trial and te
control the number of
exhibits and wit 000000 .

Anon 00000 attorneys to
meet time frames.

To MA
cost and delay to
COOSA.

they
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Specific case time frames for individual cases are
usually provided by judges' orders. In the districts with
a minimal backlog, the majority of the judges established
case time frames in adherence to the local rules early inthe civil process. For example,

--In one district, although different scheduling
practices existed in each of the district's
divisions, time frames were established for the
key steps in the civil process, and civil cases
were generally scheduled for trial between 6
months to 1 year from the filing date. For
example, in one division of the court, the ma-
jority of civil cases are scheduled for trial
within 5 to 6 months after the initial pretrial
conference.1/ At the initial pretrial conference,
conducted no later than 2 weeks after an answer
is filed, a clerk scheduled and recorded on a pre-
trial worksheet all cut-off dates for discovery
and set dates for the attorneys' conference,
final pretrial conference and trial. Any trial
date set more than 6 months from the date of
the initial pretrial conference required permis-
sion of toe court--in most instances, the chief
judge.

--In another district that had local rules designed
to expedite the civil process, the majority of
judges--five out of seven--established time frames,
usually via scheduling orders. The time frames
limit discovery, set dates when motions are due,
and establish a date for pretrial activities.
Total time allotted for the disposition of civil
cases ranged from 143 days to 360 days from the
date the scheduling order was issued, which in
most cases was after the answer had been filed.

1/The Administrative Office in its comments states that
in a study entitled "Court Management Study" the
Senate Committee on the District of Columbia recommended
that pretrial conferences be held by judges. According
to the study this expedites the trial and explores
early settlement.

13
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--In another district, each judge had developed his/

her own management procedures and practices for

handling and processing civil cases. These various
practices ranged from issuing a standard order set-
ting a trial date 6 months from the date the case
was filed, to setting a trial date after the final

pretrial conference. The important point is that all
judges established time frames for the civil process.

In the other districts, the judges' practices regarding
the early establishment of time frames varied substantially.

In these districts, judges who established early case time
frames and deadlines were in the minority. Judges who did

not set case time frames and deadlines believed that this

could not be done because of inadequate judicial resources

and court congestion. Further, certain judges believed the
attorneys should control the pace of litigation, not them.

Although the establishment of time frames is not in and

of itself a cure-a31 for alleviating a court's backlog, what
it does is (1) establish the court's control of the case,
(2) break the case into manageable components, and (3) provide

realistic time frames for the attorneys to meet. The early
establishment of such time frames is necessary to avoid a

severe backlog. However, to realize the full impact of
establishing time frames, the court must incorporate in its

case management system a means of monitoring and enforcing
the attorneys' compliance with its time frames. If the

courts do not actively monitor compliance with the time

frames, they become virtually meaningless.

Need to monitor and
enforce time frames

The monitoring and enforcement of time frames by the

court is essential to expedite the civil process. Like the
establishment of time frames, the monitoring and enforcement

practices of the nine courts visited varied substantially

among courts and judges. Courts which consistently monitored
and enforced time frames tended to have lower backlogs than

courts where case monitoring was either ineffectively used or

not practiced at all. Similarly, within each court, judges
who effectively practiced case management by setting up a

system which incorporated case time frames and who monitored
and enforced the time frames were able to move their cases

more expeditiously. As a result, these judges had a lower
pending caseload.

14
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Those courts with good case monitoring practices reviewed
the status of each case at the various steps in the civil pro-
cess. This function was performed by personnel from the
clerks' offices who systematically reviewed the pending civil
docket to identify slow moving cases requiring the court's
intervention. This task was performed by tracking, via docket
cards, the specific time frames for each case and notifying
the attorneys of the court's concern where time frames on
pleadings and motions were not being complied with.

These monitoring practices:

- -Insured that court-established time frames were
maintained so slow moving cases would not disrupt
the court calendar.

--Insured that cases not actively litigated were dis-
missed for want of prosecution before consuming an
unwarranted amount of court personnel time.

- -Increased the opportunities for early case
settlement.

Court enforcement c'! case time frames and local rules
can be accomplished by court-imposed sanctions and fines,
denial of continuances, or directly or indirectly applied
court pressure. The courts' practices regarding time frame
enforcement varied among the districts visited and within
courts. In courts which exercised strong judicial control,
judges imposed monetary sanctions on attorneys for unreason-
able delaying tactics. Further, rather than automatically
granting case continuances, these courts required formal re-
quests and justification for time extensions. In addition,
judges and court personnel constantly reminded the attorneys
of the firmness of the time frames, especially the trial date
which most judges considered crucial to early case settlement.

On the basis of case data and interviews, we concluded
that courts which effectively enforced case time frames min-
imized their backlog. The following table illustrates the
effectiveness that good case management can have on the
number of cases pending 1 year or longer.

15
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Degree to Midi

courts practiced

Nee management

Percent of judges

practicing effective

Cate management

Calms Pendia.,

as of

June 30, 1979

Number of Case

pending 1 year

or longer 40 of

June 30, 1979

Y!1lLat11
Court A 100 1,638 274

Groat

Court B 30 1,679 672

Court C 43 2,432 805

Moderate

Court 0 25 1,846 1,003

Court 25 3,214 1,291

Court 25 2,712 1,463

Court

email

23 4,380 1,638

1/Court 0 3,862 2,95$

12/Court I 0 5,576 3,697

Not only did an effectively enforced case management
system affect the courts' pending caseloads, it also affected
how expeditiously the courts processed their civil cases.
For cases that took longer than a year to terminate, courts
that practiced sound case management spent less time for the
civil process.

a/ When cases for this court were sampled, the universe of pending
cases was reduced to exclude a large number of black lung cases.
According to the court these cases were not being actively
litigated due to their large numbers and thq lack of judges.
Including these cases in the universe would have provided an
unfair picture of the court's operations.

b/ The universe of pending cases for this court was reduced to
exclude a large number of Interstate Commerce Commision rate
cases. According to the court these cases were not being
actively litigated due to their large number and uniqueness.
Including these cases in the universe would have provided
an unfair picture of the court's operations.
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Courts which effectively enforced a case management
system were able to control the amount of time attorneys
devoted to the various steps in the civil process, especially
the discovery phase. This phase is regarded by the courts asthe portion most difficult to control, and yet, one which is
most subject to attorney delay and abuse. In one district
which lost any semblance of court control, 95 percent of its
backlogged cases had not completed the discovery stage. Al
though certain courts have attempted to limit discovery
activity by local rules which restrict the number of inter
rogatories, enforcement of these rules is still uncertain,
since these restrictions are subject to varying court per
sonnel interpretation. As a result, courts which effectively
contained the discovery activity managed to terminate cases
faster.

The following table illustrates the impact effectively
enforced case management practices had on the processing of
civil cases which took more than 1 year to terminate. Asone can observe, a wide disparity existed in the nine courts
for completing the civil process. For example, cases were
disposed of in a median time of 462 days in one district
and in a median time of 847 days in another district.

Median number of
Percent of days from dateDegree to which judges practicing of filing to

courts practiced effective case completion orcase management management closure

Very Great
Court A 100 462

Great
Court B 50 519Court C 43 470

Moderate
Court D 25 792Court E 25 521Court F 25 813Court G 23 591

Small
Court H 0 845Court I 0 847
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Judges who implemented case management systems had the
lowest pending civil caseloads. Because certain courts did
not track individual judge's case closings and pending case-
loads, we were unable to develop a complete profile for
judges within every district. However, the following chart
illustrates the wide variance that existed within courts
regardless of the court's case management philosophy.

Extent of Pending Number of cases
case caseload closed during

Court and management as of year ending

121a2 practices June 30, 1979 June 30, 1979

Court D

Judge 1 very great 336 357

Judge 2 moderate 471 310

Judge 3 small 517 238

Court E

Judge 1 very great 249 400

Judge 2 moderate 379 297

Judge 3 small 528 265

Court G

Judge 1 very great 169 495

Judge 2 moderate 261 319

Judge 3 small 394 241

It is clear that one of the keys to minimizing civil
case backlog and expediting the civil process is the develop-
ment and enforcement of a case management system.

BETTER USE OF COURT RESOURCES
CAN EASE CIVIL CASE BACKLOG

Increased utilization of court resources is essential
to the elimination of civil case backlogs. The courts visited
could reduce their backlog of civil cases if they increased
the use of the clerks' offices and magistrates. Increased use
of such resources would relieve judges of many administrative
and less important judicial functions. Ultimately, this would
lead to more timely disposition of all matters before the
court.
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Clerks are not fully utilized

The clerk's office in each court can provide a valuable
service to the judges and magistrates by administering their
case management and docket control systems. The clerk's
office can assign cases to the judges, maintain case files
and exhibits, record key case information on docket cards,
provide monthly reports of case activity, monitor all cases
on a systematic basis, and insure deadlines are met. Becauseeach clerk's office is organized differently, depending on thelocal tradition and judges' preferences, the range of services
provided and who performs these services vary.

The courts with the least backlog more actively involved
the clerks' offices in administering case management and dock-
et control systems than did the courts with the higher casebacklogs. The following describes how three districts with
the least backlog used the clerk's office to expedite the
disposition of civil cases.

--In one district, the clerks assisted in case
assignment, case scheduling, and the systematic
monitoring of pending cases. If the attorney in
a case failed to comply with established time
frames or did not actively litigate, the clerk's
office informed the judge and set up meetings to
determine why the time frame was not met.

--In another district, the clerk's office
tried to insure an equitable assignment of
cases to judges by accounting for such fac-
tors as case type, pending caseloads, and
time spent in trial. Further, it provided
monthly caseload activity reports by judge
of cases pending, closed, and assigned,
along with the prior year's caseload fig-
ures. Also, depending on the judge, per-
sonnel from the clerk's office scheduled
cases, issued scheduling orders, monitored
pending cases on a periodic basis, and
reminded attorneys of the court's deadlines.

--In the third district, the clerk's office
administered the case assignment system to
insure an equitable distribution of cases
to the judges. Depending on the judge, per-
sonnel from the clerk's office performed
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various duties. Normally, they were involved
in scheduling and monitoring cases for pre-
trial conferences, assisting and preparing the
trial calendars, and actively monitoring cases.
Two judges encouraged the clerk's personnel to
maintain close contact with attorneys to keep
abreast of settlement possibilities. The judges
credit this approach with the settlement of
many cases.

The use of the clerks' offices in these courts reduced the
administrative burdens on judges and helped maintain the pace
of civil litigation. Further, the judges in these courts
agreed that the clerks' offices were vital to the expeditious
disposition of civil cases.

In the courts with large backlogs, the clerks' offices were
minimally involved in administering case management and
docket control systems. For example, in one court with a
backlog problem, the clerk's office provided little or no man-
agement information to judges and did not provide any assis-
tance to judges in monitoring or managing their caseloads.
Each judge was left to individually set his own calendar and
keep abreast of case flow. In another district with a high
case backlog, only one judge used the clerk's office to per-
form case management and docket control activities.

All the courts suffered from the lack of a uniform and
centrally administered case management system. In lieu of
a uniform case management system, each judge who had a
system implemented it differently. Consequently, the
existence of many diverse case management systems limited the
clerk's office's ability to (1) establish uniform procedures
and forms to streamline case processing and (2) reassign
personnel from one judge to another when needed, because each
judge had a different system, and generally only one individual
in the clerk's office was familiar with each system. Further,
some judges, although case management oriented, did not assign
case management and docket control services to the clerk's

office. Rather, they handled these duties by themselves, or
their law clerks or secretaries handled them. This practice
placed unnecessary administrative demands on the judge and
his personal staff.

If a court is to operate effectively and reduce its
backlog, then the judges within the court must agree on how
to best utilize the personnel in the clerk's office. Clerks
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can relieve the administrative burden on judges, administer
the court's case management and docket control system, and
insure the court's litigative pace is maintained. To improvethe operations of the court, the judges should (1) adopt
uniform case management and docket control procedures and
(2) assign the administration of such a system to the clerk'soffice. The clerk's office and the judges then can work intandem to enforce the requirements of such a system. Utili-zation of the clerk's office and its personnel in such afashion can help the court operate more efficiently and
effectively and should help reduce the court's backlog.

Magistrates are not being
fully utilized

The courts can improve their operations by making betteruse of magistrates. The magistrates are authorized to handle,within limitations, certain criminal and civil matters. The
Federal Magistrate Act of 1979 was enacted on October 10, 1979,to expand the magistrates' authority

to dispose of certain
minor criminal cases and to dispose of civil cases upon thecourts' specific designation and the litigants' consent.
Although the legislation's intent was to provide additional
judicial res.urce flexibility for district courts, certain
districts, because of judges' practices, have not fully uti-lized their magistrates.

Magistrates are authorized to handle a wide variety
of duties which provide the court with greater flexibility.
Some of these duties include supervising the criminal and
civil calendars; handling pretrial proceedings, including
discovery conferences and settlement conferences; determining
nondispositive motions; and issuing subpoenas, writs of habeas
corpus, or other orders necessary to obtain needed witnessesand evidence. Although the magistrates have authority to
substantially assist the court, the courts visited generally
did not effectively use them. In five of the nine courts
visited, some judges were unwilling to assign civil case
duties to magistrates. These practices limited the courtfrom doing all it could to minimize the civil backlog.
The following are examples of such practices:

--In one district with a backlog problem,
only two of nine judges used the magistrates
to handle substantive matters, such as pre-
trial conferences.
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--In one district with a backlog problem, the
magistrates had not been certified to
handle civil cases as authorized by the
Federal Magistrate Act of 1979.

- -In another district, the magistrates were
limited to handling primarily administrative
cases involving a review of case files and sug-
gesting recommendations to the judges. This
court ha0 not used its magistrates to handle
pretrial proceedings, settlement conferences,
or motions to any great extent. Several judges
in this court did not believe magistrates
foster timelier disposition of civil cases.

- -Even in a district which overall had a
low civil case backlog, the magistrates
were not being used to their full poten-
tial. In one of the court's divisions
that had the highest number of pending
cases, the judges rarely delegated any
portion of a civil case to the magis-
trates.

Magistrates were not used because judges said they
(1) believed magistrates do not expedite the disposition
of civil cases because their decisions can be appealed to
the court, (2) wanted full control of all cases, and (3)
believed the opportunities for settlement were greater if
they presided over all conferences. Unless the magistrates
are utilized as authorized by the act, the act's potential
for expediting and improving on court operations will be
impossible to measure.

LACK OF JUDICIAL MANPOWER HAS
CONTRIBUTED TO THE CIVIL BACKLOG

The lack of an adequate complement of judges has
contributed to a backlog of civil cases. Courts experienced
a shortage of judges when judges became ill for long periods
of time and when judges became involved in cases that con-
sumed a great deal of time.

Until the passage of the Omnibus Judgeship Act of 1978
(P.L. 95-486, 92 Stat. 1629), the number of authorized judge-
ships had not increased since 1970. As of July 1, 1970, the
number of authorized judgeships for all district courts was
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399. The authorized judgeships for the 9 courts visited
ranged from 2.5 to 16. Upon passage of the act, the author-
ized judgeships systemwide increased by 117, thereby pro-
viding a new authorized strength for the 9 courts visited,
ranging from 5 to 17. During this span of 9 years the number
of civil filings increased from 87,321 to 133,770. In one
court visited, the lack of judges contributed significantlyto the backlog problem. The pending cases in this particular
district increased from 739 as of June 30, 1970, to 3,854 as
of June 30, 1978. During this period the court was authorized
the resource equivalent of two and one-half judges. The half-
judge authorization represented a judge who split his time
between two different district courts. Compounding the prob-
lem, the judges had to divide their time between eight geo-
graphical locations. The inability of the judges to handle
the increased filinga because of their volume, compounded by
the inefficiencies caused by the multiple locations of the
courts, played a significant role in the court's backlog prob-lems. Under the new judgeship act this court now has a total
authorization of five and one-half judges.

Court resource problems caused by judges becoming ill
or involved in time-consuming cases occurred in five of the
nine courts visited and affected the courts' ability to keep
their caseloads current. For example:

- -Two courts visited handled school desegregation
cases that required the full attention of a judge
in each court. In one court a major portion of a
judge's time was devoted to one case for 5 years.
Furthermore, the court continued to assign cases
to the judge even though he was unable to handle
them. In the other court, a judge had been
handling a desegregation case for 4 years while
still being assigned additional cases.

- -In another court a judge was involved in
a bankruptcy case that required his full
attention for 18 months. During this
period, the judge was still being assigned
cases.

--An airplane accident case required another
judge's full attention for 7 months while
he continued to be assigned cases.
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--In several courts there were occasions
when judges became ill for long periods
of time and the court was left without
a full complement of judges. For example,
two courts experienced the equivalent of
32 and 41 vacant judgeship months, respec-
tively, over a 2-year period.

CONCLUSIONS

An adequate complement of judges is essential if a court
is to dispose of its cases in a timely manner. However, the
problem of backlogs cannot be solved solely by an increase in
the number of judges. It must be recognized that processing a
large volume of cases requires efficient court administration.

The key element we identified that expedites the civil
process is a strong case management system that includes:

--Uniform case management procedures.

--Early definition of time frames for
each case.

--A monitoring system for identifying cases
that are not adhering to predetermined
time frames and not being actively litigated.

--Enforcement of the court's time frames
through the use of sanctions.

By establishing a case management system, the court
assumes responsibility for insuring that a case is
actively litigated.

The development and enforcement of a case management
system, in conjunction with the increased utilization of
court resources--magistrates' and the clerks' offices--is
essential to the elimination of the civil case backlog.
The Judiciary needs to insure that the resources it has
are effectively used throughout the judicial system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

To improve the operations of the Federal district courts
and to reduce the backlog of civil cases, the Judicial
Conference should:

--Develop a proposed amendment to the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure to include maximum time frames
for the various steps in the civil process and
require each court to establish time frames within
these limits. The Federal Rules also should au-
thorize a judge to waive the time limits for good
cause shown, such as case complexity, and to es-
tablish alternate time frames where appropriate.

--Encourage the district courts to better utilize
their clerks' offices in the administration of
the courts, particularly for case management
and docket control systems.

--Encourage the district courts to make greater
use of the magistrates as provided in the
Federal Magistrate Act of 1979.
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CHAPTER 3

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, the chief
judges in 8 of the 9 Federal district courts visited, and the
Department of Justice commented on this report. (See apps.
I through X.) One chief judge offered no comments. On the
whole there was agreement for effective case management.
Some enthusiastically supported our recommendations, while
others expressed a number of concerns or did not directly
address our recommendations. The areas of agreement and
disagreement are discussed in the following sections.

CASE MANAGEMENT AND NEED TO
MODIFY THE FEDERAL RULES OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE

While agreeing with the need for effective case
management, the Administrative Office and one chief judge
disagreed with the need to modify the Federal Rules to estab-
lish maximum time frames for the various steps in the civil
process as the report recommends. The Administrative Office
is of the opinion that maximum time frames can not be set for
all types of civil cases, especially complex cases or those
involving numerous litigants. The Administrative Office
further believes that modifying the Federal Rules is not the
appropriate means to reduce civil case backlog. The chief
judge believes that such a change would lead to a "speedy
trial act" for civil cases similar to the Speedy Trial Act
for criminal cases and might speed up terminations but not
necessarily indicate justice was done.

Contrary to the views of the Administrative Office,
the Federal Judicial Center's 1977 report, the majority of
chief judges of the nine courts visited, and the Department
of Justice all agree that flexible time frames can be estab-
lished for all types of cases, including complex cases. We
appreciate the Office's well founded concern that there will
be occasions when cases will not be able to meet predeter-
mined time frames. In recognition of this, our recommen-
dation contemplates that the time frames would be flexible.
For example, judges should be authorized to waive time frames
for good cause shown, such as case complexity, and establish
alternate time frames when appropriate. As for modifying the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, one judge summarized the
report's recommendation by stating that "This proposal
strikes me as being the logical approach in the process of
bringing about procedural change to achieve uniformity among
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the courts and their judges in prescribing time frames for
the processing of civil cases." Another chief judge said
"Such time limitations are presently not established by the
Federal Rules and are instead the subject of myriad local
rules throughout the country. The suggested uniform time
frames will undoubtedly serve to expedite the civil process."
The Department of Justice supported the recommendation by
saying "It is apparent that amendments to the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure will probably produce improvements in the
efficiency of the civil process, and at the very least will
send a message to the Judiciary that greater efficiency is agoal to be emphasized." The establishment of time frames for
the various steps in the civil process is not as impractical
as the Administrative Office seems to suggest.

The chief judge who was opposed to modifying the Federal
Rules did so because he believes such action will limit the
courts' flexibility to adjust to changing workloads as the
Speedy Trial Act did. Although our recommendation proposes
the establishment of time frames, it provides flexibility to
enable litigants and courts to accommodate themselves as
problems arise. The recommendation states that a judge should
be allowed to waive time limits for good cause, such as case
complexity.

Another issue raised by this chief judge was that
although coerced uniformity might speed up terminations it
would not necessarily indicate justice was done. However,
we believe our recommendation would avoid the pitfalls of
coerced uniformity by providing the judges with sufficient
latitude to administer time frames consistent with the re-
quirements of each case. What the report also suggests and
the judge agrees with is continuous contact by the court with
the attorneys and litigants as one component of good case
management. The judge believes that the Federal Rules should
not be modified to accomplish such contact. This of course
is true if a given court opts to manage its calendar in such
a manner as to assure regular contact between the court, at-
torneys, and litigants. However, we believe the establishment
of flexible time frames would be a greater assurance that
such contact is occurring in courts throughout the judicial
system. It should be noted that the court in question has
local rules that insures this contact, and by no means do
the lawyers we interviewed who practiced before the court
believe they are being coerced.
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FAILURE TO SUBSTANTIATE BENEFITS
OF CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Administrative Office endorsed the report's
recommendation regarding effective delegation of strong case
management to the clerks of courts. The Administrative Of-
fice, however, even though accepting the recommendation on
case management, stated that our conclusion should more
clearly substantiate the benefits of a case management sys-
tem. In our opinion, the report clearly demonstrates that
a case management system reduces the time needed to process
civil cases. On page 17 we demonstrated that courts which
had proven case case management systems were able to move
their cases much faster than courts that did not. Further,
as shown on page 18, the report demonstrates that judges who
had effective case management systems were able to process
civil cases much faster than judges who were without such a
system.

In addition, the chief judges for the courts that
commented on our draft report, as well as the Justice Depart-
ment, agreed with our conclusion and recommendation concerning
the merits of a case management system. In September 1977
the Federal Judicial Center issued a report which further
supported our recommendation. This report concluded that
those courts that practiced case management disposed of civil
cases in less time than those district courts that did not.

We believe we have demonstrated that case management
systems can reduce the time it takes to dispose of civil
cases.

CASE COMPLEXITY

One chief judge suggested that the statistics on cases
pending 1 year or longer would be more meaningful if they
differentiated between complex and noncomplex cases. He
recognized that many cases can be disposed of quickly but
observed in his district that complex cases make up a higher
proportion of the cases pending 1 year or longer. Using the
judge's definition of complex cases--patent, trademark, multi-
defendant securities, and aircraft cases--we determined that
such cases represented only 27 percent or less of the cases
pending a year or longer for any of the courts visited.

The report does not recommend or propose that any case,
including complex cases, be disposed of in 1 year or less.
The report's recommendation concerning the establishment of
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time frames specifically provides for a provision allowing
for a waiver requirement for complex cases and the estab-
lishment of alternate time frames. To clarify the issue
further, the maximum time frames recommended can be whatever
the Judicial Conference determines is reasonable. In ad-
dition to our analysis the Federal Judicial Center's 1977
report states that courts that employed case management
systems disposed of complex cases more quickly than courts
that did not.

The chief judge was also concerned because the chart on
page 18 failed to relate the figures to case complexity. Thechart in question illustrates

the relationship between effec-
tive case management and the number of cases pending and
closed for the statistical year ending June 30, 1979, per
judge for certain courts. What the report failed to high-
light was that the judges in the three courts were assigned
cases on the basis of a lottery system, thereby diminishing
the likelihood that any one judge would be overburdened with
an inequitable share of complex cases.

SPEEDY TRIAL ACT AFFECTS BACKLOG

Four of the chief judges attributed the civil backlog
problem to the provisions of the Speedy Trial Act which re-quire the bringing of criminal cases to trial within 100days. Although the act has affected the courts, the severity
of the impact depends on how well the courts managed their
caseloads and utilized their resources. Two of the four
judges stated that criminal cases are becoming more complex
and thus requiring more of their time. Because of this webelieve it is even more imperative that judges become fami-
liar with and adopt a case management system to help them
ease the burden of civil cases and to insure the timely pro-cessing of civil cases.

A study dated April 15, 1980, conducted for the
Department of Justice by a private contractor, concluded thatcourts that disposed of civil cases expeditously prior to theact continued to do so after the act's passage. The study
attributed this to long-standing mechanisms already in place.We reached the same conclusion in the courts visited; thatis, courts and judges that employed case management and uti-
lized their resources processed civil cases more expeditiously
than those that did not.
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It should be recognized that 90 percent of all civil
cases are settled without going to trial and that establishing
time frames for the various steps in the civil process, es-
pecially firm trial dates, could lead to early settlements.
This eliminates the need for a trial and reduces the time
a judge spends on a case. A judge's involvement in a case
can be further minimized if the clerks and magistrates were
allowed to implement and monitor the case management system.

INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES

In commenting on the draft report, the Administrative
Office stated that improved case management techniques alone
will not address the backlog problem. It said that one must
find new ways through which litigation may be resolved with-
out the necessity for a trial. It suggested such alternatives
as eliminating diversity cases from Federal jurisdiction,
new methods for handling prisoner petitions, and expansion
of arbitration procedures. The Office also cited innovative
calendar management techniques and trial setting practices as
steps some courts have taken to ease their workloads.

We agree that improvements in couz.V operations other
than case management would help ease the burden on the courts.
However, it still remains that reducing the number of matters
reaching the courts or making administrative improvements in
no way diminishes the need for the counts to employ effective
case management systems.

The other alternatives to reduce the workload of the
courts, while viable options, have either met resistance or
are still in the experimental stage. The issue of removing
diversity cases from Federal district courts has been debated
within the Congress for many years, and no resolution has
come about as of this date. The issue of prisoner petitions
is also controversial because prisoners' civil rights are
protected by Federal consitutional law. (See p. 9 of the re-
port.) Although these legal limitations presently exist, the
options suggested would assist in relieving the courts' work-
load. The third alternative suggested by the Administrative
Office deals with the expansion of arbitration procedures.
However, the Administrative Office recognizes that this is an
experimental project and has only been established in three
district courts. The Administrative Office must recognize
that the options it presents could be fruitless if additional
efforts are not directed towards improving the management of
the Federal district courts.
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SHOULD SLOW MOVING
CASES BE DISMISSED?

The Administrative Office criticizes the report for not
sufficiently emphasizing dismissal for lack of prosecution as
a management tool. On the other hand, a judge expressed con-
cern that the court cannot always give lawyers firm trial
dates, which possibly could increase litigation costs if a
trial date was established and then cancelled. The chief
judge also stated that it is easy to be ruthless with lawyers
at the expense of litigants by dismissing cases for failure
to comply with the court's time frames.

The suggestion by the Administrative Office to dismiss
cases for lack of prosecutive action is not the best way to
address the causes of civil case backlog. The Administrative
Office needs to fully recognize the benefits that can be gained
by having a sound case management system. For example, on page
14 of the report, we discussed in detail an essential com-
ponent of any case management system. That component is a
case monitoring system to insure that time frames for the
various stages of the civil process are met. The performance
of this task not only reduces the time needed to process
civil cases but also provides the litigants with the assur-
ance that their case is being actively processed by their
attorneys. Also, the establishment of firm dates--especially
trial dates--should promote out of court settlements. In
view of this, we believe the utility of dismissal for lack of
prosecution should be placed in proper perspective and should
not be confused with the benefits that can be derived from
sound case management. Dismissal is a remedy or a sanction
that generally comes into play only when a case lacks pro-
secutive merit or the litigants fail to adhere, without
justification, to the time frames or other requirements ap-
plicable to the case involved.

The concerns of the chief judge are addressed by the
report's recommendation which allows flexibility and yet does
not imply strict conformance to required time frames. The
report's recommendation provides flexibility to avoid arbi-
trarily diss-ssing cases and to ensure litigants do not incur
unnecessary litigative cost.

There are two beneficial aspects of a case management
system: (1) it brings the lawyers together to discuss the
issues which may lead to settlement and (2) the litigants
can be assured that their case is being actively litigated.
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To the extent courts practice sound case management and
litigants become aware of and adhere to the courts manage-
ment requirements, it clearly will not be necessary to dis-
miss cases for lack of prosecution. In fact, what may happen
is that cases may be settled out of court or merely dropped
by the litigants themselves if the soundness of the case is

in question.

SAMPLE SIZE QUESTIONED

The Administrative Office said that our sample was not
representative because we visited less than 10 percent of
the Federal district courts. We agree that we visited less
than 10 percent of all district courts; however, our objec-
tives were to determine whether and why a backlog existed
and what could be done to alleviate it. As a result, we
identified that 60 percent of all cases pending 1 year or
longer, as of June 30, 1979, were concentrated in 20 of the
95 district courts. Therefore, we selected 6 of the 20 for
detailed review. These six courts accounted for 40 percent
of all cases pending 1 year or longer. For further details
on scope and methodology, see chapter 4.

By concentrating our review in the six courts that had
a severe backlog problem, we believe we were better able to
identify the factors contributing to the problem. For con-
trast purposes, we selected three district courts that were
not experiencing a severe backlog problem. In our opinion,
if we had taken a random sample of the 95 district courts,
we may have concluded that there was no civil case backlog
problem, which we are sure that the Administrative Office
would have considered inaccurate. Therefore, we believe by
identifying the courts that accounted for 60 percent of the
problem, and then sampling 30 percent of these district
courts, we were able to more thoroughly analyze what should
be done to improve the management of civil cases.

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

Four of the chief judges commented that there is a need
within the courts for additional resources, including judges,
court personnel, and magistrates to handle their increasing
demands. On pages 22 to 24 the report discusses in detail the
impact the lack of judicial manpower has had on civil case
backlog. However, the question that must be addressed is
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whether the courts are using their present resources effectively.
Once case management techniques are adopted and court resources
are effectively used, the courts will be in a much better posi
tion to appropriately determine the manpower needs of the courts.
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CHAPTER 4

SCOPE OF REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY

We reviewed the issue of civil case backlog in Federal
district courts because of the concerns of the Congress, the
Department of Jastice, the Judiciary, and the public. We
initiated our review to determine whether and why a backlog
exists, and what can be done to alleviate or minimize the
backlog.

SELECTION OF LOCATIONS

For the purpose of this review, it was necessary to
determine what constitutes a backlog in the Federal district
courts. In the absence of a definition, we defined a civil
case as being backlogged as any case pending 1 year or longer
from the date of filing. Based on this definition, data was
obtained from the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts
on all cases pending 1 year or longer as of June 30, 1979,
in each district court. The cases were aged by 1 year, 2
years, and 3 years or older.

Our analysis showed that 60 percent of the cases pending
1 year or longer were concentrated in 20 of the 95 district
courts. Six of the 20 courts were selected for review. All
6 courts were among the 20 with the largest number of cases
in the categories 3 years or older and 2 to 3 years or older.
Five of the 6 were ranked among the 20 in the 1-year cate-
gory. To draw a contrast we also selected 3 courts that were
not among the 20 courts for any of the 3 categories. In ad-
dition to selecting the courts because of their rankings, an
additional factor was the availability of our staff to per-
form the work. The chart below identifies where the courts
reviewed ranked among the 95 Federal district courts.
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Ranking
District
court 1-2 yrs. 2-3 yrs. 3 yrs.-over Overall

A 55 41 51 52

Fs 34 31 48 36

C 26 32 33 30

D 30 19 18 20

E 16 18 17 16

F 14 12 13 14

G 11 15 9 11

H 9 2 2 4

I 2 1 1 1

The principal field work was performed between December
1979 and June 1980 and included a detailed review of both
pending and closed civil cases, 1 year or older, at nine
Federal district courts.

SELECTION OF SAMPLE

The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts provided
us with a list of cases pending 1 year or longer as of June
30, 1979, and those cases over 1 year old that were termin-
ated during statistical year 1979 for the nine courts re-
viewed. From this universe we randomly sampled both pendingand closed cases. The following is the universe and our
sample size.
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District
court

Pending cases Closed cases
1 year
or longer

Sample
size

1 year
or longer

Sample
size

A 274 77 191 60

B 672 114 236 58

C 805 101 397 75

D 1,003 127 214 60

a/E 1,291 118 438 93

F 1,463 131 351 95

G 1,638 193 899 130

b/H 2,958 124 172 61

c/I 3,697 222 2,176 150

Total 13,801 1,207 5,074 782

a/ A reduction of sample cases was necessary because a
substantial number of the cases pending as of June 30,
1979, were closed between July 1979 and March 1980.
Therefore, our original sample would not have accurately
depicted the court's current operations.

b/ When cases for this court were sampled, the universe of
pending cases was reduced to exclude a large number of
black lung cases. According to the court these rases
were not being actively litigated due to their large
numbers and the lack of judges. Including these cases
in the universe would have provided an unfair picture
of the court's operations.

c/ The universe of pending cases for this court was reduced
to exclude a large number of Interstate Commerce Com-
mission rate cases. According to the court these cases
were not being actively litigated due to their large
number and uniqueness. Including these cases in the
universe would have provided an unfair picture of the
court's operations.
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For each sample, a detailed case analysis was made to
identify at what stage in the civil process the cases were
delayed. The case analysis was then used in conjunction
with an analysis of each court's operations to identify the
practice and procedures that expedited the civil process.
At each court visited we interviewed the judges, clerk of
the court, courtroom deputies, docket clerks, and the magis-
trates. Comments from these officials were obtained on such
topics ass case management, need for judges, use of magis-
trates, use of the clerk's office, and their opinion as to
why a backlog existed.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
UNITED STATES COURTS

WASMINGTON. 0 C :0144

Noweeer 25. IPSO

APPENDIX I

nr. willies J. Anderson
Director
General Govenment Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington. O.C. 20548

Oear hr. Anderson:

Thank you for the Opportunity to comment on the proposed report to
Congress entitled 'Fed-seal Civil Case Sacklog: A Locelited Problem Which Can
Se Eased.' The report's emphasis on improved case Minitafilt and more
efficient use of existing court resources Is welccme. The Adeinistrative
Office acknowledges these to be None its most important goels, and encourages
identification of problems and Appropriate remedies in this area. However,
It should be hated thet the small sample of courts selected for review (less
then ten percent of all district ccmrts) are not necessarily representative.
and there could be 4 more detailed and informative statistical analysis of the
available data on case processing. Given the extensive developments in court
management in recent years. we feel that the draft report's conclusions should
be more clearly substantiated, and the recommendations supported by some
analysis of proven case management systems. This report owes at 4 time when
the impact of the Omnibus Judgeship Act is only just being felt, and its
effects Could net be measured In the courts under review. I/

As the draft retort recognizes at pages 9-10, federal Jurisdiction is
Increasing through new legislation. improved case manamment techniques alone
will not suffice to address the backlog problem. in this Context, it is
necessary to find new mechanism through which numerous categories of
litigation may be resolved without the necessity for trial In a federal court,
or at least under conditioni-XU exhaust settlement mechanisms prior to
court involvment. Some of these techniques which should be further explored
are!

I. Further consideration of reducing diversity jurisdiction through
Possible adoption of the recommendations of the American Law institute.
Our ISM Annual Report reflects that of a tote of IS4,,45 cases were
OISPOSed of in the district courts and of these 34,727 were diversity
cases. The median time from filing to disposition for the 9.4,0 diversity
cases disposed of by trial was 20 month8.

1/Although increased resources will help, there is also a
need for many courts to improve the use of resources
they do have by better management of their caseloads.
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2. Encouragement of administrative screening for state and federal
Prisoner petitions so that the fact-finding procedures can be exhausted
before court Involvement. In statistical year 1730. a total of 13,000
prisoner civil rights cases were commenced vis-a-vis 11,7113 In fiscal 1777.

3. Expansion of arbitration procedures. The Federal Judicial Center is
monitoring a research project on arbitration which was established In
three districts by local rule. It would stem minimally that arbitration
could be available as an alternative miser* bactlogs are prevalent and

Game innovative calendar management techniques could be discussed, for
example putting one or more judges on a Criminal case rotation for a period of
time. In Mich they handle all criminal matters arising in that period. The
remainder of their calendar assignment would be an identifiable block of time
In which Civil casts could be scheduled heavily without fear of disruption
necessitated by speedy trial concerns, and in which no new criminal matters
would be received. This arrangement has worked successfully for judges and
for magistrates in several medium-site courts. Mother significant omission
in the draft report is the abSence of discussion on trial-setting practices.

The report recognizes that most judges consider a firm trial date crucial to
early case settlement, but does net discuss the relative merits of
casestacking. (i.e. setting more than one case for trial on the save date),
arrangements of trial calendars, etc. Courts where the Clerk's Office nas
responsibility for calendar control tend to 'stack' cases for trial (based on
their perceptions of willth cases will settle) somewhat we readily than when
judges or their personal staffs set the calendar.

Techniques based en routine cast disposition Its achieve shit the report
refers to as 'Uniform Court Procedures' el page 24) may not apply to
Protracted or complex litigation, multidistict litigation, or large class
actions. While some of the suggestions for establishing deadlines and time
frames in the report are provccativit, they simply do net apply to highly
complex trees or Mose with numerous parties. This should be acknowledged in
the report and Craps- reference made to the Manual on Complex Litigation and
the rules of the Multidistrict Litigation Panel. For similar reasons we
question the proposal to modify the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to
include maximum time frames for the various steps in the civil 'rains,
subject to waiver (page 24). The Federal Rules are calculated to achieve
uniformity in those precedureS capable of uniform application. It is not
realistic to include in them maximum time limits to fit the conditions of
every case whether it is a large antitrust case, Involving an entire industry
on the one hand, or a pro se prisoner petition on the other. Guidelines
appropriate to various categories of litigation might be more appropriately
advocated if local procedures of wet uniform character are needed, but such
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guidelines should not treat all federal civil cases as fungible or even

closely related. This can be readily demonstrated by reference to table 11

(Cases pending three years or more) in our 1180 Annual Report to the

Ofrector. There is such a vast difference in the kinds of litigation
reflected In that table (Copy enclosed) that no rigid time frame could be
applied.Vnowever, guidelines could establish some reasonable norm in
processing Certain categories of cases, which would be a more flexible
approach to the enormously varying conditions in IS district courts and the

different kinds of litigation within any given court.

The draft report does not sufficiently emphasize the utility of dismissal

for lack of prosecution as a case einaeweent tool. it is emitted from the

table of local rules which expedite the civil process (page 12) although the

majority of Courts have Such a rule, and it is mentioned only briefly on page
1S, with no specific time interval recommented.the report should advocate a
systematic screening of Inactive cases AIM wou ld provide for dismissal
without prejudice after six months, or no longer than one year. it would be

interesting to learn the review teams findings in the cases which they
examined, i.e. what percentage of cases over one year old had no docketed

entries for over six months or over one year. 2/

Regarding greater use of magistrates, the draft report recommends that the
Judiclei Conference encourage the district courts in this endeavor. it has

been the strong and persistent policy of the Judicial Conference and Its

Magistrates Committee over the years to encourage SUISUN utilization of

magistrates. This has been done through the Jurisdictional checklists,
manuals, model rules, sample orders, seminars and workshops, and a variety of

reports and memoranda. The statement of page 21 that 'the courts generally do
not effectively use' magistrates is too broad and misleading. Obviously,

Certain courts and certain judges use magistrates more effectively than

others. Each court must aineraiSs Its own needs and preferences. In some

districts It Is a better &implication of this resource to use magistrates In
certain categories of litigation, such as social security or prisoner cases,

than on retrial and discovery. Although the expanded jurisdiction of the

magistrates is reletively new, the courts We gradually developing its
potential, and we feel that the sample of courts reviewed by the GAO team is
not in fact representative of the district courts as a whole, many of which

use magistrates extensively.

A recommendation as to more adequate 'retrials was advanced in the Senate
document 'Court Management Study,' Senate Committee on the District of

Columbia, gist Cong. 2d Sess., as reflected in the enclosed extract.1/This
recommended that the judge trying the cast should hold a pretrial conference

1/Enclosure deleted from comments.

2/The local rules illustrated on page 12 of the report
are examples that expedite the civil process while
maintaining the quality of justice, unlike the rule
emphasized by the Administrative Office.

3/Forty percent of the cases pending 1 year or longer
had no docket entries for over 6 months.
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snortly before the trial date. This not only expedites tht trial and explores
early Settlement, but tends to reduce 'court house door' settlements and the
conSethent waste of a swooned jury panel and staff time. The review teem may
wish to refer to this recommendation in their report. if

With reference to the statistics, re would like to she noes discussion
regarding the basis of the tables and what the data reflects. (Perhaps
apeendix tables will be included in the final report.) On page 17, median
time intervals are given which reflect days from date of filling to
disposition. These medians would be more otaningful lf they reflected Judge
activity; at present they do not distinguish cases in which a Judge or
magistrate acted, from time which are dismissed by local rule (25 ta 35
Percent of all dismissals). This distinction would also be valuable in the
table on page IS; is credit given equally to all closed cases whether or not
there was court action? In court 6, what case types are represented in the
496 cases closed by Judge In/Although outside of the scope of this report, it
would be interesting to knew whether the dispositions of a 'controlled
calendar' judge are more frequently appealed than those of a Judge who permits
the bar to control the pace of litiettm:n. 2/

On page 16, nine district courts are she with the number of cases
pending one year or longer as of line 30, 1071. Tentatively identifying Court

I if Massachusetts, Commerce I.C.C. rates cases are missing; this district had
a total of 0.411 civil cases pending one year or longer, of which 5,916 were
I.C.C. Other 'nature of suit' categories appear to have been omitted from the
remaining districts, but without seeing the original data we cannot determine
if the figures are correct. if

On page 3, the section on 'Administrative Structure of the Judiciary'
notes that the are three levels of judicial administration plus the

ACministritIve Office, but in the discussion judicial comfit In the circuits
are omitted. These councils were specifically created by the Congress to
'make all necessary orders for the effective and expeditious adminiStratice of
the business of the courts within its circuit.' if

In summary, we *news. the report's recommendations regarding effective

delegation of strong case sonoomment to the clerks of court, and greater
utilization of the magistrates as a resource. We do not feel that
modification of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure IS an appropriate mans
by %Pilch to reduce civil bootleg; rather, we recommend expansion of mechanisms
to reSolvo civil litigation without trial, and further analysis of Innovative
and exemplary case management techniques which can be *Plied to the
individual circumstances of each district court,

1/Changes made to report on pages 4,13,16, and 35.

2/At the present time there is no data available to mea-
sure judge activity on any particular case. The magis-
trates participation in cases we reviewed was minimal,
because they were filed prior to the passage of the
Magistrate Act of 1979. Court G assigns cases to
judges on a lottery basis eliminating the possibility
that judge 1 was assigned only noncomplex cases.

3/As the Office recognizes, such an undertaking was not
within the scope of this report.
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Once again, let we thank you for the ofoortunity to file our comments.

Sincerely yours,

64 6

L7.----f
William E. Foley

Director
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0+47E0 SCALES hiSle Iv Court

DrIIIIKT OS ...MOW
1144.041(

coeeAter A, 1930

r. -illia- J. 'rders:n
Dir--tor
sited .1tatAs ,:nerd
accounting Office

Covernnent Dlvislan
Aasnington, 0. C. 20548

Fe' CAO survey -- Federal CIell CAt- Bocklor

:Aar "r. Anderson:

I acknowledge receipt or your letter of October 28,
1)30. enclosin7 a cone of your proposed report to Corgress
or ttr federal civil case backlog. I sincerely appreciate
dour covrttsv In merrieting ne to read the draft reportbefore It is :fronted.

I dould certaln1/ agree with the basic reco-nerdations
-ado In tee direst of tne report. The recent 1980 Annual
Report of the Director of the Administrative Office con:Irns
a ..35Or problem of this District, i.e., that our magistrates
are required to devote an enormous amount of ti^e to the
honAnnr of petty and minor offense cases generated through
our Central violations Oureau on federal enclaves throughout
Yaryland. I enclose excerpts from that Report anion show
that magistrates in this District handle 3 greater volume
or trese matters than their counterparts in the 25 largest
tourts In the countrY.1.1Oulte obviously, this minor criAlnal
d,r, seriously !inns tne amount of time they can expend on
the civil caseload of this Coumt. Without additional
-agistrote manpower, de would have great difficulty in further
utilization of our marlstrates.

moreover, I feel that tee current criteria for allocating
judicial manpower leaves much to be desired. Enclosed is
tabulation showing the trial tire (all in-court time) of the
Judges of this Court, the DiStriet of Columbia, In the other
courts which were the subject of the Federal Judicial Center
District Court Study. and all other district courts having
nine authorized jadres.1/These statistics clearly Indicate
the enormous amount of time our judges spend on the bench --

1/The enclosure has been deleted.
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a factor not taken into account in the allocation of Judicial

..anpower. Tase filings are not only inaccurate; they can be

.a.qculated. 'we have avoided playing the numbers game and
bnyl: frobabl/ suffered a, a result, However, I feel that the
enclosed tabulation clearly indicates our !udes are working
at full capacity; and that the pending caseload is increasing,
notwithstanding our e.phasis on case manarement and control.

.e also suffer from a chronic shartage of clerical
personnel because of the numerical criteria used for assigning
support personnel, based on existing Judgeships. We feel some
subjective criteria should be used in this area. With
additional clerical personnel, we could increase the amount
of tire spent by the Clerk's Office on case management and
control, without :educing the tine spent on docketing procedures

which is essential for the maintenance of court records.

I note that on page 2 of your proposed report you
speak oC the decline in criminal cases. While the sheer
nambers of criminal filings has declined, the complexity
of these Casts certainly has not. Rather, the complexity
factor has increased, so that while we have fewer eases, the
caseload requires more time, both in the pretrial stage and

In the trial stage. Unfortunately, this District has a long
history of complex, 'multi -party criminal litigation which has
consumed an enormous amount of the time of cur Judges and
supporting staffs.

I believe the members of your task force collected
acme data showing that as our criminal pending caseload was

reduced by reason of the Speedy Trial Act, the civil pending
caseload increased. This trend continues, particularly
because this District has a large criminal docket, and our
Judges must concentrate most of their trial effort and time
on their criminal docket, to the detriment of the pending

civil docket.

It was a pleasure working with your personnel, and
if we can provide any additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

EXI:ps
Enclosures
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
111.111 Ow...7 O.
11001101.14 V1061141* 55510

November 6, 1980

Mr, William J. Anderson,
Director. U. S. General

Accounting Office
Washington. D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

APPENDIX III

This is in response to your request of October 28 in
which you invite comments to your draft report on case
management.

For Judges of the Eastern District of Virginia. we
would make four points:

1. Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
to 44C out specific court administration tine for steps in
the progress of civil litigation would not be in the best
interest of the solution of the Problem. We would be es-
tablishing a "Speedy Civil Trial" Ace, the foolhardiness of
which is already manifested in the "Speedy Trial ACC" for
criminal prosecutions.

2 Flexibility has to be retained without stringent
restrictions so that litigants and courts can accommodate
themselves to different problems.

3. Continuous contact with the court is the key,
whether through status reports or some other scheduled
meeting, but this need not be declared by rule.

4. Coerced uniformity might speed up terminations, but
it would not necessarily indicate Justice done.

pity truly yours,

ohm . Na Kenzi
Chief go. U. S. Discryc Court

JAIllatv
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UMW itero =1c3tort 0:011M1
0.0.4. or Antema,

******.. 17 50111
C .44..

34y

NV/tuber 17. 1940

mr. William J. Anders..

Director
U.S. General ACCOvittint Office
General Government Divisloo
Vashf D. C. 2054

Dear Mr. Aaderomil

Essentially .y disagreement with the approach takes by the G.A.O. audit
group sward our civil case backlog At the time they We chair survey
le that they had m opinion. fixed approach to the preblee Woes they
41 eeeeee 4 the project with me. which sale ne allw.sces for other hoists

of view.

APPENDIX IV

tt was their opinion that if .sly the federal judges would insist on a
short mod fixed deadline for the p _fen of civil cases, like magic all

our backlog of cams weld have disapessid.

Unfortunately this did sat take into ACCOlAtt several factors which existed

cc that time is our district.

The first end foremost vas not enough judges. This combined with the pro-
visions of the Speedy Trial Act as this applies and gives priority to
criminal cases, caused our hackles.

tt is easy to say that a* ought to make all lawyers prepare their cases
for trial promptly and at a fixed time. This would be absolutely true, if

we could then give a preset trial setting. tut if we comet do that, them
cases ham to be meowed twice. once to meet pretrial deadline, end
',Coldly just beers the trial which could coma eue to two to three years
Teter. This *sly Increases the cost of

ue p far pretrial deadlimas In all cases, but hove allowed sore !essay
for the reasons 1 have stated.

St is also easy te be ruthless with lawyers at the expanse of litigants.
Dy that t wen case can ho dismissed for failure tip coop!, with the Ciourt's

. but that dots sot result io jostice for the litigants, it merely gives
them malpractice active egainst their layers. Preseatly we mow have a full
ceepleeent of judges as result of the last Omnibus bill, and we are movies mar
CM, to trial mad ars insistiag se deadlines for pretrial eeeeeee rtes. In

fact I've instructed our Clerk to give all of our judges (there are now ton

of us) list of cases every three months that are two. or 'pore years old as of
Jute 10. 11111. sad have encouraged competition between us to reduce our backlog.

Sincere ln
)(AZ le( Judge

SOU
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Lexington, Kentucky
November 19, 1980

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
United States Central Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

I have received your letter of October 23th regarding
Mrigrg:sildr=li to Congress concerning civil case back-

While your suggestion as to a case management system
probably has aerie, the adoption of such a plan is absolutely
meaningless in resolving the problems of this District within
any reasonable period of time. After many accumulated years
of Judicial vacancies, we now have an adequate complement of
Judges but an insurmountable backlog of civil cases.1/Thtsa
civil cases could be reduced somewhat if the Judges were able
to devote any appreciable time to them; however, a new specter
has now reared its head; namely, compliance with the SpeedyTrial Act.

The emphasis on "white collar crime" with the attendantlength and complexity of criminal trials flowing from this areaof the law is now requiring that our Judges devote almost all of
their attention to the management of the criminal docket. The
"chickens" of the Speedy Trial Act have now comet home to roost
and a case management system will avail nothing because the Judges
are still not available to handle the cases.

Until Congress becomes f the problems which
it creates by the spawning of new legislation and the increasing ,resort to the Courts by the public, I see no meaningful solu-tion to the matter.

Very truly yours,

" , . ,

Bernard T. Moynahan,
Chief Judge

STM'dmw

1/The court's problem is discussed on page 23 of the
report. However, if the court is to reduce its backlog
it must implement some type of management system.
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p.ita Abdo pishirt Court
111.4 Woo mil Cww4mow 116Ms.

P.M& Amortimoriks 1210$

CAMMUN Of
4111.010SW t November 24, 1500

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
United States Ceneial Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 201411

Dear Mr. Anderson;

APPENDIX VI

Thank you for your letter of October 211 in which
you enclosed proposed draft of your report concerning
civil backlog in the federal district courts.

Please be advised that I have read the report
which I believe to be carefully prepared and I have no
further comment. Thank you for your Courtesy in sending it
to me.

AAC/bac
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Ilistritt (Court
swir. pond Awe,.

sateeu 45504

Novarber 24. 1980

th Willies J. Priderson
Director. United States General

Accenting Office
Muhington. D. C. 20543

Pt Draft of A Penoosed Parort
Federal Civil Case backlog: A Localized Problem

Mich Can Be lased.

APPENDIX VII

Dear tin Andersont

Pursuent to your request, I have carefully analyzed the Draft of
A Proposed *sport. As a moral cotolusion. I fully agree with the
draft and the recceseendations contained therein. :bre specifically.
.Idle prescribed dale fracas will rot be a cure-all. I ogres that the
Federal Poles of Civil Poccadsre should be modified to include
rePquiirfe ic

e each otrramt tso
or

t avbarlisuh tisrte
e ps

francs we i
cthivin il

the
einbed

d
to

Haas. I cerot believe, heaver. that sodification of the Pules
to that end will be an easy acomplastuient. Greet resistance at the
hinds of the organized bar. rot to tendon ouch of the judi ciary. will
cake the task difficult to accomplish. lindern discovery practices are
a rajor tire-coneusing factor In the processing of civil litigation
and euch of a lawyer's billable tire is attributable to discovery nods.
a some* of inane rot Likely to be relinnuished without resistance.
Yowtver, if reasonable the frame. subject to recension for igod cause
Octet. are provided 4n de rodif ications of the Federal Pules of Civil
Promisee, the organized ter. In rty opinion, will show less resistance
to the prtgosed rule *lenge In trty Witt , trril adoption of unifora
PM:nines for the early definition of tine frame for processing civil
litigation is required of the district cc.XLS, this tea key elsonit of
a strung WO ranagennt system will rot be accepted generally by the
bench and ter.

Tb isbrove the aerations of the federal district courts and to nukes
the backlog of civil cases, the draft report reconvert's that the
Judicial Conference should 'tidily the Federal Riles of Civil Promise
to include ravines tine freers for various steps in the civil process
aid remise each court to establish tire frame within those Urdu.
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Also, that the Federal Pules should Alla" a judge to wive the time
limits betas' of case complodty or for mood came sham but that the

waiver should be adequately justified. 'Thin proposal strikes es as

being the logical approach in the process of bringing shape the pro-
m:kcal change to adder, mite:atty. mug the mums and their
judos in prescribing ties frame for the preemie' of civil cases,

A second reopmendstion in the report is that the district courts
should better utilise the clerks' offices in the administration of the

carte: in particular, that the clerks skald be respersible for the
administration of the courts' case snag ant and docket control

system. In general. I agree with this reoamerdation. However,

trail the clerks' offices are staffed with a complement of paralegals,
or with staff attorneys, whose duty weld be to *cramp the cases and

invoke affective monitories I questlanwhether the clerks' staffs

as presently staffed hew either the ties or ccepatalce to mercies
full responsibility for the torts' cast eft sad dock= antral
system, In this oterection. it is my view that the optimum aChiM-
le is to be lashed tiovueh the so -called "mmepprosch," that is.
ty the court:rope deputy clerk, the docket clerk, cas Judie'' Ls
clegio, his secretary, and the judge himself being involved in the

calendar control process. 1/

The draft report speaks of having the Jukes adapt wife= case renege-
mint end docket control procedures. and to assign the administrating*
of such& system to the clerk's office, end that then the clerk's
office and the judges work in tandem to enforce the system. This,

tx=Slante, is the practice followed in the Southern District of

. WARNE'. be have frond that it Ls preferable to hormone.

person in the fleck's office &salami to &judge as a comment deputy
clerk to be the parson resparibt, for eve mneement and calendaring

the cases. This indi in the clerk's office is the person
directly reeponsible to the Judge ard his staff in keeping open the
Una of communicatim Waxes the judge and his staff and the attorneys
in the cases. The direct relationship and crewurdcation between the
Judge and his staff and the clerk's office through the ODUCTIVOII

deputy cleric hem been ford tote thereat effective means of co-
ordinating the judges efforts with thee of the clerk's office and

chowders of the bar, Thus, the role of the courtrocedeputy clerk

takes an added importance in the adjudicative processes.

1/Such an approach can only work if the court as a whole

adopts a uniform case management system.
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Basically, I disavee with the definition of a backlog as being dosecams which have been in the cant for one year or sore afterbeing filed. I as lnellsrd to the vivo morosed by the officials in
the Administrative Office defining a besides as oases Over. the partiesare ready to go to trial but the court is enable to try the cases.Ihe CM year criterion appears to be are =bit:rosy 'Laniard. cne thatis suitable for the purpose of the General Moulting Office's staffin arsknoirg its 'Indy and melting in report of its findings in
respect to the Lack of uniformity among the courts in adopting and
applying the frames in groomed:4 civil cases, but beyond that
purpose the am year crimelan fails to take into account the contsibu-dons of senior judgeships in those districts having no serious backlog.
%here senior judges are actively contributing their services in orderto cope with the caseload pressures in their diarrict.11The Administra-tive Office in reporring the average caseload per authorized judgeshipdue not aunt the senior judgeships arriving SE W case-load per judgoltip reported. This is a factor that roc beoverlooked Ow ompartrg the ocorterce of one district court withanother,

I ogres fully with that part of the draft nommarding that the
Judiefol. Conference should encourage the district tuts to rake
greater use of the megistrate as provided in the Federal riagierrate
Mt of 1979. Ira:teed. the Southern District of Inidara has arm

segiscratas agree services are fully and ocepletely ',mitred and
%dente atom services our district mould be suffering at even greaterbacklog than it is khy any court woad rot tyke full We of the
magistrates' services is incospratensible to Jodie who has had asgood an locerionce as our out has had.

There are morale other factors Onch have contributed to the civil
case load and becirlog in the federal district courts which carrot be
classified as a localized problem. Theo, for ample. include theincreaud lawyer copulation and the goo= accessibility to the outsas the Congest has provided though the mucus legislative muctsmetscktrirg the last can to fifteen years. These factors. of course, Justifythe outs' taking a new look at their present procedures. If byadopting thaw far within %Sikh to process civil litigation a partof the insused praoure may be set in a more satisfactory owner
than we are able to accaclish today, chin that stadd be eons

1/For the most part senior judges did not significantly
contribute to reducing the backlog in the courts
visited.
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It wu a pleasure to lark with the ambers of your staff
%anis Bailey. Tia Stalin, and Deborah Smith. I predict tha rad
benefits will oar tram the moults of your may.

34-tii,sid,-
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cavol AS 0.
A ANCAleW HAW(

4.4. AMIS St m t irvikv ,,,,,,,4

UNITED $TATU DISTRICT COURT
Crerntat DormuCr Cc Csuroawim

Ns AIA,A1 C.A.....1

exalter 20, 1900

MtIllat J. Anderson, Director
Wilted States Oeratal accoattri Offles
eleehirqton, D.C. 2054I1

Tear Sir -

Tnere you fat your letter of Caterer 2$, IND, ante for allowing
us the opFortunity to review the Draft report to Congress concerretry
civil came beciclogs In Federal District Courts rd exterelLng the
opportunity to ocesant on the awe until December 10, 1,110.

first, let se state that the Judges of this Oaxt are in general
agreement that In order to proeptly dispose of civil litigation, the
Court end not the litigants must control the progress of thelitigation. To this ord. the Court has hed a rule of loevestratirq
that fry action which afflicts the progress of the litigation mat be
approved by the Jules assigned to the case. We have also had rulesof longsurding goverarq our melons practice, discovery end pre-trial alledulirm. With cogent to out motions practice and pre-
trial sotmodules,we have recently oodifial our rules with a view to
estaeliehing sore unifccaity In the Court and tightening up an thecontrol of these phases of case processUm.

tae do, tocever, have *:bee concerns with your Dcatt Report and Ioffer the foliating ocemnts In this regard.

In your Draft "sport you have defined a laclelog as those cases
ankh have been pendLng in the Court for I year cc axe after beingtiled. chile you have noted that save Judges believe that casecomplexity can cause.* atrocity of cases to be yarding for over a
year, we believe that thee issue of came complexity should be axefully domeloped so Net the uninformed reader clearly understandsthe unavoidable lapect of these cases rd why they do not lend
themselves to disposition In a you or leas. This boast pertiou-
lary amortant whin constdectreg the charts an pages IS and le of theDraft report.
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The chart on page If passports CO illustrate the effectiveness

of laid came sanageeent on the number of cases pending I year or

larger. The rem figures set forth in column 3 of that chart say, in

and of themselves. te meaningless because the
Draft Report fails to

relate the figures to the total number of perdirq cases and case

complexity. I/

A better method of illustrating your point
weld be to indicate

Nut percentage of the total cases pending had
been pending 1 year or

longer al of June 30, 1170, and of that percentage
what percentage

consisted of men:ample% litigation Mich could lend itself to

disposition in less than I year.

The chart on page limey also be ndslemling
because it fails to

relate the raw figures in column 3 to case complexity. When

examining the median time for diepositionof all cases ue
note that

this District median time is sly soothe (120 days
based on a 20 day

'rack month). y

We recognise that luny cases filed can
tedispased of quickly.

(brevet, Men dealing with a complex patent. trademark, multi-

defendant securities. or aircraft crash case, for example. even

though the Gaut say ha in a position to try
themekirdsof cases, the

case may not be ready for trial for several years.
As a result to

find this ainccity of complex cases in
increasing numters when to

suraine cases ate year or older.

Cr major concern is the (enure of the Draft %martto swine

the import of the criminal use loads on
the mark of the District

Courts. Criminal come loads have a substantial
effect on the civil

calendar. As you know, Congress has mandated that criminal Gists

take precedence over all Other business of
the District Courts. the

Speedy Trial ACt sanctions whichumere not
in effect at the thee the

Draft report .wee written are Mel applicable and an additional

significant impact on out workload is taking place.
Additionally,

criminal case complexity is having a significant Impact on the

District Courts workload.
This District, for *maple. has ex-

perienced a 9.11 increase in tie number of complex criminal cases

filed, raising the percentage of complex
criainal cease from 32.41

in Fiscal Year 1179 m41.51 in Fiscal Year 1150. In view of this,

to tallow rut rememendation m place additional tine constraints

on the prooessing of civil cases
is premmorre. Such acriceecculd have

an adverse effect on the Court's ability to
all of its casts

and sheuld rot be considered until the full
iapect of the Speedy

Trial Act has been tharcughly reviewed.

et pages 22 and 23 of your Draft Wepoct you
discuss, as a

oentribmkg factor to the civil backlog, the lack of Judicial

manpower resulting from illness or involvement in camplex cases that

consmed a great deal of time. Wit yes have not
dismayed is the

failure of Congress and the President to anticipate judicial

vacancies and to fill such manatee promptly. Allowing these

vacant judgeships to remain unfilled for long periods of time

contributes to the civil braking.

1/Total number of cases pending as of June 30, 1979,

added to chart on page 16.

2/This figure is misleading because it fails to take into

account the total pending workload of the court. Fur
ther, the court has local rules that encourage the

development of a case management system, but only 23

percent of the judges enforce the rules. This is

significant because the court endorses the concept of

case management.
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A review of the historical data since 114, shcws that it has
taken an average of 11.4 COLAS to fill vacant judgeships in the
Central District of California. Since June, 1975, this court has
lost 93 judge months (7 years f months) because of the failure to
pccoptly fill vacant judgeship'.

With regard to the reommendationa contained in the Draft
Report corcetning the impended use of Magistrates to assist in civil
mu* processing, this Court has utilised Magistrate rt2DUKCIS fully
oo hang', many facets of DistrC:t Court %orb ircludirq discovery
matters and prisoner petitions. because of the hearrydaaands Nada on
the Magistrates in those areas when they are assisting in the
District Court week, we believe additional Magistrates are vitally
anemias,/ if theta is to be an exponsion of their duties in
carectito with civil litigation. me co rent in the report that
Cants which could have more effectively utilised Magistrates did
rot do an ptiaarily becalms Judges would rot relinquish such duties
to theadoes rot tall into account that in this Court, for example,
it is not practicable to do an until additional Magistrates
tescurces are mail available. In any event, in order to fully
evaluate the effectiveness of Magistrates in accelerating the
disposition of civil cases in the District Courts, an accurate
analysis cannot be sad" until saw time after the Magistrates are
certified to try civil awes and sufficient bias has elasped to
develop meaningful data. I/

the =wants =tailed in this letter express a canensus of
the views of the Judges of the Court. We hope that you find these
CCIIMITILS useful and that they will be taken into ocnsideratien when
preparing your final report.

If you wish to discuss arty of the masonic, please feel free to
stout

Matins

1/At the time of our review this particular court had
not certified its magistrates as authoriz d by the
Federal Magistrate Act of 1979.
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Ca.. 41.0
*Ft

afadrb itain District Duct
N'artiltr sera of 044

mut

December 1.1110

MIUlew J. Andersen. Director
United Stelae General Accounting Office
lessitingten, 2114$

Dear Mr. An/orient

Thank you ler submitting a espy of your preposed report detailing problems
risky from the swarms civil *wised eurtmtly confronting Federal
district mutts. To* upsets el the nisert's recommendations Is the
Judicial Conferment mete the fellewhy Wet aliantselta.

It has been reemmended tMt the Federal Ulm el Civil Fremature be
medfled se es Go Melt* maximum time frames Mr the various steps In the
Utigative proems. lath tints Umltatlaes are presently net oeMolished by
the Rules end we Inlaid the WOW el myriad teal rules
Orem not: the country. The suggested uniform time frames win
undemie y woe to eodite the eitril proems. t ham often *demoted the
teethe/cc need fee 'Mims! uniformity el procedural rules in the fact et
the pre/if intim of diverse fetal rules. The diversity it Meal time
limitations le, In my minim, symptomatic of a met corral prot..yas.

Your report recommeeds that &Wilt worts make greater me of the
megietretee as provided in the Federal Magnates Act Of WM Fermat
experience In this record allem me I. cenctr he this recommendation and
to comment that I hem fond the me it magistrates in pre-trial
promeoknp to be especially useful.

MUM Fr J. Ilettkti .
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U.S. Doperunent °fleece

0 Is ow a.m....DC Mlle

Mr. William J. Andersen
Director
Cenral Accounting °loftier
Welted States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20544

Dear Mr. Anderson:

This letter is in response to your request to the Attorney General for
the Comments of the Department of Justice (Department) on your draft
report entitled 'Federal Civil Case tackle,: A Localized Problem Mich
Can to Eased.'

The draft report recommend:: that the Judicial Conference modify the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure to include *axiom time limits for %orlon steps
in the civil process and require each court to establish time frames
within these limits, once/rage the district courts to better utilize
their clerks' offices in the administration of the courts, and encourage
Sit district courts to Poke greater use of magistrates as provided in
the Federal Magistrate Act of 1370.

the above tatters are of interest to the Department and cre related to
some of the maim 'rejects being undertaken by the Office for loProveeents
In the Administration of Justice. Although we recognize that the principal
concern and responsibility Over the Potters addressed it this report lie
with the Federal Judicial Center and the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts, we are taking this opportunity to provide some
general observations.

Two of the three min findings of the report reaffirm the results of prior
studies, namely, that in the area of judicial &Ministration. (a) an effec-
tively Implemented use management system is markedly beneficial for courts
with heavy use loads, and (b) adequate use of court clerks is very Important
in reducing case backlog. The General Accounting Office's (GAO) view - -that
Federal courts which have effectively Implemented case management system
and which actively utilize court alerts to assist in processing civil
cases experience a lesser backlog problem. -Is well supported by research
that the Federal judiciary recently conducted through the Federal Judicial
Center.

With referd to the third finding and recommendation in the reucrttnat
mgistrates are not being fully utilized in Federal courts and that increased
use of magistrates can help courts operate mere m.:slently--more data may
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be necessary before such a finding can be definitely ascertained. it is

known that the frequency and nature of use of magistrates varies among
district courts, but more research is needed to draw conCluslons about
what this Implies, particularly since the expansion of the Federal Nola.
trate's role and the increase In the number of Federal magistrates did
not begin to eaterialize until as recently as October 10. 1980.;.1

GAO's recommendation to the Judicial Conference that the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure be amended to include maximum time limits for the
various Steps in the civil process is of special interest to the Depart -

rent. It is apparent that amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure will probably produce improvement in the efficiency of the
Civil process. and at the very least will send a message to the judiciary
that greater efficiency Is a goal to be emphasized. The recent experience

of the Federal judiciary in trying to deal with the backlog problem by
improving the menagesent and administration of the judicial system sug-
gests that effective reform Is difficult to achieve because of the many

different variables subject to control. It is not clear that a Uniform
and centrally administered case management system would work well for a
judicial system that is highly localized in nature, that is Characterized
by notable differences among its judges, types of CAP'S, workload, legal
culture and so forth, and In which diversity of approach and room for
inventiventsS have been traditionally regarded as desirable features.
The fixing $f maximum time Units, whale it deserves further study, is a

hopeful way of imposing an organized framewort on the litigants. Care

would have to be taken so that litigants do not expand procedural tasks
to fill available tie*. but On balance the bonefits'from some kind of
tine limits moult seem to outweigh this ratherr unlikely disadvantage.
The Department is interested in pursuing the concept of time limits as

an aid to judicial efficiency.

The above observations also suggest that the establishment of tire frown
Should Contain some degree of flexibility to allow for the variety and

complexity of litigatici. While the objective of the case management

system should be to achieve a reduction of the Civil case backlog and
provide for effective management of caseloads, cart must be exercised to
assure that the system does not become an end unto itself with disregard

for a viable civil process.

The Federal Rules of Cavil Procedure were enacted to provide the procedural
framework In ...itch the interests of the litigants and the fair application

of the Ration's civil laws are oaramzent. On the other hand, while it

Is true that the interests of the litigants are important, it is also
true that the interests of society In an orderly and efficient justice

system are important. In our opinion, the balancing of these two issues

argues In favor of stronger control by the judiciary over the litigants
before them in the farm of time liens which are established early,
tailored to the circumstances of each Cafe, firmly but fairly maintained.
end acccepanied by other methods of sound judicial management.

I/The Federal Magistrate Act was passed October 10, 1979,

not 1980.
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Ite appreciate tht oliPertunity to carrot on the draft report. Should you
desire any Additional information. please feel fret to contact me.

Sincerely.

5eierl."611
Kerlin 0. Rooney

Assistant Attorney General
for Administration

(188470)
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DEBATE PROPOSITION THREE

Resolved: That the United States Should Establish Uniform Rules
Governing the Procedure of all Criminal Courts

The third of the debate resolutions addresses the possible establishment of
uniform set of rules of criminal procedure which would be acceptable to all crimi-

nal courts in the nation. A consideration of this topic might include questions
with respect to pre-trial detention, plea bargaining, discovery, or sentencing,
Among other areas of discussion.

In criminal action, the government seeks to protect the public by prosecuting
an individual accused of violating a statute which prohibits a specific act or omis-
sion. Should the defendant be convicted, a criminal penalty such as a fine or a
term of imprisonment may be imposed.

(683)
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Suggested State Legislation on
Criminal Justice Standards

and Goals

Project Staff

Jack D. Foster, Director
David H. Ashley

This project was supported by Grant 75DF-99-0061 from the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department ofJustice. The contents
of this publication do not necessarily reflect the views' of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration or the Council of State Governments.

EM-59-1

THE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS
Lexington, Kentucky

Reproduced with the permiation of the Council of State Government.
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Foreword

On October 20. 1971, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals was appointed to formulate, for the first time, standards and
goals for crime reduction. Task Force reports of the commission were issued in
1973 These standards and goals were promulgated as advisory, and were intended
to be a starting point from which States and localities could beginto deal with some
of the more persistent problems in criminal justice.

Since publication of the reports, there has been a continuing effort on the part
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration to assist States and local
governments in implementing these standards and goals. The model acts contained
in this publication represent a vehicle for use by the States in this task. They provide.
in draft legislation form, certain priority standards and goals for consideration by
State Legislatures in the introduction of criminal justice legislation.

Lexington, Kentucky
September 1976

v

Brevard Crihfield
Executive Director
The Council of State Governments
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Preface

In 1974 the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the Council of

State Governments agreed that the annual Council publication, Suggested State

Legislation, would provide a suitable vehicle through which assistance could be

given to the States in the implementation of certain standards and goals of the

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 1 he

model acts contained in this volume are the result of that agreement. The acts also

appear in the 1977 issue of Suggested State Legislation.

In December 1975. the Council's Section on Law and Justice began the process

of distilling the some 500 National Advisory Commission standards, goals, and

recommendations in order to arrive at a group of about 24 which would lend

themselves to the legislative process. From this list, and in consultation with the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration, priority standards were selected and draft

legislation, incorporating specific National Advisory Commission standards, was

prepared. The model legislation was then submitted to the regular process of the

Committee on Suggested State Legislation. This process included discussion of the

material by panels of the Committee, which includes members of State Legislatures.

state officials. Commissioners on Interstate Cooperation, Commissioners on

Uniform State Laws, Attorneys General, and legislative staff. Additionally, the

Committee receives commentary and advice from various representatives of
nongovernmental organizations. The material which is included in this volume and

the 1977 issue of Suggested State Legislation is the product of that process, having

been in some cases amended and approved by the Committee. Obviously, only that

material receiving approval for inclusion in its annual publication is included here.

The model legislation dealing with the licensing and regulation of private

security guards is the product of the Private Security Advisory Council, Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice.

We arc pleased to be able to offer this material, and sincerely hope State
Legislatures considering legislation in the areas of plea negotiations, licensing and

regulation of private security guards, and diversion programs will find this material

beneficial.
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Plea Negotiations Act

Of all the procedures in the judicial process, perhaps the most difficult for persons
both within and without the criminal justice system to comprehend is that of plea
negotiation. Plea negotiations have also come under more criticism, whether
justifiable or not, from the public and from persons within the criminal justice
system than perhaps any other single judicial process. The process is criticized as
being a bargaining session or a horse-trading process. The process is difficult for the
offender to comprehend because seldom does he participate in the actual plea
negotiation process. Plea negotiations are often viewed with a jaundiced eye by the
public because an offender charged originally with a serious crime may later have
the original charge reduced to a lesser offense and receive a relatively light sentence.
The real problem in plea negotiation is its total lack of visibility.

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, in
its report on courts in Section 3.1, recommended the complete abolition of plea-
bargaining in all criminal cases. The Plea Negotiations Act recognizes the inherent
dangers in plea negotiation, but at the same time recognizes the necessity and the
need for the process both from the standpoint of implementing diversion programs
and from the standpoint of alleviating overly congested courts. The Plea
Negotiations Act includes the recommendations, made by the National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals contained in the report on
courts beginning in Section 3.2, that if plea negotiations, as recommended by the
commission were not abolished, certain guidelines should be established to ensure
that all constitutional protections and a seine of fairness to all parties are
maintained.

The Plea Negotiations Act formalizes the plea-bargaining process. The intent of
the legislation is to give pka negotiations a certain degree of visibility and
comprehensiveness as far as both the offender and the public are concerned. The act
requires a judicial record of the plea and of the agreement underlying it and its
acceptance or rejection by the court and the reasons therefor. The act also provides
for a set of plea negotiation practices, establishes a time limit prior to the trial date at
which point all plea negotiations must cease in order to maintain accurate trial
dockets, requires representation by counsel at any and all stages of the plea
negotiation process, and contains a prohibition against coercion by either the
prosecution or defense counsel to enter a plea. The act further sets forth criteria for
acceptance of a negotiated plea by the court. The plea of "nolo contendere" is
included in the act as an alternative plea for inclusion in those States in which such a
plea is either constitutionally or statutorily availabk. Nothing in the act is intended
to abrogate in any way a defendant's right to enter a plea of nolo contendere.

This act was prepared by the staff of the Criminal Justice Project of the Council of
State Governments.

3
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'Suggested Legislation

(Title, enacting clause, etc.)

I Section 1. [Short 77tle.] This act may be cited as the [State] Plea

2 Negotiations Act.

I Section 2. [Pleading by a Defendant.]
2 (a) A defendant may plead not guilty or guilty [or, when allowed under

3 the law of the jurisdiction, nolo contendere]. A plea of guilty [or nolo
4 contendere] should be received only from the defendant himself in open

5 court.
6 [(b) A defendant may plead nolo contendere only with the consent
7 of the court. Such a plea should be accepted by the court only after due

8 consideration of the views of the parties and the interest of the public

9 in the effective administration of justice.]

I Section 3. [Pleading to Other Offenses.] Upon entry of a plea of guilty
2 [or nolo contendere] or after conviction on a plea of not guilty, the
3 defendant's counsel may request permission for the defendant to enter a
4 plea of guilty [or nolo contendere] as to other crimes he has committed
5 which are within the jurisdiction of the coordinate courts of the State.
6 Upon written approval of the prosecuting attorney of the governmental

7 unit in which these crimes are charged or could bt charged, the defendant
8 should be allowed to enter the plea [subject to the court's discretion to
9 refuse a nolo contendere plea]. Entry of such a plea constitutes a waiver

10 of: (I) venue, as to crimes committed in other governmental units of the

11 State, and (2) formal charges as to offenses not yet charged.

I Section 4. [Aid of Counsel; Time for Deliberation.]
2 (a) A defendant shall not be called upon to plead until he has had an
3 opportunity to retain counsel or, if he is eligible for appointment of
4 counsel, until counsel has been appointed or waived; a defendant with
S counsel shall not be required to enter a plea if his counsel makes a rea-
6 sonable request for additional ime to hold a plea conference pursuant
7 to Section 5, or to represent the defendant's interests in other respects.

8 (b) Except as provided in subsection (a) of this section, a defendant
9 who has waived counsel shall not be called upon to plead within less than
10 seven days following the date he was held to answer or was otherwise

11 informed of the charge, and the court shall not accept a plea of guilty

12 [or nolo contendere] from such a defendant unless it is entered affirmed

13 at least three days after the defendant received advice from the court

14 required by Section 9.
15 (c) A defendant may be offered an opportunity to plead and a plea
16 may be accepted without regard to the time periods provided for in sub-

17 section (b) of this section if the offense of which he is convicted is not a
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18 felony and if the sentence posed does not provide for his incarceration
19 unless he violates conditions of probation or a suspended sentence.

I Section 5. [Procedure for Plea DISCUSSIOP13.] At the request of either
2 party, the parties shall meet to discuss the possibility that upon the de-
3 fendant's entry of a plea of guilty [or nolo contendere] to one or more
4 offenses, the prosecutor will not charge, will dismiss, or will move for
5 the dismissal of other charges, or will recommend or will not oppose a
6 particular sentence. The defendant must be represented by courufd in
7 such discussions and the defendant need not be present. The court shall
8 not participate in such discussions.

I Section 6. [Prosecutor's Regulations.]
2 (a) [Each prosecution office in the State] shall formulate guidelines
3 and procedures with respect to plea discussions and plea agreements
4 designed to afford similarly situated defendants equal opportunities for
5 plea discussions and plea agreements.

Comment. A State should make a choice between baying a single state official establish guidelines u
distinguished from establishment of the guidelines by local officials.

6 (b) The written policy statement as provided in subsection (2) of this
7 section shall provide for consideration of the following factors by prose-
8 cuting attorneys involved in pka negotiations:
9 (I) The impact a formal trial would have on the offender and those

10 close to him, especially the likelihood and seriousness of financial hard-
!! ship and family disruption.
12 (2) The role that a negotiated plea agreement may play in rehabili-
13 tating the offender.
14 (3) The value of trial in fostering the community's sense of security
15 and confidence in law enforcement agencies.
16 (4) The assistance rendered by the offender:
17 (.) Ti the apprehension or conviction of other offenders.
18 (A) In the prevention of crimes by others.
19 (iii) In the reduction of the impact of the offense on the victim.
20 (iv) In any other socially beneficial activities.
21 (c) The written statement of policy shall direct that before finalizing
22 any plea negotiations, the prosecuting attorney's staff shall obtain full
23 information on the offense and the offender. This information should
24 include iniormation concerning the impact of the offense upon the victims,
25 the impact of the offense upon the community, the amount of police
26 resources expended in investigating the offense and apprehending the
27 defendant, any relatiormip between the defendant and organized crime,
28 and other matters emilarly bearing upon the nature of the offense and
29 the offender.
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I Section 7. [Improper Activities by a Prosecuting Attorney.] No prose-
2 cuting attorney shall, in connection with plea negotiations, engage in,

3 perform. or condone any of the following:
4 (1) Charging or threatening to charge the defendant with offenses
5 for which the admissible evidence available to the prosecuting attorney
6 is insufficient to support a guilty verdict.
7 (2) Charging or threatening to charge the defendant with a crime
8 not ordinarily charged in the jurisdiction for conduct allegedly engaged

9 in by him.
10 (3) Threatening the defendant that if he should plead not guilty
II his sentence may be more severe than that which is ordinarily imposed in

12 the jurisdiction in similar cases on defendants who plead not guilty.
13 (4) Failing to grant full disclosure before the disposition negotia-
14 tions of all exculpatory evidence.

1 Section 8. [Preliminary Consideration of a Plea Agreement.]
2 (a) If the parties have reach': a proposed plea agreement they may,
3 with the permission of the court, advise the court of the terms of the
4 agreement and the reasons therefor in advance of the time for tender of
5 the plea. The court may indicate to the parties whether it will concur' in
6 the proposed disposition. Any such concurrence shall be subject to the
7 information contained in the pre-sentence report being consistent with

8 representations made by the parties to the court.
9 (b) Whenever a plea of guilty is offered, the court shall inquire as

10 to the existence of any agreement. The court shall review any negotiated

11 plea agreement and make specific determinations relating to the accepta-
12 bility of the agreement. Underlying an offered plea of guilty, the court
13 shall make such determinations relating to the acceptability of a plea
14 before accepting it.
15 (c) Before accepting a plea of guilty, the court shall require the
16 defendant to make a detailed statement concerning the commission of

17 the offense to which he is pleading guilty and any offenses of which he

18 has been previously convicted. In the event that the plea is found unac-

19 ceptable, the statement and any evidence obtained through use of it
20 shall not be admissible against the defendant in any subsequent criminal

21 prosecution.

1
Section 9. [Defendant's Understanding of His Rights and Consequences

2 of Plea.] The court shall inquire personally of the defendant concerning

3 his plea rind its underlying negotiated agreement, and if any of the follow-

4 ing circumstances are found, and cannot be corrected by the court, the

S court shall not accept the plea:
6 (1) That counsel was not present during the plea negotiations.
7 (2) That the defendant is not competent or does not understand the

8 nature and consequence of the charges and proceedings against him.

9 (3) That the defendant was reasonably mistaken or ignorant as to
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10 the law or facts related to his case and this affected his decision to enter
II into a plea agreement.
12 (4) That the defendant does not know his constitutional rights and
13 how his plea of guilty will affect those rights. Rights that expressly
14 should be waived upon the entry of a guilty plea include: the right to the
15 privilege against compulsory self-incrimination, which includes the right
16 to plead not guilty; the right to trial in which the State, or governmental
17 unit, must prove the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt; the
18 right to a trial by jury; the right to confrontation of one's accusers; the
19 right to compulsory process to obtain favorable witnesses; and the right
20 to effective assistance of counsel at trial.
21 (5) During plea negotiations the defendant was denied constitutional
22 or significant substantive rights that he did not waive.
23 (6) The defendant did not know at the time he entered into the
24 agreement the mandatory minimum sentence, if any, and the maximum
25 sentence that may be imposed for the offense to which he pleads, or that
26 the defendant was not aware of those facts at the time his plea was offered.
27 (7) The defendant had been offered improper inducements to enter
28 a plea of guilty.
29 (8) That the admissible evidence is insufficient to support a guilty
30 verdict on the offense for which the plea is offered, or to a related greater
31 offense.
32 (9) The defendant continues to assert facts that, if true, establish
33 that he is not guilty of the offense to which he seeks to plead.
34 (10) That accepting the plea would not serve the public interest.
35 Accepting a plea of guilty would not serve the public interest if it:
36 (i) Places the safety of persons or valuable property in unreasona-
37 ble jeopardy.
38 (ii) Depreciates the seriousness of the defendant's activity or
39 otherwise promotes disrespect for the criminal justice system.
40 (iii) Gives inadequate weight to the defendant's rehabilitative
41 needs.
42 (iv) Would result in conviction for an offense out of proportion
43 to the seriousness with which the community would evaluate the de-
44 fendant's conduct upon which the charge is based.

I Section 10. [Pre-sentence Investigation.] The court may direct its
2 probation service to conduct an investigation to assist it in ruling on a
3 plea agreement. If the court,believes it appropriate it may direct that
4 such investigation be commenced at the time a plea agreement is presented
5 for preliminary consideration pursuant to Section 8.

I Section II. [Ruling on a plea of Guilty.] Before accepting a plea
2 pursuant to a plea agreement, the court shall advise the parties whether
3 it approves the agreement and will dispose of the case in accordance
4 therewith. If the court should determine to disapprove the agreement and
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5 not to dispose of the case in accordance therewith, it shall so inform the
6 parties, not accept the defendant's plea of guilty [or nob contendere], and
7 then advise the defendant personally that he is not bound by the agree-
8 ment. The court shall advise the parties of the reasons for which it re-
9 jetted the agreement and afford them an opportunity to modify the

10 agreement accordingly. A decision by the court disapproving an agree-
!! ment shall not be subject to appeal.

1 Section 12. [Plea Discussion and Agreement Not Admissible.] Unless
2 the defendant subsequently enters a plea of guilty [or nob contendere]
3 which is not withdrawn, the fact that the defendant or his counsel and
4 the prosecuting attorney engaged in plea discussions or made a plea
5 agreement shall not be received in evidence or in favor of the defendant
6 in any criminal or civil action or administrative proceeding.

1 Section 13. [Verbatim Record of the Proceedings.) A verbatim record
2 of the proceedings at which the defendant enters a plea of guilty and of
3 any preliminary consideration of a plea agreement by the court pursuant
4 to Section 8 shall be made. Such record shall include the court's advice
5 to the defendant and its inquiries of the defendant, defense counsel, and
6 the prosecutor, and any responses. If the plea agreement has been reduced
7 to writing it shall be made a part of the record; otherwise, the court shall
8 require that the terms of the agreement be stated for the record and that
9 the assent thereto of the defendant, his counsel, and the prosecutor be

10 also recorded.

1 Section 14. [Time Limit on Plea Negotiations.] Each judicial district
2 shall set a time limit prior to the date set for trial after which time plea
3 negotiations may no longer be conducted. After the specific time limit
4 has elapsed, only pleas to the official charge should be allowed, except
5 in unusual circumstances and with the approval of the court and the
6 prosecution.

I Section 15. [Severability.] [Insert severability clause.]

I Section 16. [Repeal.] [Insert repealer clause.]

I Section 17. [Effective Date.] [Insert effective date.]

6 7 4
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Diversion Program Act

Perhaps the most centralized theme running throughout all of thereports of the
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals on the
entire criminal justice system is that of diversion. The term "diversion," as used
within the framework of the criminal justice system, is the procedure of postponing
prosecution of a criminal offense either temporarily or permanently. The purpose of
diversion is to offer an offender an alternative method of rehabilitation, other than
incarceration or probation, which will bring about the offender's future compliance
with the law.

The process of diversion must utilize a wide range of ,,gencies and services in
order to provide an offender with the opportunity to rehabilitate himself prior to
becoming inexorably entrenched in the criminal justice system. The process of
diversion and the use of diversionary techniques by the prosecution, by courts, and
by correctional personnel, are in large measure dependent upon a high degree of
flexibility to achieve the desired end result of offender rehabilitation.

Presently, although the acceptance of the concept of diversion as a tool to
alleviate many of the problems of the criminal justice system is almost universal, the
use of diversionary techniques and the process of diversion itself have not been
legislated in most States. The fact that diversionary techniques are not recognized
statutorily gives rise to a very critical factor that persons or agencies employing
diversion programs may well run the risk of considerable personal liability when the
program, agency, or personnel employed for an offender's rehabilitative program
may not be able to achieve a desirable end result. Such liability may well run to the
States themselves in many instances.

While not in any way attempting to restrict the use of diversion programs by
legislatively structuring such programs, the Diversion Program Act attempts to
define criteria by which those using diversion could assess the circumstances and the
individual's candidacy for entering the diversionary process. Standards set forth by
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals in its
report on corrections (Section 3.1 and following) are embodied in the model act
establishing general criteria for the use of diversion. The act requires that upon
enactment each district or county attorney shall prepare and issue regulations
consistent with the criteria established by the act to provide office criteria for the use
of diversion programs. The use of a pre-trial and even pre-charge conference at
which the offender, the prosecution, defense counsel, and correctional personnel
may discuss the offense, the offender's eligibility to enter into a diversion program,
and the diversion program for the specific offender is a unique feature of the act. The
act finally sets forth those instances in which diversion shall be appropriate before a
formal decision to charge, to continue, or to prosecute an offense is made. The
ultimate decision is still left to the prosecutor. Court approval of a diversion
program is required only when the diversion program results from the dismissal of a
charge or a continuance, or a suspended sentence based upon the successful
completion of the rehabilitative program set forth for the offender.

This draft act was prepared by the staff of the Criminal Justice Project of the
Council of State Governments.

9
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Suggested Legislation

(Title, enacting clause, etc.)

I Section I. [Short Title.] This act may be cited as the [State] Diversion
2 Program Act.

I Section 2. [Definitions.] As used in this act:
2 (1) "Diversion" means the procedure of postponing prosecution
3 either temporarily or permanently at any point in the judicial process
4 from the point at which the accused is charged until adjudication. The
5 purpose of diversion is to offer the offender an alternative method of
6 rehabilitation other than incarceration or probation which will bring
7 about the offender's future compliance with the law.
8 (2) "Dangerous offender" means a person who has committed an
9 offense, and whose history, character, and condition reveal a substantial

10 risk that he will be a danger to others, and whose conduct has been
II characterized by a pattern of repetitive, compulsive, or aggressive
12 behavior with indifference to the consequences.

I Section 3. [Diversionary Conference.]
2 (a) [Eazh district [county] attorney] shall prepare and issue guidelines
3 consistent with this act, providing for a diversion conference at which
4 the prosecutor, defense counsel, and offender may meet to discuss the
5 case. These regulations shall identify those classes of cases in which the
6 prosecutor may schedule a conference and shall further provide that the
7 prosecutor shall schedule a conference in any other case for which
8 defense ..counsel or the offencer requests a conference or for which the
9 prosecutor believes a conference is desirable. To the extent the prosecutor

10 believes feasible in the effective administration of justice, such regula-
I I tions shall include guidelines concerning action which the prosecutor
12 will consider taking in certain types of cases or factual situations.

Comment. A State should make a choice between having a single state official establish guidelines as
distinguished from establishment of the guidelines by local officials.

13 (b) At the diversion conference, the prosecutor shall afford either the
14 offender or his counsel the opportunity to advance arguments and present
15 facts bearing on the issues and shall inform the offender or his counsel
16 of his views and the reasons therefor in a manner that will give the
17 offender or his counsel the opportunity to respond. The parties may
18 discuss and agree upon a disposition of the case which may include dis-
19 missal or suspension of the prosecution. The parties may agree that a
20 particular disposition shall be conditioned upon the offender's participat-
21 ing in a supervised rehabilitation program.
22 (c) In any case in which the prosecutor is considering charging an
23 offense punishable by imprisonment for more than [I] year, the offender
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I I

24 must be represented by counsel.
25 (d) In all cases where an individual is found eligible for diversion, a
26 written report shall be made and retained on file in the prosecutor's office,
27 regardless of whether the individual is finally rejected or accepted for a
28 diversionary program. A copy of this report shall be provided to the
29 offender and the offender's counsel. In addition, copies may be provided
30 to those agencies which may be involved in developing treatment pro-
31 grams with the offender. All parties concerned shall take due care to
32 ensure the privacy of the diversionary reports.
33 (e) The process of diversion and the diversion conference, if such a
34 conference is held, cannot be used to coerce a guilty plea from an offend-
35 er, even though there is reasonable assumption of the offender's guilt.
36 [The offender, or an accused, shall not be required to enter any formal
37 plea to a charge made against him as a condition for participation in a
38 diversion program.] Participation in a diversion program shall not be
39 used in subsequent proceedings relative to a charge as evidence of an
40 admission of guilt.
41 (f) Each individual who is charged must be provided with a sheet-of
42 facts about the diversion process.
43 (g) In any case in which an offender agrees to a specific diversion
44 program, a specific agreement shall be made between the prosecution
45 and the offender. This agreement shall include the terms of the diversion
46 program, the length of the program, and a section therein stating the
47 period of time after which the prosecutor will either move to dismiss
48 the charge or to seek a conviction based upon that charge. This agreement
49 must be signed by the offender and his counsel, if represented by counsel,
50 and filed in the prosecutor's office.
51 (h) No diversion or diversionary program will take place without the
52 written consent of the offender.
53 (i) Prior to formal entry into a diversion program, the prosecutor may
54 require the offender to inform him concerning the offender's past criminal
55 record, if any, his education and work record, his family history, his
56 medical or psychiatric treatment or care he has received, any psychologi-
57 cal test he has taken, and other information bearing on the prosecutor's
58 decision for an appropriate disposition of the case.
59 (j) If the case should go to trial, any statements made by an offender
60 or his counsel in connection with any pre-charge discussions concerning
61 diversion shall not be admissible in evidence.

I Section 4. [Genera! Criteria.] The written policies developed by the
2 prosecutor's offices shall contain policies for the diversion of offend-
3 ers. Prior to authorizing diversion, the following factors should be taken
4 into account:
5 (1) Whether there is substantial likelihood that justice will be served
6 and the community will be safe if the individual is placed in a diversion
7 program, or a decision is made simply not to prosecute his case.

6 7 /
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8 (2) Whether the needs of an offender can better be met outside the
9 criminal justice system and if resources are available to meet these needs.

10 (3) Whether the offense neither caused nor threatened serious physi-
II cal harm to persons or property, or the offender did not contemplate
12 that it would do so.
13 (4) Whether the offense was the result of circumstances nlikely
14 to recur.
15 (5) Whether the victim of the offense induced or facilitated the
16 offense. ,

17 (6) Whether there are substantial grounds tending to excuse or
18 justify the offense, though failing to establish a defense.
19 (7) Whether the offender acted under strong provocation.
20 (8) Whether the offender has no history of prior delinquency or
21 criminal activity, or has led a law-abiding life for a substantial time
22 before commission of the present offense.
23 (9) Whether the offender is likely to respond quickly to correctional
24 or rehabilitative treatment.

I Section 5. [Exclusions.] An individual should not be considered for a
2 diversion program in those circumstances in which he has been known to
3 be unresponsive to previous diversionary programs. A diversion program
4 should not be considered for an individual who may be considered a
5 dangerous offender.

I Section 6. [Maintaining Dispositions List.] [Each district [county]
2 attorney's] office shall maintain a current and complete listing of various
3 resource dispositions available to it. This listing shall be compiled and
4 evaluated in conjunction with law enforcement agencies, correctional
5 agencies, courts, and defense counsel. This listing shall be subject to
6 periodic review and evaluation, and shall be made public.

I Section 7. [ Severability.] [Insert severability clause.]

I Section 8. [Repeal.] [Insert repealer clause.]

I Section 9. [Effective Date.] [Insert effective date.]
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Private Security Licensing and Regulatory Act

In its reports issued in 1973, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals recommended that all private security agencies should
be required to obtain state licensing as a prerequisite for engaging in police- related
security functions. The commission felt that licensing requirements would allow
state control of important considerations such as the selection of standards for
private police personnel, the educational cr:teria for employment, and the minimum
training necessary for private police juices. States would then be able to control the
activities of security forces by revoking or withdrawing licenses when minimum
performance standards were not met. Prior to the issuance of the commission's
recommendations in 1973, the Private Security Advisory Council to the U.S.
Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance Administration had been
meeting on a regular basis to furnish advisories to LEAA on the more effective use
of private security in the national strategy to reduce crime. The advisory council had
prepared many written reports concerning its findings to LEAA. It was a finding of
the advisory council that an increasing number of States and municipalities were in
the process of considering, or had already enacted, legislation related to the
licensing and regulation of private security guards. After some two years of
concentrated effort, including public hearings, the Private Security Advisory
Council developed the Private Security Licensing and Regulatory Act.

The act requires licensing of all contract security companies;however, it exempts
proprietary security (in-house) organizations from the licensing requirement. The
act defines proprietary security organizations as a person who provides security
services solely for the benefit of such person, thereby making some organizations
such as shopping mall and stadium operators whoprovide such services for persons
other than themselves contract security companies.Tt.:. act requires applicants fora
license to possess at least three years of security supervisory experience or to pass an
examination. The act further recognizes two categories of private security without
regard to the nature of their employer, i.e., armed private security officers and
unarmed uniformed private security officers, and sets forth basic minimum training
standards for each. An important consideration of this act is that it requires all
training to be given and certified by a state-approved trainer. The act includes in its
coverage all security guards, armored car guards, armed courier service guards, and
alarm response runners. The minimum criteria for registration tinder the act as a
private security guard are, of course, also set forth in the statute.

The Private Security Licensing and Regulatory Act was drafted by Dennis M.
Crowley, Jr , and Richard D. Bickelman of the New England Bureau for Criminal
Justice Services under the direction of the Private Security Advisory Council and its
Chairman, Arthur J. Bikk.

Suggested Legislation

(Title, enacting clause, etc.)
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1 Section 1. [Short Title.] This act may be cited as the [State] Private

2 Security Licensing and Regulatory Act.

1
Section 2. [Definitions.] As used in thic act:

2 (I) "Alarm response runner" means an individual employed by a
3 contract security company or a proprietary security organization to
4 respond to security system signals, other than a person !Those sole fenc-

5 tion is to maintain or repair a security system.
6 (2) "Armed courier service" means a person that transports or offers

7 to transport under armed security guard from one plan: Or point to another

8 place or point, valuables, currency, documents, papers, maps, stocks,

9 bonds, checks, or any other item that requires expeditious delivery.

10 (3) "Armed private security officer" means an individual employed

11 by a contract security company or a proprietary security organization
12 whose principal duty is that of an armed security guard, armed armored

13 car service guard, armed courier service guard or armed alarm response

14 runner, and who at any time wears, carries, possesses, or has access to

15 a firearm in the performance of his duties.
16 (4) "Armored car service" means a person that transports or offers

17 to transport under armed security guard from one place or point to another

18 place or point, currency, jewels, stocks, bonds, paintings, or other

19 valuables of any kind, or other items in a specially equipped motor vehicle

20 which offers a high degree of security.
21 (5) "Branch office" means any office of a licensee within the State
22 other than its principal place of business within the State.

23 (6) "Certified trainer" means a person approved and certified by

24 the licensing authority as qualified to administer and certify to successful

25 completion of the minimum training requirements for private security

26 officers required by Section 36.
27 (7) "Contract security company" means a person engaging in the

28 business of providing, or undertakes to provide, a security guard, an
29 alarm response runner, armored car service, or armed courier service, as

30 defined in this act, on a contractual basis for another person.

31 (8) "Employer/employee relationship" means the performance of
32 any service for wages or under any contract of hire, written, oral, expressed

33 or implied by an individual, and provided the employer has control or
34 direction over the performance of such service both under this contract
35 or service and provided that such service is performed personally by

36 such individual.
37 (9) "Identification card" means a pocket card issued by a licensing

38 authority to a private security officer as evidence that the individual has

39 met the minimum qualifications required to perform duties of an unarmed

40 private security officer.
41 (10) "Licensee" means a person to whom a license is granted in
42 accordance with the provisions of this act.
43 (II) "Licensing authority" means the Secretary of State or other
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44 appropriate department, agency, or bureau of the State designated to
45 administer and enforce this act.
46 (12) "Person" means an individual, firm, association, company,
47 partnership, corporation, nonprofit organization, institution, or similar
48 entity.
49 (13) "Police chief executive" means the elected or appointed police
50 administrator of any municipal, county, or state police department or
51 sheriff's department, such department having full law enforcement
52 powers in its jurisdiction.
53 (14) "Principal corporate officer" means the president, vice presi-
54 dent, treasurer, secretary, and comptroller, as well as any other person
55 who performs functions for the corporation corresponding to those
56 performed by the foregoing officers.
57 (15) "Proprietary security organization" means a person or depart-
58 ment of that person which employs a security guard, an alarm response
59 runner, armored car service, or armed courier services, as defined in
60 this act, solely for such person, and wherein an employer/employee
61 relationship exists.
62 (16) "Qualifying agent" means, in the case of a corporation, an
63 officer or an individual in a management capacity, or in the case of a
64 partnership, a general or unlimited partner, meeting the experience
65 qualifications set forth in this act for operating a contract security
66 company.
67 (17) "Registrant" means an individual who has a valid registration
68 card issued by the licensing authority.
69 (18) "Registration card" means the permanent permit issued by the
70 licensing authority to a registrant as evidence that the registrant has met
71 the minimum qualifications required by this act to perform the duties of
72 an armed private security officer.
73 (19) "Security alarm system" means an assembly of equipment and
74 devices (or a single device such as a solid-state unit which plugs directly
75 into a 110-volt AC line) designated to detect or signal an unauthorized
76 intrusion into, movement through, or exit from, a premise, or to signal an
77 attempted robbery or other criminal acts at a protected premise; with
78 respect to such signals, police and/or security guards or alarm response
79 runners are expected to respond. Fire alarm systems and alarm systems
80 which monitor temperature, humidity, or any other conditions not direct-
8l ly related to the detection of an unauthorized intrusion into premises or
82 an attempted robbery at a premises are excluded from the provisions of
83 this act.
84 (20) "Security guard" means an individual principally employed to
85 protect persons or property from criminal activities and whose duties
86 include, but are not limited to, the prevention of: unlawful intrusion or
87 entry, larceny, vandalism, abuse, arson, or trespass on private property;
88 or control regulation or direction of the flow or movements of the public,
89 whether by vehicle, on foot, or otherwise; and street patrol service or
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90 merchant patrol service. Persons whose duties are limited to custodial or
91 observational duties or the reporting of administrative regulations only
92 are specifically excluded from this definition.
,93 (21) "Street patrol service" meads any contract security company
94 or proprietary security organisation that utilizes foot patrols, motor
95 vehicles, or any other means of transportation in public areas or on public
96 thoroughfares in the performance of its security functions.
97 (22) "Sworn peace officer" means an individual who derives plenary
98 or special law enforcement powers from, and is an employee of, the
99 federal government, [State], or any political subdivision, agency, de-

100 partment, branch, or service of either, of any municipality, or of any
101 other unit of local government.
102 (23) "Unarmed private security officer" meat,. an individual em-
103 ployed by a contract security company or a proprietary security organiza-
104 tion whose principal duty is that of a security guard, armored car service
105 guard, or alarm response runner; who never wears, carries, or has access
106 to a firearm in the performance of those duties; and who wears dress of
107 a distinctive design or fashion, or dress having any symbol, badge, emblem,
108 insignia, or device which identifies or tends to identify the wearer as a
109 security guard, alarm response runner, or armored car service guard.

I Section 3. [Establishment of a Licensing Author! ]

2 (a) A Private Security Industry Regulatory Board is established,

3 hereinafter called the licensing authority or board, designated to carry
4 out the duties and functions conferred upon it by this act.
5 (b) The position of director of the Private Security Industry Regulatory
6 Board is created. He rlutii i...:rve as the chief administrator of the board.
7 He shall not be a member of the board but shall be a full-time employee
8 of the board, fully compensable in an amount to be determined by the
9 Legislature. The director shall perform such duties as may be prescribed

10 by the board except those duties vested in the board by Section 10, and
I I shall have no financial or business interests or affiliations, contingent
12 or otherwise, in any person rendering private security services.

I Section 4. [Licensing Authority Seal.] The licensing authority shall
2 have a seal, the form of which it shall prescribe.

I Section 5. [Board Meeting.] The board shall consist of the following
2 members:
3 (I) The Attorney General or his duly designated representative
4 shall serve as an ex officio member of the board, and his service shall

5 not jeopardize his official capacity with the State.
6 (2) The director of the [department of public safety] or his duly
7 designated representative shall serve as an ex officio member of the
8 board, and his service shall not jeopardize his official capacity with

9 the State.
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10 (3) One police chief executive appointed by the Governor subject
11 to legislative confirmation.
12 (4) Two members shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to
13 legislative confirmation, who are licensed under the provision of this act,
14 who have been engaged for a period of three years in the rendering of
15 private security services and are not employed by or affiliated with any
16 other member of the board.
17 (5) Two members shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to
18 legislative confirmation, who are selected from the public at large, who
19 are citizens of the United States and residents of the State and are not
20 now or in the past employed by or affiliated with a person rendering
21 private security services.
22 (6) Two members shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to
23 legislative confirmation, who are citizens of the United States and resi-
24 dents of the State and are full-time managers responsible for a proprie-
25 tary security organization function.

1 Section 6. [Chairmanship of Board.] The Governor shall designate one
2 appointee to sit as chairman of the licensing authority for that member's
3 full term.

I Section 7. [Voting Powers and Procedures.]
2 (a) No action shall be taken by the board unless a quorum of the
3 membership of the board is present.
4 (b) All powers, duties, and responsibilities conferred upon the board
5 by this act may be exercised or taken by a majority vote of the necessary
6 quorum then present.

I Section 8. [Terms of Office.]
2 (a) The director of the [department of public safety] and the Attorney
3 General, or their representatives, shall serve on the board during their
4 terms of office and shall perform the duties required by this act in addi-
5 tion to those duties required of them in other official capacities.
6 (b) The appointed members of the board shall serve six-year terms,
7 their terms to be staggered by the appointment of the initial appointees
8 as follows: the police chief executive and one proprietary security organi-
9 zation manager for an initial term of two years; one licensee and one

10 public at-large member for an initial term of four years; and the remaining
11 members for initial terms of six years.

I Section 9. [Vacancies.] The Governor shall, subject to legislative
2 confirmation, fill vacancies occurring among appointed members of the
3 board with appointments for the duration of the unexpired term.
4 Appointees must meet the qualification for that position to be filled as
5 stipulated in Section 5.
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1 Section 10. [Powers of the Licensing Authority Relating to Rules and

2 Regulations; Petitions.] The following powers are vested in the licensing

3 authority:
4 (1) Promulgation of rules and regulations which are reasonable,

5 proper, and necessary tc carry out the functions of the licensing authority;
6 investigations limited to determinations as to whether the provisions of
7 this act are being complied with or violated; enforcement .of the provisions

8 of this act; establishment of procedures for the preparation and process-
9 ing of examinations, applications, license certificates, registration and

10 identification cards, renewals, appeals, hearings, and rulemaking pro-

11 =dings; and determination of the qualifications of licensees and private

12 security officers consistent with the provisions of this act.

13 (2) An interested person may petition the licensing authority to

14 enact, amend, or repeal any rule or regulation within the scope of sub-

15 section (1) of this section. The licensing authority shall prescribe by rule

16 the form for such petitions and proceduresfor their submission, considera-

17 tion, and disposition.

1 Section 11. [Subpoenas; Oaths; Contempt Powers.]

2 (a) In any investigation conducted under the provisions of this act,

3 the licensing authority may issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of

4 witnesses and the production of relevant books, accounts, records, and

5 documents. The officer conducting a hearing may administer oaths and

6 may require testimony or evidence to be given under oath.

7 (b) Ifs witness refuses to obey a subpoena or to give any evidence

8 relevant to proper inquiry by the licensing authority, the licensing authori-

9 ty may petition a court of competent jurisdiction in the State to compel

10 the witness to obey the subpoena or to give the evidence. The court shall

11 promptly issue process to the witness and shall hold a hearing on the

12 petition as soon as possible. If the witness then refuses, without reasonable

13 cause or legal grounds, to be examined or to give evidence relevant to

14 proper inquiry by the licensing authority, the court may cite the witness

15 for contempt.

1
Section 12. [Public Notice and Hearing on Proposed Rulemaking.]

2 [For information under this topic, follow the State'., Administrative

3 Procedures Act.]

1 Section 13. [Requirement for License.)
2 (a) It shall be unlawful and punishable, as provided in Section 42 of

3 this act, for any person to engage in the business of a contract security

4 company in the State without having first obtained a contract security

5 company license from the state licensing authority, subject to subsection

6 (b) of this section.
7 (b) Every person engaged in the contract security company business

8 in the State on the effective date of this act shall have 180 days to apply
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9 to the licensing authority for a license to operate a contract security
10 company. Any such person filing a timely application may continue. to
11 engage in business pending a final determination of the application.
12 (c) Unless there is a separate statute currently in effect in the State
13 by which an alarm, armed courier service, or armored car business is
14 licensed and regulated, all provisions of this act shall apply equally to
15 the businesses which shall be considered as contract security companies.
16 If there is a separate statute in effect in the State by which alarm, armed
17 courier service, and armored car businesses are licensed and regulated,
18 the licensing provisions of this statute shall not apply to such businesses
19 unless such businesses are also engaged in the business of providing
20 security guard services.

1 Section 14. [Form of Application.]
2 (a) Application for license required by the provisions of this act shall
3 be filed with the licensing authority on a form provided by the licensing
4 authority. If the applicant is an individual, the application shall be sub-
5 scribed and sworn to by such person. If the applicant is a partnership,
6 the application shall be subscribed and sworn to by each partner. If the
7 applicant is a corporation, the application shall be subscribed and sworn
8 to by at least one principal corporate officer. The application shall contain:
9 (1) The full name and business address of the applicant and, if the

10 applicant is a corporation or partnership, the name and address of the
11 qualifying agent.
12 (2) The name under which the applicant intends to do business.
13 (3) The addiess of the principal place of business and all branch
14 offices of the applicant in the State, and the corporate headquarters of
15 the business if outside of the State.
16 (4) If the applicant is a corporation, the correct legal name, the
17 State of incorporation, and the date it qualified to do business in the State.
18 (5) A list of principal officers of the corporation and the business
19 address, residence address, and the office or position held by each officer
20 in the corporation.
21 (6) (i) For each applicant, or if the applicant is a partnership, for
22 each partner, or if the applicant is a corporation, for the qualifying agent,
23 the following information: (A) full name, (B) age, (C) date and place of
24 birth, (D) all residences during the immediate past five years, (E) all
25 employment or occupations engaged in during the immediate past five
26 years, (F) two sets of classifiable fingerprints, (0) a photograph taken
27 within the last six months of a size prescribed by the licensing authority,
28 (H) a general physical description, (I) letters attesting to good moral
29 character from three reputable individuals not related by blood or marriage
30 who have known the applicant or qualifying agent for at least five years,
31 (3) three credit references from sending institutions or business firms
32 with whom the applicant or qualifying agent has established a credit
33 record, and (K) a list of all arrests, convictions, and pending criminal
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34 charges in any jurisdiction, at./ felony, any crime involving moral turpi-

35 tude, or illegally using or possessing a dangerous weapon, for any of
36 which a full pardon (or similar relief) has not been granted.

37 (ii) For every required person, a statement of experience that

38 meets the qualifications of Section 15(aX7).
39 (7) For each applicant which is a corporation or partnership, the

40 names and addresses of each principal officer, director, or partner,

41 whichever is applicable and unleu the stock of such corporation is listed

42 on a national securities exchange or registered under Section l2 of the

43 Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, the names and ad-

44 dresses of all stockholders.
45 (b) The licensing authority may require that the application include

46 any other information which the licensing authority may reasonably deem
47 necessary to determine whether the applicant or individual signing the
48 application meets the requirements of this act or to establish the truth

49 of the facts set forth in the application.
50 (c) Any individual signing a license application must be at least [the

51 legal age for licensing generally established in the State] years of age.

1 Section IS. (License Qualifications.]
2 (a) Every applicant, or in the case of a partnership each partner, or

3 in the case of a corporation the qualifying agent, shall meet the following

4 qualifications before he may engage in the business of a contract security

5 company:
6 (1) Be of legal majority age.
7 (2) Be a citizen of the United States or a resident alien.

8 (3) Not have been convicted in any jurisdiction of any felony or of
9 any crime involving moral turpitude or illegally using or possessing a

10 dangerous weapon, for any of which a full pardon (or similar relief) has

11 not been granted.
12 (4) Not have been declared by any court of competent jurisdiction

l3 incompetent by reason of mental defect or disease and has not been

l4 restored.
15 (5) Not be suffering from habitual drunkenness or from narcotic

l6 addiction or dependence.
17 (6) Be of good moral character.
l8 (7) Possess three years' experience as a manager, supervisor, or
l9 administrator with a contract security company or proprietary security

20 organization or possess three years' supervisory experience approved by

2l the licensing authority with any federal, U.S. military, state, county, or

22 municipal law enforcement agency.
23 (b) If the licensing authority determines that the applicant or qualify-

24 ing agent has not satisfactorily complied with subsection (aX7) of this

25 section, it may require compliance with subsection (c) of this section.

26 (c) The licensing authority shall prepare and administer at least twice
27 annually examinations designed to measure an individual's knowledge
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28 and competence in the contract security company business. An applicant
29 or qualifying agent successfully passing the licensing authority's examina-
30 tion may substitute that for the experience requirement of subsection
31 (a)(7) of this section.

I Section 16. [License ApplicationInvestigation.] After receipt of an
2 application for a license, the licensing authority shall conduct an investi-
3 gation to determine whether the facts set forth in the application are true
4 and shall compare, or request that [the appropriate state agency] compare
5 the fingerprints submitted with the application to fingerprints filed with
6 [the division of criminal identification, records and statistics of the state
7 department of corrections or its equivalent]. The licensing agency [or the
8 state agency comparing the fingerprints] shall also submit the finger-
9 prints to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for a search of the finger-

10 print files of that agency to determine if the individual fingerprinted has
II any convictions recorded in the FBI files.

I Section 17. [Action on License Application.] Within 30 days after
2 receipt of an application, the licensing authority shall either issue a
3 license to the applicant or notify the applicant of a denial of the license
4 application. In the event that additional information is required from the
5 applicant by the licensing authority to complete its investigation or
6 otherwise to satisfy the requirements of this act, or if the applicant has
7 not submitted all of the required information, the 30-day period for
8 action by the licensing authority shall commence when all such informa-
9 tion has been received by the licensing authority.

I Section 18. [Grounds for Denial of Application.] The licensing authority
2 shall deny the application for a license if it finds that the applicant or
3 the qualifying agent or any of the applicant's owners, partners, or princi-
4 pal corporate officers have:
5 (I) Violated any of the provisions of this act or the rules and regula-
6 tions promulgated hereunder.
7 (2) Practiced fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.
8 (3) Knowingly made a material misstatement in the application
9 for a license.

10 (4) Have not met the qualifications of Section I5(a).

I Section 19. [Procedure for Approval or Denial of Application, Hearings.]
2 (a) The procedure of the licensing authority in approving or denying
3 an application shall be as follows:
4 (I) If the application is approved, the licensing authority shall
5 notify the applicant in writing that a license will be issued. Such notifica-
6 tion shall state that the license issued will expire in two years, unless
7 renewed in accordance with Sections 20 and 21 of this act, and shall
8 set forth the time within which application for renewal must be made.
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9 (2) If the application is denied, the licensing authority shall notify
10 the applicant in writing ana shall set forth the grounds for denial. If the

11 grounds for denial are subject to correction by the applicant, the notice

12 of denial shall so state and the applicant shall be given 10 days after

13 receipt of such notice or, upon application, a reasonable additional period

14 of time within which to make the required correction.
15 (b) If the application is denied, the applicant may within 30 days

16 after receipt of notice of denial from the licensing authority request a

17 hearing on the denial. Within 10 days after the filing of such request for

18 hearing by the applicant, the licensing authority shall schedule a hearing

19 to be held before the licensing authority after due notice to the applicant.
20 The hearing shall be held within 15 days after such notice is mailed to

21 the applicant, unless postponed at the request of the applicant. The
22 applicant shall have the right to make an oral presentation at the hearing,

23 including the right to present witnesses and to confront and cross-examine
24 adverse witnesses. The applicant may be represented by counsel. If the
25 hearing is before a hearing officer, the officer shall submit his report in
26 writing to the licensing authority within 10 days after the hearing. The
27 licensing authority shall issue its decisions within 10 days after the hearing
28 or within 10 days after receiving the report of the hearing officer. The
29 decision of the licensing authority shall be in writing and set forth the
30 licensing authority's findings and conclusions. A copy shall be promptly

31 mailed to the principal office of the applicant in the State.

1 Section 20. [Renewal of License.] Each license shall expire two years

2 after its date of issuance. Application for renewal of a license must be

3 received by the licensing authority on a form provided by the licensing
4 authority not less than 30 days prior to the expiration date of the license,

5 subject to the right of the licensing authority to refuse to renew a license

6 for any of the grounds set forth in Section 24(a), and it shall promptly
7 notify the licensee of its intent to refuse to renew the license. The licensee

8 may, within 15 days after receipt of the notice of intent to refuse to
9 renew a license, request a hearing on the refusal in the manner prescribed

10 by Section 24(b). A licensee shall be permitted to continue to engage in

11 the contract security company business while the renewal application

12 is pending.

I Section 21. [Application, License, and Renewal Fees.]

2 (a) A nonrefundable application fee of [$500] shall be remitted with

3 each initial license application.
4 (b) A fee of [$250], refundable in the event the license renewal is
5 denied, shall be remitted with each application for renewal of a license.

1 Section 22. [Form of License.] The license, when issued, shall be in a

2 form prescribed by the licensing authority and shall include:

3 (1) The name of the licensee.
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4 (2) The business name under which the licensx is to operate.
5 (3) The addresses of the locations where the licensee is authorized
6 to operate.
7 (4) The number and date of the license and its date of expiration.

1 Section 23. [License Transferability.]
2 (a) No license issued pursuant to the provisions of this act shall be
3 assigned or transferred, either by operation of law or otherwise.
4 If the license is held by an owner who is not already a licensee,
5 other than a corporation, and such Owner shall die, become disabled, or
6 otherwise cease to engage in the business, the successor, heir, devisee, or
7 personal representative of the owner shall, within 30 days of the death,
8 disablement, or other termination of operation by the original licensee,
9 apply for a license on a form prescribed by the licensing authority, which

10 form shall include the same general information required by Section 14 of
11 this. act. The transfers shall be subject to the same general requirements
12 and procedures set forth in Sections 15 through 20 to the extent such
13 sections are applicable.
14 (c) If a sale, assignment, transfer, merger, or consolidation of a
15 business licensed under this act is consummated, the purchaser, assignee,
16 transferee, surviving, or new corporation not already a licensee shall
17 immediately apply for a license on a form prescribed by the licensing
18 authority which shall include the general information required by Section
19 14. The purchaser, assignee, transferee, surviving, or new corporation
20 shall be subject to the same general requirements and procedures set
21 forth in Sections 15 through 20 to the extent that such sections are
22 applicable and may continue the operation of that licensed business until
23 notified by the licensing authority of its final decision on the new applica-
24 tion for a license.
25 (d) With good cause, the licensing authority may extend the period of
26 time for filing the application required by subsections (b) and (c) of this
27 section.

I Section 24. [LicensesRevocation; Hearings; Appeals; Notices.]
2 (a) Licenses may be revoked by the licensing authority in the manner
3 hereinafter set forth if the licensee or any of its owners, partners, princi-
4 pal corporate officers, or qualifying agent are found to have:
5 (I) Violated any of the provisions of this act or any rule or regulation
6 of the licensing authority which violation the licensing authority deter-
7 mines to reflect unfavorably upon the fitness of the licensee to engage in
8 the contract security company business.
9 (2) Knowingly and w:.ilfully given any false information ofa material

10 nature in connection %Val an application for a license or a renewal. or
11 reinstatement of a license or in a notice of transfer of a business licensed
12 under this act.
13 (3) Been convicted in any jurisdiction of a felony or a misdemeanor
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14 if the licensing authority determines that such conviction reflects un-
15 favorably on the fitness of the applicant to engage in the contract security
16 company business.
17 (4) Committed any act while the license was not in effect which
18 would have been cause for the revocation of a license or ground's for the
19 denial of an application for a license.
20 (b) Prior to revocation of a license, the licensing authority shall
21 promptly notify the licensee of its intent to issue an order of revocation,
22 setting forth in reasonable detail the grounds for revocation. Within 30
23 days of receipt of notice of intent to revoke from the hcensing authority,
24 the licensee may request a hearing. Within 10 days after the filing of a
25 request for hearing by the licensee, the licensing authority shall, upon
26 due notice to the licensee, schedule a hearing to be held before the
27 licensing authority or an officer designated by the licensing authority.
28 The hearing shall be held within 15 days after the notice is mailed to the
29 licensee, unless postponed at the request of the licensee. The licensee
30 shall have the right to make an oral presentation at the hearing, including
31 the right to present witnesses and to confront and cross-examine adverse
32 witnesses. The licensee may be represented by counsel. If the hearing is
33 held before a hearing officer, the officer shall submit his report in writing
34 to the licensing authority within 10 days after the hearing. The licensing
35 authority shall issue its decision within 10 days after the hearing or
36 within 10 days after receiving the report of the hearing officer. The
37 decision of the licensing authority shall be in writing and set forth the
38 licensing authority's findings and conclusions. A copy shall be promptly
39 mailed to the principal office of the licensee in the State.
40 (c) Within 90 days after the licensee has exhausted all rights of appeal
41 under this act or if the licensee does not seek a hearing after receipt of
42 a notice of intent to revoke, the licensee shall notify all of its clients
43 in the State of the revocation and maintain in its records a copy of the
44 notices. The licensee shall cease to perform any services for which it has
45 been licensed under this act within 60 days of its receipt of the final
46 notice of intent to revoke from the licensing authority.
47 (d) Under circumstances in which the licensing authority determines
48 that the public health, welfare, or safety may be jeopardized by the
49 termination of a licensee's services, the licensing authority may upon its
50 own motion or upon application by the licensee or any party affected by
51 such termination extend the time for the termination of the licensee's
52 operations, subject to reasonable, necessary and proper conditions or
53 restrictions it deems appropriate.
54 (e) After the licensing authority has issued a notice of intent to revoke
55 a license, the licensee may request that it be permitted to continue to
56 operate subject to the terms of a written order of consent issued by the
57 licensing authority requiring the licensee to correct the conditions set
58 forth as grounds for revocation in the notice of intent to revoke and
59 imposing reasonable conditions and restrictions on the licensee in the
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60 conduct of its business. The licensing authority may grant or deny such a
61 request and may stay or postpone any proceeding being conducted
62 pursuant to subsection (b) of this section. Negotiations for an order of
63 consent may be requested at any time during revocation proceedings and
64 stay of pending proceedings during negotiations shall be within the sole
65 discretion of the licensing authority. If revocation proceedings are before
66 a court and the licensing authority and licensee have agreed upon the
67 terms of a proposed consent order, the licensing authority shall submit
68 the proposed order to the court which may approve or disapprove the
69 proposed order or require modification of the proposed consent order
70 before approval
71 (f) The licensing authority shall enact reasonable rules and regulations
72 for determination of whether a licensee has complied with a consent order
73 issued pursuant to subsection (e) of this section. If the licensing authority
74 determines that a licensee has failed to comply, it may revoke the order
75 and conduct proceedings for revocation of the license. If the consent order
76 has been approved by a court, the licensing authority shall petition the
77 court for vacation of the order. The court shall hold a hearing to determine
78 if the order should be vacated. If the court vacates the consent order, the
79 licensing authority may initiate proceedings for revocation of the license.

1 Section 25. [Posting and Surrender of License Certificate.]
2 (a) Within 72 hours after receipt of the license certificate, the licensee
3 shall post and display the license certificate at all times in a conspicuous
4 place in his principal office in the State and copies thereof to be displayed
5 at all times in any other offices within the State where the licensee trans-
6 acts business with its customers so that all persons visiting such place or
7 places may readily see the license. Such license certificates or copies
8 thereof shall be subject to inspection at all reasonable times by the
9 licensing authority.

10 (b) It shall be unlawful for any person holding a license certificate to
11 knowingly and willfully post the license certificate or permit it to be
12 posted upon premises other than those described in the license certificate
13 or to knowingly and willfully alter the license certificate. Each license
14 certificate shall be surrendered to the licensing authority within 72 hours
15 after it has been revoked or after the licensee ceases to do business,
16 subject, however, to Section 24(d) and (e). If, however, the licensing
17 authority or a court of competent jurisdiction has pending before it any
18 matter relating to the renewal, revocation, or transfer of a license, the
19 licensee shall not be required to surrender the license until the matter
20 has been adjudicated and all appeals have been exhausted. When the
21 licensee receives final notice that his license has been revoked, a copy of
22 the notice shall be displayed and posted in close proximity to the license
23 certificate until the licensee terminates his operations.

I Section 26. [Change in Status of Licensee.] The licensee shall notify
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2 the licensing authority within 30 days of any change in its officers, direc-
3 ton, or material change in the information previously furnished or required
4 to be furnished to the licensing authority or any occurrence which could
5 reasonably be expected to affect the licensee's right to a license under

6 this statute.

1 Section 27. [Application for Registration.]
2 (a) Except as otherwise provided in this act, no person shall perform

3 the functions and duties of an armed private security officer in the State
4 without first having been registered with She licensing authority and issu'd
5 a registration card in the manner prescribe in the statute.
6 (b) Individuals required to obtain a registration card under this section

7 shall file for a registration card and, upon completion thereof, the licensee

8 or registrant shall immediately forward tha application to the licensing
9 authority.

10 (c) Every applicant for a registration card shall make and deliver to

11 the licensee or the licensing authority a sworn application in writing upon

12 a form prescribed by the licensing authority containing the following

13 information:
14 (1) The name and address of the person which employs or will em-

15 ploy the applicant.
16 (2) Applicant's full name and current residence address.

17 (3) Date and place of birth.
18 (4) Social Security number.
19 (5) Telephone number, if any.
20 (6) Complete addresses for the past five years.
21 (7) List of all employers for the past five years.
22 (8) List of all arrests, convictions, and pending criminal charges in

23 any jurisdiction.
24 (9) Type of military discharge.
25 (10) General physical description.
26 (11) All names used by the applicant other than the name by which

27 the individual is currently known, with an explanation setting forth the

28 place or places where each name was used, the date or dates of each use,
29 and an explanation of why the names were used.
30 (12) Two sets of classifiable fingerprints recorded in the manner as

31 may be prescribed by the licensing authority.
32 (13) Two recent color photographs.
33 (14) A statement whether the applicant has ever been denied a

34 registration card and whether the card has been revoked or suspended in

35 any jurisdiction.
36 (IS) A statement that the applicant will notify the licensing authority

37 of any material changes of information set forth in the application within

38 10 days after the change.
39 (16) A statement that the applicant does not suffer from habitual

40 drunkenness or from narcotic addiction or dependence and does not
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41 possess any disability which would prevent him from performing the
42 duties of an armed private security officer.
43 (17) A statement from a certified trainer to the effect that the appli-
44 cant has completed the training required by Section 36(a) and (b).
45 (d) To be eligible to apply for a registration card an individual must:
46 (1) Be of legal majority age.
47 (2) Be a citizen of the United States or a resident alien.
48 (3) Not have been convicted in any jurisdiction of any felony or of
49 any crime involving moral turpitude or illegally using or possessing a
50 dangerous weapon, for any of which a full pardon (or similar relief) has
51 not been granted.
52 (4) Not have been declared by any court of competent jurisdiction
53 incompetent by reason of mental disease or defect and has not been
54 restored.
55 (5) Not suffer from habitual drunkenness or from narcotic addiction
56 or dependence.
57 (6) Be of good moral character.
58 (7) Not possess any disability which in the opinion of the licensing
59 authority prevents him from performing the duties of an armed private
60 security officer.
61 (e) The registration card shall be carried by an individual required to
62 be registered under this act whenever such individual is performing the
63 duties of an armed private security officer and shall be exhibited upon
64 request.
65 (f) Application for a registration card to the licensing authority shall
66 be accompanied by a [S15] fee.
67 (g) A registration card shall entitle the registrant to perform the duties
68 of an armed private security officer provided the registrant continues in
69 the employ of the employer listed on the card and maintains his eligibility
70 to hold a registration card under the provisions of this act.

1 Section 28. [Registration CardInvestigation.] After receipt of an
2 application for a registration card, the licensing authority shall conduct
3 an investigation to determine whether the facts set forth in the applica-
4 tion are true and shall cause the applicant's fingerprints to be compared
5 with fingerprints filed with [the State's department or agency maintain-
6 ing criminal history records]. The licensing authority or that agency shall
7 within five days forward a copy of the fingerprint card of the applicant
8 to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and request a search of the finger-
9 print files of the FBI for any record of convictions of the registration

10 card applicant.

1 Section 29. [Action on Registration Card Application.] Action to ap-
2 prove or deny an application of an indivjdual for a registration card shall
3 be taken as expeditiously as possible by the licensing authority but the
4 action shall be completed within 30 days after receipt of the application
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5 unless the licensing authority shall require additional information from

6 the applicant. In that event or if additional facts are required to satisfy

7 the requirements of this act, or if the applicant has not submitted all the

8 information required, the period for the action by the licensing authority

9 shall commence when all information has been received by the licensing

10 authority. Upon acceptance of a registrant's application, the licensing

11 authority shall enter the registrant on its permanent register and issue to

12 the registrant a permanent registration card which shall be valid for

13 one year.

I Section 30. [Registration CardsDenial, Suspension or Revocation;

2 Hearings, Notices.]
3 (a) Registration cards shall be denied, suspended, or revoked by the

4 licensing authority in the manner hereinafter set forth if the cardholder

5 has:
6 (I) Failed to meet the qualifications of Section 27(d).

7 (2) Been found to have violated any of the provisions of this act or
8 any rule or regulation of the licensing authority if the licensing authority

9 determines that the violation reflects unfavorably upon the fitness of the

10 registrant to function as an armed private security officer.

11 (3) Knowingly and willfully giving any material false information

12 to the licensing authority in connection with an application for a registra-

13 tion card or a renewal or reinstatement of a registration card or in the

14 submission of any material fact to the licensing authority.

15 (4) Been convicted in any jurisdiction of a felony, a crime involving

16 moral turpitude, or illegally using or possessing a dangerous weapon,

17 for any of which a full pardon (or similar relief) has not been granted.

18 (b) Prior to denial, suspension, or revocation of a registration card,

19 the licensing authority shall promptly notify the 7cgistrant and the employ-

20 er with whom the cardholder is employed of the proposed action setting

21 forth in reasonable detail the grounds for denial, suspension, or revoca-

22 tion. The registrant may request a hearing in the same manner and in

23 accordance with the same procedures as that provided in Section 24(b).

24 (c) In the event that the licensing authority denies, suspends, or re-
25 yokes a registration card, the cardholder, upon receipt of the notice of

26 denial, suspension, or revocation, shall immediately cease to perform the

27 duties of an armed private security officer.

28 (d) Both the cardholder and the employer shall be notified by the

29 licensing authority of final action to deny, suspend, or revoke a registra-

30 tion card.

1 Section 31. [Renewal of Registration CardNotification of Changes.]

2 (a) Registration cards issued by the licensing authority shall be valid

3 for a period of one year. A registration card renewal form must be filed

4 by the cardholder with the licensing authority not less than 30 days
5 prior to the expiration of the card. The fee for renewal of the card shall
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6 be ($5]. The renewal application shall include a statement by the regis-
7 trant that the registrant continues to meet the qualifications for an armed
8 private security officer as set forth in Section 27(c). The renewal applic,a-
9 tion shall be accompanied by a statement from a certified trainer that the

10 registrant has satisfactorily completed the prescribed refresher training
II required by Section 36. A renewed registration card shall be valid for
12 one year.
13 (b) The licensing authority may refuse to renew a registration card
14 for any of the grounds set forth in Section 27(d) and it shall promptly
15 notify the cardholder of its intent to refuse to renew the license. The
16 cardholder may, within 15 days after receipt of the notice, request a
17 hearing on the refusal in the same manner and in accordance with the
18 same procedure as that provided in Section 24(b).
19 (c) Licensees and employers subject to this act shall notify the
20 licensing authority within 10 days after the death or termination of em-
21 ployment of any of its employees who are registrants.
22 (d) Licensees and employers subject to this act shall immediately
23 notify the licensing authority upon receipt of information relating to a
24 registrant's continuing eligibility to hold a card under the provisions
25 of this act.

I Section 32. [Transferability of Registration Cards.]
2 (a) In the event that a rele terminates employment with one
3 employer and is reemployed within five business days as an armed private
4 security officer with another employer, the registrant shall within 24
5 hours of reemployment submit to the licensing authority a notice of the
6 change on a form prescribed by the licensing authority, together with a
7 transfer fee of ($5]. The licensing authority shall issue a new registration
8 card reflecting the name of the new employer. Upon receipt of the new
9 card, the registrant must immediately return the old card to the licensing

10 authority. The registrant may continue to work as an armed private
II security officer for the new employer while the licensing authority is
12 processing the application.
13 (b) A registrant who terminates employment and who is not reem-
14 ployed as an armed private security officer within five business days
IS shall, within 24 hours of the fifth business day, surrender the registration
16 card to the employer. The employer shall return the cancelled registration
17 card to the licensing authority within five business days by placing it in
18 the U.S. mail addressed to the licensing authority. If the registrant fails
19 to surrender the card as required by this subsection, the employer shall
20 notify the licensing authority of that fact within 10 business days after
21 the registrant terminated employment.
22 (c) Any individual who changes his permanent residence to this State
23 from any otner State which the licensing authority determines has selec-
24 tion, training, and all other similar requirements at least equal to those
25 required by this act, and who holds a valid registration, commission,
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26 identification, or similar card issued by that State through a licensee

27 which is licensed by that State and who wishes to continue to be employed

28 by that licensee, may apply for a registration card on a form prescribed

29 by the licensing authority upon payment of a processing fee of [S5] and

30 certification by the licensee that the individual has completed the training

31 prescribed by that State. The licensing authority shall issue the individual

32 a registration card.
33 (d) A registration card issued by any other State of the United States

34 shall be valid in this State for a period of 90 days, provided the registrant

35 is on temporary assignment for the employer shown on his registration

36 card.

I Section 33. [Expiration and Renewal during Suspension of Use of a

2 Registration Card.] A registration card shall be subject to expiration and

3 renewal during the period in which the holder of the card is subject to

4 an order of suspension.

I Section 34. [Activities of Registrants during Suspension of Use of a

2 Registration Card.] After a registrant has received a notice of suspension

3 or revocation of his registration card, the individual shall not perform the

4 duties of an armed private security officer unless specifically authorized

5 to do so by order of the licensing authority or by [a court of competent
6 jurisdiction within the State].

I Section 35. [Firearms.]
2 (a) It shall be unlawful for any person performing, the duties of an
3 armed private security officer to carry a firearm in the performance of
4 those duties without having first been issued a registration card by the

5 licensing authority.
6 (b) A registration card will grant authority to the holder, while in the

7 performance of his duties, to carry a standard police .38 caliber handgun

8 or any other firearm approved by the licensing authority not otherwise

9 prohibited by any state law and with which the registrant has met the

10 training requirements of Section 36. The use of any firearm not approved

11 by the licensing authority is prohibited.
12 (c) The registrant must be in possession of the registration card when

13 carrying a firearm and shall exhibit it upon request. Registration cards

14 shall authorize possession of an approved firearm only when the regis-

15 trant is on duty or traveling directly to and from work.

16 (d) All firearms carried by authorized armed private security officers

17 in the performance of their duties shall be owned by the employer and,

18 if required by law, shall be fully registeted with the proper agency or

19 government. Personally owned weapons will not be carried by armed
20 private security officers in the performance of their duties.

I Section 36. (Armed Private Security Officer Training Requirements.]
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2 (a) Prior to being issued a registration card, all armed private security
3 officers shall receive at least eight hours of general training as prescribed
4 by the licensing authority and be required to successfully pass an examina-
5 tion on the prescribed material which includes the following topics:
6 (1) Orientation: two hours.
7 (2) Legal powers and limitations of a security officer: two hours.
8 (3) Emergency procedures: two hours.
9 (4) General duties: two hours.

10 (b) All armed private security officers shall also receive firearms
11 training before being issued a firearm. The following minimum firearms
12 preassignsnent training shall be required:
13 (1) Pre-issue weapon instruction and successful examination,
14 including the following topics:
15 (i) Legal limitations on use of weapons.
16 (ii) Handling of a weapon.
17 (iii) Safety and maintenance.
18 (2) Minimum marksmanship qualification requirement: a minimum
19 of 60 percent on any approved silhouette target course prescribed by the
20 licensing authority.
21 (c) All armed private security officers must complete an annual eight-
22 hour refresher course in the subjects prescribed by subsection (a) of this
23 section and be requalified in the use of firearms prior to applying for a
24 renewal registration card under the provisions of Section 31.
25 (d) Upon a registrant's completion of any training required in this
26 section, the licensee, registrant, or employer shall furnish to the licensing
27 authority a written notice of such completion signed by a certified trainer.
28 (e) All training required by this act shall be administered by a certified
29 trainer who is approved by the licensing authority and meets the following
30 minimum qualifications:
31 (I) Is of legal majority age.
32 (2) Has a minimum of ore year supervisory experience with a
33 contract security company, proprietary security organization, or with any
34 federal. U.S. military, state, county, or municipal law enforcement agency.
35 (3) Is personally qualified to teach the training required by
36 this act.
37 (f) The certified trainer may, at his discretion, instruct personally or
38 use a combination of personal instruction, audio, and/or visual training
39 aids. The certified trainer shall have authority to appoint one or more
40 instructors to assist in the implementation of the training program.

I Section 37. [Employment by Nonlicensees.] It is unlawful, as pro-
2 vided in Section 42. for any person, other than a licenses, to employ an
3 armed private security officer unless prior to employment that person
4 shall notify the licensing authority on a form prescribed by the licensing
5 authority of his intent to employ an armed private security officer: desig-
6 nate an individual who will be responsible for the compliance with the
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7 applicable provisions of this act on behalf of the officer; furnish the

8 licensing authority with evidence of insurance required by Section 41;

9 and furnish other information as the licensing authority may require.

1 Section 38. [Fingerprinting and Application.]
2 (a) Except as otherwise provided in this act, no person shall perform

3 the duties of an unarmed private security officer without having first sub-

4 milted two sets of classifiable fingerprints to his employer and having

5 completed an employment application on a form approved by the licens-

6 ing authority.
7 (b) On or before the date an unarmed private security officer begins

8 employment, the employer must submit the employee's fingerprints and

9 the application to the licensing authority. The licensing authority shall
10 compare or request that [the appropriate state agency] compare the finger-

!! prints filed with the application to fingerprints filed with [the division of

12 criminal identification, records and statistics of the state department of

13 corrections, or its equivalent]. The licensing authority [or the state agency

14 comparing the fingerprints] shall also submit the fingerprints to the

15 Federal Bureau of Investigation for a search of the fingerprint files of

16 that agency.
17 (c) The application for an identification card shall be accompanied

18 by a [35] fee.
19 (d) Within 30 days after an employment application and fingerprints
20 have been submitted by an employer, the licensing authority shall inform

21 the employer of any criminal conviction data resulting from the records

22 search.
23 (e) No person may employ an individual as an unarmed private securi-

24 ty officer if the individual has been convicted in any jurisdiction of any

25 felony or of any crime involving moral turpitude or illegally using or

26 possessing a dangerous weapon, for any of which a full pardon (or similar

27 relief) has not been granted.

1 Section 39. [Identification Card.]
2 (a) The licensing authority shall issue an identification card for every

3 individual who has been subjected to a criminal history records check and

4 does not have a conviction for a felony or any crime as stated in Section

5 38(d). The identification card will be sent to the employer submitting the

6 fingerprint records and the card will then be issued to the employee if he

7 is still employed. Identification cards issued by the licensing authority

8 under this subsection shall be carried by that individual while performing

9 his duties and shall be exhibited upon request.
10 (b) In the event that a holder of an identification card terminates

11 employment with one employer and is reemployed within five business

12 days as an unarmed private security officer with another employer, the

13 holder shall within 24 hours of such reemployment submit to the licensing

14 authority a notice of the change on a form prescribed by the licensing

6 9 d
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15 authority together with a transfer fee of [S5]. The licensing authority
16 shall issue a new identification card reflecting the name of the new employ-
17 er. Upon receipt of that new card, the holder must immediately return the
18 old card to the licensing authority. The holder may continue to work as an
19 unarmed private security officer for the new employer while the licensing
20 authority is processing the application.
21 (c) The holder of an identification card who terminates employment
22 and who is not reemployed as an unarmed private security officer within
23 five business days shall, within 24 hours of the fifth business day, surrend-
24 er the identification card to the employer. The employer shall return the
25 cancelled identification card to the licensing authority within five business
26 days by placing the card in the U.S. mail addressed to the licensing
27 authority. If the holder fails to surrender the card as required by this
28 subsection, the employer shall notify the licensing authority of that fact
29 within 10 business days after the holder has terminated employment.

1 Section 40. [Uniforms and Equipment.]
2 (a) No individual, while performing the duties ofan armed or unarmed
3 private security officer, shall wear or display any badge, insignia, device,
4 shield, patch or pattern which shall indicate or tend to indicate that he
5 is a sworn peace officer or which contains or includes the word "police"
6 or the equivalent thereof, or is similar in wording to any law enforcement
7 agency in this State.
8 (b) No person, while performing any private security services, shall
9 have or utilize any vehicle or equipment displaying the words "police,"

10 "law enforcement officer," or the equivalent thereof, or have any sign,
11 shield, marking, accessory, or insignia that may indicate that such vehicle
12 is a vehicle of a public law enforcement agency.
13 (c) If a private security officer is required to wear a uniform, it shall
14 be furnished by the employer. All military or police-style uniforms, except
15 for rainwear or other foul weather clothing, shall have affixed:
16 (I) Over the left breast pocket on the outermost garment and on
17 all caps worn by such persons, badges, distinct in design from those
18 utilized by law enforcement agencies within the State and approved by
19 the licensing authority.
20 (2) Over the right breast pocket on the outermost garment a plate
21 or tape of the size 5" x 1" with the words "Security Officer."
22 (d) An employer may require a reasonable deposit to secure the return
23 of the uniform, weapon, or any equipment provided by the employer.

1 Section 41. [Insurance Requirements.] All licensees and employers
2 of armed private security officers shall file with the licensing authority a
3 certificate of insurance evidencing comprehensive general liability
4 coverage for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage with
5 endorsements for assault and battery and personal injury, including false
6 arrest, libel, slander, and invasion of privacy in the amount of [$3,000]
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7 for bodily or personal injury and [$100,000] for property damage. Licen-
8 sees shall also file endorsements for damage to property in their care,
9 custody, and control, and for errors and omissions. Licensees and employ-

10 ers of armed private security officers shall also file a certificate of Work -

II men's Compensation Insurance as required by the statutes of this State.
12 The certificates shall provide that the insurance shall not be modified or
13 cancelled unless 10 days' prior notice shall be given to the licensing
14 authority. All persons required to be insured by this act must be insured
15 by a carrier licensed in the State in which the insurance has been pur-
16 chased or in this State.

I Section 42. [Unlawful Acts.]
2 (a) It is unlawful for any person to knowingly commit any of the
3 following:
4 (I) Provide contract security services without possessing a valid
5 license.
6 (2) Employ any individual to perform the duties of an armed private
7 security officer who is not the holder of a valid registration card or to
8 employ any individual to perform the duties of an unarmed private
9 security officer who has not filed an application for an identification

10 card as required by Section 38.
11 (3) Publish any advertisement, letterhead, circular, statement, or
12 phrase of any sort which suggests that the licensee is an official police
13 agency or any other agency, instrumentality, or division of this State or
14 any of its political subdivisions or of the federal government.
15 (4) Issue any badge or shield not in conformance with this act.
16 (5) Designate an individual as other than a private security officer.
17 (6) Knowingly make any false statement or material omission in
18 any application filed with the licensing authority.
19 (7) Falsely represent that the person is the holder of a valid license
20 or registration.
21 (8) Violate any provision of this act or any rule or regulation of the
22 licensing authority.
23 (b) It is unlawful for any private security officer to knowingly commit
24 any of the following:
25 (I) Fail to return immediately on demand or within 24 hours of
26 termination of employment a firearm issued by an employer. Violation of
27 this provision shall constitute a felony.
28 (2) To carry a firearm in the performance of his duties if not the
29 holder of a valid registration card. Violation of this provision will consti-
30 tute a felony.
31 (3) Fail to return immediately on demand or within seven days of
32 termination of employment any uniform, badge, or other item of equip-
33 ment issued to the private security officer by an employer.
34 (4) Make any statement which would reasonably cause another
35 person to believe that the private security officer functions as a sworn
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36 peace officer or other official of this State or of any of its political sub-
37 divisions or agency of the federal government.
38 (5) Fail to comply with the regulations issued by the licensing
39 authority or with any other requirements under the provisions of this act.
40 (6) Divulge to anyone other than his employer or to such persons
41 as his employer may direct as may be required by law any information
42 acquired during such employment that may compromise the security of
43 any premises to which he shall have been assigned by the employer.
44 (7) Fail to return to the employer or the licensing authority a regis-
45 tration card or identification card as required by the provisions of this act.
46 (8) Possess a license, registration card, or identification card issued
47 to another person.
48 (9) Use any badge or shield not in conformance with this act.
49 (c) The violation of any of the provisions of this section, unless other-
50 wise specified, shall constitute a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of
51 not more than [$1,000] or up to one year of imprisonment, or both. The
52 licensing authority is also authorized to suspend or revoke a license,
53 registration card, or identification card issued under this act.

I Section 43. [Sworn Police Offker.] Any individual who is regularly
2 employed as a sworn police officer and who also is employed as an armed
3 or unarmed private security officer must comply with the requirements of
4 this act.

I Section 44. [Fees and Deposits.] Any fees payable by a registrant
2 under this act and paid by a licensee on the registrant's behalf, or any
3 deposits which may be required by licensee from a registrant under this
4 act, may be deducted from any wages payable to the registrant by the
5 licensee, provided that such deduction does not reduce the hourly wage
6 below the applicable minimum wage law.

1 Section 45. [Local Government Regulation of Contract Security Com-
2 parries or Private Security Officers.]
3 (a) From and after the effective date of this act, no governmental
4 subdivision of this State shall enact any legislation, code, or ordinance, or
5 promulgate any rules or regulations relating to the licensing, training, or
6 regulation of contract security companies or individuals functioning as
7 private security officers, armed or unarmed, other than the imposition of
8 a bona fide business tax.
9 (b) Upon the effective date of this act, any provision of any legislation,

10 code, or ordinance, or rules promulgated by any local governmental
11 subdivision of this State relating to the licensing, training, or regulation
12 of contract security companies or individuals functioning as private
13 security officers, armed or unarmed, shall be deemed superseded by this
14 act.
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I Section 46. [Judicial Review.]
2 (a) Any person aggrieved by any final action of the licensing authority
3 under this act shall have the right to judicial review by [a court of compe-
4 tent jurisdiction] within the State.
5 (b) In proceedings in any court pursuant to the provisions of this act,

6 trial shall be de novo. When a court has acquired jurisdiction, all adminis-

7 trative action taken prior thereto shall be stayed, except as provided in

8 Section 34. The rights of the parties shall be determined by the court
9 upon a trial of the matter or matters in controversy under rules governing

10 the trial of other civil suits in the same manner and to the same extent as
I I if the matter had been committed to the court in the first instance and
12 there had been no intervening administrative or executive action or
13 decision.

I Section 47. [Reciprocity.] Full reciprocity shall be accorded to armed
2 and unarmed private security officers who are properly registered and

3 certified in another State having selection and training requirements at
4 least equal to the requirements of this State when the duties of these

5 individuals require them to operate across state lines.

1 Section 48. [Severability.] [Insert severability clause.]

1 Section 49. [Repeal.] [Insert repealer clause.]

1 Section 50. [Effective Date.] [Insert effective date.]
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MIRANDA RULINGS
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1966 the United States Supreme Court under ChiefJustice War-
ren issued the Miranda a Arizona 1 ruling. In 1971 the "new" Supreme
Court under Chief Justice Burger issued the first in a series of rulings
which chipped away at Miranda? Since then many commentators have
speculated about the future of Miranda and have concluded that the fu-
ture looks dim.' Even the more cautious legal journals have reached
similar conclusions.4 Some have predicted that the Burger Court will
continue to undermine the substance of the decision, though perhaps
not actually overrule it,' while another has predicted that the Court
"will assuredly overrule it within the near future:4

The purpose of this article is not to analyze the rulings and add
another prediction to the list but to examine systematically the reaction
of state supreme courts to the rulings in order to determine whether
these courts have eroded the Miranda principles by failing to require
strict adherence to them. It is assumed that the state supreme court
judges, like the commentators, saw the apparent handwriting on the

Associate profaner of Political Science, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Ph.D. Univer-
sity of California at Santa Barbara, 1976.

1 314 U.S 436 (1966).
2 Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222 (1971). Commentators consider the Burger Court to

have begun with Burger's appointment, though by the time of this decision President Nixon
had made Justice Bleckmtues appointment also.

3 Manias Miasma, TIME, June 24, 1974, at 64; &flow, Vadoresitiag Afirewls 7 Ayer
Card Wv With &gait, 224 Nxrpom 490 (1976).

Mad, Criminal PreurkreMiwinthility tfaalessisas--Dowsial an As Craw lAlrivada?, 10
SOFTOLX U.L. Rev. 1141 (1976); PI:lender, ANthipa a nein: 4 Warmly Aesai Mirada, 17
Aese. L. Rev. 188 (1975); Stone, Mt Mirada Dwain' it at Argo Caws, 1977 THE Sup. Cr.
Rev. 99; Note, US a Credo-4104 Kr &qv* /dimwit's Last 4t.A, 47 U. Cow. L. Rev.
279 (1976). For a less parimisic analysis, see brad, Osiuirs/Mmiere, KrAgo awe, sad Kr
Legay V Kt Wang; OW, 7S Mrcm. L Rev. 1320 (1977).

5 ?dander, mfr. note 4; Stone, ssiMe note 4.
Obeid, ma. note 4, at 117$.
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wall and anticipated a continuous chipping away at the Miranda princi-

ples' by the Burger Court. It is hypothesized that these judges took the

opportunity to erode the Miranda principles and, in fact, eroded them
even more than the Burger Court had already done.

Social scientists have used three models to characterize the relation-
ship between the Supreme Court and the lower federal and state courts.
The "hierarchical model" analogizes the judicial system to a pyramid,
with the Supreme Court at the pinnacle. According to this model, the
Court establishes important policy, and the lower courts implement the
policy automatically! The "bureaucratic model" also analogizes the ju-
dicial system to a pyramid, with the Supreme Court at the pinnacle.
But, according to this model, while the Court establishes important pol-
icy, the lower courts do not implement the policy automatically.
Rather, they impose bureaucratic constraints, such as inefficiency and
recalcitrance, upon the Court" The "interaction model" does not anal-
ogize the judicial system to a pyramid at all. Instead, according to this

model, the Court establishes some important policyt However, since the
Court hears relatively few cases, it must allow the lower courts to formu-

late key policy as well. Furthermore, the Court, by necessity, allows the
lower courts to evade some of its rulings."'

Social scientists have assessed the usefulness of these three models

by engaging in a variety of research. The most popular research has
been on the impact of judicial decisions." Initially this research focused

on the impact of the Supreme Court's race relations decisions.
Prompted by the resistance to the Court's Brown v. Board of Education 12

' A survey of prosecutors found that they saw the apparent handwriting on the wall.

Gruhl & Spohn, The raw Girt' AIA-Miatede Rehivs: Anima m Local Premaiers, 3 LAY, &

PoucY Q. 29 (1961). So, presumably, judges did too.
J. FRANK, Cowers ON TRIAL: Myra ANDMau r/ IN AMERICAN JuSTICE 222 (1963).

9 W. MURPHY, ELEMENTS Or JUDICIAL STRATEGY (1964); J. PELTASON, FEDERAL

COURTS IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS (1955); M. SHAPIRO, THL SUPREME COURT AND AD.

Narorrsuarvz AGENCIES (1968); Murphy, Lemur Cart Cho& eR Seimme Cwt Pharr, 53 Au.

Pounc.at. Solace REV. 1017 (1959); Murphy, Chief/whet Taft am the Lower Court limear

every.. .4 Se* it Iodide/ kiwilistratim , 24 J. or Pm. 453 (1962); Shapiro, Amid, 14 Law &

SOC'Y Rzv. 629 (1980).
10 K. DOLIEARE, TRIAL COURTS IN URSAN POLITICS: STATECOURT POLJCY IMPACT

AND FUNCTIONS IN A LOCAL POLITICAL SYSTEM (1967); K. VINES AND R. RICHARDSON,

THE POLTTICS Or FEDERAL COURTS: LOWER COURTS IN THE UNITED STATES (1970);

Dolbeare, The Akre/ Dithiet Cams mai !him /Lille 13.1147. Erfieramy Sme), in FRONTIERS

orJuniciat RESEARCH 371(j. Grossman &J. Tanenhaus eds. 1969); Howard, La/paw Fiero

is Three Iliad Suter Came J4 es r, S Lw & SOC'Y Rev. 33 (1973); Vines, The Role *Jamie

Comb If Arndt it At FdaslImiieiel ?mew A au 4 s0, 7 Minwur J. or Pourical. So.
arrcz 305 (1963).

11 THE IMPACT qr. SUPREME COURT Decisions (T. Becker & M. Feeley eds. 2d ed.

1973); S. KURT, THE IMPACT Or THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT: SOME PRILSPEC,

TIM (1970).
17 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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decision, social scientists tried to determine the extent to which resist-
ance to the decision resulted in noncompliance with it's Later, re-
searchers focused on the impact of the Court's decisions in other areas.
Foremost among these other areas is that of criminal rights. Social
scientists tried to determine the extent to which the Court's Mapp v.
Ohio ,14 Ercolvdo v. Ilhitois,13 Miranda, and /m rs Gault'. decisions resulted
in noncompliance by the lower state courts." They found thit many of
the courts were reluctant to relinquish their traditional, conservative
policies concerning the exclusionary rule, confessions, and juvenile
rights, even in the face of the Supreme Court's demands that the courts
adopt its more liberal policies. Consequently, researchers concluded
that these decisions resulted in substantial noncompliance.

Nevertheless, Miranda eventually resulted in general compliance."'
Romans"' compared compliance with Erased, and Miranda by state
supreme courts. He found little compliance with Eravdo but considera-
ble compliance with Miranda. He explained this difference by observing
that Ercolvdo, though unquestionably liberal ill direction, was not partic-
ularly clear in specifics, thereby providing lower courts with an opportu-
nity to evade it." In contrast, Miranda was clear, and did not provide
lower courts with an opportunity to evade the decision.v In addition,
this difference in compliance could have been explained by noting that
Miranda was the second major case in this line of decisions involving

13 J. PELTASON, FIFTYEIGHT LONELY MEN: SOUTHERN FEDERAL JUDGESAND SCHOOL
DESEGREGATION (1961); Vines, Federal .DistrietIrdles end Rose &knots Cams ix $WL4, 26J.
or Pot.. 337 (1964).

14 367 U.S. 643 (1961).
13 378 U.S. 478 (1964).
111 387 U.S. 1 (1967).
17 For AfaispManwaring, The &poet eAfefita Ohio, in THE SUPREME COURT AS Pot,

ICYAKER: THREE STUDIES ON THE IMPACT or JUDICIAL DECISIONS I (D. Everson ed.
1968); Canon, Random o &de &Orem Courts N US Sos/vvene awd ait Likes's, DAirim,
LAw k Soc'Y Ray. 109 (1973); Canon, Testify At Efietievnest Likrtier Alleles at At
Sure NW Federal Lath: The Careea, Esrlarismy Role, 5 Asa. Pot- Q 57 (1977); M. Rut,
Local Court. Venus the Supreme Court: the Impact of Mapp v. Ohio (unpublished conven-
tion paper, American Political Science Association 1973). ForErake and AfissuisKramer
k Riga, The News Yak Coot eAfifisalt mai the Who awes &Orem awl, /960-76,8 Pvruus75
(1978); Rom:Liu, The Role VSiste Sismone Cour& inJolislal /Wig Alai* &mink Minna ad
Ks Use ejsrlitia/ loyatt Aialleis,27 W. Pot.mcat Q 38 (1974). For CultLefitein,Staple-
ton, & Teitelbaum, Is Som. ejenonik/nstiec Conk ad ill bolanonialiete, 3 Law & Soc'v
Ray. 491 (1969).

IS Here "noncompliance" is used generally to mean a failure to follow the Supreme
Court's doctrine in stmilar, related calm In the studies cited the term was operationalised
specifically to categorise reactions to whatever doctrine was involved.

1! Romans, expo, note 17.
20 /, at 42-51.
21 Is at 51t52, U. In fact, one racer /see interested in the comparative impact of clear

and ambiguous decisions called Miranda "exceedingly dear." L autasoN, THESUPREME
COURT AND rrs roams: Tits coratomr...vnom or Poucy DEGUJONS 47 (1973).
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confessions. As such, it signaled the Court's intention to make policy in
this area and, correspondingly, it warned the lower courts not to try to

evade it 22
From this research on the impact of judicial decisions upon the

lower courts, some conclusions and implications emerge. Lower courts

often do not faithfully comply with the Supreme Court's doctrine. This
has been especially true for its doctrine concerning criminal rights. The
Court must establish clear doctrine and indicate its determination to get
the lower courts to comply by issuing a series of decisions reinforcing its
doctrine. Once the Court no longer indicates its determination to en-
force a doctrine, the lower courts will sense less pressure from the Court

to comply with it. Further, if the Court not only stops indicating its
determination to enforce a doctrine, but actually exhibits an intention

to erode it, the lower courts might erode the doctrine faster than the
Court does by itself. Hence two hypotheses emerge: the lower courts
eroded the Miranda doctrine and, in fact, eroded it further than the Bur-

ger Court itself already had done. r

This article will evaluate these hypotheses by first discussing Mi-

randa and the Burger Court's post Miranda rulings and then comparing
these rulings with state supreme court holdings in related cases.

II. MIJUNDA AND THE BURGER COURT'S POST-MI1UNDA RULINGS

Prior to 1964 courts generally used the "voluntariness" test to deter-
mine whether confessions could be admitted as evidence at trial. This

test asked, simply, whether the confessions were voluntary, given the to-

tality of the circumstances involved. Obviously, this test was highly sub-

jective.23 In 1964, the Court moved away from the voluntariness test by
proposing objective criteria to determine whether confessions could be
admitted. In Ercobedo v. Illinois , it held that police must inform suspects,
before interrogation, that they have the right to remain silent. Also, it

held that police must allow suspects to consult with their attorney.
Otherwise, the confessions would be presumed to have been coerced?'

In 1966, the Miranda Court reaffirmed Ercobedo and elaborated upon it.
The Court held that police must inform suspects that they have the
right to remain silent, that anything they say may be use'1 against them,

22 Other research found the importance of a line of decisions to achieve compliance.
Gruhl, Mr Stormy Cawer mend wo din Lew V Lueb Cemplienee 4 Lwow Fah& rawer, 33 w.

rouncu. Q, 502 (1960).
23 However, the court did assume that delay between arrest and arraignment constituted

coercion, and the Court held resulting exactions involuntary per se. McNabb v. United

States, 318 U.S. 3323(1443); Mallory v. United States, 354 U.S. 449 (1957).
24 Foreshadowing Ercriithr, the Court ruled that statements obtained from an indicted

defendant who had counsel, but who did not have counsel with him when he made the state-

ments, were inadmissible. Maasiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201 (1964).
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that they have the right to an attorney, and that if they cannot afford an
attorney the court will appoint one for them. The Court stipulated that
suspects may waive these rights if they do so knowingly, intelligently,
and voluntarily, but that they may also reassert these rights at any later
time.

In 1971, the Burger Court began to weaken Miranda. In Harris v.

New York, Chief Justice Burger announced that prosecutors could use
statements obtained in violation of Miranda to impeach defendants'
credibility if the defendants testified inconsistently with the earlier state-
ments. Miranda explicitly prohibited such use,25 but Burger declared the
prohibition mere dictum." He said Miranda should not be used as a
shield to commit perjury. Thus, the Court's attack on Miranda was evi-
dent." As Stone comments, "Harris was an exercise of raw judicial
power. . . . "26 In 1974, the Court continued to weaken Miranda. In
Michigan v. Tucker," it decided that a prosecutor could use the fruits of
an interrogation which occurred before Miranda, and was not in accord-
ance with it, even though the trial actually took place after Miranda. A
Warren Court precedent had applied the Miranda requirements to all
trials, rather than interrogations, which occurred after iffiranda.w But
Justice Rehnquist said the police acted in good faith, by following the
Ercardo requirements in effect at the time of the interrogation, and ac-
tually followed all but one of the Miranda requirements. The police had
failed to advise the suspect that if he could not s_fibrd an attorney the
court would appoint one for him. The Warren Court stressed that this is
a critical component of the warnings 3' But Rehnquist concluded that

25 "(Systeme:1u merely intended to be exculpatory by the defendant are often used to
impeach his testimony at trial. . . . These statements are incriminating in any meaningful
sense of the word and may not be used without the full warnings and effective waiver re-
quired for any other statement" 384 U.S at 477.

26 "Some comment, in the Alireade opinion can indeed be read as indicating a bar to use
of as uncounseled natation for any purpose, but discunion of that issue was not at all neces-
sary to the Court's holding and autnot be reprded as controlling." Harris v. New York, 401
U.S. at 224.

27 One commentator notes, "friighdy or wrongly, Mires* was deliberately structured to
canvass a wide range of problems, many of which were not directly raised by the cases before
the Court. This approach was thought necessary in order to 'glut concrete constitutional
guidelines for law enfonxment agencies and courts to follow.' 384 U.S. at 441-42. Thus, a
technical reading of Alinawk, such as that employed in Moroi, would enable the Court to
label many critical aspects of the decision mere dictum and therefore not 'controlling.'"
Stone, swans note 4, at-107-08. Neverthelas, the Court has not used this means of undercut-
ting Mine& since Iferrir. For other criticism, see Dershowitx & Ely, Hash a Mw Yoe: SSW
Arises Moralism ea At Gar end bpi VA, Eawrgieg Maar Msfaity, 80 VALI' W. 1198
(1971).

28 Stone, AsIhr Dote 4, at 114.
" 417 U.S. 433 (1974).
20 Johnson v. New jersey, 384 U.S. 719 (1966).
31 "lilt is necessary to warn him not only that he has the right to consult with an attorney,
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the defendant received a fair trial, if not a perfect one32

In 1975, the Court further weakened Miranda in a pair of cases. In
Oregon v. Naar" it reaffirmed Ham's. And in Michigan v. Moslry,s4 the

Court decided that a prosecutor could use statements obtained when
police resumed interrogation of a suspect two hours after the suspect cut
off the interrogation by asking for an attorney. The Warren Court had
said that police must stop immediately if suspects ask for an attorney,33

but did not say whether the police could resume the interrogation at a
later time. If Miranda is read literally, the police could not resume the
interrogation. In Mode y, however, Justice Stewart rejected this reading,
arguing that it would "lead to absurd and unintended results. "6 He
noted that the suspect was given another set of warnings, interrogated
by another officer, and interrogated about another crime.37 The Court
concluded that the police were not trying to wear down the suspect's
resistance." Justice Brennan, with Justice Marshall, dissenting, main-
tained that the majority's decision was not merely a refinement of Mi-
randa but another attack upon it." Brennan stated that, "[t]oday's
distortion of Miranda 's constitutional principles can be viewed only as
yet another step in the erosion and, I suppose, ultimate overruling of
Miranda': enforcement of the privilege against self-incrimination."40
Justice White reinforced this prediction. He said he expected the Court
to return to Ise voluntariness tat 4t

but also that if he is indigent a lawyer will be appointed to represent him. Without this
additional warning, the admonition of the right to consult with counsel would often be un-
derstood as meaning only that he can consult with a lawyer if he has one or has the funds to

obtain one." Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. at 473.
32 Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. at 446.
33 420 U.S. 714 (1975).
14 423 U.S. 96 (1975).
33 Miranda v. Arizona, 364 U.S. at 473-74.
36 Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. at 102.
37 But both interrogations concerned the same robberies. The second interrogation addi-

tionally concerned a shooting which occurred during one of the robberies.

39 423 U.S. at 106.
39 Brennan said that "renewed questioning itself is part of the process which invariably

operates to overcome the will of a suspect." Id at 114 (Brennan, J., dissenting).

4° Id at 112 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
41 Id at 106 (Whit; J., concurring). Besides these rulings, the Court issued two rulings

concerning the definition of "custodial interrogation." In Oregon v. Mathiason, 429 U.S. 492

(1977), the Court held that a parolee who was not forced to come tothe police station and

who was not arrested when he did come was not in custody and,consequently, was not aui-

tied to Aftrawle warnings. More recently, in Rhode Island v. Innis, 446 U.S. 291 (1980), the

Court held that a suspect who directed police to a weapon in response to one officer's corn -

menu to another was not interrogated and, consequently, was not denied the Minsk right to
maintain silence. These rulings did not necessarily weaken Minnie, since the Warren Court

never clearly defined "custodial interrogation." Regardless, analysis deans concerning this
definition would be extensive and would require a separate article, so these cases are not

covered here.

I
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In addition to these rulings, the Burger Court refused to extend
Miranda to new situations. In 1976 and 1977, the Court refused to ex-
tend the protections to prison disciplinary hearings,42 civil tax proceed -
ings,4' and grand jury investigations." The Warren Court might not
have extended Miranda to these situations either, but the Burger Court's
unwillingness to extend the suspects' rights did nothing to dispel the
feeling that the Court was gradually dismantling Miranda."

On the other hand, the Burger Court passed up other opportunities
to erode Miranda further. In the aftermath of Harrir, some prosecutors
questioned defendants about their failure to give police an alibi during
interrogation. By pointing to the defendants' silence, prosecutors sought
to impeach their credibility. This tactic was a logical outgrowth of Har-
rir , but the Burger Court disallowed it. In 1975, in United Slates v.
Hale ,16 it ruled that federal prosecutors could not utilize the tactic. The
Court said defendants' silence could be interpreted in a variety of ways
and consequently had little probative value. And in 1976 in Doyle v.

Ohio ,47 the Court ruled that state prosecutors could not utilize the tactic
either. The Court said defendants' silence was protected by the Fifth
Amendment 48

In conclusion, the Burger Court's rulings primarily served to
weaken Miranda, though at the same time they exhibited a reluctance to
weaken Miranda as much as they might have. As Israel observed, "the
fact remains that Miranda still is the law of the land. Moreover, while its
ramifications arguably have been narrowed, the Court has not cast
doubt upon its basic premise that the defendant's right against self-in-
crimination applies to police custodial interrogation . . . ."49 In short,
the Court has become less strict in requiring adherence to its doctrine,
but has altered its doctrine in only one respectallowing prosecutors to

42 Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308 (1976).
43 Beckwith v. United States, 425 U.S. 341 (1976).
" United States v. Mandujano, 425 U.S. 564 (1976); United States v. Wong, 431 U.S. 174

(1977).

45 To underscore this, Stone notes that in the four years before 1978 the Court granted
certiorari in only one of the 35 cases on its appellate docket in which defendants sought
review due to alleged violations of Minasda, while the Court granted certiorari in 13 of the 25
cases in which governments sought review. Stone, nom note 4, at 100.

" 422 U.S. 171 (1975).
42 426 U.S. 610 (1976).
49 Id at 617.19.
49 Israel, :wpm note 4, at 1374. In this context another ruling deserves mention. In Brewer

v. Williams, 430 U.S. 387 (1977), the Court held that statements obtained after a former
mental patient had been arrested and given Alirawis warnings were inadmissible, because the
former patient had been interrogated subtly without his counsel being prese--.t. The Court
rejected a request from 22 state attorneys general that it overrule Minolta; instead, it decided
the case on the basis of the sixth amendment.

79918-837 0 - 83 - 47
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we illegally obtained statements to impeach defendants' credibility."

III. STATE SUPREME COURTS' RULINGS

State supreme courts readily invalidated blatant violations of Aii-

nsmia." However, the Burger Court's postMiranda rulings concerned
less blatant violations of Miranda. From these rulings four issues contin-

ually arose before the state supreme courts: Could prosecutors use ille-

gally obtained statements to impeach defendants' credibility? Could
prosecutors use the fact that defendants were silent during interrogation

to impeach their credibility? Could prosecutors use statements made
when police gave suspects incorrect warnings? Could prosecutors use
statements made when police refused to stop interrogation after suspects
asked them to, or statements made when police agreed to stop but later

resumed interrogation?
All relevant state supreme court cases decided after Hams were in-

cluded in the study." Cases were deemed not relevant if they revolved

around the factual determination of whether suspects voluntarily
waived their rights. Of course, purported "factual determinations" can
camouflage a tendency to evade the Miranda guidelines." Even genuine

factual determinations which conclude that suspects' rights were vio-
lated also can conclude that the violations were "harmless errors" and

not reversible.54 But without the record, it is impossible to assess the

courts' decisions, so these cases cannot be included.

so Nevertheless, the Court probably has confused some lower court judges about the con-

tinuing validity of its doctrine. Consequently, it seems inappropriate to use "compliance-
noncompliance" terminology in evaluating lower court decisions. Such terminology

presumes that compliance can be ascertained clearly.

31 Set, e Moan' v. State, 267 N.E.2d 165 (Ind. 1971); State v. Brecht, 485 P.2d 47

(Mont. 1971); State v. Cullison, 227 N.W.2d 121 (Iowa 1975); State v. Callihan, 320 So. 2d

155 (La. 1975).
32 State supreme court cases concerning these issues were culled from:Shepard', U.S. Cita-

tions, beginning with cases decided the day after Nana and continuing through cases re-
ported in the 1976-1979 edition of the citations, published in January 1978. The tam "state
supreme court" refers to the highest court in each state. The highest court in Kentucky,
Maryland, and New York is the court of appeals. The highest court, for criminal cases, in
Oklahoma and Texas is the court of criminal appeals.

ss For a discussion of voluntary waiver of rights, see Child, 77a Itwohaary Ogaden ea ge

Right le Dot haat: h Maisel Deaden, Miff ftWettidle 14e Patens/ Oat* Am as 041.), 10

AX1t014 L. Rev. 261 (1976). For an early analysis of cases in which "factual determinations"

may have camouflaged a tendency to evade the guidelines, see Comment, War eRig4u is

?al lowervialigat: Moat iv AI Law Carver, 36 U. Cut. L. Rev. 413 (1969).

34 Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18 (1967). For analysis, see Field, Auersire the Henn-

lanai f Federal Ceesiartairel Errerd ?mass a AC,* ea &death, 125 U. PA. L Rev. 15

(1976).
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USING ILLEGALLY OBTAINED STATEMENTS TO IMPEACH CREDIBILITY

In Miranda, the Warren Court asserted that prosecutors should not
use illegally obtained statements for any purpose.55 But in Harni the
Burger Court ruled that prosecutors could use illegally obtained state-
ments to impeach defendants' credibility.54 Justice Brennan, dissenting,
noted that before the ruling fourteen state appellate courts and six fed-
eral appellate courts agreed that prosecutors could not use such state-
ments to impeach defendants' credibility, while only three state
appellate courts disagreed." Since Hants, however, this tendency has
been reversed.

Of the twenty-seven state supreme courts which addressed the issue,
twenty-one fully embraced Harri.r.51 Typical of these was the Arkansas
court, which quoted Chief Justice Burger's opinion approvingly: "'The
shield provided by Miranda cannot be perverted into a license to use
perjury by way of a defense. . . 59 Less typical were the Colorado
and Florida courts, which overruled their own precedents in order to
conform to Hon's. Both criticized the ruling. One observed that it con-
tradicted the "plain English" of Miranda .4° The other observed that it
allowed jurors to use statements to assess credibility which were forbid-
den to be used in determining guilt. The court questioned whether ju-
rors could be this discriminating and disciplined 6t

55 384 U.S. at 477.
56 401 U.S. at 225-26.
57 M at 231 n.4 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
51 Campbell v. State, 341 So. 2d 742 (Ala. 1976); State v. Jorgenson, 106 Ariz. 476, 502

P.2d 158 (1972); State v. Johnson, 109 Ariz. 70, 505 P.2d 241 (1973); State v. Mincey, 115
Ariz. 472, 566 P.2d 273 (1977); Rooks v. State, 250 Ark. 561, 466 S.W.2d 478 (1971); Jorgen-
son v. People, 174 Colo. 144, 482 ?.2d 962 (1971); People v. Harris, 191 Colo. 234, 552 P.2d
11 (1976); Hill v. State, 316 A.2d 557 (Del. 1974); State v. Retherford, 270 So. 2d 363 (Fla.
1973); Nowlin v. State, 346 So. 2d 1020 (Fla. 1977); McHan v. State, 232 Ga. 470, 207 S.E.2d
457 (1974); People v. Byers, 50 IU. 2d 210, 278 N.E.2d 65 (1972); People v. Moore, 54 III. 2d
33, 294 N.E.2d 297 (1973); Davis v. State, 256 Ind. 58, 271 N.E.2d 893 (1971); Johnson v.
State, 258 Ind. 683, 284 N.E.2d 517 (1972); State v. Greene, 214 Kan. 78, 519 P.2d 651
(1974); State 7. Andrews, 218 Kan. 156, 542 ?.2d 325 (1975); State v. Marin, 352 A.2d 746
(Me. 1976); Commonwealth v. Harris, 364 Mass. 236, 303 N.E.2d 115 (1973); People v.
Brown, 399 Mich. 350, 249 N.W.2d 693 (1976); Booker v. State, 326 So. 2d 791 (Miss. 1976);
Murphy v. State, 336 So. 2d 213 (Miss. 1976); State v. Bain, 190 Neb. 586, 210 N.W.2d 919
(1973); Johnson v. State, 92 Nev. 405, 551 P.2d 241 (1976); State v. Bryant, 290 N.C. 551, 187
S.E.2d 1 1 1 (1972); State v. Overman, 284 N.C. 335, 200 S.E.2d 604 (1973); State v. Kamm,
28 Ohio St. 2d 141, 277 N.E.2d 435 (1971); Langdell v. State, 556 P.2d 1076 (Okla. Crim.
App. 1976); Riddell v. Rhay, 79 Wash. 2d 248, 484 P.2d 907 (1971); State v. Davis, 82 Wash.
2d 790, 514 P.2d 149 (1973); Ameen v. State, 51 Wis. 2d 175, 186 N.W.2d 206 (1971); Wold v.
State, 57 Wit. 2d144, 204 N.W.2d 482 (1973).

59 Rooks v. State, 250 Ark. at 564, 466 S.W.2d at 460 (quoting Harris v. New York, 401
U.S. at 226).

6° Jorgenson v. People, 174 Colo. at 148, 482 P.2d at 964.
41 Nowlin v. State, 346 So. 2d 1020. But whether praising or criticizing Narrir, some of

these courts refined the ruling to require the trial court to conduct a voluntariness hearing
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Of the six remaining state supreme courts which addressed the is-
sue, four neither fully embraced Harsh nor completely rejected it. The
New Jersey and Maryland courts accepted it in principle but limited it
in practice. The New Jersey court had to confront the sort of abuse
which critics of the ruling predicted would flow from it. The court over-
ruled a judge who instructed jurors to feel free to use illegally obtained
statements in determining guilt, since they could not separate, in their
own minds, using illegally obtained statements to assess credibility from
using the statements to determine guilt.62 The court also admonished a
prosecutor who tried to use statements to impeach a defendant's credi-
bility despite the fact that the defendant never testified.63 The Mary-
land court held more broadly that prosecutors should not use illegally
obtained statements even when defendants do testify unless the defend-
ants themselves raise the subject of their prior statements." The Oregon
and Pennsylvania courts, unlike the New Jersey and Maryland courts,
did not accept the ruling in principle, but they did not reject it in princi-
ple either. They distinguished Harris from cases before them."

Of all the state supreme courts which addressed the issue, only two
completely rejected Harrir.66 The Hawaii court was the first," followed
by the California court, which initially adopted Hanir" but two years
later rejected it." The switch apparently was prompted by a flagrant
violation ofMiranda .2° Both courts based their decisions upon state con-

outside the presence of the jury before allowing prosecutors to use illegally obtained state-
ments. The Burger Court did not consider this, as Harris did not claim that his statements
were involuntary. Campbell v. State, 341 So. 2d 742; State v.Jorgenson, 108 Ariz. 476, 502
P.2d 158; Hill v. State, 316 A.2d 557; booker v. State, 326 So. 2d 791; Wold v. State, 57 Wis.

2d 344, 204 N.W.2d 482.
62 State v. Miller, 67 N.J. 229, 337 A.2d 36 (1975).
63 State v. Davis, 67 N.J. 222, 337 A.2d 33 (1975). But for an earlier decision accepting

Harris in principle, see State v. Falco, 60 NJ. 570, 292 A.2d 13 (1972).
64 State v. Kidd, 281 Md. 32, 375 A.2d 1105 (1977); State v. Franklin, 281 Md. 51, 375

A.2d 1116 (1977).
65 State v. Ham, 267 Or. 489, 517 P.2d 671 (1973). The court said NSIT7.1 did not apply

because Harris was not given pre per warnings, while Haas was, but was notprovided with an
attorney. Commonwealth v. Woods, 455 Pa. 1, 312 A.2d 357 (1973), rot dais!, 419 U.S. 880
(1974); Commonwealth v. Triplett, 462 Pa. 244, 341 A.2d 62 (1975).

66 The courts were free to reject Hardt, because the Burger Court has allowed than to
impose stricter standards upon police and prosecutors than it has required them to impose.

In [act, Justice Brennan encouraged them to impose stricter standards. In Mtulty he said that
"no State is precluded by the decision from adhering to higher standards under state law.

Each (*Pate has power to impose higher standards governing police practices under statelaw

than is required by the Federal Constitution." 423 U.S. at 120 (Brennan, J.,dissenting).

67 State v. Santiago, 53 Hawaii 254, 492 P.2d 657 (1971).
66 People v. Nudd, 12 Cal. 3d 204, 524 P.2d 844, 115 Cal. Rptr. 372 (1974).
66 People v. Disbrow, 16 Cal. 3d 101, 545 P.2d 272, 127 Cal. Rptr. 360 (1976).
" IL at 116, 545 P.2d at 282, 127 Cal. Rptr. at 370 (Wright, CJ., concurring). In ad

Lion to the Hawaii and California courts, the Texas court forbade use of illegally obtained
statements to impeach credibility, but it did a on the basis of a state statute rather than on
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stitutional provisions similar to the fifth amendment's right against com-
pulsory self-incrimination.

The state supreme court's cases are compiled in Table 1. As can be
seen, the courts permitted prosecutors to use illegally obtained state-
ments to impeach defendants' credibility in thirty-five of the forty-three
cases they decided.

TABLE 1

USING ILLEGALLY OBTAINED STATEMENTS
TO IMPEACH CREDIBILITY

Ruling Cases

Permitted 35 81
Not Permitted 8 19

Total 43 / 100

USING SILENCE TO IMPEACH CREDIBILITY

In Miranda the Warren Court stated that prosecutors should not
point to defendants' silence at interrogation." But in/lards the Burger
Court opened the door, perhaps unwittingly, to use of this tactic. Pre-
sumably, the Hardt ruling applied only when police violated Miranda
and, as a result, defendants made inculpatory statements. The Ham's
Court held that prosecutors could use these statements to impeach de-
fendants' credibility. But the ruling could have been interpreted more
broadly to signal the Court's intention to allow prosecutors greater lee-
way whenever they sought to impeach defendants' credibility. This in-
terpretation raised the possibility that the Court would decide that

- prosecutors also could use the fact that defendants were silent at interro-
gation, in order to impeach their credibility. This tactic might be used
if defendants testified and proceeded to give an alibi which they had not
given police at arrest or interrogation. Prosecutors could then ask why
they were silent when it would have been normal for them to give an
alibi if they really had one. This tactic, of course, would penalize de-
fendants for exercising their Miranda-guaranteed right to silence. It
would discourage them from testifying, or, if they did testify, it would

the basis of Nimrod/ or a state constitutional provision, so its decision h not included in the
numerical tally. Whiddon v. State, 492 S.W.2d 566 (Tot. Crim. App., 1973).

71 "In accord with our decision today, it is impermissible to penalise an individual for
exercising his Fifth Amendment privilege when be is under police custodial interrogation.
The prosecution may not, therefore, use at trial the fact that he stood mute or claimed his
privilege in the face of accusation." 384 U.S at 468 n.37.

7.1.
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make them vulnerable. The Warren Court realized the dangers inher-

ent in this tactic and prohibited prosecutors from employing it. Yet

after Ham's some courts seemed to expect the Burger Court to permit it.
The Court eventually prohibited this tactic in the federal courts, four
years after Harris, in Halt. One year later, in Doyle, the Court prohib-
ited this tactic in the state courts as well.

In the meantime there was considerable confusion in the state
supreme courts.72 Before Hale fourteen courts had decided cases involv-
ing such prosecutorial conduct. The Kansas and New York courts per-
mitted it." Justifying its decision, the New York court stated that Harris
"modified" the scope of Miranda .74 The Arizona court, in four cases in
1971 and 1972, also permitted it." The court citedHorn's and declared,
"We are still of the opinion that a defendant who takes the stand waives

his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination . . . ."76 But

the court in 1973 reversed itself." The Alaska and Ohio courts permit-
ted it when the defense first mentioned the defendants' silence, but they
indicated they probably would not do so otherwise.",The nine remain-
ing state supreme courts prohibited the prosecutorial conduct. The
Pennsylvania court asserted sharply thlt Barth did not apply;" the rest
simply said that such conduct violated Miraritla.w

After Hale, but before Doyle, five state supreme courts decided

cases involving this conduct. Only the Tennessee court allowed prosecu-
tors to use defendants' silence, and then only when the silence was in-

72 In Halt, Chief Justice Burger called the issue "a tempest in a MUM'," but some COUltS
did find it troublesome. 422 U.S. at 181 (Burger, C.J., concurring).

73 State v. Bly, 215 Kan. 168, 523 P.2d 397 (1974); People v. Rothschild, 35 N.Y.2d 355,

320 N.E.2d 639, 361 N.Y.S.2d 901 (1974).
74 35 N.Y.2d at 359, 320 N.E.2d at 641, 361 N.Y.S.2d at 904-05.
73 State v. Altman, 107 Ariz. 93,482 P.2d 460 (1971); State v. Peterson, 107 Ariz. 268, 485

P.2d 1158 (1971); State v. O'Dell, 108 Ariz. 53,492 P.2d 1160 (1972); State v. Belcher, 108

Ariz. 290, 496 P.2d 590 (1972).
76 107 Ariz. at 270, 485 P.2d at 1160.
77 State v. Shins, 109 Ariz. 361, 509 P.2d 698 (1973).
78 Davis v. State, 501 P.2d 1026 (Alaska 1972); State v. Young, 27 Ohio St. 2d 310, 272

N.E.2d 353 (1971).
79 Commonwealth v. Dulaney, 449 Pa. 45, 295 A.2d 328 (1972); Commonwealth v.

Woods, 455 Pa. 1, 312 A.2d S57 (1973), arc den://, 419 U.S. 880 (1974).

go Hines v. People, 179 Colo. 4,497 P.2d 1258 (1972); People v. Wright, 182 Colo. 87, 511

P.2d 460 (1973); People v. Robles, 183 Colo. 4, 514 P.2d 630 (1973); People v. Burma, 183

Colo, 146, 515 P.2d 460 (19735; State v. Haggard, 94 Idaho 249, 486 P.2d 260 (1971); Cessna

v. Commonwealth, 465 S.W.2d 283 (Ky. 1971); People v. Graham, 386 Mich. 452, 192
N.W.2d 255 (1971); People v. Bobo, 390 Mich. 355, 212 N.W.2d 190 (1973); Buchanan v.
State, 523 P.2d 1134 (9kla. Crim. App. 1974); Miles v. State, 525 P.2d 1249 (Okla. Crim.
App. 1974); Reid v. Commonwealth, 213 Va. 790, 195 S.E.2d 866 (1973); State v. Dean, 67
Wis. 2d 513, 227 N.W.2d 712 (1975), art. dead, 423 U.S. 1074 (1976); Gabriehon v. State,

510 P.2d 534 (Wyo. 1973).
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consistent with defendants' testimony." The other courts did not allow
prosecutors to use defendants' silence.t2 While noting that Halt did not
apply to the states, these courts stated that the same reasoning would
apply. The New Jersey courr Kent further, arguing that Hale was not
strong enough, because it was based on the weak evidentiary value of
defendants' silence rather than on the fifth amendment."

After Doyle thirteen state supreme courts decided cases involving
this conduct. Though two distinguished Doyle rather lamely from their
cases," the others followed Doyle routinely." Thus, the Burger Court's
decisions in Hale and, especially, Doyle seemed to "settle the question""
that the Harris decision had raised."

The state supreme courts' cases are tallied in Table 2. For the en-
tire period between Han* and Doyle the courts permitted prosecutors to
use defendants' silence to impeach their credibility in eleven of the forty-
four cases they decided, with most of these eleven coming before Hale.

at Braden v. State, 534 S.W.2d 657 (Tenn. 1976). i
82 Niemeyer v. Commonwealth, 533 S.W.2d 218 (Ky. 1976); Vipperman v. State, 92 Nev.

213, 547 P.2d 682 (1976); State v. Deatore, 70 N.J. 100, 358 A.2d 163 (1976); Jerskey v. State,
546 P.2d 173 (Wyo. 1976).

lb State v. Deatore, 70 N.J. at 109, 358 A.2d at 168.
" State v. Osborne, 50 Ohio St. 2d 211, 364 N.E.2d 216 (1977); State v. Foddrell, 291

N.C. 546, 231 S.Eld 618 (1977). Actually, the North Carolina court did not mention Dv/v,
but it distinguished its case from Hale. II at 558, 231 S.E.2d at 626.

85 Stork v. State, 559 P.2d 99 (Alaska 1977); State v. Alo, 57 Hawaii 418, 558 P.2d 1012
(1976), cm arried, 431 U.S. 922 (1977); State v. White, 97 Idaho 708, 551 P.2d 1344 (1976);

Jones v. State, 265 Ind. 447, 355 N.E.2d 402 (1976); State v. Mims, 220 Kan. 726, 556 P.2d
387 (1976); State v. Heath, 222 Kan. 50, 563 P.2d 418 (1977); State v. Smith, 336 So. 2d 867
(La. 1976); State v. Lyle, 73 N.J. 403, 375 A.2d 629 (1977); State v. Carmody, 253 N.W.2d
415 (N.D. 1977); State v. Boyd, 233 S.E.2d 710 (W. Va. 1977); State v. Thompson, 88 Wash.
2d 518, 564 P.2d 315 (1977); Irvin v. State, 560 P.2d 372 (Wyo. 1977). The Hawaii and
Washington courts did permit prosecutors to use defendants' silence to impeach their testi-
mony if the defendants claimed they were not silent. The Burger Court did approve this. In
Dryk it said, "It goes almost without saying that the fact ofpost.arrest silence could be used
by the prosecution to contradict a defendant who testifies to an exculpatory version of events
and claims to have told police the same version upon arrest. In that situation the fact of
earlier silence would not be used to impeach the exculpatory story, but rather to challenge the
defendant's testimony as to his behavior following arrest." 426 U.S. at 619-20 n.l I. The
Michigan court, in its two cases before flak, also permitted this. People v. *Graham, 386
Mich at 456.57, 192 N.W.2d at 2.57; People v. Bobo, 390 Mich. at 359, 212 N.W.2d at 192.

.6 State v. Mims, 220 Kan. at 730, 556 P.2d at 391.
WI Occasionally cases arose in which prosecutors used defendants' silence not merely to

impeach their credibility but to infer their guilt. This usually happened when defendants
chose not to testify, thereby thwarting prosecutors' efforts to impeach their credibility. The
prosecutors elicited testimony about the defendants' silence from police and sometimes added
their own comments. State supreme courts nearly always considered this a clear violation of
the fifth amendment. Ss, el., Kagebein v. State, 254 Ark. 904, 496 S.W.2d435 (1973); State
v. Kitson, 210 Kan. 760, 504 P.2d 605 (1972); State v. McCall, 286 N.C. 472, 212 S.E.2d 132
(1975). For a contrary decision, see Bennett v. State, 231 Ca. 458, 202 S.E.2d 99 (1973). But
the Georgia court reversed itself after Ark. Howard v. State, 237 Ga. 471, 228 S.E.2d 860
(1976).
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TABLE 2

USING SILENCE TO IMPEACH CREDIBILITY

Cases
Before Hale

Cases
After Hats,

Cases Cases
After Doyle Total

Ruling Before Lpfr %

Permitted 8 1 2 11 25

Not Permitted 16 5 12 33 75

Total 24 6 14 44 100

GIVING INCORRECT WARNINGS

In Miranda, the Warren Court set forth precise warnings for the
police to give suspects. Apparently the Court had been dissatisfied with
police and lower court compliance with Esodwdo, and it sought to clar-

ify, as well as elaborate upon, Erctikak's guidelines." It succeeded; its
more precise warnings seemed to produce greater compliance." But in
Tucker the Burger Court showed that it might not require adherence to
these precise warnings. It allowed a prosecutor to use statements which
police obtained from a suspect after they gave him incorrect warnings.
They failed to tell him that if he could not afford an attorney the court
would appoint one for him, and the suspect, without benefit of an attor-
ney, made inculpatory statements. The Court said that since the inter-
rogation was before Miranda the police could not be expected to have
complied with Miranda. In addition, the Court said the police nearly
complied with Miranda anyway. The Court did not stipulate which of
these two factors was controlling." If the first was, the ruling would
have little application; few cases after Tmckff would involve interroga-
tions before Miranda. But if the second was controlling, the ruling would
have considerable application; many cases would involve at least minor
errors by police when they gave the warnings. Because the Court did
not stipulate, it provided lower courts the opportunity to interpret it as
they wished.

In numerous cases state supreme courts were confronted with com-
plaints that police did not give correct warnings. The complaints fell

into two categories: (1),police did not inform suspects of all their rights,
omitting, usually, the notification that if they were too poor to afford an

as Rowans, afire note 17, at 51-52.
89 /41 at 511. t

10 justice Rehnquist did say it was "significrust" that the interrogation was before

mirk, but this was as close as be came to indicating which factor was controlling. Michigan

v. Tucker, 417 US. at 447.
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attorney the court would appoint one for them, and (2) police informed
suspects of all their rights but informed them with confusing state-
ments.31

When police did not inform suspects of all their rights, state
supreme courts usually reversed the convictions. They reversed them in
thirteen of the sixteen cases they decided. Before Tucker they typically
said the warnings were hollow if they did not include the notification
that the court would appoint an attorney.32 Even in three cases in
which suspects had been interrogated prior to Miranda, as Tucker had
been, the courts concluded that the omission was fata1.33 The only
courts which did not reverse the convictions were those presented with
unusual facts. In one case the suspect had been given correct warnings
three times before the incorrect warning," and in another the suspect
could afford an attorney and already had retained one.95 After Tucker,
as well, the courts usually reversed the convictions. The Colorado court
reversed despite the fact that the suspect had an attorney, though not
during interrogation." The Pennsylvania court reversed despite the
fact that the suspect had been interrogated prior to Miranda." Follow-
ing an earlier decision in the case, the state appealed, and the Burger
Court, in the aftermath of Tucker, remanded the decision." But the
Pennsylvania high court refused to change it. The court asserted that
Tucker was irrelevant, because it dealt with the fruits of an admission
rather than with the admission itself, as here. Also, to be safe, the court
based its decision, in part, on the Pennsylvania Constitution. In con-
trast, the Florida court did not reverse the conviction appealed to it."
The case did not concern an interrogation prior to Miranda, so the court
easily could have distinguished it from Dicke. Yet the court chose not
to do so. Ignoring this salient difference between the two cases, the

91 A few cues were deemed too trivial to consider. Sir Morris v. State, 228 Ga. 39, 184
S.E.2d 82 (1971).

92 Marcus v. State, 291 Ala. 350, 280 So. 2d 793 (1973); People v. Vigil, !75 Colo. 373, 489
P.2d 588 (1971); Perez v. People, 176 Cob. 505, 491 P.2d 969 (1971); Commonwealth v.
Bujnowski, 358 Mass. 821, 267 N.E.2d 924 (1971); State v. Williams, 486 S.W.2d 468 (Mo.
1972); Dayton v. State, 484 P.2d 1322 (Okla. Crim. App. 1971); Byers v. Oklahoma City, 497
P.2d 1302 (Okla. Crim. App. 1972); Commonwealth v. Bomberger, 454 Pa. 279, 312 A.2d 353
(1973), maid, 417 U.S. 964 (1974), etas mond. 464 Pa. 488, 347 A.2d 460 (1975); Burnsv.
State, 486 S.W.2d 310 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971); Noble v. State, 478 S.W.2d 83 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1972); Jackson v. State, 508 S.W.2d 89 (Tex. Crim. App. 1974).

93 Commonwealth v.lujnowski, 358 Mau. 821, 257 N.E.2d 924; Commonwealth v. Bom-
berger, 454 Pa. 279, 312 A.2d 353; Burns v. State, 486 S.W.2d 310.

94 Sanden v. State, 259 Ind. 43, 284 N.E.2d 751 (1972).
99 Brown v. State, 470 S.W.2d 543 (Mo. 1971).
99 People v. Casa, 193 Colo. 386, 566 P.2d 366 (1977).
97 Commonwealth v. Bomberger, 464 Pa. 488, 347 A.2d 460 (1975).
94 Commonwealth v. Bomberger, 417 U.S. 964 (1974).
99 Alvord v. State, 322 So. 2d 533 (Fla. 1975).
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court quoted Tucker's remark that Miranda was not meant " 'to create a
constitutional strait jacket.' "100 The court said the warnings were cor-

rect enough. Thus, the court showed how a lower court can interpret an
ambiguous ruling so as to weaken constitutional rights perhaps more
than the upper court had intended.

When police informed suspects of all their rights but informed
them with confusing statements, state supreme courts were less willing

to reverse the convictions. This was true before Tucker as well as after.
The courts reversed the convictions in just twelve of the thirty-five cases
they decided. In some of the cases, the complaints alleged that police
did not convey clearly the right to appointed counsel. For example, po-

lice gave the following warning: "If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer
and want one, we will see that you have a lawyer provided to you before

we ask you any questions." Appellants claimed this warning did not
indicate that the lawyer would be free, but they could not convince the
courts.10' In other cases the complaints alleged that police did not con-

vey clearly the right to appointed counsel for interrogation, as well as for

trial. For example, police gave the following warning: "You have the

right to the advice and presence of a lawyer even if you cannot afford to

hire one. We have no way of giving you a lawyer, but one will be ap-
pointed for you, if you wish, if and when you go to court. If you wish to

answer questions now without a lawyer present, you have the right to
stop answering questions at any time." While two courts ruled this in-
adequate,102 six ruled it sufficiently clear.103 Police gave similar warn-
ings which appellants claimed did not convey the right to counsel for
interrogation, but courts generally were not sympathetic.'" The Wis-

too IL at 537 (citing Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. at 444, quoting Miranda v. Arizona,

384 U.S. at 467).
101 Commonwealth v. Swint, 450 Pa. 54, 296 A.2d 777 (1972); Commonwealth v. Pomon,

450 Pa. 40, 299 A.2d 634 (1972); Commonwealth v.Jordan, 451 Pa. 275, 301 A.2d 667 (1973).

I°2 Moore v. State, 251 Ark. 436, 472 S.W.2d 940 (1971); Reed v. State, 255 Ark. 63, 498

S.W.2d 877 (1973); Schorr v. State, 499 P.2d 450 (Okla. Grim. App. 1972), ...map/ /apart,

Rowbotham v. State, 542 P.2d 610 (Okla. Crim. App. 1975).

103 &bade v. State, 512 P.2d 907 (Alaska 1973); Dickerson v. State, 257 Ind. 562, 276

N.E.2d 845 (1972); State v. Carpenter, 211 Kan. 234, 505 P.2d 753 (1973); Evans v. State, 275

So. 2d 83 (Miss. 1973); Holifield v. State, 275 So. 2d 851 (Miss. 1973),art dinnissai, 414 U.S.

990 (1973); Burp v. State, 282 So. 2d 223 (Miss. 1973), art laid, 415 U.S. 983 (1974);
People v. Buckler, 39 N.Y.2d 895, 352 N.E.2d 583,386 N.Y.S.2d 396 (1976); Rowbotham v.

State, 542 P.2d 610 (Okla. Grim. App. 1975).
164 Fink: v. State, 259 Ind. 241, 286 N.E.2d 408 (1972); Burton v. State, 260 Ind. 94, 292

N.E.2d 790 (1973); Sotelo v."State, 264 Ind. 298, 342 N.E.2d 844 (1976); Provo v. State, 565

P.2d 719 (Okla. Grim. App. 1977); Commonwealth v. Scoggins, 451 Pa. 472, 304 A.2d 102

(1973). But some courts were sympathetic. Watson v. State, 255 Ark. 631, 501 S.W.2d 609

(1973); State v. Form, 312 Minn. 414, 255 N.W.2d 357 (1977); Biggerstaff v. State, 491 P.2d

345 (Okla. Grim. Apii. '1971); Byers v. Oklahoma City, 497 P.2d 1302 (Okla. Grim. App.

1972); Gravett v. State, 509 P.2d 914 (Okla. Crim. App. 1973); Anderson v. State, 510 P.2d

998 (Okla. Grim. App. 1973).
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consin court epitomized such decisions when it admitted that the warn-
ings were not "a model of clarity" but noted that they did include all
the rights.103 Some courts found support in Tucker for their decisions.'m
The Florida court said Tucker recognized the difference between "a vio-
lation of the defendants' substantive consitutional rights" and "an inad-
vertent violation of the procedural safeguards designed to protect those
rights."107 In still other cases the complaints alleged that police did not
convey clearly the warning that anything the suspects said could be used
against them. These complaints arose when some police warned sus-
pects that anything they said could be used "for or against" them. Ob-
viously nothing they said would be used "for" them, so the warning was
misleading. One court found that it violated Miranda ,")° but three
others thought the error was too minor to constitute a violation.10°
Again, the Wisconsin court said this misleading warning was not major
enough to invalidate a confession automatically, but that giving it is "a
practice that should not be encouraged, and in some circumstances
could result in the vitiation of an otherwise antiseptic confession.""°

The courts' rulings in these cases are displayed in Table 3. As
shown, the courts excused the police's errors in twenty-six of the fifty-
one cases. Also, as shown, the courts did not rule much differently after
Tucker than they did before it.

REFUSING TO STOP INTERROGATION, RESUMING INTERROGATION

In Miranda, the Warren Court made clear that suspects undergoing
interro&stion can exercise their rights to silence or an attorney and re-
quest police to stop the interrogation at any time.'" The Court empha-

105 Toner v. State, 69 Wis. 2d 337, 342, 230 N.W.2d 677, 681 (1975).
1" See, 41, State v. Statewright, 300 So. 2d 674, 677-78 (Fla. 1974); State v. Davis, 336 So.

2d 805, 808 (La. 1976).

107 State v. Statewright, 300 So. 2d at 677.
106 Commonwealth v. Camm, 443 Pa. 253, 277 A.2d 325 (1971), rot. atourd, 405 U.S. 1046

(1972); Commonwealth v. Nathan, 445 Pa. 470, 285 A.2d 175 (1971).
109 State v. Melvin, 65 N.J. I, 319 A.2d 450 (1974); State v. Vidal, 82 Wash. 2d 74, 508

P.2d 158 (1974); Madkins v. State, 50 Wis. 2d 347, 184 N.W.2d 144 (1971); McClellan v.
State, 53 Wis. 2d 724, 193 N.W.2d 711 (1972).

11° hi at 730, 193 N.W.2d at 715. Occasionally cases arose in which appellants claimed
that police violated Miranda by failing to warn them that if they waived their rights and
began answering questions, they could assert their rights anytime later and stop answering
questions. The Warren Court said, "foince warnings have been given thesubsequent proce-
dure is clear. If the individual indicates in any manner, at any time prior to or during ques-
tioning, that he wishes to remain silent, the interrogation must cease." 384 U.S. at 473-74.
State supreme courts agreed that these are "guidelines for police conduct, not additional
elements of the required warning." Miller v. State, 263 Ind. 595, 597, 335 N.E2d 206, 208
(1975).

t 11 "If, however, he indicates in any manner and at any stage that he wishes to consult
with an attorney before speaking there can be no questioning." 384 U.S. at 444-45.
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sized that suspects' requests must be "scrupulously honored."2 But in
Marley the Burger Court permitted a prosecutor to use statements ob-
tained after police acceded to a suspect's request to stop but then re-
sumed the interrogation two hours later. In Miranda, the Warren Court
did not consider this kind of situation. Therefore, Morley can be viewed
as refining Miranda or, if that precedent is read more literally, weakening
it. The Burger Court insisted that Morley be viewed as the forrner."3
Yet there is a fine line between refusing to stop and agreeing to stop but
resuming again.

TABLE 3

GIVING INCORRECT WARNINGS

Not Inform Informed Categories
All Rights Confusinglyb C9mbinedc

Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases
Before After Before After Before After Cases

Ruling Tucker Tucker Tucker Tucker Tucker Tucker Total %

Permitted 2 1 16 7 18 8 26 51

Not Permitted 11 2 10 2 21 4 25 49

Total 13 3 26 9 39 12 51 100

When police did not inform suspects of all their rights.
b When police informed suspects of all their rights but informed them with confusing state-

ments.
c The two categories combined.

In related cases state supreme courts decided whether police must
honor suspects' requests to stop. These cases fell into four categories: (1)
suspects requested silence, but police refused to stop; (2) suspects re-
quested an attorney, but police refused to stop for them to get one; (3)

suspects requested silence, and police agreed to stop but resumed again;
and (4) suspects requested an attorney, and police agreed to stop but
resumed again before the suspects got one.

When suspects requested silence but police refused to stop, state
supreme courts held the resulting statements inadmissible in ten of the
twelve cases they heard. They held the statements inadmissible whether
police ignored repeated requests to haltu4 or, after the initial request,

112M at 4'79. t
113 Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. at 101-07.
114 D.P. v. State, 556 P.2d 1256 (Alaska 1976), Holmes v. State, 300 A.2d 6 (Del. 1972);

People v. Hasenberg, 55 VI 2d 5, 302 NE.2d 27 (1973); State v. Crow, 486S.W.2d 248 (Mo.

1972).
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subtly prolonged the conversation in hope that suspects would continue
talking and answering question.s."5 Even after Mody the courts did not
relax their standards. The Arizona and Texas courts declared that Mos-
ley "reaffirmed the holding in Miranda" that requests to halt must be
scrupulously honored." The Arizona court noted that although of-
ficers ceased interrogation "their subsequent conduct and statements
were made to persuade the defendant to reconsider his position. Any
response under such circumstances cannot be considered 'volun-
teered., ),117 Only the Louisiana court decided to the contrary. In a pair
of cases, it, in effect, brushed Miranda aside and used the voluntariness
test.' IS

When suspects requested an attorney but police refused to stop for
them to get one, state supreme courts did not rule quite as consistently.
They held the statements inadmissible in eighteen of the twenty-seven
cases they heard. While they held them inadmissible in nearly all cases
in which police ignored repeated requests to halt,' 9 or even a single
clear request,'" they did not always hold them inadmissible when the
requests were not repeated or clear. According to Miranda, the clarity or
number of requests should not have mattered, for the ruling mandates
police to cease immediately if suspects indicate "in any manner" that
they want the police to cease.'21 For a few courts these factors did not
matter.'" The California court said the requests did not need to be

115 People v. Superior Court of Marin County, 13 Cal. 3d 406, 530 P.2d 585, 118 Cal.
Rptr, 617 (1975); State v. Smith, 295 Minn. 65, 203 N.W.2d 348 (1972); State v. Gallagher,
38 Ohio St. 2d 291, 313 N.E.2d 396 (1974).

116 State v. Sauve, 112 Ariz. 576, 579, 544 P.2d 1091, 1094 (1976); State v. Lee, 114 Ariz-
101, 106, 559 P.2d 657, 662 (1976). Ss. au Hearne v. State, 534 S.W.2d 703, 706-07 (Tex.

Crim. App. 1976).
117 State v. Sauvc, 112 Ariz. at 579, 544 P.2d at 1094.
111 State v. Higginbotham, 261 La. 983, 261 So. 2d 638 (1972); State v. PradfortL 263 La.

966, 269 So. 2d 831 (1972).
"9 State v . Edwards, I I I Ariz. 357, 529 P.2d 1174 (1974); People v. Enrique:, 19 Cal. 3d

-221, 561 P.2d 261, 137 Cal. Rptr. 171 (1977); Brown v. State, 256 Ind. 558, 270 N.E.2d 751
(1971); State v. Hilpipre, 242 N.W.2d 306 (Iowa 1976); Dryden v. State, 535 P.2d 483 (Wyo.
1975). The sole exception was State v. Edgell, 30 Ohio St. 2d 103, 283 N.E.2d 145 (1972).

129 Webb v. State, 258 Ark. 95, 522 S.W.2d 406 (1975); People v. Salazar, 189 Colo. 429,
541 P.2d 676 (1975); People v. Turner, 56 III. 2d 201, 306 N.E.2d 27 (1973); Interest of
Thompson, 241 N.W.2d 2 (Iowa 1976); Commonwealth v. Murray, 359 Mass. 541, 269
N.E.2d 641 (1971); State v. Hicks, 290 N.C. 767, 228 S.E.2d 252 (1976); State v. Siler, 292
N.C. 543, 234 S.E.2d 733 (1977); State v. Jones, 37 Ohio St. 2d 21, 306 N.E.2d 409 (1974);
Commonwealth v. Bullard, 465 Pa. 341, 350 A.2d 797 (1976); State v. Chapman, 84 Wash. 2d
373, 526 P.2d 64(1974). The exceptions were Thompson v. State, 328 So. 2d 1 (Fla. 1976);
Niehaus v. State, 265 Ind. 655, 359 N.E.2d 513, sat halal, 434 U.S. 902 (1977).

121 384 U.S. at 445.
In Peopsle v. Superior Court of Mono County, IS Cal. 3d 729, 542 P.2d 1390, 125 Cal.

Rptr. 798 (1975); People v. Harris, 191 Colo. 234, 552 P.2d 10 (1976), Micale v. State, 76 Wis.
2d 370, 251 N.W.2d 458 (1977).
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unmistakably clear.'" But for other courts they did matter. Although
suspects indicated in at least some manner that they wanted police to
cease until they got an attorney, the police eithei sought to discourage
them,'" or they simply continued to question them,'" and the courts
excused the officers' conduct.

When suspects requested silence and police agreed to stop but re-

sumed again, the courts did not side with the appellants as often as they

did when police refused to stop. In fact, they rarely sided with the ap-
pellants. They held the statements inadmissible in just two of the eleven

cases they heard. In both cases the police resumed shortly after stop-
ping.'" However, in other cases the police resumed fifteen minutes af-

ter stopping127 or twenty to thirty minutes after stopping,128 and the
courts did not hold the statements inadmissible. The decisions seemed

to mock the suspects' requests that interrogation cease, but the courts

said that they considered factors besides the length of time between
stopping and resuming. These factors included a change in locations, in

the officers conducting the interrogation, or in they charges to be filed
against the suspect.'" It is not apparent why a change in locations or in

the officers conducting the interrogation would justify renewed ques-
tioning, but consideration of these factors meant that the balance almost
always weighed against the appellants.130 In response to an appellant's

claim that any resumption narrowed Miranda, the Colorado court justi-

fied its decision by stating that "a periodic repeating of the procedure
until the accused finally makes a statement would not be perrnitted."131

When suspects requested an attorney and police agreed to stop but
resumed again before the suspects got one, the courts issued rulings

123 People v. Superior Court of Mono County, 15 Cal. 3d at 736, 542 P.2d at 1395, 125

Cal. Rptr. at 802-03 (quoting People v. Randall, I Cal. 3d 948, 955, 464 P.2d 114, 118, 83

Cal. Rptr. 658, 662 (1970)).
124 Riddle v. State, 264 Ind. 587, 348 N.E.2d 635 (1976); Meyer v. Commonwealth, 482

S.W.2d 479 (Ky. 1971), urt elnutd, 406 U.S. 919 (1972), Shadoan v. Commonwealth, 484

S.W.2d 842 (Ky. 1972); State v. Kee esker, 198 Neb. 426, 253 N.W.2d 169 (1977).

125 People v. White, 61 Ill. 2d 288, 335 N.E.2d 457 (1975), art dead, 424 U.S. 970 (1976);

LaEonte v. Commonwealth, 217 Va. 677, 232 S.E.2d 738 (1977); Clodfelter v. Common-

wealth, 218 Va. 96, 235 S.E.2d 340 (1977).
126 State v. Thompson, 256 N.W.2d 706 (N.D. 1977); Commonwealth v. Merck:, 451 Pa.

211, 302 A-2d 337 (1973).
127 State v. Robinson, El S.D. 375, 209 N.W.2d 374 (1973).

1" State v. MeZorn, 288 N.C. 417, 219 S.E.2d 201 (1975).

In SIt id at 434, 219 S.E.2d at 212.
13° Dyett v. People, 177 Colo. 370, 494 P.2d 94 (1972); Rogers v. State, 262 Ind. 315, 315

N.E.2d 707 (1974); State v. O'Neill, 299 Minn, 60, 216 N.W.2d 822 (1974); People v, Gary, 31

N.Y.2d 68, 286 N.E.2d 263, 334 N.Y.S.2d 883 (1972); Dennis v. State, 561 P.2d 88 (Okla.

Crim. App. 1977); airnonwealth v. Grandison, 449 Pa. 231, 296 A.2d 730 (1972); State v.

FAtrada, 63 Wis, 2d 476, 217 N.W.2d 359, art drain', 419 U.S. 1093 (1974).

131 Dyett v. People, 177 Colo. at 373, 494 P.2d at 95.
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which did not show any pattern. They held the statements inadmissible
in six of the thirteen cases they decided. Thus, they did side with the
appellants more often than they did when the appellants requested si-
lence and police resumed. Perhaps this was due to the unequivocal sen-
tence in Miranda: "If the individual states that he wants an attorney, the
interrogation must cease until an attorney is present."132 Or perhaps
this was due to Justice Stewart's comment in Marty that the case would
have been different if Mosley had asked for an attorney.133 For
whatever reason, state supreme courts held statements inadmissible not
only when police apparently used deception,'" but also when police
subtly thwarted efforts to call an attorney,135 subtly resumed interroga-
tion,'" and even innocently questioned a suspect who already had asked
another officer for an attorney.'" Yet other courts did not hold state-
ments obtained in very similar circumstances inadmissible.'" One
court did not hold statements inadmissible even when they were ob-
tained after repeated demands for an attorney.139 These courts seemed
to disregard Miranda and substitute the voluntariness test.14°

The cases are broken down in Table 4. As shown, the courts al-
lowed the police conduct in twenty-eight of the sixty-three cases. Also,
as shown, the number of cases in which they allowed the conduct did
not increase after Mary.

132 384 U.S. at 474. Sst State v. Lachapelle, 112 R.I. 105, 308 A.2d 467 (1973).
133 423 U.S. at 101, n.7. Sor State v. Moscone, 171 Conn. 500, 370 A.2d 1030 (1976).
134 State v. Travis, 116 R.I. 678, 360 A.2d 548 (1976).
133 People v. Jackson, 41 N.Y.2d 146, 359 N.E.2d 677, 391 N.Y.S.2d 82 (1976).
136 People v. Richards, 194 Cob. 83, 568 P.2d 1173 (1977).

137 Commonwealth v. Nathan, 445 Pa. 470, 285 A.2d 175 (1971).
138 Apparently used deception and subtly thwarted efforts to callState v. Krueger, 194

Neb. 304, 231 N.W.2d 364 (1975); subtly resumed interrogationState v. Miley, 291 N.C.
431, 230 S.E.2d 537 (1976); innocently questioned suspect who already had asked another
officer for an attorneyLooms v. State, 261 Ark. 803, 551 S.W.2d 546 (1977). Cases which
did not involve similar circumstances were Commonwealth v. Jefferson, 445 Pa. 1, 281 A.2d
852 (1971); Sweiberg v. State, 511 S.W.2d 50 (Tex. Crim. App. 1974).

139 Ladd v. State, 568 P.2d 960 (Alaska 1977), ari. tindstf, 435 U.S. 928 (1978).
14'3 See French v. State, 266 Ind. 276, 362 N.E.2d 834 (1977). Occasionally cases arose in

which police themselves decided to stop interrogation but later resumed again without giving
the Msrawk warnings anew. Sr, as. , State v. Gholson, 112 Ariz. 545, 544 P.2d 654 (1976).
State supreme courts considered a variety of factors when they judged the police conduct.
For discussion, see Commonwealth v. Wideman, 460 Pa. 699, 706-07, 334 A.2d 594, 598
(1975). Generally, the courts permitted the conduct on the grounds that the police were
engaged in a single, continuous interrogation. Sw Watson v. State, 227 Ga. 698, 182 S.E.2d
446 (1971).
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TABLE 4
REFUSING '1'0 STOP INTERROGATION, RESUMING INTERROGATION

tl
4.11

ti
t1

..../

43

Refused Stop
When Requested

Siknce

Refused Stop
When Requestsd

Attorney+,

Resumed After

Requested Silence

Resumed After
Requested
At tomer'

Categories
Combined,

Ruling

Cases Cases

Before After
Malty May

Cases Cares

Before After
Meth, Ma*

Cases Cases

Before After
Madly .41.tiv

Cares Casa
Before After
Aiwky Auk"

Cases Cases

Before After
May Alosky

Cases

Total S
Permitted

Na Permitted

2 4

6 4

4 5

10 8

a 1

1 I

3 4

2 4

17 10

19 17

27

36

43

57

Total a 4 14 13 9 2 5 8 36 27 63 100

When suspects requested silence, but police refused to stop. c\<
ID When suspects requested an attorney, but police refused to stop.

45
When suspects requested silence, and police agreed to stop but resumed again.

a When suspects requested an attorney, and police agreed to stop but resumed again.
The four categories combined.
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W. CONCLUSION

It was hypothesized that the state supreme courts eroded the Mi-
randa principles first enunciated by the Warren Court. Unquestionably,
this hypothesis was upheld. Most courts permitted prosecutors to use
illegally obtained statements to impeach defendants' credibility, to use
statements made when police gave confusing warnings, and to use state-
ments made when police resumed interrogation after suspects had cut
off interrogation by demanding silence.

It was also hypothesized that the state supreme courts eroded the
Miranda principles more than the Burger Court had. Generally, this hy-
pothesis was not supported. Though some courts read Hard: as a cue to
relax enforcement of the Miranda principles and to allow prosecutors to
use defendants' silence to impeach their credibility, most did not. Also
most courts did not allow prosecutors to use statements made when po-
lice gave incomplete warnings or to use statements made when police
refused to cease interrogation after suspects had asked them to cease.

Of course, not all state supreme courts/exhibited similar decision-
making. Differences between them were described throughout the arti-
cle and can be seen in Table 5. With the large number of cases poten-
tially relevant to this research, it was hoped that each state court could
be classified according to the degree to which it eroded the Miranda prin-
ciples. Unfortunately, the number of cases was not large enough. Some
courts did not decide any cases which were relevant, and other decided
only a handful. Consequently, most courts could not be classified. Nev-
ertheless, it is worth noting that some courts, such as the Florida, Indi-
ana, and Mississippi courts, were prone to erode the principles, while
others, such as the Colorado and Wyoming courts, were not;
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TABLE 5

ACCEPTANCE OF ALL POLICE AND PROSECUTORIAL PRACTICES,
BY STATE'

State
Not

Perm it tedb Pe rmittedc State
Not

Permittedb Permittede

Alabama 1 1 Montana 0 0
Alaska 3 2 Nebraska 3 0
Arizona 7 4 Nevada 1 1

Arkansas 2 4 New Hampshire 0 0
California 1 4 New Jersey 2 5

Colorado 3 10 New Mexico 0 0
Connecticut 0 1 New York 3 1

Delaware 1 1 North Carolina 5 2

Florida 5 0 North Dakota 0 2

Georgia 1 0 Ohio 4 2

Hawaii 0 2 Oklahoma i 4 9
Idaho 0 2 Oregon 0 1

Illinois 3 2 Pennsylvania 6 11

Indiana 11 2 Rhode Island 0 2

Iowa 0 2 South Carolina 0 0
Kansas 4 2 South Dakota 1 0
Kentucky 1 2 Tennessee 1 0
Louisiana 3 1 Texas 1 4
Maine 1 0 Utah 0 0
Maryland 1 1 Vermont 0 0
Massachusetts 1 2 Virginia 2 1

Michigan 1 2 Washington 3 2

Minnesota 1 2 West Vuginia 0 1

Mississippi 5 0 Wisconsin 6 2

Missouri 1 2 Wyoming 0 5

Total 99 102

All of the practices covered in this article.
b Number of cases in which the courts permitted the police and prosecutorial practices at

issue.
c Number of cases in which the courts did not permit the practices at issue.

However, there were enough cases to show regional differences.
Overall, the courts decided to allow the police ant prosecutorial prac-
tices at issue in about fifty percent of their cases, but, as Table 6 shows,
this figure is misleading. It masks sharp regional differences.141 The
southern and midwestern courts were most prone to erode Miranda,

,

141 Even if the courts with a disproportionate number of cases, such as the Indiana court,
are (=eluded, the figures show substantial regional differences.
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while the western and eastern courts were least prone to do so. Presum-
ably, the greater political conservatism of the South and Midwest ex-
tended to judicial acceptance of the Miranda principles.142

TABLE 6

ACCEPTANCE OF ALL POLICE AND PROSECUTORIAL PRACTICES,
BY REGION'

Region Permittedb Not Permitted' % Permitted
Eastd 15 25 37.5
Midweste 39 29 57.35
South(' 27 15 64.29
Wats 18 33 35.29

Total 99 102 49.25

All of the practices covered in this ankle. i
b Number of cases in which the courts permitted the police and prosecutorial practices

at issue.
c Number of cases in which the courts did not permit the practices at issue.
41 Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New

Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Wand, Vermont, West Virginia.
c Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da-

kota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Wisconsin.
1 Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia.
a Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mex-

ico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming.

Of the three models used to characterize the relationship between
the Supreme Court and the lower courts, the bureaucratic model, where
the Supreme Court establishes policy and the lower courts impose bu-
reaucratic restraints, is the most useful in explaining the relationship as

142 Dolbeare and Hammond found remarkably similar regional differences in their study
of school district compliance with the Court's school prayer decisions. The southern and
midwestern school districts complied least, while the eastern and western districts compl;-....1
most. K. DOLS:MAE & P. HAMMOND, THE SCHOOL PRAYER DECISIONS: FROM COURT
POLICY TO LOCAL Px.Acncx 29.32 (1971). Consequently, Chaiies Johnson suggested that
region might be the system level variable most consistently related to lower court reaction to
Supreme Court decisions. Johnson, 77at Isolannuatisn end Inseeri efalirial Politer 4 Herireir
Mo4/ , in Pusuc LAW AND Pusuc POLICY 107, 118 (J. Gardiner ed. 1977). Kagan, Cart-
wright, Friedman, and Wheeler suggested that the extent acme-selecting discretion might be
a variable related to state supreme court reaction to Supreme Court criminal decisions. Ka-
gan, Cartwright, Friedman, & Wheeler, The &flan's* eSiak ..90raw Cows, 76 MICH. L. Ray.
961, 994-97 (1978); Kagan, Cartwright, Friedman, & Wheeler, 75, Adam V' Staie Stormy
Casts, /8704970, 30 STAN. L.. Am,. 121 (1977). Though this xariable is intriguing as an
explanation for &Eire:Ices in state supreme court decision-making, it does not explain the
differences in this research. This could be due to the small number acres individualcou-ts
decided, or it could be due to other, unknown factors.
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it affects the Miranda policy. The Supreme Court under Chief Justice
Warren established the policy, and the Court under Chief Justice Bur-
ger maintained the policy, with one significant exception.143 Moreover,
the Court persuaded the state supreme courts to implement the policy.
Previous research found that the state supreme courts generally enforced
the Miranda requirements as early as 1968,1" and this research found
that the state supreme courts generally enforced the requirements
throughout the 19705.145 Nevertheless, the courts did not implement the
policy automatically. They eroded it in certain types of cases. Natu-
rally, they eroded it in cases in which prosecutors used illegally obtained
statements to impeach defendants' credibility, but they eroded it here in
response to the Burger Court's single change in the Miranda policy.
However, they eroded it in other cases as well.

In addition, the bureaucratic model is the most useful in explaining
the relationship between the Supreme Court and state supreme courts
because the model suggests that Court policy which is clear is more
likely to be implemented than policy which is not clear. While Miranda
was clear, the Burger Court's rulings which weakened Miranda, with one
exception, were not particularly clear. Consequently, they did not result
in as much erosion of the Miranda principles by state supreme courts as
observers seemed to expect. Instead, these courts often refused to alter
their liberal policies regarding confessions, even though the Burger
Court's rulings were unquestionably conservative in direction. Corre-
spondingly, the Burger Court's ruling that was the one exception and
was clear---Harrir---did result in considerable erosion. Thus, the role of
clarity, as seen in the relationship between E.rcobedo and Miranda, also
can be seen in the relationship between Miranda and the Burger Court's
rulings.

The role of clarity can be illustrated more specifically by noting a
pair of distinctions drawn by many of the courts. The courts did not
excuse police when they gave incomplete warnings but did excuse police
when they gave confusing warnings; and the courts did not excuse police
when they refused to cease interrogation after suspects had asked them

to cease but did excuse police when they resumed interrogation after
they agreed to cease. The first practice of each of these distinctions is
explicitly prohibited by Miranda, while the second of each is prohibited

143 The exception is permitting prosecutors to use illegally obtained statements to impeach

defendants' credibility.
144 Romans, nips note 17, at 52.53.
145 It is worth noting that the courts' opinions seem to reflect the expectation that Albin*

will continue to rcmaip in effect. The opinions do not predict the ruling's demise, unlike the
commentators remarks. Further, the opinions do not criticize the ruling often. In fact, they

criticize the ruling less often than they do the Burger Court's decisions which chipped away at

it.
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only implicitly. Because the second of each is prohibited only implicitly,
the courts could claim that the policy regarding these practices is ambig-
uous. Their claim might reflect genuine confusion, or it might reflect a
desire to exploit the situation for their own preferred ends. Either way,
the policy regarding these practices was not implemented due to the
bureaucratic inefficiency or recalcitrance provoked by the ambiguity.

The role of clarity, as seen in the relationship between Miranda and
the Burger Court's rulings, would also suggest the validity of the "Neu-
stadt theory" to explain lower court reaction to Supreme Court rulings.
This theory is derived from Neustadt's analysis of presidential power to
obtain compliance with directives.146 Applied to judicial power, this
theory maintains that rulings which are clearly written, persuasively ar-
gued, and apparently final are more likely to produce compliance than
those which arc not."7 Miranda was clearly written and, at the same
time, probably perceived as persuasively argued and apparently fina.1.1"

In conclusion, the state supreme courts eroded the Miranda princi-
ples, but they did not erode them as much; as they might have been
expected to do. They did not erode them more than the Burger Court
itself did. Nevertheless, if the Court does continue to weaken Miranda,
prosecutors undoubtedly would ask the state supreme courts to follow.
The courts would not have to do so, however, since they could effec-
tively insulate liberal decisions from Supreme Court review by basing
these decisions upon their state constitution or statutes. In fact, some

146 fin R. Nausturr, Pazstor.rmat. PowER: THE Pouncs or LEADERSHIP wrrx RE.
rucnoNs ON JOHNSON AND NIXON (1976 ed.).

147 For a fuller explanation of this theory, see G. TARR, JUDICIAL IMPACT AND STALE
SUPREME Courrs 85103 (1977).

141 A ruling that is clear is more likely to he perceived as persuasive and final, rather than
as a reflection of some inchoate doctrine. But in other respects, as well, Minrwle, in compari-
son with Eualvir and other previous rulings, probably was perceived as persuasive and final.
Romans, none note 17, at 51-52. With the issuance of the Burger Court's rulings, ofcourse,
Minova, in comparison with them, might not have been perceived as so final. But these
rulings came five and more years after Mime, and, as such, after Minos* produced compli-
ance with the warning requirements. Had the runny come tight on the heels of Minnie,
presumably they would have undermined the perception of finality of the ruling, and pre-
sumably they would have resulted in more erosion by the state supreme courti.

An alternative to the Neustadt theory is the "state impact theory." This theory main-
tains that rulings which require disruption of long-standing state policies in order to produce
compliance are less likely to produce compliance than rulings which do not require such
disruption. For a fuller discussion of this theory, see G. Tattit,nOra note 147, at 10520. This
theory is not as applicable to the present research as the Neustadt theory. While it could be
argued that state supreme courts were reluctant to reverse their long-standing (five and more
years) policy of complying with Minna in favor of eroding Miranda in response to the Burger
Court's rulnp, "their" policy was a federally imposed policy initially and, because of the
opportunity for appellate and habeas corpus review, a federally monitored policy continually.
Further, state supreme courts were not reluctant to reverie "their" policy in response to the
Burger Court's one clear ruling in Naar. Thus, the crucial factor seems to be clarity rather
than disruption of long-standing state policies.
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commentators have urged the courts not to follow the Supreme
Court.149 Still, if the Court does continue to weaken Miranda, many of

the state supreme courts probably will follow,150 especially if their re-

sponse to Harris is taken to be indicative. It would be ironic if, after the

battle to implement the Miranda principles had been largely won, the
Burger Court sacrificed the victory.

149 BrtiMan, Siele Caultbytast am' the Mischief s f lisflicalossl Rithis, 90 HARV. L REV. 489,

502 (1977).
150 Neubome, The A(th stfiw*, 90 HAIN. L REV. 1105 (1977). But although Neubome

is not optimistic that state supreme courts would issue liberal decisions in this kind of situa-

tion, others have notedsuch decisions already. Broutan,vra note 149, at 498.502, Sot sirs
Porter, Sisk Storms Coati sod the Letacy of iht Werra Ger Same Old hogaitits fir 4 New Saw-

iim , 8 Puauus 55 (1978), and other articles cited therein.
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By Harvey S. Perlman*
and Josephine R. Potuto**

The Uniform Law Commissioners'
Model Sentencing and Corrections
Act: An Overview'

I. INTRODUCTION
In 1978, after three years of deliberation, the National Confer-

ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws approved the Uni-
form Law Commissioners' Model Sentencing and Corrections Act.2
The Model Act provisions govern the organization of those agen-
cies of state government charged with correctional activities, the
process of sentencing criminal offenders, and the treatment of sen-

Professor of Law, University of Virginia.
" Associate Professor of Law, University of Nebraska.
1 UNIFORM LAW COMMISSIONERS MODEL. SENTENCING AND CORRECTIONS Aar,

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, LAW
ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE (1979)
(hereinafter cited as MSCAJ. The authors were reporters for the Model Act
and Professor Potuto also served as project director. Richard Singer,
Professor of Law, Rutgers University-Newark, participated as a reporter from
1975 to 1977. This article is based on the prefatory notes and comments to the
Model Act and on a report written by the authors and submitted to the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration upon completion of the Model
Sentencing and Corrections Act drafting project. See H. Perlman & J. Potuto,
Staff Report to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration on Uniform
Law Commissioners' Model Sentencing and Corrections Act (Sept. 1, 1978).
Since the authors were responsible for the language in the prefatory notes
and comments to the Act, they have made no attempt to indicate where, in
this article, portions of those texts have been used verbatim.

2. The Model Act was developed pursuant to Grant Number 76 NI-99-0022 from
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice. In 1974
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws adopted
and published its proposed Uniform Rules of Criminal Procedure. The Uni-
form Rules established the procedure governing the criminal justice system
from prior arrest to sentencing. In a few instances, rules regulating the proc-
ess of sentencing were also included, but the basis for sentencing criminal
offenders and the nature of correctional programs were not addressed. In
1973 a committee of the National Conference was formed to examine the pos-
sibility of carrying the work, begun with the Uniform Rules, forward through
the sentencing and correctional phases. In 1974, LEAA provided the neces-
sary funds for the project to proceed.

925
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tenced offenders and persons confined prior to trial. In addition,
provisions governing the collateral consequences of conviction and
programs for the assistance of victims are proposed. The
processes of the juvenile courts, including the system of correc-
tions applied to juvenile offenders, are excluded from the coverage
of the Model Act.

The drafting project began at a propitious time. A year earlier
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals (National Advisory Commission) had published its re-
port on Corrections3 offering a wide-ranging set of recommenda-
tions for reform, one of which was the call for wholesale reform of
the correctional laws of the fifty states. The Special Committee to
Draft the Model Act (Special Committee)4 relied heavily on this
pioneering work.

The fundamental bases for sentencing criminal offenders were
also undergoing a major re-examination. The traditional approach
to sentencing, adopted by the National Advisory Commission and
earlier by the American Bar Association in its Criminal Justice
Standards,5 consisted of a system of judicial sentencing designed
to tailor the sentence in each particular case to the needs of the
offender and of society. Although there were recommendations to
reduce or to structure the discretion of the sentencing court, the
system proposed in these reports remained primarily discretion-
ary. Parole was also a critical element of the envisioned system,
although here again, recommendations were offered to structure
the discretion of paroling authorities.

As the Special Committee began its work, a series of proposals
from a variety of different study groups suggested abandoning the
traditional practices.6 The universal feature of these proposals
was the recognition that individualized sentencing had failed and
should be replaced by a system that provided less disparity of

3. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND

Cants, ConnEcrions (1973) (hereinafter cited as NAC I.
4. This was the committee of Uniform Law Commissioners with primary re-

sponsibihty for drafting the Act. For more detailed information as to the
composition and work of the Special Committee see text accompanying notes
136-39 infra.

5. ABA STANDARDS RELATING TO SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES

(Final Draft, 1968) (hereinafter cited as ABA SENTENCING STANDARDS].

6. See,.e.g., D. FOGEL, WE ARE THE LIVING PROOF: THE JUSTICE MODEL FOR CM

MOTIONS (1975)1 M. FRANKEL, CRIMINAL SENTENCES: LAW WITHOUT ORDER

(1972); W. OA'YLIN, PARTIAL JUSTICE: A STUDY OFBIAS IN SENTENCING (1974);

N. MORRIS, THE FUTURE OF IMPRISONMENT (1974); A. VON HIRSCH, DOING JUS-

TICE (1976); NATIONAL COMMISSION ON REFORM OF FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAWS,

STUDY DRAFT OF A NEW FEDERAL CRIMINAL CODE (1970); TWENTIETH CENTURY

FUND TASK FORCE ON CRIMINAL SENTENCING, FAIR AND CERTAIN PUNISHMENT

(1976) (hereinafter cited as TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND).
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sentences among sentenced defendants. The Indeterminate sen-
tence with parole was to be replaced by a flat, determinate sen-
tence? The discretion to select a particular sentence was to be
severely restricted, either by legislative mandate or by other de-
vices. Sentences were no longer to reflect the rehabilitative poten-
tial of the defendant or an official prediction of the dangerousness
of the defendant but were to insure a punishment justly deserved
for the offense committed.

In the late 1960's the courts abandoned what had become
known as the "hanris off" doctrine under which courts refused to
intervene to review he aecisions of correctional administrators or
the conditions of correctional programs .9 Instead, courts began to
measure correctional practices against constitutional principles
and in many instances the existing practices fell short.9 Since
these early beginnings, nearly every aspect of correctional pro-
grams has been evaluated by courts. Although in some cases, dra-
matic change was ordered, it became clear that significant progress
would not come easily through judicial decrees. Often, lack of
funds prevented prisons from meeting minimum standards even
where those in charge of the institution desired to make a change.
In a few cases federal courts actually took over the operation of a
prison in order to correct unconstitutional conditions and prac-
tices.m The National Advisory Commission recognized that a com-
prehensive legislative codification of the rights of persons subject
to correctional authority was needed to avoid "the slow, painful,
and expensive process of . . . case-by-case litigation."n

The National Advisory Commission also examined and evalu-
ated existing legislative proposals relating to sentencing and cor-
rections.12 Most of the available proposed codifications were
developed before the courts had begun to impose constitutional
standards on correctional programs. Other proposed legislation
addressed relatively specific problems and did not provide a corn-

-

7. For a general discussion of these terms, see Singer, In Favor of "Presumptive
Sentences" Set by a Sentencing Commusson, 24 CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 401
(1978).

8. For a discussion of the hands-off doctrine, see, e.g., Cruz v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319,
321-22 (1972) (per curiam); Turner, Establishing the Rule of Law in Prisons. A
Manual for Prisoners' Rights Litigation, 23 Swirl. L. REV. 473, 503-04 (1971).
See also Champagne & Haas, The Impact of Johnson v. Avery on Prison Ad-
ministration, 43 TENN. L. REV. 275 (1976).

9 See, e.g., Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977); Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539
(1974), Cruz v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319 (1972), Martinez v. Mancusi, 443 F.2d 921 (2d
Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 401 U.S. 983 (1971).

10 See, e g., Pugh v. Locke, 406 F. Supp. 318 (M.D. Ala. 1976), cifd, 559 F.2d 283
(5th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 438 U.S. 915 (1978).

11. NAC, supra note 3, at 558.
12. Id. at 549-52.
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prehensive or coordinated statutory framework for correctional re-
form. Although many of these earlier proposals, including the
Model Penal Codela and the Study Draft of a New Federal Crimi-
nal Code,14 provided a starting point for committee deliberation,
the Model Sentencing and Corrections Act goes far beyond earlier
attempts to define statutorily the treatment of offenders. Also, the
sentencing provisions of the Model Act are based on different
premises than these earlier proposals.

The purpose of this article is to describe the development of the
Model Act and to provide an overview of its provisions. This article
also discusses the major policy decisions which serve as the foun-
dation for the provisions of the Act. These policy decisions were
based on the perception of the "state of the art" of corrections ini-
tially held by the authors and subsequently accepted or modified,
in whole or in part, by the Special Committee to Draft the Model
Act.I5 Several of the major themes of the Act are discussed with
some examples of how these themes were incorporated into the
statutory provisions. The article also describes the process by
which the Act was drafted and the nature of the outside advice and
consultation that was available to the Special Committee.

IL GENERAL APPROACHES

If one observation emerges from the events of recent years and
the recommendations of those groups that have studied sentenc-
ing and corrections, it is that these systems are in need of immedi-
ate, pervasive and, in some instances, drastic reform.16 The
prevalent sentencing and corrections systems have few defenders,
and it is widely recognized that society is incurring substantial
human and material costs by delaying change. The unanimity on
the need for change is not, however, matched by universal agree-
ment on the direction which change should take.

The sentencing process utilized by most states is characterized
by largely unfettered judicial discretion. In each of these states

13. MODEL PENAL CODE (Proposed Official Draft 1962).
14. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON REFORM OF FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAWS, supra note 6.

15. This article reflects the views of the authors with respect to the drafting proc-
ess and the underlying policies governing the final provisions of the Model
Act. This article has not been formally approved by the Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws nor does it necessarily reflect the views of the Commis-
sioners, the Special Committee to Draft the Act, the Review Committee to the
Act, or any of those individuals or groups acting as advisors in the drafting of

the Act.
16. See, e.g., ABA JOINT COMM. ON THE LEGAL STATUS OF PRISONERS, STANDARDS

RELATING TO THE LEGAL STATUS OF PRISONERS, reprinted in 14 AM. CAM. L

REV. 375 (1977) (hereinafter cited as ABA Jowl' Comm.); NAC, supra note 3,

at 141-47; note 6 supra.
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the legislature has established a broad range of permissible penal-
ties for each offense and the sentencing court is authorized to se-
lect some sentence within the range, the selection to be based on a
mixture of traditional policies regarding rehabilitation, deterrence,
punishment and incapacitation. Limited appellate review of the
sentencing judge's decision is available,17 and the court's sentenc-
ing decision is, in many cases, subservient to subsequent parole
board decisions. The result is a system that produces substantial
disparities in sentencing, both within the sentences imposed by a
single judge and between judges in a given jurisdiction.

The corrections system is largely hidden from public view ex-
cept in unusual circumstances such as a prison riot, an escape, or a
subsequent offense by a person released from confinement. In
more recent years the courts have brought to public view the harsh
and inhumane conditions that exist in many correctional institu-
tions. Against this background three general observations gov-
erned the nature of the reform proposals contained in the Model
Sentencing and Corrections Act.

A. The Need for Legislative Leadership and Responsibility

Most proposals for sentencing and correctional reform have rec-
ognized the need for legislative leadership if meaningful reform is
to take place.18 State legislative codes governing these critical
functions of state government are in many cases sorely outdated.
Many provide little authority to the correctional staff to take pro-
gressive action; on the other hand, they provide few restraints on
administrative power, restraints necessary to protect persons sub-
ject to correctional programs. In sentencing, legislatures have
largely abandoned to the courts and boards of parole not only the
responsibility to impose the appropriate sentence in individual
cases but also to adopt principles for sentencing generally.

This abdication of legislative leadership has had undesirable re-
sults throughout the criminal justice system. The failure to articu-
late through the political system the purposes and principles of
sentencing has resulted in a lack of public confidence in the sen-

17 In 1968 the American Bar Association found that twenty-one states author-
ized appellate sentencing review. ABA SErrrENcING STANDARDS, supra note
5, at 13. It was concluded, however, that in only fifteen states was it realisti-
cally available in all cases. Id. Moreover, indeterminate sentencing schemes
by their nature vest wide discretion in the sentencing court. Singer, supra
note 7 Appellate review is thus made difficult because there is no standard
against which to measure the exercise of discretion by the sentencing Judge.
See, e g , Coffee, The Repressed Issues of Sentencing. Accountability, Predict-
ability, and Equality in the Era of the Sentencing Commission, 66 GEO. L.J.
975, 1051-52 (1978).

18 See, e.g., NAC, supra note 3, at 143; ABA Jourr COMM., supra note 16, at 588.
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tencing process. The wide disparities in sentences, the lack of az-
ticulated premises and the apparent ineffectiveness of sentencing
practices are difficult to explain to the body politic. The failure to
maintain a sentencing system that can be rationalized to the gen-
eral public has forced the public to respond to the perceived "ch.
sis" in crime on an emotional level. Calls for harsher, longer or
mandatory sentences for certain serious offenses are symptomatic
of this lack of confidence.

The failure of legislation to deal with the conditions in correc-
tional facilities left the courts little choice but to intervene. But
judicial intervention, while necessary and appropriate, resulted in
disruption and uncertainty in correctional administration. As the
National Advisory Commission recognized, reform by court decree
is often disruptive, expensive and only partially effective.19 The ar-
ticulation of a code of conduct relating to the treatment of those
convicted of crime by the legislature would reassert the leadership
essential for substantial and wide-scale improvement in correc-
tional practices. The Model Sentencing and Corrections Act is
based on the assumption that legislative leadership in this area is
necessary if true reform is to take place.

B. The Need for Specificity

A legislative framework for corrections should differ from tradi-

tional legislation establishing other administrative agencies. In

many instances a lack of knowledge about human behavior re-

quires that correctional decision-makers take risks and the public

is less than sympathetic when those risks turn into realities. In-

deed, programs for criminal offenders attract little sympathy from

the public-at-large and are often perceived to be instances of "cod-

dling criminals." Since the function of corrections is particularly

controversial, correctional' administrators have understandably
been reluctant to implement programs of any far-reaching signifi-

cance without specific legislative approval.
Legislation dealing with correctional reform must also take into

account the unsavory side of the history of corrections in which

there was a systematic denial of the rights and interests of con-

fined persons.20 The courts have found that conditions within pris-

ons may constitute cruel and unusual punishment, and various

practices have been held to violate other constitutional require-

19. NAC, supra note 3, at 588.
20. See, e.g., Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. 349 (1910); NAC, supra note 3, at IL

For examples of legislative responses to the exploitation of prisoner labor.

see I.A. REV. STAT. ANN. § 15:862 (West 1967); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 34. § 555

(West 1978). See generally G. RUSCHE & 0. KIRCKHEIMER, PUNTS/BMW
ASO

SOCIAL STaucruat 42, 65 (1939).
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ments.2I
Both the need of correctional administrators for specific legisla-

tive support for programs and the need of convicted persons for
legislative protection against excessive administrative power re-
sulted in the Model Act being considerably more specific than
most codifications. A legislative framework for correctional pro-
grams should be as specific as possible to support the correctional
administrator in implementation and to assure the public that ap-
propriate safeguards are provided for the public safety. A code of
rights for convicted persons requires specificity since details can-
not be left to administrative discretion when the provision is di-
rected toward alleviating abuses or potential abuses of that very
discretion. Thus, the Model Act contains many provisions that
have considerable detail.

C. The Need for the Rule of Law in Sentencing and Corrections

The major approach of the Model Sentencing and Corrections
Act is its attempt to impose the rule of law on the existing systems
of sentencing and corrections. That attempt focuses primarily on
the control and structuring of the discretion exercised by sentenc-
ing courts and correctional officials.22 As indicated above, the
traditional legal framework for sentencing and corrections left
most decisions to the discretion of the decision-maker. Sentencing
courts were free within only nominal boundaries to impose any
sentence they thought appropriate. In a similar manner, correc-
tional administrators were largely free from controls.

Much of the Model Act is based on the simple premise that
there ought to be no outpost of lawlessness in a free society. The
law is, in large measure, designed to protect the individual citizen
from actual or potential governmental abuse. The Act is premised
on the notion that there is nothing inherent in the processes of
sentencing or corrections that ought to exempt either from that
principle, It should be understood that this premise is not based
on a perception that sentencing judges or correctional administra-
tors systematically abuse their powers. Rather, the Act reflects the

21. E.g., Gates v. Collier, 349 F. Supp. 881 (N.D. Miss. 1972), cird, 501 F.2d 1291
(5th Cir. 1974); Newman v. Alabama, 349 F. Supp. 278 (M.D. Ala. 1972); Holt v.
Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362 (E.D. Ark. 1970), cird, 442 F2d304 (8th Cir. 1971). See
generally Alexander, The Captive Patient. The Treatment of Health Problems
in American Prisons, 6 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 16 (1972); Hfischkop and Mil-
lemann, The Unconstitutionality of Prison Life, 55 VA. L. REV. 795 (1969).

22. Many of the provisions of the Act are derived from long standing techniques
utilized to regulate administrative discretion. See NAC, supra note 3, at 555
(Standard 16.2); PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF JUSTICE, THE CHALLENGE OF CIUML IN A FREE SOCIETY, at 179.81
(1967). See generally K. DAVIS, Disc/mum/am JUSTICE (1969).
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perception that legal constraints on governmental power are im.
portant to guard against potential abuse as well as to remedy in.
stances of actual abuse.

Application of the rule of law to sentencing and corrections re-
quires a careful balance in order to insure that the governmental
functions can be effectively conducted while at the same time sub-
jecting official power to carefully drawn limits. It is to this balance
that many of the provisions of the Model Act are addressed.

The discretion of sentencing courts is restrained by the estab-
lishment of legislative principles and purposes, and the enactment
of sentencing guidelines which provide the court with a presump.
Lively correct sentence. Although the court remains free to impose
a sentence other than the presumptively correct one, it must then
articulate its reasons for doing so, and its decision is subject to ap.
pellate review. The "protected interests" of confined persons in
the correctional area are specifically announced, and the authority
of the correctional administrator to limit or restrict the realization
of these interests is limited to those situations in which a particu-
lar and compelling governmental interest is at stake.23 In addition,
techniques traditionally imposed on administrative agencies such
as notice-and-comment rule making24 and judicial review of deci-
sions25 are imposed on correctional agencies. All of these tech-
niques have been used successfully with agencies dealing with
citizens in the free world and should be equally available to con-
victed persons.

The imposition of the rule of law to sentencing and corrections
was adopted as a basic premise of the Model Act primarily because
a society that truly values liberty and individual rights can do no
less. Secondarily, but nonetheless importantly, there is sufficient
evidence to suggest that fairness within these systems will also
make them more effective in performing their prescribed func-
tions. An offender who believes himself to be the victim of an un-
principled sentencing system is unlikely to be receptive to
correctional or rehabilitative programs. An offender who is treated
unfairly or is forced to live in squalid and inhumane conditions is
unlikely to develop the healthy respect for law and society that is

23. See text accompanying notes 77-78 infra.
24 MSCA § 1-103 (Adoption of Rulesi Procedures). This section was patterned

after the MODEL STATE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT (1961), also promul-

gated by the Uniform Law Commissioners.
25. MSCA § 1-104 (Judicial Review of Contested Cases). This section was pat.

terned after section 15 of the MODEL STATE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES Acr

(1961). It permits judicial review on the administrative record and reversal of
an administrative decision if it violates constitutional, statutory or adrainis
trative provisions or is in excess of departmental authority or is clearly eno
neous or arbitrary and capricious.
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required to live a crime-free life upon release. Adjustment to the
free world upon release from confinement is likely to be effective
only if the offender has learned, while confined, to accept the re-
sponsibilities and limits of living in a free society.

Thus, while it might be argued that individual provisions of the
Model Act may make the administration of correctional programs
more difficult or more costly, it is the belief of the authors that in
its totality the Model Act establishes a regime that is more compat-
ible both with our traditional notions of justice and with an effec-
tive governmental response to criminal conduct.

III. MAJOR UNDERLYING THEMES

The Prefatory Note to the Model Act lists the following underly-
ing themes of the Act:

The Act unifies the various elements of the correctional system into
one department of corrections in order to coordinate the deployment of
scarce correctional resources and to make correctional programs consis-
tent and effective.

The Act implements the legislative responsibility for determining ba-
sic correctional purposes and policies and, in several sections,legislatively
established criteria and goals for decision-making are announced.

The Act seeks to reduce the unfairness and ineffectiveness occa-
sioned by sentencing disparity. Rehabilitation is eliminated as a goal of
sentencing. Sentences, based on the punishment deserved for the offense,
are determined by courts in accordance with statutory and adnumstrative
guidelines. Appellate review of sentences is authorized. Parole is abol-
ished.

Although rehabilitation is no longer a factor in determining
sentences, within the sentence imposed the Act seeks to enhance the re-
habilitative potential of correctional environments by authorizing a wide
variety of programs and giving offenders a greater voice in, and accord-
ingly a greater incentive for, their own self-improvement.

The Act also seeks to recognize the interests of victims in the sen-
tencing and correctional process.

Most importantly, the Act strives to bring justice and the rule of law
to the correctional process .26

In addition to these basic policy approaches each major Article
of the Model Act was built on one or two major themes. The Act
consists of six articles. Article 1 includes general provisions and
rule-making procedures?? Article 2, providing for creation of a
26. MSCA at 5-6.
27 In many instances throughout the Act the director is obligated to exercise his

discretion through formally adopted rules. The procedure for adopting rules
allows participation by persons subject to the rules. The existence of rules
will facilitate uniform application of policies throughout the department and
provide a measure of protection against arbitrary action by subordinates.
The public nature of the rules will assist in creating a greater public aware-
ness of the operation of the department.
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state-wide Department of Corrections, establishes general organi-
zational provisions designed to leave maximum opportunity for ad-
ministrative flexibility in fashioning a detailed organizational
structure to implement the substantive provisions of the Act. Arti-
cle 3 describes the fundamental policies behind the sentencing
provisions and sets forth the available sentencing alternatives and
procedures designed to effectuate these policies. Article 4 pro-
vides a code of treatment of offenders, including an articulation of
the protected interests of confined persons. Article 5 establishes
procedures to assist victims of criminal offenses. Article 6 governs
the transition from prior law to the provisions of the Act.

A. Establishment and Unification of Correctional SystemsArticle 2

The provisions of Article 2 of the Model Act relate to the organi-
zation of the correctional system and the allocation and regulation
of administrative authority. The thrust of the Article is to improve
correctional programs, services and facilities. Although it is recog-
nized that statutory provisions alone cannot insure effective cor-
rections, a sound legislative framework is a prerequisite to the
administrative development of a workable program.

The major policy position implemented in the Act with respect
to organization is the unification of all adult correctional programs
under one department of corrections. Historically, correctional
agencies and, thereby, correctional programs, have been frag-
mented within a jurisdiction with no overall direction.28 Until re-
cently, in many states each correctional facility operated as an
independent governmental agency subject only to general supervi-
sion by a board of corrections. In many states community-based
programs such as probation and parole are administered sepa-
rately from the facility-based correctional agency. In most states
misdemeanant and pretrial detention facilities are operated by lo-
cal law enforcement agencies. Consistent with most national stud-
ies of correctional systems, Article 2 and other provisions of this
Act seek to bring all adult correctional programs within one
agencya unified department of corrections.29

28. This situation is changing. In fact, several legislative formulations proposing
various le.els of unification served as models for the development of some of
Article 2. See Unified Code of Corrections, ht. Arm. STAT., ch. 38, §§ 1001-14
to 1008-5-1 (Smith-Hurd 1973)e Nebraska Treatment and Corrections Act, NEB.

Rev. STAT. §§ 83-170 to -1,135 (Reissue 1976), Advisory Comm'n on Intergov-
ernmental Relations, State Dep't of Correction Act (1971); MODEL PENAL
CODE § 401; NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY STANDARD ACT
FOR STATE CORRECTIONAL SERVICES (1966).

29. See NAC, supra note 3, at 560 (Standard 16.4). See also ADVISORY COMM'N ON
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, STATE-LOCAL RELATIONS IN THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM 55 (1971) (unification of all programs except local jails);
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At present twenty-two states have placed administrative au-
thority over adult probation, parole and correctional institutions in
one state agency, although some retain overlapping local probation
systems 3o Four states place these three programs in three sepa-
rate agencies 31 The breakdown between state and local responsi-
bility for various aspects of the correctional system is shown in the
following table:

,Nwuber of Jurisdictions with Indicated Responsibilities32
(Fifty Stares, D.C., Canal Zone & Puerto Rico)

Program
Local
Resp.

State
Resp.

State/Local
Resp.

Juvenile detention 43 8 2
Juvenile probation 26 8 19
Juvenile institutions 0 50 0
Juvenile aftercare 4 47 2
Misdemeanant probation 13 19 9
Adult probation 9 32 12
Jails 43 9 1

Adult institutions 0 53 0
Adult parole 0 53 0

The arguments in favor of unification are based on notions of
effectiveness and efficiency. Correctional programming should be
consistent and coordinate, particularly when the same individual
often is subject to more than one element of the correctional sys-
tem. An offender subject at relatively short intervals to pretrial de-
tention, probation and confinement should not confront
inconsistent philosophies or expectations. His gradual reintegra-
tion into the free society may require an overall program that
builds on past experience.

Consolidated authority over correctional programs will also al-
low the efficient utilization and allocation of scarce resources. In
many instances professional counselors can assist confined per-
sons as well as persons on supervision in the community. Consoli-
dation also provides economies of scale which allow greater

AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASSN, MANUAL OF CORRECTIONAL STANDARDS 151-
170 (3d ed. 1966).

30. AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASS'N DIRECTORY (Juvenile and Adult Correctional
Departments, Institutions, Agencies and Paroling Authorities) (1975-76) at
250-57.

3L Id. at 257.
32 Id. See also California Bd. of Corrections, Coordinated California Correc-

tions. The System (1971)i Final Report of the Prison Study Comm., A Unified
System of Correction (Conn. 1957). Many states report plans for further uni-
fying correctional activities. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
Recent Criminal Justice Unification, Consolidation and Coordination Efforts
(Jan. 1976).

18-837 0 - 81 - 49
741
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flexibility in providing programs and services. Finally, unification
facilitates long-range planning, the development of training and
personnel programs, and the research and evaluation of past ef-
forts.

In keeping with the nature of a model law designed for imple-
mentation in fifty states, the organizational structure of the depart.
ment was kept flexible. The Act creates four divisions within the
department of corrections and two independent offices. The pro-
gram-based divisions--division of facility-based service ,,33 divi-
sion of community-based services,34 and division of jail
administrational are created primarily as legal devices to regu-
late sentencing practices. Article 3 requires that offenders be sen-
tenced to a particular division within the department. The director
is, however, authorized to appoint a single person as associate di-
rector of more than one division and to otherwise coordinate the
activities of the division 3s This may be particularly appropriate in
small states.

The fourth division, the division of medical services,37 which
provides medical services to persons in the custody of the depart-
ment, is created as a separate division for substantive reasons. De-
livery of medical care to confined persons often comes into conflict
with the security and administrative needs of facilities. The sepa-
rate division provides medical personnel with some independence
from facility administrators while at the same time retaining de-
partmental control and responsibility for medical services.

The effectiveness of the office of correctional legal services,38
which provides legal services for persons in the custody of the de-
partment, depends on its independence from direct supervision by
the department of corrections. The office staff may have to contest

33. MSCA §§ 2-301 to -303. This division administers programs, services and facd-

ities primarily for felony offenders sentenced to continuous confinement.
MSCA § 2-301.

34. MSCA §§ 2-201 to -204. This division administers programs, services, and fa-
climes for persons sentenced or transferred to its custody, pretrial releases
and victims. MSCA § 2-201.

35. MSCA §§ 2-401 to -405. This division administers programs, services and facil-

ities primarily for misdemeanants sentenced to continuous confinement and
pretrial detainees. MSCA § 2-401.

36. MSCA § 2-106(2).
37. MSCA §§ 2-501 to -503. The right of a confined person to receive medical care

is a protected interest. MSCA § 4-105 [Medical Care). See also MSCA H 4-

106 (Right to Healthful Environment) and 4-107 (Physical Exercise).
38. MSCA §§ 2-601 to -603. The right of a confined person to receive legal assist

ance is a protected interest. MSCA § 4-108 (Legal Assistance). See also

MSCA § §'.109 (Participating in the Legal Process) and 4-110 (Access to I.e-

gal Materials]. The other independent office created by the Act is that of Cor

rectional Mediation. MSCA §§ 4-201 to -207.

Ml42
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actions of departmental personnel; yet, they must retain the confi-
dence of the correctional administration as well as that of persons
in the custody of the department. The effectiveness of the office
requires an independence fromand the confidence ofboth em-
ployees and confined persons.

Beyond these provisions, the director is given full authority to
organize the department and to create additional divisions. Larger
systems, for example, may develop separate divisions for research,
planning, purchasing, administration or other activities.

The second major purpose of Article 2 is to allocate and regu-
late correctional authority. Historically, the legislative delegation
of authority to correctional administrators has been framed in rela-
tively broad language. Indeed, in some jurisdictions facilities or
agencies are created and their operation left to administrative dis-
cretion without further guidance. This type of statutory founda-
tion can have adverse effects. First, left without legislative
guidance or support, some correctional administrators may be
hesitant to attempt to implement new and promising ideas for fear
of public or legislative discontent or from doubt as to the limits of
their authority. Second, without legislative direction, the thrust of
correctional programming over time will be erratic, and each new
change in administration will bring its own method of operation
based on its own perception of public policy. Third, legislative re-
straint on administrative discretion is necessary to insure that per-
sons in the custody of the department are treated fairly.

Article 2 contains provisions to confine, structure and check ad-
ministrative discretion without unduly interfering with the flex-
ibility and authority needed to administer correctional facilities
and programs effectively. In some provisions, goals are legisla-
tively established and relevant considerations and factors for deci-
sion-making are stated.39

1. Overview of Article 2

Part 1 of Article 2 establishes the centralizeddepartment of cor-
rections and provides for its authority and responsibilities. Provi-
sions in this part have general application throughout the
programs of the department. Parts 2, 3 and 4 create the operational
divisions of the department. The division of facility-based services
has responsibility for major correctional facilities including pris-
ons and other long-term confinement institutions. The division of
community-based services provides a cluster of programs and
services that have a general community orientation. It is this divi-
sion that has custody over persons sentenced to community super-

39. MSCA §§ 2-701 to -706 (Facility Design and Construction).
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vision. It might also have administrative responsibility for half-
way houses and other facilities not used for continuous confine-
ment. The jail administration division would govern those facili-
ties traditionally thought of as local jails, including pretrial
detention facilities and misdemeanant confinement institutions.
Part 5 establishes a division of medical services responsible for all
aspects of medical services in departmental facilities. Part 6 estab-
lishes an independent office of correctional legal services to pro-
vide legal assistance to confined persons. The office is authorized
to provide both legal counsel and paralegal assistance. Part 7 pro-
vides legislative direction for the planning and design of new cor-
rectional facilities.

B. SentencingArticle 3

Article 3 contains provisions relating to the selection, imposi-
tion, and execution of sentences for violation of criminal laws. The
major policy decisions reflected in the Article are: 1) the recogni-
tion of just deserts rather than rehabilitation or individual predic-
tions of dangerousness as the major factor in sentencing and
release decisions;40 2) the reduction and structuring of judicial
sentencing discretion by establishment of a presumptively appro-
priate sentence to be imposed unless there is good cause not to do
sorn and 3) the adoption of a flat sentencing system for sentences
to confinement by abolition of parole.42

For many years the American system of sentencing has sought
to achieve four goals: deterrence, rehabilitation, incapacitation,
and retribution. Both the American Bar Association and the
American Law Institute have proposed that all of these goals are
legitimate considerations in appropriate cases.43 This multi-goal
system of sentencing has resulted in variations on one basic model
within the statesjudicial imposition of an indeterminate sen-
tence and discretionary release by a parole board. This model
sought to promote individualized treatment of offenders ("let the
punishment fit the criminal not the crime"), to limit the coercive
power of the state by requiring a utilitarian rather than a retribu-
tive end and to protect society by applying just the right amount of

40. MSCA at 89.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. ABA SENTENCING STANDARDS, supra note 5, § 2.2, MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.9.

See also NAC, supra note 3, at 150 (Standard 5.2); NAT'L COUNCIL ON Claw li

DELINQUENCY, MODEL SENTENCING Aar (2d ed. 1972). The American Bar As-
sociation recently moved in the direction of the Model Act. ABA SENTENCING
STANDARDS (SECOND), § 2.2 (tent. draft 1979) (approved at the 1979 Annual

Meeting).
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coercion and cure to produce law-abiding citizens and to deter
others from criminal behavior.

The model also had practical advantages in administering cor-
rectional institutions. The parole release discretion provided a
safety valve for overcrowded prisons. The system also allowed
sentencing courts to impart relatively long sentences to satisfy
public opinion while allowing the parole board to award early re-
lease to keep sentences within reasonable limits.

Recent examinations of the results of the sentencing system
have called into question both its practical effectiveness and its
theoretical justifIcation.44 The thrust of the criticisms has been
three-fold: 1) the current system does not allow effective use of
deterrence principles and yet it neither rehabilitates offenders nor
isolates offenders likely to commit future crimes;45 2) the current
system results in large scale disparity in sentences creating frus-
trations, tensions, and disrespect for the system in both the offend-
ers and the public-at-large;46 and 3) the current system is
philosophically unjust in that it oftentimes severs the relationship
between the punishment imposed and the offense committed.47

The provisions of Article 3 reflect the use of "just deserts" as
the overriding philosophy justifying the imposition of criminal
sanctions. This philosophy requires that the nature and severity of
the sanction imposed be deserved on the basis of the offense com-
mitted and certain limited mitigating and aggravating factors relat-
ing to the offense and the offender. This seeks to avoid the
injustice that results from utilizing the other traditional purposes
of punishment.

The use of rehabilitation as a relevant factor in sentencing has
been accused of causing substantial disparity in sentencing:

fly rehabilitation is the goal, and persons differ in their capacity to be
rehabilitated, then two persons who have committed precisely the same
crime under precisely the same circumstances might receive very differ-
ent sentences, thereby violating the offenders' and our sense of jus-
tice. . . . Rigorously applied on the basis of existing evidence about what

44 For arguments and proposals for change reflecting the primary theoretical
basis for the philosophy embodied in Article 3, see AMERICAN FRIENDS SERV-
ICE COMMITTEE, STRUGGLE FOR JUSTICE (1971); CmzENs' INQUIRY ON PAROLE
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, PRISONS Wrrnoirr WALLS (1975); D. Fogel, supra note
6; M. FRANKEL, supra note 6; D. LIPTON, R. MARTINSON & J. Mum, THE EFFEC-
TIVENESS OF CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT (1975); N. MORRIS, supra note 6;
TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND, supra note 6; A. VON HIRSCH, supra note 6; Harris,
Disquisition on the Need for a New Model for Criminal Sanctioning Systems,
77 W VA. L. REV. 263 (1975); McGee, A New Look at Sentencing (pts. 1-2),
FED. PROBATION, June 1974, at 3 and Sept. 1974, at 3.

45. MSCA at 90.
46. Id.
47. Id.
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factors are associated with recidivism, this theory would mean that if two
persons together rob a liquor store, the one who is a young black male
from a broken family, with little education and a record of drug abuse, will
be kept in prison indefinitely, while an older white male from an intact
family, with a high school diploma and no drug experience, will be re-
leased almost immediately. Not only the young black male, but most fair-
minded observers, would regard that outcome as profoundly unjust."

Recent studies have also called into question the effectiveness
of coerced rehabilitation programs.* Moreover, the rigidly struc-
tured environment of a prison does not provide a suitable educa-
tional experience for learning how to exist in a free society.50 And
even if rehabilitation worked, the justification for extending a sen-
tence for rehabilitative purposes, beyond what was "deserved" for
the offense committed, breaks the tie between offense and sanc-
tion, thus removing the offense as the justification for intervention
into the life of the offender. The full implication of governmental
intervention into the lives of its citizens unrelated to commission
of a criminal offense runs counter to the traditional and related val.
ues of individual freedom and limited governmental power.

The abandonment of rehabilitation as a factor in determining
the nature or length of a sentence does not abandon rehabilitation
as a goal of the correctional system. Rather, within the just-
deserts sentence imposed, the Act requires that offenders be pro-
vided with programs and services to better themselves 51 Thus,
the Act permits offenders to choose whether and in what programs
they will participate.

Another traditional goal of punishment has been to restrain or
incapacitate those offenders predicted as likely to commit future
crimes. This goal has been implemented for the most part through
the parole system in which the parole board is authorized to re-
lease offenders from confinement when they are no longer danger-

ous or have been rehabilitated. In addition many systems provide
enhanced sentences for those predicted to be dangerous. Al-
though the theory of the system is plausible, in practice- attempts
to predict dangerousness have not been successful. The
knowledge necessary to predict who will commit future crimes is
undeveloped. As Professor von Hirsch noted: "With a predictive
instrument of so little discernment and a target population so
small, the forecaster will be able to spot a significant percentage of
the actual violators only i f a large number of false positives is also
included."52 This results in the unnecessary confinement of many

48. J. WILSON, THINKING ABOUT CRIME 171 (1975).
49. E.g., D. LIPTON, R. MARTINSON & J. WILKS, supra note 44.
50. See D. GLASER, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A PRISON AND PAROLE SYSTEM (1964

51. See text accompanying notes 75-76, 106 infra.
52. A. VON HIRSCH, supra note 6, at 22 (emphasis in original).
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offenders in order to isolate a few who are dangerous. The unrelia-
bility of our methods of prediction and the tendency to greatly
overpredict likely recidivism suggests that predictive restraint
should not be used to determine the nature or severity of the sanc-
tion imposed.

Within the limitations of the deserved punishment, deterrence
of others is an appropriate goal to pursue. The present system
largely relies for deterrent effect on the existence ofan undifferen-
tiated criminal sanction. Our knowledge and ability to fine tune
the sentencing system for deterrence purposes is not well devel-
oped.53 In part, this results from the individualized treatment
model which prevents any informed knowledge of criminal sanc-
tions from being imparted to the public. The deterrence impact of
a legislative increase in a sentence for a particular offense is
largely muted by the discretionary sentencing practices of courts
and parole boards.

Discretionary release systems like parole also have counter-
productive effects on the lives and attitudes of offenders. Persons
subject to a parole board's discretion inevitably participate in a
"con game" to convince the board they are ready for release. In
addition, the uncertain nature of the sentence prohibits careful
planning for release. Perhaps more important, however, the parole
system intensifies disparity in sentences. This, in turn, creates
tension and hostility within correctional institutions and thus
makes actual rehabilitation more difficult.

Perhaps the major indictment of the current system is that it
has lost public confidence. The sentencing system purports to do
more than it can deliverit claims to rehabilitate, isolate, and de-
ter and thus attracts the blame for publicized crimes by ex-offend-
ers and for the perceived increase in crime generally. The
provisions of Article 3 attempt to speak to the concerns expressed
with current sentencing provisions.54 They are directed by the

53. F. ZIMRING & G. HAWKINS, DETERRENCE (1973).
54 The acceptance of the need for basic systematic change in cnminalsentenc-

ing is reflected in current legislative responses. Indiana and Maine have
enacted flat sentencing systems by eliminating parole in most instances. IND.
CODE ANN. §§ 35-50-2-4 to -7 (Burns 1977); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 17-A.,
§§ 1253, 1254. California has both enacted a presumptive sentencing system
and abolished discretionary release. CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 1170 to 1170.6 (West
Supp 1979). The Federal Parole Commission and Reorganization Act of 1976,
18 U.S.C. §§ 4201-4218 (1976), made mandatory an earlier administrative deci-
sion to establish presumptive parole dates for federal prisoners. Further,
state legislatures are considering various forms of presumptive and flat sen-
tencing proposals in, among others, Minnesota, Illinois, Ohio, Alaska and
New Jersey. In addition to such legislative responses, several courts are ex-
perimenting with sentencing guidelines. See L WIL.KINS, J. KaEss, D. GOTF-
PREDsou, J. CALPIN & A. GELMAN, SENTENCING GUIDELINES: STRUCTURING
JUDICIAL DISCRETION (1976).
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overriding attempt to reduce injustice and to implement a modest,
attainable system of sentencing criminal offenders.55

I. Overview of Article 3

Part 1 of Article 3 establishes the general framework for
sentencing. The purposes and principles of sentencing are
articulated in sections 3-10156 and 3-10257 of the Act. Section

55. This goal is also reflected in the modified flat sentencing plan approved by the
ABA Joint Committee on the Legal Status of Prisoners. ABA Jonfr Corm.,
supra note 16, I 9.1.

56. MSCA § 3 -101 [Purposes].
The purposes of the Article are to:

(1) punish a criminal defendant by assuring the imposition of a
sentence he deserves in relation to the seriousness of his offense;

(2) assure the fair treatment of all defendants by eliminating un-
justified disparity in sentences, providing fair warning of the nature
of the sentence to be imposed, and establishing fair procedures for
the imposition of sentences; and

(3) prevent crime and promote respect for law by,
(i) providing an effective deterrent to others likely to

commit similar offenses;
(ii) restraining defendants with a long history of criminal

conduct; and
(iii) promoting correctional programs that elicit the volun-

tary cooperation and participation of offenders.
57. MSCA § 3-102 (Principles of Sentencing].

To implement the purposes of this Article the following principles

apply:
(1) The sentence imposed should be no greater than that de-

served for the offense committed.
(2) Inequalities in sentences that are unrelated to a purpose of

this Article should be avoided.
(3) The sentence imposed should be the least severe measure

necessary to achieve the purpose forwhich the sentence is imposed.
(4) Sentences not involving confinement should be preferred

unless:
(i) confinement is necessary to protect society by

restraining a defendant who has a long history of criminal conduct;
(ii) confinement is necessary to avoid depreciating the

seriousness of the offense or justly to punish the defendant;
(iii) confinement is particularly suited to provide an effective

deterrent to others likely to commit similar offenses;
(iv) measures less restrictive than confinement have fre-

quently or recently been applied unsuccessfully to the defendant; or
(v) the purposes of this Article would be fulfilled only by a

sentence involving confinement.
(5) The potential or lack of potential for the rehabilitation or

treatment of the defendant should not be considered in determining
the sentence alternative or length of term to be imposed, but the
length of a term of commvnity supervision may reflect the length of a
treatment or rehabilitation program in whichparticipation is a condi
tion of the sentence.

(6) The prediction of the potential for future criminality by a
particular defendant, unless based on prior criminal conduct or acts

74s
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3.10359 describes the sentencing alternatives, and the maximum
possible sentences for categories of offenses are established in
Section 3-104.

A Sentencing Commission is created59 to develop sentencing
guidelines 69 Once created, these guidelines will provide the pre-
sumptively appropriate sentence to be imposed in each case based
on statutorily authorized factors relating to the offender and the
severity of the offense.61 The guidelines will indicate the appropri-
ate type of sentence, i.e., fine, community supervision, periodic
confinement, continuous confinement, as well as the length or
magnitude of the sentence to be imposed.62

Part 2 of the Article establishes the procedures for imposing
sentences. A presentence report is required in all felony cases,63
but the court may order a shortened report where there are no con-

designated as a crime under the law, should not be considered in de-
termining his sentence alternative or the length of term to be im-
posed.

58. MSCA § 3-103 [Sentencing Alternatives).
(a) A person convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor in this

State must be sentenced in accordance with this Act.
(b) The following sentencing alternatives are authorized:

(1) payment of a fine either alone or in addition to any other
sentence authorized by this subsection;

(2) service of a term of community supervision;
(3) service of a split sentence of confinement followed by a

term of community supervision;
(4) service of a term of periodic confinement;
(5) service of a term of continuous confinement;
(6) making restitution alone or in addition to any other sen

tence authorized by this subsection.
(c) This Article does not deprive a court of any authority con-

ferred by law to decree a forfeiture of property, suspend or cancel a
license, remove a person from office, or impose costs and othermone-
tary obligations if specifically authorized by law.

[(d) This Article does not prevent a court from imposing a sen-
tence of death specifically authorized by law.]

59 MSCA § 3-110 [Sentencing Commission; Creation). Locating in an adminis-
trative agency the obligation to develop presumptive sentences provides
greater flexibility in the development and modification of sentences and as-
sures continuing examination of sentencing practices.

60. MSCA § 3.112 [Duties of Sentencing Commission).
61 MSCA § 3-115 [Sentencing Guideline, Requirements). The guidelines must

be consistent with the purposes (MSCA § 3.101) and principles (MSC/. § 3-
102) of sentencing.

62 MSCA § §3.113 (Sentencing Guidelines, Non-Monetary Sentencing Alterna-
tives) and 3 -114 [Monetary and Non - Monetary Conditions of Sentencing
Guidelines I.

63 MSCA § 3-203 [Presentence Investigation and Report). The court may order
preparation of a presentence report in misdemeanor cases and, with the de-
fendant's agreement, a presentence investigation may begin before adjudica-
tion of guilt. The report includes any victim's statement with respect to
sentencing.

74 9
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tested issues of mitigation or aggravation.64 A sentencing hearing
is required.66 The sentencing court is obligated to impose the
guideline sentence unless it finds that some other sentence would
better serve the purposes and principles of sentencing.66 If the
court departs from the guidelines it must also enter on the record
its reasons for so departing.67 Finally, appellate review of
sentences is authorized 68

Parts 3 through 6 of the Article provide statutory detail for the
various types of sentences authorized by the Act. Part 3 imple-
ments sentences to community supervision. The Act uses the
term "community supervision" as a substitute for what has tradi-
tionally been called "probation" and which refers to supervision in
the community under conditions imposed by the court. Part 4 re-
lates to fines.

Part 5 pruvides for the elements of a sentence to confinement.
Three sentences involving confinement are authorized: split

sentences, periodic confinement, and continuous confinement.
Split sentences involve confinement for not more than 180 days fol-

lowed by a term of community supervision.69 Periodic confine-
ment involves confinement only during specified days or parts of
days and supervision in the community at other times.79 A sen-
tence for continuous confinement requires the offender to serve
his entire sentence in a facility. There is no parole or other discre-
tionary release, but each offender earns one day of good time for
each day he serves in confinement without violating prison rules.7i
Good time credits are awarded neither for program participation
nor on the basis of official judgments regarding rehabilitative pro-
gress; their forfeiture may be assessed as punishment in a discipli-

nary proceeding.72 No supervision is provided after release from

64. MSCA § 3-204 (Requirements of Presentence Reports].
65. MSCA § 3.206 (Sentencing Heanng]. The victim is afforded the opportunity

to be heard at the hearing.
66. MSCA § 3-207 (Imposition of Sentence]. The requirement that the court

show a sentence that deviates from the guidelines is better, not just appropri-
ate, places a substantial burden on the sentencing judge if he does not im-
pose the guideline sentence.

67. Id. An articulation of reasons makes appellate review more practical.
68. MSCA § 3-208 (Appellate Review of Sentences]. Appellate review may be

sought by.either the defendant or prosecutor and the appellate court may
increase as well as reduce the sentence imposed.

69. MSCA § 3-503 (Split Sentence]. Split sentences are subject to good time re-
ductions. Id. § 3-501(c). Thus, the 180-day maximum reflects a 90-day maxi-

mum of "real" time. Id. § 3-501(b).
70. MSCA § 3-504 (Periodic Confinement; Effect].
71. MSCA § 3-501 (Sentences to Confinement; Good Time Reductions].
72. MSCA § 4-502 (Punishments for Disciplinary Infractions]. Good time reduc-

tions of the sentence imposed are common in statutory schemes. E.g., NEL
REv. STAT. § 83-1,107 (Reissue 1976). In many jurisdictions good time is auto-

7 U
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confinement, but the department is authorized to provide services
and assistance to released offenders on a voluntary basis and to
make funds available to them conditioned on their participation in
post-release programs.73 Part 6 authorizes the grant of restitution
to victims.

C. Treatment of Offenders and Judicial OversightArticle 4

Article 4 of the Model Act for the most part governs the treat-
ment of those persons convicted of and sentenced for criminal con-
duct. It describes a system that protects the interests of confined
persons, one in which such individuals are allowed to learn to ac-
cept the responsibilities of life in free society by being subjected to
the same system of incentives and burdens experienced by free
citizens. The article is built upon the basic premise that persons in
the custody of the department have the right to be treated fairly.
In part, support for the premise is philosophicalthat the great-
ness of a society can be measured by the way it treats criminal
offenders. In part, support for the premise is utilitarianthat fair
treatment is a prerequisite for rehabilitation. In part, support for
the premise is legalthat offenders are entitled under the Consti-
tution to basic elements of fair treatment. Finally, in part, support
for the premise is traditionalthat governmental power should al-
ways be restrained, not necessarily because of proven abuse but
because of the potential for abuse.

The withdrawal of liberty inherent in imprisonment or other
less intrusive criminal sanctions is punishment. The provisions of
the Model Act, particularly those of Article 4, reflect a refusal to
add to the magnitude of that punishment by creating or maintain-
ing harsh or insensitive correctional facilities or programs.74
Rather, the Act creates a correctional environment approximating
life outside the prison, with confined persons treated with dignity
and as functioning adults capable of making and accepting respon-
sibility for their own decisions. Reducing the pervasiveness of ad-
ministrative control over the lives of confined persons is not wholly

matically credited and may be forfeited only upon the commission of a disci-
plinary infraction. Id. Under the Model Act good time forfeiture may be
imposed only if the disciplinary infraction is a felony or seriously jeopardizes
safety or the confined person is a frequent rule violator. MSCA § 4-502. Gen-
erally a forfeiture of 90 days good time is the maximum that may be imposed
for any one disciplinary infraction. Id.

73 MSCA §§ 3-507 (Pre-release and Post-release Programs]; 3.508 (Release of
Confined Persons]; and 3.509 (Released Offender Loan Fund].

74. See generally ABA Joan COMM., supra note 16; S. KRANZ, R. BELL, J. BRANT &
M. MAGRUDER, MODEL RULES AND REGULATIONS ON PRISONERS' RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBUZTIES 1-4 (1973) (hereinafter cited as MODEL RULES]; NAC, supra
note 3, at 17.21.
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an act of mercy; it is also a calculated act of self-protection that
may be the most reasonable and efficient means to decrease
recidivism,75 since:

( v Jirtually all prisoners will some day be released to a society in which
they will daily be required to make choices and exercise selfrestraint.

If our institutions of confinement do not replace self-restraint for com-
pelled restraint, and encourage choice rather than rote obedience, re-
leased prisoners will continue to be unable to deal with the "real" world.76

Article 4 represents a detailed codification of those interests of
confined persons which ought to be protected. At the same time
these "protected interests" are balanced against the legitimate in-
terest of the public in assuring that the correctional system is ad-
ministered in an orderly fashion, providing adequate security and
safety to the public. This balancing is performed in two ways.
First, a general provision stipulates the extent to which any "pro-
tected interest" of a confined person may be justifiably limited.
Second, the details of each protected interest are specifically es-
tablished, as reproduced below:

Section 410277
(a) Whenever this Act specifically provides a confined person with a

"protected interest," the director shall take appropriate measures to pre-
serve and facilitate the full realization of that interest.

(b) The director may suspend or limit the realization of a protected
interest otherwise provided by this Act during an emergency in a facility
or part of a facility if the director finds that unusual conditions exist in a
facility that imminently jeopardize the safety of the public or the security
or safety within a facility and that extreme measures are necessary. The
director shall rescind the suspension as soon as the emergency is over
and, within 30 days after the emergency is over, submit to the Governor a
writte" report describing the nature of the emergency and the measures
taken.

(c) Consistent with the provisions of this Part that specifically re-
quire or prohibit the performance of an act by the director, the director
may adopt measures that:

(I) limit the full realization of a protected interest if the measures
are designed to protect the safety of the public or the security or safety
within a facility! and

(2) regulate the time, place, and manner of the realization of a pro-
tected interest if the measures are designed to assure the orderly adminis-
tration of a facility.

(d) Whenever the director adopts measures pursuant to subsection
(c), they must be:

(1) designed to create no greater restriction on the protected inter-
est than reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose for which they
were adopted: and

(2) adopted in accordance with the procedures established for the
adoption of rules.

75. E.g., ABA Jorrrr COMM., supra note 16, at 417.20.
76. Id. at 418-19.
77. MSCA § 4-102 (Protected Interests! General Provisions].
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Subsection (a) of the section establishes an obligation on the
Director of Corrections to rake affirmative steps to assist confined
persons to realize their protected interests. This reflects a recogni-
tion of the realities of prison life, where all control initially rests
with the administration. Subsection (b) authorizes the suspen-
sion of protected interests during an emergency. Subsection (c)
provides the major balancing of interests. Protected interests, spe-
cifically delineated in later sections of Article 4, can be limited if
necessary "to protect.the safety of the public or the security or
safety within a facility"a phrase used throughout the Act. The
interest in orderly administration of a facility is not as imperative
as security and safety and thus does not serve to justify limiting
realization of protected interests except as to time, place and man-
ner. The director's authority under this subsection is further cir-
cumscribed by specific directives and prohibitions contained in
those sections establishing the protected interests.

Underlying the delineation of protected interests of confined
persons is the philosophy adopted in several cases that "[a] pris-
oner retains all the rights of an ordinary citizen except those ex-
pressly, or by necessary implication, taken from him by law."78
The Special Committee recognized, on the other hand, that facility
administrators must retain some discretion, particularly regarding
matters of detail that do not raise significant issues of fair treat-

78 Coffin v. Reichard, 143 F.2d 443, 445 (6th Cir. 1944) (per curiam). Accord,
Morales v. Schmidt, 340 F. Supp. 544, 553.54 (W.D. Wis. 1972). See CAL. PENAL
CODE § 2601 (West Supp. 1979).

To the extent the test described in the Model Act imposes the burden on
correctional officials to justify tHir acts or regulations it has been rejected as
a constitutional requirement by the United States Supreme Court in a case
involving pretrial detainees. Bell v. Wolfish, 99 S. Ct. 1861 (1979), revg, Wolf-
ish v. Levi, 573 F.2d 118 (2d Cir. 1978), revg in part, United States ex rel. Wolf-
ish v Levi, 439 F. Supp. 114 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). Both the district court and the
Second Circtit had adopted a test, similar to that of the Model Act, that re-
quired a showing that deprivations imposed on pretrial detainees were justi-
fied by "compelling necessities of jail administration." 573 F.2d at 124
(quoting Rhem v. Malcolm, 507 F.2d 333, 336 (2d Cir. 1974)). The Supreme
Court adopted instead a requirement that the offender show by substantial
evidence that the challenged administrative practice was excessive or arbi-
trary.

Wolfish was decided after adoption of the Model Act. However, as with
other provisions in the Act, the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws viewed constitutional requirements as minima and not
necessarily as limiting the legislative perogative to direct the extent to which
a correctional system might appropriately concern itself with administrative
fairness. Cf. Jones v. North Carolina Prisoners' Labor Union Inc., 433 U.S.
119, 136-37 (1977) (Burger, CJ concurring) (federal courts should not second
guess the decisions of legislators and prison officials. Instead, the needed re-
forms must come from those with the most experience in the field, i.e., prison
administrators).
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ment. Each protected interest was described in order to: (1) as-
sure minimum standards of fair treatment for offenders, (2)
facilitate operation of facilities in a way that would afford confined
persons protection beyond minimum standards, and (3) guard
against the potential of administrative abuse. Each articulation of
a protected interest was evaluated by asking two questions: (1)
does it provide the specificity necessary to establish clear guide-
lines for operation; and (2) does it allow room for the administrator
to take account of other legitimate institutional needs? Of course
the interests of security and safety are always considered para-
mount institutional needs if it is demonstrated that they are legiti-
mately involved.

The most significant rights specified in Article 4 are those re-
fleeting the basic needs of medical care,79 legal assistance,80
healthy and safe living conditions,81 and those relating to the com-
munications rights of confined persons.82 Medical care and a safe
living environment are fundamental rights of the human condition;
their specification is necessary because of the unfortunate history
of many of our correctional institutions, a history that has com-
pelled courts to close facilities because living conditions were
found to be cruel and unusual punishment under the eighth
.amendment.83 The communication rights, as exemplified in mail
and visitation rights, permit a confined person to keep in touch
with the outside world. This is important because it leads to the
confined person's better adjustment to prison life as well as to his
better readjustment to life outside.84 Keeping in touch and thus
maintaining ties with the outside world is thought to be an ex-
tremely important factor in preventing recidivism.85 The right to
legal assistance is basic to assure that other rights specified in the
act are protected.

79. MSCA § 4-105 (Medical Care].
80. MSCA § 4-108 (Legal Assistancej. See MSCA §§ 4.109 (Participating in the

Legal Process] and 4-110 (Access to Legal Materials]. See also Potuto,17ie
Right of Prisoner Access. Does Bounds Haue Bounds.', 53 IND. L.J. 207 (1978,

81. MSCA §§ 4-104 (Physical Secuniy1 and 4-106 (Right to Healthful Environ-
ment'. See MSCA § 4-107 (Physical exercise].

82. Communication rights include communication by whatever mannermal
telephone, face-to-face through visitation, etc., as well as the ability to be kept

apprised of the outside world through books, magazines and television, See
",CA §§ 4-114 (Communications], 4-115 (Visitation], 4-123 (Lending Library

Reading Material; Radio and Television], and 4-124 (Facility News Mediums

83. See, e.g., Puch v. Locke, 406 F. Supp. 318 (M.D. Ala. 1976). See also note 21

supra.
84. ASSOCIATION OF STATE CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATORS, POLICY GUIDELEMS

(1972); Fox, The First Amendment Rights of Prisoners, 63 J. Cnn.t. L.C. & Pi

162, 173-74 (1972).
85. See, e.g., N. HOLT & a MILLER, EXPLORATIONS IN INMATE FAMILY RELATIO*

SHIPS (1972); N. MORRIS, supra note 6.
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A careful analysis of Section 4-114 (dealing with oral and writ-
ten communications) and its relationship to other sections, may
help clarify the way in which a balance is struck between the exer-
cise by a confined person of a right specifically afforded him under
the Act, in this instance, communications, and the interests of se-
curity, safety, and orderly administration, which are also pre-
served.

Section 411486
(a) A confined person has a protected interest in communicating pri-

vately with other persons by means of oral and written communication.
(b) The director shall:

(1) provide, at the department's expense, to each confined person
a reasonable amount of stationary and writing implements;

(2) promptly transmit, at the department's expense,
(i) all written communications from a confined person to

his attorney, the director, the correctional mediator, or any federal or state
court having jurisdiction over a legal matter in which he is involved;

(ii) a reasonable number of written communications
from a confined person to the Governor and members of the [Legislature);

(iii) up to 5 additional one-ounce written communications
per week from the confined person to other persons; and

(iv) all written communications delivered to the facility
and addressed to the confined person; and

(3) provide confined persons with access to telephones and permit
a confined person to place and receive emergency telephone calls and
those to or from his attorney.

(c) The director may not:
(1) limit the number of written communications that may be sent

by a confined person at his own expense or received by him;
(2) limit the persons with whom a confined person exchanges

written communications except pursuant to section 4-118; or
(3) limit to less than 2 the number of 3-minute nonemergency tele-

phone calls a confined person may place weekly at his own e.:pense.
(d) Notwithstanding subsection (c), if a confined person sends more

than 10 written communications per week beyond those sent at the de-
partment's expense or a confined person receives more than 10 written
communications per week in response to any act of the confined person
designed to result in a large number of written correspondence, the direc-
tor may require the confined person to pay the costs of processing the ad-
ditional correspondence 87

Pursuant to this section, a confined person is entitled to at least
two telephone calls weekly and, subject to specified limitations,
may also have unlimited correspondence at his own expense with
anyone with whom he chooses to communicate; "approved" corre-
spondents lists are, therefore, rejected d8 The confined person is

86. MSCA § 4-114 [Communications).
87. Id.
88. Se.. eral authorities recommend providing a right to send and receive letters

from or to any person. E.g., AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASSOCIATION COMMIS-
SION ON ACCREDITATION STANDARDS FOR ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTrI1mONS
4305, 4341 (1977) thereinafter cited as ACA Sm.]; ABA Joiwr COMM., supra
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also assured correspondence at public expense both to guarantee
him [ (b) (2) (in) j some access to the outside world89 and to guar-
antee him access for particularly important purposes99 [ (b) (2) (i)
and (n) J. The thrust of the section is, therefore, far-reaching. On
the other hand, the specification of "reasonable" as to the amount
of stationery to be provided91 [ (b) (1) j and as to written communi-
cations to the Governor and members of the legislature92 [ (b) (2)
(n) j, as well as the inclusion of subsection (d) in its entirety, were
thought necessary to assure orderly administration of the facility.
These provisions, in other words, permit correctional administra-
tors to protect against abuse of communication rights by confined
persons.

Subsection (d) also illustrates another approach used through-
out the act. Under current practices it is widely perceived that
many confined persons abuse the rights accorded them. Providing
legal assistance or access to courts will result in frivolous as well
as meretorious law suits. This results from the fact that the exer-

cise of their rights often costs confined persons nothing since their
opportunity for alternative activities is virtually nonexistent. As
long as they are de,,,ived of sources of income, a policy of direct
monetary charges cu.nparable to free world conditions is unsuita-
ble. Thus, the Model Act attempts to provide to each confined per-
son a realistic opportunity to earn money in order to duplicate, to

the extent possible, real-world conditions within facilities. Con-
fined persons are then obligated to pay for the exercise of interests
that go beyond those minimum standards to which each confined
person is entitled.

The section also provides93 [(c) (2) 1 that there may be no limi-
tation on the persons with whom a confined person may corre-
spond except pursuant to Section 4-118. Section 4-118 permits such
limitation when the correspondant knowingly violates institutional
correspondence rules and interceptions of communications are not

feasible.94

note 16, § 6.1; MODEL RULES, supra note 74, at 46 (Rule IC-1); NAC, supra note

3, at 66-69 (Standard 2.17). Several departments of corrections have adopted
such a policy. E.g., Ir.rr ANN. STAT. ch. 38 § 1003-7-2(d) (Smith-Hurd 1973); EL
Correc. Ad. Reg., Adult Div'n, § 823 (1975).

89. Several departments of corrections presently provide free mailing. E g Man

ual for Alaska St. Adult Corrections Inst., § 705 (1972); Ad. Plan Manual, NJ.

Div. of Corrections and Parole Standards 291.277 (1975); Pennsylvania Bu

reau of Corrections Ad. Directive BCADM 803 (1972).
90. MSCA § 4-114, Comment.
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. MSCA 14-118 [Limiting Visitors and Correspondents].

(a) The director may issue an order that:
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Another example of the attention paid to the safety and secur-
ity factors in the delineation of communication interests is Section
4-117 (Searches and Interception of Communications).95

Section 4-117"
(a) The director may authorize the opening and search for contra-

band or prohibited material of an envelope, package, or container sent to
or by a confined person. This subsection does not authorize the intercep-
tion of written communications.

(b) The director may permit the interception of communications:
(1) upon reliable information that a particular communication may

.eopardize the safety of the public or security or safety within a facility;
(2) in pursuance of a plan formulated by the chief executive officer

of each facility for conducting random interception of communications by
or to confined persons which plan must be approved by the director as
providing the least intrusive invasion of privacy necessary to the safety of
the public and security and safety within a facility; or

(3) when otherwise authorized by law.
(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b), a communication may not be in-

tercepted except pursuant to a court order or unless authorized by law if
the communication is one which reasonably should be anticipated to be:

(1) a privileged communication between a confined person and his
attorney, clergyman, or physician; or

(2) between a confined person and the Governor, Attorney-Gen-

(1) prevents a specific person from communicating with a
confined person If,

(i) the person seeking to communicate with a confined
person knowingly has violated the rules relating to communication
with confined persons, and

(ii) less restrictive measures, such as intercepting com-
munications between the person and confinedpersons, are not feasi-
ble.

(2) prevents a specific person from entering facilities or visit-
ing confined persons if,

(i) the person has in the past knowingly violated the
rules of a facility relating to visitation; or

(ii) the director has reliable information that if admitted
to the facility, the person is likely to advocate unlawful acts or rule
violations that jeopardize the safety of the public or security or
safety within a facility.

(b) A person against whom an order is issued is entitled to a
written statement of the basis for the order, an opportunity to contest
the order at a hearing before the director or his delegate, and judicial
review.

(c) A confined person affected by an order issued pursuant to
this section must be informed in writing of the order, the person
against whom it is issued, and the specific reason for the order.

(d) An order pursuant to this section may not continue for more
than 180 days without further evaluation.

95 MSCA § 4-117. Searches of correspondence are treated separately from
searches of persons and physical facilities. For provisions governing the lat-
ter, see MSCA § 4-119 (Searches]. For a provision requiring notice and dis-
closure of all searches, see MSCA §4-120 Searches and Interceptions; Noticeand Disclosure].

96. MSCA § 4-117 (Searches and Interceptions of Communications).

18-937 0 - 33 - 50 757
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eral, members of the (Legislatures, a member of the state judiciary, a
member of the advisory committee, or a member of the sentencing com-
mission.

(d) Whenever the director is authorized by this Act to prevent a per-
son from communicating with a confined person, the director, in lieu
thereof, may authorize communications between the persons to be inter-
cepted if both parties agree to the interception.

(e) The chief executive officer shall designate specifically employees
authorized to intercept communications.

(f) If a written communication is intercepted, it thereafter shall be
transmitted promptly to its addressee unless to do so would jeopardize
the safety of the public or the security or safety within a facility. Only that
part of the communication which jeopardizes the safety of the public or
the security or safety within the facility may be excised.

(g) The director shall maintain a record ofeach interception or exci-
sion of a communication which includes the date of its occurrence, the
content thereof, the person authorizing the interception or excision and
the factual basis for his doing so, and the name of the confined person
involved.g7

As in Section 4-114, this section strikes a balance between insti-
tutional security and the confined person's interest in the privacy
of his communications:98 The balance struck in this section pro-
tects communication rights beyond a constitutional minimum.99
This is, of course, consistent with the Act's general approach to the
treatment of confined persons, i.e., to restrict the exercise of their
rights and responsibilities as free citizens only when a provable
conflict exists between the exercise of these rights and legitimate
institutional interests. Furthermore, these restrictions are author-

only to the extent necessary to protect legitimate institutional

interests.
Recognition and acceptance of the Act's general philosophy

however, did net always guarantee uniform Committee sentiment
with respect to the embodiment of this philosophy in spe'cific draft

language. Section 4-117, for example, while admittedly describing
a standard beyond the constitutional minimum, does not go as far

as several authorities recommend. These authorities believe that a

confined person may exercise a much broader right than that af-
forded in this section without unduly affecting institutional secun

97. Id.
98. See Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 413 (1974) ("the limitation of First

Amendment freedoms [while incarcerated) must be no greater than is neces-

sary or essential to the protection of the particular governmental interest in-

volved.").
99. See, e.g., Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396 (1974); Wolff v. McDonnell, 411

U.S. 539 (1974) (state conceded it could not read attorney mail); Denson v.
United States, 424 F.2d 329 (10th Cir. 1970) (per curiam), cert. denied, 400 U.S.

844 (1970); Jones v. Wittenberg, 330 F. Supp. 707 (N.D. Ohio 1971), afd sub

nom., Jones v. Metzger, 456 F.2d 854 (6th Cir. 1972).
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ity interests.100 The Special Committee was aware of this position
and discussed the particular provisions of this section and their
relationship to the Act's general philosophy. There was doubt ex-
pressed as to whether outgoing communications could ever suffi-
ciently implicate security or safety within the facility. There was
also discussion as to whether, even if in isolated circumstances
outgoing communications could affect security and safety, inter-
cepting these outgoing communications represented a proper bal-
ance between security and safety interests when measured
against: (1) the invasion of privacy inherent in intercepting com-
munications; (2) the potential interference with the benefits de-
rived by society and confined persons when confined persons keep
in touch with family and friends in the free community; and (3) the
administrative costs of a policy of intercepting outgoing communi-
cations.

An administrative decision to intercept outgoing communica-
tions requires the commitment of employee time and departmen-
tal funds. In fact, one explanation for the traditional limit by
correctional authorities on the amount of prisoner correspondence
is that the number of employee hours necessary to intercept all
communications proved too expensive unless the number of com-
munications were limited. The Special Committee ultimately de-
cided that, since the Model Act expressly prohibits limitations on
the number of communications (with the exception of the situa-
tion delineated in Section 4-114(d)) the proper balance between
security needs and the interests of privacy would best be left to
administrative discretion.

A review of the substantive provisions discussed with reference
to Section 4-114 demonstrates a common approach taken through-
out Article 4. In order to secure the fullest exercise of rights con-
sistent with security and safety, the provisions are drafted to grant
the right, or protected interest, in broad terms (e.g., Section 4-114)
and then to specify the standard by which a restriction of the right
is authorized (e.g., Section 4118).101 This approach places the bur-
den on correctional administrators to justify restrictions of pro-
tected interests as necessary to assure security, safety, or orderly
administration. It also requires them to show that the action taken
is the least restrictive of the protected interest involved. Such a
burden is appropriately placed on administrators given the signifi-
cance of protected interests to confined persons, the potential con-

100 Eg , ACA STD., supra note 88, at 4343; ABA Jowr Comm., supra note 16, § 6.1;
MODEL RULES, supra note 74, at 46-47 (Rule IC-1 to -2).

101 This approach can also be seen within each section. For example, Section 4-
114, as indicated, grants a broad right of communication to confined persons.
Yet it also contains internal limitations on that right.
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stitutional imperatives underlying many of the interests protected,
and the access of correctional authority to the information neces-
sary to prove the justification for restricting protected interests.

The structure of the Act facilitates meaningful judicial review of
administrative action since it provides an articulated standard by
which a court may evaluate administrative acts and decisions. It
permits the rule of law to enter the closed door of the facility and
assure itself that a fair and just system operates therein. Judicial
review was provided not because it was felt that, otherwise, facili-
ties would be administered poorly, evilly, or corruptly, but be-
cause, as was said in a related context, "to exclude any particular
police activity from [judicial] coverage is essentially to exclude it
from judicial control and from the command of reasonableness,
whereas to include it is to do no more than say that it must be
conducted in a reasonable manner. '9102

In order to achieve the goal of making prison life an approxima-
tion of life outside the walls, confined persons should be involved
in decision-making processes concerning them. Thus, the Act pro-
vides a voucher program designed to allow confined persons to as-
sume responsibility for selecting rehabilitative or educational
programs for themselves.103 It establishes grievance committees
consisting of equal numbers of correctional employees and per-
sons in the custody of the department.104 It also protects a con-
fined person's right to refuse to participate in educational,
rehabilitative, recreational, or other "treatment" prcgrams.105 The
policy choices reflected throughout the Act are to provide ample
opportunities for confined-person self-improvement and to permit
confined persons to decide for themselves in what programs, if
any, they will participate. The attempt is to construct monetary or
other free world incentives for participation in work and training
rather than to force participation.106 This policy choice is by no
means a denigration of the positive benefits of participation in

work, training, or other rehabilitative programs. It reflects, rather,
the belief that forced rehabilitation creates resentment and is

rarely productive of long-lasting results.m

102. Amsterdam, Perspectives on the Fourth Amendment, 58 Mani. L REV. 349, 30-

64 (1974).
103. MSCA §§ 4-701 to -706.
104. MSCA § 4-302 [Grievance Committees; Creation]. Requiring an equal

number of employees and confined persons prevents participants from
merely relying on power voting. These committees are one alternative griev
ance mechanism; the director is authorized to create others. MSCA §§ 4.301

to -307.
105. MSCA § 4-126.
106. MSCA §§ 4-801 to -816.
107. E,g., D. LivroN, R. MAIrmsoN & J. Mum, supra note 44.
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The major exception to this approach is found in Section 4-808
(Required Work).

Section 440810
(a) A confined person may be required to keep his own living

quarters clean and orderly.
(b) A confined offender may be required to perform general mainte-

nance work in the facility and assist in providing other services essential
to the administration of the facility such as food and laundry service.

(c) A confined offender may be required to work in a business, com-
mercial, industrial, or agricultural enterprise operatcd by the department.

Gainful employment, of course, may be seen as a benefit to a
confined person. Thus a right to refuse employment would be con-
sistent with the policy choice throughout the Act that permits a
confined person to refuse opportunities that benefit him. The deci-
sion to require confined persons to work, although seemingly in-
consistent with this basic policy, reflects a decision reached by the
Special Committee after much debate. The section was retained
for two reasons. Some committee members felt that the benefits
derived from employment by the confined offender and society
may outweigh other interests and others felt that required work
can be expected by a societym otherwise obligated to provide con-
fined persons with the necessities of life.

The incentive for confined persons to better themselves
through gainful employment is a significant underpinning to Arti-
cle 4. There is a clear relationship between recidivism and the in-
ability, upon release, to find and retain employment.no
Developing adequate employment skills and habits upon release is
a major priority of the Model Act and should be the goal of any
correctional system." However, in a 1974 study it was found that
only four percent of all persons confined in state and federal facili-
ties were participants in a work-release program while only eleven
percent worked in prison industries.112 Moreover, it has been
noted that in the typical prison industry shop today "idleness,
make-believe work, short work shifts, work interruptions,
overmanned shops, and obsolete industrial methods, material and
equipment do not enhance the job acquisition prospects of ex-in-
mate workers."113 Part 8 of Article 4, Employment and Training of

108. MSCA § 4.808 [Required Work).
109. See Ericsson, Labor-Market Wages for Prisoners 2 (Dec. 1972).
110 See D. GLASER, supra note 50, at 311.61; 6 ECON, INC., ANALYSIS OF PRISON

INDUSTRIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE, STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC
AND REHABILITATIVE ASPECTS OF PRISON INDUSTRY (Sept. 24, 1976) thereinaf-
ter cited as ECON, Inc.)

111 E.g., ABA Joan' Comm., supra note 16, §§ 44.1 to .4, and Commentary.
112 Levy, Abrams & La Dow, Final Report on Vocational Preparation in U.S. Cor-

rectional Institutions, iii-iv (U.S. Dep't of Labor 1975).
113. 6 ECON, Inc., supra note 110, at 4. See, e.g., NAC, supra note 3, at 58344
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sonal, and political rights124 and may not be discriminated against
in seeking employment, professional or occupational licenses, or
vocational or professional training unless a direct relationship, as
defined in the Act, exists between the underlying offense and the
job, license, or educational opportunity sought.' Several states
now prohibit employment discrimination solely on the basis of a
criminal record.126 And several authorities urge the abolition of li-
censing requirements that act to restrict available employment

124. MSCA § 4-1001 [Rights Retained].
125. MSCA § 4-1005 [Discrimination; Direct Relationship].

(a) This section applies only to acts of discrimination directed at
persons who have been convicted of an offense and discharged from
their sentence.

(b). It is unlawful discrimination, solely by reason of a convic-

tion:
(1) for an employer to discharge, refuse to hire, or otherwise

to discriminate against a person with respect to the compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of his employment. For purposes of
this section, "employer" means this State and its political subdivi-
sions and a private individual or organization [employing 15 or more
employees for each working day in each of 20 or more calendarweeks
in the current or preceding calendar year];

(2) for a trade, vocational, or professional school to suspend,
expel, refuse to admit, or otherwise discriminate against a person;

(3) for a labor organization or other organization in which
membership is a condition of employment or of the practice of an
occupation or profession to exclude or to expel from membership or
otherwise to discriminate against a person; or

(4) for this State or any of its political subdivisions to suspend
or refuse to issue or renew a license, permit, or certificate necessary
to practice or engage in an occupation or profession.

(c) It is not unlawful discrimination to discriminate against a
person because of a conviction if the underlying offense directly re-
lates to the particular occupation, profession, or educational en-
deavor involved. In making the determination of direct relationship
the following factors must be considered:

(1) whether the occupation, profession, or educational en-
deavor provides an opportunity for the commission of similar of-
fenses;

(2) whether the circumstances leading to the offense will re-

cur;
(3) whether the person has committed other offenses since

conviction or his conduct since conviction makes it likely that he will
commit other offenses;

(4) whether the person seeks to establish or maintain a rela-
tionship with an individual or organization with which his victim is
associated or was associated at the time of the offense; and

(5) the time elapsed since release.
(d) [The State Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

has jurisdiction over allegations of violations of this section in a like
manner with its jurisdiction over other allegations of discrimination.]

126. S.g., Corm. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 4-61n to -61r (West Supp. 1979); FLA. STAT

ANN. § 112.011 (West Supp. Pamphlet 1978); HAwAll REV. STAT. § 378-2 (1976);

WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 9.96A.020 (West 1977).
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choices for convicted persons.127 The collateral consequences pro-
visions round out the Act's employment provisions and make the
goal embodied in the Act more realistic, i.e., that offenders will be
discharged from sentences with attitude and skills that will make
recidivism less likely.

1. Overview of Article 4

Part I contains a delineation of the most important protected
interests that are retained by confined persons. They include basic
needs and those rights mandated by courts to be provided to con-
fined persons. They extend beyond these interests, however, to in-
clude free-citizen rights whose extension to confined persons is
consistent with safety and security. By creating the office of cor-
rectional mediator, Part 2 provides one method to relieve tensions
and mediate disputes within facilities. Part 3 requires the adop-
tion of grievance procedures, another method to relieve tensions
and permit a dialogue for changewhen change is necessary
within facilities. Part 4 deals with the assignment, classification
and transfer of persons in the custody of the department. Since
these decisions have a substantial impact on the lives of confined
persons, this part describes procedures by which these decisions
must be made. Part 5 deals with discipline within facilities. It
prescribes a code of presumptive punishments proportionate to
the seriousness of the disciplinary infraction and thus reflects, for
disciplinary matters, the same rationale that underlies the sen-
tencing scheme of the Act. This part also affords procedural pro-
tections to the confined person charged with a disciplinary
infraction. Part 6 deals with programs putting confined persons at
risk. It reflects the belief that informed, confined-person consent is
possible in a correctional setting that eliminates parole, earned
good time, and coerced rehabilitation, and that provides real earn-
ing capacity to confined persons so that they have sources alterna-
tive to experimentation by which to obtain funds. Part 7 provides
for a voucher program. The program is intended to increase the
number and effectiveness of programs offered confined persons
and to encourage confined persons to take full advantage of such
programs by permitting them to choose those programs in which
they will participate. Part 8 provides for the employment of con-
fined persons at "real" wages and in a realistic work environment.
It encourages provision of a full panoply of employment and voca-
tional training opportunities and, in moving towards a goal of full
employment for confined persons, permits employment of con-

127. Eg., ABA JoIrrr COMM., supra note 16, §§ 10.1 to .7, and Commentary, NAC,
supra note 3, at 592-93 (Standard 16.17 and Commentary); PRESIDENT'S
COMM'N ON CORRECTIONS, supra note 116, at 90-91.
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fined persons by private enterprise and payment of competitive
wages. Part 9 deals with compensation for work-related offender
injuries. Part 10 deals with the collateral consequences of a convic-
tion. It acts to restore to an ex-offender those rights abridged by
conviction or confinement and to protect him from employment
discrimination when the employment he seeks is not directly re-
lated to the offense for which he was convicted. The part attempts
to effect a full reintegration of the ex-offender into the free commu-
nity.

D. Interests of Victims Article S

The Special Committee initially decided to include victims'
services within the ambit of the department of corrections and to
encourage victims to participate in the sentencing process. Al-
though victims have been described as the "real 'clients' of the
criminal justice system,"128 it is becoming increasingly apparent
that their interests have been largely ignored by that system.129
Under the Model Act the offender, once he is placed in the custody
of the department and until his release, is provided with, among
other things, educational opportunities, necessary medical care, le-
gal assistance, job training and even a paying job; after release he
is assisted in finding gainful employment. Victims of crime, as a
direct consequence of the crime, often need similar assistance as
well as counseling services, compensation for the injury suffered,
assistance in claiming personal property used in evidence, infor-
mation about the criminal trial process and their role in it and, per-
haps most importantly, the encouragement to participate in that
process.130 Provisions of Article 5 of the Model Sentencing and
Corrections Act were drafted in the attempt to include victims in
the sentencing process and provide some assistance to them.

Article 5 implements a statewide commitment to victims by
fixing centralized responsibility for victims' programs in the de-
partment of corrections while at the same time providing authority
for regional implementation. A statewide department of correc-
tions, with the community programs and facilities mandated by
the Model Act, is well suited to fulfill the victims' needs. It is al-

126. COMMISSION ON VICTIM WITNESS ASSISTANCE, NAT'L DIST. ATTORNEYS AssV.,

A PRIMER FOR MODEL VICTIM WITNESS ASSISTANCE CENTERS (Undated).
129. E.g., COMMISSION ON VICTIM WITNESS ASSISTANCE, NAT'L DIST. ATTORNEYS

Ass'N, HELP FOR VICTIMS AND WITNESSES (1976) thereinafter cited as Hsu
FOR VICTIMS AND WITNESSES'; MARQUrITE UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR CRIMINAL

JUSTICE AND SOCIAL POLICY, VICTIMS AND WITNESSES (1976).
130. See Jones, A Cost Analysis of Federal Victim Compensation, in SAMPLE

SURVEYS or THE VICTIMS OF Came 189, 196-200 (W. Skogan ed. 1976), HELP FOE

Vic-rims AND WITNESSES, supra note 129.
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ready equipped to provide any of the services needed by victims
because it is providing similar service to offenders.

It could be argued that the provisions of Article 5 and other sec-
tions of the Act designed to meet victim needs,131 are not suffi-
ciently inclusive. The limited nature of the provisions is evidenced
by their primary thrust which requires the department to refer vic-
tims to services rather than to provide the services within the de-
partment.132 Nonetheless the Committee decided not to expand
the provisions, particularly in areas in which services would be
provided directly by the department, and to avoid completely the
area of crime victims' reparations. The reason behind the decision
to avoid dealing comprehensively with victims' compensation and
services was twofold.

First, it was felt that, although there are strong policy reasons in
favor of including victims' services as part of the program responsi-
bility of a department already providing similar services to offend-
ers, the approach was novel and needed experimentation rather
than immediate legislative mandate. This was believed to be par-
ticularly true in light of the fact that comprehensive services would
requjxe considerable additional state funding.

Second, many states have already enacted, or are in the process
of enacting, victims' compensation statutes. Too extensive an in-
tertwining of victims' compensation with the Model Sentencing
and Corrections Act might complicate the enactment of the Model
Act.133 The services provided at present in the Model Act can, in
other words, mesh comfortably with almost any existing state vic-
tims' compensation scheme.

The decision to exclude compensation to crime victims has,
however, led to some unfortunate distinctions between what are
properly victims' services for purposes of the Model Act and what
are aspects of victims' compensation and thus to be excluded from
this Act whether or not presently included within the Uniform
Crime Victims Reparations Act. This decision, for example, has
prevented a complete interlocking of the sentencing system, which
permits victim input, and the duties of a Crime Victims Repara-
tions Board. Thus, although it may have been advisable to charge
the Board with an obligation to seek restitution from offenders and
to provide information to the Sentencing Commission, there was

131 E g , MSCA §§ 3.205 (Disclosure of Fresentence Reports], 3-207 (Sentencing
Hearing], and 3-602 (Modification or Waiver].

132. See MSCA § 2-203(7).
133 The Act does include, however (Section 5, Part 2), a place for states to insert

the NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS, UNI-
FORM CRIME VICTIMS REPARATIONS ACT (1973).
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no direct way to accomplish this without drafting additional provi-
sions with respect to crime victims reparations.

In providing the limited provisions of Article 5 it was hoped that
states would use thesi, provisions as a base and expand their vic-
tims' services as they gained experience. The Special Committee
was also hopeful that states might provide additional services to
assist victims.134 The present provisions, then, represent a founda-
tion upon which to develop and expand victims' services.

IV. THE DRAFTING PROCESS

In 1974 the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration pro-
vided funds to the National Conference of Commissioners on Uni-
form State Laws for the drafting of a sentencing and corrections
act.135 Pursuant to Conference policy two committees of commis-
sioners were appointed to work on the Act. The Special Commit-

tee to Draft the Acti36 had primary drafting responsibility; a review

committee was appointed to follow and comment on the work of
the Special Committee.137 The Special Committee met a total of
seventeen times from its first meeting, November 28 to 30, 1975, to
its final meeting, March 31 to April 2, 1978. In 1976 and again in 1977

it presented a tentative draft of the Act to the Conference at its

annual meeting.' In August of 1978, after two prior readings, the

134. See, e.g., CAL. PENAL, Coos § 1413(b) (West Supp. 1979) (authority to photo-

graph evidence in lieu of retention of evidence).
135. See text accompanying note 2 supra.
136. Wallace Rudolph, Dean of the University of Puget Sound Law College, was

chairman of the Special Committee from the inception of the drafting project

until September 1977 and subsequently served as a special consultant to the

Special Committee. The Honorable Charles Joiner, Federal District Judge,

Detroit, Michigan, served as chairman from September 1977 until completion

of the drafting project. For a full list of commissioners who were members of

the Special Committee, and the dates of their participation, see MSCA at ii.

137. The Honorable Richard L. Jones, Chief Justice, Alabama Supreme Court,

served as chairman of the Review Committee throughout the drafting project.

Members of the Review Committee were present at most of the drafting

meetings of the Special Committee. For a full list of commissioners who

were members of the ReviewCommittee, and the dates of their participation,

see MSCA at ii.
138. At the times of presentation of both the first and second tentative drafts the

Act was referred to as the Uniform Corrections Act. The title was expanded

to Sentencing and Corrections Act in order to more accurately reflect the

scope of the Act. Upon final reading and formal approval the Conference

voted to make the Sentencing and Corrections Act a model rather than a uni-

form Act. Conference criteria for uniform acts require that:
(1) There should be an obvious reason and demand for an act such

that its preparation will be a practical step toward uniformity of state

law or at least toward minimizing its diversity;
(2) There should be a reasonable probability that the act when ap-

proved either will be accepted and enacted into law by a substantial
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Conference formally adopted the Model Act.
The Special Committee to draft the Act was comprised of mem-

bers with different philosophical positions as to the proper func-
tioning of a sentencing and correctional system and widely varying
experience backgrounds that included academic, judicial (trial and
appellate levels) and practitioner, both within the field of criminal
law and in the private practice of law. These diverse backgrounds
and viewpoints were complemented by the viewpoints and experi-
ence of the individuals and groups139 who acted as advisors to the
Special Committee. The drafting process reflected the extensive
discussion engendered by the impacting of the various exper-
iences and views of the participants.

V. CONCLUSION

It is difficult to do justice to the complex and interrelated provi-
sions of the Model Sentencing and Corrections Act in this brief
and necessarily superficial overview. It may appear that the Act
proposes radical and impractical suggestions since only the basic

number of jurisdictions or, if not, will promote uniformity indirectly;
and
(3) The subject of the act should be such that lack of uniformity or
diversity of state law will tend to mislead, prejudice, inconvenience,
or otherwise adversely affect the citizens of the states in their activi-
ties or dealings in other states or with citizens of other states or. in
moving from state to state.

2 NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS PRO-
CEEDINGS IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE TO DISCUSS THE UNIFORM SENTENCING
AND CORRECTIONS ACT, at 473-74 (1978, Criteria for uniform acts also recom-
mend avoid g denominating as uniform an act that is "entirely novel and
with regard to which neither a legislative or administrative experience is
available, controversial because of disparities in social, economic or political
policies, and of purely local or state concern and without substantial inter-
state implications " Id. at 474. Alter a consideration of these criteria the Con-
ference voted to adopt the Sentencing and Corrections Act as a model act.

139 Advisors included the American Bar Association, the American Association
of Wardens and Superintendents, the American Law-Psychology Society, the
National Conf.rences of State Thal and Appellate Judges, the National Coun-
cil on Crime and Delinquency, the National Legal Aid and Defender Associa-
tion, the American Medical Association (Division of Medical Practices,
Health Care in Correctional Associations), the AFL-CIO (Human Resources
Division), the United States Parole Commission, and the Council of State
Governments The Comnittee also benefltted substantially from the partici-
pation of numerous correctional administrators and staff and from the formal
participation of the American Correctional Association which had at least
one representative present at all but the first six Committee meetings. The
Committee met with correctional administrators fromTexas, Indiana, Michi-
gan, Idaho, Connecticut, Arizona and Illinois. Finally, the Federal Bureau of
Prisons furnished significant assistance by providing a Bureau representa-
tive to attend the January 1977 and each subsequent Committee meeting. For
a complete list of consultants and advisors, see MSCA at iii.
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thrusts of the provisions are discussed and the careful qualifica-
tions and transition sections have often been omitted. To be sure,
the Model Act is a forward- looking document; the Special Commit-
tee did not necessarily feel constrained by the existing law of pris-
oner's rights and often preferred to exercise the legislative
perogative of moving farther and faster th:..1 the courts in improv-
ing the conditions of prison life.

Enactment of the Model Act in its entirety will make the sen-
tencing and correctional process in some respects more expensive
and more difficult to administer. In several instances, perhaps a
majority, the provisions of the Act do not represent the consensus
position of correctional practitioners or sentencing judges. Yet
each provision was carefully considered and arguments for many
points of view were forcefully made. In every instance, the Com-
mittee had evidence or testimny that the provisions of the Act
could be practically implemented if the will and the means to do so
were present.

The Model Act provides the states with an integrated legislative
package for sentencing and correctional reform. For less ambi-
tious jurisdictions the separate provisions of the Act provide
model language and solutions for many complex problems facing
the criminal justice system.
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Redesigning the Criminal Justice System:
A Commentary on Selected

Potential Strategies
BY TOMMY W. ROOZILS

Attorney et Lew, Jackson, kassisaePi

IT 13 UNLIKELY that any general evaluative
statement about the criminal justice system,
or nonsystem as some observers style it,I

would bring such widespread agreement as the
proposition that the system is not functioning as
smoothly, harmoniously, and effectively as might
be desired.

The criminal justice system may by described as
loosely articulated opereting network of input.

output relationships among entities processing
criminal justice matters (principally persons and
information). It is comprised of a variety of unite,
performing different functions, and operating at
different levels of government, directed toward
common general objective (processing criminal
justice mitten). It is a system In that number of
processes are linked together in the common task
of seeking to accomplish overall system goals.
Because thus units are functionally interrelated, a
chew in one event or In one part of the system
produces change of greater or lemur magnitude
in other segments of the system. Consequently,
any comprehensive analysis must look at the en.

'In. Via Do. ">1.1n or hoioirome7II.Mal Ito., XXXI limb
L SIM TM... Cm*. a. Law UM... wel Aalmiovulda al
1.41. Tu TAN how asyrot IP* old Tait, 17.e4.a. D C.: 0.1.
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tire system as unit rather than concentrating on
changes or »forme in only a single unit or sub.
system.

Numerous observers have pointed out that
various components of the system actually work at
cross purpose to each other, and that an absence of
effective coordination mong them has dysfuna
tional consequences. It is further pointed out that
the methods used by various subsystem unite in
carrying out their particular tasks have contrain
clicaud effects in terms of system goals. For exam
pie, if the result of processing through the criminal
justice system is to 111111U1117.0 opportunity to
eenter the community without again becoming

system input, those aspects of the experience
which work against the potential for reentry with
minimal discontinuity ars of fictively thwarting an
avowed overall goal of the system. Many corn
ponenta of the system, such as the prison ex

are said to function in manner which
has effects totally opposite of those envisioned,
Le., prisons as progenitors of crime and recidivism
rather than reducing the likelihood of future
criminal conduct.

If there is any lesson to be learned from efforts at
reform of the criminal justice system it is probably
that of humility as to the ultimate effect of any

Reproduced from Federal Probation, v. 46, Mar. 1982: 49-54
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system change. Today's frereaching and enlightened
change, or so the history of corrections efforts
demonstrates, may easily become the Problematic pot'
pouni against which tomorrow's trtlithttnmtot will be
directed. A second lesson which might be well taken
is that of the limit* of any particular reformative
alteration of technique. method, or philosophy as
being able to turn the corner for the system, and
change all of the system's dysfunctional copse-
quinces into consequences that are harmoniously
Integrated with some singular overarching objet
five. Furthermore, the multifaceted nature and
complexity of the system and the disparate
variables which factor into the behavior which
brings one into contact with processing
mechanisms of the criminal justice system augurs
against overly optimistic assumptions cf altera-
tion in a single aspect of the unit without cot
responding modifications throughout rho system,
or against single track or monocausal remedies?

This statement does not undertake any com-
prehensive reorganiution of the criminal justice
system, rather, the objective is to suggest and
highlight some selected strategies which appear to
be worthy of consideration in contemplating the
task of system reorganization.

I. CrIsnforil Lew

The criminal law determines what behavior, by
omission or commission. la regarded as a crime. It
also specifies the punishment for such tramline.
sum. Violations of criminal statutes. in contrast to
civil violations which are regarded as offenses
against the individual and for which redress or
remedy must be sought by a private or civil action,
ale regarded as alines against the state, and are
prosecuted under state auspice.

Criminal law. in essence, is determined by what
kind of people hold what values (which they feel
may be effectuated through legal proscriptions) at
what point in time. Criminal law, then, is relative
to time and place. Since criminal behavior, by
definition, is violation of a legislatively enacted
and formulated rule (or a judicially formulated
rule supposedly wi in the framework of constitu
tional or statutory intent), it follows in rather
straightforward fashion that out of the most Weals
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end apparent methods of reducing crime would h to
rectum the scope of the behavior which Is defined as
criminal

Many observers have commented on the
detrimental consequences of "criminal over

Most commentaries on overreach of the
criminal law emphasize the inefficacy or inap-
propriateness of criminalizing various kinds of
moral prohibitions and/or of processing persons
who are thereby brought into the criminal justice
ambit by traditional means. Examples include
laws regarding consensual sex act,, crimes wthout
victims, or substance ingestation laws (such as
drug: or laetrile) on the one hand to use of the
criminal process for handling items which are civil
rather than criminal in nature (such as enforce.-
inept of support payment.), on the other.

Morris and Hawkins, for instance, starting from
the perspective that the prime function of the
criminal law should be to protect the citizen's per

and property, feel that use of the criminal law
to coerce men toward virtue by regulating the
private moral conduct of the citizenry is capon
sive, ineffective, and criminogenic,3 Morris and
Hawkins contend that the criminal law is an instil
dent instrument for imposing the good life on
others. When the criminal law invades the spheres
of private morality and social welfare, it exceeds
ite proper limit. at the cost of neglecting its
primary task. A more proper, modest, and realistic
role of the criminal law, and revision accordingly.
is requisite to clear the ground of action of
criminal law and enable the police, courts, and cor-
rectional agencies to "deal only with those pro-
blems and those people for whom their services
and their capacities are appropriate, not those who
are merely being sacrificed to prejudice and
taboos."4

Overreach of the criminal law is said to coin
pound the crime problem in the following ways:

(1) The criminal law operates as "crime tariff"
which makes the supply of such goods as narcotics
and gambling profitable for criminal organization
and activity.

l2) Criminal prohibition and law enforcement
produce a secondary criminogenic effect by foster-
ing crime in order to pay the higher prices as well
as by fostering development of profitable large-
scale organized criminal activity.
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(3) Proscription of some forms of behavior, such
as homosexuality, or drug addiction. encourages
development of an extensive criminal subculture
and/or endows forbidden and frequently
pathological conditions with romantic glamour
ofa rebellion against authority or of some sort of
elitist enterprise.

/41 Diversion &LC ovate:tension of resources to
enforce statutes regulating private morality
siphons resources sway from concentrating on
crime against persons and/or mperty and en
outages MMUS Clime by felling to deal with it
adequately.

CflEaMalization of "crimes" without victims
invites bribery and corruption among enforcers
and is conducive to employment of extra legal and
arbitrary methods of enforcement

There Is little doubt but the: any plan to deal
with crime in America must face the problem of
utilization of the criminal law as symbolic 'spree.
"ions of moral (met ecclesiastical glory, and
political virtue by invoking nimbi., sanctions in
matters of personal morality and victimless crime.
There is a tendency for the criminal law to grow In
cremeotally and to assume an inchoate status as
the product of historical accidents. Laws dealing
with gambling. sexual behavior, drug laws, por
oography laws, are among those frequently 'dew
titled as appropriate for a judicious application of
an effort at reassessment and restatement of the
nature of legislatively desired priorities in regard
to invoking of criminal sanctions.

Establishment of s legislative standing commit-
tee on law revision, charged with the task of contin-
inng assessment of the suitability of the criminal
law, would be a desirable step. Among the ad,
vantages would be the increased likelihood of
awareness of need for consolidation. eodifteatson,
and constant critical observation of the whole
body of criminal law Removal of the deadwood
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from the criminal law jungle would appear to be
significant step in the lonirenge objective of
reform and rationalization of the criminal

Not only would a ssssssss mint of the immoral or
antisocial conduct which possibly should be
removed from the criminal law appear to be a
desirable objective, but simultaneous
went of the whole body of criminal law would pro-
vide an opportunity for the legislature to address
number of corollary evils. The appropriateness of
evaluating and, where applicable, statutorily cir-
cumscribing or milking explicit legislative Intent
In the exercise of discretion throughout the
criminal justice systemfrom police discretion to
pretrial procedure. sentencing. and various
postconviction dispositionswould provide op-
portunity to specifically assess an area which has
been the subject of considerable concern in recent
years!

The need for careful legislative drafting Is
paramount one. Legislatures do have the option of
preventing some problematic discretionary *Rua.
tioos from, arising by careful drafting. I.e., by
avoiding overlapping statutes which give rise to
serious constitutional and policy Issues through
prohibition of the same conduct by dual statutes
with differential penalties! Furthermore, when at.
tempting changes in criminal justice processing,
legislatures would be well advised to formulate
rules In accordance with legislative commands in
order to prevent other units of the criminal justice
system from formulating their own rules which
may not fully express legislative Intent*

Artectfos and Apprehessfon

Suggestions for Improving police functions
abound, ranging from changes In organnsuon
structure to penionne1.10 There is a considerable
array of modern technology which can is utilized
by the policeman on the beat (such as mobile com-
munications devices which esn be canted by the
officer as part of his standard equipment to In.
formation .t rage and ratneval systems which per-
mit maximum strategic deployment of manpower).
Strategies which promote policecommunity hap
mony and congruency of InWresta clearly merit
encouragement, including such developments as
storefront dropin programs to communicate with
resident' of specific neighborhoods, estabbahment
of neighborhood watch and prevention programs
under police department encouragement and edon,
sorehip, school limn programs. utilization of
trained unpaid auxilliary personnel (such as
reserve officer programs). training for handling
special situations (such as conflict management

77j
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training to aid in control of domestic disturbances
and training to prevent paps provoked Incidents
generally), and, when appropriate, handling of cer-
tain categories of offenses through techniques
which provide diversion from the criminal justice
system)'

Most of the above techniques are In general use.
Several less widely used strategies which could be
more widely employed Include the resident deputy
program, career criminal programs, and special
detection unit.. /Widest deputy programs, which in-
volve designation of officers living in or rear their
community of assignment to extend tours of duty
in specified geographical areas, appear to produce
favorable attitudes and perceptions in target corn-
munities." The carver criminal proVMS concept In-
volves concentrating prosecutorial resources on
repeat offenders with serious records with an in.
tent to achieve increased convictions.13

Future h needs to be recognised as an im-
portant aspect of criminal justice planning. It has
been observed that while there is a fund of
knowledge on "how we can control, audit, and
monitor people ... we have only the most olemen
tar' knowledge of how to audit computers and
those who have learned to use them Existing
control methodology Is not adequate for internal
control, or for investigation by investigatory agen-
cies, or regulation by regulatory agencies."" Cer-
tain types of crimes which require extended In-
vestigation and specialization are most feasibly
handled by special unite, sometime, housed within
the prosecutor's or attorney general's office. An-
ticipation of the future trends and forms of crime
should aid in preventing crisis reaction as opposed
to proactive readiness, Including specialised detec-
tion Unite where indicated. increased concern with
consumer protection, and the development of
specific consumer fraud legislation and of (ices, an
desirable component. of protection of the public
against fraud and theft. While people robbing
banks might be handled through regular police
channels, the issue of banks robbing people needs
the development of detection and enforcement
unite devoted to consideration of white collar
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crime. It has been suggested that business
cheating Is nothing less than enormous, In com-
parison with which street crime may be "small
poteo.....is paws research in criminal justice
seeds to be concerned with projecting change in
order to appropriately adapt to change."

IIL Intprevlig Etlicieacy of Copra

Improved detection and apprehension would be
of little ultimate value without corresponding im-
provement In capacity aed performance of court..
James has recommended several development.:
streamlining of croaking court systems for a
hodgepodge of independent courts with varying
overlapping jurisdiction to modern ad-
ministrative system under supirvision of the state
supreme court: replacement of justice of the peace
courts with court* with judicially traintd
presiding officers for criminal matters 'and
establishment of smallclaims court* and /or a
system of arbitration for minor civil matters;
establishment of an office of court administrator,'
use of modern word processing techniques and
business procedures to minimize waste of time of
jurors and witnesses; sliminge the old "term"
system and hold court continuously as needed;
diversion Into other dispositionary proceedings
where appropriate; restriction on the use of local
courts as revenue gathering systems; and signifi-
cant tightening el con ti nuances.17

One of the more seminal analyses in recent years
of the functioning of courts as legal entities has
been provided by Macklin Fleming," who feels
that multiple trials of the same case, multiple
review of the same issues, judicial procrastination,
technical delay, sidetracking of inquiry into col-
lateral issues, expansion of Federal power over
state criminal procedure, and willingness to depart
from legislative proscription have functioned to
atrophy the ability of the judicial process to
balance the scales of Junius. Fleming stresses the
need for appellate judges to acquire trial judge ex-
perience, congressional correction of lower
Federal court duplication of state court functions,
and replacement of absolute oligarchy with term
oligarchy for Federal Supreme Court judges by
limiting them to terms of 16 years.

IV. Prisons Auld Victims

A prison sentence is the most basic and fun
damentel of criminal law sanctions. For all the
rhetoric of "treatment" and "correction,"
rehabilitation is largely an illusion. Nevertheless
the notion of the propriety of imprisonment re-
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mains standard Imprisonment neither protects
society nor rehabilitates criminals, with cons*
quences that the convict who does time is likely to
become the object of another police hunt after he
hits the streets. Colson has spoken in terms of "the
steady gradual erosion of a man's soul, like radix
tion slowly burning away tissue. 'ts which can be a
far greater punishment of nonviolent offenders
than their crimes warrant. Furthermore, the prison
experience itself often results in victimization by
violent people within the institution" and pro
motes habits and att .udes which are considerably
more detrimental to ibe convicts and society than
they had before being placed in prison.

Various diversionary models have been
generated by the belief that control of crime and
delinquency is improved by handling offenders
outside the traditional imprisonment system
where pousible.21 Alternative methods of dealing
with status offenders," and developments such es
halfway houses, work release, and shift of sm.
Oasis to community programs, are illustrative
steps which have been taken to promote reintegra-
tion into the community with maximum opportun
Sty to avoid recidivism, and, at the same time, give
expression to values which reflect humanitarian
goals.

The criminal justice system is almost totally
oriented toward the criminal. Procedural law is
designed to protect rights of the accused. The
criminal Justice process, ostensibly, is designedto
aid, treat, correct the criminal. In this sense, it is
the needs of the criminal himself which is the focus
of attention. Although it is impossible to separate
the,interests of the criminal and the interests of
society in that society benefits from whatever
system that minimizes the likelihood of future
criminal acts, there is a deficiency injustice when
criminals, who inflict pain and degradation upon
individuals and families, are allowed to "pay their
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debt to society" without restitution to the in
dividuals who have beet, injured."

Mikva has called attention to the understand-
able chagrin of citizens who observe the guilty
released for what appears to be trivial reasons
unrelated to factual guilt (as failure of the police to
say the right words when making an arrest or
when criminals are given probation and are re.
turned to the street in assembly line justice which
paroles rnrsons to commit more crimes. Public
frustration can lead to episodic draconian punish.
meat. The malaise is compounded because "the
malfunctioning prison system hardens prisoners
and thus compounds rather than corrects the pre,
blems."" Mikva suggests that a suitable method
for mediating between system insenalovity to vicr
tiros and their families and the frequently counter.
productive effects of prison ization would be provi
aims of some sort of "restitution or commis..
tion. to make the victim whole again. Complain-
tion for loss of life may be impossible, but that im
possibility should not absolve the transgressor
from any, responsibility whatsoever for the
damage he has caused." M'kva feels that "Instead
of sending a criminal to jail and ignoring him and
the victim, we should seriously consider... pro
grams which will allow the offender to earn enough
money to recompense the victim,21.

Although several states have established some
kind of victim compensation program, restitution
Is not frequently employed by American courts.
Nevertheless, the point teems well taken that
criminal prooredino need to be applied in the interest
of the individual victim as well as society as a whole
While the logistical and structural problems do
present difficulties, and restitution to victims is
certainly not a total answer to the failures of the
correctional system, or of the discrepancy between
the treatment aims and inability to rehabilitate,
restitution doubtless should receive greatercorrec
tlonal significance."

V. Utilisation of Research

Rational policy probably has been handicapped
by lack of systematic reliable information about
the workings of various components of the
criminal justice system so that its basic patterns,
component elements, differential outcomes, and
real outcomes can be effectively chartered. In-
formation for legislative guidance probably has
been largely Intuitive, haphazard, and im-
provisatory Consequently, it is not surprising
that the criminal Justice system should largely
develop in haphazard fashion, or that various buzz

773
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words womb come in vogue. i.e., community-based
innovative treatment, etc., can become semantic
trivia for traditional programs in new buildinp.
Furthermore, a procedure which becomes
established develops its own aelfserving consti-
tuency irrespective of its effectiveness, and
becomes a status-quo vested interest which is dif-
ficult to reliably measure and evaluate without ob-
jective evaluative data.

There is a need for more reliable planning and
legislative policy input beyond a hodgepodge of
unfounded assumptions. ignorance, fear, apathy.
vested interest, and inertia. Research and valua-
tion must be recognized as fundamental elements
of management at each level in the criminal justice
system." Systems analysis research which will
provide critical data for decisionmaking, predic-
tion research, evaluation research as to which cor-
rectional measures are most feasible for certain
categories of offenders, crime analysis research to
aid in the deployment and allocation of personnel,
are illustrative sssss in which research data Is
needed. Morris and Hawkins. commenting on the
need for criminal justice system research, observe:

our lowest* ...thusly Impedes effective social towel
It sou also latpodo scropteace of sore humane tad were ef-
fective thetasost methods. The commas ateumptimt is that
deturroara and rams reptheat some sin of eatural sin
thmay Whether they malice is fact will he Warn oily
when no better eadentaad our tenacity to isflousa bath*
behavior by *rubs tad by routialti propane sad when no
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eadorstami the proper tad roles of each. We are La the
prehistary of suck studiotm

Summary sad Conclusions

It has been suggested that perhaps in no other
area of human services has the contrast between
aspiration and reality boon so great as in the area
of criminal justice. The criminal justice system is a
loosely organized interrelationship of units which
deal with criminal justice mattars. It is suggested
that a major step to desirable reform and altars:
tion is a careful assessment of what the criminal
law philosophically should and realistically can be
expected to accomplish. Criminal law overreach.
particularly into the area of private morality,
would appear to have a number of dysfunctional
consequences. Improving the efficiency of the
courts, both in terms of administrative practice
and the legal parameters of the judicial entarpilse,
are necessary to any comprehensive design for
overall improvement of the criminal justice
system.

It is further suggested that rediscovery of and
practical implementation of the rights of and con-
corn for victims provides a desirable philosophical
base for development of approaches which strike a
balance in mediating the important issues of
justice, punishment. deterrence, and treatment
Victim restitution, while not a system cure-all. is
probably more desirable than "paying a debt to
society" through Imprisonment. Reliable
evaluative and planning data are requisite for of-
(active management at all levels in the criminal
justice system.
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INTERJURISDICTIONAL MERGER OF
SENTENCES: THE NEED FOR AN

INTERSTATE COMPACT

Jeffrey Taylor Lewis was arrested and convicted in Nebraska
for passing bad checks. While serving a sentence in the Nebraska
State Penitentiary, Lewis was sent to Colorado 1 where he entered
a guilty ple.' to a charge of second degree forgery.2 The Colorado
District Court sentenced Lewis to an indeterminate sentence, not to ex-
ceed three and one-half years, and ordered that the sentence run con-
currently with the sentence which he was then serving in NebraskaA

On appeal, Colorado argued that the trial court had insufficient
jurisdiction under state law to impose a term which would run con-
currently with one previously imposed by another jurisdiction. Co-
lorado, like many other states, had neither specific statutory nor
judicially-created authority which addressed this issue. In People
v. Lewis,* the Colorado Supreme Court upheld the lower court's
sentence by relying upon a general statutory mandate which directs
courts to construe broadly the Colorado Criminal Code's sentencing
provisions.5

Since our federal system of government permits each jurisdiction
to develop its own correctional systemto problems arise when a
defendant violates the laws of more than one jurisdiction. People

1. Colorado obtained custody of Lewis through the interstate "Agreement on
Detainers." Cow. REV. STAT. § 24.60-501 (1973).

2. People v. Lewis, 564 P.2d 111 (Colo. 1977).
3. Id. at 112.
4. Id.
5. Cow. REV. STAT. § 18-1-102 (1973). Although the court stated that

there were no statutes applicable to the situation presented, the Colorado Criminal
Code and the Colorado Code of Criminal Procedure provide that felonies com-mitted in the state are punishable by imprisonment at the state penitentiary. Id.§¢ 16-11-301(1), 18-1-105(1) (1973). Nevertheless, the court ,"adopted" Sec-
tion 3.5 of the American Bar Association Standards Relating to Sentencing Alter-natives and Procedures, ABA, Paojacr ON MINIMUM *STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL
ivsTicr, STANDARDS RELATING TO SENTENCING ALTERNATIVE, AND PROCEDURES3.5 (App. Draft 1968) (hereinafter cited as ABA Samnacum STANDARDS],
which authorizes sentences of imprisonment to run concurrently with the un-
discharged term of out-of.state sentences even though the time will be servedat to out-of-state correctional facility.

8. Under the United States Constitution, each jurisdiction has the implicit
power to prescribe and administer penalties for violation of its own laws. See
United States v. Constantine, 298 U.S. 287 (1935). The federal powers enu-
merated in the Constitution do not refer to a penal system. But the fifth, sixth
and seventh amendments, which prescribe certain requirements for criminal eases
in federal courts, imply the necessity of a federal correctional system. The states
have authority to maintain penal facilities through their reserved police powers.
See also Wendell, Multifurisclictional Aspect: of Correction:, 95 N. L. Ray.520-21 (1966).
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u. Lewis illustrates the difficulty which courts current), encounter in
sentencing offenders in such circumstances. In many of these cases,
there will be at least two prosecutors and two courts involved in
determining the punishment for the multijurisdictional offender?
Therefore, conflicts will inevitably occur in attempting to determine
where the multijurisdictional criminal will serve his sentences and
what the terms of these sentences will be. To date, no sahsfr.ctory
manner of resolving these problems has been developed.

This Comment will survey the current state of the law regarding
sentencing of multijurisdictional criminals. In addition, the con-
flicting policies underlying consecutive sentencing and merger of
sentences for these offenders will be explored Finally, the need
for interstate and federal-state cooperation in this area will be as-
sessed, and a model interstate agreement incorporating the concept
of sentence merger will be proposed.

CURRENT PRACTICE

If crimes are committed within one jurisdiction, sentencing courts
traditionally have had the option of imposing either consecutive or
concurrent 1° sentences." Only the state of Missouri forbids con-
current sentencing for crimes committed wholly within that state.12
Although a handful of other jurisdictions have imposed a presumption
in favor of consecutive sentencing for intrastate crimes," most juris-

7. Wendell, supra note 6, at 520. There are no accurate figures on the
number of criminals who owe prison time to more than one jurisdiction. In one
study, however, as many as thirty percent of the prisoners in federal penitentiaries
had charges pending against them or sentences waiting to be served in other
jurisdictions. Bennett, The Last FuU Ounce, FED. Paws., 20-21 (June 1959).

8. The phrase sentence merger comes from Section 14 of the Model Sen-
tencing Act. NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, MODEL S.
TENCING Acr, art. 1V, (2d ed.), 18 CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 335, 367 (1972)
(hereinafter cited as Moon. SENTErsciNG Am). It refers to the fusion or absorp-
tion of one cnimnal sentence into another and is commonly known as concurrent
or consolidated sentencing. Perhaps it would be more realistic to speak in terms
of replacement rather than merger of interjurisdictional sentences because gener-
ally the "merged" interjurisdhtional sentence will be served according to the
terms of the state in which it is served. See notes 65.68 and accompanying text
infra.

9. Under consecutive or cumulative sentencing the offender does not be-
gin to serve one sentence until the previous one has expired. Carter v. Mc-
Claughry, 183 U.S. 365, 394 (1902).

10. Concurrent sentencing means that the offender is given the privilege of
serving a portion of each sentence on each day so that he serves more than one
sentence at the same time. Nishimoto v. Nagle, 44 F.2d 304, 305 (9th Cir. 1930).
See note 8 supra, where a similar definition is given for the related concept of
sentence merger.

IL See generally S. Rum , Law or CRIMINAL ConnwrioNs ch. 11, § 21
(2d ed. 1973). See also ABA SENTENCING STANDARDS, supra note 5, at § 3,4
and explanatory commentary.

12. Mo. Rev. STAT. § 546.480 (1953).
13. See, e.g., ALA. CODE tit. 45, § 32 (1961), Miss. CODE ANN. § 99-19.21

(1972); VA. CODE ANN. § 19.2.294 (1950).
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dictions have expressed a preference for concurrent sentencing, ex-
cept in those cases where the criminal poses an unusual risk to the
safety of the public."

Presently the jurisdictions follow a number of different rules in
determining whether the multijurisdictional criminal can serve a con-
solidated term for his offenses. The variety of practices suggests that
the law in this area is in a state of confusion. This is borne out by
the fact that different courts within a single jurisdiction have reached
conflicting results.'5

A short survey of the federal and state practices illustrates the
diversity of approaches in this area. The United States Attorney
General has statutory authority to determine whether criminals will
serve their federal sentences concurrently or consecutively with sen-
tences from state courts.' On the state level, nearly half of the

14. See ABA Sm.:TEI.1mo STANDARDS, supra note 5, at § 3.4 and explanatory
commentary. See also S. Runts, supra note 11, at ch. 11, § 21, where the
author indicates that the law favors concurrent rather than consecutive terms
because of the general legal philosophy favoring liberty.

15. An example is New York law prior to 1975. In 1967 the legislature
authorized New York courts to sentence defendants to concurrent sentences.
N.Y PENAL LAW HI 70.25(1), 70.30(1) (McKinney Supp. 1977) and explanatory
commentary. Some state courts interpreted the law as allowing the merger of
state sentences with those previously imposed in other jurisdictions, and the
Department of Correctional Services honored such dispositions. E.g., People v.
Vitale, 80 Misc. 24 38, 360 N.Y.S.2d 375 (Nassau County Ct. 1974). In 1974,
with a turnover in executive personnel, the Department abruptly changed its
policy and asserted that a state sentence could not be served concurrently with
a previously imposed sentence at an out-of-state penal facility. This view was
adopted by some courts. E.g., People v. Schatz, 45 App. Div. 2d 853, 858
N.Y.S.2d 508 (1974), People v. Schiraldi, 80 Misc. 2d 103, 362 N.Y.S.2d 378
(Sup. Ct. 1974). Other New York Courts, however, continued to sentence
offenders to concurrent terms to be served in out-of-state institutions. E.g.,
People v. Vitale, 80 Misc. 2d 38, 30 N.Y.S.2d 375 (Nassau County Ct. 1974).
The conflict was resolved in 1975 when the legislature overruled the Department
of Correctional Services by passing legislation which specifically authorizes sen-
tences to be served concurrently with those previously imposed by other jurisdic-
tions. N.Y. PENAL LAw *1. 70.20(3), 70.25(4), 70.30(2-a) (McKinney Supp.
1977), and explanatory commentary.

16 Federal courts routinely sentence defendants to terms which run concur-
rently with state sentences. See Hash v. Henderson, 282 F. Supp. 1016 (E.D.
Ark.), afr'sl, 385 F.2d 475 (8th Cir. 1967). Under 18 U.S.C. § 4082 (1970),
however, the Attorney General has the right to designate where all federal criminal
sentences will be served. Therefore, unless the Attorney General specifies that
the institution where the defendant is serving his state sentence shall also be
the place of federal confinement, the federal court's concurrent sentence is
irrelevant. Although the district judge's decree is not binding, it is generally
followed by the Attorney General. See United States v. Huss, 520 F.2d 598,
602 (2d Cir. 1975), United States v. Meyers, 451 F.2d 402, 404 (9th Cir. 1972);
United States v. Herb, 438 F.2d 566, 567 (8th Cir. 1971); Jos lin v. Moseley,
420 F.24 1204, 1205 (10th Cir. 1969); Hamilton v. Salter, 381 F.2d 579, 581
(4th Cir. 1966). See also 18 U.S.C. § 3568 (1970); Chaney v. Ciccone, 427
F.2d 383 (8th Cir. 1970). The National Commission on Reform of Federal
Criminal Laws has recommended that federal law be changed to require that all
federal sentences run concurrently with state sentences unless the federal district
judge feels that consecutive sentences are more appropriate. NATIONAL COM-
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jurisdictions do not appear to have either statutory or case law
addressing the issue.'? A few state legislatures have recently enacted
statutes which specifically authorize courts to sentence criminal offend-
ers to terms that will run concurrently with sentences imposed by
other jurisdictions.' Even in the absence of such specific legislation,

MISSION ON REFORM OF FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAWS, FINAL DRAFT, NEW FEDEnAt.
CRIMINAL CODE § 3206(6) (1971); NATIONAL COMMISSION ON REFORM OF FED-
ERAL CRIMINAL LAWS, WORKING PAPERS 1326 (1970). Legislation is currently
pending before the United States Congress which would revise and reform the
Federal Criminal Code. The Senate has passed a bill which prohibits federal
courts from sentencing offenders to terms to run concurrently with state sentences.
S.1437, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. ¢ 2304 (1977). However, the House version of
that bill would allow federal fudges to sentence offenders to terms concurrent
with state sentences. H.R. 2311, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. § 2304 (1977).

17. The following jurisdictions appear to have no statutory law or reported
decisions on the subject: Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Maryland, Massachu
setts, Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming. In addition, the courts of four states have specifically
reserved the question of whether a trial court may combine a defendant's sentence
with one from another Jurisdiction, but hold that there will not be a presumption
that interjurisdictional merger was Intended to apply when the trial court is
silent as to the effect of an outof-state sentence. Herman v. Brewer, 193 N.W.2d
540, 545 (Iowa 1972); Beasely v. Wingo, 432 S.W. A 413, 414 (Ky. 1968);
State v. Peterson, 235 N.W.2d 801, 802 (Minn. 1975); Nelson v. Wolff, 190
Neb. 141, 206 N.W.2d 563, 584 (1973).

18. Aim. STAT. ANN. 44 41-903, 43-2312 (1977); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 38,
44 1005- 8 -1(f), 1005-8-4(a), 1005-8-6(e) (Smith-Hurd 1973); KAN. STAT. §
21-4608(5) (1974); LA. CODE CIUM. PRO. ANN. tit. 30, art. 883.1 (West Sums,
1976); Nev. Rev. ST .T. y 178.045 (1977); N.Y. PENAL LAW §§ 70.20(3),
70.25(4), 70.30(2-a) (McKinney 1975); N.C. CEN. STAT. § 148-65.3 (Supp.
1975); 18 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1361(6) (Pardon Supp. 1977-78); VA. CODE

19.2-308.1 (Supp. 1977). Utah does not expressly permit sentences to run
concurrently with those in other jurisdictions. The length of any out-of-state
sentences, however, must be added to that of the Utah sentence In calculating
maximum allowable sentence length. UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-3-401(5)(c) (Supp.
1977). The Nevada statute serves as a good example of the type of legislative
action which has been taken:

1. Whenever a person convicted of a public offense in this state is un-
der sentence of imprisonment pronounced by another jurisdiction, federal
or state, whether or not the prior sentence is for the same offense, the
court in imposing any sentence for the offense committed in this state
may, in its discretion, provide that such sentence shall run either con-
currently or consecutively with the prior sentence.

2. If the court provides that the sentence shall run concurrently, and
the defendant is released by the other Jurisdiction prior to the expiration
of the sentence imposed in this state, the defendant shall be returned
to the State of Nevada to serve out the balance of such sentence, unless
the defendant is eligible for parole under the provisions of chapter 213
of .IRS, and the board of parole commissioners directs that he shall be
released on parole as provided in that chapter.

3. If the court makes an order pursuant to this section, the clerk of
the court shall provide the director of the department of prisons with a
certified copy of Judgment and notification of the place of out-of-state
confinement.

4. If the court makes no order pursuant to this section, the sentence
imposed in this state shall not begin until the expiration of all prior
sentences imposed by other Jurisdictions.

Nev. REV. STAT. § 176.045 (1977)

7 7 d
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several state courts have attempted to fashion rules regarding sentence
service for offenders who commit offenses in different states. Some
of these courts have consolidated in-state sentences with terms im-
posed by sister-state or federal courts."' Others, however, have totally
rejected the concept of concurrent sentencing for defendants who
have been convicted for offenses in other jurisdictions."

POLICIES ADVANCED

In evaluating the appropriateness of concurrent or consecutive
sentencing for multijurisdictional offenders, it is helpful to look at
both the legal philosophies and the policit s behind each of these
practices. Criminal sanctions are aimed at achieving several different
and often conflicting social policies?' Over the years, courts and
legislatures have chosen to emphasize either retrib:Ition, deterrence,
or rehabilitation as the primary purpose of criminal corrections.22
While it is beyond the scope of this Comment to advocate a par-
ticular philosophy of punislunent," whichever theory is considered

19. State v. Rhodes, 104 Ariz. 451, 454 P.2d 993 (1969); In re Patterson, 64
Cal 2d 357, 411 P.2d 897, 49 Cal. Rptr. 801 (1966); In re Stoliker, 49 Ca1.2d75, 315 P.2d 12 (1957). But see People v. Sewell, 139 Cal. Rptr. 389 (Cal.App. 1977) (life sentences must be served consecutively to previously imposed
sentences from other jurisdictions), People v. Lewis, 564 P.2d 111 (Colo. 1977);
Holland v. State, 352 N.E.2d 752 (Ind. 1976); In re Carey, 372 Mich. 378, 128
N.W.2d 727 (1964); People v. Daniels, 69 Mich. App. 345, 244 N.W.2d 472
(1976); State v. Corbit, 147 N.J. Super. 195, 370 A.2d 916 (1977); State v.
Graham, 544 S.W.2d 921 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1976); Ex parte Lawson, 98 Tex.
Cdm. 544, 266 S.W. 1101 (1942); Ex parte Spears, 154 Tex. Crim. 112, 235S.W.2d 917 (1951).

20. Marrone v. State, 458 P.2d 736 (Alaska 1969); Wilson v. Warden, 26
Conn. Supp. 4, 209 A.2d 68 (Super. Ct. 1964), Crimes v. Greer, 223 Ca. 628,157 S.E.2d 260 (1967), Huddleston v. Ricketts, 233 Ca. 112, 210 S.E.2d 319
(1974); State v. Braeger, 497 S.W.2d 181 (Mo. 1973); State v. ToLiver, 544
S.W.2d 565 (Mo. 1976), Ex parte White, 50 Okla. Crim. 163, 296 P. 756 (1931),
Clanton v. State, 446 P.2d 618 (Okla. Crim. App. 1968); State v. Stewart, 6 Or.
App. 264, 487 P.2d 899 (1971). Alabama may also follow this rule. See Dunn
v State, 346 S.2d 51 (Ala. Crim. App. 1977). The Attorney General of Florida
advises that Florida follows this nile. 73 OP. ATT'Y CEN. FLA. 433 (1973).

21. For example, the Model Penal Code provides that the major purposes of
its sentencing and treatment provisions are (1) to prevent the commission of
offenses. (2) to promote the correction and rehabilitation of offenders; (3) to
safeguard offenders against excessive, disproportionate, or arbitrary punishment;
(4) to give fair warning of the nature of the sentences that may be imposed on
conviction of an offense, (5) to differentiate among offenders with a view to a
just individualization in their treatment, (6) to define, coordinate and harmonize
the powers, duties, and functions of the courts and of administrative officers and
agencies responsible for dealing with offenders, (7) and to advance the use of
generally accepted scientific methods and knowledge in sentencing and treating
offenders. Moon. PENAL CODE § 1 (Tent. Draft No. 5, 1956). See CorcrEm-
POILARY PUNISHMENT: VIEW, EXPLANATION AND JUSTIFICATIONS (R. Gerber andP McAnany ed. 1972), THEMES OF Primsussesrr (S. Crupp ed. 1971).

22. S. RUBIN, supra note 11, at ch. 10, § 6, and cases cited therein.
23 Many authorities feel that the historical trend has been toward viewing

the purpose of incarceration as rehabilitation. K. MENNINCEA, THE CRIME or
PurnsmiEnr (1968), D. RcrrustaN, The DrscovEaY OF THE ASYLUM (1971). This
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most persuasive will affect a jurisdiction's decision regarding sen-
tence service for multijurisdictional offenders.

Those courts which have been reluctant to merge criminal sen-
tences for multijurisdictional offenders have not, in most cases, articu-
lated philosophical justifications to support consecutive sentencing.
Often, these courts simply state that the statutes in the jurisdiction
do not allow criminals to serve in-state time in out-of-state prison
facilities." Nevertheless, some rationales in support of cumulative
sentencing for multijurisdictional offenders have emerged. For ex-
ample, some courts have suggested that there are constitutional lim-
itations on a jurisdiction's ability to merge criminal sentences with
those from other jurisdictions. These courts have reasoned that penal
laws cannot have the extraterritorial effect which is necessary for
sentence merger." Although that justification may have had some
foundation at one time, it is now generally recognized that constitu-
tional constraints do not limit the extraterritorial effect of penal laws."

Another reason offered for refusing to integrate prison sentences
for crimes committed in different jurisdictions is that it will lead to
a disparity in sentencing between multijurisdictional offenders and
those who commit crimes within only one state." This concern, in
essence, questions the validity of the concept of concurrent sentencing.
As noted earlier, however, most jurisdictions allow intrastate offenders

rehabilitative theory of punishment, which requires that treatment be individual-
ized to some degree for each offender, has been approved by the United States
Supreme Court. In Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241, 247 (1949), the Court
declared that "the belief no longer prevails that every offense in a like legal
category calls for an identical punishment without regard to the past life and
habits of a particular offender. Today rehabilitation is the prevailing theory
of corrections, S. RUBIN, supra note 11, at ch. 18, § 13. For criticism of the
theory, see C. LEWIS, COD IN THE Dom (1970).

24. See State v. Stewart, 6 Or. App. 264, 487 P.2d 899 (1971).
25. Crimes v. Greer, 223 Ca. 628, 157 S.E.2d 280 (1967), Clanton v. State,

446 P.2d 618 (Okla. Crim. Apr. 1968).
26, F. ZINIMERMAN & M. WENDELL, TIM LAW AND USE OF INTERSTATE COM-

PAcTS 41-42, 77-78 (1961). In Huntington v. Attrill, 146 U.S. 657 (1892), the
Supreme Court said that states cannot enforce the penal laws of other states.
However, several interstate compacts have circumvented this rule by having one
state act as the agent of another. A state may employ agents outside of its
physical temtory in order to assist in the enforcement of its penal laws. See

COUNCIL OF STATE COVEILNMENTS, HANDBOOK ON INTERSTATE CRIME CONTROL
35 (Rev. ed, 1966) (hereinafter cited as INTERSTATE CRTME CONTROL].

27. In support of this view the Minnesota Supreme Court said:
(Ilf a person is convicted of robbery in Minnesota and sentenced to five
years and i^ thereafter convicted of a crime in Federal Court and sen-
tenced (to 4% concurrent term) for five years, he would be free in five
years. However, a defendant who committed only one state or one
Federal crime might receive a five-year sentence also This disparity
in punishment should not result merely because of the desirability of
a multiple sentence being served at one time under one correctional
system.

State v. Petersen, 305 Minn. 478, 485, 235 N.W,2d 801, 805 (1975). Sce also
State v. Cunnady, 192 Neb. 404, 222 N.W.2d 110 (1974).
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to serve concurrent terms 2' A related concern is that such sentencing
will allow a defendant to avoid serving time for the crime committed
in the state which sentenced him to the concurrent term. Thus,
correctional philosophies may be important in a jurisdiction's decision
to require offenders to serve their sentences in the state where the
crime was committed. A state generally may be reluctant to allow
offenders who break its laws to serve their entire sentences in other
jurisdictions subscribing to different penal philosophies. For example,
a state may feel that the retributive effect of punishment would be
diminished if the offender's in-state sentence were merged with one
from another jurisdiction. Similar',, where rehabilitation is a prime
consideration, a state might desire to control the corrections process
itself in order to emphasize its own goals, rather than those of an-
other jurisdiction. Or a state may feel that there is a greater de-
terrent effect when the sentence is served in the state where the
crime was committed. Also if one state has determinate sentencing
and the other has indeterminate sentencing, both states may be
reluctant to permit merger of sentences. If such a conflict is too
substantial, the jurisdictions may refrain from interjurisdictional sen-
tence merger altogether. In many cases, however, correctional phil-
osophies will not differ significantly.29 Even where correctional
goals do conflict, some jurisdictions may be willing to allow some
displacement of their correctional goals to effectuate the goals of
multijurisdictional sentence merger.

Those courts which support the merger of interjurisdictional
sentences have advanced a variety of social, clinical, administrative
and economic reasons for their preference. Many of these principles
are similar to those which are advanced by advocates of concurrent
sentencing in general." One particularly persuasive argument which
supports both intrastate concurrent sentencing and interjurisdictional
merger of sentences is that the sentencing judge is afforded greater
discretion in shaping the sentence to the defendant.3'

28. See text accompanying note 14 supra. See also ABA COMMISSION ON
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES, SENTENCING COMPUTATION LAWS AND
PnAcricz: A PRELIMINARY SURVEY, (1974) (hereinafter eted as ABA SENTENcnic
COMPUTATION SURVEY].

29, In S. Rum, supra note 11, at ch. 18, §¢ 5, 6 the author notes that
most Jurisdictions declare either deterrence, or reformation or both to be the pur-
pose of their penal laws.

30. See Generally ABA SENTENCING STANDARDS, supra note 5, at § 3.4 and
explanatory commentary for a discussion of those policies which are advanced
for concurrent sentencing in general.

31. For example, a ;srmer Governor of New York said:
The authority to impose (an interjurisdictional) concurrent sentence may
be necessary in a particular case . . in order to afford a sentencing
court the opportunity to make the fairest disposition possible in that
case. Those most familiar with our criminal justice systemjurists and
penologists alikeagree that the courts should have this added flexibilityin sentencing.
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Another reason which has been offered in support of interjurisdic.

tional merger of sentences is that it may induce the offender to co-
operate with law enforcement age icies. A defendant who owes time

on a sentence in another jurisdiction might be inclined to plead guilty

and to assist law enforcement officers in the apprehension and con-
viction of other offenders if there is the possibility that he can serve
his in-state sentence together with the undischarged term of his out -

of -state sentence.32
A unified corrections program for multijurisdictional offenders

may be beneficial regardless of a jurisdiction's penal philosophy. The
fragmented character of the punishment imposed upon those criminals

who are forced to serve time in several jurisdictions has impaired the

development of meaningful corrections programs.33 In particular,
the rehabilitation function of corrections may be inhibited if the termi-

nation of a sentence in one jurisdiction serves only as the beginning
of another sentence in a different jurisdiction. For example, the skills

which an inmate has learned can become atrophied through disuse

if he is transferred to an institution in another jurisdiction where he

does not have an opportunity to practice that craft.34
Supporters of sentence merger also point out that this practice

eliminates many of the disabilities that multijurisdictional offenders

must face because of detainers. Detainers are often filed against
multijurisdictional offenders in order to assure that, upon release from

one jurisdiction's prison, they will be available to serve the sentence

in the filing jurisdiction. Offenders who have detainers filed against
them are usually deprived of many privileges.35 For example, they

may be incarcerated in maximum security, deprived of trustee status,

Memorandum from Governor Malcolm Wilson, June 15, 1974, No. 214, quoted
in People v. Vitale, 80 Misc. 2d 38, 42, 360 N.Y.S.2d 375, 383 (Nassau County

Ct. 1974).
32. See N.Y. PENAL LAW § 70.20(3) (McKinney Supp. 1977) and explanatory

commentary. This rationale for merger would be of greatest value to jurisdictions
when they impose sentences on defendants who already are serving prison time
elsewhere. The state which first sentenced the multijurisdictional offender could

not avail itself of this practice unless it cooperated with other jurisdictions in
which the defendant had committed crimes.

33. For example, the Colorado Supreme Court has said
A persistent problem in the area of sentencing has been the fragmented
character of the punishment imposed upon criminals who commit crimes

in a number of states. Punishment, rehabilitation of the defendant, and
protection of the public are desired goals in the sentencing process. The
fact that sentencing must occur in multiple jurisdictions should not
automatically blind a sentencing court to the penil program already in

progress.
People v. Lewis, 564 P.2d 111, 112-13 (Colo. 1977).

34. Bennett, The Correctional Administrator Views Detainers, FED. Non. 8

(July-Sept. 1948). Accord, In re Carey, 372 Mich. 378, 128 N.W.2d 727 (1964).

35. See Note, Detainers and the Correctional Process, 1968 WASH. U. L. Q.

417.
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denied admission into programs which require temporary presence
outside of the penal facility, and deprived of parole." These restraints
on the prisoner are unnecessary when multijurisdictional sentences
are served together,37

There are also economic and administrative reasons which support
interjurisdictional sentence merger. First, the practice would simplify
the task of those officials who must keep track of the time remaining
to be served by the multijurisdictional offender. Where the prisoner
owes time for several crimes from several jurisdictions, these computa-
tions can become quite complicated under consecutive sentencing."
This is because the time computation rules of the different states
often vary to a large extent." With merger, only one jurisdiction's
computation rules would apply. Second, the merger of interstate
sentences would help reduce the number of prisoners shuttling back
and forth between different jurisdictions.'° Such prisoner transfers
increase the costs" and the administrative burdens of incarceration.
Finally, multijurisdictional merger of sentences should result in a
general reduction in the costs of corrections since the financial burden
of incarceration could be shared by more than one jurisdiction.° For
example, a unified corrections program for a multijurisdictional of-
fender would alleviate the waste which occurs when both sentencing
jurisdictions duplicate services such as job counseling.

In general, the same principles which support concurrent sentenc-
ing in one jurisdiction are applicable on the interjurisdictional level.

36. Id. See also S. Rum, supra note 15, at ch. 11, § 21.
37. States which allow interjurisdictional merger of criminal sentences may

also be concerned about the security practices employed in out-of-jurisdiction
prisons which are used to incarcerate multijurisdictional offenders. Because these
states do not intend to reincarcerate the defendant at the end of his merged term,
their concern with restricting his liberties is not likely to be particularly urgent.
If a state were truly concerned about security measures in other jurisdictions, it
probably would refrain from merging sentences with that state.

38. Records indicating the location of the prisoner and when he is due tobegin serving his sentence in that state must be maintained. In addition,
adjustments may have to be made in the prisoner's time computations.

39. See ABA SENTENCING ComptrrxrioN Sunv Er, supra note 28, at 3-39.
40. In Ex rel. Smith v. Dowd, 234 Ind. 152, 124 N.E.2d 208 (1955), for

example, a prisoner who was serving a term in a state prison was released to
federal authorities to serve a federal term, and was then returned to state
custody to complete his state sentence.

41. Transportation, as well as other costs, must be paid for prisoners and
accompanying guards.

42. Interjurisdictional merger of sentences could conceivably raise Incarcera-
tion costs for those jurisdictions which presently spend very little on intrastate
corrections programs. In addition, some of the savings which would result from
the increased efficiency of correctional systems due to sentence merger might be
offset by increased administrative costs involved In allocating the costs of multi-
jurisdictional sentence service. See Appendix, Article X, infra. Nevertheless,
the overall cost of incarceration should go down due to reductions in duplicative
programs and the shortening of prison terms.
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The fact that the defendant ,las crossed a jurisdictional boundary is
not necessarily relevant to the correctional problem he poses." Al.
though merger of sentences may not always be appropriate, the
sentencing judge should have the opportunity to make that determi-
nation."

PROBLEMS WITH TILE CURRENT STATE OF Tx-re LAW

At present, a number of obstacles complicate the process of sen-
tence merger for multijurisdictional offenders. The absence
of adequate procedures to accomplish merger, even when two juris-
dictions desire it, adds to the problems in this area. In addition, the
complexity involved in effectuating merger has tended to obscure its
benefits.

The court., and legislatures in some jurisdictions have acted
unilaterally in attempting to merge sentences for multijurisdictional
offenders.45 Ultimately such measures will fail because they cannot
provide for the necessary interstate and federal-state cooperation.
For example, under current practice, a sentencing judge's efforts at
sentence merger may be thwarted because the state in which the
merged sentence is to be served may refuse to accept custody of the
defendant until he has completed his sentence in the other state." In

43. See ABA SENTENCING STANDARDS, supra note 5, at § 3.5 and explanatory

commentary.
The Council of State Governments has said that continued institutionalization

embitters the offender and defeats the objectives of correctional systems. S.

RUBIN, supra note 11, at ch. 11, § 21. See also NATIONAL ADWSORY COMMISSION

ON CRIMINAL STANDARDS AND COALS, Corrections § 5.8(4) and explanatory
commentary (hereinafter cited as NACC CORRECTIONS].

44. It may be said that the sentencing judge can give a lighter sentence U
he knows that the offender will be incarcerated elsewhere. However, as one
commentator has pointed out, the situation is not that simple:

The judge sentencing a defendant facing other charges in other juris-
dictions has a confusing task. He may be tempted to accept a plea
to a lesser charge to lessen the impact of the conviction on the sen-
tences still to come, although the result is at best speculative. He may
hesitate to impose a long term for the crime for which he is sentencing
if the offender is facing subsequent sentences. He may want to place
the defendant on probation but may regard it as futile because the
next judge may commit on another charge. In such a confused situa-
tion, he may decide simply to sentence as though no other charges
existed, which unfortunately complicates rather than solves the problem.

S. Rolm, supra note 11, at ch. 11, f 21.
45. See notes 18-20 supra.
48. For example, in In re Tomlin, 241 Cal. App. 2c1 668, 50 Cal. Rptr. 805

(1988), the defendant was on parole from a Virginia prison when he was sen-
tenced for a crime in California. As a result, his Virginia parole was revoked.
The California authorities attempted to send the defendant to Virginia so that
the sentences of the two states could be served simultaneously. Virginia refused
to accept custody of the defendant, however, until his California term was
completed. In response to the offender's habeas corpus suit, the California
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this situation, the offender has no standing to object to the loss of
the benefit that the merged sentence would have given him.'" Without
an effective means of merging sentences from different jurisdictions,
the judge sentencing a defendant who faces charges in other jurisdic-
tions has a confusing task.

Another problem with the current system is how to determine
the parole status of an offender who is serving concurrent terms from
more than one jurisdiction. The states have not agreed on the rule
to be applied in determining eligibility for parole under such circum-
stances.° Therefore, at present it will often be difficult for the offender
who is serving concurrent sedences from several jurisdictions to deter-
mine when he is eligible for actual release. Without a clear determi-
nation of his parole status, many of the benefits of serving a merged
sentence become illusory.3°

The present system also does not ensure that the multijurisdic-
tional offender will serve his merged time in the appropriate jurisdic-

Court of Appeals stated. "The law of this state requires only that Tomlin be
made available, it does not and can not compel the commonwealth of Virginia
to take him." Id. a 670, 50 Cal. Rptr. at 806. Accord, Marrone v. State, 458
P.2d 736 (Alaska 1969), People v. Mahood, 59 111.2d 106, 319 N.E.2d 488
(1974).

47. The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals emphasized this point:
"Mt is a matter of comity between two sovereigns to decide between
themselves who shall have custody of a convicted prisoner . . . . LIN
the sovereign having prior jurisdiction waives its right to custody the
prisoner does not have standing to object." Jos lin v. Moseley, 420 F.2d
1204, 1206 (10th Cir. 1969). Accord, Chunn v. Clark, 451 F.2d 1005
(5th Cir. 1971); Jones v. Taylor, 327 F.2d 493 (10th Cir.), cert.
denied, 377 U.S. 1002 (1964).

48. See note 44 supra.
49. Some states presently require that the prisoner be returned to the state

whose sentence has not been completed. CAL. PENAL CODE § 2900 (West 1970);
ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 38, §§ 1005 8.1(f), 1005.8-6(e) (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1978);
People v. Lewis, 564 P.2d 111 (Co lc. 1977). Other states allow their parole
authorities to decide if the offender should be brought back to the home state to
complete that state's remaining sentence or if his foreign parole should be hon-
ored NEV. REV. STAT. § 176.045 (1977), N.C. GEN. STAT. § 148-65.3 (1978);
18 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1361(b) (Pardon Supp. 1978). New York takes a
unique approach to this problem. It requires that the prisoner be returned to
New York only if the New York sentence is longer than the out-of-state sentence
or if the defendant has not yet served the minimum time on his New York sen-
tence, otherwise New York will abide by the parole decision of the jurisdiction in
which the offender is incarcerated. People v. Thompson, 87 Misc. 2d 302, 384
N.Y.S.2d 974 (Sup. Ct. 1974).

50 One of the purposes or aims of sentence merger is to create unified
sentences rather than multiple terms. See text accompanying note 34 supra.
Sending the prisoner to a second state to complete his term will only frustrate
the aim of sentence merger. In addition, where the parole status of the multi-
jurisdictional offender is unclear, the parole board cannot confidently develop
a parole plan because it cannot assure that the defendant will not be taken Into
custody by the other jurisdiction on his release. S. RUDIN, Supra note 11, at
ch. 11, § 22.
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tion." Unless the laws are changed, a prisoner will serve his con-
current time in the state that first sentences him." That state, how-
ever, should not necessarily bear this burden, because the order cf
sentencing does not relate to the appropriateness of the place of
incarceration.

The retention of jurisdiction to modify a multijurisdictional of-
fender's merged sentence or to review his writ of habeas corpus also
poses problems under the current law. It has been held that a
transfer of a prisoner to another state for the purpose of concurrent
sentence service does not amount to a waiver of the court's jurisdic-
tion to modify the sentence." Nevertheless, there are no existing
means of assuring the retention of jurisdiction besides voluntary co-
operation. Another problem with the present law is that the multi-
jurisdictional offender may not receive the benefit of those maximum
sentence limitations for concurrent sentences which are presently
available to intrajurisdictional offenders." A final problem is that
under existing law no mechanisms have been developed which would
equitably distribute the costs of incarcerating a multijurisdictional
offender serving concurrent sentences. In sum, the current state of
the law poses a number of practical problems which inhibit the im-
plementation of multijurisdictional sentence merger.

Ti E ADVANTAGES Or Mr INTERSTATE COMPACT

Effective merger of sentences for multijurisdictional offenders will
be impossible until a mechanism is provided which will ensure inter-
jurisdictional cooperation and consistency among the states in the
incarceration of these criminals. The interstate compact is such a
mechanism." Because the compact is both statutory and contractual
in nature, it assures the interstate cooperation and consistency in the
law which are necessary for merger."

5L There are several ways to determine in which jurisdiction it would be
most appropriate for the multijurisdictional offender to serve his merged sentence.
See note 60 and accompanying text infra.

52. Prisoners who are sent from one state to another for the purpose of trial,
under either the Agreement on Detainers or the Uniform Criminal Extradiction
Act must be returned to the sending state on completion of the prosecution.
Therefore, under current practice, multijurisdictional concurrent terms can only
be served in the jurisdiction which has first sentenced the defendant. Se.
INT Erisrierx: CluME corrrilot, supra note 26, at 91-118, 128-57.

53. People v. Lewis, 584 P.2d 111 (Colo. 1977).
54. See, e.g., MINN. STAT. Am.:. §§ 609.15(2), 609.155(1) (1964); N.Y.

PENAL LAW § 70.30 (McKinney's 1975).
55. Wendell, supra 0, at 539. See also ABA SENTeNcina STANDARDS; supra

note 5, at 4 3.5, NACC ConnEc-rtoN, supra note 43, 166; V. Perry, Effect of
Detainers on Sentencing Policies, 9 FED. Peon., 11-12 (July -Sept. 1945). A

proposal for such an interstate agreement may be found in the Appendix to this
Comment.

56. Wendell, supra note 8, at 539.
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Interstate agreements in the area of criminal corrections have
existed and worked successfully for at least fifty years." In 1934, the
United States Congress recognized the utility of the compact as a
means for interjurisdictional cooperation when it approved the forma-
tion of agreements among the states for the prevention of crime."
Since then the states have entered into several such agreements."
k. similar agreement providing for unified correctional programs for
multijurisdictional offenders is also feasible.'°

An interstate compact for interjurisdictional sentence merger
should include several key provisions to enhance its feasibility. First,
sentencing judges in states which are parties to the compact should
be required to take all unfinished out-of-jurisdiction prison terms into
consideration when sentencing a multijurisdictional offender. The
sentencing judge, however, should not Llways be required to merge
the in-state commitment with one from another state."

The interstate compact also should determine the effect of a
sentencing court's silence with respect to merger of sentences previ-
ously imposed by other jurisdictions. The resolution of a court's
silence is particularly important in those cases in which the jurisdic-

57. In 1926 the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws proposed the Uniform Criminal Extradition Act. Sec Irrrots-rAra Crum
CONTROL, supra note 26, at 128.57.

58. 4 U.S.C. ¢ 112 (1970). The Compact Clause of the United States
Constitution, U.S. Cossr. art. I, § 10, cl. 3, requires that Congress approve all
compacts between the states.

59. For example, the Agreement on Detainer, INTERSTATE Quatz CoarraoL,
supra note 26, at 91-118, which has been enacted by forty-six states, gives prison-
ers the right to clear all detainers filed against them and to secure final judg-
ments on any indictments, informations or complaints outstanding against themin other jurisdictions. Likewise, the Interstate Compact for the Supervision of
Parolees and Probationers, INTERSTATE CRIME CoarrnoL, supra note 28, at 1-68,
provides for the supervision of offenders on conditional releases from prison in
states other than the one of incarceration.

60. The possibility of an interstate compact to merge criminal sentences was
suggested in 1945 by Judge Van Buren Perry of the Fifth Judicial Circuit of
South Dakota:

[I]t might be possible to work out some kind of a reciprocal statute
whereby the courts of one state would be authorized to cooperate withthe courts of a different state having a similar law, to the end that
some sort of a composite sentence be worked out, calculated to reform
the offender so that he might be given liberty under proper supervision
without being required immediately to receive another course of treat-ment from a different penitentiary.

V. Perry, Effect of Detainers on Sentencing Policies, Fm. PROE. 12 (July -Sept.1945).
61. See Appendix, Art. III § 2 infra. The sentencing judge should consider

the same factors in eurcising hi§ discretion as he would under intrastate sen-
tencing standards. The trial court could be reversed on appeal for abuse of
discretion if it did not take out-of-state commitments into consideration insentencing the multijurisdictional offender.
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Lions disagree on whether a presumption should be for consecutive
or for merged sentences."

The compact should also ensure effectuation of sentence merger
once it is ordered." Thus, if a state has subscribed to the compact,
it should not be able to contest a subsequent r-erger of its previously
imposed sentence, even if it believed that the merger was inappropri-
ate in that particular case." Such a result would be implicit in a
state's adoption of the interstate compact.

The interstate compact should also include a maximum limitation
on interjurisdictional terms similar to those applicable to intrastate
sentences. The most logical solution would be to apply the maximum

limitation of the state where the sentence v'ould be served."
The interstate compact must also provide a means for determining

where the multijurisdictional offender will serve his consolidated
sentence. The most appropriate place for such incarceration would
probably be in the state which had sentenced the defendant to the
longer term." This standard provides certainty in determining where
the sentence will be served. In addition, the length of a sentence
may roughly correspond to the importance which a state places on
an individual's incarceration; it may be said that the state with the
longer term has the superior claim and interest in the defendant. The
state sentencing the defendant to the longer term will also owe the

larger financial contribution. Finally, if the term were served in the

62. If different presumptions were enacted by the different jurisdictions, the
operation of the compact would not be affected. Although the proposed inter-
state compact creates a presumption for merged sentences, that presumption could
be changed by individual states, to support cumulative sentenoas. See Appendix,
Art. III § (d) infra.

63. See Appendix, art. V. This article of the proposed compact requires
sentencing courts to modify sentences which are merged by sentencing courts of

other jurisdictions in accordance with that merger.
64. Prior to sentencing, of course, prosecutors would be allowed to argue

that a merged sentence is inappropriate.
A necessary implication of this merger is that the sentencing judge of the first

state would have to comply with the merger determination of the sentencing
judge of the second state. Although it may be somewhat arbitrary to give the
second sentencing judge such discretion, the alternative of granting the first court
the right to make the merger determination would virtually undo the effects of

the compact.
05. See Appendix, art. III § (b) infra. There would be no violation of an

offender's rights under this proposal since he would have been subject to such

maximum limitation if he had served consecutive sentences.
66. There are other possible places where the multijurisdictional offender

could serve his combined term. For example, the sentence may be served in the
state which has the superior claim to incarcerate the offender. Another choice
for incarceration may be the jurisdiction where the offender has committed the
more serious offense. Using the state with the longest sentence Is one way of

effectuating these standards with some degree of certainty. Another potential
solution is to allow combined terms to be served in the offender's home state. The
proposed compact chooses the jurisdiction of incarceration based on sentence
length. See Appendix, Art. III § (c) infra.
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state imposing the longer term, it would be easier to establish rules for
parole and "good time" bzcause that state's rules could be adopted.'"
The interstate compact must also provide for rules regarding sentence
merger when one jurisdiction has determinate sentencing and the
other has indeterminate sentencing. Determining which state has
imposed the longer term in such circumstances may pose a problem
because the state with determinate sentencing will have imposed a
fixed term, while the other state will have imposed only a minimum
and a maximum sentence. This problem can be resolved by requiring
the merged term to be served in the state with determinate sentencing
unless the minimum term of the indeterminate sentence exceeds the
determinate sentence."

The interstate compact should also permit those courts whose
sentences have been merged to retain jurisdiction to modify sentences
and review. petitions of habeas corpus.°° Without such a provision,
a merged sentence could be considered to be an unconstitutional
deprivation of the prisoner's rights."

The interstate agreement should also provide a means for allocat-
ing the costs of interjurisdictional merger." States might be reluctant
to allow the merger of sentences unless they could be assured that
there would be an equitable distribution of the costs among all of
the sentencing jurisdictions."

While the interstate compact may alleviate many current prob-
lems, it may also create some difficulties. For example, the compact
may force states with longer prison sentences to take more than their
fair share of multijurisdictional offenders. With a provision for al-
locating the costs of incarceration in the interstate compact," how-
ever, that burden is considerably lessened. In any case, the substan-

67. Under the proposed compact, parole and good-time are left to the rules
of the party state in which the sentence is being served because most merged
sentences wdl be served in the state which imposed the longer term. However,
there are exceptions for sentences which are invalidated and for merged indeter-
minate and determinate sente -ss. See Appendix, art. VII infra.

68. See Appendix, art. Ill § (c) infra.
69 See Appendix, art. VIII infra. It is also appropriate for the interstate

compact to protect the prisoner's and state's rights generally. See Appendix,
art. IX infra.

70. Under the proposed compact, if the longer term were overturned, the
defendant would be sent to the state which imposed the next longest sentence.
See Appendix, art. VII infra.

71. The proposed compact allocates costs on a pro rata basis. See Appendix,
art. X infra.

72. It is possible that any system of cost allocation could lead to problems
because of the various correctional costs of the different states. However, no
matter how high the incarceration costs of any one state are, it is unlikely that
sentence merger would lead to higher costs than does consecutive sentencing
because merger would allow the costs to be divided.

73. See Appendix, art. X infra.
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tial benefits likely to accrue from interjurisdictional sentence merger
more than compensate for these new problems.

Corm Luslorr

Under current practice the multijurisdictional offender may be
punished, restrained and rehabilitated by several different correctional
systems. The existing practice deprives the offender and society of
the administrative and social benefits of a unified correctional program.

Unilateral state efforts at concurrent sentencing of multijurisdic-
tional offenders will inevitably fail. Therefore, any future resolution
of the problems raised by the interstate multiple offender will depend
on the availability of an interstate agreement authorizing the inter-
jurisdictional merger of sentences. The proposed compact which
follows is an example of the type of interstate enactment which would
eliminate the inadequacies of the present practice.

APPENDIX 74

AN INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR THE MERGER OF
MULTIPLE SENTENCES

The contracting states solemnly agree that: Pursuant to the consent
of the Congress of the United States heretofore granted by section
III, Title 4, United States Code, as required by section 10, Article I
of the Constitution of the United States, the party states enter into
the following agreement to be known as "An Interstate Compact for
the Merger of Multiple Sentences."

ARTICLE I: Purpose and Policy.

The party states find that the failure to merge prison sentences for
crimes committed in different states seriously inhibits a consistent and
coherent treatment program for prisoners during confinement. To
the extent that confinement is intended to rehabilitate the prisoner
there should be considerable certainty concerning the course of treat-
ment, its duration, and the circumstances under which it will be
ended. Such treatment can only be achieved through unified sen-
tences. The party states also find that the failure to merge prison
sentences for crimes committed in different states imposes unnecessary
financial and administrative burdens on each state. Accordingly, it is
the policy of the party states and the purpose of this compact to

74. Parts of this compact have been drawn from the ABA SarrENcom
STANDAnns, supra note 5, at § 3.5, and MODEL SENTENCING Acr, supra note 8,
at §§ 14, 15, 18.

7 :30
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encourage the merger of multiple sentences of imprisonment imposed
by different states so that said sentences may be served at one time
and under one correctional authority. The party states further find
that proceedings with reference to such merger, when emanating
from another jurisdiction, cannot properly be had in the absence of
cooperative procedures. It is the further purpose of this agreement to
provide such cooperative procedures.

ARTICLE II: Definitions.

As used in this agreement:

(a) "state" shall mean a state of the United States, the United States
of America, a territory or possession of the United States, the
District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

(b) "sentencing court" means any court having jurisdiction to pro-
nounce sentence on a person found guilty of committing a crim-
inal offense.

ARTICLE III: Interfurisdictional Merger of Sentences.

(a) In imposing sentences upon q person who is currently serving a
sentence of confinement in any other party state, the sentencing
court shall take such confinement into consideration."

(b) The sentencing court shall not impose a sentence which, when
added to the out-of-state sentence, would exceed any limitations
which would be effective had all of the offenses occurred within
the state of sentence service."

(c) The sentencing court may, in its sound discretion, merge any
sentence of confinement with any unaxpired sentence of confine-
ment previously imposed on the same person by a sentencing
court of any other party state." The shorter 18 sentence or the
shorter remaining sentence shall be merged into the other sen-
tence, and the confinement shall be served at a penal or correc-
tional institution in the party state with the longer remaining
time to be served." However, an indeterminate sentence shall
be merged into a determinate sentence where the determinate
sentence is longer than the minimum of the indeterminate sen-
tence, and the confinement shall be served at a penal or correc-
tional institution in the party state which sentenced the person
to the determinate term.

75. See ABA SENTENCING STANDARDS, supra note 5, at § 3.5.
70. Id.
77. Only the judge in the second state prosecuting the defendant could merge

sentences. See note 84 supra.
78. The term "shorter' as used here would apply to the minimum terms of

two indeterminate sentences.
79. See MODEL SENTENCING ACT, supra note 8, at I. 14.

791.
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(d) Sentences will be merged with any sentences currently being
served by the same person in any other party state, unless the
sentencing court expressly imposes a sentence which is to com-
mence on the completion of the other sentences.

ARTICLE IV: Transmittal of Information of Merged Sentences.

Any sentencing court which merges a sentence pursuant to Article III
shall furnish the other sentencing courts whose unexpired sen-
tences are merged and the penal or correctional institution in which
the defendant is presently confined with authenticated copies of its
decree which shall also cite the out-of-state sentences being merged."

ARTICLE V: Effect of Merger of Sentences.

If an unexpired sentence is merged pursuant to Article HI, the sen-
tencing court which imposed the sentence shall modify said sentence
in accordance with the effect of the merger." .

ARTICLE VI: Commencement of Merged Sentence.

Any person sentenced under this compact shall be promptly trans-
ported to a penal or correctional institution in the party state where
he is to serve his merged sentence, so that he can immediately com-
mence ser rice of that sentence.

ARTICLE VII. Parole and Good Time Under Merged Sentence.

Parole status and good time credits for any person sentenced under
this compact will be determined by the applicable rules of the parole
authorities of the party state in which the merged sentence is served.
However, if the conviction for which the longer remaining time is
being served is invalidated prior to the expiration of the shorter
sentence, the prisoner shall be sent to the state which imposed the
shorter sentence so that the balance of his sentence can be served, or
so that he may be paroled.

ARTICLE VIII: Retention of Jurisdiction.

Any sentencing court which imposes a sentence that is merged pur-
suant to this compact shall retain jurisdiction to modify that sentence
and to review petitions for habeas corpus.

80. See id. § 15.
81. See id. § 18.
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ARTICLE IX: Rights of Offenders and Party States.

(a) Any person confined pursuant to this compact shall be treated
in a reasonable and humane manner.

(b) All states party to this compact shall have reasonable access to
any institution in which a person is confined pursuant to this
compact.

ARTICLE X: Responsibility for Costs.

Any costs or other expenses incurred under this compact by the party
state in which the merged sentence is being served shall be equally
divided between the party states whose sentencs have been merged
until such time as the shorter sentence would have expired. At that
time the party state which has imposed the longer sentence will
become responsible for all costs of incarceration. However, any two
or more states party to this compact may enter into supplementary
agreements determining a different allocation of costs as amdng them-
selves.

ARTICLE XI: Compact Administrators.

Each state party to this agreement shall designate an officer who,
acing jointly with like officers of other party states, shall promulgate
rules and regulations to carry out more effectively the terms of this
agreement and who shall provide, within and without the state, in-
formation necessary to the effective operation of this agreement.

ARTICLE XII: Enter Into Force and Withdrawal.

This compact shall enter into full force and effect when two or more
states have enacted the same into law. A state party to this compact
may withdraw herefrom by executing a statute repealing the same.
However, the withdrawal of any state shall not affect the status of
any sentence already pronounced pursuant to this compact at the
time such withdrawal takes effect.

ARTICLE XIII: Construction and Seuerability.

This agreement shall be liberally construed so as to effectuate its
purpose. The provisions of this agreement shall be severable and if
any phrase, clause, sentence, or provision of this agreement is held
to be unconstitutional, the validity of the remainder of this agreement
and the applicability thereof shall not be thereby affected"

Rick I. Rubin

82. All conflicts between Jurisdictions regarding the compact would come
under the original jurisdiction of the United States Supreme Court. U.S. Corisr.
art. III, 1. 2, c1. 2.
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REAL OFFENSE SENTENCING: THE
MODEL SENTENCING AND

CORRECTIONS ACT

MICHAEL H. TONRY*

The Uniform Law Commissioners recently adopted a Model Sen-
tencing and Corrections Act.' It provides for the creation of a sentenc-
ing commission that would promulgate guidelines for sentencing. In the
ordinary case, the judge would be expected to impose the sentence indi-
cated by the applicable guideline. Defendants would be entitled to ap-
peal the sentence imposed. To forestall or frustrate prosecutorial
manipulation of the guidelines by means of charge dismissals and plea
bargains, the Model Act separates sanctions from the substantive crimi-
nal law by directing the probation officer, the judge, and any appellate
court to base sentencing considerations not on the offense of conviction
but on the defendant's "actual offense behavior." In this respect, and in
several others, the Model Sentencing Act is a perplexing document.
This article explores some of its major perplexities.

Sentencing reform in America is now five years old.2 Denver3

Associate Professor of Law, University of Maryland. Kenneth Abraham, John C. Cof-
fee, Jr., Daniel Freed, Norval Moms, Andrew von Hirsch and Franklin E. Zintring provided
helpful comments on an earlier version of this essay.

NAT'L CONFERENCE OF CoMSCRS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS, MODEL. SENTENCING
AND CORRECTIONS ACT (Approved Draft 1978), kraut zn 10 UNIFORM LAWS ANN., (master
ed , West 1974) (Supp. 1980) [hereinafter cited without cross reference as MODEL ACTT. This
way ts primanly concerned with Article 3 on sentencing. References to the Model Act
should be understood to refer only to Article 3.

For insiders' accounts of the Model Act in general, and Article 3 in particular, see Perl-
man & Potuto, The t'n,forni Law Conunutioners' Model Sentencing and Correnitnu 4a. An Overview,
58 NES. L. REV. 925 (1979) (hereinafter cited as Perlman & Potuto), Perlman & Stebbins,
Iniptennthng an Equitable Sentencing Sfitnn. The Uniform Law COMMUJIOISM' Model Sentencing and
Correa:au Art, 65 VA. L. REV. 1175 (1979) (hereinafter cited as Perlman & Stebbins).

2 Several influential books appeared some years earlier but the first major formal changes
date from 1976. The major books included AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE,
STRUGGLE FOR JUSTICE (1971), M. FRANKEL, CRIMINAL SENTENCES (1973), N. MORRIS,
THE FUTLRE OF IMPRISONMENT (1974), TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND TASK FORCE ON
CRIMINAL. SENTENCING, FAIR AND CERTAIN PUNISHMENT (1976), A. VON HIRSCH, DOING
JUSTICE (1976).

3 See L. WILKINS, J. KRESS, D COITFREDSON, J. CALPIN, and A. GELMAN, SENTENCING
GUIDELINES. STRUCTLRING JUDICIAL DISCRETION (National Institute of Law Enforcement

1550

0)1941 by Northwestern University School of Law, v. 72, no 4; 1550-1596.
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adopted the first descriptive sentencing guidelines, and Maine* adopted
the first determinate sentencing law in 1976. Since then, upwards of
twenty states have enacted major sentencing "reform" laws.5 Several
states and many local jurisdictions have developed sentencing guide-
lines .6 In crude oversimplification, the new regimes can be character-
ized as "descriptive" or "prescriptive." The former, typified by the
Denver prototype, are empirically-based sentencing guidelines. Their
aim is to inform, and they have no legal force. They purport more or
less to describe past sentencing patterns for various categories of offend-
ers and are based on statistical efforts to explain variation in past
sentences. Their premise is that judges will use the information to test
tentative sentencing decisions, reconsidering and sometimes changing
those that differ from the guidelines, except when special circumstances
appear to justify an extraordinary sentence. Prescriptive sentencing
standards, in contrast, do have legal force, deviation by the judge usu-
ally gives rise to a right of sentence appeal. Prescriptive sentencing
schemes can encompass detailed statutory sentencing standards, loose
statutory sentencing standards, or presumptively appropriate sentencing

and Cnminal justice 19'd) (heron:A-ter cited as WILKINs, KRESS). For an assessment of the
development and evaluation of the impact of the Denver guidelines, see W RICH, L SurroN,
T CLEAR, and M. SAKS, SENTENCING GUIDELINES. THEIR OPERATION AND IMPACT ON
THE COURTS (NsIgmal Center for State Courts 1980).

4 ME. REV. STAT. ANN., tit. 17A, chs. 47-54 (1979 Pamphlet). For a description and
analysis see Tarr, Sentencing, 28 Mt. L. REV. 117 (1976). A federally-funded evaluation of the
impact of the Maine law was completed in 1978. J. KRAMER, F. HUSSEY, S. LACOY, D
KATKIN & C. MCLALGHLIN, ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF DETERMINATE SENTENCING AND
PAROLE ABOLITION IN MAINE. The report has not been published but copies can be bor-
rowed from National Criminal Justice Reference Service.

S The sentencing reform schemes include statutory "determinate" sentencing (e g , Illi-
nois, Indiana, California, Maine, North Carolina), parole guidelines (e , Florida, Oregon,
New lark, Minnesota, Washington), creation of a sentencing commission to develop sentenc-
ing guidelines tel., Minnesota, Pennsylvania), and mandatory minimum sentences (e , Mas-

sachusetts, Michigan). Besides the states mentioned, major sentencing legislation has been
passed in Arizona, Colorado, New Jersey, and New Mexico and probably other places as well
Although keeping up-to-date un sentencing reform developments is a full-time occupation, an
attempt is being made with a federally- funded project at Amencan University Law Institute
See, CRIMINAL COURTS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. PROJECT, OVERVIEW OF STATE AND LO-

CAL SENTENCING GUIDELINES AND SENTENCING RESEARCH ACTIVITY (American University
Law Institute, May, 1980) (hereinafter cited as OVERVIEW).

6 OVERVIEW, note 5 lupe, indicates that as of May 1980 the following states were devel-
oping sentencing guidelines or were about to start. Alaska, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ore-
gon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, Among the local jurisdic-
tions are, Mancopa County (Phoenix), Arizona, Denver, Colorado, Cook County (Chicago),
Illinois, Topeka, Kansas, Lucas County (Toledo), Ohio, Essex County (Newark), New Jersey,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Clayton County (Dayton), Ohio, Hamilton County (Cincinnati),
Ohio, Cuyahoga County (Cleveland), Ohio. For detailed descriptions of the earliest guide-
lines systems, see WILKINS, KRESS, Apra note 3, Munn (Denver), J. KRESS, PRESCRIPTION

FOR jusTicz (1980) (Chicago, Newark, Phoenix).
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guidelines promulgated by a sentencing commission. The Model Sen.
tencing Act is of the last sort.

The pace of change has been dizzying. Some states have exper-
ienced two or three generations of major sentencing reform innovation
within a few years.' Much of the debate over sentencing law changes
has been polemical and irresponsible .9 The responsible debates over
proposed reforms have dealt mostly with major institutional and struc-
tural issueswhether parole boards are better situated or otherwise
more appropriate than judges to determine the lengths of prison
sentences; whether sentencing policy should be set by the legislature, by
a sentencing commission, by a judicial body, or by individual judges--
and have been largely suppositious. None of the major reforms has been
in effect for very long and policy-makers can only speculate as to how
they will work in practice.9

In retrospect many of the early sentencing reform schemes were
poorly conceived.t° While attempting to prevent unwarranted sentenc-

7 Minnesota established parole guidelines only to abolish parole in favor of a presump-
tive sentencing guidelines system. 1978 Minn. Laws, ch. 723, et seq., MINN. STAT,, Ch. 244,et
ref (1978) Each of the early sentencing guidelines projectsin Denveri Chicago, Phoenix.
Philadelphia, and Newarktook place in states that later implemented major state-wide sea-
tencing law changes.

8 See, e , for accounts of legislative ferment in California, A. LIPSON & M. PETERSON,
CALIFORNIA JESTICE UNDER DETERMINATE SENTENCING. A REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR

RESEARCH (Rand Corp 1980) The Pennsylvania legislature recently rejected as too lenient
the proposed guidelines for sentencing developed by the Pennsylvania Commission on
Sentencing.

Besides the early impact evaluations described in notes 3.4 supra, the major impact
esakatiuns have concerned mandatory minimum sentencing laws. See JOINT COMMITTEE
ON NEW YORK DRUG LAW EVALUATION, THE NATION'S TOUGHEST DRUG LAW. EVALUAT
ING THE NEW YORK EXPERIENCE (1977), Beha, °Ant/Nobody Can cei You Out impact ofs
ifandato7 Prison Sentence for the Illegal Carrying of a Eireann on the the of Fireamu and on the Admin.

utration of Cnnunal fiutite in Boston, 57 B.U.L REV. 96 (Pt. I) and 289 (Pt. II) (1977),
Neumann & Loftin, Afandatory Sentencing and the Abolition of Plea Bargaining. The Michigan Felov
Firearm Statute, 13 LAw & Soc'Y Rev. 393 (1979). Several ambitious federally-funded impact
evaluations are nearing completion and should be published some time in 1982. A Stanford
University group directed by Jonathan Casper is studying the California experience, as is
another group directed by Sheldon Messinger at the University of California, Berkeley, and
Rchard F Sparks and Andrew von Hirsch of Rutgers University. The Berkeley-Rutgers
group is also addressing the impact of sentencing law changes in other states, including Ora
gon and Indiana.

10 Maine, for example, abolished parole without establishing sentencing criteria for
judges The result was to increase disparity in sentencing. California abolished parole and
provided detailed statutory sentencing standards, the result has been to increase the sentenc-
ing power of the prosecutor greatly. Illinois established day-forday "good time" (time off for
good behavior) as a device for making sentences seem longer than they really are. Thus a
nominal four year sentence is, given good behavior in prison, really a two year sentence.
However, Illinois good time does not vest and prisoners are vulnerable to having their prison
sentences greatly increased as a result of a guard's decision to penalize alleged misconduct by
withdrawal of accrued good time.
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ing disparities, to lessen bias and arbitrariness in sentencing and parol-
ing decisions and to establish published decision standards that would
make officials accountable, many of the early schemes assumed a sim-
plistic model of how the criminal process works.

California's Uniform Determinate Sentencing Act," for example,
was one of the earliest prescriptive sentencing laws and remains one of
the most complex. The Act establishes a detailed sentencing tariff12 that
specifies normal, mitigated, and aggravated prison sentences for defend-
ants convicted of particular felonies and prescribes the exact amounts by
which sentences are to be increased on account of prior criminal record,
use of a dangerous weapon, infliction of grievous bodily injury, and simi-
lar offense and offender circumstances)3 Two of the systemic assump-
tions behind this detail are that judges decide sentences and that judges
will conscientiously apply the sentencing tariff.

Neither assumption is wholly unwarranted. But neither of them is
wholly warranted either. The difficulty is not that judges wantonly and
whimsically disregard the will of the legislature but that judges do not
work in isolation and most cannot imperiously disregard the interests
and needs of other participants in the process)* The ubiquitous prac-

11 1976 Cal. Stats. ch. 1139 (as amended).
2 'Tariffiff here and elsewhere refers to the implicit sentencing standards governing a

court s sentencing decisions. See D.A. THOMAS, PRINCIPLES OF SErrrEtyclivr. (2d ed 1979)
for a booklength discussion of the English sentencing tariff.

For every offense, the Act specifies three prison terms (for example, 2, 3, or 5 years for
robbery, CAL- PENAL CODE. § 213 (1970 & Supp 1981) (West)). The middle number is the
presumptive Dam sentence although the judge may, in accordance with criteria established by
the California Judicial Council, impose the higher or lower terms w reflect aggravating or
mitigating circumstances. Id § 1170 (Supp. 1981). The Act also provides that the judge
shall add additional years of imprisonment to the base sentence if the defendant has previ-

ously served prison terms [if the present offense is a designated violent felony, three additional
years imprisonment fur each prior prison term arising from a designated violent felony convic-
lIUII, for any felony for which a prison sentence is imposed, one additional year for each prior
prison term], or If the defendant was armed with a firearm, or personally used a deadly or
dangerous weapon, or took, damaged, or destroyed property in value exceeding $25,000 (one
additional year in each rase] or personally used a firearm or took, damaged, or destroyed
properly in value exceeding $100,000 [2 additional years in each case] or, with intent to do so,
inflicted great bodily injury [3 additional years]. §§ 667.5, 12022, 120223, 12022 6,

; Critically, the enhancements may not be Imposed unless they are "charged and
admitted or found true," Id § 66730), ree afro §1170.1(e). What all of this means is that the
judge in must robbery casts can vary the sentence down by one year or up by two while the
prosecutor in all cases can fine tune the prison sentence by electing which charges to file or
dismiss And also by deciding what enhancements and prior prison sentences to charge and
prove

14 The prevailing view among social Kientists has been, for at least a decade, that the
criminal wort IS a complex organization which can best be understood in terms of bureau-
craoc and organizational behaviors. The court is both an organization with goals, conven
nom, and norms, and an aggregation of individuals who are members of bureaucracies (the
policeman, the prosecutor, the judge, the public defender). Patterns of interaction in any
{Anal depend on the quality of relations among individuals, the stability of personnel, and the
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tice of offering defendants inducements to plead guilty satisfies the di-
'verse needs of defendants, proscutors, defense counsel, and judges. If the
court's work is to be accomplished, prosecutors, defense counsel, and
judges must get along, and often that means going along. Conventions
must generally be observed, important interests must be acknowledged,
and expectations must be satisfied, otherwise the necessary patterns of
cooperation break down. Sentencing decisions embody not only the
judge's views, needs, and interests, but also those of the prosecutor, the
defense counsel, and the defendant.

Most defendants plead guilty,'5 usually on the understanding that
penal risk will be lessened. Sometimes the prosecutor agrees to dismiss
charges or to recommend a particular sentence to the judge. Other
times counsel negotiate the specific sentence the defendant will receive.
As a constitutional matter the judge must either accede or else permit
the defendant to withdraw his plea.16

Not one of the major new sentencing systems faces up to the squalid
reality that most guilty pleas are induced by promises of leniency. Yet
there is little reason to doubt that concessions remain necessary if the
requisite number of defendants are to plead guilty, or that plea bargain-
ing will persist, or that ways will be found to circumvent inconvenient,
"unrealistic," and draconian sentencing standards. There are any
number of ways, with or without judicial cooperation, to induce guilty
pleas under even the most detailed sentencing tariff. If the appropriate
sentence depends on the offense of conviction, cooperation can be re-
warded by reducing or dismissing charges, the 30-month armed robber
can be transmogrified into a 20-month robber or a 10-month thief. Sen-
tence bargains that patently defy the tariff would require overt judicial
acquiescence, which might make judges uncomfortable, but there are a
number of subtler ways that judges and lawyers could carry out sen-
tence bargains without appearing to defy the tariff."

policies (and oversight) of the separate bureaucracies. J. EISENSTEIN & H. JACOB, FELONY
JL slice (1977) (Baltimore, Chicago, and Detroit), is probably the leading work, but the liter-
ature is large and growing For recent booklength works" e.g., M. FEELEY, THE PROCESS
IS THE PL NISHMENT (1979) (New Haven, Connecticut), M. LEVIN, URBAN POLITICS AND
THE CRIMINAL COLRTS (1977) (Minneapolis and Pittsburgh), L. MATHER, PLEA BARGAIN-
ING OR TRIAL' (1979) (Los Angeles), P. UTZ, sgrruNo THE FAcrs (1978) (San Diego and
Alameda Counties, California).

15 See NATIONAL CRIMINAL JLSTICE INFORMATION AND STATISTICS SERVICE,
SOL RCEBOOK OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE -1978, Tables 5-19 (guilty plea rates as a percentage of
conviction vary from place to place but are typically in the 85% to 95% range) & 5-30 (85% of
federal convictions in 1977 resulted from guilty pleas).

t6 See Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (1971).
17 Even in a detailed prescriptive sentencing guidelines system in which Judges were di-

rected to impose the guidelines sentence in most cases, Judges and lawyers could effect sen-
tence bargains in at least three ways. Counsel could simply, with Judicial acquiescence, settle
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The prosecutor's enhanced influence under determinate sentencing

has not gone unnoticed.18 Several proposals have been made in order to
prevent the prosecutorial manipulation of narrow sentencing guidelines

or laws. The simplest proposal would legitimate overt "discounts" to
defendants who plead guilty.19 The most complex and imaginative pro-
posal calls for establishment of "charge reduction guidelines" for the ju-
dicial decision whether to approve charge dismissals as part of a plea
bargain 20 However, the least satisfactory proposal, "real offense sen-
tencing," is at the heart of the Model Act21 According to the sentencing

on a belowguidelines sentence. Neither party would have reason or standing to object to the
extraidelines sentence and the judge's non-compliance with the guidelines would pass le-
gally unacknowledged. If outright judicial nonfeasance lacks subtlety, the same result could
be achieved if the judge cited the defendant's guilty plea as the "justification" for a lenient
departure from the guideline. If that candid admission of the effect of a guilty plea would
make the judge uncomfortable, he could disingenuously assert a different rationale (the de-
fendant's contntion, his good character, etc.) for the lenient sentence. The prosecution would
not appeal the lenient sentence and the appropriateness or applicability of the judge's reasons

would never be tested.
18 See Schulhofer, Due Irfocat of Sentencing, 128 U. PA. L REV. 733, 751 (1980): "[Tjhe

principal effect of a system of narrow sentencing guidelines would be to transfer discretionary
sentencing power in guilty plea cases from federal district judges to assistant United States
attorneys," See alto Alschuler, Sentencing Reform awl Prosecuional Power: A Critique of Recent no-

fratelt for "Fixed" and licsumptive"Sentenang, 126 U. PA. L REV. 550 (1978).
19 See Note, Restructuring the Plea Bargain, 82 YALE LJ. 286 (1972).
2° Both S. 1722, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) and H.R. 6233, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979)

propose creation of "charge reduction" guidelines, as part of a sentencing guidelines system,
toss standards for the judge's decision whether to approve a charge reduction agreement.

Sit CRIMINAL CODE REFORM Acr OF 1979, S. REP. No. 553, 96th Cong., 2d. Sess. 1235.36
(1979), The charge reduction device is based on S....RPHULHOFER, PROSECUTORIAL DISCRE

rioN AND FEDERAL SENTENCING REFORM (1979) and is discussed at length in Schulhofer,
rstra note 18. Charge reduction guidelines are subject to many of the problems of "real
offense" sentencing. They gloss over the complexities of criminal court organization. They
can be circumvented by means of the prosecutor's power to elect what charges to file and
what to dismiss. Schulhofer's proposal founders on what he sees as a need to provide guilty
plea incentives to defendants in the form of substantial guilty plea "discounts"-.-reduction in
the otherwise applicable sentence. Overt guilty plea discounts may be unconstitutional See

Corbin v, New Jersey, 439 U.S. 212 (1978). They are in several respects unsound as a matter
of policy. In any event, Schulhofer effectively would abolish plea bargaining; his proposal
converts charge reductions into guilty plea discounts, in other words into court-monitored
sentence bargaining. Abolition of plea bargaining may or may not be possible but is proba-
bly better attempted directly. Experience in other countries and recently in Alaska suggests
that abolition of plea bargaining may be less millenarian than is widely believed. See, on
France and West Germany, Weigend, Continental Cum for American Aibnmit. European Criminal
Nave 41 a Model for Law Reim , in 2 CRIME AND Justice: AN ANNUAL REVIEW OF RE-
smitcH 381-428 (N. Morris & M. Tonry eds. 1980). On Alaska, see M. RUSINSTEIN, S.

C:AucE, T, WHITE, ALASKA BANS PLEA BARGAINING [hereinafter cited as ALA5KA1.

21 MODEL Acr at 114 (comment to § 3-104(e)), 126 (comment to § 3.109(1)), 144 (com-
mon to §3-115(b)(1)), 155 (comment to § 3-204(a)(1)), 157-60 (§ 3-206 and explanatory
comments). Partial "real offense" systems have been proposed in which judges would some-
times look behind offenses of conviction to actual harms caused and losses suffered. The first
sentencing guidelines project, in Denver, recognized that charge bargains would di.tort sen-
tencing under sentencing guidelines. "The judges on our Steering and Policy Committee . . .
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guidelines, the judge, the presentence report, and any appellate judge
would ignore the offense of conviction. "In determining the appropriate
guideline to follow the court shall consider the nature and characteris-
tics of the criminal conduct involved without regard to the offense
charged."22 The goal is to liberate the judge from the consequences of
the prosecutor's charging and bargaining decisions.

Objections to real offense sentencing range from the constitutional
to the principled to the practical. Section I of this article introduces the
Model Act's major sentencing proposals and suggests their deficiencies
by chronicling the progress of an armed robbery suspect through the
criminal justice system before and after implementation of the Model
Act. Section II describes the proposed system of real offense sentencing
in considerable detail. Suffice it to say that this writer is not enthusiastic
about a proposal which requires that guilty pleas, trial verdicts, the law
of evidence, the criminal burden of proof, and the substantive criminal
law be ignored, with sentencing being based instead on the court's con-
clusions about what "really happened" without regard to the offense
charged.23

Section III considers two additional major features of the Model
Act. First the Model Act purports, but fails, to prescribe a retributive
just deserts" sentencing system that aims to treat similarly situated of-

fenders similarly, to give high priority to pursuit of equality in punish-
ment, acid to proportion sanctions to defendants' moral culpability. Yet
many provisions are avowedly incapacitative and deterrent and are in-
herently inconsistent with a retributive punishment program. Instead,
tht. Act is moderately utilitarian in its aims and provisions, and clarity
and coherence would be gained if it did not claim to be otherwise. A
second problem is that the Act's provisions provide no reasonable assur-
ance that they will achieve the Act's aim of treating defendants fairly
and consistently. Proposed sentencing guidelines and statutory aggra-
vating and mitigating circumstances, taken together, are highly vulnera-

felt that the sentencing decision required more information concerning the underlying physi-
cal harm and, or property loss suffered by the victim than the mere statutory label of a plea-
bargained conviction would provide them." WILKINS, KREss, ;ulna note 3, at 8. The solu-
Lion selected was partially to deprave the defendant of the benefit of his bargain by use of a
'harm/loss" modifer which could be used in some cases to increase the rated seventy of the
defendant's offense on the matnx that constitutes the sentencing guidelines. Id, Appendix
G , at 63-66. Real offense provisions in destnpnve guidelines like Denver's may present dif-
ferent issues than in a prescriptive scheme like the Model Act. In the former case, the aim is
to provide a somewhat truer picture of past practice. Denver's judges do look behind the
statutory label" and guidelines that fail to do so would obscure past pract.ce. In a prescrip-

tive system, the issue is ''ought" not "is" and it Lt far from clear that real offense sentencing
would be practiced in utopia.

22 MODEL ACT § 3-206(d) (emphasis added).
23 Id § 3.207(d).
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ble to manipulation by counsel and are unlikely to provide significant
checks on sentencing decisions. Further, unlike most sentencing propos-
als which prefer concurrent to consecutive sentences, the Model Act
reverses the pattern and creates a presumption in favor of consecutive
sentences, thereby giving the prosecutor, through charging decisions, an-
other manipulative too1.24 Also, the Model Act permits prosecutorial
appeal of sentences and permits the appellate court to increase the sen-
tence of a defendant who appeals 2S The former defies double jeopardy
policies according to the Burger court, although apparently not Article
V of the Bill of Rights.26 The latter would inevitably have a chilling
effect on appeals. Finally, in this Act, statutory good time, while gener-
ous, only partly vests. Correctional authorities would possess substantial
effective control over release dates27an irony in an Act that would
abolish parole release because of its inconsistencies.28

Section IV suggests other plausible ways that sentencing reform
might take the prosecutor into account and considers whether system-
atic real offense sentencing is more objectionable than our present sys-
tem in which something like real offense sentencing is commonplace,
though often surreptitious. The last point warrants repetition. Present
practice in most jurisdictions follows a modified real offense system.29
Under Wilhams v. New York and its lineals,3° courts are free to consider
whatever evidence they choose in deciding what sentence to impose.
The gun that the prosecutor swallows when he accepts a plea of guilty to
robbery for an armed robbery charge can reappear in the sentencing
hearing. Even a sentence bargain may not protect the defendant from
real offense sentencing. Parole boards often ignore the nominal offense
of conviction and look behind it to "actual offense behavior."3' If the

24 Id §3.107.
25 Id § 3.208
26 United States v. DiFrancesco, 101 S. Ct. 426 (1980).
27 The Model Act would establish clay-foi-day good time, thus a 10 year sentence would

on good behavior expire in 5 years MODEL Acr § 3-501. However, up to three quarters of
accumulated good time may in some cases be revoked, Hence, at the end of the fifth year of a
to year sentence, multiple disciplinary infractions could be sanctioned by withdrawal of up to
3 yean, nine months good time, and a single infraction up to two years, thereby possibly
lengthening the effective prison term from 5 years to 8 years, 9 months MODEL ACT § 4-

502(c).
28 If good time is generous and does not vest, prison authorities may effectively reconsti-

tute the worst aspects of parole releaselow visibility, ad hoc release decisions, prisoner anxi
ety, and the absence of published criteria and public accountabilitywithout replicating the
bestevening out sentence disparities and giving prisoners early notice of when they can
expect to be released. Seenote 31 :Oa,

29 &e, el; WILKINS, KRESS, tarpra note 3, at 8.
30 Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241 (1949), el., United States v. Grayson, 438 U S 41

(1978)
31 See, as., U.S. Parole Commission Rules, 28 C.F.R. § 2.20 (1980).
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Model Act's real offense proposals are objectionable, then are not pros.
ent practices just as bad? How can the prevalence of real offense sen-
tencing be explained and justified? These questions are also explored in
section IV.

I. THE MODEL Acr's PROPOSALS FOR REFORM OF SENTENCING

The draftsmen of the Model Act deserve credit for their efforts to
give order to complexity. The Act contains provisions that are intended
to structure, counterbalance, or abolish the discretions of prosecutors,
judges, and parole and correctional administrators.

The core proposal is that a part-time sentencing commission be es-
tablished to promulgate presumptive sentenc:ag guidelines. The Model
Act does not specify the form these guidelines should take. However, to
illustrate for heuristic purposes the kind of guidelines which the Act ap-
pears to envision, Table 1 sets out the guidelines matrix developed by
the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission. All felonies are di.

TABLE 1

MINNESOTA SENTENCING MATRIX: SENTENCING BY
SEVERITY OF OFFENSE AND CRIMINAL HISTORY

CRIMINAL IILITORY SCORE

A% ER111 LL% ELS Of
COWS l(71(.4 "'write 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 or more

Unauthorized Use of
Motor Vehicle I

Possesston of Marijuana
12 12' 12 IS 18 21 24

Theft-related Crimes
iSt8150. 82500) II

Sale of Marijuana
12 12 14 17 20 23

27

25.29

Theft Crimes 15150. 52500) Ill 12 13 16 19
22

21.23
27

25-29
32

30-34

Burglary - Felony Intent
Receiving Stolen Goods IV

i5150-$25001
12' IS 18 21

25

24.26
32

30-34
41

37-45

Simple Robbery V 18 23 27
30

2941
38

3640
46

43-49
54

50.54

Assault. 2nd Degree VI 21 26 30
34

33.35
44

42.46
54

50.58
65

60.70

Aggravated Robbery VII 24
23-25

32
30-34

41

35-44
49

45.53
65

60.70
81

75.87
97

60-104

Assault, 1st Degree
Criminal Sexual Conduct, VIII

lit Degree

43

41.45
54

50.58
65

60.70
76

71.81

95
89-101

113

106.120
132

124.140

Murder, 1rd Degree IX 97
94400

119
116.122

127
124.130

149
143-155

176
168-184

205
195-215

230
218-242

Murder. 2nd Degree X 116
111-121

140
133.147

162
153-171

203
192.214

243
231.255

284
270.291

324
309.339

to Degree Murder u excluded from the guidelines by law and continues to have a mandatory life sentence.

one year and one day

Sourer Minnesota Sentenang CAndehnes Commission. Report to the Legasture 14 (1M)
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vided into ten categories, these are shown on the vertical axis. Defend-
ants are divided into seven groups on the basis of their prior criminal
records and these are arrayed en the horizontal axis. To find the appli-
cable guideline sentence, one determines the severity level of the convic-
tion offense and the defendant's prior record grouping by consulting the
cell located at the intersection of the appropriate row and column. This
cell indicates the number of months to be served by that particular
defendant.

Under the Model Act, judges can deviate from guidelines when
they state their reasons for their departure, but the sentence would be
subject to appellate review initiated by either party. The Act proposes
no direct controls on plea bargaining but would try to alleviate its effects
by basing sentences on actual offense behavior and not on the offense of
conviction. Parole release would be abolished32no more effective pro-
phylaxis comes to mind for minimizing inconsistencies in parole release
decisions. Good behavior in prison would earn one day's good time
credit for each day served and, thus, could halve nominal prison terms.

Notwithstanding the Model Act's admirably ambitious scope, real
offense sentencing is its central idea, and real offense sentencing, regret-
tably, is not a good idea. Consider the case of Miles Standish before and
after enactment of the Model Sentencing Act.

Miles Standish is a 22-year-old black man who has been arrested in
Erewhon, a pseudonymous Eastern state, on armed robbery charges. He
admits having been in a gasoline station in which an attendant was shot
but denies that he intended to steal anything or to shoot the attendant.
He claims that the white attendant insulted him by use of a racial slur,
picked a fight, and pulled a gun, and that while he was struggling to
defend himself, the gun discharged, hitting the attendant. Standish fled,
and denies taking any money.

The attendant says that Standish entered the station with the gun,
ordered the attendant to hand over the contents of the cash register, shot
the resisting attendant, and fled taking the gun and $100.

32 Several states have "abolished" parole to a greater or lesser extent. Maine, Minnesota,
Illinois, Indiana, and California are examples. Most have retained a period of parole supervi-
sion as a standard consequence of a pnson sentence. Powerful arguments can be made for
abolition of parole, but those made by the Model Aces draftsmen arc among the least persua-
sive. The reasons mentioned are that conbnuing uncertainties about release dates debilitate
prisoners and that parole "intensifies disparity." MODEL ACT, prefatory note, at 93. In bet-
ter run parole systems--like that of the U.S. Parole Commissionneither criticism applies.
Release dates are set in the early months of imprisonment, and, because of the parole guide-
lines, disparities arc diminished, not increased. For more thoughtful assessments of the case
for abolition of parole, see A. VON HIRSCH & K. HANRAHAN, THE QUESTION OF PAROLE
(1979), Morris, Towards Prusapla &Wowing, 37 Ma L REV. 267 (1977).
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Ownership of the gun cannot be traced. When found during the
course of a warrantless search of Standish's apartment, it bore only
Standish's fingerprints.

Standish's defenses are, first, that he is factually innocent, that he
committed no robbery. And, second, that if there were a robbery, it was
of the simple, not the armed, variety.

Consider what would happen to Standish under present Erewhoni-
an law.33 Standish is indicted for armed robbery. At arraignment he
pleads not guilty. His lawyer files a motion to suppress evidentiary use
of the gun. The search was patently unconstitutional and the motion is
granted.

The prosecutor offers to dismiss the armed robbery charge if the
defendant will plead guilty to the lesser-included robbery charge. The
defendant, on the advice of counsel, rejects the proposed bargain; coun-
sel's reasoning is that the state cannot prove armed robbery without the
fingerprint evidence and that Standish will not be convicted at trial of
anything more serious than robbery. He tells Standish, "hold out for an
offer to plead guilty to theft; otherwise the prosecutor is not giving you
anything."

The prosecutor will offer no better bargain. At a trial before a jury,
Standish is convicted of theft. He receives a prison sentence of two
years, suspended. (Somewhat improperly, we question the jurors and
learn that they could not decide beyond a reasonable doubt who was
telling the truth about the gun, hence no armed robbery conviction.
They thought that Standish probably did intend to commit the robbery
but that the attendant did insult him with racial slurs, thus a "compro-
mise" theft conviction.)

Now consider what would happen to Standish if Erewhon had
adopted the Model Sentencing and Corrections Act. The early parts of
the story do not change: armed robbery indictment, not guilty plea,
successful motion to suppress, the prosecutor's offer to accept a guilty
plea to robbery. Then things change a little. Standish's counsel opposes
the charge bargain but for a very different reason. He tells Standish,
"under the Model Act, if you are convicted, the judge will sentence you
for armed robbery. Under the sentencing guidelines, with your record
you will receive a prison sentence of 48 months. Hold out for a sentence
bargain to something shorter." The prosecutor will offer no better bar-
gain. There is a jury trial and Standish is once again convicted of theft
(for the same reasons). At this point, things change mightily.

33 For heuristic purposes, the process has been truncated. For example, motions to sup-
press would normally be presented at a preliminary hearing before grand jury proceedings.
Here the sequence is reversed.

18-837 0 - 83 - 53 804
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As a matter of course, the judge will direct a "presentence service
officer" to prepare a presentence report on, among other things, "the
characteristics and circumstances of the offense,"34 looking "behind the
offense charged or the offense for which the defendant was ultimately
convicted"" to the actual offense behavior. At a sentencing hearing, the

court will consider the evidence admitted at trial or at the hearing (in-
cluding the suppressed fingerprint evidence), the presentence report,
and the sentencing guidelines. The guidelines are based on "offense be-
havior rather than the offense for which the defendant was ultimately
convicted."38 The court, in considering evidence and the guidelines,
"shall consider the nature and the characteristics of the criminal con-
duct involved without regard to the offense charged."37 The court will
make its decision on the basis of "substantial evidence in the record of
the sentencing hearing and the presentence report."38 Standish will be
sentenced as if he had been convicted of armed robbery and receive a 48

month prison sentence.
For Standish, the Model Act would deprive him of the protections

of constitutional criminal procedure and the law of evidence (the sup-
pressed fingerprint evidence), the substantive criminal law (armed rob-
bery versus robbery versus theft), and proof beyond a reasonable doubt
("substantial evidence"). The comments to the Model Act neither at-
tempt to justify so drastic an alteration of American law nor do they
discuss the likely systemic impact of such a change.

II. CONTROL OF THE PROSECUTOR BY INDIRECTION REAL
OFFENSE SENTENCING

The prosecutor looms large in sentencing. Under finely tuned pre-
scriptive sentencing systems like those of California39 or Minnesota,40 he

may loom larger still. Plea bargains for specific sentences or
prosecutorial agreements to retommend or not oppose a specific sen-
tence may be amenable to control by sentencing guidelines, if we assume
that judges will not condone overt sentence bargains that circumvent

34 Motlie.e. Act §§ 3-203, 3-204(a)(1).
35 II., comment to § 3- 204(a)(1) at 155. The Comment continues. "The application of

=tenons guidelines ts based on the underlying criminal activity of the defendant and not on

the formal charge or conviction."
36 M, comment to §3-115(b), at 144.
37 IL § 3-206(d).
38 Id § 3-207(d).
39 Set note 13 Aisne.
4° Judges are expected to impose a sentence within the range provided in the applicable

all of the guidelines grid (ret Table I) except when "substantial and compelling" reasons

oust to justify a different sentence. MINNESOTA SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMMISSION, RE-

PORT TO THE LEGISLATURE (1980).
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applicable guidelines. Charge bargaining however would becomemore
important If guidelines prescribe specific offenses, the power to initiate
or dismiss charges is the power to determine sentence. The problem
cannot be burked and the Model Act, to its credit, does not do so.

A. THE MODEL ACT'S REAL OFFENSE PROVISIONS

The Model Act contains a thorough application of its real offense
approach to the control of plea bargaining. Section 3-115, the provision
governing development of sentencing guidelines, directs the commission
to consider "the nature and characteristics of the offense." The com-
ment explains: "The language 'nature and characteristics of the offense'
. . . authorizes the commission to utilize and the sentencing court to
consider offense behavior rather than the offense for which the defend-
ant was ultimately convicted. The major purpose of the provision is to
reduce disparity resulting from the effect of plea bargaining.41 Because
neither the trial nor a guilty plea would determine the factual founda-
tion of a sentence, the sentencing hearing would become critically im-
portant. Accordingly, sections 3-203 and 3-204(a) would require
preparation of a presentence report setting forth, among other things,
"the characteristics and circumstances of the offense."'" Finally, section
3-206(d) requires the sentencing judge to consider the "nature and cir-
cumstances of the criminal conduct involved without regard to the ojinse
charged." Although the critical facts would be determined at the sen-
tencing hearing, the defendant would have no right to subpoena, call, or
cross-examine witnesses." Under section 3-207(d), the sentence "must

41 MODEL Act, comment to § 3.115(b).
42 The applicable comment to § 3.204(a) (MODEL ACT at 155) explains. "The language

requires [the presentence service officers) to go behind the offense charged or the offense for
which the defendant was ultimately convicted." Oddly, § 3-115 on development ofsentenc-
ing guidelines refers to the real offense in terms of "the nature and characteristics of the
offense", while § 3.204 on the presentence report refers to he characteristics of the offense";
and § 3-206 on the Judge's sentencing ?.:on refers to "the nature and characteristics of the
criminal conduct " Most well-drafted statutes would use a single phrase to refer toso funda-
mental a concept as the "real offense" in order to anticipate and avoid appeals based on
wholly semantic differences. The inconsistency appears to be inadvertent. The comments w
each section explain the plea bargain control strategy behind real offense sentencing.

I can divine no intended difference between the "offense of §3-115 and the "criminal
conduct" of § 3-206. The phrase "criminal conduct" might denote conduct proven beyond a
reasonable doubt in contrast to "alleged criminal conduct," but that distinction seems un-
likely here.

The words "characteristics and circumstances" in § 3-204(a)(I) (as opposed to "nature
and circumstances" in the other two sections) could, out of context, be construed to refer to
the elements of the offense an/ to relevant aggravating and mitigating circumstances. How-
ever §§3-204(a)(2) and (4) require the presentence report separately to set forth information
relating to aggravating and mitigating circumstances.

43 MODEL ACT § 3.206(b). The court "may," but would not be obliged to permit the
defendant to subpoena, call, or cross-examine witnesses.
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be based on substantial evidence in the record of the sentencing hearing

and the presentence report.'" Thus the Model Act makes clear in these

respects, and in others," that sentencing is to be constrained by neither

offenses charged nor offenses of conviction."

44 However, defendants may not be sentenced to enhanced terms for "especially aggra-

rated offenses" or as "persistent offenders" except on the basis of facts proven beyond a sea-

arable doubt. M § 3.207(e)(2).
The provisions for enhanced terms areapparently intended to reduce maximum author-

ised sentences for most offenses by reserving long prison terms for cases of special severity. Ste

comment to § 3.105, at 116. If long sentences were reserved for defined categories of offend-

ers, maximums substantially lower than those now authorized in most jurisdictions would

apply to most offenses. Extremely long prison sentences would be reserved for "especially

aggravated offenses" or "persistent offenders." The Study Draft of the National Commission

on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws proposed such a system. ..%e text accompanying notes

133-34 tafia. The aim is to build a two story sentencing structure. The first floor has a low

ceiling and the second story is for persistent offenders, etc. Somewhat surprisingly, the Model

Act does not propose a set of statutory sentence maximums (Monzi. ACT at 107). Thus the

Sin story well could have very high ceilings and the second story tower into the clouds. .Pe

§§3-10406 and supporting comments. For an especially wellinformed discussion of this

two-story strategy for reducing the lengths of prison sentences, see AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIA-

TION STANDARDS RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SENTENCING

ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES (2d. ed. tent. draft 1979) (hereinafter cited as SENTENCING

ALTLRNATIVES),
45 MODEL Acr § 3402(6) establishes as a "principle of sentencing" that predictions of

future criminality should play no role in sentencing "unless based on prior criminal conduct

or azt Imputed r avne wider the leuv" (emphasis added). The relevant comment, id at 102,

ezplains that the "acts designated" language is intended to capturejuvenile acts that would

love led to a conviction for a crime had the offender been an adult. It's unclear from either

53-102(6) or the comment whether an adjudication would be required or whether this is a

-rcal"pnor juvenile offense standard. In any event, the § 3. 102(6) language is not by its terms

reancted to juvenile records. Unless the comments were codified, courts would have oppor-

tunity to construe the section in broad "real offense" terms.
Section 3.109 on aggravating factors in sentencing includes "a recent history of convic-

uolu or cnminal behavior." The comments, id at 126-27, explain that "criminal behavior"

encompasses criminal conduct of juveniles that resulted in an adjudication (note that this is

las ambiguous than the 3. 102(6) standard), and "allegations of criminal conduct or the un-

dalying criminal behavior of convictions that were set aside as unconstitutionally invalid."

The words "criminal behavior" in § 3-109 presumably refer (if they are used as defined in the

comment) to the "real offense" underlying the unconstitutionally invalid conviction.

No reason is given in the comments for use of the different terms "acts designated as a

crime under the law" in § 3-102(6) and "criminal behavior" in § 3-109.
Finally, § 3-104(e) permits imposition of enhanced fines on the basis of "transactions

which are part of a scheme of criminal activity but not formally charged" (comment at p.

114).

Only § 3.105 defining "persistent offenders" for purpmes of enhanced sentencing vulner-

ability Lakes a restactive view of prior records and is limited to prior convictions and excludes

convictions that have been set aside on appeal.
46 13-206 and the comments to §§ 3415, 3-204, and 3.206 expressly permit sentencing to

&mud the offense charged Powerful arguments could be developed that even so unprinci-

pled a concept as real offense sentencing should be constrained by offenses charged. The
Model Act clearly would permit sentencing of a defendant for a "real offense" with which he

was not charged. For an example, consider a defendant who committed an armed robbery in

which a victim was accidentally killed. Charged with armed robbery, the defendant pleads

8
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B. WHAT'S WRONG WITH REAL OFFENSE SENTENCING?

The fundamental flaws of real offense sentencing are easily stated.
The most basic are that it is incompatible with the basic values of our
legal system and that it will not work. Those are the first two points
discussed below. Other flaws range from objections based on concern
for fairness and due process to practical objections based on likely
inefficiencies.

I. Real ojinse lento:tug, is antithetical to basic notions of individual
worth and liberty.

In part, no doubt, because of our historical and philosophical com-
mitment to liberty, our system of criminal law justifies the imposition of
criminal sanctions only on people whose acts or omisssions in fact violate
the criminal law and who have admitted their unlawful acts or have
been convicted at trial on the basis of proof beyond a reasonable
doubt.47 Real offense sentencing undermines the importance of the sub-
stantive criminal law, nullifies the law of evidence, and is irreconcilable
with the notion that punishment can be imposed only in respect to of-
fenses admitted or proven.4° For purposes of anaistir, this section is premiced
on the conceit that counsel and judges would not systematically circumvent sentenc-

ing guidelines. I employ the conceit, which I regard as highly unlikely, so

guilty to robbery The Model Act would not only permit the sentencing judge to look behind
the robbery conviction to the "real offense" of armed robbery with whtch he was charged but
even further to the "real offenses" of felony-murder or manslaughter. However, § 3.206(d)
limits the maximum sentence to the statutory maximum authorized for the offense ofconvic-
tion That decision is explained in the comments, MODEL ACT at 159, in the following ex-
traordinary understatement. "Serious constitutional objections would be raised if the court
were authorized to impose a sentence in excess of that authorized by statute for the offense
charged."

47 The prevalent trend in the philosophy of the criminal law is to expose the moral basis
of our constitutional preference for autonomy and to attempt to expose and where necessary
rebuild the moral foundations of the criminal law. See G. FLETCHER, RETHINKING CRIMP
MAL LAW (1978), D, RICHARDS, THE MORAL CRITICISM OF LAW (1977), Richards, Humes
Rights and the Moral Foandalron- of the Smirk:Wm( Cnmrnal Law, 13 GA. L REV. 1395 (1979).
Rai offense sentencing and guilty plea discounts are a move in the opposite direction.

48 The textual point is cognizant of the procedural and evidentiary latitude given judges
by Williams v New York, 337 US. 241 (1949), to consider a wide range of information when
making sentencing decisions. "The due process clause should not be treated as a device for
freezing the evidential procedure of sentencing in the mold of trial procedure." Id at 251.
Ws/Isamu was concerned with the secondary question of the evidence admissible, and the gov-

erning probative standards, in deciding what sentence to impose in respect of an admitted or
proven offense. The textual point is more basicreal offense sentencing is premised on a
primary characterization of the criminal offense. The offense admitted by the defendant,or
which was proven to a judge or jury's satisfaction beyond a reasonable doubt, is not a limiting
factor in sentencing (unless the maximum sentence authorized by statute is less than that
which would result under the real offense scheme). The offense proven beyond a reasonable
doubt would often be a nullity. The real offense, based on a substantial evidence probative
standard, would determine sentence.
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that the Model Act may be considered ira the best possible light, with all

parties complying with it in complete good faith, however inconvenient
that compliance may be and however uneasy the parties may be with

the guidelines' sentences.

a. The substanhig law. Criminal law is the most complex and sub-
tle of the common law subjects." The stakesdeprivation of liberty
and propertyare high, and the courts and legislatures specify the ele-
ments of offenses and defenses with exacting detail. The felony-murder
rule, for example, varies among jurisdictions on the bases of such refine-
ments as the underlying offense; the foreseeability of death; the nature of
the killer's involvement in the predicate felony (whether he was the mas-
termind, a willing accomplice, driver of the getaway car, etc.); the iden-
tity of the victim, whether the killer was a felon, a victim, a bystander,
or a peace officer, whether the death was intended, knowledgeable, reck-
less, or negligent; whether the death was "in furtherance" of the original
criminal purpose, and whether it occurred before, during, or after the
underlying offense. The defense of self-defense varies with the nature of
the threat, whether a mistaken belief in a threat was reasonable or Sun-
reasonable; whether a person must retreat and thereby avoid the inci-
dent; whether the retreat rule is different on property one owns or
occupies, the amount of force used in self defense; whether the original
assailant has renounced his nefarious purpose and may himself justify
assaultive acts on the basis of self-defense; and so on. Countless hours
have been expended over centuries in wrestling with the byzantine intri-
cacies of the substantive criminal law. Conviction and the resulting
public labelling, denunciation, and possible deprivation of liberty, arc
too important to tolerate avoidable ambiguities. The requirement of a
high burden of proof in criminal cases, with either an admission of guilt

or proof beyond a reasonable doubt being necessary for conviction, is
one acknowledgement of the importance of the interests and values im-
plicated by the substantive criminal law.

Real offense sentencing side-steps the substantive law as if its refine-
ments are so much superfluous metaphysic, rather than the exactingly
developed.fine pint of the social contract. Under the Model Act the

49 Presumably teachers of property, torts, and contracts would give this sentence a differ-
ent subject. They would be wrong. Property law is the quintessential body of law in which it

as less important that rules be right than that they be settled. Much property law is carved in

stone. Tom and contracts are etched in jello. Concerned with distribution of loss and money
damages, not liberty, both have undergone rapid change in this century. The issues and

arguments in criminal law are more enduring. Little of the argument in, for example, G.

RETHINKING CRIMINAL LAw (1978), would be unfamiliar to the nineteenth cen-
wry English Criminal Law Commissioners. So, AI., His /vtAlEsTv's COMMISSIONERS ON

CRIMINAL LAVi, FIRST REPORT (1834).
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offense of conviction is but an inconvenience that canif the statutory
maximum sentence is lower than the appropriate real offense guideline
sentence"occasionally frustrate the sentencing process. The com-
ments to the American Bar Associations's Sentencing Alternatives and Proce-
dures characterize real offense sentencing as "a practice that risks
infringing the appearance ofjustice and downgrading the significanceof
the trial."

b. The burden ofpoof. During the first week of law school every law
student learns that, in Blackstone's words, "it is better that ten guilty
persons escape than one innocent suffer,"" that those words are no less
salient now than in the eighteenth century, and, accordingly, that the
burdens of proof in the civil and criminal courts are different. Lawsuits
in the civil courts are usually subject to probative standards of "more
probable than not" or "balance of probabilities" or "preponderance of
the evidence," while an accused wrongdoer becomes a convicted crimi-
nal only if he freely admits guilt or is proven guilty "beyond a reason-
able doubt." The Model Act's provisions would in all cases replace
proof "beyond a reasonable dovbt" with proof based on "substantial
evidence." It should go without saying that substantial evidence often
will not support a conclusion "beyond a reasonable doubt."

Formally, real offense considerations under the Model Act would
be raised after conviction, whether by plea or verdict, and the burden of
proof would not be affected. The reality is different. Upwards of 90
percent of convictions in most jurisdictions result from pleas of guilty to
particular charged offenses." The remaining convictions result from
verdicts rendered following bench and jury trials. In either case, the
Model Act would authorize the court to sentence the defendant as if he
had been convicted of a more serious offense. And, under section 3-
207(d), the court's decision would be based not on proof beyond a rea-
sonable doubt, but on "substantial evidence in the record.""

The Model Act overlooks fundamental distinctions among cases.
Different considerations are presented by defendants who plead guilty,

50 Defendants of course must be released when the maximum sentence expires. Guido-
lines that specify a sentnce longer than an applicable maximum are patently irrelevant.

SI W. BLACKSTONE, IV COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 27 (l765-69).
52 Ste note 15 .nifinc.
53 Under other provisions of the Model Act, the quality of the record may be substandard.

Defendants could cross-examine, call, and subpoena witnesses only with the court's consent,
MODEL Acr, § 3.206(b). The presentence report would provide the factual base in most
cases. Although the "presentence service officer" could, with the court's permission, be ex
amined, much of the contents of his report and his testimony would constitute inadmisible
hearsay were the rules of evidence applicable. They are not. Sr note 57 and accompanying
text Wm.
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defendants convicted at trial on all counts, and defendants who are con-
victed at trial of some offenses and acquitted of others. In all cases,
distinctions should be drawn between defendants convicted of the high-
est offense charged and those who plead guilty to lesser charges or are
convicted of them.

The defendant who pleads guilty to the highest charge cont.edes his
guilt. Neither he nor the defendant convicted at trial of the highest of-
fense charged can complain that the facts supporting conviction were
insufficiently proved." Both can complain if they are sentenced as if
they had been convicted of a yet more serious offense with which they
were not chargeda result the Model Act prescribes. Section 3-206(d)
directs the judge to disregard the offense charged, thereby addressing
the distortions that result from prosecutors' charging decisions, but only
by sentencing the defendant for committing an offense against which he
had no opportunity to defend.

The most rudimentary due process requires notice of accusations
and an opportunity to respond.55 At its most extreme reach, the Model
Act would allow a judge to justify a sentence on the basis of uncharged
criminal conduct unrelated to the offense charged. The inventory of the
rape defendant's personal possessions when arrested may reveal marked
bills traceable to a robbery. It is hard to imagine that a sentence would
pass constitutional muster if the judge announced that a lengthy prison
term for a rape defendant is justified by an uncharged "real offense" of
armed robbery. The line is a fine oneif there is such a linebetween
this example and a case in which the defendant charged and convicted
of robbery is sentenced for the real offense of armed robbery. In either
case, the "real offense" may never have been discussed nor the factual
basis for it explored at trial or during plea negotiations. Perhaps the
defendant would not have pled guilty to the higher offense if he had
been charged with it, or would have presented evidence and legal argu-
ment contesting its appropriateness. When, therefore, he is sentenced as
if he had been charged with the higher offense, he could fairly say that
he had not been proven guilty: the only salient evidentiary finding
would be based on substantial evidence. For him, proof beyond a rea-
sonable doubt simply would not apply.56

The problem is similarly stark for the defendant who pleads guilty

54 With the exception of defendants who enter Afford pleas in which they deny guilt but
plead guilty, See North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25 (1970).

55 See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970). The important post-sentencing cases estab-
lishing minimum procedural requirements when "grievous loss" may be imposed are Vitek v.
Jones, 100 S. Ct. 1254 (1980) (transfer from prison to mental institution), Wolff v. McDon-
nell, 418 U.S. 539 (1974) (pnson disciplinary procedures), Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778
(1973) (probation revocation), Momssey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972) (parole revocation).

56 It Ls unclear why any defendant would plead guilty if he obtains no sentencing benefits
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to a lesser charge in consideration of charge dismissals." Not only
would the Model Act permit punishment for acts not proven, it would
unfairly deprive the defendant of the benefit of his bargain. The de-
fendant's guilty plea and waiver of trial rights are the price paid for
immunity from punishment for the more serious dismissed charge. A
principled legal system should be uneasy about institutionalized deceit.
As, however, this is precisely the result which the Model Act's provisions
arc designed to reach, nothing more will be said here about it. The
Model Act's proponents could presumably argue that rational defend-
ants would cease pleading guilty on the inducement of charge dismissals
and no unfairness would occur. -

Sentencing a defendant for committing an offense of which he was
acquitted presents considerable ethical problems.58 Suppose that a rape
prosecution resulted in jury conviction for assault. From the rape ac-
quittal, the law infers only that there was reasonable doubt of the de-
fendant's guilt A judge's decision that there is substantial evidence to
support a sentence premised on rape is completely reconcilable with the
jury's reasonable doubt, but no principled system of criminal law could
responsibly permit sentencing on such a basis. The symbolism and high
drama of the criminal court would be displaced by the artifice and illu-
sion of a shell game. ,

If the Model Act does not expressly abrogate the criminal law bur-
den of proof, it seriously undermines it. Judges are free under existing
law to range widely in consideration of sentences, but that is hardly ger-
mane, Judges impose sentence in respect of a specified offense of convic-
tion. Under the Model Act, judges would, in effect, simultaneously
determine the offense of conviction and the sentence, and would do so
on the basis of substantial evidence received free of the rules of evidence.

c. The law of evidence. This point requires little elaboration. Most
of the argument was adumbrated in the preceding two subsections. The
law of evidence consists of a body of elaborate rules governing the ad-

directly or indirectly The Model Act ignores the problem of providing inducements to guilty
pleas This problem is discussed in the text accompanying notes 6364 infra.

57 The U S Parole Commission routinely disregards the effects of charge reduction guilty
pleas by basing the presumptive date for early release on the actual offense behay tor. Factual
dispute are resolved on the basis of a "preponderance of the evidence." U.S. Parole Commis-
sion Rules, 28 C.F.R. § 2.19(c) (1980).

58 Schulhofer, supra note 18, at 766. Schulhofer di cusses this point and the leading cases
at 765.68 The New York State Parole Board did, for a time, treat a partial acquittal as if it
were a dismissed charge. That policy was later modified. id at 766-67 n.141. The U.S.
Parcle Commission's Rules provide: "[The Commission shall not consider in any determina
tion, charges upon which a prisoner was found riot guilty after trial unless reliable informa-
tion is presented that was not introduced into evidence at such trial (e.g., a subsequent
admission or other clear indication of guilt)." 28 C.F.R. § 2.19(c) (1980).
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missibility of evidence. Some of those rules (e.g. that wives cannot tes-
tify against their husbands under any zircumstance) have outlived their
original justifications, but most are concerned with the reliability of evi-
dence and the quality of the inferences it supports. "Real offense" sen-
tencing would effectively repeal the law of evidence in criminal cases.

It has long been clear that the law of evidence does not apply at a
sentencing hearing." Under the Model Act, the critical factual deter-
mination would be made at the sentencing hearing. For that vast ma-
jority of defendants who plead guilty, the law of evidence now plays
some role in plea bargaining. Under real offense sentencing it would
simply be meaningless. Under present law, calculations of the impact of
evidentiary rules on the admissibility of important evidence are some-
times part of counsels' calculus as they plea bargain. Under real offense
sentencing, admissibility at trial is irrelevant because a guilty plea to
any charge will expose the : 4endant to sentencing fo: the real offense,
without regard to the trial record.

Admittedly, the law of evidence is only marginally relevant in most
guilty plea cases. However, in cases that go to trial, application of the
rules of evidence may be the basis for conviction of one offense rather
than another. Thus the law of evidence can, and often does, play a
crucial role in the determination of guilt at trial. Yet, once the trial is
OM', the judge under the Model Act could ignore the trial record and,
relying on the presentence report, sentence the defendant as if he had
been convicted of the very offense of which he was acquitted.

The criminal law's formal insistence that individuals be vulnerable
to punishment for crime only on the basis of proof beyond a reasonable
doubt, supported by reliable evidence that they have committed a
closely defined substantive offense, underscores the primacy of individ-
ual liberty and its corollarylimited state powerin our constitutonal
scheme. None of those values are enhanced or acknowledged by the
Model Act's sentencing provisions.

2. Real offs re sentencing is unlikely to reduce the impact o f plea
bargaining on the sentencing process

The preceding subsection was premised on the conceit that lawyers
and judges would not circumvent the Model Act. Circumvention, how-
ever, is lil:ely to be the reality.

The real offense provisions are intended "to reduce the impact of
plea bargaining on the sentencing process."6° "If guidelines are based

" See Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241 (1949), which was recently reinvigorated by
United States v. Grayson, 438 U.S. 41 (1978).

60 MODEL ACT, comment to § 3-206(d). Somewhat surprisingly, a lengthy exposition of
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on the offense charged [offense of conviction?), the prosecuting attorney
is given substantial leverage in dictating the sentence."61 The only ca-
veat is that the offense of conviction would establish a statutory maxi-
mum allowable sentence, whatever the guidelines provide. Thus, if the
guideline sentence is five years and the statutory maximum is two years,
the two-year maximum perforce would govern.

Real offense sentencing under the Model Act is unlikely to prevent
manipulation of guidelines by counsel for at least four reasons. First, if
the Model Act were in effect and followed, there would be no incentive
for defendants to plead guilty; the guilty plea would neither earn a sen-
tencing concession nor reduce uncertainty. Second, prosecutors and de-
fense counsel could circumvent the guidelines by developing new plea
bargaining patterns; the medium of exchange would be the offense class
and its accompanying statutory maximum sentences. Third, plea bar-
gaining is in part the product of the personal and institutional needs of
defendants and defense counsel, and prosecutors and judges. If an as-
sortment of institutional needs requires the prosecutor to finds ways to
reward guilty pleas, the court's other functionaries are likely to be will-
ing collaborators.62 Fourth, within its four corners, the Model Act gives
the prosecutor potent manipulative powers. He can elect ,whether to
invoke special provisions for extended terms for "persistent offenders"
and "especially aggravated offenses", he can influence whether consecu-
tive sentences are imposed through his charging and dismissal decisions;
he can elect whether to allege the presence of aggravating circum-
stances; he can, as noted earlier, control the maximum allowable sen-
tence by means of his charging and charge dismissal powers.

a. Incentives to plead guilty. The conventional view is that the effi-
cient operation of the courts requires that a majority of defendants
plead guilty.63 Guilty pleas are induced by the prospect or certainty of

the Wad 4el by its principal draftsmen makes no reference to the real offense sentencing
provisions. See Perlman & Stebbins, note I supra.

61 MODEL ACT, comment to § 3-206(d).
62 See text accompanying notes 64-78.
63 See, ey , Chief justice Burger's opinion for the Court in Santobello v. New York, 404
S 257, 260 (1971) "(Plea bargaining( is an essential component of the administration of

justice Properly administered, it is to be encouraged. If every criminal charge were sub-
jected to a full-scale trial, the States and the Federal Government would need to multiply by
many times the number of judges and court facilities." See generally A. BLUMBERG, CRIMINAL
JUSTICE (1967); Aischuler, The Froteeulor's Ro/ In Plea Bargaining, 36 U. Cm. L REV. 51
(1968) The contrary view, that plea bargainng results not from case pressures but from the
mutual interest of defendants, lawyers, and judges in handling straightforward cases economi-
cally and efficiently, has been developed at length in M. HEDMANN, PLEA BARGAINING
(1978) Ste also M. FEELEY, nom note 14, ch. 8; Feeley, Two Models of the Cnnwial father
System An Organ:ea/tonal Prspeelive, 7 LAw & Soc'y Rev. 407, 415 (1973), Skolnick, Soeral
Castro /set the kkersary SilleX, II J. CONFLICT Rr-soLuTioN 52 (1%7).
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less severe sentences than, would otherwise obtain. Defendants who are
rational calculators would, in general, waive trial rights and plead guilty
only if the guilty plea would yield a probable punishment less than the
probable punishment following conviction at trial times the probability
of conviction. If counsel could not manipulate sentencing guidelines to
provide sentencing concessions, under the Model Act defendants would
have no incentive to plead guilty. This would be especially true with
narrow guidelines, like the Minnesota guidelines in Table 1, which
would make sentences highly predictable. Under present practice in
most jurisdictions, the alternative to a plea bargain is to risk sentencing
by a judge, subject to no meaningful standards and with great statutory
latitude. Sentencing by the court thus entails the risk of an extremely
severe sentence, relative to sentences received by other defendants con-
victed of that offense. The choice under present law may be between a
sentence bargain to a two-year sentence; or a guilty plea to a charge
carrying a five-year maximum, if the defendant pleads guilty with a
charge bargain, or the risk of any sentence up to 25 years if he is con-
victed at trial or submits an unbargained guilty plea.

Under the uncircumvented Model Act, without plea bargaining or
manipulation, conviction on plea or after trial should produce the same,
reliable known sentence. There would be no incentive to plead guilty
and every incentive to plead not guilty in the hope that the vagaries of
trial would produce an acquittal or at least defer an inevitable prison
sentence.

If many more defendants took their chances at trial, judges and
lawyers would have to work harder, facilities would be overburdened,
and the operation of the criminal courts would be made more expensive.
Some method would be found to re-establish a tolerable equilibrium.
The likeliest method would be to circumvent the guidelines.64

b. Circumvendon of guidelines. No court could easily handle a quan-
tum increase in the number of trials. Some way would have to be found
to reward guilty pleas. Prosecutors are under pressure to keep the cases
flowing, to, hold the backlog down, and to minimize the number of
trials. Defense counsel need to be able to demonstrate to their clients
that they are earning their fees. At the same time the majority of de-
fense counsel whose practices depend on high volume cannot afford to

64 Schulhofer,.raps note 18, recognized that efforts to circumvent guidelines will be inevi-
table unless defendants are offered a guilty plea inducement. His solution is to offer regulated
open guilty plea "discounts." He poses the further question whether, with sentencing uncer-
tainties diminished, defendants might increase their requests for jury trials. He discusses the
implications of adding jury trial waiver "discounts" to the system of guilty plea discounts. Id
at 796.96.
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try many cases." Thus, there would be every motive for counsel to ne-
gotiate a plea arrangement that would frustrate the applicable guide-
lines The simplest stratagem would be for the judge to accept a plea to
a charge bearing a maximum authorized sentence less than the sentence
specified by real offense guidelines. If the guideline sentence for rob-
bery, under specified circumstances, is, say, four years, it could be
avoided if the defendant pled guilty to a lower-severity felony, say theft,
that has a lesser statutory maximum sentence, say three years, or to a
misdemeanor, say petty larceny or simple assault, bearing a one year
statutory maximum sentence.

Or, if manipulation by juggling charges is too overt, prosecutors
and defense counsel could easily find other methods. Charge bargaining
could move back to an earlier stage in the process. In the nineteenth
century, bargaining sometimes took place in the station house.66 If that
is too bold or complicated, bargaining could move to the preliminary
hearing stage, before grand jury consideration, and the prosecutor could
seek an indictment only to the lesser offense to which the defendant has
agreed to plead guilty. Or the prosecutor could simply nolle all but the
agreed charges of conviction.

Most of these methods require at least the acquiescence of judges.
Of course, if the judge would cooperate, counsel could sentence-bargain
despite the guidelines, or reach a firm agreement that the defendant
would receive a relatively lenient sentence because of "mitigating" cir-
cumstances. There are three ways judges and prosecutors can effect sen-
tence bargains under sentencing guidelines. Counsel can simply, with
judicial acquiescence, settle on a below-guidelines sentence. Neither
party would have reason or standing to object to the extra-guidelines
sentence and the judge's non-compliance with the guidelines would pass
unacknowledged. If outright judicial nonfeasance lacks sublety, the

65 The evaluation of Alaska's abolition of plea bargaining concluded that, by and large,
prosecutors adhered to the Attorney General's directive, wit:i different consequences for de-
fendants represented by union-provided prepaid legal service plea lawyers and the bulk of
defendants who were represented by public defenders, court appointed and private counsel.
The "pre paid" attorneys earned a guaranteed market level hourly rate and thus "were en-
couraged to devote extra time to matters which might otherwise have received more cursory
treatment " Other counsel, unable as before to obtain negotiated settlements, experienced
greater economic pressure than theretofore and felt some tension between their personal
financial concerns and full adversary representation of clients. ALAS/CA, supra note 20, at 37-
43, 240.410.

66 Haller, Plea Bar:au:Inc The Mamma COM*. COltilXi, 13 LAW & S0C'Y REV. 273 (1979).
Somewhat similarly, a Rand Corporaticn analysis of the impact of California's determinate
sentencing law found that "there was an appreciable increase . . . in the percept of convic-
tions based on guilty pleas at the time of arraignment." In other words, bargaining had
apparently shifted forward in the process to a point where the charges in the information
were not yet settled A. LIPSON & M. PETERSON, CALIFORNIA JUSTICE UNDER DETERMI-
NATE SENTENCING; A Review AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH 16 (1980).
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same result could be achieved if the judge cited the defendant's guilty
plea as the "justification" for a lenient departure from the guideline. If
candid admission of the effect of a guilty plea makes the judge uncom-
fortable, he can disingenuously assert a different rationale (the defend-
ant's contrition, his good character, etc.) for the lenient sentence. The
prosecution would not appeal the lenient sentence and the appropriate-
ness or applicability of the judge's reasons would never be tested. How
likely is the judge to cooperate with one or another of these artifices?

Very likely, indeed.

c The cow won' group. Patterns of relations among court function-
aries vary widely from place to place and from time to time. Few useful
generalizations can be made. What is clear, however, is that sentencing
decisions result from a complex interplay of personal relations, institu-
tional needs, and behavioral norms that constitute the subculture of a
given court 67

Courtroom cultures vary. In some places, the judge is the domi-
nant figure;" in other places, the prosecutor.69 Occasionally a well-sup-
ported Public Defender's office possesses unusual influence.70 Well-
settled norms exist in some courts about the handling of cases; working
relations are stable and colored by personal and social relations. When
relations are stable, expectations seem often to be settled, and persistent
non-compliance with expectations is sanctioned." Less stable relations

67 Ste, tl. , works cited in note 14 ssipra. This approach to understanding courts was
launched by the appearance in 1967 of A. BLUMBERG, CRIMINAL JUSTICE.

61 Ste, At, the accounts of Minneapolis and Pittsburgh courts in M. LEvIN,nora note 14.
69 See, r.g., the analysis of the operation of San Diego couns in P. Uri., .rwtra note 14.
"See, e.g. , the analysis of the operation of Alameda County (Oakland), California courts,

id.
71 Consider, for example, the following description of the norms of Chicago felony courts,

whae work groups were fairly stable:
In most courtrooms, informal norms developed. Judges accomodatei the work schedules
of prosecutors and defense counsel. For instance, attorneys trying cases in a courtroom
automatically obtained a continuance in other ccunrooms where they had a matter
scheduled. Both judges and prosecutors often tried to help retained regular collect their
fees. Prosecutors took are to keep judges informed about what cases were likely to go to
trial and sought to build and preserve a reputation for reliability and reasonableness.
Defense attorneys had perhaps the most developed set of courtroom norms, which in-
cluded the following strictures:
I. Never make the state's attorney answer unnecasary motions.
2. Don't mess up someone else's schedule, especially by leading him to think you are

ready to proceed when you are not.
3. Disclose the nature of your case informally in chambers or hallways.
4. Don't trap the state in a bind over the 120-day rule.
5. Accommodate the prosecution wherever possible.
6. Avoid trials for cases that cannot be won. (Trying casts when there is a chance of

winning was not considered a violation of the norm.)
Although one or another of these norms could occasionally be violated with impunity,
consistent violation met with sanctions from the courtroom workgroup. Violator found
themselves waiting half a day for a continuance, while other attomeys were taken care of
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produce less settled norms and greater room for idiosyncracy. The rela-
tions among judges, prosecutors, and defense lawyers are symbiotic.
While the nature of the symbiosis differs, it must be taken into account
when thinking about changes in the court's patterns of cooperation.

The judge and counsel are often collaborators, not antagonists, and
they share common goals: minimize the number of trials, keep the cases
flowing and the backlog down, accommodate institutional and personal
needs, achieve reasonable results. Even when counsel are more adver-
sarial and antagonistic, they share case flow and efficiency goals.72 If
prosecutors and defense counsel are strongly of the view that plea bar-
gains are important to their ends, judges are unlikely in many courts to
behave "unreasonably" and insist on a mechanical application of guide-
lines Low-level judicial cooperation would likely produce acquiescence
in bolder forms of charge bargaining. Active judicial cooperation may
well produce sentence bargains inconsistent with the guidelines and bar-
gained "mitigations" of sentence that defy the guideline draftsmen's
goals.

d Manipulation under the Model Aa. The preceding subsections de-
scribe several artifices by which counsel could circumvent a system of
real offense sentencing guidelines. They need not be so creative under
the Model Act, for it contains several provisions that would permit the
parties to avoid the guidelines. First, the Model Act permits enhanced
sentences for "persistent offenders" and "especially aggravated of-
fenses."" The enhancements could be imposed, however, only at the
initiative of the prosecutor.75 Second, the Model Act contains a pre-
sumption in favor of consecutive sentencing. Although there are limits
to the presumption's scope, as a general matter the prosecutor could
determine sentence, under the guidelines, through his charging and
charge dismissal decisions.76 Finally, he can allege aggravating circum-

immediately The opportunity to show off for a client would be denied, or the attorney
would be scolded from the bench for petty matters that ordinarily were overlooked. In
the absence of a strong defender organization that might counteract them, these norms
bound many defense counsel closely to the courtroom organization.

J. E1SENSTEIN & H. JAcol, supra note 14, at 10809.
72 Set, ig , P Urz, supra note 14, where San Diego and Oakland courts are described as

being more adversary than are the Chicago courts descnbedm J. EISENSTEIN & H. JAcoe,
supra note 14.

73 MODEL. Aar § 3-105.
74 /1, § 3406.
75 Id § 3-207(4
76 /d, § 3.107 The comments acknowledge the dangers of prosecutorial manipulations.

Id at 121 § 3.107 contains a "single course of conduct" exception. Thusa defendant would
not receive consecutive sentences for both burglary and possession of burglar tools. The corn.
ments pose, but don't answer, the question whether a forger or passer of bad checks should
receive consecutive sentences for each separate offense. By silence, the comments suggest that
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stances that would justify a severe deviation from the guidelines." In ali
of these things the prosecutor would have authority under the Model
Act to affect or determine sentence, and, given his institutional needs
and those of other participants in the process', he is likely to be willing to

bargain about its exercise.

3. Real offense sentencing is unfair

There are mo basic injustices which make real offense sentencing
unfair. The first is the likelihood, discussed in the preceding subsection,

that defendants will be sentenced for committing an offense with which
they were not charged or which was dismissed or of which they were
acquitted. The second, discussed in this section, is that defendants will
be deprived of the benefits of their bargains."

No doubt some defendants plead guilty from contrition, ignorance,

or naivete." But presumably most act as rational calculators who weigh

the probable punishment given charge dismissals (Ps) against the proba-

ble punishment given conviction at trial (P2) times the probability of
conviction (C). Defendants in general should accept a charge dismissal

plea bargain only if Ps<C(P2).
Of course defendants make mistakes. They must act on imperfect

knowledge and may misvalue P P2, or C; nonetheless, some such calcu-

lation must take place. The defendant's guiltyplea and waiver of rights

are the price paid for immunity from punishment for the more serious

dismissed charge. (More precisely, the guilty plea should buy the incre-

mental difference in punishment (C(P2) - P,). One might well ask why a

defendant would plead guilty in consideration of charge dismissals if the

conviction offense does not matter, that is, if P, and P2 have the same

value.

the presumption in favor of consecutive sentences would apply. In short, the prophylactic

provisions aimed at preventing prosecutorial abuse appear weak.

77 M., §§ 3-109, 3-204.
78 Under real offense sentencing there would be no benefit from the bargain One gener-

ous view of the Model Act is that it is a subtle method for abolition of plea bargaining:
Judges presumably should not accede to sentence bargains, real offense sentencing would

nullify charge bargains. If charge bargains have no effect, there would be no reason to go

through the motions. The absence from the Model Act of any discussion of the likely accom-

modative behavior of prosecutors and defense counsel makes the Trojan horse interpretation

unlikely.
79 The Model Act's draftsmen might want to distinguish between those dismissals (and

failures to charge) that result from plea bargains, and those that do not. In the former case,

the draftsmen's aim to counterbalance plea bargaining distortions could be pursued By look-

ing at the conviction, and not the "real" offense in the latter cases, some unfaimesses could be

avoided. The difficulty, regrettably, is that the judge can't ascertain the prosecutor's "real"

intentions. Thus the border between bargained and unbargained dismissals would be impos-

sible to police.
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Real offense sentencing would involve a form of misrepresentation
that would not be tolerated in most marketplaces: People who buy
Oldsmobiles expect to receive Oldsmobile engines; if they had wanted
Chevrolet engines they would have paid less. Courts and public officials
showed little hesitancy about protecting the reasonable expectations of
Oldsmobile purchasers. People who buy charge dismissals expect to re-
ceive favorable sentencing dispositions. Surely when constitutional
rights and personal liberty are at stake, marketplace dealings in justice
should be at least as honest as marketplace dealings in cars.

Plea bargaining was only recently legitimated. Not so long ago, a
successful plea bargain in many jurisdictions required that defendants
be thespians who would perjure themselves by denying that their pleas
resulted from anything other than acts of contrition or resignation.
They could not say that inducements were involved. Fortunately the
need for those charades is past. In Black/edge a Allison, the Supreme
Court observed that "[w]hatever might be the situation in an ideal
world, the fact is that the guilty plea and the often concomitant plea
bargain are important components of this country's criminal justice sys-
tem. Properly admininstered, they can benefit all concerned."" Due
process requires that the prosecutor keep his plea bargainng 'promise!"

The Supreme Court has emphasized that plea bargains are bar-
gains. In Bordenkircho v. Hayes ,e2Justice Stewart stressed the "mutuality
of advantage" provided to prosecutors and defendants by plea bargains
and observed, "by hypothesis, the plea may have been induced by
promises of a recommendation of a lenient sentence or a reduction of
charges, and thus by fear of a possibility of a greater penalty upon con-
viction after a trial.""

The defendant who enters into a charge bargain renounces his right
to be tried uefore a jury or a judge, to benefit from the rules of evidence
and the uncertainties of trial, and to be acquitted unless proven guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. To permit the prosecutor to induce defend-
ants to plead guilty by enforceable promises of charge dismissals" and
then deny the effect of the dismissals by punishing the defendant as if he
had been convicted of the dismissed charges is patently shabby.
Whatever the constitutionality of such a denial to the defendant," it

80 431 U.S. 63, 71 (1976).
81 Santobello v. New York, 404 U.§. 257.
E2 434 U.S 357 (1978).
83 /I at 363. See Note, PIN &grow and the Traftermnatton of as Cnmvsal Pawn', 90

HAEV. L Rev. 564 (1977).
" "Enforceable" in the sense that the defendant may withdraw his guilty plea if the pros-

ecutor breaks his promise. See, r.g., FED. R. CAM. P. I I.
85 Set Schulhofer, AIM note 18, at 765. "Reliance by the sentencing judge on actual

offense behavior, properly ascertained, would likely survive constitutonal attack." U

820
18- 837 0 - 83 - 54
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would offend the values that underlie the constitutional concerns.

I. Real cfinst sentencing is inefficient

Because real offense sentencing is based on facts not necessarily en-

compassed in the elements of the offense of conviction, defendants could
be expected routinely to contest facts alleged in the presentence report.
A defendant, under the Model Act, would not be entitled to confront his
accusers, to subpoena witnesses, to present evidence, or to cross-examine
adverse witnesses (although it is within the court's discretion to do these

things, if it so chooses) .m Stephen Schulhofer has argued convincingly
that a conscientious judge would want to hold an anomalous eviden-

tiary hearing about genuinely disputed facts, even on matters that both
counsel would rather not litigate. Also, no matter what the outcome of
the hearing, the real offense determination would incur serious social

costs. "The significance of the formal conviction would be depreciated,
the defendant might feel he or she had been `had,' and society would
lose the effect of the longer statutory sentence range that would have
been applied if the actual offense behavior had been determined by
trial."87

Even with the streamlined procedures of a sentencing hearing, con-

tested hearings over actual offense behavior would be likely to consume

substantially more court time than sentencing hearings now do. Even if
defendants were neither driven nor induced to go to trial (as they might
be with the plea bargaining incentive removed), thereby imposing a
workload increase, the increase in court time required to handle real
offense sentencing hearings would, no doubt, be considerable.

5. Real offense sentencing under the Model Art is probably unconstitutional

Real offense sentencing, as manifested in the Model Act, is proba-
bly unconstitutional. The Model Act does not limit real offense consid-

erations to the offense of conviction or to the offenses charged. In

extreme cases, section 3-206(d) would allow judges to sentence for a real

Schulnofer's conclusion is however premised on the view that such a finding would result in a

"grievous loss" and therefore would require, for constitutional reasons, that the defendant be

allowed to present and cross-examine witnesses. Under § 3.206(b) of the Model Act, the

court "may" but need not permit such examinations. The general argument for the constitu-

tionality of real offense sentencing in a guidelines system would be based on the broad lati-

tude given Judges in consideration of evidence relevant to sentencing. Williams v New York,

337 U.S. 241 (1949), Specht v. Patterson, 386 U.S. 605 (1967), and on the cases upholding the

constitutionality of the U.S. Parole Commission's decision to refer to the real offense in setting

presumptive release dates, .ra Billiteri v. U.S. Board of Parole, 541 F.2d 938 (2d Cir 1967)

On the first argument, sir the able summary and discussions in SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES,

.nriffa note 44, at 153-55.
86 MODEL Acr § 3-206(b).
87 Schulhofer, supra note 18, at 767-70.
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offense more serious than the offense endorsed or for a more serious of-
fense of which the defendant was acquitted. A defendant could be sen-
tenced as an armed robber in the following three importantly different
cases: Case /he was charged with armed robbery but pled guilty to
theft; Case 2he was charged with theft and pled guilty to theft (or
some lesser offense); Case 3he pled not guilty and was acquitted of
armed robbery but convicted of theft.

The three cases raise separate issues. Case 1 raises the general issue
of real offense sentencing. The Supreme Court, in Williams v. New
York," accorded wide evidentiary latitude to judges in setting sentences,
including, in that case, consideration of alleged burglaries of which the
defendant was not convicted. Given that wide latitude, reaffirmed in
Unded Slates a Grayson," simple real offense sentencing is likely to sur-
vive constitutional challenge.90

Case 2 raises more difficult notice questions. If the defendant is
charged with theft and pleads guilty to theft but is sentenced for armed
robbery, he is certainly entitled to object that he was not adequately
informed of the charges against him. Although there are cases that up-
hold consideration of charges of which the defendant was acquitted or of
charges dismissed as part of a plea bargain,9' those cases present funda-
mentally different issues. Those defendants were adequately apprised,
by means of indictment or information, of the charges against them.

Lack of notice should be a fatal flaw in Case 2. The precise issue
has, of course, never been raised. There are no avowed real offense sen-
tencing systems. However defendants in later stages of the criminal pro-
cess may not be subjected to "grievous loss" except following written
notice of material charges. Written notice is a constitutionally required
condition precedent to probation revocation (Gagnon a Scarpelli),92 pa-
role revocation (Morrissry u. Brewer)," and prison disciplinary proceed-
ings (Wolff/. McDonnell)." No plausible argument can be made that the
defendant in Case 2 has less important interests at stake than if he were
threatened with revocation of parole or probation or lass of good time.

88 337 U.S. 241 (1949).
89 438 U.S. 41 (1978).
98 The comments to the Model Act place primary reliance on the cases upholding the

constitutionality of the U.S. Parole Commission's reliance in its guidelines on "actual offense
behavior" determinations. For reasons discussed in Part III of this article, the argument from
parole to sentencing is less than compelling.

91 Set, , United States v. Needles, 472 F.2d 652 (2d Cir. 1973) (dismissed counts of
indictment), United States v Sweig, 454 F.2d 181 (2d Cir. 1972) (acquittal), United States v.
Doyle, 348 F 2d 715 (2d. Cir. 1965), taL lened, 382 U.S. 843 (1965) (circumstances of offenses
charged in multi-count indictment although defendant pled guilty to only one count).

92 411 U.S. 778 (1973).
93 408 U.S. 471 (1972).
" 418 U.S. 539 (1974).
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Argument could be made that disclosure of the presentence report,
which would describe the real offense, should satisfy the notice require-
ment. But if that is so, the state may as well indict generically for "crim-
inal conduct," in all cases, with the details to be provided and to be used

as the basis for the determination of sentence at the sentencing hearing
Courts could easily distinguish between ad hoc "real offense" decisions
of individual judges and general rules that nullify the offense of convic-
tion and thereby deny the defendant the protection of principles and
standards that are basic to our criminal jurisprudence.

Real offense sentencing in Case 3 would also raise serious constitu-

tional questions. One major objection would be that defendants simply
should not, as a matter of due process, be punished in respect of conduct

of which they were acquitted. In aim?) v. Pennsylvania ,95 the Supreme

Court invalidated, as void for vagueness, a Pennsylvania statute that
permitted the jury to impose court costs on an acquitted defendant. In
separate concurrences, Justice Stewart wrote that "Pennsylvania allows
a jury to punish a defendant after finding him not guilty. That . . .

violates the most rudimentary concept of due process of law,"" and Jus-
tice Fortas observed, "[The Due Process Clause . . . does not permit a
State to impose a penalty or costs upon a defendant whom the jury has
found not guilty of any offense with which he has been charged."97

Cuzco can be distinguished from Case 3 on several bases: the de-
fendant in Cuzco was acquitted of all charges; the acquittal was a jury
decision; the underlying question of imposition of costs on an acquitted
defendant was not reached. Moreover, decisions have upheld the consti-
tutionality of considering conduct that resulted in an acquittal when
sentencing alleged criminals." These decisions, however, involved ac-

quittals in separate prosecutions. Whether they would be extended to
reach acquittals in the case for which sentencing is being imposed re-

mains to be seen, but it seems unlikely.
It may also be that objections noted earlierthat the Model Act's

provisions undermine and trivialize the law of evidence, the burden of
proof, and the substantive laware procedural defects -f constitution,'
gravity. Finally, real offense sentencing in Case 3 appears to offend
double jeopardy notions.

Whatever the applicability of existing case law, the values that un-
derlie due process must be offended by a sentencing system that would
deprive defendants of the benefits of their acquittals. Even if real of-
fense sentencing in partial acquittal cases did not offend double jeop-

95 382 U.S. 399 (1966).
96 Id. at 405.
97 Id,
96 See note 91 supra.
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ardy values, and was governed by standards that satisfied Ciacco,
Stephen Schulhofer's conclusion in reference to Case 3 is surely right
nonetheless: "Whatever the [real offense] policy specified, the resulting
procedures will severely threaten the appearance of fairness and the con-
stitutionality of the system.""

The constitutional problems presented by Case 3 can be side-
stepped by making Case 3 a special exception to the real offense guide-
lines, as was done by the United States and New York State parole
guidelines.'°° However, that one small concession would not overcome
the many other problems with real offense sentencing.

Each argument posed in section II could, by itself, raise serious
doubts about real offense sentencing. Taken together, they demonstrate
that enactment of the Model Act's sentencing provisions would be un-
wise, uninformed, inefficient, unfair, and possibly unconstitutional.
Lord Hewart's admonition in I? v. Sussex Justices applies: "it is not
merely of some importance but of fundamental importance that justice
should not only be done, but should manifestly and undoubtedly be
seen to be done." Real offense sentencing would look unjust, and be
unjust.

OTHER CRITICISMS

Real offense sentencing aside, the Model Act has some strengths
but even more weaknesses. This section outlines several of the major
weaknesses. The treatment is brief, partly because the real offense prob-
lem is the primary focus of this essay, and partly because many of the
points to be made were partially developed earlier. Although the Act
purports to adopt "just deserts" as its overriding purpose of punishment,
its application of that purpose is inconsistent and occasionally incoher-
ent The provisions intended to structure discretion and diminish dis-
parity are unlikely to do so.

A. PURPOSES

The comments to the Model Act refer to just deserts as "the over-
riding philosophy,"'°' the "major factor,"102 and the "philosophical ba-
sis,"1°3 of the Model Act's sentencing provisions. General deterrence
and incapacitation are given lesser roles. Broadly, the purposes describe
a system of what, in Nigel Walker's analysis, might be called "limiting

" Schulhofer, ripe note 18, at 766.
100 Set note 58 :Oro.
1°1 MODEL. Acr, Prefatory Note, at 91.
102 Id at 89.
103 Id at 96.
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retnbutivism,"104 and closely follow the proposed principles of sentenc-

ing in Norval Morris' The Future of Imprisonment.105 An offender's punish-

ment should not exceed that deserved "in relation to the seriousness of

his offense."106 Within the punitive upper limit, general deterrent and
incapacitative considerations can play subsidiary roles. Finally, a prin-

ciple of parsimony requires imposition of "the least severe measure nec-

essary" and creates a presumption in favor of non-incarcerative

sentences. t07
Kantian moral philosophy, as transmuted into "just deserts" by

Andrew von Hirsch and others, is a doctrine of deserved punishments.
Parsimony is a utilitarian doctrine aimed at avoiding punishment not
required for preventive purposes.10 Von Hirsch recognizes this tension

and therefore argues for equality in sentencing through the mechanism

of relatively modest sanctions, consistently imposed.w° The Model Act

misperceives the connection. Although "inequalities in sentences that
are unrelated to a purpose of this Article should be avoided, "' ° the ex-

104 N. WALKER, SENTENCING IN A RATIONAL SOCIETY (1971).

105 N MORRIS, supra note 2, at 59.60.
106 MODEL ACT § 3-101(1). That equation is conventional, but curious. Kant's concept of

the abstract obligation to punish evil in the exactly same kind (death for death, injury for

injury, etc.) is impractical. Ste I. KANT, THE METAPHYSICAL. ELEMENTS OF JUSTICE, at 99.

108 U Ladd ed. 1965). For obvious epistemological reasons, no one can devise an objective

"deserved" punishment for any conduct. The best substitute is a normative ranking of offense

conduct, and a requirement that offenses with higher ranks, other things equal, receive more

severe punishments than lower ranked offenses. The state criminal codes are not helpful.

The newer codes based on the Model Penal Code divide felonies into 3 or 5 classes, but that

small number of categories provides little guidance. The highest classes are reserved for truly

serious crimes and the bulk of felonies are in the same one or two classes. The uncodified

criminal laws, notably the federal law, contain hundreds of different combinations of sane

tuns for different offenses. The authorized sanctions for any particular offense are adventi-

tious and provide no coherent basis for ranking offenses. As a result, most sophisticated

guidelines have ranked offenses on the bases of exercises in which a group of people separately

sort generic offenses into categories, identify the congruences, and compromise their differ-

ences Sir, , D. GOTTFREDSON, L WILKINS, & P. HOFFMAN, GUIDELINES FOR PAROLE

AND SENTENCING 69-80 (1978). Andrew von Hirsch recognized this problem and argued that

the goal is to rank offenses and impose punishments that are scaled to the ranking. A. VON

Hiasai,rsora note 2, at 76-83, 132.40. The Model Act seems to miss the problem Optional

§ 3.112(b), for example, would authorize a sentencing commission to classify felonies into

three classes if the criminal code does not already do so. If Class A is reserved for first degree

murder, aggravated kidnapping, aggravated rape, andsimilar offenses, all other felonies must

be grouped into classes B and C. It is not obvious why asentencing commission would receive

more guidance from that allocation than from a motley of unclassified felonies. Criminolo-

gists have wrestled with efforts to base notions of relative offense severity on public attitudes.

Sellin & Wolfgang, ifirrpfrosi Caw, in I CRIME ANDJUSTICE, 167 (L Radzinowicz &

M Wolfgang eds. 1971).
107 MODEL ACT § 3-102(3).
100 On parsimony, see J. BENTHAM, PRINCIPLES OF MORALS AND LEGISLATION Ch XIII

(1948).
109 A. VON HIRSCH, nips note 2.
110 MODEL Act* § 3-102(2).
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ception is greater than the rule. If the "deserved" punishment is an up-
per limit and enforcement is activated by general deterrent,
incapacitative, and other purposes, then the result is more nearly utilita-
rian than retributive. "Unequal" sentences will be the norm, not the
exception. "Just deserts" is not the "overriding philosophy" of the
Model Act. An eclectic utilitarianism holds that place.'"

A law reform proposal premised on notions of deserved punishment
should tie the defendant's punishment closely to the nature of his pres-
ent offense, given the relevant present circumstances, broadly or nar-
rowly defined. Yet the Model Act attaches overriding significance to the
defendant's prior record, a matter that is wholly extrinsic to the moral
character of his present act and the resulting calculation of deserved
punishment 112 If a previous offense earned a deserved punishment,
that debt is paid. To punish a second offense more severely because of
the prior offense offends the spirit (albeit not the constitutional require-
ments) of double jeopardy.

I am not suggesting that prior criminality can not sensibly be re-
lated to present punishment. Most utilitarian punishment philosophies
would permit consideration of prior criminality. I suspect that most
peoples' intuitive sense of justice would permit increased punishments
for repeat offenders. However, a thoroughgoing retributivist would not
do so,"3 and the Model Act's "philosophical basis" is purportedly "just
deserts," the modern version of a thoroughgoing retributivism.

Prior convictions play an important part under the Model Act.
Section 3-104 would permit doubled maximum sentences for "persistent

111 There are other inconsistencies in the Model Act. Only general deterrent considera-
tions are said to be justifiable in sentencing. By contrast the comments stress that specific
deterrence, "sentences based on deterring the particular offense involved," is forbidden.
Comment to § 3-1010)(i) at 97. Yet § 3-102(4)(iv) authorizes pnson sentences when "meas-
ures less restrictive than confinement have frequently or recently been applied unsuccess-
fully " The threat to impose prison next time if the defendant fails to pay his fine or honor
the Lunchtiosis of probation may be necessary if those sanctions are to remain credible, still, no
threat could be more precisely directed to a particular defendant. The Model Act's rejection
of "predictive restraint" as a purpose of sentencing is chimerical. Comment to § 3-102(5).
The comments reject basing sentences "on statistical or clinical judgments about a particular
individual's future behavior.. . . unless based on pnor criminal conduct." Id at 101. The
irony is that prior criminal record is at once both the best predictor of future criminality and
subject to all of the problems of overprediction and false positives that led the Model Act's
draftsmen to limit the role of incapacitation in sentencing. See MODEL ACT, at 92, Perlman
ez Stebbins, supra note 1, at 1196-97.

1'2 Andrew von Hirsch has tried to justify sentence increases based on prior convictions in
terms of a benefit of the doubt extended to first offenders which results in imposition of fits
than the deserved punishment. St. A. VON HIRSCH, Supra note 2, at 85, sy: G. FLETCHER,
RETHINKING CRIMINAL Lnw (1978). Whatever the may be said about von Hirsch's argu-
ment, as reified in the Model Act it is incompatible with rejection of specific deterrence as an
allowable punishment purpose.

113 Set H. HART, PUNISHMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY (1968).
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offenders," defined (in section 3-105(a)) as a person who was twice previ-
ously convicted of a felony in the preceding five years at liberty. Prior
convictions or "criminal behavior" also can be invoked as an aggravated
circumstance to justify departures from guidelines."4 Finally, and as-
tonishingly, the Model Act's sample sentencing matrix shown in Table
2"5 would justify 1000 percent differences in sentence on the basis of
"offender characteristics." The guideline sentence for a "9-10 point"
armed robbery would vary between one and ten years, primarily on the
basis of prior record factors. The difference is 2800 percent for a "7-8
point" armed robbery.

TABLE 2

SAMPLE MATRIX FOR ARMED ROBBERY
OFFENDER CHARACTERISTICSb

0 - 2 3 - 8 9 -12
OFFENSE

CHARACTERISTICS* 5 to 1

9.10

7.8

5-6

3.4

0-2

13 +

Cc 1 year C 2 years C 4 years C 6 years C 10 years

Split
C 90 days
Sc 2 years
Vc 6 mos.

C 1 year C 3 years C 4 years C 7 years

Split
C 90 days
S 2 years
V 6 mos.

C 90 days
S 2 years
V 1 year

C 1 year C 3 years C 6 years

S 2 years
V 6 mos.

Split
C 90 days
S 1 year
V 1 year

C 8 mos C 2 years C 4 years

S 1 year
V 6 mos.

S 2 years
V 6 mos.

Split
C 90 days
S 1 year
V 1 year

C 1. year C 3 years

Offense Characteristics. b Offender Characteristics:

Deadly weapon used +10 Prior violent offenses + 5 per off.
Several victims + 4 Prior felonies + 2 per off.
Vulnerable victim + 4 Prior revocations + 1 per viol.

Made restitution 1

Under 18 years of age 1

Symbols. C wi Continuous u nfinement, S . Supervision in community, V . Confine-,

ment for violation of conditions

SOutte MODEL Acr. at HI

This "just deserts" statute offers a bit of everything except rehabili-
tation. Incapacitation, the engine that powers the Model Act's prior
record machinery, will continue to be a goal of sentencing without re-

114 MODEL. Acr § 3-107.
115 Mooet. ACT, at 141.
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gard to the purposes clauses of criminal codes. At least two comments to
the Model Act acknowledge as much."6 People who appear to be dan-
gerous will be locked up and few of us as judges would do otherwise.
General deterrence will probably continue to animate sentencing for a
long time to come, and its implications are inconsistent with a principle
of equality "7 in sentencing. Rehabilitation as a purpose of punishment
appears to have caused more harm than good, and the Model Act, ac-
cordingly, would prohibit rehabilitative considerations from
sentencing."'

Taken as a whole, then, the Model Act would establish a sentencing
system in which retributive concerns establish an upper limit on permit-
ted punishments: within that limit, retributive, incapacitative, and de-
terrent concerns, parsimoniously applied, can be considered in setting
sentence. There is nothing disreputable about that mixture of punish-
ment purposes. Other credible reform proposals have adopted it."9 It
is not, however, a "just deserts" mixture and it is unclear why the Model
Act's draftsmen would claim that it is.

B. STRUCTURED DISCRETION

The usual rationale for determinate sentencing is that discretion
must be structured if sentencing disparities are to be reduced. Unfortu-
nately, the Model Act would not structure discretion very tightly. The
statutory' purposes of sentencing give little meaningful guidance to
judges or members of a sentencing commission. The Act offers no gui-
dance as to the form guidelines should take. Section 3-112 merely pro-
vides that the sentencing commission "shall adopt in a form determined
by the commission sentencing guidelines as provided by this Act." The

116 Id, comment to § 3.105 (defining "persistent offenders"): "The essential link between
offense and punishment u preserved (by authorizing extended term, for persistent offenders)
while at the same time implementing sixi*.sjautyfrd mm-,:: in 'Wended punishiritnt jar multipfr
?Anders" ii, at 116 (emphasis added), comment to § 3.106 (defining "especially aggravated
offense') "The punishment deserved for the offense is enhanced as well as society's claim to
incapacitation." U at 119.

117 Id, § 3. 102(2) provides: "Inequalities in sentences that are unrelated to a purpose of
this Article should be avoided." Almost any inequality could be "related to" deterrent, re-
tributive, and incapacitative purposes making the equality exhortation a purely phatic
proscription.

118 Id, § 3-102(5). The implications of rehabilitative considerations in sentencing are more
complex than the Model Act's renunciation suggests. The problem with rehabilitation in
sentencing was that prison sentences and indeterminate terms were justified on the basis of
rehabilitative aims. That appears to have been unwise, hence the renunciation of rehabilita-
tive sentencing. But, might not rehabilitative aims play a role when they argue against im-
prisonment? The classic cases are the defendant who can continue to receive drug treatment
or psychological counselling only in the community and the youthful offender who may be
hardened by prison experience and forever lost.

119 Set, e.g., N. Moans, nips note 2.
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guidelines could thus take any form, from the verbal exhortations of the
California Judicial Council's general guidelines'" to the narrowly
drafted sentencing matrix of the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines
Commission."' The Model Act grants substantial manipulative power
to the prosecutor, he (and only he) may invoke the procedures calling
for extended terms for "persistent offenders" and "especially aggravated
offenses", 122 using a statutory presumption in favor of consecutive
sentences,'" he can determine sentence by his charging horizontal
charge bargaining decisions, and he can allege the existence of aggravat-
ing circumstances that justify more severe sentences.'24 Appellate sen-
tence appeal would ostensibly police judicial compliance with the
guidelines. However the standard for appellate review is nebulous at
best,'" and the American experience with appellate sentence review
provides little basis for a sanguine prediction that appellate sentence
review would be rigorous.'26 Finally, while parole release indiscretions
would be eliminated through the abolition of parole, a day-for-day good
time system would give correctional administrators immense power to
affect the durations of sentences.'"

The points outlined in Section III are fairly damaging. Nonethe-
less, they are subsidiary. However, taken together with the fundamental
problems raised by real offense sentencing they suggest that states would
be well advised not to adopt the Model Sentencing Act.

IV. NEXT STEPS

The draftsmen of the Model Act deserve credit for percipience and
ambition. the former, for recognizing the practical prosecutorial prob-
lem presented by most prescriptive punishment programs, the latter, for

12° JuDIGIAL COUNCIL OF CALIFORNIA, REPORT TO THE GON.ERNOR AND THE LEGISLA-
TURL-1978, SENTENCING RULES FOR THE SUPERIOR COURTS 7-31.

121 MINNL.soTA SENTENGINu GUIDELINES COMMISSION, REPORT TO THE LEGIsLATI. RE
(1980)

122 MODEL Acr § 3.207(c)
123 Id § 3.107.
124 Ia § 3-109 This Is especially so because the lists of allowable aggravating and mitigat

ing lactors in sentencing each end with any other factor consistent with the purposes of this
Article and the principles of sentencing" Id §§ 3.108(12), 3.109(9).

125 Muuk.i. Ad § 3.208 [the sentence imposed is] unduly disproportionate to sentences
imposed for similar [mall offenses on similar defendants or . . does not serve the purposes
of this Article and the principles of sentencing better than the sentence provided in the guide-
lines " Set note 102 supra. Compare, 1978 Minn. Laws, ch. 723, 244 MINN. STAT § I I. "The
supreme court may review whether the sentence is inconsistent with statutory requirements,
unreasonable, inappropriate, excessive, unjustifiably disparate, or not warranted by the find
ings of fact "

126 Ste, tg,,Zessel & Diamond, Search for Sentenang Egli's,. Samna, Ram, in affaaachtssats and
Connattaa, 1977 AM BAR FOUNDATION RESEARCH J. 88L

127 MUDEL ACT §§ 3.501, 4-502. Only one-fourth of accumulated good time would vest
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trying vigorously to reflect that recognition in their reform regimen. Re-
grettably, the Model Act's real offense provisions are fundamenally mis-
conceived. One interesting question is why so experienced a body as the
Uniform Law Commissioners should have lapsed so badly in its corpo-
rate judgment. This final section offers a few speculative answers to that
question and presents a thumbnail description of more promising sen-
tencing reform ideas that might inform efforts to develop the next
Model Sentencing Act. First, however, it may be appropriate to devote
a few paragraphs to refutation of the argument that the Model Act's
real offense proposals raise no problems not present in existing practices.

A. THE REVISIONIST RESPONSE

One response to the critique of real offense sentencing is that the
Model Act's proposals contain little that is new. Most courts now oper-
ate on a real offense system; they simply don't admit to it. The objec-
tion has initial force. The offenses to which defendants plead guilty are
often artifacts of plea bargaining. Under Williams v. New York,'28 courts
are permitted to range widely in their consideration of evidence at sen-
tencing hearings. That reality raises two questions: why is real offense
sentencing now practiced, and does its ubiquity undercut the arguments
against the Model Act's overt adoption of the practice?

Present practice results from three things: the generality of the defi-
nitions of some criminal offenses; the rehabilitative mystique that per-
meated American thinking about punishment during much of this
century; and the absence from American systems of meaningful appel-
late sentence review.

The elements of offense definitions are generic. Standard defini-
tions encompass conduct ranging from bank robberies by sub-machine
gun to forcible takings of bicycles in schoolyards. Most people would
want to distinguish between youthful bicycle thieves and professional
armed robbers. Because the offense definitions often make no such dis-
tinctions, judges have become accustomed to looking behind the appli-
cable conviction labels in order to reflect such distinctions in their
sentencing decisions. Thus, the substantive law predisposes judges to
real offense sentencing.

That predisposition was further encouraged by the prevalent reha-
bilitative ideology that suffused the criminal justice system .during most
of this century until the mid-seventies. If the causes of criminal conduct
reside in inadequacies in the defendant and his environment, and if the
solutions to these inadequacies involve efforts to rehabilitate him, what
could be more natural than that the judge consider all possible inform-

228 327 U.S. 241 (1949).
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tion that might contribute to an accurate diagnosis of the defendant's
failings and thereby inform the prescription for his reformation. Wil-
hams v. New York, for example, explicitly invokes rehabilitative punish-
ment goals in justifying the decision that the sentencing hearing is not
subject to the rules of evidence or to other constraints on the admissibil-
ity of evidence. Thus, if the generality of some offense definitions in-
vited consideration of real offense conduct, rehabilitative concerns
broadened the invitation.

Finally, the absence of systems of meaningful appellate sentencing
has meant that trials courts' sentencing practices have seldom been re-
viewed by higher courts. Little about sentencing criteria has been liti-
gated or made the subject of appellate opinions. Once Williams v. New
York let everything be considered at sentencing, there was no further
opportunity for courts to consider whether, for example, a defendant
convicted by a jury of theft although charged with armed robbery may
later be sentenced as if he had been convicted of armed robbery.

Given that something like real offense sentencing is familiar prac-
tice in many courts, does that undermine the objections to the Model
Sentencing Act's provisions? Probably not. The Model Act, indeed
most sentencing reform efforts, represents an effort to bring greater fair-
ness and predictability to sentencing. The comments to the Model Act
make much of its commitment to "just deserts" and the realization of
the goal that similarly situated defendants receive similar punishments.
The Model Act's real offense proposals are animated by a concern that
prosecutors will manipulate guidelines and thereby frustrate the norma-
tive values that arc reified in the guidelines. These concerns for consis-
tency and fairness are expressly invoked by the Model Act's draftsmen.
The arguments presented here meet and reject the Model Act's real of-
fense proposals on precisely those bases. The erratic and unprincipled
nature of sentencing in many courts is a major cause of modern sentenc-
ing reform initiatives. The argument that something like real offense
sentencing (though not under that name) is now common is not an argu-
ment for the Model Act's proposals, but against them. All of the objec-
tions apply equally to the unacknowledged systems of real offense
sentencing that exist today in many jurisdictions.

B. THE PAST

The Model Act's fundamental failure appears to be the product of
two factors. First, the United States Parole Commission's real offense
parole guidelines were adopted, rather unreflectively, as a model for sen-
tencing guidelines. Parole and sentencing are the business, respectively,
of executive and judicial agencies, which perform quite distinct func-
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tions and present substantially different policy and constitutional impli-
cations. The equation of parole and sentencing appears to have been a
mistake. The second debilitating factor was that the Model Act was
premature. Determinate sentencing was too novel, its methods untried,
and its ramifications insufficiently appreciated when the Model Act was
drafted. Several hypotheses can be offered to explain why the Uniform
Law Commission acted prematurely.

I. Parole and the primrose path

The Model Act's draftsmen seem to have been spellbound by the
United States Parole Commission's real offense guidelines. The Model
Act's comments do not discuss the practical, policy, and constitutional
issues raised by real offense sentencing. They simply indicate that the
real offense provisions are intended to minimize prosecutorial influence
on sentencing. The constitutionality of real offense sentencing was sim-
ply assumed. At two places the comments allude to constitutional
implications andin an impressive non-sequitur and without elaborat-
ingcite Billiteri D. United States Board of Parole,'" as if it assured the
constitutionality of real offense sentencing. Bidden upheld the United
States Parole Commission's real offense guidelines. The Model Act's
comments appear, through silence, to assume that what is constitutional
and wise in parole release decision-making is necessarily constitutional
and wise in sentencing. That, however, is not an inexorable equation.
The nature and structural setting of parole release decision-making is
fundamentally different from judicial sentencing in court.

The United States Parole Commission's parole release guidelines
appear, on balance, to have been a social good. They created knowable
criteria for parole release decisions. Their application is evening out the
grosser disparities that result from having more than 500 federal district
court judges imposing sentences. Release dates are now set on the basis
of actual offense behavior and consistently applied offender variables,
without regard for the sentence imposed (except when mandatory mini-
mum sentences exceed the guideline release date or when the sentence
expires before the release date). The specific offenses of which federal
defendants are convicted are often artifacts of plea bargaining,
Whether a defendant who committed an armed bank robbery-will be
convicted of armed robbery, robbery, theft, or something else is largrly
adventitious; it depends on local plea bargaining patterns. Where sen-
tence bargaining is the norm, the defendant may plead guilty to armed
robbery with knowledge that his sentence will not exceed x years.

129 Comments to the Model Act, at 144-45, 159.60.
139 541 F.2d 938 (2d Cir. 1976).
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Where vertical charge bargaining is the norm, the defendant may plead
guilty to robbery or theft. Where horizontal charge bargaining is the
norm, the prosecutor may dismiss two armed robbery counts if the de-
fendant pleads guilty to a third. It is difficult to imagine a philosophy of
punishment in which the quantum of deserved or justified punishment
depends on the prevalent pattern of plea bargaining in the court in
which the defendant was convicted. By ignoring offenses of conviction
and, to the extent legally possible, the prisoner's nominal sentence, the
Parole Commission's guidelines probably tend to further the general
aim that like prisoners be treated alike. The federal system lacks appel-
late sentence review and the Parole Commission is the only agency that
can monitor sentences and ameliorate anomalies.

The Parole Commission has expressly rejected rehabilitative ratio-
naks for parole release decisions. Furthermore, since the variables in its
guidelines system are known at, or shortly after, sentencing, the Com-
mission has probably reduced prisoners' anxieties by its practice of set-
ting presumptive release dates early in the sentence. A plausible
argument can be made that, on balance, the parole guidelines have been
for the good, even while acknowledging that the guidelines do pose sig-

nificant policy problems."'
However, what is good for parole is not necessarily good for sen-

tencing. Parole is an administrative decision, unconstrained by the rules
of evidence or the criminal court's probative standard, and subject only

to rudimentary requirements of procedural due process. Decisions are
made in the first instance by parole hearing examiners. There are a
small number of examiners and they are subject to formal and informal
controls by the hierarchically organized Parole Commission. Both for-
mal administrative controls and the examiners' career prospects con-
duce to a conscientious compliance with the parole guidelines.

Decisions are made by two-person panels, thus reducing the likelihood
of idiosyncratic decisions, the examiners have every incentive to follow

the guidelines.
By contrast, as developed earlier,132 any account of the courts that

describes judges as the sole determiners of sentences is grossly oversim-
plified. Power configurations may vary from court to court and from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but rarely is the judge free from the influence

of others.
A second major structural difference between judges and parole ex-

aminers is that the judge's sentencing decision is seldom subject to ap-

232 Set, e.g., Coffee, Repre.ure lama of Strutnay. /Iceolatiadtlity, Ifealciaddro; and Equality az Me

Era ef Me Strurnang CommLuton, 66 GEO. L.J. 975 (1978).

232 Set text accompanying note 65-72 PIPril.
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peal; when it is, the criteria for review are far from precise, and the
likelihood of reversal is slight. The decision of the parole hearing exam-
iners, by contrast, may be challenged through a succession of regional
and national administrative appeals.'33

A third structural difference is that the judge's sentencing decision
is not subject to the same organizational controls as are the decisions of
the parole examiners. Trial judges need not worry about being fired, or
transferred, or not promoted, because they deviate from the guidelines.
Those are all matters of concern to hearing examiners. In sum, parole
hearing examiners and judges are more unalike than alike, and there
should be no surprise that a decision tool should be appropriate for one
and not the other.

There are, moreover, important differences between the decisions
made by parole examiners and judges. Parole examiners decide how
long a prisoner will serve before release. The judge first decides whether
to sentence a defendant to prison and then for how long. These are
different decisions and the guiding criteria for each may be different.
The incarceration decision could, for example, be primarily deterrent,
or retributive, even rehabilitative, while at the same time the duration
decision might be based primarily on incapacitative concerns. By com-
bining the two decisions into one set of guidelines, problems are raised
for sentencing that are not raised under the parole guidelines.'34

Parole release decisions are amenable to one set of guiding criteria
set by a small collegial body. Under the United States Parole Commis-
sion's guidelines, those criteria have largely incapacitative aims. The
aims could be otherwise but there would still be one set of criteria. By
contrast, individual sentencing decisions involve the views and needs of
individual judges and prosecutors subject to the particular dynamics of
particular courtrooms.

Further, because the parole guidelines are primarily incapacitative,
they can plausibly permit large differences in release dates for people
who committed the same "real" offense. The offender characteristics
that predict recidivism provide a basis for justifying different release
dates. Sentencing, however, is increasingly perceived as a decision in
which retributive and deterrent considerations should guide decision-
making. Neither rationale is likely to justify dramatic differences in
sentences on the basis of the offenders' personal characteristics. Yet use
of an incapacitative parole guideline model may produce that result.

The last adverse consequence of use of the parole guideline model
for sentencing is that it suggests that sentencing can be mechanized into

133 US. Parole Commission Rules, 28 C.F.R. §§2.24.2.27 (1980).
134 For example, how to induce guilty pleas.
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a process in which a few well-defined factors determine results. To the
contrary, sentencing is a matter of high drama, rich and complex, and
pregnant with moral and ethical content. Sentencing should be the
product of informed, compassionate human judgment, not the result of
ministerial tabulations of characteristics and calculations of point totals

For all these reasons, parole decision-making is fundamentally dif-
ferent from sentencing. Accordingly, the Milled decision, upholding
the use of real offense considerations in parole guidelines, does not mean
that courts should or would uphold a comparable approach to sentenc-
ing guidelines.

2 Too much too soon

The model laws developed by the Uniform Law Commissioners are
variously successful in gaining enactment, but few are embarassments.
They may be too bold and ambitious. They may be on subjects that do
not inspire legislators. But they arc usually drafted and quarreled over
by lawyers who are experts in the area of the law under consideration
and they usually show that influence.

The mistake here may have been to include a sentencing section in
the Model Act. The matters of correctional policy and organization
that concern the Model Act's other five Articles were ripe. The sentenc-
ing issues were not. Thus, the speculations that follow do not apply to
the entire Model Act but only to Article 3 on sentencing.

The primary reporters for the Model Act have written. "[T]he ma-
jor policy decisions which serve as the foundations for the provisions of
the Act . . . were based on the perceptions of the 'state of the art' of
corrections initially held by the authors. . . ."135 Regrettably, the state
of the sentencing reform art was primitive in 1974, when development of
the Model Act began, and was still primitive in April 1978 when the
drafting committee held its last meeting. By 1978, only a handful of
states had passed determinate sentencing laws, and no one knew how
they would work. It is now clear that those early laws were badly mis-
conceived. The California law encouraged prosecutorial manipulation
The Maine, Indiana, and Illinois laws abolished parole but gave no
meaningful guidance to judicial sentencing decisions. During most of
the period of the drafting committee's work, the sentencing reform liter-
ature consisted largely of exhortations.'36 The efforts to work out details
were few in number and the exhortations, while immensely useful in

135 Perlman & Potuto,,nora note 1, at 928.

136 &r, et, M. FRANKEL, mica note 2; N. Mortals. a/pa note 2,
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moving us forward, were underdeveloped.'" Thus, while model and
uniform laws usually pull together the most advanced and sophisticated
thinking on a subject, synthesizing practical experience with various ex-
isting approaches, and promising new approaches to a problem, there
were no useful sentencing reform experiences and no legacy of law and
lore on which the Model Act's draftsmen could draw.

The second problem is that there were no experts. As there were
few enacted determinate sentencing laws, and no useful indications of
how they would work or whether they would realize their proponents'
aims, there could be no experts. When the Uniform Law Commission-
ers consider a model law on a common law subject, on a commercial or
business law subject, even on a criminal law or criminal procedure sub-
ject, experts are available, and they are used. Talented lawyers who
work day-to-day in a particular field know the problems they face and
can make well-informed guesses about the implications of proposals for
change. There simply were no equivalent experts on sentencing reform
in 1975-78. Moreover, neither the Model Act's drafting committee, nor
its review committee, nor its staff or consultants included a single person
of national prominence in sentencing reform. And in those early days
even national prominence could seldom mean expertise. The issues
were not ripe and that almost necessarily meant that there were no
trained gardeners to tend them.

Finally, the cornucopia of federal money for crime-related research
and projects may have disserved the Uniform Law Commissioners.
LEAA was then required to spend enormous amounts of money annu-
ally and the Uniform Law Commissioners could not have been a safer,
more establishmentarian institution to which to give :t. The money was
probably available, the Uniform Law Commissioners were a safe
grantee, and the idea of a Model Sentencing Act was not inherently
implausible. Once the money was asked for and received, there could be
no choice but to proceed.

Someday, presumably, there will be a second edition of the Model
Sentencing and Corrections Act. The following subsection gives a few
general suggestions that offer some promise for the reduction of sentenc-
ing disparities and the achievement of a system of principled and rea-
sonably evenhanded sanctions.

C. THE FUTURE: AGENDA FOR A SECOND EDITION

The second edition of the Model Sentencing and Corrections Act
should chart a straighter path to just sentencing. The goals should be

*37 Su, t. j. , TWENTIrrH CENTURY FUND TASK FORCE ON CRIMINAL SENTENCING, lupe
note 2; A. VON HIRSCH, sups note 2.

18,317 0 - 83 - 55
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unchangedreduce unwarranted disparities; create a presumption

against imprisonment that can be overcome only by the demonstrated

requirements of retribution, general deterrence, and incapacitation; and
limit the role of rehabilitation as a sentencing rationale. Even the basic

structure of the Act should be unchanged. A sentencing commission
(full-time rather than part-time) could be established to develop general

criteria for sentencing. Appellate sentence review should be established

on the basis of an unambiguous review standard, albeit without
prosecutorial appeals or the prospect of sentence increases on appeal. Pa-

role release should remain abolished. A good time system should be
maintained, but good time credits should "vest." These points, how-

ever, are peripheral. They involve relatively crude efforts to police the

key decisions of judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel.

The critical features of realistic sentencing reform are these:

I. Narrow the continuum of sentencing choices

When judges are able to choose sentences ranging from probation

to 25 years, they will do so. At a stroke, sentencing disparities could be

dramatically reduced by reducing maximum sentences for classes of

felonies from the conventional life (death) -25 years-12 years-6 years -3

years established by state criminal codes to, say, life (death) -8 years-4
years-2 years-1 year. Sentence durations could be shortened openly or
by subterfuge. Open action is preferable and has been recommended by
major national commissions in Canada and England.'" Wide sentenc-
ing frames were enacted in the era of indeterminate sentences and, in a

sense, could be discounted by the likelihood of parole. With the demise
of parole, the justification disappears and the certain injustice of anoma-

lous, unduly long sentences remains. A Model Act should be forward-
looking. There may be political difficulties to be overcome in reducing

sentence maximums by, say, two-thirds, but the draftsmen of a model
for reform legislation should be guided by their collective wisdom and
best judgnient, not by their worst fears of political posturing.

However, if caution counsels subterfuge, several courses are avail-

able. The Study Draft of the National Commission on Reform of Fed-

eral Crimnal Laws, for instance, artfully camouflaged its drastically
reduced sentence maximums.'" Table 3 below shows the Study Draft's
nominal and actual maximum prison sentences.

I" ADvLSORY COUNCIL ON THE PENAL SYSTEM, SENTENCES OF IMPRISONMENT A RE-

VIEW OF MAXIMUM PENALTIES, 77.88, 14744 (1978), LAW REFORM COMMISSION OF CA-

NADA, IMPRISONMENT AND RELEASE, 21-22 (1975).

139 NAT'L COmM'N oN REFORM Or FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAws, STUDY DRAFT Fe§ 3201.02

(1910).
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TABLE 3
NOMINAL AND ACTUAL MAXIMUM SENTENCES

ACTUAL
WITHOUT SPECIAL ACTUAL

FELONY CLASS. NOMINAL FINDING WITH SPECIAL FINDING
A 30 years 15 years 25 years
B 15 years 4 years 12 years
C 7 years 3 years 5 years

The vast majority of felonies, and felons, would fall within Felony classes B and C and
thus, ordinarily, be subject to terms of incarceration not longer than 3 or 4 years. An
enormous amount of sentencing disparity would disappear.

The Study Draft also envisioned parole release eligibility at no later
than one-third of the maximum sentence. The Commission accom-
plished its legerdemain by including a mandatory parole term within the
maximum sentence (5 years, 3 years, 2 years, respectively), and by re-
quiring a special finding that the defendant "presents an exceptional
risk to the safety of the public"140 before an especially long sentence
could be imposed. The Study Draft contains much wit and not a little
wisdom. The special-finding requirements are, in effect, a set of guide-
lines for sentencing and could be incorporated into a statutory frame-
work of much shorter maximums.

Another simple subterfuge would be to adopt sentence maximums
that include a large proportion of vesting good time. The Model Act
recommends day-for-day good time but only part of that would vest.
The effect is to cut the sentence maximums in half for well-behaved
prisoners. This approach to shortening sentences, regardless of whether
the good time vests is little more than a public relations gimmick. How-
ever, if good time does not vest, the potential for abuse is enormous. If,
for example, a ten year sentence meant, in effect, five years in prison and
five years good time, then in a non-vesting system correctional adminis-
trators would have power to deprive a prisoner of five years of liberty,
subject only to rudimentary procedural requirements. Abuse and
anomalies would be inevitable. In any event, so severe a deprivation
should result only from conviction for a new criminal offense following a
conventional prosecution.

2 lEcapacitalt imprironmeni

Among the grouest sentencing injustices are those which befall the

140 The "exceptional risk" finding authority was not opeu-ended, but was limited to three
closely defined situations: the defendant must have been a "persistent felony offender," a
"professional criminal," or a "dangerous, mentally abnormal offender." /1 at § 3202(3)(5).
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defendants who receive prison sentences after convictions for offenses

that seldom result in prison sentences. The decision whether to imprison

an offender is the most crucial punishment choice. Where experience
tells us that imprisonment is seldom ordered, and then for reasons that
are, overall, inexplicable,10 the sentence inevitably is more of a com-
ment on the idiosyncrasies of the judge rather than a comment on the
culpability of the offender. The solution: create a statutory sentencing

structure in which prison sentences are reserved only for truly serious
criminality, perhaps with the statutory possibility of imprisonment for
lesser offenses only after the defendant has received, say, five prior

convictions.

3. Structure plea Irargainrirg

The Model Act's real offense proposal, for all its infirmities, was an

indirect effort to prevent prosecutorial manipulation of sentencing
guidelines. The more promising approach to redress prosecutorial in-
consistency is from the front. Estimable bodies have long called for de-
velopment of administrative rules for prosecutorial charging, plea
bargaining, and sentencing decisions.142 Some prosecutors' offices have

developed and implemented such regulations.143 Others have "abol-
ished" plea bargaining: in Alaska the abolition seems to have been a

success; the incidence of plea bargains was greatly reduced, defendants
continued to plead guilty, the courts were not inundated by trials, and
case processing time did not increase."4 The next Model Act should
approach the problem of constraining prosecutorial decision-making
head-on, working out the details of a model set of prosecutorial

guidelines.
The Model Act was a good idea that misfired. We have learned

much since it was drafted, however, and the second edition, should there
ever be one, will have much more substantial experience on whirl, to
draw. This first Model Act should be abandoned. Its flaws can be re-

141 Less than half of federal defendants convicted of fraud and embezzlement, for example,

receive pnson sentences. SOURCESOOK OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE STATLSTICS-1979, Table 5-

30 One recent study concluded that regression analyses canexplain only 7.5 percent of the

variance in sentences received by federal defendants convicted of embezzlement L SUTTON,

VARIATIONS IN FEDERAL CRIMINAL SENTENCES A STATISTICALASSESSMENT AT THE NA.

TIONAL LEVEL (1978).
142 PRESIDENT'S COMM'N LAW ENFORCEMENT & ADMINISTRATION OF JUST., THE CHAL-

LENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY 133-34 (1967), AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION STAN.

DARDS, THE PROSECUTION FUNCTION § 2.5 (1971); NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON
CRIMINAL JUST. STANDARDS & COALS, COURTS, Standards 13.3 (1973)

143 Set, rg., Kuh, Plea Bargain:mg. Giaddrnes for the Maxlmitan 0.15te, 11

CRIM. L.BULE. 48 11975), Kuh,Sotzetrang Clikidtnerfor the Manhattan Dinner Alionsry's Oft,, 11

CRIM. L BULL. 62 (1975).
144 ALASKA, note 20 swift.
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dressed only by starting over. Still, it may well turn out that it will have
played a useful role by showing us how not to go about the complex
business of sentencing reform.
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INTRODUCTION

This annotated bibliography is composed of selected
periodical articles andbooks. The majority of the citations

were obtained from the computerized Congres-sional Research Service
Bibliographic Data Base, created

and maintained by theLibrary Services Division, and from the Library of Congress
Computerized Catalog.The Index to Legal Periodicals

and Public Affairs Information
Service Index werealso used to assure broad coverage of the subject areas.

It should be noted that, while
this bibliography was chosen to reflect anover-all balance on the debate topic, any specific entry may present a particularpoint of view. Therefore, the user is responsible

for determining the objectivityof each item.

The authors wish to credit John M. White for the secretarial production ofthis bibliography.

Selected items in this bibliography
are reproduced in the foregoing pages.Others may be located at

a nearby public, research, or depository library. TheCongressional Research Service
cannot provide debater, copies of the items listed.
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American Bar Association. Judicial Administration Division. Committee on Imple-
mentation of Standards of Judicial Administration. The ABA model judicial
article. State court journal, v. 3, winter 1979: 8-16, 42-43.

"The model article is designed to be used as a guide in any juris-
diction considering changes in the court system. . . . The new article
recognizes the trend toward a single-level trial court by providing for a
unified, one-tier trial court with a single class of judges. The previous
article provided for a two-tier trial court with a general jurisdiction
court and an inferior level trial court presided over by magistrates."

American Bar Association. Pound Conference Follow-Up Task Force. Report.
(Chicago) 1976. 45 p.

Addresses problems of the American justice system confronting the
practicing bar and suggests a program of action which the American Bar
Association may embrace to correct these problems. Proposals include the
establishment of neighborhood justice centers utilising such methods as
arbitration, mediation, and referral to small claims courts and courts of
general jurisdiction; decriminalization of some "victimless" crimes; and
establishment of a Federal office for the collection of data relevant to
judicial administration and dispute resolution.

American justice: ABC's of how it really works. U.S. news 4 world report, v. 93,
Nov. 1, 1982: 35-58.

Series of articles examines the operation of the justice system.
Includes sections on the courts, police, juries, prisons, lawsuits, the
influence of lawyers, and the role of the Supreme Court.

Ball, Howard. Courts and politics: the Federal judicial system. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., Prentice -Hall, c1980. 303 p.

Discusses the functions of the courts in the democratic political
system; considers the structure and dynamics of the judicial process; and
describes the politics of the judicial process in the Federal system.

Berkson, Larry C. The emerging ideal of court unification. Judicature, v. 60,
Har. 1977: 373-382.

Discusses the five elements of the court unification concept, which are:
"structural consolidation and simplification, centralized rule-making,
centralized management, centralized budgeting and state financing."

Bradley, Tom. A court system in which all the people have a part. Judicature,
v. 58, Jan. 1975: 270-275.

The mayor of Los Angeles discusses barriers to full citizen participation
in government and the court system, citing court watching programs, studies of
court systems, and innovative projects by townspeople as examples of efforts
to open up the court system.

Burger, Warren E. Annual report on the state of the judiciary. American Bar
Association journal, v. 69, Apr. 1983: 442-447.

Address presented "to the midyear meeting of the American Bar Association
in New Orleans on February 6, 1983. . . . Chief Justice Burger calls on
Congress to establish a temporary, special panel to resolve intercircuit
conflicts and a tripartite commission to study long-range solutions for
Reneging the Supreme Court's caseload."

See also: Meador, Daniel J. A comment on the Chief Justice's proposals.
American Bar Association journal, v. 69, Apr. 1983: 448-450. Professor of law
comments that the chief justice's proposals hold potential for significant
accomplishment."
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Is our jury system working? Reader's digest, v. 118, Feb. 1981: 126-130.

"Trial by jury in far too many places is a trial for jurors--a system

plagued by lost time, lost dollars and lost pride ..r1 a precious heritage.

But the system can be saved, argues the Chief Justice, who cites important
changes that are already proving their worth."

Unclogging the courts--Chief Justice speaks out: interview with Warren E.

Burger. U.S. news 4 world report, v. 92, Feb. 22, 1982: 36-40.
In an interview, U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Burger discusses a

wide range of topics, including court congestion and delay, prison conditions,
lawyers and litigation, and media coverage of the courts.

Carbon, Su'an, Larry Berkson, and Judy Rosenbaum. Court reform in the twentieth

century. a critique of the court unification controversy. Emory law journal,

v. 27, summer 1978: 559-607.
Article conclude* "that the unified model is a useful and rational means

of state court organization and management. Perhaps the most attractive

feature of the concept is that it makes one official or group of officials
responsible for administering the entir, state judiciary. The absence of
this Important element appears to be the primary reason vhy many court
'systems' have degenerated into such archaic institutions."

Church, Thomas, Jr., and others. Justice delayed. Williamsburg, Va., National

Center for State Courts (1978) 105 p.

"This study examines the pace of civil and criminal litigation in state
trial courts of general jurisdiction. The major goals are to provide a

national context for the concept of 'delay' to determine why cases move
faster in some courts than in others and to evaluate the most promising
remedies for expediting litigation. . . . Problems of civil and criminal
court delay are remarkably similar, as are factors related to delay.
Traditional explanations of delay are tested in this study and found venting.
Major delay reduction strategies will be examined in light of these findings."

Clark, J. Morris. Civil and criminal penalties and forfeitures: a framework for

constitutional analysis. Minnesota law review, v. 60, Feb. 1976: 379-500.
Article "sorts out descriptively what the Supreme Court does in applying

the Constitution to penalties that are not labeled 'criminal,' and to provide
some sort of analytical framework that might make decisions in this area more
predictable, consistent, and articulate." Includes detailed discussions of

punishment, the civil-criminal distinction, constitutional aspects of civil

punishment, and legislative "purpose."

Clark, Ramsey. Crime in America, observations on Its nature, causes, prevention,

and control. New York, Simon and Schuster, 1970. 346 p.

Cooke, Lawrence H. Waste not, wait not--a consideration of Federal and State

jurisdiction. Fordham law review, v. 49, May 1981: 895-903.
Chief Judge of New York State gives an historical overview of Federal

and State court jurisdictions. In light of "litigation explosion," he
suggests "if we allot spheres of jurisdiction in such a way as to avoid
overlap and to free judicial components from repetition of effort, then we
will not squander our judicial substance, and delay in the delivery of
justice will be reduced to a minimum."

Council of State Governments. Judicial planning in the States. Lexington, Ky.

(1970 134 p. (Council of State Governments. RM-599)
Partial contents.--Definition of judicial planning.--Administration

and planning of State judicial systems. -- Institutionalization of judicial
planning.--Judicial planning in the States: findings and analysis of the
1976 national survey.--State-by-State descriptions of the status of planning.
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Court delay: diagnosing the problem, testing new treatments. Judicature, v. 65,
Aug. 1981: whole issue.

Partial contents.--Analyzing court delay-reduction programs: why do some
succeed? by J. Ryan and others.--Who sets the pace of litigation in urban
trial courts? by T. Church, Jr.Measuring the pace of civil litigation in
Federal and State trial courts, by J. Grossman and others.

Courts, law and judicial process. New York, Free Press, 1981. 564 p.
Partial contents.--The organization of American courts in the United

States, by H. Jacob.--The nature of law, by H. Abraham.--The general
preventive effects of punishments, by J. Andenaes.--Does punishment deter
crime? by W. Chsabliss.--Social policy and judicial capacity, by D. Horowitz.
--Police behavior: gradations in law enforcement, by J. Goldstein.--Police
justice, by A. Reiss.--Prosecutorial discretion, by W. Pizzi.--Should
there be affirmative action for the judiciary? by S. Goldman.--Political
orientations, social backgrounds, and role perceptions of State supreme
court judges, by J. Wold.--The limits to scientific jury selection, by
M. Saks.--Government by judiciary, by R. Berger.--Accountability of judges,
by D. Adamany and P. Dubois.--Supreme Court support for Black litigants: a
comparison of the Warren and Burger courts, by S. Ulmer and M. Thomson.--
Criminal justice in the Federal courts, by S. Goldman.--A study of the
Supreme Court's caseload, by G. Casper and R. Posner.--Judicial rules and
caseload, by L. Friedman.

Crime. Wilson quarterly, v. 7, spring 1983: 102-141.

Three essays from the forthcoming Crime and Public Policy (to be
published in Hay 191) by the Institute for Contemporary Studies, San
Francisco) focus "on crime trends and types of offenders, on the criminal
justice system, and on the relationship of crime to family life."

Crime and justice in America: 1776 -1916. Philadelphia, American Academy of
Political and Social Science, 1916. 161 p. (Annals, v. 423, Jan. 1976)

Partial contents.--Criminal violence in America: the first hundred
years, by R. Lane.--The great American search: causes of crime, 1876-1976,
by T. Hirschi and D. Rudisill.--Blacks, crime and American culture, by J.
Davis.--Progress and prosecution, by J. Kress.--Criminal sentencing in the
United States: an historical and conceptual overview, by A. Dershowitz.

Dill, Forrest. Criminal justice: the local tradition. New York affairs, v. 5,
no. 2, 1978: 198-20S.

Discusses tae administration of criminal justice in the New York metro-
politan area and in the Northeast. "Criminal justice in . . this region
is organized, financed, and operated in the same way it is throughout the
country. Here, as in other metropolitan regions, the arena of criminal
justice is a network of intergovernmental relations."

Federal regulation of firearms; a report prepared for the use of the Committee
on the Judiciary, United States Senate. Washington, c.r.o., 1982. 267 p.

At head of title: 97th Cong., 2nd sees. Committee print.
This report which was prepared by the Congressional R h Service

of the Library of Congress "provides a general review of gun regulation as
A Federal issue, and also covers existing Federal and State laws, a compara-
tive analysis of major bills . . . pending before the Congress, recent
research of the crime-gun relationship, and public opinion of gun regulation.

Fleming, Macklin. The law's delay: the dragon slain Friday breathes fire again
Monday. Public interest, no. 32, summer 1973: 18-33.

Discusses what causes court delay and what can be done to remedy the
situation.

Foster, Jack D., and others. The future of criminal justice planning. Lexington,
Ky., Council of State Governments 119761 42 p.

"Intent of this report is to clarify the issues that should be add d

by a State when considering its role in improving the quality of policy,
program, and resource allocation decisions for its entire criminal justice
system apart from a federal grant-in-aid program."
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Friedman, Lawrence H., and others. State supreme courts: a century of style and

citation. Stanford law review, v. 33, May 1981: 773-818.
Article analyzes "changes in American court opinions . . . based on

a sample of 5,900 cases from 16 state supreme courts from 1870 to 1970.

. .
Presents findings about opinion length, dissents and concurrences, and

citation patterns . . and also explores interstate differences, to shed some

light on the possible determinants of changes over time."

Click, Henry Robert. State court organization. Current history, v. 70, June

1976: 253-256, 271.
"State courts affect the overall impact of public policy through the

cumulative effects of their decisions in everyday or seemingly routine cases.

. . . Decisions in set or series of similar cases may determine the

patterns of court rulings that affect important parts of American life."

Good, Dale W. Court reform: do critics understand the issues? Judicature, v. 63,

Mar. 1980: 364 -375.
Argues that "by treating court reform as if it were a universal pre-

scription, critics are overlooking the significant achievements of specific

reforms in specific contexts."

Hays, Steven W. The logic of court reform: is Frederick Taylor gloating? Criminal

justice review, v. 4, fall 1979: 7-16.
"Evaluate(*) the central tenets of court reform in terms of contemporary

public administration literature and suggest[sj alternative reform strategies

that are more compatible with the political and administrative exigencies of

the judicial environment."

Howard, A.E. Dick. A litigation society? Wilson quarterly, v. 5, summer 1981:

98-109.
"Howard, a specialist on constitutional law, suggests, we may be well on

our way to becoming a 'litigation society.' The courts have often served as

a useful 'safety valve'--they led the way in ending de jure racial segregation.

But, of late, they have tried to resolve an increasing number of social

questions that are less susceptible to judicial remedy. The real difficulty,

Howard says. may be the breakdown of the old sense of community and compromise

that led Americans to settle political disputes out of court--in legislatures

and party conventions."

Improving the criminal justice system in the United States; selected excerpts and

references relating to the national debate topics for high schools, 1976-

1977. Washington, C.F.O., 1976. 424 p. (Document, Senate, 97th Congress,

2nd session, no. 94-171)
Prepared by the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress.

Partial contents.--Resolved, that a comprehensive program of penal

reform should be adopted throughout the United
States.--Resolved, that a

uniform code of pre-trial procedures and penalties for all felonies should

be established throughout the United States.--Resolved, that comprehensive

program of compulsory gun control should be established throughout the United

States.

Jacob, Herbert. Justice in America; courts, lawyers, and the judicial process.

3d ed. Boston, Little, Brown, c1978. 247 p.

Examines "individual facets of American judicial institutions and

practices and observe(s) the manner in which legal traditions interact with

political processes."

Johnson, Emily, and Marjorie Kravitz. Basic sources in criminal justice: a

selected bibliography.
Washington [National Institute of Law Enforcement and

Criminal Justice) for mile by the Supt. of Docs., C.P.O., 1978. 182 p.

Partial contents.--Commisaion
reports.--Criminology.--Law enforcement.- -

Courts.-- Corrections. -- Juvenile justice and juvenile delinquency.--Directories

and other information sources.
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Justice in America. New York, H.N. Wilson Co., 1972. 232 p. (The Reference
shelf, v. 44, no. 1)

Series of essays on civil and criminal justice.
Partial contents.--Origins and development of American law enforcement,

by V. Peterson.--The roots of lawlessness, by H. Commager.--Justice on the
verge of collapse, by J. Main.--The courtroom as circus, by L. Nizer.--
Innocence presumed or innocence denied? by R. Clark.--How Mexican-Americans
view the law, by E. Lopez.--Victims of crime: the forgotten people, by T.
Sendak.--Development of judicial reform efforts, by R. Deans.--Major steps
that need to be taken, by W. Burger.--libliography.

Kastenmeier, Robert W., and Michael J. Remington. Court reform and access to
justice: a legislative perspective. Harvard journal on legislation, v. 16,
spring 1979: 301-342.

"Responding to the increasing caseload of the courts, members of the
judicial branch and the bar have dominated the discussion of reforms designed
to facilitate the proper functioning of the nation's judicial system. In this
article . . . authors present a view from the legislative branch of the
essential elements of judicial reform. Arguing that expeditious resolution
of disputes is central to the right of access to justice, the authors survey
the major legislative proposals before the Ninety-sixth Congress and offer
their suggestions for improving the delivery of justice."

Klein, Fannie J. Federal and State court oyetems: guide. Cambridge, Mass.,
Published for the Institute of Judicial Administration by Ballinger Pub.
Co., c1977. 303 p.

This book examines such issues as the dual court system, State court
operation and jurisdiction, Federal court operation, and grand and petit
juries. It includes a section on legal h tools which focuses on State
court materials, by E.J. Bander, and a section by J.P. Richert comparing
Federal and State courts.

Kleps, Ralph N. Can State courts receive Federal help without Federal control?
Judicature, v. 62, Mar. 1979: 370-371, 412-413.

Former directorof California's Administrative Office of the Courts uses
examples from LEAA (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration) programs to
present his concerns about potential threats to separation of powers based
on the receipt of Federal aid by State courts. Notes that some of the
problems with the receipt of Federal money include the dispersal of funds
within the Federal fiscal year framework and the fact that monies for the
courts are channeled through State executive branch agencies without regard
for the separation of the courts from the executive branch.

Lando, Ole. The contribution of comparative law to law reform by international
organizations. American journal of comparative law, v. 2S, fall 1977: 641-657.

International law reform is growing rapidly in volume and importance.
The writer focuses on four international organizations engaged in preparation
and drafting of uniform law.

Leiser, Burton M. Liberty, justice, and morals. contemporary value conflicts.
2nd ed. New York, Macmillan, 1979. 463 p.

"In this book some of the major areas of conflict (between liberty and
law( in the contemporary world are examined in an attempt to determine how
they might be resolved while preserving personal liberties, without giving
up our society's moral standards, and without abandoning either our legal
system or the principles of justice upon which it is founded."

Lewis, Merlin, Warren Bundy, and James L. Hague. An introduction to the courts
and judicial process. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1978. 327 p.

Mayers, Lewis. The American legal system, the administration of justice in the
United States by judicial, administrative, military, and arbitral tribunals.
Rev. ed. New York, Harper 6 Row, 1964. 594 p.

Contents.--The courts.- - Administrative tribunals and their superivision
by the courts.-Military tribunals and their control by the courts.--Voluntary
tribunals and their control by the courts.
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McConkte, Stanford S. De,tston-making in State supreme courts. Judicature,

v. 59, Feb. 1976: 337-343.
Reviews the decision - making process of State supreme courts and reveals

that the single most notable factor is the wide diversity of their operations.

McConnell, Edward B. The National Center for State Courts. progress report.

Judicature, v. 60, June-July 1976: 39-42.
Director of the National Center for State Courts reports on that agency's

accomplishments during the five years from its inception to the present.
Discusses various projects presently underway, including a plan for reorgani-
zation of small claims courts, regional workshops to improve rural courts,
and plans to provide information on new equipment and court-related technology.

McLauchlan, William P. American legal processes. New York, Wiley, c1977. 218 p.

(Viewpoints on American politics)
This book discusses access to the courts, describes the operation of the

civil and criminal courts in this country, examines specific problems associ-
ated with local courts, and presents information on the appellate court system.

Morris, Jeffrey Brandon. The changing Federal courts. In The Power to govern:

g reform in the United States. New York, Academy of Political

Science, 1981. (Proceedings, v. 34, no. 2, 1981) p. 90-113.

Challenges today's Federal judicial system "to meet increased demands on
the federal courts, without doing violence to a system that can command a
vast reservoir of support, to make changes in rules to achieve fairness and
simplicity, to Increase staffing while minimizing the effects of bureaucrati-
zation, and to achieve more effective management while preserving independence."

Nagel, Stuart S. Improving the legal process. effects of alternatives. Lexington,

Mass., Lexington Books (1975) 394 p.

National Center for State Courts. Planning in State courts: a survey of the

state of the art. (Denver) 1976. 55 p. (Publication no. R0029)

"This monograph describes some basic elements of strategic planning,
reviews previous court planning experiences, and suggests some factors that

may indicate effective court planning. . . . These factors include pro-

cedural indicators, such as a written plan and a planning staff, and several
substantive indicators, such as expeditious and quality judicial dispute

resolution."

Planning to State courts: trends and developments 1976-1978. Washington,

c1978. 48 p. (Publication no. R0040)

"This is the second in series of monographs on the subject of state

court planning by the Court Planning Capabilities Project of the National

Center for State Courts. . . . This second monograph deals with developments

since July 1976, and highlights the effect on court planning of the Crime

Control Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-503). It also addresses the prospects

for effective court planning."

State court caseload statistics. annual report, 1976. Williamsburg, Va.,

1980. 411 p. (National court statistics project no. R-0052)

National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators. State of

the States an crime and justice. (Washington) 1976. 77 p.

"This report provides careful, balanced view of the . . . (Federal

assistance program under the Safe Streets Act) its progress as well as its

problems- -from the perspective of the 55 States and territories which have
primary responsibility for implementing the program."

National Conference on the Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Adminis-
tration of Justice (1976 : St. Paul, Minn.) The Pound conference: per-

spectives on justice in the future; proceedings. St. Paul, West Pub. Co.,

1979. 377 p.
This conference was sponsored by the American Bar Association, the

Conference of Chief Justices, and the Judicial Conference of the United

States.
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National Conference on the Judiciary (2nd . 1978 : Williamsburg, Va.) State
courts: blueprint for the future; proceedings. (Williamsburg) National
Center for State Courts, 1978. 335 p.

This conference addressed such issues as the public image of the courts,
the role of the courts in the community, the role of the courts in the
American system of government and models for court improvement.

National Court Statistics Project (U.S.). State court caseload statistics: the
state of the art. Washington, U.S. Dept. of Justice, National Criminal
Justice Information and Statistics Service, for sale by the Supt. of Does.,
G.P.O., 1978. 221 p.

O'Connor, Sandra D. Trends in the relationship between the Federal and State
courts from the perspective of a State court judge. William and Mary law
review, v. 22, summer 1981: 801-819.

Arizona appellate judge examines recent trends In the application of
Federal constitutional law to State criminal and civil proceedings, holding
that "it is a step in the right direction to defer to the state courts and
give finality to their judgments on federal constitutional questions where a
full and fair adjudication has been given in the state court." Since
publication of this article, the author has become U.S. Supreme Court
justice.

Olson, Susan M. Judicial impact statements for State legislation: why so little
interest? Judicature, v. 66, Sept.-Oct. 1982: 147-150.

Considers why judicial impact statements have not taken hold at the
State level and considers the futur, of such statements.

Fetrowitz, Harold C. Federal court reform: the Federal Courts Improvement Act
of 1982--and beyond. American University law review, v. 32, winter 1983:
543 -566.

Article examines changes implemented by the Act.

The Politics of local justice. Boston, Little, Brown, 1970. 255 p.

Powell, Lewis F., Jr. Reforms--long overdue. Record of the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, v. 33, Nov. 1978: 458-467.

Supreme Court justice discusses the need for reform in the courts. He
looks at problems, including the caseload, which are confronting the courts,
and discusses the responsibility of the Bar to develop new solutions to
problems within the judicial system.

Prisoners in America. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall, 1973.
"Background reading for the forty-second American Assembly, held Dec.

1972, at Arden House, Harriman, N.Y."

Partial contents. -- Juvenile justice reform: diversion, due process,

and deinstitutionalization, by L. Empey.--Jails and criminal justice, by
E. Flynn.--Correction of adult offenders in the community, by D. Glaser.- -
Adult felons in prison, by D. Cressey.--Early diversion from the criminal
justice system: practice in search of a theory, by E. Vorenberg and J.
Vorenberg.--Evaluative research for corrections, by D. Ward.

Radzinowiez, Leon, Sir, and Roger Hood. Incapacitating the habitual criminal:
the English experience. Michigan law review, v. 78, Aug. 1980: 1305-1389.

"Article examines the broader policy questions common to habitual
offender programs in both the United States and Great Britain. It describes
the tension between liberal tradition and the state's desire to incapacitate
those who repeatedly threaten life or property."
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Reductng court delay. Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Dots., G.P.O., 1973.

116 p.
"this publication is one of a series of nine monographs extracted from

the Proceedings of the Fourth National Symposium on Law Enforcement Science

and Technology."
Partial contents.--Court delay, crime control, and neglect of the

Interests of vitn eeeee , by M. Ash.--Empirical research and the problem of

court delay, by L. Foschio.--Reducing court delay, by H. Ilsynes.--Simulation

of a criminal court case processing system, by R. Nayar and W. 3level. - -A

study of juror utilization, by W. Pabst, Jr.

Rehnquist, Willem H. "Act well your part, therein all honor lies." Human rights,

v. 9, spring 1980: 42-47, 56.
"Justice Rehnquist cautions the Court's critics: base your criticism 'on

logical analysis and scholarship if it is to be any more helpful . . than a

letter to the editor . . . "'

Reynolds, William L. Judicial process in a nutshell. St. Paul, Minn., West

Pub. Co., 1980. 292 p. (Nutshell series)

Rosenberg, Maurice. Anything legislatures can do, courts can do better? American

Bar Association journal, v. 62, May 1976: 587-590.
"Courts have the power to invalidate, interpret, and obliterate statutes,

but they lack the mechanisms and capabilities of gathering the data frequently

needed for these decisions. A governmental depository or information resource
should be established to provide courts with the necessary social and techno-

logical data."

Schaefer, Walter V. Reducing circuit conflicts. American Bar Association journal,

v. 69, Apr. 1983: 452-455.
"There has been a breakdown in the uniformity of federal law. By rule

and decision the Supreme Court could increase certainty and reduce discordant

rulings by the circuit courts."

Schulert, Barbara, and Bill Hoelzel. Court reform, the unheralded winner of the

1976 elections. Judicature, v. 60, Jan. 1977: 281-289.
Authors discuss the judicial reforms which wore decided upon in several

States during the 1976 elections. "New judicial articles were adopted in

Missouri, Nevada and North Dakota, Maryland and Wyoming; and disciplinary

procedures were modifted and strenghtened in California and Connecticut."

Siegel, Loren. Law enforcement and civil liberties; we can have both. Civil

liberties, no. 345, Feb. 1983: 5-8.
American Civil Liberties Union attorney sets forth his organization's

opposition "to 'crime fighting' proposals that would expand governmental

power at the expense of the rights of innocent people" and calls for "a

serious approach to crime, one which combines short-term criminal justice

reforms with long-term programs that ameliorate crime's underlying causes."

Silberman, Charles Z. Criminal violence, criminal justice. Vey York, Random

House, c1978. 540 p.
Also published in paperback by Vintage Books.

Sipes, Larry L. Managing to reduce delay. Williamsburg, Va., National Center for

State Courts, c1980. 169 p.

State court reform; symposium. American University law review, v. 31, winter 1982:

207-289.
Contents.--Introduction to State court reform, by P. Reardon.--State

trial court delay: efforts at reform, by J. Trotter, Jr. and C. Cooper.- -

Appellate courts: the challenge of inundation, by J. Weisberger. --Improving

court operations in rural areas, by T. Fetter.--State court system unification,

b' H. Lawson.
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State courts seeking to draw blueprint for the future. American Bar Association
journal, v. 64, May 1978: 653-6:5.

Discusses the plans and proposals considered by the attendees at the
March, 1978 Williamsburg conference sponsored by the National Center for
State Courts. Discusses the reaction of the conferees to a survey which was
conducted to determine what the public thinks about the nation's courts.
The survey findings indicated that "many Americans may have lost faith to
their system of justice."

Stewart, Alva W. The National Center for State Courts: a preliminary bibliography.
Monticello, Ill., Vance Bibliographies, 1980. 15 p. (Public administration
series: bibliography P-421)

This bibliography lists articles about and selective publications of the
National Center for State Courts. a clearinghouse of information relating to
State courts which is near the end of its first decade of service.

Struggle for justice; a report on crime and punishment in America. New York,
Hill and Wang, 1971. 179 p.

Partial contents.--Crime and punishment.--The fallacy of the individual-
ized treatment model.--Itneral deterrence.--Preventive detention.--The crime
of treatment.--Repressive functions of the criminal justice system.--The
proper role of criminal law.

Sweet, Linda F. Anatomy of a 'court reform'. Judicature, v. 62, June-July 1978:
37-43.

Judicial planner for the Office of the Executive Secretary of the
Tennessee Supreme Court discusses court reform efforts proposed by a
Tennessee Constitutional Convention. Discusses criticisms of the Tennessee
proposal which were expressed by the chief justice of the State supreme
court, the Aneric . Judicature Society, and other groups, noting that these
and other cricici.si led to the rejection of the new judicia: article by
the voters in 1971.

Symposium: State courts in the 1980s and beyond. Northwestern University law
review, v. 74, Dec. 1979: 711-802.

Partial contents.--Interstate venue, by G. Hazard, Jr.--Interstate pre-
clusion by prior litigation, by E. Scoles.--State courts and Federal declara-
tory judgments, by D. Shapiro.--Toward a pragmatic solution of choice-of-law
problemsat the interface of substance and procedure, by A. Twerski and R.
Mayer.

Symposium; the judiciary in the eighties. Catholic University law review, v. 31,
winter 1982: 157-171, 173-199, 201-211, 213-225.

Symposium articles "are based either on speeches delivered by the
panelists or are outgrowth* of the . . . National Conference on the Role of
the Judge in the '80s," Washington, D.C., 1981.

Partial contents.--The instant society and the rule of law, by R. Bird.
--Against an activist court, by R. Berger.--Judicial restraint reappraised,

by C. Lamb.--The judge's role in educating the public about the law, by M.
Tucker.--Judicial work in the 1980s: nuts and bolts, by P. Nejelski.

Tarr, G. Alan. Court unification and court performance. preliminary nt.
Judicature, v. 64, Mar. 1981: 356-368.

Article identifies basic elements of a unified court system, which
include, a conoolidated court structure, centralized management of the court
system, centralized rule-making, and State financing of the courts. Examines
specific claims about the effects of unification and considers the results
produced by unification efforts.

Tribe, Laurence H. Too much law, too little justice. Atlantic monthly, v. 244,
July 1979: 25-30.

"Too such law, too little justice; too many rules, too few resultsthat
is our problem. Obviously, the answer is not to abandon law or renounce all
rules, leaving the powerless unprotected and inviting social chaos. The
answer is to deregulate and simplify selectively, attacking only those laws
and legal processes that aggravate injustice."
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice. State Justice Institute/

annual message of Chief Justice--1980. Hearing, 96th Cong., 24 sess., on

H.R. 6709, S. 2387, S. 2483, and H.R. 6597. Sept. 19, 1980. Washington,

C.P.O., 1991. 276 p.
"Serial no. 65"
This hearing is to "consider specific legislative proposals to aid State

and local governments in strengthening and improving their judicial systems
through the creation of a State Justice Institute."

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Rights. Causes of popular dissatisfaction with the administration

of justice. Hearing, 94th Cong., 2d seas. May 19, 1976. Washington, G.P.O.,

1976. 121 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts.

Court reform legislation. Hearing, 97th Cong., 1st seas., on S. 1529, S.

1531, and 3. 1532. Nov. 16, 1981. Washington, G.P.O., 1982. 243 p.

"Serial no. J-97-81"

Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1981--S. 21, and State Justice Institute

Act of 1981--S. 537. Hearing, 97th Cong., 1st sess. May 18, 1981.

Washington, G.P.O., 1981. 379 p.
"S. 537 a bill to aid state and local governments in strengthening and

improving their judicial systems through the creation of a State Justice

Institute."
"Serial no. J-97-34"

Legislation for the improvement of the judiciary. Hearing, 97th Cong.,

2nd seat. Sept. 24, 1982. Washington, G.P.O., 1983. 478 p.

"Serial no. J-97-i41"
This hearing considers proposals to create a National Court of Appeals.

U.S. Department of Justice. Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime.

Final report. Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Docs., G.P.O., 1981.

94 p.
Contents.--Federal law and its enforcement.--Criminal procedure.- -

Federalism in criminal justice.--Juvenile crime.--Victims of crime.

U.S. General Accounting Office. Federally supported attempts to solve State and

local court problems: more needs to be done, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, Department of Justice; report to the Congress by the Comp-

troller General of the United States. (Washington) 1974. 46 p.

"8-171019, May 8, 1974"
Reviews LEAA grants to California, Colorado, Illinois, Massachusetts,

New York and Pennsylvania, and concludes that "LEAA has not made sure that
its grants for State court improvement progrsos are directed to causes of

the moat serious problems in State and local courts."

U.S. President'a Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice.
The challenge of crime in a (ree society; a report. New York, Dutton, 1968

[i.e. 19691 814 p.
Commonly known as the Crime Commiesion Report.

Weapons, crime, and violence in America: a literature review and research agenda.

Washington, National Institute of Justice, for sale by the Supt, of Docs.,

G.P.O., 1981. 592 p.
Partial contents.--How many guns in private handsl--On crime and private

weapons.- -Crime and violence; characteristics of victims and offenders.- -

Firearms used in crime.--Public opinion and gun control.--Regulating firearms:

an overview of Federal, state, and local legislation.--Weapons control legis-

lation and effects on violent crime.
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Weinstein, Jack B. Coordination of State and Federal judicial systems. St.
John's law review, v. 57, fall 1982: 1-29.

"Article explores some of the problems in coordinating the state and
federal judicial systems from the perspective of a federal trial judge in
a large metropolitan area."

Reform of Federal court rulemaking procedures. Columbia law review, v. 76,
Oct. 1976: 905-964.

Article holds "that the power of courts to make their own procedural
rules is an integral aspect of judicial independence.

. . . Discusses
reforms necessary for a more effective and less abrasive exercise of rule-
making power."

Wheeler, Russell. Judicial reform. basic issues and references. Policy studies
journal, v. 8, autumn 1979: 134-149.

Presents an overview of "current issues and references in judicial
administration." Discusses such issues as court objectives, and judicial
management.

Wilson, James Q. Coping with crime. Criminal justice review, v. 1, fall 1976:
1-12.

"Discusses some objective and subjective reasons for the rise in the
crime rate in the late 1960's and early 1970's and presents a symptomatic
approach to dealing with this crime rate."

Crime and American culture. Public interest, no. 70, winter 1983: 22-48.
Tries "to explain the relationship between crime and the conditions of

American life" by looking at the historical development of crime.

Winberry, Philip B. Washington State court reform. State court journal, v. 4,
spring 1980: 3-8, 27-33.

Winkle, John W., III. Dimensions of judicial federalism. In Intergovernmental
relations in America today. Philadelphia, American Academy of Political and
Social Science, 1974. (Annals, v. 416, Nov. 1974) p. 67-76.

"Distribution of power between national and subnational judiciaries
is a zignificant yet often overlooked dimension of American federalism.

Jurisdictional overlap between state and federal courts has long generated
administrative and political tensions that strike at the heart of inter-
g,vernmental viability."

It RESOLVED. THAT THE U.S. SHOULD ADOPT UNIFORM RULES GOVERNING THE CR1HINAL
INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE OF ALL PUBLIC LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
IN THE NATION

Adams, Nathan H. To catch a killer. the search for Ted Bundy. Reader's digest,
v. 118, Har. 1981: 202-209, 226, 228-230, 235-237.

Reports on the extensive criminal investigation used to finally capture
Theodore Bundy.

Allinson, Richard S. Police accreditation: a new effort to set standards. Police
magazine, v. 3, Jan. 1980: 52-54.

Describes the Accreditation Program for Law Enforcement Agencies which
would set up performance standards for police departments.

Belknap, Michel R. Uncooperative Federalism: the %ailure of the Bureau of
Investigation's intergovernmental attack on radicalism. Publius, v. 12,
spring 1982: 25-47.

Finds that a tradition of "opposition to the extensive supervision and
control of local law enforcement by the national government" contributed in
largo part to the failure of the Bureau of Investigation (now the FBI) to
destroy the newly organized American Communist movement in the early 1920a,
using series of prosecutions under State sedition and criminal syndicalism
laws.
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Brancato, Gi,ds, and Elliot E. Polebsum. The rights of police officers. New

York, Avon Books, c1981. 206 p. (American Civil Liberties Union handbook)

Brill, Steven. Entrapped? American lawyer, v. 5, Jan. 1983; 1, 73-80.

Examines the actions of investigators and prosecutors in three FBI

undercover "zlengs"--the De Loreen cocaine arrest, the Hitachi-lBM computer

trade-secret theft, and particularly the Abscam operation--to demonstrate

"the prosecutorial abuses these kinds of cases allow." The author argues

that stings should be limited to ongoing criminal activity.

Cann, Steven, and Bob Egbert. The exclusionary rule: its necessity in consti-

tutional democracy. Howard law journal, v. 23, no. 2, 1980: 299-323.

Article notes with alarm the bar's and the legal literature's criticisms

of the exclusionary rule and challenges "the assumptions that the primary

purpose of the exclusionary rule is to deter and that as a deterrent it is

effective."

Canon, Bradley, and Steven R. Schlesinger. (Exclusionary rule) Judicature,

v. 62, Mar. 1979: 398-409; Apr.: 455-456.

Two social scientists discuss a question in the continuing debate over

the exclusionary rule of evidence: does the rule really deter police from

making illegal searches?

Cawley, Donald F., and others. Managing criminal investigations manual.

(Washington) Office of Technology Transfer, National Institute of Law Enforce-

ment and Criminal Justice, 1977. 252 p.

Partial contents.--The investigative roles of patrol. --Case screening.--

Managemeut of the continuing investigation.--Police-prosecutor
relations.- -

The monitoring system.--Organization and allocation of resources.

Chaiken, Jan H., Peter W. Greenwood, and Joan Petersilia. The criminal investi-

gation process: a summary report. Policy analysis, v. 3, spring 1977: 187-217.

"The authors discuss the methodology, findings, and policy implications

of Rand's nationwide study of the criminal investigation process in municipel

and county police departments."

Collins, Ronald K. L., and Robert Welsh. Miranda's fate in the Burger Court.

Center magazine, v. 13, Sept.-Oct. 1980: 43-52.
Analyzes the effect of the Supreme Court's decision in Rhode Island v

Innis in the use of Miranda in police interrogation.

Creamer, J. Shane. The law of , search, and seizure. 3d ed. New York,

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, c1980. 653 p.

Cronin, Thomas E., Tania Z. Cronin, and Michael E. Hilakovich. U.S. v. crime

in the streets. Bloomington, Indiana University Press, c1981. 212 p.

A history of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

Daley, Robert. The search for 'Sam': why it took so long. New York, v. 10, Aug.

22, 1977: 37-38, 43-45.
Using the search for "Son of Sam" as an example, the author analyzes

whether the New York detective is able to cope with modern crimes.

DeLesseps, Suzanne. Crime reduction: reality or illusion. (Washington, Congres-

sional Quarterly) 1977. 539-555 p. (Editorial research reports, 1977, v. 2,

no. 3)
Partial contents.--Criminal activity in America.--Past efforts to control

crime.--Directions of future efforts.

Dieg.Iman, Robert Y. Federal financial assistance fur crime control: lessons of

the um experieuce. Journal of criminal law 6 criminology, v. 73, fall

1982: 994-1011.
Examines the 13-year history of the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-

tration, concentrating on the flaws in the program.
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Gage, Nicholas, and Joan Gage. 'Don't call me an informant.' New York times
magazine, July 11, 1976: 16, 42-43.

"Irwin Nadborn makes his living by posing as venous underworld figures.
His impersonations have led to many arrests --and a few misgivings."

Gage, Theodore. Cops, inc. Reason, v. 14, Nov. 1982: 23-28.
"Police forces run by profit-making firms? Several small towns have

found that it's good for the budget and good for the citizens. A REASON
investigation takes you to the scene to see how it works--and who's opposed
to the innovation."

Greenberg, Llene, and Robert W n. managing criminal investigations.
Washington, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, for
sale by the Supt. of Does., G.P.O., 1979. 132 p.

Outlines "a range of options for better management of the police
investigative" functions. Outlines the elements which compose a managed
program. These elements include: "initial investigation, case screening,
managing the continuing investigation, police-prosecutor relations, and
investigative monitoring system."

Hagerty, James Emmett. Criminal justice: toward a new Federal role. Public
administration review, v. 38, Mar.-Apr. 1978: 173-176.

Advocates five reforms for the LEAA program.

Horgan, William P. A look at local control and efforts toward consolidation of
police service. Journal of police science and administration, v. 8, Mar.
1980: 1-4.

Concludes that "small communities as well a* larger cities and towns
will have to take a closer look at some type of regionalization of police
services. Whether it be a partial type of regionalized services, such as a
central agency to cope with the major crimes, or a total regionalized
service, the decision will ultimately be made by the citizenry in their
demand for better law enforcement."

Kamisar, Yale. The search and seizure of America. Human rights, v. 10, winter
1982: 14-17, 46-47.

Contends that "the movement to destroy the exclusionary rule is growing
in momentum. Its success could cripple our system of justice."

Kleinman, David Marc. Out of the shadows and into the files. who should control
informants? Police magazine, v. 3, Nov. 1980: 36-44.

"The debate over the use of informers comes down to this question: who
should 'own' them--the detectives or the department?"

Krajick, Kevin. Consolidation. Police magazine, v. 2, Jan. 1979: 47-56.
Considers both the benefit* and the problems which occur when small

police departments are consolidated into larger units. Focuses on the
experience of the Clark County, Nevada shorties department and the Las Vegas
City police who were consolidated into one Alit, the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police.

Leepson, Marc, and Hoyt Gimlin. Violent crime's return to prominence.
'Washington, Congressional Quarterly) 1981. 191-208 p. (Editorial
reports, 1981, v. 1, no. 10)

Contents.- -Question of crime's increase.--Washington's changing strategy.
--Revival of gun control issue.

Lindgren, James. Organizational and other constraints on controlling the use of
deadly force by police. In Gun control. Philadelphia, American Academy of
Political and Social Science, 1981. (Annals, v. 455, May 1981) p. 110-119.

"?he structure of police departments, the nature of the decision to fire
a gun, and the pressures on the review of the use of deadly force all make
reducing the unnecessary use of force difficult. In addition, as long as
the density of guns in a coemunity is high, police policymaking is further
restricted."
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Ltnowes, David F. Must personal privacy die in the computer age? American Bar
Association journal, v. 65, Aug. 1979: 1180-1184.

Asserts that because "computer technology enables sophisticated eaves-
droppers to know all about" Individual's activities, Federal legislation in
this area is needed.

Maitland, Leslie. At the heart of the Abscsm debate. New York times magazine,
July 25, 1982: 22 -23, 29-31, 40, 44.

"The Abscam investigation raised doubts about the legality of the
F.B.I.'s use of covert techniques. These are now being questioned by
Congress and the courts."

Martin, Carol ,.nn. Befits of criminal investigation. a selected bibliography.
Monticello, Ill., Vance Bibliographies, 1980. 41 p. (Public administration
series: bibliography P-571)

Presents information on such aspects of the criminal investigation as
organizing investigations, report writing, interviewing, note-taking, col-
lection and marking of evidence, and court procedure.

Moore. Mark P., and George L. Kelling. "To serve and protect": learning from
police history. Public interest, no. 70, winter 1983: 49-65.

"Reviews the history of American policing and notes some of the paths
abandoned along the way."

Offenburger, Charles. Contract policing. who will pay the bill? Police

magazine, v. 2, Jan. 1979: 57-60.
Reviews the background of the unified, county-wide law enforcement

syste presently in use in Decatur County, Iowa. The original grant for
unifying and upgrading the sheriff's department came from LEAA but with its
expiration and no permanent funding arrangement, there is doubt each year
whether taxpayers will continue to support the system,

The Police and violence. Philadelphia, American Academy of Political and Social

Science, 1980. 211 p. (Annals, v. 452, Nov. 1980)
Partial contents.--What can the police do about violence? by J. Wilson.

--Power attracts violence, by V. Muir, Jr.--Killing the police: myths and
motives, by N. Margarita.--Police shootings at minorities: the case of Los
Angeles, by N. Meyer.--Controlling police use of deadly force, by A. Reiss,
Jr.Beyond account: the personal impact of police shootings, by J. Van
Mennen.

Rosenblatt, Albert N., and Julia Carlson Rosenblatt. A legal house of cards.

Harper's magazine, v, 255, July 1977: 18-21.
Argues that the exclusionary rule has failed to deter illegal police

searches, contributed to delayed or deferred justice for criminals, encouraged
police perjury and altenstsd the public from the workings of the criminal

justtce system. The authors hold that the rule should distinguish between
deliberate and inadvertent improper searches and seizures.

Schwartz, Herman. Time to get the bugs out. Nation, v. 231, Oct. 25, 1980:

401-403.
Expresses alarm at the growing use of the "room bug" as an investigative

tool. Calling this all-hearing form of electronic surveillance ouch worse
than a wiretap, which hears only telephone conversations, the author worries
that improved technology will bring about still greater recourse to bugs.

Twentieth Century Fund. Task Force on the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-

tration. Law enforcement: the Federal role, report. New York, McGraw-Hill

119761 145 p.

Report "calls for a fundamental restructuring of LEAA and its relation-
ship with state and local agencies."

Includes a background paper by Victor Navasky with Darrell Paster.

u.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Outlook for multi-

state regional intelligence projects; twelfth report. Washington, G.P.O.,

1981. 16 2. (Report, House, 97th Congress, 1st session, no. 97-280)
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Government and
Individual Rights Subcommittee. Multistate regional intelligence projects.
Hearings, 97th Cong., 1st seas. May 27 and 28, 1981. Washington, C.P.O.,
1981. 294 p.

The relationship between the Department of Justice and the State/local
criminal justice communities. Hearing, 97th Cong., 2nd seas. Dec. 9, 1982.
Washington, G.F.O., 1983. 91 p.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights. FBI undercover guidelines. Oversight hearings,
97th Cong., 1st seas. Washington, c.r.o., 1981. 183 p.

"Serial no. 18"

Hearings held Feb. 19-26, 1981.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Consti-
tutional Rights. Surveillance technology--1976; policy and implications:
an analysis and compendium of materials. Washington, For sale by the Supt.
of Docs., G.P.O., 1976. 1280 p.

At head of title: 94th Cong., 2d seas. Committee print.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Juvenile
Justice. Federal financial assistance to State and local law enforcement.
Hearings, 97th Cong., 2nd sees., on oversight hearings on proposed legis-
lation providing Federal financial assistance to State and local law enforce-
ment agencies, and to review the effects of budgetary reductions for criminal
justice assistance programs; and on H.R. 4461. Washington, G.P.O., 1982.
201 p.

"Serial no. J-97-105"
Hearings held Feb. 11 and Mar. 18, 1982.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Security
and Terrorism. Domestic security (Levi) guidelines. Hearings, 97th Cong.,
2nd seas. Washington, c.r.o., 1983. 587 p.

"Serial no. J-97-124"

Hearings held June 24-Aug. 12, 1982.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement Undercover
Activities of Components of the Department of Justice. Final report to
the U.S. Senate. Washington, G.F.O., 1983. 790 p. (Report, Senate, 97th
Cong sssss 2nd session, no. 97-682)

Partial contents.--The Attorney General's guidelines.--The Abscam
operation: an example of the benefits and risks of a long term, complex
FBI undercover operation and a demonstration of the need for modifications
to existing statutes, guidelines, and operational procedures.--Other under-
cover operations of the Department of Justice. -- Recommendations for legis-
lation.

U.S. Dept. of Justice. Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime. Final
report. Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Docs., G.F.O., 1981. 94 p.

Contents. -- Federal law and its enforcement.--Criminal procedure.- -

Federalism in criminal justice.--Juvenile crime. -- Victims of crime.

Wadman, Robert C., and Don Svet. Rules and regulations for State and local law
enforcement agencies. Springfield, Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 1975. 93 p.

This work discusses such issues as arrests, wearing and carrying of
the badge, conduct at line ups, confidential information, prisoner and
suspect control, and other topics.

Webster, Willis. H. Why the FBI uses undercover agents. U.S. news 6 world
report, v. 93, Aug. 16, 1982: 50-52.

"Covert operatives neither 'create crime' nor 'entrap' the innocent,
asserts the chief of the elite law enforcement agency in answer to charges
by critics."
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Wilson, James Q. Broken windows, the police and neighborhood safety, by Janes

Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling. Atlantic monthly, v. 249, Mar. 1982:

29-36, 38.
Examines the factors which cause citizens to be fearful of crime.

Looks at the effect of different kinds of police activities for dealing
with crime.

Bugging', break-ins & the FBI. Commentary, v. 65, June 1978: 52-58.
Presents the recent history of wiretapping and surreptitious entries

by the FBI, and comments on the indictments of L. Patrick Gray, W. Hark
Felt, and Edward S. Hiller. Reviews the laws governing unconventional
investigative techniques and concludes that there are reasonable grounds
fur warrantless surveillances in SOWS cases.

The changing FBI--the road to Abscam. Public interest, no. 59, spring

1980: 3-14.
Denies charges growing out of the FBI's Abscam and other "sting"

investigations "that the Bureau has launched a 'vendetta' against Congress
or that it is 'out of control.' It is nothing of the kind. It is an

organization that is following out the logic of changes and procedures
adopted to meet the explicit demand of Congress" to redirect its energies
toward organized and white-collar crime.

III. RESOLVED. THAT THE U.S. SHOULD ESTABLISH UNIFORM RULES GOVERNING
THE PROCEDURE OF ALL CIVIL COURTS IN THE NATION

Bell, Griffin B. Improving the justice system. Trial, v. 13, Nov. 1977: 22-25.

Attorney General discusses how the administration of justice in this
country could be improved, focusing on "matters of special interest to
lawyers involved in civil litigation." His proposals include increasing
the number of magistrates, using arbitration in the Federal courts for
certain types of civil cases, and restricting diversity jurisdiction in
some cases.

Brazil, Wayne D. The adversary character of civil discovery: a critique and

proposals for change. Vanderbilt law review, v. 31, Nov. 1978: 1295-1361.

Article maintains "that the ad y character of civil discovery, with
substantial reinforcement from the economic structure of our legal system,
promotes practices that systematically impede the attainment of the principal

purposes for which discovery was designed. The adversary structure of the

discovery machinery creates significant functional difficulties for, and
imposes costly economic burdens on, our system of dispute resolution."

Brill, Steven. Columbus diary. American lawyer, v. 3, July 1981: 32-40.
Examines how well the civil legal system worked on one day in one place

(Law Day 1981 in Columbus, Ohio), finding, contrary to recent criticisis
about the quality of American justice, that in Columbus, "most people like
their lawyers, and the lawyers perform well in a system that peaceably and

without too much delay resolves disputes."

Brown, Winifred R. Federal rulemaking. problems and possibilities. (Washington)

Federal Judicial Center, 1981. 140 p.

Analyzes process by which civil rules are promulgated by the courts
and examines possible improvements in this system.
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Cohn, Sherman L. Federal discovery. a survey of local rules and practices in
view of proposed changes to the Federal rules. Minnesota law review, v. 63,
Jan. 1979: 253-297.

Article examines local "attempts to limit the consumption of judicial
resources, to expedite the discovery process, the curb abuses in the use of
discovery methods and to provide for more effective sanctions. A comparison
is made between these local practices and the reforms that have been proposed
by the Advisory Committee, the ABA, and the Second Circuit Commission. This
Article is based on an examination of the local rules of the district courts
and an informal survey of federal district courts by he Federal Judicial
Center."

DeSesfe, Randolphe J. A. A plea for the creation of commercial courts. New
England law review, v. 17, no. 2, 1982: 437-459.

"Article proposes a new systematic approach to the litigation of com-
mercial . The author advocates a special commercial court institution
based upon expedient procedures and the expertise of those charged with its
management. The impetus for this proposal originates from the current over-
abundance of civil suits clogging the state and federal courts."

Engel, David M., and Eric H. Steele. Civil cases and society. process and order
in the civil justice system. American Bar Foundation research journal,
v. 1979, spring 1979: 295-346.

"The first part of this essay focuses on what the civil justice system
is and does. It presents a five-stage model of civil case proceedings and
examines relationships between this model and the criminal justice system.
The second part of the essay considers this model in a broader context.
Here the authors examine two paradigms of civil case processing and their
implications for the implementation of legal 'torn. and the pursuit of justice
in society."

Flanders, Steven. In p f local rules. Judicature, v. 62, June-July 078:
28-36.

"Local court rules may not be popular among scholars, but they are
rarely criticized by those who practice in the federal courts." Argues
that "local rules do not undermine uniformity of national procedure signifi-
cantly, that the problems that exist are exceptional and remediable, not
systemic, that many of the criticisms against local rules do not stand up
under close scrutiny, and that local rules constitute a very important tool
for district court administration."

Frankel, Marvin E. Prom private fights toward public justice. New York
University law review, v. 51, Oct. 1976: 516-537.

"The American values of individualism and competition have shaped our
system of trials and procedure, producing the ad y model. Public

authorities have traditionally taken only the passive role of umpire In
settling private disputes. The author . . . urges public authorities to
take a stronger hand in resolving private quarrels."

Friedman, Barry Evan. Computer discovery in Federal litigation: playing by the
roles. Georgetown law journal, v. 69, Aug. 1981: 1465-1494.

Comment "Illustrates the ready applicability of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure to computer-aided discovery (and] . . . offers inter-
pretation of the rules to solve problems that the courts have addressed
Inappropriately."

Gordon, Storrow Moss. Manageability under the proposed Uniform Class Actions
Act. Southwestern law journal, v. 31, summer 1977: 715-738.

Article "examines the means by which the Uniform Class Actions Act
attempts to solve the manageability problems which have arisen under the
federal rule, analyzes the policy decisions embodied in the Act, and
delineated some of the consequences of the Act for class action litigants
in the state courts."
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Holland, Kenneth H. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Law & policy quarterly,
v. 3, Apr. 1981: 209-224.

"The success rate of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is evaluated
in the light of 42 years of experience under them and of alternative modes
of adjucating civil disputes. The intentions of the rules' framers are
explored as are hypotheses as to why they have been only partially successful.
nn the basis of this analysis, the author argues that adversary presentation

and prosecution must be modified in the direction of a system of direct
inquiry by the court and of active judicial management of disputes to settle-
ment or trial."

Johnson, Earl, Valerie Kantor, and Elizabeth Schwartz. Outside the courts.
State court journal, v. 1, spring 1977: 3-5, 34-47.

"Commissioned by the National Center [for State Courts) because of the
growing interest in dispute resolution by methods outside the formal judicial
system, Outside the Courts: A Survey of Alternatives to Civil Litigation
describes important alternatives to the dispute resolution tasks presently
assigned almost exclusively to the courts. This excerpt from the recently
released publication presents important considerations for this method of
judicial reform."

Kane, Nary Kay. Civil procedure in a nutshell. St. Paul, West Pub. Co., 1979.
271 p. (Nutshell series)

Provides an introduction to and compact overview of civil procedure.

Kersten, Montgomery. Preserving the right to jury trial in complex civil cases.
Stanford law review, v. 32, Nov. 1979: 99-120.

Comment concludes that "our flexible system of civil procedure currently
provides safeguards that can guarantee the parties their constitutional rights
to fair trial before a jury in complex federal civil cases."

Litigation symposium. California law review, v. 69, Hay 1981: 647-836.
Partial contents. - -The Federal judge as a case manager: the new role in

guiding a case from filing to disposition, by R. Peckham.--A divided Supreme
Court adopts discovery amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
by J. Friedenthal.

Marcus, Richard L. Reducing court costs end delay: the potential impact of the
proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Judicature,
v. 66, Har. 1983: 363-370.

Asserts that "although they impose few requirements, the new amendments
to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provide a framework for more aggressise
pre-trial control by the judge."

Pierson. Carl. Justice Inc.. a proposal for a profit-making court. Juris doctor,
v. 8, Her. 1978: 32, 34, 37-41.

President of Paralegal Institute, Inc., discusses his newly established
"National Private Court" (NPC). "The NPC is a national courr system parallel
to the federal court system, except that litigation (after one appeal) is
completed within three months, litigation costs are low; judges, selected
and paid by the parties, are experienced in the same type of litigation;
judges have sufficient time to hear all meritorious claims and defenses; and
NPC proceedings take place in the law office of the judge."

Petito, Susan R. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52(a) and the scope of appel-
late fact review, has application of the clearly erroneous rule been clearly
erroneous? St. John's law review, v. 52, fall 1977: 68-91.

Comment finds that the application of the rule allowing appellate courts
to set aside "clearly erroneous" findings of face has "in cases where the
evidence is documentary or undisputed . . . been anything but uniform."
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Rochelle, Ann M. Wyoming's Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act. statutory and case
law analysis. Land and water law review, v. 16, no. 1, 1981: 243-267.

"In analyzing Wyoming's Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act, its con-
struction, interpretation and application, this comment . . . reviews the
history of declaratory relief, the enactment of the Uniform Act; present*
an overview of Wyoming's statutory declaratory relief law and Rule 57 of
the Wyoming Rules on Civil Procedure; examines the availability of declara-
tory relief, focusing on the uniqueness of the remedy of declaratory relief,
the issue of a justiciable controversy, the availability of alternative
remedies, and the requirement of interested parties; details the pleadings
and procedure by which declaratory relief is obtained; and discusses the
applications of Wyoming's Act to specific situations in the case law."

Scher, Irving. Opening State courts to class actions: the Uniform Class Action
Act. Business lawyer, v. 32, Nov. 1976: 75 -98.

Article outlines provisions of the Uniform Class ActionsAct recom-
mended for enactment by state legislatures by the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State laws. The act and commentary on it are
presented on p. 83-98.

Seltzer, Cheryl E. California's pilot project in economical litigation. Southern
California law review, v. 53, July 1980: 1497-1525.

Comment "explores the history of discovery in California civil cases,
along with the goals that prompted the development of discovery procedures.

The ELP (Economical Litigation Pilot( Project is then compared to both the
early and present California discovery rules. Additionally, similarities
between the project's procedures and the procedures in arbitration pro-
ceedings, workers' compensation hearings, administrative hearings, small
claims court proceedings, Jnd the federal court system are discussed. This
Note examines the pilot project rules applicable to the municipal and
superior courts, and sets forth some preliminary results of the experiment."

Thibaut, John, and Laurens Walker. A theory of procedure. California law
review, v. 66, Hay 1976: 541-566.

"The search for the most effective conflict resolution procedure re-
quires identification of the primary objective in resolving different kinds
of disputes. This Article focuses on the kind of disputes considered in
the legal system and draws on the results of the authors' empirical studies
to develop a general theory of procedure for attaining the objectives of
'truth' and 'justice' in situations of congnitive conflict, conflict of
interest, and in 'mixed' disputes."

U.S. Administrative Office of the United States Courts. The United States
courts: a pictorial summary through the twelve-month period ended June 30,
1979. Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Does., C.F.°, 1979. 23 p.

Presents charts, graphs, and statistical information on the increase
in the civil and appellate court case loads during the twelve-month period,
on jury use and on duties performed by magistrates.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Citizens
and Shareholders Rights and Remedies. Citizens' Access to the Courts Act
of 1978. Hearing, 95th Cong., 2nd sees., on S. 2390. Part 1. Apr. 20, 1978.
Washington, G.P.O., 1976. 70 p.

"S. 2390 to amend title 28, United States Code, to reduce financial
barriers to citizens' access to the courts for violations of their rights."

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Improve-
ments in Judicial Machinery. Equal access to courts. Hearing, 95th Cong.,
2nd mess., on S. 2354. Mar. 13, 1978. Washington, C.P.O., 1978. 103 p.
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U.S. General Accounting Office. Better management can ease Federal, civil case
backlog, report to the Congress by the Comptroller Genera of the United
States. (Washington) 1981. 59 p.

"CCD-81-2, Feb. 24, 1981"
"The number of pending civil cases in Federal district courts increased

over 70,000 between 1974 and 1979, creating concern on the part of the
Congress, the Judiciary, the Department of Justice, and the public. GAO
vesited nine courts and found that the intensity of the backlog problem was
directly related to the efficiency of case management. Ineffective use of
personnel and an inadequate number of judges also affected the processing of
civil cases. GAO recommends modifying the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
as an appropriate way to help reduce the backlog. The Administrative Office
of the United States Courts disagrees. In contrast, four chief judges and
the Justice Department agree that a modification providing for flexible time
frames would improve the efficiency of the civil process."

U.S. Laws, statutes, etc. Rules of Civil Procedure for the United States
District Courts. Washington, G.P.O., 1982. 101 p.

At head of title: 97th Cong., 2nd seas. Committee print no. 19.
"Printed for the use of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Repre-

sentatives."

U.S. Supreme Court. Amendments to the Federal Rules of Ctvtl Procedure; commune-
cation from the Chief Justice of the United States. Washington, G.P.0,, 1982.
388 p. (Document, House, 97th Congress, 2nd session, no. 97-173)

IV. RESOLVED, THAT THE U.S. SHOULD ESTABLISH UNIFORM RULES GOVERNING THE
PROCEDURE OF ALL CRIMINAL COURTS IN THE NATION

American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research. Reform of Federal
criminal laws. Washington (19781 54 p. (Legislative analysis, 95th Cong.,
no. 26)

This study reviews the bills pending in Congress which will "simplify,
update, systematize, and revise criminal statutes involving the more serious
offenses."

Berman, Joel J. Sentencing reform of S. 1437. well guidelines. work? Harvard
journal on legislation, v. 17, winter 1980: 98-122.

"Author suggests in this Note that Congress must outline precise sen-
tencin philosophies and lima se, sting criteria before any new bell can
adequ ely curtail the unwanted judicial discretion passable under current
law."

alum, Bill. S. l (Senate Bill Onej rides again. Progressive, v. 45, Dec. 1961;
39-41.

Examines legislative attempts to reintroduce S. 1-type Criminal Code
reform legislation in the 97th Congress.

Brody, Richard H. The proposed Federal Criminal Code. an unwarranted expansion
en Federst criminal jurisdiction. Ohio State law journal, v. 39, no. 1,
1978: 132 -157.

Comment opposes the proposed code (S. 1437 of the 95th Congress) because
it "contains new and startling expansions of federal jurisdtetton--the power
,f the federal government to define and punish criminal activity --over what
has previously been considered 'intrastate' crime."

Cstn, Anthony A., and Meojorie Kravitz. Jury reform. a selected bibliography.
)Washington) U.S. L4 Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1978, 39 p.

"This btbliographi has been compiled from documents in the collection
of the National Criminal Justice Reference Service with the goal of pro-
viding jury commissioners, court admintstrators, and others interested en
jury reform, with a resource that well assist them in weighing the venous
proposals for jury reform."
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Chaiken, J., and others. Criminal justice models. an overview. (Washington)
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (for sale by the
Sopt. of Does., G.P.O.) 1976. 162 p.

"Criminal justice agencies have been among the last to adopt computer
models to the planning and decisionmaking processin part, because it is
only recently that the criminal justice system has been treated as system,
rather than series of unrelated parts. This study searches out examples of
the best existing criminal justice simulations, describes their character-
istics, and discusses their value for criminal justice agencies."

Chandler, William B., III, and Alan C. Runyan. The new Federal Rules of Evidence
and South Carolina evidentiary law, a comparison and critical analysis. South
Carolina law review, v. 28, Feb. 1977: 481-563.

Comment supports the need for a uniform system of State rules of evi-
dence which is codified and easily accessible and suggests that South Carolina
should adopt a code similar to the Federal Rules of Evidence. Notes that the
State codification should also include references to the areas of the law
which differ from the Federal rules.

,ohodas, Nadine. New movement on Criminal Code reform. Congressional quarterly
weekly report, v. 37, Sept. 1. 1979: la99-1906.

Discusses the Federal Criminal 4 de bills which will be considered in
hearings in both the House and Senate. Discusses how bills in the 96th
Congress differ from earlier versions of the proposed Federal Criminal Code
reform legislation.

Sentencing reform measures seek to reduce disparities. Congressional
quarterly weekly report, v. 41, Feb. 12, 1983: 337-340.

Examines proposals in the 98th Congress to reform sentencing laws.
"Unlike previous years, when sentencing legislation was part of omnibus crimi-
nal code reform bills, the issue this year is likely to emerge in separate
proposals designed only to improve the sentencing system. This strategy is
intended to . . focus solely on sentencing and avoid the disputes that
invariably arise when more wide-ranging criminal law reform bills are debated."

Cole, George F. Will definite sentences make a difference? Judicature, v. 61,
Aug. 1477' 58-65.

"Legislatures in more than thirteen states are considering criminal
coder that emphasize deserved punishment rather than rehabilitation."
Considers the impact of this change in attitude.

Comparative ,.riminal justice issues in the United States, West Germany, England
and France; symposium. Maryland law review, v. 42, no. 1, 1983: 1-195.

The focus of this symposium is on sentencing in the four nations.

Conley, John A. Criminal justice history as a field of research. a review of
the literature, 1960-1975. Journal of criminal justice, v. 5, spring 1977:
II-28.

Analyzes selected historical criminal justice texts and standard refer-
ence sources published during the past decade. Contends that "scholars in
the United States have not investigated the historical roots of criminal
justice and as a result the literature and curricula of criminal justice
educational programs portray a narrow contemporary perspective."

CONtact, inc. Let the punishment fit the crime. Lincoln, Neb., 1978. 155 p.
"Presents an overview of the sentencing structure, beginning with the

pertinent standards and goals promulgated by the National Advisory Commission
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals."

Coun,i1 of State Governments. The handbook on interstate crime control (1978
edition). Lexington, Ky., 1978. 160 p. (Council of State Governments.
RM-654)

Presents "copies of uniform laws and interstate compacts, the regulations
called for thereunder, the legal forms for their proper enforcement, and
other similar basic sources of information for ready reference by officials
engaged in interstate crime control."

1R -817 0 - 83 - 57 864
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Criminal justice: law and politics. 3rd ed. North Scituate, Hass., Duxberry

Press, c1980. 479 p.
This book is comprised of essays by a variety of authors on such aspects

of the criminal Justice system as the police, administration of justice,
prosecution, defense attorneys, courts, corrections, and judicial reform.

Criminal process in the seventies. Law and contemporary problems, v. 41, winter

1977: whole issue.
Contents.--Reform of the Federal criminal laws: issues, tactics, and

prospects, by L. Schwartz.--Reform of State criminal law and procedure, by
B. George, Jr.--Pleading guilty: a critique of four models, by H. Uviller.
--Current perspectives an corrections: a cacophony, by H. Miller.--Punishment
and crime: a critique of current findings concerning the preventive effects
of punishment, by P. Cook.--The uses of social science in trials with politi-
cal and racial overtones: the trial of Joan Little, by J. HcConahay, C. Mullin
and J. Frederick. - -Work release in North Carolina - -a program that works! by
A. Witte.--Specialization in criminal law, by H. Kahn and L. Kahn.

Criminal justice reform: a blueprint. Chicago, Published for Free Congress

Research and Education Foundation by Regnery/Gateway, c1983. 273 p.

Contents.--Criminal justice reform: a blueprint, by R. Rader and
P. McGuigan.--.Combatting the American epidemic, by E. Meese, III.--The
Freedom of Information Act: changes needed, by W. Webster.--Youth crime
policies, by R. Woodson.--Drugs and crime: possibilities for reform, by
P. Nawkins.-Gun control, crime and freedom, by D. Hardy.- -The insanity
defense: recommendations for reform, by E. 2orinsky..--Bailing out a failed
law; the Constitution and pretrial deteltion, by R. Rader.^-Excluding the
exclusionary rule, by S. Schlesinger.--A proposal for habeas corpus reform,
by W. Smith.-Pornography and the First Amendment, by B. Taylor.--Federal
Tort Claims Act. possible reforms, by C. Grassley.--The forgotten victim,
by P. Laxalt.--Restoring the victim of crime, by F. Carrington and L. Duggan.
--Cremenal character and mercy, by R. Kirk.--A look at the court watch
concept, by D. Popeo.--Making criminal justice work, by W. Stanmeyer.

Deutsch, Stuart Jay, and Charles J. Malmborg. A comparison of sentencing

strategies between States. Evaluation review, v. 5, June 1981: 307-324.
"A dynamic descriptive model of the criminal justice system is imple-

mented for the states of Missouri and Texas. The differences between
sentencing strategies, prison population movements, and criminal behavior

patterns are examined. Results for optimization of sentencing strategy and

estimates for s-parate incapacitative and deterrent effects are provided
from the discrete time model in each state, and comparisons are offered."

Dubnolf, Caren. Pretrial publicity and due process in criminal proceedings.

Political science quarterly, v. 92, spring 1977: 89-108.
"Examines the roles of the Supreme Court and state appellate courts in

defining and upholding the constitutional right to an impartial criminal
trial in the face of prejudicial pretrial publicity . . . (and) concludes

that the Supreme Court refusal ro declare national standards has led to
widespread denial of judicial relief by most state courts."

Flanagan, Timothy, J David J. VanAlstyne, and Michael R. Gottfredson, eds.
Sour,ebook of criminal justice statistics- -7981. (Washington) U.S. Bureau

of Justice Statistics, 1982. 814 p.
Partial contents.--Criminal justice system characteristics.--Public

attitudes toward crime.--Nature of known offenses.--Persons arrested.- -

Judicial processing.--Correctional supervision.
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Fort, Burke O'Hara, sad others. Speedy trial, a selected bibliography and com-
parative analysis rf state speedy trial provisions. Rockville, Md., National
Criminal Justice Reference Service, 1978. 194 p.

This bibliography addresses such issues as "problems in the implemen-
tation of speedy trial acts, historical analysis of speedy trial acts; consti-
tutional rights of a speedy trial, remedies for denial of the right to a
speedy trial; discussions of conditions under which the speedy trial right
is derived, the impacts of speedy trial provisions on existing court systems;

speedy trial provisions and their effect on the quality of the judicial
process; and pretrial rights and remediee."

Foster, Jack D., and David H. Ashley. Suggested State legislation on criminal
justice standards and goals. Lexington, Ky., Council of State Governments
119761 36 p.

Contents.--Plea Negotiations Act.--Diversion Program Act.--Private
Security Licensing and Regulatory Act.

Gettinger, Stephen. Fixed sentencing becomes law in 3 States, other legislatures
wary. Corrections magazine, v. 3, Sept. 1977: 16-26, 28-30, 33, 36.

Surveys the States which have adopted determinate sentencing, citing the
variations in the laws and the effects they have on prison terms and prison
populations.

Gilles, Stephen. Congress overhauls the Laws. Nation, v. 222, Feb. 14, 1976:
172-177.

Reviews the legislative history and controversial provisions of S. 1,
the proposed revision and codification of Federal criminal law.

Greenberg, David F., and Drew Humphries. The cooptation of fixed sentencing
reform. Crime 6 delinquency, v. 26, Apr. 1980: 206-225.

"Criticism of indeterminate sentencing was initially advanced as part
of a larger radical program to transform American society. Yet recent
sentencing reform legislation legitimated by this criticism has taken on
a conservative character. This development is documented . . . and explained
in terms of political and social change over the past decade."

Gruhl, John. State supreme courts and the U.S. Supreme Court's post-Miranda
rulings. Journal of criminal law 6 criminology, v. 72, fall 1981: 886-913.

Article .oncludes that State supreme courts have eroded the U.S. Supreme
Court's Miranda principles, but no more than the Burger Court itself did in
subsequent decisions allowing less-blatant violations. The author found
generally that "the so them and midwestern'courts were most prone to erode
Miranda, while the western and eastern courts were least prone to do so."

The Supreme Court's post-Miranda rulings, impact on local prosecutors, by
John Gruhl and Cassia Spohn. Lay and policy quarterly, v. 3, Jan. 1981:
29-54.

"beginning in 1971, the Burger Court issued a series of rulings which
chipped away at the Miranda v. Arizona ruling. This article analyzes the
impact of this series of rulings on prosecuting attorneys from counties
with a population of 100,000 or more. The results indicate that prosecutors
perceive that the Court has changed the degree with which police most comply
with Miranda and that prosecutors approve of this, but that prosecutors are
not more likely to prosecute in cases where police committed alleged vio-
lations than they had been before 1971. This seems due to the fact that
prosecutors take their cues more from local courts, which reportedly require
strict compliance with Miranda, than from the Supreme Court."

Hager, Barry M. Another chance for revising grand juries. Congressional
quarterly weekly report, v. 35, May 7, 1977: 855-857.

"After years of hearings and debate, prospects in Congress for legis-
lation revising the nation's grand jury system appear to be growing stronger.
Charges of abuse of the system by the Justice Department and FBI have been
widespread since 1970. Hearings first were conducted on the subject in
1973. Now they are being held again."
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Hail, Jerome. Theory and reform of criminal law. Hastings law journal, v. 29,

Hay 1978: 893-919.
Article analyzes the origins of criminal law and asserts that "the

organization of the criminal law, expressing it. contextual significance,

and its foundation in a basic moral principle provide the general outline

of the policy that should guide reform."

Hamer, John. Criminal release system. (Washington, Congressional Quarterly)

1976. 441 -460 p. (Editorial research reports, 1976, v. 1, no. 23)

Partial contents.--Cases of 'revolving door' justice.--Evolvement of

release procedures.--Proposals for changing the system.

Hofatadter, Sarah K. Protecting State procedural rights in Federal court: a

new role for substantive due process. Stanford law review, v. 30, Hay 1978:

1019-1068.
Comment "proposes the exercise of federal jurisdiction to enforce state

statutes giving procedural protection to criminal defendants beyond minimum

constitutional requirements."

Inbau, Fred E., and Marvin E. Aspen. Criminal law for the layman; a guide for

citizen and student. 1st ed. Philadelphia, Chilton Books Co., 1970.

190 p. (Inbau law enforcement series)
This book is divided into the following broad topics and discusses

each in detail: crimes, legal process from arrest to appeal, criminal law

administration, and citizen's duty and protection.

Wish, Sanford H. Codifiers of the criminal law: Wechsler's predecessors.

Columbia law review, v. 78, June 1978: 1098-1144.
Article examines the works of four 19th-century criminal law codifiers

(Edward Livingston, Thomas Macaulay, James Stephen, and David Field) as

predecessors of Herbert Wechsler's Model Penal Code.

Kagan, Robert A., and others. The evolution of State supreme courts. Michigan

law review, v. 76, May 1978: 961-1005.
Article reports on a study of "how caseload size affected the structure

and business of American state suprem courts from 1870-1970. . . . Examines

toe various means states used to control supreme court caseloads, the politi-

cal problems involved, and the types of co:rts that have resulted. . .

Presents evidence that changes in court organization in response to caseload

pressure are accompanied by changes in the kinds of cases state supreme

courts hear, the style of their opinions, and the results of the cases."

Kennedy, Edward M., and John H.F. Shattuck. Pro L con: the Federal Criminal

Code. Trial, v. 15, Oct. 1979: 24-27, 36, 74.
In these two articles which comprise a pro-and-con discussion of the

proposed Federal Criminal Code, U.S. Senator Kennedy outlines the need for

these needs, whereas the legislative director for the American Civil Liberties

Union discusses his criticisms of the proposed code.

Ketcham, Orman W. National standards for juvenile justice. Virginia law review,

v, 63, Mar. 1977: 201-219.
Article "considers six of the Standards' more important modifications

in the philosophy, legal theory, and social goals of the juvenile court move-

ment and ten significant new rights that the Standards accord to juveniles."
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Knab, Karen Markle, ed. Courts of limited jurisdiction. a national survey.
Washington (National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice) for
sale by the Supt. of Docs., C.P.O., 1977. 423 p.

"The National Survey of Courts of Limited Jurisdiction was conducted by
the American Judicature Society, in cooperation with the American Judges
Association, to document the existing organization of limited- and special-
jurisdiction courts throughout the United States. The survey was designed
to identify the courts in each state which would be defined as having limited
or special jurisdiction, and to determine the qualifications of judicial
personnel, the nature of staff support, whether uniform procedures were
employed, the nature of court financing and the court's responsibility to
comply with state judicial administration requirements."

Kovler, Peter. The saga of son of S. 1. how the Criminal Code reform bill passed
the Senate. Civil liberties review, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1979: 10-18.

Describes negotiations within the Senate during the 95th Congress ove:
the Criminal Code reform bill (S. 1437) and problems with civil liberties
questions which prevented ',issue of the House counterpart. Expresses
reservations that the sentencing provisions would result in possible
infringements of civil liberties of Blacks and poor people particularly.

Lagoy, Stephen P., Frederick A. Hussey, and John H. Kramer. A comparative
. assessment of determinate sentencing in the four pioneer states. Crime &

delinquency, v. 24, Oct. 1978: 385-400.
"Examining the nature of the determinate sentencing schemes in the

four pioneer states, the authors compare and contrast the provisions for
determinacy- in each of the revised criminal codes, with the objective of
informing legislators, planners, and practitioners about the variatim
possible within the apparently straightforward guidelines established by
determinacy. Authors note vast dtfferences between the states in the
constraints on judges regarding the decision about whether to incarcerate,
in the deliminstion of judicial discretion in sentencing, in the specificity
of aggravating and mitigating factors, in the institutional use of good
time, in the range of possible penalties, and in the degree to which
determinate sentencing as practiced can look like indeterminate sentencing."

LaPeria, Susan S., David M. Horton, and Marjorie Kravitz. Criminal justice
periodicals. a selected bibliography. Washington (National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice) for sale by the Supt. of Docs., C.P.O.,
1979. 71 p.

"Selections are organized into eight thematic areas. Corrections and
Penology, Courts, Criminology Justice System, Criminal Law, Criminology,
Forensics, Juvenile Justice, and Law Enforcement."

Loewy, Arnold H. Criminal law in a nutshell. St. Paul, West Pub. Co., 1975.
302 p. (Nutshell series)

Provides an introduction and compact review of criminal law.

Maloney, John C., and Frank B. Raymond. A standardized presentence report. one
State's response. Federal probation, v. 41, June 1977: 40-42.

"In spite of the advantages of and need for standardized presentence
reports, many states have been frustrated in their attempts because of con-
flicting demands from judges, individual styles of investigating officers,
and fragmented probation systems. The authors relate how the Carolina
Probation, Parole and Pardon Board dealt successfully with such problems and
was able to develop, implement, and evaluate a high quality standaedized
presentence report."

McDonald, Lawrence P. The Criminal lode Reform Act is a statutory mousetrap.
Review of the news, v. 18, Mir. 3, 1982: 39-41, 43-44.

Lists "grave flaws" in S. 1630, the proposed omnibus reform of Federal
criminal laws, that are seen as contrary to the beliefs and interests of
conservatives.
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Moore, Merlyn D. A "normative" model for law enforcement in the criminal

justice system. Journal of police science and administration, v. 4, Mar.

1976: 71-81.
Analyzes the criminal justice system in systematic terms concentrating

on its input, mechanism, and output.

Nagel, Stuart, and Martin Neef. Improving the criminal justice process. Current

history, v. 71, July-Aug. 1976: 6-9, 32, 36.
"An important problem in improving the criminal justice process is how

to allocate the scarce resources of the criminal justice system, including
personnel, effort and, especially, budget dollars."

National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Uniform Law Commis-

sioners' Model Sentencing and Corrections Act. Washington (National Institute
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice( for sale by the Supt. of Docs.,

C.P.O., 1979. 447 p.
Proposed model act is divided into six articles. "Article 1 contains

general provisions including definitions and rule-making procedures. Article

2 establishes the organization of the Department of Corrections. . . .

Article 3 deals with sentencing. The Article establishes the fundamental
policies behind sentencing criminal defendants and the procedures for doing

so. . . . Article 4 contains provisions directly related to the treatment

of sentenced persons. The Article articulates the protected interests of
confined persons as well as requiring the establishment of grievance pro-

cedure. . . . Article 5 established a program for assisting the victims

of criminal offenses. Article 6 provides for the effective date of the Act
and governs the trarsttion from prior law to the provisions of the Act."

Neithercutt, M.G. Parole legislation. Federal probation, v. 42, Mar. 1977:

22-26.
Analyzes developments in the areas of determinate sentencing and parole

utility. Includes summaries of various state bills/laws on these issues.

Noam, Eli. Case quotas in the court. an analysis of the allocation of judicial

resources. Journal of research in crime and delinquency, v. 19, July 1982:

204-215.
"The paper develops analytic criteria for the selection of the optimal

'mix' of trials in a congested court system. It describes a model generating

case quotas for major categories of crime that maximizes the reduction in the
overall social losses due to crime. The empirical results for the District
of Columbia suggest that scarce court time should be heavily allocated to

trials for robbery and burglary."

Perlman, Harvey S., and Josephine R. Potuto. The Uniform Law Commissioners'
Model Sentencing and Corrections Act: an overview. Nebraska law review,

v. 58, no. 4, 1979: 925-964.
Article "discusses the major policy decisions which serve as the

foundation for the provisions of the Act. . . . Several of the major themes

of the Act are discussed with some examples of how these themes were incorpo-
ratzd into the statutory provisions."

Phillips, Lied. The criminal justice system: its technology and inefficiencies.
Journal of legal studies, v. 10, Juno 1941: 363-380.

Uses mathematical models to investigate "optimal distribution of
resources among branches of the criminal justice system such as police,
courts (plus prosecution), and corrections; and optimal allocation of
resources to the system." Finds a lack of coordination between branches
of the criminal justice system and excessive costs, particularly in larger

States.
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Potter, William C., II. The United States Sentencing Commission: a constitutional
delegation of congressional power. Indiana law journal, v. 55, fall 1979:
117-137.

Comment discusses how the Commission of Sentencing proposed in the
Federal Criminal Code revision legislation will "address the problem of
sentencing disparity." Presents philosophical and theoretical premises for
the commission and outlines "the suggested organizational structure c. the
Commission."

Prassel, Frank R. Criminal law, justice, and society. Santa Monica, Calif.,
Goodyear Pub. Co., c1979. 410 p.

This book explains the role of law as a means of social control, traces
the development of different legal systems, discusses the major types and
causes of crime, analyzes the phases of the criminal justice system, and
considers other topics related to criminal law.

Rogers, Tommy W. Redesigning the criminal justice system: a commentary on
selected potential strategies. Federal probation, v. 46, Mar. 1982: 49-54.

"Suggestions are made concerning modification of the criminal law
detection and apprehension strategies, improving the administrative and
judicial efficiency of courts, redressing system neglect of victims, and
utilization of research in planning and legislation."

Rubin, Rick J. Interjurisdictional merger of sentences: the need for an inter-
state compact. Colorado law review, v. 49, summer 1978: 473-491.

Comment proposes an interstate compact to eliminate inadequacies of the
present practice of concurrent sentencing of multijurisdictional offenders
by individual States.

Rubin, Sol. New sentencing proposals and laws in the 1970's. Federal probation,
v. 43, June 1979: 3-8.

"Not since the proliferation of indeterminate sentencing laws started
about 60 years ago in the United States has there been introduced as
striking a change in sentencing legislation and philosophical views as has
tone on the scene within the last few years. Briefly put, the acts and
philosophical statements support the repeal of the indeterminate sentence
and the abolition, or near abolition, of parole."

Sandercock, Margaret. What rights does an imprisoned person have before trial?
According to the Supreme Court, about the same rights as someone found guilty.
Human rights, v. 9, fall 1980: 40-43, 53-56.

Article holds that the Supreme Court's decision in Bell v. Wolfish (1979)
"set back a decade of judicial act,vism on the issue of pretrial detention.
In light of Bell v. Wolfish, it has become difficult for groups working for
social change in the area of prisoners' rights to use the courts to further
the rights of pretrial detainees."

SchwIrtz, Louis B. Reform of the Federal criminal laws: issues, tactics and
prospects. Duke law journal, v. 1977, Mar. 1977: 171-230.

Article contrasts three proposals for the reform and codification of
U.S. criminal law and examines the differences set forth in each proposal.
The first attempt was presented in the recommendations in the "Final Report"
of the National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws (Brown Commis-
sion). The second version was the bill introduced in the 93rd and 94th
Congresses 44 I. 1. The third version was that of the National Committee
Against Repressive Legislation and the American Civil Liberties Union, which
was not presented as an alternative reform, but rather "it concentrated on
A campaign to stop S. 1."

Smith, Richard A., and Richard E. Klosterman. Criminal justice planning: an
alternative nndel. Criminology, v. 17, Feb. 1980: 403-418.

Suggests in alternative model of criminal justice planning which deals
with the lack of criminal justice knowledge, the difficulty of defining
goals and priorities, and the need for timely and relevant information.
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Symposium on the policies and legal theories underlying the proposed Federal

Criminil Code. Journal of criminal law and criminology, v. 72, summer 1981:

381-636.
Contents.--Foreword: evaluating a proposed criminal code, by A.

Dershowitz.--Extraterritorial jurisdiction and the proposed Federal Criminal

Code, by K. Feinberg.--Criminal liability for life-endangering corporate
conduct, by W. Spurgesn and T. Fagan.--Competency to stand trial under the
Senate and House proposed revisions of the Federal Criminal Code, by L.
Romero.--Some thoughts on the culpability provisions of the proposed Federal
Criminal Code, by 0. Robinson, Jr.--Sentence decisionmaking: the logic of
sentence decisions and the extent and sources of sentence disparity, by K.
Clancy, and others--A practical look at the sentencing provisions of S. 1722,
by G. Tjoflat.--A legal bibliography on the proposed Federal Criminal Code.

Thatcher, Gary. Justice in America. making it work. Christian Science monitor,

Nov. 27, 1978: 1, 12-13; Nov. 28: 14-15; Nov. 29: 14-15; Nov. 30: 12-13;

Dec. 1: 14-15.
Five-pan series examines changes in the American criminal justice

system since the Christian Science Monitor published its series, "Crisis in

the Courts," ten years ago. Argues that "people are questioning the whole

adversary system." The reporter notes that he saw "all-too-familiar signs
of sloth and ineptitude -- bailiffs lazing around idle courtrooms, clerks and

spectators falling asleep as judges droned on in numbing legalese, and
bewildered citizens buffeted about by 'the system' that, at least in theory,

is designed to serve them." Notes also the emergence of alternatives to the

courts ("new forums to settle disputes, usually without judges and often

without lawyers"), which the reporter termed as "hopeful."

Tonry, Michael H. Real offense sentencing. the Model Sentencing and Corrections

Act. Journal of criminal law i criminology, v. 72, inter 1981: 1550-1596.
"The Uniform Law Coeisissioners recently adopted a Model Sentencing and

Corrections Act. It provides for the creation of a sentencing commission

that would promulgate guidelines for sentencing. In the ordinary case, the

judge would be expected to impose the sentence indicated by the applicable

guideline. Defendants would be entitled to appeal the sentence imposed. To

forestall or frustrate prosecutorial manipulation of the guidelines by means
of charge dismissals and plea bargains, the Model At separates sanctions
from the substantive criminal law by directing the probation officer, the
judge, and any appellate court to base sentencing considerations not on the
offense of conviction but on the defendant's 'actual offense behavior.'"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Criminal Code Revision Act

of 1980; report together with additional, separate, supplemental, and dis-

senting views to accompany H.R. 6915, including cost estimate of the Congres-

sional Budget Office. Washington, G.P.O., 1980. 758 p. (Report, House,

96th Congress, 2nd session, no. 96-1396)

Federal Court Reform Act of 1982, report to accompany H.R. 6872 which, on
July 27, 1982, was referred jointly to the Committee on the Judiciary and
the Committee on Education and Labor including cost estimate of the Congres-

sional Budget Office. Washington, G.P.O., 1982. 93 p. (Report, House, 97th

Congress, 2nd session, no. 97-824, part 1)

Outline of provisions of title I of H.R. 6915, "Criminal Code Revision Act

of 1980." Washington, G.P.O., 1980. 102 p.

At head of title: 96th Cong., 2d seas. Committee print.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal

Justice. Revision of the Federal Criminal Code. Hearings, 96th Cong., 1st

less. Washington, G.P.O., 1981-1982. 6 v. (5579 P.).

Hearings held Feb. 14-Oct. 25, 1979.
"Serial no. 80"
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Scitnce and Technology. Subcommittee on
Domestic And International Scientific Planning, Analysis and Cooperation.
Research into criminal sentencing. Hearings, 95th Cong., 2d sess. May
16-17, 1978. Washington, G.P.O., 1918. 190 p.

"No. 83"

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. The Bail Reform Act of
1981; report on S. 1554 together with additional views. Washington, G.P.O.,
1982. 94 p. (Report, Senate, 97th Congress, 2nd session, no. 91 -317)

Criminal Code Reform Act of 1981; report to accompany S. 1630. Washington,
G.P.O., 1981. 1569 p. (Report, Senate, 97th Congress, 2nd session, no.
97-307)

Reform of the Federal criminal laws. Hearings, 92nd Cong., 1st sess. -
97th Cong., 1st sess. Washington, G.P.O., 1971-1981. 16 v. (12,896 p.)

Hearings held Feb. 10, 1971-Oct. I, 1981.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on the
Constitution. Bail reform. Hearings, 97th Cong., 1st sess., on S. 440,
S. 482, S. 1253, S. 1554. Washington, C.P.O., 1982. 829 p.

Hearings held Sept. 17 and Oct. 21, 1981.
"Serial no. J-97-56"

U.S General Accounting Office. States arm funding juvenile justice projects
that conform to legislative objectives, report to the Subcommittee on State,
Justice, Commerce, the Judiciary and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropri-
ations, United States Senate, by the Comptroller General. (Washington) 1980.
129 P.

"GO-80-40, Mar. 7, 1980"
Report "discusses the uses made of funds provided by the Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act in seven States. It also contains
. (GAO( comments on each of the 80 projects . . . visited during (the
review(.'

Vinter, Robert D. Trends in State correction. juveniles and the viole:q young
offender. Crime & delinquency, v. 25, Apr. 1979; 145-161.

Documents "trends and patterns in correction across the fifty states
that are of significance for young offenders, discussing their implications
for those who commit crimes of violence, and . . . presents insights into
how correctional policies are implemented or thwarted by juvenile justice
conditions among the states."

Walker, Nigel. Sentencing in a rational society. 1st American ed. New York,
Basic Books, 1971, c1969. 239 p.

Examines such issues as the aims of the penal system, scope of criminal
law, techniques for crime reduction, and sentencing reform.

Wilkins, Leslie T. The principles of guidelines for sentencing: methodological
and philosophical issues in their development. Washington, National Insti-
tute of Justice, for tale by the Supt. of Doc*" G.P.O., 1981. 79 p.

Partial contents.--What are guidelines for sentencing]- -The probable
use of guidelines.--Decisions and their environments.--When is a sentence
a "wrong" Sentence7--The beginnings of guidelines.--Transition from parole
to sentencing.- -The research rationale.--Organization and management of
cooperative research.--Ethical issues in the research design...-Methodological
issues in the development of sentencing guidelines.--Outstanding issues in
sentencing research.

Sentencing guidelines. structuring judicial discretion; final report of
the feasibility study, by Leslie T. Wilkins and others. (Washington, National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice( 1976. 175 p.

Results of a two-year study indicate that "judges have within their
capabilities today the means by which they may sharply curtail, if not
virtually eradicate, sentencing disparities in most American jurisdictions."
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2alman, Marvin. A commission model of sentencing. Notre Dame lawyer, v. 53,

Dec. 1977: 266-290.
Article supports a legislative proposal for a model commission on sen-

tencing. Examine, the problems of sentencing,
which include "irrationality,

disparity, ineffectiveness, and diffusion" and illustrates how this proposed

,ommission may help solve some of these problems.
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INTRODUCTION

This research guide identifies sources of information about the U.S. justice system and related topics
which will be discussed by high school debaters. The guide describes indexes and other research tools, and provides
appropriate search terms that may be uses when consulting these tools.

This research guide is constructed to permit a researcher to select the scope and types of information
to be included in a particular research project. The research guide identifies the printed indexes, online data
bases, and other research tools variously available in high school, college, public, and research libraries.
Some sources are provided for tracking legislation and legislative information.

Search terms, which may be used separately or in combination, are provided for each resolution
of the debate topic.

That the United States should adopt uniform rules governing the criminal
investigation procedure of all public law enforcement agencies in the Nation.

(CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION)

That the United States should establish uniform rules governing the procedure
of all civil courts in the Nation. (CIVIL COURTS)

That the United States should establish uniform rules governing the procedure
of all criminal courts in the Nation. (CRIMINAL COURTS)

Throughout the guide, the resolutions will be referred to in the abbreviated form listed in parenthesis above.

While the focus of this research guide is on the location of literature and legislative information on
the debate topic and resolutions available in general libraries, there are also several sources of case materials
including legal data bases (LEXIS, WESTLAW, and JURIS) and the national, state, and regional reporter systems,
which may be consulted and which are available in law libraries.
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BOOKS

Library of Congress subject headings are used in many library catalogs nationwide. This partial listing of
subject headings may be used to identify books on the debate topic. Under each heading individual states as well as

the United States as a whole may be starched.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Court congestion and delay
Courts
Crime and criminals
Criminal justice,

Administration of

Criminal statistics
Criminology
Judges

Judicial power
Judicial process
Jurisdiction
Justice, Administration of
Juvenile courts
Juvenile justice,
Administration of

Law enforcement
Law reform
Rehabilitation of criminals
Uniform state laws

Crime and criminals- -
Identification

Criminal investigation
Entrapment (Criminal law)
Legal documentsIdentification
Police administration
Police questio»iag
Undercover operations

Civil law
Civil procedure
Class actions (Civil

procedure)
Court rules

Parties to actions

Court rules
Criminal courts
Criminal jurisdiction
Criminal law
Criminal procedure
Exclusionary rule

(Evidence)
Indeterminate sentence
Limitation of actions

(Criminal law)
Perjury
Pleas (Criminal

procedure)

Sentences (Criminal
procedure)

Speedy trial
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

PRINTED INDEXES

Citations to journal articles and other materials about the debate topic can be found in number of
printed indexes. The materials covered by printed indexes are briefly described here. Search terms covering the
resolutions of the debate topic are included.

In addition to the printed indexes described in this section, several specialized indexing and
abstracting services are also available. These include: CRIMINAL JUSTICE ABSTRACTS, CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERIODICAL
INDEX, CRIME AND DELINQUENCY LITERATURE, POLICE SCIENCE ABSTRACTS, CRIMINOLOGY AND PENOLOGY ABSTRACTS, and CRIME
AND DELINQUENCY PROJECTS - -AN INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.

CURRENT LAW INDEX

Current Law Index covers over 660 law periodicals selected by an advisory board of the American
Association of Law Libraries. It is publis.ied in 8 monthly issues, 3 quarterly cumulations and a single annual
cumulation.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Appellate courts
Appellate procedure
Constitutional law
County courts
Court congestion and delay
Courts
Crime and criminals
Criminal justice
Judges
Judgments
Judicial power
Judicial review
Jcrisdiction
Justice, Administration of
Juvenile courts
Juvenile justice,
Administration of

Rehabilitating criminals
Uniform state laws

Confession (Law)

Crime laboratories
Criminal intent

Criminal investigation
Detectives
Eavesdropping

Electronics in criminal
investigation

Indictments

Informers
Searches and seizures
Source questioning

Actions and defonses Criminal courts
Civil law Criminal law
Civil law systems Criminal procedure
Civil procedure Defense (Criminal
Class actions (Civil procedure)

procedure) Evidence
Equity pleading and Extradition

practice Grand jury
Small claims courts Habeas corpus

Indeterminate sentence
Judgments, Criminal
Jury

Pleading (Criminal
procedure)

Pleas (Criminal procedure)
Preliminary examinations

(Criminal procedure)
Sentences (Criminal

procedure)
Speedy trial
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INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

The Index to Legal Periodicals is 4 subject and author index to legal articles, yearbooks, institutes,
and reviews of works published in the U.S., Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, Australia, and New Zealand. The
Index is published monthly, except September, with a bound cumulation each year.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Administration of juscIze Arrest Actions and defenses Administration of criminal
Appellate procedure Criminal investigation Civil law justice
Courts Criminal responsibility Civil procedure Bail
Criminal statistics Criminology Class actions Criminal law
Judges Eavesdropping Federal rules of civil Evidence
Judicial review Entrapment procedure Federal rules of criminal
Judicial statistics Identification Parties to action procedure
Jurisdiction Indictment and information Small claims courts Grand jury
Juvenile courts Law enforcement Juries
Magistrates and magistrates' Lie detectors and detection Plea bargaining

courts Pardon Sentencing
Municipal courts Parole Speedy trial
Uniform laws Police

Prisons and prisoners
Probation

Rehabiliation of criminals
Self-incrimination
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LEGAL RESOURCE INDEX (MICROFILM)

Legal Resource Index includes over 600 law journals, six legal newspapers and relevant materials from the
Library of Congress collection, Magazine Index, and National Newspaper Index. The Index is arranged in four
separate sections: subject, author/title, table of cases, and table of statutes. When the Index is supple-
mented, a new cumulative microfilm is provided.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Appellate courts
Appellate procedure
Correctional law
County courts

Court administration
Court congestion and delay
Courts
Crimes and criminals
Criminal justice,

Administration of
Judges

Judge-made law
Judicial power
Judicial process
Judicial review
Jurisdiction

Justice, Administration of
Juvenile courts
Juvenile justice,

Administration of
Law enforcement

Parole probation
Prison administration
Rehabilitation of criminals
Uniform state laws

Crime and criminals- -

Identification
Criminal investigation
Electronics in criminal

investigation
Forensic ballistics
Informers

Legal documents- -
Identification

Lie detectors and detection
Police patrol

Police questioning
Private prosecutors
Probation
Prosecution
Searches and seizures

Actions and defenses
Civil law
Civil law systems
Civil procedure
Class actions (Civil

procedure)
Intervention (Civil

procedure)
Judgments

Small claims courts

Criminal courts
Criminal jurisdiction
Criminal procedure

Defense (Criminal
procedure)

Evidence, Criminal
Judgments, Criminal
Jury

Grand jury
Habeas corpus
Indeterminate centence
Instructions to juries
Motions (Law)
Pleading (Criminal

procedure)
Pleas (Criminal

procedure)

Preliminary examinations
(Criminal procedure)

Sentences (Criminal
procedure)

Speedy trial
Summary proceedings
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MAGAZINE INDEX (MICROFILM)

Magazine Index provides citations from over 370 popular magazines, focusing on coverage of current
affairs, and general interest topics. The Index is divided into author and subject sections.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Appellate courts
Appellate procedure
Correctional psychology
Corrections
Court congestion and delay
Courts
Crime and criminals
Crime and the press

justice,
Administration of

Criminologists
Discovery (Law)

Judges
Judicial power
Judicial review
Jurisdiction
Jurisprudence
Justice, Administration of
Juvenile courts

Juvenile justice,
Administration of

Pardon
Parole
Prisons

Probation
Rehabilitation of criminals
Sociological jurisprudence

Crime and criminals- -

Investigation
Crime laboratories
Criminal investigation
Criminal liability
Detectors

Eavesdropping
Electronics in criminal

investigation
Hypnotism and crime
Informers

Lie detectors and detection
Parapsychology and criminal

investigation
Photography, Legal
Police charges
Police questioning
Private prosecutors
Psychology, Forensic
Prosecution
Public prosecutors

Arbitration and award
Actions and defenses
Civil law
Civil procedure
Class actions (Civil

procedure)
Small claims courts

Bail

Criminal courts
Criminal jurisdiction
Criminal procedure
Criminal registers
Defense (Criminal

procedure)
Evidence, Criminal

Extradition
Grand jury
Imprisonment
Indeterminate sentence
Instructions to juries
Jury
Pleas (Criminal

procedure)
Preliminary examinations

(Criminal procedure)
Sentences (Criminal

procedure)

Speedy trial
Venue
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE BULLETIN (PAIS)

PAIS is a subject index of books, pamphlets, government publications, reports of public and private
agenc17117 and periodical articles relating to economic and social conditions, public administration, and
other topics.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Circuit courts Criminal investigation
Correction (Penology) Detectives
Courts Electronics in criminal
Crime and criminals investigation, espionage,
Criminal justice etc.
Criminal research Entrapment
Due process of law Evidence
Judges Informers (Law)
Judgemade law Law enforcement
Judicial power Lie detectors
Judicial review Prisoners
Jurisdiction Prisons
Justice, Administration of Probation
Juvenile courts Searches and seizures
Juvenile delinquents Television in police work
Juvenile justice Undercover operations
Legal procedure
Legislation -- Uniformity

Sociological jurisprudence
Trials
United States--Justice

Department

United States President- -
Relations with the
judiciary

Civil procedure
Class actions

Criminal justice
Criminal law
Criminal proccd.re
Defense (Criminal procedure)
Extradition
Grand jury
Habeas corpus
Juries
Pleas (Criminal procedure)
Recidivist*
Sentences (Law)
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READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE

The Reader's Guide is an author/subject index to periodicals of general interest published in the U.S.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Courts Confession (Law)
Judgments Crime and criminals
Judges Crime and the press
Judicial power Criminal investigation
Judicial review Criminal psychology
Justice, Administration of Detectives
Ju4enile courts Fingerprints
Juvenile delinquents and Forensic microanalysis

delinquency Hypnotism--Police use
Juvenile justice, Informers

Administation of Law enforcement
Lawyers Lie detectors and
Legal procedure detection
Legislation Pardon
Process (Law) Parole
Trials Police questioning
United States--Justice, Police, Surveillance

Department of operations
United States--Supreme Prisons

Court Prison administration
Public prosecutors
Searches and seizures
Special prosecutors

Small claims courts

884
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Criminal law
Criminal justice,

Administration of
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Jury
Pleas (Legal procedure)
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SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX

The Social Sciences Index is a cumulative index
to English language periodicals in the fields oflaw and criminology, political science, public

administration, sociology, and other social science subjects.subjects. The Index is published quarterly with
a bound cumulation issued each year.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS
Alternative dispute

resolution programs
Appellate courts
Appellate procedure
Correctional law
Corrections research
Courts
Crime and criminals

Criminal jurisdiction
Criminal justice,

Administration of
Criminal psychology
Criminal statistics
Criminology
Judgments
Judges

Judicial power
Judicial review

Justice, Administration of
Juvenile court procedure
Juvenile delinquency
Juvenile justice,

Administration of
Parole
Police
Prisons
Probation
Uniform crime reports

Arrest

Crime and criminals- -

Identification
Crime laboratories

Criminal investigation
Eavesdropping
Evidence, Criminal
Fingerprints
Indictments

PhOtography in criminal

investigation

Police--Intelligence units
Police -- Surveillance

operations
Police questioning
Public prosecutors
Prosecution
Searches and seizures
Telephone in criminal

investigation

TypewritingIdentification
WritingIdentification

Actions and defenses
Civil procedure
Video tapes in civil

procedure

Admissibility of evidence
Criminal law
Criminal procedure
Defense (Criminal

procedure)
Federal rules of civil

procedure

Indeterminate sentences
Jury

Mandatory sentences
Recidivists

Sentences (Criminal
procedure)
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ONLINE BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASES

Online bibliographic data bases enable the researcher to locate citations to journal articles and other
materials quickly by using computer terminal to search a machine-readable file. Online data bases allow the
researcher to combine search terms in ways that are impossible in a printed index or library catalog and to

simultaneously search material that would be contained in printed index volumes covering several years. Data bases
with text searching capabilities allow the researcher to use search terms in addition to the controlled searching
vocabulary.

!MIMIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE (PAIS), MAGAZINE INDEX, and LEGAL RESOURCE INDEX are available online
as part of the Lockheed data base system. Brief descriptions of the contents of these data base files appear
in the section on printed indexes.

NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFERENCE SERVICE (NCJRS) data base represents the document collection of

NCJRS, an international information clearinghouse which is sponsored by the Natonal Institute of Justice under
the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979. The data base consists of information about criminal justice,
juvenile justice, anti law enforcement and includes books, dissertations, theoretical and empirical studies,
handbooks, journal articles and audiovisual materials. Indexing for the collection is based on subject terms
from the National Criminal Justice Thesaurus. This file is available online as part of the Lockheed data
base system.
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StLECleD PERIODICALS

The periodicals listed below sometimes contain articles related to the debate resolution topics. Itshould be noted, also, that law journals
or law reviews published by law schools may be a source of infor-mation on the debate topic.

The titles are too numerous to include here, but the Index to Legal Periodicals,
Cumulative Law Index, and Legal Resource Index include

extensive listings of the law journals which theyindex. In addition, various sections of the American Bar Association,
specialized bar organizations andstate and local bar associations publish journals which

may be of research value for the debate project.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINA COURTS

American Bar Association
journal

American journal of
corrections

American lawyer
Crime and delinquency
Crime and justice
Crime and social justice
Criminal justice and
behavior

Criminal justice review
Criminal law bulletin
Criminology
federal probation
Issues in criminology
Journal of criminal law,

criminology and police
science

Journal of h in
crime and delinquency

Judicature
Justice system journal
Juvenile and family

court journal
Juvenile justice
Law and contemporary
problems

Law and psychology review
Law and society review
Legal times

"...Ionia law journal

-.lova journal
Probation journal
State court journal
Trial

Areirican journal of
police

P11 law enforcement
bulletin

Journal of crime and
justice

Journal of police science
and administration

Law and order
Police and security

bulletin
Police chief
Police law quarterly
Police magazine

American journal of
trial advocacy

Litigation
Litigation news
Review of litgation

Trial lawyers
quarterly

American criminal law
review

American journal of
criminal law

Criminal justice journal
Criminal justice news
Criminal justice quarterly
Criminal justice review
Criminal law bulletin
Criminal lay review
Criminal law quarterly
Journal of criminal

justice

National journal of
crim;tcl defense
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LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION

Congressional activities on the debate issues may be monitored by searching the following printed

publications:

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

The Congressional Record provides an edited transcript of the activities on the floor of the House and

the Senate. It is published each day Congress is in session. Subject and name indexes are published biweekly

and cumulated annually.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Courts
Crime and criminals
Lawyers
Supreme Court

Crime and criminals Courts Courts

Law enforcement officers Crime and criminals

CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT

Conn tonal Quarterly Weekly Report provides current information on congressional activities, the

progress of major bills, and background Information on major policy issues. Important recent articles are

indexed on the back cover of each issue. Consult this index under the heading "Law enforcement /Judiciary."

A quarterly and an annual index are also issued. Congressional Quarterly also publishes an annual publication

which cumulates material appearing in the weekly reports during a year. This publication is entitled

Almanac.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Courts
Courts of appeals, U.S.
Dictrict courts, U.S.
Judiciary

Justice Department
Law and justice
Law profession and law
practice

Supreme Court
Trial procedure

Crier and criminal justice Law and justice Crime and criminal justice
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NATIONAL JOURNAL

National Journal provides information on important executive branch and congressional actions. The weeklyreports tend to address fever issues but in
greater depth than Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report. Arnualindexes for subjects, personal names,

government organisations, and private organisations are available forNational Journal. The back cover of each issue of the Journal also contains brief index to recent articles.Consult this index under the heading "Law and
justice."--7177-"Law and justice" is the appropriate eubjectindex term to use for searching the annual index.

Organisations indexed include the American Bar Aaaociation,and the American Judges Association, among others.

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION -SILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

FR1NTEh INDEXES

CONGRESSIONAL INDEX

tp
The Congressional Index, published by the Commerce Clearing House, is weekly looseleaf service whichprovides content and status information for

bills and resolutions pending in Congress. The progress of thebills and resolutions is reported from the introduction
of the legislation to final disposition.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Corrections and correctional
facilities

Courts, judges and lawyers

Crimes and crime
prevention

Civil actions and Criminal actions and
procedures procedures

MAJOR LECISLATION OF THE CONGRESS (MLC)

The MLC provides summaries of selected major
legislation arranged by subject. It includes background onthe isaues and information on the content and

status of major bills affecting that issue. The MLC may bepurchased from the Government Printing Office
or consulted at a Covernment depository library. Materials

on the debate issues are indexed under the headings of LAW, CRIME, and JUSTICE.
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DIGEST OF PUBLIC CENERAL DILLS AND RESOLOTIONS

The Digest sumo he essential features of public bills and resolutions and changes made in them
during the legislativeslative process. The Digest is compiled by the Congressional Research Service and published
during each session of Congress in two cumulative issues and final issue at the conclusion of the sessivu.

The Digest is available for sale by the Covernment Printing Office. The Digest has sponsor/cosponsor,

identical bills, short title, and subject indexes.

CZNERAL CRIMINAL INVESTICATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS
CD

Corrections and correctional Crimes and crime prevention Courts and civil procedure Criminal procedure and 00
institutions Lay enforcement and police sentencing

Courts and civil procedure
Crimes end crime prevention
Department of Justsuo
Lawyers and legal services

There are subdivisions within each of the broad subject areas.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

Rills and resolutions are often printed in the Congressional Record, along with explanatory materials, as
they are introduced. A fuller explanation of this tool appears at the beginning of the section on Legislative
Information.
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LEGISLATIVE INFORMATIONCONGRESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS

Copies of recently issued hearings and committee prints should
be requested directly from the iosuingcommittee. Congressional hearings and committee prints may also be found in the collections of Governmentdepository libraries.

FEINTED INDEXES

CLS INDEX (Index to the Publications of the United States Congress)

The CIS Index, produced by the Congressional Information
Service, abstracts all congressional publicationswith the exception of the Congressional Record.

It covers hearings, committee prints, House and Senate
reports, documents, and public lava. The Index is published monthly and cumulated quarterly and annually.Each issue is divided into index and abstract portions.

Appropriate search terms for this index are listedbelow.

CIS also publishes Legislative History Service and the U.S. Congressional Committee Prints Index throuei1969.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Administration of justice
Administrative Office of

the U.S. Courts

Court congestion and delay
Court reorganization
Courts
Crime and criminals
Department of Justice
Federal circuit courts
Federal district courts
Judges

Judicial Conference of
the U.S. Courts

Judicial powers
Judicial reform
Jurisdiction
Lew enforcement
Parole and probation
Trials

Speedy trial
Supreme Court

Police

Searches and seizures
Civil procedure Arrest
Judgments, Civil Bail

procedure Criminal procedure
Evidence
Habeas corpus
Juries
Plea bargaining
Pretrial diversion

programs

Sentences, criminal
procedure
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MONTHLY CATALOG OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

The Monthly Catalog lists documents issued by all branches of the Federal Government, including Congress.

The Monthly indexes and abstracts congressional publications in lass detail than the CIS Index.
Appropriate search terms are listed in the section of this guide on Government Publications,

ONLINE BISLIOCRAPH/G DATA BASES

CIS INDEX

The CIS Index is available in the Lockheed and SOC data base systems.

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

PRINTED INDEXES

NSW YORK TIMES INDEX

The New York Times Index provides extensive abstracts for articles appearing in the New York Times.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Courts Arrest without warrant
Crimes and criminals Lie detectors
Criminology Police

Judges Search and seizure
Legal profession Wiretapping

Prisons
Supt Ct (U.S.)

Courts Courts
Crime and criminals
Supt Cr (U.S.)
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BELL S. HOWELL NEWSPAPER INDEXES

The Bell C Howell Newspaper Indexes lists articles appearing in the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times,
Denver Post, Houston Post, Los Angels Times, New Orleans Times-Picayune, San Francisco Chronicle, andwashington Post.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Courts of law Crime
Crime Criminals
Criminals Law enforcement
Due protege of law Police
Judges

Justice (Administration of)
Juvenile delinquency
Law enforcement

Courts of law Criminal law
Grand jury
Juries

ONLINE B1SLIOGRAPHIG DATA RASES

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER INDEX

National Newspaper Index, produced by Information
Access Corporation, is available online as part of the

Lockheed data base system, and provides front-page to back-page indexing
on current affairs topics of the

Christian Science Monitor, New York Times and Wall Street Journal. Searching may be performed either using
the basic index, which include* any assigned terms

or meaningful individual words, or the additional indexes
which provide access to such information as journal name, date, edition and other bibliographic information.

NEXIS

The NEXIS library provides access to wire service articles from the Associated Press, United Press
Internati7n7r,. and Reuters, articles from the Washington Post, and journal articles. The journals indexed
include the Cone eeee ional Quarterly Weekly Report, Newsweek, and U.S. News and World Report. In addition to
providing citations and abstracts of the materials ins in the data base, NEXIS makes the full text of
the articles available online. NEXIS also provides access to the New York Times Information Bank, which is
a current affairs data base conareirii citations to the New York Times and over sixty newspapers and journals.
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NEWSSEARCH

N h is the daily update of Ms sting Index, National Newspaper Index, and Legal Resource Index in

the Lockheed data base system. It prov des front-page to back -page indexing of the Christian Science Monitor,
Wall Street Journal, and New York Times, as well as popular magazines, law journals, and legal newspapers.

GOVERNMENT PUILICATIONS

PRINTED INDEXES

For information on identifying pertinent congressional hearing., committee prints, reports and documents,
see the Congressional Publications election of this ee i rrr eh guide.

MONTHLY CATALOG OP UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUILICATIONS

The Monthly Catalog. lists documents issued by all branches of the Federal Government. It provides

citations to reports, studies, fact sheets, maps, handbooks, conference proceedings, and congressional
publications; it has monthly, semiannual, and annual indexes by author, title, subject, key words, and

series/report title. The Monthly Catalog is also available online through the Lockheed Dialog system.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Court administration
Court congestion and delay
Court rules
Courts
Crime and criminals
Criminal behavior,
Prediction of

Criminal justice,
Administration of

Criminal statistics
Judges
Justice, Administration of
Juvenile correction
Juvenile courts
Juvenile delinquency
Juvenile justice,
Administration of

Law
Law reporting

Criminal investigation
Criminal liability
Law enforcement
Police

Civil procedure Criminal courts
Criminal law
Criminal procedure
Jurr
Jury selection
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WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS

The Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents contains statements, messages, and other presidential
materials released by the White House during the preceding week. The Weekly Compilation has weekly, quarterly,
and annual indexes. Key search Woo for this topic are LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIME and JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF.

INDEX TO U.S. GOVERNMENT PERIODICALS

The Index to U.S. Government Periodicals provide. a cumulative index to the articles of research value
in the periodicals produced by more than one hundred agencies of the U.S. Government.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Constitutional law Criminal investigation Courts Courts
Court, Police Juries
Courts of appeals

Justice, Administration of
Crime and criminals

Criminology
Judges
Judicial review
Jurisdiction (Law)
Justice, Administration of
Justice, Department of
Juvenile delinquency
Law
Law enforcement

895
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ORGANIZATIONS

The following is a sampling of those organizations which may be possible sources of information on
judicial reform and related issues. They were selected from the Encyclopedia of Associations and the Washington
Information Directory, 1982-1983. The descriptions of the groups' activities were also taken from these sources.
Additional organizations may be located in these sources by using such search terms as Legal, Judges, Judicial,
Criminal, and Police.

In addition to the organizations listed below, researchers may also contact the National Referral Center
to obtain descriptions of organizations qualified end willing to answer questions or provide information on social
science and science topics.

National Referral Center
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 20540

(202) 287-5670

Organization Description

Administrative office of the U.S. Courts "Supervises all administrative matters of the United States court System
ill Vermont Ave., NW (except the Supreme Court)."
Washington, DC 20544
(202) 633-6097

Alliance for Justice
600 New Jersey Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20001

(202) 624-8390

American bar Association
1155 E. 60th St.
Chicago, IL 60637
(312) 947-4000

American Bar Foundation
1155 E. 60th St.
Chicago, IL 60637
(312) 667 -4700

"Nonprofit organization that assists public interest law firms with
funding problems, eapecially with attorneys' fee awards. Works to
increase citizen participation in the Judicial and administrative
processes."

Professional membership organization for attorneys which oversees the
Code of Professional Responsibility and is actively involved in efforts
to improve court procedure.

Aims "to study, improve, and facilitate the administration of justice;
promote the study of law and legal research; . . . and improve legal
education."
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American Civil Liberties Union
132 W. 43rd St.
New York, NY 10036
(212) 944-9800

American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy I

1150 17th St., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 862-5800

American Judges Association
P.O. Sox 1399
188 Chestnut St.
Holyoke, HA 01040
(413) 534-1506

Americen Judicature Society
200 W. Monroe ft., Suits 1606
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 558-6900

American Juetiee institute
1007 Seventh St.
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-3096

American Law Institute
4025 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 243-1600

American society of Criminology
1314 Kinnear Rd.
Columbus, OH 43212
(614) 422-9207

CRS-21

Description

"Champions the rights of can set forth In the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution," including freedom of speech, due process of law,
trial equality before the law, and so forth.

Publications: First Principles, monthly; Civil Liberties, bimonthly

Aims are "to assist policy makers, scholars,
businessmen, the press, and

the public by providing objective analyses of national and international
issues."

"Seeks to improve the administration of justice at all levels of the
courts."

Posters an interest on the effective dminietration of justice.
"Conducts 444444 eh; offers consultation service; sponsors and
organises citizens' conferences on judicial improvement."
Serial publication: Judicature

Aims "to help institutions and individuals become more willing end able
to reduce the occurrence of crime, delinquency and related social
problems."

"Promotes the clarification and simplification of the law and its better
adaptation to social needs by continuing work on the Restatement of the
Law, model and uniform codes and model statutes."

Aims "to develop criminology as a science snd academic discipline; to
aid in the construction of criminological curricula in accredited
universities; to upgrade the practitioner in criminological fields
(police, prisons, probation, parole, delinquency workers)."
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Association for Correctional Research
and Information Management

c/o Dr. Thous A. Johnson
Dept. of Criminal Justice
106 Van Doren Hall
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164
(500 335-3539

Brookings Institution
1775 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 797-6000

Center for Studies in Criminal Justice
University of Chicago Law School
1111 E. 60th St.
Chicago, IL 60637

(312) 753 -2436

Center for Studies in Criminology and
Criminal Law

3718 Locust St., Rm. 203
Philadelphia, PA 19174
(215) 243-7411

Citizens Legal Protection League
P.O. Sox 2115
Sanford, FL 32771

(305) 322-7011

Committee to Defend the First Amendment
Research Institute
727 6th St., SE
Washington, DC 20003
(202) 544-3332

CIS-22

Description

Aims "to provide and improve knowledge, experience, and leadership in
the field of correctional research and statistics in prisons, jails and
juvenile detention centers. Applies research data in the prevention,
control and treatment of crime and delinquency."

"Nonprofit research and educational organization which examines issues
and trends in public policy."

Aims are "to conduct research in current problems in the adminis-
tration of justice; to train law students in social science research
techniques; and to offer visiting fellowships to distinguished legal
scholars."

"Conducts research on crime, delinquency, police judicial systems,
prisons, social control and social deviance."

"Objectives are to acquaint Americana with their right to use all courts
in person without hiring a lawyer and to provide basic training in
general court procedures, preparations for suits, answers to suits and
motions."

Educational and research organization. Sponsors' conferences and
debates on the exercise and encroachment of First Amendment right*.
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Committee for Uniform Crime Records
c/o International Association of
Police Chiefs

13 Firstfield Road
Ceithsrsburg, MD 20878
(301) 948-0922

Criminal Justice Archive and Information
Network

P.O. lox 1240
Ann Arbor, N1 48106
(313) 764-5199

Criminal Justice Statistics Association
444 N. Capitol St., NW, Suite 305
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 347-4608

Equal Justice Foundation
1346 Connecticut Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 452 -1267

Friends of the FIll

1135 X St., NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC
(202) 785.-3830

CR8-23

Description

"Evaluates methods used by police agencies in maintaining records
and making reports relative to law enforcement." Recommends uniform
crime reporting procedures.

Provides access to U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics data topics and
other criminal justice statistical information.

"Seeks to further the collection, analysis, dissemination and use of
data concerning crime and criminal justice at the federal and state
levels; to assist in the identification and transfer of techniques
for analyzing criminal justice data."

Aims are "to study and promote ways to make the judicial system moreSuite 525 accessible, so that citizens may enjoy representation in the courts,
governmental agencies, the legislature and other areas when public
policy is made."

"Conducts educational and research programs and disseminates knowledge
about the F.B.I. and all other law enforcement organizations in the
U.S."

HALT - An Organization of Americans
for Legal Raton'

201 Massachusetts Ave., NE, Suite 319
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 546-4258

Heritage Foundation
513 C St., NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 546-4440

"Aims to educate the public about law, legal procedures and legal
services; . . . to simplify the language of the law; . . . and to
improve the quality and reduce the cost of available legal services."

"Conservative public policy research organization."
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Institute for Court Management
1624 Market St., Suite 210
Denver, CO 80202

(303) 534-3063

Institute of Judicial Administration
One Washington Square
New York, NY 10012

(212) 598-7721

International Association of Chiefs

of Police
13 Firstfield Road
Celthersburg, MD 20878

(301) 948-0922

Judicial Conference of the United States

811 Vermont Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20544
(202) 633-6097

National American Indian Court
Judges Association

1000 Connecticut Ave, NW, no. 401
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 296-0685

National Association of Juvenile
Correctional Agencies

36 Locksley Ln.
Springfield, IL 62704

(217) 787-0690

National Association of Women Judges
3580 Wilshire Blvd., Rm. 323

Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 736-2411

CRS-24

Description

"Promotes judicial, procedural and administrative improvements in the

courts."

"Promotes judicial, procedural and administrative improvements in the

courts."

Provides consultation on aspects of police activity.
Publications: Police Chief, monthly; Journal of Police Science and
Administration, quarterly

"Serves as the policy making and governing body for the administration

of the Federal judicial system."

"Seeks to improve the American Indian court system throughout the United
States by furthering knowledge and understanding of it and maintaining
its integrity in providing equal protection to all persons."

Publication: Indian Courts Newsletter, quarterly

"Disseminates ideas on the function, philosophy and goals of the
juvenile correctional field with emphasis on institutional

rehabilitative programs."

"Objectives are: to promote the administration of justice; to discuss
and formulate solutions to legal, educational, social and ethical
problems encountered by women judges; . . . and to discuss other issues

particularly affecting women judges."
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National Dar Association
1773 T St., NW
Washington, DC 20009

(202) 797-9002

National Center for Juvenile Justice
710 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburg, PA 15219

(412) 227-6950

National Center for State Courts
300 Newport Ave.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
(104) 253-2000

National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws

645 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 510
Chicago, IL 60611

(312) 321-9710

National Council on Crime and
Delinquency

Continental Plaza
411 Hackensack Ave.
Hackensack, NJ 07601

(201) 488-0400

National Criminal Justice Association
444 N. Capitol St., NW, Suite 305

Washington, DC 20001

(202) 347-4900

National District Attorneys Posociation
703 Pendleton St.
Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 549-9222

CRS-25

Description

"Interests include legal education and improvement of the judicial
process."

Aims "to encourage the prop sssss ve administration of juvenile luatice
and all its components by r h and dissemination of pertinent data."

"Provides assistance to orate and local trial and appellate courts in
improving their structure and administration."
Serial publication: State Court Journal

Aims "to promote uniformity in state law on all subjects where
uniformity is deemed d bin and practicable; to draft uniform and
model acts on subjects suitable for interstate compact; . . . and to

promote uniformity of judicial decisions throughout the U.S."

Include, "social workers, correction specialists and others
interested in community based programs, juvenile and family courts.
and the prevention, control and treatment of crime and delinquency."

"Provides a formal mechanism for the development and expression of
unified state view, on criminal and juvenile justice issues."

"Sponsors conferences and workshops on criminal justice; provides
information on criminal justice, the courts and district attorneys."
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Organisation Description

National Judicial College
Judicial College Building
University of Nevada
Reno, NV 89557
(702) 784-6747

National Legal Center for the
Public Interest

1101 17th St., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 296-1683

Notional Moratorium on Prison
Construction

324 C St., SE
Washington, DC 20003
(202) 547-3633

Supreme Court of the United States
Office of Public Information
U.S. Supreme Court Building
Washington, DC 20543
(202) 252-3211

U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics
c/o Notional Criminal Justice
Reference Service

Bog 6000
Rockville, MD 20850

U.S. Department of Justice
Public Affairs Office
Main Justice Building
Washington, DC 20530
(202) 633-2001

CRS-26

"Provides education and training for the nation's judges."

"Nonprofit public interest law center and information clearinghouse;
does not litigate cases. Monitors legislation on the judiciary and
judicial process; sponsors seminars."

"Engages in public education, lobbying, and direct action to stop
construction of new prisons and jails; monitors and collects data on
prison construction and incarceration; coordinates efforts in the U.S.
to reduce use of incarceration and to seek systematic alternatives to
imprisonment."

"Provides copies of court opinions, information on filing new cases and
the status of pending uses, and information on admissions to the
Supreme Court Dar."

Provides information on statistical issues relating to the criminal
justice system and provides copies of publications.

Answers inquiries from the public about Justice Department policies and
programs.
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U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
Public Information Office
J. Edgar Hoover Building
9th St. and Pennsylvania Ave., KW
Washington, DC 20535

(202) 324-3691

U.S. National institute of Justice
633 Indiana Ave., NW
Washington. DC 20531

(202) 724-2942

Vera Institute of Justice
30 E. 39th St.
Nev York, NY 10016
(212) 986,6910

Washington Legal Foundation
1612 R St., NW
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 857-0240

CBS-27

Answers inquiries from the public on Federal Bureau of Investigation
policies and programs.

"Conducts research on all aspects of criminal justice, including crime
prevention, enforcement, adjudication and corrections; evaluates
criminal justice programs; develops model programa using nev techniques;
maintains National Criminal Justice Referette Service that provides
document information on criminal justice retearch."

"Conduct* action- h projects in criminal justice reform and in nev
approaches to helping people previously cons dered unemployable to move
into the regular labor market."

"Nonprofit public i lea organization. include
constitutional lev, election law, government regulation and freedom
of information; litigates on behalf of victims of violent crimes rho
sue their attackers."
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CRS-28

STATISTICAL SOURCES

AMERICAN STATISTICS INDEX (ASI)

The American Statistics Index Indexes and describe, the statistical publications of the U.S. Government,
including periodicals, annual, biennial, semiannual, and special publications. The Index provides access co
statistical materials by subject, organization, note, issuing source, and title. The Index is published
monthly and cumulated quarterly and annually.

STATISTICAL REFERENCE INDEX

The Statistical Refers:lc. Indsx provides a guide and index to selected statistical reference material from
non-Federal source, on a wide spectrum of subject matter. It includes the publications of trade, professional,
and ocher nonprofit associations and institutions, business organisations, commercial publisher., university
and independent aaaaaa ch center*. and state government agencies. The Index provide. access by subject,
organization. name, Lowing source, and title. The Index is published monthly and cumulated annually.

GENERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION CIVIL COURTS CRIMINAL COURTS

Administration of justice Arrest Civil procedure Criminal procedure
Administrative Office of the Evidence Claims Juries

U.S. Courts Law enforcement Court of claims Pretrial detention and release
Correctional institutions Police Sentences, Criminal procedure
Courts
Crime and criminsls
Crime index
Crime insurance
Depart/sent of Justice

Du* proems of law
Federal courts of appeals
Federal district court.
Federal Judicial Center
Judge.
Judicial Conference of U.S.
Judicial power
Judicial reform
Juvenile court.
Juvenile delinquency
Lawyers
Parole and probation
Supreme Court
Trial,
Witness
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CRS-29

PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE BULLETIN (PAIS)

Rost of the search terms included in PAIS list citations under the subdivision, "Statistics."
A description of this tool appears in the Journal Articles section of this guide, and appropriate search
terms are listed.

BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS

The Bureau of Justice Statistic, of the U.S. Department of Justice also provides information on
statistical issues relating to the criminal Justice system. Copies of Bureau of Justice statistics publi-
cations are available from:

National Criminal Justice Reference Service
Box 6000

Rockville, ND 20550
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

SB-043

April 8, 1983

PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE 1983-84

HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE TOPIC

What Changes Are Host Needed in the Prooedures Used in the United
States Justioe System?

American Prisons and Jails, Volume 4, Supplemental Report,
Case Studies of New Legislation Governing Sentencing and
Release. 1981. 290 p. 11.

J 28.2:P 93/2/v.4 S/N 027-000-01088-1 S 8.00

Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, A Report. The report
of the Presidentie Commission on Law Enforoement and Ad-
ministration of Justioe. 1967, reprinted 1976. 340 p. il.

Pr 36.8:L 41/C 86 S/N 040-000-00100-0 9.00

Crime, Kidnapping, and Prison Laws, June 21, 1902-
December 28, 1980. A compilation of laws from June 21, 1902
through Deoember 28, 1980. 1981. 1134 P.

Y 1.2:C 86/981 S/N 052-001-00177-0 13.00

Crime Scene Search and Physical Evidence Handbook. De-
ecribes and illustrates methods for identifying, preserv-
ing, and processing (criminal evidenoe. 1973. 189 p. il.

J 1.8/3:C 26/2 S/N 027-000-00221-8 7.00

Criminal Justice Careers Guidebook. Host of this book is
comprised of individual (criminal justioe oareer desorip-
tiona; eaoh of these include information about job require-
ments and employment prospects. Also included is a
bibliography and a lint of sources to oontaot for further
information. 1982. 184 p. il.

L 37.8:J 98 S/N 029-014-00200-3

Oictionary of Criminal Justice Data Terminology: Terms
and Definitions Proposed for Interstate and National
Data Collection and Exchange. Contains all terminology
relating to the orime and (criminal justice prooess and
agenoy statistics. inoluding speoial usages in national
level etatistioal programs and terms neceesary for under-
standing the prinoiples and operation of the (criminal
justioe system. 1981. 268 p.

J 29.9:NCJ-46939 S/N 027-000-01160-8

Directory of Criminal Justice Information Sources.---
Deocribes the services of 149 (criminal justioe agenoies,
including their (computerised literature ssaroh services,
interlibrary loan programs, referenoe servioes, and
technical assistance to criminal justioe professionals.
Rev. 1981. 148 p.

J 28.20:981 S/N 027-000-01152-7
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Directory of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Associa-
tions and Research Centers. 1978. 46 p.

C 13.10:480-20 S/N 003-003-01904-6 $ 3.50

Effect of the Police on Crime. Estimates the effect of
police practices on the rate of robbery in 35 large Ameri-
can cities and describes why police practices vary among
cities. 1979. 27 p.

J 26.14:P 75 S/N 027-000-00874-7 4.50

Federal Standards for Prisons and Jails, December 16, 1980.
---1981. 66 p. il.

J 1.2:St 2/9 S/N 027-000-01083-1 4.75

_Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention: Report of
the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion. This book presents the national standards for juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention developed by the 1975
Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
There are standards for preventing delinquency, providing
health and education services, the roles of government,
police, and the community, and more. 1976. 822 p. il.

Y 3.0 86:2 J 98 S/N 052-003-00223-0 15.00

LEAA (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration) Police
---Equipment Survey of 1972, Volume 1, The Need for Standards:

Priorities for Police Equipment. 1977. 171 p. il.
C 13.10:480-1 S/N 003-003-01722-1 6.50

Literature Search: Law Enforcement Facilities--Planning,
Design, Construction. Summarises American and foreign
publications pertaining to the planning, design, and
construction of law enforcement facilities, including
jails, courthouses, police headquarters, and city halls.
1975. 194 p. il.

C 13.46:859 S/N 003-003-01543-1 9.00

Police Research Catalog: Police-Related Research Supported
by the National Institute of Justice, 1969-1981. Contains
annotated citations of publications relating to the police
research at National Institute of Justice (NM). 1982.
249 p. J 28.2:P 93/2/969-81

S/N 027-000-01163-2 7.50

Proving Federal Crimes, 1980. This publication is a ready
reference manual for Federal prosecutors and includes ZegaZ
summaries of capes and precedents relating to the acquisi-
tion, use, and misuse for statutes and rules, appellate
and civil procedure, criminal procedure, and Federal rules
of evidence. 1980. 271 p. Issued in plastic three-ring
binder with index dividers. Looseleaf for updating.

J 1.8/2:P 94/4 S/N 027-000-00903-4 20.00

Supplement 1 to the above. Contains two reserved chapters,
Joinder and Severance and Trial by Jury, and a revised
and widely expanded index. 1981. 64 p. Issued in
looseleaf form.

J 1.8/3:P 94/4/insert
S/N 027-000-01090-3

Supplement 2 to the above. Contains revisions of various
chapters where there have been significant decisions by
the Supreme Court and the courts of appeal. Also in-
cludes a new section on Speedy Trials. 1981. 100 p.
Issued in looseleaf form.

J 1.8/2:P 94/4/supp.2
S/N 027-000-01151-9
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Removal of Juveniles From Adult Jails and Lock-Ups: A
Review of State Approaches and Policy Implications. Study
of several states' attempts to achieve removal of juveniles
from adult jails and look -ups. 1981. 58 p. il.

J 26.2:J 98/11 S/N 027-000-01128-4 S 4.75

Report of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals. This series of reports pre-
sents the Commission's recommendations concerning standards
and goals for crime reduction and prevention at the State
and local levels.

Corrections. 1973, reprinted 1975. 636 p.
Y 3.0 86:2 C 81 S/N 027-000-00175-1

Courts. Contains proposals for reforming court organi-
zation, trial proceedings, and the practice of criminal
law. 1973, reprinted 1979. 358 p. il.

Y 3.0 86:2 C 83 S/N 027-000-00173-4

National Strategy to Reduce Crime. 1973. 195 p. il.
Y 3.0 86:2 C 86 S/N 027-000-00204-8

Police. 1973, reprinted 1975. 668 p. il.
Y 3.0 86:2 P 75 S/N 027-000-00174-2

Reports of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference
of the United States Held in Washington, 0.C., March 16-
17, 1982 and September 22-23, 1982, Annual Report of the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts, 1982.
1983. 605 p. il.

Ju 10.1/2:982 S/N 028-004-00051-6

Rules of Civil Procedure for the United States Oistrict
Courts, With Forms. Contains the Rules of Civil Procedure
for the United States District Courts together with forme,
ae amended to August 1, 1982. Rev. 1982. 117 p.

Y 4.J 89/1:C 49/7/982
S/N 052-070-05764-5

_Rules of Criminal Procedure for the United States Oistrict
Courts, With Forms. Contains the Rules of Criminal Pro-
cedure for the United States District Courts together with
forme, as amended to August 1, 1982. Rev. 1982. 70 p.

Y 4.J 89/1:C 86/7/982
S/N 052-070-05763-7

Sentencing Guidelines: Structuring Judicial Discretion:

Volume 2, Analytic Basis for the Formulation of Sentenc-
ing Policy. Intended for the technical audience and de-
scribes the research and policy decisions that resulted
in the development of sentencing guidelines in Cook County,
Illinois; Essex County, New Jersey; and Mari00pa County,
Arizona. 1982. 260 p.

J 28.8:Se 5/v.2 S/N 027-000-01165-9

Volume 3, Establishing a Sentencing Guidelines System.
Intended for researchers who are, or expect to become,
involved in deeign and establishment of a locally opera..
tional sentencing guidelines system. Deals with the
techniques to be employed in practice and recommends ways
of applying then in various jurisdictions. Sete forth a
detailed plan for constructing a sentencing guidelines
system. 1982. 259 p.

J 28.8:Se 5/v.3 S/N 027-000-01166-7
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Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, 1981. 1982.
---650 p. il. J 29.9:SD-SB-9 S/N 027-000-01144-6 $13.00

Standards for the Administration of Juvenile Justice, Re-
port of the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention. 1981. 546 p. il.

J 26.2:J 98/8 S/N 027-000-01143-8 11.00

Strategic Criminal Justice Planning. This book discusses
the advantages of strategic planning in the areas of
adolescent crime, violence. addiction, and adult crime.
1975. 233 p.

HE 20.8114/3:3 98 S/N 017-024-00465-1 6.00

Study Draft of a New Federal Criminal Code (Title 18,
--United States Code), and Working Papers of the National
Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws, Volumes
1 and 2. 1970, reprinted 1979. 1942 p. 3 volumes,
sold as a set.

Y 3.N 21/26:2 C 86 S/N 052-051-00001-1 26.00

Task Force on Administration of Justice, Report, The
---Courts. 1967, reprinted 1976. 178 p. il.

Pr 36.8:L 41/C 83 S/N 040-000-00096-6 7.00

_United States Court Directory, March 1983. Lists the
Federal courts of the United States. Includes addresses,

telephone numbers, and judges' names. 1983.
S/N 028-004-00052-4 8.50

United States District Courts Sentences Imposed Chart,
--Twelve Month Period Ended June 30, 1981. Augments general
statistics on sentencing appearing in Appendix Table D -5
of the Annual Report of the Director. Provides United
States probation officers with more specific offenses
and sentences to use in their presentence reports to
judges. 1982. 253 p.

Ju 10.18:981 S/N 028-004-00048-6 7.50

Use of the Search Warrant, Operational Guide to White -
Collar Crime Enforcement. 1981. 51 p.

J 26.8:Se 1 S/N 027-000-01092-0 4.75

..*
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